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PREFACE BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

The commentaries

included within the present volume of Meyer's

and Exegetical Haud-Book were prepared by

Critical

The English

Dr. J. E. Huther.
latest editions

commentaries which were published

of the several

before Dr. Huther's death.

his coadjutor,

was made from the

translation

Since his death, a fourth edition of

James has appeared

Germany

the

Commentary on

(in

1882), with some additions by Dr. Willibald Beyschlag,

the Epistle of

To

has carefully revised the work.

some references have been made

A

American Editor.

Epistles of Peter and Jude

Huther was the equal of Meyer

make

the

scholar

great

Notes of the

Commentary on

the

the

has been prepared under the editor-

Ernst Kiihl, but has not as

of

ship

of

who

volume of Beyschlag,

the Additional

in

edition

fifth

this

in

yet

been received.

be claimed

exegete, will not

That

those qualities and gifts which

in

by any competent

but that he was a worthy associate in the work of which

;

Meyer wrote so

a portion,

large

is

proved

by the

ability

with

which he discharged the duty assigned to bim, and by the favorable reception which his commentaries have

of

all

met with on the part

who have used them.

The Additional

Notes

of

the

American

Editor

have

been

prepared in accordance with the same principles and purpose with
those which governed him in the preparation of the notes added
to

had

other volumes

the

editorial

volume

;

care.

of

Meyer's Commentary of which he has

They have been placed

and the reader's attention

is

hope, on the writer's part, that some help
of value
the

may

several

be found

epistles.

in

them

in

at

invited to

the

end of the

them with the

and some suggestions

connection with the study of
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AOTOR-S PREFACE TO THE OJIMESTART 05 JAMES.
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

VI

whilst Philippi attributes to
from that of Paul
James, another meaning than that which it has with
Paul.
I can approve neither of the one method nor of the other
not of the former, because by it the idea of justification is altered
in. a most serious manner; nor of the latter, because it is wanting
in linguistic correctness, and, moreover, thoughts are by it given

of justification
SiKtttow,

;

witli

which are wholly unimportant.

I

versy with Frank, to which I

felt

of the second edition
ation,

constrained

the publication

in

only remarking, that, after a careful examin-

;

my

have not been able to alter

I

resume the contro-

will not here

expressed view

earlier

of James's doctrine of justification, the less so as

Moreover,

conviction.

the

regard

doctrine

of

am no

its

convinced than formerly, that,

less

brother of the Lord,

justification.

whether the author of
or

is

contained which contra-

is

church regarding

the

question

the

to

I

made by me, nothing

deductions

in the

dicts

had not

it

from dogmatic prepossession, but was demanded by exegetical

origin

is

— With
the

Epistle,

this

not identical with the Apostle James,

have not been able to change my earlier convictions.
If, in
more recent times, the opposite view has been occasionally main-

I

tained, this

either in the

is

way of simple

assertion, or on

which proceed from unjustified suppositions.

show that

will

with regard to

I

grounds

This present edition

have exercised as impartial a criticism as possible

my own

views, as well as with regard to the views

of others.

The

quotations from

Ranch and Guukel

refer to their reviews

of this commentary published before the second edition
is

found

No. 20 of the

in

Theol. LiteraturUatt of

Kirchenzeitung of the year 1858

;

and the other

Anz., parts 109-112 of the year 1859.

gel.

quoted

Cremer's BibJischtheol.

'

The more
that

I

know

of

the value of

does not answer to

it

Wbrterbuch

its

this

title,

I

des

in

:

the

the one

Allgem.

the Gottingen

have occasionally
Grdcitdt.

neutest.

work, the more I regret

inasmuch as those words are

only treated which the author considers to be the expressions of
spiritual,

which

moral,

can

AViner's

only

and
with

religious

life.

diflSculty

be

Grammar^ not only according

according to the seventh edition,
I

again

help to

close this

make

the

more valued, and
the

A

to

the

is

I

made

here

have quoted

sixth,

but

also

by Liinemann.
preface with the hope that my labor may

truly
to

distinction

maintained.

apostolic

render

its

Church.

WiTTENFoKDEN, November,

1869.

edited

spirit

ethical

of

the

Epistle

of'

James

teaching more useful

to

'

AUTHOR'S PREFACE TO THE COMMENTARY ON PETER.

In revising

Commentary on

this

the Epistles of Peter for the

present fourth edition, the work which I had chiefly to consider

and subject to a careful examination was the Exposition of the
This accordingly I did. Von Hofmanu
Epistles by Von Hofmann.
often seeks to surmount the exegetical difficulties presented in the
epistles by a neio exposition, and, of course, no exception can be
taken to this
not

are

stand

the

quently

;

but

it

of

test

little

an

to be regretted

is

unfrequently of

so

unprejudiced

the interpretations

that

a nature

artificial

they cannot

that

examination,

and are conse-

calculated to promote the true understanding of the

text.

As

regards

the

of

origin

have produced

investigations

had formerly obtained.

the Second Epistle, my renewed
no result other than that which I

can only repeat what I

I

preface to the third edition

of

this

"

Commentary:

the

said

in

If

should

I

be blamed for giving, in this edition also, no decisive and

final

Second Peter, I will
say, at the outset, that it seems to me more correct to pronounce
a non liquet than to cut the knot by arbitrary assertions and acute
answer

to

the question as to the origin of

appearances of argument.

Although
character, yet

this
it

'

Commentary on

the whole has preserved

has been subjected to

many changes

its

former

in particulars,

I hope may be regarded as improvements.
would only add, that, in the critical remarks, it is principally
Tisch. 7
Tischendorf's Recension that has been kept in view.

which
I

refers to the editio septima critica minor,
editio

octava major,

reading,

1869.

Tisch. simply

is

Where

the

1859

;

MCUJ,

1877.

in

a

put.

J.

WlTTEXFORDEN,

Tisch. 8, to his

two editions agree
Ed.

HUTHER.

^

;

THE EPISTLE OF JAMES.
IKTEODTJOTIOE".
SEC. 1.— JAMES.

The
'Id/cw/Jof,

author

of

designates

Epistle

this

Qeov koI Kvpiov

himself

the

in

inscription

and thus announces himself

XpicTov dovloc,

'\riaov

From

of apostolic dignity.

up toward the

takes

Epistle

{raig

this, as well as

circle

readers

of

dudcKa (pvXaig ralg iv

ri)

James can be meant than he who,

diaa-nopg),

an

at

from the attitude which he

whom

to

to

man

though not an apostle in the narrower sense of the term, yet a

be,

it

eai-ly

he has directed his

evident that no other

is

period in the Acts of the

Apostles, appears as the head of the church at Jerusalem (Acts xii. 17,

XV. 13

reckons

ff.,

xxi. 18)

among

whom

;

Paul

the gtvXoiq (Gal.

calls 6 udeki^bi tov Kvpiov (Gal.
ii.

9),

and

whom

the last Catholic Epistle, designates as his brother (Jude 1)

who

in

Eccl.

Hist.
iivrip

tradition received the
ii.

dLKaioTarog

23, iv.

name

that of the apostles

is

according to that of

whom

to

1),

19),

and

;

the

same

(Hegesippus in Eusebius,

who was regarded even by

22),

(Joseph., Antiq. XX. 3,

to the narrative of

6 dUacog

1.

Jude, the author of

the Jews as an

a higher dignity than

attributed in the Clementines, and who, according

Josephus, suffered martyrdom about

Hegesippus (Euseb.

ii.

23),

the

year 63

not long before the

destruction of Jerusalem.

As regards

the question whether this

identical with the Apostle

1

No

certain decision can be

difference, especially as

tlie

James the son

come

to on this

narrative of Hege-

Bippus (comp. Lange's iTomTOtfn^, Einleitung,
p. 13 f.) bears

and
avTo

unmistakable mythical traces;

in the relation of

Josephus

(toi' a.8e\<j>ov 'IijcroO,

:

-rrapdyuv eit

tov \eyoviievov Xpiff-

James

is

to

be considered as

of Alphaeus, as is maintained

toC, 'Iaic(o|3o9 ovoixa avrto icot)
.

.

.

nvai

(irepovt)

napeStoKe Kevcrdri(Toixevov^, the geDuineness

of the bracketed words

Is

at least doubtful;

Clericus, Larduer, Credner, assert their spuri-

ousness.

—
THE EPISTLE OF JAMES.

2

by Lange, Bouman, Hengstenberg,

in recent times

and

Philippi,

others,

or as a different person, the data given in the N, T. are more favorable
to the idea of non-identity than to the opposite opinion.

tion

made

is

in the

N. T. of the

Thus they

as a circle different from that of the apostles.

John

in

tinction

made

also

is

Mark

46;

12 distinguislAd from

ii.

of Jesus;

(ladTjratg

are already

the same dis-

after the choice of the twelve apostles (Matt.

Luke

21, 31;

iii.

the

When men-

1.

they are represented

udel^oi of Jesus,

19; John

viii.

and

3),

nor in those where

that neither in these passages
the brethren of Jesus (Matt.

vii.

xiii.

Mark

55;

3)^

vi.

them belonged

indication that one or several of

the

Jews mention

there the slightest

is

to the apostolic circle

rather, their conduct towai-d Jesus is characterized as different

of the apostles; and, indeed,

Him

not believe on

when His

(John

it

vii.

is

xii.

manner

in such a

them that

expressly said of

:

from that
they did

Also after the ascension of Christ,

5).

brethren had become believers, and had attached themselves

to the apostles, they are expressly,

before, distinguished

and

the

in

from the Twelve (Acts

no passage of the N. T.

is it

i.

same simple manner

as

1 Cor. ix. 5).

In

14;

2,

indicated that the a6eX0oi of the Lord were

not His brothers, in the usual meaning of the word, but His cousins;
.and,

on the other hand, James the son of Alphaeus

a brother of Jesus, nor

.as

Jiim

and the Lord.

3Iark XV.

was a
the

ito

;

and

K2.(jnug are

but from that passage

sister of
lists

it

with

whom Mark

'Imu^ov in

brother of James;

.a

would have been

among

calls

Meyer

in

he).

25

3.

for,

called so

vi.

15;

Acts

on the one hand,

if

i.

to the lieceptus, the

names of

this

Luke,

in

Mark

— contrary

tlie

a6e7i(p6q

ac-

not to

to all analogy,

they, however, read 'Iuo-^tos

remains doubtful which

'I(u(r7)<<);

brothers

is

and Siraon.

Lachmann, and Tischendorf have adopted,

Oomp. Meyer on

not

were the case he

here also the Codex Sinailicus has

cording to preponderating authority,

same

was

13), yet he

the brothers of Jesus are James, Joses, Judas,

Instead of "Iioa^s in Matthew,

namely

18), is the

iii.

by Matthew, who expressly places

'laKujiov in

Mary

According

Although the Apostle Lebbaeus

the apostles together; and, on the other hand,

According

xix.

does not follow that this

Thaddaeus (Mark

Luke (Luke

be supplied to the genitive

»

John

of the apostles, only one of the sons of Alphaeus,

3),

'loiidag

in

only different forms of the same

the mother of Jesus (see

James, was the apostle of the Lord.
.(Matt. X.

never reckoned

is

a relationship between

Mary mentioned

Certainly the

40), as 'A7i<palog

name ('sSn)

there any trace of

was the mother of the sons of Alphaeus (Matt, xxvii. 56;

Tou KluTTu)

(f/

is

is

;

'lutrij^.

yet
It

the correct name.

the passage in Matthew,

;

INTRODUCTION.
but

3

Introduction to Commentary on Jude, sec. 1).

v/6f (see

According to

Matt, xxvii. 26 and INIark xv. 40, Alphaeus, besides James, had only one
other son, Joses.
his -wife

Mary

If

Simon were

the apostles Judas and

in the above passages

would have been

From

mother, especially as Joses was not an apostle.
then, the brothers of the Lord, James, Judas,

also his sons,

also called their
all

be considered as identical with the apostles bearing the

There

4.

are,

however, two passages. Gal.

i.

appear to lead to a different conclusion.
appears to indicate, as

many

19

why he

The

that

Paul,

But on

James was

Now d

Matth., p. 482

;

does certainly refer not only to

(lij

el

ixri

by the

this supposition

this

om

James from

eUov (Fritzsche,

Neander, Winer), but to the w'hole preceding clause

James occupied, Paul might regard

considering the position which

still,

which

at that time dead.

addition of this surname indicates a distinction of

the apostle.

Ad

passage

should designate him yet more exactly as rbv

since the other Apostle

adeXcpbu tov Kvpiov,

first

remarks that besides the

Apostle Peter he saw also the Apostle James.
see

to

same names.

1 Cor. xv. 7,

assume,

.addition for the sake of historical exactness,

we cannot

and

In the

interpreters

these data,

and Simon, are not

him, and indeed was bound to regard him, as standing in such a close
relation to the real apostles that he

him among them.i

might use

the original apostles, since in Gal.

ii.

John

together, not as apostles, but as

«va£.2

— In

to

7,

1

the apostles," from which

Meyer

among

the wider sense of the terra.
possible that the

words

dval n,

— not

to

James

it,

man who

But

ei /nij, k.t.K.,

it

is

also

are not to

Se, k.t.K.,

but as a

by which Paul would lay

fact that besides Peter he has

possessed not only an apostolic

dignity, but to

whom

the opponents ol Paul

Paul does not reckon those named as arvKoi
because they were

apo/it!efi,iB

That James

man

could

is

reckoned by Paul among

undeniable; and

be considered

an unwarranted assumption.

as

Bou-

thinks that a mere private person could

not attain to such an importance; but he overlooks the fact that James, as the most promi-

nent of the brothers of the Lord,

named alongside

of the apostles,

than a mere private person.

directly appealed.
2

— to

the o-ruAot?, has certainly been adduced as an

also seen James, the brother of the Lord, thus

the

"after-

only, but

argument for the opposite opinion: but that

o-tuXoi, is

to

him

is

before expressed, erepov

upon the

be added

would follow that James belonged to the

that only apostles

stress

doKoivTeg arvlot,

may

in the sense:

be understood as a limitation to the thought

remark added

ol

the apostles in

(in loc.) supposes that

here reckoned by Paul

it

without including

the word Trumv

James formerly named,

wards Christ appeared to James, and then
all

iifj

he names him and Cephas and

ol doKovvreg

the other passage, 1 Cor. xv.

by Paul, with reference

el

Paul did not reckon James among

It is evident that

who

are

was more

THE EPISTLE OF JAMES.
But

les.

reference

this

added in order simply
apostles,

is

not necessary, as

without exception, had seen the Lord.^

which are taken from the N.

for the identity,

may

nuaci^

17 would

xii.

to notice that the

James mentioned by him

the same with the

James whom he had

All the other reasons

5.

adduced by Lange,

T., as

have

for

as,

himself

felt

and farther

here,

the

all

are too subjective in character to be considered as conclusive:

example, that Luke in Acts

be

as well

prominence to the fact that

give

to

obliged

on, is not

called an apostle in Acts

i.

13

;

2

that only an apostle could have written such an epistle, and have attained

James possessed

that consequence which

to
it

Church

in the

;

and that

^

improbable that, besides the apostles James, Judas, and

is

The

much

testimonies of the post-apostolic age are

Simon,

same names.*

there should be three of the brothers of Jesus bearing the

too uncertain to

decide the controversy; for whilst Clemens Alexandrinus (Euseb., Hist.
Eccl.,

ii.

1

:

dm

6e yryovaaiv 'luKuiSor

dg

6 SiKaiog

and Jerome declare for the hypothesis of
tions

.

.

ao2.vfi(Jv

tmaKOTiOQ nal HavTuig 6 tuv IdvC'v dLdaaaaXog)

vii.

Nova

Coll.

Otherwise Meyer

(/;i

foe),

who

here also

wider sense, which certainly receives a
cation

from the

James

and Eusebius (commentary
ii.

oi

Lord from the

Against this

to be affirmed, that

it is

Luke

stances, that in speaking of

lem he did not deem

it

James

in Jerusa-

necessary to remark

which James he meant. He even names Philip
without saying whether he was the

apostle or the deacon.

Bleek (Einl. in

p. 545) explains the matter differently

the Acts of the Apostles

is

;

If. T.,

that, as

not to be considered

an independent work of Luke,

we may

sup-

pose that ho retained the simple designation

James

and to Jamas the son of

to Jesus,

s

The important

position of

as he found

it

in his

document, without

making any remark on the

relation of this

James

in

Jeru-

ealem was not founded on the apostolate, aa
that office points rather to missionary activity

superintendence of a

church,

might certainly assume such an acquaintance

on the part of his readers with the circum-

apostles.

which Credner appeals

than to an episcopal

&M&eKa.

(viii. 5)

422; Hist. Eccl.,\. 12,

p.

Alphaeus.

juslifi-

fact that the original apostles

had before been designated by Paul as

«

Patr.,

of Hegesippus (in Euseb., iv. 22), to

understands the expression awoCTToAoi in the

KapaTo/iTjOeig)

te 6 tov Kvpiov udE?^(pbg Kal 'lepo-

19) definitely distinguish the brother of the

The statement
'

Montfaucon,

Isa. xvii. 5 in

.

,

.

enumeration of the

12, 14; in the latter passage, after the

(ii. 5.5, vi.

twelve apostles, there are yet named: 'Iuku06c

on

erepog 6e 6

.

identity, the Apostolic Constitu-

*

This similarity ceases to be remarkable

when we

how

consider

names are given

frequently the same

to different persons in the

N. T.; we have only

to

adduce the names

Mary, Simon, Joseph, Judas,

etc.

On

the sup-

position of the identity of these three apostles

with the three brothers of Jesus, then in the
passages Matt.
19)

and John

xii.

46

vii. 3, 5,

(Mark

iii.

31

;

Luke

viii.

only one brother of the

Lord, Joses (or Joseph), could be referred

to,

particularly as sisters could not be included in

the idea of brothers, as Lange,
is

the case in Acts

i.

13, 14.

it is

true, thinks

INTRODUCTION.
and Kern and Lange

against,

for, the identity, is not in favor of

Hebrew

the extract of Jerome from the

quoted for

De

(Hieron.,

it

a6tl<^.

annexed to

was

Kvp.

T.

it

^

;

also

gospel cannot with certainty be

Vir. Illustrib., chap, ii.)

and

;

still less

the passage

where the words rw TaxOivn

in the Clementine Homilies, xi. 35,
Kvpiov nav

6

u6£?.<pu tov

admit of the explanation that the designation

'la«(j/3(j

The opinions

his familiar surname.

of the later Church

Fathers are evidently of no weight either for or against the identity.

On

word

the assumption of identity, the

Jerome

that the so-called

is

(= Alphaeus).

John

tion of

who was

(pvaei
TTj^

1

Pov

.

.

The passage
SiKaiov,

Toi'

The

:

e»rt<r(cojros* itv

of

translation

avTu Adyui,

irpoeOiVTO TrafTC? ovra

In

and of

iraAii/,

aviToO

refer

directly with

TraAti/

and refer Sevrepov

But

passage

this

Kern and Lange

ovToO to 6 Kvpio;, connect

to

ave\jii'ov

may, as Credner

marks, also refer to 'Hkiu^ov, and

jraAiv

connected with KaBicrarai ima-KOTro^, and
T€pov with ov irpoiOevTo.
to 'laKoj/Soc, then

James

EccL,

ffist.

eon of Clopas

is called

22)

Simeon the

on the other hand,

if,

is referred to 6 xOpto?,

nothing

ing the relationship of

James

to

is

It

Jesus

eTTio-fcoTTos

it

thus

and

with

is

(caOio-TaTai

than with the words which immedi-

ately follow, as in that case

mean

:

waAii'

cannot be denied that TriAu'

more naturally connected

it

said regard-

depends on the interpretation of
iev-Ttpov.

that

it

t/v

de

u6e?up^v

ttjv

would

time

may

but ievrtpov

;

at least as well be con-

nected with ov irpoiOevTo (in the sense
all

whom

"

:

appointed the second bishop ") as with

ovTa

Kvpiov.

aveiji. t.

tion of

Credner

is

—Thus, then, the

explana-

Kern

not inferior to that of

and Lange, but rather appears

be the more

to

probable, as Hegesippus elsewhere designates

James simply

as the brother of the Lord, and

never indicates that he was an apostle

words

rather

;

ruiv aJTOcTToAui/ 6 aSeA<J)bs ToO Kvpiov 'laxco^o?,

by Hegesippus the son

of the uncle of Jesus;

ovk

fiiv,

dxe

be
Sev-

designated as the

iii.

tov Kvpiov EKaXelTo

in the

real brother of Jesus, since in another passage (Euseb.,

u6e?.(pdg

KVpiov uvExpiog' fiT/Tipa yup

and so the

;

re-

If ovToO is referred
is

:

KXcj-nu are

roii

/)

ahrov

udeTiip^ rrjc /zj?rpdf

correct interpretation of that passage removes all

iiri Tci>

airov, of

SevTspov is doubtful.

TOV Kvpiov.

(5e

fteri to liaprvprtaai. 'laxia-

Kai 6 Kvpio;

ToO Kvpiov Sevrepov.

6 tK 9eiov aiiTOv,

viog, tov

avTOv ^vixeiav 6 roS KAcoTra

dei'ov

eic

Ka9i<TTaTai
aveipt'ov

is

u)i

rjv

fi'ev

TOV Kvpiov iiriTtpoq.

irdXic 6

the

TOV K?i.u-rd

Mary, and was the

supported by the interpreta-

is

which the words Map-a

xix. 25, according to

explained by Theodoret

is
.

also called

This view

taken in apposition to the preceding v
passage

cannot be understood

favor since the time of

were the cousins of Jesus, namely, the

u6el<^oi

sons of the sister of His mother,
wife of Clopas

uf>ek(p6q

The opinion obtaining most

in its usual sense.

clearly

Simeon became bishop a second

6

:

bvop-acOe'ii

SiaSexeTai Se

viro

iravTiav

iroAAoi 'laKoi^oi eicoAoOvTo,

to Hegesippus, Clopas
iii.

Clopas was
is correct,

eKK\r)i7iav lieri

Sixaios

.

he seems

4),

.

.

'En-ei

at least to

According

him from the apostles.

distinguish

(Euseb.,

ti)i>

was a brother

of

Joseph

and thus Simeon as the son of

Whether

ifci^ib? toO KvpLov.

tjiis

must indeed remain uncertain

;

it

finds no support in the N. T., as there the sons

of Clopas {= Alphaeus) are only

Joses.

From

these remarks

it

unjustifiable is the assertion of

learn

James and

how

follows

Lange

:

"

We

from Hegesippus that James the brother

of the Lord

was a brother of Simeon, and

both were the sous of Clopas."

that

THE EPISTLE OF JAMES.

6
ground for
pddie,

Accordingly Lange (in Herzog's Real-Encyklo-

this opinion.

and repeated

in his Commentary, Introduction, p. 10), instead of this

view, has advanced the theory, that as Clopas, according to Hegesippus, was

a brother of Joseph, the so-called brethren of Jesus were properly His
cousins,

step-

but after the early death of Clopas were adopted by Joseph, and so

actually

But

became the brothers of Jesus.

foundation
tradition

is

this opinion is destitute of

for even although the narrative of Hegesippus is correct, yet

;

silent

of his children

concerning the early death of Clopas and the adoption

by Joseph, and

as little " does history

know

that the sons of

Alphaeus formed one household with the mother of Jesus, and were prominent

members

is to

be understood in

pp. 361, 430

of it," as

By

Lange maintains.

its

proper sense.

the denial of identity,

Thiersch {Krit.

test.

by Origen (on Matt,

that the brothers of Jesus were the children of Joseph

marriage

;

u6eX(i)6g

Schriften,

adopts the opinion contained, according to his conjecture,

ff.)

in the Gospel of the Hebrews, and already advanced
xiii.),

d. neu.

but against this Wiesinger rightly

opinion of Origen

"was by no means

Thiersch confesses that "

it is

prevalent in his time."

deny the

origin apparently to a delicacy to

by a former

on the fact that

insists

It

perj)etual virginity of

not to him a matter of indiiference whether

The

uel napdivog."

have not this

Matthew and Luke would not have

Mary

:

feeling, for otherwise

ere/ct

-ov vibv avTJjg tuv npuToroKov,

evangelists, however,

which points

children not only as a possible,. but as an actual fact.
there

would be some indication

when he married Mary,

in the

or that the

adeXipol

T

r/oov

,

Jesus; as

Mary born

in

correctly recognized

is

said

to the birth of later
If it

were otherwise,

N. T. that Joseph was a widower

According to the N. T. the brothers of Jesus, to
are the children of

its

Mary, as

the mother of the Lord remained

of

this

owed

were not her children.

whom James

wedlock with Joseph

belonged,

after the birth of

by Herder, Credner, Meyer, de AVette,

Wiesinger, Stier, Bleek, and others.

In what the Evangelists relate of the brothers of Jesus, James
particularly distinguished.

is

not

Accordingly we are not to consider his conduct

as different from that of the rest.

Although

closely related

by

birth to

Jesus, His brothers did not recognize His higher dignity, so that Jesus with

reference to

them said

oUla avTov (Matt.

ovx tort npopT/TTjc un/zog,,

xiii. 56).

the brothers of Jesus are

Lange
first

of the ministry of Jesus they

el

[if)

ev

incorrectly infers

r?)

narpldL abrov, Kai iv ry

from John

ii.

12,

where

mentioned, that " even at the commencement

were spiritually related (that

is,

by faith) to

the disciples " for at that time the brothers had not attached themselves
;

to the disciples,

but went with them from Cana to Capernaum that they

;

INTRODUCTION.
At a

might accompany Mary.

Mark

the disciples (see

with ^lary to the house where Jesus

Him home

they wished to bring
tlieir faith,

when the

is,

them separated from

find

Luke

46;

xii.

viii.

19) ;i they go

He was mad,

because, thinking that

with them, which was evidently no sign of

but rather of their unbelief.^

feast of tabernacles

we

later period

21; Matt.

iii.

7

was

After the miracle of the loaves,

at hand, they are with Jesus in Galilee

but that even at this period they did not believe on Him,

by John

asserted

(vii.

Lord

disciples of the

Only

5).

after the ascension

cross resigned

;

expressly

We

in close fellowship with the apostles.

informed when this change took place

is

do we find them as
are not

but from the fact that Jesus on the

His mother, as one forsaken, to the care of John, we may

conjecture that even then they did not believe.

It is probable that

our

Lord's appearance after His resurrection to James (1 Cor. xv. 5) decided
his belief,

and that his conversion drew

his brothers along with him, as

be inferred from the force of his character.
p. 546.

James

So Bleek, Einl.

in d.

may

N.

T.,

an early period obtained in the church of Jerusalem such

at

a position that he appears as

head (about A.D. 44)

its

yet this position

;

is

not that of a bishop in distinction from presbyters, but he was one of the
presbyters (Acts xv. 22, 23), whose loftier dignity

any

special official authority, but only

from

was not derived from

his personality.

In the confer-

ence at Jerusalem (in the year 50, Acts xv.), James not only took an impor-

We

tant part, but his voice gave the decision.

cannot

call his advice, in

accordance with which the definite resolution was arrived

among

for the question whether believers

at,

a compromise;

the Gentiles were obliged to be

James decided the question

circumcised could only be affirmed or denied.
in the negative; grounding his opinion not

on his own experience, nor on

the communications of Paul and Barnabas, but on the divine act narrated

by

Peter, wherein he recognized the

definite

TioyoL

tuv

unextodac aird rwv
alua-og,

1

he does

When

izpo(prjTuv.

uTiicryrj/iuTwv

not in

so,

the

tuv

Mark makes

low directly upon

In eAeyof yap,

finds

an "

it.

artifice

which threatened

supplies to cf^Aflof,
is

it

to folver. 21,

" on the part of those

belonging to Jesus to rescue
death

testi-

of the Synoptists, occurred after the

choice of the Twelve;

Lange

eidcjTujv kuI

Him

Him from
(!).

the

— Meyer

"from Nazareth;

" but

of the fulfilment of the

T^g nopveiag kqi tov tzviktov kuI rov

same sense as that

This event, according to the united

mony

commencement

he imposed upon the Gentile Christians

it

probable that the family at this time dwelt

no longer

Mark

in

in

which the Judaizers im-

Nazareth, but in Capernaum; for

vi.

3 the inhabitants of Nazareth say

onli/ of the

shtem, but not of His mother and

in

brothers, that they dwelt with
also Matt.
*

Lange

them (comp.

xiii. 55).

also,

it is

true, finds in the

demand

of the brothers a sign of unbelief, but of the

unbelief of an enthusiasm which had not yet
risen to self-sacrifice!

THE EPISTLE OF JAMES.

»

posed on them the observance of the law

Moses every sabbath

to the reading of

and when

;

he intimates that he wished to draw

cities,

as a reason he appeals

synagogues even of Gentile

in the

boundary

the

freedom of

to the

the Gentile Christians, within which they must keep themselves

if it

were

to be possible for the Jewish Christians to live in brotherly fellowship with

That James not only recognizes Gentile

them.

apparent from Gal.

imoarokri of Paul, is

did eat

fieru

7

ff.

;

Christianity, but also the

yet

it

does not follow that

According to Gal.

he entered entirely into Paul's views.
there called nvef

ii.

12, the

ii.

persons

drrd 'laKulSov

were offended because Peter and the other Jews

We

are not told in the narrative of Paul that these

tuv edvuv.

did not come directly from James, but only from Jerusalem

;

at least, that

they had not been sent by James, or that they had expressed themselves

more strongly than the views

of

The

James warranted.

which

influence

they exerted on Peter, and even on Barnabas and the other Jewish Chris-

would rather seem

at Antioch,

tians

to indicate

that their words were

regarded as those of James, who, when he declared himself against cweadutv
Tuv idvuv,^ did not contradict his view expressed in the convention at

/METu

Jerusalem.

from Acts xxi. 17-26 that James attached great im-

It is clear

portance to the point that every uTioaTaaia of the Jews from Moses should be
avoided, and that the Gentile Christians should remain by that fourfold
imex^adai;

he even demanded from Paul a proof that he had not ceased to

From

observe the law (rov w/zov fvAucauv).
this

demand,

it

view of James, but that he respected
opposed to his own principles.

tially

insisted

the fact that Paul complied with

follows not only that he was not hostilely opposed to the
it,

He

and recognized

in

it

nothing essen-

could not have done so had James

on the observance of the law in the same sense as did the Judaizing

Christians, against

whom

Paul so

often-

and so decidedly contended.

Ac-

cording to James, the law was not a necessary means of justification along

with and in addition to

faith,

but the rule of

appointed by

life

God

to the

people of Israel, according to which believing Israel has to conform in the

Thus James was and continued

/ree obedience of faith.

to be in his faith in'

Christ a true Jew, without, however, denying that Christianity was not only
the glorification of Judaism, but also that by

1

If

Paul by

Tci eOvri

(Gal.

ii.

12)

means not

Gentiles, but, as is certainly the usual view,

we must

separate himself from

Yet

Wieseler {Romtn. iiber d. Br. an d. Gal.),

ing

Christians,

that the Gentile

Christians

at

Antioch no

longer kept the rules established at Jerusalem,

the blessing promised to

otherwise Peter would have had no reason to

suppose, with

Gentile

it

it is

doubtful

this, as

if

them

we

at their meals.

the presupposed fact

least indicated

by Paul,

—

are justified in assumis

not in the

INTRODUCTION.
was imparted

Israel

of Israel.!
different

The

to the Gentiles without their being subject to the

James toward

position of

from that of Paul.

himself at liberty to be uf

the Mosaic law

law

was accordingly

For, whilst the latter was conscious that in

Christ he was dead to the law (n^ uv vnd

though always

9

'lovdaioc to

ewofioc XpiarC), the

Cor. ix. 20), so that he felt

vd/iov, 1

the Jews but of

former e&teemed

in Christ to observe the law which

God had given

uvofiog to

it to

the

uvo/xotc,

be a sacred duty

to His people through

In this legal obedience James showed such a strict conscientious-

Moses. 2

by the Jews he received the name of

ness, that even

sidering this his peculiar character,

not at

it is

all

And

" the Just."
to

con-

be wondered at that

the Judaistic Christians leant chiefly on him, and that Judaistic tradition

imparted additional features to his portrait, by which he appeared as the
ideal

of

Jewish holiness.

(Euseb., Hist. EccL,
life,

ii.

According to the description of Hegesippus

23),

he was by birth a Nazarite, he led an ascetic

he never anointed with

nor used the bathj he never wore woollen

oil

but linen clothes, he was permitted to enter into the sanctuary, and he
prayed constantly on his knees for the forgiveness of the people, and continued in his devotions so long that his knees became hard as camels'.

may

This description

1

Weiss

is

dissertation "

ZtHchr. f.

No.

1854,

wrong when he maintains
James and Paul "

in the

(in the

Deutsche

Wissenschaft, 5th year,

christl.

51) that

distinction

contain a few genuine traits, yet, as will be generally

James was a stranger

to the

between the fulfihneut of the law

meat

new

and that in

principle,

opposition to Paul

;

this

he was in

that while, according to

it

is

only possible to

is

merciful.

It is to

be observed that

Weiss advances the same view of James

in his

Bibl. Theologie.

from a motive of duty and from the impulse
of a

11 presupposes that

ii.

stand in the judgment inasmuch as that judg-

=

Paul and James before their conversion to

Christ certainly occupied different positions

with regard

to the law.

— conformably

The former regarded

— as

the latter, the law leads to sin and death; ac-

it

cording to the view of James

means of procuring righteousness, and accord-

produces

it

righteousness and deliverance from death
that he cherishes the idea,

to be contained in the O. T., that

be declared righteous by

;

and

supposed by Weiss

God who

be only can
is

actually

perfectly righteous.

In opposition to the

two

be urged, that James in

positions

chap.

ii.

it is

to

first

speaks not of the O. T. law as such,

but of the N. T. cd^toj t^s

e'Aeuflepias

;

and

t,v^6<i

pious persons to

covenant which

existence of sin

among

true believers, and in

as a

it

James, on

whom,

in the faith of the

God made with His

people,

the law, as the witness of this covenant,

the word of divine love, and therefore in

had found

when he

&iKaio\>a9ai. ef epyu>v as

:

the

the other hand, was certainly one of those

cxix. 92,

James regards

Pharisaism

which weighed him down

ognizes distinctly a forgiveness of sins, as well

a work of grace, since he does not deny the

his

ingly in his strivings he experienced

against the third position, that the O. T. rec-

as that

to

the

law

his joy

was

it

he

and consolation (comp. Pa.

xix. 8-11).

Paul found his

peace,

recognized himself in Christ free from
;

James, when

he

experienced

Christ strength to obey the law.

in

:

THE EPISTLE OF JAMES.

10
admitted,

cannot be acquitted of "suspicious exaggeration" (Lange).

it

of the Ebionites proceed farther

The statements
is

raised, above all the apostles,

tendom; indeed, according
to heaven

was a matter

and exalted

in the Clementines,

;

Epiphanius (Haeres., xxx.

to

of narration

;

James

to the episcopacy of all Chris16), his ascension

and Epiphanius himself thinks that

he not only went yearly into the holy of

but that he also wore the

holies,

of the high priest.

diadem

SEC.

The

2.

— THE

READERS OF THE EPISTLE.

contents of the Epistle prove that

Not only does the author

— who

was addressed

it

by the designation

announces himself to be a Christian

doiAog plainly

to Christians.

Kvpiov 'Irjaov Xpiarov

— address

his readers

throughout as his "brethren" (also as his "beloved brethren"), but in
several places he distinctly aflBrms that they stand with

ground of faith; in chap.
(ijiiuq)

manq

tov Kvp'tov

name
in

by the word

(that

chaj).

v.

in chap.

of truth;

XpioTov

'1.

the

is,

name

rriq

God

18 he says that

i.

do^ijg

ii.

in chap.

;

him on the same

has begotten

ii.

7 he speaks of the goodly

was invoked upon them;

of Jesus Christ) which

7 he exhorts them to patience, pointing out to them the

nearness of the coming of the Lord; and in chap.

16

ii.

&..

he evidently

Add

supposes that they had one and the same faith with himself.

author as a

this, that if the

dov?iOc

in Christ; but of such

an intention there

in the Epistle, so that

haec

epislola

esse

paedeutica.

Certainly

of Christ

had written

Bouman
estque

inscription of the Epistle as

al

dwde/ca

christianae

the

of

tpyTioi

to faith

not the slightest trace found

completely unjustified

is

revera

designation

the

is

to

to non- Christians,

had the intention of leading them

his Epistle could only have

vult

them

he reminds them of their

1

ai

when he

religionis

found in

readers,

h

says

schola

prothe

ry diaairopa, appears at

variance with this view, as such a designation properly applies to Jews
dispersed
this

much
1

among

the Gentiles beyond the boundaries of Palestine.

name cannot be meant

Christians in general

By

(Hengstenberg), inas-

as they are the spiritual Israel (in contrast to 6 'lapaifk Kara aUpua

Cor. X. 18;

comp. Gal.

vi.

16),

and

still

less

the

Gentile

(Philippi), because it stamps the nationality too distinctly

than the expression
as nothing

is

kKleKTol napemdrjiioi diaanopug, 1

Pet.

i.

Christians

(much more

1), particularly

added pointing beyond the limits of nationality.

apparent contradiction

is

solved

by the consideration

James; according to which the Christians to

whom

of

the

The

view of

he wrote not only

H

INTRODUCTION.
had not ceased to be Jews, but
ill

precisely those

Jews who believed

in Jesus

who were

tlie

Jews, so that he regarded believing Israel as the true people of God,

true

whom

on

was

it

them and manifested

the Messiah promised to

he could therefore without scruple confer the name

pointing to the fathers to

<;)v7,ai}

besides,

not

is

it

historical

reasons

chap.

The
ii.

ward

from

;

with

oil

— on

account of the above adduced

the

converted,

assume, that the Epistle

but also to the unconverted

destination of the Epistle to Jewish Christians follows from

from

the Jews

to

not

is

Bouman and Lange

where the place of assembly of the congregations

2,

ovvayuyij;

it

be inferred, as

was not only written
Jews.2

called to Christianity,

but was only gradually developed by subsequent

Yet

relations.

— to

sharp distinction between

up in Judaism, and Judaism

arise,

first

where monotheism

19,

ii.

called

is

prominently brought for-

is

where swearing according to forms customary among

12,

v.

forbidden; and from

is

mentioned.

is

dMcKa

ai

the promises were made; and,

be forgotten that the

to

Christianity springing

did not at

whom

But,

v.

14,

besides,

where the custom of anointing
the ethical faults which

all

the

author reproves are of such a nature that they have their root in the
carnal Jewish disposition

The

(Wiesinger, Schalf, Thiersch, and others). ^

—

indolent reliance, prevailing in the congTegations, on a faith without

works, cannot be adduced as a feature opposed to the Jewish character;
for in its nature

superiority

over

nothing else than the pharisaical confidence on the

is

it

God through

other nations, granted by

all

As the Jews thought

the people of Israel.

the law to

that in their law they

a guaranty for their salvation without the actual practice of

(comp. Koin.

ii.

17

ff.),

1

The solution

writes to the

is

so these Christians trusted to their faith, though

That

defective in works.^

in later times the

unsatisfactory, that" James

Jews with whom he has

as a servant of Jesus Christ,

and on

accees

whom

aa

such he has influence."
2

It is true that the

the rich,

who were

Christians; but
that the Epistle

reeled to

from the

them

;

it

it

liveliness

author sees those

author directly addresses
hostilely disposed to the

is

in

dresses

any proper sense

di-

rather to be explained

with which he writes.

who had exposed

ers of his Epistle in a twofold

The

the read-

manner to temp-

tation (i7eipa<r/ios) as present before him,

and

therefore for the sake of bis readers he ad-

Jews

them

also

directly;

placed a false

as also the prophets

often did in their denunciations against the

enemies of
3

does not follow from this

was

had

the law

When

Israel.

Briickner thinks that the descrip-

tion of the readers as at SioSexa if)v\ai does not

require that they were merely Jewish Christians,

but only that they

who came

over to

them from the Gentiles must have submitted
to the ordinances of the
it is

Jewish national

life,

to be observed that circumcised Gentiles

were no longer regarded as Gentiles, but as
Jews.

"What James had

in

view

Jewish orthodoxy which asserted

is

simply a

itself

amon^

:
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confidence on
oi

Pieyovaiv,

their

8n

kui>

knowledge of God, Justin

ifiapruXol

Qtuv

uai,

d/iapriav (Dial., p. 370, ed. col.).

—

when he

testifies

yivuuKOvaiv,

6s

ov

says
avroig

Tioylar/Tai.

fir/

not prominently men-

It is true, it is

tioned in the Epistle, that the readers were solicitous about a scrupulous

observance of the rites of
external

tlie

Mosaic law; but a false estimate of an

was, according to

epriaKeia

22

i.

among them,

not wanting

ff.,

with which also was united, as among the Jews, a fanatical zeal

— The

condition

these Jewish-Christian

7rot/ci/lotf),

members

whilst their
(chap.

their faith

ii.

5,

6)

{opyri).

congregations, as described

was as follows: They were exposed

in the Epistle,
tions (ntipaafwlg

by reason of

of

to manifold tempta-

as poor (raneLvoi, iTTuxot)

were oppressed by the

rich.

But they did not bear these persecutions with that patience which assures
the true Christian of the crown of life: on the contrary, these persecutions gave rise to

an inward temptation, the blame of which, however,

they sought not in themselves, in their emdv/da, but in
of praying in faith for the

way

to doubt,

tian

life.

wisdom which was lacking

God.

Instead

to them, they gave

which placed them in opposition to the principle of Chris-

Whilst they considered their

Tanetvorr/^

a

as

disgrace,

they

looked with envy at the glitter of earthly glory, and preferred the friendship of the world to that of
religious

God

;

in consequence of which, even in their

assemblies, they flattered

upon the poor.

This worldly

the

spirit,

rich,

whilst

they looked

down

conducive to the friendship of the

world, was likewise the occasion of bitter strife

among them,

in

which

they murmured against each other, and in passionate zeal contended with
violent

These

words.

were

contentions

not

discussions"

"theological

(Reuss) or "doctrinal dissensions" (Schmid), for the Epistle points to

none of these; but concerned practical

demeanor

them

As

in the world.^

life,

to be the ruling people of the world, to

world belonged, so also

many

especially

the Jews imagined

in these

whom

that
all

the
it

Christian's

belonged to

the glory of the

congregations wished to possess,

even on the earth, in a worldly form, the glory promised to Christians;

and therefore they quarrelled with

" the brethren of low degree," who,

their part, were carried along in passionate

and unphilosophical author as much opposed
"
as the supremacy of monej' and fine clothes;

the Jewish Christians iu the form of a dead,
unfruitful faith in

God and

the

Messiah"

(Thiersch).
1

The observation

leading:

.

of

Reuss

"The supremacy

of

(§ 144)

is

mis-

systems and

philosophy of faith was to the simple-minded

on

wrath against those of a

since the AaActf against

which James contends

has nothing to do with "systems and philoso-

pby."

INTRODUCTION.
proud disposition.

In serving the world they certainly did not wish to

but they thought to be certain of justification

cease to be Christians;

on account of their

(diKoiovadai)

13

although that faith was to them

faith,

something entirely external, which produced among them a fanatical zeal

law among the Jews), but not that

(as the

on the one hand, in

compassionate

of

practice

Yet

love.

manner from the Christian

to

be

which consisted,

on the other, in the

were not estranged in

all

there were

life;

Lord who were and wished

of the

tvork of faith

iav-bv utto tov Koafiov, and,

rripelv

among them

still

yet worldliness was so

Tairetvoi:

prevalent in the midst of them, that even they suffered from
the admonitory and warning nature of the Epistle to
is

it.

Hence

yet so that

all,

it

addressed chiefly sometimes to the one party and sometimes to the

and

other,

is

addressed as

who

now mild and now
rich, who are

in its tone
iuhl(^oi,

but outside, of

was addressed.

sion which induced

These

James

the'

when

it

is

however, are

All,

distinctly stated

faults in the congregations

to compose his Epistle.
its

as those

whom

the congregations to

opposed to the opinion of Lange, that

stood

severe.

except the

stand not inside,

Epistle

is

this

disciples

the

were the occa-

The

Epistle itself

occasion can only be under-

recognized that the Jewish Christians were infected by

fanaticism of the Jews, in which the revolutionary impulse of inde-

pendence

and revenge was united

with

enthusiastic

world to Judaism;

the

in

Epistle,

references and allusions to these

The churches

to

'"

which the Epistle

is

West

be maintained.

addressed are, according to the

and the far East, whilst

there were hardly any Jewish-Christian churches; yet

possible that the author also included,

and

of the Gentile

an arbitrary manner can

only in

historical conditions "

inscription, outside of Palestine, chiefly in Syria

in the

apocalyptic

and which was excited by the antagonism

chiliastic hopes,

is

it

by the expression employed, the

churches in Palestine only outside of Jerusalem (Guericke).

SEC.

The

3.

— CONTEXTS

Epistle

AXD CHARACTER OF THE

commences with a reference

readers had to endure, exhorting
to prove their patience

was lacking

to

to esteem

the

them

Treipaa/xoi

which the

as reasons for joy,

under them, to ask in faith for the wisdom which

to them, to

which a warning against doubt

the rich the judgment of

God

endure patiently, the crown of
this follows the

them

EPISTLE.

warning not

is

is

annexed.

To

announced; whilst to the lowly, who

life is

promised

(i.

1-12).

Directly upon

to refer the internal temptations

which arose

THE. EPISTLE OF JAMES.
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from their own

lusts

cometh every good

To

13-18).

(i.

this

and slow

to speak,

especially the

soul, in

world

way

such a

The

of truth

be swift to hear, slow

" swift to hear,"

first,

as there shall be

With

19-27).

by the word

to

meekness the word which

of compassionate love,

(i.

from God, on the contrary,
birth

This exhortation forms the basis for the

to wrath.

to receive with

by works

as

;

new

annexed the exhortation

is

following amplifications.
defined:

God

to

(eir/dv/xia)

gift,

no failure

more precisely

is

able to save the

is

word

in the doing of the

and by preserving

from the

one's self

and

special reference to the flattery of the rich

the despising of the poor occurring in their assemblies, the sin of respect
of persons

is

brought before the readers, and pressed upon them

that

:

all,

and

that to the unmerciful a judgment without mercy will be meted

out

whosoever shall transgress the law in one point, he

1-13)

(ii.

;

for

which evidently

and not by

"slow

foolish to trust

faith only, as also

14-26).

— Without

any

Heavenly wisdom
is

is

The warning

to speak, slow to wrath."

indeed the impossibility, of bridling the

difficulty,

of this world, which

(ii.

is

warning follows against the vain desire of teaching,

refers to

founded on the

it

guilty of

Such a faith does not

in itself dead.

is

justified,

is

Abraham and Rahab show

transition, an earnest

tongue.

strongly affirmed that

by works a man

the examples of

is

is

it

which without works

to a faith
profit;

whereupon

is

then commended, in contrast to the wisdom

full of bitter

reprimands his readers for their

envy

(iii.

1-18).

arising

strifes

The author

severely

from the love of the

world; and exhorts them to humble themselves before God, and not to

judge one another

(iv.

1-12).

He

then turns to those who, in the pride

of possession, forget their dependence on
fleeting nature of
rich, to

whom

human

life,

God, points out to them the

subjoins a severe apostrophe against the

he announces the certain judgment of

God

(iv.

13-v.

6),

and, pointing to the Old-Testament examples, exhorts his readers to a
persevering patience in
7-11).

(v.

love,

as

author gives advice as to

how

is

(v.

at

hand

12),

the

the sick are to behave themselves, exhort-

ing them to mutual confession of
Elias, to

coming of the Lord

the

After a short warning against idle swearing

sin,

and, referring to the example of

mutual intercession; he then concludes the Epistle by stating

the blessing which arises from the conversion of a sinner (v. 13-20).^

On

1

666

by

the train of thought In the Epistle,

The Connection

of the Epistle of James,

Pfeiffer, in Theol. Stud. u. Kritiken, 1850,

Part

I.

In this dissertation the importance of

i.

19 for the construction of the Epistle

rectly

recognized;

/3pa«i>s eis

too

much

to AoA^o-ai

only

and

the

is

cor-

two members

^pa&v<;

eU opynv are

separated from each other, and ac-

INTRODUCTION.
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This Epistle was not addressed to a single church, but to a

circle of

churches (namely, to the Jewish-Christian churches outside of Palestine or
of Jerusalem), on which

among

classed

determined concerning

is

when received

account,

the so-called

For, even

peculiar design. ^

its

name with

seven catholic Epistles received this

canon,

into the

it

although the

reference to the already

existing collection of the Pauline Epistles, yet the opinion of

Kern (Com-

name

mentary, Introduction), that the collection of these epistles under that
indicates an internal relationship with reference to the doctrine

ency of Paul,

is

As an

not justified.

contents,

its

merely because
ferred
its

to,

effects the

characterized as

O. T.

vofioc,

—

is

birth,

designated

is

and

vofioc.

of

This

same

same

that, on the

vojuoc jSaatXiKog,

it

more exactly

vofzoc,

from the

which forms the essence of the law in

summary

of this

of truth, has stepped into a

new

a

is

creation)

by which a man

in so far Christianity

no importance

to a

is fiampioc,
is

is

however, the reference to the
ceding paragraph

is

probable opinion

is,

without

is

iii.

13,

opyrj In

where,

the pre-

eirio-roAoi xaBoXiicai,

to the

N. T.

that icadoAcicoi

iyKvKKiot,

The

Taking

is

implanted

relation with

God

it

such a

is

pos-

aurripia

(and

-nnirjcL^

Hence the author can
epya,

and hence

2 .John are included

is

it

is

ascribe

natural to

that they belonged to

the First Epistle, and were appended to

it.

See also Herzog's Real-Encyklopddie, article
" Katholische Briefe."

evident.

Concerning the name
Introductions

Judaism).

which

of a third di\l8-

placed at

new

and may be assured of future

glorified

tt'lcti^

commencement

iou of the Epistle

mous with

vo/wc-

view of the author,

and, on the other hand, the

;

chief point of Christianity consists in this, that in

cordingly the

N. T.

follows, according to the

it

one hand, the Christian by means of mang, which

mind by the word

(and in so far Christianity

see

— the word
said that

time, in this very designation the convic-

stated as the

is

these two points together,

1

it is

expressed of the closest connection between Judaism and Christi-

anity, whilst the

sible,

which

certainly distinguished

riXetog 6 ttjc i?.£veepia(, is

the O. T. economy,

in his

new

which only commands, without communicating the power of

free obedience; but, at the
tion

re-

contemplates Christianity only according to

it

It is peculiar to this Epistle, that the gospel

by which God

With

personal, relations.

not dogmatic, and that not

ethical,

only of the ethical faults in the congregations

it treats

able to save the soul

is

decidedly

is

but also because

ethical side.^

of truth

it

and tend-

encyclical epistle, the Epistle of

James considers only congregational, but not
regard to

was

by which, however, nothing

inioTo^xilc Kado?uKaic,

reason

The most
is

synony-

why

1

and

'

Also "the mystical element" (Brilckner,

Gunkel)
but this

is
is

not wanting, as appears from

I.

18;

only indicated in a passing manner,

without James further entering upon
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him

to place all the importance

ceed from faith
is

;

on the

that

epya,

is,

on the works which pro-

yet he does this neither in the sense that

new

placed in this

relation to God, for

it is

man by

his epya

only in this relation that he

can do these works, nor yet in the sense that by them he can merit aunjpia
or diKaiovadai in the judgment

James does not deny that

ru Kpcveadai), for

(ei^

the believer continues a sinner, and that therefore he can only be acquitted

God.

— The

in

judgment by the

is

another i^eculiarity of this Epistle.

merci/ of

This

cidedly Christian impress.

enforced

are

tations

— though

is

on christological points
not wanting in

seen in two ways

not, as

by a reference to the

Epistles,

is

reticence

Yet there

:

it

a de-

First, ethical exhor-

often the case in other N. T.

is

— by a

specific points of Christ's salvation

reference both to the saving act of regeneration by the gospel, and to the

advent of the Lord, so

that, as the

subjectively considered

is niang,

in Christ.

Secondly, the same dignity

as in the other writings of the

author calls himself a

dovTioc

here to be observed, that
that the

He

is

man.

foundation of the Christian ethical

so objectively it is the redemption of

same name

is

N. T.

of

attributed to Christ in this Epistle

is

This

God and

God and

life

God

seen from the fact that the

is

of the Lord Jesus Christ.

It is

Christ are placed in juxtaposition, and

given to Christ as to God, namely

Kvpiog,

by which

placed on an equality with God, and specifically distinguished from

The circumstance

ment with the coming

that the author directly unites the divine judg-

the Judge, also points to this higher dignity of Christ.

von der Person

Schmid,

Bihl.

Lord Himself

of the Lord, indeed designates the

2d

Christi,

TheoL, part

ed., part

ii.

p.

i.

Nor

§ 57, 1.

94

f£.

;

as

See Dorner, Lehre

Kern, Komment.,

p. 40;

are christological points wanting

in the Epistle; though the fact that they are

more repressed than

is

the case

elsewhere in the N. T., and that specific acts of redemption, as the incarnation of Christ,

His death, His resurrection,

etc., are entirely

a peculiarity of this Epistle which distinguishes
ings of the N. T.

The view

of the author

it

from

all

omitted, forms

the other writ-

directed less to the past than

is

to the future, as this corresponds to his design, which aimed at the practical

bearing of Christianity; see

i.

12,

ii.

5,

14,

iii.

contents of the Epistle, Weiss, £j&Z. Theol des

undeniable that there

mon on

the ]Mount

(Bibl. TheoL,

ii.

;

is

See,

T., pp. 196-219.

on the

—

It is

a connection between this Epistle and Christ's Ser-

Kern

calls it

§ 60) says that

to be understood as if the

was

1, v. 1, 7, 9.

N.

a counterpart of the same, and Schmid

James had

Sermon on the

it

for his model.

INIount, as

Yet

this is not

transmitted by Matthew,

influential for the conception of this Epistle: it is not

even proved that

the author was acquainted with that writing; and not only do

we

find in

;;;

INTRODUCTION.
each of these two writuigs

many

references which are foreign to the other,

but also where they coincide there

The

thoughts.

17

a difference of expression in

is

same

tlie

relationship consists rather in the fact that the ethical view

of Christianity, as seen in the Epistle,

in perfect accordance with the

is

thoughts expressed by Christ in the Sermon on the Mount, as well as in

His other discourses, and which, before they were reduced to writing, were

form vividly impressed on the Church by

in their original

Imbued with

oral tradition.

the moral spirit of Christianity announced in these words of

Jesus, the author of the Epistle regards Christianity chiefly as a moral

life,

so that even the person of Christ, in a certain measure, steps into the back-

ground; just as Christ Himself, w^here

He

paratively silent with reference to His

own

treats of the ethical

from the Sermon on the Mount are the following
chap.

i.

4 (iva nre re7,em), Matt. v. 48; chap.

chap.

i.

9,

:Matt. v. 3

15, V. 7; chap.
iv. 4,

Matt.

chap. v.

14,

14

chap.

ff..

vi.

19

iv.

;

chap.

iv. 12,

the rich are denounced, with

ff.

Matt.

v. 10,

also parallel passages

Matt. XV. 19

21

vii.

10,

chap.

;

Matt.

20,

i.

Matt.

24; chap.

Matt.

2,

There are

ii.

vi.

;

i.

22

v.

chap.

;

v. 3, 4

Matt.

The

person.

v.

chap.

:

5, v.

chap.

;

iii.

12

;

2,

Luke

24

vi.

ff

.

Matt.

iv. 11,

ff.

;

14,

chap,

v. 9;

Matt.

vii. 1 f.

:

v.

33

chap.

also the places

£f.

i.

where

— But as these parallel passages

do not prove the use of the synoptical Gospels, so neither

The few

7

13, Matt. vi.

ii.

chap. v. 12, Matt.

Compare

10-12

v.
vii.

from the other discourses of Jesus

Matt. x. 28.

Pauline Epistles demonstrated. ^

Matt.

Matt.

ff.,

17, 18,

chap.

;

i.

15

com-

life, is

parallel passages

is

a use of the

places where the author coincides

with the First Epistle of Peter are to be explained from an acquaintance of
Peter with this
not only

is

Ejiistle.

On

the other hand,

it is

worthy of remark, that

there frequent reference to the expressions and historical ex-

amples of the O. T., but that the idea " of the contrast, running through
the spirit of Israel, between the externally fortunate but reprobate friendthe world, and the externally suffering but blessed friendship of

shij) of

God." (Reuss), pervades this Epistle.

— Several

passages are evidently

founded on corresponding passages in the Apocrypha of the O. T.
As, on the one hand, the Epistle
for the believing brethren, so,

but

its

Only one passage, chap.

doctrine,

and that the doctrine of

1

2, 3,

nengstenberg

thinks

ii.

it is

a polemical writing

14-26, appears to

combat a

definite

justification of the Apostle Paul.

that

II.

12, to

refers to liom. v. 3; chap, i.25,

ii.

13.

Incorrectly,
i.

a letter of comfort and exhortation

polemics are directed not against dogmatic errors, but ethical per-

versions.

chap.

is

on the other hand,

Gal.

iv. 5;

and chap.

i.

22, to

But

Rom.
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may

whatever view

be taken of

the sake of ethical Christian

this,

the polemics are here introduced for

namely, only with the object of showing

life,

that Christians are not indolently to trust to a nlang without works, but are
to prove a living faith
uvdpuTtog, Kal ovk

c/c

by good works,

nioTsug (lovov, is

so that the proposition i^ epyuv

ine principle, ov diKaiovrai uvdpunog e^ epyuv
in the application in

where,

we

the aim of

and who, both

life,

all striving,

a

man whose

entirely directed

is

in the perfect

agreement

was incapable

of pro-

rendered possible, because God,

accoi'd-

in itself

has by faith implanted His law as an inner principle of

will,

and therefore

Xpiarov,

for others, has in view, as

which consists

is

'Itjgov

Here, then, as every-

attention

and

which the law

ducing, but which to the Christian

ing to His

assertion.

for himself

TeAewrT??

of the life with the divine will,

mcTEug

vofiov, tiiv fi^ 6iu

which Paul made the

see that the author is a

to practical

diKaioiirai

by no means employed to confute the Paul-

is

to be

aimed

life,

at with all earnestness.

In recent times, the peculiar tendency of this Epistle has often been desIt is true that there is not the

ignated as that of a Jewish Christianity.
slightest trace of

an agreement with the view expressed in Acts xv.
Muiniuc ov dvvaade

nepLTefivTiade rtj edei

ritual observances of the

cudr/vai

;

neither

is

Mosaic law, anywhere mentioned

Old and

sition of the unity of the

New

1

euv

:

/if/

circumcision, nor the

but the suppo-

;

Testament law which

lies at

the

foundation of the Epistle, as well as the peculiar importance assigned to
KoirjmQ Tov epyov,

with the reticence on the christological points of salvation,

point certainly to a Jewish-Christian author,
tion to the law

from

tliat

who

of the Apostle Paul.

object to in this designation

;

only

it

occupies a different posi-

So

far, there is

must not be forgotten,

nothing to

that, apart

the heretical forms into which Jewish Christianity degenerated,

it

from

might

assume, and did assume, special forms different from that presented in this
Epistle.

If,

many

in later Jewish-Christian literature, there are

relationship with the tendency of this Epistle, yet there

is

traces of a

to be recognized

in this fact not less the definite influence of the person of the author than
its

Jewish-Christian

As regards
and

vivid, the

the

spirit.

stijle

and form of expression, the language

immediate outflow of a deep and earnest

same time sententious and

rich in graphic figure.

is

Gnome

gnome, and the discourse hastens from one similitude

We

marked

off

is

like that of

do not find logical connection, like that in

from one another.

St.

single

groups, which are

We everywhere

see that the author

Paul; but the thoughts arrange themselves
strongly

but at the

follows after

to another: so that

the diction often passes into the poetical, and in some parts
the O. T. prophets.

not only fresh

spirit,

in
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forth with graphic concreteness.

it

suited to tender feeling, so strong feelings produce

is

and majesty by

Especially, the style acquires emphasis

the climax of thoughts and words ever regularly and rhetorically arrived

at,

and by the constantly occurring

—

antithesis,"

Kern (^Commentary,

Also the mode of representation in the Epistle
goes at once in res medias, and with the

first

is

peculiar

:

"

The

and

entirely, that

the

first

which he has in his heart; so that

words of each section might serve as a

development of the thought, then,

in

£.).

writer ever

at once, fully

almost everyca.se

The

title for it.

regressive, explaining

is

37

sentence which begins a sec-

an interrogative or imperative one) says out

tion (usually

p.

further

and grounding

the preceding sentence, and concludes with a comprehensive sentence, recapitulating that with which he began " (Wiesiuger).

SEC.

4.

— THE

AUTHENTICITY OF THE EPISTLE.

According to the inscription, the Epistle
himself

doiiXog

God and

of

of the

is

written by James,

Lord Jesus Christ; but

who

styles

this designation is

neither in favor of nor against the apostolate of the author.

Still, it is evi-

dent from the whole contents of the Epistle, addressed to the Jewish-Christian churches of the Diaspora, that

brother of the Lord,"'

says of

tioned
(Hist.

no other James

he reckons
it
it,

:

loTtov

it

(if

among

meant than " the

vodeveiat

the Antilegomena (Hist. EccL,

ii.

it

23).

that not

fiiv,

but that nevertheless

EccL,

pressly cites

it is

:

words

of the Apostle

fathers,

ug kv

Exod., p. 158:

The

671, 815).

^'^

sed

et

Epistle

James

its
iii.

authen-

and

25),

of the ancients have

men-

publicly read in most of the churches

Of the ancient

(tom. xix. In Joan.

many

Origeu

is

tji (pepofiivrj 'laK(l),3ov

in the Latin version of Rufinus, passages are often

as the

is

not identical with the Apostle James (see

is

Eusebius expresses himself uncertainly concerning

sec. 1).

ticity;

who

the

first

who

ex-

eTTiaroXi) uviyvufxev);

quoted from the Epistle

(ed. de la Rue, vol.

ii.,

Ilom.

viii..

In

Apostolus Jacobus dicit," comp. pp. 139, 191,011,
is

not mentioned in the writings of Clemens Alex-

andrinus, Irenaeus, and Tertullian; yet, according to Eusebius (Hist. EccL,
vi. 14), it

sius

was known and commented on by Clemens Alexandrinus.

Alexandrinus expressly mentions

rectly calls

James the Lord's

the remark

:

is

quae

et

it;

(Catalofj.,

c.

Dionyiii.)

di-

brother, the author of the Epistle, yet with

ipsa ab alio

quodam sub nomine

of special importance, that this Epistle

sion, the Peshito, in

and Jerome

is

found

ejus edita asseritur.

It

in the old S;yriac ver-

which are wanting the four smaller Catholic Epistles
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aud the Apocalypse.
this

testimony

is

Guericke (Einl.,

442) with truth remarks, "that

p.

from which the

of the greater importance, as the country

Peshito proceeded closely bordered on that from which the Epistle origi-

was

nated, and as that testimony

by many

The

between some passages of First Peter and

subsists

undeniable: compare 1 Pet.
21; 1 Pet.

i.

by the Syriac

in

early existence of the Epistle appears

similarities to single passages in the earliest writings.

ment which
is

and believed

also repeated

The

Church of the following age."

iv.

Comm. on

(See author's

ad

in his Epist.

8 with Jas.

6, 7,

i.

v.

with Jas.

3; 1 Pet.

2,

i.

20; and 1 Pet.

ii.

5-9 with Jas.

v.

agree-

this Epistle
1

with Jas.

iv. 6, 7, 10.

That Clemens Romanus,

First Peter, Introd., sec. 2.)

Corinth., chaps, x., xii., xvii., xxxviii., alludes to correspond-

ing passages in this Epistle,

not so certain as Kern (in his Commentary),

is

Guericke, Wiesinger, and others assume: for, that Clemens in chap. x.
adduces,

among

Gen. XV.

the pious

men

of the

Old Testament, Abraham, referring

prove an acquaintance with the Epistle, as

by Philo

account of which he was justified.

r/

whom

Rahab, of

of

nopvTj,

it is

history.^

avrov

fi^

ev Tioyoig

likewise occur in

:

It

thus

kuI inlo^eviav EcudT/ 'PauiS,

the connection between

6iu

seems more certain that Jas.

Some

III. Simil. 8

super eos cral invocatum (comp. Jas.

ii.

7)

;

:

iv. 7)

;

xii.

5

and

(comp. Jas.
expressions,

:

:

iii.

13

6 co<pdg cvdeiKviadD

ttjv

similarities to the Epistle

nomen

ejus negaverunt,

yet here the discourse

cerning the rich and an invective upon them.

Mand.

Mand,

is

xii.

6

:

the fact that, with llermas, a view generally predominates

with him mostly considered in

its

ethical sense

;

:

Christianity

phasized; and in the exhortation to prayer, martf

Mand.

9)

is

warned against;

is

1

Even Guericke admits

that this passage of

contents,

is

its

actual

a reminiscence rather of Heb. xi.

also

is

strongly em-

expressly insisted on,

so that an acquaintance of the

author of this writing with the Epistle can scarcely be denied.

the example of Rahab, according to

is

the christological points

step into the background; the distinction of rich and poor

ihxpvxia (II.

unoMaai

this coincidence in single

which agrees in many respects with that of the Epistle

and

II.

(comp. Jas.

^o3i]BrjTL top Kvpiov, rdv dvvufievov aCiaai /cat

Of greater importance than

iv. 12).

quod

not con-

is

Further, the passages

Lav ovv avTiaTijc avibv (tov 6iu3oXov), vmrjOeig ipEv^erai

1 1.

on

manv

:

ev epyoig dyadolg.

ti?iX'

Hermas

epyov

Still less is

the foundation of the words in chap, xxxviii.

lies at

already so called

but not as an

Similarly with refei'ence to the mention

said in chap. xii.

whereupon follows the

chap. xvii. and Jas. v. 10, 11.

co<^iav

Abraham was

his offering of Isaac is indeed mentioned,

;

to

not surprising, also the words b fiXog npoaayopevdeig do not

is

6,

31 than of Jas.

ii.

25.

Bui

it

is

Also the
possible that

Clemens had neither the one passage nor the
other iu view.

;;
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Clementine Homilies, apart from their speculative contents, exhibit an

Kern has

acquaintance with the tendency of this Epistle.

number

of parallel passages, yet

cannot be denied that

it

collected a great

in individual cases

both the connection and the expression of thought are different.

naeus (Adv. Haer.,
reputatum

est

Dei vocatus

illi

iv.

ad

Justitiam,

with those which directly follow:

points to Jas.

est,

ii.

Abraham

seven Catholic Epistles

vi. p.

8 can scarcely be denied; whilst the

in TertuUian (Ado. Judaeos, cap. 2) as amicus Dei

Jerusalem (Catech.,

Cyrill of

proves nothing.

ii.

el

amicus

et

23; also, in Clemens Alex., Strom.,

696, ed. Sylb., a similarity to Jas.

designation of

In Ire-

16,2) the union of the words: Abraham credidit Deo

among

iv.

33) reckons

c.

the canonical writings

;

and since

all

the

his time

the Epistle has been unhesitatingly reckoned an apostolic writing belonging
to the can on. 1

According to the above data, a certain dubiety undoubtedly prevailed in
tradition, which, however, proves nothing against the authenticity, as
easily accounted for

from the peculiar nature of the

one hand, James the Lord's brother had,

yet he was not an apostle,

it

true, obtained

is

him among

importance, so that Paul numbered

and the more

Epistle.

the pillars

closely the

of-

is

it

For, on the

an apostolic
the church

Jewish-Christian

churches attached themselves to him, so the more estranged nnist he have

become

to the other churches; and, on the other hand, the Epistle

directed only to the Jewish-Christian churches,

and the more

was

by hold-

these,

ing to the original type, distinguished and separated themselves from the
other churches, the
directed to

them

more

as the

difficult

must

common

it

have been to regard an

epistle

property of the Church, especially as

it

appeared to contain a contradiction to the doctrine of the Apostle Paul.

These circumstances, as Thiersch
rightly remarked,

but the more this was the case, so

monies of antiquity, although
"Whilst, in

(^Krit., p.

359

much

the

more valuable

the Middle Ages, the canonicity of the

It is

"In

my

well

known

opinion,

it

»

made

it,

it

(1522) he thus expresses his opinion:
of

and put

apostles,

or

perhaps

of

the

disciples

of

notes from his preaching."

Only Theodorua Mopsuestius

have rejected

was not

Epistle

of various kinds were

was some good pious man who got hold

on paper some sayings
another has

it

that Luther did not regard the Epistle as

In his preface to

apostolical.

are those testi-

isolated, in favor of its genuineness.

questioned, in the sixteenth century objections to

advanced.

and Wiesinger have

f.)

would hinder the universal recognition of the Epistle

Is

said to

according to the statement of

the

In

tlie

preface

Leontius Bysantius (Contra Xest.
14).

et

to

the

Eut.,

iil.
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N. T. (1522) he

compared with the

calls the Epistle,

books of the

hest

N. T. (which he names as the Gospel and First Epistle of John, the
Pauline Epistles, particularly the Romans, the Galatians, and the Ephe" a right

and First Peter),

sians,

strawy Epistle, for

has in

it

no true

it

In his sermons on the Epistles of Peter (1523),

evangelical character."

may

Luther says that one

discern

that

Epistle

the

James

of

is

"no

;

genuine apostolical epistle " and in his Kirchenpostille (delivered in the

summers

and

of 1527

an apostle, nor has

1528),

he again says that

it

" was neither written

the true apostolic ring, nor does

it

it

pure doctrine " (Luther's Works, edited by Plochmann,

So

a sermon on the day of Epiphany, he says,

also, in

many

think, are not writings of the apostles."

by

agree with the

vol.

VIIL

p. 268).

"James and Jude,

The reasons with which

Luther supports his depreciatory judgment of the Epistle, and which
he gives in his preface to

are the following:

it,

the righteousness of works, in
;

scripture

"

it

is

iv.

in favor of works,

cannot be defended."

of the sufferings, the resurrection,

law and

another."^

all

other

and the

faith

That

and not
it

of his works,

"makes no mention
Besides, he

Spirit of Christ."

works, and "confusedly passes from one subject to

its

5

iv.

James was put

as

(2)

Assuming that some passages

and that chap.

"proclaims

James does nothing more than urge men

objects to the Epistle, that this
to the

it

but that the Epistle adduces the saying of Moses

;

which speaks only of Abraham's

3),

That

(1)

contradiction to Paul and

true " a gloss (or explanation) of such righteousness of

works may be found

(Rom.

flat

from Gal.

is

to death

v.

are borrowed

from First Peter,

he comes to the conclusion, that

17,

by Herod before

Peter, he could not be the

author of the Epistle, but that the real author must have lived long after
Peter and Paul.^

'

— With

pressed

;

"

same opiulon

Many have endeavored and

to reconcile the Epistle of

it

but not with earnestness; for
'

is

edi-

es-

labored

James with Paul.

Philip Melanchthon refers to

'

in his

Apology,

faith justifies,'

faith does not justify,' are plain contra-

dictions.

will

opinion of Luther agree

Also In the Table-Talk (Plochmann's

tiou, vol. Isii. p. 127) the

and

the

I

to call

Whoever can

put on

me

my

reconcile them, on

him

cap {Bareii), and allow him

a fool."

This saying, as well as the

expression in the Kirchenpo^itille, proves that

the

Magdeburg

Epistle of 1522, and in his preface to the N. T.
of the

same year; although

tions of the

which he

iu the later edi-

N. T. the whole conclusion,

treats of the distinction

books of the N. T.,

is

in

between the

omitted (see Plochmann,

vol. Ixiii. p. 114).
^

This opinion of Luther, that the supposed

author

is

James the son

of Zebedee, is sur-

prising, as in the tradition of the

own and

Church of

of the preceding time, not

his

James the

son of Zebedee, but James-thesonof Alphaeus,

Luther, even iu his later years, continued firm

was regarded as the author; yet

to the opinion expressed in his preface to the

of the Peshito

it is

in

some MSS.

ascribed to the former.
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Hunnius, Althamer, and others; and also Wetstein.^

Centuries,

On

the

other hand, with evident reference to this opinion, Calvin defends the

repudiandae

(epistulae)

ejus

controcersia amplector

omnibus

ah

est

gratia

Christi

exigendum,

doctrina

vera

tipUci

quam

apostolo

Nihil continet
cujus

ad

omnes

Luther, deprived the Epistle of

was regarded

indignum

with

N.

{Einl. ins

that the Epistle of

its

i.

expressed doubts

1),

ecclesiastical authority

"the

Lord's

T.),

New

on the con-

:

brother."

who was

— Afterwards
neut.

con-

Faber
Briefe),

and Bertholdt advanced the untenable opinion,

James was

and

originally written in Aramaic,

De Wette,

wards translated by another into Greek.
the

vitae

not only Erasmus, but also Cajetan

;

Ep. Jac, Coburg, 1770), Bolten (Uebers. der

(Observatt. in

Schmidt

mid-

;

Christianae

Protestant not less than in the Catholic

in the

identical

as

Non

asserts:

and he then

;

Church, as the work of the Apostle James the younger,
sidered

sine

But neither these doubts, nor the attacks of

apostolic origin.

trary, it

earn

the other hand, the Epistle did not remain unat-

(on account of the unapostolic salutation, chap.
its

tractent

Christi apostolo

utilitas

tacked even in the Catholic Church

of

Quia nullam

:

libenter

he

conveniat,

argumentum

idem

ut

scatet,

On

partes late patet.

video,

against the reason, quod parcior in praedi-

;

videtur,

own judgment:

gives his

justam causam

satis

he repudiates the assertion that the Epistle con-

:

the Apostle Paul

tradicts

canda

commentary he says

In his introduction to his

Epistle.

after-

in his Introduction to

Testament, asserted that the composition of this Epistle by the

— whom he also regarded as the same with James the son
— was doubtful. De Wette advances the following reasons

Lord's brother
of Alphaeus

for his

James

doubts:

(1)

That we cannot

see

what should have induced

to write to all the Jewish Christians in the world;

(2) that the

misplaced contradiction to Paul seems unworthy of James;

25

ii.

is

to be regarded as a reference to

an author of a later day; and

James should have attained

De Wette

at

(4) lastly,

to such

Heb.
that

it is

a later period somewhat modified his opinion,

1

Agrainst these reasons

Wetstein's opinion

la

as follows: Meani

Bententiara nemini obtrudara,

me

it

tantum dicam,

epistojam Jacobi non exisliraaie esse scrip-

turn apostolicum, ob banc lationem

quia directe contra Paulum et

omuem

:

primo,
ecriptu-

is

to be observed

ram operibus
Jacobus ipsa

if

incomprehensible that

a use of the Greek language.

remained true to his doubts, which he did not deny even
Handhuch.

(3) that,

would betray

xi. 31, this

:

in
\.

still

If

he

his Exeget.

The

occasion

justificationern trihuit; dcnique,

ita

confundit omnia ac porraiscet,

ut mihi vir bonus aliquis ac simplex fuisse
videatur, qui arreptis

quibusdam

dictis discip-

ulorum apostoliconim ea in cbartam

coDjecerit.

;
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of the writing

cleariy to be recognized

is

from the Epistle

the ethical faults in the churches referred to

had separate churches for themselves,

tians in Palestine

De Wette.

assumption of

The opinion

2.

destitute of all sure exegetical reasons

;

Hebrews.

ii.

De Wette

3.

ff.

is

It

should be less
this Epistle.

Handhuch thinks that the author has

Exeget.

in his

14

taken from the Epistle

is

why James

Greek language than must be assumed from

skilled in the

— When

an unfounded

is

see explanation of

cannot be perceived

It

4.

namely,

of a contradiction to Paul

cannot be proved that the example of Rahab
to the

itself,

that only the Jewish Chris-

;

appropriated to himself from Paul (out of his Epistles) the free moral
spirit,

but not his contemplative believing view, and that

whether he ever reached such a standpoint,

ful

it

to

is

it

is

such subjective suppositions form no sure basis for criticism.

macher

N.

(in his Introduction to the

Luther that the author "is confused," and

— Schleier-

by Wolde) judges

T., edited

He

more unfavorably than De Wette.

Epistle even

very doubt-

be observed that

is

of the

not only agrees with

destitute

"of the true

evangelical character," but he also objects that the transitions are "either

ornate and
diction

much

that

therein

that the Epistle
section

tion

;

or

artificial,

awkward

;

that the artificial character of the

"

shows that the author was a stranger

is

apostolic writings,

it

Greek language;

indeed,
;

acknowledges

that possibly, in the

reference to the Pauline theory lies at the founda-

the writing

if

the

to

Schleiermacher,

addressed to Jewish Christians

"no

14-26,

ii.

" that,

bombast.

is

to be placed in the canonical period of the

is

must be put

at

an early period, as there

is

no

ence to the relation between the Jewish and the Gentile Christians
it

a view of

indicates

may have

Christianity

Christianity out
arisen.

early period,

Palestine
that,

it

that

;

But on the other hand,

difficulty

if

in opposition to

the Epistle belongs to the

could not have been addressed to churches outside of

we would expect

considering

(namely, that

that

which afterwards Ebionite

of

these admissions, Schleiermacher thinks that

refer;

the

it is

idea

of

it

have been written in Aramaic

to

Christianity

which

predominates

the fullest development of monotheism),

in

it

we can with

imagine that "this James was the same person who was the

immediate

disciple

of

Christ and the apostles,

who

afterwards became

bishop of Jerusalem, and was so earnest (?) for the diffusion of Chrisitianity

among

the Gentiles."

clusion that the Epistle

founded on
of

readers.

fact,

is

— Finally, Schleiermacher

arrives at the con-

a later production and fabrication,

and not intended by

The explanation

of

its

the

i.e.,

not

author for any particular circle

origin

and composition of the
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favored was, that "
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some one wrote

name

in the

it

of the Palestinian Apostle James, and collected reminiscences from his
discourses, not in the happiest manner,

familiar to him."

much

and

— Also

De Wette.

as the criticism of

They

denied the authenticity of the Epistle.

when

the recent

Tubingen

school,

view of the development of Christianity, have

in conformity with their

period

language which was not

in a

This criticism wants a sure gi-ound to rest upon, as

place

origin

its

the

in

the two antagonistic principles of Jewish Christianity and

Paulinism already began to be reconciled, in order to be united together
Baur, both in his Paulus

in Catholicism.

ihum der S

ersten Jahrhunderte (p.

Gentile

post-Pauline period, in that
diKaiovadai £k mareuc, but,

of Paulinism;

ff.)

and

in his Christen-

Christianity had already

proves

it

opposes

it

be a product of the

to

itself

diKatovadai k^ epyuv to

the Pauline

on the other hand, does not deny the influence

making the

in accordance with the Pauline idea of

for,

made

in relinquishing the necessity of circumcision to

and that

Christianity,

677

(p.

has attempted to prove that the

f.),

when Jewish

Epistle belongs to a period

an important concession

96

law an inward thing, "it not only speaks of the commandment of love
as a royal law, but also speaks of a law of liberty."
nachapost. Zeitalter, vol.

of

p.

i.

413

ff.)

Baur by an examination of

— Schwegler

(Das

has attempted to justify this view

The following

particulars.

the

are

reasons which he assigns for the composition of the Epistle in the postapostolic period:

Its

1.

want of individuality;

ance of Christian antiquity with
writing;

ical

The

The form

3.

and

it,

The want

2.

of acquaint-

late recognition as a canon-

its

of a mild Ebionitism which

internal congregational relations presupposed;

5.

pervades
Its

it;

4.

acquaintance

with the Pauline Epistles, the Epistle to the Hebrews, and the Gospel
of
(1)

the

The

Hebrews.

the readers as the

(5w(5e«a

k.tX,

<;>v7,al,

churches, but entire Christianity,

old Jewish

name

is

the Epistle

character of

Ehionitical

from the name of James attached

to

it

(2)

is

proved,

from the designation of

by which not the Jewish-Christian

meant

owayDyfi instead of

;

;

(3)

cKKlrjaia',

from the retention of the
(4)

from the statement

of the Christian life as the fulfilling of the law, united with reticence

the doctrine of the person of Christ;
to the Shepherd of

tians,

and

who under

Christians,

i.e.,

name

the

(6)

from the

from the polemic against the Pauline doctrine

(8) lastly,

the

.to

(7)

upon

from the relation of the Epistle

Hermas, and the Clementine Homilies;

use of the Apocrypha;
of justification;

(5)

from the antagonism

n?.ovaioi

iTTuxotc.

to the Gentile Chris-

are put in opposition to the Jewish

The

conciliating

tendency seeking an

"

:
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adjustment of the antagonism

is

alleged to be manifest,

from the

(1)

antagonism of the rich and the poor being discussed with the design of
paving the way for an approximation of these parties by influencing the
former (the Gentile Christians, regarded as the rich)

and by bringing

(!),

about a change of sentiment in them (toward the Jewish Christians,
regarded as the poor)

(2)

;

from there being found in the Epistle a doc-

approximation to the Pauline ideas and principles, particularly in

trinal

the idea of the law as vouug k^^vOtpiag, of Christianity as a

"an

of moTig as

internal

and even in the matter of

salvation,"

Pauline doctrine

Oebg

Ipyuv

elg kari

and

;

'

not

is

diKaiuaig e| epyuv, oig

6m Tuv

and confident apprehension

nlaTig avvEpyel,

ij

from the

(3)

the

but the

6iKaiumg el ipyuv,

or the diKaiuaig

mareug,

e/c

by the words

fact that

creation,

whilst to the

justification itself;

plainly opposed

new

of the doctrine of

rtkiuAnai

rj

cv mcTEveig,

:

Jewish-Christian tendencies in this princijial and fundamental
of Christianity

is

prominently brought forward.

most carefully searched out and employed
any way be made to support

many

the

of

which

but

;

by him are pure

it is

perfectly clear that

fictions,

Whilst

self-contradictory.

doctrine

those points which can in

all

his hypothesis

points adduced

manifestly

is

6

Schwegler has evidently

The

most arbitrary inferences are drawn.

others the

on

the agreement of the Gentile-Christian and the

KalCiq noieig,

and that from

result is

a view

Schwegler adopts

the

fancy that by the "rich" are meant the Gentile Christians, he subjoins
to this the inference that the Gentile-Christian cause

(i.e.,

the nXovmoL) represents itself to the Ebionitic writer as

the cause of

"a proud

conceit

of wisdom," as "loquacious controversy," as "the love of the world
its lusts,

covetousness, insolence, uncharitableness," as " a false

verted tendency," and that " to attack on

and appearances,

their forms, disguises,

but in spite of
then,

it is

.this,

with a

sides

these tendencies in

the object of the Epistle

;

he says at the conclusion of the inquiry, " Thus,

call to

slp:^vi]

Gentile-Christian faction

site

all

is

and

and per-

thought of his Epistle."

;

that the author turns himself to the oppo-

such

The most

is

the

watchword and leading practical

glaring internal contradictfon of such

a criticism would not 'hinder us from placing the most arbitrary fiction
in the place of history .^

Ritschl {D. Entst. der altkathol. Kirche, p. 150

if.)

occupies a different position with reference to the Ej)istle from Schwegler.
1

Reuss

(§

146,

note)

correctly observes

tury, and

makes

it

grow from

recent sources.

" The character of the Epistle giveu by the TU-

That the

bingen criticism goes beyond every sure reason,

is

a postulate of this criticism for which there

when

is

no proof.

it

places

it

far

back into the second cen-

ttAovo-ioi

are the Pauline Christiana,

The numerous

references to the
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asserts expressly that the similarities
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and points of contact between

the F.pistle and the Clementine Homilies are too vague to declare that, on

account of them, the Epistle must be regarded as post-apostolic, or that

He

a continuity of design in these writings can be discerned

considers,

indeed, that the Epistle belongs to the Jewish Christian tendency, particularly on account of

but

cation;

is

it

its

polemic against the Pauline doctrine of

a matter of surprise to him. that there

justifi-

in

is

it

no

reference to the principles according to which the intercourse of Jewish

with Gentile Christians was arranged (namely, the compliance of the
latter with the four prohibitions expressed in the decree of Jerusalem),

and also that the view of the Epistle

stood,

Thus
side,

is

Pauline (namely, by the idea of the

tially

pervaded by an element essen-

new

birth

;

but which

is

under-

a manner entirely original, as an implantation of the law).

in

Ritschl

is

constrained to confess that the Epistle, viewed on every

remains as a riddle in the development of the

oklest Christianity.

This unsatisfactory result points to the incorrectness of his suppositions.
Ritschl does not only over-estimate the importance of the decree of Jeru'

salem in the view of James (he likewise overlooks the fact that James,
in

an Epistle addressed

to Jewish

had no occasion

Christians,

the necessity of keeping to the articles of that decree)

wrong

in deriving the ideas

this Epistle,

from Paul,

tianity itself.
is

he

— as

;

to refer to

but he

is

also

the law and regeneration, contained in

of

these ideas were not contained in Chris-

if

Ritschl also, as Schwegler, maintains that chap

ii.

14-26

not designed to combat a perversion of Pauls doctrine, and in this
is

correct:

against Paul.
decision,

but he assumes too hastily that
Ritschl's

.the

polemic

is

directed

judgment on the Epistle contains the correct

that the reasons adduced by Schwegler do not contradict

authenticity.

Kern had

Zeitschr.), partially

its

already, in a treatise in the year 1835 {TUbinf/er

adduced the same arguments against the authenticity;

but at a later period he regarded them as unsatisfactory, and asserted
this in his

commentary

in the

year 1838,

— of

which fact Schwegler, who

often appeals to him, takes not the slightest; notice.

After a

careful

review of the historical relations, Kern, in his commentary, says not only
that the Epistle bears internal evidence that
apostolic age than in

sider

it

any other period, but

as the production of

him

to

Pauline Epistles, the Epistle to the Hebrews,
the Gospel of the Hebrews,

Hermas, Philo,

exist only in the imagiuatioD of the critic,

and

whom

it

originated rather in the

also that he cannot but conit

is

ascribed in the inscrip-

cause the extreme simplicity and originality of
this Epistle to be overloolied."
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tion,

— of

James the Lord's

brother,

who

along with Peter and

is called,

John, a pillar of the church, and under whose superintendence the church

was

of Jerusalem

he regarded

But

justification.

For,

Epistle.

Kern arrived

placed.

at this conclusion, even although

14-16 as a direct attack upon the Pauline doctrine of

ii.

this opinion is at variance with the authenticity of the

how can

it

be supposed that James

— after he

had declared

himself on the side of Paul in the transaction at Jerusalem (Acts xv.),
or, if

Luke regarding that

the narrative of

oned as

true,

(Gal

9)1

ii.

after

transaction cannot be reck-

he had given to Paul the right hand of

— could"

Koivuvia

have argued, not against an objectionable applica-

Add

tion of the doctrine of Paul, but against that doctrine itself?

to

that such an attack, in a writing devoted to Jewish Christians, was

this,

certainly not necessary in their case.

might consider

it

whom

Gentile Christians, with

upon the doctrine:"
Epistle there

is

but

this

a mere

polemic of the Epistle
justification, there are

is

whom

of

Christians were at variance

the Jewish
is

Kern thinks that "James

might come into the hands

arbitrary hypothesis;

he directed his Epistle.

the

in

not the slightest indication that the author, in

addresses others than those to

strain us to

It is true

possible that his Epistle

ii.

14,

if

the

But

not directed against the Pauline doctrine of

no reasons, either external or internal, which con-

deny that James was the author, and

The

production of a later period.
already been remarked,

is

to consider

it

as the

has

late recognition of the Epistle, as

sufficiently

explained from the position of the

author and his readers* the want of personal references; from the encyclical

and

form of the Epistle; the frequent references to the Old Testament

to

examples there represented, as well as to the Apocrypha; from

the individuality of James,

and, lastly, the facility in the use of the

Greek language from the acquaintance with the Hellenistic idiom which
prevailed in Palestine,

The organization

of the

Church does not here

appear such as was only appropriate to a later period;
first

missionary journey,

made

ters in the then existing
still

its

earlier period, such

an

it

a point to establish the

office

was formed

in loco,

with truth observes

:

" Ac-

the principles
little

but a merely external and forced

the Epistle

is

agreement, without any acknoioledgment of

apostles recognized the twofold divine call to
;

at a

any thing surprising; and the

cording to the representation of vv. 7-9, the

apostleship

presbyif,

at Jerusalem (Acts xi. 30),

existence in the Jewish-Christian churches, to which

Meyer,

Paul, in his

Gentile chur9hes (Acts xiv. 23), and

directed, cannot certainly be regarded as

1

if

office of

of Paul, would have been as

compatible with such a recognition as

with the apostolic character generally."

INTRODUCTION.
function which

here attributed to the presbyters entirely corresiionds

is

which they stood

to the relation in

The opinion

that chap.

to individual

a use of the Epistle to the

little is

(compared with Rom.

3), chap.

v.

i.

Rom.

ii.

i.

Rom.

21 (compared with

chap.

is

of the church.

any thing but certain

Romans made

Rom.

xiii.

12), chap.

i.

and

;

out from chap.

18 (compared with

(compared with Rom.

13), chap. iv. 1

members

15 refers to the Epistle to the Hebrews, and

ii.

chap. V. 12 to the Gospel of the IIebrews,i
as

29

i.

viii.

2

23),

22 (compared with
chap.

vii. 23),

iv.

4 (com-

ii.

1), for

pared with Rom.

viii.

the agreement

found here only in single expressions, which would as

is

7), chap.

in the Epistle the

law, according to
especially as

ritual

completely removed when

manner

certainly appear surprising, that

side,

to exist

we

among

is

not prominently brought forward,

careful observer of it; but this objection

James here proceeds

the readers.

He Himself

as Christ, who, although

its

same

much the observance
way by which

Thus, then, there

innermost nature.

in the

observed the law of His

separate ritual enactments, as point out to them the

law was observed in

is

consider that no doubt of that importance

nation, yet did not inculcate on His disciples so
its

Bruckner in De

as to Paul (comp.

may

permanent importance for the readers of the Mosaic
its

James was such a

was supposed

It

f.).

Rom.

12 (compared with

James

naturally present themselves to

Wette's Commentary, p. 188

iv.

is

of

the

no reason

in the Epistle to assign its origin to the post-apostolic age, or to ascribe
to another

it

Reuss

author than to him

146) with truth observes

(sec.

:

who

named

is

in the

superscription.

" His official importance gave to

James

common leader of all the Christians
and what we know or conjecture of his religious

the right to come forward as the
of the circumcision
disposition

The

is

;

strikingly in unison with the contents of this Epistle."

authenticity of the Epistle, in spite of the supposition of a differ-

ence between the doctrine of justificiation of James and that of Paul,

has la recent times been generally recognized. ^

»

ent.

In the Gospel of the

Uom.,

oaths
(cac

is

iii.

(see Clem-

as follows:

ccttco

v^iav

to

vai.

va\,

TO oO oO* TO yap irepiiraov toutu;' ex tov

novTipov eiTTiv; the

ance with Malt.

But

Hebrews

55, six. 2), the prohibition of

this

second clause

v. 37, the first

is in

accord-

with Lulce

v. 12.

only indicates a different form of

expression in the tradition, not the use of a
written record.
*

For the same reasons as those of Luther,

Reuss, indeed, expresses

the authenticity of the Epistle
Strobcl.

Rudelbach and Guericke,
he says

:

is

denied by K.

In the Zeitschr. /. d. luth. Theol. of
1857, part II. p. 305,

" Let the Epistle of James be under-

stood as you please,

it is

ever la contradiction

to the

whole Sacred Scriptures of the Old and

New

Testaments, and

therefore

recljoned of canonical authority

;

cannot

with

its

be

well-

meaning but otherwise completely unlinown
author, identical with none of the names of the

—
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himself very cautiously, that the genuineness of the Epistle

above

all

doubt because a definite

is

not raised

ecclesiastical tradition does not exist;

however, he grants that nothing can be inferred from this against

Other

authenticity.

and

critics

its

however, expressed

have,

interpreters

themselves more decidedly in favor of the authenticity of the Epistle,
agreeing with one another that the authorship
" the Lord's brother,"

and only

who stood

differing in

whether he

this,

to be ascribed to James,

is

head of the Church

at the

identical

is

of Jerusalem,

Hottinger,

(so

ivilh

Schneckenburger, Theile, Guericke, Lange, Bouman, and others) or
ent

from the Apostle James

(so

and

Brlickner, Wiesinger, Bleek,

— The

others).

in its separate portions has never

and Engelhardt's Neues

the

integrity of

been doubted:

Journal der theolog.

krit.

differ-

Credner, Kern, Neander, Thiersch, Schaff,

Lit.,

Epistle

only Ranch (Wiener
1827, vol.

vi.

part 3)

has thought that the conclusion, chap. v. 12-20, proceeds from another

but the reasons which he assigns for this have already been

author;
refuted

by Schneckenburger {Tub.

(in his

Kommentar), Hagenbach (Winer's Krit. Journ.,

Kern

Theol., 1829, part 3),

Zeitsch. f.

395

vi.

ff.),

and

Theile.

AND TIME OF WRITING.

SEC. 5.— PLACE

The place

of composition is not

position which

James occupied

mentioned

to the

;

but from the

of Jerusalem,

and from the

in the Epistle

Church

fact that he has addressed his Epistle to the churches in the Diaspora,

cannot be doubted that this

is

that the actual place of composition
is

more

that

it

difficult to

determine the

of

it

of composition.

or,

more

refutation.

after the

precisely,

It

only certain

It is

but

of Jerusalem;

was written before or

Paul among the Gentiles,

is

it

K".

is

whether

it

was

T. persons, the capacity of teaching

review of this commentary

same magazine,

So

(Ist edition) in the

1860, part I. p. 162

Dogmatik,

vol.

i.

ff.,

this Epistle, but

authenticity.

^

falls

also, in a

Kahnis

pp. 533-536) agrees

with the opinion of Luther on the contents of

its

If

in the Epistle a reference to the Pauline doctrine of justification,

ehort of his good intention."

(Z>. luth.

a

ever-memorable

written before or after the council at Jerusalem recorded in Acts xv.^
there

it

supposition of Schwegler,

was Rome, requires no

tiine

must have been before the destruction

matter of dispute whether
labors

The

Jerusalem.

does not express himself on

Lange

infers

from the

political

circum-

stances which, according to his view, were the

occasion of this Epistle, that

"

it

was composed

at the latest period of the life of

haps about the year 62."

James, per-

For one who

calls in

question the supposition of Lange, this etate-

ment

of time

is

destitute of all reason,
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whether the attack be directed against the doctrine
of

it,

— then

among

could only be written

it

others, assumes.

or a perversion

itself,

transaction;

Bleek,

as

But on the other supposition, both opinions are

Schueckenburger, Theile, Neander, Thiersch, Ilofmann, Schaff,

possible.

suppose

after that

composed

to be

it

council at Jerusalem. ^

and Schmid and Wiesinger

before,

— The

former opinion

man

after that time the Pauline proposition, that

but only

k niareug,

is

the

after,

the

more probable;

for

is justified

it

seems impossible to suppose that James

could have in perfect ingenuousness asserted his principle

om

e/c

ki ipyuv,

was not only generally known, but so powerfully moved

the spirits in Christendom, that

(iudpunoc, Kal

not

:

ipyuv diKaiovrat

i^

niareug uovov, without putting himself in a definite relation

to the doctrine of Paul, whether misunderstood or not.
later composition of the Epistle, appeals " to the

Wiesinger, for the

iorm of the Christian

of the readers," whilst, on the one hand, they are treated " as those

life

who

are mature iu doctrine," and, on the other hand, " the faults censured in
their conduct are such as can only be understood on the supposition of a

lengthened continuance of Christianity
position to this view,

•such maturity as

indicated in

is

among

the readers."

But, in op-

be observed that a Christian church without

it is to

i.

3,

ii.

5,

iii.

1,

iv.

1,

can hardly be

imagined; and that in Jewish-Christian churches such faults as are here
represented in the Epistle would arise at an early period from the unsub-

dued Jewish carnal

disposition, especially as the transition to Christianity,

among the Jews, might easily occur without any actual internal
transformation. The inquiry of Wiesinger: Where, outside of Palestine,
before the apostolic council, shall we look for the Jewish-Christian churches
particularly

which will

satisfy the postulates of the Epistle? is of less importance, as

cannot be proved that Wiesinger

it

assertion, " that

the Jewish-Christian

after that council, both inside
accession to their
is

is

certainly to be granted, but

it

in

undemonstrated

his

the ten years

and outside of Jerusalem, obtained a

That during

numbers."

correct

church, precisely in

this period it

extended

cannot be pi'oved that at that period

gained such an extension that James could only then write to
<l)v?Mig Tali

iv

tti

dLaaTrupd.

On

1

Briickner, indeed, denying the assigned

iiKaioucrflat

6(c

that

the

irLareioi, Stic, e^ ipyiav,

it

first

raig dwdcKa

Wiesinger's view, that James was acquainted

with the Epistle to the Romans, but wrote

polemics, but supposing

great

limits

its

formulae

were

first

ii.

14-26 without reference to

James combats, comes

to the conclusion that

the Epistle indeed belongs to a comparatively
early period of the apostolic age, but

is

not to

brought into vogue by Paul, and then were used

be transferred to the earliest period of apos-

of an earlier existing habit of thought, which

tolic life.

;
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the doctrine of Paul, James must bear the reproach of having at least acted

very inconsiderately in using the Pauline

and

in enunciating propositions

mode

of expression

known

him,

to

which in form expressed the opposite of

what Paul taught, with the design

had no

of saying something which

reference to Paulinism, which contained neither an antithesis against

nor an agreement with
himself

it,

nor against Paul misunderstood.

If

the reasons assigned by

Wiesinger for the later composition of the Epistle were convincing,
particularly,

it

and which was directed neither against Paul

—

if,

an acquaintance of James with Paul's mode of thought and

expression, and especially of his doctrine of justification, followed from the

points of similarity to the Epistle to the

—

would

it

result

from

this,

that

and that thus Wiesinger's denial
then,

we

James
of

Romans, or from chap.
in his polemics

any reference

had

ii.

14-26,

this in view,

to it is unjustifiable.

are not to involve ourselves in contradiction,

we must

in

If,

this

denial maintain that the Epistle was composed before the apostolic council

and

to this

view nothing in the Epistle stands opposed.

CHAP.

IaK(i)(3ov

In several

codcl.

the word KadokiKri

is

cTricTToXT;.

the superscription is more fully expressed, whilst to tirioTolri
added, and to '\aKu3ov the words tov unoaruAov, also tov dyiov

and in one

uTzoGToXov,

I.

roii ude'Kipov

Qeoi.

CHAPTER

I.

Instead of Rec. to 6oKl(itx)v vauv ti)c mcTetjg. after A, B *, C, G, K, K,
(Lachra., Tisch. 7), Buttm. reads, after B**, some min., etc.,
The addition, tt/c mareug, it is true, is
TO doKLfuov V/J.UV without r^f TiiaTeuc.

Ver

3.

etc., several vss.

suspicious, as

it

may

be derived from

1 Pet.

i.

7

for its genuineness are too important to declare

and

(De Wette)
it

spurious.

;

but the testimonies
Instead of doduiov,

—

min. doKt/iov.
Ver. 7. Instead
of 6 uvdpuTToc, Buttm. reads simply uvdpunog, a reading which Tisch. 7 leaves
entirely unnoticed. The same is also the case in respect of uSe?i<p6r^ ver. 9; X has
Ver. 11. B omits after npoauizov the demonstrative
the article in both places.
avToi.
Instead of nopelaic, A, 40, 89, 98, ed. Colinaei, read Ttopiaic, a reading on
which Theile rightly remarks: " FamiUari librariis tov ei et i pernuttationi
debetur ; " there is no word nopia = d'nopia in the Greek language. Codex 30,

there

is

also the reading doKi/ieiov,

in three

—

evnopiaig evidently as an interpretation.
The conjecture,
which has been proposed by Hammond, Castalio, and Junius, is
Ver. 12. Instead of uvf/p, A, some min. and vss. read uvdpuTzor-^ an
arbitrary.
unnecessary change. After EnriyyeilaTo the Rec. has o Kvpiog, after G, K, etc.
(instead of which some min. and vss. read 6 Qeog; C: Kvpiog), which, however,
after A, B, N', etc., is to be regarded as an insertion (Lachm., Tisch., De Wette,
Wiesinger on the other hand, Theile, Reiche, Bouman, Lange, consider o Kvpiog
as the correct reading).
Ver. 13. X alone reads vnu instead of tin-o. Tlie article

apud

Mill., reads

i/xTTopiaig,

—

;

—

according to almost all authorities, to be obliterated as
spurious. —Ver. 19. Instead of the Rec. warf, after G, K, several min. and vss.,
B, C (X: ioTu, corrected lOTe), several min., Vulg., and other vss. read loTe-, A:
IcTE df
Lach. has adopted the reading loTe; Tisch. now (7) reads Cicite. Whilst
TOV

before Geoj)

is,

;

Lange (laTe 6i), consider the reading tare as the original, De Wette,
Wiesinger, Reiche, Bouman, have rejected it from intenial reasons; as, however, on a careful consideration (see exposition), no internal reasons exist cvjainst
its genuineness, and the external testimonies are for it, it merits the preference.
Instead of laru, Rec, after G, K, etc. (Tisch. 7), Lachm. reads tVrw 6e, after B, C,
Theile,

X.

Codex

A

has

koi egtu

(Lange).

— Ver.

20.

Lachm. has adopted om

The

Rec. ov Karepyu^tTai (Tisch.),

after A, B, C***, X, et
Wette, Wiesinger, Bouman, consider the compound, and Lange the

after

C*, G, K,

fil. ;

De

ef al.

;

ipyui^eTat,

On the distinction of those modes of
simple verb, as the correct reading.
Ver. 22. uovov, which the Rec, after A, C, G, K, X,

reading, see exposition.

—

)
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many

min., places before uKpoarai, stands after

and Tisch.

liaclim.

It is possible that

it

in B,

some min.,

read

etc.; so

the reading of the most of the codd.

correction, because one united fiovov, according to its meaning, with

—

is

a

the

//?; still,

Kec. must be regarded as the original reading from authorities.
Yer. 25. Ovrof,
which the Rec, after G, K, many min. and vss., has before ova uKpouri/r (Tisch.
Lachm. has omitted it; it is difficult to consider
7), is wanting in A, B, C, N, etc.
it genuine, for not only is the testimony of the most weighty authorities against
it, but also the addition from the following oIjtoc is not difficult to be explained
from the want of a connecting particle after napa/jeivai; whilst De Wette
;

—

Bouman, I^ange, are for its retention.
Ver. 26. After ft
a 6i is found in C (Lachm.), which, however, appears to be inserted only for the
sake of a closer connection of the verse with the preceding. The words h vuiv
after livaL are to be obliterated, after A, B, C, X, with Tisch., Lachm., Reiche, and
others.
Yer. 27. Tisch., after C**, G, K, etc., has omitted the article -ru
before Occj; the weightiest authorities, A, B, C *, S, corrected, etc., however,
hesitates, Wiesinger,

—

are in favor of

retention

its

(

Lachm.

Address and greeting. James calls himself a "servant of God,
Lord Jesus Christ." Oecumenius, correctly Qeoi ntv tov narpd(,
/d'fi'iov (5e TOV vloii; some expositors have incorrectly taken Oeov Kal kvo'lov together as applied to 'Itjo. Kp. There is here no combination of the Old and
New Testaments in this conjunction (against Lange). It is to be observed
Ver.

and

1.

of the

that in
'lj?(To£if

:

apostolic addresses our Lord's

tlie

—

XpLarog.

(5oDAof

here an

is

name

always given in full:

is

appellation, which, however, be-

oflBcial

longs not only to the apostles, but to every possessor of an ecclesiastical
received from the Lord; comp. particularly Phil.
6ov?M

Irjooi'

Xpiarov,

and Jude

1.

In this

name

i.

1:

n.av'>.or

the consciousness

office

kuI Tcund^o^,
is

expressed

a service in which not our own will, nor the will of other
raig 6u6eKa ^uXaZc ralq
men, but only of God or of Christ, is to be fulfilled.^

that the

office is

—

iv

A

diaanopa].

r;}

designation of the people of Israel living outside of Pales-

and dispersed among the Gentiles.

tine,

On.

ai tSudeta ^vlai it is to

be ob-

served, that although this appellation of the people of Israel after the exile

who returned were

does not occur in the Apocrypha, yet the people

still

regarded as the twelve tribes (1 Esdr. vii. 8, 9) as the people of the twelve
tribes are the covenant people, to whom the promises given to the patriarchs
;

refer
is

:

from which

it

is

to

be explaiued, that in the N. T. the number twelve

particularly emphasized (Matt. xix. 28; Rev.

Jaines designates by this

On

T^ <)iaa-opq, see

John

(Jer. XV. 7);

Whether

name

the people to

Deut. xxx. 4; Neh.
vii.

i.

vii.

whom

4-8, xxi. 12),

and that

the promise was fulfilled.

9; Ps. cxlvii. 2; 2 ^lacc.

i.

27

35; Winer's Realworterbuch, article "Zerstreuung."

be understood in a

this designation is to

see Introduction, sec. 2.

literal or

symbolical sense,

Laurentius, Hornejus, Hottinger, Pott, Gebser,

Kern, Schueckenburger, Xeander, Guericke, Schmid {Bibl. TheoL), Wiesinger, and others correctly consider the Epistle as addressed to Jewish Christians
only it is to be observed that with the early composition of the Epistle
,

1
oi

Oecumenius

:

v-nip

nav

touto

eli'at

of itona
Xptarou

eauTwi/

jSoiiAoj"-

Si koct/jlikoi'

ToO KvpLOv airoaToKoi to SovAot

KaAAajTrt^'o/iCfOt,

yvuipi(Tixa.

Tai 7roiei<r9ai, koI AeyovTej Kai €iTL<ne\\oj'Te<;
Kal 5i6acrKOj'T€s.

:
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2.

I.

these are not here to be considered as contrasted with the Gentile Christians.

Had the author been conscious of such a contrast, it would have been elsewhere indicated in the Epistle itself.
sc. Kiyet] see 1 Mace. x. 18,
xaifyetv.
and in the N. T., Acts xv. 23, xxiii. 20 (2 John 11).
25, XV. 16 2 Mace. i. 1
It is to be observed that this very form of greeting, elsewhere not used in
the N. T. Epistles, occurs in the writing proceeding from James, Acts xv.
23 (Kern); the pure Greek form of greeting is more fully: :(aipetv kuI vyiaiveiv
KOI £v npuTTsiv, 2 Mace. ix. 19.
Vv. 2-12. Exhortation in reference to the endurance of temptations.
Ver. 2. James begins with the hortative words
iruaav :\;(ipai' r/yr/aaade]
ttuito ;t"P<2> complete Joy = nothinfj but Joy.
Luther
esteem it complete Joy.

—

;

;

.

:

"Esteem it pure
summum,

Many

joy."

old expositors incorrectly explain Traoa

=

more correct to resolve the
adjective here by the adverb rravrwf, d^ur (Carpzov), with which the explanaThe meaning
tion of Theile coincides rem revera omnique ex parte laetam.
the netpaafioi are to you a joy which is entire Joy, excluding all trouble.
is
See Horn., Od., xi. 507: nuaav uAtjOtiriv fivtfT/ooiJ.ai, i.e., "of Neoptolemus I will
declare to thee the whole truth " (i.e., nothing but the truth, which excludes
fieyioTT],

(jaudiian

perfectian

^

;

is

it

:

:

all

falsehood).

—

10.

ii.

to the
fiov

It is

xfii'P^'-v

— xapu, a

metonymy

=

gaudendi materia,

Luke

res lueta; see

not improbable that James by this exhortation to joy refers
in ver. 1

comp. vv.

;

5,

(or a6eA(poi alone, iv. 11, v. 7, 9, 19

;

19 (Wiesinger).

— The

also

uyaTrriToi,

u6eX(poi

uov

address
i.

adtl(;>oi

16, 19,

ii. 5),

which is James's constant form, expresses the consciousness of fellowship,
namely, the fellowship in nationality and belief (Paraeus), with the readers."^
brav neipaa/jtoig nepi^iiryjiTE TioiKl?ioi^. nepiniTZTtiv involvit («) notionem adrersi,
it is synonymous with eHmKrecv
(b) notionem inciti atque inopinuti (Theile)
(see Luke x. 30 compared with ver. 30), 'but has a stronger meaning: to fall

—

;

into something, so that

one

is

entirely

surrounded by

it ;

thus in the classics

it

is

particularly used of misfortune: ovn<^opalc, Plato, Leg., ix. 877 e; Cv.umif koX
ovddeai, Isocrates,
d?.iip£ig

i.

— By

39.

nupaa/xoi

are

unbelieving world (comp. Luke

viii.

connection with ^latt.

yevofiivriq

aKavdaTiiCerai)

;

commonly here understood

the

for Christians on account of their faith by

which are prepared
xiii.

21

:

13: kuI iv

KaipC) Tzeipaauov tKpiaravrat

Oh^biu^ ^

and undoubtedly James had these

()tuy/iov 6iu

in view.

',

an
in

rdv Tioyov, tvOvc

Yet there

is

noth-

ing in the context which necessitates us to such a limitation rather the
additional epithet ttolkiIol justifies us to extend the idea, and to understand
;

life which might induce the Christian to withdraw
become wavering in it. When Lange explains •jreipaa/joi
specially of "the allurements and threats by which the Gentiles on the one
side, and the fanatical Jews on the other, and also the Ebionites, who were
already in the field, sought to draw the readers to tlieir side," he founds this

by

it all

fi'ora

the relations of

the faith, or to

particular statement on his erroneous view of the tendency of the Epistle.
To refer the idea only to inward temptations (Pfeiffer), is the more erroneous,
as

it

J

is

Winer

B-oo-a

xo-P"'

even questionable whether James had these in view at
(p. 101

[E. T., p. Ill])

as "all (full) joy."

signify such a joy as

wanU

explalnn

This would

nothing; which,

all.

— On

however, does not suit the context.
2 Incorrectly, Semler: Hoc uomen praecipue de c/oc<orJ6u« iutelligo.

—
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TToiKiXoig,

see 2 Cor. vi. 4

ff.,

23

xi.

from which the

different sources

The

ff.

rreipaauoi

adjective does not allude to the

sprung, but

is

to be referred to

In a far-fetched manner, Lange finds in

their manifold forms.

noiKlloi^,

meaning, "an allusion to the manifold-dazzling
(/litter of colors of the Jewish-Christian and Jewish temptations, in which
they might even represent themselves as prophetic exhortations to zeal for
Inasmuch as the Christian has to rejoice not only in the
the glory of God."
r^v Kara
nnpaafioic, but on account of them, Oecumenius strikingly observes
according to

original

its

—

:

Qeov Ximijv Kal -oig ntipaafiovg toitouc nai enaivETOvg
ovTui eicLv

iif)pa}7jg,

kuI av^rjaiq uya-nrjg

koa.

Karavv^eug

oii)e

see Matt. v. 11, 12; Acts iv. 23

1

ii.

ff.

;

Ver.

The

ff.,

v.

ov yup tanv f/crdf yvfivaaiuv

41;

With reference to joy in
Rom. v. 3; also Ecclus.

.

particularly comp. the parallel passage 1 Pet.

Whilst ye

3. yivuaKovrec].

participle,

when

dea/idg yiip

'

.

.

ovTE KocfiLKLJV oirt Tuv kotH 9fdv cTttpupuv u^Lud^vai.
e?dfeii;,

Kat xopug u^iovg

may know (" in tlie

i.

6.

consciousness,"

De

Wette).

closely connected with the imperative, participates in

meaning; see author on 2 Tim. ii. 23; comp. 1 Cor. xv. .58; Col. iii. 24,
It is neither simply the imperative
Ileb. x. 34, and other passages.
(Luther, " and know ye "), nor simply a confirmation, so that it may be renon to doKiuLov i'fj.uv (r/)f niarEug).
to doni/iiov
dered by yivucusre )up (Pott).
(only here and in 1 Pet. i. 7) = to doKi/j-siov, is properly the means of proving:
quo quid exploralur (Pott) quo rei, quae sub examen vocatur, manifestatur sincerilas eaque probatur omne id intrinseca virtule possidere, quod extrinsecus specie
its

iv. 1;

;

ac nomine prae se fert (Heiseu)
nassus. Rhetor. 11

del 6e

:

:

thns

uansp aavova

Trpof 6 TiQ u~o3'AiTTuv (^vvT/asTai ttjv Kpiaiv

proving

is

= KpiTJjpcov;

elvai

km

so in Dionysius Ilalicar-

OTudfirjv tivu Kal (SoKifiiov upiafievov

noidadai

',

yet generally to

attached that of purification and verification.

tlie

Theile

idea of

= ;)roi«-

mcntum; thus Ilerodian, ii. 10, 12: doKifiiou de cTpaTiuTuv KUfiaTog ukX' ov Tpv<pri\
and the LXX., Prov. xxvii. 21 doKt/uiov upyvp'M Kat xpvatl) Tripumg; comp. Prov.
:

xvii. 3

;

Ps. xii. 7

;

Ecclus.

ii.

5.

JNIany expositors, as Semler, Pott, liot-

Schneckenburger, Theile, Bouman, adhere to the import of means,
whether of proof or of purification and verification,^ whilst they understand
tinger,

thereby the above-mentioned

In this case to doKifuov stands for
neipaa/wl.
but the necessity of supplying tovto is decisive against
besides, doKcuiov in 1 Pet. i. 7 cannot have that meaning.
this interpretation
In that passage 6okihlov is = the verification effected by proof; see author in
TbvTo TodoKiuim (Pott);
;

and thus
(Oecumenius =

loco:

in

6oKiur}

Rom.

'

is

probable that this import

x. 4.

The

here to be retained
to doKi/iiov

then

is

=

distinction, that in that passage doKifin is desig-

:

Theile: Calamitates, quae natnra sua vir-

sub cxaiueu discriraenque
homiuis strenua

acccdente demuin

opera ejusdera virtutis fiunt Somixiov earn purgantes, firnjantes, coramonstrantes.
*

;

effect,

Tirinus well says

tutis ireipao-jiioi, earn

vocaut,

is also

to KeKpijiivov, to dedoKi/iaauivov, to Kadapov)

but in this as the cause of v-nouovii is not against this view,
duae res saepe sibi invicem sunt causa.- Most exposboth ancient and modern, however, explain ioKipiov here by exploratio,

nated as the
for, as
itors,

it

\Viesiiiger incorrectly

inauUaiuB

;

" It

is

an erroneous idea that verification (to ScSokindcrOai) produces v-rroiJ-ovri (so also Rauch in
his Review)
for the Christian alwaj-s obtains
more viroixovri, in which onlj' he can reach the
goal of perfection, not because ho is tried, but
because he stands the tost and is thus verified.',
;
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I.

an active sense; thus Didynius, Bede, Calvin, Laurentins,
Beza, Piscator, Paraeus, Serarius, Paes, Hoinejus, Baumgarten, De Wette,
proiafio, proof in

Kern, Wiesinger, Lange,

Rom.

4

V.

Verborum

:

Aposlolorum, since there
of

Though

vTTOfiovi}.

Tlien

etc.

is

what Bede says

valid

non sensuwn

differentia

in reference to

in his sennonibus esse probntur

here proof by oXifig, is named as the cause
nothing against this idea, this explanation is

OMipi^,

there

is

wanting in linguistic accuracy. ^
The meaning is, in essentials, the same,
whether we read ri/g niareuc or not; for the CtoKifiiov of Christians consists in
nothing else than that of their faith, by which they are Christians.
moTig
is here not used objectively = id cui fides habetur, ipsa Jesu Ckristi doctrina
(Pott), but subjectively, assured confidence in the gospel, whose contents

—

—

are Jesus Christ, as the necessary foundation of Christian conduct.

distinguished from

Korepyni^Fcdai is

yui^eTcu vnouovi}v].

Rom.

presses the actual accomplishment (Meyer on

i.

epyiii^F.adai

27).

—

in that

Karepit

ex-

faithful

inofiovr/ is

endurance (fieveiv) under (vn6) the temj^tations (neipaofioic)
Baumgarten:
" enduring constancy " Theile " steadfastness," perseverantia, quod majus est
quam palientia.^ The importance of vnoftovlf for Christians is evident from
Matt. X. 22, xxiv. 13; comp. also Jas. v. 7 If. On the connection of vnofiov^
with eAnic, see Cremer under the words £?.nic and vnofzovfi.
.

;

Ver.

and on
as

it

The

4.

depends on them that

epyov,

—^

— that

by the

TEAELov, in

inonovf) is of the right

Ksipaa/.ioi

produces vnouov%

vnoiiovr/

has an epyov

slvai.

abstract (vnofiov^)

understood of

that the tpyov of

itself,

vnofiovi)

indicated

is

is

not placed

— but on

among

ri?.eiov

Christians be

:

man must

tOxlov "the active virtue which the patient

explanation of

This

may be teIeiol as he, moreover, strongly emjihaIn explaining the thought, De Wette confounds the
with the concrete (6 vnofiivuv), and understands by tpyov

order that they

Te'Aeiov

is

kind.

The emphasis

61 ino/iov^ Ipyov riXEiov exiru.

James wishes

(Wiesinger).
sizes

verification of faith effected

this account temptations should be to the Christian an object of joy,

in this verse. 3

on

:

De Wette

perfectly have."

This

agrees in essentials with the explanations of Eras-

mus, Calovius, Morus, Pott, Augusti, Gebser, Kern, Schneckenburger, according to which epyov te'mlov is distinguished from inofiovrj, and the moral activity
which the Christian has to exercise with his vnofiovri indicated. Thus Eras-

1

Cremer

(see SoKijutor)

is

hardly right -when

he maintained that " the means of proof are
e.g., the touchstone itself, but also
the trace of the metal left thereon, therefore
not only,

t6 SoKifjLtov T^s

77i<rTC(us (.Jas.

of the contact of

we

ttio-ti!

with

are to consider the

i.

3) is the result

n-eipao-Moi?

Treipaer/noi

not

;

" for
as

a

talis

aut utilitatis causa rerum arduarum ac

difticilium voluntaria ac diuturna perpeesio;

j,erseverantia est in ratione bene considerata

perpetua permansio. Schneckenburger strikingly observes: Si subraissiouem
stabilis et

(to

iin-d

.

malorum,

.)

.

urgeas, patientiam ac tolerautiara

sin to liifeiv, constanliam et firmi-

touchstone, but as a test by fire. However,
Cremer explained the whole idea correctly

tatem, perseverantiara ac calamitatum ferendarum fortitudinem ab illecebris desciscendl

by "the verification of faith." His remark
on So<ctM>) is to be noted that in it we are not
to distinguish between the active and passive

inconcussam hoc vocabulo habcbis expressam.

has rather a reflex sense,
either the having proved true or the proving

€x<i, o-KKol

true.

M"''?''.

:

signification

*

Cicero,

;

that

De

it

Int.,

ii.

54

:

Putientia est bones-

»

Oecumenius

rightly observes

etTre nji' vnoiJiovriv opitrTiicuis,

TroKtLiJ.<vr)v

"?

:

aicoirfi.

oi»c

oti ipyov riXeiov

npoaraKTiKwt f x"'"' o" Y"" npoiiaperiiv ifayyeWei, aWA. iCv eyyii/o-

XP"? Y'Veffdat vop.o9(Tei.
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mus

quemadmodum

:

in mails tolerandls fords est et alacris, ita in bonis operibus

Pott

exercendis slbi constat.

perseverantlae fructus

:

sit

per/ectum

virtutis stu-

This interpretation is, however, incorrect it not only gives rise to
unjustifiable changes of meaning, as that of Ho/xovt/ into 6 vnofievuv, or of txtru
dlum.

;

into napexiru (Pott), or into KpaTsiro) (Schulthess), but gives also a thought

which with the following

k.tX, would be tautological.

iva,

De

(even Bruckner,^ in opposition to
itself

Epyov

;

= work, realization

Most expositors

AVette) refer epyov teIeiov to vnouovi)

(Wiesinger)

comp.

;

1

Thess.

This doing

a doing.

to be teIeiov, that

is

is,

not only, as

3

i.

nioTeug; for the vtiouovt) of the Christian is not only a suffering,

:

to epyov

ttj^

but even more

many

interpreters

end^ but complete, and that not only in respect of its
internal condition,
so that it is wanting in no essential points of true vnouov^
but also in respect of its actloltg (Lange^), so that it in no way yields to
the TTELpaauolg, which yielding occurs when a man by the temptations is determined to something which does not con-espond with the principle of faith.
Bouman Haec vno/uovri consummatum opus habet, quando Ita se gerit, in quo
explain, enduring

to the

—

—

:

habitat,

et animum
manner has an

homo, ut universam per vitam

moderetur.

That

vixouovrj

may be

order that Christians

should be.

in this

perfect

This James indicates

and

llnguam

et

ipyov

pedes regat ac

et

necessary, in

reTieiov, is

entire, which, as Christians, they

following words: iva rjTE TiXem km
(which Baurngarten and Pott regard as
possible), but Tf/lwur, in order that.
De Wette and Wiesinger incorrectly
I'efer it to the future judgment.
rkAEioL and HokItjpol are synonymous terms:
Ti'/.ELoq is properly " that which has attained its aim," 6/.(5/cA??pof "that which
is complete in all its parts, is entire."
Both expressions are found in the
LXX. as the translation of D'pn (Gen. vi. 9; Ezek. xv. 5); besides this
Iva

oTioKlrjpoL.

is

not here

in the

eniBanKiJc

—

verse,
iii.

bTioa'Ar/poQ

in the N. T. only occurs in 1 Thess. v. 25

both tHeloq (in the

It is ti-ue that

16).*

LXX. and

(oA.oii7i.rjpla,

Acts

in the classics)

and

but not in the LXX.) are used with special
to which, however, -there is here no allusion (against

oAoKlripoc (particularly in Philo,

reference to sacrifice;

Kern).

Still inore

arbitrary

certamlne dlscedebant.

—

fof strengthening the
dveidc^ovTog,

and

sion itself, kv
lei-KofiEvoi,

two

in ver. 6

fijjdeui

is

is

the interj^retation of Storr: qui superiores e

kv /njdevl

:

The negative expression added

MnouEvoi}.

positive expressions

;

as in ver. 5

ev niarEi, (irjdkv diaKpao/iEvog.

not to be taken, with

As

De Wette,

:

ottAwc kuI

/xtj

regards the expi'esas a

supplement to

as the supplement to this verb is always in the genitive; therefore

the expression has been correctly translated by Wiesinger and in this com-

mentary, not by wanting nothing, but by wanting

1

fect

"Nothing else can be meant than the perwork of endurance, particularly as differ-

ent stages of this are conceivable."

Luther: "Patience is to continue steadend." Calvin: Haec vera erit paquae in finem usque durabit. Similarly
Jerome, Serarius, Salmero, Estius, G-omarus,
Piseator, Paraeus,ftornejus, Carpzov, Semler,
HoUinger, etc.
*

fast to the
tientia,

3

Lange here

arbitrarily understands

by

in

nothing (which Lange

specially: "the unreserved acknowledgment of their Gentile-Christian brethren, the open rupture with Jewish pride of
epyoi/ reAeior

faith
«

and fanaticism."

A

limitation of this idea to

moral perfec-

by the contest. Lange has
the following strange remark " The Jew was
tion is not required

:

a symbolical xArjpos of the household; as a
Christian he was to

thus oAoKAijpos."

become a

real xA^pos,

and

—
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I.

has overlooked). The question, however, occurs, can ?.ein6!Lievoi be exphained
This idea is not contained in the verb by itself, and therefore
as = watilinrj?
can hardly be attributed to it when it stands absolutely, as here. It is therefore safer to take Xeinfadai in

plain

by cumiucj

TiH-ofitvoi

the Christian.
cursu

.

.

It is incorrect,

relinquuntur

.

usual meaning, and tims, with Lange, to ex-

its

namely, short of the goal marked out to
with Pott, to say totu lo(jueH(li ratio ah lis qui

short oJ\

:

separantur (so also Losner, Ki-ebs, Storr, Augusti)

et

for although the verb in classical writers has often this reference, yet there

;

is

here no mention of a relation to others, and accordingly the appeal to Poly-

Gronov. iv rj) npbc 'Pu/xaiovi- evvolu napu ttoAi' rudc'Aonv Tieinufievoi,
According to the meaning here given, ?ienTu/uvoi forms a strong

bius, p. 1202, ed..

does not

suit.

contrast to

Ver.

thought

re'Ajwt.

5.

lu-KoiMt-voi.

ft

ng

(5f

is

Et

not

v/iuv /^einerai ao<piac,

=

;

el

tk:

is

chiefly connected with iv

= uartc

be explained as Kredvuv

see

;

Wahl on

/.{Kpdecg koI

qIauv, in

out wealth and friends," properly, "left behind
accordingly, icithout u-isdom.

fiijdevi

quandoijuidem (Estius, Laurentius), but the

fjiiotiiam,

hypothetical

is

aogiac is to

:

of, or

Usually the meaning

word

the

Pindar

i.

ei.

— MneTai
" with-

2, 11,

falling short

ivantiny, lacking, is

of;"
given

AeiTTo/xat, which, however, is not linguistically justified.
James by co(;ica, as
Wiesinger correctly observes, does not mean " an arbitrary part of Christian
perfection," but the essential foundation of Christian conduct, to ahiov tov
for cro^m is here the living insight, rooted in the
TtXeiov tp}ov (Oecumenius)
niaug, i.e., the insight compelling to action in what is the Christian's duty,

to

;

both in whole and in

its

particular parts, especially in the

neiijaa/ioig

(ver. 2)

(comp. the praise of wisdom in the Proverbs of Solomon, in the ^^'isdom of
8olomon, and in the Book of Ecclesiasticus). Wisdom can only be given

by God (^Kvptog 6i()ijai ao0iav koi tmb niwaunov avToii yviJaig Kot aiivsatc, Pl'OV. ii. G),
and as a divine ;j;upia//a it has an impress definitely distinguishing it from
the wisdom of the world; see chap. iii. 15, 17. ^ The connection does not
constrain us, with Bouman and others, to conceive the idea of oocpia only in
reference to the Tzsipnauoi (ver. 2), and to understand by it only the doctrine
concerning the Christian conduct in the
that conduct

itself.

completeness (Theile,
here mentions
his mipaafjoig;

it

is

ncipnafioig,

The idea of cotpia is rather
De Wette, Kern, Wiesinger).

because

it

was

expressed in ver.

it

is

rightly to resist the trial, in order that

The reason why James
(in itself of a

"

the

in

The Etymotogicum magnum thus
distinction

it

might not be converted into an

Matt. xx. 20; Acts
gives

between ao^Ca and yvia<Ti<;:
ta ovtol' aoifiia Se koI

Calvin

:

Sapientiae

tiam praestantis
ei

loci

2; 1

— aireiru
John

Domino, ut vos

-Kapu,

v. 15.

Spirilu siio illu-

minet.

nomen ad circumstandiceret:

christological fulfilment of the theocracy in the

yt^'ulo-iceif, (cai

to to

yi'ojo'Ta TrpaT-

Tiiv.
*

est, petite a

iii.

Lange, indeed, defends the explanation of
Calvin, but he interprets the idi'a of (ro't>ia differently from Calvin, defining it as " the right
perception of the signs of the limes, and of the

yvi>oi^ liiv e<7Ti to ciScVai

TO Ta oi'To

more

necessary rightly to estimate and

internal temptation, instead of being the path to perfection."^

k.tX: the same construction

or

especially necessary to the Christian in

Bruckner: "James thinks here of wisdom

general acceptation), inasmuch as

2,^

to be understood in its

reslriiigo, acsi

haec doctrina ingenii

vestri

captti

altior

-i

church as well as

in the faith of iiulividuals."
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Toi)

6i6ovToq Qeoi),

instead of tov Oeov tov

A

Codex

as

didovToc;,

selected order of the words here, not only

By

reads.

the

the idea of giving emphatically

is

placed near to the request, but also the participle almost becomes an attributive adjective

as

;

God

indicated as the Giver absolutely.

is

Baumgarten, Gebser, and

(Bouman)

TTjv aoipiav

detailed statement

be supplied.

is to

rulq alrovaiv is,

;

—

from the context, to be supplied

(Calvin, Estius, Piscator, Laurentius, etc.)

adverb

only here in the N. T.,

anlijg,

= ev

additional statement of didovai

is

;

better

or,

De Wette).^

ward that God

(Rom.

('mTioTTjTi

In the latter case

in the giving

dered benigne (Bede, Voi'stius,

shows

Ktti

— unXu^

The

Hottinger,

xii. 8) (so Pott,

=

it is

simply, without furtlier

prominently brought

for-

had only this in view. It is incorrectly renand others), affluenler (Erasmus, Grotius, and

not more closely defined, but a

is

to Trunw

still, oif dcduai.

others), or as equivalent to avvrd/iuc, KuOuna^ (Hesychius).

— as

—

either to be understood as an ethical

Kern, Theile, Bouman, uncertainly Wiesiuger), or
ceremony (so

Accordingly

—

remark
no definite object as
-nuaiv and u-kTm^ are added as a more

others, correctly

By /x^ ovudi^ovTOi
new point in the

mode of the divine giving is added, and so that He rloes not reproach him to
whom He gives, does not abuse him. dvEidiCeiv is generally taken in the more
special sense of upbraiding (Luther

the expression in Demosthenes

is

" and upbraideth no

:

appealed to

to tu(

:

man ")

idint;

;

which

for

ehepyialag inrvuiti-

ian tu 6vei6i(eiv still more surely does Pluspeak for this meaning: nuaa 6vHdii;ofj.ev}) x^P'C £'ra;t^w ^ai
uxapig; also in Ecclus. xviii. 18, xx. 15, xli. 22, the word aj^j^ears to have
this more special reference. ^
Still, there is no proof that James did not take
vrjanELv Kol Atyeiv (iinpov deiv bfioiov

tarch,

De And.,

it in its

;

33,

more general

Semler

sense.

:

tantum signijicat molestam commemo-

7ion

rationem benejiciorem, sed etiam qualemcunque reprehensionem (so also Schnecken-

burger,

De Wette).^

aliquem ignominose

It is incorrect to explain

cum

Augusti, Stolz, Hottinger)

;

the refusal of a petitioner

a KaraLaxvvav of the same, but
Ecclus. XX. 15.
un'X.wg,

k.tX,

is

by

dvet6ii;ecv

oveidit^eLv

may

be considered as

never occurs in this sense, not even in

The reason why James subjoins
it

as equivalent to

repulsa dimittere (i\Iorus, Zachariae, Carpzov, Storr,

the particular statement

to encourage to airELv (Zwinglius

ut mentes alliciat, ut

:

ad

hunc unum in omni necessitate adcurrant) perhaps also with " a side glance
to the rich" (ver. 10, chap. v. 9 ff.), who do not give u-kIuq, and when they
koI dod^aerai aiirtj, impersonal:
do give, give only bveidi^ovTeq (Wiesinger).
" it shall be given him " namely, what he asks here, wisdom.
It is erro;

—

;

;

neous directly to supply

James here

if

aocpia

to dndT/aerai as the subject (Lange), because

evidently wishes to emphasize the relation of the giving to the

1 Both of these
explanatioiiB come essensame thing, for " he that giveth
with simplicity will simply give; it will be a
pure, unmingled giving, without any admixture" (Stier). Lange, without reason, main-

tially to the

tains that in this

commentary

airAo)? will refer

not to the giving, but to the gift.
2 In this sense exprohare is used in Latin,
e.g., Cicero, T>e Ainic. : Odiosum sane genus

bominum

otlicia

exprobanliura.

*

Eustathius

:

ovetSc^eiv ov nouov to euepye-

evepyerrjjAej'Ot?
aAAa
nva xdi iTrinoix4>a Aeyeiv.
Lange is unfounded, that
James, according to this exposition, would
utter an untenable sentiment, " because God,
a-la^
icai

The

a.i>a<f>epei.i'

rots

.

.

.

an-Aw? arocrra
assertion of

notwithstanding those
injuries on

men."

who

ask, often inflicts

Lange has not considered

that the passage treats only of asking.

:
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G.

asking, and accordingly the object

is suppressed; corap. on this thought
9-12 (2 Chron. i. 10-12).
Ver. 6. A more particular statement how prayer must be made ahelTu
With aheiTu the ahuTu in ver. 5 is resumed; 6e indicates the
di ev irioTH.
carrying-out of the thought.
The prayer, if it is to be heard, must be a

particularly 1 Kings

iii.

:

—

Evxh

— ev

aevxij aov).

what

chap. v. 15 (corap. Ecclus.

niOTtug,

Trjc

this

that

iriarei:

founded,

is

is

is,

vii.

10: n^

oAiyuipvxnciv? tv t^ ni>o-

in the conjiilent assurance

not here expressed.

of being heard; on
of Calvin

The explanation

"fides est quae Dei promissionihus freta nos impetrandi, quod petimus, certos

reddit" (similarly Baumgarten), expresses what

Some

here indicated by James.
ntoTei as

ttjv ao(piav) is

in itself true, but

is

not

—

M^/ctoii Xptoruv.
The object of the prayer
not here named, where only the necessary condition of

a more definite statement

(namely,

is

ancient commentators incorrectly supply to

The remarks made by many expositors on the manner
is treated of.
which the Christian should ask for external good things are here inappropriate.
fii]6ev dioKptvo/ievoc expresses the same idea as iv nioru, only in a
negative form; f^ridev is here, as frequently, adverbial = on no account, nulla
ratione.
dcaKpeveaOai is, according to N. T. usage, to doubt ; compare,, besides,
Acts X. 20, xi. 12 particularly Matt. xxi. 21 eiiv ixv^E manv, koi /xt/ iiaKpidfjTi
Rom. iv. 20: ov dtEKpWr} rri uTTianq; Rom. iv. 23; it is not = uniareiv (Luke
xxiv. 21)j or unudetv (John iii. 36), but includes in it the essential character
of umaria while niartq says " Yes " and uKla^la " No," diaKpiveadai is the conjunction of " Yes " anjd " No," but so that " No " has the preponderance it
is that internal wavering which leans not to nianc, but to uTrtoTia.^
The following words, 6 yuo diaKpivo/xeioc, k rj., are annexed to the preceding dianpivoutvoq, more clearly explaining it (in figurative language) with reference to
the exhortation airetTu, k.t.A.; but the reason of this exhortation is given
in ver. 7.
The first yap, accordingly, has the meaning of namely, whereas
the second has that of for. According to this interpretation, the relation
of the thoughts expressed in vv. 6 and 7 is more correctly recognized than
prayer
in

—

:

;

;

:

;

—

when we say

that the

first

yap assigns the reason

ing doubting, but that this thought

is

why we should pray

(Wiesinger, and so in the earlier edition of this commentary, where
said that the sentence taken together would read: 6 yap
KMdcjvt

>

The

.

.

.

lifj

oUadLj, oTi lij/u4>eTal

deep-lying ground of

80 far Thieopliylact
voiJiivoi

Se

6 ixed'

is

it is

ti,

k.tX).

pride, and

right iu saying 6iaKpt-

aiTwf,

i/Trepoi^ia?

iifSpterTij?

whereas Decumenius, in the words Aeyiui' £f o-touTuI, oTi ttw?
Swaixai aiT))<roi Tt napa rov Kvpiov koi ^a^elv,

6uo\oyovix€VM<;, 6 SiaKpivoiJ.€vo<;

;

^jiapTTjKws TocravTa 6t; avTov, brings out a point

which belongs not

weak
ii

faith.

to BiaxpiveaOai, but to a yet

Comp. with

this

passage Hermaa

9: " tolle a te dubitationem at nihil

dubites petens aliquid a Deo."
is

to

omnino

As weak

faith

be distinguished from SiaKpiveaBai, so

also is the doubt, of

scious as a

trial.

which the believer

is

con-

Calvin strikingly remarks:

noth-

only brought to a conclusion in ver. 7

Lauge

it

is

diaKpivoixEvoq, eoiKuq

incorrectly supposes that

" Fieri quidem non potest in (hac) camis inquin variis teiitationibus agitemur,
quae sunt veluti machinae ad iabefaclandaru
nostram tiduciam ila nemo reperietur, qui non
sensu carnis suae vacillet ac trepidet. Sed
firraitate,

.

oporlet ejiismodi tentaliones fide Uudein superari,
jecit,

queniadraodura

arl)or,

quae rtrmas radices

quatitnr quidenn venti impulsu, sed non

suo loco stabilis manet."
Whilst the Siaicpno/iieco?, according to the
proper meaning of the terra, will not believe,
it is the longing of the tried to be coudrmcd
revellitur, quin potius

—

in the faith,
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the

has a more limited meaning, whilst

first yap

incapable of praying aright

it

declares the diaKpivdnevog as

whereas the second yup refers in a wider sense
to the unbelieving condition of the man to God, and therefore is to be rendered by also.
eoiKc.
Only here in the N. T. and in ver. 23.
K?ivdcjv daluacijQ'
Only here in the N. T. and in Luke viii. 24 (K?iV(). tov i/darof); usually
The verb a'Avdi^viCeadai occurs in Eph. iv. 14; Isa. Ivii. 20, LXX. The
Kv/iapoint of comparison is contained in the subjoined words uveixlI^ouevu koI fiimCoThe verb uvEfilCeaOai is entirely an «7raf Key., occurring nowhere else,
nivcf).
equivalent to uveuovaOat, found in classical language (see Ilegesippus 6 wAoc
The verb fitTn^eiv (only
riveauuifiig) = agitated, i.e., agitated by the wind.
;

—

—

:

:

here in N. T.)

also elsewhere used to denote the agitation or excitement

is

of water by the wind.^
to calejieri

et

kindling of

Heisen incorrectly explains ptmCeaOai as equivalent
this meaning, although used of the
The two expressions (which Lange incorrectly denies)

accendi
fire.^

are synonymous,

the word never has

;

and are placed together only

The opinion

for the sake of strengthening

coming from without,
coming from within (Bengel), is without foundation
the assertion that the former word denotes the cause, and the latter the

the idea.

and

that

uveuil^

refers to agitation

^nn(. to agitation

also

effect

;

(Theile, Wiesinger),

— By

is

not entirely correct, as

uvmi[,eci)ai itself

expresses

image the mind of the doubter is characterized as unsteady and wavering, to which a calm and sure rest is wanting. ^ Comp.
the

effect.

Isa. Ivii. 20,21,

Ver.

7.

nrj

this

LXX.

Ou

yup inkadu.

ticle of transition (Pott),

Winer

explained, with

by

apa,

thus indeed

,

KlvdoviadijaovTai Kai uvaTravaaadai ov dvvrjaovrat,

ol 6e adiKoi

:

yap, See ver. 6

;

nor equivalent to

it is

errjo

(E. T. 558), according to

but

neither the simple par-

(Calvin), nor

is it to

the reason for the exhortation in ver. 6

is

be

derivation from ye and

its

;

hence,

— The warning:
supposes the fancy of the doubter, that he
will receive something from God
answer to prayer; similarly Matt.
— uvdpunoc
back to
Although not in
/or.

fif/

oleadu,

in

kKElvof;

(in itself), yet in the

disparaging.

iii.

LuEivog refers

6

ufj do^TjTE.

— By

Xrjuilterai,^

whole mode of expression, there
instead of

dodr/aETai (ver.

be indicated, that the fault of not being heard

1

See Dio Chrj-sostom, xssiii. p. 36S Bd<TTaTOV KaKOU Kai. da\a.<jCT] ttolvB' oixolou,

£i)M.o;

vir' avifj-ov

piTri^erai

;

Philo, Z>e

Mundo

:

Trpo?

avifj-ov ptTTi^eTai to vScop.
2 Theile correctly rejects this explanation,
saying: " Hoc, quamquara undae spumantes

veniis
ebullire

incalescunt Latinisque eliam
aestusque dicuntur, longius taraeu

revera

petitum est."

— The verb

ptTri^eti/

comes either

piTTi? = (1) folHs (a bellows)
flabcUmn,
having the meaning both of kindling (the tire)
and of fanning (for the sake of cooling) or

from

;

;

from (uTTti = vibration, which is also used of
wind; thus pin-rj Bopeao, II., XV. 171; ptTTot
aviiumv, Sophocles, Ant. 137 also piw^ = storm,
Pind. P. IX. 49. The original import of the
;

9

:

6 diaapivofiEvoq.

lies

5), is

is

something

not intended to

not with

God but with

German verbs schwingen, bewegen,

is

thuB ea-

tirely equivalent to avefj-i^eiv.

"

A

doubtful petitioner offers not to God
a Steady hand or heart, so that God caunot deposit in it his gift" (Stiei).
^

« Lange supposes that James has used these
expressions with a conscious reference to the
O. T. symbols, according to which the sea is

"the emblem

of

the national

life,

agitated

hither and thither in pathological sympathies,"
whilst in his time " these waves of the sea"

had already begun to roar,
6 The form Xrnjuj/eTai, for which MS. authorities decide, is not classical Greek; the
Ionic form is Ad/oii/io|itai.
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8.

God

gives not.

—

ri

naturally refers to

thus sciV. airovfiEvuv. The definite object (wisdom)
above spoken of is not here meant; for the particular thought is founded
on a general declaration. By Kvpwg Christ is not to be understood, but, as
in chap. iv. 10, v. 4, 10, according to O. T. usage, God.
The designation

what the doubter asks

;

—

Lord naturally suggested itself to James, because he was
here speaking of the power of God manifested in giving or not giving it is
not, as Lange thinks, chosen in order to characterize God as "Jehovah the

God

of

as the

:

living covenant-God,

who has now

to be understood as

expositors consider

an exclamation

uvfip Siipvxog

Himself in Christ."
(Baumgarten), nor

fully manifested

Yer. 8 contains neither the subject to

—

Irjiiip^Tai

as the subject

and

ti/ca-durarof

is

it

Many

vae humini inconslund (Pott).

the i^redicate,

wanting the copula (Luther: "a doubter is unstable;" so Calvin, Schneckenburger, De Wette, Lange, and others) but according to this construction
the idea Siipvxoc falls too much into the background, and also the train of
thought would be too unconnected. It is better to take both ufrip dlipvxog
and uKUTuaTarog, K.r.Ti., as in apposition to 6 uvdpu)nog fKstvog. It is true that
the character of the doubter has already been given in ver. 6 by eoike, k.tX,
but, on the one hand, only figuratively, and, on the other hand, without
giving prominence to his ethical character, which James now introduces in
order strongly to confirm the thought expressed in ver. 7; which exposition
is far from being "a feeble tautology" (Lange).
Less stress is to be put
on the want of the article (Schneckenburger, De Wette), as it would be
here hardly suitable. Correctly Winer, p. 497 [E. T. 534] " he, a doubleminded man " so also Wiesinger, Bruckner, Bouman, and others. Only
;

:

;

according to this construction

The word

is

is

meaning given

the full

to the idea dirpvxog.

not to be taken merely as another expression for dtaKpivonevog

(Luther, Beza, Grotius, Cremer, and others; Luther directly renders

doubter"), but

it

characterizes the inward nature of the doubter.

it

"a

Accord-

mode

in which ^laufiarog, dcKupdiog, diyXwaaog, and similar words are
(which occurs neither in the classics nor in the LXX. and
the Apocrypha, but besides here only in chap. iv. 8, and the Church Fathers)
properly denotes having two souls: it thus describes the doubter as a man
who has, as it were, two souls contending against each other, one of which

ing to the

formed,

is

dirpvxog

turned to God, and one of which is turned away from
who, accordingly, will be at the same time (piXog

woi'ld)

;

Tov Koa/iov,

although

double-mindedness

(piTila

(or,

God

tov kooiiov is e^^pa rov Qtov (chap.

what

is

the

same

(thus to the

and

tov Qeov
iv.

(pi?iog

This

6).^

thing, division of soul) expresses

the wavering to and fro, between ma-tg and uTnaria generally, so particularly

•

Oocuraenius limits the ide.T too Bpecifically
about the present and the
Sl^vxov avSpa ^ov aveiripeitnov, tov

189;

i.

to a care divided

Hesiod,

future:

c.

aaT-npLKTov \iy^,, Tou

^irJTc

7rpb9

ri.

p-iKKovTo.

McVo., i^Kd rfiS. .a«c:<r. iy6p...ou «ai ..p.*epopevov, Ka'i ttotc ju.ci' Tiov ptWovToii', ttotc &e
ri>v nap6vru>u

In the classics, re/nepM«pii'€>', Ilom., //.,

duTex6p..ov.

lated ideas are SiolvSixc-

(opp.

^^^

and frequently, SiavSixa
0., 13;

<(ivx'n

Ovij.ov

avdpiJ.o(TTo<;,

exen',

P/iof/., 93

il/uxi Ofioi/oriTi/cij, PI. Reiip. viii. oo4),

In the Hebrew,

^«- 33, where 3S1

3^1 3^3, 80

3S-S^3

is

in

IChron.

equivalent to

071^ 3373> ver. 38; that expression has
^^^^ mJaning in Ps. xii. 3.

an-

,

"
:

:
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—

Sirpvxov elvai is to be understood neither as the I'eason
(Wiesinger) nor as the result (Lange), but as the characteristic nature, of
The word uv//f) is here as in Matt. vii. 24 Ps. xxxii. 2, LXX.
dtaKpiveadac.
Lange thinks that James used it because the dangers of which he warns

also in prayer. ^

—

them

are

Jews.

— As

;

more especially the dangers which threaten the men among the
a second apposition James adds: uKaTuaraTog kv naaulg raig d6oig
avTov; for, where there is a want of unity in the internal life, it is also wanting in the external conduct. The difvxog, being actuated sometimes by one
impulse and sometimes by another, is unsteady and inconstant in his intentions and actions {kv raig b6oi.g amov comp. Ps. xci. 11; Jer. xvi. 17; Prov.
he walks not on one path, but, as it is said in Ecclus. ii. 12:
iii. 6, etc.)
The word uKaruaTarog is found only again in chap,
eml3aLvEi kni 6vo rpliiovg.^
iii. 8 and in the LXX. Isa. liv. 11, as the translation of ij?b
the substan\

;

;

tive uKaTuarama occurs in chap.

the Corinthians.

nature

its

God

;

is uyvij,

Vv.

is

is

in the Epistles to

not heard

is

accordingly

with himself, both in his internal and in his

him who

eu

o/l?/ r//

rpvx^

(Matt. xxii. 37), has given

disposition.

James subjoins

9, 10.

Luke and

gives the heavenly gift of wisdom, which according to

only to

God an undivided

to

16, besides in

— The reason why the doubter

the disunion in which he
extei'nal life

iii.

to the idea that the doubter should not think

that he should receive any thing, the exhortation to the lowly brother

At

non solum apponendo, sed opponendo graoius hortatur (Theile).
the natural sense
6

is,

with

De Wette,

dSiMoc as the general idea, which

According to

Wiesingei-,
is

affiictus,

particularly j^oor

:

must be taken

on the other hand,

;

di

view

and most expositors, to take
by 6 Taneivdg and 6 nAoiacog.

this view, TaTveivug is not equivalent to Taizuvbg

29, but, in opposition to n?Mvaiog,

xi.

specified

first

napdia, ^latt.

rfi

in its proper sense

6 nTiovaiog is the earthly rich,

The

equivalent to opulentus, fortunatus, affluens rebus externis.

exaltation

which the brother of low degree is to glory, can naturally only
be the heavenly dignity which the Christian by his faith in Christ possesses,
and whose future completion is guaranteed to him by the promise of the
Lord and, corresponding to this, by Tanelvuaig is to be undei'stood the lowliness, which " belongs to the rich man as a Christian through Christ
(Wiesinger), which is essentially the same with his exaltation. There is
nothing against this idea in itself the same oxymoron would be contained
in the expression, were we to say, according to 1 Cor. vii. 22: "the 6ov2.og
But the context is
rejoices in his c?^evdepla, and the kTievdepng in his 6ov7iela."
(to

vifjog),

in

;

;

against this explanation, not only because the distinction of Christians into
rich

and poor would be here introduced quite unexpectedly; but

also be-

cause vv. 2 and 12 show that the connection of the ideas in this section
1

11

Therefore
/uirj

:

yivov

it is

Slijjvxo';

called, Constitut. Ap., vii.
eV jrpo<r6ux!7

and Clemens Romanus
oi Sio-Ta^oi/Tes
/xj)

TT)i'

:

^'

ecrrai,

77

011

;

TaAatTrwpot oi 5ii|(vxoi,

ipyxv"'!

comp. Ecclus.

Trpoo-eASr)? aiiTco {Kvpiio) ex

xap&ia

i.

28

Sicrcrr).

ipsi

contingunt, sua culpa sorte varia conflic-

tatur,"

and 65o; =fortuiia

includes

tliis

idea:

;

also Heisen at least

"omnia

vitae consilia ac

This certainly is a possible explanation in itself, but it does not suit
facta quin et fata."

an-oKaTaiTTaTos here of the fate of the doubter:

The meaning attached to the
word by Lange, " seditious disturber," cannot

"parumconstantiue experitur

be proved to be correct by

2

Schneckenburger

incorrectly

in

explains

omnibus, quae

the context.

iii.

16.

;;

CHAP.

I.

45

10.

9,

the reference to the mipaafioi which Christians have to endure.
Several
expositors have assumed this reference in the idea raneivoc; thus, among
is

moderns, Theile, -svliilst to the explanation of Morus carens furlunis exlernis
omninoque calamitosus, he adds: netpaa/xuD nefji:Teail)v, ver. 2; 6t6i(j}fievnc iveKtv
dLKaioavvTjr, Matt. v. 10; naax(JV 6i.a 6iKaioavvr)i;, 1 Pet. iii. 11; but by this the
:

simple contrast between TaneLvoc and nXobaioQ is destroyed for then 6 Tilovoioq
must be taken as the rich Christian who had not suffered persecution, which
would be evidently meaningless. If, on the other hand, the rich man who
shares the lot of persecution with the poor is to be understood (as Laurentius
;

una cum paupere fralre in dispcrbonorum suorum propter Christi evangelium passus similarly
Erasmus, Hornejus, and others), such a reference is not to be found in the
idea Taniivor in itself; if one puts it into the idea raneivuaK:, so that by this is
to be understood the suffering condition of persecution in which the TrAonaioc
explains' it

:

dives^ sc. fraler, qui ipse erat

sione, direptionem

.

which he is threatened (Gebser: "he rejoices in his lowliwhich he may be brought by persecution "), then there is no reason
to find in raa-fivof the idea of poverty expressed.
Thus, then, in this view the
train of thought, referring it to netfjaauoi, becomes indistinct and confused
and yet this reference is required by the context. But also what directly
is

placed, or by

ness, into

follows

is

against the idea of considering the n^ovato^ as well as the

as a Christian

(u6sX(;)dc)

rarreivog

apart from the fact that such a rich

for,

;

would require no such pressing intimation of the perishableness of
as

is

contained in the following clauses,

the words on

.

.

.

and

napeltvaerai,

and not

it is

man
riches

carefully to be observed that in

in ver. 11

:

ovto) koI, k.t2.,

the subject'

is

would render necessary;
"Winer dives non hahet, quo glorietur, nisi ah humilitate sua, nam dicitiae mox
periturae sunt
so also De Wette, Theile, Wiesinger, and others.
This
d

n7.ovaiog

6

as that explanation

•n-Aoi'Tof,

:

;

change of the subject is evidently unjustifiable. James says, not of riches,
but of the rich man, napeTievaerai, /lapavdf/aeTai, which evidentlj' is only valid
of the rich man who forms a contrast to raneabc iv XpioTC) 'Itjoov.
Bruckner,
in order to avoid the change ot subject, explains it of " the rich man accord;

but this reference

ing to his external relations "

is

not only arbitrarily

weakens the train of thought. That such a bad sense
should be given by the author to the idea 6 -lovaw^, is evident both from
chap. ii. 6, 7, where he represents the nXovawt as the persecutors of the Christians, and from chap. v. 1-6, where they are threatened with condemnation
besides, the word is elsewhere used in the Sacred Scriptures in a, bad sense;
comp. Luke vi. 24-26 Isa. liii. 9, whei-e "^"^i' is parallel with D'>'C'T Ecclus.
introduced, but

it

;

xiii.

3

:

nXovaiog

ovTuc up-apruTibq

rjd'iKijae

Trpdf

;

.

irruX'H V^^i^V'd

.

.

evaeff^

.

.

.

rif

stands in relation of contrast to
nihil sibi arrogantis, modeslia
:

;

by

:

ri

KOivuvijaei Tivko^ ufivO

nXovaiu npd^ nivr/ra.

6 u6t2,(pd^ 6 raneivoq,

If

6

',

n?uovaiog

then the Christian con-

Taneivwai^, or scarcely

:

;

vi.

24-26.^

According to Lange, the expresslone 6
Taireivoi and o rrAoucrios are to be taken In a
I

xvii. 18

with Bouman animi,
but only the destruction described in the folinto which the rich man on account of his pride

dition cannot be understood

lowing words on, «.r.A.,
has fallen
comp. Luke

eipifVTj

',

The verb

to

be supplied

is

neither

prophelico-symbolical sense, so that the
" deslguates the Jewish Christlau and the

first

Jew
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(Oecumenius, Estius, and others) nor raneivoiadu, but Kavxuadcj
(comp. Winer, p. 548 [E. T. 622 f ]).
This certainly does not appear

alaxvviadu

James has

suitable, but the expression of

that the

man

which the rich

peculiar pointedness in this,

its

devoted,

is indicated as the only
be called so)
which already
the author of the commentary on the Lamentations in Jerome's works, and
after him Lyra, Thomas, Beza, and others, have recognized in our passage

raireivuaig,

to

To

object of his boasting. i

is

this irony (if

—

it

—

less objection is to

be taken, as this was so natural to the deeply moral

spirit

haughty self-confidence of the rich man
opposed to the lowly Christian.
For a more exact explanation *of these
two verses, the following remarks may suffice. The connection of ver. 9
with the preceding is as follows Let the brother of low degree glory amid
of James, in opposition to the

—
:

his temptations

exhausted by

The

in his exaltation .(Gunkel).
laetari, dyaXhdadai, 1

Pet.

commemoixire, praedicare (Carpzov);

it

idea KavxHodai

indicates rather glorying, proceeding

from the confident assurance of superiority Theile
notas, 1 gaudendi, 2 coiifidentiae, 3 externe expressi.
;

not to

raiTtLvoc,

nolio gloriandi invotvit

:

—

the above explanation, refers only to 6

neither

is

12 (Gebser), nor by

v.

INLatt.

6,

i.

udeT^ifio^,

according to

6 tzIovoloq,

which rather

6

forms the contrast set over against that idea. By 6 Ta-rravog is not indicated
a kind of ddeltpoi, but is the characteristic mark of true Christians. It is
incorrect to take TaizcLvoq here as entirely equivalent to tttuxo^

the idea of

tttuxo^,

it

;

goes beyond

indicating the Christian according to his entire lowly

condition in the world, which also

not inapplicable to him

is

who

is

perhaps

rich in worldly wealth, especially as these riches have no true value for him.

Comp. moreover,

1 Cor.

26

i.

:

oxj

the Christian, in so far as he

noM.ol dwa-oi,
is

(jETaTELvuiiEvoq Kol K.aT7jaxvfi/j.ivoc, Ps. Ixxiv.

distressed (Iv navn

walks

in

On

vxpog,

God

;

terris

exaltation

;

jam

Theile rightly remarks

est.

alur.

cofjilari

Incorrectly,

" as little also does

the Christian" (.\ugusti)
thinks,

comp.

;

the opposite of

praesens sed ettam adhuc fulura
cienda in

21

1

;

and

Taneivog

evyeveic.

Cor.

eTniSousvoc, f^u^fv fiaxal, taudev (podoi,

humility before

nXoiaioc.

noUol

oi)

is

despised and persecuted by the world

iiiltoQ

still

suhlitnitas

:

Q^if)

27), is

.

illa^

inwardly

5), and
comprehended in

all this is

potest—

i.

2 Cor.

.

vii.

non solum Jam

,

quae in

De Wette understands by

coelis perji-

this " present

indicate only " the steadfast courage of
less is it

equivalent to

divitiae, as

Pott

who finds only the thought here expressed 6 Toneivog dives sibi vuleBy kv is not to be understood the condition in which (Schnecken:

—

burger), but, according to the prevailing linguistic usage of the X. T., the

words

OTL dif

rich consists.

condition as contrasted with the heathen world

and the secular power, or still more exactly
the theocrat, inasmuch as he deeply feels
the

Jew and

;

;

dvdoQ

absolutely in their low oppressed theocratic

his condition

—

The
comp. Rom. v. 3.
is to take place
x^W^^ napeAeixyerni announce wherein the raneivumg of the
As regards the construction, it forms one simple sentence.

object upon which, the glorying

" the second, " again, designates

people in a brilliant light, inasmuch as he is
not only rich in the consciousness of his Jewionary expectation," etc.
requires no refutation.

the Jewish Christian, inasmuch

as he sees the hopeless situation of the Jewish

and viaThis interpretation

ish prerogatives, but also in chiliaslic

^

19

:

A
r/

similar connection

So$a iv

tjj

is

found

aicrxvi'n avTuiv,

in Phil.

iii.

CHAP.
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11.

I.

Baumg.arten incorrectly construes nape^^vaerat with 6 nTiovatog, and considers
on (jf uvOoc .toprou, sc. eon, as a parenthesis, by- which an epigrainmatic sharpness is conveyed to tlie pi-eceding sentence.
The figure, which is furtlier

drawn out

in ver. 11, is of frequent occurrence in the O. T., whilst with the

quickly fading grass and

uamp

xiv. 2:
uvdoi

xoprov

avdo(:

flower

•

i^tjpuvdT] 6

irjpavdi/aovTai, Kal uaet h'lxava

— uvdoc

is

^

generally (conip. Job
.

.

.

nuaa aup^ W^of, Kai mlaa 66^a

:

uacl

uvdpili-

comp. 1 Pet. i. 24), but
(comp. Ps. xxxvii. 2 uael xoprog raxv inzo;

:

x^^VC Taxv unoneaovvTat

here, not as in Isa. xi.

surculus (Ilottinger), but the Jlower

;

not found in Hebrew; in Isa.

7

meaning

man

xoprog nal rd (ivdoc k^intae

also specially, as here the unyodlij

pared.

not only

is

Isa. xl. 6, 7

uypoi) o'vTug e^avdi/cei;

Toi)

nuv wf

its

uvdoQ uvQi/aav i^ineaev, Ps. ciii. 15: uvdpunoc uael ;top70f

xl.

LXX.

1,

;

see also Ps. xc. 6),

translation of

however, the combination
it

is

'<y^}^y!'

^V-

=

"^^fJ

com-

f/ermen,

l"i*n

^"4

is

napipxeaOac, in the

of destruction, often occurs in the N. T. (so also in the

Hebrew

^3>'); also in the classics: Soph., Trach. 69: tov napelOovT' uporov.

A

Ver. 11.

The

further expansion of the image.

aorists uvethIs, kiripavE,

do not precisely stand for the present (Grotius, Piscator, Ilottinger, and
others), but represent the occurrence in a concrete manner as a fact which
has taken place, by which the description gams in vividness (comp. Isa.

etc.,

xl. 7),

which

mann,

is still

See Winer,

verbs.

more vividly portrayed by the simple succession of finite
A. Buttp. 248 [E. T. 277] and p. 417 [E. T. 470J
;

175 [E. T. 202].

p.

It is

pave into uvarEiAac or edv dvariTiXri

LXX.

in the

;

Jon.

xxvii. 21

;

Hos.

iv.

8

;

xii. 1),

the steppes of Arabia,
Reallexicon

:

united with

,

.

l^fjpave.

.

— By the word Kavauv

.

.

i^ij-

often,

is

;

10, xix. 12; Hos. xiii. 15; Jer.
where uve/uor or Trveiifia is added, particularly Job
meant the hot east wind (O'^p), which, blowing over

is

very dry and scorching to vegetation (see "Winer's

word, Wind);
^'i)'^),

said of the sun
xii. 5-5, it

.

uviT£L7.e

(comp., besides, Ezek. xvii.

17

xviii.

only confusing to convert

:

here,

however, as in

Isa. xlix.

Ecclus. xviii. 16 (comp. also Eccliis.

«a? ivavrlov Kavnarur civtov t/j vnooTrjaETat),

has the meaning

^^

heal, burnittg"

10 (^niy closely

xliii. 3,

where

Matt. xx.

12,

it is

Luke

(against Grotius, Pott, Ilottinger,

Kern, Schneckenburger, "Winer, Wahl, Lange, Bouman, and others), as the
parching effect is attributed not to the Kavauv, as something different from
the sun, but to the sun
written

:

fiyrpdrj

itself.^

It

is

yup, uua ra uvardXac tov

arbitrary to explain
7}?.iov,

6 Kai'owv

',

it

as

if

as Gebser says

it

were

:

" the

burning wind rising with the sun is the image." Laurentius incorrectly
understands by the sun " Christ," and by the rising of the sun " the day of
the Lord; " thus the whole

is

an image of the judgment destroying the

rich,

yet so that the individual parts are to be retained in their appropriate meaning.3

—

Kul L^T/pave,

k.tX

The same expressions

' Lange
observes: "This is not here the
image of the ungodly, but is to be understood

as a historical figure with reference to the decay of the O. T. glory "
!

'

Neither the article before

leavauivi,

nor

the observation that, "with the rising of the
Bun and the development of its heat the vege-

in Isa. xl. 7.

—

iKKinreiv, i.e.,

tation is not forthwith imperilled," forms a
valid reason against this explanation (against

Lange).

That " with the sun of a finished revelawas developing the hot wind of the law,
which scorched the glory of Israel" (Lange),
la a remark which is here the more inappro'

tion

;
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not simply the withering (Isa. xxviii. 1, 4, LXX.), but the actual falling-off
of the flower, is a consequence of the blighting of the plant.
rj
evnpenna,

—

the opposite of uKpineia,
in the N. T.
xii.

56

;

it

an

is

Matt. xvi. 3

used in the classics

is

an. ley.

—

to n-potrwTrov

= D'Ja,

external appearance;

Ps. civ. 30; comp. L^ike

av-ov refers, not as the first

species externa,

:

cliiefly of

avroii,

to

but to TO uvdog, on which the emphasis rests (comp. ver. 10, De
Wette, Wiesinger, Bouman).i
ovtu, thus quickly, thus entirely (Wiesinger);

Tov xop~ov,

—

not purely superfluous (Wiesinger), but, referring back to the image,

Kai is

—

heightens the comparison.

6 ixTjovmoQ

that here also 6 nlovaiog, and not

.

.

It is to

iiapavdr/aETai.

.

the subject,

6 nTiovror, is

be observed

fiapaiveadai, in

the

N. T. an an. Xey., is found in the LXX. as the translation of W2\, Job xv. 30;
in the same meaning in the Wisdom of Solomon ii. 8.
The figurative expression is explained by what goes before.
kv rale nopeiai^ avroi; not "on
his journeys " (Laurentius, Piscator, Herder), also not " on his journeyings
of fortune " (Lange) but = ev raig bdocg avroi, ver. 8 (comp. Prov. ii. 8, LXX.).
The prominent idea is that the rich man, overtaken by judgment, perishes
in the midst of his doings and pursuits, as the flower in the midst of its blossoming falleth a victim to the scorching heat of the sun. Luther's translation "in his possession," is explained from the false reading nopiaLg.
See

—

;

:

critical notes.

Ver. 12.

Whilst the rich

man

condemned

in the judgment, the ude?i(pbc
from the rich man, is blessed.
This blessedness forms the conclusion of the series of thought begun at
ver. 2.
To /mnupioc uvr/p (see Ps. i. 1, and frequently in O. T.), not fcru but
icTL is to be supplied.
Xo special emphasis is to be put on uvi^p; comp. vv.
incorrectly Thomas Beatus vir, non mollis vel effoeminatus, sed vir
8, 20
and not less incorrectly Lange, who explains dvr;p here as he does in ver. 8.
6 raneivoc,

who

;

—

:

Of VTTO/^ivei mipaa/iov is

tinger); comp. ver. 3;
tions

is

suffers the neipaa/xov proceeding

which he has

perferre.

not
it

is

=

oq mtpaafioic nEpminrei or of -neipaauov -naax^i

the

to endure.

To supply

man who

(Hot-

does not succumb to the tempta-

Laurentius: aliud

orav nepineari (Yv'iesinger)

is

est

ferre crucem, aliud

unnecessary.

ing sentence beginning with on adduces the reason of the

— The follow-

fiaKapicrfiog

:

for

being approved, he will receive the crown of life.
By doKLfin^ yev6/xEvo( is given
not so much the condition as the cause, why he that endureth temptation
will receive the

crown of

viTouiveiv netpaafiov.

—

doKifiog

life;
is

the being approved

not, with

is

the consequence of

Krebs, Losuer, Augusti, Pott, and

others, to be referred as a figurative expression to the trial preceding the

but if a conscious figurative reference is to be assumed
(which De Wette, Briickner, and AViesinger not without reason consider as doubtful), it is to be referred to the purification of metals by fire
(Hornejus, Gebser, Schneckenburger, Theile, and others).^
In tov aTe<pavov
contests of athletes

;

at all

priate, as according to It the

sun and the hot

flower has fallen from

wind are indicated as two
opposed to each other.

different jjowers

beauty?

•

2

Lange, on the other hand, observes " that

a fallen flower is still to lose its beauty " cannot be imagined but is it then to be imagined
;

that the grass

when

it

is

withered, and the

Lange

it,

is

still

to lose its

asserts that this figurative refer-

ence is so far incorrect, as " that figure presupposes the idea of refining, which, although
contained in the

with

it

tiial

or proof,

;" but the identity

is

is

not identical

not maintained.

,
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13.

I.

("not the crown which is peculiar to eternal life, i.e., which is imit," Gunkel), rf/g Hiui/g is not the genitive of possession (Lange), but

r/7f Cw'/f

parted to

the crown of glory
comp. Rev. ii. 10 1 Pet. v. 4 2
Tim. iv. 8. It is at least doubtful if there is here any allusion to the reward
of the victor in the Greek games,
which is maintained by Zwingli,
Michaelis, Hensler, Pott, De Wette, Wiesinger, and others, and contested
by Semler, Augusti, Schneckenburger, Ilottinger, Theile, Bruckner, and
others,
as even among the Jeivs, without any reference to a contest, a
crown or diadem is regarded as the symbol of peculiar honor comp. besides
Ps. xxi. 4 (Briickner), especially Wisdom of Solomon v. 16, 17 dlKaioi. elg rbv
of apposition

fw^, i.e., the eternal blessed life, is itself

:

with which he that endures

adorned

is

;

;

;

—

—

;

:

cuCiva (uai

.

.

Xi/ipovTac to 3aai?.eiov rf/g evnpenelag kuI rd dtudr/fia tov Kdl/.ovg in ,t«/wf

With

Kvpiov.

The

.

Paul, on the other hand, such an allusion frequently occurs.

promise

:

God

but

(comp. Ps. xcvii.

how

On

If 6 Kvpiog is the correct

are to understand not Christ (Baumgarten, Schneckenburger),

(Gebser, Theile, Wiesinger).

TEipaaubv is

10, cxlv.

Rom.

20;

pi'oof and testimony of
James was to designate

a

careful

founded on the divme

is

bv ETTijyydAaTo (6 Kvpiog) roig uyaTidiacv avrov.

we

reading,

also

crown of glory

certainty of receiving this

— The

viii.

expression

uyanwaiv aviov

Tolg

28, etc.) intimates that vnouiveiv

love to God,

and

accordingly a proof

is

love as the essence of true faith

Lange); therefore the repetition of the same addition in chap.
the whole passage, comp. particularly 2 Tim. iv. 8.

To

Ver. 13.

former gains

of virofiivec netpaa/xdv

James opposes

— First James disclaims a vain justification of the
the process of

og neipu^eTai

the end to which the latter approaches

l^ur/,

ireipu^eadai.

The vain

is

latter,

justification

is

;

(.so

ii.

5.

whilst the

^

duvarog (ver. 15).

and then describes

introduced with the

words of the neipa[,6uEvor On dnd Oeov netpu^o/xai; and then disclaimed
by the expression 6 Qedg uneipaarog ean kukuv, k.t.1.
By the direct transition
from the preceding to this verse, it is supposed that by the necpai^o/xEvog spoken
direct

:

—

:

about, in contrast to og vnouevei rrHpaanov (ver. 12),

is

to be understood the

who does not endure the temptation, and consequently is not proved
but who succumbs under it, whilst he suffers himself to be enticed to

person

by

it,

away

falling

Theile

:

agit

— to

sin.

Pott

:

qui tentatione vincitur,

ad peccandum

Jacobus de turpi tentatione per tristem (tentationem)

hausen, Schneckenburger, Kern, and others.

This connection

;

vincitur

so also 01s-

denied by

is

others; thus Calvin says: de alio tentationes genere disserit ; and Wiesinger in
the strongest manner " This appears as the design of the apostle to distin:

:

much

and this neipu^eaOut, to place the
But the close connection with
latter as totally different from the former."
the preceding constrains us to the opinion that James has considered both
in reference to each other, the mipaa/ioi occasioning the neipit^eaOai which takes
guish as

place

when

as possible those neipaauovg

i7ndv/ua is excited

When Lange
How could

by

it.^

meets this with the quesany one endure the temptation without having first been tempted? " he
only shows that he does not understand the
>

tion, "

expianaiion here given.

It is arbitrary to

'

It is to

take the verb neipu-

be obsened that James designates

the trials, on which he thinks in orav ntipaafioiv 7r«pt7r«<ri}Te, ver. 3,

as wtipotr^oi.

It

may

be said that they are not this in themsel^'es, but
only in so fur as the Christian is yet a sinner,

:

!
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Ceadat in

clause

the clause
unb Qsov

:

tur sensu diversi

;

:

fiTj6el^ TretpaCoinevoc,

in another sense than in the following

as Hottinger assei'ts

neipa^o/iat,

verbum

hie

:

priori loco simpliciter: adversa

neipuC^adai bis dici-

pad ;, posteriori :

malis

sollici-

ad defectionem (similarly Grotius, Semler; also Lange) for, according
to this interpretation, the excuse, on, k.tX, would not correspond to the
tari

;

supposition contained in

fitidelg

In justification of this view,

nsipa^ofievng.

30 cannot be appealed to, where the same word (vEKpov) is used
in the same sentence in different meanings, namely, in a proper and figurative meaning, as here the relation is entirely different.
Some expositors
Matt.

viii.

—

(Pott, Schneckenburger,

and

others), without reason, paraphrase AEyiru

by

" cogitet, sibi persuadeat."'

Since the loords which immediately follow are
introduced in the direct form, it is better to retain the usual meaning of

by which it is in itself evident that the external speaking presupposes
on which it is here natural to think.
James makes the tiecpa^o^evog thus briefly express the excuse by which he would justify himself on
and Oeov TCEipui^ofiai, by which he transfers the guilt from himself to God.^ on
is the form of quotation frequently occurring in the N. T., except with Paul.
'Aiyeiv,

an

—

internal,

:

uTTo

Qeov

is

emphatically placed

first,

uno

is

not equivalent to vko

;

the former

points to the more distant, the latter to the nearest cause, though by later

am

sometimes used as equivalent to iitto. Here,
is to be retained, for the TrELpaCo/uEvog,
introduced as directly speaking, would certainly not stigmatize God as the
direct tempter (comp. Matt. iv. 1).
See Winer, p. 332 [E. T. 371]. James
does not with these words refer to any particular doctrine of religion and
philosophy, perhaps to the doctrine of the Pharisees and Essenes on elfiap/iivi)
(Bull, Ittig, Schneckenburger, and others), or the doctrine of Simon Magus
(Calovius), but only considers generally the peculiar bias of the natural man
to charge God somehow with the blame of iTEipu^Eadai, recognizable in the
James grounds the rejection of
answer of Adam to the question of God.^
the idea contained in /iriMg ... XEyiru that the TtEipuCeadai proceeds from God,
by a sentence comprising two members: 6 yap OEog
The word
oidiva.
in which, howuTTEipaaTog, an una^ Xe}. in the X. T., has in classical Greek
either the passive
ever, the form, dneiparog {unEiprj-og) almost always occurs
that is, what is not tempted or proved,
or the active
meaning untempted,
wi'iters

with passive verbs

is

however, the usual signification of uk6

—

.

.

.

—

and can thus be enticed by them into sin;
when this happens, then the n-eipa^eo-eai, of

which James here speaks, takes place. Stier
" That there is a necessity for our all being
tested and approved through trial, springs from
our sin; the tempting element
evil in

it,

fact that

in

our

trial,

the

springs therefore from that and not

from God."
1 He might

—

—

—

fanalicism against the Gentiles, particularly

from the Gentile Christians,

their separation

God

as an affair of
-

how
iy^

Many
S'

Plant.,

ou/c

(for his glory)

expressions in Greek authors show

natural this
atrtos

AuluL,

man comp.

is to

;

aWa

tiy-i

iv. 10, 7

:

II.

t.

fuit; Terent., JEumich., v. 2, 86; Quid, si

find a justification of this in the

iretpacTiixoi

actually spring

from God.

voluit quispiam

86

:.

ZeO?, koi /noipo;

Deus impulsor mihi
hoc

Deus? — Such an excuse sugJews the more as it apby the language of the O. T.

gested itself to the

Bee Meyer on Matt. vi. 13, and on 1 Cor. x. 13.
Lange introduces inappropriate matter, main-

peared justified

taining in favor of the concrete relations sup-

(Quod. deter, pot., Ill D) remarks: ov ws evtoi
ri>v aae^iiv, toi' @ebv alriov riov KaKwv ii>fi<Ti
Mwvct^s.' Still more fuUy in Schneckenburger.

posed by him, that the Jews and Judaizing
Christians with this word would justify their

Comp. Exod.

xx.

16.

On

the contrary, Philo

—

:

CHAP.

I.

61

14.

meaning: he who has made no trial, equivalent to inexperienced.
Some
expositors take the word in the second meaning; thus Schulthess: in Deum
nulla malorum experientia; De Wette, Bruckner, and others.^
But, on account of the close connection with

ntipu^nv, the

assume, an ethical meaning.

itors

Yet

it is

word has

here, as

most expos-

incorrect to explain

it

actively,

with Luther (God is not a tempter to evil; Vulgate: intenlator), because
this clause would then be tautological with the following.
It is rather to

be taken passively: untempled of evil, by which the idea passes from tentatus
to that of tentabills; Winer, p. 175 [E. T. 194].
By the Church Fathers
God is often named simply 6 uTreipaarog; so Ignat. Ad. Philipp. : t'l nnput^ug rdv
ansipacTov; Photius, Contra Manich., iv. p. 225:

By

paarov.

temptation to
thought.-

but

evil.^

treipu^eiv eTTixeipiiaaai rbv inrei-

this predicate the holiness of God, wliich is raised above all

—

and is the motive likewise to the following
not masculine, but neuter; not misery (Oecumenius),
avrbg ovdiva expresses the consequence of the preceding

evil, is indicated,

KaKuv

is

TTFipu^ei 6k

and the pointed contrast

By

to (Wd Oeov netpu^ofiai.

placed

nEipu^ei is

first

for the

which most interpreters pass over, is brought
forward not God's action in contrast to "being tempted" (Theile: ipse quoque non tentat idem ille Deus, qui tentari nequit Wiesinger "He, self-active;"
so also Lange), but shows that the neipu^eiv indeed takes place, but from
another cause (rj i6ia knidvuia) than from (iod. The meaning of the whole
verse is as follows Let no man, when he is tempted (inwardly enticed) to
evil, say, From God I am tempted
for God suffers no temptation but (de)
as to the temptation. He (God) tempteth no man but every man is tempted,
As regards the apparent contradiction of this with other passages of
etc.^
the Holy Scriptures, where the sins of men are referred to God as their reason
(Gen. xxii. 1 Dent. viii. 2, etc.), Calvin correctly remarks Quum Scriptwa
sake of emphasis.

avroc,

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

;

excoecalionem vet ohdurationem cordis trihuit Deo, neque

neque facit mail auctorem, id culpam sustinere debeat.

solum Jacobus

"netpa^sadac proceeds not

Whence comes

it,

then

?

1 Buttraann, p. 148 [E. T. 170], contests this
meaning, which rather belongs to the word
aweipo?. But passages, as Horn. //. ad Ven.

V. 133

aSi'iiTrji'

:

fi'

aydytov

arretprJTTji/ <|)iAd-

(cat

Theognis, 772: n-oAAol

TijTos;

exovcr' aya9u>v,

show

an-et'prjTot

So^av

that arrecparos actually has

that meaning.
2

Lange maintains,

in reference to the in-

terpretation given above, that in this conimen-

tary aimp. xax.

"
is

God
said

is

explained as equivalent to

has no experience of evil," and that it
that the passive construction: "not

tempted," "not temptable,"

is

against gram-

matical usage and the connection
strange

In

his

autem duohus

insistit.

That

Ver. 14.
ver. 13.

initium assiffnat,

illi

manner he thinks

it is

!

In a very

here designed

warning: Let no man say;
saying, like all fanaticism, was a
tempting God, and therefore vaiu and impious,

from God,"

The answer

is

the thought of

is

given in this verse

because God does not suffer himself to be
tempted.
s Inapposite uniting of various explanations by Theile and Morus aneip. KaK, dicitur,
partim quoniam nullae raiseriae possunt evenire Deo, partira quoniam per eas no:i potest
inclinari ad peccandum, ad cupiditatem allquara exercendam; Deus igitur est expers
roiseriae oranis atque etiam peccati vel pravae
cupiditatis, et quia est, neque teuuitur a malls
ipse, neque alium tentat.
* The passage in Ecclus. xv. 11, 12, 20, Is
:

especially to be

compared:

Kvpiov

a.ni<TTi\v,

<Ttv.

Ovk ivtrtiXaro

/tirj

elirns

to strengthen the

eSu>K(v ai't(Tiv owiei-i

for this

Cor. x. 13.

on

oiiStvi.

nij

eiTrrj?

avr6<: fie

iaepelv

o^apTaveif.

on

5id

«7rAoi/ij(cal

oiiic

See also 1

;
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" Every man is tempted when he is drawn out and all wed hy his own lust." The
words imb T7/g 16. knWviiiag belong not to neipu^erai (Theile, Wiesinger), but to
i^tlKo/jLEvoQ Kot 6£lEaC,ufiei^oQ (Luther, Baumgarten, Semler, Knapp, Grashof,
Hottinger, De Wette, Bruckner, Lange, and others), as otherwise these ideas
would drag too much, and would receive their closer reference only by sup-

plying something, as

according to

its

vn' avrr/g

process

what follows how

it

;

(Wiesiuger).

occurs

burger).

—

to EKacTog]

first,

and then gives in

iTELpa(dfiEvog

.

.

.

corresponds to

The

ohdiva, ver. 13.

is

to

attribute idtac

.

.

.

e^eXko-

(Schnecken-

t^eAKverai

evident from what goes before,

nupa^ofievoi, as is
it

will describe neipuiieadai

consequently the construction mLpa^erat

:

requires not to be altered into

fiEvog

James

he therefore places the idea

be supplied
emphatic,

is

brought prominently forward
because ETiiOvfiia has its ground not in God, but belongs to man.
By Enidvfi'cu
is not denoted " innocent sensuousness," but it occurs here, as everyichere in

expressing the contrast to avror in ver. 13.

It is

—

the N. T. (except where
Phil.

1.

23; 1 Thess.

some similar

ii.

its specific

object

is

named,

as in

17), even without the addition of

adjectives, in sensu mala

;

yet

Luke

xxii. 15

KnKi], aapKCKr/,

not to be understood as

it is

or

origi-

7"

same as Paul calls a/iapria in Rom. vii.
(Hofmann, Schrifthew., 1. p. 469; Wiesinger); rather imdvfiia here is the
same as in Rom. vii. 7, namely, lust for the forbidden action springing from

nal sin: "the sinful tendency, the

original sin (which Paul designates as the a/xapna which x^pk vu/im
but by the commandment revives, and nuaav eindviilav Karspya^fTai).

Briickner.i

— James

is " vsKpu,"

So, also,

does not here speak of the origin and development of

he wishes to mention, in contrast to and Qeou nEipu^ofxai, by
tempted to the definite act of sin, so that he had no occasion to refer to original sin.
With regard to the form of expression, Pott
correctly says
Emdv/xia, d/iapria et davarog personarum vim habent ; imaginem
mereiricis suppeditant voces cvl\a(iElv, tLkteiu, u-kokveiv, nee nan et £^i?MEiv atque
deTiea^Eiv.
The two words e^eIkeiv and dt7^eu!^Ei.v sind verba e re venaloria et piscatoria in rem amatoriam et inde in nostrum tropum translata (Schueckenburger)
this at least is valid of deAea^etv.
The meaning protrahere in litlus (Pott, and
sin in general, but

what

sinful

man

is

—

:

;

:

also

De Wette),

does not here

lie at

the root of the idea i^iXKtiv (uko^

Ae>. in

would require to be placed after deTiEu^Eiv (as also Wieseler,
Briickner, and Lange observe). Schulthess more correctly explains it: eliN.

T.), for then it

cere hestias ex tuto ubi latent in locum hamis retihusque expositum; but it is

pi'obable that

Many

James had not the

original figure so definitely before his eyes.

interpreters (Menochius, Grotius, Laurentius, Pott, Hottinger,

1 According to Hofmann's explanation, the
form of expression of James would be diametrically opposed to that of Paul; for what Paul
calls ajaapTio, James would call eiriBvixia and
what Paul calls emflu/u.ia, James would call
;

ttAiapTia!

And how

objectionable

is it to

say,

with Wiesinger: en-ieufiia, when stirred up,
produces those eTTifluMias orapKos in Gal. V. 16,
2-1, that eniOvtielv and that eirLBvixia in Rom.
vii. 7, 8.
It is also incorrect, with Lange, to
understand by ISia ejri0. " original sin itself in
its

concrete activity," or " the folly which the

Baum-

individual encounters externally, over against

which the

lust

belonging to him

is

objectively

placed," and to determine the same more deflnitely as the totality of those " glittering, variegated, visionary expectations which seductively

met both the Jews and the Jewish Christians,
which had sprung from the matter of the chilipride." James

astic, world-lusting, spiritual

does not here speak of imOvfiia as attacking
an individual from outside, but otily of that
which is within him.

;
:

CHAP.
garten, Theile,

and others) supply a bono

or something similar
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15.

I.

and ad malum

to I^^Xk.

yet incorrectly, as the idea

;

is

to

deltdi;.,

rather that imOvnin as a

man, that is, his icill, to herself; the if in t^7/«. is thus to be
explained, that man, enticed by the allurements of imOvfila, is enticed to forsake his former position (as the place where he remained hitherto concealed)
harlot entices

Schneckenburger: Statu quasi suo
incorrect to explain

is

form instead

of

ei£?.Kciv

loco se extrahl

dimoreri ipse pntilur.

ct

Jt

The being taken

i/.K£iv.^

captive by kmev/iia is indicated by
N. T. used here only and in 2 Pet. ii. 2, 14, 18,

in the

deXeui^eiv,

deXiaCofievoc-^

et

as equivalent to npoaE?M£iv, or as an intensified

among

classical writers, used figuratively only in sensu malo.^
Continuing the image used in ver. 14, James in this verse describes what is the fruit which proceeds from dEleuH^Eadai v-b rJ/q idlag eTrWv/iiac
Lust having conceived (i.e., become pregnant) hnngeth forth sin, and sin when
is also,

Ver. 15.

The

completed bringeth forth death.

is

it

to give a doctrine of sin,

—

origin

its

fruit of n£ipu:^eadat, to demonstrate that

namely

of KEipu^EGdai,
it

;

(JV/jMi3ovca

will of

man

in the

LXX.

not from God.

therefore

mean

By

eim the

result

—

by

Hebrew ^7^1

av7./.a.^ovaa eteke

ufiap-ia icithout t\\k article,

(Gen.

which

ini?l,

iv. 5, 17,

the fruit of

own

itself its

fruit {Kvtjfio), which,

brought forth out of

is

the

ufiapria in

first

clause

is

xxx.

is

uniformly

17,

and other

according to

ETridvuia,

Sin born by lust
having come to comple-

(jy

6i dfiapna

the

ufiapria

ufiapria inro-ilEadElaa),

This, however,

already mentioned

must have the same meaning; and

" sin accomplished." *

Accoi'ding to

itself (uttokvei).

to be understood "the resolution

plished in the external act," thus acts of sin.
Tj

not

indicated as directly following upon

or internal act," but in the second clause

by

is

by indicating the

;

corresponds to the

tion (uTTOT£?^c!dEtaa),

— (1)

end,

indicated in an entirely general manner.

again carries in

De Wette, by

it is

tLktei d/xapnav, is

translated

By

its quality, is

— but

its

forms the transition to it, which occurs by emOvfiia taking the
it, as it were, becomes pregnant, so that it bears sin.

captive

cv?iXal3ovGa tIktel

passages).

object of this representation

and

(2)

is

as

again taken up, and

uiroTE7,Elv

Wiesinger, with regard to

"sin accom-

is incon-ect,

uuapriav cannot

tlktei u/uapriav,

correctly

but whether the internal or external act is not
stated;" yet uTzoTElEadEiaa added in the following clause shows that James
considered ufiapria as something gradually developed, for uTrorE/.tiv is not
observes:

''u/iapria is sin,

equivalent to

tlkteiv (so

that u-orEAEadtica would be

= rExdelaa,

"sin brought or produced into the world in such a manner
1

See Athenaeus,

i.

3, c.

8:

rovi ipaaTa.<; irpo(T(\KviTa.<T0ai,
31

:

fiii riji/

ofiiMav

A.el., 2f.

An.,vi.

Lange: " To draw off and to allure: German, Ablocken and Anlocken ; the man is
first drawn out from his inward self-control
and fortress, and then attracted (drawn to) by
the allurements of the harlot,"
3 Comp. particularly, Plato, Tim., Ixix. 6:
'

ri&ovi]

SeAcap

/jLeyicrTuiv

*

KaKu>v {e'Aeop;

to yKvKv t^s

Plut.,

De Ser.

eirtflujxia?

uxrnfp

efeAiceii' (avOpuiTrovi).

De Wette

503 D, and TeAcif

iiriBviJiiav

Baumgarten

incorrectly appeals to the ex-

:

but completed:
inVlato, Gorg.,p.

rj)v eTridu/u.iai',

as there

irri-

aud ajiiopTia are not eirniliir, but different
ideas. AVhen Wiesinger, against the explanation of De Wette, says that o-uAAajSoCo-a indjcates that "the will consents to the demand
of the desire, which is the resolution or internal act," It is, on the contrary, to be observed
that these two are by no means identical, as
the resolution is an act of the will, and tims is
actually sin, whilst by cruAAo^outra is indicated
Sv/j-ia

uirb TJjs -qSovri^ cAkomei'o?.

Num. Vind.:

preesion anoreKeiv

"),

a point preceding TiKTdv aixapTiav,
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thus

anoT.

7] afj..

=

" sin which has attained to

its

entirely corresponding to the idea of James,

recent critics

— Kern,

agree) explains

it

as

complete development."

Schneckenburger, Theile, Wiesinger, and .others

—

"the entire sinful life" (non unum aliquod opus perpe-

tratum, sed cursus peccandi completus, vita impia

considers dfiapria itself personified,

such fulness of power that
it is

not

It is

when Calvin (with whom most

it

rules man's whole

it

life.

As James

scelerata).

et

when

has grown to
According to this idea,

inroreTieadelaa

is

it

when several interpreters explain unorel. by adulta ; thus
Peccaium, quum ad adultam pervenil aetalein ; yet, linguistically,

indeed correct

Bouman

:

this explanation is not to be justified, as unoTtleladaL is not equivalent to ado-

The explanation given

lescere.

that .by

a/iaprla is

meant the

tion of the general idea

think on

emdv/iia

and

in the earlier edition of this

on this account it
a single definite lust and

not indicated

is

ajiapTia as

considers the addition of uKOTeXsaedaa

made

which was

at first represented as a child,

mother."

This, however,

rectly, the

moment
it

;

incorrect

might again be represented as a
more cor-

completion) of sin by no means occur " in reality together at one

attained to

which it carried in itself at the first, only when
development by a higher life-power, but has
complete form.
By euvarog, by which James indicates the

its

its

—

T. scriptores),
will give to

is

to be understood, not only

Homines peccando mortales factos esse omnes conseniiunt
but, as the opposite of the fw// which God has promised,

temporary death (Pott

and

— Bruckner

the origin and growth (or,

:

fruit of completed sin according to its nature,

N.

not correct to

sin.

only " in order that u/iaprla,

" sin bears death,

not interrupted in

is

is

is

;

is

commentary,

because such a limita-

act of sin, is erroneous,

:

them who love Him,

eternal

death

Rom.

see

;

vi.

23

rd

:

x^pia/^a Qeov, (urj aluviog.

If,

therefore, noth-

ing but Ouvawg is the end to which mipu^iaOai conducts,
have its reason in God, who works fw^, and therefore it

this

cannot j)ossibly

vipuvia

TTJc

d/iapnag, duvaroc

Otov netpuCouai (ver. 13).
in the

N. T.)

is

:

to

c^e

— The expression

distinguished from

definitely that ufiaprla

explanation

•

tIktei

and

sd.y

unoKva (only here and in ver. 18

only in

from the beginning

absurd to

is

is

this,

that

it

pregnant with

indicates

Ouvarog.

more

By

the

meretur mortem (Bede, Laurentius, and others), a relation

On

introduced foreign to the context.
dnoKVEu see Winer, p. 80 (E. T. 88)

;

the

mode

Schirlitz, p.

184

of writing unoiwti

is

and

f.

Ver. 16 introduces the statement which follows as one particularly im-

Not only the exhortation;

n'kavdadt, but also the added address:
f^?)
shows how important this observation appeai'ed to the
author.
A new line of thought, unconnected with the preceding, does not
indeed begin with this verse fij] RXavuade must not therefore be considered,
with Hornejus, Gebser,-and others, only as the concluding formula to what
goes before. Theile correctly observes Ubi antecedentia respicit, nunquam
Jinit cohortationem, sed ita intei'positum est, ut continuet ac firmet, nunc illusThe same formula is found in 1 Cor. vi. 9, xv. 33:
trando, nunc cavendo.
Gal. vi. 7 (similarly 1 John iii. 7) in all those places it precedes a thought
certain to the Christian conscience, by which a preceding expression is con-

portant.

a(5fA(poi (xov

uyanr]-oi,

;

:

;

firmed in opposition to a false opinion
inserts

:

this is also the case here.

an entirely foreign reference when he says, hoc

vult

:

Grotius

ne jnttate vestrum

CHAP.

I.
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17.

studium sufficere sine precibus ; see Luke xviii. 1.
There is here no reference
whatever to prayer.
Ver. 17. The sentiment in this verse, introduced by ver. 16, is designed
for the complete rejection of uto Qeov netpuCoixm; the good conies from God,
therefore neipu^tadai cannot come from God.
The idea of the goud is indicated by two synonymous expressions: 6daic uyaOv and dCipniia tLXeiov.
By
(5ocrtf, which has here not an active, as in Phil. iv. 5 (Bouman, Lange), but

a passive signification (as frequently in classical Greek and in the Apocdupr/^a, the same thing is indicated
in contrast to idia imev/xia, ver. 1-4
as something given and presented, which thus proceeds not

—

rypha), and by

—

from man himself.
is

heightened,

By

dupij/xa

6uprj[ia

more

tHelov the idea already contained in Jootc uyaOi)

definitely indicating the gift {doai^) as a free present

(which Gunkel incorrectly denies; see Rom. v. 16, where dupriua is i^arallel
with x^pio/ua), and reXeiov the idea of the good (iiyad^) as morally perfect.^ It
is arbitrary to refer the two expressions to different gifts, and by 6oaLq to
understand the
6up7i/xa

•with

kingdom
kingdom of grace

of nature or of the present

gifts of the

those of the

Didymus, to be

or of the future

life,

and by

Also uyadn

life.

is not,

Several interpret-

restricted to the idea of the useful.

and
"nothing but;"

ers (Raphelius, Stolz, Rosenmiiller, Bengel, Augusti, Pott, Hottinger,

others) put an exclusive force

but the thought

is

on

nug, as if it

weakened thereby.

were

God

come from Him, but
and

uyadrj

burger arbitrarily explains
dupTjfxa

13

;

£/c

Tov ovpavov,

ioTi Karafiaivov

John

vi. 32,

;

Trdf

Ttlecov

as

it

uvudev Karuiialvov teAelov

God

if

lari.'^

is

;

to say not only — in
— that only good (thus not

come only from

accordingly to be taken in

James had written

:

ndaa

its

Schnecken-

are to be emphasized.

doaii:

— uvudEv = ovpuvodsv (Acts xiv.

nuv

nal

17, xxvi.

33), is put first for the sake of emphasis.

Bouman, and others,
and KaTajBaivov is added

are not, with Wolf, Bengel, Kern,

is to be joined to uvudEv,
but to be united, and are put instead of

separated, so that Lan

epexegesis

nisi,

likewise that good gifts all

(thus from none else) (Stier)

usual meaning; but

non

James designs

contrast to the derivation of KEipuCcadai from
evil) gifts

=

KaraiiaivEi,

—

to

be

as

an

only that by

is more brought out; see chap.
and A. Buttmann, p. 266 (E. T. 310); Winer,
311 (E. T. 350), and Schirlitz, p. 317, on the other hand, regard the ex-

the participle the quality of the verbal idea
iii.

p.

15; so also Wiesinger

pression as entirely equivalent to KarudaivEi.

explained from uvudev.

The explanation

— The

of

expression Karapalvov

is

Laurentius: non cadens, sed

descendens, quia ordinarie bona sua dona dat, is far-fetched.

— and

tov narpbg

an epexegesis to the preceding. By tu ^Cna is to be understood
neither spiritual light, whether knowledge (Hornejus), or joy (IMichaelis), or
goodness, wisdom (Wolf: Omnis perfectio, bonitas, snpientia e( prosperitas),
or something similar, nor the spirits of light (Schol. ap. Matt.: ijToi tCjv
TL)v (puTuv,

1

Whilst

De

VTelte finds the emphasis only

in the adjectives, Theilc correctly reraarlis:

substantiva el adjectiva differunt

ita,

Et

ut poste-

riusprioresitdefinitiusideoqueraajus. So also

Wiesinger and Briickner. Lange by Soip. t«A.
understands "the gift of God completed iu

Christianity;" and by

which served

&6<t.

dy.

to prepare this

"every thing

completed

gift,

especially iu the old covenaut."
''

On

the accidental hexameter which the

words naaa

.

.

564 (E. T. 798).

.

tiKfiov form, see Wiuer, p.

:

:
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iiyyeTuKuv ^vvuneuv

•

ij

tuv trKpunafiivuv uvdpunuv

Abraham

organs of revelation from

good

spirits").

Nor

is

but by

;

LXX., Gen.

(pucT^peg,

He

"

The whole

are meant, as almost

it

LXX.

expositors recognize, the heavenly bodies (see

=

:

there here any allusion to the Uriin and

of the high priest (Heisen)

Jer. iv. 23)

Lange

;

series of

to Christ, as the representatives of all

i.

God

14.

is

Thummim
all

modei-n

Ps. cxxxv. (cxxxvi.) 7;

designated as the

nari^p of

and Preserver.

This designation, for
•which Job xxxviii. 28 cannot be appealed to, is surprising, as it is without
analogy either in the O. or N. T. (otherwise with profane writers and Philo).
It has, however, its ground in this, that James considers the light of the
heavenly bodies as a reflection of the essential light of God. Since God is
the Father of light, the symbol of the holy ones (Wiesinger), so He Himself
must be light, and thus nothing dark (consequently not neipai^eadai), but
these, because

their Creator

is

all that is light, can proceed from Him.
As the Father of lights,
God, however, outshines these their light is changing; His, on the contrary,
The following words loith whom there is no variation nor
is without change.
shadow {in consequence) of change, express this idea; i.e., whilst with the
stars a napalTMyri or Tpo-Kfjq unoaKiaafta occurs, there is nothing similar to this
with God.i According to Grotius, with whom various expositors agree,
But, in opposition to
these expressions are termini technici of astronomy.
this, it is to be observed that napa?MyTf never occurs as an astronomical term
(see Gebser in loco), and the astronomical signification of Tponi; = solstitium,

rather only

:

:

and

solstice {rpoTtai Oepivai

;t;£i/zEp£va«

not here suitable, as the sun

is

;

comp. Wisd.

vii.

18: rponuv uAXayug),

not mentioned specially, nor

is

an

is

uTzoaKiaafia

by the solstice. James here uses not the language of astronomy,
but that of ordinary life (Wiesinger).
Kapak'kayr] is to be understood quite
generally, variation. James adds to this general idea, in order to bring
prominently forward that the essential light of God is not, as is the case

effected

—

with the

obscured by any thing, the more definite idea rpom/g uTvoaKlaajia.
" casting a shadow "), but a passive

stars,

dnoaKiaafia

has not an active (De Wette

:

signification, being shaded (so Briickner)
OKiaofia

quae oritur

e rpomj,

;

and

Schneckenburger)

Tponrjg
:

assigns the reason (uno-

thus the shadowing of the

which is effected by their changeable position:^ for that James has
founded his idea in a change in the stars themselves, is not probable.*
Luther's translation " the change of light and darkness " (similarly, Stolz
"changing obsciiration "), is only justified if it were said Tpom/ inroamuaaaTog.
Deviating entirely from the above explanation, the Greek interpreters take
stars,

:

1

Flatt (Spicil. ohservatt.

ad

ep. Jacobi)

Auclor siderura nitidorum ipsis etiam nitidior
et nitoris, nullis uiiquam tenebris internipti,
majori constanlia fulgens.
of

Wisdom ecm
:

<cai inrkp

Similarly

it is

said

yiip aiiri) eiiTrpen-e<rTepa rjAiou,

iraaav atnpoiv Biaiv,

evpto-KfTat npoTfpa,

(frioTt

<TvyKpi.voiJ.ivr\

Wisdom of Solomon, vii. 29.

in view is, according to
Lange, that God " makes no revolution with
the Old Testament which would cast a nightshadow on the New, nor does he suffer the
New Testament to cast a night-shadow on the

which James has

Old "
s

!

W^ithout reason, Bauragarten, SchneckenJames here

Incorrectly, Lange explains the expression, " of the obscuration of the earth effected

burger, and others assume that

by the diurnal phenomenal revolution of the
sun, moon, and stars." And the proper idea

Jews,

-

alludes to the astrological superstitions of the

;

:

CHAr.
(inoaKiaafxa

Suidas

=

ixvoi

tov

iivrl

:

;

•

Oecumenius

I.

uvrl tov

:

uW-Otutrfuf koI

67

18.

•

fieTa(3o?Lr/g

ovt^e

fiexpic vi^ovola^

Ixvoc

'

/cat

rivbQ

vno^olr]
',

(pavraaing

d/xoiiofia

and

;

following them
Rosenniiiller

several recent writers; Morus: ne tantillum mutationex
no shadow of change; so Hensler and others. But in this

:

signification u-oaKiaana never elsewhere occurs

obscuration (Bengel:

form

m (besides

here in the N. T., in 1 Cor.

Buttmann,

also tlie here essential idea of

;

opponitur luminihus)

unoaKiacr/xa,

vi.

would be

5; Gal.

— The

lost.

28; Col.

iii.

iii.

11)

375; Winer, p. 74 (E. T. 80); Schirlitz, 171, and
others, to be taken as a peculiar form of iv, but is the abbreviation of hean
(A. Buttmann, p. 64 [E. T. 72]); comp. 1 Cor. vi. 5: ovk hi tv vfuv aoipbq
not, with

is

oidl

ek (see ]\leyer in

ii.

loco),

however,

evt,

as precisely equivalent with ianv, yet the

is

not, with Pott, to be explained

meaning

of the preposition iv

is

so

•weakened, as the verb could be construed with any other pi-eposition, as here
•with the preposition napu,

"what

which

Most

Ver. 18.

Ap.

in his verbis de

donorum

is

in another's iwssession."^

interpreters subordinate the thought contained in this

verse to the preceding, regarding
tur

N. T., stands for

here, as frequently in the

spiritually belongs to another,

it

either as an example (Laurentius: loqui-

rjeneratione spirituali ut

quasi exemplum aliquod

sit

and a
proof (thus Gebser, Kern, Wiesinger, Bouman also Lange) ^ on the contrary, according to Theile and De Wette,^ its i-elation is that of co-ordination.
But in both explanations the peculiar significance which this verse has in
the context is mistaken.
It is to be recognized as a principal thought, not
only because the succeeding exhortations flow from it, but also because the
preceding development only comes to its close in it whilst only in fiovXriBEiQ
istorum

spiritualiwn, quae sunt desuper) or as a conjirmation
:

;

;

uir£Kvria(.v Tjuug is

but also
is

all

not only the assertion

inrb

Qeov miim(ount completely refuted,

the earlier-mentioned assertions have their sure foundation.

It

accordingly not a confirmation of ver. 17, but rather a special inference

from the general idea of that
testifies

for uTTOKveiv is

John

verse.

that here the discourse

iii.

9

;

is

—

0ov2.ridEig ansKvrjaEv 7/iuc]

of the ne^w birth,

and not

synonymous with yewavi but the man

see also 1 Pet.

i.

23)

is

not

man

efficere,

foundation of the

The verb

yeyevvjjtievog

in himself, but

Unsatisfactorily Pott explains imoKVEiv ^= facere,
specific idea of the verb, that the

•

life

of

itself

of natural birth,

« Qeov

man born

since

by

him who

(1

again.

this the
is

bo)-n

—

God, and that he is eeiaQ qvoeuc Koivuvog (2 Pet. i. 4), is lost.
The
iimg not us as men, nor us as Jewish Christians, but us as Christians.
verse emphatically commences with t3ov?ir]ddc, by which is expressed not a
contrast to the merit of human works (Bede non nostris, sed henejicio suae
voluntatis; similarly Calvin, Hornejus, Grotius, etc.), nor to "the Jewish
claims of righteousness " (Lange), but it is designed prominently to bring
i\\e work
forward the thought that the new birth rests on the divine icill,
But if this be the case, how can
is that which God has peculiarly willed.
again

lies in

—

;

:

—

1

DemoBthenes,

2)e Cor., p. 318, 13: eii'oSi-

«Vti koX nap' €>ioi ti? iixmipia TotauTrj.
*

Lange strangely designates the new birth
which came

as the effect of the iuipTjfia ^iktiov

down from

heaven.

» xheile
Deus, luminura pater, etiam
parens est generationis nostrae. De Wctte
In place of ail good gifts, the gracious gift of
the Christian salvation is likewise mentioned
as a proof that God can be no tempter.
:

;
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proceed from

jreipd^eodai

Him

Without

?

sufficient reason, Bengel,

Kern,

Schneckenbui-ger, Wiesinger, and others put the additional idea of love in
iiovTitjOeii.^

that
is

—

2.6y(f)

inherent in

it

The instrument

ukjidEla{].

the gospel,^ which

is,

" (Harless

TLva Tuv avTov KTiafiuTcjv,

is

of uTtoiwiiaaL is the loyog ukrjdeia^,
so called because " akrjQeia in its entire reality

on Eph.

i.

The words eIq to elvai ij/xu^ uTrapxnv
new birth, by which is not

13).

:

express the aim of this

what Christians, as those who are born

indicated

but what they
uKapxnv the

are,

mode

By nva added

quodammodo

Gebser, Hottinger, Kern, Wiesinger, and others).

also

esse primitias

Also Bengel

recognizes this, but he puts therein a false reference, observing
habel

modestiam, nam

incorrect

God

of

is it,

to

of expression is indicated as figurative; for, as Calvin

correctly remarks, nva sbnilhudinis est nota, nos
(so

of God, ought to become,

according to the intention of God.^

primitiae proprie

et

quaedam

:

absolute est Chi-istus.

Still

more

with Lange, to explain nva, that James considered the angels

as a different kind of first-fruits of creation.

Laurentius correctly

ad ritum legalem in Vetum Testamentum de consecratione primogenitorum, frugum, jumentorum et hominum (so also Calvin,
Hornejus, Wiesinger, and others unsatisfactorily De Wette " chosen and
holy"). The word has here, as everywhere in the O. T., and predominantly

says

:

uTcapxv allusio est

:

;

among
God

to

the classics, a religious signification, namely, " the Jtrst-fruits dedicated
" so that James by this expression indicates Christians, as a fruit

dedicated to the service of God.

James does not here

But

fj/xdc

emphatically repeated shows that

but what the
which he and those Christians occupy who, according to Rom.
They are a
viii. 23, possess rr/v uTrapxrjv rov nvevfiarog (see Meyer in loco).
kind of first-fruits of God's creatures, because they, as being born of God,
are dedicated to Coders/ among all His creatures. The glorification, which
is destined for the whole world, was first imparted to Christians then living.*
In the N. T. uiiapxn is sometimes so used that the religious signification steps
into the background (thus in 1 Cor. xv. 20, 23 Rom. viii. 23, xvi. 5 1 Cor.
xvi. 15; otherwise in Rom. xi. 16 and Rev. xiv. 5); and accordingly sevposition

state the nature of Christians generally,

is

;

eral expositors explain the expression of

1 Bengel
voluntale amantissima. Schneckenburger iion merura volendi actum sed beniguam et beuigua voluntate ortam volitionera
exprimit. The view of Oecumenius is evi:

:

dently entirely perverted
iiria-TO/jiiiuiv

:

to ^ouAtjeeis

cln-e>/,

Tovs auTo^dTw? virovTrjvat ToSi to

TTav \ripovvTa<;.

want of the

should constrain
" a word of
truth," that is, a word whose nature is truth
(see Meyer on 2 Cor. vi. 7), yet by this word
of truth here the gospel can only be understood; but it is more probable that the article
-

If the

U8 to translate Aoyos

article

dATjfleios,

;

James

as equivalent to

ol

npuroi tuv

order to indicate that the Jeios should become
what Christians already a?'e." This is purely
arbitrary, as such a distinction

is

not indicated

very slightest degree,
* It is, however, also possible that James by
>)m«! has had in view, not the distinction bein the

tween the then-existing and the later Christians, but only the distinction between Christians and the other creatures, since Christiana
of all ages form the aTrapxv "riov KTiaixdrwv,
until the
fication.

idea that

commencement of the world's gloriLange with truth brings forward the
if

Christians are anapxri, they are

future glorification of

the

omitted because Aoyos dAj)0eio9, as an idea
definite in itself, did not require the article to

sureties

designate

their unity are sureties for the future conver-

is

3

it.

According

teleological

to

mode

Lange's supposition, "this
is chosen in

of expression

for the

world; but that the
sion of the nation,
is

first

is

believers of Israel in

an introduced idea which

not indicated by James.

CHAP.
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is,
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19.

I.

on the one hand, the added

Tiva,

and on

the other hand, the existing necessity of conceiving as added to ktiguu-uv an
attribute, as vii^v or Kuivuv, since tlie expression tu KTia/iara Oeov is not taken

by

those

itself,

who

are born again, but generally, the creatures of God.
It
to take unapxr/ as equivalent to npCjToi, in the sense

more arbitrary

is still

of TiuiuTaroi (Oecuinenius

man

the dignity of

avToii

uvdpunov

omnium creatururum
and then to

ci'eatures),

generally, as

TtfLturepov rdv

<pi]aiv, TIC

]\lorus:

;

among His

simi; the favorites

tlie

tdei^Ev.'^

curissimi

scholiast explains: t^v

By

uvroir

diynis-

et

refer the verse to
ofjuixivriv ktIciv

(Laclimann and Buttmann,

Tischendorf, tavrov), emphatically added, the creatures are indicated

;

as God's property.

Ver. 19.

To

in ver. 22 the

ver. 18 is annexed at first the exhortation
more extended exhortation, not only to be

By

doers of the word.
is

evidently expressed,

21

iii.

Phil.

;

ii.

12

=

to Jteai;

and

tlien

hearers, but also

the reading uare, the connection with the preceding

ija-e

being with the following imperative, as in 1 Cor.
This reading is, however, suspicious,

iiaque, therefore.

predominant authorities declare for the reading tare, but also tare
changed into uare, in order to mark the thoughts in this
It is true the 6e after iaru, conjoined
verse as an inference from ver. 18.
with this reading (in B and C), appears to be harsh
but it may be explained from this, that the sentence eorw
raxvg dq rd uKovaai, k.tX, is introduced as being almost a proverbial expression. The reading of A egte 61
... /cat earw, appears to be a correction, in order to unite this verse more
closely with the preceding.
Icte may be either indicative (comp. Heb. xii.
17 usually oUan) or imperative it is at all events to be referred, not to what
goes before,^ but to what follows, as otherwise tovto, or something similar,
by which it would be referred back to ver. 18, would require to be added.
Sender explains it as an indicative, paraphrasing it: non ignoralis islud
As, however, the
carmen; Ecclus. v. 11: yivov Taxv^ kv uKpouaei cov, k.t2.
as not only

might be

easily

;

.

.

.

:

;

;

sentence in question

is

here expressed in different words, so

assumed that James W'ould here

it is

not to be

refer to that passage in Ecclesiasticus.

It

an imperative, as it then corresponds to
Hr/ TvlavuadE (ver. 16), and serves strongly to impress the following sentence
on the readers, in favor of which also is the addi'ess udeli^oi /xov uyaTTTj-ot
The
added here as well as there; see also chap ii. 5: uKovaaTs, u6. fi. ay.
thus better to consider

is

lars as

—

sentence

is

entirely general

:

let

every

man

he swift to hear, slow to speak, slow

wrath.
Whilst Laurentius and others consider this as a sententia generulis,
which stands in no internal connection with the preceding, but is pressed
upon the readers in its entire generality, most interpreters supply to ukovcui, from the preceding context, top ?i6yov ukrjOEiaq; tlius Estius, Gataker,
Goraar, Piscator, Hornejus, Baumgarten, Rosenmiiller, Pott, Hottinger,
Gebser, De Wette, Wiesinger, and others but this is arbitrary, particularly
However, the
as Trdf uvdpu-oc points to the universality of the sentence.
to

;

»

Thus SchullheBs

tionis

Divino ralionis et oramunere, cujus ex tot aniraantium gene:

ribus atque naturis homo solus est paiticeps,
priucipatum diguitatis ei datum cernimus.

-

De Wette

explains

it

:

"

Ye know

this,

namely, that be has recenerated us; " but this,
as he himself coufesses, gives a wholly uusatisfactory eeuse.
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James is not to inculcate it on his readers in its general sense,
but he wishes rather that they, as Christians, should api^ly it to their Christian conduct; so that for them uKovaai certainly refers to Tiuyog n/g ulrjedaq
(Heisen, Schneckenburger,i Theile). inuv is therefore not to be supplied to
intention of

uvdpunog, still

TTuf

sunt Chriatiani

;

we may say with Semler

but the expression

wise to be retained in

its

is,

general meaning

manner holds good
the N. T. only here (in Luke

in a peculiar

perdnet ad Christianos, quatenus

:

as part of the general sentence, like-

but what holds good of

;

of Christians.

all

— The ideas raxvg and

men,

iSpadvg,

xxiv. 25, Bpadvc has a different meaning),
form a direct contrast.^ By iSf>a6vc elq opyrjv added to the second clause, James
announces what kind of speaking he means, namely, speaking cf opyf/g.^ But
which, as Cremer correctly remarks,
from ver. 20 it is evident that by dpyr/
denotes not the passive affection, but active displeasure directed toward any
one
is to be understood sinful and passionate zeal.
(3paSvg is to be taken
in both clauses in the same sense, which
as is often the case with expressions in figurative language
goes beyond the literal and direct idea of the
word, as Ilornejus correctly explains it in reference to the second clause ita
juhet tardos ad iram esse, ut ab eo nos prorsus retrahat.
Several exjjositors
refer both clauses, others at least the second chiefly or alone, to the conduct
toward God, with or without an express reference to ver. 13.* But this is
incorrect; the bpyi] to which James alludes is rather carnal zeal, which will
censure its neighbor, whose fruit is not elpfjvri, but uKaraaTaaia (chap. iii. 16).
The warning is addressed to those Christians who misuse the gospel (the
in

—

—

—

—

:

^yog ulriBEiag) as the Pharisees did the law, not for their own sanctification,
but for the gratification of their censoriousness and quarrelsome temper;
Although James with this exhortation has specially in view
see chap. iii.
the conduct of Christians in their assemblies, yet lalfiaai must not be restricted to the idea of mere teaching (Bede, Hornejus, Hottinger, De Wette,
Bruckner, and others), lalfiaai is a more comprehensive term than diduaKuv

which

is

included in

it.

Ver. 20 gives the reason of the exhortation

of man

ivor/cs not the

righteousness

of God.

Schneckcnburger quamvis dc sensu dubinempe de addiscendo Adyeo aAi?caveas tamen vocem banc Adyov putes
grammatice subaiidiendam sed Jacobus regulam istam generalum ... ita hie subnectit,
ut earn ad rem christianam imprimis valere
moneat.
»

tari

:

nequeat,

fleias

;

-

5i)?

As

in Philo,

ox^eA^o-oi,

De

Toxu?

conf. ling., p. 327
/3Aai|(ai

B

:

/3pa-

(see i);o 0., 32).

The circumstance is in favor of this close
connection of these two last clauses, that if
3

AaArjo-ai is

here taken in a wider sense (as

Gunkel thinks), then a
must be given to /SpaSiJ?
opyij here, as the

different signification
in the

two

clauses, as

following verse shows, must

be taken in a bad sense. Lange thinks that
James does not absolutely reject opyij; but
whilst he understands by 6py^ eagerness of

,3pa6vg elg opyrjv

The preponderance

:

For

the

wrath

of authorities

is led from eagerness in
speaking by warmth, he evidently understands
this as something to be entirely rejected. According to Bouman, the anger here is meant to
which one is inflamed by the AaAeii/ of aj!0<Aer.
* On ppaS. eis t6 AaA., Bengal remarks: ut
nil loquatur contra Deum, nee sinistre de Deo;
and on 6pv>) ira sive impatientia erga Deum,

passion to which one

:

iracundia erga proxiraum.

opy^

=

anger, displeasure at

the persecutions.

Gebser explains

God on

account of

Calvin also has this refer-

encein view when he says certe nemo unquam
bonus erit Dei discipulus nisi qui silendo eum
non enim Deus nisi sedato animo
audiat;
audiri potest, as is evident from the note;
(Jacobus) vult proterviam nostram corripere,
. iutempestive obstrepamus Deo.
ne
:

.

.

.

.

.

:
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20.

I.

decides against the reading KaTspyu^erai, and in favor of kpyul^ETai. From the
fact that diKaiotyvvjjv is twice in the N. T., namely Acts x. 35 and Heb. xi. 33,

joined with the simple verb,

De

tion (against

it does not follow that tpyu^erai is a later correcWette, Wiesinger), esi^ecially as Karepyu^eadai is also found

united with abstract substantives, as in Rora.

Rom.
ing

ii.

9 with r6 Kanov,

ipyiil^ETai,

— and

and

Rom.

in

when

also with Karepyu^eTai,

Rom.

27 with r^v uaxrinomvriv, in
With the read-

i.

18 with tH koKov.

vii,

this latter, as is frequently

—

synonymous with the former,
dcKaiocvvT} is equivalent to to diKaiov, as is frequently the case in the O. and
N. T. see Acts x. 35 above referred to, and the frequently occurring phrase
Tcoulv Tfjv diKawcvvriv, Gen. xviii. 19
Isa. Ivi. 1
Matt. vi. 1 1 John ii. 29, iii.
Otou is added in contrast to uv6p6^ for the sake of a
7, 10; Rev. xxii. 11.
more exact statement, so that diKaixiavvT} Oeov is the righteousness willed by God ^
(similar to to diKaiov kvumov tov Beov, Acts iv. 19 Luther " The wrath of
man works not that which is right before God") so Beza, Hornejus, Wolf,
Bengel, De Wette, Bouman, and others, correctly explain it. The opposite
the case (see especially

ii. 9,

10), is

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

of diKaioaivTjv Qeov epyui^eadai
vii. 1: Epya^. ttjv uvo/Ltiav;
ii.

10:

epyal^.

to uyadov,

1

is

ufiapTiav epyu^eaOai,

Mace.

Gal.

vi.

ix.

10).

give prominence to this idea, as

opyij

chap.

ii.

9 (comp. Matt,

comp. Rom.
James was the more constrained to
itself and the words flowing from it

23:

ipya^.

rijv

udiKiav

;

also

were considered by the pharisaical disposition of Christians, against whom
this warning is directed, and of whom it was said
C^Aov Qiov kxovaiv, ukX' oh
kqt' emyvcjaiv, Rom. x. 2, as something that was pleasing to God.
With the
reading KaTepyu^e-ai this verb may also be equivalent to effect, to bring
about (as ver. 3). Gebser, Grashof, and others understand, in accordance
with this view, by diKaLoavvr) Qeov: "the condition of justification before
God " but, on the one hand, an unsuitable thought is expressed by this,
and, on the other hand, a mode of expressing the idea diKacoavvij tov Qeov,
peculiar to Paul, is without ceremony ascribed to James.
But as little is it
:

;

to be justified
p.

548

when Wiesinger, following Hofmann

f.), finds

(Schrifibew.

i.,

ed. 1,

expressed in the words of James, that "one by wrathful

zeal effects not on others the

(^ik.

Qeov, i.e., that state of righteousness in

which God begets men by His word of truth." ^ Though diKaioavvr) Qeov can
denote the righteousness wrought by God, yet this idea is here unsuitable,
since no man could entertain the opinion that his wrath could do what
can only be effected by God. Also in this case James would only emphasize
an impossibility of dpyrj, whereas he was required to bring prominently forward its rejection moreover, on others is inserted into the text.^ The same
;

1 It ia true the expreBsion Si.Kaio(rvvri 0eoO
occurs not elsewhpre in this sense; butthiscan

be the

less

an objection to

it,

as the relation in

thought, In the explanation given in the
edition.

When

first

he defines the distinction in

the use of the idea

Sticaioaiifij

Qeov, in

Rom.

i.

which the genitive 0eoC is placed to 6i<caio(rui/T)
is not entirely opposed to the genitive of rela-

17 and here, to consist in this, that Paul spealis

we

untenableness of his explanation is the more
evident, for that opyjj produces regeneration

tion, as is

evident

as that diKaioavini)

if

which

designate the Six. 0.
is

actually so accord-

of justification,

James

of

regeneration, the

ing to the determination of God.

could occur to no one.

2 In the second edition (p. 628), Hofmann
has indeed altered the words, but not the

Oecumenius explains the expressiou iiKaioffui/ij

^

Contrary to the

biblical use of language,

:
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reasons are also decisive against the explanation of Briickner (" the wrath
of

man works

not the righteousness which

God accomplishes

— this generally

on whom one
work"), in which a twofold reference is arbitrarily assumed.
Briickner correctly rejects the explanation of Lange, that James speaks
against " the delusion of wrath, which imagines to administer and accomplish in the world the righteousness of God especially against unbelievers,"
because there is no reference to this in the context; it is, moreover, linguistically unmaintainable, as kpyal^endaL does not mean " to administer and
accomplish."
uvdpo^ stands here as in vv. 8 and 12; it forms a contrast
stated both in respect to the

uvijp

and

in respect to others

to

strives

—

(Thomas ira fords et deliberate non dicit pueri, qui cito
nor to the woman (Bengel: sexus virilis maxime iram alii), nor to

neither to the child
transit),

:

(Lange).

uvdpunog, ver. 19

James

Ver. 21.

infers (6l6)

from the thought in

aTiTiOeiac

He

(ver. 18).

ver.

20 the exhortation

with evident reference to

kv TrpavTTjTi Si^aadE tov e/KpvTov Xoyov,

uireKvrjaEv rjftuc Tioycj

places before this exhortation the participial clause:

Kmiag laying aside all JiltJiiness and abundance of wickedness,
allfUhy and abundantly prevalent wickedness. The word (tvixapia (an. Tiey.
in the N. T.) is here figurative (synonymous with uKadapola in Rom. vi. 19
and other places), as pvnapog and ()V7rapevu, Rev. xxii. 11 (j^vnapoc occurs in its
aiTodiuevoi

.

.

.

;

i.e.,

literal sense in chap.

vin, Rosenmiiller,
it

2

ii.

:

fwnog in 1 Pet.

iii.

21).

Several interpreters (Cal-

Baumgarten, Ilornejus, Bouman, Lange, and others) take

here as standing alone, equivalent to moral uncleanness (see 2 Cor.

TTuf fxoXvcfidg

aapudc

ml

TTVEv/naTog),

either generally "every

or specifically as auaritia (Storr), or scortatio (Laurentias), or
rantiae, gulae

et

vii. 1

immoral disposition,"
vitia

intempe-

lasciviae (Heisen), or "filth in a religious theocratical

sense"

(Lange) but it is better to join {jVTrapiav with KaKiag (Theile, De Wette,
Wiesinger, and others), so that the ethical judgment of the author on the
Kmia is thereby expressed (comp. Acts xv. 20; Rev. xvii. 4), equivalent to
;

Kuaav Kadav ^virapuv, or less exactly ^vnaivovaav tov uvdpunov (Schol. on Matt.)
only the idea is more strongly brought forward by the substantive than by
;

the adjective.
(not, as

and

1

The word

nepiGaeia,

united to

Schnecken burger thinks, exegetical

Cor.

iii. 5,

the position of koL

is

;

()V'!iaplav

by the copulative km
John i. 16

in the cited passages,

entirely different), foreign to classical

Greek, has in the N. T. the signification abundance; properly, "abundance
flowing over the measure," which Lange incorrectly renders " outflow, com-

munication of life;" see Rom.

v.

17; 2 Cor.

viii.

Nevertheless,

2, x. 15.

the word has been here taken in a meaning corresponding to

has been explained as

=

nepiaau/ia

(jvnapia,

and

excrementum (Beza, Piscator, Erasmus,

Schmid, and others), or also groivth (Lbsner, Pott, Hottinger, Kern, SchneckenDe Wette). But both meanings are arbitrary. The defenders of
the second explanation indeed appeal to the passage in Philo, De Vict. Off.
burger,

as equivalent to
dTToi/ejitjjTtK^.

4'f i? ei' i|/vxi?

tar' df lai/ e/coo-TO)

Pott, wholly arbitrarily, refers

probatur.

— Several commentators

to this verse cite Ecclus.

i.

21

:

(also

ou

Kern)

tvvt\<jiTa.i.

dSixos SiKanod^vai.; but incorrectly, since

the verse to the teachers of the Christian rellgian, paraphrasing it; Iratus nequit docere

ffv/ubs

religionem christianura prout fas est Deoque

from icaTepyd^eadai

fiiKaiuflTrai

has an entirely different meaning
6iKavo<n/i'>)i' ©eou.

—
CHAP.
p.
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{)-ye,uoviKov

nepiriuveade

:

.

.

.

rhg irepiTTuc

but from this passage

;

63

21.

I.

(pv(7eig

De Wette)

(fortasse tiK^vaetc,

tou

not follow that neptaaeia can
arhore abundantibus falceque resecandis
it

does

be explained de ramis in vite ve.l
It is equally unjustifiable when Kiittner, Michaelis, Augusti,
(Lbsner).
Gebser, Bouman, and others explain mptaasia Kania^ as " Kmia surviving from
earlier times," and thus take nepiaGeia as synonymous with nspiaaevua (Mark
Against all these arbitrary views, Theile, Wiesinger, Bruckner, corviii. 8).

word

same sense which it has elsewhere in the X. T.,
abundance of KaKi.a, i.e., the abundantly existing
Kmia only kv vfj.lv is hardly to be supplied as if James had only his readers
specially in view (Theile: quod lectoribus pecrdiare erat).
KUKla is not here
rectly retain the

so that

in the

Ttepiaaeia Kan'iaQ is the

;

—

synonymous with

Cor. v. 8)

novrjpia (1

=

vitiositas

but according to the context, in contrast with
Col.

iii.

8, Tit. iii. 3, 1

Pet.

ii.

1,

(Semler, Theile,

h

irpavTTjn,

and

to

opyr/,

iv.

31,

a moi'e special idea, namely, the hostile

we call malignity (Cremer malevoWiesinger inaccurately takes it as equivalent

disposition toward our neighbor which
lence, as social faultiness).

others),

as in Eph.

:

as that is only one cf the proofs of KUKia; incorrectly, Rosenmiiller

On

=

25 1 Pet. ii. 1 Heb. xii. 1.2
The participle precedes as a subordinate thought to de^aaOe, because in consequence of man's sinful natui-e room only can be made for tlie good by the
morosilas.^

umdtiiEvoi,

comp. Eph.

iv.

;

;

Also, where similar sentences are co-ordinate, the ex-

rejection of the bad.

hortation to unoridsadai precedes; comp.

Rom.

xiii. 12,

Eph.

also the exhortation of Christ: fiETavoeire Kal ntoTevtre, 'Mark

positive exhortation

:

iv. 22, 23,
i.

15.

ev npavTr/n de^aade tov efKpvrov ?.6yov], tv npavTTjTi

— In

and
the

emphati-

contrast to the KUKia from which flows dpyij.
Kpairrjc
(= npaoT^g) denotes a loving, gentle disposition toward our neighbor ; comp.
the opposite is
1 Cor. iv. 21, 2 Tim. ii. 25, Tit. iii. 2, and other passages
incorrectly, Calvin
Hoc verba signijicat mobpytloTnq (Pape's Gr. Worterb.)
cally precedes, in

;

:

;

ad discendum compositae. h'npavTTjn does not
animo (Grotius, Rosenmiiller, Hottinger), nor "with a
modest disposition, which recognizes the good deeds of Christianity " (Gebser).
Also iv np. dt^aade is not a pregnant construction, as if the sense were:
but James
monet
.
illo "koyu duce npavTijTa exerceant (Schneckenburger)
exhorts to the reception of the word ev npavTTjrt, in contrast to those who hear
dextiam

el

therefoi-e

.

the

facilitatem mentis

mean

docili

.

word

;

in order to use

it

as a

weapon

of hatred (condemning others).

movaai, but expresses
namely, "the inner reception, the taking hold of it with
The object belonging to it: rhv Xoyov
the heart;" comp. 1 Thess. i. 6.
E/iqvTov, can only be the same as what was called the ?i6yoc u^dsiag in

de^aadE

(opp.

mpre than

to

Tiali^aai,

ver.

19)

that,

1 Meyer's translation
malice (Rom. i. 29),
malicious dispoHtion (Col. Iii. 8), would also
not be entirely suitable, but too special. How
Luther has understood the idea, cannot be
:

determined from his translation wickedness
(Bosheit); since he thus constantly renders
/taKt'o, it may be taken in a general or in a
special sense the word " badness "{Schlechtigkeit) does not occur with him.
;

corresponds to

* To the assertion of Lange, that airoOeiievoi
not to be rendered putti/ig off, because the
is not figuratively to the putting off
of flithy garments, but re^/ioi-jn^r; the passages

Is

reference

Rom. xiil.
Eph.

12

eviuo-iifieflo) and
.
.
and the etymology of the word,

(an-oduj/iiefla

iv. 22, 24,

are opposed,

,
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18 (Wiesinger)

ver.

so-called

form of

it

;

inner light of
life "

neither "the reason innate in nian,"^ nor the

is

the mystics, nor

The verb

(Lange).

the

"in its subjective
opposed to these explanaefKpvrov, inasmuch as it was
gospel

iexeadai is

James designates the gospel a "koyov
no longer strange to the hearts of his readers
cause it was not merely transmitted (Hottinger
tions.

Christians;

as
:

efi<pvrog

=

also

be-

tradiiits),

but

The verb di^aade does not conflict with this, as the word
by which the new birth is effected among Christians is to them ever
proclaimed anew, and must by them be ever received anew, in order that
the new life may be preserved and increased in them. It is therefore not
implanted.^

necessary, against the use of language, to change the idea: verhum quod

implantaium or insertum

assume here a
(see

Meyer

to explain

in loco),
it

est,

and

1

The mode

undoubtedly the case in 1 Cor.

Thess.

ita suscipile ut

:

into verbum quod implantatur or inseritur, or to

prolepsis, as is

iii.

vere inseralur

i.

8,

Phil.

iii.

21

and with Calvin
(similarly Semler, De Wette,^ and

13 (Liineraann in

loco),

which the adjective is united with the substantive is
opposed to a prolepsis, which would be only imaginable were it said tov
7Myov efz0vTov raig aapdlaig vjiibv, or something similar.
For the strengthening
of the exhortation expressed, James annexes to tov e/KpvTov loyov the clause
others).

in

:

—

by which, on the one hand, the value of the
prominently brought forward, and, on the other hand, is indicated
what result ought to arise from the hearing of the word. By the verb dvvuTOV 6vvu/iEvov auaai rug tpvxug vfiuv,

7u>yoc is

(XEvov,

not the freedom of the

human

will (Serrarius: quod potest salvare, ut

but the power of the word,

is emphasized
it is, as
Paul says, dvvafiig Oeov eig acjTTjpiav irdvTi tu niOTEvovTi (Rom. i. 16). But if it
has this power, man must receive it, and that in a right manner, so that
It is to be observed
it may prove its efficacy in him and save his soul.
that James says this of his readers, whom be had previously designated as
born again (ver. 18). Thus, according to James, Christians by the new
birth do not as yet possess aurnpia (the future salvation), but its obtainment

arbitrii Ubertas indicelur),

conditioned by their conduct.

is

— Instead

of rdf

;

-tpvxuQ v/iuv,

James might

but Schneckenburger correctly warns Cave pro
mera sumas circumscriptione personalis; animi enim proprie res agitur ; see
simply have written

ifiuc,

:

chap. v. 20.

The exhortations given in ver. 1& form
The next section, to the end of chaj).

Ver. 22.

what
1

follows.

Oecumenius

:

rbi'

SiaKpiriKov rov pe\riovoi

the starting-point for
ii., is

attached to the

it may grow in you by that new
But opposed to this, it is to be obword is not implanted by the

of truth, that

Kai ToO xs'P<"'05' KaO' o (cat AoyiKot ia-ixev icoi
A6-y6ju.«6a; Bee Constit. Apost., viii. 12: vo/aoi/

birth.' "

SeSuKa?

second birth, but that the second birth is the
fruit of the implanted word. In conclusion
De Wette remarks "It must be taken rather
as a reference to the whole of Christendom
than to individuals the word implanted in us
Christians."
'But the individual is onlv a
member of the Church by having the word of
God implanted in him. Bruckner has given

€iJi.<j)vTov.

Lange incorrectly explains the iv v/jiiv to
e>ii>uTov " in and among you,"
referring it to *he Jewish Christians and the
2

be supplied to

Jews.
3

:

:

De Wette

expresses himself doubtfully:

used proleptically, or,
which I prefer, it is the word implanted by the
second birth but by this also, on account of
•'

served that the

Either the adjective

is

;

Se^aaOe, a prolepsis occurs,

'

receive the

word

the correct explanation.

—
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23.

continued in Se^aade

rdv Ijk^vtov T^oyov.

The word must be so heard and received that it produces a corresponding,
James first expresses this thought briefly and definitely " Be ye
activity.
doers of the word, and not hearers only, deceiving your own selves." The
:

intended to express the successionein perpeluam liorum

yiveade is neither

verb

exercidorum (Sender), nor to indicate that hitherto the readers had not been
noir/rai Tioyov

iii.

which

1; Matt.

is

to

vi. 16, x. 16,

xxiv. 44;

John xx. 27; Rom.

unites this verse with the preceding as

ticle 6e

ought

whole exhortation, but not
be translated not by become, but by be ; comp. chap,

this indication is contained in the

;

in the verb,

to be noirjTal loyov,

namely, of the loyoq

its

The parThe readers

xii. 16. ^

completion.

i/Kbvrog (ver. 21),

or of the

?.6yoc

inasmuch as it requires a definite Christian conOn noirjTai,
duct, and on this account in ver. 25 is expressly called a v6(ioq.
comp. Jas. iv. 11 1 Mace. ii. 67 Rora. ii. 13 (John vii. 19 nmelv rbv vo/xov);
ukTjOuag (ver. 18), the gospel,

;

observes

noirirrig vdfiov

Substantlca plus sonant

:

:

;

in the classical language, 6

the enduring relation.

quam

— In the reading

is

Theile correctly

the lawgiver.

participia

;

the substantive expresses

fin itupoa-al /jovov, iiOvov is

closely united

with uKpoarai not such who are only hea!'ers. The word uKpoarrj^, in classical
Greek " an attentive hearer," occurs in the N. T. only here and in Rom.
On the thought,
ii. 13, but both times without that additional meaning.
comp. besides Rom. ii. 13 (where the same contrast is expressed), Matt,
:

vii.

21

ff.

;

Luke

xi.

28; John

and not

as a

xiii. 17.

more exact

(besides here in the N. T. only in Col.
;

i.

8)

ing

is to

draw false

who

The import

of the

word

in the O. T. Gen. xxix. 25,

4,

expressions are found in ver. 26

who

selves,

deceive them-

;

Gal.

vi.

1 John
The warn-

3

inferences, to deceive by sophistical reasoning.

directed against such

is

ii.

own

deceiving your

definition of uKpoaral, " hearers

selves " (Stolz, Gebser, Schneckenburger, Lange).

LXX. synonymous

belongs to the sub-

TvapakoyLl^diiivoi

(De Wette, Wiesinger),

ject contained in ylvcaOe

;

deceive themselves by sophisms on the

mere hearing.

utility of

Ver. 23.

This exhortation

is

confirmed by a comparison.

Therefore

:

on,

This verse expresses the similitude ver. 24
A hearer, who is not a doer, is to be compared to
the tertium comparationis.
a man who contemplates his bodily form in a glass. Hornejus, Rosenmiiller,
Sender, Pott, and others attach to the word Karavoelv the additional meaning
of a transitory observation, against the etymology and the linguistic use
The point of
of the word (comp. Luke xii. 24, 37; Acts vii. 31, 32, xi. 6).
transitoriness, or, more correctly, of transitory contemplation, is contained
not in the verb, but in the situation, which in ver. 24 is prominently brought

which

is

not superfluous

forward by

(Pott).

Winer,

On

Kal umlrilvdrv.

foregoing subject (which

is

144 (E. T., 160)

p.

;

;

the rhetorical usage of again resuming the
k.t.X.) by ovroc, see
el tic,

here expressed by

A. Buttmann,

p.

262 (E. T., 3i7)

;

on

eoiKe,

» Meyer certainly explains the imperative
7ii/e(rfle, uniformly by " become thou,"
" become ye " but this meaning is frequently

usage, to consider yivov as equivalent to laBi,
is explained from the fact that the Christian
must yet ever more become that which he as a

retained in a manner more or
comp. especially John xx. 27.

Christian

yivov,

;

less

forced;

The N. T.

is.
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—

and frequently with James.*
to npoau-nov r^f
here meant not the whole form (Baumgarten,
Hensler, Pott, Schneckenburger), but the face. By rw yeviaeuQ is " more
plainly indicated the sphere of mere material perception, from which the
''
comparison is taken, as distinguished from the ethical sphere of uKpodudac
see ver. 6; avdpi, as in ver.

8,

yevkoEu^ avTov.

By

(Wiesinger).

yevemc denotes not so

birth,

irpoauTvov is

much

so that the phrase is to be interpreted

the natural

See Eustathius in Od.,

sesses by his natural birth.

as the natural

life

the countenance which one pos-

:

ix. p. 663, 25.2

— Whether

whole idea, or only to the genitive, is uncertain. Winer,
p. 212, leaves it undecided; Wiesinger is for the first rendering; but the
union here (as well as in Col. i. 13) with the genitive appears to be more
avTov belongs to the

natural.

With this verse begins the explanation of the image given in
25 (therefore yap), whilst KaravoElv to Ttpoacjizov t. yev. avTov is again

Ver. 24.
ver.

resumed by

KaTevoijaev kavrov.

By

inrelrjlvecv

the point of the mere transitori-

ness of the contemplation in the glass only before presupposed

forward, and by ETzeMdETo the result of such a contemplation

is

brought

added, by

is

which the points of application, w*hich James employs, are brought out.
The emphasis lies on uTrelrjlvdEv and Evdeug in£2.udeTo. The form of represenIt is not a particular instance which
tation is here the same as in ver. 11.
may occur (Wiesinger), but a general statement which is here introduced in
the form of a single incident, as the contemplating one's self in the glass is
always only a temporary and not a permanent state. The hearing of the
word answers to naTavodv the averting of the mind from what is heard, to
umpxEctiai and the being unconcerned about what is heard, by which the
realization of the word in the life is prevented, to eidiug emTiavduveaeat. James
;

;

can only think on

demands

man

according to his ethical condition in relation to the

of the divine will, as corresponding to npnaunov

r. y.

or iavTov in

he does not definitely state this but from
this it does not follow that James, overlooking all other considerations, has
had only in view generally the contents of the word, because the comparison
of the word with a glass, which gives to him who looks in it to see his own
the application.

It is true that

;

image, would be without meaning.^ On the use of the perfect (aTT£X7}2.vd£v)
On oKotog tjv, Wiebetween the aorists, see Winer, p. 243 f. (E. T., 278).
singer correctly remarks, "namely, in the glass."
Ver. 25 does not give the simple application of the image, but rather
describes, with reference to the foregoing image, the right hearer, and says

—

him

of
1

is

that he

The remark

by Lange,

curious: viri obiter tantum eolent specula

autem est, curiose se ad
speculum componere.
2 Lange argues against this
explanation,
'•whilst, mingling in a most confused manner
ithe image employed with the thing itself he
explains TrpdcrcoTToi' as " the image of the inner
man's appearance according to his sinful coninlueri, muliebre

,

.

dition."
3

In this description the three

is fimupioc ev n) noiijCEi avTov.

of Paes, approved of

According to most interpreters, " the de-

pravity of the natural

thought on; but this
as

James addresses

is

manner

is

chiefly to be

not entirely suitable,

Christians

no longer natural men.

who

as such are

In a wholly arbitrary

the reference inserted by

KaTev6r)crev to spots

Wolf:

man "is

which

some in

disfigure the face,

detralatitia speculi inspectione loquitur

Apostolus; talis vero efficit, ut maculas non
perspicias atque adeo de lis abstergendis noa
cogites; similarly Pott and others.

CHAP.

named

points

to KaTEPOTjaev

The

;

24 are carefully observed

kauKTpu), napafjeivag to

The

to k-neMdei-o.

predicate

in ver.

(h
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25.

I.

e/f, K.T.7^.,

answers

ovk uKpoaii/c inikrjafiovfjq

sentence consists of a simple combination of subject and
not to be resolved into the finite verb yiverai (Pott).

— This

also the case with the

is

before ovk aKpourrj^

for, since

',

sumed by the second omoq
words

napaKvfat:

and

yEvo/xevog is

predicate commences, after the subject

/laKopiog.

:

une?iTf?.vO£v,

is

summed

(exfits receptiis,

with this reading the

up, in ovroc with

where a

put
simply re-

oi'Tog is

first oirof is

(before fiampiog), equivalent to

hie,

inquam, the

more exact designation of
the subject, napuKvipag
koX napafxeivac being thus more clearly defined.
Thus these words begin not the apodosis or principal sentence, as if James
would here, in contrast to ver. 24, show that the right hearing and appropriaOVK aKpomfig

.

.

.

tpyov only serve to give a
.

.

.

tion leads to the doing, (and thereby) to the blessedness of doing (against

Were

Wiesinger).
finite

would have been obliged to put the
and a koI after Epyov.
The
whosoever looks into the perfect law of liberty and

this his object, he

verb instead of the participle

subject

is

accordingly

but

:

yevofievog,

continueth therein, being not a forgetful hearer, but a doer of the work, this man.

— The

aorist

pai'ticiples are

explained from the close connection of this
same tense was used. There is no copu-

verse with the preceding, where the

doing of

lative Kal before the participial clause ovk uKpoar^g, k.tX, because the

the law

is

the necessary consequence of the continued looking into

would otherwise have the appearance as
take place without

noielv

following.^

1 Pet.

i.

napaKvnTeiv

The verb

one's self near an object in order to view

XX. 5, 11;

if

it

and

irapufiiveiv

napaKvnrsLv (properly,

more

exactly,

and

it,

Luke

it

could

bending

xxiv. 12

;

John

12; Ecclus. xiv. 23, xxi. 23) refers back, indeed, to Kura-

James has fittingly chosen this verb as verbum
humi out mensae impositi adaptalum (Schneckenburger see
also Theile, Wiesinger). Luther inaccurately translates it: looketh through.
As the accent is on napa, the verb napaficivac is used afterwards. By elg is
expressed not only the direction to something, but the intensity of the look
into the inner nature of the law. napafielvag (not continueth therein, as Luther
without the article, because
translates it, but thereat) is added to napuKvipac,
indicating
the two points are to be considered as most closely connected,
the continued consideration of the vouoc, from which action necessarily
Schneckenburger incorrectly gives to the verb napa/iiveiv here
follows.
(appealing to Acts xiv. 22; Gal. iii. 10; Heb. viii. 9) the meaning to
"observe the law; " but the subject treated of here is not the observance, but
" the appropriation which leads to action " (Wiesinger), or " the remaining
vodv, but is a stronger idea.

ad imaginem

speculi

;

—

—

by contemplating it " (Lange). By
meant neither the O. T. law, nor lex naturalis
alrjduag (ver. 18), thus the gospel, inasnmch as it

in the yielding of one's self to the object
vnp.oc rileioQ 6 -f/g klevdepiag^ is

(Schulthess), but Xoyog
t
-

Lange agrees

In essentials with this ex-

planation, but he thinks that by

it

" the

full

energy of the idea is not preserved;" it should
rather have been said that " the 7ropa<c0i;(a? and
jrapaneiVo?, as

such,

is

TroirjTr)?

(pyov

yei/o-

;" but the looking in and continuing are
evidently in themselves not identical with the
jiei-o!

doing of which Jaraes speaks, however necessarily the latter results from the former,
= Kern incorrectly maintains thai this expression is formed according to the Pauline
phraseology:
Xp.

'IjjaoD,

Rom.

iii.

I'OMO? ToO irfeii^iaTO? Ti)« i'aj^t ec

Rom.

viii,

2;

v6it.o<:

t^? Trio-Tfut,

27; koi^os Xptarou, Gal.

vl.

2; as if
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—

—

the rule of his life.
by reason of redemption
This evangelical vofioc, indeed, resembles the O. T. vojiog in expressing no other
will of God, but differs from it in that it only is the voiiog Tfjg eXevdepiag, the
It not only confronts man as enjoining, but, resting on the love
vofiog rilELoq.
of God, it creates the nevf life from w^hich joyful obedience springs forth
voluntarily and unconstrained it gives klevdepia, which the O. T. voiwg was
places before the Christian

;

not able to give, and thus proves itself as the perfect law in contrast to
the imperfect law of the Old Covenant. It is true that even in the O. T. the
sweetness of the law was subject of praise (Ps. xix. 8-11), but the

life-

giving power belonged to the law only in an imperfect manner, because the

covenant on which it rested was as yet only one of promise and not of fulfilment. It is accordingly incorrect to explain the additional attribute as if
James considered the O. T. law, according to the Pauline manner, as a [,vybg
dovMag (Gal. V. 1), for of this there is no trace. ^ Many expositors understand by vdfjLoi; releiog, k.tX, the gospel, as the joyful message of salvation, or
the doctrina evangelil, or simply gratia evangelil, namely, in contrast to the
O. T. economy; which, however, corresponds neither to the language of James

— In the

nor to his mode of contemplation.
the ideas

uKpoarrjg eniXTiafiovf/c

it

is

kmlTjaiiocvvT)) is
iToiTjTTig,

epyov is

noi-irnjg

additional participial sentence,

opposed to each other.

epyov are

is in the N. T. a
found in Ecclus. xi. 27; among classical writers; kmlrjafiri,
uKp. knilriGuuv, a hearer to whom forgetf ulness belongs.
To
attached in order to make still more prominent the idea of

uKpoariiq imlrtanovT/c
uTT.Tiey.;

and

(the word, foreign to classical Greek,

=

The singular does not
eorum operum, quae evangelica
lex exigit), but " is designed to import that it here results in something, in
Those ideas, which appear not to correthe doing of work" (Wiesinger).
activity,

which indeed

is

already contained in

properly stand for the plural (Grotius

:

notrjTTjg.

effector

spond, yet form a true antithesis, since the law

him who is an
James says of him who

is

inoperative on the forgetful

hearer, but incites

attentive hearer to a corresponding activity

of

is

life.

thus described

:

he (ovtoc)

is

blessed in his

N. T. an. ley., in Ecclus. xix. 20 noirjaig vouov. The preposition €v is not to be exchanged with did, for by h the internal connection of
doing and blessedness is marked Briickner " the blessing innate in such
doing is meant." earai is therefore not to be referred to the future life but
it is by it announced what is even here directly connected with the nolrjaig
James, however, certainly considered this fiaKapioTr/g as permanent. The
thought here expressed refers to the last words of ver. 21, completing them,
showing that the Tidyog has the effect there stated (aCxjai rug ipv\ag) iu him
who so embraces it that it leads him to nolTjaig.^
deed,

noiricig

in

:

;

:

;

;

James must have borrowed the designation of
what was to him the cardinal point of Christian
life

from another, and could not himself

ginate

ori-

it.

be obseiTed that even in the socalled apostolic council at Jerusalem James
did not, as Peter, call the law a ^"uyds.
2 Laurentius adds to the last words of the
verse " Sc. nou ex merito ipsius operis, sed
^

It is to

:

ex proraissione gratuita " but this
;

foreign to the context.

intermingles ideas

all

a caution

when he reckons

woirjais particularly confession,

James above

is

Lange inappropriately'
to

this

and thinks that

things indicated that the

Jews

should confess Christ, and that the Jewish
should fully acknowledge their
Christian brethren from the Gentiles,
Christians

CHAP,
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27.

20,

I.

Whilst James — in contrast to the hearers who
in proof by
— will describe the true
(ver. 27), he
refers to the false
eprioKtiaoi those who — slothful in action — are raxdg
(ver. 19).
serve God, not
tongue,
deceicing
If any one thinks
— ng
worship
here denotes (as in
xxiv. 44;
Ver. 26.

fail

works

eprimeia

first

elg rd ?.a?if/aai

to

is

1 Cor.

iii.

vain.

doKci].

cl

18; otherwise in

something;

it is

=

not

correctly translates

but

hridlincj his

1

Cor.

his heart, his

JNIatt. vi. 7,

vii.

which one has of
and others) Luther
elvac]0/)//cr/cor, which

40) the/«/.se opinion

videtur (Calvin, Gataker, Theile,

—

anyone imagines."

"if

:

doKei

dprjOKoc

;

elsewhere occurs neither in the N. T. nor in the classics (the substantive besides here and in ver. 27, in the N. T. in Col. ii. 18 and Acts xxvi. 5), is not
equivalent to evailHeia, inasmuch as it refers to external worship, the manifestation of Evae^eia, without, however, having in itself the secondary idea of

mere externality.
nimis externa

est

quam

singulatim cujus nimia,

uuiavrog (ver. 27) that it is here

/cat

in accurata lustrationem observatione constantem puta-

which there

hant Judaei ac Judaeochrisliani,'^ of

is

no trace

in

the whole

The following words:

^^ ;v«'^ivaywywj' ttiv ylibaaav^avTov, indicate in
the OprjaKeia of the readers consisted. It is incorrect, with Rosenmiiller,

Epistle.

what

religiosus

In an arbitrary manner Schnecken-

burger infers from the adjectives Kadapu
said of dpvoKEia,

=

Incorrectly Theile
religio, superstitiosus.

Theile, and others, to supply exempli causa, and, as most interpreters do, to
resolve the participle

by although

speaking as a sign of

in

in James,

is

also

found in

the expression in Plato,

classical

De

second participial sentence:

judgment

— already

opinion of serving
ducendi licenliam

Legg.

uaM

James will blame those who reckon zeal
The verb x'^'^'-vayuyelv, in the N, T. only
language only in the later classics; comp.
ii.

:

ux(i?dvov KeKTTjfievoi to ardfxa.

unaruv Kapdiav avrov,

indicated by the expression

God by

et

;

epncKela.^

fi^ ;ta;itva}'wy(jv

Pott correctly

XaXelv iv bpy^.

linguae extemperantiam pro vera

— By
— on

James expresses
:

sc. eo

dpr)aKdq.

the
his

the

quod nimiam

The

habet.

clause belongs not to the apodosis (Schneckenburger), but, as in form so in

meaning,

is

closely connected with the preceding participle.

The

expres-

sion unaTdif Kapdiav avrov corresponds to Kapa'koyil^EcOai iavrov (ver. 22), but

a stronger form, although
zeal (Lange).^

The

apodosis,

not only without fruit (Baumgarten), but without actual contents,

is

thus foolish and vain, corresponding to the thought

oil

(KaT)Epyu^£Tai (ver. 20).

Ver. 27.
1

is

does not indicate only the consequence resulting

Erasmus incorrectly explains uTrarav by sinere aberrare.
which emphatically begins with tovtov, declares that such a

from

eprjoKeia is

it

To

OprjaKEia fmraiog is

opposed

Some Catholic interpreters, Salmero.Paes,

and others, refer the expression to the observance of the so-called connilia Chrinti, particularly to voluntary circumcision for the sake of
the kingdom of heaven.

Ranch also thinks that "the participles
must certainly be resolved by although ; " but
by this explanation all indication is wanting
of that on which those blamed by James rest
flprja-Kcia; also what follows (ver. 27), where
2

the nature of true

flprjo-iceta is

given, forms no

:

dpyfj diKaioavvriv

Qeov

BpnoKEia KaOapu koI ufiiavroc napu tu

appropriate ami thesis to this verse. Briickner
•' Whosoever
seeks worship in
explains it
striving by teaching to work on others; " here
:

the participle

is

correctly resolved, but the full

meaning is not given to the verb. Correctly,
Lange "Those who, by their fanatical zeal,
wanted to make good their pretensions of being
the true soldiers of God."
:

3

Corap. Tent. Kapht.,

Sa^cre
vjuwi'.

.

.

.

ti/

III. p. 665

:

^L1\

crn-ou-

Aoyoi? (cefois oiraT^v ris i/(vxos

;::
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synonymous expressions (Pott, Theile, and
word does not add any neio idea to the first. Some
expositors (Baumgarten, Bengel, Knapp, Wiesinger) arbitrarily refer the
The
first word to what is internal, and the second to what is external.
second word u/xlavrog (which occurs only here and in Heb. vii. 26, xiii. 4 1
Pet. i. 4), corresponding to its connection with fiiaivu, fiiuafia, brings more
vividly forward purity as a being free from that by which the holy is defiled.
The purity of true dprj^Kiia is, by the words -Kapd tC} Gfw, k.tX, marked as
eeC.'}.

KaOapog

others)

;

and

u/uavToc are

the second

;

absolute.

judgment

Trapd, in the

of,

equivalent to ivumov, as in 1 Pet.

ii.

20

;

352 (E. T., 395)
Schirlitz, p. 340.
That by this "the
attitude of a servant before the face of the commanding lord " (Lange) is
To tw Oew is emphatically added km narpi, by
indicated, is a pure fiction.

comp. Winer,

p.

;

God, which the author has chiefly in view, is expressed
God, by reason of His love, can only esteem that worship as
pure which is the expression of love. The contents of pure worship is given
in the following infinitive clauses, according to its positive and negative side
still James evidently does not intend to give an exhaustive definition, but
in reference to the wants of his readers
two
he merely brings forward

which

the relation of

that of love.

—

—

Hermas, I. 2, Mand. 8, gives a description of these two sides
The first
of worship, comprehending as much as possible all particulars.
point is the visiting of the widows and the fatherless in their affliction, as a
chief points.

:

manifestation of compassionate love.

If it is said that the particular here

stands for the universal (the species pro genere, Hottinger, Theile, and
it is to be observed that elsewhere in the Holy Scriptures comadduced as the most direct proof of love. The verb emaidnTsadat

others); yet

passion

is

here, as in Matt. xxv. 36, 43, Jer. xxiii. 2, Zech. xi. 16, Ecclus. vii.

refers to the visiting of the suffering, in order to help them.

nation: "to be careful of
is

introduced

;

them" (Lange),

are placed

opcpavnl

first,

By

the view of a concrete instance

in close connection with narpi,^ as

in Ps. Ixviii. 6 is expressly called 6 nar^p tuv bp^avuv, see also Ecclus.
yivov opcpavolc wf narr/p.

— The words h

Ty

35,

the expla-

QlltpEi.

iv.

God
10

avTuv are not an idle addition,

but mark the condition in which the orphans and widows are found, to show
In the second infinitive clause,
the necessity and object of emoKiiTTEadai.
which is added with rhetorical emphasis, uowdcTCir,^ to the first, uamTiov stands

—

first as

14 (in

the chief idea.
its

proper sense,

The same
1 Pet.

i.

expression

19).

The

is

in 1

addition

Tim.

vi.

14

;

uTrd tov Kuafiov,

2 Pet.

iii.

more ex-

rijpelv, is neither dependent merely on TJjpdv (Ps. xii.
on uaniXov, but on the combined idea. The sense is
to preserve himself from the world (ano = k, John xvii. 15 comp. also the
form npoasxeiv a-no, Matt. xvi. 12), SO that he is not polluted by it (so also
Lange). By Koafioc; not merely earthly things, so far as they tempt to sin

actly defining ua-niAov
8, cxli.

9) nor merely

;

1

The combinatioDopcfiavol /cat

only here in the N. T.;

it

x»ipat is

found

often occurs in the

O. T. and Apocrypha, where sometimes
and sometimes xijpai are named first.

bp<j>avoi

= The asyndeton
is thus explained, that
James considered the visiting of the orphans,

as keeping one's self unspotted from the
world, being in contradiction with the peculiar

etc.,

charms of the world. Lange observes " The
two clauses are not simply co-ordinate, but
:

the second
the

first, its

is

the reverse side or sequence of

pure antithesis."
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27.

(Schneckenburger), nor merely sinful lusts (Ilottinger), nor SrifiMric kci cvp<^eTr/g unuTT/i avrov (pOeipofitvog (Oecunienius; according
to Laurentius and others, the homines 7numlani alque impii), are to be understood but the idea Koaiiog comprehends all these together it denotes the
To^bx^oc, 6 Kara raf imdvfiiag

;

;

whole earthly creation, so far as it is cut off from fellowship with God and
stands under the dominion of upx^v tov koo/iov (1 John v. 19), thus especially
the men who sei've it in and with their sinful lusts but, also, all earthly
possessions by which sinful lust is excited, and to which it not only conforms
Christians
itself, but converts them into the instruments of its activity.
by means of their divine birth, effected by the word of truth (ver. 18), are
indeed taken out of the Koa/xog, they are no longer members of it; but on
the other hand, both by the sin which is still in them (chap. iii. 2), and by
their external intercourse, they stand in connection with the world, on which
account they have to preserve themselves from its contaminating influence.
This preservation, as it is a work of God (John xvii. 15), so it is likewise a
work of man (1 Tim. v. 22), and therefore a task which believers must
;

—

continually strive to perform.
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CHAPTER

II.

Ver. 2. The genuineness of the article ttjv before cwayuy^v (Rec, after A,
G, K, X, corr. Tisch.) is, since B, C, X, pr. omit it (Lach.), at least doubtful.
Ver. 3. Instead of the Rec. km enijSMtpiiTe, after A, G, X, several vss.,
Oecumenius, Bede (Lach.), Tisch. has, after B, C, K, etc., adopted eniiiXEipTiTe
(5e; which reading is the original, cannot be determined.
The aiiru of the Rec.
(after G, K) is already rightly omitted by Griesb. A, B, C, X, etc., do not have it;
it was inserted for the completion of the expression (against Reiche).
In the
second clause of the verse, tlie Rec, after C**, G, K, X, reads arT/di sKel ^ kuBov
w(5«; in A, C*, o)6e is wanting (Lach., Tisch,); B reads arr/di ij mdov ekeI.
The
latter reading is recommended by the sharper contrast of arf/di to the preceding
Kcidov; but it is also possible that in this lies the reason of its origin; if ekeI
belongs to an/di, ude after audov could be easily inserted, partly from the preceding Kudov (iJc /faXwf, partly to introduce the antithesis to ekeI; but, on the
other hand, the original <j6e might also be omitted as superfluous (on account of
the following vnd to vttott.). Nothing can with certainty be decided. For the
addition of f^ov before tuv Tzoduv, adopted by Lach., only A and the Vulg. chiefly
speak. Almost all other authorities are against it.
Ver. 4. According to the
Rec, this verse commences with /cat ov dLEKpidTjTE (thus G, K, etc, Tisch. 7); in
A, B**, C, X, many min. and vss., Kai is wanting (Lach., Tisch. 2); ov is also
wanting in the original text of B. The omission of km may, indeed, be more
easily explained than its insertion, on account of which Reiche and Bouman
consider it as genuine; but tlie most important authorities are against it; the
reading in B is to be considered as a correction (Buttmann).
Ver. 5. tov
Koofj-ov (tovtov) is a reading evidently explanatory (against R'eiclie, Bouman),
instead of rw KoofKj, wliose genuineness is, moreover, attested by A*, B, C*, N;
the same also with the reading ev tu kooixo).
Ver, 10. Instead of the reading
KTaioEi, attested almost only by G, K, the conjunctives rripT]ari
TTipijaEL
.
.
nraiay are to be read, with Lach. and Tisch. (against Reiche and Bouman).
Ver. 11. The Rec. eI 6'e oL /loixEvaEtg, (povsvoEtc di, found only in K, several min.,
Theoph., Tisch., and Lach. read the present /nuxEVEig, (poveviig; thus A, C, K;
according to Tisch., also B; but, according to Buttm,, B has [lOLXEVEig, cpovEvcEtg.
Reiche and Bouman retain the Rec, as the original reading.
Ver. 13.
The
Rec. uviXeuc (after G, etc.) is, after A, B, K, X, very many min., Oecumenius,
to be changed with the certainly entirely unusual form uv£?isog (Lach., Buttm.,
Tisch.).
In the mode of writing this word, there is, however, great variation,
the forms uvr/?LEog, uvl^Eog, iivEiTiEoq, uvrfkEuc, uvrfkioq occurring in different MSS.
According
It is surprising that no MS. has the classical form uvr]7iEj)g or avElETjg.
to the Rec, Ka-aKavxuTM is connected with the preceding hy km, which, however,
KaraK.,
is found only in min.
A, some min, etc, have, instead of it, after
the
particle (5e (Lach,, ed, min,), which, however, appears only to have been inserted
There are many variations of /ca^a/cav:^;dra^
has
to avoid the asyndeton.

—

;

—

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

A

—
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1.

owe

readings which

their origin to the difficnlty

— Instead of tAeof (after KaTuKavxarat)

Rec, after A, B (od. Mai),
G, K, and B {apud Bentley), and many niin.,
have the form eAsov, a nominative form which occurs, indeed, in the classics,
Ver. 14. Instead of the Rec. tl rd 6(pe?Mc, attested by
but not in the N. T.
A, C**, G, K, X, ahnost all min., Theoph., Oecumenius, Lach. has adopted rt
6(;>eAog, after B, C.
On the distinction, see exposition. Whether, after the Rec,
we are to read, with Tisch., Myy rtg, or, with Lach., ng TJkyjj, cannot with
certainty be decided; B, G, K, X, attest the former. A, C, the latter reading;
Ver. 15. After idv, the particle &i is
yet the latter appears to be a correction.
omitted in B, X; since its later insertion is not easy to be explained, the Rec.
After Tieinouevoi., Lach. (after A, G,
is to be retained as the correct readuig.
Ver. 10. Also here Lach.,
etc.) reads umv, which, however, is a later addition.
after B, C**, has omitted the article rohefore 6(i>eXog. —Ver. 17. Instead of the
Rec. epya exr), exv ^pya is to be read, with Griesb., Lach., Tisch., etc., after
almost all authorities.
Ver. 18. The Rec. in t<jv epyuv is attested by too few
authorities (G, K, some min.) to be considered as genuine; Griesb. has conseof the thought.

,

N, etc. (Lach., Tisch., Buttiu.), C,

—

—

—

—

attested by A, B, C, K, etc.

quently correctly adopted x<^pk tuv

tpy.,

recent critics and interpreters, also

Bouman,

Almost

all

retain Xf^pk as the original reading;

Reiche and Philippi certainly judge otherwise. With the reading
the pronoun aov after ipyuv, which Lach. and Tisch. have correctly omitted; it
Also
is wanting in A, B, X, several min., vss., etc., whilst C, G, K, etc., have it.
after ttjv -niaTtv, Tisch. (after B, C, X, etc.) has rightly omitted the pronoun /xov
(A, G, K, Lach.); it appears to be added in order to bring more prominently
c/c

falls also

—

Ver. 19. The Rec. is 6 Oebg elg
forward the contrast to the first t^v manv cov.
ian; so G. In the most important MSS., however, f/c stands first; so in A, B,
C, X; in favor of this reading is also the line of thought; yet the difference is
found that eanv in A, X, precedes (Lach.), and in B, C, follows, 6 Oeog (Tisch.);
which reading is the original cannot be decided, yet the former appears to be a
correction.
B omits 6 before Oedg. Ver. 20. Instead of the Rec. vcKpa, after
A, C**, G, K, X, several min., vss., Theoph., Oecumenius, Lach. and Tisch.

—

have adopted upyf/, after B, C*, etc., which is preferred by Wiesinger, Briickner,
Lange; whereas Reiche and Bouman prefer the Rec. It is possible, that, in
order to avoid the frequent repetition of veapu (see vv. 17, 20), the word iipyi/ =
uspyri, as corresponding to X'^pk '"'J'' epyow, was substituted; but it is also possible
that the reference to that verse occasioned the displacement of upyfj;
difficult to arrive at
is

a sure decision.

—Ver.

The

24.

is

it

particle roivvv a,iter opure

already correctly omitted by Griesbach, being wanting in A, B, C, X, etc.

—

which, however,

is

Ver.

25.

Instead of ayyeXovg, C, G,

evidently borrowed from Heb.

Ver.

1.

etc.,

have

KaraaKUTTOvg,

xi. 31.

In close connection with the thought contained in chap.

i.

27,

that true worship consists in the exhibition of compassionate love, James
proceeds to reprove a practice of his readers, consisting in a partial respect
to the rich

and a depreciation of the poor, which formed the most glaring

—

After the impressive address u<ieA(?oi /mv, he first
expresses the exhortation with reference to that conduct, that their faith
should not be combined with a partial respect of persons. Schneckenburger
contrast to that love.

regards the clause as interrogative, remarking
gravitas Jlagitat

et

contextus (so also

Kern)

;

:

inlerrof/ationis

formnni sensus

incorrectly, for although the

;
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interrogation with

only used

when

may not always

fii)

as true, yet can scarcely believe that

453

p.

fact

(E. T., 510 f.)

f.

require a negative answer, yet

it

is

the interrogator, with every inclination to regard something
it

mentioned in what follows, the

m

doubtedly true,

.

.

.

is

is

comp. Winer,

;

inadmissible here, as the

was un-

TpuaLnrolrj^ia of the readers,

thus imperative, as

is

EX^Te

actually the case

This

Schirlitz, p. 366.

;

16,

i.

iii.

— The

1.

used because the author thinks on individual concrete instances in which the general fault manifested itself ;i comp. Col.
iii. 22
2 Pet. iii. 12. For the explanation of npoaunolrixpla (only here and
plural

npoauno?[.ri\piaig is

;

Rom.

ii. 11; Eph. vi. 9; Col. iii. 35), foreign to classical Greek, see
Matt. xxii. 16; Luke xx. 21; Gal. ii. 6 (see Meyer in loc); from the O. T.,
Lev. xix. 15; Deut. i. 17, and other places (the verb npoaunoXrjnTiio, Jas.

in

The phrase h npoauTzohiiplaig txnv t, nianv
with Pott, to be explained according to such expressions as extiv nva

9; the adjective, Acts x. 34).

ii.

is not>

Ev dpyr), kv alrlaig, txecv

h

iinyvijaei

(Rom.

i.

28), for

proach his readers that they have a partial

James intends not

faith, or that

to re-

they convert faith

into the object of partiality, but that they hold not themselves in their faith
free from npoaunoXrj^la.

meaning ja?-o/a'iere or
but exnv

h expresses

faith, so that

it

is

as

Also

exeiv

does not stand for

et

the relation of internal connection thus
it.

were enclosed in

whether in the

KaTix^tv,

detinere (Grotius: deiinere velut captivam

npoau7:o?.Ti>j)latg, i.e.,

:

inefficicacem);

Haoe

not your

combined with

it.

with the readers, who in their very religious assemblies made a
distinction of persons according to their external relations.
De Wette's
opinion is incorrect, that nianv exetv here is to be understood of "the manFaith is more exactly described as
agement of the concerns of faith."

Thus was

it

—

—

37

marig rov Kvplov r/nuv

^Irjaov

Xpiarov

as a genitive of object,

Kvpiov

rr/g

Most expositors ^ take

do^vfj.

and make

rf/c fiuSrig,

as a second

tov

genitive

dependent on Kvpiov, thus: "the faith in our Lord of glory,
Neither the appellation of Christ as the Lord of glory
ii. 8; Ps. xxix. 3: 6 Qedg rr/g du^r/g), nor the dejieudeuce of
two genitives (tj/iuv and r?}^ do^ijg) on one substantive (Kvpiov), see Winer, p. 172
(E. T., 191), has any thing against it; yet this construction cannot be held
to be correct, because the name 'lijaov Xpiorov, which follows rov Kvplov tjixuv,
so entirely completes the idea that a second genitive can no longer depend
on Kvpiov if James had intended such a combination, he would have written
(besides

iiiidv),

Jesus Christ."
(comp. 1 Cor.

;

either

rrjv

do^r/g, 'Ir/a.

with

Trianv

'\r)a.

XpiaTov.^

irpnau-aoArixpiaig,

XpiaToii, tov Kvp'iov

It is

whether

bonorum opinio nostros oculos
sen quod honorem atlinet).
:

Xpiarov; thus Laurentius,

1

irornejus: "Multiplex illud

it

be taken as

or

r.

tt.

tov Kvpiov

=

opinio (Calvin

:

perstringit, Veritas supprimitur) or

7}/i(Jv TTjg

66^rig

dum opum

=

vel

gloria (Hei-

Some expositors make Tijg dd^iig dej^end on
who explains it the Christus gloriae = gloinosus

malum

in vita

see Phil.

ii.

Particularly Schneckenburger, Kern,

De

Wetie, Briickner, Wiesinger.
s The genitive, indeed, not unfrequently is
separated from the word which governs it;

Rom.

10;

172 (E. T., 238)

est.
2

tj/xCjv TJjg do^Tjg,

evidently an entire mistake to construct T^g

;

ix.

21;

and Winer,

p.

but, in that case, the inter-

vening word is never in apposition with the
preceding idea, with which it is completely
concluded,

—
CHAP.

Bouman;

SO also

also

II.

2,

75

3.

Lange: "the Messiah exalted

Judaistic expectations."

in Ilis glory above
Decisive against this construction are
(1) the

close connection of

and

—

'Ijjaov

XpioToi; as,

rectly united as here, Xpiorov is purely

when

two names are so

those

numen proprium

;

(2) the N. T.

di-

mode

admit of a more exact statement of being after XpiuTov
by a genitive dependent on it; also in this case the article lov before Xpiarnv
would not be wanting. In this commentary hitherto (former editions), r//c
dd^ijc was explained as a genitive of the object dependent on t^v manv, and

of expression does not

Toi}

Kvpiov

l.

7iu.

Xp. as the genitive of the subject, in the sense

glory springing from our

Lord Jesus

T^v fd/2ovaav du^av uTTOKoAv^QijvaL

s'lq

although grammatically possible,

Christ,

vjiuc;,

— founded

Rom.

viii.

18.

:

" faith in the

on Him," namely,
This construction,

unmistakably harsh. It seems simpler,
with Bengel, to regard tZ/c (h^r^ as in apposition with 'hinov Xp.; still the idea
Tlie passages cited by Bengel, Luke ii. 32, Eph. i. 17,
t5oi?/f is too indefinite.
1 Pet. iv. 14, Isa. xl. 5, are of another kind, and cannot be adduced in justification of that explanation.
Perhaps it is most correct to unite r^f 6u^m as a
genitive of quality, not with Xpiarov only, but with the whole expression tov
Kvp. Tjn. 'Irja. Xp., by which 6o^a is indicated as the quality of our Lord Jesus
Christ which belongs to Him, the exalted One.
Similar expressions are
is

(Luke xvi. 8), 6 KpiTr/g (Luke xviii. G), r^f udiKlaQ. At all events,
added in order to mark the contrast between the irpoaunoh/ipia
paid to passing riches and the faith in Jesus Christ.
Vv. 2, 3. In these verses the conduct of the readers, which occasioned
6 o'lKovofioc
T?)c <5y^)?f

is

the exhortation of

James

(ver. 1), is described

;

hence the confirming

yup.

Both verses together form the protasis, on which ver. 4 follows as the aj^odosis
whilst they in form appear by their connection with 6e (according to
the Rec. by Koi) as co-ordinate sentences, in thought ver. 2 is subordinate
ver. 2 assigning the circumstances under which the conduct deto ver. 3
Hammond, Homberg, Baumgarten, Michaelis,
scribed in ver. 3 occuiTed.
and Herder assign even ver. 4 to the protasis; but incorrectly, as in that
As
case the conjunctive would be required in that verse as in vv. 2, 3.
regards the matter itself, the fault is not directed against the rulers of (he
congregation,
the presbyters and deacons (Grotius, Pott, Schulthess, Hot;

;

—

—

tinger),
It

— but, as the address

was not the custom

places to those

The

instance

who

(tcii/)

(ver. 1)

u6tl(;)oi /xov

in the time of

James

shows,

it is

entirely general.

for the deacons to point out

entered their assemblies (Conslit. Apost., ii. 56, 58).
states is, as regards the matter, not a hypo-

which James

thetical assumption, but a fact

;

and certainly not

to

be regarded as a

soli-

tary instance which only once took place, but as something which often

oocurred, that even in their religious assemblies the rich were treated with
It is not surprising that James in
distinction, and the poor with disdain.
the description employed the aorist, since he generally uses that tense to
represent that which is habitually repeated as a single fact which has taken

place;

see chap.

i.

11, 24.

— The

words

elc rijv

awayuy^v

v/iiiv

show that

it

an entrance into the religious assemblies of the congregation that is here
spoken of. It cannot be inferred from the usual signification of the word
avvayuyr/, that a Jewish synagogue is here meaut (Semler, Schueckeuburger,
is
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Bouraan); opposed to this

besides, the Christians

is ifiuv,

not have the right to show seats to those

worship

;

but,

on the other hand, by

the religious assemldy (De Wette).

who

would certainly

entered into such a place of

understood

avvayuyri here is not to be

The whole

description, both

Eiai?Mri

and

the i3ointing out of seats, shows that awayuyf/ denotes the place where the

That James calls this by
word which was appropriate for Jewish places of worship, cannot be
regarded in his mouth as any thing surprising. Hammond, Baumgarten,
Storr, Herder, and others most arbitrarily understand by cwayuyv the judiAccording to Lange,
cial assemblies of the congregation and their elders.
the name of the Jewish place of worship is here a symbol " of the religious
Christian congregation assembled for worship. ^

the

fellowship of the entire Jewish Christian dispersion;" this opinion
less

unjustifiable than the view connected with

it,

— The

standing of what follows cannot be thought of."
described as

uvrjp xpvoo6aKTv7a.og iv kadr/ri lafiiTpa,

f)VTTapg Eodf/Ti,

the difference between

their clothing.

?,aftTTp6c,

used of clothes,

see,

;

"a

literal

rich

ley.

In Nigrin.

:

man

and the poor man

them being represented

— xp^'^odaKTvhog']^ a purely uk.

mpipvpoi Koi xpvauxeipec nepiepxauTat

that

=

on the one hand, Luke

is

here

to the eye in

Tr?J/doc

xxiii. 11

not

as inuxbg hv

xpvaoxeip (Lucian,

tuv 6aKTv?.iuv

is

under-

In Tim.

e^wv).

:

On

(comp. with

Matt, xxvii. 28), and, on the other hand. Rev. xv. 6. Raphelius Nullum
cerium colorem declarat, sed splendidum, clarum, nitidum seu ruhrum sen album
:

sit,

seu alius generis.

the poor man.
iii. 3, 4, it

is

The counterpart

— pvnapbq] in

its

of the

iaOfjc

lanirpa is the kcd. ()VKapa of

proper meaning only here in N. T.

;

in Zech.

Are Christians or non-Christians meant
Most expositors consider them to be Christians only,

also used of garments.

by these incomers ?
whether they belonged to the congregation or came there as ievoi (guests).
But the following reasons decide against this view: 1. They are distin-.
guished by James from the brethren addressed, and are not indicated as
brethren, which yet, particularly in reference to the poor (ver. 5), would
readily have suggested itself as a strong confirmation of their fault. 2. In
vv. 6, 7, the rfch are evidently opposed to Christians {iJiiuv, vfiuc,
V«f)> ^^^
reprimanded for their conduct towards Christians (not merely toward the
poor), which, if rich Christians had been guilty of it, would certainly have,
been indicated as an offence against their Christian calling. That those
who were not Christians might and did come into the Christian religious
assemblies, is a well-known fact; see 1 Cor. xiv. 22, 23.
The view of Weiss,^
that the rich man was not a Christian, but that the poor man was a Christian, is supported by no feature iu the description
in that case James would
certainly have indicated the dissimilarity of relation then " must ver. 5 ff.
bring it forward as the gravest offence, that the brother chosen by God is
slighted for the sake of the rich who were not Christians" (Wiesinger).^

W

;

;

1 The word o-ui/avwyTJ occurs in the N. T. in
both meanings; usually it designates the religious place of meeting of the Jews; but that
it also denotes
the ansembly, Acts xiii. 43
shows see also Rev. ii. 9. In the Apocrypha
of the O.T., it has only the last meaning, and,
;

indeed, in a general sense; see

Apocryph.,
-

Clav,

Deutsch. Zeitschrift f. christl.Wissensch.,

No. 51.
Lange considers the mode of expression
by the rich man is meant the

etc., 1854,
s

Wahl,

<Tvva.yu>yri.

symbolical:

";

ciiAr.

II.
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4.

Ver. 3 describes the conduct of the church toward the two incomers.
ancient expositors understand this as a figurative representation of

Many

the preference which was generally given in the congregation to the rich

The whole

this is arbitrary.

James has

description points rather to something which

actually in view; but in reprimanding this, he

condemns parwhich certainly showed itself in many other ways. By
the descriptive words kmi3?M7}Te
rf/v Aafinpuv, which precede tlzriTe (in
tiality generally,

.

reference to the poor there

is

.

.

only

iItztite), is

the admiring look at the external glitter
(Pott); the rich

man

is

is

manner
sumendum est

indicated in a lively

ini^Uiruv, eniphalice

characteristically described as 6 0opijv

the splendid garment

man

;

tt/v tad. r.

lainrpuv,

that which attracts the eye, the character of the

is

entirely overlooked

;

(popelv,

a secondary

form of

oipeiv, is also in ^latt.

8 used of garments; by the article before Xafinpuv this idea is strengthThe contrast is sharply expressed in the different
ened as the chief idea.
xi.

—

address to the one and to the other

one another by cv
VTTO Tb vTTo-nudiov /xov,

.

.

cv,

.

and then

are opposed.

already they are distinguished from

;

kuOov

The form

and

aTi/di,

to classical Greek; see Winer, p. 75 (E. T., 81).

(Wiesiuger);

it is

=

not

honorijice

Mt and

eKtl,

and

KoAug

Kudov (instead of Kudvoo) is foreign

(Wahl); and

—

/cnA(if

refers

still less is it

to comfoi-t

to be resolved

"Be so good as" (Storr). A place is pointed out to the rich man,
where he can be comfortably seated whilst to the poor man it is said. Stand
there.
The second clause, separated from the first by
is not a special
address, but the two clauses form one saying, whilst after
a thought is to
be supplied, as " If thou wilt rather sit " by the addition of these words the
depreciation of the poor is yet more strongly marked.
vnb rh vitott66lov\
means not under, but below, 7ni/ footstool (Wiesinger), by which the floor is
pointed out as the fitting place for the poor to sit (Bouman). " The expression involves contempt as it were, under one's feet.
Not on the footstool
(Lange). The word vno-66iov (not unicum, as Wiesinger asserts) belongs
only to the later classics. Often in N. T., and also in LXX.
Ver. 4 forms the apodosis to vv. 2 and 3, and rebukes what is blamable
into

;

fj,

rj

;

—

:

in the conduct described.

Expositors greatly differ in the explanation of

this verse, according as they explain the verb

dieKpidriTt,

and understand

oh as

a pure negation, or as an interrogative particle. It is best to take diEKpidnrE,
in form indeed passive, in meaning as the aorist middle, as in Matt. xxi. 21,
Mark xi. 23, Rom. iv. 20, and to give to the verb here the same meaning

which

it

has constantly in the usage of the N. T.

;

so that

it

denotes the

doubt, which consists in the assertion of thoughts at variance with faith

;

see

But then the sentence must be taken as interrogative Did tjou
not then doubt among yourselves? i.e., Have ye not fallen into a contradiction
with your faith (ver. 1), according to which external glory and riches are
nothing, whilst ye by your conduct have attached a value to them ? To this
question the second is added, to which the preceding oi is also to be referred
on chap.

i.

6.

:

:

Jewish Christian, who, as wearing a gold ring,
boasts of his covenant rights and by the poor
man is meant the Qentile Christian. Accord;

ing to Hengstenberg, the meaning
the reverse.

Both opinions are

is

precisely

unjustified,

—
:
:
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and became ye

(thus) judges

riot

the direct consequence of

of evil tJioiights

their conduct they expressed their

genitive

cially

novTjpuv is

6ia7.oyi(7/iu)v

Luke

not the genitive of object,^ but of quality.

here, as predominantly in the

is

dialnyiafxoi

V. 21, 22),

here heightened by

novrjpibv.

= separare

SiaKptveadat

(1)

N. T.,

in

malam jmrtem

(see espe-

thoughts of doubt and unbelief; the bad meaning

Other explanations are as follow

:

is

—

then the sentence

:

(Gebser, Schulthess, Semler,

iikXrikoiq

This second question indicates

?

James calls them Kpirat, because in
judgment on the rich and poor. The

6i.aKpivEadai.

is

heavTolg^ev

interrogative ;

Erasmus Schmid,

the verb being

etc.);

either passive: "ISTonne inter vos ipsos estis discreti ac separati?" or middle:

" Xonne vos discernitis inter vos ipsos
selves

among

(2)

yourselves

= dlscrimen facere.

dLaKpiveadui

"Nonne

discrimen

?

"

"

Do you

not separate, divide your-

?" (Lange).

fecistis

(a)

The yerh

active

—

(a)

Interrogative

apud vos ipsos?" (Laurentius, Grotius, Wolf, Hot-

Knapp). In this explanation, h iavrolg = ev uXkTfjkoiq^ Schneckenburger,
however, explains ev eavToig = In animis vestris ; but then the meaning discrimen facere would pass into an act of the judgment '^ statuere." (/3) Negative
" Then partly ye would not have distinguished (according to a sound judgment)
among yourselves, and partly also ye would have judged after an evil manner of
thinking (thus an error of the understanding and of the heart" (Grashof).
{h) The verb passive: "Dupliciter peccatis, primo: inter vos ipsos non estis

tinger,

discriminati h.

cessat

e.

(3) dianpivEcsOai

piorum

— judicare.

judicastis, deliberastis'ipsi

?"

et

(a)

impiorum differentia"

The verb

"Are

aciiye

—

(a)

(Oeder).
: "Nonne
how wrong

Interrogative

ye not yourselves persuaded

Negative: "Non discrevistis justa dubitatione, con(/?)
siderantia et aestimatione, quid tribuendum esset pauperi potius vel certe non
minus, quam diviti " (Bengel). Luther combines this rendering with that under
2: "And ye do not well consider, but ye become judges, and make an evil
Here also comes in the explanation of Oecumenius: rd dcaKpiriKdv
distinction."

is?" (Augusti).

this

vfiuv 6iE(j>delpaTE,

(iri6E(iiav

avC,r)T7]ai.v

iroirjaavTE^

ddiaKpiTus, Kul EV npoaunoTiTjipia rdv fihv

verb passive

—

interrogative:

{a)

nuTEpov

kTi.u,TjaaTe

"Nonne

.

.

.

rifiTjTEOv

rbv 61

.

.

.

'riTijidaaTE.

uW

—

oiirug,

(h)

The

vos in conscientiis dijudicati h.

e.

Paraeus; so also Bouman: "Nonne igitur in vestris ipsorum
jam judicati estis animis ?" (/3) Negative: "Et dijudicati inter vos ipsos non
Differently
estis ut judicastis secundum prava ratiocinia vestra" (Heisen).
Cajetanus: " Haec faciendo non estis judicati in vestibus et divitiis et pauperEavrolg.
h
tate; " laying the chief stress on
convicti estis ? "

(4)

—

diaKplvEcdaL

dubitare, to entertain doubts,

(a)

Interrogative:

"Et

apud vosmet ipsos ? et facti estis iniqui judices ? " " Should you
not yourselves have entertained doubts ? Should you actually have passed evilminded judgments?" (Theile). (5) Negative: " Non dubitastis apud animum,
ne subiit quidem haec cogitatio, id factum forte malum esse, certo apud vos

non

dubitastis

statuistis id jure ac

bene

fieri."

All these explanations are untenable, because they proceed upon a mean-

ing of

diaKpLVEodai,

foreign to the usage of the N. T.

Eisner " Iniquas istas cogitationes approbastis; Bengel: "Judices approbatores, ma'

:

Besides, several require

larum cogitationum

1.

e.

divitum, forie splen-

dentium.sed mails cogitationibussentientium."

;
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5.

many do not correspond to the context. BruckDe Wette, and Wiesiuger have also here correctly maintained the
meaning to doubt. De Wette: "Have you not then become doubtful in
your faith ? " Wiesinger " Have you not forsaken the law of faith, which
recognizes only one true riches? " With the reading of B (omitting ov) the
arbitrary completions, and

ner,

:

thought is the same the interrogative (ov), however, serves for the heightening of the thought, the readers themselves being thereby charged to pronounce the judgment. The Kai of the Receptus stands as in INIark x. 2G,
Luke X. 29, 1 Cor. v. 2, with the question suddenly introduced. Or, since
in the N. T. no other passage is found where mi is placed before a question
;

forming the apodosis of a protasis beginning with tiiv (on 2 Cor. ii. 2, see
]\Ieyer), it is to be explained from the fact that one would make ver. 4 a part
of the protasis

Ver.

5.

;

see above.

AVith this verse the proof of the reprehensibleness of the conduct

found fault with commences
poor

is

James showing that the conduct toward the
mercy of God directed to the poor, and that

:

in contradiction with the

the conduct toward the rich

is

the address cukMoi

fiov uyanriTol;

ver. 4) is expressed in a lively

God

in contradiction with their conduct

The impressive exhortation

Christians.

see chap.

manner

i.

itself (as in

form of a question

(i.e.,

:

Has

accounted as such)

not

to

be

of the kingdom which He has promised to them that love
The verb k^eM^aro is to be retained in its usual acceptation, in that

and

rich in faith,

—

The proof

16, 19.

in the

chosen those who are the poor of the world

Him?

toward

to attention precedes uKovaars with

heirs

which it has in 1 Cor. i. 27. Wiesinger, without sufficient reason, will
understand it here as equivalent to " God has so highly honored the poor "
and Lange incorrectly maintains that " the word here rather signifies calling
The corwith reference to ethical good behavior to the divine revelation.*'
;

—

rect reading

:

tovq

7rrw;t;oi'f

the expressions uaTeiog tu

Meyer on
p.

tu

Qeu),

these passages,

156 [E. T., 179]).

visible earthly riches.

Koa/itf),

Acts

is

to be explained in the

vii. 20,

and Winer,

p.

and dwaru

tC>

same manner

as

Qeu, 2 Cor. x. 4 (see

190 (E. T., 201); Al. Buttmann,
as poor who possess no

The world esteems those

Wiesinger prefers to explain the dative as the dative

of reference, thus "poor in respect of the world;" yet the former explana-

which also Bruckner and Lange adopt, in which 6 Oeog and tu Koaficj
form a sharp contrast, is more appropriate, and more in correspondence
with the meaning of the word kocjuoc with James. In the Receptus, nruxovg
tion,

be understood as in the expression tu (xupu tov
nXovatovg iv niare'.] is not in
27; see Meyer in loco.
TTTuxoi>c (Luther, Baumgarten, Semler, Hottinger, Geb-

Tov Koafiov, the genitive is to
Koafiov, etc., 1

Cor.

i.

apposition with rovg

—

Bouman, Lange, and others),^ but the completion of i^iM^aTo, stating to
what God has chosen the poor (Beza, Wolf, ]Morus, Knapp, Storr, Schneckenburger, Kern, Theile, De Wette, Wiesinger, and others) see 2 Cor. iii. 6.
By iv nioTei, as in the expression n'Aovaiog iv iTieci, Eph. ii. 4 (see 1 Cor. i. 5;
ser,

—

;

» If nkovaiovs is taken as in apposition, then
here riches in faith forms the reason of the
choice ; but by this the Iteenuesa of the thought

contained
It

is

In the

oxymorum

is

entirely blunted

also arbitrary to separate the

jrAouo-iovs

and

(cAripoi/o^ous

two ideas

united by xai.
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2 Cor.

ix. 11

is

;

Tim.

1

"who

(Luther:

imparted to them

as believei's."

the object

vi. 18),

is

not stated wherein they are rich

are rich in the faith "), but the sphere within which riches
similarly Wiesinger explains it: "rich in their position

;

James wished primarily

to

mark

the contrast that the poor

are appointed to be rich, namely, so far as they are believers

more exact statement
the heavenly kingdom is meant
gives the

vin

of their riches

:

the context

this the following clause indicates.

;

nan qui fidei magniludine abundant, sed quos Deus

:

;

riches in the possessions of

—

— Cal-

variis Spiritus sui donis

quae fide percipimus.^
The expression ^ fJaacMa occurs also elsewhere, without the addition of tov Qeov or similar terms, as a designation of

locupletavit,

the kingdom of

(=

eK£iv7]c),

more

God

;

e.g.,

Matt.

xiii. 38.

as the relative yg referred to

No
it.

on the

stress rests

The

article

Tr/g

relative clause serves not

by it this fiaaileia was
from another, but the statement k^El.
Kl7ipov6jj.ovg t.
From
PaaiT^nag is confirmed, as a kingdom founded on the promise of God.
the expressions KAripovufxog and enriyyiiTuiTo of the relative clause, it is evident
that James considered here (SaaiMa as the future perfected kingdom of God,
for a

definite statement of the idea jSaaiMa, as if

to be distinguished

.

not "the joint participation in the vloOeala of the

.

.

—

On

Jews" (Lange),

^f

remark on i. 12. The addition of this clause shows
that with James faith and love to God are most closely connected.
James
inriyyei/ia-o, k.t.I.,

see the

—

puts

He

Toiic

nruxovg, to

whom

accordingly (the article

two

classes, the

ttIovcmi are opposed, as the object of e^eTie^aro.

ol

is

not to be overlooked) divides

poor and the rich, and designates, not the

former, as those

whom God

into these

latter,

but the

has chosen and appointed to be rich in faith,^

namely, to be heirs of the kingdom

not as if all the poor received the
but his meaning is that those whom God has chosen belong to
whereas those belonging to the class of the rich had not been

Klripovofila,

class,

this

men

;

James did not require

chosen.

to point out the truth of this statement:
he wrote were a living testimony of it, for they all
belonged to that class and although some among them were nAovcioi, yet,
on the one hand, what Christ says in Matt. xix. 23-26 holds good, and, on
the other hand, 1 Cor. i. 26-28 is to be compared.
With this divine choice
the conduct of his readers stood in direct contradiction when they treated a
poor man
thus one who belonged to the class of those chosen by God
contemptuously, and that on account of his poverty. What directly follows

the Christians to

whom
;

—

—

—

expresses this contradiction.

Ver.

6.

vfidg 6f\,

contrast to Gedf.

—

of a general character (Wiesinger). ^

'

^rt/zacrare],

contrast to i^sXe^aTo.

Kern h n-t'o-rei Indicates that it is faith
which makes the Christlaa inwardly
:

—

rdv

The

which is certainly
nruxov, not = pauper em illum,

used with reference to the case stated in vv.

aorist is

2, 3,

The same view lies at
what Paul in 1 Cor. i. 30 (see
and elsewhere often expresses.

of the divine choice.

itself

the foundation of

rich.

Meyer

2 It is to be observed that e^e\4^aTo does
not here refer only to n\ov<riov^, as if ttiVti?

» According to Lange, the aorist is used to
poiut to " the historical fact in which Judaizing Jewish Christians have already taljen part

were

on which
but to the

to be considered as the condition

the TTTuixoi were chosen to be

combined expression

ric/i,

ttAovo-i'ous

iv

nium,

so

that also ttiVti; is to be considered as au effect

in loco)

with the Jews, namely, the dishonoring of the
Gentile Christians."

;

ClUP.

II.

but, to be understood generallj% the poor
specially to think

on the Christian poor,

81

7.

man

That we are here

as such.

—

an incorrect supposition.
"With
ovx 01 KAovatoil James turns to the rich as the class opposed to the poor, in
order to point out from another side than he had already done the re]irehensibleness of the conduct denounced.
Already from this opposition it is inti-

mated that not the Christian
'.'the

rich Gentiles or the

also evident

from what

rich,

is

is

said of them,

nated as hostile to Christians

who belong

(v/iuv)

what follows

:

ii.

to the poor.^

vfiui;

first

tig Kpirnpta,

— even

desig-

KaTadwaanveiv]

LXX. and Apocrypha

(see

as in 1 Cor. vi. 2, 4)

may

mentions one chief mode.

—

they (Theile).

violence of the conduct (so in the classics).

The

iAKeiv} indicates

courts of judgment

be both Gentile and Jewish

—

the

{Kpar/pta,

certainly not Chris-

;

and not corresponding to the expression cA/cav, to think
propter debita in judiciis vexuhant (HorDe Wette and others).
Since James so strongly contrasts av-oi

It is arbitrary,

here on a process quibus pauperes
nejus; also

and

is

20),

kuI avrol ilKovaiv

emphatically put

Kai avToil

tian.

their conduct

means "to use power af/ainsl any to his
Related ideas are KaTauvpteveiv and KaTE^ovaiui^ew, Matt. xx. 25. This
of power against the Christians might take place in various ways

particularly Wisd. of Sol.

exercise

is

and by which

only here and in Acts x. 38, frequently in the
hurt."

— not exactly only
— are meant. This

but the rich generally,

Romans" (Hengstenberg),

Ver.

—

the former cannot possibly be regarded as a part of the latter.

t}«uc,

7.

The

description of the conduct of the rich

is

still

continued;

they not only do violence to Christians, but they even revile the holy
of Christ.

upon you

?

Do they not (even)
The pronoun avTui

name

blaspheme that fair name ichich has been called
is

— The expression

put here as in ver. 6

:

im

incorrectly, Theile

=

borrowed from
the O. T., where it often occurs, and in the sense that one becomes the
property of him whose name is called upon him particularly it is said of
Israel that the name of God was called upon them.Accordingly^ by the
name which is called upon Christians is not meant the Christian name
(Hensler: nomen fratrum et sororum), also not the name Trruxoh l^ut the
name of Him only to whom they as Christians belong the name of Christ
(De Wette, Wiesinger, Bouman, Lange, and others) from which, however,
it does not follow (as "Wiesinger correctly observes) that James here alludes
By the addition of the attribute KaMv the shameto the name Xptcriavoi.
In support of the
fulness of (31aa<^ny-(^'i-v is still more strongly marked.
hypothesis that the rich are Christians, many expositors (also Bruckner and
Wiesinger) here arbitrarily explain lihiutprifislv of indirect blasphemy, i.e., of
such as takes place not by words, but by works but i3?.na<pT}nei.i> is never thus
used in the Holy Scriptures; not one of the passages which Wiesinger cites
proves that for which he adduces them (i7uia<i>rmuv always denotes blasphemy
hi

potissimum.

to uvojia eniKaXelTai

riva] is

;

—

;

—

—

;

by word.3

— This word also proves

;

that the rich

» If James had the Christian rich in view,
he certainly would not have omitted to point
to the contrast between their conduct to the
poor and their Christian calling.
2 See Deul. xxviii. 10 (where instead of em

the dative
xv. 16;

is

who
put)

Amos

are not Christians are

;

2 Chron.

vii.

ix. 12; see also

14; .ler. xlv. 9,

Gen.

xlvili. 16;

Isa. iv. 1.

Were

here asserted that the blaspheraIng of the name of God or of Christ waa
»

it
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here meant (thus also Lange, who, however, will understand particularly
the Judaists) which is also evident, because James otherwise would rather
;

have written

rd eniK^div

in this verse

James

i<p'

avrovc instead of to kniKX

indicates that Christians,

rich, not only acted foolishly, but

vfidg.

€<}>'

— By the thought

by showing

partiality to the

were guilty of a violation of the respect

due to the name of Christ.
Yv. 8, 9. With these verses James meets the attempt which his readers
might perhaps make to justify their conduct toward the rich with the law of
love; whilst he, granting to them that the fulfilment of tliat law is something excellent, designates

npoauno7,r]TTTtiv directly as a transgression of the
This explanation, which among ancient expositors, particularly Calvin, Cornelius a Lapide, Laurentius, Hornejus, and among the moderns Hot-

law.

tinger, Theile,

Wiesinger,have recognized as the correct one,

is justified

both

—

by the particle fiivroi and by the phrase /caAwf Trotei rt. fiivroi has in the N. T.,
where besides the Gospel of John it only elsewhere occurs in 2 Tim. ii. 19
and Jude 8, always the meaning yet, nevertheleas ; but this meaning is not
here suitable, as ver. 8 contains no contrast to what goes before. ^ It is
therefore to be retained in

its

original classical meaning, assuredlij, certainly,

and points out that James grants something to his readers, having, however,
in view the contrast which he expresses in the following eI 61, k.tX'^
This
is also indicated by the expression Kokug noielrs (see ver. 19), which is evidently too feeble for an earnest enforcement of the law of love. AA'iesinger
correctly observes that the hypothetical dilemma carries in itself unmistakably an ironical character. ^
James calls the law uyanrjaeic, k.tX, which is
cited from Lev. xix. 18, vofiov ,3aat?.iK6v, because it is the most excellent of all
laws, ceterarum legum quasi recjina (Knapp; so also Theile, Wiesinger, De
Wette, Bouman, and others), inasmuch as all other laws are contained in
it; see Rom. xiii. 8-10; Gal. v. 14 (1 Tim. i. 5; Matt. xxii. 39).
It is farfetched to explain the attribute i3aci?uK6v, because it was given by God the
great King (Raphelius, Wetstein, Wolf, Baumgarten), or by Christ (Grotius),
or because

applies to kings (Michaelis), or (juia reges facit

it

Lange combines

all

these explanations); also Calvin's remark

jected as too artificial: regia lex dicitur, ut via h kg i a, plana
aequahilis, qui sinuosis diverticulis vel

ambagihus

(see also ver. 9), as in Jer. xxxi. 33 (Heb.

commandment,

instead of evroA^ (which

Lange wrongly

scilicet, recta et

The

denies).

up or expressed

Christians, this

equivalent to " on the contrary."

Rom.

ii.

Jews or
would be indicated not by the
but by the passive with ^loi; see

24; Tit.

ii.

5;

2 Pel.

ii.

2;

Isa.

lii.

5.

Jloreover, even then blasphemy (namely, of
the Gentiles) could only be expressed by words.

Briickner finds the contrast in love being
.the reverse of partiality; but fieyroi does not
simply express the opposite, but the adversa1

.tive

meaning of the

particle in the

N. T.

is

this nature, that it only occurs when the
sharp contrast to au " although " is to be filled

,of

2

Some

;

it is

expres-

arbitrary to explain

interpreters

;

to be re-

—

•occasioned by the wicked works of
.active verb,

(Thomas

vo/xog is here
used of a single

tacite opponitur.

viii. 10, x. 16),

is

explain ftefToi

it

as

here,

contrary to linguistic usage, as equivalent to
igitur.
3

When Be Wette, against

says:
this

"How

law for

this explanation,

could those blamed appeal to
their partiality? "

it

is to

be ob-

served that they seek thereby to justify only
their conduct to the rich,
ly

by which

certain

they leave their conduct to the poor un-

justified.

—

CHAP.
sion T£2zlv

found only here and

vofiov is

pression than

Rom.

in

— Kara r^f

(ver. 10).

TTtpelv vofiov
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10.

II.

ii.

27

;

is

ypa<priv']

a stronger ex-

it is

not to be combined

^uaikiKov, nor is the mode of reAcZv thereby stated, but it is the simple
formula of citation.
Ver. 9 is in sharp contrast to ver. 8, calling the conduct of his readers, in

with

opposition to their pretext,

The verb

as Sin.

bj- its

npoauirolriTTTElv is

with reference to the exhortation in ver.
vii.

23

;

Acts x. 35

Theile

xi. 33.

sentence

kliyxoiiri^oi,

If the npoaunolriTTTovvTeg

k.tX

:

an. ley.

On

1.

;

ufiapriav epyal^eaOai, see

this

Matt,

quam ufiapTiav -noLdv,
judgment, James adds the par-

gravius fere

:

For the sake of heightening

dfiapTuveiv.

ticipial

Heb.

;

and designating it directly
James uses this word

true name,

a complete

est

being convicted by the laio as transgressors.

appealed to a law,

it

precisely the law

is

by which

they are convinced as transgressors, so that they are without excuse. By
vTTo Tov vofiov is meant not a single commandment, neither the above-mentioned law of love, nor specially a

commandment

forbidding respect of per-

law generally so also napaiiurai is
general not as transgressors of one commandment, but of the law generally.
Ver. 10. Confirmation of the last expressed thought For whosoever kept
the ichole laic, and yet sinned in one (commandment), he is guilty of all (comsons, as Deut. xvi. 19 (Lange), but the

;

:

:

mandments).

The

conjunctives

maiar), certified

Trjpriay,

by

authorities, are

not to be considered as an error of the scribe (as Winer, 5th ed., p. 356, was
inclined to assume)

;

but the particle uv

here, as frequently as in the N. T.,

is

contrary to classical usage in hypothetical sentences, omitted when ootk;
stands, because " the universality was already sufficiently indicated by the

pronoun " (Buttmann, p. 197 [E. T., 229]). i uvOpu-^u is not, with Schulthess,
to be supplied to kv evi, but vofzy, with Theile, De Wette, Wiesinger, Lange,
and othei-s, " from the preceding collective idea vofiog." The following ttuvtuv
It
forbids us, with Schneckenburger and Kern, to understand ivi as neuter.
is in entire conformity with the character of the tliought as a general sentence to take £i>i quite generally, and not, with Theophj'lact, Oecumenius
(tovto nepl ayuTnjg dprjKe), Schol. Matthaei, p. 188 (evtvt KTaiativ kaTl,Tb
iXELv ayuTTTiv),

refer

it

and some recent

critics

(Semler

:

in

hanc unam

et

(if)

rekeiav

primam), to

commandment, particularly to that of love.^ By this
James seeks to confirm the thought that respect of persons

to a definite

general sentence

includes in itself the transgression of the whole law, although

it

appears to

—

The word nraieiv is found
be directed only against a single commandment.
in the N. T. only in a figurative sense the construction with iv is only in
;

this place
(sc.

;

2 the reference of h is different.
James declares the transgressor of one

in chap.

vouuv) Ivoxoc,

iii.

By yiyovev truv-uv
commandment to

hoxoi\ is here, as in 1 Cor. xi. 27,
be guilty of the transgression of all.
used with the genitive of the thing against which one sins, in the guilt of

' Winer,
p. 275 (E. T., 308), explains the
omission of av, because in the writer's conception the case is altogether definite; but then

the future indicative

would be put;

also the

case here stated, namely, that one may transgresa one commandment and yet keep the

wAo/e law,
»

Is

a case which cannot be imagined,
arbitrarily, Grotius, Morus,

more

Still

and Jaspar limit the general expreseions ivi. and TrafTue to such coramandment,
tranngre«»ion
of which the punishment
to the
Stolz,

of death

is

assigned.
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which one

is

The same thought

thus involved. ^

also found in the rab-

is

binical writings. 2

Ver. 11. The truth of the above thought
commandments proceed from one lawgiver.

founded on the fact that

is

—

6 yap eIttuv

fif)

all

fioixevayc, direv

jifj (povEvnyq].
Baumgarten finds tlie reason why James adduces these two
commandments, /z^ /loixevaric and fiy <boutvayg, in this, because " the transgression of these two was punished with death " Wiesinger, on the other hand,
because " fioixeveiv was never laid to the charge of the readers, whereas fi^
<j)ovevc7}C had the command of love as its essence " and Lange, because " to
the Israelite the prohibition of adultery was likewise the prohibition of apostasy to heathenism, and the prohibition of murder was likewise that of
uncharitableness towards our neighbor." But the reason is rather because
these two commandments are the first of those which refer to our duties to
our neighbor (thus Bruckner). That ^^ fioixevarig precedes the other, has its
reason in ancient tradition; see on both points Mark x. 19; Luke xviii. 20;
Rom. siii. 9 (see Meyer in loc.)\ Philo, De Decal., xii. 24, 32. With the
words that follow ei 6i ov /loixeveig, k.tX, James draws the inference from
the preceding.
The negative ob after el with the indicative is not surprising

Kal

•

;

;

:

in the
is

N. T. usage, the

denied; see Winer,

346

less so as
p.

423

ff.

With the apodosis

f.).3

consequently not

evoxor,

is

is

contained in

is

disobedience to the one

will,

put.

is

6 eIttuv

who gave

the expression of the will of Ilim

single portion

Buttmann,p. 296
James refers

ff.

.

.

it,

.

(E. T.,

to ver. 9;

j^fyovac 7rapa,3urr/f w/^ov,

as in ver. 10, but KapaiSdrtig

the judgment here expressed

law

here only a part of the conditional sentence
(E. T.,479); Al.

— The reason of

elne kuI.

Since the

the transgression of a

and consequently a transgres-

James might, indeed, have confirmed the idea by
the internal connection of all commands, and by pointing out that the transgression of 0726 commandment reveals a want which makes the fulfilment of
the other commandments impossible ^ but as he does not do so, these consion of the whole law.*

;

siderations are not to be arbitrarily introduced into his words.

1 The punishment with evoxor
the genitive, with Malt. xxvi. 66,

is

usually in

Mark

iii.

29,

ately so

appended with an adversative

xiv. 46; j-et also in the dative, Matt. v. 21.

part" (E. T.,

classical language, the thing against

i.

In
which one
with eVoxos only in the dative, whilst
the crime itself of which the man is guilty, as
sins

is.

well as the punishment which he has to suffer,

added in the genitive.
2 e.g.. Cod.
Talm. Schabbath, fol. Ixx. 2;
Quodsi facial omnia, unum vero
omiitat, omnium est singulorum reus; see
Wolf. Koster (Stud. u. A'rit., 1S62, 1) to this
passage cites the corresponding expression of
Livy (Hist., xxxiv. 3) referring to the lawgiver: unam toUeudo legem ceterae infirmanis

R. Johanan

:

*

32

:

ei

fit)

346).

It is

indeed said in Thuc.

Kaxia^, Sd^ijs 6e ixa\Kov atxapna

jtiera

but here the relation
is different, as the contrast 66f>)s, k.t.K., could
be left out without injury to the thought, which
is evidently not the case with James.
* Bengel
unus est, qui totam legem tulit;
.

.

.

ivavria

ToA^tdi/u.ei'

;

:

cujus volunlatem qui una iu re violant, totam
violant.
'>

Augustine, in his Epistle to Jerome on
(Opera Hieronyin., Francf., iv.

this passage

p. 154 ff.), says

uno

:

Unde

fiet

omnium

reus,

offendat, qui totam legem servaverif:'

forte quia plenitudo legis charilas est,

tur.

According to Buttraann, the negative ov

here, even according to classic usage, is the

more necessary, " when
cate another,

still

to the negative predi-

in the protasis, is

immedi-

particle

that the entire emphasis falls upon this second

si

in

An

qua Deus

proximusquediligitur.inquibuspraeceplischaritatis tola lex pendet et prophetae, merito fit
reus omnium, qui contra illam fecit, in qua

pendent omnia

?

Nemo autem

peccat, nisi

;

CHAP.

To what has

Ver. 12.

nexed

So speak

and

hitlierto

II.
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13.

12,

been said, Ihe general exhortation

is

an-

judged by the law of liberty.
A new section does not Jiere begin, as Wetstein, Semler, and others assume
but with this and the following verse the course of thought coninienced at
ver. 1 is concluded; not until ver. 14 does the thought take a new turn.
The connection with what has gone before is to be thus explained, that
:

ye,

so do, as they that shall be

ver. 13 evidently points to the respect of persons with regard to the poor,

and

refers to chap.

in

cedes

therefore

;

(oiJTuc, i.e.,

to take

(jf

uf,

— wrwf] "is
thus

But by

former editions.

introduced

27.

i.

but to the following

it

:

so as

not to be referred to what precedes,

is

necessary for those who," etc.

this explanation the

would be more correct

not as an explication, but as

f.,

but also the speaking

;

see

i.

19,

of ovTu serves for the heightening of the thought

Rom. ii. 12 see also John xii.
is a means because a measure
;

;

48, v.

45

;

;

iii.

6ia

correctly,

what

" incorrectly,

Kern

:

ff.,

is

— James

ac jure

but their
repetition

same

the

Wiesiuger
vi

pre-

(laXeiTe), to

The

1-12.

here

thus

Bruckner), and

his readers, specified in ver. 2

sinful volubility of tongue, generally led

;

too abruptly

"a confirmation" (Lange).

(ivotelTe),

which not only the conduct of

is

to refer ovrug to

according to the rule stated in ver. 10

takes up not only the doing

vofiog kXevdfplag is

thought

:

as in

" the law

leges.

The

also here not the gospel, as the publication of the grace of

God, or the Christian religion (Semler, Pott, Gebser), also not specially the
vonoc (iaaOuKog mentioned in ver. 7 as a single command, but it is the same
The demand which James here expi-esses
as is mentioned in chap. i. 25.^
is that Christians, as such, who shall be judged by the voiioq tlEvdeplaq, must
From what has directly gone
regulate by it the whole course of their lives.
before, one might infer that James wishes particularly to warn against the
pretext combated in ver. 10, but ver. 13 shows that he has rather in view
the want of compassionate love, forming the heart and pulse of the w//oc
ilevdeplaq, which was renounced by his readers in their urt.udiyEtv tov -KTi^xov
(ver. 6).
i. 27, and concludes the section, appending
a closer definition for the judyment is unmerciful
That
against those who exercise no mercy; mercy rejoices against judgment.
which in the judgment passes sentence on Christians, who shall be judged
6m vofiov elevdepiac, is thus mercy. Against the unmerciful the judgment will

Ver. 13 refers back to chap.

to 6lu vofiov

el.

Kptveadai

:

—

be unmerciful. On the form uviMog, see critical notes in Rom. i. 31 it is
Luther incorrectly transc'lveXenuuv, thus also in LXX., Prov. v. 9, xi. 17.
" it will pass an unmerciful judgment; " uve?^oc is not an attribute,
lates it
;

:

—

Ticinus thus well
adversus illam faciendo.
lex tota est
expresses the unity of the law
quasi una Testis, quae tola violatur, si vel unam
quae
harmonia,
quasi
ex ea partem demus

commandment;" but

vox dissonet and
Gataker: quasi catena aurea, quae tota rupta
What Gunest, si unicum nexum abrumpas.

is

says is Indeed correct: "The solidarity
God has given with the
equal obligation the one as well as the other

its

:

gallon
»

€A.,

;

tota corrurapitur,

si

vel unica

liel

consists in this, that

;

is

the point of equal obli-

not here brought forward by .James,

Knrn "James, by the expression Sii. v.
reminds them that the i/d.uos for Christians
:

indeed according to form a new one, being
converted into a willing impulse, but that it
does not on this account cease, according to
nature, to be the rule of moral action, and
thus also of judgment."
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—
—

Many expositors incorrectly explain lleo^ = ayunri't the
but a predicate.
former is a species of the latter, although James puts the chief stress upon it;
The coucluding sentence is subjoined aawcSerwf see chap,
see chap. i. 27.
^^ Asyndeton dicti pondus auget."
In tlie verb KaraKavxaTai (only
iii. 2, iv. 12.
here and in chap. iii. 14 and Rom. xi. 18), Kara, on which the genitive Kpiceug
depends, expresses the opposite tendency. Kpiaig according to its nature
;

condemn the sinner (thus the believing Christian does not cease
a sinner), but mercy has the joyful confidence (Kavxurat) that it will
By a conversion of the
overcome the threatening power of judgment. ^
abstract idea ileoc into the concrete, " the merciful man," the peculiar im-

threatens to
to be

press

On

—

taken from the expression, and a lax interpretation

is

the sentiment, see Matt. v. 7; Prov. xvii. 5; Tob.

is

introduced.

7-11.

iv.

Several

expositors (Calvin, Cappellus, Wolf, Laurentius, Baumgarten, Bengel) incorrectly supply the genitive Oeov to lAcof,

by which a thought

is

introduced

entirely foreign to the context.

Ver. 14.

word

(tov

.

.

After James, proceeding from the exhortation to receive the
Xoyov tuv dwufiEvov auaai rug fvxiig) in meekness, had enforced
.

the necessity not only to be hearers but also doers of the same, and with
reference to the respect of persons practised by the readers had designated
the exercise of compassionate love as true Opr/aKeia, he now, in close connection with the preceding, opposes the opinion that nlanc which has no works

(x^Pk ipyuv) can save {auaat). The section from ver. 14 to ver. 26 treats of
understanding of which it is to be held fast that James

this; for the correct

considers niarcc as the necessary ground of

chap.

i.

18-21, but of course that nlang which

auTjjpia,
is

which

is

evident from

not without woiks.

bating the above delusion, James adopts his characteristic

mode

In com-

of first stat-

ing in clear and well-defined language the fundamental thought on which
all the rest depends, and he does so by the introduction of brief interrogaHe commences with the
tive sentences which reject that false opinion.

words

Ti

fluous

:

TO ucpeXog; see ver. 16

What

the use

is

and

1

The

Cor. xv. 32.

which arises from

it,

if,

etc.

;

article is not super-

without the article

kind of use is it = what use is it?
thus frequently with the classics. With regard to the construction with
The following words euv niaTiv Myt)
1 Cor. xiii. 3.
eav, see Matt. xvi. 26
nf Ixtiv, show that James had in view one who trusts for aurripia, because he
has faith, although works are wanting to him. Many expositors place the
(according to

B and C)

it

means

:

What

:

;

as if it was thereby indicated that this assertion was a
person introduced as speaking not in reality possessing
Gataker: emphasis hie est in voce dicei^di intelligit istos fdem quidem
faith.
jactare, non tamen habere: similarly Vorstius, Piscator, Wolf, Baumgarten,
Pott, Gebser, Hottinger, Kern, Wiesinger, Stier, Lange, Philippi (GlaubensL, i.

emphasis on

mere

Aey??,

pretext, the

;

p.

298

ff.);

also

De Wette

translates

Xiyri

by "pretends." This is incorrect,
on the contrary, it is

for the sequel does not give the lie to this leyetv, but,

1 The explanation of Wiesinger, that James
intends to say " that mercy has nothing to fear,
rather that she confounds the terrors of the

assured of grace beforehand, and glories In it,"
is not entirely suitable, inasmuch as an objecfive idea (xpio-ts) is thus converted into a sub-

judgment by her confidence with which she

jective (the terrors of the judgment).

is

.

CHAP.
granted that the

man may have

II.

87

14.

without having works.

faith

Besides,

James did not require to say that a faith, which one
That it is not simply said iuv niariv rif txv, is
has not, cannot save him.
explained from James's lively mode of representation, by which he introduces his opponent as appealing to his marif.^ It is also incorrect to emphasize the want of the article before jriani' (Schneckenburger recte articulo
self-evident that

it is

:

=

have faith, (juum revera non habecit r^v nianv, ver. 1 ila omii^sio
articuli jam quoilammodo scriptoris judicium est).
The article is here wanting,
as is often the case in the N. T. where the word expresses something definite

caret

to

;

when it is
manv must not be

in itself (thus Briickner), particularly

according to

NUDA

its

or hardly

notitia,

Also

quality.

= xuda

professio

to be brought forward

precisely explained as

whom James

for those

,

=

combats

could not possibly think that they by their faith possessed only the so-called
theoretical faith, but rather they considered

it

the whole

and complete

faith.

Also this faith was not defective in point of confidence, which Lange should
not have denied, for they thought to be saved thereby; although this was
not true confidence, but an emptij reliance on Christ

but

;2

they indeed believed,

not receive Christ in themselves as a principle of a new
the object of their faith remained to them purely external, and thus

tliey did

life;

they wanted those works which spring from living

faith.-'

—

e/jja 6e nfj ixv]-

ipya is here indeed entirely general, but according to the context tlwae

are

meant which

fulfilled

are proofs of living faith, by which the

on the ground of maTiq.

— After

to be put, but a note of interrogation

second interrogative sentence

fit]

;

f,v5?

a simple

works

vo/iof ["KcvOipia^ is

comma

(Gebser)

is

not

the verse contains two questions, the

dhvarai, k.tX,

confirming the judgment con.

nothing to have faith witliout works.
Some expositors incorrectly put a special emphasis on the article before
moTLQ (Bede fides illa, quam vos habere dlcilis; or, that faith which has no

tained in the

first,

that

it

profits

:

works; so also Lange). The article here has not cim pronominis demonstratiri,
but is used because there is a resumption of the previous idea (mang) see
chap. i. 3 and iv. 15.
It is also incorrect to supply out of what goes before
;

the more precise definition of faith

modo

et

:

(/uae

jactatur (Theile), or to supply

non huhetur revera sed

uovt/

dici'lur

tanlum-

(Pott), or to understand by -inuc

notitia.
Recourse has been had to these explanations, because it
was thought that James otherwise denied to faith its saving power, which
But the force of avTov has been overlooked. If this
is not to be assumed.
pronoun be taken into consideration, it is evident that James does not affirm
generally that faith cannot save, but that it cannot save him whose faith,

here bare

>

AfY?) is the

more appropriate,

as a faith

without works, as James indicates in ver. 18,
is something which cannot be proved, of which
he who possesses it can only give information
by

Ae-y€tf.
-

It

was otherwise with them than with

who indeed considered the
teaching of the gospel as true, and did not
those Christians

doubt to be saved, but who rested their hopes
not on Christ as the object of faith, but on their

on their good
good worlis
to thera.aiid never indicates that they appealed
to their supposed good conduct,
* For the view here rejected, an appeal Is
Incorrectly made to ver. 19, as those thought
to have in their faith the guaranty of their
o-wr^pta, whilst their faith only produced <l>pC<Teiipposed

righteousness,

worlis; for

cay

James

to the deiuous.

i.e.,

entirely denies

;
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on which he trusts, is destitute of works for avrov refers back to the subject
aibaai],
Ttf, that is, to the person whom James has introduced as speaking.
the expression
as in i. 21, is used here of the attainment oi future salvation
;

—

;

explained from the fact that eternal condemnation belongs to sinful man
and thus requires a deliuerance in order to be saved. The idea

is

as such,

generally signifies in the N. T. the future salvation

auTTjpia

passages, particularly 1 Thess. v.
•of

where

;

see besides other

designated as the object

aurripia is

may

Certainly the present state of salvation of Christians

kTiTTii.

be called
that

8,

but

curripia,

it

also

evident from the connection with what precedes

is

James has not that

in

view, but the complete salvation (against

Lange).

Vv.

15, 16.

James

dependent for its
dead and profits nothwithout the corresponding

illustrates the idea that faith is

proof on works, otherwise

if

these are wanting

it is

by an example of compassion, which also, if
The representation of this similiis dead and can profit nothing.
tude has the same form as the description of the case mentioned in vv. 2 and
The
3 first, the statement of the circumstances, and then of the conduct.
particle 6i: (Lachmann, Tischendorf) is not merely transitional (metabasis,
Wiesinger), but is to be explained from the fact that in this verse the argument against the opponent brought forward commences (Schpeckenburger,
Those requiring help are by the name ude'Aipdc u6E?i(j)r) characDe Wette).
terized as members of the Christian community, in order to bring out more
By 'the words yv/ivol
rpoipvf
strongly the obligation to active assistance.
There is no need to interpret yv/iv6g
their destitute condition is described.
by male vestitus (Laurentius, Wolf, Baumgarten, Gebser, Hottiuger, Schneck-

ing,

works,

:

—

fj

—

enburger,

De Wette,

certainly also so used

Theile, Wiesinger)

when

there

is

;

e(pT!/j.£poglj

diem

sufficit)

^jLiepav

is

in the

avayKoia

nov

N. T. a-

=

rpocpij

/.?>., is

hodiernus

is

no absolute nakedness, but when the

clothing can hardly be considered as clothing.

—

.

rather nudus, naked, but

is

it

.

.

neither

=

On

Tienrd/xevoi,

see chap.

diurnus (]Morus: quod

(Hottinger); but ^

£<pT/ixepoc

is

Tpo<j>r/

i.

4, 5.

in

ununi

=

^ Kad'

(Pott, Gebser, Schneckenburger, Wiesinger).

—

rtf e^ u/uwi-]
Ver. 16 describes the conduct towards those 1-equiring help.
and is not, with Grotius, to be limited to those qui

to be taken generally,

fdem

credilis sufficere

ad

salutem.

—.The address

a friendly wish at departure; similar to
vnuyuv f/'c elpijvriv (Mark
Judg. xviii. 6.

:

inuyere iv

nopeiiEcde tv

eipiivr/']

elpijvi),

expresses

Acts xvi. 36;

V. 34; Luke vii. 50, and other
somewhat different, where eiprivrj and vTruyeiv are not yet conceived
With dep/mivtade with reference to yv/ivui, warming by clothing
as united.
but it is inacis specially to be thought of (see Job xxxi. 30; Hag. i. 6)

places)

is

—

;

curate to explain the verb itself as equivalent to
garten, Pott, Bengel, Gebser, Hottinger, Theile).

vestiri

—

(Laurentius,

depfxaiveadE

and

Baum-

xop™Ce(ydE

and to be taken in an optative sense
(Hottinger: utinam aliquis heneficens vobis vestimenta largiatur ; similarly,
Warm yourselves,
Grotius, Morus, Theile), but imperatives of the middle

are not imperatives of the passive,

:

only thus does the contrast appear pointed and definite
that they are not properly to be considered as commanding, but as exhort-

satisft/

yourselves

;

ing, is of itself evident.

The

phiral

uf/

6ute de is ej^plained

from

t^ vfxuv; tH

:

CHAP.

II.

89,

18.

17,

= tu uvayKoia ^ the things necessary for the support of the
body, namely, clothing and food. The question r/ rb b<ptloq ; brings forward

iniTTideia (an. Xry.)

;

sympathy which

that such a

x^^pk ipy^jv profits nothing, has

is

no

efficacy;

to this neither egentihus

Semler)
Ver.

(liottinger) nor dicentibus (Gouaar, Baumgarten,
to be supplied.

is

Application of the similitude.

17.

of which

T)

nia-cc is

the subject, and

The

verse forms one sentence,

the predicate

veKpij Lariv is

neither after

;

nor after ipya (Michaelis) is a colon to be put. After qt/ the
idea continuallij (Baumgarten) is not to be supplied, martc has here tlie same
m'ffnf (Pott)

meaning

as in

not works,

vei:.

is

it

14.

— From the fact that James calls faith dead

evident that by these works

has

if it

not meant something which

is

must be added

to faith, but something which gi-ows out of faith
the ipya
here treated of are works of faith, in which are the germs of faith. vEKpa is
here not to be explained by operibus destituta, but = inanima, equivalent to a
;

dead body, ^ correctly, De Wette "dead, that is, without the power of life;
thus not primarily to be referred to its effects, but to be understood as its
internal nature " however, James thus designates a faith without works
:

;

to prove that

ment

it oh dvvarai

and

auaat

— The more

ov6iv Cx^elelTai.

has been variously understood.

Kad' EQVTijv

simply pleonastic
against (Mbller =

;

some

separate

critics

it

from

it

it

and take Kara

veKpii

as

=

repngnat; Augusti contra semet
with martc (Knapp=/</es sola; Baumgarten: "in

Kad' iavrf/c, i.e., sibimet ipsi

ipsam); others unite

precise state-

Grotius considers

:

alone
But Kad' eavrf/c belongs evidently, as its position
(De Wette, Schneckenburger, Wiesinger, Lange). It is thus
emphatically stated that a faith without works is not only dead in reference
so far as faith

shows, to

is

vEKpii

something

to

"').

else,

but dead in reference to

cation of the idea vsKpu, yet not so that

by

It serves for the intensifi-

itself.

the existence of a maTic without

it

works was denied (against Schneckenburger).
Ver. 18. The words ii?.A' ipei nc, with which this verse begins, apparently
introduce an objection, as in 1 Cor. xv. 35 by which under nf a certain
one is to be considered as an opponent of the thought above expressed, who
with ai) addresses James, and by Kuyu denotes himself. But again.st this
explanation the sentiment itself is opposed for as James reproaches those
against whom he argues, that they have indeed faith but not works, he could
not possibly jiut into the mouth of his opponent, that the same had works,
but he (James) had faith. The opinion of Pott, that av
Kayu = u/Wof koI
;

;

.

dPiAof,

tion

cannot be justified (so also

it

sense

:

would require

If thou place all stress

all stress

1

ii.

on

faith.

Gloss.: Ta Trpb?

a^opiiai

to be said

eU

Toi/

^iov

23; Cicero, Off.

i.

;

Bouman
;

Tpo(Ji7)i'

apfioSia
ii.

;

174

to

Suidas
Thuc.,

;

8; " necessaria vitae prae-

eidia."
2 The comparison of faith without works to
is found among the old interpreters
such a manner that it formed a controversy

a dead body
in

hie

.

.

.

ille).

epya l;t«f, ««yw nlanv

on works, /

Kern attempts

see Herod.,

ai)

:

am

.

.

By
t^-w,

that explana-

namely,

in the

not the less entitled to place

remove the difficulty by taking the

first

between Catholic and Protestant interpreters;
" mortuum corpus rencm

whilst Loriuus says

:

corpus est, ut sine operibus ct charitate (ides,"
Laurentius remarks: "sicut homo mortuus
7ion est verus homo, ita uec fides raorlua vera
fides."
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sentence

a hypothetical protasis, and the second, on the

irianv exeic, as

ai)

:

other hand, Kuyd epya exu, as the apodosis, and explains
faith, so

have

I

:

" If

thou hast

and works cannot

But to this explanation is opposed not only the fact that
what has gone before, properly expressed the inseparable-

be separated."

James has

it

also works, because, as thou sayest, f-aith

not, in

ness of faith and works, but has only presupposed

it

;

but also that the oppo-

who

nent should appeal to works, whilst James considers him as a person

With

has no works. ^
almost

all

not to be wondered at that

is

not here

tic is

form of an objection, and that by nc not an opponent of

meant, but a "

is

it

expositors have decided for the view that ulV ipd

to be taken as the

James

these difficulties

vir sapiens et i?itelligens,'" to

whom James

assigns the

part of carrying on the argument in his stead against his opponent.
singer: "d/A'

Rom.

epei

cannot here be possibly taken, as in

tic

as an objection, for, as av nianv

ix. 19,

Wie-

Cor. xv. 35,

1

already shows, the person

exeic

on the side of James, and like him combats faith
Accordingly, with av the same opponent is addressed

introduced as speaking

without works."

whom James had

is

and with Kuyu the person called tic; desigBut against this explanation there
cannot be denied that the words ua?.' ipel ng have

hitherto in view,

nates himself as agreeing with James.
are

many objections.

1.

It

most decidedly the character of an objection. 2. If they are not so understood, then d/lA' is not only an interruption, but inexplicable
Hottinger,
;

indeed, maintains

dA/id hie

:

agree with him in this

non adversativum

De Wette assumes

?

esse

j)*^^'

se patet

but

:

that by u2.au here

is

who

will

expressed

not primarily the contrast with what immediate]}' precedes, but with the

Wiesinger has, however, correctly rejected this

error already combated.

opinion, which
se

expressed."

is

the less to be justified "as the error has not yet been per

tl?.Au

must

what directly precedes.
ad negalionem, quam notitio vtKpog
fides non est fides, sed dicat aliquis ; but that

at all events be referred to

According to Schneckenburger,
quasi dictum furet: ista

involvit,

•Kiang, if it

that

has not works,

is

it

refers

not mang at

all, is

so

little

ascribes a moTevetu to the devils (ver. 19)

Ife

= nulla, and not less arbitrarily is
" interlocutor ad honinis errorem descendens fidem,
explained as

it

;

the opinion of

James

veKpd is here arbitrarily

observed on nianv

quam

exsig

'•

eum habere
SUMIT," since James does not the least indicate that the words av manv exevg
are to be understood in the sense: "I will even assume that thou hast faith."

The opinion

of several critics, that ulld

is

here

(=

profitetur,

quia etiam)

of the preceding judgment, heightening it" (Wiesinger),

the opinion that a faith without works
is of

no

avail, as the

is

dead

is

expressed in ver. 17 with

1

The

here surpassed " (Gunkel),

cares,

:

propterea

" immo vero
is then given
quam quantum tu et habes et poscum factis coujuuctam,"

which the answer
plus habeo,
tulas,

fidem videlicet

:

Accordingly,

veKpii kariv.^

explanation of Knapp, that the first
" tune quia ipse fide
earn contemuis? " and to

words are interrogative

correction

opinion contained in this verse on faith without works

evidently not, as Bruckner falsely thinks, stronger than

is

"a

and indicates "that

is

all

correctly relinquished

artificial to

tliat

which

is

attempts at the

by himself, as

it is

too

be considered as correct,

Wiesinger observes: " The person introduced as speaking not only confirms what was
said before, but goes beyond it; not only that
such a faith is dead, but that it cauuot even
2

.

CHAP.

II.

91

18.

explanation of uK7m do not attain their object.^
entirely uncertain

is

again resumes
expositors.

;

4.

how

far the speech of

t<c

3.

With

this explanation

it

extends, and where James

and accordingly the greatest uncertainty here occurs among
Lastly, it cannot be perceived why James should express

who is designated by the entirely
Wiesinger and most expositors do not touch on this
point at all. Baumgarten thinks that James speaks here in the words of a
stranger, in order the better and the more freely to convey the notion of
erroneousness in severer terms. But this is a pure fiction that James did
not shrink from expressing himself freely and strongly, the whole Epistle is
a proof. ^ These objections are too important to permit us in spite of them
to rest on the above explanation.
But, on the other hand, the difficulties
which arise if u?JJ kpel ng is taken as a form of objection appear to be invinThey are only so, however, when it is assumed that the person introcible.
duced with av as speaking means James, and with Kuyu himself. But this
assumption is by no means necessary. Since James introduces rtf as speaking, so both words av and mytj can be understood as well from the standpoint of James as from that of the speaker; that is to say, that with av the
his

own

opinion in the person of another

indefinite term

rtf.

;

whom James

and against whom he asserts that niang
The meaning,
tyio James humelf.
then, is as follows: But some might say in answer to what I have just
stated, defending thee,^ thou (who hast not the works) hast faith, and /, on
•
the other hand (who affirm that faith without works is dead), have works
my one-sided insisting on works is no more right than thy one-sided insisting on faith. By this explanation, which has nothing linguistically against
oppunent with

without works

is

dead,

is

argues,

meant, and with

;

it expresses a thought
words give the answer by
which this objection is decidedly repelled. This answer is in form not
directed to the person introduced as speaking, but to the opponent with
•whom only James has properly to do, and wliom he in his lively style can

not only

it,

is

the nature of all'

tpel Tig

preserved, but

entirely suited to the context, whilst the following

prove

its

existence without works

But with these

:

it is not/i-

words Wiesinger
inserts a thought into the words which they
by no means contain, the same thought which,

ing."

last

according to Schueckenburger,

is

contained in

I'eKpd €<rTi.
»

The pointing

<1AA

,

ipel

tk;,

av

k.t.A

(Schulthess, Gebser, Rauch), does in no

and has also
that the closely-united formula

remove the
it,

difficulty,

way

this against

aW (pel ns

thus disunited.
2 Lange thinks to remove the difficulty by
ascribing to the words "a grand prophetical
charaeter," whilst by ti? is meant " the Gen
tile-Christian world," which has proved " by

ts

itsworksof faith that it has had the true faith,
whereasEblonism, with its want of consistency
in Christian works of love, has proved that its
orthodoxy was not a living faith." But, apart
from the arbitrariness of this interpretation.
oAAa is by it referred not to the preceding dec-

erroneous opinion

laration, but falsely to the

of ti« (ver. 14)
»

The view

of Stier, that by the speaker a

Jew is to be understood, who takes
occasion from the inoperative faiih of Christians to mock the Christian faith in general,
Pharisaical

has been rightly rejected by Wiesinger. If
tis a Jew, he would have

James had meant by
called him such.

* This is a form of expression which freThus, if one speaks with
quently occurs.
Henry says t/iou
Charles, and says to him
hast found the book which I have lost. Briickner, indeed, thinks that this example is not
:

appropriate, but he does not give his reasons
Lange calls the explanation
for saying so.

here given

artificial,

but he does not say In

character conelsts. The ob
which Lange brings against it are
founded on his having road erroneously de-

what

its artificial

jections

feuding /(!hi4«// instead of defending thee.
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now

the more directly address, as the objection

The meaning

his soul.

as that person says, faith,

made

M^as the expression of

of this answer is as follows:

—

if

Hast thou actually,
must manifest itself,
thou canst not even show thy faith

this is to be of use it

but this without works is impossible
without works as for myself, who have works, these are a proof that faith
On del^ov, Schneckeais not wanting, for without faith I could do no works.
burger correctly remarks: vide ne verba tribuas signijicadonem exhibendi et
MANiFESTANDi (PER vitam), scd retine priinam el simplicem compuouari quasi
ante judicem.
ttjv nianv aov is said because the opponent ascribed faith to
himself (ver. 14); thus "the faith which thou sayest thou hast" (Wiesinger).
With the reading of the Rec, ek t. kpyuv (instead of x^pk tuv epyuv), the
;

:

—

—

words are to be taken as ironical (so also Lange), as the supposition is that
With these words not faith generally, but livworks are w-anting to him.
ing faith which saves, is denied to the opponent; if the same is not proved
by Works, it is dead.
In what James says of himself, epya are the wcks
which proceed from faith, as these could not otherwise authenticate it. It
is to be observed that in the first clause rhv nianv, and in the second £k tuv
epyuv, stand first, because tliese ideas are the points on which the whole

—

—

turns.

James shows,

Ver. 19.

trembling,

which
is

is

how

little

not, with

in the faith of

faith without

works

Lachmann and Tischendorf,

Christian

is

not

named

it

With

produces,

cv niaTEvtig,

to be taken as a question,

granted to the opponent that he possesses faith.

is specifically

whom

demons, with

effects salvation.

From

the fact that

as the object of faith,

it

is

it

what

not to be

inferred, with Calvin, that in this entire section not the Christian faith {de

Expositors correctly
fide) is spoken of, but. only de vuUjari Dei notilia.
assume that this one article of faith is only adduced as an example. The
selection of precisely this article on the unity of God is not to be explained
because " the Jewish Christians were particularly proud of it, so that it
"
kept them back from fully surrendering themselves to the Christian faith
(Lange), but because it distinguished revealed religion from all heathenism.
However much the position of the individual words vary (see critical notes),
yet the unity of God appears in all as the chief idea comp. particularly,
Deut. vi. 4; Neh. ix. 6; Isa. xliv. 6, xlv. 6; Matt, xxiii. 9 Mark xii. 29, 32;
;

;

Rom.
mas,

iii.

i.

2,

30;

Mand.

Wette, with
d-L

1

Cor.

viii.

1, it

whom

is

6; and, in this Epistle, chap.

4,

said

:

npuTov 'nuvruv niaTevaov, on

slg

In Her-

iv. 12.

eanv 6 Geof.

— De

by the construction with
characterized as merely theoretical;

Philippi coincides, thinks that

the faith which the opponent has

is

on the other hand, to be observed, that a construction with slg or ev
here, where the unity of God is to be adduced, could hardly have been used
James grants, by the words Ka?iug noielg, that this faith
(so also Bruckner).
Several expositors, as
is something in itself entirely good (see ver. 8).
but

it is,

—

Calvin, Semlei-, Hettinger, Schneckenburger, Theile, Wiesinger,
find in the expression a trace of irony,

garten, Grotius, Pott, Gebser,

ment by

itself,

which

De Wette,

deny.

Bouman,
Baum-

others, as Laurentius,

Though not

yet in the whole expression there

is

in the state-

something ironical

(Lange, Briickner), which, in the combination of KiarEvovatv km fpiaaovaw (as

—
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20,

;

Wieseler remarks), rises to sarcasm. This sarcasm is, moreover, to be
recognized in demons being placed in opposition to the opponent.
nai
before tu dai/x6via is not to be ex]ilained by u?2u Kai (Pott), or alqui (Theile)
by the insertion of a contrary reference the peculiar severity of the expresis only weakened.
That James, in his reference to the uniti/ of God,
mentions the demons, is in accordance with the view that the heathen divinities are demons; comp. LXX. Deut. xxxii. 17; Ps. xcv. 5, cv. 37; 1 Cor.

sion

X. 20;

and Clever

As

in loco:

these are the occasion of polytheism, so they

God

are hostilely opposed to the one

;

but, in their usurped lordship over

who will again rescue
wholly arbitrary to take tu dai/xovia = daemoniaci (Wetstein), or to think on the demons in the possessed (Semler,
Gebser, Schneckenburger).
Tot\ incorrectly paraphrases the Kai between
the heathen world, they tremble before the one God,
the world and judge them.

It is

and (ppiaaovcn by Kai ofiuc; the simple copulative meaning of the
word need not here be altered, (ppiaanv, an an. Xey., is used particularly of
the hair standing on end (Job iv. 15), and is therefore a stronger expression
than 6t6oiKevai and rpifieiv.
Yer. 20 introduces the following proof from Scripture, that faith without
works is dead, and accordingly cannot have diKaiovadat as its consequence.
niarevovrjiv

The question

d^Xug

de

yvCwai expresses the confident assurance of victory over

the opponent; the address u uvdpune

deep indignation at him.

keve,

does not here indicate intellectual defect (Baumgarten
of thinking

;

Pott

=

short-sighted), but the

want

=

kevo^

stupid, incapable

of true intrinsic worth, in

opposition to the imaginary wealth which the opponent fancies he possesses

The word is only here used in the N. T. of persons.
see Matt. xvii. 17;
The 0), placed first, which is frequently used in reproof,
intensifies the
Luke xxiv. 25; Rom. ix. 20 (Winer, p. 165 [E. T., 183]),
The thought is essentially the same whether vsKpd or upyf} is read.
censure.
in his dead faith.

—

—

—

upyoc'},

equivalent to

idle, vain,

that which profits and effects nothing,^

which

also used of a capital sura

lies idle,

and therefore bears no

is

interest,

Xot because upyfi "deserves the preference with a
is a dead capital.
view to the sense" (Wiesinger), but only because it is difficult to consider
against the authorities which testify
it as a gloss, is it to be considered
thus

for vEKpa (see critical note)

— as

stands here instead of euv

fit]

—

the original reading.

inya

ixTj

siipplied before x^P'^^ (against Beza,

— As

(ver. 17), the article

Xf^Pk
r)

is

'<^v

ipyuv

not to be

Baumgarten, and others).

The testimony to which James first appeals is what happened
Abraham. The reference to Abraham is completely explained from his
Ver. 21.

to

historical importance,

and which

is

also indicated by 6

ttaTfip ijiiuv.

—

ijiiuv']

because both James and his readers belonged to the nation of Israel sprung
from Abraham. By the question with ol the thought is characterized as

such to which

all

—thus

all

our father justified by works

what works procured
1

for

The

him

participial sentence

justification

It Is Inaccurate to take dpyos as equivalent

to o/capiros (Frank: unproductive)

;

— must assent:

the opponents

?

as

thU

In-

dicates the coudilion, that, ou the contrary,

:

Was not Abraham
which follows declares

tvhen he offered Isaac his son upon

the conduct of the subject. They are united
toifcther not as Identical, but only as related,
ideas, in 2 Pet.

i.

8.

;
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the altar?

— The reference to the doctrine of the Apostle Paul, and especially

to his declaration in

Rom.

iv. 1 if.,

many

has misled expositors into

explanations of this verse, and particularly of the word

arbitrary

In order

idiKaLuerj.

two things are to be examined,
usage.
(1) As regards the context,

to have a sure foundation for interpretation,

— (1) the context, and (2) the linguistic

the question treated in this whole section

comp. the question in

ver. 14

:

fijj

dvvurai

jj

How

is,

mang

divine judgment (ver. 12: Kpiveadat; ver. 13:

Abraham

for his assertion that faith without

ivoi-ks

;

^

is

about the

As James appeals

Kpiatg).

t/

saved

is

and the connec-

;

where the discourse

tion of that section with the preceding,

to

the Christian

auGai avrov

cannot save,

is evi-

it

mean something which happened to Abraham from himself, but only something which happened to him from God
so that the meaning cannot be " Abraham justified himself by his works,"
but only that "God justified him on the ground of his works." ^ (2) As
regards the linguistic usage, diKuiovv corresponds to the Hebrew P"1Vl',
dent that by

which, as

from

a.

guilt,

eSiKaiudTi

he cannot

judicial term, has the

and

is

opposed to

meaning

i^S^^"^,"^

:

declare one p'^^V by an acquittal

to

(LXX.

Karayipuaneiv, KaradiKuCeiv)

:

= to

declare one J^^"} by a sentence of condemnation; comp. Exod. xxiii. 7; Deut.

XXV. 1; 1 Kings

viii.

32; 2 Chron.

23; Prov. xvii. 15; Tsa.

vi.

11; in the Apocrypha, comp. Ecclus. x. 29,

liii.

xlii. 2.

xii.

37,

xxxiv.

5,

has also the same meaning in the N. T., where, especially

diKaiovv

Pauline doctrine of justification),

(besides the passages treating of the

Matt.

v. 23,1. 8,

xiii. 22, xxiii. 11,

Rom.

meaning

ii.

13,

Luke

14 are to be compared.

xviii.

This

word is here to be retained. It is true, as dmaiovv
(similarly the English word "to justify") occurs not only in the judicial
sense, but, also more generally, as also p^nY*^' ^^ ^^ sense "set forth as
righteous "3 (comp. Matt. xi. 19; Luke vii. 29; Rom. iii. 4; 1 Tim. iii. 16),
judicial

of the

the passage has been explained

:

"

Abraham has been proved

righteous," or,

"has proved himself righteous" (so already Calvin, and, in recent times,
Philippi).
But this explanation is unsuitable, since, according to tliis view,
justification did not happen to Abraham from God (as must be conceived
according to the context), but from his works; thus it was Abraham who
1

Philippi erroneously maintains that the

question here treated

has to manifest

itself

regarded as true faith.

prove that faith
by works if it is to be
is

to

But James designates

»

This

which

is

is

the prevailing meaning of p""iyn.

differently modified according to the

different circumstances to

which

it is

referred,

used of a judicial senteuce, whether
human judge, by which one is
declared p'^y yet it also occurs in another
It is chiefly

the faith of his opponents as vsKpa, not merely
because it has no works, but because it cannot effect the cro.Tr,pta which they expected

of

from

causes one to appear as righteous, whether

It.

" In iSiKaituffri the
2 Correctly, Wiesinger
passive sense is decidedly to be retained, and,
iudeed, a Deo
.; not of the human judgment is the discourse here and in ver. 23, but
:

.

of the divine

;

as

.

it

treats of the proposition in

ver. 14, that only an active faith can

This

is

the

more

to

were as living,

is so

James could not

save."

be maintained, as the

thought, that faith has to justify

itself

before

void of importance that

lay such stress

upon

it.

God

or of a

;

reference,

namely,

of

every

agency

which

is exercised by the person in quesby others. The N. T. &iKai.ovv corresponds to this usage. Strictly taken, it is

that agency
tion or

accordingly not correct to translate SiicatoCi'
by " proved to be righteous," or " approved to

be righteous," as the ideas proving and approving, according to their proper and strict

meaning, are not contained in it. Comp., however, the excellent treatment of the word in

Cremer's dictionary.
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21.

proved himself to be righteous. '

hold fast to the judicial meaning, then

it

If

we

to be observed that, in the con-

is

ception of the word, neither any thing about the disposition of him who is the
object of the declaration of righteousness, «or about the ground of justif cation
(whether it rests in tiie judge or in the conduct of him who is justified), is

For

indicated.

reason the explanation of Wiesinger: a Deo Justus

this

agnitus, is incorrect, as the idea of a ratifying recognition of the already exist-

ing condition

As

not contained in the word.

is

when Hofmann thinks

little is

inasmuch as he then answered

to the will of

God

the one hand, by this a meaning (namely, being

word which

ascribed to the

is

make

can

self to

to be vindicated

it

that SiKaiovadai here imports: "to become a dinaKK,

has not

it

relating to

made a

him

;

" for,

on

righteous person)

and, on the other hand, no one

;

himself a righteous person by his works, but only can prove him-

James says nothing

be such. 2

righteous (by

God)

By i^

than that Abraham

else

tvas declared

Abraham's
on account of which a declaration of righteousness was granted to him.
By these woi'ks are to be understood not all the works which Abraham has
done, nor his whole pious life, but, as the clause uueviyKag 'laauK, k.tX, shows,
l^ ipyuv.

epyuv the reason is specified, on

part,

the actual offering of his son Isaac on the altar.
The plural i^ ipyuv is used
because the category, at first entirely general, is specified which here comes

into consideration.

It

may appear

James here should em-

surprising that

phasize precisely that offering as the reason of the declaration of righteousness, since in the O. T. narrative (Gen. xxii.) a dtKaioi-cdai of

What James

mentioned.

has in view

Gen. xxii. 12 comp. with ver. 16

ff."

is

Abraham is not
God there;

not "the judgment of

(Wiesinger)

for in these words, which,

;

moreover, only serve as an introduction to the declaration which follows,

nothing

is

addressed to Abraham, but only

his action has recognized his fear of

God

him on account

addresses to

of

it,

it is testified

Not

God.

He

because

of

him

that

God

in this, but only in

in

what

has recognized him as a

God-fearing man, can James have found the declaration of Abraham's right-

1

was

Philippi explains
justified before

^ed man

before

words

the

men by

:

Abraham

works, as a Jusii-

Ood by faith. But here

there

are evidently introduced into the idea StKotoucreat a series of

more precise statements which

are not contained in

Brilckner

is

to indicate:

The

it.

who

simpler,

explanation of

considers

e6i)caiul9r}

"that moral righteousness which

displays itself on the ground of the activity of
faith; " but also this interpretation is not to be

considered correct for the reasons above stated.

Theunsuitablenessof
tations

is

this

and similar interpre-

particularly evident from ver. 24.

It

bo observed, that in these explanations the passive is converted into the middle

is also to

voice.

In the O. T.,

piy

translated in the

's

it is

true, the hithpael of

LXX.

by the preterite

passive of SutaioOf (see Gen. xliv. 16) ; but in
the N. T. the passive of this verb never occurs
in this

meaning: the middle import

is

here

rather expressed by the active with the reflex

pronoun
i

comp. Luke

;

x. 29, xvi. 15.

The

following explanations are also incor" he was loved as a righteous man "
rect
(Grotius) " he was made a partaker of the
:

;

God and of all the blessings springing
" (Theile) " his justification was ratifiedbyman" (Bauragarten). The translation
" he was pardoned " (Pott), is inaccurate, because the idea of pardon always supposes a
crime, which SiKotoOc does not. Also the exfavor of

from

it

;

:

planation of Lange

is

arbitrary: hiKaiovv, in

the N. T. deeper sense, denotes that

"God

declares righteousness in the theocralical fo-

rum

before the theocralical congregation conceived as permanent ; " for how can the precise

statement be contained
idea, liefore

nesa

whom the

was made?

in

the simple vetbal

declarBtion of rlghteouB-
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This

eousness.

is

the bestowal of the promise (vv. 16-18)

by which

it is

expressly said, '^because thou hast rfone this thing" (ver. 16), and "because

thou hast obeyed my voice " (ver. IS) by which is definitely brought forward that the promise was granted on account of his obedience
that is,
;

—

on account of his works. What importance, with regard to the promise, the
obedience of Abraham had in the eyes of God, is clearly brought out from
Gen. xxvi. 5, where God ratifies this same promise with Isaac in these
words " Because that Abraham obeyed my voice and kept my charge, my
commandments, my statutes, and my laws;" and not less is it to be observed
when it is said in Ecclus. xliv. 20 6f awer^pi^aev vouov vifjiarov
kui ev nn:

:

paanC) evpidf} niaTog

.

.

.

It is true that the

6iu tovto kv opKCf) laTTjaev avrQ, k.t.X.

•

same

promise wa$ made to Abraham at an earlier period, and that before he had
done any thing (Gen. xii. 2, 3); but the difference is, that after the offering
it was imparted to him as an inalienable blessing on account of this
and that at the cloze of his theocratic historical life. In this James
could rightly recognize a formal declaration of Abraham's righteousness on
On the construction idiKaiudrj ek, comp. Matt. xii. 37: ek
the part of God.
Tcjv Xoyuv GOV diKaiudricri, where the lo-yoi are reckoned as that on the ground of
The words uvtviyKa^
which acquittal (or condemnation) takes place.
" when he had sacrienl TO dvaiaaTTjpcov] are not, with Luther, to be translated
ficed his son upon the altar;" for uva(i>epttv joined with km, with the accu-

of his son
action,

—

—

.

:

.

.

:

sative, is not to sacrifice,

24)

=

offere roluisset).

To

the

;

it is

name

Ver. 22.

but to

brincj as

a sacrifice

therefore incorrect to supply the idea

ii.

'laam

The

Hottinger falsely explains em
is

emphatically added

direct inference

(comp.

to the altar

icill
r.

(Estius

dvc.

tov vlbv airov

;

from the preceding.

=

:

cwn

1 Pet.

obtulisset

before the altar.

comp. Gen.

xxii. 16.

Since the necessity

oi faith to the attainment of salvation was not contested by those with whom
James disputed, but only the necessity of ivorks and since James (ver. 21)
had adduced the example of Abraham to prove that only a faith which is
not upyi) and xf^Pk tCiv epyuv profits in this verse it can only be intended to
represent how important to Abraham were his works, but not how important
to him was his faith.
This thought is thus clearly and evidently expressed
;

:

in the second hemistich

:

kui ek tuv Ipyuv,

kjX

On

the other hand, the

first

has been generally understood
by expositors as if the necessity oi faith was intended to be brought forward.
In this meaning Bengel says duo commata, quorum in priore, si illud, fides,
in altero operibus cum accentu pronunciaveris, sententia liquido percipitur, qua
hemistich

:

on

^ nlanq avvripyEL Tolg ipyoig airov,

:

exprimitur, quid utravis pars alteri conferat.
According to this, James would
have expressed in the first hemistich, that faith was not wanting to Abraham, that rather it was this from which his works sprung, that accordingly
Abraham was justified k^ ipyuv, because they were works oi faith. The same
explanation is given by Erasmus, Tremellus, Beza, Baumgarten, Gebser,
But the context
Pott, Kern, and others also by Hofmann and Wiesinger.
is against it, as this thought does not follow as a consequence from ver. 21.
;

Those expositors have accordingly understood the passage more correctly
who find in the words in question the meaning that the mang of Abraham
was not dead but operative Estius ox)erosa fuit, non otiosa, non mortua (so
;

:

;:
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Calvin, Laurentius, Hovnejus, and others), although

inaccurate in particulars.

is

—

their

interpretation

taken in

If avvapyeiv is

avvT/pyei}.

its strictly-

" to be a awtpydg, to labor or to

work along with " (1 Cor. xvi.
16; 2 Cor. vi. 1), and is translated: "faith wrought with his works," the
idea of James (according to the usage of the word awepyeiv in this meaning)
would be, that whilst works wrought, faith participated in their work.i
But this thought does not correspond with the context, and is, moreover,
not in itself to be vindicated, since faith and works are not two principles
working along with one another.
Kern, with whom De Wette coincides,
takes Tolc epyoig as the dative of reference, and explains it: "faith wrought
to his works, i.e., was the operative principle for the production of works."
This gives, indeed, a suitable enough thought, but linguistic usage is against
literal sense

:

—

aw has only a vague referno reference at all" (llofmann). On this
account other interpreters, as Hofmann, Wiesinger, Bruckner, also Philippi,
correctly take awepyeiv here in the meaning of: to help (Rom. viii. 28; 1

the explanation

;

ence, or, to speak

Mace
this,

xii. 1).

that as

it

besides,

more

not the case that "

it is

correctly,

The support which

faith gave to

works

is

to

be found in

operates to their production, so also to their accomplishment

in correspondence with the will of God.^ By this explanation a special
emphasis is placed on the expression cvvTjpyei, it being thereby brought
prominently forward that the faith of Abraham was not upybq (a-epyof), but

exercised an activity, namely, the activity mentioned as helpful to works.

Against Lange's explanation " faith manifested itself operatively at one
with the works," besides not being linguistically justified, Briickner rightly
:

remarks that here the discourse is not concerning a co-operation of these
two points.
The second hemistich is not in antithesis with the first, but
constitutes its complement; whilst the faith of Abraham aided his works,
faith itself received by works its completion.
ETileMdri] is by many interpreters understood as declai-ative Gomarus: fides est causa, opera effectus

—

—

;

causa autem non perjicitur a suo

effectu, sed perfecta

declaratuk,

ut fructus

bonam Nox efficiunt, sed indicant. The same explanation
is adopted by Calvin, Laurentius, Baumgarten, Gebser, Bengel, Philippi,^
and others. Also Wiesinger indicates the same meaning with the remark
" faith could not be proved complete if it were not already so in itself, for
the complete work presupposes the complete faith " but TeTiiiovadaL does not
honi arborem

;

»

In the first edition of this commentary it
" Faith was the o-uvepyds of his worlis

is said

:

— that

is, it

operated not by itself, but with
James will here make prominent

his works.
Abraham both were combined, the
emphasis, however, according to the context,

that with

being placed on rot? epyots." This explanation,
which has found favor with von Oettingen and
is, however, not tenable, as, on the one
haud, linguistic usage is against it, and on the
Other hand, it was not insisted on by James
that the failh of Al»rahara wrought not alone,

Uauch,

but that
faith.

it

was

uo inactive (inoperative)

'

The explanation

of

Hofmann

(with

in

whom

and Briickner coincide) " that his
would not have been what Is represented

'^''iesiiiger

action

:

an act of willing obedience, unless faiih had

its performance," has this against
that the principal thought would not thereby be expressed, but must be added. Philippi,
correctly Abraham's failh was no inert faith,
but was helpful to his works, namely, to their
production and accomplishment; I.e., it assisted him to the performance of good works,

assisted to
it,

:

^

Philippl

meaning

Luke

to

vi. 35.

incorrectly
1

John

li.

o,

appeals

and

for

this

to eVeade

ia
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Certainly the meaning of .Tames

signify to be proved, but to be completed.'^

cannot be, that faith hitherto incomplete was completed by works, as something which was externally added to faith, since faith is the impulse to the

works; but as

little is it his

before works, and

is

meaning, that faith

is

already complete (reAewf)

by works only proved or demonstrated

to be so

;

but

and works are in his view so closely connected, that faith only when
it produces works or by works (f| epyuv) becomes ever more completely that
which it should be according to its nature and destination, and in so far
only by works attains to its completion for as the power of love grows and
is completed by the practice of works of love, so does faith grow and is completed by the practice of works in which it manifests itself. ^ Thus was
Abraham's faith only completed when he stood the severest test, and brought
his son as an offering upon the altar.^
Ver. 23. Since what was said of Abraham in the preceding appears to
conflict with the Scripture, Gen. xv. 6, James was obliged to solve this apparent contradiction therefore he adds to what he has said and (thus) the
sci-ipture was fuIJiUed which says, But Abraham believed God, and it teas reckoned to him for riyhteousness ; and he loas called a friend of God.
Most
expositors (also von Oettingen) explain nlrjpovv by comprohare, confirmed,
and find here the thought expressed, that by Abraham being justified e^
" tiiat faith was reckoned to Abraham for righteousIpyuv, the scripture
ness," received its confirmation. But in this explanation of the word nlTipovv
there is an arbitrary weakening of the idea,
nlripovv signifies neither in the
N. T. nor in classical usage: "to confirm," but always "to fulfil" (see

faith

;

;

:

:

Cremer); with regard to a saying, the realization of the thought expressed
in it by an action following is indicated by nlnpovv, whether that saying be
This meaning of the verb is also here
in the form of a prediction or not.
to be recognized, and indeed so much the more as James uses the formula

'

<o<7ts

Also Hofmann's explanation

:

"

The reAet-

of his faith consisted not in this, that

it

attained from incompleteness to completeness,

but in
proved

this, that
itself, it

by the

action, in

which

it

attained to its complete forma-

—

to its historical accomplishment," cannot be reckoned as appropriate, because reAetnever means "to be completely formed,"

tion

oOo-^ot
if

by

this expression a

becoming complete

is

Lange agrees with the above
remark, only he introduces something strange
says " Abraham by his faith-offering
not intended.

when he

:

attained typically and ideally the reAeitoo-i?,

which the Jewish Christians were

to attain

by

the full proof of Christian brotherly love out
of faith, and which with

them

all

Israel

was

to

attain."
-

Luther

(in his introduction to First Peter,

published by Irmischer, vol. Ixx. p. 223 f.) says
of the fruits of faith " Although they belong
:

may be profited therenot external
faith becomen

to our neighbor, that he

by, yet the fruit

is

stronger thereby.

—

It is

an entirely different

strength than that of the body, for this decays

and

is

consumed; but

this spiritual strengLh,

the more one uses and exercises

it,

the stronger

becomes; it decays when one does not exercise it."
See also the appropriate remarks
of Hengstenberg (,Evang. A'irc/ten«., 1866, p.
it

1124

ff.).

When

8

it is

objected against this explana-

must already have been perfect
in order to produce the perfect work, it is to
be observed, that it is in the nature of living
faith always to be becoming stronger, in and
with the production of works, and thus to per
feet itself in its nature more and more. Briickner, indeed, grants that the practice of works,
has a strengthening reflex efficacy on faith,
but observes that by this cannot be meant that
tion, that faith

was not before already sufficient to jusAbraham. But to this it is to be observed,
James does not derive the justification
(meant by him) of Abraham from his faith
preceding works, but from his faith made perfaith

tify

that

feet

by works.
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23.

with which not only in the N. T. but also in the O. T. (1 Kings ii. 27;
2 Chron. xxxvi. 22; 1 Mace. ii. 55) generally the fulfilment of a proper prediction, and always the real proof of an earlier spoken thought, is expressed.

— The scripture which was

that

Abraham

fulfilled is Gen. xv. 6, where it is said not only
believed Jehovah, but that lie (Jehovah) reckoned it to him

James

for righteousness.
1

Mace.

ii.

Rom.

(as also Paul in

3; Gal.

iii.

6; see also

LXX., where

the passive

iv.

52) cites the passage according to the

used instead of the active H^K/n: whilst he only deviates from the
Greek text in this, that he (as also Paul in Rom. iv. 3) uses kmmevaEv 6i

iloyiadrj is

;

instead of koI eniarevaev

;

it

is

to be observed that in the corresponding pas-

sage, Ps. cvi. 31, the passive 3^nrii is also in the

expression used in these passages, the form

:

Hebrew.

nin; '}3h

— Instead of

^\>'}'^ ^'l

the

T^'pn, is also

found in the O. T. Deut. xxiv. 13 and vi. 25 (where the LXX. incorrectly
translate "^fjl^ by eTiST] fiuavvrj).
The contrary of this is indicated by the
expression:

^77^

n

a judgment which

3^nn, Prov.

xxvii. 14.

God pronounces

— All

these expressions import

Himself on a definite conduct of man,
by which He either reckons it for righteousness or for a curse; with Abraham it was his faith on account of which God declared him a righteous perBut in what does James see the fulfilment of this scripture, that
son.
testifies this judgment of God on believing Abraham ?
Evidently in what
he had already said, namely, that Abraham k^ ipyuv EdiKaiudn, and which he
indicates by what follows Kat (pi?iog Qeov eKXrjdrj] for these words
since they
belong not to the scripture
are co-ordinate not with koX I'koyiadr), but with
It is true God regarded Abraham as His <pi?i.og {(pi'^oc Qeov
Kal enlrjpudn, k.tX
is not, as Hofmann and Philippi tliink, God's friend who loved God, but
God's friend whom God loved i) the instant he reckoned his faith to him for
righteousness; but he was called so at a later period, namely, only at the
to

—

—

:

—

time that he was declared righteous by
expressions kloyiadn

avrC) f/f 6iKaioavvr]v

God on account

and

i6iKaiudr)

of his loorks.

are not regarded

as equivalent, but according to his representation the former

The

by James

was imparted

Abraham purely on account of his faith {kmarevasv), but the latter only
when his faith was completed by works, thus on account of his works (e|
to

epyuv), so that thereby that scripture

was

It is true this scripture

fulfilled.

which point to later actions
in which they received their full accomplishment, James might consider it
as a word of promise which w-as fulfilled by the occurrence of these later
actions. 2
The appellation of Abraham as a diTuo^ Qeov is not indeed found
in the LXX.; but in 2 Chron. xx. 7, Jehoshaphat calls him in his prayer
^l^nx (LXX. 6 f/yanri/xevoc aov), and in Isa. xli. 8 God Himself calls him ons
is

abstractly no promise; but as

it notifies

facts

—

:

(LXX.
vTTd aov

;

comp. also Ges. Asar., v. 11 did. 'k\ipauiJ. ibv {jyanri/ievov
was not unusual for the Jews to call him (pilog Qeov to Gen.
the LXX. have added to dn-d 'A/3pad/i the words tov izaidi'jg /wv, for

bv 'oyunrjaa)

;

:

;

also it

xviii. 17,

;

1 Lange comprehends both; but at all events,
according to the context, the reference given
above is to be recognized as the prevailing one.
2 Namely
the faith with which Abraham
:

received the promise of

God

points to the later

obedience, and the divine reckoning of his
faith for righteousness points to the declaration of righteousness imparted to
at a later period after

him by God

proof of his obedience,
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which Philo puts

we

tov (piXov

It is evident

(icw.

from

-vvhat

has preceded, that

cannot, with Grotius, Hornejus, Pott, and others, explain

inlriOri

—factua

est, fuit.

Remark. — When De Wette

explains KTaipovv by realized, this

is

so far inap-

propriate, as nlripovv does not directly refer to the fact itself, but to the saying

of scripture,

can

it

and

Abraham, nor

as neither of nicTtveiv of

be said that

it

"was something

tion of which occurred only at a later period."

was

of k7Myiadri avru

e'lq

6lk.,

not yet wholly real, but the full realiza-

For although both point, to a

them something which had

actually taken place,
gave an incorrect reference to the
word, explaining it: "In the offering of Isaac it was proved that God had
rightly estimated the faith of Abraham when He counted it for righteousness;"
for, on the one hand, there was no need of a proof that God had rightly estimated something, of which there is no indication in James, and, on the other
hand, Ttlr/povv has not the meaning of confirming or proving. ^ In opposition to
the explanation of Philippi " the scriptural expression concerning Abraham's
justification by faith was, because His justification by faith is in itself a thing
invisible as it were, an unfulfilled prophecy, until it became visible through
proof by works," it is, apart from the unjustifiable insertion of "as it loere,"
to be observed that Abraham's act of obedience, happening at a later period,
confirmed indeed his faith (thus that emaTevaev -ci Otw), but not the righteousness adjudged to hira on account of his faith (that e/loyicre?? avTu ei^ 6ik.), and
accordingly inlijpud-n would be suitable only for the first half of the scriptural
expression. It is peculiar that, according to the explanation of Philippi, the
same meaning: "to be proved," is in essence ascribed to the three words
later period, yet there

Lange

as

in

Hofmanu

correctly adduces.

also

:

—

diKOLOvcdai, T£/,£iovadai, n2.ripovadai.

An

Ver. 24.

Abraham

:

"Ye

inference universally valid from the adduced example of
see that by

not by faith alone."

— opare]

works a
is

man

is

justijied (declared righteous),

and

not imperative (Erasmus, Grotius), but indic-

ative; Griesbach, Schott, Schulthess, incorrectly understand the sentence as a

question, which
first,

it is

—
—

as little as in ver. 22.

as in ver. 21.

is

of man's righteousness proceeds

opponents, he adds: ovk
for as little as

so

little will

James

he

hei*e

hi ipyuv,

Ik niaTsug fwvov.^

say that a

man

is

Also in Bruckner's explanation: "Both
Abraham believed God, and that
was reckoned to him by God for
righteousness, was confirmed and proved in
the offering of Isaac, leading to this that Abra•

his faith

€^ epyuiv iSiKaiiuBrj," the idea Tr\ripovv re-

ceives not its right meaning!

Lange has here

inessentials adopted the correct meaning,
2

Philippi, according to his explanation of

ver. 21, must find here the thought
expressed, that " faith alone without works
iSiKai.ui8ri,

emphatically placed

and, with special reference to his

The

chief emphasis is

on

fiovov,

in ver. 14 has not said that faith cannot save (auaai),

the fact that

ham

k^ epyuv'] is

upon it.
diKatovrai] has the same meaning
James thus infers from the foregoing that the declaration

because the chief stress

not justified

ck niareug

(rather niaTiq

is

cannot /^ror? a man before men to be a believer,
and justified by faith; " but this thought is ia
fact so self-evident, that James would not have
thought it necessary to state it as a consequence
from the history of Abraham. The idea opposed to ef epywv should not be (k Trio-Tew?, but
must be ex Aoywc (comp. Aey;?) ver. 14) moreover, the simple SiKaioirai dudpuino'; cannot
possibly denote: "a man is justified as a believer rt-hom God, on account of his faith, has
;

justified."

^;
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II.

him the presupposition, without -which the attainment of salvation cannot
be conceived, as without it the Ipya, i^ uv diKatovrat uvdpunoi are impossible)',
but that the faith which justifies must not be x(Jf>ic -k^v tpyuv. /lovov is therefore not to be united with ovk (Theile appo.titioni.t lege expknda est orulio: non
to

:

solum fide, sed etiain operihus . . . nempe cum fide conjunyendis), but with
mareur (Theophylact, Grotius, Knapp, Ilottinger, Wiesinger, and others)

comp.

1

Cor.

31; 2 Cor. xi. 23; Gal.

xii.

tion of righteousness,

i.

which James intends,

23; Phil.

i.

The

26.

declara-

not that by which the believer
on account of his faith receives the forgiveness of his sins, but, as is evident
is

from the connection of the whole section, that which occurs to the believer,
who has proved his living faith by his works, at the judgment {h> r^ Kplaei,
iv Tw Kplveadat), and by which he receives aurripia (ver. 14).
When James,
in reference to this, appeals to what happened to Abraham, there is notliing
unsuitable, for why should not that which God has done in a definite instance
be regarded as a type and testimony of what lie shall do at the future judgment? jMoreover, this is completely appropriate, since to xVbraham, by the
address to him after the offering of Isaac, the promise which was before

made

to his faith,

life.

The

was rendered vnchanyeahly firm

present

diKaiovrai is

at the close of his theocratic
explained, because the thought was to be ex-

pressed as a universal sentence. ^

To the example of Abraham, that of Rahab is added But teas
manner Rahab the harlot justified hy loorksf The form of the sentence is the same as in ver. 21.
onoiuf; 6i koI'] does not signify "even so " (as
Frommann explains it in the Stud. u. Krit., 1833, p. 97), but by oiuoiuc the
similarity of what Rahab became a partaker with what happened to Abraham
is brought forward, whilst by di the diversity of the relation is indicated.
This diversity is noted by the addition
ndpvrj.
Rahab, namely, was a
nopvrj; nevertheless, on account of the works which she did (namely, her
works of faith), she was declared righteous. Thus, by the addition of this
Yer. 25.

:

not in like

—

rj

example, the truth that a

1

man

is justified t|

See remarks by the author in the April

number
Frank,

oi ihe £r!a>iff. Zeitii/irl/tfiir Piotest.

in his reply (in the

same,

p. 220),

com

bating the reference of SiKaiovrai to the final

judgment, says "If there was in the life of
Abrahara a justification by works, which may
be considered as the type and testimony of the
flnalacquituil.so there occurs also in the

life

of

Christians such acts of justification by works,
that they

may

also be regarded as a testimony

and type of their future justification before the
judgment-seat of God." To this it is to be
replied, that such an act of justification is here
treated of by which the accounting of his faith
for righteousness already imparted to the believer comes to its termination, as was here
the case with

Abraham.

But

this act, as con-

cerns Christian believers, occurs not in their
earthly life, but only at the judgment. Phiiippi
also incorrectly says that the reference to the

Ipyuv is yet further confirmed.

judgment

is

not indicated, since

it is

sufficiently

indicated by the whole context; see remarks

on

vei. 14.

^ Hede assigns as a reason why Rahab is
here adduced as an example- " ne quis objlceret Abrahamum ejusque fidem excelsiorem

esse,

quam

et quivis Christianas iraitaiione earn

Grotius thinks " Abraham!
ad Christum conversls
sufficere debebat, sed quia etiam alienigenis
scribit, adjunxit exemplum feminae extraneae"

adsequi possit."

exemplum

.

TIebraels

(similarly Ilofmann);

novum
sumtum "

observes: "
muliebri

and Schncckenburger
exemplum e sexu

additur

All these meanings are,

however, arbitrary, as there

ie

no indication of

them in the words before us. This holds also
good against Lange, according to whose opinIon Rahab is here to be considered "as a representiiiive of the Gentile Christians In their

works of

faith."

!
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The article is not, as some expositors think, demonstrative ilia and Tropin
means neither vmlier cihaiia vendens, nor cavpona vet hospita (Lyranus, Gro;

jy

—

iiKodt^ajiivr] Tovq uyyilovc, K.~.7i.'\.
This
mentions the ipya on account of which Rahab was jusThe correctness of the assertion, that Rahab was justified on account

nor idololatra (Rosenmiiller).

tius),

participial sentence
tified.

of her works, consists in this

:

that, according to the narrative contained in

and vi., life was on account of them granted to her, she was formally
delivered from that punishment which befell Jericho; see Josh. vi. 24.
Thus James could with right appeal for the truth of what was said in ver.
24 to this fact, since also the future declaration of righteousness will be an
In Heb. xi. 31 the deliverance of Rahab is
acquittal from punishment.
ascribed to her man^, but so that her action is likewise mentioned as the
demonstration of it. Theile explains vn'jde^a/iivT) = clam excepit ; but Wiesinger correctly observes " The secondary meaning clam is not contained in

Josh.

ii.

—

:

the word, but in the circumstances;" see

Luke

In the Epistle to the Hebrews the simple verb
are there

'Aoi ^

more exactly designated as

x. 38, xix. 6;

fie^a/iiv?} is

KaruaKoixot.

Acts xvii,

7.

used, and the uyye-

eKfidTilscv is

not simply

(Schneckenburger), but has the secondary meaning of force = thrust
It denotes the pressing
out, comp. Luke viii. 54; John ii. 15; Acts ix. 40.
haste with which she urged the messengers to go out of the house. ETspg 6(5^],
emittere

i.e.,

6iu

by another way than from that by which they entered the house, namely,
For the local dative, see Winer, p. 196 (E. T., 219).
dvpidor, Josh. ii. 15.

-;/f

added as a reason (yap), primarily indeed, to what directly
but thereby likewise to the universal sentiment contained in ver. 24. James here repeats the same judgment which
he has already expressed (ver. 17) on niarig xupig tuv tpyuv yet heightens it
by the comparison with aufia x^pk nvevuuToc for as the body icithout the spirit
Ver. 26

is

goes before

(el Ipyuv idiKatuerj) ,

;

'•

is

is

dead, so also faith without works
to be understood the

mating

it,

by which

it

human
lives;

is

dead.

—

rd

body, and by

^5' '^'^/"°'
cu/m x^pk T^veiuuTo^^-nvivf^a the vital principle ani-

whether James has contemplated nveiua
man (as "the principle of the morally

definitely as the intellectual spirit of

determined and God-derived life peculiar to man "), or generally as the
breath of life proceeding from God (see Gen. vi. 17, LXX. ndaa aup^ iv ^
Rev. xi. 11, xiii. 15), remains uncertain. With the body
earl Tzvevna Cw?/f
without the spirit, which is venpo^, James compares (ov-ug is not " the sign of
assurance = even so certainly," Baumgarteu) faith without works (the article
:

;

Tuv denotes works as those which belong to manq,

its

corresponding works),

This comparison appears so far incongruous, as the
relation of ipya to mcng does not correspond with that of -irvev/xu to the aunn,
since ep-ja are the fruit, and not the source, of marn;.^ Therefore some inter-

which

is

also vcKpog.

by ipya understood not works themselves, but love (Theile), or
"the innermost life of faith in its outw^ardly operative and visible manifestation" (Frank); but such an exchange of ideas is not to be justified. Alpreters have

> Lange strangely supposes that James has
chosen this expression " in allusion to the fact
that the Gentiles of his time were ready to receive the messengers of the gospel."

s Lange denies the apparent incongruity,
because " the spirit also, in virtue of its actuality, effects the higher visibility of the body "
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ready some of the older expositors, as Goniar, Piscator, Laurentius, Wolf,
is undecided), explain irvevfia =
even linguistically objectionable, as Trveifia in the
X. T. occiirs in the meaning of breath proceeding out of the mouth only in
2 Thess. ii. 8, a passage in accordance with the O. T. but also in sense this

and

and recently Philippi (Theile

others,

breath.

This, however,

is

;

not justified, for although " the breath is the proof of the
existence of life in the body" (Philippi), yet the ideas breath and works
explanation

is

have too great disparity between them to be parallelized with each other.
It is more natural, with De Wette, Kern, Hofmann, Wiesinger, and Weiss,
to assume that James intends not to compare the single members with each
other (au/M with nLa-ig, and nvevfia with ipyoic), but to make prominent that
a faith which is x^pi? ^ibv spyuv, is thereby proved to be like to tlie body, in
which the -nvevua, the source of life, is wanting
which is thus only a dead
body. With this sentence, in which the idea expressed in ver. 17 is strongly
confirmed, James closes this section, as from this it is self-evident that faith
without works cannot effect justification for man, and consequently not
auTTjpia, and therefore profits nothing (ver. 14).

—

1.

The

doctrine of

James

in this section

sition with that of the Apostle
CK TTt'arecjf fiuvov^

niareuc;

Paul, Gal.

James asks:

ii.

is,

Paul (James:

according to expression, in oppoepyuv diKmovrai uvdpuTroQ Kal ovk

ii

16: oh diKaiomai uvdpunoc e^ ipyuv vo/xov, iuv

'A0panfi ovk e^ epyuv kdiKaiuOi]

;

Paul, in

Rom.

iv. 2,

[itj

6lu

says:

ixn Kavxvf^o, ^^' oh irpdg top Qeov). It is asked
whether also the sentiment of the one contradicts that of the other. Until the
time of Luther, the conviction prevailed that the two agreed in thought. This

el

'hSpaufj. e|

epyuv

kdiKaiudi],

is maintained in recent times by Xeander, Thiersch, Hofmann, Wiesinger,
Lange, Hengstenberg, Philippi, and others. Luther, on the contrary, was of
opinion that the doctrine of James decidedly contradicted that of Paul; and
the same view lias been expressed in recent times by De Wette, Kern, Baur,
Schwegler, and others, also Ranch. There is a middle view, that there is indeed
a diversity of doctrine between Paul and James, but that this does not exclude
a higher unity; thus Schmid, Weizsacker (Renter's Bepert., Oct. 1855), Lechler,
and others.
Already Theophylact, Oecumenius, Bede, have, for the sake of
liarmonizing the difference, asserted that the epya of James are different from
those of which Paul speaks; Paul intends opera lerjis (Oecumenius: tu /card vo/iov
aa3^aTLauC)v Kal nepiro/x^g Kal rttv TvomCtv ay viafiCjv) James, on the contrary, ope7-a
This is indeed true. Paul has to
fidei (Oecumenius: epya tu mariv i3e(3atovvTa).
do with Judaizing opponents who maintained the necessity of circumcision, and
consequently of all legal works; but James, with such Christians who trusted
to simple TrtaTic, and thought that this would secure their salvation, although
destitute of corresponding works.
Paul had thus to prove that epya tov v6/iov
were not necessary ; James, that epya -r/c m'lrrtcjf were necessary. Nevertheless,
this recognition of the different relations does not suffice to an actual harmonizing of the difference; for it has with truth been maintained that, according to
the doctrinal system of Paul, a justifying efficacy is denied not only to works
of knc, bin also to works of faith, since these last do not precede hut follow justification.
Accordingly a different moaning of the term m(7Tic has been adopted,
and it has been maintained that by niani, x^ck epyuv James understands only

—

;

—

bare speculation (Oecumenius: ^

un?i/j

myKaTudeaii], the friyida et

nuda

nvtitia,
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'

or indeed even the falsa professio fidei. This is certainly not entirely suitable,
thougli Paul does not know by name a mane veKpd. But although it were cor-

does not suffice to reconcile the
is decidedly right when, against Schmid, Olshausen,
Neander, and others, he remarks, that it is one thing to say. To be justified by
faith ivhich is proved by works, and another thing. To be justified by icorks in
Already by Calvin, Calovius, Gerhard, and others, and
ichich faith is proved.
hi recent times particularly by Hofmann, Wiesinger, Bruckner, Lauge, Philippi,
and others, the wished-for reconciliation has been attempted to be brought
about, by ascribing a different meaning to the word diKaiovcdai in James from
what it has in Paul; that James speaks not de acta, but de statu justificationis.
But either thereby a meaning is assigned to the word which it never has, or
rect, yet the recognition of this distinction

difference; for AVieseler

there results from

it

in

James an idea inappropriate

to the connection; see

Hengstenberg (Brief des Jakobus, in the
Evany. Kirchenz., 1866, Xo. 91-9-i) correctly maintains that diKaioiadm has with
meaning;
-nhen he attempts to prove the agreeand
the
same
but
Paul
James
ment of the two modes of expression by the supposition that, as there are different stages of faith, so there are different stages of justification, and that
James speaks of a more perfect justification than Paul in the passages in question, this cannot be admitted, since it contradicts the nature of divine justification to conceive it as advancing from an imperfect to a more and more perfect
stage.
Even the justification at the last judgment is in itself not more perfect
than that by which God in this life absolves the believer from his sins; the distinction consisting only in this, that by the former he obtains salvation as a
present blessing, and that in all its fulness, which by the latter was conferred
on him as a blessing yet future.^
The exposition given in the above pages has shown that the idea of the word
diKaiovadaL with James is none other than what it is with Paul, but that by it
James has in view the justification that places believers at the last judgment in
the full enjoyment of salvation, whereas Paul denotes by it the justification that
puts believers already in this world in a gracious relation toward God. Only
on this supposition does James say what he designs to say; for if SiKainvadai (so
also aui^eLv, ver. 14) refers to the judgment of God still in the future for believers,
the proof that it has epya for its essential condition effectually hits the opponent
who thought to be able to obtain aurripia by an inoperative faith. That the
doctrine of James so understood is in agreement with that of Paul, follows from
the following remarks:
(1) James here evidently says nothing against the
Pauline doctnne of justification, since his ef epyuv does not refer to being placed
The inquiry, by what
in a new relation to God, of which there is no mention.
this is conditioned, is not discussed by James in his Epistle at all; yet it is to
be observed that to him the foundation of the Christian life is nianc, and that
he designates the new birth (chap. i. IS) as a work of God, which only takes
exposition of the verses in question.

—

—

when Hengstenberg says:
understood genuine living faith,
and by works genuine works proceeding from
faith, justification by faith and justification by
works can be taught without contradiction; "
since the justification of which Paul speaks is
the reason and not the consequence of works
of faith on which account even Riggenbach
(" On Justification," etc., in the Stud. u. Krit.,
'

It 18

incorrect

" If by faith

:

is

been able to approve of
Hengstenberg. It is also no
less incorrect when Hengstenberg, in spite of «f
1868, Part IT.) has not
thia assertion of

epyuiv

that

.

.

.

ovk ex nia-rew's

"in .Tames

(jlovov,

ver.

2-t,

thinks

also faith a/one is represented

as justifying," since

James does not

give the

name

of justification to God's act of grace

which

is

effectual in

man

only through faith.

'
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God implants the word of tnith
man. That James in this asserts sometliing which is not in contradiction, hut
in agreement with Paul's doctrine of justification, requires no proof.
(2) The
doctrine of Paul concerning the future judgment of believers does not conflict
with what James says of (UKaiovadai, although he does not use that expression in
place through the will of God, and indeed so that
in

reference to

it

Kom.

(except in

ii.

13).

It is to

be observed, that Paul very

defi-

nitely distinguishes the justifying act of God, by

which the forgiveness of sins is
adjudged to the believer for the sake of Christ, from the judicial act of God by
which auTTipia will either be adjudged or denied to the justified. Justification (so
called by Paul) is conditioned on the part of man only by ma-iQ-^ the future auTypia will only be adjudged to him in whom nia-i^ has proved itself to be a working principle. As, on the one hand, it is incorrect to affirm that, according to
Paul, he only is justified by ntoTi^ with whom it does not remain inactive; so,
on the other hand, it is incorrect to think that according to him no reference is
taken of epya in the judgment of God.^ Wiesinger, in proof that Paul denies
the justifyiiKj (the word taken in his sense) efficacy of an inoperative faith,
adduces the passages, Kom. viii. 4, 13, xiii. 8-10; 1 Cor. vi. 7-11, 13; Gal. v. 6,
19-21; Eph. ii. 8-10; Col. i. 10; Tit. ii. 14; but it is, on the contrary, to be observed that in none of these passages (except Eph. ii. 8, in the words kare aenuafievot diu T7/C moTEug) is the discourse of being justified (Si/xuiovcOai, in the sense of
Paul). All these passages, however, prove that Paul makes the attainment
of aurripia, or the /{dure inheritance of the kingdom of God, conditioned on the
be observed that in Gal. v. 0, man^ di' uyn-rig
almost universally assumed) refer to diKaiovadai, but to
uneKdixeadai kJ.ni6a thuaioavvnc, thus to the hope of those who are aeaua/isvoi 6iu rr/c
moTEug. Further, in 1 Cor. vi. 11, the Christians, to whom Paul says uir^'Kovaaade, rj-/idad7iTe, i^acaiuOTi-e,- are exhorted to consider that the u6ikol shall not
inherit the tiumlda Qeov also, in Gal. v. 25, it is indicated that the Qv nvevfian,
which is peculiar to believers, must also be a aroixdv irvtvfiarr, and lastly, Paul,
in 2 Cor. v. 10, says expressly that we all (that is. Christians who as such are

ipyoir of the justified.
EvepyovfiivT]

does not (as

It is to

is

•

diKaiuOivTeg)

must appear before the judgment-seat

Tu <5m Tov au/xarog

rrpog

of Christ, iva KOniotjTat inaoTog

a eirpa^ev, sIte uyaOov, eIte kqhov.

From

these passages,

not to be denied that Paul, as he definitely excludes every co-operation of human works in justification,* so he no

which might be greatly multiplied,

it

1 By this it is not intended to be denied that
Paul often combines the two acts as one act of
divine salvation, and also that he frequently re-

fers the final salvation (not less than justilica-

God. The problem
is rather this, that, ou the one hand, the final
salvation is represented as a pure act of God's
lion) purely to the (/mce of

is

neitlier

faith is not
cision.

is

The

solution

2

By

r,Yia<r9r)Te

a change of
not in itself designated,

and

eSiKatuiSjiTc

man's disposition is
but the change of his relation to God effected
by God. Meyer in loco incorrectly gives to
the word (,iKaioi<i9ai a meaning (namely, "to
be made righteous ") which it has elsewhere

This

always understood
is

in strict pre-

particularly the case

when

it is

it is a principle of new life; whereas it
rather the case that, according to h\m,/aith

far as
is

of this problem, however, belongs uot to our

any other passage of

said, that according to Paul faith justifies, so

cariied into effect kcto. ra ipya\ as by Paul,

so in the Scriptures generally.

in

= Even with the recognition of this undeniable fact, Paul's doctrine of justification by

grace, but, on the other hand, the final judgment is as definitely represented as an act

present subject.

with Paul nor

the N. T.

a principle of new life, because U justifies.
Only when this is misunderstood can it be said,
on the supposition that Paul and James understand by biKaioiv the i^ame divine act, that between them there is no fundumenUd but only
an unessentliil contrast. See remarks of the

author in the Erl. Zeitschr., April number,
18fv2, p. 214 f., where among other things it is
said: "The reason of jiij^tification is not the
ethical nature of faith, but solely

and entirely
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by the practice

less definitely represents the future salvation as conditioned

of tpya

Trig

niareuc (see Hengstenberg, Evangel. Kirchenztg., 1866, p. 1119

ff.).^

But
the case, then in reference to this point there occurs a difference
between Paul and James, not in thought, but only in expression ; namely, Paul
denotes by the word diKoiovv that declaration of righteousness or acquittal by
God, by which the believer is placed in a new filial relation to God; whilst
James means that declaration of righteousness or acquittal by God, by which
he who is born again as a child of God receives the auTrjpia imparted at the judgment: but with both dmaiovv means " to declare righteous," "to acquit," but
not " to prove one righteous," or " to convert him into a righteous man." So,
also, in what both say concerning Abraham, there is no difference in sentiment;
the only difference is that eXoycadr] avTu dg diKaioavvrjv and ediKaiudri are considered
by James as two points, whilst Paul considers the second to be equivalent to the
if tills is

first.

If

2.

from what has been said

it

James is not
James
The employment

follows that the doctrine of

in contradiction with that of Paul, then every reason for the opinion that

wrote his Epistle with reference to

same expressions by both

of the

Paul

is

falls to

the ground.

indeed surprising, but

it is

to be observed

that these expressions have their origin neither in Paul nor in James, but
already occur in the O. T. Paul uses the expressions diKatovadai, diKaioamij,
diKaiuaig, chiefly in

led

a relation foreign to the O. T., to which, however, he was
e'lg diKaioavvTjv.
James, on the contrary, uses them not

by the words eloyiadn

manner in which they are used
Also the reference to Abraham by James is not to be explained
on the ground that Paul confirms his doctrine of justification by what happened
to Abraham; for, since James designed to appeal for his assertion to an O. T.
type, it was entirely natural that his glance should first fall on Abraham also
the distinction is to be observed, that James used Abraham only as an example,

in the application peculiar to Paul, but in the
in the O. T.

;

whereas Paul, as Schleiermacher correctly observes, "referred to
peculiar system of doctrine, whilst he would trace back to

him

him the

his entire

special cove-

—

From all this it follows that James neither
nant of the people with God."
designed an attack upon the Pauline doctrine itself, for in this case he would
have been obliged to demonstrate the necessity of epya vofiov, nor also an attack
upon a misunderstanding of it, for then he would have been obliged to show
that his readers could only regard themselves as

was

diKaLiodevreg,

when

their faith

them an impulse to the practice of good works;'- ratUer the Pauline docwas unknown to him, since otherwise he would necessarily have conformed

to

trine

mode of representation. By this likewise the opinion is confirmed,
that the composition of the Epistle belongs not to the later, but to the earlier
apostolic times; see on this Sec. 4 of the Introduction, and the treatise of Weiss
to Paul's

mentioned above; also his Bihl. Theol.

p. 124

the meiit of Christ, or Christ Himself with

is

whom

xii. 37.

faith, tliat is, faith in Christ, places

in couuectioii.

We

us

are not justified for the

saAe of faith, but </(»'0((grA faith (6ia T7J9 n-tcTTeo)?)
for the sake of Christ: thus it holds good for
the justification which is by faith alone, that
every reference to worlis is entirely excluded."
1

The

objection of Philippi, that the declara-

tion of righteousness in the

judgment takes

place not in Tutv tpyuv, but only Kara. TO epya,

f.

contradicted by the
^

How

word

the deductions of

of Christ, Matt,

James are

to

be

directed against a misunderstanding of

the

^iKaiovaQai has with

him

Pauline doctrine,

if

the meaning of "to be proved,"

is

in fact not

much the less as the justifying power of faith assuredly does not depend
on its being proved by works before men.

to be understood, so
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CHAPTER

III.

l^ov, found only in some mln., Griesbach has,
adopted We; however, el 6e is to be read, with Lachm.,
Tisch., Wiesinger, De Wette, and others, after A, B, G, K, K, many min., vss., etc.
Not only does the preponderating weight of authorities testify for this, but also
Instead of Jrpof to neideadat, Lachm. and Tisch. (approved by De
its difficulty.
Wette, Wiesinger, not by Bouman) have adopted cig rd n. (so B, C, ><). —Lachm.
has retained the Rec. avTovq if/xiv, after B, G, K, X, etc.; Tisch., on the contrary,
reads vuiv avrovc, after A, C.
Ver. 4. Instead of aK?.ripibv uvefxuv (A, G, etc.),
Lachm. and Tisch. read uvefiuv aKTirjpuv, after B, C, K, X, which, according to auVer. 5. Lachm. and Tisch.
thorities, is to be considered as the correct reading.

Yer.

after C,

3.

Instead of the Ree.

many

min.,

etc.,

—

—

—

7 read /ufydAa avxd (A, C*) instead of the Rec. tityalavxei (Tisch. 2); attested
Whether we are to read, with the Rec,
by B, C**, G, K, K, almost all min.

—

with Lachm. and Tisch., fi?dKOv irvp, cannot with certainty be
decided by authorities, since A*, C*, G, K, etc., are in favor of the former, and
A**, B, C, X, of the latter reading. The latter reading, however, merits the

oXiyov

TTvp,

or,

it is not to be understood how oXiyov, suitable for the thought,
should be exchanged for the difficult reading n'^inoi^; without sufficient reason,
Kern, Theile, Wiesinger, Bouman, i woidd retain the reading of the Rec.
Ver. 6. Before the second n y/Moaa the Rec, after several min., etc., has oi)-wf,
which already Griesbach considered suspicious, and, after A, B, C, K, N, etc,
is according to Lachm. and Tisch. to be erased; it was evidently inserted in
order to lighten the difficult construction; also De Wette, Wiesinger, Bouman,

preference, as

—

and others consider it spurious; Reiclie decides otherwise. —After yiviaet^c, x
There is great variation
only has 7//wv, which is evidently an interpretation.
with regard to the sequence of the words dbvarai uvdpdinuv ftafiuaai (thus the Rec.
after G; retained by Tisch.); B, C, etc, read iafiuaai dvvarai iivdpojmjv (Lachm.),
and A, K, X, etc., read dvvarai (h/xii'yai uvdpuiTuv. It is evidently indifferent for
the sense. —Instead of the Rec. uaaTuaxiTov after C, G, K, etc., probably should
be read, with Lachm. and Tisch., uKaTuoTarov, after A, B, X, etc. (approved by
Ver. 9. The Rec. rbv
Wiesinger and Lange, rejected by Reiche and Bouman).
Qeov after G, K, etc., is to be changed for the better attested reading tov Kvpwv,
after A, B, C, X, etc., Lachm., Tisch. the alteration is easily accounted for.^
Ver. 12. According to the Rec. the last clause begins with o'vtuc, after C**, G,
K, X, some min. and vss., which already Griesbach considered suspicions; it is,
according to the testimony of A, B, C, to be erased as an insertion. —The words

—

—

—

:

which follow
1

Bouman

in the Rec. (after

G, K,

etc.)

thinks that tiKikov arose from the

following ifXUriv; but it is more correct to assume that even on this account it was changed
for the easily uuderstood oAiyoi'.

are oideiua

nriyr/

uavkuv kuI yXvKV Ttou/aai

' Bouman erroneously thinks that Qtov was
changed for Kvpiov in order tliat a mention of
Christ might once take place,
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This reading, whose spuriousness was ali-eady recognized by Griesbach,

vSup.
is,

changed for ovre akvubv ylvKv
and adopted by Griesbach, Lachm.,

as a correction for tlie sake of explanation, to be

noi!/aai

vdup; attested by A, B, C, etc.,

Tisch.,

and others.

to be placed, with

—

Ver. 13. Whether after ev vfitv a comma
N reads ovde.
Lachm. and Buttm., or, with Tisch. and the Rec, a note

— Ver. 14.
— In the same MS.
KaraKavxHode. — Ver.
After

interrogation, see the explanation of the verse.

K has

stands after

rpevdeade

Ver.

plural ev rale Kupdiatg.

tlie

The

17.

A, B, C,

16.

Instead of ev

ekeI,

N, etc., to be erased as

an insertion; so

according to A, B, C, G, K, K,

rr)

KapSia,

instead of after

ukridelaq

x has inserted

Rec. between udiuKptTog and uwrnKpiToc

Kai of the

befoi'e duaLoavvriQ,

r/)f

is

of

Kai.

—

according to

is,

also in ver. 18 the article

rf/g

etc.

new theme, to which
was directed, likewise
gave occasion. It is that which was already indicated by ^pafivg elg to Tialfjaat
The more
in chap. i. 17, and by utj xa/uvayuyu:v y?.ijaaav avTov in chap. i. 26.
unfruitful faith was in works corresponding to it (especially the works of
compassionate love), the more did " the loquacious teaching and ruling of
Words had taken the i^lace of works. This
others " (Wiesinger) prevail.
section, which is closely united with the preceding, treats of this; yet
without " any hidden indication contained in it that it was the doctrine
of faith which was an object of controversy" (De Wette); for in the
With

chap.

iii.

James passes

to the treatment of a

the conduct of the Christians, to

whole Epistle there

whom

this Epistle

not the slightest

is

the churches in question.

The

indication of

fault refers to the

controversies

in

same with which Paul

Rom. ii. 17 ff. blames the Jews, only that with these Christians niang,
which was to them something entirely external, took the place of vu/iog. The
moral relation was essentially the same. The warning (as in chap. ii. 1)
stands first, and the reason assigned for it follows " Be not in great numbers
Calteachers, my brethren, considering that we toill receive a heavier judgment."
vin, Piscator, Laurentius, Baumgarten, and others arbitrarily refer this warning to the unauthorized judging and condemning of each other; by this
explanation the idea diduaKaloL does not receive its proper meaning. On the
other hand, we are not to think of persons rushing into the proper munus
docendi (Bede, Semler, Pott, Gebser, Hottinger, Schneckenburger, and
others), but on the free teaching in the congregation which was not yet
joined to a particular office, but appertained to every one who felt himself
in

:

called to

Gen.

vi. 1

singer,

it.
;

—

belongs not to

ttoAAoj

Schneckenburger), but

Bouman)

is

=

yiveaQE (jzoTJmI ylyvecdai

either the subject

(De

midtiplicari,

AVette,

Wie-

In the

or forms the predicate united with 6L6uaKa7M.

first

however, yiveaduaav would more naturally stand instead of yivEade; also
from the second construction a more important thought arises therefore it
" Be not a multitude
" Be not many teachers," that is
is to be explained
case,

;

:

:

of teachers " (Lange).
it is

false to explain

vigorous judges").
i.

22

— With

elSoTeg,

it

It is inaccurate to explain

=

no?L?.oi

= TrdvTeg

(Gi'otius)

;

(Baumgarten "be not excessive,
has here the same meaning as in chap,

nimii in docendo

The verb yiveade
James points

k.tX,

:

to the reason oi

fi^

.

.

.

yiveodE',

yet

being closely joined to the imperative is itself hortatory considering.
In the phrase uplna lan'iiuvEiv Kplfia has in the N. T. usage undoubtedly the
eidoTEg

:

,
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2.

(Mark xii. 40; Luke xx. 47);
word occurs iu the N. T. almost
meaning, which Lange incorrectly denies (see Crenier).
;

xxiii. 13

2; but also elsewhere the

xiii.

entirely in this

Because James includes himself, many expositors have been induced to take
Kplfia here as vox media (so also Lange), but it is to be considered that James
does not use this expression as

removed
(fiel^ov)

from

(see chap.

13)

ii.

the sentence of condemnation could not be

much

the condemnation, so

The reason

Ver. 2.

— as

fin

.

.

rather of the thought fxeKov

clause refers only to
fielCov]

Myip conditions

el

yet not so

;

— this

it

to be delivered

Pott)

;

tliat

man

much

ex-

of the warn-

namely, so that the first
which follows to the idea
contained, that as oh

is

thus not in a position to

is

Bruckner incorrectly considers the clause u

bridle the tongue.

is

conditioned by diVntg, k.tX,

is

k.tX, the idea

sinful

is

too great,

are not teachers.

and only

tic,

Te'AdoTrjc,

=

(not

npifia TiTj^pofisdu

Kpifia h/tpofieda,

whilst in the expression

iTTaieiv ev

difficult

fielCov

(ydp) of the preceding

(Schneckenburger),

ylvtaBe

.

more

who

plained from a comparison with others
ing:

evident to him, that the severer

is

the

The comparative

execution.

its

if

only this

;

"we

as the explanatory reason of the directly preceding sentence:

n^, k.tX,

offend

all

frequently, y^r whosoever offends not in word, he only preserves himself from
noTikd nraieiv."

— The

words

are to be taken in their

tto^Ak KTaiouev unavreg

widest sense (Wiesinger, Briickner)

;

by

uiravTEg (a

neither the di6uaKa?Mi simply are meant, nor

is

it

stronger form than navrtg)

= plerique

(Grotius),

and

points not expressly to errores, qui dncentibus ohvenire possini (Grotius),
or to " speech which is used in teaching " (De Wette), but it comprehends
tzTaieiv

all

—

and every moral error of whatever kind it may be.^
Tro?.?iu is adverbial,
To this first thought that which follows is annexed

—

as in Matt. ix. 14.
dffuvderuf.

—

see chap.

el tic;

to teaching proper (Pott

chap.

i.

19

h

;

wise in chap.
avr/p, ioTi

is

ii.

On

10.

26

=

6t6aoKa/Ja),

ov after

to be supplied

is:

5, 23,

bang.

—

but

is

iv

loy^

is

uvrjp

;

el,

ovTog is

the

;

word

Whosoever offends

see on chap,

ii

11.

tive

h

rib luXijoai,

James here
it is

other-,

;

ovrog TeAaoc

emphatic what follows dwardf, k.tX, is
used here as in chap. i. 8.
The
;

—

(sins) not in speech,

and thus

is, all

able to

is

man who

the other members, so that

it is

is

able

subject

man "as a relamoral resistance to the will of the Ego"

places the body in opposition to the

independent power which

(Wiesinger), which

— To

uvr}p is

bridle his tongue, proves himself thereby to be a perfect

to rule also the whole body, that
to his will.

not to be limited

equivalent to

denotes the sphere within which the ov nTaUiv occurs

in apposition to tH.

meaning

i.

=h

offers

his task to bridle.

The

Kapdla, indeed, is the

fountain

which is rooted therein has so thoroughly appropriated the members of man, and as it were fixed its dwelling in
them (Rom. vii. 23), that they appear as lusting subjects, and may be repreof evil deeds (^Nlatt. xv. 19), but the lust

By such explanations as blov rb
equivalent to " the whole connection of the actions and changes of

sented as such in lively concrete language.
cufia,

man " (Baumgarten),
1

Bi-ilckner

or

=

correctly asserts,

reliquae peccandi illecebrae (Pott), or
against

De

Wette, that the subject in aTravre? has experienced au exteDsion, and that the circumstauce

that in

what follows

iv

Aoyu

—

irraitiv

lota vita

U

ularly brought forward, requires for
here a more universal incauiug

partlcirT<ueii>

;
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(Schneckenburger), the idea lying at the foundation does not receive its full
meaning. Even the remark of De Wette, that rd aufia denotes " not only all
organs proper, but even the affections," is not to be retained on which account Briickner adds "the latter only in so far as they are expressed by the
former." The explanation of Lange is also arbitrary, that the body here
denotes the organ and symbol of all other modes of human action, with the
exception of speech. Laurentius rightly observes nihil obstat, quo minus per
;

:

:

totum corpus intelliyamus caetera corporis nostri membra

Vv.

Two

3, 4.

manus, pedes,

:

comparisons by which the thought

el tic

tv "^oyu,

etc.

k.tX,

is

and confirmed. It is incorrect when it is assumed that "James,
with vv. 3 and 4, will primarily explain and establish by examples the importance, maintained in ver. 2, of power over a little thing, as the tongue,
for the government of the whole " (Wiesinger), and that the tertium comparaillustrated

tionis is "

a

little

much

thing does

" (Gunkel)

;

smallness of the tongue mentioned, nor in ver. 3

for neither in ver. 2

is the
the smallness of the bridle

is

The examples adduced, which are closely attached to the
how by the mastery of the tongue that
whole body is possible it is, James will say, even as one rules the

brought forward.

preceding, are rather designed to prove
of the

;

guidance of the bridle, and the ship by the guidance of the helm.
Only in the second image does the smallness of that by which the steersman

horse by

tlie

rules the great ship appear to

James

as something important, so that

he

dwells upon this point in what follows (so also Lange).

Ver.

But

3.

The

body.

if

we put

bridles in the

mouths of horses,

ive

turn also their ivhole

clause koI bXov, k.tX, forms the apodosis to the protasis beginning

Many

with d (Pott, Wiesinger, Briickner, Lange, Bouman).
the apodosis belonging to

De Wette,

expositors in-

whereby Theile regards

correctly attach this clause to the protasis,

ver. 5 as

whilst others supply a thought as the apodosis

it,

thought is, that " the tongue is not so easily
wholly unsuitable.^
The particle 6i is not,
with Theile, to be explained as closely connecting this verse to the followaccording to

this

tamed as a horse," which
and

ing,2 for here

expressed

;

it is

—

is

in ver. 4 nothing else than a contrast to ver. 2

rather used here even as in chap.

ii.

15,

is to be
simply distinguish-

ing the case adduced for comparison from that for the sake of which

introduced (Wiesinger).

By

tuv

Ittttuv

standing

first,

the view

is

it

is

at once

directed to the object by which the sentiment expressed

is to be illustrated
(comp. ver 4). The genitive depends not on rove xa'^i-^ovc (Theile, Lange,
and others), but on tu arofiara (Oecumenius, Hornejus, Pott, Gebser; Bou-

man
to

wavers), for on this word the emphasis rests,

James.

— On phrase
— The words
tlie

iu.iuklav.

>

by which apparently

ver. 2,

;i;a'^ii'a}'wy^rTQ<,

:

f/f

Bede supplies

:

elg

rd

tu arofiaTa

nddeaeai

" quanto amplius decet,

iit

nobis ipsis frenura contineutiae in ora mittamus; " Lorinus: "si Iioo in equis contingit,
eimile quid opovtet circa linguam procurad "
;

Ilotlinger:

"eodem modo

cere potest,

toti

qui linguam coer-

corpori facile moderabltur."

(3u?.?,eiv,
7]/xlv

*

rovg x'^^'-^'^^c points back
image was suggested to
comp. in Aelian ;i;aXtvdv iVTr^

this

:

avTovg are for the

purpose of ac-

Theile says: "Ita a difQcultate linguam
traiisitus fit ad necessitatem
in

moderaudi

memoriam

:

vocatur, exigua saepe esse, quibua

Ingentia moveantur non solum in
3, 4),

eed

masime

etiaiu in

bonam

(vv.

malam partem,"

CHAP.

III. 4,

Ill

5.

centuating the governincr of the horse by the bridle put into its mouth.
The apodosis /cat blov rb aCi/ia, k.tX, corresponds to xft^vayuyi/aat koI bT^ov rb
ver. 2.

atjfta,

The

agere.

—

in the N. T. only here

fiETdyeiv,

and

tertium comparationis lies in dc rd arSfzara

in ver. 4,

is

=

circum-

Bengel correctly
identical with the bridling
;

for, as

remarks: in ore lingua est, and ov nraUiv ev ?uJy<f), is
of the tongue in the mouth.
Ver. 4. The second comparison is emphatically indicated by l(^ov.
km is
either also or even so.
Wiesinger prefers the second meaning, which certainly gives to the thought a peculiar emphasis.
The participles ovra
.

.

Both participial sentences bring
guiding the ship, in order to cause the power of the

difficulty of

small helm to be recognized.
.

.

.

there

klavvofisva,

validi

.

.

It is possible that in the

an allusion to the lusts moving

is

ipsi appetitus sunt

.

iii.

in ver. 3.

p.

is

— The verb

The words

takes place.

point

44 C).

On

—

oKXripog

De Animal,

in Prov. xxvii. 16 (so also Aelian,

sostom,

ino, see

chap.

i.

By

14.

tongue (ver.

5).

(neipaafiut)

is

by what

of

the

same

the

new

a

t^.axicrov

The

as

guidance

this

superlative

more strongly forward the smallness

— The addition

koI

14; Dio Chry-

v. 13, ix.

follows.

:

also used of

is

is

of the

The counterpart

mjduTiwv in contrast to the great ship {rifALKavra ovra).
little

venti

the addition of

what

retained in

is

for the purpose of bringing

the

:

man (Bede

united with ru nloia

fieTuyErai

vko imxioTov mjdaliov mention

introduced which

second clause

mentium), or "to the temptations

the world, coming from without" (Lange).

wind

.

be resolved by although.

£?Mvvufi€va are to

forward the

is

whithersoever the desire of the steers-

:

not superfluous
expresses — in opposition to
— the free mastery of him who steers the ship, which he exercises over
—
by means of the helm, and corresponds to
k.tX, ver.

man

willeth, is

;

it

vird uveiiuv

tlav-

vofzeva
it

etc to netdeadai,

oTTov

(instead of

dnot,

which does not occur

in the

N. T.)

is

3.

found

also in the

classics united with verbs of motion, particularly with nOevm, but also with
ISaivEiv.'^

By Spfiii

is

not to be understood the external impulse, or " the press-

ure which the steersman exercises" (Erasmus, Semler, Augusti, Stolz, Pott,
Theile, Wiesinger), also not " the course of the navigator kept in action by
the helm " (Lange)

by both
upon the word foreign to it.
;

of these interpretations a
It rather indicates, as in

in loco), the eager will, the desire

Bauragarten, Gebser,
cates

him who

imposed

is

INIeier

of something ;^ thus Bede, Calvin, Grotius,

De Wette, and

sits at

meaning

Acts xiv. 5 (see

others.

— The

particij^le 6 evdivuv indi-

the helm and directs the ship

;

it

is

thus not

=

6

Luther correctly translates it
according to its meaning: "whither he wills who governs it."^
Ver. 5. Application of the comparison, particularly of the second illustration, /i«/fp6v pointing back to tlaxiarov.
iJLeya\avxdv,yN\\\ch expresses the
contrast to iiLKpnv, is not = neyuka ipyui^eadai (Oecuinenius, Theophylact, CalevdvvTTjp

(Grotius, Pott, Schneckenburger).

—

vin, Laurentius, Pott,

Bouman, and

not contained in the word, but

it

others), for the idea of doing

is

precisely

denotes proud conduct in word and be-

and

havior, which has for supposition the performance of great things,
»
*

Sophocles, Track. 40 Kilvo^ orrov pe^riKcv,
In Plalo, PAiV. p. 35D,ltl8U8eda8 8yiiouy-

moua with

:

inLduiiia.

'

elcs,

For corrcRponding passnges from the
see In Wetsteln, Gebser, Theile

ularly Aristotle, Quaent. Meclutn.

il.

;

5.

is

clas-

partic
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always used in a bad sense.

This certainly does not appear to suit ovTug, as
is not about talking, on which account Lange
prefers the reading fityula avxec but also this expression = " boasteth great
things," does not exclude, but includes, that secondary meaning, for why
would not James otherwise have written simply jieyaka noiel ? But ovrug is
in the preceding the discourse

;

— as they are spoken
— forms the reason of the boasting of the tongue. On a

so far not unsuitable, as the performance of great things

of in the foregoing

mere

inanis jactatio it is not natural here to think.

points to

what

where the

follows,

This

first

clause already

power of the tongue

destructive

is

described.

This description begins with a figure: ''What a fire kindles what a forest."
In justification of the reading tjUkov (instead of ullyov), De Wette (with

whom

Briickner agrees), translating tjUkov nvp

" that the burning of the forest

is

"what a

:

the verb uvdTrn, as Wiesinger correctly observes,

great fire," observes,

whole extent." But
opposed to this explana-

contemplated in
is

its

forms the transition from the foregoing to what follows, and therefore must still contain the reference to niKpov, which certainly
This does not, however, constrain us to the rejecis afterwards laid aside.

tion

also this clause

;

ri7dKov (against Wiesinger and Bouman), since this word,
which indeed chiefly emphasizes greatness, can also be used to give prominence to smallness see Pape. The older expositors, according to its meaning, correctly explained the quantus of the Vulgate by quantulus ; thus
If Briickner
Cajetan., Paes, and others; the same explanation by Lange.

tion of the reading

;

thinks that

owing
cisely

it

not appropriate to take

is

rjAiKov

here in this signification,

on the contrary, to be observed that prethe opposition of the same word in a different signification is entirely
to the following

tjUktiv, it is

—

On the usg of tjUkoq in
in accordance with the liveliness of the sentiment.
the interrogative explanatory sense, see A. Buttmann, p. 217 (E. T., 253).
Erasmus, Laurentius, Grotius, Baumgarten, Augusti, explain the word vlr]
by

materia, liynormn congeries, as

image

tion oifuel; but the
OA?? is

retained in

Ver.

6.

is

has in Ecclus. xxviii. 10 the significa-

it

much more

evidently

lively

and

grap)hic

when

usual meaning: /ore.s^i

its

Application of the image: Also

unrighteousness; the tongue

among

sets itself

the

otir

tongue

a

is

fire, the icorld

members, as that which

of

defileth

whoh body and kindleth the wheel {of life) revoking from birth, and is kindled
of hell. As a (little) fire setteth a forest in conflagration, so also the tongue
kindleth the whole life of man. Such is the destructive power of the tongue,
that whosoever knows how to bridle it may with truth be called a perfect
the

man

(ver.

2).

TTvp, 6 Kocfioa Tfiq

— Several

to 6 Koofiog T^f ddiKia^

respondet

interpreters divide the first clause

MiKiag, into

mundus

6 Koa/ing rng u^LKlac

;

two corresponding

thus Morus

improbus.

meaning
1

as in

LXX.,

Manifestly wholly arbitrary

Corresponding descriptions

xl. 155.
xi. 32.

Pindar,
Philo,

P(/i/i. iii.

De

JUigr.

fire is

Prov. xvii. 6
in

Homer,

:

//.

66; see also Ecclus.

Abrah. 407 A.

Koi

rj

ylunaa
vAtj

igni respondet lingua, materiae seu sdvae

:

form an apposition

tongue similar to destructive

:

parts, supplying the idea

In

to

;/

ylC^aaa,

Koofiog

rather the words
of the

has here the same
tuv xpvf^<^Tuv ^ thus the mul-

explained.
67^.0^

;

by which the power
Koofiog

;

said: "

Parva facula cacumen

Btobacus it is
Idae incendi potest."
* It is to be observed that

tlie

LXX.

often

:

CHAr.
titude comprehending the individual

III.

consequently

:

The tongue

fulness of unrighteousness.
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ukKiag

6 kooiio^ rr/c

the

is

so called because, as the organ of

is

sum total) of unrighteousness
pervades the other members {ilov rd aC>fia). Calvin correctly,
according to the sense acsi voca7'et mare vel abijssum (Luther, inaccurately
includes a fulness (not exactly the

bpyi), it

which from

it

:

"a world

Bouman

correctly explains

").
tlie

This

is

the explanation of most expositors.

definite article

The following

tatis.

=

wickedness

full of

ornament, and

deivoTTiToc

(Wahl

:

:

isle mundus inujuiOecumenius takes Koajioq

famosus

are other explanations: (1)
explains ^ yluaoa Koofiei ttjv u6mav

6lu T?/g

tuv ^Tjropuv eiyXuTTov

similarly Wetstein, Semler, Eisner, llosenmiiller, Storr,

',

But

Lange^

never signifies in an active sense that which
puts an ornament on another, but always the ornament itself, that wheredoubtful).

is

Koafiog

with a person adorns himself (or another).

(2)

Bretschueider likewise

takes the word as equivalent to ornament, but supplies
ornatus {midieruni) inhonestus
corporis

membra

id

sc.

quod totum corpus inquinat

than the foregoing explanation.
the word
i.e

icorld,

and explains

:

(if,

and explains

;

ul

yet evidently more arbitrarily

(3) Theile retains the usual

lingua (est ignis),

mundus

meaning

of

(vera est) improhitalis,

but apart from

improhilate plenus, nimirum ob illam ipsam linguae vim;

,

:

inqidnat mentes, sic lingua deprehenditur inter

the inadmissible supplements rendered necessary, and the harshness con-

tained in this combination of the genitive, this explanation

because by

it

is

to be rejected,

the words would contain an assertion on the nature of the

world, instead of on the nature of the tongue.

(4) Estius, indeed, is right

comprehension of the idea, but he arbitrarily understands it as causative
quia {lingua) peccata omnigena parit ; so also Herder: "the mainspring
and the cause of all unrighteousness." Gebser introduces something foreign
into the explanation, taking Koanoq = the wicked world. Clericus, Hammond,
Eichhorn, Kuinoel, and Hottinger, without any sufficient reason, think that
Whilst almost all
the words are to be expunged from the text as spurious.
in his
:

—

admag to what precedes (to which, according to
the reading of the Rec. which has obrug before the following
yluaaa, it
necessarily belongs), Tisch. has put a point after Trip but not after acJ/waf;^
and Xeander translates " As a world full of unrighteousness, the tongue is
among our members " so also Lange construes it. But this construction
is not only difficult, but isolates too nmch the first thought ^ yluaaa nvp,
which only has a correct meaning when it is closely connected with what
follows.
The new clause accordingly begins with yTidaaa, and KadiaraTai
KadiaraTai
has its necessary supplement in what follows: ^ aniTuovaa, k.-X
can neither here nor in chap. iv. 4 mean it stands: the perfect only has this
meaning, but not the present; it means: it sets itself, it appears (Wiesinger).
expositors refer 6 noanog

ifiQ

r/

:

;

—

translate the
li.

Hebrew XDV

ij

—

bj-xdcr^o?; see

Gen.

1; Deut. iv. 19, xvii.V; Isa. xxiv. 21, xl. 26.

Lange, indeed, grants that koctmos is not
an active idea, but he yet thinks that we must
return to the original signification of the word,
and he then explains it: "the tongue is the
form of the world, worldiiness, or worldly
1

culture, because
etc.,

it is

that

which

gives to unrighteousness

and even splendid form."

sophistically,

worldly

its

But

is

.

.

.

not the idea

eo explained (alien In an active sense?
'

Lachmann and Buttmann

out the puuctuatiou,
expositor.

left

have, by leaving

the iwiutiug to the

—
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Also the explanations are false " it is so placed " (Pott) ; collocata est (Beza,
Piscator, Schneckenburger) ; " it becomes (such) " (De Wette, appealing to
Eom. V. 19), and " it rules " (Lange, appealing to Heb, viii. 3). Theile arbi:

The words which follow mention
members
as that which defleth the whole
which certainly nvp is not suited, is suggested by
haud

trarily completes the idea:

how

the tongue appears

The idea

body.

the apposition

among

anikovv, to

6 Koaiiog

ence to

of fire

;

:

5.

—

Only with the following participle does
to assume in cm?.oiiv a referignis per fumum ; comp. on this passage

it is artificial

Bengel maculans, ut
Neither the double Kai

it.

Eccles. V.

wkKiag.

T7/g

James carry on the image

raro.

the

(for

other in a simple copulative sense

the two participles (comp. chap.
follow Koi

and

^"KoyiCpvaa

!)

how often

the several Kai succeed each

nor the omission of the article before

iv. 11,

14) proves that the participles which
subordinated to aTn'Aovaa (AVie-

koX floyiCpiievri are

This construction could only be considered as correct

singer).

participles analyzed the idea csm7.ovaa bl.

confirmed
idea two

it;

new

but neither of these

The

points.

is

r.

aufia into its

the

if

two

individual parts or

the case here; they rather add to this

object rbv rpoxbv

Tfjg

yevEaeuc,

belonging to

(pTioyi-

has found very different explanations. The word rpoxog, according to
etymology, denotes something running, and, although used of other rota-

^ovaa,
its

tory orbs, as particularly of the potter's wheel,

it

especially used as a

is

Kings vii. 30 ff.; Ezek. i. 15, 19, 20. The word
the compound
yiveaig can here be only in the same sense as in chap. i. 23
idea: the ivheel of birth, i.e., "the wheel revolving from birth,'' is a figurative
designation of human life.^ Thus Gebser in particular correctly explains
" the wheel which is set in motion from our birth, i.e., a poetical descripit
The explanations of Oecution of life " so also Bruckner and Bouman.
menius,2 Calvin, Laurentius, Homejus, Pott, Neander, amount to the same
designation of a

loheel,

1

;

:

;

thing.

Also Estius, Gi'otius, Carpzov, Michaelis, understand

Grotius would read
vita;

by

suffers.

rpoxoc;)

=

cursus, yiveaiq

=

natura,

life,

only de-

which
and cursus naturae =

They explain

riving this idea in a different manner.

rpoxoc

(for

this explanation, however, the figurative nature of the expression

Wiesinger (with

whom Ranch

nation, prefers to understand

by

it

agrees), deviating

from

the whole body (oAov to

noting either the wheel (by which, then, rpoxk

t.

yev.

this expla-

aibfia),

rpoxog de-

would be the revolving

wheel of existence, of life, namely, of that to which the tongue belongs), or
(which Wiesinger prefers) the circumference (thus rpox. r. yev. would be the
cii'cumference of being, i.e., the circumference belonging to the tongue from
But, on the one hand, it is not to be supposed that
birth, native to it).
James, after using the ordinary expression b?,ov rd cu/m, should express the
.same thing figuratively without the least indication of the identity of

mean-

opposed to ih& first interpretation that the
body is not to be represented as a wheel, and to the second that rpoxog is taken
in a sense which it never has, for it never means the circumference, but at
the most the round border which encloses something. Other expositors go
ing; and, on the other hand,

it is

Sbeyond the restriction of the expression to the
1

jTos

Comp. Anacreon, Od.
yap ola

iv. 7

:

/SioTos rpe^ei Kv\i<T6ei^.

Tpo\o% apixa-

'

voi.

life of

rpoxds ' 6

/3tos

is

the individual,
«cs

eaurov d^'eAtTTo^e-

CHAP.
which

is

Hebrew

to the

HOMiNUM aUorum

Beza

Lambert, Bos, Alberti,
and accordingly
of creation;" thus De Wette, and among the

= kvkTm^,

(Wiesinger).

it,

= KTiaig,

yeveaig

(in the edition of 1565), Crusius, Coccejus.

these ideas are foreign to the context.

thing "foreign" into

with

post alios nascentium (thus

yeveaeuc= "the. circle

T.

earlier interpreters

— either,

aufxa,

n'nVlfi 7jSj, explaining it: indesinens sun-

Augusti, Stiiudlin),^ or taking rpoxog
rpox.
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evidently required by the foregoing dh)v rb

Wolf, appealing
BESSio

III.

If the first

"a monstrous character"

the second bears besides

the explanation of

All

explanation drags some-

Lange

to be justified: "the
wheel of the development of life, primarily of the Jewish nation, and then
further of all mankind," since yevEacc never denotes development of life.

The
and

Still less is

following are other explanations which are refuted by their arbitrariness
(1) that of Semler, who explains it ordo (/enerandi, according to

rarity:

the expression occurring in Plutarch: Trorafidv rfjg yeiiaeuc cv^fXexuc; (2) that of
Bengel " rota sive sphaera superior est ipsa natura huraana rationalis; gehenna
:

vero est pars profundior cor; lingua in medio ex inferioribus inflammatur et
superiora inflamraat;" (3) that of Meyer (Ohservatt. ad Ep. Jacobi), who
takes the expression

who assumes
bantur

= sanguinis orbis sen

that the rota jjoenalis

and that accordingly

rei,

is

circulato

Kypke,

lastly, (4) that of

;

figuratively meant, cujus radiis illigar
tov rpox.

(pTioyi^eiv

t.

means

yeviaeug

augere

:

vitae hujus cruciatus.

The verb
Exod.

ix.

(ployi^eiv is

24;

Num.

in the

N. T.

utt.

xxi. 14; Ps. xcvii.

3,

ley.

;

in the

and other

LXX.

places.

is

found in

The

figurative

it

expression, which refers back to nvp, indicates the fatal effect which the

tongue, from which the pollution of the whole body proceeds, exercises on
the

life

of

man, whilst

so presents

it,

it

passionate heat.

James

and thus concentrating

in itself

pervades the same by

that being 6

toct^oc r^f udiKia^,

its

(or in word) a fulness of unrighteousness, it forms, as it were, the axle
round which the wheel of life moves, and by which it is set on fire. Morus
incorrectly understands (ployil^eiv "de damnis, quae lingua dat;" but the discourse is not concerning the injury. which man suffers, but concerning his
moral conduct still less corresponding is the explanation of INIichaelis, according to which (ployi^nv = to inflame, and that in the words of James the
;

thought

is

diantur."

contained

sets the life

on

:

" lingua saepe

alii excitantur, ut itisano studio

mala

ingre-

representation that the tongue defiles the whole body

The

fire is,

as Wiesinger correctly remarks, not to be justified

and
by

all sins have their foundation in the sins of the tongue, but
on the observation that opyr/, before it manifests itself in other ways,
first and foremost appears in word, and thus the tongue is its most direct
organ. 2 The second participial sentence states whence the tongue receives

the remark that
rests

» Already
the Syriac version translates
"incendit proventus gonerationum nostrarum,

:

quae currunt sicut rotae."
2 The view that James considered the tongue
as the source of all sin

is

erroneous, since he,

however prominently he brings forward the

destructive
serts this.

power of the tongue, yet never asThe restriction to opv'J is justified

by the Epistle

itself.

See

I.

19, 20, 20,

13 (the opposite eV TrpouTTjTt

According

11.

9, 10,

<ro</>ia?), 14, etc.

to this, in this edition the text in

some places has been

rectified.

—

;
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power

this destructive

(<p?uoyiliecv),

by which

The

also the idea that it is Koofiog r^c

(ployii^oixivj] is to be retained in
has neither the meaning of the perfect, as if the
tongue had been only once set on fire by ydwa, nor is it, with Grotius, Mill,
Benson, Semler, Storr, Rosenmiiller, to be taken as future, and to be referred

ddtKiaf finds its justification.

the sense of the present ;

it

to future punishment.

The

only found here

;

in

participle

expression yeewa, except in the Synoptics,

Mark ix. 47, it
The thought
nvpog.

Matt.

v. 22, xviii. 9,

is

used for a more

is

exact description of the genitive tov
that the tongue is
set on fire of hell is not to be explained away either by ex inferno being para-

phrased by Theile by igne diabolico, and this by igne foedissimo ac funestissimo
or by being explained with Morus tantus est ille ignis, ut ex geennae igne
:

viDEATUR

James means that

as eniev/ita (or more precisely
whose most direct organ is the tongue, has its origin from the devil, it
Also in the O. T. the injurious effects of
is thus from hell (see ver. 15).
the tongue are described see Ps. Hi. 4, cxx. 3, 4, Prov. xvi. 27, and other
esse

incensus.

opyf/),

;

passages (Ecclus.
course

is

its

Vv.

The

13

&..,

xxviii. 11 ff.)

only on the evil which

ment which
has

v.

befalls the

yet in all these passages the dis-

;

is inflicted

man who misuses

it.

by it on others, or on the punishThis peculiar thought of James

counterpart in no passage of the O. T.
7, 8.

In these verses the untamable power of the tongue

is

adduced.

particle yup here indicates neither simply the transition (Pott), nor is it

to be referred to

only to the

fj.€ya?.avxec

(Wiesinger), separated from

last thought, (ployiConevv,

k.t.2..

(Lange)

;

but

it

it is

by

vv.

5, 6,

nor

used as a logical

particle, whilst the truth expressed in these verses substantiates the judg-

w.

The

two verses to each other
and ver. 7, on the other hand,
a thought subordinate to it, which is only added in order to make that
thought more emphatic. The meaning is Whereas man tames all animals,
yet he cannot tame the tongue. By (piatQ is to be understood not the genus

ment contained
is,

in

5, 6.

relation of these

that ver. 8 contains the principal thought,

:

(Augusti, Gebser, Bretschneider, Schneckenburger), but the qualitas naturalis,

and

individual

in such a

man

manner that James has

animal nature in general, however this
animals.

The

in

view not the relation of the

to the individual beast, but the relation of

may

human

differ in the different

totality of beasts is expressed

nature to

kinds of

by. four classes, which are

—

arranged in pairs, namely, quadrupeds and birds, creeping beasts and fishes.
" (Pott), nor specially " wild beasts " (Erasdripi-o- are not " beasts generally

—

are
to. epnETu
mus, Vatablus, Piscator, Baumgarten, Theile, Bouman).
neither terrestrial animals generally (Pott, Hottinger), nor only serpents
(Luther, Calvin, Grotius, and others), but it is used here in the same meaning as in Gen. i. 24, 25 (LXX. ipneTu, as the translation of i^?"?.); see Acts

Rom. i. 23.
evuXia (an. Tisy.) denotes either fish simply, or likewise
worms living in the water; Luther incorrectly translates it "sea wonders,"
and Stier " sea monsters." There is here the same classification as in Gen.
The
ix. 2 in the LXX. (which may have been before the mind of James). ^

X. 12;
all

dominion of human nature over the brute creation

1 TO. 9r)pia T)js yri^, to.

nereiva tov oiipavov, to Kivovfufva

erri

is

expressed by the verb

T^s yv^j

oi

ix^ven T^9

0aA<x<T<rT)s,

CHAP.

Mark

The

is

8,

9,
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10.

subdued submits to the

will of the

supposes the subjection of something resisting (see
That James only thought on wild animals does not follow from

v. 4).

this.

what

SO to subdue, that

iafiu^Eiv (i.e.,

subduer), because

III.

it

perfect dedufiuarai

is

added

to the present daixuserac in order to

represent the present taming as that which had already taken place in the
It is incorrect to resolve dafiuCeTai into dafiu^eadat dvvurac (Ilottinger,

past.

Schneckenburger) for

— T^

(})vaei

treats not only of the possibility,

it

,

ality.

uvdp. is

T.

the passive, instead of the construction with vno.

meaning

but of the actu-

not the dat. cominodi, but the dative used with
<pvaic

has the same

as before; accordingly not ingen'd solertia (Hornejus, Hottinger,

Schneckenburger).
is marked by de, as a contrast to the foregoing.
meant not the tongue of others (Estius, Grotius, Homejus, Baumgarten), but one's own tongue (according to Lange, both are indiThe remark of Bengel is also unsuitable: nemo
cated, the last primarily).
The words oviktg divarai avdpuTTuv dauu^eiv (or more
alius, vix ipse quisque.
ovSetg 6a/iuaai dvva-ai uvdpunuv, because the accent is on
correctly, after B, C
the weakening compledafiuaai) are to be understood in all their sharpness

Ver.

With

The

8.

rrjv

chief thought

yTuJoaau is

:

;

tion of the ScJiol. in Matthaei

By

evKoTiug drjXadri koi uvev novov, is false.

:

now

thought, what was said in ver. 2

receives its full light.

him at the close to the exclamation dsaruhence the independent form of this addition (see Winer,

earnestness of the author urges
aroTov KQKov,

K.T.?..',

471 [E, T., 532]).

By

unrest of the passions

is

p.

this

The moral
:

uKaTuoraTov (rmsteady, restless, see chap.

indicated, not simply with reference to

8) the

i.

what

fol-

This reading is to be preferred to that of
the Rec uKaTuaxerov (not to be tamed), " because it adds a new idea after
The image of the poisonous serpent
mdelg 6aiiuaai 6vv. avOp." (Wiesinger).
lows, unsteadfasiness

(De Wette).^

—

lies at

the foundation of the second exclamation:

//cctt^ lov davaTr}(p6pov;

comp.

Ps. cxl. 4.

Vv.

9, 10,

are closely connected with the foregoing

unsteadfastness of the tongue

further described "

is

;

but not as

if

(De Wette), nor

" the
as

if

added as a new point (Lange), but for the
purpose of prominently showing how the tongue, although it praises God,
yet proves itself to be an uKardaTaTov kukov, (learfi tov davar. It is to be obthe duplicity of the tongue

is

served that this expression, as the
tians

among whom

include himself,

first

person plural shows, refers to Chris-

the evloyelv rbv Kvpiov occurs.

knowing that naturally he was

James does not hesitate to
same as others.^

entirely the

first places beside each other, by a simple copulative conjunction, the
two contradictory acts which man performs by the tongue, namely, the evh>ydv TOV Kvpiov and the Karapuadai rovg uvOpunovg. The preposition h is instrumental, as in Luke xxii. 29 and elsewhere. By the repetition of ev avry in

James

»

Comp. Hennas, Past. ii. Mand. 2

nveOixa inTiv

i,

itaToAaAio,

(cat

:

Sai-

the representative of his people in the name of
the guilty people." But both euppo^itions are

includ-

equally impossible; the context contradiots the
first, and the fact that James could have no

novyipov

aKaTavTarov

^ri^ioi'.
*

Lange

finds a difficulty in

ing himself,
takiiig the

"which

is

James

to be solved either

by

second clause as a question expresby hearing James speak as

sive of surprise, or

reason to consider himself as the representative of the Jewish people coutradicts the
second.

^
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the second clause, the antithesis

yet more strongly marked.

is

Karafiaadai are correlate expressions, since the

evXoyelv

and

former, as the translation of

Hebrew ^13, has properly the meaning " to bless " in reference to God,
it means laudibus celehrare, to praise; comp. Ps. cxlv. 21, and other
The combination of tov Kvptov kqI naripa (instead of the Rec. tov
passages.
Oeov k. it.) as a designation of God (for by Kvpwg is not here to be understood
This twofold name designates God
Christ) is unusual comp. chap. i. 27.
the

;

as here,

—

;

on the side of His power and on the side of His love (comp. Matt. xi. 25).
In the second clause the important description rove kuO' ofioiuoLv Qeov yeyovurag, is annexed to rovg uvdpdmovc, by which the contradiction of the action
The thought and expression agree
described still more pointedly appears.

—

:

with Gen.
after the

man

i.

Also, according to this, sinful

26.

Were

image of God.

man

is still

a being created

the expression merely to be referred to

what

which he has ceased to be, the point of James's saying would be broken. Bengel correctly observes remanet nohilitas indeleBenson, Pott, Gebser, and Semler arbitrarily restrict the contents of
viLis.
this verse to the conduct of those who set themselves up as teachers.
originally was, but

:

Ver. 10.

First a repetition of the saying in brief expressive combination,

by which the accent is placed on avTuv. With the words ov xpv ravra oiJTug
The imyiveadac, James adds the condemnation of the conduct described.
personal verb xpr) is in the N. T. un. ley. the usual word is del, from which
Tama ovTug]. The union of these two words
it does not differ in meaning.

—

;

—

serves for the sharpening of the idea

the form of the action

;

incorrectly,

;

ravra designates the contents

Bengel

ravra bona

:

;

ovtcj

;

ovtu^,

adjunctis mails.

Ver. 11. Illustration of the uimaturalness of the conduct mentioned by
an image taken from nature Does the fountain from the same hole send forth
The article is not here for the sake of
nTjyi/'],
the sweet and the bitter f
liveliness (Schneckenburger arliculus fontem quasi ante oculos pingit), but is
e« r^g avr^s oT^f]. on?}, the holused because nriyrf is generically considered.
low, Heb. xi. 38, Exod. xxxiii. 22, Obad. ver. 3, is here the hole from which
the water of the fountain streams forth. ^ nriyrf refers to man ?/ oTiij, to the
mouth. The chief accent is on avrr/g, which points back to sk tov ahTov cTo/xaiSpveiv, an an. ley., properly to sprout forth, then to overflow,
TOf, ver. 10.
:

—

r/

:

—

;

—

here used transitively,

is

cate, indeed, the

two

to

cause

to

to be supplied; the former refers to eiXoydv,

With

— to y/MKv and

flow forth.

to

mKpov indi-

different kinds of water, yet linguistically to iidup

and the

is

not

latter to KaTapucdai.

James says only that happens not in nature, which occurs
man, out of whose mouth proceed blessing and cursing. The

this verse

in the case of

following verse

first

expresses the impossibility.

This verse shows, by examples taken from nature, that from
one principle opposite things cannot be produced, but that any cause can
only bring forth that which corresponds to its nature. Semler incorrectly
paraphrases the first question fxf/ dvvaTat avKfj klaiaq mir/aai an fieri potest, ut
Ver. 12.

:

:

1

Semler's view

publicas Dei
tristia

is verj'

strange: "hi inter

laudes, etiam exsecrationes et

omnia praeibant

equally a mistake

in

Romania !"

when Lange

It is

refers the ex-

presslon chiefly to Christians, and specially
to

Jewish Christians, "

of God, that

the image,

is,

/ta-s

in

whom

the likeness

the actuality and visibility of

re-appeared."

CHAP.

III.
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13.

dulcis natura, producat amaras oleas ; for that here the conand bitter (which only the last clause of the verse resumes) is
not designed to be expressed, is evident from what immediately follows ^
u/LimAog avKo, where James would otherwise have mentioned the olive instead
The idea is, rather, that nothing can bring forth tliat which is
of the vine.

Jicus, ciij'us est

trast of sweet

:

not corresponding to

its

nature.^

Consequently the opinion of De Wette,

(according to Matt.

that here

thistles

of

would be more appropriate,

a/ine^-or,

as

its

conclusion the negative clause

so construed as

if

—

:

or something similar, instead

incorrect.

— To the question follows

ovre ukvKOv ylvKv nou/aac v6up,

which

is

the former sentence, not only in meaning, but also in form,

was a negative one
explained.-

vii. 16),
is

ovre (N

;

u'avkov is

:

ovde)

and the omission

the subject, and

y?.vKv

of dOvarai are thus to be

v6wp the object;

iroif/acu is

used

same signification as before; thus: Nor can hitter bring forth sweet
water.
The opposite ideas a?iVKuv and }?,vkv are emphatically placed beside
each other.
James hereby indicates, that if from one mouth the bitter
(namely, the /carapa) and also the sweet (namely, the ev?.oyia) proceed, this is
not only morally reprehensible, to which ver. 10 points, but is 'something
impossible : accordingly, the person who curses man, who is made after the
image of God, cannot also bless (praise) God, and that thus, if the mouth
yet express both, the evTMyeiv can only be mere seeming and hypocrisy
in the

(Lange).3

new section, which, howwarning in ver. 1, whilst the true
wisdom is here contrasted with the false wisdom of which the I'eaders boasted,
and by which they considered themselves qualified to teach. Also here in
With

Ver. 13.

this verse apparently begins a

ever, stands in close connection with the

the words,

tIc au<pdg Kal eiriaTTiiJ.uv kv v/xiv,

the chief point

is

again placed at the

These words are usually understood as a direct question (Tischendorf and Winer, p. 152 [E. T., 109]); on the other hand, Lachmann
has only placed a comma after vfiit>, which is approved by Al. Buttmann
(p. 217 [E. T.,252]); an inversio structurae then here takes place; whilst
"the direct interrogative form, owing to the construction which follows,
passed naturally over into the meaning of the kindred relative clause."
Certainly in the N. T. the direct question is frequently used instead of the
also in the usual meaning
indirect, indeed instead of the relative pronoun
beginning.

;

" the disruption of the clauses, as well as the asyndetic transition to dei^uru
without any subject," is surprising. But, on the other hand, the discourse

1

Comp. Arrian, Epikt.

a. 20: via^ yap Svva-

Tai d^i7reAo?fir)a/x7reAt<c<i?Kii'«r<7flatdAA'eAaiK(o?,
i)

iKaia nd\iv

/otT)

Xavov, aSiovorjToi'
.dre.

p. 472

eAoixi? aAA'
;

comp.

aiotTreAiKO)?; a/xri.

also Plut.,

De Tranq.

E.

* Buttmann (p. 315 [E.T., 367]), following
Lachmann, praef. p. xliv., assumes a corrup-

tion of the passage.
8 Gunkel
incorrectly thinks that ver. 12
only discloses the unnaturalness of the conduct denounced in ver. 10, for >iij Sui-arai evidently expresses impossibility. It is also to be

observed, that in the last clause of ver. 12

olKvkov (i){a>p)

ia

coneidered as the

which cannot bring forth

yAu/cu

foinitaiii

iiSiup,

and acfrom

cordiiigly points to the bitter disposition,

which only that which
bitter Kardfia), but

is

bitter (namely, the

not that which

is

sweet

Lango
(namely, the euAovia), can proceed.
correctly observes, " that the multiplying of exgeneral
the
illustrating
araples has the effect of
"

life here laid down ;
but he strangely supposes that " the individual
examples have a symbolical meaning;" the

application of the law of

the symbol of a luxurious natural life;
the olivas, the symbols of spiritual life, etc.
fig-tree,

:
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by the

direct question evidently gains in liveliness, as

to the diction of

James

;

see,

however, Ecclus.

it is,

vi. 34, to

moreover, peculiar

which Schnecken-

burger appeals in support of the incorrect opinion that ng is here the indefiThe same combination of these two
nite pronoun.
ao<i>bc Kat emaTrifiuv'].

—

found in Deut. i. 13, iv.
|DJ1 O^ri; comp. also Hos. xiv.

words

is

synonymous ideas

as different,

6,

LXX.,

9.

If

ao(p6g

is

as the translation of the Hebrew
James here considered these two
to be referred to the general, and

Wiesinger refers the former to the intelligence,
and the latter to the practical insight into the correct judgment of any given
That whosoever is actually wise is to show it by
case others differently.
action, is the chief thought of the following sentence.
The construction of
Sei^uTu with £/c and the object following on it, reminds us of chap. ii. 18
dd^u ex Tuv ipyuv fxov tt/v manv, but the relation is not entirely the same. In
that passage mane; is the invisible, which is to manifest itself as the visible
by Ipya but here both ^ Ka?.f/ uvaoTpocpri and tu Ipya avrov are visible the former is the general, the latter is the particular, which as individual special
manifestations proceed from it. The verb duKwui means here, as there, not
The addition h npavrr/Ti which is to
to prove or demonstrate, but to show.
be connected neither with rd ipya avrov nor with t^c koZ^c uvaarpoipf/c, forming
avrov
one idea, but belongs to dei^dru, more exactly defined by ek t^c
has the principal accent, as npavrrig co(pm, i.e., the meekness springing from
wisdom, and therefore peculiar to it (opposite of opyi}), is the necessary condition under which the showing forth of works out of a good conversation
alone is possible. The mode in which the individual ideas of the sentence
are imited together is certainly somewhat surprising, but it is explainable
from the fact that James placed together all the points which occurred to
him as briefly as possible.
James might have put r^v aoi^iav avrov as the
object belonging to dft^u-u; but instead of this he puts ra epya avrov, in conformity with the importance which works have to him, in which as faith
He then makes the idea ao(^ia to
(ii. 10) so also wisdom manifests itself.
The sentence might also
follow in the adverbial addition kv rrpavrrin coipiag.
be divided by a point after ayatrrpocp^f then the first clause would mean: let
him show it out of a good conversation; and the second clause might either be
taken as an addition dependent on dei^uTu (so Neander " works performed
in meekness suitable to wisdom "), or a verb would have to be supplied.
However, the detachment of the second clause decides against this construction,
(jf ao<j)ov is not, with Schneckenburger, Theile, Wiesinger, to be supenioTTifiuv to

the particular.

—

;

;

;

—

.

.

•

—

;

:

avroii, as the reference to wisdom is contained in the additional
but also avrov must not be referred to ao<p6( (his works, that is, of
the wise man), but it refers to the subject contained in Sel^utu (thus Lange
and Bruckner). The whole idea npavrTjc aocpiag is neither to be resolved into
trpaEla aofia (Beza, Grotius, Bauragarten, Semler, Gebser, Hottinger, Schneck-

plied to

clause

;

irpavrrjc oo(p7j (Laurentius), but to be explained: "the
meekness which is proper to wisdom, and proceeds from it" (Wiesinger), or
"in which aofia evidences itself" (Lange). ^ With the emphasis on npavrrig

enburger), nor into

1 Luther inaccurately translates the passage
works in meekness and wiudom."

:

"

who shows with

his

good conversation his

—

2

CHAP.
James passes on

to Spadijc

e/f dpyfjv

III.

(chap.

i.

121

15.

14,

which what follows

29), of

is

a

fui-ther explication.

As meekness belongs to wisdom, so he who has in his heart
Epideia boasts of wisdom without any right.
As this was the
with his readers, James now directly addresses them d 6'e
ix^Te'].

Ver. 14.
niKpog

l^?.oi

case

To

and

:

zeal,

C'/Aof,

— which

as frequently, used in a

is here,

the adjective niKpog for the sake of strengthening

bad

.

sense,

.

—

.

is

added

perhaps with reference
epcdda has in the N. T. the
it,

to vv. 11 and 12 (Grotius, Pott, Gebser).
meaning controversial spirit, or, more definitely, partisanship comp. Rom.
ii. 8; 2 Cor. xii. 20 (see Meyer on both passages); Gal. v. 20; Phil. i. 17,
ii. 3
in 2 Cor. xii. 20 and Gal. v. 20, (fjXoi and dvnoi are united together as
;

;

plurals.

—

;

— In

the apodosis

/card r^f

be converted into a parti-

is to

certainly Kara in the first verb refers to Kara r^f

uXrid.,

and so far already

James designed prominently to bring forward

contains the idea of lying, but
this,

KaraKavxaade koL rpevdeade

/xrj

:

neither the first nor the second verb

uArjdeiac,

ciple

contrast with the icord of his readers, boast-

ev T^ napdig vfxuv'], in

ing of their wisdom.

and therefore he adds koI xpevdeade to KaraKavxaode. On KaraKavxiiode, comp.
ii. 13 (see Winer, p. 417 [E. T., 470, note 3]).
In KaraKavxa'^dE the

chap.

reference

is

to others, in tpevdeade to one's

to avoid the tautology in ipEvdeade

own

and kotu

conscience (Lange).

In order

Wiesinger understands
hj uXijdela "truth in an objective Christian sense
the Christian truth, by
the possession of which they fancied themselves no^oi."^ But, on the contrary, it is to be considered that that which, logically considered, appears as
mere tautology, receives another import, when not only the understanding
but also the disposition is recognized as a factor of the construction so it is
t. uTiTjdelag,

—

;

here.

The

Ver. 15.
ship proceed.

—

character of the

ovk eanv avrji

ao(pia

has

cate to

and the
Winer,

^tj^ov niKpov

17.

and partisanij

aocjtia,

tj

;

— OVK

EOTiv

emphatically precedes,

participle takes the place of an adjective

(De Wette, Wiesinger,

it

p.

is:

OVK EOTiv uvudEv KaTEpxoiiivTi.

Gebser, Pott, Schneckenburger, incorrectly

313 [E. T., 350]).

explain kanv
i.

bitter zeal

not to be separated from

Luther incorrectly translates: "for
aocpla is meant that wisdom by which
in his heart, or that from which it springs the predi-

but forms along with it the subject.
this is not the wisdom,'" etc.
By avrr/

man

from which

avrr} is

ao(pia'].

f/

Karepxofievrj

= KaripxeTai.. On

— As an ungodly wisdom

form a climax:

it is

the idea uvudev kutepx., comp. chap,

characterized by three adjectives which

iniyEioc, ipvxiKV, ^atixoviu^rir.

—

ETclyELot;

expresses the sharpest

wisdom being designated as such which
belongs not to heaven, but to earth. That it is sinful (" taking root in a
whole life of sin," Kern, Wiesinger) is not yet expressed. James calls it
xpvxiKT/, inasmuch as it belongs not to the nvEvfia, but, in contrast to it, to the
earthly life of the soul see Meyer on 1 Cor. ii. 14, and author's explanation
of Jude 19.
These two first ideas are abstractly not of an ethical character,
but they become so by being considered in contrast to the heavenly and the
contrast to uvudEv

naTEpxofiEvr],

that

;

1

According to Lange, the theocratic truth
be understood which the Jewish zealots

is to

professed to protect.

»

Compare, moreover,

p. 165

:

iiai/(eii6«<rdai

Isocnites,

t^s aArjfleios.

De Pace,

;;
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It is otherwise

spiritual.
Tiey.)

=

not in a figurative, but in
Hottinger

rectly,

with the third idea

betokens both

devilish,

tlie

sense; comp. ver.

its literal

This word

datfioviudrir.

:

origin and the nature,

and

chap.

6,

(an.

to be taken

is

7; incor-

iv.

impuro genio magis quam homine digna.^

:

Reason of the judgment expressed in ver. 15. With the introbiTov yilp Qiloq KOI epide'ta, J a,mes points back to ver. 14; with
the following words: e«et, k.t2., he names the fruit of ^/loc and epideia; these
An
are uKaraaTaaia and iruv (pavhyv npdy/ia; unaTaaTaala is uproar, disorder. ^
uproarious, disorderly nature proceeds not from God oh yap hanv uKaraaraaiac
To this special idea, which is particularly
6 Qedc, uXk' elpf/vTjg, 1 Cor. xiv. 33.
brought forward on account of the condition of those to whom James writes,
the general idea every evil deed, is added, in order to lay stress on the fact
that zeal and partisanship bring along with them the corruption of the whole
moral life. Of a wisdom which effects this, that must naturally hold good
which is said of it in ver. 15.
The supposition of Kern,^ to which De AVette
assents, that the here presuj)posed conti'oversies between Jewish and Gentile
Christians are alluded to, is properly rejected by Bruckner.
Ver. 17. The character of the true wisdom, which (in contrast to ver. 15)
Wisd.
is designated as.?? uvudiiv aoipiu]. Comp. with this expression, Prov. ii. 6
Ver.

16.

ductory words:

:

—

:

—

;

of Sol.

26

vii. 25,

De Nom. Mut.

Philo,

;

ovpuviog

:

De

belongs to

it

is uyvT), i.e.,

— npCirov

ao(()ia.

from the

acteristic is distinguished

cause

Profug., p. 571

(Kern), the
epideta:

see on 1
iii.

5)

Then

peaceful (comp.

elprjVLKfj,

:

Tim.

easy

follows

in active love

3 (not

iii.

=

fisryrf/
:

is

the contrast to miv

by

similarity of

is,

;

—

according to

:

^?liant,

by which

it

is

i.

27,

ii.

13

;

impartial

;

C'/'^of

and

strife.

—

described as rich

KapirHv uyadC>v

is

the

forms

— The series closes with two words — united

udtuKptrog, uvvnoKpiTog,

which express the contrast

to

lukuKpirog is differently

explained according to the different meanings of the root
it

manifestations

not contending in party

every thing of an uncertain and hypocritical nature.
renders

its

Matt. v. 9): emeiKT/g, fair, -mild
ehnEidrig, uk. Xey. (opposite uneidTig, Tit.

comp. chap.

(pavlov npuyixa.

sound

the gods suf-

series of characteristics

particularly mentioned, because compassion

most direct proof of love

It

consecrated, incorrectly

indicate the contrasts to

ilkovg kul Kupnuv ayaduv,

iMovg

eneira, be-

elp7}vonoi6g,

yielding)

persuade, that

to

— In the

ao(pia

named which

three are

first

by

this char-

fiev

(Oecumenius)

uvrexo/^ivrj

classics, the reference to

background.

following after tuara, which describe

uyvt}

ovpavov]

quality" (Kern).

its internal

aapuKuv

fxr/Sevbg tCiv

according to N. T. usage; even in the
ficiently often steps into the

By npCiTov

utt'

which are introduced by

Lange explains

impurity.

all

uvodev bfiliprjOdaa

fiev dyvi/ eortv].

rest,

nature, "designates

its

Kadapu Kat upvTrapoc,

thus free from

cocpla

:

ScaKplveaOai

:

Luther

Lorinus, Hornejus, Grotius ("sine partitione, nempe

ini-

dedita est, quae operibus terrenis inhiat; a7ii-

and refers en-iy. to "the chiliaetic claims to the
dominion of the earth." Without any justiflcation, Schwegler finds here an allusion to the

malis, quia ad anirai lubidines accommodatur;
daemoniaca, quod ambitionl et superbiae ser-

wisdom of the Gnostics.
2 Comp. Prov. xxvi. 28;

quae propria diaboli vitia sunt;" and
equally so that of Lange, who finds here characterized " Judaistic aud Ebiouite zealotism,"

aKaracrTacrias.

1

The explanation

arbitrary statements

vit,

:

of Hornejus contains
" <6>Te?K«, quia avariiiae

3

yjjj,.

Zeitschr., 1835,

crro/xa a<TTeyov iroiel

ii.

59.

:
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18.

Baumgarten, Estius, Schulthess, Hottinger, Kern, Schneckenburger,

"),

Lange ("not separatistic, not sectarian"), and others understand it in the
same sense; Beza explains it by *' quae non discernit homines;" similarly
Gebser undicided, that is, those who have the true wisdom do not separate
from each other

the explanation of Pott

;

Vulgate, on the other hand, renders
Judicans de

De

et

dubitationis (similarly

On

them

— All

1.

which

ddiuHpiTog, see

which
which

it is
is

xii.

chap.

6-8,

=

to

=

produces

it

As

among

those

who

founded,

is

named, so

— Kapndg

— These

.

.

.

it is

The

wherein the aapnoq consists.
(pav'/uov

22,

it

;

since

it

makes

false

it.

wisdom ou

a pregnant expression

sown (Wiesinger, Boa-

is

not justification (Gebser, Schneckenburger), but

righteousness or uprightness.

aKaraaraaia Koi nuv

i.

wisdom from the

the fruit of true wisdom,

is

o-iiperai is

for: the seed, which yields the fruit of righteousness,
diKaioavvj] is

among

the source belong to

and thus of

is

two charac-

4; on uwiroKpcTog, chap.

in this verse

diKOLoavvr/c

uwKmpiTo^

duplex)."^

vi. 6.

are partakers of

ft/loc,

from the
and accordingly,

expers omnis cujuscunque

non

the virtues of which

;

in ver. 16 the fruit of

elpTjviKTj.

man, Lange).

doubt,

to the state of things

ii.

the

;

nee temere

:

It is best to start

9; 2 Cor.

i.

and Semler

;

the characteristics are attributed to true

pure, peaceable, etc.

Ver. IS.

Rom.

Wetsteiu

added with special reference

teristics are also

the readers.

effects

qui suo more vivuiit.

aliis Chvistianis,

unhijpocritical, upright; see

ii.

pacijicus, agrees with this

"Wette and Wiesinger, to take udcuKpirog

amhiguilatis

26,

:

non judicans

of duiKpiveadai as it occurs in the N. T.,

meaning
with

it

genitive

This

is

that of apposition, and announces

KapiroQ diKaioaijvriQ

npuyna, ver. 16.

forms the antithesis to

by various expositors

diKaiaaiivq is

—

to be retained in its
meaning, from which there is no reason to depai-t, when the pregnant form of the expression is kept in view. Briickner converts the idea
without justification into that of dispersing, i.e., of profuse spending; Pott
The sower is not to be considered
falsely explains oTzeipe-ai by del oTTEipeaOai.
as God (Bruckner), for from the whole context the discourse is not concerning the conduct of God, but of the Christian. The addition et- elpiivri is not
to be combined with KapTrbg diKaioavvriq (Ranch) or with diKatocvvT/q (Kern
righteousness before God, which manifests itself in peace with God) as one
idea, but it belongs to the verb, and announces the condition by which only

incorrectly referred to the future

life.

aTZEipErai is

literal

sown

the seed

yields the fruits of righteousness

Kal ipideia, ver. 16.

of peace.

—

roig

— De Wette incorrectly takes

ttoiovoiv eipTjvrjv

(=

eiprivonoioic,

;

it is

in antithesis to

iv eipiivy

Matt.

= dq eipr/vyv,

V. 9) is either

in

^i/Auc

hope

the dativus

commentary; Lange unceror dativus commodi (Briickner, Boutainly)
man) announcuig for whose use the Kap-nbg 6ck. is sown in the latter case the
TToiovvTeg elpffvTiv are likewise to be considered as sowers (De Wette considers
it possible that the dativus commodi may by its importance have supplanted
actionis

De Wette, formerly
announcing who are the sowers,
(Wiesinger,

in this

;

James's meaning is hardly
one word. The notion of
most iu accordance

1 The same signification is also adopted by
Neauder, when he says, having man In view

conflicting doubts.

"James

imjiartiality or simplicity is

:

requires inner unity of soul, assured

conviction, so that the soul be not

drivcjii

to

and fro by extraneous coueideratious, and by

to be described in

with

it."
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The

vTTo Tuv, K.T.X.)'

as

latter explanation is

already indicated in

it is

more corresponding

kv eipnvy anEii)ETui

to the context,

that the sowing can only be

by

such as are in possession of ao(pia eipTjvcKij, and it was particularly brought
forward that the righteousness springing from the seed is only imparted to
those w'ho

make

Accordingly, the meaning of the sententious expres-

peace.

sown in peace yields righteousness
This explanation agrees in essentials with that of
Wiesinger and Bouman, also of Lange, who, however, blends with it something foreign to it, and thinks on the future harvest of righteousness. Deviating from this, De Wette renders it " The fruit (conduct, moral action)
of righteousness is in hope of peace, as the seed of the heavenly harvest sown
by them who practise peace." Bruckner: "The fruit (the produce) of right-

sion

is

:

that the seed of righteousness

only to the peaceable.

:

in peace dispersed

eousness

is

peace."

Kern

:

"

their sowing, that

which manifests

(namely, by God) for them

That which springs up
is,

of their peaceful conduct,

itself in

who

j)ractise

for the peaceable as the fruit of

peace with God."

is

righteousness before God,

—

—

;
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(laxai, Kodev is to be repeated, after A, B, C, K, etc. (Laclim.,
After koI nuXeineiTe, ovk t^ere is to be read, according to almost
all testimonies (A, B, G, K, etc.)
only a fe-vt' min. insert 6i (the reading of Rec.)
several others (C, H, etc.) read Kal ovk ex^t^', recommended by Griesbach, guaranteed by Reiche; the insertion of the particle is explained frgm endeavoring
more closely to connect the following with what goes before.
Ver. 4. Instead
of the Rec. fioLxol Kai fioixakide^, after G, K, etc., A, B, several vss., Bede, have
only fioixalidec (Lachui., Tisch.); N, pr., read only /io<:^:aAa5ef, but corrected fxoixo}
Kui noixal.
Theile, Lange^ Briickner (also Reiche) correctly consider the simple
feminine as the original reading; otherwise De VVette, Bouman, and others.
Tisch. 7 remarks: ^Hoco identldem considerato non x>ossum qitin tenemn etiamnum lectionemjam in ed. anni 1841 a me defensam ;" see on this the exposition.
X has a tovtov after Koanov, and instead of the genitive tov Qeov the dative tu Qecj,

Ver.

Tisch.).

Before

1.

— Ver,

2.

;

—

— Ver.

On

5.

the pointing of this verse, see exposition.

— Instead of

the Rec.

K, all min., vss., Theophylact, Oecumenius, Bede (Tisch.),
Lachm. has, after A, B, X, etc., adopted kut6kic!£v.
Ver. 7. A, B, X, very
many min., etc., have, after uvTiartjTe, the particle (5f (Lachm.), which is wanting in G, K, many min., etc. (Rec, Tisch.); probably the <5f was omitted to give
to the sentence an independent form; so also Lange; Bouman otherwise: "fJe
fidciendae orationis caussa incidcatum est.'"
Ver. 10. The article rov is to be
omitted before Kvplov, according to the testimony of A, B, K, X, etc.
Ver. 11.
Instead of Kal npivuv, Rec. after G, K (Reiche, Bouman), etc., is, with Lachm.
and Tisch., to be read ^ Kpivuv, according to the testimony of A, B, several min.,
vss., etc.
Ver. 12. After A, B, X, many min., almost all vss., the words Kal
KpiT-qg are, with Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., etc., to be added to 6 vofiodiTijc, they
are wanting in the Rec. (after G, K, etc.
so also, according to the testimony
of almost all authorities, the particle 6e is to be added after av.
Instead of the
Rec. Of Kpiveig, after G, K, etc. (Bouman), 6 Kpivuv is, with Lachm. and Tisch.,
to be read, after A, B, K, several min.; also recommended by Griesbach; and
instead of the Rec. tov erepoi;, likewise with the same editors, rov n^alov is to be
read, after A, B, X, etc.
avpiov (thus in
Ver. 13. The Elz. ed. reads aijuspov
B, X, Lachm.); but A, G, K, very many min., etc., have the reading adopted
by Tisch. arjix. Kal avpiov, which must be considered genuine, as v appears to be
after G,

KariJKTjaev,

—

—

—

—

) ;

—

—

f/

:

a correction for the sake of simplification.
junctives nopevauueda,

min.,

In

A the

TroLrjacjuev,

two

— The Rec.

(ed.

Steph.) has the con-

eunopevau/xeda, Kep^rjountv, after

G, K, several

verbs are in the conjunctive; in X, only the first
verb, the others in the indicative; B, very many min., Vulg., and other vss.,
have only the indicative; so Lachm. and Tisch. The conjuctive appears to be
etc.

first

a correction.
iva, following hvLavnw, is omitted by Lachm.; the omission is,
however, too slightly attested by B, X, Vulg., etc., and, besides, is easily explained as the statement of time here expressed by iva appeared imsuitable.

—

Ver.

14.

Before

rr/q

avpiov Tisch. reads, after G,

K, X, the

article to

(Rec);

;
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Lachra,, after A, to; Buttmann, after B, has omitted the article; he has also
omitted the words yap and rj after -Kola, according to his statement after B (which
Tisch. has not remarlced), so that his reading
noia

C,ut)

v/juv; see exposition.

omitted the particle yup-

— After

is,

it

is:

ohtvec ovk kmcTacde

rf/g

avpiov

Lachm., according to A, Vulg., has
however, probably genuine, and only removed
uTfiig

—

from the text as interrupting the sense. Instead of the Rec. eariv (after G, etc.),
which is defended by Reiche and Bouman, Lachm. and Tisch. have rightly
adopted iare; attested by A, B, K, very many min. the change into eanv is
The
In X the words uTfiig yap eme are entirely wanting.
easily explained.
Rec. enecTa M is a correction of the more difficult eneira aai, attested by A, B, K,
;

—

G

X, etc.;

has enELTa

di nai.

against the testimony of

— Ver.

15.

all authorities.

Buttmann reads dUri instead
— The indicative 0)aofiev
.

.

of
.

Qtkifjar),

KoiTjaojitv

(Lachm., Tisch., after A, B, X, etc.) is to be preferred to the Rec. ^/aufisv . . .
G, K, etc.), not only according to authorities, but on account of
notr/m/xev
.
the thought (Wiesinger, Lange). In some MSS. and vss. ^ifau/iev
is found; this reading is incorrectly defended by Fritzsche {Leipz. Lit. Z., and
Winer and Engelhardt's Neues Kr'it. Journ., V., 1826), Theile, Reiche, Bouman, and others; Winer, p. 256 (E. T., 357), prefers to read both times the
Ver. 16. Instead of Kavxuade, a alone has Karaconjunctive; see exposition.
KavxilodE.
Instead of the form ulai^ovdaig (B**, K, Lachm., Tisch., 2, Buttm.),
okal^ovlaLg
(A, B*, G).
Tisch. 7 has adopted the form
noiriaufiEv (after

.

—

—

Ver.

The

1.

what goes

.

section beginning with this verse is in close connection with

before, pointing to the internal reason of the disorders in the con-

to.
The sudden transition is to be observed from the
sentiment directly before expressed, that righteousness prospers only in
peace, to the impressive question -Kodev noleiioi, k.tX, an answer to which

gregations referred

:

"
follows in a second question " appealing to the conscience of the readers

(Wiesinger).

—

guished by the

.

.

.

uuxai].

Synonymous

mxv =

terms, only to be distin-

denoting the general condition, and by the second the

phenomena (Wiesinger, Lange, Bouman

single
catio,

noXe/ioi

first

minus aperta concertatio)

:

nuAe/xoc

=

vehementior dimi-

correctly, Laurentius

;

:

non loquitur

apostolus de hellis et caedihus, sed de mutuis dissidiis, litilms, jurgiis et contentioni-

Several expositors, as Pott, Schulthess, Schneckenburger, arbitrarily

bus.

according to De Wette
and Wiesinger, contentions concerning meum and tuum are to be understood;
but in what follows the object is not stated, but the cause of the contentions
and dissensions among the readers.^
The repetition of -Kodev is explained
iv i/iiv, among
from the liveliness of the emotion with which James speaks.
you.
The demonstrative ovk. evrevdev emphatically points to what follows
Bouman graphica rei significatae est informatio, qua primum intento tanquam

limit these KoktyLoi to contentions between teachers

;

—

—

—

:

digito monstranlur, deinde diserte

nominantur

assumes this as a separate question

By

ka Tijv TjSovuv vfiuv

Tidovai

is

here by

riches; not

"a

According

to

Michaelis incorrectly

John

=

if7r(0i///i'ai

;

is

xviii. 36.

disclosed.

they are lusts directed to earthly

sensual indulgence as realized lusts" (Lange).

Lange, James has In view
all the hostile dissensions of the Jewish people
(Pharisees, Sadducees, Essenes, Alexandrians,
>

ai r]6ovai\

ovk ek tov Koajiov tovtov,

the internal reason of these dissensions

metonymy

life of

=

the Jewish

Samaritans) and of
(Nazarenes, Ebiouites,

etc.).

— tuv

Christians

—

;
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2.

—

The lusts have their seat as it were, their
aTparevofievuv h Tolg fie2.eaiv vfiuv"].
encampment (Wiesinger)
in the members (see on chap. iii. 2);^ they, however, do not rest there, but according to their nature wage war (crpaTevovTat).

—

Estius (with

whom Bouman

quam

membris

mililes,

supply kotu

vii. 23,

De Wette,

r^g rpvxr'K or tov vooc;

but

the fight of the lusts against the soul or the reason,
plainly expressed

" the strife arises

an

is

it

cnpiditales, tan-

after 1 Pet.

h is
ii.

11

James had meant
he would have more
if

of the strife of the desires against each

According to Wiesinger,
its opponent

evidently a foreign thought.

and

:

Gebser, Schneckenburger, Lange, and others (Briick-

it.

ner comprehends both) understand
other; but this

it

armis utuntur ad opera peccafi, by which

Calovius, Baumgarten, and

falsely understood.

and Rom.

agrees) incorrectly explains

vestris, ut

is

carried on because the Frndvuelv has as

which it contends." But it is
which hinders the gratification
As in what follows imOv/xsl-f: refers to ai ndovai, and (poveverE
of the desires.
Kal C,nlovTE to the idea arpaTevtaOai, James appears chiefly to have intended the
opposing strivings of others against which the ?]6ovai contend. From this
ovK EX^iv

...

oil

6vvaadat emrvxslv, against

better to refer the arpaTevecdai to every thing

war arose the

internal

noTieuoi koc fxuxai..^

Yer. 2 describes in a lively manner the origin of these external

The

stages are emOvfiEiTs

second succeeds the

first

for the same reason. —

,

.

.

(poveiere kuI ^tjXovte

because

kmOvfiEirE

it is

without

.

.

result,

strifes.

iiaxeode koI ttoXeheIte

.

;

the

and the third the second

here in a bad sense referring to rwv

rjfhvuv,

be thought on is w'orldly possessions;
James does not mention the object, because he only required to express " the
covetous impulse " (De Wette). It is unsatisfactory to think only on the
It is evident that the object to

ver. 1.

James rather describes the conduct of the churches
he writes; these, discontented with their low position in the world,

desires of individuals.

whom

to

longed after earthly power to which, as the church of God, they thought they

This striving made them consider persecution as a reproach
on the contrary, James exhorts them to count it as a joy (chap. i. 2). This
also produced among them that respect of persons toward the rich of the
world, for which James blames them. This was also the source of internal
division the affluent in the church despising the poor instead of imparting
to them of their wealth, and only striving after an increase of their riches;
whilst the poor grudged the rich their possessions, and accused them of
being the children of the world. Thus in these churches occurred the same
strife which prevailed among the Jews, and was the source of factions among
them.
By Kal ovk ex£te, the uselessuess of imdvndp is expressed, and also the
motive to (povEVEiv Kal l^rjTuovv is assigned it is unnecessary here, with Gebser,

'had a claim.

;

—

;

De Wette, to explain Ex^tv = to receive it rather means to have,
to possess.
The meaning is: From the desire follows not the possession,
namely, of what is desired.
As here the external
(^vevete koI ^ij^ovteI.
Hottinger,

'

;

Incorrectly, Laurentius:

hic intellige

"Per membra

non tantum externa membra, sed

more strangely
as " the members of

*

Comp.

y^ovi Kai

Plato,

craam

/%aedr. xv.

koX

iJ.a.\a.i

to o-u/xa xai ai rovrov

et internes animiaffectus." Still

ij

Lange explains ri

/Lte'A>j

Cicero,

Individuals and the

members

of the people."

:

De Fin. Bon.

1.

:

13.

koI yap jroAe-

ov&iv a\Ko napixei

eirtdu/xi'ai

;

consult also

:
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action

not yet described, but the internal disposition, (povevav cannot here

is

be taken in

meaning, as Winer

its literal

(p.

417 [E. T., 470]), Lange, Bou-

Many

expositors, as Carpzov, Pott, Morus, Augusti, Gebser,
Schneckenburger, and others, explain it adverbially " even to murder and
killing ; " but the position of the words contradicts this explanation ; if the

man, think.

:

fyjlovTe was to be strengthened by (povevere, it must be placed first.
Other expositors, as Erasmus, Calvin, Beza, Piscator, Home jus, Laurentius,
Benson, Schulthess, Hottinger, and others, solve the difficulty by the conjectural reading ^eoveirt-; but this reading has not the slightest support in authorities. Nothing remains, as Wiesinger correctly remarks, except to explain
tpoviiieiv here, with Estius, Calovius, also De Wette (who, however, wavers),
according to 1 John iii. 15, of internal hatred,^ and "to justify this word by
the boldness of the expression prevailing in this passage; comp. noTietioi kuI
," Wiesinger. It is true that
nuxai, arpaTeveaeai, noixoc (more correctly noixa?u6£c)
then an anti-climax would seem to occur but this is only in appearance,
as in point of fact i^jjXovv (hostile zeal already ready to break out in word
koX oh dvvaads Emrvxelv, namely,
and action) presupposes internal (povevnv.^
The consequences of this are noleuoi,
that for which you hate and envy.
therefore James closes with fiaxecde nat KoltnuTe, in which likewise the answer

idea

;

—

to the question

-Kodev

mXeuoi, nodev

/j.dxai

is

contained (Wiesinger).

'

With

ovk

which does not stand in the same relation to fiaxeade, k.tX, as koi oh 6vv,
imrvxflv does to <pov. k. ^tjTi,^ James resumes the foregoing ovk ex^re and ov 6vvaads kmrvxdv, in order to assign the reason of this "not having," etc.; the
exere,

reason

6iu to

is

earthly things

promise

;

in

ahtiadaL

(ifj

is

heard,

which only

v/xuc,

is

thus the want of prayer.*

That prayer

for

not an opinion peculiar to James, but a divine

this is to

be observed, that the prayer must be no

KOKug aiTeiadai; see the following verse.

Ver.

now

3.

James apparently again resumes the

last expression, whilst he
but as he designates this their asking as
he does not consider it as an actual prayer, so that the fore-

grants aZmre to his readers

KUKuc alTeiadai,

;

going declaration is nevertheless true. It is therefore inaccurate to resolve
On the interchange of middle and activo
(UTElTe into "or even if you ask."^

—

1

"James

Stier in his exposition remarks:

means hatred, but he speaks of

and

killing

murderiiig, namely, in a spiritual sense, in

order to designate hatred as an attack on one's

neighbor;" his translation: "ye stnite"
stead of Luther's:

"ye bate"),

is not,

(in-

how-

ever, justified by this.
2

The explanation

iavTuiv

Tail

<l>ovev€iv

^vxw anoKTivvvvTa';

eTTLx^Lprjo-ecri., Si'

—

and warring; (4) asking and not receiving;
and corresponding to these— (1) not having;
not receiving; (3) an increased not having;
an increased not receiving. The first stage

(2)
(4)

of Oecumenius is peculiar,

but not to be justified:

reaches almost the climax of arbitrariness. He
here assumes a fourfold gradation
(1) desiriug; (2) murdering and envying; (3) fighting

<f>ri(Ti

tou?

ttiv

Tais ToA;ai7pais rau-

aq Kai 6

TTpb': T'rjy

iiiaipeiav

denotes Judaism

mindedness up

full

to the

of

chiliastic worldly-

time of the N. T.; the

second, the attitude of the

Jews toward the

Christians; the third, the Jewish war;

and

aiiTois 7r6Ae^io5.

the fourth, Judaism after the destruction of

Accordingly, not a comma is to be put
after jroK€iJ.flTe, but a full stop thus Tischendorf and Lachmann. Stier incorrectly explains
" it thus remains at the close as at the
it
beginning, Ye have not."

Jerusalem,

s

;

:

*

In this passage the exposition of Lange

^

gemler very strangely paraphrases

"scio,

quosdam

crationibus,

iii.

it

vel publicis precibus (et exse9)

earn in

omnia pi-ecarl imperatori
mano."

rem parcere, mala
Ro-

et magistratui
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i.

The middle form naturally sugforms, see "Winer, p. 229 (E. T., 256.)
itself in ver. 2, prayer for others being not the point under consider-

gested
ation

but in the next clause, as James wished to lay stress on the active

;

— of prayer in antithesis
— he used the active form. ^^Egopraying for one's self" (Lange)
incorrectly understood by the
emphasizes the uselessness of their asking, the reamiddle. —
side

to laiijiuvuv

is

tistical

kol oh laujiuvETe

son of which

is

assigned by the following

explanation in the following

6i6ti kokCjc

:

your prayer

Iva;

no other object than Sanav^v kv rale ijdovaic.
prayer must implore only for true heavenly blessings."
here rather of the temporal condition

you a poor and depressed

— Sanavdv,

object to the transitive verb

not

but

icith,

sumtum ponere

your

in,

The

f/f.

James

:

The

discourse

is

observes, continues with

expend, spend

to

Suidas

(Mark

lavish.

is

"that for which you pray."

Wahl

lusts.

sense

is

(Baumgarten), but governed by your

tu.

:

Xa/inpuQ

v. 26)

;

here,

Kal OKad^v,

to

in aliqua re, i.e., Tidevm

bines daizuvav with

finds its

one, because ye ask for a better one only in order to

be able to indulge your lusts.
in a bad sense, to squander,

vfiuv,

this,

;

mKug

aheiade.

therefore evil, because it has
Incorrectly, Gebser " for your
is

fz/v

the

iv ralg Tj6ovalg

incorrectly explains 6anavav kv

xpviJ-o-ra iv tivl;

this

=

meaning com-

not " for the gratification of your lusts "
lusts.

Ver. 4. fioixnXideg. The Rec. (loixol kuI juoLxa^dec has not only the most
important authorities against it, but is also easily explained, because the
term was taken in its literal sense, which is expressly done by Augusti, Jach-

The

mann, and Winer.

context, however, proves that the literal

not here to be retained.
If the idea
cording to the view which prevails in Ps.
is

xxiii. 27),

Hos.

xii. 39, xvi.

4

;

ii. 2,

meaning

used in a Jiguratioe sense, acIxxiii. 27 (Isa. Ivii. 3 ff.
Ezek.

is

;

and other passages of the O. T. (comp. also Matt,
2 Cor. xi. 2 Rev. ii. 22), and as the context requires,

4,

as also

;

then every reason for a distinction of sex ceases.

Theile, Lange, Bruckner,
have therefore correctly declared for the reading (loixaXideg. Theile's opinion: non minus rede singuli homines scorta dicuntur, quam totum genus alque
universa aliqua gens scorttan,

is

so far inappropriate, as the expression

fioLxa-

used "of individuals in the Church of God is certainly singular" ("Wieseler); it is here to be referred not to individuals, but to the churches to
X/dcf

whom James

writes (not "the Jewish factions into which

sundered," Lange)

;

so also Briickner.

Judaism was

These, according to the conduct

away from God, and therefore James, full
them with these certainly severe words.
readers to their own conduct.
7 tpiXia rob Koa/xov.

described by James, bad fallen

—

of moral indignation, addresses

—

on points the
By Koa/xog expositors understand either worldly goods (Pott, Gebser, Hottinger, Schneckenburger, Theile, Wiesinger) or worldly desires (Didymus,
oiiK oldare,

Laurentius), or both of these together (De "Wette, Stier); and by
Kda/xov,

is

i/

<pi?ua

the inclination of the heart diverted toward worldly things.

more

correct to take

tion of that passage),

k6<j/xoc

and

in the

same sense

as in chap.

i.

But

tov
it

27 (see explana-

to understand ^ (pMa tov koo/xov of reciprocal friend-

The
who aims at worldly glory conforms himself (contrary to the admonition in Rom. xii. 2) to the world, attaching himself to its pursuits, and
ship

;

yet so that active conduct toward the world here predominates.

Christian

:
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thus inclined to it with his heart, his endeavor at the same time being to
be esteemed and not despised by the world. The explanation of Piscator
The term (pLkia (an. ley. in N. T.)
amicitia cum impiis, is in essentials correct.
is

does not suit the usual explanation. ^
Koauov a reciprocal relation

on account
viii. 7),

of

;

j'et

— Ixdpa

tov Oeoi) expresses as

which most expositors explain

it

directly

although Pott gives also the explanation

Deo

nos abripil, quae

displicet,

(^ikia

tov

here also the active reference predominates,

:

by

txOim

ad ejusmodi

initnica,

(Rom.

Qeov

Lachmann,

nosque privat amore dicino.

ing the translation of the Vulgate:

e/f

agetidi rationem

follow-

has adopted the reading

txdpu,

by which, however, the peculiar force which consists in the opposition of
From the judgment here expressed conthe two substantives is removed.
cerning the (piTila roii Koa/iov, James infers the sentiment that follows oiv,

—

therefore.

—

:

og uv ouv

By the

i3ov'K7]dy, k.t.Tl.

usual explanation of

(piTiia t.

Koa/nov,

and

of the corresponding cpiXoc rov Kua/xov, iSovlr/dy is at all events disconcerting.
Whilst some expositors urge that by it designed and conxcious intention is
designated (Baumgarten), and others oppose it to the actual deed,^ and find
the idea expressed that even the simple inclination to the love of the world
(De Wette " whosoever has perchance willed to love the world ") effects
:

ixdpa TOV

Sclineckenburger, on the contrary, says

Qeoi),^

p>remas vim.

With each

:

verbi HovlrjOy cave

of these explanations the expression retains some-

is not removed by distinguishing, with Lange, the
"formal" and the "material intention," and understanding /3oi;/l)79y only of
the latter. But it is different as soon as Kocjiog is considered not as an aggre-

thing strange, which also

gate of things but of persons, since then

cpOua,

as above remarked, consists in

The meaning is: Whosoever, although a Christian, giving
a reciprocity.
himself up to the pursuits of the world, will live in friendship with it, and
thus will not be despised but esteemed and loved by it, has diiected to it his
wish

((iov?L7i0y),*

—

/«e

(thereby)

constituted

is

an enemy of God

;

kxdpk

tov Qtov

likewise used in the sense of reciprocal relation, although here the passive

is

meaning predominates.
iii.

6 (so also Lange)

by Theile =fit,

;

sistitur

— KadlnTaTai

it is
;

has here the same meaning as in chap,

generally rendered incorrectly

by Schueckenburger

=

= kaii:,

inaccurately

stands there as; by

Bouman

=: constituitur divino in judicio.

The views of expositors differ widely in the interpretation of
At first sight the words following UyEi appear to be a quotafrom the O. T. which James has in view. That of the older, and some

Vv.

5, 6.

•.these verses.

tion

of the more recent, expositors assume this to be the case, although they differ
irom each other, some combining n-pdf <f>t)6vov directly with Myei, but others

According to Lange, the friendship with
world consisted " in the chiliastic desire of
enjoyrhent of a worldly glory which was
only colored with hierarchical piety."
* Laurentius states this opposition in the
most definite terms " non si tantum est inimiCUB Dei, qui est ipso opere amicus muudi, sed
etiam ille, qui cum non possit, vult tamen
1

ithe
.the

:

.

et sic voluntate implet,

puieet."

.

.

quod ipso opere nou

» Similarly also Wiesinger: "James brings
under the same judgment not only the decided
and expressed love to the world, but even the
inclination to step into such a relation to the

world."
*

In essentials Eetiue correctly says

ribilis

:

" Ter-

valde sententia adversus eos qui suaa

componunt ad gratiam humanam. Hoc euim vere est esse amicum hujua

actiones et studia
seculi."
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6.

5,

Against this explanation, however, is the
including it in the quotation.
circumstance that the words supposed to be here quoted nowhere occur in
Such a passage has accordingly been sought for, where a similar
the O. T.

thought

expressed, but almost every expositor has fixed upon a different

is

Many

passage.

expositors seek to remove the difficulty by supposing that

James does not here quote any

single definite passage, but only a sentiment

contained in the O. T. generally, or in several of its expressions. Opposed
to this idea, however, is, first, the uncertainty whether James will confirm

by

what precedes or

the statement contained in

it

in

what follows; and

secondly, the formula of quotation pointing to a definite passage, particularly as Myei is not
is

=

But, moreover, the clause fxd^ova

Ao/lft.

«3e

diduatv x^piv

against the view here indicated, since these words cannot be reckoned as

part of the quotation, because James only afterwards quotes the O. T. passage from which they are derived but, also, they cannot be considered as a
;

statement of James not belonging to the quotation, because
nects

them

to

Remark.
follows: Gen.

what

— The various O.
iv.

Num.

7

6i closely

con-

directly precedes.
T. passages

(Ranch); Gen.

vi. 3,

which have been conjectured are as

5 (Grotius); Gen.

viii.

21 (Beza, Ernest

and Ixxiii. 3 (Lange); Ps. cxix.
20 S. (Clericus); Prov. xxi. 10 (Michaelis); Song of Solomon viii. 6 (Coccejus);
from the Apocryphal Wisdom of Solomon vi. 12 (Wetstein), and others. Benson supposes that James has in view the N. T. passage, Matt. vi. 24; Staudlin,
that he has in view that passage and also Gal. v. 17 Storr, the latter passage
only; and Bengel, 1 Pet. ii. 1 ff. Semler thinks that the passage Is here cited
from the " Testimony of the Twelve Patriarchs; " and Gabler, that the words are
borrowed from a lost prophetical book. In recent times, Engelhardt Remarks
on Jas, iv. 5, 6, in the Ztschr. f. d. Luth. TheoL, by Delitzsch and Guericke,
Schmid);

xi.

29 (Witsius); Ps. xxxvii.

1

;

(

1869, Part II.) has expressed the opinion that Isa.

Ixiii.

8-11, Ps. cxxxii. 12, 13,

and Hos. i. 2, 15, form the groundwork of these words of James. Wolf, Heinsius, and Zachariae refer the words to the thoughts contained in what follows;

De Wette, Briickner (also first edition of this commentary), to the
that the friendship of the world is
thoughts contained in what precedes,
enmity with God.
Theile,

—

do not form the quotation belongbe assumed that James here already had in view
the scripture adduced after did liyet in ver. 6, but that he did not yet state it,
because the sentiment expressed in those words obtruded itself upon him in
npbg (pdovov cannot, as Gebser and
confirmation of ov nevug (Wiesinger).
If the

ing to

T/

words

npog (pdovov inmodel, k.tX,

ypa(p^ ?i>«, it is to

others suppose, be united with

?.eyet

;

for if one takes

it

to

be equivalent to

what goes before
no mention of envy ; or if it is taken adverbially, then it appears as
an appendage dragging after ov nevuc, which would be added the more unsuitably, because, as De Wette correctly remarks, it cannot be perceived what
meaning can be attached to the assurance that the scripture does not speak
enviously.
Most expositors rightly refer it to emTrudet, which, without the
addition, would be too bare it is added to this idea as an adverbial and
more exact statement = in an envious, jealous manner, for the sake of strength-

de invidia or contra invidiam, there
there

is

this against

it,

that in

is

;

ening

it.

It is linguistically incorrect to

explain npdg

cpdovov

imnoQeiv

= emdvfxeiv

"
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Kara

Gal.

(fidovov,

Bengel, Stier

17 (thus Luther

V.

also

;

Lange

to envy"), since npog, although

Acts

xxiii. 12;

explanation of

many

;

for,

and, on the other hand,

npoQ (pdovov, rd

The

a hostile reference.

others), taking npog ^dovov = ad
on the one hand, innroddv is not = i^roclivem

contradicted by the connection in which

is

it

not the slightest allusion to envy.

is

used in

itself ex'press

Bouman, and

Grotius, Hottinger, Gabler,

there

;

envy
and in opposition
a hostile relation (Luke

ancient and some recent expositors (Bede, Calvin, Beza,

invidiam, is also unsuitable
esse,

" the spirit lusteth against

may be

it

yet does not in

vi. 1),

:

" the spirit longeth over against

:

With the

correct explanation of

(Kar^Kiaev) kv vfin is either subjective, "

irvEVfia b KaruKtiaev

the

"the spirit of man." In the first case kncKodel
has no object. De Wette, Bruckner (so also Schneckenburger and some of
the other expositors) supply rj/iiic as the object. Engelhardt, on the contrary,
will supply no object, thinking " the supposed translation of the verb t<3p is
Spirit of God," or objective,

conclusive against an object; " but
dsiv,

as

it is,

interpretation kv

yfiiv is

tj

There

ypacpri,

npoidovaa

iii. 8,

By

:

"

whom

the

this

Holy

by the covenant of baptism ") has taken
is not expressed.
Wiesinger

In the second case, the subject

6 Qeog.

preceding

requires an object no less than emTro-

to be understood of Christians, in

Spirit (according to Engelhardt

up His abode.
supplies

>5ijp

as well as the other, a relative (not an absolute) verb.

//

is

no

difficulty in this completion, the less so as the

w-hich, in connection with

ypacprj),

points to God, with

Aej-et, is

whom

personified (corap. Gal.

it is,

as

it

were, identified.

This second explanation would deserve the preference before the first, as it
is not apparent why James here, instead of simply God, should name the

Holy

Spirit,

whom

he has not elsewhere mentioned in his whole Epistle, and

because the specification of an object belonging to
tially

emirodei,

required for the thought, can scarcely be wanting.

second interpretation,

much on account

o KoruiKi^aev kv

rjiilv

added to

which

is

essen-

Certainly, in this

nvev/xa is difficult,

not so

of the formation of the expression, as because this addition

appears to be a very unimportant remark. But it is otherwise with the
reading KaTumoev, as then the relative clause marks " the right of propriety

ground of explanation of envious love " (AViesinger). According to
Or think you that the scripture says
vain
(rather God) enviously desires the spirit which He has made to dwell in

as the

this view, the passage is to be explained:
in

—

us, but

He

gives the greater grace

remarked that

doKstv

— zvherefore

it

says, etc.

has the same meaning as in chap.

i.

—

It is

26;

yet to be

KevCig,

that

is,

without contents, corresponding to the truth; corap. kevoc Xoyot, Eph. v. 6
(Plato, Lach. 196h).
The adverbial import of npdg (pdovov is justified by the
usage of the Greek language see Pape's Worterb. : the word irpoc Winer,
;

;

378 (E. T., 425); Buttmann, p. 292 f. (E. T.,340). The verb imnoddv is
The idea that
also elsewhere in the N. T. construed with the accusative.
God cherishes an " envious and loving longing " (Wiesinger) after the spirit

p.

of

man, corresponds

preceding

fiocxaTiidEg is

Eemaek. — The
of the 5th

to the circle of ideas in the O. T.,

from which

also the

to be explained.

iu congruity,

—

that the two members
and that the scripture adduced in

principal objections of Engelhardt

and 6th verses are not
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6.

—

ver. 6 does not prove the thought expressed in ver. 4
are solved by the observation that the friendship of the world, in which man opposes himself to the
will of God, is pride, and tliat those to whom God gives grace are none other

than the humble, who disdain to be the arrogant friends of the world. It is
erroneous when Engelhard t denies that an emphasis rests on ov Kevcj^, so that
the grammatical construction forbids to make the idea npdg (pOovov, k.t.X., intervene as a contrast to nevug; the asyndeton form is, besides, wholly suitable to
James's mode of expression; moreover, Engelhardt on his part finds himself
constrained to supply a transitionary thought before fidCpva 6i diduatv. That
James does not quote the scripture intended by him directly after the first /ley£«,
but defers it because he wished to emphasize that it was not vain and empty,
may well surprise us, but it is to be explained from the liveliness peculiar to
James. Moreover, in Rom. xi. 2-4, although not in the same, yet in a similar
manner, the passage quoted is separated from the form of quotation: ri Aeyei ij
ypaoT], and in such a manner that the formula itself is taken up again by an uTJm,
referring to the intervening remark, before the intended passage. When Engelhardt thinks that the words in consideration are to be recognized as the quotation, because they are words which do not elsewhere occur in James, apart from
this being any thing but conclusive, it is, on tlie contrary, to be observed that
nveifjia understood of the human spirit already occurs in chap. ii. 20, and that the
words Trpdc ipdovov emnodeiv do not occur in the passages of the O. T. which James,
according to Engelhardt's opinion, had in view.

Ver. 6. The words ^elljova 6e Mtdmv ^upcv are explained from the fact that
James already had in his view the passage of the O. T., afterwards quoted,
from which these words are taken. The subject is the same as in the former
sentence.
The comparative does not express the comparison with the blessings which the world gives (Beds: mnjorem graliam dot quam amicitia mundi;

thus also Tirinus, Gebser, Pott, Winer, Schneckenburger, Kern), or after
which those invidi atque arrogantes, quos reprehendit, Jas. v. 2-4 (Bouman),
:

also it does not indicate " the greater

measure of the comforting
(Lange: "but he
gives grace greater than the longing"), but " ,u«foi^a suggests a comparison
with a case in which there is no -Kp'oi (fdovov kmnod." (Wiesinger, so also De
Wette) incorrectly Bengel eo inajorem, quo longius recesseris ah invidia.
6i6 = therefore, because it is so (De Wette).
ypa(j)rf is to be supplied to ?^iyec.
longed for

;

and satisfying

Spirit as related to the longing Spirit"

;

—

:

jy

Kern
iii.

The passage is Prov.
LXX., except that here, as
put instead of Kvpujg. The vnep7/(pavoi are those
after high things (tu iipTjXd opovovvreg, Rom. xii.

incorrectly takes ?Jyet impersonally

34,

and

:

it

is

said.

verbally quoted according to the

is

also in 1 Pet. v. 5, 6 ecog

who, whilst they

is

in striving

16) will be the friends of the world, are not ready to bear the reproach of
Christ.

That these are

ixOpol tov Oeov, the scripture confiruis

— Opposed to these are the
avvanayofievoi,

Rom.

xii. 16,

bear the cross of Christ.

by

diduaiv xupivA

The

Tanuvoi, that

Conip. Ecclus.

difficulty of the

the lowly,

those

by

who

avTiTdaaeTai.
rolg Taneivoig

seek not the friendship of the world, but

That these
iii.

passage has induced
some expositors to have recourse to arbitrary
emeudatioDs; thus Erasmus aud Orotius ex1

is,

are

(pi/uot

tov Otav

humbly

the Scripture confirms

19, 20.
plain the words from Sio \eyei to xapiv as a
gloss from 1 Pet. v. 5. Hottinger (with whom
Reiche agrees) ou the coutrary, is iiicliued to
,

;
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Ver.

7.

From

the sentiment expressed in the preceding,

James

—

infers

duty of humility.
vnoTuynre ovv
The exhortation is addressed to the viTep7i(pavoi because God uvnT6j eew].
In Schneckeuburger's explanaTuaaeTai them, they are to inoTuaaeiv to God.
(ovv) several exhortations expressive of the

:

tion

plena obedientia vos Deo committite, ut skis

:

6ov?mi Qeov, ohedientia is in-

ista, quam commendat,
HUMiLiTATis est; neque enim generaliter hortatur, ut pareamus Deo, sed requirit
suBMissiONEM.*
uvTiaT7]TE f5e rcj 6ia36hf)'}This exhortation is closely joined
to the preceding; submission to God means resistance to the devil.
This
requirement was so much the more appropriate, as the readers wished to be
the friends of the Koafiog, whose upxuv is the devil.
Kal (pei^erai ikji' hnuv].
Comp. Hermas, i. 2, Mand. 12 (ed. Hefele, p. 380) dlvarai 6 diu^oTjoQ nuAalaai,

correctly emphasized.

Calvin's

is

better: subjecdo

—

—

:

euv ovv uvTtaTyg avTC), vlkijOel^ cpei^eTai una cov KaTrjaxvfi-

KaTaT:a7Mlaai dk ov dvvaTai.

Calvin

fjvog.

—

:

Quamvis continuos

insidtus repetat,

semper tamen exdusus disce-

commencing the apodosis; so also in Matt,
vii. 7 and frequently.
1 Pet. v. 5-9 is to be compared with this passage,
where upon the quotation of the same O. T. passage follow exhortations to
humility before God, and to resistance to the devil.
Ver. 8, In contrast to. the last exhortation and promise is the exhortation kyyiaare tu OeCj, united in a similar manner with a promise.
"Whilst the
devil is to be kept at a distance by resistance, we are to draw nigh to God.
dit.

the imperative

Kal after

" kyyi^eiv is not to be limited to prayer, but is to be understood generally of
man's turning to God" (Wiesinger). Comp. on iyyissiv, Isa. xxix. 13;-Heb.
vii. 19.
Kal eyyiel vfxlv, corresponding to the preceding ^ev^erai a<p' v/iijv.
SimZech. i. 3.
Isa. Ivii. 15
But in order
ilar expressions in 2 Chron. xv. 2
to draw nigh to God, conversion from the former nature is necessary thereThe cleansing of the hands consists
ayvlaare Kapdlag.
fore Kadapiaare x^lpa?
in withdrawing them from evil and in employing them in good works the
sanctification of the heart, in contending with impure desires, and in the culThe external and the internal must corretivation of a holy disposition.
spond comp. Ps. xxiv. 4 uduoc ;i;fpat kqc KadapoQ n) Kapdia. Pott erroneously
supposes the first expression to be a symbolical designation of ueTuvoia, and

—

—

;

;

;

•

;

:

;

denies

its

reference to the externa vitae integritas (Carpzov).

why James names

The reason

not only because they are the principal organa
operandi, but also because that he, with iyyl^eiv tu 9eu, does not think excluthe hands

is

on prayer see 1 Tim. ii. 8. On ayvlnaTi Kupdiag, comp. 1 Pet. i. 22
This address, designating the present
John iii. 3afxaprulol
difvxoi].
condition of the addressed, shows the necessity of /xeTuvoia; afiapTulol, because
instead of God. who chose them for His possession, they serve the lusts

sively

—

1

erase the

;

.

.

.

words from fuei^ova to Ae'vei, and to
between 6 and ©eo?. Also Liicke,

insert a 5e

according to Gebser, considered those words a
kind of gloss and error librarii to rj ypa'^r, Aeyei

and

Tois Tan.

is to
vij.lv

&i.&.,

yf

and that the context

ver. 6,

be thus construed
SoKslre oTc Kiviii

:

Trpb? i^66vov
J)

yp. Aeyec

:

.

.

.

iv

6 ©eos

v7repriij>a.vois, k.t.\.
1

On

account of Us strangeness, we give

here Semler's remarks on this passage: " Jacobus, Taulus, Petrus, Judas, uno quasi ore id
confirmant, opus esse, ut Roraanis et sic Deo
ee subjiciant " (in which Lauge finds no fault
were it only said "ut Deo et sic Romauis ")
and afterwards " tw SiajSoAo), qui per TrvcO/na
Yos suscitat adversus magistratum
<t>6oi'ov
:

:

Romauum;

" similarly also, of course, Lange.

—

CHAP.
1) of the

(ijdovalc, ver.

kuo/xoc,

IV.

;
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10.

9,

corresponding to

fioixaytdsg, ver.

cause they would at the same time be Christians.
is

too

weak

remark

there has

God

to

;

;

:

— Calvin correctly remarks

eosdem vocat peccatores
Ver.

The

9.

6i^vxoi, be-

;

reason in the Christian giving his heart to the world instead of
iii. p. 691
oi dLnpoaunoi oi) Qeu uaAu ralg eTridvuiuic avTuv

its

see Test. Aser.,

dovXevovai.

4

Wette's explanation

God and the world) Schneckeuburger's
sumendum quam, i. 8, is incorrect, for diaKpiveadai

ye undecided (between

:

hie sensu latiore

:

De

duplices

et

required in ver. 8 does not take place without grief
The consciousness of the latter is the road to the

[xeTdvoia

and mourning for

non duo hominum genera designat, sed

:

animo^

guilt.

summons now to this mourning: TaXatnuprjaaTe nai nevThe repetition of Kai is an expression of emotion raXainupeh; in the N. T. un. ley. (the adjective in Rom. vii. 24; Rev. iii. 17; the
substantive in chap. v. 1 Rom. iii. 16), literally, to suffer external hardships,
former; therefore the
dT/aare koI KAavaars.

;

;

as in Mic.

here used of the internal condition

is

4,

ii.

wretched, as the adjective in

neously refer

Rom.

to bodily castigations

feel unhappy,

to

:

Estius, Gagnejus, Grotius, erro-

27.

vii.

vosmet ipsos jejumis

et 'aids

corporis anlripayuyiaiq (Grotius); similarly Hottinger: sensum miseriae

CLARIS

it

iNDiciis PRODiTE

;

and

in the

Beza: reprehendit

falsely also

same combination

nevdr/aaTE Kal KXavaare, the

X. T., ]Mark

xvi. 10;

Luke

Grotius incorrectly explains

weep.

saccum

et cilicia

there

;

is

affligite

:

uvalyrjaian in adoersis.

Neh.
25; Rev.

vi.

in

mvdTj'^o.Te

=

;

—

2 Sam. xix. 1

xviii. 15, 19; wail

and

iiiduite,

not the slightest indication that James had in view
If the foregoing exhor-

change of the lusts and joy of worldly

tations point to a

Kara Qeov Tivmjv, 2 Cor.

(rrjv

9

lugubrem habiium

the external signs of mourning in dress and the like.

mourning

viii.

vii. 10),

this is still

life

into godly

more

definitely

expressed in what follows, by which James passes from the outward manifestation (>tv>.(jf
nevdoc) to the internal state (xapiz
Karrj<peLa).
kotti.

.

.

.

.

—

.

(the adj., Wisd. of Sol. xvii. 4), literally, the casting-down of the
eyes, here indicates internal shame.
Compare with this the picture of the
(peia uTT. ?iey.

"-^

publican in

Luke

xviii. 13.

Conclusion

Ver. 10.

hortation, in which

— carrying

with

an O. T. coloring

it

what has hitherto been said

is

summed

up.

TaweivudriTe in reference to raTretvol^, k.t.^., ver. 6.

ivuTTiov Kvpiov].

Qeov (comp. ver. 7), not Xpiatov (Grotius).
raweivdidrj-e vird tt]v

.

.

.

x^'-pa tov

=

evumov not

— of
—
—

the ex-

TaneivuOrjTe

Kvpiuv, i.e.,

vv6 (1 Pet. v. 6:

Qeov), but expresses that the self-abasement

who gives grace
be referred both to the present
concealed and to the future manifested glory of the humble Christian
is to

take place in consciousness of the presence of God,

only to the humble. ^

(comp. chap.

i.

9).

see in the O. T.,

Luke
»

xiv. 11

;

—

koi v\puaei v/2ug is to

The

Job

v.

1 Pet. v. 6,

contrasted ideas

and other

Kern: As James conBiders man

in refer-

ence to the divine grace as the receiver, so, on
the other hand, he takes into account the free
self-activity of

man

as the condition

a relation of unity of
place.

raireivovv

and

iipovv often

occur;

11; Ezek. xxi. 26; in the X. T., Matt, xxiii. 12;

by which

man with God

takes

places.
' In Plutarch, Them,
mously with SvaSvuia.

Comp. Ecclus.

^
.

.

.

ei/uiriov

ai/riov.

outoO

ii.

17

9, it

:

ot

is

used eynony-

^o^ou/xevoc Kvpiov

raneivuiaovai.

rds

i//uxas

—
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Ver. 11.

James passes

Without any indication
to a

to the preceding,

new

of a connection with the preceding,

exhortation, which, however,

inasmuch

From

humility toward our brethren.

so far closely attached

is

as humiliation before

God

carries with itself

the fact that this exhortation, although

decidedly earnest, has yet undeniably a milder character than the former,

and that James uses here the address

u6e1<pol, whereas before it was ijLoixa7u6Eg,
be inferred that James now addresses, at least
by the worldly ways of others felt induced to do those

ufiaprulol, d'njjvxot,^ it is to

primarily, those

who

things against which he here exhorts them.
only here and in

'AaKelv

1 Pet.

Rom. i. 30
one; Luther, "to slander."

the adjective in

;

ii.

12,

1 Pet.

iii.
ii.

fx^

KaraXaMre

u'aXtiXlov].

16 (the substantive in 2 Cor.

speak in a

1), to

Estius, Semler, Pott,

Gebser, Hottinger, incorrectly restrict the exhortation to teachers. ^

and

Kplvuv are indeed closely connected,

30;

manner against

hostile

ullTi7iuv,a(jainst each other.

The two

laTMv, k.tX, assigns the reason of the exhortation.

Kara-

xii.

—

6 Kara-

ideas Kara^iaXCiv

but are not equivalent, since Kora-

—

^aMf presupposes Kpiveiv they are here indicated as distinct ideas by ^.
By the addition uSeX^ov not only is the reprehensibleness of KaTolalEiv empha;

jam hoc vocabulo, quantum peccatur KaTokaTualq,
submonet), but also the reason is given for the sentiment here expressed
By amov added to tov u6tX^6v this is brought out more
KaraTuikEi vofiov.
strongly, whilst also the brotherly union is more distinctly marked than
by the simple tideA^oii incorrectly Bengel: fraterna aequalitas laeditur obtrecsized (Schneckenburger

;

:

—

MAGIS judicando.
narahiTiel vofiuv koi
same law is here meant as in chap. i. 25, ii. 9,
tando

;

sed

kp'lvei vofinv].

etc.

:

By

vofioq

the

the law of Christian

which according to its contents is none other than the law of love, to
which u6e1(I>ov and tov udElcpbv airov already point. By reviling and condemning one's brother, the law of love itself is reviled and condemned,

life

thereby disclaimed as not lawfully existing, and, as may be
tendency to save and not to destroy is condemned (Lange).
The explanation of De Wette, that there is here a kind of play of words,
in which is contained only the idea of contempt and disregard of the law,
whilst

it

added,

its

is

is

unsatisfactory .3

stand by

vofiog

Grotius, Baumgarten, Hottinger, quite erroneously under-

the Christian doctrine, and find therein expressed the senti-

ment, that whosoever imposes upon his neighbor arbitrary commandments
designates the Christian doctrine as defective, and in so far sets himself up
as

its

judge.*

— With

the following words:

6i v6/iov KpivEic, k.t.X.,

eI

the fur-

1 Lange incorrectly observes that there is
BO reason to see here a traneitiou from one
another. But it is not here maintained
(that James has in view a sharply exclusive dis-

thereby upon the law of God, as if it were not
sufKcient; for he acts as if he supposed it
necessary to come to the help of the law."
* Lange, in accordance with his view, sup-

.tinction of different classes of his readers.

poses the reference to be to the Jewish cere-

•class to

Wiesinger correctly says that we are not
between .Jewish and
Gentile Christians; Lange incorrectly asserts
.that the primary reference here is to the internal divisions of Judaism.
s The opinion of Stier is mistaken
"Whocverimproperlyandofflciously notes and deals
with the sins of other men, throws blame
2

ihere to think of a contest

:

monial law, although he does not explain vo/lios
Also Bouman thinks

as equivalent to doctrine.
that

James has here

aliena coimcientia
cate that

among

;

in view the judicia de
but James does not indi-

his readers disputes took place

de sabbati veneratione, de

licito

vel iUicito

ciborum iisu, etc. Augustine here arbitrarily
assumes an attack upon the G^ewit^e C/t7-is<Ja«s.

CHAP.
ther consequence
the law, but a

is

added

:
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12.

but if thou judgest the lato, thou art not a doer

— The particle

Judge.

IV.

6e

serves to carry on the thought

:

of

ovk

eI

thou thereby departest from the attitude whicli becomes
thee for the law is given to man that he might do it, but whosoever thinks
he has right against the law, cannot be a doer of it, and consequently
assumes a position which does not belong to him (Wiesinger), which posinoiTjTTjs vu/iov, i.e.,
;

Kpirijq.
Baumgarten, Gebsex-, Neander, Wieand others supply the genitive vo^iov to kplttj^ incorrectly, for
(1) this would make this sentence and the one preceding it tautological;
and (3) the
(2) it dilutes the idea KpL-riig in its contrast to KoirjT^i vo/iov
sequel which is added to this idea Kpi-rig, adverts not to the judging of
the law, but to the judging of the man. The meaning is
Whosoever
judges the law constitutes himself a judge, giving a law according to
which he judges or pronounces sentence upon his neighbor. But this is
not the province of man.
The following verse tells the reason why it

tion

is,

as the sequel says, uaXu

singer, Lange,

;

;

:

is

not

so.

One

Ver. 12.

and

is

The

destroy.

to be judges.

—

and Judge, (namely) He who can rescue (save)
men who presume

the lawgiver

chief accents lies on nc, in opposition to

6 vo/xodirij^ kqc /cp^r^f].

because the judging belongs only to

The

idea

voiioOirr)^ is

Him who

here introduced,

has given the law, and

is

adduced against those who by judging their neighbor act as lawgivers,
whereas their duty is to obey the given law.^
6 6vvuiievog aucai koX anokeaaL
serves for a more precise statement of the subject elg (so also Bruckner,
Lange, Bouman) it mentions who this One is, and in such a manner that
it is also announced why He, and He only, can be vo/uodeTTic /cat Kpiriig.
Schneckenburger correctly observes: 6 6vvu/j.evog
articulus appositionis
signum, ad suhjectum sig pertinentis grammatice ; but incorrectly adds: ita
autem u(, quoad sensum, melius in proprium resolvatur sententiam. Not only
gi-ammatically, but also according to the sense, 6 dmufuvor, etc., is to be
most closely united to elg therefore also Luther's translation " there is one
Lawgiver who is able to save and to condemn," is incorrect. ^
6 6vvu/uevog
is not, with Schneckenburger, to be resolved into o} eSean, but is to be retained
in its literal meaning.
Bengel correctly remarks: nostrum non est Judicare;
praesertim cum exequi non possimus.
On auaai, see chap. ii. 14 on iino-

—

;

.

.

.

:

;

—

—

;

Correctly, Laurentius: "Is qui detrahit pros-

*

quia lex prohibet oranetn

this

Irao, detrahit

legi,

detractionem, sed et judicat idem legem, quia

hoc ipso quod contra
detrahit, judicat quasi,

prohibitionera

legis

legem non recte pro-

hibuisse."
1

of ^^orus

is

false

:

"

legis-

una eademque persona; " and
Theile infers from this something entirely foreign " unus est legislator
idem utriusque
lator et judex est

.

:

:

et severioris

oris cbristianae

.

.

.

.

.

mosaicae et

isque etiam judex

liberali.

.

.

et

legitimus et idoneus, idque et utriusque legis

eorum qui alterutram sequuntur:" of
which there is here no mention.
et

all

in the interpretation of

passage, have failed in precision, being

with giving only its general meaning,
They appear for the most part to regard 6 Bvvdfi.ei'os,

k. t. A., as

(the Rec. omits

The explanation

legis auctor

Most expositors,

«atisfied

translates

who

it

:

"

an attribute of 6 vo^ofleVijf
(cpiTJj?)
thus De Wette

icai

One

;

is

the lawgiver and judge,

Wiesinger
is wanting
" .Judging us and our brethren
belongs to Him alone (namely, to Ilira who as
lawgiver is not under, but above the law), and
He proves His exclusive right by [lis power to
save and to destroy, with which he confirma
His judicial sentence."
is

able to save and to destroy."

gives here only a paraphrase which
in definiteness

:
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Matt. x. 28.

Keaai, particularly

— m)

expresses the insignificance of

Je rig el

in contrast to 6 dvvufievog, k.t.X. (Schneckeuburger), thus:

man,

hast no power to save and to destroy;" comp. Matt. x. 28.
question in

Rom,

ad pron. cv
Kpivecg."

Rom.

—

xiv. 4, ix. 20. ^

Schneckenburger

oKpi.vuv'].

:

same

" thou, appos.

qui articuli hanc

;

vim nescierunt, loco participii posuerunt og
without the personal pronoun, as in Mark xii. 33;
The Rec. rdv hepov perhaps arose from Rom. ii. 1.

Tov n?Li]mov,

xiii. 10,

Ver. 13.

—

"Thou who

— The

xv. 2.

The apostrophe commencing with

until chap. v.

of the Epistle

6,

this verse, and continued
has a character plainly distinguished from other portions

— (1) by

directly designated as

aye vvv repeated; (2) those addressed are neither

adeXi^ol,

as

single exception of chap. iv. 1

is

ff.),

elsewhere the case with James (with the

nor are yet characterized as members of

God is described, and
judgment is announced, without any call being added to desist from
practice and be converted; so that this apostrophe contains not the

the Christian Church
their

their

;

(3) only their forgetf ulness of

slightest exhortation to repentance, as is the case with those addressed in

and dlxpvxoc. All this is a sufficient proof that James has
Oecumenius, Bede, Semler, Pott, Hottinger, and others have correctly remai-ked (differently Gebser, Schneckenburger, De Wette, Wiesinger;
Theile considers that Jewish Christians and Jews are here addressed), not so
ver. 8 as dfiapTuTiol

in view, as

much

the

whom

of

members
it is

of the church, as rather the rich

already said in chap.

ii.

(ol

nXovaioi,

chap. v.

1),

that they oppress the Christians

6, 7,

and blasjiheme the name of Christ, and who are already, in chap. i. 10,
The severe language against them
to "the brother of low degree."
in an epistle directed to Christians is sufficiently explained from the fact
that with many among them, as follows from ver. 1 ff., the same forgetf ulAlso the first section (vv. 13-17) is of
ness of God had gained ground.

opposed

such a nature that the fault therein expressed affected many of the readers
not less than the arrogant Jews.^ In this section, those addressed are at
characterized only according to their presumptuous security in their

first

— uye

striving after eartlily gain.

and

in chap. v.

1, is

vvv].

a summons, which

occurring in the N. T. only here

aye,

also,

with classical writers,

—

is

joined

vvv serves not only for
with the plural (Winer, p. 458 [E. T., 516]).
strengthening (De Wette, Wiesinger), but likewise for connection with

what goes before. As in what follows there is no summons to do any
some expositors suppose that uye vvv is designed only to excite atten-

thing,

tion

;

Grotius

:

jam

eyo ad vos

Others supply a thought

and the

like.

De Wette

;

;

so

Yet is the cru here to be undeiBtood
definite antithesis to another, namely
God, on which account also 6e is added.
It has therefore a more independent meanIng than in the passages adduced from
the Epistle to the Romans.
In this there
reason
is
for
the
editors
Lachmann,
Tischendorf, and Buttmanu here placing a
*

Pott,
:

Theile

nijg Toulre,

summons

thinks that the

indirectly contained in the reproof.

is

also

thus Schulthess

fir/

after

el,

vos.

KaliJg noielTe,

to lay aside the fault

Wiesinger suggests
comma

audite

age,

:

or

but

not

ver. 16 as the

in

those

other

in

passages.

to

Lange agrees with this in essentials, aflarming that this section was principally addressed
to the Jews; whereby he certainly proceeds
from the erroneous supposition that the Epistle
was directed to the Jews generally by the hands
of the Jewish Christians.
-

;

CHAP.

IV.

material for the designed imperative clause.

James has already here

that

K?.avaaT£

sumed
ing to

.

.

in

— placed

thus Gebser, Hottinger, Schueckenburger

;

whom

alluded to."

—

in

comp. chap.

signification;

chap. v.

Ye who

oi 7.f:yovT£q\.

ii.

correct to assume

14.

in chap. v.

1,

—

after uyi vvv again re-

similarly Lange, accord-

;

announcement of the judgment, which
1, but is here darkly and menacingly

uye vvv "refers to the

comes out quite clear

more

It is

view the imperative clause

ini ral^ ToXanrupini^ vfiuv, k.t.'K.,

,
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13.

say.

/Jystv is to

be retained in

its

usual

Theile, without reason, explains it: qui

—

non solum cogltare soletis sed etiam dicere audelis.
arifiEpov koi avpiov announces the precise duration of the intended journey
not M?/<en it should
commence, but hoio long it should endure. With this explanation there is
no difficulty in Kai otherwise (as the Rec. reads) must stand. In nai there
fi

;

lies

a greater confidence (Theile), as according to

upon

—

it

a definite plan

is

fixed

morrow.

According to Wiesinger, different instances are
here taken together, as in 2 Cor. xiii. 1 (so already Bengel unus dick hodie,
idem oliusre eras, nt commodum est) according to this, Kai would have to
be explained " and relatively " (see Meyer on that passage) but the indefinileness contained therein does not suit the certainty witli which these
people speak. Lange's meaning is unjustified: "that avpiov is used for the
undefined future subsequent to to-day."
The indicative we
noptvooixeea'].
shall journey expresses the certain confidence more strongly than the conjunctive let us journey; see critical remarks.
dq rijvfiE tt/v tto'mv^. Luther:
into this and that city.
This explanation is also in Winer, ed. 6, p. 146
(E. T., ed. 7, 162), who adduces for it riivde ttjv rinepnv in Plutarch, Symp. i.
6. 1
but Al. Buttmann (p. 90 [E. T., 103]), on the other hand, correctly
asserts that the pronoun in that passage, as everywhere among Greek
authors, has its full demonstrative meaning, and that therefore it must be
understood in James in the same sense; thus Schirlitz (p. 222) observes
that the pronoun is here used duKUKtjq; see also Liinemann's remark in
Winer, ed. 7, p. 153 (E. T., 162); still it is not to be explained, with
Schneckenburger in hanc urbem, quae in conspeclu quasi sita est but, with
also for the

:

;

:

;

—

—

;

:

:

Theile

ceria

:

Jingilur,

quae veto

verie

eligi potest.

Those introduced as

speaking mean each time a definite city; but as this difters with different
James could only indicate it in an indefinite manner, and he does
so by the pronoun by which each time a definite city is pointed to thus into
persons,

;

the city

which the

traveller

had chosen as

his aim.

By

nopt-veadac elq

r.

noX. is

indicated not merely the going into the city, but also the journey to the city in

—

Kai KOLrjaojiEv^ «.r,/\.].
We will spend there a year;
with a designation of time, as in Acts xv. 33, xx. 3, and other places
in the O. T., Prov. xiii. 23; see also Xicarch., Epigr. 35 (Jacobs' ed.) iv

which they would remain.

noieiv

:

TavTi) nETtoiTjKa TTolvv xpuvov.

tinue there a year

:

"

^

Luther incorrectly translates

for kviavTov iva

the proper objective accusative.

is

it:

"and

will con-

not the accusative of duration, but

The reading

iva fittingly expresses the

confidence with which those introduced as speaking measure out their time
" will spend there a year."
* Stier, correctly
opinion of Lauge, that " n-oietj' along with
a definition of time may likewise have indicated
:

The

that the time in question
is

contradicted by 2 Cor.

is

busily employed,"

xi. 25.

—

—
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beforehand, but not "their restless and unsteady conduct" (Lange).

Bengal

EfHTopEvaofieda kuI Kepdr/ao^iev'].

flinem animi securi.

by

;

—

i/inopeveadat

That aim

Ktpdf/aopev.

is

:

=

kul

to

frequens

traffic

;

the final aim

;

koI

polysyndeton exprimit
is

libi-

designated

worldly gain, which, in carnal security,

recog-

is

Kern correctly renized as certain to be realized, so that it cannot fail.
marks " TraflBc is introduced only by way of example, as characterizing
:

man's doings with reference to the
in

James opposes

Ver. 14.

and the

who

transitoriness of

with the

life

to carnal security the uncertainty of the future

— ohiveg = qui correctly Wiesinger
— ovk eniaTaade
ut

life.

;

are of such a character that," etc.

cates the ignorance of
xxvii. 1

:

/x^

— noia yup
1 Pet.

ii.

i]

what the next day

What

how

life

Tr/g

n

Te^iTai

tj

:

"

Ye

aipiov indi-

comp. Prov. iii. 28,
thus whether

;

tmovoa

James had

follows shows that

:

this chiefly in view.

—

noia, as in

with the subsidiary meaning of nothingness.

constituted?

the genitive

how your

will bring forth

rf/g

yap gives an explanation of ovk iniaraade-

^uf) v/icJv ;].

20,

the reading adopted

v/iiJv,

to (tu)

Kavx(j tu elg avpiov, ov yap yivuCKEig

life will still last.

By

earthly life as contrasted

God."i

by Buttmann

of to-morrow

:

oiTivei ovk

dependent on

avpiov is

is

noia

Emaraade
(jljtj ;

it

is

avpiov nola Cw^

Ye know not

This idea

circumstanced."

feebler than the usual reading, for

tt/c

thus, "

evidently

is

supposed that they yet

on

live

denoted as doubtful.
yup refers to the idea lying at the foundation of
aTpXg yup EOTE, k.t.X.^.
the preceding question, that life is entirely nothing.
uTuic (in the N. T.
only here and in Acts ii. 19, in an O. T. quotation), literally breath ; thus in
Wisd. of Sol. vii. 25, synonymous with unol^pota, has in the O. T. and the
Apocrypha chiefly the meaning of smo/ce ; thus Gen. xix. 28: dr^tf Ka/uivov;
the following day, which according to the other reading

is

—

so also Ecclus. xxii. 24; Ezek.
see also Joel

?ui3uvov uTfiig]

viii.

iii.

11

:

uTfitg tov dv/iid/iaTor

;

Ecclus. xxiv. 15:

3; Ecclus. xliii. 4; in the classics

it

also

occurs in the meaning of vapor.

According to biblical usage, it is here to
be taken in the first meaning (smoke) thus Lange Luther translates it by
eote is stronger than the Rec.
vapor; De Wette and Wiesinger, by steam.
icTi
not only their life, but also they themselves are designated as a smoke
as in chap. i. 10 it is also said of the TrTiovaiog, that he shall fade away as
;

;

—

;

— By
bXiyov
— npdg oXiyov = for a

the flower of the grass.

smoke

is

stated.

jy

Trpdg

little

.

.

.

u(pavii;ofievTj,

time; bliyov

is

the nature of the

neuter.

—

kuI is to

be explained as it appears, so it also afterwards vanishes. In the corresponding passages. Job viii. 9, Ps. cii. 12, cxliv. 4, the transitoriness of life
:

is

represented not under the image of innig (Wiesinger), but of a shadow;

differently in Ps.

Ver. 15.

speak as in ver.

13, this verse tells us

closely connected with

vfiag is

thesis

cii. 4.

After the reason has been given in ver. 14

:

Ye

how we ought

oi liyovTEg,

ivho say, To-day, etc., instead

ing to the reading

tirjaoiisv

it

ver. 13, so that ver. 14

of saying, euv

kui noif/ao/xEv (instead

1 Lange indeed asBentB to this; but he thinks
that the apostle, with a prophet's glance, evidently describes beforehand the fundamental

why

to speak.

trait of

was wrong

—

to

uvtI tov liyeiv

forms a parenAccord-

6 Kvpiog, K.T.X,

—

of the Rec. (yaufxEv kui

tzoitjcuiiev)

the diabolically excited worldlinesB of

his people, as

it

more developed.

afterwards became more and

;

.
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16.

Kat l^r/ao/iev not to the protasis (as Tischendorf
but to the apodosis (Lachmanu and Buttmann so also Wiesinger and Lange); for, first, it is grammatically more correct* to make only
the conjunctive deXm^ dependent on euv, and to take the two indicatives
togetlier; and, secondly, from this construction the striking thought results,

it

is

most natural to refer

punctuates

it),

•,

that not only the doing, but also the

dependent on the
ivill, tee

will of

shall both live

God

and do

:

it is

this

life,

as the condition of the doing, is

accordingly to be translated
Correctly, Wiesinger

or that.

:

:

If the Lord
" It appears

more suitable to the sense to take eav 6 k. Ou. as a single condition, and
On the other hand, most expositors retain
it by a second."
De Wette refers kuI
the reading of the Rec, but they construe it differently.
Qjaunev to the protasis, and takes the second nai as belonging to the apodosis:
"If the Lord will and we live, we shall," etc.; so also Erasmus, Luther,
Calvin, Hornejus, Pott, and in general most expositors (also Winer, see
on the contrary, Al. Buttmann, p. 311 (E. T., 362), prefers
critical remarks
to be

not to complete

;

Schneckenburger, indeed, refers kol CrjaufMev to the protasis,
more closely with Lav dilrjaTj-. si Deo placet ut vivanius turn
faciemus (similarly Grotius and Hottinger), which, however, cannot be linBornemann (in Winer and Engelhardt's N. Krit.
guistically justified.

the indicative).

but he connects

it

Journ., vi., 1827) cominences the apodosis with nal

"Let us seek our sustenance."

lir/aufisv,

and explains

it:

— Winer correctly observes that this explana-

Bruckner erroneously ascribes to this commentary) lacks simnot supported by biblical usage.^ Bouman and others (see
critical notes) refer Qiaufiev naturally to the protasis, and notrjaoixev to the
The meaning which this reading, unsupported by authorities,
apodosis.
gives, appears to be suitable, but yet is not correct, for it would be more
The indicative is to be
correct to have said eav ^ijaufiEv ml 6 Kvpioc de^ori.
tion (which
plicity,

and

is

—

:

preferred to the conjunctive in the apodosis, as a reciprocal call to definite
action corresponds less with the context than the resolution to do something.

Yer. 16 expresses the conduct of those addressed in contrast to ver. 15
in such a manner that the judgment upon that conduct is also expressed.

and

— vvv

6i,

here, as frequently,

before a person
(^ovdaiq vfiuv.

is

By

where the

reality in opposition to

what

is

set

—

KavxuaQs h rale ulaemphasized; see 1 Cor. v. 11, xiv. 6.
uTiaCpvela is to be understood the arrogant self-reliance on

De
see explanation of 1 John ii. 16.
Wette inaccurately explains it by hragginrj ; Theile, by arroganter facta,
dicta : Schneckenburger, by pertness ; Wiesinger, by " those arrogant expressions affecting complete independence;" Lange, by "vain and arrogant
The plural is used, because such
self-exaltation " and others differently.
ev,
haughtiness manifests itself differently under different circumstances.
the duration of earthly prosperity

;

;

—

here used differently than in chap.

i.

9

:

the

the reason of the boasting, that from which

»

The

indicative future after iav is only

found with absolute certainty in Luke xix. 40.
8ee Al. Buttmann, p. 192 (E. T., 222).
» The opinion which Winer, in ed. 5, p. 331 f
has expressed, that perhaps do apodosis is to

uTualfiveiai

it

are not the object but

proceeds (against Wiesinger),

be assumed, James only intending to say that
we should always resolve never to speak decidediy, he has in later editions correctly reiioquished.
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and Kavxuadai is designated from the standpoint of James that haughty and
presumptuous language in ver. 13; comp. Prov. xxvii. 1.
With the following words nuaa Kaixv^t?, k.t2., James definitely expresses his reprobaNot every boasting in itself (chap. i. 9), but every boasting
tion.
ToiavTT)'].
which proceeds from uTia^ovela, which is founded in it, and connected with it,
:

—

:

—

is

wicked.

Ver. 17.
doeth

it

With

not, to

him

the general sentence

it is

sin,

:

Whosoever knoweth

James concludes what he has

to

do good and

hitherto said.

— ovv

is

used in the sense of conclusion, but indicates that the concluding thought

is

the result of

ent on

eldoTi

;

—

what has gone before.
Ka%bv noulv belong together, dependnot " whosoever knows the good that is to be done," which

would be to take noieiv as an epexegetical infinitive. Wiesinger correctly
remarks: " kuIov is not the idea of good, in which case the article would be
put, but that which is fair, in contrast to an action which in its moral nature
is novTjpov."
That the discourse is concerning a sin of omission as such, to
which this sentence is commonly referred (Bengel, Jachmann, and others),

—

rightly contested by De Wette and Wiesinger.^
u/iapria airC) ianv.
Be
Wette: "In the sense of reckoning; John xv. 22; Luke xii. 47 f." (so
already Estius, also Schnecken\iurger, Wiesinger, and others).
avru is here
put, as frequently in the N. T., especially after the participle; comp. Matt.
With regard to the connecV. 40; see Al. Buttmann, p. 125 (E. T., 143).
tion in which this sentence stands with the preceding, most expositors
understand it as enforcing that to which James has formerly exhorted his
readers, and refer d66n to the knowledge which they have now received by
But against this is the objection, that if this expression
the word of James.
is

—

be referred to
admonui,

all

the previous exhortations (Estius

vobis bene

nota sunt), this

would not be

:

jam

its

de omniBus

satis vos

proper place, because

later on more exhortations follow; but if it is only referred to the last
remark (Grotius moniti estis a me, ignorantiam non potestis ohlendere, si quid
posthac tale dixeritis, gravior erit culpa ; so also Pott, Theile, De Wette, Wiesinger), we cannot see why James should have added such a remark to this
It is accordingly
exhortation, as it would be equally suitable to any other.
better to refer el66n to the already existing knowledge of the subject just
treated of; namely, the uncertainty of human life is something so manifest,
:

who notwithstanding

talk in their presumption as if it did not
were not dependent on God, contrary to their own
knowledge, do not that which is seemly, but that which is unseemly, and
therefore this is so much the more sin unto them.^

that those
exist, as

1

if

their life

" Since KoAdv

is

the antithesis of

irov-npoi;

and not some positive good as beneficence, the
defect of which is not jro;'r;pdi', as De "Wette
correctlj' remarlis, fir) woiovvn does not merely
signify a sin of omission, but the omission of

xaAdf
*

is

necessarily a doing of novqpov."

When

Lange, iu arguing agninst this ex-

planation, maintains that the

word

refers to

the better knowledge of the readers, of evangellcai behavior in general, the definite con-

nectlon of thought, in which here" the general
sentence is placed, is not properly considered

by him.

—
CHAP. V.
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V.

Ver. 4. Instead of eLnt7.rjlvdaaLv the form dcEXriXveav is, with Tisch. and
Lachm., to be preferred (on this form see Ph. Buttm., Ausfiihrl. Gr. Gr., § 87, 8,
Note 5, and Winer, p. 70 f. [E. T., 93]). —Ver. 5. The ug of the Rec, (after
G, K, etc.) before iv rifiipa is, according to the testimonies of A, B, K, to be
regarded as an explanatory addition, and, with Lachm. and Tisch., to be left
out; so also Wiesinger, Lange, Briickner; Reiche and Bouman, however, judge
otherwise.
Ver. 7. The Rec. after the second iug has the particle uv (so in X
and many min.). Tisch. has omitted it, as, according to his statement, it is not
found in A, B, G, K, etc. Lachm. has retained it (according to Tischendorf's
note: ex errore); so also Buttmann, who adduces no authority for its omission.
Already Griesbach regarded uv as suspicious. Lachm. and Tisch. have omitted
I'ETov; it is in A, G, K, etc., but is wanting in B, X, etc.; its addition is easily
explained, particularly as in the LXX. it is never wanting with npuifing koI
6ipt/xor. —Yer. 9.
The address u6E?i(poi, in A, B, etc. (Lachm. Tisch.), stands
before, in G, S, etc. (Rec), after kut ua^Xuv- in K, etc., it is entirely wanting.
Instead of KaroKpidriTe the simple verb Kpid>/Te is, with Griesbach, Scholz, Lachm.,

—

;

Tisch., to be read, according to almost all authorities; so also the article 6

(which in the Rec. is wanting, against almost all authorities) is
Yer. 10. The address according to the Rec. is u6EA(poi fiov
(Gr, K, X, etc.); in A, B, etc., /uov is wanting (Lachm, Tisch.); its correct posiInstead of KanoTTadeiag, « alone reads
tion is after Iu^ete, not after KaKonaOelag.
na'/jonayaQiaq,
Before tw 6v6/iari, B, X, etc., have the preposition ev (Lachm.):
X alone omits rw.
a correction apparently for the sake of simplification.
Yer. IL It is diflScult to decide whether we are to read, with the Rec. and Tisch.,
vTTOfiivovTac (G, K, etc.), or. with Lachm. and Wiesinger, vitoixElvavTag (A, B, X,
etc.); yet the reading of the Rec. appears to have arisen from an endeavor to
before

/cptr^c

to be adopted.

—

—

—

—

—

Bouman certainly judges otherwise.
Majo), K, X, etc., Oecumenius (Lachm.), is as
difficult reading ISetc, attested by A,*
more
changed
for
the
a correction to be
After ianv the Rec. has 6 Kvpiog, according to A, B (in B,
B, G, etc. (Tisch.).
however, the article is wanting), X, several min., vss., etc. (Lachm.); Griesbach
regarded it as suspicious, and Tisch. has omitted it, after C, K, many min., etc.;
the omission can easily be explained from the fact that Kvplov directly precedes
generalize the reference of the idea

The

Rec. eWere, after

B*

:

(teste

—

—

Yer. 12. The reading Elg vnoKptmv (Ed.
wavers).
has probably arisen from the original ind npiaiv, these
two words being taken as one, and then a preposition placed before them.
Yer 14. The avrdv after uMxpavreg is Avanting in B; it was omitted as being
and some min., left out the
Lachm. and Tisch. have, after
self-evident.
article rov before Kvpiov; yet G, K, X, many min., etc., attest its genuineness; in
Buttmann
has received it, but without
nevertheless
B also Kvpiov is wanting;
(so

also

Lange;

Bouman

Steph., after G, K, etc

—

)

—

the

article.

— Yer.

A

16.

The reading

of

the Rec.

is

i^ofwloyeiade ii}JJn\oi^ rd

—
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irapaiTTuaara, Kot sixeade, k.t.1. (Tisch.); instead of

B

which A,

read

k^o(io7uoyelade

(Lachm.); for ovv also K, N, several
to be considered as genuine; yet
precisely this ovv might mislead one to find in this verse an extension of the
thought going before, and on this account to change the new expressions
with the preceding, and thus, instead of napanTUfiUTa, to put again d/iapriag,
and instead of evxeode, for which also X testifies, to put again TrpoaevxeadE,
whereas the opposite change cannot be well explained.
Ver. 18. The Rec.
verdv hduKev is found in B, G, K, almost all min., etc. (Tisch. ); A, on the contrary, has eduKEv isTov (Laclim.); so also X, but with tov before vetov.
It is
possible that this change was occasioned by the following £l3?MGrTiaev tov Kapnov.
Ver. 19. Tisch. has omitted the pronoun /jov after u6eA(poi, yet the most
important authorities, A, B, K, X, etc., attest its genuineness.
X alone has,
instead of the simple rw alrideiai, the combination rijg 66ov if/g uXrjdeiag.
Ver. 20.
yivuaKere
in B is occasioned by the address a6el(^0L.
The reading
Instead of the
xpvxvv,
after
many
min.
(Tisch.),
Lachm.,
Rec.
G, K,
and Buttm. have adopted
This avTov is found in A, X, some min., vss., etc. B has it, prob\pvxfiv avToi).
ably by an error of tlie scribe, not after rpvxriv, but after Oavurov,
B has as
subscription 'la/cw^ou; A, 'la/cw^ou hmoToln\ others differently.
obv

(l/lA^/loif

Tug u/iapriag kuI npoaevxeode,

k.t.2,.

min., Vulg., etc., testify: accordingly ovv

is

—

—

—

—

—

Ver.

That here the same persons are meant as

1.

not others, has ah'eady been observed on that passage
of that passage

expression

is

is

again resumed. ^

(against Lange).

KkavaaTe blolvH^ovTeg,

Laurentius,

iv. 9,

De Wette, and
;

Kkavoare

its
is

1.

and

vw, the aye vvv
10,

ii. 6,

literal,

7

;

the

meaning

not here to be

of the tears of repentance (Estius, Hornejus,

no intimation of a

others), for there is

Correctly, Calvin

tentiam divites putant

/c.r.A.].

ayz

See chap.

oi ttIovclol].

not to be taken in a symbolical, but in

understood, as in chap.
repentance.

—

in chap. iv. 13,

by

:

:

call to

falluntur qui Jacobum hie exhortari ad poeni-

miki simplex magis denuntiatio judicii Dei videtur, qua

James already sees the judgment coming
which they should weep
The imperative is not here used
which threatened them.^

COS terrere voluit absque spe veniae."^

upon the
are the

rich, therefore the call sZaiiaare; that for

raT^aiizupiai

—

instead of the future (Semler: sdlo prophetico imperat, ut rem certissimam

Schneckenburger: aoristus imperativi rem max certoque
The imperative
is to be retained in its full force.
expresses not what they will do, but what they shall even now do, because
their TakainupiaL are nigh.
The union of the imperative Klavaare with the
participle oTioTiv^ovrtg is not an imitation of the frequent combination of
demonstret, flebitis;

eventuram designat), but

Hebrew

the finite verb with the infinite absolute of the same verb in the
1 Whilst De "Wette, Wiesinger, and others
understand by the rich here addressed Christians, Stier has correctly recognized that such
are here addressed " who are outside of the
Chri8tianChurch,"namely, those already men-

tioned in chap.

ii.

6, 7,

who

practise violence

on you, the confessors of the Lord of glory.
His remark is also striking: "To them James
predicts as a prophet, and entirely in the style
of the old prophets, the impending judgment."
» Wiesinger indeed concedes the point to

Calvin, but only in words; for " the design of
James, as in the case of the prophets of the
O. T., is certainly nothing else than that of
moving them by such a threat if possible yet
to turn."

If

James has

this design in these

words, he has certainly not indicated

That James by

^

the

Roman Empire

neither

Rev.

this Intends

it.

the end of

proved
from the Epistle of Peter, nor from
indications
nor from any other
in

xviii.,

this Epistle.

(Hengstenberg),

is

—
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2.

(Schneckenburger), since here two different verbs are united together (De
Wette, Wiesinger)

affection, is

O. T., Isa.

6AoAi<«v frequently in the

xiii.

and in other places, and indeed
impending divine judgment (Isa. xiii. 6:
Klavdnov),

Calvin

:

est

quidem

et

G,

xiv. 31, xv. 3

chiefly

{oXoT^vi^ete (ietH

used in reference to the

hTiolv^Ere, kyyvg

yup

iiixipa

Kvplov).

—

the miseries destined for you,
f)fiEpaig',

«Aat«v, but,

added for the sake of strength.

suus poenitentiae luctus, sed qui mixtus consolatione, non

ad ululatum usque procedit.
Ev Eax^Tuic

same meaning as

also oAo^lf^av has not the

;

more vehement

as expressive of a

ver. 7:

ettI ralg Tokainuplaig hjiCw'].
For your miseries, i.e.,
namely, the miseries of the judgment; see ver. 3:

i/

napovala rov Kvpiov.

Bouman,

Mill, Benson, Michaelis, Stier, Lange,

Thomas Aquinas,

Grotius,

refer this to the then im-

pending destruction of Jerusalem they are so far right, as the destruction
of Jerusalem and the last judgment had not as yet been distinguished in
representation ^ but it is incorrect to refer it to the judgment itself, rather
than to the miseries which loill precede the advent of Christ ; or, with Hottinger,
to find here only a description of the inconstancy of prosperity.
ralg inspxofiivacc, not sc. vfiiv (Luther: your misery which will come upon you; so also
De Wette, Lange, and others), but the impending, already threatening miseries;
comp. Eph. ii. 7.
Ver. 2. Description of the judgment destroying all riches 6 7rAo{)rof vfiuv
In a prophetical manner the future is described as having already
aiaijnev.
taken place (Hottinger, Schneckenburger, De Wette, AViesinger, Bouman,
and others). By nloiiroc is not here
as Estius, Raphelius, Wolf, Semler,
Gebser, Bouman, on account of aiarjnev think
to be understood such things
(fruit, etc.) as undergo literal rottenness, but is to be understood generally;
;

;

—

:

—

—

and aEarjTE as a figuratire expression denotes generally the destruction to
which riches are abandoned. The explanation of Calvin is incorrect hie
:

immensa divilum rapacitas perstringitur, dum supprimunt, quicquid undecunque
possunt ad se trahere, ut inutiliter in area computrescat (similarly Hornejus,
Laurentius, Grotius, Bengel, Theile 2) James " does not hei'e intend to give
the natural result of covetousness, and thus the reason of the judgment, but
the effect of the judgment breaking forth" (Wiesinger).^ James describes
The verb arjivu, to cause to roty in the
the reason from ver. 4 and onwards.
passive and second perfect to corrupt, is in the N T. uk. Tisy., but often
occurs in the LXX. comp. Job xxxiii. 21, xl. 7; as here in a general sense
Kal rd iiidna vfiuv, k.tX
The
(= (pdEipEfjdai) it is found in Ecclus. xiv. 19.
;

—

;

general idea nAovrog

—

is

here and in what follows specialized.

1 Wiesinger: "The question whether James
thought on the destruction of Jerusalem, or on
the advent of Messiah, is an anachronism for
to him both of these events occur together."
;

jam

<7i]Tu(3puTog,

facta sunt eoruraque, quae pro justa Dei

retributione adhuc fieut."
^

in

agreement with his explanation of

sense, thus explains the passage: "divitiae a

Lange understands also ttAoOtos in
a symbolical sense, namely, the externalized
" connected,
Judaistic
righteousness
of

vobis coacervatae perierunt nulla vestra

course, with worldly prosperity."

2

Theile,

who takes

the preterite in

its literal

ali-

alque ideo vos coram
judice perdent. Ita causa addituristarura calaperferendi,
gravi
oppositione eorum
mitatum
quae per absurda et impia ipsorum avaritia

orumque

utilitate

.

.

.

irAoiio-ioi,

—

His asser-

tion is also incorrect, that here not the last

judgment, but "the natural immanent judgmenta of sinners " are meant.
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molh-eaten, in the
xiii.

20,

LXX.

:

N. T.

uanep

un.

2.£y.,

does not occur in the classics, but in Job

l/iuriov arjTojipuiov;

conip. Isa.

li.

anuXriKuPpuToc in

8.

Acts xii. 23 is similarly formed.
Ver. 3. Continuation of the description of the judgment
Kol 6 upyvpor,

:

Kanurai, in the

a further specification of riches.

6

xp^abg v/iuv

N. T.

un.

7.ey.

(Ecclus. xii. 10), equivalent to the simple verb, only in a sti'onger significaCorrectly, Hornejus: loquitur populariter,

tion.

nam aurum jiroprie aeruginem

where it is said of gold and
images ov dcaouCovTai and iov; see also in the same, ver. 23. With too
minute accuracy, Bretschneider justifies the use of the verb here, that we are
to think on gold and silver vessels which are alloyed with copper (similarly
Bouman). It is no less incorrect, with Pott, to weaken the idea KariuTai,
non conlrahit
silver

that

so in the Epistle of Jeremiah 11,

;

:

it is

ami

to be understood only of amisso

auri colore ex fiaco in viridem

;

against this

singer thinks that because Kariurai

is

et

argenti splendore, de mutato

is 6 I6q

it is

by the

fact that since rust settles

The verb

is

a matter of

must

indifference that rust does not affect gold; but the ideas

other in the figurative expression.

Wie-

directly following.

here used figurativelj',

suit each

rather here to be justified

on metals generally, James in his vivid

concrete description did not scrupulously take into consideration the differ-

ence of metals, which, however,
"poetical exaggeration."^

—

]\Iost

e/c (lapTvpiov vfilv larai.

is

not to be reckoned, with

Kai 6 idc avrijv

(namely, tov

De Wette,

as a

xp^^^ov kqI tov upyvpov),

expositors agree with the explanation of Oecu-

menius KaTafxapTvpfjaei vfiuv, il^yxuv to uuerudoTov vuuv accordingly, " The rust
which has collected on your unused gold and silver will testify to your hardBut since the preceding Kariurat
ness, and that to your injury = kot' v/xuv."
describes the judgment overtaking earthly glory, log can only be understood
:

;

Wiesinger

" the rust

a witness of their

with reference to

it

own

destruction

in the destruction of their treasui-es they see depicted

their

own."^

;

;

correctly,

:

Augusti superficially explains

riches are transitory."

upon themselves

;

it:

is

"will convince you that

all

After their riches are destroyed, the judgment seizes

therefore koI

(puyerai rug adpKag v/iuv.

The

subject

is 6 log,

"the corroding rust seizes also them, and will eat their flesh " (Wiesinger).
The figurative expression, although bold and peculiar, is not unsuitable,
(^uyerai is not the present
since log is considered as an effect of judgment,
(Schneckenburger), but in the LXX. and N. T. the ordinary future for
.tderai; see Buttmann, Au.<f. Gr. Sprach., § 114 (E. T., 58), under eadiw,
Winer, p. 82 (E. T., 89). The object rug adpKag v(iuv belonging to (jxiyeraL is
neither = %dr (Baumgarten), nor yet in itself indicates "bloated bodies"
.(Augusti, Pott: corpora lautis cibls bene pasta) also Schneckenburger lays
;

on the expression, explaining it emphatice, quum ejusmndi
According to usage, al capKeg denotes the fleshy
koniines nihil sint nisi aup^.
parts of the body, therefore the plural is also used with reference to one inditoo

much

stress

:

1 Lange strangely thinks that it is here intended to bring out the unnatural fact that the

as for the glory of Israel to be as corrupted

become rebellious and
companions of thieves: "It is as unnatural
for gold and silver to be eaten up with rust,

may

princes of Israel are

as the glory of other nations cornjpts,

"

which

be compared to base metals."
Stier incorrectly understands

guilt of sin

which cleaves

to

by rust " the

mammon."

;;
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4.

comp. 2 Kings ix. 36 KaTa<?dyovTai ol Kvvec rac aupKag ']e^ui3e^ further,
Lev. sxvi. 29; Judith xvi. 17; Rev. xix. 18, 21; in definite distinction from
It is to be remarked that in ahnost all these passages
bones, Mic. iii. 2, 3.
the same verb is united with the noun.^ The context shows that what is
vidual

;

:

spoken of

is

;

not "the consuming of the body by care and want" (Erasmus,

Semler, Jaspar, Morus, Hottinger, Bouman), but the punishment of the

De Wette, Wie-

divine judgment (Calvin, Grotius, Pott, Schneckenburger,
singer,

and

The words

others).

ug nip

may be

united either with what goes

Most expositors prefer the first combination
is wanting), and Oecumenius in
commentary put a stop after vij.C)v. Grotius, Knapp, and Wiesinger, con-

before or with what follows.

yet already A, the Syriac version (where uq
his

sidering

tliis

it
tanquavi ignem
Wiesinger states as a reason for this, that without the
the words iHrjaavplcaTs, k.t.7.., give too feeble a meaning.

construction as correct, accordingly explain

opes istas congessetis

:

;

union with wf rcvp
But this is not the case, since the chief stress rests on kv iaxuraic ij/xipaic (so
also Lange); also James could not well reckon riches as a fire of judgment.

judgment is frequently represented as a devouring
which was sufficient to suggest to James to add wf nip to
After the judgment has overtaken the wealth of
(payerai.^ The sentiment is
the rich, it will attack themselves. Kern gives the sentiment in an unsatisfactory manner " The destruction of that which was every thing to the rich
That
will punish him with torturing sorrow, as if fire devoured his flesh."
the ra'Aacnupiai already draw near is said in ver. 1, and James by the words
idTjaavpiaaTE ev Eoxaratg ijutpaig indicates that the judgment is close at hand, so
that this time is the last days directly preceding the judgment; accordingly,
the heaping-up of treasure appears as something so much the more wicked.
Estius, Calvin, Laurentius, and others incorrectly supply to the verb the word
The object to be
bp^/iiv in accordance with Rom. ii. 5 (comp. Prov. i. 18).
supplied to dr/oavpi^eiv, which is often used absolutely (comp. Luke xii. 21
2 Cor. xii. 14 Ps. xxxviii. 7), is contained in the verb itself, and also follows
from what has preceded. The preposition ev is not used instead of elg, and
eaxarai iffitpat are not the last days of life (Wolf accumulavistis divitias extremae
vitae parti provisuri ; Morus: cumidastis opes sub Jinem vitae vestrae), but the
last times which precede the advent of Christ (ver. 7), not merely the final
national judgment (Lange). Jachmann most erroneously takes the sentence
as interrogative Plave ye collected your (spiritual) treasures on the day (i.e.,
for the day) of judgment, in order to exhibit them ?
Ver. 4. Description of the sins of the rich to the end of ver. 6, by reason
Besides, in the O. T. the

consuming

fire,

:

:

;

:

:

1

Although

CTopices in itself

indicates only

flesh according to its separate parts, yet the

expression

is

in a concrete

See Ps. xxi.

here chosen in order to name

irvp eSerai);

manner

"Aerugo

which is carefully
According to Lange,

that

nourished by the rich.
ai <Tap<cet are " the externals of religious, civil,
and individual life; "and the thought of James
is that " the rotten fixity described as runt in
Its last stage transforms itself in the fire of a
revolutionary

'

movement "

I

10,

irCp; Isa. x. 16, 17,

LXX.

KaTaufiiytTai ai/Toin

:

xxx. 27 (^

Ezek. xv.

opyij

Amos

7;

toC

fli/^ioi)

v. 6.

deecribitur, quasi Invadat

is

Pott:

membra dl-

vitum, eaque quasi, ut metallum,arrodat atque

consumat et quidera
<us irCp, tanquam
flamma membra quasi circumlabens carDemque lento dolorc depascens."
.

.

.
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judgment. The jRrst sin mentioned is
who work for them.
l6ov, an interjection often
occurring in the N. T. to draw attention to the object in question.
rwv
comp. the proverb a^iog 6 tpyarrig tov fxiadov
ipyaruv, emphatically put first
tuv ufirjaavruv (ufiav = depl^eiv, in the N. T. utt. ^ey.) riig
aiiToi) (1 Tim. v. 18).
In the following
Xupag vfiuv xupa =Jields, as in Luke xii. 16 John iv. 35.

which they become

of

liable to the

—

their injustice toward those

—

;

:

—

;

;

words, expositors conjoin a<p' i/iuv with antaTipri(iivog ^ whilst they either
explain utto = vno, or, as Wiesinger, retaining the distinction of the prepo;

sitions, observes, that "

not the direct origin, but the proceeding of the act

of robbery from them, is indicated" (comp. Winer, p. 332 (E. T., 464); Al.

Buttmann,
where

The

is.^

it

Lange)

iv. 10.

Kpai^Ei.

it is

By

God.'*

God

the designation of

of the heavenly hosts

emphasized

is

likewise to the earthly hosts
the transference of the

it is

6 ('nriaTepyfuvog

The injury

—
Calvin: vindictam
— In the following words

the law.^

Gen.

put on

is

iv. 14.

particularly in Isaiah

is

as
;

was expressly forbidden
comp.

stated that the cry has been heard

V.

graphic

style, instead of the

aadaud, His

Kvp'iov

power as the Lord

the reference occurring in the O. T.

here evidently not admissible (against Lange);

Hebrew

2 Sam.

same kind of
by diminished

quasi alto clamore exposcit;

LXX.,

r>lK3^ niH', often occurring in the

LXX.

in other places the

;

to join

the

;

of our neighbor,

or withholding of the wages due to him,

payment

by

would be more suitable

it

the kept-back hire crieth from the place

;

chief stress

conjunction as in chap.
in

But

280 [E. T., 326]).

p.

u(f v/xu)v to npu^n (so also

have

Kvpiog navroKparup,

—

James, in his
t<:>v dwufieuv, Ps. xxiv. 10.
general word " laborer," mentions specially the

10, vii. 27, or Kvpiog

on account of their multitude (De Wette), but because their

reapers, not

laborious work in the sweat of their brow most strongly represents the

which

Thus Calvin not incorrectly observes
panem ex suo labore nobis suppeditant, inedia

worthy of wages.

is

quam

indignius

confcere?

It

heartedness

qui

eos,
is

more remote

to exj^lain

here most sharply stated,

is

it

work

quid

:

et

est

fame

thus: "because selfish hard-

when even

the joy of the harvest

does not induce them to give to the poor their hardly-earned portion"
5

(Bruckner).

5. A second sin of the rich, namely, their luxurious and gluttonous
which forms a sharp contrast to the toilsome life of the laborers.
Tpv<puv, in the N. T. iln. ^ey.,
eaTiaTa?.^aaTE, synonymous terms
ETpv(priaaT£
anaraAdv, only here
in the LXX., Neh. ix. 25; Isa. Ixvi. 11 (Isa. Ivii. 4).

Ver.

—

life,

.

» ojroo-Tepe'M,

519c.; so also

:

.

.

keep hack.

to

LXX.

Mai.

iii.

Plato, Gorg.

5; Ecclus. xxxiv.

*

Comp. on

Ps. xviii. 7;

this

lea.

expression, particularly

v.

9:

iJKoiicrer)

eis

to.

!>Ta

Kvpiov aa^aiod raina; besides Gen. xviil. 21,

27.
«

/3oa

Comp. Gen.
.

.

8

iv.

10:

4>uivri

T^s yvs; Exod.
TOV @eov anb twv

6/<

.

ouTcii' jrpbs

Comp. Lev.
Taxi's

eTt

tiKxeov fii(T0u)Tov;

39;
aliJ.a

Tob.

iv.

ot/aaTo?

23:

ovc/St)

.

17

.

.

/Soij

14;

6 a.Tro<TT€pi)V

.

.

•

comp.

Mai.

tous
also

iii.

5: eVo/nai

harvest "the time

when

God

of God," and by the reapers

liLfrOiuv /nifffliou).

sym-

understanding by the
the theocratic seed of
in Israel has ripened unto the harvest

bolical interpretation,

avo<TTepovvTai
38,

his

xxii. 7,

Job xxxi.

Ecclus. xxxiv. 27 {eKxeojv

Sam.

Exod. ii. 23 f., iii.9, xxii.22
and other passages.
Here also Lange comes in with

xix. 13;

^

tpyioi/.

xix. 13; Deut. xxiv. 14; Jer.

xxii. 13; particularly also

/AopTus

li.

f.; 2

and

first

Christians."

"the apostles

—
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5.

Tim. v. 6 in the LXX., Ezek. xvi. 49; Amos vi.
Hottinger thus states the distinction between them

1

;

;

and other

anaraMv luxuriae atque prodigalitalis ; comp.
in Luke xvi. 19.
These and the following
not " because the conduct of the rich is described as

voluplatis

est el exquisitae

4,

rpv<p^v delicia-

verbs are in the aorist,

viewed from the day of

j

;

man

the description of the rich

udgment

" (first edition of this

commentary

;

simi-

larly also Wiesinger), for " this does not suit the present uvrtrdaasTat" (Gunkel),

but because James will mark the present conduct as a constant occurrence.
The addition
r/)f yf/g forms a sharp contrast to the preceding elc tu utu

M

Kvpiov aaffaud.

Whilst the Lord

heaven hears the complaints of the unjustly

in

oppressed, the rich on earth enjoy their lusts, undisturbed by the wrath of

God, which shall be revealed from heaven against
unrighteousness of

men (Rom.

i.

18).

idpitpare rag

all

ungodliness and

Kapdlag

vfiCrv

does not

add a new idea to the preceding, but brings forward the fact that the rich
in their luxurious living find the satisfaction of the desires of their heart.

Luther's translation

:

"

correspond to the idea
Since

Ye have pastured your
rpicpeLv

literally " to

rpecpeiv is

;

something bad

make

firm, thick,"

it

heart," does not sufficiently
is
is

evidently denoted by
best here to render

it

it.

by

"to satiate." Other expositors translate it by "to fatten;" Lange, by"to
make fat." ruf napdiag is equivalent neither to tu au/zara vfiuv nor to vjiuq',
comp. Acts xiv. 17, and Meyer on that passage ^ Winer, p. 141 (E. T., 156).
h Ti/iipa acpayfjg corresponds to the preceding ev iaxcnmg Tj/iipaig. These last
times are designated by James with reference to the rich as rj/xepa ccpayf/g, the
day of slaughter, because the sentence of death, which they have incurred,
will be directly executed upon them at the approach of the Trapovaia of Christ
(comp. ver. 7) and the judgment; so also Wiesinger, Bruckner, Lange, only
the latter arbitrarily understands by the day of slaughter, the day of Israel's
judgment, comprehending the time from the death of Christ to the destruction of Jerusalem.
This designation of the day of judgment is also found
;

in the O. T., particularly Jer. xii. 3,
avrCsv

;

xxv. 34.

By

LXX.

the reading ug before

:

uyviaov avrovg eig rjnepav a^ayfig

h viiepqi

a(p.

a comparison occurs,

who are to be slaughtered, so that Pott after ug
De Wette explains it " Ye have pastured your
dpefifmra.

namely, with the beasts
directly supplies

:

hearts as in the day of slaughter;

i.e.,

according to the comparison with

who on the day on which they are to be slaughtered feed carelessly
But the idea "carelessly and
and devour greedily;" so also Bouman.
greedily " is introduced also the comparison is unsuitable, since beasts on
Other
the day of slaughter do not eat more greedily than on other days.
expositors, as Wolf, Augusti, Hottinger, and others, take ev as equivalent to
Hottinger corpora vestra alui.'itis, tanquam pecora, quae saginari solent ad
eig
mactationem ; but this change of prepositions is arbitrary. Several expositors, as Calvin, Beza, Grotius, Laurentius, Bengel, and others, understand
by TiiiEpa ac^ayfjg the day of sacrifice ; Calvin addit similitudinetn, sicul, etc.,
quia solebant in sacrijiciis solemnibus liberalius vesci quam pro quotidiano more ;
beasts,

;

;

:

:

1 Meyer: "The
heart Is
inasmuch as the sensation

filled

of

with food,

being

tilled,

the pleaBant feeling of satisfaction,

heart."

is iu

the

;
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the meaning then

is

tola vita vestra est quasi

:

tinuum (Laurentius)

Had James thought on

signification.

perpetuum epulum acfestum con-

but that expression never elsewhere occurs in

;

would have expressed

more

this

the sacrificial feast or the like, he

by this explanation the
and only the luxurious life is
contradicts the character of the whole section, for if
it

reference to the judgment

is

definitely; besides,

entirely wanting,

dascribed; but this
James, from ver. 4 onwards, assigns the reason of ra'Kanrupiai, he does this
not without an earnest pointing to the judgment and its nearness.
Ver. 6. The third sin, the persecution of the Just, by which the ungodliness
of their disposition is most strongly indicated. By dixaioc is not meant Christ
(Oecumenius,^ Bede, Grotius, Lange), for, on the one hand, there is nothing
in the context to indicate this, and, on the other hand, the present uvTiTuaaeTai
is opposed to it
also, if this were the case, the perfect must be put instead of
the aorist, as here only one deed is mentioned, not, as before, a repetition
Wiesinger, in an unsatisfactory maimer, explains tov diKaiov by the
of deeds.
;

Kot merely the unjust conduct

innocent.

ousuess

is

of the n/Mvatoi founded

on covet-

here intended to be described, but the reason of persecution

is

comp. Wisd. of Sol. ii. 12-20;
The singular is to be taken collectively, and the
as also 1 John iii. 12.
expression absolutely, as in ver. 16. Several expositors assume that the verbs
but evidently
KarediKuaa-E, k(fov£vaaTe, are not meant in their literal sense
without reason,
/carcdi/cuaare shows that here primarily judges are meant
yet the accusers, if these are to be distinguished from them, are not to be
considered as excluded, since their accusation points to nothing else than to
a sentence of condemnation. ^ The asyndeton sharpens the climax, which
implied in the expression

-di^

dinaiov itself;

;

contained in the addition of the second verb to the

is

attention to the paronomasia between KaTEdiKuaare

and

first.
d'lKaiov.

Bouman

directs

— ovk uvrLrdaaeTai

opposes the calm patience of the just to the violence of the wicked he doth
Schneckenburger:
not resist (comp. Acts xviii. 6; Rom. xiii. 4; Jas. iv. 6).
:

OVK dvTCT. sine copula et

from the

pronomine pqnderose additur. The present is explained
what goes before not a single instance, but the con-

fact that in

tinued conduct of the rich

is

described,

similarly continued conduct of the
diKaiov to Christ,

to the verb the

misinterprets the force of the present, arbitrarily attributing

meaning:

stop you (in the
It is

way

1

"He

of death)

stands no longer in your way;
;

He

dxjvaTai

Occuraenius, indeed, says:
i(t>ov.

T. SiK.,

i<7o>s

&i ical jrpo(/>r)Ti(cis to irepl kavyov

i;jr€M<|)aiVei ffaflos.
2 Wiesinger correctly observes that ^oveveiv
here not to be explained according to Ecclus.

XXSi. 21

:

<^oi>Ei>(u^

ihv

or yap

KKr)(Ti.ov 6 a<^aipau/iiei'0$

;

to fiU

He

does not

up your measure."

—

also ovk avTiTuaatTai is not to

For the correct construction

ttjv eniSiwo-if;

ocai/TippjJTu)?

but he maintains without reason
is not to be considered

that the death ot the just

inl Toi' Xpia-riv avaii>epeTai;

but he thinlis that James likewise understands
this: tou? aAAovs tous to ofioia Trapa riov
'Iou6atu»' jraSoKTas; and he closes with the

remark:

6f

you

uvnTaaaeadai (Pott).

by

Is

suffers

unnecessary to supply in thought

be converted into oy

TO,

and opposed to this is placed the
Lange, by the reference of rdv

diKaioi.

'

as the direct desigo of the ttAouctioi, but only as

the result of their oppressions.

Also De Wette

is not to be understood
but of extreme violence, deprivation
of liberty, and the like. This interpretation
by the assumption
is, however, occasioned

thinks that the killing
literally,

that the rich are Christians.

—
CHAP.
there
witli
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7.

is no reason, with Bentley, for conjecturing 6 Kvpwq instead of
Benson, to take the sentence as interrogative, and to supply 6

or,

oi>,

Kvptog.

The object of the addition of the clause is not so much the more strongly tc
mark the violent conduct of the rich, as rather by implication to point to the
proximity of the vengeance of God, who interests Himself in the suffering
just, as is definitely asserted in the previous verses.
With this verse are to
be compared, besides the already cited passage in Wisd. of Sol
particularly

Amos

ii. 6,

7, v. 12 {KaTanaToiivTeq diKaiov), viii. 4,

ii.

12-20,

which

testify

for the correctness of the explanation here given.

Ver.

7.

Exhortation to the brethren to patient waiting, on to ver. 11.
jxaKpoDnudv

ftaKpodv/i^aart ovv],

be long-suffering to those

literally, to

;

—

who do

an injury; opposed to o^vdvi^dv, see Meyer on Col. i. 11. On its distinction
from i'-0Liii>eiv, see on 2 Tim. iii. 11; here the meaning appears to run into
that of i'Konevav, comp. the following /^uKpoOvfiuv and ver. 8; but it is here
well put, in order to exclude the feeling of disquieting doubt
vi. 12, 15.

;

comp.

Ileb.

ovv refers to the preceding

ovK avTiTdaaeTcu

sentiment (also to that indicated in
that the judgment is near (De Wette, Wiesiuger).*

v(j.iv),

— Patience

—

endure iwc r^g napovaiag tov
On Iwf as a preposition, see Winer, p. 418 (E. T., 470). As regards
Kvpiov.
the meaning which iug here has, Schneckenburger correctly observes 7ion
teiiipus tantwn sed rem rjuotjue indicat, qua i) e'Mxpi.g naKpodi'iiug toleranda toUatur.
contrast to the

u6eX(j)oi,

!:?Mvaioi.

is

to

.

:

B}' napovaia tov Kvpiov, according to constant Christian usage, is to be understood the advent of Christ (Wiesinger, Bruckner, Lange, Bouman), not the

coming

of

God (Augusti,

chiefly designates

The exhortation
the husbandman

God,
is

De

Theile,

"\\'ette)

he also uses this

j'et

;

although James by

name

for Christ, chap.

Kvpiog
1.

ii.

—

strengthened by the reference to the patient waiting of

(the

same

As he

figure in Ecclus. vi. 19).

waits (eKdixerai)

for the precious fruit of the earth, being patient with reference to

until

it,

has received the early and latter rain, so should the Christian patiendy
wait for the precious fruit of his labor, for which he hopes. The Kapirog is
designated as riniog, because it is its preciousness which occasions the fiaKpoit

By

dvuia.

fiaKpodvfiuv

ett'

avTu

=

more

airu, eKdixerafia

verb does not necessarily include in
in reference to the Kapiraq,

subject of Miii) (Luther), but

o

itself

definitely stated, since that

On

the idea here intended.

comp. Luke

xviii. 7.

Kupnoc (Stier).

— The

—

6 ytupyoq is

Ik'

not the

question whether

we

are here to read Iwf with or without uv (see critical remarks) cannot be an-

swered from the usage of the N. T. see ]\Iatt. x. 11, and, on the other hand,
Luke xii. 59. According to Tischendorf, the authorities are decisive for the
omission of uv.
See Al. Buttmann, p. 198 f. (E. T., 230 f.).^—{vETdv) np6i;

fiov nal o^pifiov,

Joel

ii.

the autumnal and spring rains; see Deut.

23; Zech. x.

1

:

xi. 14; Jer. v. 26;
not "the morning and the evening rain" (Luther);

see Winer's Realworterb. under ^^Witlerung."^
'

1 Schneckenburger correctly obsen-es: "ad
judici diviiii propiiiquitatera respiclt; " but the

remark

is

erroneous: "nequc eana

intitias, si

quis pariter versui 6 hunc jungat, itn ul excmTi)? tJ.aKpo9vti.ia^ ad eaiidera auimi leuitatem
usque servaudam exciteutur."

plo

'

It is peculiar that in the parallel sentences,

Exod. xv. 16; Jer.
and then €u»? av.
^

i„ ^ peculiar

izing says

:

xxiii. 20, at first «ws

manner Oecumonius

jrpiot>os

doMpvui' ^erdi^oia'

i»€To?,

i)

oxjiinot, ^ iv

if

stands

allegor-

« ottjti

rg yripq.

/xera

;
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Resumption and completion of the exhortation. The Kai after
explained from the reference to 6 ytupydc.
By the asyndeton addition arripi^aTe riig Kapdiaq vjiuv, the conduct which is the condition of
Not weak, but strong hearts are able to cherish
fiaKpodv/xia is emphasized.
on this expression, comp. 1 Thess. iii. 13 1 Pet. v. 10. The
fiaKpodvuiav
strengthening is indeed, on the one hand, an affair of God but, on the other
Ver.

8.

—

ftuKpodv/i^aaTe is

;

;

;

depends on the man himself, just like every thing else that is
obtained by the man surrendering himself to the love of God working in
him.
on n izupovaca, /c.r.A.]. Calvin Ne quis objiceret, nimium differn libera-

hand,

it

—

:

tionis tempus, occurril dicens,

prope instare Doviinum,

vel

{quod idem

—

est) ejus

On the expression, conip. especially 1 Pet. iv. 7.
aduentum appro/jinquasse.
Ver. 9. To the preceding exhortation a new one is added: jut/ arepu^eTe,
iidelc^oL,

kot' u^ItjXuv,

since with impatience in affliction a sinful irritability of

the sufferers toward each other

is easily conjoined.
or£vdC«v /card is to be
understood neither of invidia alienis bonis ingemiscenle (Grotius), nor of impatientia vnituis lamenlationibus augenda ; it rather denotes the gemiius accusatorius

and

(Estius, Calvin,

others), without, however, necessarily supposing a j)ro-

malorumque imprecatio (Theile, and similarly Calvin,
Morus, Gebser, Hottinger, Lange, and others) united with it. Augusti incorrectly renders it: " Give no occasion to one another for sighing."
From
Kaf uaItjIuv it does not follow that the nAovaioi (ver, 1 ff.) belong to the
Christian Church (against De Wette and Wiesinger) the reference here is
rather to the conduct of Christians toward each other under the oppressions
Since oTEvuC^tv Kara involves
to which they were exposed by the nXovcioi.''the judging of our brother, and is opposed to that love of which Paul says:
vocaiio ullionis divinae

—

;

—

/laKpodvfiei, xpV'^'''^veTai,

.

.

.

ov nupo^vverai, oh ?ioyiCeTai to kokov

James adds the admonition

.

.

.

nuvra

vnofiivei,

(comp. Matt. vii. 1), and then, for
the purpose of strengthening the warning, points to the nearness of the
Judge. The kpittk is none other than the Lord, whose napovma is at hand.
tva

(irj

Kpcdi/re

As His nearness should comfort Christians
them from the renunciation

likewise restrain

chap.

ii.

13).

Incorrectly Theile:

rioti

tarn,

in their distress, so it should

of love to one another (comp.
qui impalienlius ferentes

certo

puniat (quamquam nee hoc abesse potest), quam: qui vos ulciscatur, ut igitur ne

opus quidem

sit ista tarn

periculosa impatientia (so also

— On

De Wette)

;

for 6 Kpir^g

evidently points back to iva

nfj Kpidf/re.^-

stands already before the door,

on the point of entering, see Matt. xxiv. 33

Mark

xiii.

Vv.

29 (Acts

10, 11.

—

vTvodeiy^a /ld/3erf].

" Quos ad manifestas et gravisimproborum injurias fortiter ferendas
nunc hortatur, ut etiam in rai-

Hornejus

:

incitarat, eos

noribus

illie

offensis,

quae inter pios ipsos

saepe subnascunlur, vel condonandis vel diseinaulandis prorati sint. Contingit enim, ut qui
hostiura et

he

v. 23).

classical napudayfia) here, as frequently in the

1

earrjKev, i.e.,

Old Testament examples adduced for the sake of strengthen-

ing the exhortation to patience.

Biinas

npb tuv dvpuv

improborum maxiraas saepe con-

tumelias et iujurias aequo auirao tolerant, fra-

trurn

vnudeiyfia (instead of

the

N. T. and LXX., an example,

tamen offensas multo

leviores

non

facile

ferant."
^

Wiesinger, indeed,

recognizes

that

the

statenaent is added as a warning; but yet he

"Ye may

with
"
perfect calmness leave the judgment to Him
(so also Lange).
thinks that the chief idea is:

•

—

;

CHAP.

V.

a pattern, in sense equivalent to vmypafifiov,
iii. 9 («'f rd fii/ieiadai).
rf/g KOKonaddac /cat r/yf

—

N. T.

an-.

not synonymous with

Aey., is
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11.

1 Pet.

21; rvnog, 2 Thess.

ii.

/iaKfjuOviiiag].

fioKpodvfiia

—

KaKonudeiu, in the

vexationum patierdia (Hot-

synonymous with ^v/Kpopai, Thuc.
used in a somewhat attenuated sense.
Schneckeuburger arbitrarily combines it with the following words into one

tinger), but denotes sajfermg, affliction,
vii.

77; in 2 Mace.

idea,

=

T/fc

eeia

is

weakened.

clause

ii.

26, 27,

is

it

Ev naKOTzadei^ liaKpodvfiiag

On

by

;

this

combination the point of KaKonu-

the sentiment, see Matt.

ol kT^ukriaav (kv) rCi bv6jj.aTt Kvpiov,

belonging to

v. 12.

— By

the relative

Toi/g npocpr/rag, is

indicated

that the prophets, as servants of God, stand opposed to the world, even as

The dative tw dvo/xan (see critical remark) is not
Meyer (see on Matt. vii. 22), " by means of the name,
i.e., that the name of the Lord satisfied their religious consciousness and was
the object of their confession " but, as is commonly understood = ev tu
De Wette "by virtue of the
ov6(iaTi Kvplov (Wiesinger: jussu et autoritate
name ") this is evident from the fact that the Hebrew niH] Dt^a I?"! is
translated in the LXX. not only by ev (tw) bv, Kvplov (Dan. ix. 6) or by inl
Tu bv. (Jer. XX. 9), but also by la7Mv ru bvofian nvplov (Jer. xliv. 16).^
believing Christians do.
to be explained, with

;

;

:

;

new reason

Behold, ice count happy
founded on the consciousness that
God does not leave them unrewarded (Matt. v. 12), which is clearly manifested in the life of Job, on which account James, in conclusion, refers to
him. By the reading Tovg vnonivovrag the idea is to be taken quite generally;
whereas by the better attested reading rovg {mo/ieivavrag it is to be limited to
sufferers of the past time the latter is more in conformity with the context

Ver. 11 assigns a

them who endure

;

the

for the exhortation

them

of

(iaaapii^uv

:

is

;

The

(Wiesinger).

"restricted reference

garten. Pott, Hottinger, Theile)
v-o;mvt} is

riKovaare],

played both in his
friends; Tob.

ii.

not

=: perpessio (Storr),

afflictions,

and

12-15 (Vulg.

ferently) refers to the

"to

but the patience which Job

also in Ezek. xiv. 14, 20,

along with

Noah and

Daniel.

refer specially to the reading in the synagogue, but

generally-

Kat to riTiog Kvplov is,

issue in

terminated: Jinem, quern a Domino habuit

;

may

—

Job

ijKovaars

be understood

it.

is

the genit. subj. or

Others, as Augustin,

Bede, Lyra, Estius, Thomas, Parens, Wetstein, Lange, assume that by
death of Christ

is

is

may

which the sufferings of Job

so that Kvpiov

causae (2 Cor. xi. 26); thus most expositors explain
Kvpiov the

dis-

according to the connection given above,

and explained of the

to be referred to

Baum-

vmiiiwrjv 'luH

the text in the Greek ed., Tisch. reads dif-

;

man

— r^v

in his replies to the contradictions of his

same example;

mentioned as a righteous

rovg npcxpTirac (Grotius,

not to be justified.

is

to be understood.

Against this

is

re/lof

not only the

concluding clause, but also the context, which points to the end to which
the pious sufferer is bi'ought by the mercy of God, and on account of

which he
*

is

accounted happy

;

apart altogether from the improbability

Also in union with other verbs the LXX.
02/3 sometimes by the simple dative

translate

thus Ezod. xxxiii.
Mart; Jer.

xii.

16:

19,

xxxiv. 5: KoKtlv

o/xi^vciv roi ov. it-ov;

Isa. xli. 25, xliii. 7, xlv.

4.— Though

to! 6v6-

see also

this

usage

were not

decisive, yet it

would be most natural

to explain the dative rci ovoinaTi

= through

the

name, by which the name of the Lord would
be conceived as the objective power by wtiich
the prophets were iuduced to speak.
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James should connect the example of Christ immediately with that
With the reading elieTe this can only be understood of "indirect
seeing, namely, of clear perception by hearing" (De Wette).
The better
attested reading, however, is IdeTe, and it can only be regarded as an overthat

of Job.i

—

by " audiendo cognovistis"

sight that Wiesinger translates this Idere

The imperative

not the indicative, but the imperative.
prising,

and was on that account changed into the

connected Uere with what goes before, and then

is

indicate.
it

is

as

it

is

here certainly sur-

Tischendorf has

to be explained

:

Ye

have heard of Ike -patience of Job, look also at the end which the Lord gave. The
connection with what follows would, however, be more suitable Ye have
:

heard of the patience of Job and the end which

Lord gave : see (i.e., recognize
from this) that the Lord is Tro'AvairlaYX'i'og and olKiip/xuv. Such an imperative,
introduced uawdeTug, is not foreign to the style of James comp. chap. i. 16,
19.
With the Receptus, and also with the union of IdeTE with to teIoq Kvpiov,
oTi is not a particle of proof =for (De Wette, Wiesinger, Lange), since in
the preceding words no thought is expressed which would be confirmed by
this clause ^ but an objective particle that
a twofold object is joined to the
verb, the second definitely bringing forward the point indicated in the first;
The subject to tcnv is at all
arbitrarily Theile translates it and certainly.
events 6 nvpioc, which, according to the most important authorities, is to be
retained as genuine.
no?,va7Tlayxvog is a complete un. ley. "coined after the
Hebrew 0"] Ipn " (Wiesinger,), which the LXX. translate TroAneAfOf, see
the

;

;

;

—

—

Exod. xxxiv.

—

6, etc.;

in

Eph.

iv. 32, 1

Pet.

iii. 8, is

the related expression

N. T. only here and in Luke vi. 36 (comp.
Col. iii. 12
anluyxva oiicnpixov), frequently in O. T. comp. with this passage, particularly Exod. xxxiv. 6; Ps. ciii. 8; and Ecclus. ii. 7 ff.
The
reference to the mercy of God was to impress the readers, in their sufferings, with the hope that the reward of their patience would not fail them,
and to encourage them to steadfast endurance.
Ver. 12. The warning contained in this verse against swearing is in no
other connection with the preceding than what lay in the conduct of the
readers.
The Epistle of James was occasioned by manifold faults in the
churches, and tlierefore he could not conclude without referring to the inconsiderate swearing prevalent among them.
It is as little indicated that he
refers to the warning against abuse of the tongue (chap. iii.
Hornejus)
as that this swearing arose from impatience, against which the preceding
evairlayxvoq.

oiKrlpfiuv,

in the

;

:

—

;

verses

are directed (against

warning was
cated that

to the author, the

it,

Gataker, Wiesinger).

words

n-pd ttuvtuv 6i

of all other exhortations,

How

important this

show, by which

it is

indi-

to be specially taken to heart.

is

—

The
James assigns the reason of this in the words Ivu pfj vnd Kpiaiv TriarjTe.
warning
6/ivveTe is more exactly stated in the words //^re tov ovpavov, fiT/re
/j.^

1 In a tnoBt unsatisfactory manner Lange
by observing that James
" did thus connect the example of Abraham
with that of Rahab." It is evidently inap-

2

In a peculiar but highly arbitrary manner,

on

what

seelss to justify this,

Lange

propriate to place together Job as " the great

with to reXos Kvpiov in the sense
thereby specified what Christ was
able to effect in entering upon His suffer-

sufferer of the Old Testament," with Christ

ings.

as " the great sufferer of the

New Testament."

uniting

that

it

refers
it

is

to

directly precedes,

CHAP.
T^v

yfjv, fiTfTt i'iA2.ov

God

This

is

to be considered as included in
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12.

be noticed that swearing

It is to

Tiva opKov.

not mentioned.

is

V.

hi/

the

name of

Ranch along with others maintains,
the last member of the clause, but James

not, as

with firi7£ u7J.ov Tivu opKov has in view only similar fornmlae as the above, of
which several are mentioned in Matt. v. 35, 36. Had James intended to
forbid swearing by the name of God, he would most certainly have expressly
mentioned it; for not only is it commanded in the O. T. law, in contradistinction to other oaths (Deut. vi. 13, x. 20; Ps. Ixiii. 12), but also in the

prophets

it is

of men to God
The omission of this oath shows that
view only the abuse, common among the Jews

announced as a token of the future turning

(Isa Ixv. 16; Jer. xii. 16, xxiii. 7, 8).

James

in this

warning has in

generally and also

day

among

his readers, of introducing in the

common

every-

simple yea or nay, such asseverations as
those here mentioned; so that we are not justified in deducing from his
affairs of life, instead of the

w-ords an absolute prohibition of swearing in general, i as has been done

many

by

expositors of our Epistle, and especially by Oecumenius, Bede, Eras-

mus, Gebser, Hottinger, Theile, De Wette, Neander (comp. also Meyer on
Matt. V. 33 ff.); whereas Calvin, Estius, Hornejus, Laurentius, Grotius,
Pott, Baumgarten, Michaelis, Storr, Morus, Schneckenburger, Kern, Wiesinger,

Bouman,

trifling

Lange,"^

and

The use

oaths.

others, refer James's prohibition to light

of oaths

by heaven,

and

on the one hand,
deeper significance, is a swearing by
etc., arises,

from forgetting that every oath, in its
God; and, on the other hand, from a depreciation of the simple word, thus
from a frivolity which is in direct contrast to the earnestness of the Chris-

The

tian disposition.
etc., is in

construction of

bfivveiv

with the accusative

tov ohpavov,

accordance with classical usage, whereas the construction with

—

ev

and «V (in Matt.) is according to Hebraistic usage.
To the prohibition
James opposes the command with the words r)ru Jf v/iuv rd val val kqI to ov cv,
which do not express a new exhortation (Schneckenburger), but the contrast to o/ivueiv TOV ovpavuv, etc.
Most expositors (Theophylact, Oecumenius,
Zwingli, Calvin, Hornejus, Grotius, Bengel, Gebser, Schneckenburger, Kern,
Stier,

and others) find here a command

rectly, as in the

and falsehood

foregoing

(if]

ofivveTe

not in question at

is

" let your yea be (a simple) yea,

1

Kauch says

:

all.

De

^Vette correctly explains it:

and your nay (a simple) nay

" One should give honor to

and freely and without prejudice
recognize that according to the clear words of
the text here, as in Matt. v. .34 ff., a general
and unconditional prohibition of all oaths is
the truth,

expressed." To this it is replied that honor
is given to the truth when one is not taken by

appearance, hMl seeks without prejudice to
comprehend the actual meaning. In opposilion to the view that Christ by the prohibition of oaths, in Matt. v. 33 ff., has in view
the ideal condition of the church, Wi^singer
with justice observes " It can no longer be
said, in reference to our passage, that only an
:

to truthfulness expressed; but incor-

a reference to the contrast between truth

" (so also

ideal requirement is expressed calculated for

entirely

different

which were

in

circumstanceB

reality, for

than

those

there can be no

doubt that James demands for his requirement complete practice under the actual and
not the ideal circumstances of his readers."
^ Lange by this understands more exnctly
" conspiracy, which is a swearing accompanied
by hypothetical imprecations or the giving of
a pledge." Moreover, his view of the design
:

him to find the reason of
Jewish zeal to enter iuto

of the Epistle misled
this prohibiiiou ia

conspiracies,

2
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Estius, Piscator, Hottinger, Neander, Wiesinger,

only

and others; comp.

Al.

142 [E. T., 163J).^ Not the seiitimeut itself, but its form
different from Matt. v. 37 (see Tholuck and Meyer in loco).
The

Buttmann,
is

p.

—

form ^Tw (1 Cor. xvi. 22; Ps. civ. 31, LXX.) instead of earw is found in
classical Greek only once in Plato, Rep. ii. p. 361 (see Buttmann, A mfiihrl.
Gr., § 108, Remark 15 (E. T., 49); Winer, p. 73 [E. T., 79]).
?va
i"rd
,

—

assigns the reason

KplcLv -neariTE

equivalent to Iva

is

Comp. 2 Sam.

viro.

fir)

Kpidf/Te,

xxii. 39

the judgment, because

ver. 9.

By

Ps. xviii. 39.

;

Kplaig is to

be understood

The swearing forbidden by James

judicium condemnatorium.
it

w

should not swear, but should be

According to its meaning, the expresThere is nothing strange in m-KTuv

with the simple yea or nay.

satisfied

sion

why one

subjects to

founded on and in every instance promotes

is

frivolity.

let

Ver. 13. If one among you suffers., let Mm pray; if one is of good courage,
him sing psalms. This exhortation stands in no assignable connection

The sufferings to which ver. 7 ff. refer are those of
but KaKonadeiv has here an entirely general meaning. On ac-

with what goes before.
persecution

;

count of the following

many

Evdv/ud,

Hottinger) incorrectly explain
tatur quis).

animi

It rather

means

:

in

to he uifoi-tunate, to suffer,

certainly to be considered as included.

is

equivalent to the following
edv.

expositors (Beza, Semler, Rosenmiiller,
= " to be dejected " (Vulgate iris-

KOKo-Kadelv

uadeveiv,

which

is

which aegritudo

Pott incorrectly takes

it

as

only a particular kind of Kanona-

— npoa€vxEadat denotes prayer generally there no reason to limit here
—
literally, to touch, used particularly of stringed instruis

;

to petition.

ments

;

it

-ipakAav,

in the

LXX.

the ti-anslation of

p.J

and

"^CpT

=

to

sing psalms

;

comp.

Both joy and sorrow should be the occasion of
prayer to the Christian. The form of the sentence is the same as in 1 Cor.
vii. 18, 27.
Meyer " The protases do not convey a question, being in the
rhetorically emphatic form of the hypothetical indicative;" see Winer, p. 152

particularly 1 Cor. xiv. 15.

:

(E. T., 169), p. 2.)5 (E. T., 285), p. 478 (E. T., 541).
Ver. 14. From the general KaKoizuddv a particular instance, that of sickness, is selected.

many

ucdevEiv

=

aegrotare, as in Matt. x. 8,

other passages; the opposite:

means any

vyialveiv.

— By

sick person, but only such a person

Luke iv. 40, and
James hardly

uadevel rig

who under

the burden of

bodily suffering also suffers spiritually, being thereby tempted in his faith.

The

sick

man

is

to call to himself the presbyters of the congregation,

-npoa-

middle expresses only the reference to himself; not that the
rovg TrpeaSvTipovc r?/c t^/cZj/call is by others, which is hei-e taken for granted.
alag, the presbyters of the congregation, namely, to which the sick man belongs.
Kalecacdu, in the

—

unum ex presbyteris (Estius, Hammond, Laurentius, Wolf); the ichole body is meant (Wiesinger), as the article
shows not some of its members, as Theile considers possible. The follow-

It is arbitrary to explain rovg npeaiSuripovg as

;

> Langewouldunitethe two points together;
and he is so far not in the wrong, as James

Al. Buttmann, p. 195 (E. T., 226), rightly de-

presupposes truthfulness.
2 Lachraann has after the sentence containiug the hypothesis put a mark of interrogation.

edition of the

clares this to be unnecessary, but has in his

aiion,

N. T. adopted the same junctu.

;

CHAP.
ing words

kuI npocev^uaOuaav, k.tX,

:

V.
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15.

express the object for which the pres-

come they are to pray over him, anointing hira in the name
The prayer is the chief point, " as also ver. 15 teaches ^ i^xfi
the Lord.

byters are to
of

;

:

mffrfc^c, k.t./\."

r.

prayer,

(Wiesinger)

Luke

Tiva,

is

the act accompanying the
eo,

with the accusative expresses figuratively the reference

eni

to something, similarly as the

km

the anointing

generally inaccurately explained as equivalent to pro

kn' avrov is

pro salute ejus;

;

How

xxiii. 28.

German

iiber

with the accusative

far the author thought

on a

;

thus

kTmIeiv

local reference,

he who prayeth bending over the sick, or stretching forth his hands over
him, cannot be determined; see Acts xix. 13.
With the prayer is to be
conjoined' the anointing of the sick, for what purpose James does not state.

—

According to Mark

when

it,

vi. 13,

command

at the

reason of their doing so
tion of

is

not given, nor at a later period

is

;

but the

there any

men-

Probably James mentions the
conformity with the general custom of employing

in the miracles of the apostles. ^

it

anointing with
oil

the disciples in their miracles of healing applied

of Jesus they traversed the Jewish land

oil

only in

for the refreshing, strengthening,

and healing of the body,^ since he

refers the miracle not to the anointing, but to the prayer, and, presupposing

and that they
and trustful
mention of the name of Christ (less probably of God). That h tu dv. Kvp.
cannot mean jussu et auctorilate Christi is evident, because there is no express
command of Christ to employ it. Gebser incorrectly unites this particular
its use, directs

that the presbyters should unite prayer with

should perform

it iv

with Tzpoaeviaadunav
dAffi/iaiTff

do

tu dvo/ian

\

{tov) Kvplov,

that

is,

Schneckenburger with both verbs;

The question why

(De Wette, Wiesinger).

it,

in a believing

belongs only to

it

the presbyters should

Schneckenburger quia rb xupic/ia iafiaruv
erat; for, on the one hand, it is an arbitrary supposition that the presbyters possessed that xupicfia, and, on the other
hand, there is here no mention of it incorrectly also Pott quia uti omnino
prudentissimi ellgebantur, sic forte etiam artis medicae peritissimi erani.
Bengel
has given the true explanation qui dum orant, non multo minus est, quam si
" the presbyters as organs acting in the
tola oraret ecclesia ; and Neauder
this is not to be answered, with

(1 Cor. xii. 9)

:

cum Us communicatum

;

:

:

:

name

—

of the church."

»

Ver. 15 mentions the result of the prayer conjoined with the anointing.
Koi

from

Tj

That the prayer of the presbyters must proceed
Tfiq TTi'cTTewf].
was not asserted in the preceding, but was evidently presupposed

tixh

faith

now

the

prayer

which faith offers; inaccurately Schneckenburger: preces fide plenae.

mane

it is

»

Meyer

directly characterized as such.

in loco considers this anointing, as

also the application of spittle on the part of
Jesus Himself, as a conductor of the supernatural healing power, analogous to the layingon of hands. But in this the distinction is too
little observed, that according to general custorn oil, but not spittle, and the laying-on of
hands, was applied to the sick.
- See Ilerzog's Real-Encycl. on Oel, Oelung,

Salbe.

Tfjg

niareug is gen. subj.

well

known

that the Catholic Church,

Mark

vi. 13,

specially appeals lo this

s it is

besides

:

passage in support of the sacrament of extreme
unction. Chemnitz, In his Examen Cone. Trid.,
has already thoroughly shown with what Incorrectness they have done eo. Even Cajetau
and Baronius doubt whether James here treats
of that sacrament, as he does not speak of the
sick unto death, but of the sick generally. See
Herzog's Real-Encycl. on the word Oelung.
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is

used here in the same signification as in chap.

16

i.

;

sure confidence

it is

Grotius, Gomarus, Schneck-

in the Lord, in reference to the case in question.

enburger, Theile, and others define the. prayer more closely, as that of the
presbyters and of the sick man. On the other hand, Wiesinger refers ij svxv
so also
T. T. to TTpoaEv^uaduaav, accordingly the intercession of the presbyters
;

De Wette.

This

correct

is

however, to be observed that James has

it is,

;

man who

certainly supposed as self-evident the prayer of the sick
elders.

The following words

—

of the presbyters.

in

Heb.

commonly

classical writers very

This meaning

to will recover.

up again

tov m/xvovra takes

N. T. except here only

called the

auaei rdv KdjivovTa, state the effect of the prayer

:

uadevel ng.

Ku/^veiv,

in the

xii.

3 in a figurative sense, has even with

the

meaning

to be sick.

—

e'quivalent

adxjsi,

required by reference to tov Kuuvovra, and to

is

the word occurs in the same signification in Matt.
John xi. 12, and elsewhere.
By the following clause:
the prayer of
Kol kyepel avTuv 6 Kvpioq, what is said is more exactly specified
faith effects aui^eiv, by which the Lord (apparently Christ) on its account
helps; eyeipetv, to raise up from the sick-bed, see Mark i. 31, etc.; not "to raise
up from sickness" (Lange; "to cause him to recover," De Wette); the word
never occurs in this meaning in the N. T.
A particular case is added to

the context generally
ix.

22;

Mark

;

—

v. 23;

;

—

done by most exposbut against linguistic usage,^ to be resolved by and if, but by even if
By the sins here meant are such as formed the special
(so also Lange).
reason of the sickness. Accordingly, the meaning is even if he has drawn
the general,

kuv aiiapriaq

TrfTrotTyKuc].

7/

kuv is not, as is

itors,

:

upon himself by special sins (unsatisfactorily, Lange
By ^ kettoitjkuq the
sickness has become by them very severe").
his sickness

the sins

is

represented as existing.

— The

that even in this case the healing will not
here, meant,

which

apodosis
fail.

u(pEdrjacTai

The

" if his

:

effect of

airu expresses

forgiveness of sins

is

confirmed by the removal of the special punishment

is

produced by the particular sins. The explanation of Hammond is evidently
entirely erroneous nan tarn a Deo, quam a Presbyteris, qui aegroto peccata
:

ipsis confitenti

.

.

of the sentence, kuv n€noi7}Kug

may be

he has committed sins

.

struction, according to

{for)

.

which

it

loill

any

the

Lord

simply the apodosis to

;

by which the idea

(cruaet

.

.

.

ucpeef/aETai

eyepEi) SO positively

who

—

is

:

even if he

included in

to nenoiriKivai is to

(Bengel, Theile, Wiesinger).

expressed by James

is

James

be

— The

founded on

hears believing intercession, so that

It is certainly surprising that

k.tX, is

kHv,

close connection of ideas; thus

him

actudr/aerai.

him up, even if
But the usual con-

will raise

will be forgiven him.

be forgiven

his confidence in the Lord,

in vain.

and

that he will be healed of his sickness.

supplied from the preceding to

promise

it

:

ucpedr/GSTat is

on account of the

hath committed sins,
a<pEdi]bETai avrC),

.

the construction

joined to what goes before, and

considered as an asyndeton addition

to be preferred

As regards

absolutionem dare tenentur.

.

it is

not

gives this assurance without

Although we cannot say, with Hottinger: si cerlus et conprecum fuisset eventus, nemo unquam mortuus esset, since the nature

restriction.

stans talium

I In no passage of the N. T., except perhaps Luke xiii. 9, is the Kai in ko.v the simple
copula uniting two sentences, but it has every-

where the meaning though, even.
usage
see

is

The N. T.

here in conformity with the classical;

Pape on the word

kSlv.

^

CHAP. V.

James makes the event dependent,

of the condition, on which

ered; on the one hand,
n?jjv oiix
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16,

it is

not consid-

is

self-evident that true nian^ includes the

humble

ug ov (Matt. xxvi. 39); and, on the other hand,

tJf iyij Oi2.D u?Ji'

it is

James here evidently speaks of bodily sickness
yet he uses such expressions as point beyond the sphere of the
the spiritual, so that even when the result corresponds not to

to be observed tlrat although

and

its cure,

corporeal to

the expectation in reference to the bodily sickness, yet the prayer of faith

does not remain unanswered in the higher sense.
Ver. 16 annexes a

new thought

to

what has been

said,

as the strongly attested ovv shows, in close connection.

which

however,

is,

From

the special

order James infers a general injunction, in which the intervening thought
to be conceived that the sick

man

the purpose of their intercession

;

is

confessed his sins to the presbyters for
Christians generally are to practise the

same duty of confession toward each other. It is incorrect, with Chrysostom (De Sacerd., i., iii.) and several ancient and other expositors, to refer
the injunction contained in this verse to the above-mentioned relation of the
presbyters and the sick to each other, and accordingly to paraphrase

Pott

:

vfzelg uadevoiivTeg e^ofio?.oydc!de rolg TrpeajSvTipotc

it,

with

tu napanTtj/iara vfiuv Kal ifidg

by this not only is violence done
an intolerable tautology arises. u>lrj7.oig can only

nptaivTipoi evxtade vnep tud uadeDovvTuw, iov

to the language, but also

be referred to the relation of individual believers to each other, so that
Cajetan correctly says nee hie est sermo de confessione sacramental i. Some
:

expositors incorrectly restrict the general expression mipaTrrufiara to such sins

which one commits against another Wolf de Hits tantuin pcccatis sermo est,
quae alter in alteram commisit, quorumque veniam ab altera poscit ; Bengel:
;

aegrotus

et

:

quisquis offend it, jubetitr conjiteri:

treats not of

human, but

off'ensus

orare.

The passage

and thus of

of the divine forgiveness;

sins not as

offences against our neighbor, but as violations of the law of God. 2
tvxeade vnep dAAryAwv].

conjoined
to

^^o.uo;^6y7?(Tif,

of the prayer

be attained thereby

used both

intercession for one another

is

indeed, the former takes place in order that the latter

The contents

low.

aim

;

To

literally

is

is

oTwf

—

koI

to

be

may

fol-

naturally the divine forgiveness, but the
iadr/Te.

and figuratively (Heb.

The word
xii.

13;

1

Idadat is in

Pet.

ii.

24).

the N. T.

After the

example of several expositors (Hottinger, De Wette, Wiesinger), the first
meaning has hitherto in this commentary been ascribed to inHnre, on account
of the connection of this verse with what goes before but since among u?j,7j?Mic are certainly to be understood not only the sick, and James indicates by
nothing that his injunction refers only to them, it is more correct to take
;

ladf/TE

here, in

its

proper reference to napnnTufia-a, in a figurative sense

and others); whether James likewise
thought on a bodily healing taking place in the cases occurring (Schnecken(Estius, Carpzov, Grotius, Gebser,

*

It ranst

be designated as arbitrary when

Lange understands this passage also as symbolical, and thus interprets it: "If any man
as a Christian has been hurt, or beconoe
in his Christianity, let

him

seels

sicli

healing from

the presbyters, the liernel of the congregation.

Let these pray with and for him, and anoint
oil of the Spirit; such a course,
wherever talseii, will surely restore hini, and
his transgressions will be forgiven him."
* Lange primarily understands by this "the
sins of the Judaiziug UispoBition."

him with the
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must remain undetermined.

burger, Kern),

—

It is to

members

the

of the church,

and that the

not less than that attributed to the former.
fievTi is

tion

on

;

be remarked, that the

common

prayer of the presbyters does not exclude the

intercession

of

efficacy attributed to the latter is

— noXv

iaxvei dirjatg dmaiov evepyov-

added by James for the purpose of strengthening the above exhortaThe stress is
the asyndeton connection is with him not remarkable.
laxvn, consequently it stands first.

noTii)

d'lKaiog,

equivalent to the

according to the Christian view of James, he

p"''n^, is,

the works of

vdfiog iXevdeplag.

nmch

— With

regard to

who

in faith

ivepyov/xivij,

Most take the

Hebrew

performs

expositors have

an adjective
and then attempt to explain the expression 6i7imc htpyovOecumenius leaves the word itself unexplained, but he lays stress on
fisvT}the point that the prayer of the righteous is only then effectual when he,
introduced

belonging to

for

whom

that

is

arbitrary.

participle as

diriaig,

offered, aviiirpuTTri 6cu KUKuaeug nvev/xaju^c

it is

with the suppliant.

j Carpzov
fieijaic
Gebser understands prayer in which the suppliant
himself works for the accomplishment of his wish similarly Calvin tunc
Accordvere in actu est oratio, quum succurrere contendimus iis, qui laborant.
ing to the usual explanation, hepyov/iivrj is assumed to be synonymous with
kvepyrjQ or tvepyog (eKTEvrig, Luke xxii. 44; Acts xii. 5), ^^ strenuus," "intentus,"

Michaelis explains

it

niareug ivepyovfxivTi

6i,a

:

preces agitante Spiritu sancto effusae

:

;

;

"earnest,"

and

etc.,

attached to

iroTii)

:

this qualification of the prayer of the righteous

laxvet as its

condition

;

Luther

:

"

if

it is

man

is

earnest " (so Wie-

and similarly Erasmus, Beza, Gataker, Hornejus, Grotius, Wolf,
Baumgarten, Hottinger, Schneckenburgei-, Theile, Bouman, and others).
This explanation, however, has not only, as Wiesinger confesses, N. T.

singer,

but this qualification cannot be taken as the condition
is rather the statement of the characteristic nature of
It would be more correct to adhere
the prayer of the righteous man.
to the verbal meaning of the participle (so Pott, whose paraphrases, howusage against
of

hxiec,

Ti-oAi)

ever:

TToTii)

laxvei [diimrai] evepyeiv, or:

and to explain

trary),
whilst

it,

but

it

:

noAv iaxv^i nal evepyel

toorks (not: "if it applies itself to

it

iaxveh

are

arbi-

That it does work, is assumed that, besides working, it -noli)
which James brings forward and confirms by the following example

toorking.

its

6ir/ai.c,

man availeth much,
working," De Wette), i.e., in

the prayer of the righteous

;

of Elias.i

Vv.

James, wishing to show in the example of Elias the power

17, 18.

of prayer, observes beforehand on the objection that,

owing

to his peculiar

greatness (see Ecclus. xlviii. 1-15), the example of Elias was inapplicable
to ordinary men, that 'EMag uvdpunog

tjv

hjioionadfig vfilv.

— uvOponog

pleonastic (Schneckenburger), but denotes the point on which

more strengthened by

is

not here

James

insists,

This idea contains no
reference to the sufferings which Elias had to endure (Laurentius, Schneckenburger, Bouman), but signifies only of like disposition and nature see
Meyer on Acts xiv. 15; comp. also Wisd. of Sol. viii. 3, and Grimm on

which

is

still

ofioLonadrjg

rifilv.

;

4

Mace

xii. 13.

Lange inappropriately explains
"which

it

"similarly conditioned."

inwardly effectual (working)," and thinljs that evepyeladai,
expresses a passive-active working.
1

Lange

translates:

Is

CHAP.
Gebser assumes a contrast to

same sentiments and passions
the prayer of a

V.

we
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18.

strangely explaining

diKaioc,

as

17,

;

— The

James

it:

"having the

inferred how much more will

history, to which .Tames refers, is conKings xvii. 1, xviii. 1, 41 ff. The account of James differs in
two points from the O. T. narrative first, the point on account of which
James appeals to Elias, namely his twofold prayer, is not mentioned; and,
secondly, it is stated that it began to rain in the third year. Both in 1 Kings
xvii. 1 and in xviii. 41, Elias only announces what will take place; in the
first passage, that it will not rain these years, and in the second passage,
that it will soon rain.
Neither in what Elias says of himself in 1 Kings
VjaS 'J^IOiJ "itJ/N, nor in what is related in 1 Kings xviii. 41, is it
xvii. 1

tained in

dinaiuv avail,"

1

;

:

stated that Elias offered
in ver. 42 Elias

up such a prayer as James mentions

represented as jjraying, yet

;

for although

not hinted that the
rain took place in consequence of his prayer, since rather the promise of rain
(ver.

1)

is

preceded the prayer.

word of Elias

in 1

Kings

it is

Yet those statements, and particularly the

xvii. 2

:

'"iJ"!

"sS-DX

'3,

are to be considered as

the foundation of the statement of James, whether he followed a tradition
(see Ecclus. xlviii. 2, 3) or a view peculiar to himself.
With regard to

—

same statement concerning the duration of the
drought is found in Luke iv. 25 (see Meyer in loco), and in the Jalkut Schimoni on 1 Kings xvi., where it is said: Anno xiii. Achabi fames regnabit in
Samaria per (res annos et dimidium anni. It is certainly correct, as Benson
remarks, that if the rain, according to the word of Elias, was stayed at the
beginning of the rainy season, and it again began to rain in the third year
at the end of the summer season, the drought would continue in all three
and a half years but according to the statement of James, the drought
began with the prayer of Elias, and continued from that three and a half
years.
Accordingly, Wiesinger is wrong in finding in the remark of Benson
a sufficient reconciliation of the difference. ^
npoatyxy Trpocrj^ii^'aro, the same
construction as davuTu anodavdadt. Gen. ii. 17, LXX., as the Greek rendering
of the Hebrew union of the infinite absolute with the finite tense, which the
LXX. usually express by the union of the participle with the finite tense
the second deviation, the

;

—

(see Winer, p. 317

This addition of the substantive serves
to denote that the prayer of
Elias was earnest (Schneckenburger, Wiesinger, Lange), but that nothing
else than his prayer produced the long drought.
rov fir) iipi^ai, the genitive of
f.

[E. T., 355]).

to bring out the verbal idea

(De Wette), not

—

design after npoarji^aro, because the contents of the prayer agreed with its
object.
This construction corresponds to the frequent use of Iva with verbs

N. T.; .see Winer, p. 292 (E. T., S26). —ftpexecv is here
used, as in the later classics, impersonally; otherwise in Matt. v. 45; Gen.
of asking in the

1 It is otherwise with regard to Luke iv.
where the simple duration of time during
which it would not rain is stated. James has
erred in making the prayer of Elias mentioned
by him precede this whole period; whereas
what is mentioned in 1 Kings xvii. 1, is that it
commenced after the summer during which

25,

it

had not rained.

According

to

Lange, the

reconciliation consists in this, that in 1

Kings

only the duration of the real /amine is
stated, which did not begin until one year
after the announcement of the drought; but
xviii.

there

is

uo indication of

this statement,

— — —
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ii.

Baumgarten

xix. 24.

5,

incorrectly supplies 6 esog as the subject.

koI

Schneckenburger quis non sentit pondus
dictionis tov firj ppi^ai, koI ovk £i3peitv\ comp. Gen. i. 3,Jiat lux, et facta est lux.
km T^c yfjc, not on the land, i.e., Palestine (Grotius, Wolf, Baumgarten,
Stolz, Lange, and others), but on the earth (Luther); comp. Luke iv. 25

ovK,

K.T.Ti.,

the result of the prayer.

:

—

(Gen. vii. 12).
Ver. 18. The second prayer of Elias, and

its result.

—

—

6 ovpavog ve-bv tduKev,

koi t) yf/, k.tX, contains
a popular form of expression; comp. Acts xiv. 17.
not a further description, but added to mark more strongly the effect of the
prayer heaven and earth acted according to the prayer of Elias.
kj37Mmj]C!iv,

—

:

properly an intransitive verb; so in Matt.

The
p.

comp. Gen.

77 (E. T., 84).

ferre

26;

Mark

iv.

27; Heb. ix. 4,

here, as frequently in the later classics, in a transitive signi-

first aorist

fication;

xiii.

i.

11,

LXX.

With

— TOV Kapnbv avr^g;

respect to the form, see Winer,

Schneckenburger: fruges

suas,

i.e.,

quas

solet.

Vv. 19, 20. To the exhortation to mutual confession and intercession is
annexed " the reference to an important matter
the reclaiming of an erring
soul" (Wiesinger). Ver. 19 forms the supposition; this is expressed in
two co-ordinate sentences, of which the first is subordinate in thought to the
second: "if any convert one who has erred from the truth."
nlavriOfi, the

—

—

— anb

passive aorist here, as frequently in the signification of the middle.

With

akrjdeiag.

this is

meant not a

rfig

single practical aberration, but an alien-'

from the Christian principle of life, an inward apostasy from the Touyog
by which the Christian is begotten (Jas. i. 18), disclosing itself in a
sinful course of life (so also Wiesinger, Briickner, Lange ^).
koI imarpe^pri,
sc. im Tfjv uArjdeiav; comp. Luke i. 16, 17.
Ver. 20 forms the apodosis.
yivucKiru]. The nq mentioned in the second
the converter and not the conhalf of the preceding verse is the subject
verted.
The remarkableuess of the repetition of the subject after on disapation

ulridEiag

—

pears,

when

considered that the idea to be taken to heart

it is

as a sentence

—

which

the fact that the tendency of the verse
of the erring.

and not

tion,

— The word uy-apTulov

is

is

expressed

Calvin rightly draws attention to

universally valid.^

is

to excite zeal for the conversion

is

to be retained in its general significa-

to be referred simply to rav iilavridevTa unb

rr/g

uhiddag

;

it

the genus to which he that errs from the truth belongs as species.
odov avTov,

not

=

ttMvti

walks, and forms the contrast to

The

future

is

d?iT/d£ia.

from

the death to

of such a saving deed " (Wiesinger).

»

istic

Lange defines the aberration
"as an aberration into Judadoings and fanatical and

Arbitrarily,

more

precisely

and

cbiliastic

Wiesinger

:

correctly,

— auaei

ipvxriv

:

which otherwise

"

ek Oavurov, i.e.,

[avToii]

On

ipyxw,

it

comp. chap.

ence to the subject of

6 emo-Tp€i|/as

is

not to be

yLv<a<TK4T<a,

sinner performs a great worls

taken as equivalent to he who, in strict refer-

by

7n/iocrK€Tio

21

i.

the general idea that every one

statement, under which he

Bcdltious lusts."
2

;

would have fallen a
here used because James " has in view the final result

he will save a (his) soul
prey.

irTidvjig

Luther " from the
states the nature of the way on which the d/xapruXog

ex erroris vita (Schulthess)

error of his way."

denotes

ek

;

;

on the

but expresses
converts a

who
it is

who

is

the general

designated

subordinates his doing."

—
::

CHAP.

V.

reading of the Receptus Estius remarks
in chap.

Lange strangely explains

15.

i.

it

duvarog, eternal destruction, as

as "the moral dissolution of the

—

ontological life eternally self-generating itself."
is

But

absolute posita emphasin habet.

:

ipvxv^ avroi is the correct reading,

probably
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20.

Kai KaMxpEi nAi/Ooc u/xapnuv

to be understood not of the sins of the converter,

obtains forgiveness, whether on the part of

God

who by

his

(Zacharias, Ep.

good work
i..

Ad

Boni-

Bede, Erasmus, Bouman, and others) or on the part of man (Augusti
"his own offences will not be remembered "), but of the sins of the converted
The words are an echo of Prov. x. 12 (comp. 1 Pet.
(so most expositors).
fac.

;

iv. 8),

although

it is

doubtful

if

James had

this passage actually in view;

especially KaXynreiu here does not, as a strict translation of the

— see

Xeh.

3G

iii.

(LXX.,

ed. Tisch. iv. 6);

Ps.

xxxii.

1,

Hebrew HDD,
Ixxxv.

3,

but the figurative expression is used by James in the sense
that the sins of the converted are by the converter covered or concealed from
the eyes of God, i.e., their forgiveness is effected. By nTiTjeog ufiapriuv are
signify

forgive,

to

would otherwise commit (Jaspar
now prevented by his conversion
(Pott: mullafulura impediet), but the nmltitude of sins which he committed
before his conversion. 1 Lange thinks: "this restriction misapprehends the
progressive nature of guilt " but how could sins which have not been committed be forgiven ? ^ That the mention here is not of human, but of divine

meant not the

sins

which the

u[iapTu?Mg

peccala adhuc patranda), and which were

;

forgiveness, the close connection of the idea with the pre. .ding auaei xpvxnv
fK davuTov

shows.

ouaec \pvxnv,

1

and

De Wette

Correctly, Wiesinger

states the

ground of

takes objection to the strong

expression TrA^eos, as he thinks that the reference here is only to aben-aUon, and not to a
vicious life; and on this account he will conaider, along

with

this,

the sins of those

stand in reciprocal action with him
erred, and

and

who

who
has

were or might have been injured
by him; but without reason;

led astray

especially 7rA>jeos

ckixapriiav

correspouds

en-

lirely to the idea TrAavrje^i'oi curb rf/s dATjeeias,

^^
:

Ka?,vip£t

car.

on further the

this salvation.

provided

it

be not arbitrarily weakened (so

also Briickner).

" Jq order to give prominence to the noble
historical import of the Epistle, which has been
only too much missed and neglected," Lauge
maintains that James here, at the conclusion,
inviies the believing part of his people to engage
in intercession ..^d in " the work of salvation,
^

that

many individuals may be saved from

and a multitude of

sins

death,

might be atoned for."

THE FIRST EPISTLE OF THE APOSTLE PETER.

INTRODUCTION.
SEC.

The

Galilee (John

;

2 Pet.

(cf

.

In the tradition, his wife

and

is

also,

John

i.

H/iuv (according to another pronunciation

A native

1).

1 Cor. ix. 5),

of Bethsaida on the Sea of

Capernaum (Luke

and where

his father Jonas (Matt. xvi. 17;

When

the Baptist began his ministry

On

the Jordan, the two brothers resorted to him.

who gave

Jesus,

martyrdom

called 'ludwi^g

and his brother Andrew, he was by occupation a

43, xxi. 15)

Andrew, and through

38),

called at one time Concordia, at another Per-

is

fisherman on the Sea of Galilee.
at

iv. 31,

his mother-in-law lived.

said (Clem. Alex., Strom. 7) to have suffered

Along with

before him.

i.

APOSTLE PETER.

45), he dwelt afterwards in

i.

where he was married

petua,

— THE

name was

apostle's real

Ivueuv, Acts XV. 14

1.

his

John's testimony

instrumentality Peter, attached themselves to

name full of promise, Cephas. From
him Andrew, remained a disciple of

to the latter the

that time forth Peter, and along with

After he had accompanied Jesus

Christ.

— on

true, again

engaged in his earthly calling

for concluding that he

Capernaum, Matt.

On

:

mv

and

That Luke
ff.)

no reason to doubt

we

find him,

but from this there

it

is

no reason

is

his call

to enter

the occasion of the miraculous draught of

he was impressed powerfully, and as he never before had been, by

given

»

18

is

2-iv. 43,

At that time he received

the revelation of his Master's glory
is

;

there

ii.

had forsaken Jesus, who Himself was then living in

iv. 13, 18.

on the service of Christ.
fishes

— as

the journeys recorded by John, chaps,

relate

(v. 1

the

vvv uvdijunov^

ff.)

same

Icij

and Matthew

fact,

;

to his

i^uypuv.^

words

:

l^elde an' i/wv, the reply

Received afterwards into the

(Iv.

noiriau vixSa oAiei? ai-epanrtai', agree in sense

admits of no

with those In Luke addressed specially to

doubt; not only are the scenes and the per-

Peter.

Bons identical, but the words in Matthew,

ence

Neither
(cf.

is

there any

Meyer on Luke

inward

v. 1

165

ff.),

differ-

for the

:
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number

of the apostles, he forthwith gained a prominent place

Not only was he one

who

of the three

Jesus, but on himself pronouncing in his

lows the decisive confession

own name and

name formerly given

Jesus confirmed the

inl TavTi) Ty nirpa oinodourjau fwv t^v iKKAr/aiav

Thus a primacy was

Isiag Tuv ovpavuv.

with the word of Christ later on

and the charge

And

of

for such a calling Peter

:

John

.

.

.

Kal duoo)

lent to

:

aoii

67

ff.),

KTieig

r^g j3aai-

in

harmony

(Luke

xxii. 32),

ra^

him which

^dane rd apvia

was peculiarly

vi.

and added the promise

to him,

ariipiCov rovg u.6e2.(povg aov

One

the Risen

in that of his fel-

6 Xpiaroc, 6 vide tov Qeov (cf .

crv el

:

among them.

stood in most trusted fellowship with

fiov

is

(John xxi. 15-17).

by the energy prompting

fitted,

to decisive action, which formed an essential feature of his character;

man had been

though not until his natural

purified

and

sanctified

by the

Foi, on the one hand, his resolute character betrayed

Spirit of the Lord.

him more than once

into vaingloriousness, self-will,

and unthinking

zeal;

and, on the other, he was wanting in the patience and even firmness which

might have been expected from him who was surnamed the Rock.
he pressed on swiftly to the end he had

too,

Whilst,

in view, as if to take it

by

storm, confronted with danger he was seized of a sudden with faint-heartedness

As

;

his nature

was suited more

may be

proofs of this

(iMatt. xiv. 28-31), his

to quick action than to patient suffering.

taken his walking on the sea and his sudden fear

rebuke of Christ (Matt. xvi. 22), his question as to

the sufficient measure of forgiveness (Matt, xviii. 21), his inquiring what

reward they, the

disciples,

would have, in that they had forsaken

Christ's sake (Matt. xix. 27).

In

still

more marked

all for

lines does the picture

of his distinctive character stand out in the background of Christ's passion,

when he

first in

vain self-confidence promises to the Lord that he would

Him

even unto death, and then on

unable to watch with

Him he wishes, thereupon, to
Him even to the court of the
Him before the men-servants

never forsake him, but would go with
the

Mount

of Olives

is

save his Master with the sword, and follows

high

priest,

but in sudden cowardice denies

and maids, and

as quickly, feeling the whole weight of his guilt, leaves the

On

judgment-hall in tears.
lations in feeling

mere injunction and promise,
not the " miracle

is

as in

not the

Luke's

the draught of

is related in v. 8

to this Peter
cles,

does not prove that previous

had had no experience of mira-

since that

which produced the impres-

— related

by Luke

— was

fishers of

men.

sion on Peter

contradict himself, for

what

necessarily the fa'st miracle he witnessed.

fishes," but the call to

Nor does Luke

of

become

vacil-

of inde-

he showed himself weak on particular occasions,

If

V point" of Matthew's narrative

is

account of these unquestionably serious

and conduct, he nevertheless cannot be accused

cision of character.

it

;

not

INTRODUCTION.
was

this

result partly of his sanguine

tlie
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temperament, in which action

instantaneously followed on excited feeling, and partly of his great

which he was betrayed by the consciousness of

confidence, into

The

strength.

denial of Christ led to his inward purification

that after His resurrection Christ revealed Himself to Peter

all

;

And

Him more

than the others, he returned the answer, humble yet

so to the thrice-repeated question of the Lord,

"Lord, Thou knowest that

I love

own

the

more

among

first

apostles.

self-

his

if

the

he loved

full of faith

:

Thee."

After the ascension of Christ, Peter appears standing at the head of the
apostles, for it is at his advice that their

number

again increased to twelve.

is

After the descent of the Spirit, however, he becomes in reality the Rock, as

him

Christ had ordained

;

henceforth the direction and furtherance of the

church rest chiefly in his hand.

sermon
added

— by means of

to the

church of God

tion with John,

11

He

ff.).

it

It

which, on the
;

and

was

Day

sermon

his

— the

afterwards he labored at

if

was yet himself who was the

He had

1-10); and

when

to execute

for Christ.

iii. 1,

4

ff.,

it

he, too,

is

it

was he who

judgment on Ananias and Sapphira

the whole of the apostles were

appear before the Sanhedrim,

tinue the

in connec-

first

real actor (Acts

apostles being brought before the ecclesiastical authorities,

v.

apostolic

healed the lame man, addressed the people, and on both

was the speaker.
(Acts

first

of Pentecost, three thousand were

who

in the

name

summoned

to

of all testifies

Again, in Samaria, whither he went along with John to con-

work begun by

panying fellow-worker.

Philip,

John appears beside him only

— During the time that

the churches

as an accom-

had

rest after

the conversion of Paul, Peter journeyed throughout the districts of Palestine

bordering on the Mediterranean Sea; in Lydda he healed Aeneas (Acts
ix.

32

ff.),

and raised up Tabitha

with the position assigned
bring into the church the

to

in

him by

Joppa

36

it

ff.).

— In

accordance

was permitted by God

heathenism

first-fruits of

destined to be the Apostle of the Gentiles,
Jirst

(ix.

Christ, he

for although Paul

;

was

still

Peter

who should

preach the gospel to the heathen, and administer the ordinance of bap-

tism, that thus also he

Church.

— During

might retain the primacy, and be the Rock of the

the persecution raised shortly before his death by Herod

Agrippa L, Peter was cast into prison.

After his miraculous release he

quitted Jerusalem^ for a time, but later on again returned thither.

I

xii.

The

to

was

We

are not told where Peter went; Acts

17 only says

:

iiroptvOri

eU

erepov

tottoi'.

statement of several Fathers, that Peter

then betook himself

to

Rome, and there

The

founded the Christian Church, has, without
sufficient warrant,

(Die Kirche

This

is

im

been accepted by Thiersch

apost. Zeitalter, p. 96

ff.).

decidedly opposed not only by the
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last

circumstance which the Acts of the Apostles relates of him

fication of

The

is

his justi-

Paul at the so-caUed convention of apostles in Jerusalem.

among

labors of Paul

the heathen, and the reception of believing

Gentiles into the Christian Church, occasioned the

What

Christians.

had witnessed

After what he himself

make common

at the conversion of Cornelius, he could not

cause wath the Judaistically-minded Christians

;

amongst the

division

first

up?

position did Peter then take

in the proceedings at Jeru-

salem, too, he placed himself decidedly on the side of Paul, and spoke
against the subjugation of the heathen to the law.

was then, on Peter

It

formally recognizing the grace given by the Lord to Paul, that an agree-

ment was come

to,

that Paul and Barnabas should labor

whilst he himself, along with
the

Jews

(Gal.

among

divided

— the
them. — In

ii.

9)

Peter detracted in no

among

the Gentiles,

John and James, should devote themselves

field of

thus limiting his activity to the Jewish people,

way from

his

any sense been absolute, remained

primacy

for this,

;

which had never in

intact, as is evident

from the circum-

stance that Paul took especial care to assure himself of Peter's consent,

acknowledged his foremost position among the apostles

That

(cf

Peter, with all his recognition of Paul's principles,

.

Gal.

by

in a right perception of the relation in

and

7, 8).

unfit

his con-

He was

duct at Autioch, for which he was called to account by Paul.
it is true,

ii.

was wholly

to undertake the direction of missions to the Gentiles, is proved

wanting,

to

way

missionary enterprise being in this

not

which the gospel

stood to the law, so that without any misgivings he entered into complete
fellowship with the Gentile Christians ;i
this perception

was not vivid enough

which drew forth Paul's rebuke (Gal.
to Antioch "

as regarded his

still,

him from

to preserve
12).

ii.

For,

own

conduct,

the hypocrisy

when "certain came"

from James," Peter withdrew himself from them, fearing those

of the circumcision, doubtless because he did not wish to appear in the light
Epistle to the
definite

also

618

Romans, but

expression

also

employed

by the

in-

Ewald

here.

(GeschicMe des Volkes Israel, VI.

p.

thinks " that the old legend

to

ff.)

Peter's sojourn in

Rome

as

during the reign of

Claudius, and his meeting here with Simon

was not

magician,

the

altogether

without

foundation," but that the Christian Church
in

Rome had

— But
had

it is

then already been established.

not credible, either that

if

Peter

Bimon;
*

As

cf.

Hofmann,

in Gal.

ii.

p. 203

2, 8, 9, 15,

by the expression
(rwr/aOtev, to

even

if

means not

whom

also.

But

they were only Gentile Christians with
Peter ate,

it

is not their Christianity,

but their Gentile nationality and customs, as

them from the Jews, which

distinguishing

the slightest allusion to the

Paul has here in his eye.

that

efli/ij

in ver. 12, nera riav iOviav

church In Rome, Paul should

Romans, or

ra

have meant heathens

made

fact In Jiis Epistle to the

with the

ff.

Gentile Christians, but Gentiles, Paul seems,

visited the

not have

Rome

Peter should have gone to

intention of there, as iu Samaria, opposing

1
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How

of a transgressor of the law.

dent even then

;

and
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dangerous his example was, became

evi-

clear further that the Jewish Christians hostilely

it is

disposed to the heathen converts were only too ready to appeal to the ex-

ample of Peter

From

in their opposition to Paul.

however,

this,

it

must

not be concluded that there was any want of harmony in principle between

Paul and Peter, and that by the

i^uKuv

tJe^tuf

be

Kal Bapvufig. Koivuvtag is to

e/xol

understood a mere "temporary truce," which they had concluded with each
other in a purely external manner, and whilst holding fast their internal
differences.

As

where and with what result Peter worked after Paul commenced

to

and

his labors, all precise
it

follows only that he

Babylon (chap.

v. 13) that city itself

means of

least,

The account which
by many mythical
.

was written

If

5

by
he

to be understood,

is

in Babylon,

whence by

extended his influence to the churches of Asia

this letter he

which, in part at

1 Cor. ix.

to various regions.

and not Rou)e

at the time our epistle

must have been

wanting; from

reliable information is

made missionary journeys

jNIinor,

had been founded by Paul.
the Fathers give of the

The more important

traits.

of the apostle is pervaded

life

his position, the

more natural

it

was for a one-sided Judaeo-Christianity, as well as for the Catholic Church,

to

draw by invention, intentional or unintentional, the picture of the apos-

tle's labors in their

elements,

own

interests.

Without any

Hieronymus describes the subsequent

ing manner

:

sifting of the legendary

Peter in the follow-

life of

" Simon Petrus princeps apoxtolorum post episcopalian Antiochensis

ecclesiae et praedicationem dispersionis eorum, qui

in Ponto, Galatia, Cappadocia,

Asia

et

de circumcisione crediderant,

Bithynia secundo Claudii imperatoris

anno ad expugnandum Simonum Magum, Roinam pergit, ibique
1

The Tubingen

echool

Biders the first apostles,
ticular,

to have been

confessedly con-

and Peter in par-

narrow Judaists, and

viginti

than was really permissible from his dogmatic
standpoint.
that his

The

mode

ou the contrary, was

fact,

of

life

was

stricter

accordingly ascribes to them precisely those

consistent with his principles, for

views which Paul so decidedly combats in

son Paul accused

those of his epistles which are undoubtedly

more than singular

genuine.
it

Though compelled

was not the

first

admit that

to

apostles themselves

opposed Paul and his gospel

at Corinth

who
and

him of

ties

He

explains Peter's con-

(p. 296)

in

this

way, that

the apostle, in order to please the heathen
Christians, adopted there a

mode

of

life

freer

is

cept the 6«{ia
Peter,
7, 8)

that the first apos-

how could Paul, withown conscience, ac-

out grossly violating his

did so.

rea-

It

preached a different gospel from that

which he taught.

who

uTrd/cpwris.

entirely overlook the dishonor thus brought

upon Paul by maintaining

nevertheless, maintains that they supported

duct in Antioch

than was

which

that Pfleiderer should so

elsewhere, Pfleiderer (2)erJ^!<dai«m7/.s, p. 299),

those

quinque

Fot'

Koi.voivia% offered

and John,

was applicable

preacher of a

him by James,

if his dvafle/na ia-ria

'irepov

to

(Gal.i.

each of them as the

evayyiXiov ?

:
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annum

annis cathedram sacerdotalem tenuit, usque ad idlimum

decimum

A

(juartum.

quo

affixus cruci martyrio corunatus

et

Neronis, id

est,

ad terram

capiie

est,

verso et in sublime pedibus elevatis, asserens se indignum, qui sic crucijigeretur ut

dominus suus.

Romae

Sepultus

(De

veneratione celebratur"

in Vaticano juxta viam triumphalem totius orbis

EccL, cap.

Scriptor.

i.,

De

Petro).

In this narrative the following particulars are mythical
copate of Peter in the church at Autioch

(Chronicum ad Annum,

iii.),

activity in the regions of

Asia Minor

by Origen

but

as probable

Pet.

1

1,

i.

tol.

Zeitalters, p.

Rome

571

avtaKO?ioniadT) Kara KE(^aXfi^)

tainly be looked

upon

remains, in the

first

as

SIMQNI AEK

;

Semo

(cf.

on

Sanctus.

(4)

The

twenty-five

this Wieseler's Chronol. des Apos-

Perhaps also (5) the peculiar manner of his

ff.).

the motive given for

',

^

which

26,

c.

discovered to be the dedication not to

which has been recorded by Origen already

fixion,

Maj.,

with the following inscription

that Simon, but to the Sabine god
years' residence of Peter in

an inference

as

combating Simon Magus

in Justin's Apologia

SAPRTQ, which, however, has been

His personal

(2)

(Vindiciae Pet., § 112 f.) admits.

for the purpose of

Rome

speaks of a statue in

epis-

mentioned already

must be regarded simply

it

based on a passage

is

19-22.

xi.

this is doubtless

;

Windischmann

Rome

(3) His journey to

This story

^

;

as even

The

that Peter founded the church at Antioch, must

be considered apocryphal, as contradicting Acts

from

(1)

:

the saying, too, of Eusebius

;

an arbitrary addition.

instance, only the

it

H. E.,

(in Euseb.,

cruci-

by Hieronymus must

As

martyrdom

1

iii.

cer-

indisputable fact, there

which

of the apostle,

is

corroborated by the unanimous testimony of antiquity, and especially by

John

xxi. 19

;

the residence in

»

Rome

reasons which can be urged against

it

legendary character of the tradition.
1

Euseb., n. E.,

iii.

1

:

nerpo? kv TIovtu,

appears more open to doubt,

still

Although Clemens Rom. {Ep. ad.
*

The explanation given

in this verse of

K.T.A., KCKTjpv^cVai Tots iv SiatTTTopq 'lov&atoii

the prophecy contained in ver. 18

eoKcev.

putably correct.

*

The

stories

about Peter and Simon M.

in the Clementine

ary formations.

Homilies are mere legend-

Even Ewald's

Peter, after his release,

went

opinion, that
to

Rome

for

the

are not sufficient to prove the purely

ing

it

p. 87)

Mayerhoff

is

is

wrong

indis-

in call-

in question {Einl. in d. Petr. Schriften,

by applying Christ's words

to

Peter,

not to the martyrdom he was about to suffer,
but to the apostle himself, as destined to be

"

He

a short time, in order there to oppose Simon

the leader of the church

M.

Peter the necessity of a ministry of this kind,

;

that,

visited

on his return to Jerusalem, he had

the districts in the north-east, and

there founded the churches to which he later

addressed

this epistle,

—

is

too destitute of

secure historical foundation to be regarded
as correct.

by pointing out

to

him

:

explains to

that active support

of the needy is a duty imposed by love to
Christ."

Meyer

of this passage.

gives the right explanation
Cf. in loc.

INTRODUCTION.
Corinth.,

5) does not say that Peter suffered

c.

Dionysius of Corinth (Euseb., H. E.,

Marc,

Tertullian (Contra

Origen (Euseb., H. E.,

mention

is

made

iv. 5,

1) do;

iii.

ii.

and De
and

of the rponata of the

iii.

so early as

(Ep. ad Rom.,

by the presbyter Cajus

two apostles Peter and Paul.

;

of the second century
anties for

:

Doubt-

nor, as Wieseler

who speak

wrongly

of the

was

in

Rome

is

martyrdom

of Peter in

Rome

both of them in

two

of the

Rome had

martyrdom

of Corinth (Euseb.,

Rome, although

apostles in

all relate

Even the circumstance mentioned by Dionysius

there.

H. E.,

ii.

2-5)

luaprvprjaav Kara, rbv avrdv Kaipov,^ does

:

;

:

"

What

— having

not

for this expression

allows, as Wieseler himself grants, the possibility of a period of time

be not too long

that

a part in founding the church, and that they

prove that at any previous time they had lived together

apostles.

guar-

uncertain, not one of these witnesses speaks of a meeting

and a conjoint labor

this

at the

asserts, are all the witnesses

For, with the exception of the author of the Praedicalio Pauli,

it.

whose testimony

it

par-

oux wf Ilerpof kuI UavXog diarua-

It is less certain that Peter

c. 4).

same time with Paul

vided

1),

and

but this does not justify doubt as to the truth of the circumstance

;

suffered

Rome, yet

in

Praescript. adv. Haeret., c. 36),

to which Ignatius seems to refer in the words
aofiai

martyrdom

25), Irenaeus {Adv. Haer.,

mixed up with many inexact and inaccurate

less these testimonies are

ticulars

171

— pro-

elapsed between the deaths of the two

remains, then, as the kernel of ecclesiastical tradition

that towards the end of his

life

is

Peter came to Rome, that he there

labored for the propagation of the gospel, and that he suffered martyrdom

under Xero" (Wiesinger;
157

ii.

(i.e.,

ff-])-

cf.

also Bleek, Introd. to

As, then, the Epistle of Peter

is

N.

T., p.

563

ff.

[E. T.,

addressed to Pauline churches

those churches which were either founded by Paul himself, or had

sprung from such as had been so founded), and as Peter could hardly

feel

himself called upon during Paul's lifetime to interfere with the latter's field
of missionary operations,

dom

later

than Paul.

Paul's death,

Had
1

only,

not at
is

all

improbable that he suffered martyr-

supported by the circumstance that after

was the

fitting

time for him to labor in Rome.

Peter been there earlier, some trace surely of his presence would have

The words

Kai et$

and then

it is

This

T>)i<

Wiiafaf,

of Dionysius,

<cai

yop

rinerepav K6piv9ov (/>vTevo'a>'Te$

aii({)U)

riixai

oMot'cos Se (cai «is rriv 'IraXiav o/otdae

period in Corinth, a party calling

A

Peter's name.
originate, all

the

itself

by

legend such as this could

more

easily

from the en-

SiSa^avTfi itia^pr)<Tav koto rbv ain'ov Kaipov,

deavor to bring the two apostles as near as

admit, on the whole, of but a doubtful infer-

possible to each other;

ence, the

more so that what

is said

here of

Peter's labor in Corinth appears to have arisen

only from the fact that there was, at an early

Kaipov
vor.

may

also

the koto rbv avrbv

have arisen from that endea-

.
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been found in Paul's epistles written from Rome.

martyrdom

Paul suffered

If, then,

must have taken

at the eai'liest in the year 64, the death of Peter

place in the time between 65-67 A.D.^

SEC.

— CONTENTS, AIM, AND CHARACTER OF THE

2.

The
of

all,

thought as follows

contents of the epistle are in the order of

God

thanksgiving to

First

:

hope of the eternal inheritance in heaven,

for the

had been made partakers,

of which the Christians

EPISTLE.^

of which they can with

joy be certain, although for a time here they have to suffer tribulation, and
of which the glory

so great that the prophets diligently searched after

is

and the angels desired

it.

which may be divided into

tations,
is

to behold

This

is

The

three classes.

first class

(i.

13-ii. 10)

linked on to the thought of the glory promised to the Christians, and has

Foremost and as a starting-point

sanctification in general as its object.

summons

stands the

hope of the future grace

to a full

then follows the exhortation to a holy walk {uym

God

wrought by the blood of Christ

incorruptible seed
pui-e milk,

1

(teIe'luq klmaaTe)',

{uTCkrjTiOvg

(i.

15-25)

;

and firmly cleaving

(i.

that

and

lastly,

then, to a pure

;

laying aside

Kmia, to desire the

all

during

less,

be raised to this view, that the Epistle

Hebrews should be included among

to the

Second and Third John should

the persecutions of the Christians by Nero,

these, whilst

A.D.

64,

be excluded from them.

from

his

The

whilst Paul, having been released

Roman
epistle is

captivity,

was

in

en-iaroAai,

Ka0o\iKai; for

the meaning of the designation,
the

N.

yil. p. 497
this

:

that,

T,,
ff.

Introd.

and Herzog's Encyclopddie,

The most probable view

when

is

its

But

the addition

Pauline Epistles

the

to

having been

believed

be by Paul; and the inclusion of the

among

the catholic epistles,

latter

stance that having, in later times only,

on

to the

of

John.

seven

much more important
Hofmann's

epistles

come

were added

First Epistle

opinion,

have the

is

to

by the circum-

to be regarded as canonical, they

whole, the other epis-

N. T. canon were united together

by

explained

the Pauline Epistles were

classified together as a
ties of the

cf.

former

the

of

Spain.

one of those termed already

by Origen, the seven

and unfeigned

became those who were born of

to Christ, as living stones to build themselves

to say,

is

14-21)

uyam'/aaTe), as

According to Ewald, Peter suffered mar-

tyrdom before Paul;

2

in the fear of

yevfievre)

the impartial Judge, based on a conscious knowledge of the redemption

love of the brethren

to

it,

followed by a series of exhor-

" that

the

above designation

of catholic epistles, because

because they are writings neither arising from

they were not addressed to individual churches

nor pertaining to any personal relation of the

or particular persons, but as circular letters

writer to those

under the

title

to Christendom generally, or to a

somewhat

extensive system of churches, just as Origen

termed the apostolic
en-io-ToAr)

Ka9oAKc^.

epistle.

The

Acts xv.

22,

an

objection may, doubt-

tradicted

whom

by the term

he addresses,"
itself,

is

con-

since the expres-

sion KaOohiKOi contains not the slightest allusion

to

a

relation

writer and those to

subsisting

whom

between the

he writes.

—

;:
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yiika imnodr/aaTE

•

.

.

second series of exhortations

with their calling as

ug 7uDoi

.

oiKoSo/idade),

l^i.ivTeg

11-iv. 0),

(ii.

which are

of a

special nature, is in connection with the position of the Christians in the

world (^napoKaXu ug napoiKOvg
IdvLmv Exovreg,
authorities

w.

11, 12),

13-17)

(ii.

Kal napentdriiiovg

To

(2)

;

exhortation to the slaves

(rt)

•

.

and has reference

t^v uvaaTOO(pT]v

.

.

— (1)

To

iv rolg

vfxijv

the relation to civil

the particular relations of domestic
oUirai vTroTaaao/ievoi

{ol

.

.

.

Toig dEanoTatg,

life

18-25)

to obedience towards their masters in patient endurance, even of unjust suffering,

based on a reference to the sufferings of Christ

women

the

to

;

(b) exhortation to

be subject unto their husbands, and to a holy walk, with

reference to the godly

exhortation to the

women

men

of the O. T., especially Sarah,

to a discreet treatment of their wives

relation to the world persecuting the church

;

1-6

iii.

;

(3)

(c)

;

To

the

after a short exhortation to

unity and love (ver. 8), the apostle exhorts not to return evil for evil
(vv. 9-14)

and

;

with meekness to give a reason for their own hope (ver.

These exhortations are based on a reference

divine will (vv. 16, 17).
Christ,

who through
new

to believers not to continue their former

one, even though they should be reviled for

apostle reminds his readers of the future

is

:

life,

but to

Lastly, the
(iv. 1-C).

has special reference to

life in

connected with the thought of the nearness of the end

of all things (iv. 7).

are

judgment of Christ

third class of exhortations (iv. 7-v. 9)

the church, and

it.

to

who

suffering entered into His glory (vv. 18-22), and

by His death appeals
lead a

The

.15),

in the midst of suffering to give proof of faithful submission to the

The

several particulars to which prominence

is

given

soberness unto prayer (ver. 7), ardent love towards each other (ver. 8),

hospitality (ver. 9), a faithful administration of spiritual gifts for the general

good

(vv. 10, 11), joyful bearing of the sufferings of Christ (vv. 12-19).

Hereupon follows an exhortation

to the elders to guide the church in a right

manner, reference being made to the reward which awaits them

command

then a

on

this,

to the

admonitions to

to humiliation before

younger to submit themselves to the elder
all to

God

(v.

1-4)

(ver. 5)

;

a humble behavior towards each other, and

(vv. 6, 7); lastly, a

against the temptations of the Devil (vv.

8, 9).

summons

— The

to watchfulness

epistle concludes

with

the benediction and a doxology (vv. 10, 11), an observation on this epistle
itself (ver. 12),

The aim
words

:

eaTTjKaTE.

and sundry commissions

of this epistle is stated

(vv. 13, 14).

by the apostle himself

eypaipa napaKoTuJv Kal iniuapTvpuv Tavrrjv elvai

ulrjOf) ;fa/3iv

Accordingly he proposed a napaKaXuv and an

(v. 12) in

the

tov Qeov, sig yv

ETii/iapTvpijv,

both in
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close connection with each other, as the

The occasion

ideas shows.

of

them

immediate juxtaposition of the

lay in this, that the readers, as profess-

ing Christians, had to endure severe

afflictions

through the slanders of the

In view of the dangers lying therein, the apostle was careful, on

heathen.

the one hand, to exhort them to patience, by directing their minds to the
future

KTiTjpovojiia,

as also to the continuance in holiness,

and

to a conduct

towards each other and towards the heathen such as would lead the latter
to see

how

groundless their slanders were

;

and, on the other hand, that his

exhortation might not be without a firm basis, to assure them that a state of
suffering

was the true divine

Accordingly the epistle bears

state of grace.

neither a polemical nor a doctrinal, but an entirely hortatory character.

doubt dogmatic ideas are interwoven in some passages
never treated doctrinally, but are always

made

;

No

these, however, are

subservient to the purpose of

exhortation.

— Schott

Eemark.

consolation, in

regards this epistle as, in the

first

instance, a letter of

which the readers are calmed and comforted, on the one hand,

with respect " to the accusations of the heathen, that they, as matter of
principle, denied a

moral basis to social life;" and, on the other, as regards

their fears, lest the fact of God's permitting persecutions should be a proof to

them that they were without the "complete moral
in Christ."

In opposition to

this, it is to

only in the sense of "to exhort," and that even
of his subject, does introduce

on that account, be

some words

certainty of their salvation

be remarked that Peter uses napuKaMv
if

the apostle, in the treatment

of comfort, the whole epistle cannot,

styled a letter of consolation, the less so that these very

words are always made subservient to purposes of exhortation;
petrin. Frage, p. 631

f.

— Several

interpreters

assume from

cf.

Weiss, Die

Enifiaprupuv,

k.t.2..,

that Peter composed his hortatory epistles with the intention also of formally

confirming the preaching of the gospel aforetime addressed to his readers.

Wiesinger says
seal

:

"Peter, in his epistle to Pauline churches, has impressed the

of his testimony

on the gospel

as preached

by Paul."

Weiss, while

questioning this, in that he does not consider the church to have been PauHne,
nevertheless asserts that "the apostle wished, by his apostolic testimony, to

confirm the preaching already delivered to the readers," and for this reason
precisely,

" that

although in

i.

them, and, in
still

tiie

it

had not yet been proclaimed to them by an apostle."

12, 25,
v. 12,

we have

it

that thus they are

this testimony is not

made

Apostle Peter considered

it

But,

attested that the true gospel is preached unto

made partakers

in such a

form

of the very grace of God,

as to warrant the conclusion that

necessary to confirm, by his apostolic authority,

the preaching by which the readers had been converted; nor does

it

that the readers had begun to doubt of

to

its truth,

because

it

had come

imply

them

INTRODUCTION.
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Paul, or even from one

who was no apostle.
The apostle was

rather to be explained simply thus

is

:

desirous of preserving his readers from the danger to which they were exposed,

by the

had

trials that

befallen them, of entertaining doubts as to their state of

and of confirming them in the confident

grace,

trust in the grace of

had been made partakers, apart altogether from the person by
had been preached

to them.

— Hofmann, while

But

cision."

nor

is

way

in the epistle there

there any mention

it

is

was "to secure the

it

possible only to the Apostle of the Circumis

made

not the smallest hint of any such intention,

between the Apostle of the

of a difference

Gentiles and the Apostle of the Circumcision.
intention,

the gospel

justly recognizing the hortatory

character of the epistle, thinks that Peter's intention in
fruits of Paul's labors in a

which they

whom

impossible to understand

how

Besides,

This same objection

hortatory epistle of such length.

such were his

if

Peter could have written a

may

be urged against

Bleek's idea that the sole occasion of the, epistle was the journey of Silvanus to

Asia Minor.

— Pfleiderer

letter thus:

"An

correctly gives the design of the

(as above, p. 419)

exhortation to patience and perseverance under severe perse-

cution from without, as also to a blameless

Church might avoid every occasion

life,

by means of which the Christian

for a justifiable persecution."

— On Schweg-

was written with the design of

effecting a

compromise between the followers of Paul and those of Peter, see

§ 4, Introd.

ler's

hypothesis, that the letter

was composed

with the design " of

Ewald's view, that this circular

letter

teaching the true relation to

heathen, and heathen rulers,"

all

chiefly

is

refuted by the

contents themselves, which go far beyond this.

The

peculiar character of the epistle

of its author as to its

own

is

due as much to the individuality

hortatory tendency

;

but not to

this,

that

its

author preached a Christianity different from that of the other apostles,
that

is to say,

a narrow Jewish Christianity.

its subjective as in its objective side, is

As

the

The

same

Christianity of Peter, in

as that of

Paul and John.

regards the objective side, there are no conceptions of the person of Christ

here expressed lower than in the other books of the N. T.

draws a distinction between the

historical

viewing the person of Christ in the X. T.,
the former of these
tion

is,

is to

Weiss,

who

and the speculative methods of
is

no doubt of opinion that only

be found here, and that therefore Peter's concep-

in this respect, only a preliminary step to those of

But although Peter does not speak

Paul and John.

of the pre-existence of Christ in so

many

words, yet the significance which, according to him, Christ had for the realization of the eternal purposes of

18-20,

ii.

4-10, 21-25,

iii.

18-iv.

God toward humanity

(i. 2, 3, 7, 8,

G, iv. 13, 14, v.

goes to prove that

4, 10),

10-12,

"
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he did not regard Christ " as a mere man," distinguished from other men

He was

only in that "

and thus equipped

God

anointed by

at His

baptism with the Holy

for the office of Messiah."

not wanting hints which point to a higher conception than

be not called
XpiGToii

vidg tov Gtoi),

(chap.

i.

3,

2)

God

spoken of directly as

is

and the name

;

icvpiog,

O. T. usage, frequently applies to God,
Again,

explanation to Christ also.

made

in chap.

i.

2,

is

God

which Peter, according

still

in

chap.

i.

— as

real,

is

placed

is

human instrument

forced to find an idea expressed beyond any that can

is

Schumann

Christ

20, npoeyvoxjuivov izpb KarafSoA^g Koa/iov,

be explained on the " historic principle," though
not

it

" as could absolutely never, and especially never in

Still further, in

where even Weiss

to the

the Trinity, to which reference

if

the domain of Old-Testament faith, be applied to a mere
(Jul. Kostlin).

If Christ

this.

naTf/p tov Kvpiov 'lijaov

by him attributed without any

be only the economical Trinity,

in such a relation to

Spirit,

Besides, however, there are

(Die Lehre

but only, in the

first

v.

d.

Person

it

be true that here

Christi, p.

449) assumes

it is

— the

instance, the ideal pre-existence that is affirmed,

yet this very ideal pre-existence undeniably points beyond the simple hu-

manity of Christ.

It

is,

mere makeshift

too, a

for

Weiss

to assert that the

idea was formed in Peter's mind, from the circumstance only, that Christ

had already been predicted by the prophets, for
goes far beyond
irvev/xa

this.

XpLorov, chap.

also follow,

i.

And

lastly,

ev^n

if

irpb KaraiSoXt/g kog/iov

plainly

Weiss's interpretation of to ..

11 (see Comment., in loc), were admissible,

.

would

it

from the very fact that Peter spoke of the woiking of God's

Spirit in the prophets, according to its indwelling in Christ, that he

had a

conception of Christ's nature higher than any AVeiss would allow him to

have had.
Peter's estimate also of the work of Christ, as of His person,
different

from that of the other

apostles.

For him,

is

in

no way

too, it is the death

and

resurrection of Christ which lays the foundation of man's salvation, the

communication of the Spirit of the
is

glorified Christ

by which that salvation

appropriated by man, and the second coming of Christ by which

Xo

completed.

it

is

doubt AVeiss thinks that Peter attributes to the blood of

Christ a redemptive, but not an expiatory, power, and that certainly the idea
of sacrifice

is

foreign to him,

if

that of substitution be not

;

but this opinion

can be justified only by a misconception of the particular points in the
passages in question

With
to

it

also

made

(i.

18, 19,

ii.

24,

iii.

18).

respect to the subjective side of Christianity, Peter has in reference

no peculiar teaching.

According to him,

it is

again faith which

the condition of a participation in the salvation of Christ;

cf.

i.

is

5, 7,

;
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7 (iv. 13), v. 9.
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by any adjunct such cs

than a faith on Christ can be meant

«'f

not characterized as

is

Xpiarov, but that

none other

evident, partly from the reference to

is

the redeeming death of Christ which pervades the whole epistle, and partly

from the circumstance, that when God
(i.

21), the phrase

(conip.

Rom.

:

is

spoken of as the object of faith

tov eyeipavra airdv (XptaTov)

iv. 24), is

added

e/c

veKpuv Kal 66^av ahTu iovra

by way of nearer

to Qeov

definition.

with no justification be asserted that faith according to Peter
hand, only the

trust in

God based on

is,

It

can

on the one

the miracle of the resurrection, and on

the other simply the recognition of the Messianic dignity of Christ, and that

accordingly he does not, like Paul,
plished by the blood of Christ.

make

reference to the atonement accom-

For, precisely because Peter regards the

death of Christ as the ground of salvation,

it is

should think of this faith by which redemption
to the death of Christ

by

also

and

Peter, introduces into real

plainly impossible that he

obtained, without reference

Weiss, though he admits that this

its effects.

according to the view taken of

faith,

is

it

not merely by Paul and John, but

community

of life with Christ, does so

only under this restriction, that Peter's conception

based entirely on the

is

utterances of Christ, and has not as yet been worked into didactic shape
as

the living faith were not necessarily conscious of

if

•with Christ,

and

community

of life

as if the matter contained in an epistle written with the

view of imparting instruction must of necessity be brought into didactic
form.

If,

ment, a

according to Peter, the

life of

obedience, there

is

life of faith be,

from

its earliest

commence-

taught in this nothing different from what

Paul more than once affirms (Rom.

vi. 17, xv. 18, xvi. 19, 20
2 Cor. x. 15)
but that Peter " makes the idea of obedience so prominent, that faith as the
;

fundamental condition of the possession of salvation
the

background" (Weiss),

epistle is written

is

retires completely into

an unfounded assertion.

with the design

— Since,

irapaKalelv the Christians,

ing affliction for their faith's sake, the reference to a future

salvation

—

Klripovofua, auTTjpia, 66^a, xapic C"^C

tation to a pious Christian

walk of

life,

it,

endur-

and complete

— forms, along with

a chief feature in

then, the

who were

and

the exhorit is

there-

fore quite natural that the eXnig should appear as the centre of its apostolic
irapuKXTjaig

it is

(chap.

i.

3, 13, 21, iii. 5, 9, 15, iv. 13, v. 1, 4,

10).

hope that stretched away beyond the present possession of
not on that account seek to draw a distinction between
hope,

But although

peculiar to Peter to gaze on the future completion of salvation with a

and Paul

him a

as the apostle of faith

,

and

still less,

him

it,

yet

we must

as the apostle

of

with Weiss, attribute to

different conception of doctrine in that, whilst according to Paul

hope
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is

only a single constituent of fuith, Peter saw in faith only

step to

^^

the preliminary

hope."

Kemark. — Whilst Weiss

considers the doctrinal conception in the epistle

as a preliminary step to Paulinism, Pfleiderer, on the other hand, characterizes
it

as " a Paulinism popularized,

reference to this,

and thereby rendered weak and

following remarks must be made:

tlie

(1)

In

insipid."

Pfleiderer indeed

admits that the emphasis laid on the death of Christ as the means of our

redemption

is

a genuinely Pauline feature; at the

same time, however, he

is

of

opinion that the death of Christ must be taken here as referring not, as with
Paul, to the expiation of the guilt of sin, but only to the removal of a
sin,

and that

its

redemptory

cated, in order that

it

But

this

is

clearly incorrect, for

from an unprejudiced perusal of the passages

is

is

viewed as the primary

undoubtedly also reference to

How

can redemption from a

its final

life of sin

The very expression

of sin ?

of

may, as a powerful example, bring about the resolution to

an obedient imitation of Christ.

the guilt of sin

life

can only be considered as morally communi-

effects

Christ

totally foreign to this epistle.

apparent,

though there

from the power of

in delivering

sin.

be conceived of without the forgiveness
atfiarog

f)avTi.cfjt.dg

man must

it is

redemption from

effect of Christ's death,

aim

author regarded the forgiveness of sin as the
idea that

in question, that

'I.

X.

(i,

2) is a

effect of the

earn pardon for himself by his

own

proof that our

The

blood of Christ.

obedient following of

If Pfleiderer asserts that here

we

have faith presented in an aspect different from that of Paul, inasmuch as

its

is

object

One,

is

it

not Christ, the historical Redeemer from

must be urged,

He

is

and to the exalted

exalted, to the latter in that

this passage also, between Paul
difference,

sin,

but Christ, the glorified

in reply, that Christian faith, in the nature of

reference at once to the abased

because

(2)

and could be none.

He was made

and the writer

(3)

of this epistle there

obedience also has, for each of the two, a different import, inasmuch
fruit of faith, the

looks on morality as a particular element of faith
if

that

is,

obedience be the fruit of faith,

be an element of

admits that

he

finds it

Spirit

is

it is

faith.

was no

In opposition to Pfieiderer's assertion, that

Paul considers moral obedience to be the

that,

has

it,

— to the former
low, — and, that, in

Christ,

it

(4)

as,

while

author of this epistle

itself, it

must be remarked,

must, in germ, be contained in faith,

With

respect to the nvev/xa, Pfleiderer

for both, in evenj way, the life-principle of Christianity; only

worthy of

notice, that, in this epistle, the

communication of the

not made to stand in any way connected with baptism.

But

it is

clearly

a quite unjustifiable demand, that this relation should find expression in the
single passage in

which reference

is

made

to baptism.

— No

doubt

it

denied that the several particulars of Christian faith, knowledge, and
received

from Paul a

definition,

than in our

fuller

cannot be
life

have

development, and, as a consequence, a clearer

epistle; but this

can be accotmted for as

much by

the
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individuality of the two apostles as by the purely hortatory character of this

and

epistle,

no evidence of the correctness of Pfleiderer's view.

is

"The

justly remarks:

recognized as the advocate of an

which betrays

The

his

nothing by which

epistle contains
.

.

dependence on Pauline forms of thought."

peculiar character of the epistle,

the writings of Paul and John, has

its

by which

own

its

distinguished from

is

author, and on the other

mean

Peter does not

practical design.

it

origin not in any doctrinal difference,

but on the one hand in the individuality of
in its

and nothing either

insipid Paulinism,

.

— Hofmann

author can be

its

to teach, he is

anxious

rather to exhort in accordance with his practical mind,^ as far removed from

the dialectic bent of Paul as from the intuitive of John.

modes

further a characteristic impress in the O. T.
sion peculiar to

— The epistle bears

of thought

and expres-

In none of the writings of the N. T. do we

it.^

find,

com-

paratively speaking, so numerous quotations from and references to the

O. T. (comp. chap.

i.

16, 24, 25,

much

ii.

22-24,

3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10,

But more than

iv. 8, 17, IS, V. 5, 7).

this, the

in O. T. conceptions, that he expresses his thoughts

O. T. language.

When

10-12, 13, 14,

iii.

author lives and moves so

by preference iu

he wishes to set forth the dignity of the Christian

Church, or to make reference to the future salvation of believers, or to exhort
to a

walk becoming Christians, he does so for the most part

Even when he speaks

peculiar to the O. T.

ground of salvation,

And

cance.

all this

it is

much

So that

all

as hinting at the specific difference

the ideas, more especially, which are

Paul rooted in the clear consciousness of the difference between the two

in

economies

:

God and

Christians as His children,^

dimtovadai ek t^c maTsug, viodeaia, the relation of affection

dinate position.

referred

»

when He

said to

it

is

inspired

is

here said, although he himself

describes " Peter's mind as one which directly

presented

it,

and

set

about

fulfilling

by word and deed without circumlocution

or hesitation,"

— proof evidently of a practical

According

Know

ye not what spirit ye
manner

that of the O. T.

;

of expression, that

but

determined by conception
^

This, too,

Hofmann

as his reason ch.

Father

is

i.

applied to

(Isa. Ixiii. 16;

decidedly

17;

is

not expression

?

questions, assigning

but the expression

God

in the O. T. also

Jer. xxxi. 9), without the rela-

tiou of child being conceived in the

mind.
2

"

is

which Christ

Spirit to

ception, but the
is

apprehended the duty of the moment, as the

moment

by that

James and John:

Strangely enough, Ilofmann takes offence

what

to

Hofmann,

it

is

not the con-

as

between

occupy here an entirely subor-

etc.,

Nevertheless, the tone of the tvhole epistle

Christian, not only in that

it

manner

in O. T. language that he lays stress on its signifi-

without so

between the O. and N. T.

at

in the

of the death of Christ as the

it is

by Paul.

same way

;
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are of

? "

but because there

is

to be

found in

no trace of Mosaic

it

The

or of the national nari-ovvness peculiar to the Jewish people.

church

yivog ekAektov just

a

is

because the greater part of

it

in that

it is

and not

Christian,

any way

in

belongs to the nation of Israel, " into which

the others have only been ingrafted."

The Mosaic law

mentioned, nor does the expression

once occur.

vofiog

upon that Christians should

insisted

legality,

Christian

a holy

live

No

life

much

not so

is

doubt

it is

as

strongly

but the obligation

;

is

deduced not from any law, but from the fact that they are redeemed from

by the Tinm>

their fiaraia uvaaTpo(p7i

ai/xa

of Christ,

and are born again

incorruptible, while, as the

means through which they are

sanctification, the nvtv/ia is

mentioned, not the legal letter (a

this it follows that the

name

to Peter, is inappropriate,
in Gal.

had

ii.

It

7, 8.

ypu/ifia).

be understood in a sense different from that

if it

can nowhere be proved from his epistle that circumcision

Rather

life.

he penetrated by O. T. ideas only in so far as they obtain their true

ment

in Christianity,

and no

which had already found

allusion whatever is

made

their realization in Christ.

bears a peculiar character from the traces in

it

to those of

— Further, the

and glory

from a personal experience, the power

them
epistle

Not only does the

apostle style himself fxuprvg ruv tov Xptaroii nadTj/xuruv, but the

discourses of the sufferings

is

fulfil-

which prove the author to

have been an eve-witness and an ear-witness of Christ.

Nor

From

" Apostle of the Circumcision" (Weiss), given

any significance whatever for the Christian

for Peter

of seed

to procure their

way

in

which he

of Christ is a proof that he speaks

of

which he himself had directly

felt.

Oftentimes in his expressions the very words he had heard

this alone.

from Christ are

re-echofed,

and hence the many points of accord,

especially

with the discourses of Christ as these are contained in the synoptic Gospels
chap.

cf.

X. 24;

xxii. 21

12

;

V. 3

;

i.

4 with Matt. xxv. 34;

13 with

i.

iii.

Luke

35;

i.

N. T.

Did

•25,

26

v. 6

;

8 with John xx. 23;
12 with Matt.

ii.

13-15 with Matt. x. 28

with Matt. xx.

Lastly, the epistle
of the

xii.

;

and

v.

i.

10;

v, 10, 11, iv. 13, 14,

'

to the

admits, however, that

writing

to
ii.

the

is

possible that " the

expression used by our Lord, Matt.
present

with Matt.

v.

merely in the occurrence here and there of

words of Christ; he

it is

with Luke

shows an unmistakable kinship with various writings

this consist

Hofraanu, indeed, disputes that there

any allusion

ff.

17 with Matt,

with Matt, xxiii. 12.i

single cognate thoughts, conceptions, or expressions, there

liere

10
ii.

v. 16,

was

mind of the apostle when

12;" and he says:

"The

ov

ovic

iSovres
is

Hofmann

is

wrong

who

loc.

be no

in

it

has seen the Lord."

denying that the words

tSiv toC Xpio-Tou naBrfixaTiov, v. 1,

the meaning here presupposed.

in

still

ayanaTe shows clearly enough that

written by one

^aprus

would

bear

See Hofmann

:
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.

In the whole of the N. T. writings there

proof of interdependence.

con-

is

tained a gospel substantially one and the same, and there must have prevailed
in the intercourse of believers with

made

which had

pression,

which

affinity

is

Epistles of Paul

one another

— every

— a common

for diversity in the individual

mode

allowance being

of thought

and ex-

But the

origin chiefly in the writings of the O. T.

its

apparent between the Epistle of Peter and several of the

and the Epistle

James, goes far beyond

of

Among

this.

Paul's writings there are several passages in the Epistles to the

Romans and

Ephesians to which Peter's epistle stands in a relation of dependence.

Almost

the thoughts in

all

the Epistle of Peter,
letter

with

xii., ver. 1

with

10, ver. 9

iv.

i.

especially vv. 14-19 with
13, 14

(see

on

alone, but

iii.

are to be found

Rom.

vi.

18; Pet.

(here

it is

iii.

:

with 1 Pet.

22, ver. 10

this Weiss, p.

Romans

whole trains of thought, in

with

ii. 5,

ii.

406

cf. Pet.

i.

22 with Rom.

Rom.

21 with
viii.

34; Pet.

but the subsequent thought of Peter

answers to the previous idea of Paul:
with Rom.

viii.

and Rom.

ix.

18

tov

particularly striking

;

33 (x. 11).

that to the Ephesians

is

— The

xiii., vv.

But echoes

ff.).

is

3-8

14, vv.

more

iv. 9,

1-7 with

ii.

of other passages in

iv.

24

Pet.

;

iv. 1, 2,

ii.

24 with

with Rom.

vi.

k.tX, and 6

6 naOuv,

dc to

:

(itiketi

i.

with

17, ver. 13

8-12; and from chap,

mo-

of secondary

is

ver. 2 with

not the clauses only which correspond:

Savuv, k.t2.,

fiTjKiri

7

uiro-

k.tX,

avepdiruv,

dovXeveiv, /c.r.A.); Pet. v. 1

the agreement between Pet.

ii.

6

kinship between the Epistle of Peter and

based not on single passages only, but at the same

time on the composition of the two writings.
scription

are to be found repeated in

xiii.

they are scattered throughout the whole

a similarity of expression even in what

is

from Rom.

cf.

and

xii.

and not detached thoughts

;

which there
ment;

Rom.

— only here

and introduction similar

If

our epistle be in super-

to the epistles of Paul,

it

bears a peculiar

resemblance to that to the Ephesians, inasmuch as the thanks expressed in
the latter have reference not to the particular circumstances of a special
church, but to the

partakers

;

common

EvXoyTiTdc 6 Gedf, k.t.X.

sent

many

salvation of which the Christians

the formula of thanksgiving, too,

(thus 2 Cor.).

The

is

former heathenish

life in fleshly

and meekness, and a renunciation of

and

ticular passages

lastly, in

may

Kara wpoyvuacv Qeov

.

.

iv uyiacjfiu) Trvevfiarog)

:

and Eph.

Pet.
i.

summons

to resist

The following

the concluding wish of peace.

be compared with each other
.

their

passions and lusts, and in the special exhor-

tations with respect to domestic relations; further, in the
;

same

contents, too, of the epistles pre-

points of similarity both in the general exhortations to a walk in

love towards each other, humility,

the devil

had been made

in both literally the

4

par-

1 {ekaektoIq

.

.

.

(ei"f/t'faro Tj/iug

.

.

.

i.
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jrpb Karapolf/c koc/xov, elvai

Eph.

3

ii.

Pet.

;

18 and Eph.

ii.

Eph.

the angel world

redemption;

cf.

Eph.

iv.

The

is

1

5 and Eph.

i.

Pet.

;

1

and Eph.

;

Pet.

ii.

v.

22; Pet.

22 and Eph.

iii.

indicated by the

word

ii.

iii.

Pet. v.

;

Khjpovoiua,

Pet.

12 and Eph.

i.

and that

10; Peter seems to

iii.

is

in both

make

reference

between particular passages of Peter's

and Paul's

epistle

not of such a nature as to warrant the conclusion that there
Pet.

If, e.g..

in

which the

the other hand, the agreement between particular passages in

the epistles of James and Peter
as accidental

;

see Pet.

6, 7,

i.

is

of such a kind that

and

Jas.

2,

i.

and

rjyrjuaadE; TivTirjdsvTeg iv iromikoiq neipaofiolg

and Jas.

i.

21 (there

piav Kal irepLaaElav KUKiag

av^TjdjjTE Eig cuTTjpiav;

:

in both passages there

is

humble submission
;

especially

lastly. Pet. V.

to God,
is

5-9 and Jas.

of Peter's epistle

;

nuaav ^vna-

here, the not
:

Iva kv avru

Ranch, and Bruckner.

from

Ephesians,

and from that of James, might lead

to withstand

iv. 10.^

is

;

many

doubtful),

is

to the

supposition that the i^assages in question in

by

denied by Mayerstill

echoes, which always seems to
is

nevertheless of opinion

Peter's epistle are not dependent on
(of.

more

in like manner, too,

Briickuer, while admitting that there

citations

Romans and

where

interpreters (in recent times

point back to the dependence of Peter's epistles,

Although several of the

iv. 6, 7, 10,

T., then the exhor-

on the writings already mentioned,

all

Guericke's opinion

remains the general impression of so

1

;

and thereon the summons

by Wiesinger, Schott, and Hofnianu

the epistles to the

further. Pet.

aim

almost identical with Jas.

acknowledged by almost

Ewald, Reuss, Bleek
hoff,

;

besides this. Pet. v. 6

is

there, the

;

',

unodifitvoi

:

same quotation from the O.

the

tation to

it

mareuc)

to AoyiKov u6oXov yiika ETtLTrodf/aaTe

ds^aads top eik^vtov T^oyov

the devil

The dependence

t;}?

here

;

here, the similar thought in the participial clause: tov

dvva/ievov auaat ruf v^y^af vfj-uv)

whilst

:

cannot be regarded

orav neipaafioig TripnTeariTS noiKiXoig,

unudentvoL ndaav Kaniav

there

;

very dissimilar thought

:

it

3 (comp. uyalliuodE and x'^pav

in both passages the identical -6 doKifiiov v/mv

1

ii.

may

Besides, the nomenclature

doubtless be a merely accidental circumstance.

and

and

2, etc.,

iii.

women, and the order

9 treat of the ornaments of

— On

8, 9,

epistles

particular objects are brought forward be in both cases the same, this

varies.

Pet.

;

18 (npoauyetv) and

20, 21

i.

14 and

i.

20-22

ii.

8-10.

a dependence of the former on the latter.

Tim.

19; Pet.

i.

and Eph.

4, 5,

represented as standing in a relation to Christ's work of

is

similarity

other epistles

is

17

iv.

worthy of special remark, that in both

It is also

ff.

the goal of the Christian

also to

iii.

12 (npoaayojy^)

10

vi.

5; Pet.

Pet.

ayiovg)',

f/fi.

18 and Eph,

vi.

18, iii.

ii.

and Eph.

i.

Hofmann,

p. 206

ff.),

yet,

recognized by Hofmanu, that in no
the matter

itself.

them

is

fully

way

alters

as
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that the similarity can be explained simply from the circumstance that cog-

nate ideas in the minds of the apostles called for cognate terms, especially
there be taken into account the power of primitive Christian tradition

if

on

and the prevalent modes of expression which had

ai'isen

out of conceptions formed under the influence of the Old Covenant.

This

early Christian style,

result,

however, he obtains in the following way

thoughts into their several elements

;

the similarity

is

and having directed special attention

of necessity misleading,

so great that there can be

is

resolves the similar

on the differences he discovers.

to these, he lays particular stress

process of separation

He

:

of the one composition on the other.

and

This

be not employed,

if it

no doubt as

to the

dependence

Weiss has demonstrated

this at full

length with respect to .the relation between the Epistle of Peter and those to
the

Romans

when he
Peter.

That

(chaps, xii.

and

With regard
it is

to

Rom.

He

and Ephesians.

xiii.)

says that the dependence

is

xii.

is

wrong, however,

on the side of Paul, and not on that of

and

must be remembered

xiii., it

— (1)

entirely improbable that Paul should, quite contrary to his usual

custom, have been at the trouble to collect the thoughts here arranged from

an

epistle

itself

where they occur

in a quite different connection

nothing improbable in the supposition,

—

if

;

whilst there

is

in

he were acquainted with

the Epistle to the Romans, and more especially the above chapters,

— that

.Peter wrote under the influence of Paul's expression in the different passages
of his epistle, where the course of his

same

ideas.

(2)

That the views

of

own thoughts suggested

Weiss necessarily lead

of the literary capability of Paul.

which

" evidently jarring,"

is

xii. 6, 7, SiuKovla, in

to put the thought in ver. 15 in the wrong place

must be remarked

— (1) That

As

;

its

own

gifts

in

to

in ver. 16 to interpo-

is

in

Its dissimilarity is to

individual tendency as a circular letter.

Since Weiss himself uses the expressions

;

xacpovres;

no foreign influence can be recognized

the special peculiarities by which this epistle

1

and

tTnxidc

to the Epistle to the Ephesians, it

•when compared with the other Pauline epistles.

explained from

the narrower

between the three spiritual

introduce in ver. 11, "without any purpose," the exhortation t^

late the idea quite inappropriately.*

him the

Weiss himself says that Paul's depend-

ence on Peter caused him to place in chap.
sense,

to

to a depreciation

(2)

it,

be

That

distinguished from the other

Der Petrin. Lehrbegriff), we must observe,

above quoted, the accusation that he detracts

in reply, that general possibilities do not issue

from Paul's independence

in

without justification.

If

is

certainly

not

he complain that

even in this commentary regard

is

not paid

to " the general considerations " (pp. 403-406

much, more especially when concrete

cir-

cumstances prevent that being regarded as a
reality

which

is

in itself possible.
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even from that to the Colossians, have nothing whatsoever

letters of Paul,

in

common with

In addition to

the Epistle of Peter.

that the independence of Paul, which

this, let it

be noted

apparent in every one of his

is

epistles,

stands in sharpest contradiction with the assumption that the apostle was

indebted to those passages in Peter's epistle

;

on the other hand, the

whilst,

leaning which Peter had to the O. T. and to the words of Christ, shows that

mode of expression to be shaped by
way opposed to the peculiar character of

the influence of another

to allow his

was

in no

harmony with

it,

his mind, but entirely in

as part of a nature "easily determined, receptive,

and

peculiarly open to personal impressions" (Schott).

— Weiss, in his essay entitled Die Petrinische Frage, written

Eemakk.

for

the purpose of defending his views on the dependence of the epistles to the

Romans and Ephesians
what he had formerly

against objections raised to them, substantially repeats

said,

and hardly adduces any thing new.

Rom.

there subsists any relation of dependence between

and between Rom.

and Pet.

vi. 2, 18,

24,

ii.

epistle

not in

itself
letter.

it is

not thereby proved.

is

The

iv. 12,

an erroneous one.

xii.

was conceived under the influence of Peter's

the latter

why

is

several clauses of chaps,

can result merely in the conclusion that

and Pet.

anodavuf and 6 naduv aapKi,

6

his interpretation of ralq afiapriatg unoyevo/ievoi

more minute examination of the

In denying that
7

Weiss overlooks the fact that the

resemblance rests not alone on the two expressions

and that

vi.

it is

and

xiii.

of

A

Romans

impossible that this

But the

priority of

hortatory design of this epistle explains

that Peter has confined himself to these

two chapters, and why

in his

composition are to be found none "of the developments of Christian doctrinal
conceptions peculiar to Paul."

Besides,

says nothing of the relation of the

vofiog

must be noted that although Peter

it

and the spya

rov vofiov,

at one with Paul in the fundamental conception that sinful

salvation only through faith in Christ.

— With

he

is

completely

man can

obtain

respect to the affinity between

the Epistle of Peter and that to the Ephesians, Weiss himself admits that

" evidence for the originality of the Petrine passages can be adduced with
less strictness

from a comparison of

Epistle to the Ephesians

points which distinguish

and

still

Weiss wrongly affirms that the

related to that of Peter precisely in those very

from the

rest of Paul's writings.

For the peculiar

distinctive character of the Epistle to the Ephesians does not consist only

in that

by

is

it

details."

it is

many

and that

a circular letter (an assertion which, however,

critics,
its

is

decidedly denied

and particularly by Meyer; see his commentary, Einl, §1),

commencement

is

of an import

more general than that

of the other

Pauline epistles, but more especially in the whole diction, which, in the rich
fulness of

its

expression, bears an impress different from the rest of the

apostle's writings.

That

this peculiarity,

however, cannot be traced to a

2
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When

Weiss finds

it
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needs not to be proved.

epistle,

a characteristic of the Epistle to the Ephesians, that

" ethical exhortation culminates in advices for the several stations of

must have forgotten that exactly the same
Colossians,

of this epistle

he

the case with the Epistle to the

is

which plainly was not written under the influence

The dependence

its

life,"

on Paul and James

of Peter's epistle.

not, as Schott

is

assumes, to be attributed to Peter's intention to show the agreement of his
doctrine with that of these two men.
peculiarities

doctrinal intent
Peter,

from

prevailing

For

is

it

precisely their doctrinal

which are not echoed in the related passages

nowhere

is

discernible.

It

his familiarity with these epistles,

modes

of thought

;

and altogether a

must therefore be assumed that

was so penetrated by

and expression, and the connection

their

of their

ideas, that recollections of these, although not unconsciously, still involuntarily,!

became interwoven with
upon

press themselves

to the Ephesians, that

which Peter

his
it

Such reminiscences,

his style.

mind the more

was addressed

too,

would

readily in the case of the Epistle

to the

same churches

Asia Minor

in

himself urged to confirm and strengthen in their state of

felt

grace.

With

dependence, however, the epistle has

all this

press different from that of the epistles of Paul

abounds in conceptions which are common to
to be found in

it

its

peculiar im-

Although

to the other writings of the

work of salvation

tinctive of this epistle, that the

it

the apostles, there are yet

not only particular expressions and terms, but also

which are foreign

ideas,

all

still

and James.

is

N. T.

Thus

many

it is dis-

characterized as some-

thing after which the prophets searched, and into which the angels desired,
to look
(ii.

1

11)

(i.
;

10-12)

;

that the Christians are called nupoinoi kuI

that the exhortation to a holy walk

Schott's opinion is far-fetched, that Peter's

2

is

based on

Hofmann goes

this,

nnpenldrifwi.

that thereby

too far in maintaining that

continual references to the Pauline epistles

Peter " purposely " connected his epistle with

arose from his tender anxiety lest he should

that to the Ephesians,

making the opening

" the disquiet and apprehension of his

passages of the former thus similar lo those

readers by giving any direct expression to

of the latter, "in order, that, from the com-

add

to

his apostolic individuality,

to them."

He

unknown

as

it

was

thinks, that, for this reason,

Peter had, "without mentioning his intention,
unnoticed, and, as

it

were, by chance, here

and there, sometimes more

distinctly,

Bometimes

allowed

his

readers

well-known voice

of

their

hear

the

pastor."

less

so,

and
to
real

mencement, his heathen readers must perceive
his intention,
sisting

and recognize the harmony sub-

between that which was written by

the Apostle of

the

Circumcision and

that

formerly penned by the Apostle of the Heathen."

This assertion arises from the mis-

taken views which

Hofmann

to the design of the epistle.

has formed as
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the heathen would recognize the groundlessness of their accusations

wrong

16); and that the endurance of

iii.

culiar to this epistle are

their

own

:

termed a

is

the exhibition of Christ's sufferings as a type of

sufferings for the faith's sake

21

(ii.

ff.)

spirits in prison (iii. 19, iv. 6)

preached to the

the idea that Christ has

;

the consolation

;

the similarity of the affliction of the Christian brethren

women

her subjection to Abraham, held up to

comparison drawn between baptism and the
the former as cweiSr/aeug

uyadf/g knepuTrjixa (iii.

ferings of Christ form the beginning of
to the elders (v. 1-3)
It

;

the term

Sarah, in
6)

;

the

the thought that the suf(iv.

12)

;

the exhortation

as (v. 4) applied to Christ, etc.

epistle, that it is

wanting in logical

Since the epistle bears a hortatory character,

nothing to excite surprise when the author makes a transition

is

from more general to more

exhortation,

now

and again from more

special precepts,

more general, and when

to

;

;

(iii.

and the designation of

flood,

21)

drawn from

(v. 9)

as an example

judgment

upxtiroiftf^v

cannot justly be urged against this

development of thought.
there

12,

(ii.

Further, pe-

x^P^s-

another, on this or on that fact of redemption, finding

But that with

here again occasion for fresh admonitions.

The

of contents.

courses of Jesus

abound

style does not

and the Epistle

all this

there

is

by the above summary

of a definite train of thought, is proved

no want

special

moves him, builds now one

he, as the spirit

in aphorisms, like that of the dis-

of James, but is distinguished

by thoughts

connected by means of participles, relative pronouns, copulative particles, as
in the Pauline epistles.

A

peculiarity, too, is to be

found in the frequent

condensation of several conceptions into a substantival or adjectival idea by

means

of the definite article (chap.

the frequent use of the particle
16, V. 3)

lastly,

;

either preceding
5, 7),

as also its

(bg

i.

3, 5, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, etc.)

(chap.

i.

14, 19,

ii.

1, 5,

;

further,

16, iv. 10, 11, 15,

the construction of the participle, both with an imperative
(i.

13, 14, 22,

employment

being joined to a particular

1, 4,

ii.

16) or following

it

(i.

18, 23,

ii.

1, 2,

an absolute and independent way, without

in

finite

verb

Whilst De Wette looks on the

(ii.

18,

iii. 1,

7, 9, 16, iv. 8).

epistle as hardly

worthy of an apostle,

others praise, and rightly too, the freshness and vividness of

its style,i its

"richness in Christian doctrine," and the "noble artlessness which feels
itself satisfied

and quiet
1

Grotius

Spov,

:

in the simple

" Habet haec epistola to
ingenio

conveniens

lorum."

and blessed

and believing

reception,

and calm

possession, of the facts of a divinely given salvation" (Schott).

Bengel

:

principis

<t4>o-

aposto-

"Mirabilis est gravitas et

alaeritas Petriui sermouis lectorem Buavissime

retiueas."

INTRODUCTION.
SEC.

3.

— THE

READERS OF THE EPISTLE; THE TIME AND
PLACE OF ITS COMPOSITION.

Whilst the epistle
readers addressed are,
in Asia Minor,

more

itself

shows them

the

have been Christians

to be understood),

is

where Paul and

ing to his epistles and the Acts of the Apostles, had

and founded the Christian Church.
epistle

to

especially those in Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia

to say, the Christians in regions

was that the

who

gives no precise information as to

its suj^erscription

(by which term proconsular Asia
is
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was addressed

— In

and Bithyuia

;

that

his companions, accordfirst

preached the gospel

ancient times the prevalent view

This opinion was

to Jewish Christians.

entertained by Eusebius, Didymus, Epiphauius, Hieronymus, Oecumenius,

Theophylactus
tius,

;

and among more recent authors, by Erasmus, Calvin, Gro-

Bengel, Augusti, Hug, Bertholdt, Pott, and others.

preters, like

Wolf, Gerhard, Jachmaun,

Several inter-

have modified this view, in so

etc.,

far that they hold the epistle to have been written principally (principalite7-)

no doubt for Jewish Christians, but in a
Gentile Christians also (Jidei interna ac
This

is

He

up by Weiss.

the position taken

(quodammodo) for

certain sense

loci externa unitate illis conjunctos').

assumes that the majority of

church-members were Jewish Christians, and that these were regarded by
Peter as the real body of the congregations

for this reason,

;

and not think-

ing of the admixture of heathen which had eveiywhere taken place, the
apostle addresses the Jewish Christians only.

bound up with

Weiss's view

his opinion, that the churches in question

is

very closely

had already been

founded before the missionary journey of Paul to Asia Minor, by Jews of
that region

who had been

or subsequently to

it.

converted at Jerusalem on the day of Pentecost

This assertion, however,

foundation whatsoever in history, but

is

is

opposed to

not only without any
all

that

is

told us of

the Apostle Paul's labors in Asia Minor, in his epistles and in the Acts of the
Apostles, inasmuch as there

commenced
that land.

his

work

is

in neither the smallest hint that

there, a Christian

It is surely inconceivable that

Paul should have pursued his

missionary work in that region without in any

church already established there, and

all

that time risen to such importance as to
of the heathen.

when he

church was in existence anywhere in

way taking

the more so

draw on

if

itself

notice of the

that church had by
the jjersecuting hate

— The proofs adduced by Weiss, that the epistle was addressed

to Jewish-Christian

churches, are as follow:

readers in the superscription of the letter;

strongly based on the O. T.

;

3.

2.

The occurrence

1.

The designation

The

of

the

style of expression so

of several passages, namely,
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chaps,

14, 18,

i.

in reality to

when

9, 10, iii. 6, iv. 3,

ii.

the expression

napenidrjfj.oi

e/cJle/crof

understood (see Comment, to
ever, it

which point apparently

i.

1).

Siaa-opuc Uuvtov,

With regard

must be noted that the references

Christians

less

intelligible

k.t.a..,

is

correctly

to the second proof,

to the O. T.

(who of course cannot be conceived

with the O. T.) not

to Gentile but

Thejirst proof falls to the ground

Jewish Christians as readers.

of without

how-

were for Gentile

some acquaintance
Paul

than for Jewish Christians.

himself makes frequent enough allusion to the O. T. in his epistles addressed
to Gentile Christians (cf., e.g., 1 Cor.

With

i

19, 31,

ii. 9,

16,

iii.

19, 20, etc.).i

—

respect to the third proof, the previous condition of the readers in the

passages quoted

is

not in appearance only, but as a matter of

and that not

terized as heathenish,

For in these verses there

fact, charac-

positively simply, but negatively also.

not the faintest intimation that the readers

is

before their conversion had stood, as Israelites, in the covenant relation to

God

to

which Paul invariably makes reference when he speaks to Jews

The whole

or of them.

much more

in

favor

character of the epistle speaks not against, but

the assumption that the churches here addressed, at

of,

least the larger part of them,

In favor,

Christians.

were composed not of Jewish but of Gentile

too, of this view, is the cii'cumstance that these

same

churches are represented as suffering persecution, not at the hands of the

Jews, but of the heathen

which goes to show that the

;

latter did not

regard

these Christians merely as a sect within Judaism, as would naturally have

been the case had they been formerly Jews, or for the most part Jews.
persecuting zeal of the heathen was directed against
tianity

began

to

draw

professors no longer

its

from heathendom; and

it

xii.

later on,

»

The

only when Chris-

from Judaism

chiefly,

but

was not Jewish but Gentile Christian churches

which were the objects of detestation.
Faustum,

it

Justly, then, did Augustine (Contra

89) already, and Cassiodorus (De

Instil.

Div. Lit.,

ii.

p. 516),

Luther and W^etstein, and in recent times Steiger, De Wette,

"Weiss wrongly tries (,Die Petrin. Frage,

the formula of quotation are of such a kind

to neutralize the evidential value of

as to have been intelligible to the Christians

p. 623)

this renaark,

by saying " that

it

does not touch

as such, irrespective of whether they formerly

the very pith of his argument, which consists

had been heathens or Jews

in this, that Peter expressly quotes the

any means "presuppose so intimate a knowl-

as Paul does, only in

i.

16,

ii.

6."

O. T.,

For, on

edge of the O. T. as

who had

is

;

nor do they by

conceivable only in

formerly been Jews."

With

the one hand, Paul, too, employs O. T. ex-

those

pressions and phrases without adding yiypan-

regard to their acquaintance with the O. T.,

Ttti

or the

like,

quoted, 1 Cor.

ii.

e.g.,

16.

in

On

the passage above
the other

ha;'.d,

the

O. T. expressions employed by Peter without

cf.

Meyer on Rom.

vii. 1,

where Paul speaks

of the Christians, without exception, as yivud'
icofreo-

I'djitoi',
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Hofmann,

Briickner, Mayerhoff, Wiesinger, Schott,

as also Neander,

and

ricke, Reuss, Lechler, Schaff, Jul. Kdstlin, Bleek,

others,

G«e-

pronounce in

favor of the opinion that the churches in question must be held to have

The hypothesis

been composed of Gentile Christians.

Credner, and some others, that this epistle

is

of Benson, Michaelis,

designed for such Gentile

Christians as had before their conversion to Christianity been " proselytes
of the gate,"

As

evidently a purely arbitrary one.

is

to their condition,

we

gather from the epistle for the most part only,

that the churches were at that time exposed to

many

hands of the heathen, which, however, consisted more

state, cannot,

and

That these manifold persecutions

revilings than in actual ill-treatment.

were instituted by the

persecutions at the
in contumelies

with Hug, Mayerhoff, and Neander, be

concluded from the expressions unoloyia and

KaKo:Toi6g

in

iii.

Schott's

15, 16.

conjecture, that they were connected with those which arose under Nero,

refuted on the one

hand by

their character as described in the epistle,

is

and

on the other by the testimony of history, which confines the Nerouic perse-

A too gloomy picture of

Rome.

cution solely to

readers must not be

the persecutions, although

it is

this epistle;

to

them

relative to

not incredible that the shortcomings brought

may have

here and there to light by the persecutions

compose

the moral condition of the

drawn from the exhortations given

open blame

is

induced the apostle to

Nor

nevertheless not expressed.

is

there any thing to indicate that the church was disturbed by heretical tendencies, or

opposing parties of Jewish and Gentile Christians.

that Peter

was personally acquainted with

by the want of any personal
distinction he

his readers,

is

— The

notion

opposed as much

relations on his part to his readers, as by the

makes between himself and those who had proclaimed the

gospel to them.

Only one passage
composed.

From

(v. 13)

has reference to the place where the epistle was

the circumstance that Peter sends greetings from the

church (not from his wife) in Babylon,

it

may

correctly be inferred that

during the composition of the epistle he was in that

city.

But whether by

Babylon

called,

on the banks of

is

to be understood the

the Euphrates, or

Rome

no means settled as yet

Babylon properly so

rather, the capital of the world, is a question
(cf.

on

this the

at all improbable in itself that Peter

remarks on the passage).

was

for a time in

It is

by
not

Babylon proper, and

labored there as an apostle, the less so that from of old, in that very city,
there were large Jewish communities, which stood in intimate connection

with Jerusalem.
In order to settle more precisely

the time

of

the composition, it

must be

;
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observed principally
(2)

That

That the

(1)

:

epistle is directed to Pauline churches

presupposes the acquaintance of

it

the Ephesians.

two

If these

points,

author with the Epistle to

its

above proved to be correct, are estab-

can neither, as Weiss assumes, have been composed at

lished, the epistle

the beginning of Paul's third missionary journey, nor, as Biiickner conjectures, at the

end of

its

it;

must be

origin

Assuming that the Epistle

date.

relegated, rather, to a later

to the Ephesians

was written by Paul

during his captivity at Rome, Wieseler would place the composition of

But the following

our epistle in the latter part of that captivity.
militate against this

facts

on the one hand, that the persecutions of the Chris-

:

tians in the provinces of Asia Minor, which occasioned this letter of Peter,

are mentioned neither in the Epistle to the Ephesians nor in that to the

Colossians

and, on the other, that in the former there

;

no reference to

is

those false teachers whose appearance these epistles presuppose.

left the

imprisonment of Paul unnoticed, the more especially that he was

The

writing to a Pauline church.

letter

can have been composed, then,

only after the two-years' imprisonment of Paul in Rome.
.

Hofmann
from

Peter,

he had composed his epistle at that time, would certainly not have

too, if

captivity.

But

in work.

after his release

If

it

is

more than improbable that an

epistle addressed

it

was composed when Paul was

to a Pauline church

Ewald and

was written immediately

are of opinion that

still

alive

and engaged

such had been the case, Peter would certainly not have omitted

to specify the relation in

which he stood to Paul, and the motive which

induced him to write to a Pauline church, since by so doing he was

evi-

dently encroaching by his apostolic labors on the missionary territory of

Accordingly,

Paul.i

until after Paul
tolic labor,

it

must be assumed that the

and withal

at a time

when

this fact

agree,

was not written

with those critics

then,

who

field of apos-

had become known

churches, otherwise Peter could not have passed

must

epistle

had been removed by martyrdom from the

it

to the

over in silence.

We

place the composition of the

epistle in the closing years of Peter's lifetime, at the earliest in the year 66
If Peter

(as Reuss, Bleek, Wiesinger, Schott).

died under Nero, that

is,

about the year 67 A.D., the period which extends from the Neronic persecution of the Christians and the death of Paul

martyrdom soon
1

after the conflagration

Hofmann's remark

is

singular

:

That those

only were guilty of an interference

tempted

to turn

away from Paul

who

at-

the Gentile-

Christian churches founded by him, and that

m

— especially as he suffered
— to the time

Rome, 64 A.D.

Peter would only have

encroachment

number

if

been guilty of an

he had aimed at forming a

of Gentile-Christian churches.
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it

seeming

natural that Peter in his epistle should leave those two events unnoticed.^
All that

we

learn

from the

which the

epistle as to the circumstances in

churches in question were placed, and, in particular, respecting the persecutions to which they were exposed,

harmony with

in

is

For

this date.

although the Christians had to suffer persecution even during the time of
Paul's missionary labors
this

Thess.

(cf. 1

6,

i.

was by no means so generally the case

calls in question

— as

Christianity

xviii.

5,

14

;

2 Thess.

yet

4, etc.),

i.

our epistle seems to presuppose, but took place for

the most part then only

(Acts xvii.

ii.

— a statement Hofmann unjustly

when

was opposed

the heathen were instigated by the Jews

by

12), or

(cf.

whose

particular individuals to

Acts xvi. 16

ff.,

xix. 23

interests

And

ff.).

albeit

Tacitus records that the Christians, even so early as the burning of Rome,

were the

humani generis and per

odiitni

to be so only after Christianity

on heathendom and convulsing
of Paul's missionary labor

;

Jlagitia invisi,

had shown
it.

itself

This

and Weiss

is

it

they could have begun

a power capable of advancing

became only

in

consequence

not justified in taking advantage of

the fact to support his views as to the early date of composition.
other hand, the epistle shows that, at the time of

its

On

the

origin, the hostility of

the Gentiles towards Christianity had not risen to such a height that the

heathen authorities sought to suppress that religion as a

with danger to the

in chap. iv.

mentioned.

'

The

religio

nova fraught

yet to slanders and the

epistle belongs to a time considerably

from the following circumstances
opposite view (Hofmann's), that the

the year 63 and that of 64,
the

proved.

itself as

All this, in like manner, harmonizes with the date above

Weiss concludes that the

was written between the autumn

epistle

tions,

but had confined

which the heathen population were incited for the reasons given

)ike, to

earlier,

state,

correctness

Hofmann

of

of

based on assump-

is

which cannot be

supposes, that, immedirelease, Peter

ately after

Paul's

the journey

from Jerusalem

to

through Asia Minor by way

undertook

Rome, passing

:

" that these sufferings

nected his

own; and

were for
who

he took Mark,

that

was with him when he composed

his epistle,

away with him from Ephesus, " because
of

all

the Jewish converts

longing to the

company

who, without

of

be-

the Apostle of

the Gentiles, were preaching Christ in
at the time of Paul's

that

Rome

imprisonment, he was,

Ephesus,

perhaps, the only one whose conduct towards

withal " in order that he might restrain those

Peter was influenced by love instead of by

whose enmity towards Paul threatened

jealousy and enmity ;" that, Immediately

of

to

Rome, he wrote

produce a dissension which would have been

his arrival at

specially Injurious to the church of the world's

these suppositions

are

his epistle.

purely

fictions,

upon
All

nor

capital;" further, that during this journey

can the slightest trace of them be found la

he became acquainted with the Epistle to the

the Epistle of Peter.

Ephesians, with which he " purposely " con-
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the CViristians
to the heathen

something new, at which they wondered

still
it

;

" that

and

"

was a thing novel and strange that the Christians should

renounce their vicious
expresses the naive

(!)

life

;

this also, that " the apostle still

and from

"

hope that the heathen, on becoming better acquainted

holy walk of the Christians, would cease from their enmity, as

•with the

The

having arisen from ignorance."

conclusion, however,

is

unwarranted,

the more so that, on the views above expressed as to the origin of the

churches of Asia Minor and the date of the epistle's composition, the time

during which the churches had existed was even shorter than on the theory
supported by Weiss

\

according to the

existence for about twenty years
fifteen.

;

latter,

they had already been in

according to the former, for only about

Under these circumstances, which he has omitted

account, Weiss can naturally

draw nothing favorable

from the expression occurring

in chap.

ii.

2

:

take into

to

own opinions
The men(ipE<l)ri.

to his

upnyivvriTa

tion, too, of the veurepoi, in contrast to the npea(3vTepoi (chap. v. 5), is not

evidence that the epistle was composed at an earlier date, for there

is

no

proof that such vturepoi were no longer to be found in the churches of

Asia Minor, say, ten years after the time mentioned by Weiss.
chief reason which

Weiss adduces as proof that the churches

But the

in question

were not Gentile-Christian, but Judaeo-Christian communities which had
already been in existence before the apostolic career of Paul, and that
Peter's epistle

had been written before the

had commenced,

is

his

own

This assertion, in

epistle "is prepai-atory to that of Paul."

and opposed

literary labors of the

former

affirmation, that the doctrinal system of Peter's

to the real state of the case (cf

.

itself

more particularly

erroneous

Jul. Kostlin,

Einheit unci Mannigfalligkeit in d. neutest. Lehre, in the Jahrh. fur deutsche
Tkeoloffie, 1858),

can be brought as evidence of the early composition of

the epistle the less that

it

in

no way admits of proof that Paul became

acquainted with the opinions of Peter by means only of this
that Peter afterwards renounced his
the presence of Silvanus and
epistle,

own system

Mark with

epistle,

for that of Paul.

and

From

Peter at the time he composed this

nothing with any exactitude can be concluded, since the former

mentioned in Acts
he was in

Rome

companion of Paul

;

iv.

11) in Asia Minor,

is

the latter, although

(Col. iv. 10) during Paul's first imprisonment,

the second (2 Tim.
other time.

xviii. 5 as the

may have been

and during

with Peter at any
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most
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from antiquity.

clearly established

Although in the \vorks of the

Apostolic Fathers, Clemens Romanus, Barnabas, and Ignatius, there are no

formal citations from the

epistle,

but only echoes of

which cannot with certainty be established,

of

undeniable, not only that

it

is

mentioned

still,

the direct reference

it,

on the other hand,

Peter, but that Polycarp also quotes verbatim several passages

justifying the remark of Eusebius {H. E.,

made

use of

we have

it;

it

loy'iDv KvpiaKuv

there had ever a doubt been entertained as to its genuineness.

numbers

Muratorian Canon our epistle
passage to which reference

is

with the Homologuraena.

it

is

The passage runs thus: "

made

Et sapientia ab amicis Salo

tholica habentur.

monis

in

Epistola sane

superscript! Johannis duas in ca-

et

honorem

Apocalypsis

ipsius scripta.

etiam Johannis et Petri tautum recipimus,

quidem ex

quara

nolunt."

— Hug,

document
puts a

nostris

who

looks

as a translation

full stop after

in

legi

epistles.

In the so-called

doubtless not definitely quoted, but the
is

used to impugn the authenticity of the

1

found

It is

which contains only the three catholic

also in the older Peschiio,

Judae

with

epistle

by name, and that without the smallest hint that

direct reference to it

justly, then,

thus

it,

had already

Irenaeus, Tertul-

i^Tj-yT/aeig.

Clemens Alex., Origen, Cyprian, quote passages from the

Eusebius

is

likewise on the testimony of Eusebius, that

Papias did the same in his work,
lian,

from

that Polycarp

iv. 14),

it

Second Epistle of

in the so-called

ecclesia

upon the whole
from the Greek,

Johannis, and connects

not of such a nature that

The words

epistle.^

would not allow

to

it

can be

of Leontius of

be read in the Church."

— Dietlein's conjecture and explanation
Bimp]eT (Die £ath. Brie/e,Th.

cording to

it,

is still

Ac-

I. p. 47).

instead of Apocalypsis, there

should

be

Apocalypses,

would

be

translated

and

the

passage

" Furthermore,

:

of

Apocalypses we accept only those of John

and Peter, which

would not allow

(latter)

some amongst us

to be read in the church."

the words Apocalypsis etiam Johannis with

— Thiersch's

what

epistolam, and of the words qua7)i quidem

precedes

he

;

regards

misunderstood translation of

quidem

(or

quidam)

ricke agrees with

=

iiovrjv,

Ti;'es

i]v

Hug, only with

to

and quam

Gue-

5? Trapef tivct.

euce, that, instead of n? »rope|
siders

tantum as a

this differ-

Tti/ej,

be the original

AVieseler likewise unites the first

he context.

—

words with

the preceding passage, and then reads quern

quidam, so

we

that the sense is: "

accept as

much

(as

previously mentioned,

an

Apocalypse),

of John,

i.e.,

which

Of Peter

two

also

who was

epistles

and

some amongst us

into

change of tantum into U7iam

alteram quidam.,

rather

is

According to Hofmann, the

too

epistle

bold.
is

not

alluded to in the Fragment; he, like Hug,
accepts

an original

takes the

first

Greek

document, and

half of the passage to say of

the Epistle of Jude, and of the two, as stated
in the superscription,

the

first is

by John (consequently

not Included, for

it

has no super-

scription), that they are valued in the

Church

wisdom written by

friends

as utterances of

of Solomon

(i.e.,

Christ)

to hia

honor; ia
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Byzantium do not prove that Theodoret
genuineness (Contr. Nestor,

quam causam,
caiholicas

ut arbitror,

abrogat

Eulych.,

et

on which Theodorus

14),

ipsam epistolam Jacobi

antiquat."

et

of Mopsuestia disbelieved in its

iii,

The

-

fact,

:

"oi

deinceps aliorum

alias

ct

however, that the Paulicians,

according to the testimony of Petrus Siculus (Hist. Manich., p. 17), rejected
plainly does not affect the question.

it,

In more recent times, Cludius (Uransichten des Christenthums) was the
first to

deny the

ficient,

the weightiest of

epistle's

genuineness

them

— on grounds, however, entirely insuf-

being, that in thought and expression

bears

it

a too great similarity to the Pauline epistles ever to have been composed by

This

Peter.

what brought Eichhorn

is

was written by some one who had for a
and had consequently adopted

to the hypothesis that the epistle

long time been connected with Paul,

ecclesiastical

all

as this

worth must not be denied to

and concludes that Peter

tradition, Eichliorn goes farther,

supplied the material, but that

But

and phrases.

his current ideas

cannot be applicable to Peter, and yet as

Mark worked

up into the

it

epistle before

Bertholdt, while justly rejecting this hypothesis, has defended the

us.^

opinion hinted at already by Hieronymus, and more definitely expressed by

Baronius, that the epistle was not originally written in Greek (but in Ara-

maic

according to Baronius, in Hebrew), and translated by an interpreter

;

(Baronius holds by Mark, Bertholdt by Silvanus) into Greek.
hypothesis
it is

is

not

less arbitrary

than that of Eichhorn

But

this

on the one hand,

for,

;

an assertion incapable of proof that Peter could not have been familiar

with the Greek language; and, on the other, as
epistle as the

and James, and the whole matter

of quotation

against any other than a Greek original.
as to the genuineness. ^

lation

external testimony, and thinks

He
it

the entire diction of the

the writer to say
revelations both of

:

We

so

John and

will not allow

far

accept the

De Wette speaks with some

vacil-

in the face of

it

to

the tradition of the Church, from the earliest
times, unanimously pronounces Peter to be

the author,

them

in the epistle

be read

Paul

T., are evidence

recognizes, indeed, the weight of the

Peter, as, indeed,
to

in the epistles of

from the O.

would be hazardous

the second part of the passage he understands

some of us

much

harmony with the corresponding passages

still

thinks that there

(more especially

its

is

much

dependence

on the Pauline epistles already mentioned,

in the Church.

arbitrary,

without any understanding of the system of

that Peter, not being able to speak and write

Paul) which appears strange as coming from

1

Ewald's assertion

Greek

fluently,

is

no

less

employed Silvanus

to write

2

jy.

Reuss,
T.),

Peter.
refute

the epistle.
too

while,

(Oesch.

d.

heil.

Schri/ten

no doubt, recognizing that

He
his

himself,

own

being able to

however, attempts to

objections,

make up

his

though without

mind

to

acknowl-

edge decidedly the authenticity of the

epistle.

"

INTRODUCTION.
condemn

the epistle as spurious

;

yet

evidence rather against than for

is

want of

of its

is

of opinion that

genuineness,

its

its

character

— especially on account

and the reminiscences of the

distinctive features,

already repeatedly mentioned.

he

still

195

In reply,

it

epistles

must be urged that the

epistle

in

no wise wanting in individual impress, and that the writings referred

to, if

Peter had read and become familiar with them, might have left such

is

an impression on him that echoes of them should be discernible without

any way interfering with a

in

free

this

and independent development of thought,

or standing in contradiction to the personal and apostolic character of the

That the Tubingen school should hold

composition.

was of course

rious,

to be expected

want

is

its

this epistle to

The want

(1)

and the general character of

its

of

any

is

— But

and partly by the designation of the

The want

(2)

impress of individuality.
epistle there is

any

of

—

(3)

The want

of

epistle as

by

members
a circular

literary or theological character bearing the

has, however,

It

been shown

no want of individuality; but that

be as sharply defined as in Paul and John,

the epistle

such a

to be explained, partly

the fact that the apostle was personally unacquainted with the

letter.

the

definite external

contents and aim.

not apparent, and the general character

of the church,

be spu-

views respecting the apostolic

The reasons which Schwegler urges against

and post-apostolic age.^

genuineness are the following:
occasion,

from

in § 2, that in the

must necessarily

this

an unwarrantable demand.

is

any inner connection of thought.

— But

the tendency of

opposed to any such " firm, definite progression of thought

is

as Schwegler demands,

was impossible that

and as

is

to be

found in the Pauline

epistles.

Peter, while laboring in the far East at a time

(4) It

and in a

region destitute of any means of literary communication, could have had in
his

hand the

later epistles of

short a time

Paul

— supposing
— But

after their composition.

no echoes of the

in

latest of Paul's epistles.

It

— so

these to be genuine
Peter's

epistle there are

cannot be denied that between

the composition of this epistle and that to the Ephesians, a period of time

elapsed sufficiently long to allow of the possibility of Peter's having become

acquainted with the latter; nor will

it

be disputed that even before his

dence in Babylon Peter might have known
the assumption of

its

(5)

it.

having been composed

in

The

Babylon

impossibility

— of

resi-

— on

harmonizing

the Neronic persecution, presupposed in the epistle, with the martyrdom of

Peter in
'

Rome

Pfleiderer'8

Peter was
whilst

the

in

during that persecution.

opinion,

that

the

Apostle

favor of a Judaic Christianity,

epistle

expresses

a

feeble

and

— But the supposition that the per-

insipid Paulinisra peculiar to later times (see

on this §2,

him

to

p. 16

f.),

must necessarily

deny the authenticity

also.

lead

^
;
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secution here referred to was the Neronic finds no support in the epistle

nor

is

by any means a necessary assumption for " the friends of the con-

it

and a positive

servative school of historians,

referred to be the Xeronic.
post-apostolic times,

— For his

criticism," that the persecution

theory that the epistle was written in

and withal under Trajan, Schwegler

chiefly

depends

(here Pfleiderer agrees with him) on this, that the persecution presupposed
in the epistle is not the Neronic,

but the Trajanic

assertion he brings the following proofs

(1)

:

and

;

for the truth of his

The calm, unimpassioned

tone of the epistle, as contrasted with the impression which the Neronic

made upon the

persecution

Christians.

(2)

Under Nero the Christians were

persecuted, inasmuch as they were accused of participation in fire-raising,

that

is

to say, on account of a definite crime

but at the time of this letter

;

whom

suspicion

be thrown on account of their general behavior (wf

KaKonoioi).

they suffered persecution as Christians (ug xpionavol), on

was sought

to

(3) It is incapable of proof,

and

incredible, that the Neronic persecution

extended beyond Rome.

The

epistle takes for granted investigations,

with regular

trial

(4)

and under

was a tumultuary act

legal forms; whilst the

of popular law.

Asia Minor, presupposed in the
of

(5)

epistle,

given in Pliny's letter to Trajan.

it

The

Neronic persecution

position of Christianity in

corresponds with the description

— Of

all

these, however, this one

pomt alone must be conceded, that the persecution
regarded as due directly to the burning of

referred to cannot be

Rome — all

the other assertions

being based simply on arbitrary assumptions or on false interpretations.
It is also entirely

out of place for Schwegler to understand the formula of

salutation (v. 12) symbolically, so as to find in

it

the expression of the later

church tradition " as to the presence of Peter in Rome, along with his
lpuevivT7/(

Mark," and

constitution

1

(!)

to assert that v.

In opposition to Scliwegler,

remarked:
remain

The

(1)

equally

it

must be

admirable

the

in

in

Trajanic

is

would have been hardly becoming an

apostle.

(2)

From

the

first,

and not under

Trajan alone, the Christians had to suffer

from the very
(3)

the

fact of their being Christians.

Although the persecution of Nero,
one which he

not extend beyond

himself

Rome,

instituted,

still,

i.e.,

did

in his day,

the Christians might, through the hatred of

to the

the people, have had to endure persecution

would

passionless tone

persecution as under that of Nero; any other
style

2 points to an ecclesiastico-political

which had overspread the whole of Christendom, and

the provinces as well.

made

in

(4)

No

raenlion

our epistle of any judicial perse-

cutipn of the Christians according to legal

form.
letter

(5)

The

description given in Pliny's

does not prove that the persecution

mentioned here was that under Trajan; in
the latter, the Christians were punished for7na!ly with death;
in

whilst there

is

nothing

our epistle to show that such took place in

the former,

;

INTRODUCTION.
sway of hierarchical tendencies

which had already forced their way into

(!)

Schwegler sees the real design of the

it.

V. 12,

according to which "it

is

epistle expressed in the passage

simply the attempt on the part of one of

Paul's followers to reconcile the two opposing schools of Peter

by putting

into the

mouth

fellow-apostle Paul, a
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'

and Paul,

of Peter, as testimony to the orthodoxy of his

somewhat Petrine-colored presentation

of the Pauline

Schwegler seeks to establish this hypothesis, which even Pfleiderer

system."

thus

calls in question,

that,

:

on the one hand, in the epistle are to be found

" almost all the chief conceptions

and fundamental ideas " of Paul

other, the latter's doctrine of justification is wanting,

and expressions occur which are peculiar

;

on the

and thoughts, views,

to Petrinisra.

It

not to be

is

denied that Schwegler, in carrying out his idea, has sought out every point

which could
in vain

any way be used

in

— the

in its favor

his labor, however, has

;

untenableness of the hypothesis being too apparent.

been

For

if

the maintenance of the churches in the gospel preached to them be a matter

obviously near to the apostle's heart, yet in

its

whole composition there

aim a

justification for the assertion that the epistle has for its

design which
chief

is

nowhere apparent in

moment should

!

How

which the

— nowhere expressed

terminology:
trine,

epistle is

in

it,

com-

not even

can a Paulinism be conceived of from which the very pith

wanting, the doctrine of justification by faith, with

is

no

strange that the matter of

be, not the exhortations of

posed, but something entirely different
in ver. 5

How

it.

is

conciliatory

diKaioavvri

and

diKawvaOai'i

its

characteristic

Precisely the absence of this doc-

and the other points which Schwegler brings forward

as evidence of a

Petrine coloring, show that the epistle cannot have been composed by one

who belonged

to the school of Paul,

of one of his disciples.^

but must be the production of Peter, or

Lastly, opposed to Schwegler's hypothesis as to the

post-apostolic origin of the epistle, is the circumstance that

ceivable

how a

forger should have attempted to

palm

off

on

it is

hardly con-

definitely

formed

some ffiy years after his death, a letter professing to have been
written by Peter, in which they are comforted in their present affliction
churches,

and that he should have been so

successful, that the fraud

was detected by

no one in the churches (comp. against Schwegler, in particular Bruckner,
Introd., § 5a).

'

— Although

Namely, the great

epyo,

on aya0r)

ayaOonoieiv, on

stress

ovo<rTpo<^^,
eAn-t's,

laid

the characteristic traits

on Ka\a

On ayanri (I), On

as a dogmatic funda-

mental idea synonymous with

n-to-Tt?

;

the

symbolizing of the Jewish temple and sacri-

ficial

services;

which Kruminacher

the conception of Christians

as the true Messianic people; the introduction
into

the

new covenant

of the idea of the

O. T. priesthood; the expression
the superscription.

Siao-n^opd in
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{Evangel. Kirchenzeitung

,

1829, No. 49),

proof of the genuineness, namely, " the
evangelical, so strong
faith in lowliness

of Christ

;

and gentle

;

and

after

manner of

to the

the urgent appeal to more watchfulness
;

which the general aim

is

the repeated

summonses

kept in view

phatic character of the style,"

as

human and

the urgent directions to steadfastness of

and patience, with reference

their calling as believers

him Guericke, brings

exhortation, so

— these

;

example and the glory

and

sobriety, the higher

to humility

;

the

way

in

the clearness, precision, and em-

characteristic features, although in

themselves they do not prove Peter to have been the author of the epistle,
still

show

that

it

apostolic writings,

a doubt as to

its

breathes an apostolic spirit such as

and that

in its

genuineness.

is

inward structure there

not peculiar to postis

nothing to justify

—

;

CHAP.

Uerpov
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I.

a

i-jTicrToXr]

.

Instead of this superscription, which A, C, X have, B reads Uerpov a'; in
it is Usrpov KadoliKT) npurrj iinaTOM], and, in G, tmaroX^ naQohajj a tov

some min.,

dyiov Kul KavEv^rijiov uttogtoXov TLeTpov.

CHAPTER
Ver.

6.

EC

6iov Icri].

Tisch. omits eori;

I.

it is

wanting also in B,

i<,

Clem,,

etc.

Lachm. has retained it; the most of the codd. (A, C, K, L, P, etc.) read it,
indeed but it is more easy to explain how it was afterwards added than how it
TiVKjjdivrec].
The reading AVTTTjdEVTac, in L, N, and several
was left out later.
Ver. 7. noTivniioTepov, adopted by
min., is probably only an error in copying.
Griesb. already, instead of nolv ri^iuTepov in K, etc. Instead of tlixtjv km So^av
(Rec, according to K, L, P, etc.), Lachm. and Tisch, read do^av km TtfiTjv, which
;

—

—

Ver, 8. E'Mrei].
supported by A, B, C, X, many min,, several vss., etc,
after A, K, L, P, etc, Copt,, Clem,, Theoph,, etc.; Lachm, and Tisch,,
following B, C, N, 27, etc, Syr,, Aeth,, etc, read iduvTsg; as both readings give
a fitting sense, and as both are attested by high authorities, it cannot with
Briickner and Hofmann are in favor
certainty be decided which is the original,
Ver, 9, After Triarsug, Tisch.
of iSovTEC, Schott of EldoTEg, Wiesinger uncertain,
7, following B, several min., Clem., Aeth., etc, omits v/iuv, attested though it
be by most of the authorities (A, C, K, L, P, N, cil, etc); Tisch. 8 has retained.
Although it may be superfluous for the meaning, yet its omission is not justified.
Vv, 10, 11. Instead of E^rfpevvriaav and ipevvuvTEc, Tisch., following A, B, has
Ver. 11. B omits Xpiarov, which
adopted tiTjpaiJVT/oav, and, after B*, kpavvuvTE^.
must be regarded as a correction.
Ver. 12. Instead of the Received r/niv 6e
(K, «/., Copt., etc.), Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., have rightly adopted the
is

Rec,

—

—

—

—

iv nvev/nan uyicS].
attested by A, B, C, L, P, X, al., Vulg., etc^
K, L, P, N, etc., Copt., Theoph., etc (Tisch. 8); Lachm. and
Tisch. 7 omit ev, after A, B, ul., Slav., Vulg., Cypr., Didym., etc Possibly ev
was interpolated on account of the usage prevalent elsewhere in the N. T.
Ver. IG. Tisch. 7 reads, after yEypanTai: on uyioi eaEnds, on; on the other hand,
Tisch. 8 omits on before uyioi, and has, after eaeaee: Mn. With the preponderance of authorities, uytoi easadE, on is to be read; almost B alone is in favor of
yheaOe]. Rec, after K, P, etc.
Lachm.
on before uytoi; and, for 6i6n, only X.
and Tisch, rightly read iaEaOE after A, B, C, K, al., Vulg,, Clem,, Syr,; yivEode

reading vfuv

Rec,

tU,

after C,

—

—

»

Buttmann has

after

B

retained the Rec. ^wiv Se

as he asserts.

De Wette

holds the

Rec. to be the original reading, it beins< natural
that the apostle should include himself, and

oU

.
vi±lv would be expected
.
,
Briickner justly gives preference

rather than &

after
to the

\>ii.lv;

opposiug testimony,

;
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—

In A,
a correction after the preceding yevrjOriTE. In the LXX., eaeodE stands.
K, Clem., Cyr., elin is wanting after aytof; Lachm. and Tisch. have justlyVer. 20. Lachm. and Tisch. rightly read, instead of ctt' kaxajuv
omitted it.
(Rec, after K, L, P, etc.), ett' kaxdrov (A, B, C, X, al., Copt., Syr., utr., etc.).
Instead of v[j-uc, A and several min. have vmr, which, however, must be
Ver, 21. mnTevovrac]. Kec, according to C, K,
considered as a correction.
L, P, X, etc., several vss., Theoph., Oec. still the reading marwc might be
preferred as the more difficult, with Lachm. and Tisch., after A, B, especially
as mardg dg does not occur elsewhere in the N. T. ; Wiesinger and Schott also
is

B*,

—

—

—

;

consider niaTovg the original reading, whilst Hofmann gives the preference to
Ver. 22. The Rec. has the words (5m nvEvixaroc after uKrjddaQ, following
the Rec.

—

K, L, P, Theoph., etc., which Griesb. already considers suspicious; Lachm. and
Lachm.
Tisch. have justly omitted them, following A, B, C, X, many min., etc.
and Tisch. read ek mpdiag (A, B, Tulg.) the Rec. is ek Kadapaq Kapdlag (C, K, L,

—

;

P, X, al., nearly all the vss., etc.); Kadapug is certainly very suspicious, since its
addition is more easily explained than its omission; cf. 1 Tim. i. 5; 2 Tim. ii. 22;
on the other hand, however, see Rom. vi. 17. Hofmann assumes that Kadapag

—

Yer. 23. The words eig tov aluva, following in the
omitted only by mistake.
(livovTog, which, in A, B, C, X, and other authorities, are wanting,
Ver. 24. Lachm. omits ug before xoprog,
were justly omitted already by Griesb.
Most of the witnesses are in favor of ug, the
after A, several min., Syr., etc.
is

Rec. after

—

is to be regarded as a correction after the text of the LXX.
A, B, C, K, L, P, etc., instead of the Rec, to be found almost
only in min., Rec. dd^a uvdpojnov. In X, pr. m., is to be found the reading, 6d^a
ai'Tov.
After to uvdog, the Rec. has avrov, retained by Tisch. 7, after C, K, L, P,
Lachm. and Tisch. 8 have omitted it after A, B, X, etc.; it
etc., Vulg., Copt.
is certainly suspicious, since it may have been interpolated as an explanation;
on the other hand, its omission may be a correction after Isa. xl. 7, LXX.

omission of which

— 66^a

avTT/g,

after

j?

:

Vv. 1, 2. The superscription, while corresponding in fundamental plan
with those of the Pauline epistles, has nevertheless a peculiar character of
As Paul in his epistles calls himself not by his original
its own.
Uerpog'].
name I,av?iog, so Peter designates himself not by his original name I,ifiuv, but

—

by that given him by
official,

name"

Christ,

such as

6iu delJjiiaTog Qeov,

always,

makes use

for Peter.

is

his apostolic, his

in the superscriptions of his epistles,

k.t.Ti.]

— An addition

or the like, of which Paul oftentimes, though not

— Peter designates

iiaampug Uovtov.
his epistle

which " may be regai'ded as

(Schott); otherwise in 2 Pet.: Ivijeuv nirpog.

his readers

by the words

he calls the Christians to

whom

addressed to Christians cannot be doubted

and withal, those who belong

to the diaanopa

was unnecessary

EK?^KTolg impenK'irjfioig

:

he writes — for that
— "elect strangers;"

throughout Poutus,

etc.

£K/.eKToi

the Christians are named, inasmuch as God had chosen them to be His own,
in order that they might be made partakers of the Klripovofiia (ver. 4) reserved
for

them

who

in heaven; cf. chap.

ii.

dwells in a land of which he

in the

LXX.

it is

9:
is

vfielg

given as the rendering of

12 (in other passages

2^'^r\ is

ytvog iKWsKTov.

— napemdrj/xog

not a native (where his
32/'in,

Gen.

translated by nupoMog,

xxii. 10, XXV. 23, 47, etc.); in the

Apocrypha

the N. T., besides in this passage,

it is

to be

cf.

home

xxiii.

4

Exod.

;

is

is

he

not)

Ps xxxix.

xii.

45; Lev.

napemdrinog does not occur; in

found in chap.

ii.

11

;

Heb. xi

CHAP.

— If

13.

account be taken of vv.

ticularly of chap.

ii.

4,

I.
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2.

1,

17 (6 r^f napoiKiag

and par-

vfiuv ;tpovof),

cannot be doubted that Peter styled his readers

11, it

during their present

life upon earth they, as Christians,
home, which is the Kl-qpovonia
TSTrjpjj/nivj] iv ovpavolg.
The expression is understood in this sense by the more modern writers, in
particular by Steiger, Bruckner, Wiesinger, Weiss, Luthardt (Reuter's Re-

irapEmdrmoL, because

were not

in their true

.

.

.

It is incorrect to refer the
pertor., 1855, Nov.), Schott, Hofmann, etc.^
word here to an earthly home, that is, Palestine, as is done by De Wette,
and in like manner by Weizsacker (in Reuter's Reperl., 1S5S, Ko. 3).'^

— In

Remark.
xxiii. 4;

Exod.

xii.

the O. T., 3t!^in occurs in

its

(LXX.,

45; Lev. xxii. 10, xxv. 47

the Israelites are called D'iK'ini D'")J in a peculiar
such they are with Him (''"IQJ?, cf. Gen. xxiii. 4), in
should dwell belongs to Him. The same idea is to
where the Psalmist bases his request for hearing

God C]^}?), as were
human life is made

in Gen.
In Lev. xxv. 23,
connection; God says that
that the land wherein they
be found in Ps. xxxix. 12,
on this, that he is "IJ and

strict signification

napoiKoc).

his fathers; for although in vv. 5-7 the short-

Di2/in ivith

yet there is nothing to
show, that, in ver. 12, there is any reference to this. On the other hand, in
1 Chron. xxix. (xxx.) 15, David, in prayer to God, speaks of himself and his
people as 0"")^ and D"3i2'iD, because they have no abiding rest on earth (IJ'Q' 1^3

ness of

ni.pO J'XI

]*'^.Nn-Si!);

here

specially prominent,

not the preposition IH;', but 'JsS, which

it is

is

In the passage Ps. cxix. 19, the relation in which the Psalmist speaks
of himself as a stranger is not expressed |"'.5;?3, ver. 54; he calls his earthly life
used.

'^Up, as Jacob

in

Gen.

xlvii. 9,

which points evidently enough

to the circum-

home

stance that the Israelites were not without the consciousness that their real

beyond

lay

this earthly life; cf.

Whilst the expression

mann) but

words

whom the epistle

addressed

diaa-Kopd, strictly

concrete ideas, 2 Mace.

It is

1

:

iuexact to interpret

(cf.

the heathen,"

27; John

TrapeTrtSrjfioi

sim-

ply by "pilgrims of earth;" Steinnaeyer, on

sempiterna permittatur nemini, in

omnes vox quadaret, nee in eos

solos,

qui per evangeliura vocati sunt;" but

when

universos

Sleinmeyer adds
.

.

.

signiticare

.

" Quare censemur,

:

.

.

lu

mnndo

Trapen-tS.

viventes, cujus

esse desierint, cui ipsi sint perosi," he thus
gives an improper application to the word, the

more so

that

— wherein
—

is

not

iKleKrolc^

applicable to

all

(HofChris-

specify those Christians to

the conception koo-hos, in an

35;

vii.

as he

— that

Jewish usage:
a complex of
loc; Winer, Bibl.

cf.

is

is, it

Meyer

in

is

aware of the inheritance reserved for

him

in heaven; this knowledge the unbeliever
cannot have, and accordingly he cannot feel
himself a stranger on earth."
It is not the

knowing
which is
2

it.

a.\\A

feeling, but the really being,

of consequence.

is still

Reuss does

more erroneous

(Gesc/i.

der

TrapeiriS.,

D'^J

to supiiose, as

h. Scttriften

§ 147, note), that the readers

N.

T.,

are hero termed

"because they are looked upon as

proselytes,

i.e.,

Israelites according to

according to the form of worship."
is opposed to the uhuh
/o^u^ni/i, since TrapeTrifiij^tot nowhere denotes
faith, not

ethical sense, is foreign to the Epistle of Peter.

This view, however,

Weiss weakens tne idea by saying: "The
is in so far a stranger on the earth

proselytes.

Christian

Delitzscli in loc.

idea, denotes, according to

among
i.

and

the superscriptions of the Pauline epistles).

the other hand (DimiuiHitio in Eft. Petr. I.
/irooemiiim), rightly observes: "Quum mansio in terra

xi. 13, 14,

diaaTropd^ Ui'ivtov, k.tX,

an abstract

"Israel living scattered

Heb.

cKlenTolq naptTXLdrjiioiq

tians, the following

—

this,

the substantival idea

napeni^fifiOLc is

is

on

^
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under " Zerstreuunff." ^ The question is now: Is the word
Jewish nation? From of old the question has, by many interpreters, been answered in the affirmative (Didymus,
Oecumenius, Eusebius, Calvin, Beza, De Wette, Weiss, etc.), and therefrom
the conclusion has been drawn that the readers of the epistle were Jewish
Christians. 2 But the character of the epistle is opposed to this view (cf.
Realivdrterb., see

to be taken as applying only to the

Since the Apostle Peter regarded Christians as the true Israel,

Introd., § 3).

which the

of

was only the type

Israel of the O. T.

many

prevent the expression being applied, as

(ii.

9), there is

nothing to

interj^reters hold,^ to the Chris-

and withal to those who dwelt outside of Canaan. No doubt this land
had not for the N. T. Church the same significance which it possessed for
that of the O. T., still it was the scene of Christ's labors, and in Jerusalem
was the mother church of all Christendom.* Some interpreters, like Aretius,
tians,

Schott, Ilofmann, leave entirely out of view the local reference of the word,

and take

as applying to the whole of Christendom ecclesia dispersa in toto

it

orhe, in so far as the latter represents " a concrete corporeal centre

which the members of the church were
of union in that Christ

who

locally united,"

and "has

seated at the right hand of

is

God

around

its

point

" (Schott).

it must be urged that Peter, if he had wished the
have been understood in a sense so entirely different from
the established usage, would in some way or other have indicated this.
It
is entirely erroneous to suppose ^ that in the expression used by Peter the

Against

word

however,

this,

6iaairopd to

—

readers are designated as heathen Christians, or even

The one

correct interpretation

is,

only are described as " Christians,

''

as aforetime proselytes.

that in the superscription those readers

who

constituted the people of

God

living,

scattered throughout the regions mentioned, who, in consequence of their

had become strangers in the world, but who had their inheritance
and home in heaven, whither they were journeying" (Wiesinger). The
reason why Peter employed this term with reference to his readers lies in
the design of the epistle he speaks of them as inltKroi, in oi'der that in their
present condition of suffering he might assure them of their state of grace
election,

;

The LXX.

*

translate

rnj

(as a collective

noun), Deut. xxx. 4, Neh. \. 9, by hiaairopi,
and as inexactly and even incorrectly n^Mr,
Jer. xxxiv. 17 ;
I a xl'x

HITO, Jer. xv. 7 SxiT t:?'
;

%"l4en'in

•

'

6

this

way, the

must be interpreted as

members
IS

n

•

li'i,

-

.-

genit. 6ca,r.opa,

genit. partit., thus

of the 6tacr,rop<i

Christians (exAeicToi

.

:

the

who have become

TrapeTrifirj/aot)

.

Weisziicker

altogether mistaken (Reuter's Repert., 1S58,

No.

3) in his

opinion that the reference

'the Christians

who,

is to

in as far as they dwell

among the dispersed Jewish communities,
members of the Diaspora."

are

berg

Bruckner, Wiesinger, Wieseler too; Rettin Ersch-&i-uber, see under " Petrus,"

and

others.

3

* It is

worthy of note that Paul also conChurch to be the Israel

eiders the Christian

Kara nvevixa, that he looks upon the converted
heathen as the branches ingrafted into Israel,
that he was ever anxious to keep up the cousection between the heathen Christian churches
j^jjjj jjjg rnother church in Jerusalem, and that
*"« distinctly terms the Church triumphant
''

"""
'

I^P'"''^'^^')'^-

Schott, however, grants that " Peter con-

and the mother church in
Jerusalem typically as the ideal centre for all
believers under the New Covenant."
siders Jerusalem

*

With Augustine {Contra Faustum,

xxii.

Procopius (/m Jes., xv. 20), Cassiodorus
instil, div. litt., ii. p. 516), Luther, Gual-

89).

We
ther,

and

others, and,

among more

recent

authors, Bteiger.
'

With Credner

{Einl., p. 677).

{Einl., p. 638),

Neudecker

ciiAr.

I.

1,

203

2.

might know that they belonged to the home of
But it is at least open to doubt whether in diaanopdg
there is any reference to the present want of direct union around Christ
The provinces of Asia Minor are named
UovTov, ra?i.aTiac, k.t.a.
(Schott).
chiefly in a westerly direction, Galatia westward from Pontus, then the
enumeration continues with Cappadocia lying south from Galatia, that is to
say, in the east, and goes from thence westward towards Asia, after wliich
Bithynia is mentioned, the eastern boundary of the northern part of Asia
Minor. So that Bengel is not so far wrong (as opposed to Wiesinger) when
as napeni^Tiuoi, that they

believers in heaven.

—

he says: Quinque provinicas nominal eo online, quo occurrehant scrihend ex
oriente.
If in Asia, besides Caria, Lydia, and ]\Iysia, Phrygia also (Ptolem.,
v. 2) be included, and in Galatia the lands of Pamphylia, Pisidia, and a part
the provinces mentioned
which, however, is improbable,
of Lycaonia,
In the N. T.
by Peter will embrace almost the w hole of Asia INIinor.
there is no mention of the founding of the Christian churches in Pontus,

—

—

—

—

The three adVer. 2. Karil nooyvcjaiv, k.t.2..
beginning with different prepositions, are not to be taken with
uTTuaroTiog, as Cyrillus (De recta fde), Oecumen., Kahnis (LeJire i: Ahendm.,
p. 65), and others think, but with enXeKToig napeTridfjuoir, pointing out as they
Cappadocia, and Bithynia.

juncts,

do the

origin, the

means, and the end of the condition in which the readers

as EKAEKTol napeirldrjaoi were.

It is further incorrect to limit, as is prevalently

done, their I'eference simply to the term
particular definition of the

method

f^vlf^70("f,^

and

to find in

them a more

Steinmeyer, in

of the divine election.

violation of the grammatical construction, gives a different reference to each

of the tliree adjuncts joining Kara npoyv. with kKltKTolr, iv ayiaauu with napEm6//U01C,

uoic

and

eic

vnan.

with

But inasmuch

uyiaafiC).

as the ideas

'eK?ieKrolr jrafiinidf)-

stand in closest connection, the two prepositions Kara and

equally to them.

Kara states that the

e/cAe/crot

napenidriuoi are

Iv

such

nmst apply
in virtue

of

the npoyvuGis Qeov; kutu denotes "the origin, and gives the pattern according

which" (so, too, Wiesinger). Tzpoyvucic is translated generally by the
commentators as predestination ^ this is no doubt inexact, still it nmst be
observed that in the N. T. npoyvuair stands always in such a connection as
to show that it expresses an idea akin to that of predestination, but without
the idea of knowing or of taking cognizance being lost.
It is the perceiving
of God by means of which the object is determined, as that which He perceives it to be.
Cf. Meyer on Kom. viii. 29: "It is God's being aware in
His plan, in virtue of which, before the subjects are destined by Him to sal-

to

;

'

Hofmann supports

against

that

to

this

spiritually,

is

application

as

" because the
even though taken

napeni.SrJixoi';,

state of being a stranger,

not a condition to which the

of the condition in

which the readers were,

ojjposed to a connection with iKXcKTols.
1

Cor.

i.

1,

where

6c.a

fleAjj^xaros

nected with kAjjtoj dTrdo-ToAos

is

Cf.

stands con-

*I>)<r.

Xp.,

and

prepositional determinations are suited." Hof-

not with kAijtos; see 2 Cor.

mann does

Lyranus, praedestinatio; Erasmus, praefinitio; Beza, autegressum decretum s. propositura Dei; Luther, the foreseeing of God;
Gerhard, npoOeci^ juxta quaiu facta est eleelio; de Wette, jSouArj or TrpoopKr/xds,

not state the ground of this asser-

tion; as the idea of being a stranger

is

identical

with that of being a Christian, these are very
well adapted to (k^cktoU rrapeTrtSrjfxois. The
mere circumstance that the question here is
not one of a nearer definitiou of electiou, but

^

1.

1.

:
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He knows

vation,

Him."

-who are to be so destined by

understand

fore, to

tlie

word

It is incorrect, there-

as denoting simply foreknowledge

to a Pelagiauizing interpretation,

and

;

^

this leads

met by Augustine's phrase

is

eligen-

:

Estius translates npoyvuaic: at once by praedilectio

dosfacit Deus, non invenit.

other interpreters, as Bengel, Wiesinger, Schott, would include the idea of

foreknowledge

love, at least, in that of

that the

npoyi'cjaic

God here spoken

of

but although

;

must not be overlooked that the idea
precognition
Hof mann says •" npdyvuaig is

love, it

the Father, which consists in this, that

He

of love

—

:

it

must be granted

of camiot be conceived of without His
is

not

made

here, therefore, a

;

He makes

prominent.''^

work

of

God

whom

beforehand those

has chosen, objects of a knowledge, as the akin and homogeneous are

known, that

— narpor

of an approving knowledge."'

is,

is

added

to Otvu; the

mind the following nveiuaroc and 'li]aov Xpiarov, in
emphasize more definitely the threefold basis of election.

apostle has already in his

order thereby to

Bengel: Mysterium

Trinitalis et oeconomia salutis nostrae

inmdiur hoc versu.

seems simplest and most natural

It

iv ayiaafiu) nvevfiaTog.

to interpret,

—

with

—

Luther and most others, " throuffh the sanctifying of the Spirit,"
that is,
The only
ayiaaiioQ actively, and h as denoting the instrumentality.
diffiulty in the way is, that ayiaa^o^, a word foreign to classical Greek, and
taking

occurring but seldom in the Apocrypha, has constantly the neutral signification, "sanctification;"^ cf.

Meyer on Rom.

vi. 19.

Now,

since the word,

form is concerned, admits of both meanings,^ it is certainly
permissible to assume that here
deviating from the general usus loquendi
If
it may have an active signification, as perhaps also in 2 Thess. ii. 13.
as far as the

—

—

1

The word has

not this sigaification in the

it, however, in the Book of
and xi. 19.
The verb Trpoviyfiocricetv has the meaning of simple foreknowledge
in Acts xxvi. 5 and 2 Pet. iii. 17 (so, loo. Book
of Wisd. vi. 13, viii. 8, xviii. 6) the sense is
different in Rom. viii. 29, xi. 2, and 1 Pet.

N. T.

has

it

;

Judith,

—

ix. 6

;

-

Schott's

that

assertion,

" yiyvoxTKeiv

is

he who
is cognizant gives himself up in his inmost
nature to the object in question, so as ag.iin to
take it up into his being and to appropriate it

alwayv a cognizance of

to

himself,"

of

God

is

this kind, since

— further,

creates

quently

its

that

own

"the perceiving
and conse-

objects,

a TvpoyiyvuxTKeti;" and that accord-

ingly neither death nor sin caw be the objects
of God's foreknowledge,

— contradicts

itself

by the clearest statements of Scripture:

cf.

Malt. xxii. 18; Luke
xvi. 15; John v. 42; 1 Cor. iii. 20, etc.
" Cf. Rom. vi. 19, where it is contrasted

Deut.

with
with
1
it

iitauiv

Lunemann's

interpretation accordingly

:

" that

yourselves" is unwarranted,
can only be artificially interpreted by
"sanctifying" in the passages quoted.

you

sanctify

ayiactio';

A

20.

i.

If it be here taken in an active sense, and
be the objective genitive, the subject is
wanting; but if iiiJ^iiv be the subjective genitive, then it is the object which is wanting,
to.

ix. 24,

ai'o/xia

;

xxxi.

1

Cor.

Si/caioo-uVrj, 1

Thess.

iv.

2"-,

i.

30,

Tim.

where

ii.

it is

connected

and
where

15 with ayairr),

4 with timtj; 1 Thess.

iv. 7,

stands in antithesis to oKoeapcna; and Heb.

xii. 14,

where,

like eipi^vriv (cf. 1

SiioKf SiKaioiTvvriv)

1 Thess. iv. 3 also

,

it

it

depends on

Tim.

vi.

SiuJiccTe;

11:
in

has the meaning referred

striking

example of

pretation of 1 Thess.
ii.

13,

this is
iv. 4.

Hofmann's interOnly in 2 Thess.

where the expression,

oviau/nuj nvev/xaTO';, does

as here, is:

the active

iv

meaning

correspond better than the neuter with
the thought. There is no foundation whatever
for the opinion of Crcmer, cf. s. v., that
whilst in the Apocrypha the word never has

seem

to

—

an active signification, but is either " sauctuary" (thus also m the LXX. Ezek. xlv. 4
it is in the
and Amos ii. 11) or "sanctity "
N. T. for the most part "sanctifying."
Schott very justly calls in question the active
signification of the word; but when, not content with the rendering " sanctification," he
interprets: "the condition of holiness being
increasingly realized," he confuses the conception by references which are simply imported,

—

*

C(. Bullmaiiia, Au^ii/irl. griech.

§119,20.

—

SpracM.

:

CHAP.

I.

205

2.

1,

the preposition kv be taken as equal to "through," there results an appropriate progression of thought from origin (Kara) to means {kv), and further

end

to

If,

(e/f).

pretation

however, the usage establish a hard and fast rule, the interwrought h>j the (Ho)}') Spirit," so that the
^^ the holiness

must be:

genitive as gen. auct. has a signification similar to that in the expression
dcKoioavvT} etoi-

No

force.

;

^

since the election
this

may equally have an instrumental
deny that ev can here be equal to (hi,
not accomplished by means of the Holy Spirit. But

in this interpretation ev

doubt,

many
is

ground gives way

if

interpreters

the three nearer definitions refer not to the election,

— as a divine activity, — and
into which the readers

the

Beza

;

:

alone, but to the state

iK'AcKTolg

a<l sanctificationem

;

De Wette

uy. nv.

God, that

e/f to elvai ev uyiaafj.(^

:

ception of purpose begins only with the subsequent
that ev

of

elc.

The

;

the con-

points out the sphere (or the limitations) within which the

in the necessary clearness of thought.

condition

to

— The explanation,

readers are aa. napen. (formerly supported in this commentary),

Xp.

is,

It is incorrect to attribute to Iv here a final signifi-

eK?iEKTolg napenidrj/xot^.

cation

so not to the

had been introduced by the choice

—

is

wanting

elg v-^aKorjv kol ^avTiof^bv alfiaTog 'iTjaov

third adjunct to c«2. napeni^., giving the end towards which this
is

The

directed.

(De Wette, Steinmeyer)

;

preposition

tl^ is

not to be connected with

dyiaa/zog

for although such a construction be grammatically

show that these words must

possible, the reference to the Trinity goes to

be taken as a third adjunct, co-ordinate with the two preceding clauses.
Besides,

if

wanting,

there were

two parts

only, the conjunction uac

would hardly be

to be construed neither with 'hjaov XpLarov,

viraicof} is

whether taken

as a subjective genitive (Beza: designatur nostrae sanctijicationis suhjectiim,

nempe Christus Jesus qui patri fuit obediens ad mortem, where elg is arbitrarily
6lu), nor, with Hofmann and Schott, as an objective genitive
" obedience towards Christ " (for then this genitive would stand in a relation
other than to aliia-oc:),^ nor with ai/uaru^. vkokotj must be taken here absorendered by

lutely, as in ver.
vTTaKorj,

many

14;

cf.

Rom.

vi.

interpreters understand

With regard

16.

by

it

meaning of

to the

faith in Christ; so Luther, Ger-

Hofmann, etc. others, on
moral obedience " so Pott, De Wette,
Many of the former, however, insist that by it a faith is meant
Schott, etc.
"which of itself includes a conduct corresponding to it" (Hofmann), whilst
by the latter it is emphasized that that moral obedience is meant which
hard, Vorstius, Heidegger, Bengel, Wiesinger,

the contrary, take

1

The

it

idea of holiness

is

here by no means
would not be

inappropriaie, since the readers
eicAeKToi 7rap€77i67)not if

they had not become

through the Holy Spirit. It is this oyiov
ilvai which is here expressed by ayiao-/ii.ds.
Also .in 2 Thess. ii. 13, there is no urgent
reason for departing from this signification of
the word. Hofmann erroneously appeals to
2 Mace. xiv. 36; cf. Cremer, «. ».
oiytoi

'

Hofmann

:

to signify "

thinks that since povrco-ftb? 01^0-

forms one conception, and vnaKor/ can be
accompanied by an objective genitive, 'lri<Tov
Tos

XpKTToO, being the subjective genitive to

oi'mo-

;

to?,

tive

might
to

observe

at the

same lime be objective

geni-

this,

we

(1) that it is self-contradictory to

say

vnaKot).

In

opposition to

that pavT, ai/ixoTo? forms one conception, and
that 'Irjo-oO Xp. is dependent on ai/xaros ; and
(2) that it is grammatically inadmissible to
take the same genitive as being at once sub-

jective

only

is

and objective
correct,

that

genitive.

the

— This

much

nearer definition,

which must be supplied to i/TroKOJj, has, in
sense, to be borrowed from the subsequent
genitive

'Irjaoii

Xp.
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springs from faith, so that both interpretations are substantially in accord.
It

may

walk

then be said that vnmofj

realize

;

so that there

is

the

of

life

which the

to the will of the Lord,

man conformed

sKTieKTot napEnidri/j.oi

and
must

in faith

as such

no reason why the idea should be limited towards
The second particular: koc
of. 1 John iii. 23.

is

the one side or the other;

closely linked

(javTiajibv nlfiaioQ 'Irjaov Xpiaroi; is

on

to

viranor].

Some commen-

tators have held that the O. T. type on which this expression

is

based was

Others think that the ceremonial of the great day of
meant. ^ Wrongly, however; for although in both cases blood

the paschal lamb.^

atonement is
was employed, neither the blood of the paschal lamb nor that of the offering
With the former the posts
of atonement was used to sprinkle the people.
were tinged; with the latter the sacred vessels were sprinkled. Steinmeyer
is wrong in tracing the expression to the sprinkling with water (Lev. xix.)
of him who had been defiled through contact with a corpse, from the fact
that the LXX. have davnanog only in this passage. For, apart from the artificialness of the explanation which Steinmeyer ^ thus feels himself compelled
to adopt, the reference to the water of sprinkling is inapt, since mention is
made here of a sprh^klhg of blood, and not of water. A sprinkling of the
people with hlood took place only on the occasion of the sacrifice of the covenant* The O. T. type on which the expression is founded is no other than
the making of the covenant related in Exod. xxiv. 8, to which even Gerhard
had made reference, and as, in more recent times, has been acknowledged
by Bruckner, Wiesinger, Weiss, Schott. This is clear from Ileb. ix. 19
nuvra tov "kabv ef)f)('ivTiae) and xii. 24, where ai/ia
(la^uv TO alfia li'v /loaxuv
()nvTia/iov, i.e., " the blood by means of the sprinkliiig of which the ratification of the covenant took place," is connected with the immediately preceding Kal dtaBrjKriq viag fitalrrig. Accordingly, by ()avrianbg al/jarog 'Irfo. Xp. is to be
understood the ratification of the covenant relation grounded on the death
.

.

.

of Christ, with those thereto ordained

the reference here, however, being

;

not to the commencement, but to the continuance of that relation.

1 Thus
Beda " aspersi eanguine Christi
potestatem Satanae vitant, sicut Israel per
agni sanguinem Aegypti domiuatutn declina:

vit;" Aretius, etc.
2

Thus

Pott,

Steiger,

Usteri,

etc.
8

Since Steinmeyer, from the fact that the

LXX.

translate the

Hebrew n^J 'O (which is
"water of puriftca-

not, in his view, equal to

tion," but to

"water

of impurity")

by

v&iip

pavTiafiov, concludes that pavTiaixoi does not

simply mean aspersio, but ea aspersio, cujus
ratio, causa, effectus verbis

— that

nii 'D

descripta

was tanquam
mortis instar, quum in ipsius mortis communionem ita redigeret immundos, ut reducerentur inde in mundiliem vitae, ejusmodi aspersio
sunt,

quae

is,

since that water

in naturara sparsae

aquae

trahit,

atque

virtu te ipsius sparsos penitus imbuit, he ex-

plains pavTKTiJ..

the blood of Chrtst, qua in mortis salvatoris
nostri
4

xi.

Augusti,

o-'-l^' 'I.

Xp. as a sprinkling with

For by

communionem trahamur.

When
22,

Wiesinger remarks

:

" But in Heb.

ippavTiay^ivoi ras KopSias airo avvuS,

n-oi/>)pas is

based on the typical sacrifice of the

great day of atonement, although eppavTiirnevoi.
transferred here to persons, and airo points

jg

and freeing from the consciouswe cannot in this agree with
him; nor do either Liinemann or Delitzsch
see here any reference to the great sacrifice of
atonement. The former explains the expresgion "on the analogy of the sprinkling with
blood by which the first Levilical priests were
consecrated; " while the latter quotes by way
of explanation the passage Heb. xii. 24, where

jq a cleansing

ness of guilt,"

he terms the alfxa pavno-^oO the antitype of the
blood with which Moses sprinkled the people
at the institution and consecration of the covenant.

•
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3-12.

remind his readers of the end
but to set before them what the purpose
of their election is, which, like the vnaKo^, should therefore be realized in
them as the elect strangers. They are then iK^eKToi napeni67i/j.oi, in order that
they may constantly render obedience to Christ, and in Him constantly posThe ««i standing between manoTiv and ^avTicfiov
sess the forgiveness of sins.^
he explains " in obedientiam, alque
is taken by Steinmeyer as an explicative
this expression the apostle does not intend to

God had

in

view in their

election,

—

;

in earn praesertiin, ut

Christi

communionem

:

aspergamini sanguine Christi
train ])atiamini."

h. e. ut t-os in mortis Jesii

Incorrectly:

"inasmuch as the

active

idea of obedience can never be explained by the passive being sprinkled

"*

—

(Wiesinger) and the introduction of the idea pati is arbitrary.
It is
further to be observed that the readers are, by the expression last used:
{)avT. alfxaTog 'Itjgov Xpiarov, here for the first time characterized directly as
Christians, all the previous designations having been equally applicable to
;

the children of Israel; a circumstance which shows clearly enough that Peter

regards the Christian Church as the true Israel, and that without making

any way dependent on national connection.
must be remarked that in classical Greek

in

it

ogy,

it

f)avTi<;eiv

only in later writers: the usual word

AuL, 1589: i/c al/ian
forms ()avTi.(jn6^, only
in

:

however.

—

;t"P'f

V"^

iSu/nhv ^aiver' updr/v tt/c

in

Num.

regards the lexicol-

never occurs, and

^avriofiog

is fialveiv, e.g.,

Euripides, Iphig.

LXX.

Qtm; in the

both verbal

a somewhat inexact translation,

xix., in

The

dprivr) irlrjdvvdeirj.

"0='

thus drawn by Gerhard

— As

pax a gratia
In harmony with

distinction between

x^pi-i

^.nd

tanquam fructus
et EFFECTUS a sua causa."
this, x^pi-Q is regarded by the
interpreters for the most part as " the subjective in God " (Meyer on Rom.
i. 7)
but Paul's use of uto and the subsequent nlriewdeiri show that by x^pi?
in forms of greeting, is to be understood the gifts which flow from it (the
dprjvr] is

:

^'^

distinguitur

;

manifestation of grace).

nature (see on 1 Tim.

dpTjvn specifies this gift

more

closely according to

Luther: "ye have peace and
grace, but not yet to the full " on the salutation form in the N. T., besides
here only in 2 Pet. i. 2 and Jude 2; in O. T. in Dan. iii. 31, LXX.: eiprjvn
its

i.

2).2

Txlrjewddri'].

;

Vfilv nTiTjOvvde'cT].^

Vv. 3-12. Praise to God for the grace of which the Christians had been
the partakers. The prominence which the apostle gives to avayew^v

made

(uaav, as also his designation of them as eKXfKTol napeixi6Tjfxoi. is occasioned by the present state of suffering in which his readers were, and above
which he is desirous of raising them.

f/f tATTida

>

Hofmann

taiuiug that "

place once for

is

accordingly

what
all

is

wrong

in

main-

here meant has talieu

for the readers,

continually to be done."
gether accord with his

and

Nor does

own

is

not

this alto-

interpretation,

v.'hen he says, "the readers are chosen to
become obedient to Christ, and partakers of
His propitiation for sin." The Christian, on

being received into communion with Christ, has
been sprinkled with His blood, but still he
requires a continual cleansing, and this he receives, If he walk in the light; cf. 1 John i. 7.

'

TVhen Schott,

objcciivenesB

stands

of

in

order to preserve the
erroneously under-

eiprivrf,

mean "

of matters which
to those who are in it occasions inwardly no
want or unrest, and externally no harm or disturbance," it must be urged in opposition that
the inwardness of a possession does not in any

way
»

it

to

Ihe state

affect its objectiveness.

Cf Schoettgeu
.

this passage,

:

llorae llebr.et Talni.tOVt

—
;
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Ver.
^'praised

;

i.

3; Eph.

LXX.

" in the

na-rfjp rov Kvp.

6c^f ««'

ev7ioyr)Tbc o

3.

occurs in 2 Cor.

i.

3.

—

fj/i.

'I.

The same formula

XpiaTov.

not: "worthy of praise," but:

ev'XoyriTog,

the translation of ^3^1

;

N. T. the word

in the

used only with reference to God. e'er} and not eonv is probably to
be supplied, as is done by most commentators, of. ]\Ieyer on Eph. i. 1
Winer, p. 545 (E. T., 586) (Schott; Buttm., p. 120 [E. T., 137]), at least
£v?.oyi)T6g

from the fact that in the doxologies introduced by means of relatives, tariv
is to be found (cf. Rom. i. 25; also 1 Pet. iv. 11), it cannot be concluded
that the indicative is to be supplied in an ascription of praise quite differThe adjunct ku Ttar^p, k.t.1., to 6 Geof
ently constructed, cf. LXX. Job i. 21.
explainable as a natural expression of the Christian consciousness. It is
possible " that the whole fornmla of doxology has its origin in the liturgical
usage, so to speak, in the primitive Christian Church" (Weiss, p. 401).
is

6 Kara rb -noXv avTov t'Aeo^ uvayevvijaag

why God

reason

is

to be praised.

the divine mercy, Eph.
sense as in ver. 2.
eig tTinlda

ii.

4

De Wette

^uaav.

:

has

loose way,

Wiesinger,
elnlda

with

who
it,

Kara

iliti.

is

used here in the same

nearer definition in the subsequent

joins these intimately connected ideas in a some-

when he thus
repentance and faith, and thereby

what too

uv iv
its

participial clause states the

gives prominence to the riches of

no?iV

nTiovaiog

uvayEvvJiaag

The

T}fj.ug.

interprets
at the

:

"

who hath awakened

same time

to a hope."

us to

Similarly

takes uvayevv?jaag as a self-contained idea, and connects elg
"that in the idea of regeneration this particular

in this sense,

brought into prominence, that it is a new birth to
we have attained unto a lively hope;" thus
This view, however, refutes itself, because it necessitates unjustifiSchott.
More in harmony with the expression is Bruckner's
able supplements.
interpretation, according to which elg denotes the aim of the new birth
(" the hope is conceived of as the aim of him by whom the readers have

determination of
living hope,

i.e.,

is

it

as born again

been begotten again " thus Morus, already Deus nos in melius mutavit, cur ?
But if the attainment of auTripia be conceived as the
ut sperare possimus).
aim and end of the new birth, the hopes directed to it cannot be so, all
the less that this hope forms an essential element of the new life itself. The
verb uvaysvvav is here taken not as an absolute, but as a relative, idea, its
supplement lying in £igk7iTT.i;. (so also Steinmeyer, Weiss, Hofmann). The
klmg ^uaa is then to be thought of as the life into which the mercy of God
has raised or begotten the believer from the death of hopelessness (Eph.
the connection is
iTimda /irj exovreg)
ii. 12: h Tu) KaipC) Ueivu X(jpk '^ptoTov
the same as in Gal. iv. 24, where the simple yewav is also construed with
This view is justified, not only by the close connection of elg with the
eigA
:

;

.

idesi.

1

uvnyevvav,

Against

this interpretation Schott urges:

"a

mean "

death of despair"

is

to

awaken,"

not alluded to,

^wao denotes " a
These reasons are insignificant,

that neither eAiri? nor eAirl?
life

of hope."

for (1)

the expression

"awakened"

la

not

order to give the full meaning of
avayevvav; (2) even on the opposite iuterpre-

employed

in

;

.

but also by the corresponding adj.

that avayiyyav does uot
that

.

tation their

^uaav.

In

this there is

former condition

maybe

no

consid-

ered as a hopeless one, and can undoubtedly
be regarded as a death; and (3) it cannot be
In opposition to
denied that hope is life.
Schott's assertion, that

where a self-contained
that the

and

word occurs

in ver. 23.

avayewSv

idea.

in the

It is

to

is

every-

be noted

N. T. only here

:

CHAP.
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4.

opposition to Wiesinger), for

uvaytvvq^v (in

lliriq

not be conceived as representing one single side of the Christian

nnder

it

future

may be

understood the wliole Christian
It is incorrect to

auTTjpla.

object of hope; Aretius:

Bengel

haereditas

:

suiit,

h.

vita

e.

so also liottinger, Hensler, etc.

,

Ct^aa

Beza explains

used

— The

as: perennis; Aretius: solida: Piscator: vivijica: Gualther:

edit, et spes vitae est el

nenoidriaiv habet

et

Heidegger:

quia

l^ijaa:

permanet ; quia non languida, injirma

perpetua simul semperque exhilarans

semper renovatur

sed

intermoritur,

life.

has been variously translated by the commentators; thus

it

spes viva certitudinem salutis signijicat;

et

aeterna;

It is

rather in the subjective sense to denote the inward condition of

expression

but

relation to the

its

take tAmg here in the objective sense, as

quae spei subjectae

reft,

coelestis

life in

need

life,

et

refocillatur

the

in

;

est,

friiclus vitae

et

est,

sed

nai^fir/aiav

neque unquam
edition

first

of

commentary; "the hope of the Christian is pervaded by life, carrying with it in undying pow-er the certainty of fulfilment (Rom. v. 5),
and making the heart joyful and happy " it " has life in itself, and gives
life, and at the same time has life as its object" (De Wette)
Taken
strictly, C,Cjoa characterizes the hope as one which has life in itself, and is
this

;

therefore operative.

but

the idea that
23:

All else

may

not contained in the word

is

7J)yoc fwv;

it
ii-

as a matter of fact be connected with

eration at

(Weiss, p. 92)

;

.

;

sive Jiducialis vieriti Christi apprehensio

formalis.

it,

more especially, too,
has the certainty of its own realization (Hofmann) cf i.
Gerhard incorrectly interprets /Att/c hj Jides,
4, 5: Xidoq CfJ".
itself

quae

regenerationis nostrae causa

est

For apart from the fact that Peter is not here speaking of regen
all, tlni^ and mcrrtf are in themselves separate ideas, which cannot

be arbitrarily substituted for one another.
Calvin, and others, to resolve

eAixl^ liuaa

end, but the nature of the hope.

It is

erroneous also, with Luther,

into D.m^ C^w;

— A' uvaaTuaeuc

to be joined wdth t^uaav,^ but with uvayewrjoar,

'Irjc

^oiaa

denotes not the

Xpiarov ik vek^Cjv is not

more nearly defined by

f/f

.

.

.

does not define a particular kind of hope, but only gives
special prominence to an element already contained in the idea Avrtf.
The
(;C)aav

;

^

for

l^ibaav

resurrection of Christ

the living hope.

is

the means by which

It is the fact

God has begotten

us again to

which forms the living ground of Christfah

Wiesinger joins 6i' uvaar. somewhat too loosely with iivny., explaining
" He hath begotten us again, and thus in virtue of the resut-rection of Jesus Christ hath aided us to living hope."
As ^uaav corresponds to
the term uvayEvvrinaq, so does uvuGram^ in tho most exact manner to both
hope.

as he does

:

—

of these ideas.
It

life.

By

the resurrection of Christ the believer also

must be remarked, the prepositions

to correspond with kutu,

elg,

diu

;

cf

.

/card, ^v, c/c.

ver.

is

2,

risen to

are used

ver. 5, the use of the prepositions

:

h,

did, e/f.

Ver.

»

etc Klrjpovofiiav,

co-ordinate with the conception fknida

Oecum., Luth., Bengel, LoriuuB, Stelger,

De Welle,
2

4.

Hchott,

it,

it is

never-

In accordance with their interpreta-

tion of avay. ets eAiri'Sa, &C drocTToo-ecos, both

Hofraanil.

Knapp, Weiss, p. 299,
Briickuer. Schoit and Briickner, while

Calvin, Gerhard,

accepting the coustructioa

apply

;

above indicated,

and the hope therewith connected, which, however, they term " a bingle

to regeneration

homogeneous

fact."

—
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but on

it,

although

avayewfjaaq,

objective blessing to which the tlniq has regard.

denotes the

it

added by way of
apposition, in order to describe moi-e nearly the substance of the hope with
Klrjpovo/ua means, no doubt, in the O. and N. T. (Matt,
respect to its aim.
xxi. 38; Luke xii. 13) sometimes inheritance; but more frequently it has
It is

—

In the O. T.

the signification of possession.

land of Canaan and

its

ple of Israel (Deut. xii. 9
ij

yfi,

yv Kvpiog 6 Qeoq cnv

Lam.

;

2

v.

Josh.

;

stood the completed

i3aai2.Eia

tov Oeov

with

and other passages)

xiii. 14,

Deut. xxiv.

aoi kv Klrjpu,

6i6ijai

In the N. T., and so here

K?n}povofX7/aai.

often serves to denote the

it

separate parts, promised and apportioned to the peo-

also,

or

2,

by the term

is

.

.

Canaan (cf. in particular, Heb. ix. 15).
not based on the signification "inheritance,"

As

:

diduai aoi

.

to be under-

is

the antitype

all its possessions, as

of the land of

word

tjv

this use of the

cannot be main-

it

tained, with Wiesinger (Schott agreeing with him), that Klripovonia stands
here w-ith reference to uvayewrjaai, " to designate that of which the Chris-

God have

tians as children of

expectations."

KoL u/uavTov Kai u/j.upavTov, state

chap.

(cf.

ver. 23;

iii.

4),

Rom.
(Jas.

(ifiiavTog

i.

i.

opposite of

The following words

^

the gloriousness of the

u<pdapTov

:

Klripovofiia.^

u.(pdapTog

18 equal to uno?JM/ievog, ver. 7), cf.
23; 1 Cor. ix. 25, xv. 53, 54; "not subject to the cpeopd."

27; Heb.

(pdaprog (ver.

26), "undefiled, undefilable."

vii.

ufiapavrog an.

chap. v. 4), "unfading;" in the last expression
given to the imperishable beauty of the Klvpovofiia. Steinmeyer's

{ufiapavTtvog is similar,

?.ey.

prominence
opinion

and

Tifiiog,

is

same meaning

incorrect, that ufiiavTOi has nearly the

is

ver. 19.

acter "of

—

It is

the earthly

especially as there

can without

Klripovofiia

(Weiss, p. 74) of the people of Israel,"

nothing in the expressions

is

artificial

as no?ivn/iog

not to be assumed that Peter alludes to the char-

and

a/LtupavTog

u(pdapTog

straining admit of such a reference. ^

which

TErriprifievriv

kv

having up to this time spoken generally, makes
a transition, and addresses his readers directly: uvayew. tmag; he thereby
assures them that that K?.T}povofila is a possession intended and reserved for
nvpavolg el( v/xug].

The

apostle,

For the conception here

them.

Meyer

The

in loc.

perf

.

especially Col.

expre.ssed, cf.

tettiptjimevtiv

(Luth., inexactly

stands here with reference to the nearness of the time
will be allotted to believers; ver. 5:

Ver.

5.

subjoins to

1

No

As

doubt Rom.

to in support of

the additional

17

viii.

this

roiig

it

to maintain that the

idea there expressed belongs also to Peter.

It

must also be observed that even Paul, where
he makes use of the term KKripovoixCa, never
alludes to that idea, — a circumstance which
has its reason in the current usage of the word.
Calvin, inaccurately " tria epiihcta quae
=*

:

sequuntur

ad gratiae

Dei amplificationem

''

In

a/niai/To?,

Weiss sees an allusion
by the people of

TETTiprjfiivTjv

itself

Num.

.

.

5,

and

kept ")

their Klr/povo.uia

or

its

xxxv.

to? to the

simoom.

.

.

.

enemies (Jer.
34^;

the apostle

Etg vfiuc,

.

sig currjpiav,

ii.

Lev.

7;

xviii.

by
28;

Ezeli. xxxvi. 17; Ps. Ixxix. 1,

where the LXX. has

niaiVetf)

;

and

in aij-apav-

scorching of the country by the

Weifes thinks

that

allude to the ^ledpaf rnv
still

i.

is

a<lj0apTOi

yrfv,

Isa.

he himself does not consider

may

xxiv. 3;

this proba-

ble.
*

Hofmann,

in disputing this

the perf. partic.

is

by saying that

not explained by the near-

to the

ness of the time when the believers will be in
possession of the inheritance, calls in question

Israel

an assertion which

posita sunt."
pollution of Judaja

when

iv dwufitc fpovpov/iivovg

might be appealed

interpretation, yet

would be unwarrantable

which

anoKaAv^Bijvai.*

eto'liitjv

the basis of the thought:

i'fiug

"

:

is

nowhere here made.
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5.

I.

expressed not the condition on wliich the readers might hope for
KlTtpovojiia, but the reason why they possess expectations of it.

the heavenly

The

chief emphasis lies not on

.

«V

.

.

auTTipiav,

(ppovpeiaOat

on

more

inasmuch
precisely.

The

uvayevvijaac.

h dmu/xEi

Qeov (Schott), but on (ppovpovuivovc

as the former expression serves only to define the

Gerhard incorrectly makes the accusative depend

prep, ev (as distinguished from the following

(5(a)

out the divamc Qeov as the causa efficiens (Gerhard), so that Luther's
God's potcer " is in sense correct the (ppovpdadat is based on the

points

" out

:

of

6vv. Oeov.

;

Steinmeyer wrongly explains, referring to Gal. iii. 23, the dvvafii^ Qeov as the
within which the Christians as believers ((5m KloTeug equal to moTEvopTEq\)
are kept, velut sub vetere T. lex carcerum instar exstilit, in quUnis ol vnb vo/iov
To assume an antithesis between the 6vv. Qeov and the
ovTEQ custodiebantur.
laic in explanation of this passage, is entirely unjustifiable.
By 6hv. Qeov is
not to be understood, with De A^'ette and Weiss (p. 189), the Holy Spirit;
He is never in any passage of the N. T. (not even in Luke i. 35) designated
by these words. The means by which the power of God effects the preserva(;>povpu.

tion is the moTiq,^ the ultimate origin of which, nevertheless,

cious will of God.

— On

(ppovpovuevovg,

even here makes reference to the subsequent
nearer definition in the following

by Calvin (haec duo membra

unam duobus

co-ordinate adjunct to
(ppovpov/iivovg

acterizes

;

the

more

eig KT^ripovofiiav.

so that

The

poslerius

til

and others

is

apostle

has

ver. 6,

which
expositio, vem

sil

prioris

joined to uvayewf/aac as a

It is preferable to

"with

Klripovofiia,

the object of hope, that

further" (Wiesinger).

h koikHolq Keipaa/iolg,

Etc aonripiav ETOL/^rjv unoKa?^v(pOfjvai,

apposilive lego,

niodis exprimil), Steiger,

nolatur tails

:

The word by which the

custodia, quae praesklium label adjwictum.^

its

also the gra-

is

Vorstius rightly remarks

elg

its

aurripiav,

connect them with

predicates, so fully char-

k.tX,

would add nothing

decidedly opposed
former construction. There is nothing to support the connection
with mareuc, in which aurrjpia would be i-egarded as the object of faith. Acintroduction of iuug, too,

is

to the

cording to the correct construction, the verbal conception
defined by the addition of the origin, means, and end,

word

— as the conjoined

cf.

is

more nearly

w.

2, 3.^

—

The

shows
a posilive
conception; namely: the salvation effected and completed by Christ, not
simply a negative idea, "deliverance from intuleia" (Weiss, p. 79). It does

1

acjTTip;a is

jrio-Ti?

here

implies the entire an(i full Christian

God (Weiss),
nor the mere " confident assurance of the salvation which is ready to be revealed " (Hofmann) these are single elements which it
includes, but which do not exhaust the idea.
According to Schott, the apostle has omitted
the article, in order to emphasize the fact that
he means " thai faith which, as to its inmost
nature, is not dependent on sight" (I).
" militare est
2 Aretius rightly observes
faith; not simply confidence iu

;

:

vocabulum

<j)povpa:

praesidium.

Pii

igitur,

dum

sunt in periculis, eciant totidem eis divinitus parata esse praesidia millia millium
r

cusiodiunt eos.

Finis est salus."

Bengel also

EToifir/

unoKa^v(p9r/vai

aptly says

:

" baeredilas

custodiuntur, ueque

Rer\'ata est;

ilia his,

ueque

hi

haeredes
deeruut

illi."
3

of

Schott justly calls attention to the relation

<(>povpoviJ.evov<;

to

TeTr/prj/iei'rji'

:

"If the

serving of the inheritance for ChHstians

is

re-

not

must be accompanied by a
.
preserving of them on earth for that
.
inheritance." He states the difference between
the two expressions thus: "As regards the
be

to

fruitless, it

.

it is only necessary that its existence should not cease. Christians, on the other
hand, must be guarded and preserved from
Influences endangering their state of salva-

inheritance,

lion."
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Klripovouia and curripla are synonymous
"only the negative side of the completed salvation."
The verb unoKuTivipdrivai is here, as elsewhere, used to denote the disclosure
of what is already in existence (with God, ev ovpavoic, ver. 4), but as yet.
hidden. EToifiog is here, like ^eIIuv often, joined with the inf. pass, (see Gal.

not follow from the circumstance that
terms, that the former

is

—

On

23.

iii.

the use of the inf. aor. in this connection, see Winer, p. 311

[E. T., 332])

;

nevertheless, has a less strong force.

fisTJiUv,

T:\\e

f.

future salva-

is to say
kv Kaipu eaxuru, by which is
denoted the time when the world's history will be closed (not "the relatively
Bengel In comparadone temporum V. T. ; but absolutely the last time
last

tion lies ready to be revealed, that

;

:

:

Wiesinger).!
When this time will be, the
but his whole manner of expression indicates that in
floated before his vision as one near at hand cf chap. iv. 7.

kv unoKaM'ipei

'1.

Xp., ver. 7."

apostle does not say

hope

it

Ver.

;

;

6.

ev

g5

uyaMulade^.

The verb expresses the
than

joy, equivalent to exult; it is stronger

times connected (chap.

xnipciv,

13; Matt. v. 12;

iv.

eaxaTCf}.'*

salvation (kvdr. over which,

double interpretation

is

cf.

chap.

possible,

object or the time of the joy
is

is

—

—

it is

some-

ii'

refers

(It

ready to be revealed,^

in form as in meaning
In the first construction uyaU.
praesens, and denotes the present joy of the Christians over their future

or to Kaipu
is

with which

Rev. xix. 7).^

either to the preceding thought, that the salvation

—

.

liveliness of the Christian

is

:

h

u may denote either the

in the first case the sense

;

for you an object of joy, because in

the second case the sense

In the second construction a

iv. 4).^

inasmuch as
it

in that last

is

the Kaipb^ laxaro^

:

the salvation will be revealed; in

time ye shall rejoice (so Wiesinger

and Hofmann); here the object of joy is doubtless not named, but it may
be easily supplied, and the want of it therefore cannot be urged against this
view (as opposed to Bruckner). The last of these different views deserves
the preference, both on account of the subsequent bliyov upn
TivnndevTE^,
which forms a distinct antithesis to uyaTOiutade, and of the idea peculiar to
the epistle, that in the present time the Christian has to suffer rather than
and the prevato exult, and only in the future can he expect the full joy;
.

.

.

—

manner of conjunction, too, precisely in this section of the epistle, by
•which what follows is linked directly on to the word immediately preceding,

lent

cf. vv. 5, 8, 10,

however,

it is

Schott

1

shows that

h

more natural

unjustifiably

<I)

applies to

to take

supposes that the

want of the article indicates that " the (narqpia
would take place at a time which, from this
very fact, must be regarded as the last."
Steinmeyer, whilst combating the opinion
that a-ya\A.. has a stronger force than ;<aip€tv,
correctly describes the ayaAAtaans as " affectio
2

fervidior auimi hilaris," but

x'^P"-

unwarrant-

ably as " perpetun ilia cordis laetilia, quae
neque augeri queat neque imminui."
" Articulus in quo refert totum
3 Calvin
:

lllud

complexum de spe

salutis in coelo reposi-

tae; " bo also Estius, Grotius, Calov, Steiger,

h in

«a«pGJ iaxariii.

the

In this combination,

same sense

as in that

which

it

Jachmann, De Wette, Briickner, Steinmeyer,
Schott; similarly Gerhard, who, however, applies

it

to all that precedes

:

a»'avei/i')jo-a5, etc.

Oecum., Erasmus, Luther, Wiesinger, etc.
Briickner explains iv <i as above stated,
but he understands ayakXiaaQe in a future
sense, " of that which shall most surely come
to pass;" this interpretation is undoubtedly
inappropriate, inasmuch as the present assur*

6

ance of the future salvation, stated in ver. 5,
may now indeed be an object of rejoicing, but
will not be so then,
itself is attained.

when

that future salvation

—
CHAP.
has before

Koipip,

I.

rather than in another.^
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6.

— Doubtless

the present

uya?i?.iuade

have a future force but this occasions no difficulty, there being
nothing unconiniou in such a use of the present (cf. also Winer, p. 249
The present tense strongly emphasizes the certainty of
[E. T., 265 f.]).
the future joy, rays of which fall even on the present life.^
u?.i}ov uprt].
oAiyov not of measure (Steiger), but of time, chap. v. 10, where it forms the
antithesis to aluvioc, of. Rev. xvii. 10; upn denotes present time.
The
juxtaposition of the two words is explainable by the apostle's hope that
the Katpdg eaxaroc would soon begin.
d 6iov iari, not an affirmative (Bengel),
but a hypothetical parenthesis si res ifa feral : if it must be so, that is,
will then

;

—

—

—

:

according to divine decree

The

cf.

;

chap.

iii.

17.3

—

"kvKTjQivTE^

h noiKiTiaig neipaa/ioig^-

upn has reference to the future joy "after that ye have now
" It signifies the inward sadness, in
for a short time been made sorrowful."
consequence of outward experiences" (Wiesinger).
Particula h non solum
aorist with

:

Both meanings pass over into
not to be interpreted as synonymous with diu.
ntLpaouoL are the events by which the faith of the Christian is proved or also
sed etiam alnoXoyiKy (Gerhard).

est xpoviiii},

each other, so that

h

—

is

tempted; here, specially the persecutions which he is called upon to endure
at the hands of the unbelieving -world: cf. Jas. i. 2; Acts xx. 19.
By the
addition of the adjective, the manifold nature of their different kinds is
pointed out.

Remark.

— When

Schott, in opposition to the interpretation here given,

maintains the purely present force of
the apostle's object to

present state of mind,"

on the gi-ouud that "it must be

uyaTJi.

commend, by way

of exhortation, the readers for their

to be remarked,

it is

utterance to no exhortation; and

(2)

That the

(1)

That the apostle here gives

apostle might perfectly well direct

them

his readers to the certainty of the future joy, in order to strengthen

for

the patient endurance of their present condition of suffering. It is perfectly
arbitrary to assert with Schott, that, by apn, the jyresent trials, as transitory, are
contrasted with the present joy, as enduring, as also to maintain, " that, by the
aorist AvmjBevTec, the suffering is reduced to the idea of an ever-changing variety
of individual momentary incidents, which, in virtue of the uniform joy, may

behind the Christian surmounted " (!). Schott insists again, without
el diov [ioTi] cannot be taken as referring to the divine decree, in
that it is " impossible to make the accomplished concrete fact of the Tivmjdi/vac
hypothetical with respect to the will of God;" for it is not clear why Peter
should not characterize the 7ivnrjd>/vai kv ttoik. izapaafioic as something hypothetical
always

lie

reason, tlaat

»

Schott's assertion, that, as

a

rule,

ayaW.

«

Incorrectly Rteinmeyer:

connected by iv with its object, is erroneous.
In the N. T. the passage, -John v. 35, at the
most, can be quoted in support of this construction; whilst in Luke x. 21, ii/ accompa-

this passage to

nies the simple indication of time.

after suffering; thus

is

i.

47,

ayaW.

viii. 56,

is

with

* It is

coustrucd with iwi

c.

In Luke

dat.;

John

iva.

altogether inappropriate to interpret

ayaWiavBe, with Augustine, as an imperative,
the exhortations begin only in ver. 13.

"Qui per

pere-

grinatiouis spatiura, tiuanidiu uecessarium est.
contristati estis."

The

older Protestant com-

mentators, more especially, sonoetiraes employ

combat the arbitrary seeking
Luther saj-s "It is not
:

own works which we choose, but we
must await what God lays upon us and sends,
so that we go and follow, therefore thou mayest
to be our

not thyself run after them."

i
^
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where he does not as yet enter more particularly into the concrete facts.
it be assumed that el 6iov {eari) is added in order to remind the readers
that the •noiKLkol Treipaa/ioi should, in reality, occasion no sadness, the less so that
here,

Nor can

thus the intimately connected hjnijdivTec ev

Ver.

iva states

7.

the aim of the

noiK. netpaafioig

^vnridr/vai

h

.

.

.

are torn asunder.

neipaa/iolg, in

order to

approvedness of your faith may
he found more j)recioiis than (that) of gold, which perisheth, yet it is tried by fire,
to (your) praise, and glory, and honor at the revelation of Jesus Christ."

console the readers with respect to

it,

^'that the

—

doKLULov here, as in Jas.

3

i.

(of. in loco),

the result of the trial (Rom. v.

3,

equal to

4; 2 Cor.

doKi/iTj,

the approvedness as

9, ix.

ii.

13; Phil.

ii.

22).

The strict signification " medium of proof " is inappropriate, inasmuch as the
aim of the },vm]dfivcu kv mipaafiolc cannot be stated as the glorification of these
ireipaatjol,

but as only that of faith in

meyer).

Unsuitable, too,

is

its approvedness (in opposition to Steinthe interpretation " trial " (Briickner, Wiesinger),

being taken for

inasmuch as it is not
to be compared with
the gold.
This substitution of ideas is not justifiable, inasmuch as the
process applied to an object cannot be pat for the object itself to which it is
applied.
Only if doidfuov denote a quality of faith, can a substitution of this
kind take place,
don'/iiov must be taken as " appi-ovedness," and by approvedness of faith, the "approved," or rather "the faith approving itself."
TO doKi/iiov T^g nioTEug

^ nianc doKCtia^ofievrf,

the trial of the faith, but the faith being tried that

Eem ARK. — What
repeated by

is

Schott had formerly alleged with respect to dodfiiov

Hofmann, only by him

it is

carried further.

By

a highly

is

artificial

xii. 7, LXX., and by the application of the rule established
by him, " that the neuter of the adjective does not stand in the place of an
abstract attributive, but expresses the condition of something as a concrete

interpretation of Ps.

conjunction with a genitive, denotes the object thereby named
Hofmann rcakes out that it is here affirmed that " at the
revelation of Christ, it will be foimd that the faith of the readers has been
subjected to purification, and is, in consequence, free from dross." This whole
reality, and, in

in this

its

condition,"

—

doKifjuov
a circumstance which
is not an adjective, but a real
unnoticed
substantive, for doKt/xelov.
Cremer explains: " doK. is not the touchstone only, in
and for itself, but the trace left behind on it by the metal; therefore to 6ok. r^f

interpretation

is

a pure matter of fancy; for

both Schott and

Hofmann have

left

—

1 SoKinrj in the N. T. has either an active or
a passive signification; in the former it means
" the trial which leads to approvedness," as in
2 Cor. viii. 2 in the latter, " the approvedness
effected by trial," as in the passages quoted;
or, better still, " a distinction must be drawn
between a present and a perfect force, in that
SoKLixr] has a I'eflexive sense; either, then, the
having approved itself, or the approving itself,"
;

Cremer,
2

standing in opposition to
vov), does not

xP^<'<-°^ (fioKi/no^oMc-

presuppose the purification of

the gold to have already taken place, and that,

consequently, the

ttio-ti? SoKifiaio/jievr^

only can

be considered as compared with \pv<Tiov SoklBut against this it must be obfjiaio/j-evov.
served that Sokiixlov has only the signification
of

"means

That

in the

of proof," not of trial;

above interpretation

it is

and

(3)

not the

already approved faith, but that faith which

i.v.

Briickner raises the following objections
(1) That SoKifjuov can
be understood as means of

to this interpretation
linguistically only

proof, trial;

—

and

(2;

:

That the

part, pres.,

is

being approved, or approving itself in tribulation, which is contrasted with gold which is

being tried.

CHAP.

I.
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7.

that which results from the contact of niaric with

mareug

is

which

faith

neipacfiolg, that by
recognized as genuine, equal to the proof of faith."
But, in
opposition to this, it must be remarked that fire, and not touchstone, is here
conceived as the means of testing.

—

is

k.tX, is by most interpreters closely connected with
by others, again (Wolf, Pott, Steinmeyer, Wiesinger, Hofmann), separated from it, and considered as in apposition to to dodfiiov vti. r. mar. The
following facts, however, are decisive against the latter construction (1)
this appositional clause. expresses "someThat
as Wiesinger admits
thing understood of itself." (2) That the intention here is not to make an
observation on faith, but to state what is the design of sorrow, namely, that
the faith which is approving itself may be found to be one iroTiVTi/iog.
(3)
TToXvTifioTepov,

evpedi);

:

—

—

That thus
sequent

would be deprived of any nearer definition, in that the subhas reference, not to tvpedy alone, but to the whole idea expressed.

evpeOij

elg

Yet it cannot well dispense with a nearer definition (in opposition
mann).
The genitive xpvalov is, as almost all the interpreters take

—

joined in sense directly with the comparative
of the faith

(ioKifiiov

is

:

to Hofit,

to

be

" than the gold," so that the

Some commentators,

compared with the gold.

Beza, Grotius, Vorstius, Steinmeyer, Hofmann, assume an ellipsis

like

Winer,
doKijiLov.
In
(cf.

230 [E. T., 235]), supplying before }(pvmov the words
to
it may be urged, however, not precisely "that this is cumbrous"
(Briickner), but that the point of comparison is not properly the approval

p.

f/

opposition

of faith, but the faith in the act of approving itself.

Whilst comparing the

faith with the gold, the apostle places the former above the latter

of this he states in the attribute tov

;

connected with

uiroTCkviievov

the reason
xpvaiov,

by

which reference is made to the imperishable nature of faith. To this first
attribute he subjoins the second did nvpdg 6k doKif^aiofxivov, in order tp name
here also the medium of proving, to which the ireipaa/xoi, with respect to faith,
correspond. Accordingly Wiesinger and Steinmeyer are wrong in asserting
:

that in the interpretation here given the attribute tov uno^Avfievov

— unoXTivnevog
tion of the adjective with
(E. T., 139). —
priate.

art.

w.

18,

6iu TTvpdg Je 6oKi/j.a^ofiii>ov.

second adjunct in antithesis to the
"

which

is

perishable,

opposed to this view

and
is

is

inappro-

23 also John vi. 27. For the posiafter an anarthrous subst., see Winer, p. 131 f.

(pOapTog, cf.

:

yet is

;

The
first

proved by

particle ds

(uno?LXvfi£vov)
fire

;

seems to place this
(thus De Wette:

" so also

Hofmann).

But

the circumstance that the trial and purification of

what is perishable is by no means anything to occasion surprise; it is therefore more correct to find the purpose of the adjunct in this, that by it the
brought prominently forward. Vorstius remarks
non ad iter'dum, sed ad (jloriam, sic Jides
cruel ad gloriam suhjicilur.
For this comparison, see Job xxiii. 10 Prov.
idea of the

doKifiul^eadai

to the point

xvii. 3;

:

Zech.

is

aurum

igni committitur

xiii. 9.

—

—

evptdy

;

dg inaivov

kuI do^av nat

TLfir)v'].

The verb

ivpedfjvai,

found to be" is more significant than elvai (cf. Winer, p. 572 f. [E. T.,
and has reference to the judicial nivestigation on the last day of judgment. The words following form an adjunct to the whole preceding thought:
''to be

616J),
iva

.

.

.

ti'peOy-

Beza, rightly

:

hie agitur de ipsorum electorum laude, etc.

;

thus:

;
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" to your praise, glory, and honor."

Schott quite arbitrarily interprets inaivog

as in itself: "the judicial recognition" (as opposed to this, cf. Phil. i. 11,
" the moral estimation of the person arising therefrom " (as
iv. 8)
Tijxij
:

;

opposed to

this, cf. 1 Pet.

to this,

Gal.

cf.

i.

iii.

5; Phil.

i.

and

7),

"the form of glory" (as opposed

c56|a:

Steinmej'er incorrectly applies the words

11).

not to the persons, but to their faith,
quently together in connection with
;

and

do^a

synonymous expressions serves

of these

Eiratvog

and

rt^^, it

of glory " (Wiesinger), but

not through, but

to

and the

anomAvipic

Ver.

is
Tijv

fre-

give prominence to the one

Standing as 6(j^a does
all.
cannot signify " the allotment of the possession

it is

"glory, praise."

—

ev unoKaXvipEi 'Irjaov Xpiaroi;
is,

on the day of
(Rom. ii. 5)

at once the uTroKuXvipig dinaioKpiaiai; rav Oeov
vluv Tov Qtoi)

The longing

8.

N. T. stand

The juxtaposition

the revelation of Jesus Christ, that

at,

His return, which

in the

them

idea of honorable recognition conmion to

between

rifirj

here only.

eTrawof,

(Rom.

viii.

of the believers

19).

directed to the

is

uiroKdXvTpig

'Iria.

He

being the object of their love and joy. This thought is subjoined
to what precedes in two relative clauses, in order that thereby the apostle
XpicTov,

may

advert to the glory of the future salvation.

" whom, although ye knoio

Him

earthly personality), ye love."
bv,

not (that

The

according to the usage in Greek.

same thought.

tially the

— Since

is,

—

object of eidoTeg

The reading

ayaTrri,

bv ovk

according to the
is easily

idovreg

elduTsg

flesh,

uyanuTs,

or in Plis

supplied from

expresses substan-

properly speaking, presupposes per-

sonal acquaintance, the clause ova eWnrg

significantly added, in order to

is

is a higher than any based
co-ordinate with
In the clause following
on a knowledge after the flesh.
the thought is carried further, the apostle's glance being again dithis

set forth

prominently that the relation to Christ

—

—

—

—

rected to the future appearance of Christ.

etc

bv upri

iiij

opuvTeq maTevovTeg 6e

can hardly be taken with dya^Tiiuade, the participles opuvreg and mnrevovTeg thus standing absolutely (Fronmiiller), but, as most interpreters are agreed, must be construed with

As

u-ya?i?j.ucde.

regards the construction,

eig

bv

The more precise determination of the thought must depend on
whether uyaXkiuadE is, with De Wette, Briickner, Winer, Steinmeyer, Weiss,
Schott, to be taken as referring to present, or, with Wiesinger and Hofmann,

moTEvovTEi:

In the first case, uyaAhuade is joined in the closest manner
with mcTEvovreg, and upn only with fi^ bpuvTEg (De Wette " and in Him,
though now seeing Him not, yet believing ye exult ") in the second, slg bv
mcTEvovTEg 6e is to be taken as the condition of the uyaAMiodE, and upn
to be joined with marEvovTEg (Wiesinger " on whom for the present believye exult "). In support of the first view,
although without seeing,
ing,
to future joy.

:

;

.

,

.

:

—

it

may be

—

advanced, that thus

uya'AXiuads

corresponds more exactly to uyanuTs,

forms a more natural antithesis to ayallulaQE than to
for the second, that it is precisely one of the peculiarities char-

and that

/if/

nicTEvovTEg

;

bpuvrsg

acteristic of this epistle, that it sets forth the present condition of believers

as one chiefly of sufl'ering, which only at the uT:oKulv-ipig of the Lord will be
changed into one of joy, that the more precise definition: xo-pa^ avEK7\,a7i.TiT({>
Kol dEdo^acfiEvij, as also the subsequent koiil1^6(ievoi, have reference to the future
that the Uptl seems to involve the thought " now ye see Him not, but then ye
:

;

CHAP.
Him, and

see

shall rejoice in beholding
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9.

I.

Him

;

"

and

lastly,

On

expressly ascribes the ayoKkuiadai to the future.

iv. 13,

second view

is

preferable to the

The present uya'AlLuade need excite
one not only surely pledged to the

first.

the less surprise, that the future joy

that the apostle,

these grounds the

is

Christian, but which its certainty makes already jDresent.
It may, indeed,
be supposed that aya/JMoQe must be conceived as in the same relation to
time with uyamlTE yet, according to the sense, it is not the uyal?.iuadai, but
the TTiareveiv, which forms the second characteristic of the Christian life
;

annexed to uyaKdv.

It

not, however, the case, that on account of the

is

present marevuvrtg, aya?X also must be taken with a present signification

and

(Schott), since love

faith are the present ground of the joy beginning

The particle of time uprt
but likewise to marevovTeg 6i] the sense of fi^
not this, that although they now do not see, yet still

indeed now, but perfected only in the future.
applies not only to
boCiv-tq

moTEvovreg 6e

believe

— the

fir/

is

not seeing and the believing do not form an antithesis, they

belong to each other

On

believe.

dya?Jiuads.

but

;

this, that

—

48.5).

Xojj^i

hausted by words."
into play even

''

(jiorijied

in

it

dpuvreg, see

Winer,

serves to intensify

"what cannot be
"what cannot be ex-

either

is

viii. 26),

or

the glory, in which the future glory comes

the Christian's earthly life;"

jam

/lij

Mo^aa/ievi^

according to Weiss, means: "the joy

dah^aauevT;,

^

Rom.

and

eldoreg

km

"unspeakable,"

u?.u?iriTog,

•which already bears within

homims

uv£K?ia?ifiTu

uveK?.u'AT}Tog, air. ?.£}.,

expressed in words" (thus

''

the Christians do not indeed see, but

the distinction between ovk

452 (E. T.,

p.

opuvTcg,

similarly,

Steinmeyer:

quoniam dbkav ejus futuram praesenlem habet ac sentit " but on this interpretation relations are introduced
which in and for itself the word does not possess, dedo^aofievoq means simply
Jidelis laeiitta

;" xapu dedo^aau-

exstat dedo^aafievr/,

accordingly the joy which has attained unto

is

perfected glory: but "the imperfect joy of the Christian here (Wiesinger,

Hofmann), and not the joy

of the world, which as of sense

a joy ev unuia" (Fronmiiller),

is

and transitory

is

to be regarded as its antithesis; so that this

expression also seems to show that uyaXAiuade

is

to be understood of the

future exultation.

Ver.

9.

Koui^onevot to riAog,

k.t.Ti.,

gives the reason of that joy; the parti-

ciple links itself simply on to uyn?i7Liuade, ^'inasmuch as ye obtain,'" etc.,

supplies confirmation that

what

is

It is arbitrary to interpret,

joy.

here spoken of

must

:

tentationes totidera laetitiae causas affe

as even

iiya^liuade,

Cf. with this passage,

Steinmeyer gives an unjustifiable applica" Meminerimus
tion to the word, by sayiug
Tmu TToiKiAuiv neipaa-naiv. Si quidem pluriraae
'

illae

"inasmuch

Joined with the future present

also be in the present.^

and

not present but future

with De Wette and Briickuer: "inasmuch

as ye are destined to obtain;" or with Steiger:
foretaste ye obtain."

is

more

now

m

the participle

especially chap.

already in the assurance of faith)." Schott:
" Since ye are about to, or on the way to, ^(/<Aer
i/i

(! ) like

Schott

is

a harvest the end of your faith."

clearly

wrong when he

asserts thai

if

runt, sine dubioiixapaeoderasensuat'eicAoAriTos

the apostle had had the future joy in his mind,

quo Treipacrnoi nequeunt enumerari."
2 Winer, in the 5th ed. (p. 403), gives the
sanoe interpretation as De Wette; in the 6th
(p. 300) and the 7th (p. 330 [E. T., 351 f.j), ou
the other hand " as receiving (they are that

he must have written Ko/iicra^ei'oi on account
of the SeSo^aa-tievn, " because the attaining of
the end of salvation, whicli is still in the act
of being accomplished, could not be placed
parallel with the final glorification which has

exstat,

:

!
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V. 4.

—

KOfiiCeiv

"

:

obtain " (cf

chap.

.

ii.

13

2 Cor.

;

plains the

10

v.

word

Epii. vi. 8

;

secum portare.

:

man

v/ujv refers

—

Col.

iii.

to t£?mc,

judgment; 2 Pet.
Steinmeyer incorrectly exnot " the reward " = fuadog (Beza,
at the last

25.

"the reward of victory" (Hofmann); i but it is
that to which it is directed see Cremer, s. v.
rw ma-eu^

Vorstius, etc.), neither

the end of faith,

;

the N. T. frequently used of

v. 4), is in

the obtaining of what will be assigned to

is it

—

;

back to

TtiarEvovTeq, ver.

8.

—

The

auTTjpiav xpvxoiv.

salvation

is

indeed one already present; but here is meant the Christia^us' completed
salvation, of which they shall be partakers, h Kaipu kaxaro) (ver. 5).
On

—

Bengel remarks: anima praedpue salcalur: corpus

\livx(^i'f

participat;

Jas.

cf.

i.

21; John

Luke

25;

xii.

resuneclione

in

xxi. 19.

Vv. 10-12. The design of this paragiaph is not to prove the truth of the
apostolic doctrine by its agreement with that of the prophets (Gerhard), but
to bring prominently forward the glory of the auTjjpia before spoken of, by
presenting

it

Calvin: "

as the object of prophetic search.

pretium inde commendat, quod in earn

tolo studio intente

salutis

hiijus

fuerunt proplietae."

Wiesinger also; in such a way, however, that he holds the real tendency to
be this, that the readers should recognize themselves as " those favored ones
who, by the preaching of the gospel, had been made partakers of the salvation foretold in the O. T." Schott thinks that here the position of the
Christians is compared very favorably with that of the prophets, since
the latter had to cling to a bare word referring to an indefinite time the
former, on the other hand, have in their possession of salvation the pledge
indeed, in a certain sense even possess it.
But how
of a blessed future
;

—

—

much

is

here introduced

Ver. 10.

TTEpl

r]Q

acjTTipiag i^il^j-riaav koi

to which the search of the prophets
^g OUT.,

was

shows, the previouslj' mentioned

The

e^rjpevvrjaav npncpffTai]-

directed,

auTjjpia,

as the connection

is,

aurtjpia xpvxCiv,

which

is

:

xtpl

the Ti7Mg of

Wiesinger and Schott extend the idea so as to include within it the
This is correct thus far, that the future salvation is only
the completion of the present but it is precisel}' to the completion that the
De Wette is wrong in understanding by auTTipia
apostle's glance is directed.

faith.

present salvation.

;

" the work of salvation."
is

in the N. T.

The

prefixed

f«

utt.

ley.

—

Both verbs express the earnest search. i^epEwav
(LXX., 1 Sam. xxiii. 23 t^an 1 Chron. xix. 3 yv\).
:

:

;

serves to intensify the idea, without hinting that the prophets

selected the right time from

among

different periods (Steiger)

passages in the N. T. where the verb

iKi^r/TEiv

occurs.

;

see the other

The aim

more

of their

Luther's translation is inexact:
precisely defined in ver. 11'.
" after which salvation " nepi means rather in respect to, with regard to.

search

is

;

Calvin justly remarks

:

dicit

prophelas sciscitatos esse

hoc ad eorum scripta aut doctrlnam non pertinet, sed ad

quo quisque aestunvit.
activity put forth

A

distinction

end of

is

glorified

their salvation.

is

et

sedulo inqulslvisse,

phivatum desiderium

here drawn between the individual

on the basis of the revelation of which they had been

already taken place," since there
unreasonable in the idea that the
Christians

—

:

quum

when they

is

nothing

joj'

of the

receive the

> The expression (co/u.i^etv indeed shows that
Peter pictured to himself the reAo? of faith as
a trophy, but not that tcAos literally means
" trophy."

CHAP.

made

To

partakers,

npo<t))/Tai is

and that revelation

I.
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11.

(Wiesinger, Schott, Ilofiiiann).^

itself

subjoined the nearer definition

nepi

oi

:

rr/g

elg vfidg ;t"Pirof

by which some prophets are not distinguished from

ij)r]TevaavTeg,

npo-

others, as

—

ij
Hofniann thinks, but all are characterized according to their f unction. ^
"
xupKy either from the prophets' standpoint " destined for you (De
Wette, Briickner), or from that of the apostles " the grace of which ye

£ic vfiuc

:

:

have been made partakers" (Wiesinger, Schott).
able view.

The

not to be taken as identical with

;tdptf is

first is

the prefer-

aurijpia (as

opposed to

Wiesinger), but the difference in expression points to a distinction in idea.
denotes both the present and the future, currjpla only the future. Hofmann attaches particular importance to the fact that v/aug and not ^«df is here

Xdptc:

assuming that by v/idc the readers must be understood to be heathen
This is, however, incorrect, since Peter nowhere in his epistle
makes a distinction between heathen and Jewish Christians by viiuq the
readers are addressed not as heathen Christians, but as Christians in general;
used

;

Christians.

;

cf

also vv. 3, 4

.

:

uvayEwiiaaq

Tjfidg

.

.

TETr]pT//j.Evovg eig vfidc.

.

Ver. 11 stands in close grammatical connection with the preceding, epsvwhat follows states
vCivreg being conjoined with the verba Jinita of ver. 10
;

—

time itself,
Steinmeyer (appealing without justification to Rom.
idi/Xov, not
iv. 13) explains ij incorrectly: vel potius ; eel, ut rectius dic.am.
"referred to" (Luth.; or signifcaret, Vidg.), hut "revealed," as Heb. ix. 8,

the object of the tpEwqv.
it(Hov

riva

eiq

ij

riva refers to the

nolov Katpov'].

to its character.3

xii. 17, etc.

—

Vorstius supplies

nabanlur; this

incorrect.

is

gratiam illam exstituram, de qua

:

«c

•

•

.

el ipsi valici-

conjoined rather directly

naipnv is

—

—

with edrjTiOv.
but as a secondary determination
An object is not to be supplied (neither ravra nor ttjv x(ipiv ravrrjv, Steiger),
as idijAuv is in intimate union with the participle ivpouapTvpoiitvov (De Wette,

though not as

its

real object,

Briickner, Wiesinger, Schott),

by which "at once the

object are exactly determined" (De Wette).

By

this the revealing subject is

what the

Spirit within

mentioned

them communicated

—

:

to

act of

6rj7.ovv

and

its

rd iv ahroiq irvev/ia Xpiarov].

the prophets only expressed

them; "the

to iv avro'tg is to

be taken as a special act of idriXov" (Wiesinger), cf. besides, iNlatt. xxii. 43
This Spirit is characterized as the -d nveii/xu tov Xpiarov,
and 2 Pet. i. 21.'*
not in that it bears witness of Christ (Bengel: Spirilus Chrisii: testans de
thus also Grotius, Augustine, Jachniann), for Xpiarov is the subChristo

—

;

»

Steinmeyer denies

says, interpreting riva

and

this distinction,
i)

nolov Kaipov, ver. 11,

by " de sola inde indole temporis " " nemiuera
latebit, eos saepenumero de crescente piorum
hominura desiderio nee non de aucta irapro:

borum

protervitate verba fecisse;

<7Y)^eia

ToO

/acAAoi/Tos

.

.

.

ccce ra

Kaipov, quae indagata

praedicaruut." According to this, eic^rjTetf and
i^epevvav would be indagata praedicare ( ).
!

"Articulus hie praeterraissus
grandem facit orationem, nam auditorera a
determinata individuorum consideratione ad
ipsura genus spectaudum traducit; sic ver. 12:
*

Bengel:

angeli."

*

Bengel: "in quod vel quale terapus; guod
tempus per se, quasi dicas aeram suis

innuit

numeris notatam guale
ibus variis noscendura."
:

dicit

tempus ex evenl-

indeed not mistaken in saying
that to iv oiiToit nv. Xp. is a designation of
the Spirit working prophetic knowledge in the
prophets, and not of a constant indwelling of
only it must be observed that the expresit,
*

Hofmanu

is

—

employed says nothing as to how
what manner the Spirit dwelt in the

sion here

or in

prophets,
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and not the objective

jective

genitive, but because it

Christ has and gives" (Wiesinger)

Rom.

see

;

the Spirit " which

is

The

viii. 8.

expression

is to

be explained from the apostle's conviction of the pre-existence of Christ, and
is here used in reference strictly to the npouapTvpofievov tu elg Xpiardv naerf/iara,
Barnabas, chap. v. prophetae ah ipso
K.T.X., directly conjoined with it.
:

donum

habentes

Remark.

in ilium prophelarunt.

— By far the greater number of

the interpreters rightly see, in the
testimony to the real pre-existence of Christ,
Not so De Wette, who finds in it merely the expression of the view "that the
work of redemption is the same in both the O. and N. T., and that the Spirit of
God at work in the former is identical with the Spirit of Christ;" and Weiss
(pp. 247-249), who explains the name thus: That the Spirit which was at work
in the prophets was the same as "that which Christ received at His baptism,
and since then has possessed;" similarly Sclimid also (Blbl. TheoL, p. 163),
"the Spirit of God, which, in after time, worked in the person of Christ."
Weiss seeks to prove, indeed, that "Christ had, in the pre-existent Messianic
Spirit, an ideal, or, in a certain .sense, a real pre-existence;" but, in tbis way,

term here applied

to the Spirit, a

which certainly

reflex ideas are attributed to the apostles,

Besides, Weiss himself admits, that, in

mind.

to the pre-existent Christ; but

it

1

Cor. x. 4,

lay far

9,

from their

reference

cannot be concluded, from Acts

ii.

is

made

36, that

Schott, too, in his interpretation, does not abstain
Peter did not believe it.
from introducing many results of modern thought, when he designates to nv. Xp.
here as the Spirit " of the Mediator continually approaching the consummation
Steinmeyer does
of salvation
), but as yet supernaturally concealed in God."
not touch the question of the pre-existence of Christ; he finds an adequate
explanation of the expression in the remark of Bengel, although he takes
( !

XpiGTov as a subject, gen.

—
and

none of the

to witness;" then,
attest

This verb compos, occurs nowhere else in the N. T.,
the simplex means properly " to call

npo/iiapTvpofievov'].

in

beforehand."^

classical writers

"to swear

to,

— The object of
On

;

:

to attest;" npofiapTvpeadai is therefore: "lo
kdrjlov

.

.

.

npofiapT. is tu elq Xpiardv nadT/fxaTa

Luther remarks, that it can be understood
of both kinds of suffering, of those which Christ Himself bore, as well as of
The majority of interpreters conceive the reference
those which we endure.
to be to the former: Oecunienius, Theophyl., Erasmus, Grotius, Aretius,
Piscator (cf. Luke xxiv. 26), Vorstius, Hensler, Stolz, Hottinger, Knapp,

Kai Tug fxeru tuvtu dofof].

this

De Wette,

Briickner,

Schott, Fronmuller,

Hofmann,

Steiger,

quod Christo

;

taken up in the

it

of the sufferings of the Christians

first

edition of this commentary.

Schott justly remarks

that

TipotxapTvp^aeai. are not identical

SjjAouv

with

and

npo(\>r).

revnv, but that they denote the " action of the
(Spirit, " by means of which " He communicated
to the prophets the prophecies after

were

to inquire."

:

proprium, sed de universali ecclesiae statu

sit

Clericus explain

>

Steinmeyer, Wiesinger, Weiss, Luthardt,
but not so Calvin non tractat Petr.

etc.

But he

is

which they

evidently mistaken

when he

;

disserit

;

Bolten and

the same position

is

Since the main tendency

asserts that this identification taljes

place in the

above interpretation.

— Nor

is

Schott warranted in supposing that in -npop-ap.
the apostle emphatically shows that the man-

ner of communication

"was

a revelation in

the form of speech, and not an inward vision."

CHAP.
of the paragraph, vv. 10-12,

nature of the believers'

I.

is

to give special

auTrjpia,

the latter view

But, on the other hand, there

of thought.
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12.

is

prominence to the glorious
favored by the connection
nothing opposed to the assumpon which the auTjjpia is founded,
is

mentions the facts
as the substance of the testimony of the Spirit of God in the prophets. The
expression to £<V Xpiardv nadrj/iaTa too, which must be interpreted on the analogy of r//f f/f vfidg ;t"P'TOf, goes to show that by it are to be understood the
tion, that the apostle here

sufferings

which loere ordained or appointed

the plural rug

.

.

.

do^ag,

Bengel says:

ascensionis, gloria judicii extremi et

P

to

I urate :

regni

(Wiesinger).

gloria

resurrectionis, gloria

coelestis

But

— On

Christ

;

De

thus also Grotius,

might be more correct
to explain the plural in this way, that as the one suffering of Christ comprehends in it a plurality of sufferings, so does His du^a a plurality of glories.
Hofmann: "by naOijiiuTa is to be understood the manifold afflictions in which
the one suffering of Christ consisted, while the manifold glorifyings which
go to ijiake up His glory are included under du^ai." ^ Besides, it must be
noted that the suffering of Christ is always designated by the plural nadfiiiara (with the exception of Heb. ii. 9, where we have: to nudTj/m tov davurov),
but His glory always by the singular 66$a.
As the nadmara and 66^ai of
Christ are the object of edf/Xov npoixapTvpo/uevov, so by Kaipoc, to which the
epevvav of the prophets was directed, the time is referred to when this salvation would actually be accomplished.
For this reason, then, i^rjpeijvrjoav, ver.
Wette, Steiger, Wiesinger, Weiss, Schott.

it

—

cannot again be repeated in spEWLovrec (Wiesinger, Schott), as if the elg
Kaipov referred directly to the appearance of the auTrjpia
the apostle's
thought is rather this, that in their search as to the time of the sufferings,
10,

TLva

.

.

.

;

Christ, the prophets had before their eyes, as that with respect to
which they sought to obtain knowledge, the auTijpia of which believers were
to be made partakers.
etc., of

Eemark.
in the
is

Book

— Deifinite corroboration of the ideas here expressed

of Daniel, chap.

xii. 4, 9, 10, 1:3.

The fundamental

Is

to be found

presupposition

was unknown to the prophets; according
them was that it would take place only in the

that the "wj/ieji" of the fulfilment

to ver. 12,

all

that

was revealed

to

times to come. De Wette asserts too much when he says that searching as to
the time cannot be predicated of the genuhie prophets of ancient Judaism,
but of Daniel only, who pondered over the seventy years of Jeremiah.
But

although the words of Daniel may have given occasion for the apostle's statement, still that statement is not incapable of justification.
If the apostles
searched as to the time when the promises of Christ would receive accomplishment, why should it not be presupposed tliat similarly the prophets, too,
inquired into that which the nvev/xa XpioTov testified beforehand to them, more
especially as to the Kocpdc of its fulfilment ?

Ver. 12.
"to

1

whom

it

o/f uneKa2.v(l>d7] is

was revealed,"

linked on by

i.e.,

"in that

Ilofraann's opinion, that Peter had chiefly

in his

mind the passages

In Isa. xlix. 6,

7, liii.

it

way

of explanation to ipevvuvreg:

was revealed

15, arises

from the

to

them."

fact that

specially to the Gentiles.

This

he applies

is

i/^xo?
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be taken neither as an antithesis to the searching, nor as the result of it,
it; see Wiesinger
and stimulating
but as an element accompanying
on ovx tavTolQ vfuv (fjfiiv) de dirjaovovv avTu\, on is not
and Schott in loc.
Opposed
causal here (Luther: "for;" so also Luthardt and Hofmann).
to this is the circumstance that if on, k.tX, be taken as a parenthesis, and
to

—

—

the a vvv

uvTiyyeAT), k.t.1.,

sentence

is

—

following be joined with

strangely broken up

if,

;

aneKaTiixpdTj

on the other hand, a

(Hofmann),

vvv, k.tX,

this

be united

with what immediately precedes (Luther), ifnsnakixpdr) is plainly much too
Nor can it be denied that on naturally connects itself with uTreKaM'<p6v,
bald.
and d vvv is joined with dirjKovovv airu. on states, then, not the reason, but

what was revealed

the contents of

and that

accusative,

the result of the

in

way

such a

—

6i.aKoveiv,

both in the

that the "accusative denotes

or the thing to which the service

diaKovelv,

Here, where avra

10).

(iv.

to the prophets.^

in the classics, is frequently a transitive verb joined with the

N. T. and

is

the accusative dependent on

either

directed

is

^ltjuovcwv,

the

announced to the Christians is not
the result of the prophets' ministrations, but that to which they were
That '• they did their part in bringing to pass by their ministradirected.
tion the salvation which is now preached " (Wiesinger, and Schott also), is
a thought m no way hinted at here, and in which "oftV/ their part" is a purely
which

latter is the case; for that

The

arbitrary addition.

is

ministration of the prophets consisted not in the

bringing to pass of the salvation, but in the proclaiming of that which was
revealed to

them (Bruckner)

;

and

exercised this ministration, ovx,
ft,"

i.e.,

— On

in such a

6e after

way

that

tially affect the

The

the prophets

those

who

is

was

to

difference in the reading

first

conveyed by

difficulty.

— and

you

vu'lv,

v/ztV

(us),

Still,

Taken

or

i]iitv

:

the idea expressed in the

strictly,

its

" for there the object

;

present Spirit of God;" how much is imported here! Steinmeyer admits that on is
not to be taken aiTioAoyi/cw?, but denies at the
d7roKaAvi|;e<os

;

it

states the

argumentum

t^s

he assumes an inversion, which

be resolved thus: ols dTre/caAii^er; {sc.
toCto, namely Ta n-afl. K.Sdfai Xp.) ovx eawoc?,
dAA" oTi viJ.lv ti-qKovovv avra, and then inter-

is

to

prets: h.

e.

p.

411

epistle are

quibus manifestata sunt,

non

in

ipsorum commodum, sed quia nobis ea minis-

vfiiv

the ohx euvtolq alone was

fulfilment.

was a future cue, from which the veil had to
be removed by xingle acts of God here, it is a
present one, which accordingly the messengers
simply proclaim, in the power of the now ever

same time that

Winer,

does not essen-

though the readers of the

along with this likewise, that

lived at the time of

Luthardt interprets

— They

not to themselves.

iilld, cf.

it

But

was

i/nlv 6e

i.e.,

to

for

as these others are the

trare jussi erant.
aiTtoAoyiKios?

or

known

for others,

Christians, the apostle directly opposes vulv 6e to ovx ^avroig

1

ahru.

instance, all the rest of the Christians are natur-

thought of as included.

not without

what

not for their, rather for your {our) bene-

application

meaning, since by

indeed addressed in the

is

^^

the negation, as distinguished from

(E. T., 442 f.).2

ally

its

this is

etc.,

But

— that
is

is,

on then

inserts

not

And on what ground

still

should

an inversion so very harsh be adopted?
^

Schott's singular assertion, that " ou

&i does not cancel eaurois simply,

and put

.

.

.

viJ.lv

adds only something

in its place, but that 6e
to the preceding which remains standing " (in spite of the ov\), is based on a misconception of what is said by Hartung,
Partikellehre, I. 171, to which Schott appeals.
"Others than those addressed are not ex-

new

eluded; the latter only are indicated as those
for whom the prophecy was intended;" thus

Hofmann,

too, incorrectly,

—
CHAP.
the definite for the indefinite.

I.

223

12.

— "Wiesinger, Schott, Bviickner, join

ni'ru closely

with the « which follows " the same as that which now is proclaimed to
you;" this is, however, incorrect, avru is nowhere in the N. T. construed
thus with a relative to which it is antecedent it applies rather to what has
been formerly mentioned; here, therefore, doubtless to that of which the
:

;

beforehand to the prophets, and what they prophesied
which the readers had been made partakers. It is less fitting
to limit the reference to the tu el^ Xpiarbv KadrjiJ.ara, u, k.t.a., being joined to it
It is entirely arbitrary for Hofmann to assert that
in a somewhat loose way.
" Peter does not speak of any prophecies in general, but of the written records
in which were contained the prediction of the prophets, who had foretold
there is nothing here to lead
the extension of grace to the Gentile world,"
to the supposition that the Apostle makes any reference to written records,
TTvevua XpidTov testified

of the

:t«P'C,

of

—

—

and predictions with regard
u vvv dvrjy)k7,ri, k.tX,

—

By means of the following
what the prophets foretold is

to the heathen.

the apostle insists that

vvv emphasizes the present, in
that which is now proclaimed to the readers
which the facts of salvation are proclaimed as having already taken place,
as contradistinguished from the time when they were predicted as future.
For the construction of the
6tu Tuv Eva-/ye7uaaiiivuv ii/zdf (tv) nvevfian dy'iGi].
verb Eha-ijeliCeadai, c. ace, cf. Gal. i. 9; Winer, p. 209 (E. T., 223).— If
;

—

the reading
as

it

:

ei'

nv.

be adopted, the Holy

Spii'it is

them

were, encompassing and swaying

;

if

conceived of as the power,
the other reading, as the

moving and impelling cause. Like prophecy (ver. 11), the preaching of
the gospel proceeds from the illumination and impulse of the Holy Spirit.
since then the Holy
u7:naTu2ivTi an' ovpnvov refers to the events of Pentecost
Spirit has His abode and is at work in the church.^ Though the same Spirit
was already in the prophets, ver. 11, He had not yet at that time been sent
from heaven. Who the individuals were who had preached the gospel to the

—

;

No

readers, Peter does not say.

doubt the form of the apostle's expression

does not compel us to think of him as excluded from the tuv EvayyeX. yet it
is very probable that Peter, had he intended to include himself, would some;

understood. —

how have given this to be
The relative u clearly goes back

«'f a EjriOvfiovaiv uyyeTioi napaKvtpai]-

to u vvv avTiyyiXTi.

It is arbitrary to

under-

stand (with Schott) by that which the angels desired to see, "the nature
and origin of the moral transformation wrought by the proclamation of the

gospel;"

or,

with Hofmann, to give

way

it

this reference,

"that Christ has died,

now He

can and should be preached
to the heathen as having died and been glorified for them " it includes
not only the nadn/iara and 66^ai of Christ (Wiesinger), but the whole contents

and been

glorified in such a

that

;

is

a testimony to the

facts of redemption, is also a preaching of the auTrtpia

founded on them,

of the message of salvation (Bruckner), which, as

' Weiss's
assertion {Die PetrUi. Frage,
above mentioned, p. 642), that, "If there be
here an allusion to the outpouring of the Spirit
on the day of Pentecost, Paul could not have
belonged to those who had preached the gospel
to the reade.-s," is without foundation, aa it ia

it

not said here that the

(va.yyi\i<T6.iJ,evoi

\iti.a.<s

belonged to those who received the Holy Spirit
at Pentecost, but only that they preached in
that Spirit, which was seut from heaven at
Pentecost; and this applies to Paul uo less
than to the other apostles,

etc.
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which

eaxaru (ver. 5), and which the believers
must not be taken as an aorist,^ for the

is eToi/ii] aTTOKaAv^drjvai kv Kaipu

will obtain (ver. 9).i

— imdv/iovm

is not as to what the angels did at the time of the
what they are now doing. That after which they long is
On the inf. aor. after enidv/^ovaiv, see Winer, p. 310 f.
a'vTu.
napnKvnreiv, properly, " to bend to the side so as to examine

question

prophets, but as

to

the napaKvipai

when

joined with

elg

(E. T., 331).

elg

—

a thing," means

not only "to look towards," but "to look into any

thing," and that in order to obtain a more accurate knowledge of the object

The

in question. 3

napu of the verb indicates that the angels stand outside

the work of redemption, inasmuch as
idea,

it

is

not for them, but for

man

The addition of this clause brings prominently forward the
concealed even from
not that the work of salvation is a mystery,

Heb.

(cf.

16).

ii.

the angels,

— but

—

that that which has been proclaimed to the readers

is

something so glorious that even the angels had a wish and a longing to see
what was its fashion, and what the course of its development (cf. Eph. iii.
Nor is it implied in kmQvimvai that "the angels cannot attain to a
10).
It is more than
knowledge of the economy of salvation" (Schott).
doubtful whether there be here any reference to Exod. xxv. 20, as several
interpreters assume.^

group of exhortations extends from ver. 13 to the end of
13. First exhortation, which forms the basis of those
which follow. The teTuoIu^ k7^m(^eLv is the foundation upon which the whole
6ib uval^uaufievoi rug
moral-religious life of the Christian must be raised.
6l6 does not refer back to any single thought in
6a<pvaq rf/g (^luvolug v/iuv].
what precedes, certainly not to the glory of the ourripia touched upon in vv.

The

first

the chapter.

— Ver.

—

ex magnitudlne et excellentia gratiae deducit exJiortationem),
to the thought expressed vv. 5-9 " that the Christian goes through
trial towards a glorious destiny " (De Wette), but to the whole of the fore-

10

ff.

(Calvin

:

still less

:

going lines of thought (Schott), which, however, have their point of convergence in this, that unto the Christian begotten again etc klnida ^uaav, the
uval^uauauTTipia is appointed as the xeAof r^f mareug (similarly Bruckner).
(levuL Tuc un(pvac, a figurative expression taken from the runners (and others)

—

who tucked up

their dress, so as to prosecute their

work with

less

hinderance.

XProv. xxxi. 17 LXX., ed. Van Ess, xxix. 17), means to
tuck up; Luther, uicorrectly: "therefore so gird yourselves" (thus Wiesinger also translates, although he justly says: "The figure taken from the
tucking up of a long undergarment denotes preparedness for something,"
ava^uvwui,

1

The Vulg.

(i.e., in
••i

&v

utt.

?ey.

;

"
translates ei? o bj' " in quern

Spiritum sanctum).

Irenaeus, C. Ifaer. iv. 67; Oecumenius:
yvCicnv /cat eK^oaiv Kai aiiToi ot oyveAoi

rriv

inedOuriaav.
3

Although Hofmann may not be wrong

asserting that TrapoicvTrTeii/

is

in

used also to de-

note a cursory glance at any thing (cf. Dem.
Iv. 24, in Pape, s.i'.), yet, in connection with
it 1» chiefly employed in cases where a
more accurate knowledge is implied; precisely

eis,

as

Pape

a/so interprets TrapoKun-Teii', " to stand

beside a thing, and to bend down so as to see
it raore distinctly;" cf. further, Ecclus. xxi.
23 (xiv. 23), and in the N. T. besides, Jas. i.
25, also Johu XX. 11 (Luije xxiv. 12; John
xx. 5).
* Beza
"alludit Ap. ad duos illos Cherubim opercula Arcae Insistentes, couversis in
Piscator: "videtur
arcam oculis."
respicere ad Cherubim super arcam foederis,
tanquam ad typum."
:

ipsara

'

;
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13.

Luke xii. 35 and Eph. vi. 14 (in both passages, howThe figure is the more appropriate, that the Christian is
a T:ape7ri6rj/j.oc, on his way to the future K?i7jpovofiia. The figurative rdf batpvag
finds its own explanation in the epexegetical genitive tJj^ diavoiag v/zwv.

etc.)

;

cf.

the passages,

ever, nepi^uvvvfii)

.

Aretius interprets incorrectly: lumhl
recte

Jwlicans de negotio pietatis;

''disposition of

inenlis, i.e., ipsa recta ratio renati hoviinis

dulvoia

The meaning

mind."

means

here, as in Col.

21, the"-''

i.

of the phrase applies not only to

deliverance ffom evil desires,^ but to all and every needful preparation
of spirit for the fulfilling of the exhortations following; " it is the figure of
spiritual preparedness

and

activity "

The

(De Wette).

aorist participl^

points to this spiritual preparedness as the preliminary condition of iXniieivJ
Cf. chap. iv. 7, v. 8 (1 Thess. v. 6, 8; 2 Tim. iv. 5).
(Schott).
v^^ovrff].

—

Calvin, correctly

:

non temperantiam solum

iualein potius sobrielalem,

quum

polu commendal, sed

in cibo et

spiri-

sensus omnes nostras continemus, ne se huj'us

mundi illecehris inebrient ; similarly most interpreters. Otherwise, however,
Weiss (p. 95 f.), who supposes an antithesis between uva^uau/xtvoi and vrjcpwTEqy
inasmuch as the former is opposed "to want of courage and apathy," the
latter to "unnatural overstraining and excitement," and "unhealthy exaltation."
But no such antithetical relation is (as little as there is in chap. v. 8
and 1 Thess. v. 6, 8, between ypriyopelv and vTi(p£iv) here anywhere hinted at,
nor is there any thing in the whole epistle to lead us to suppose that Peter
considered it necessary "to warn his hearers against the extravagant enthusiasm of a IMessianic glory." Rather in vTjipovTeQ is prominence given to an\
important element in the uval^uaaaOai, without which a itkeiuq klmC,ELv cannot
exist, namely, the clearness and soberness of mind with which the goal of/
hope, and the way leading thither, is kept in view.
teMuc llniaart enl ttjv
<f>epofievT]v, K.T.K.].
T£?i,tt'6jf, an. /ley., belongs not to vT}(povTEg (Oecumenius, Benson, Semler, MayerhofE, Ilofmann), but to £}.maaTE;^ it shows emphatically
that the hope should be perfect, undivided, unchangeable ("without doubt
or faint-heartedness, with full surrender of soul " (De Wette) Wiesinger
adds further: "excluding all ungodly substance and worldly desire, and
including the nij avaxr/ixar., ver. 14;" and Schott "with reference also to
the moral conduct of earnest sanctification ").
Weiss (p. 93) finds the
TtAELo-rjr of hope in this, that it does not allow itself to be overcome by suffering
but of suffering there is here no mention. Erasmus, Grotius, Bengel,
take it unsatisfactorily, only ratione temporis, i.e., " ad jinem usque."
iTmi^eiv,

\
1

—

;

:

—

—

frequently with

eIc, iv, kixi,

here and in 1 Tim.

c.

dat., is

construed with

Ini

cum

accus. only

it means "to jjlace his hope on sometJiinf/."
The
by means ot ini is not the proper object of hope
the latter stands in the accusative, or is expressed by a verb, either in the
infin. or with on; but it is that from which the fulfilment of hope is ex-

v.

object connected with

pected.'
•

If,

5;

it

as here, ini be construed with the accusative, the disposition

Gerhard: "Quaiumvis paBsionura

et cu-

piditatuna carnalium r.'frcnalio praesoibitur."
-

The

'ward

reasons which Ilofraann brings forfor the combination of reAeiios with

y^ifroi/Tt?

are not by any means conclusive; for

as the chief accent

lies

en

eATrio-are.a strength-

ening of this expression by reAeico?
appropriate, wbilHt
sujiport.

favor of
*

The

The

vijifyovrf^

is

entirely

requires no such

position of the word, too, is in-^

connection with eATriVarf.
expression " to hope for something,"

tiie

confidently to expect

it,

may

lead to the sup-

/

|
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of

mind with

respect to the object

the dative, the object
it is

founded.

—

is

is

expressed

;

whilst

if it

be taken with

presented to us as the basis of hope, that on which

ettI ttjv <pepofievrjv vfiiv

xupiv tv uTTOKaTiVipei

'Irja.

XpiaToxi].

Several

commentators interpret so that the sense runs: "place your hope on the
grace which has been shown you by the revelation of Jesus Christ;" thus
Erasmus, Luther, Calov, Bengel, Gerhard, Steiger, etc. according to this,
;

the

(pepofievTjv is

avTicTpoipoi)

of

or communicated to you"),

"which has been already

nofiH^eadai (i.e.,

offered

"the forgiveness of sins effected by Christ,"
and unoKd?Mtpig 'Itjgov XpLcrov, " the revelation of Christ which has already
taken place." In the more exact definition of the term unoKu/iv^pic, these
interpreters again diverge from one another whilst Luther, Calov, Steiger,
;t"p'f»

;

and others hold
pel;" Bengel,

it

etc.,

to be "the revelation which has taken place in the gos-

on the other hand, understand

it

of "the incarnation of

Christ.^N^Jilrasmus gives both: sentit de mysterio evangelii divulgato per quod
Steiger, in support of the first view,

Christus f,nnotuil, seu de advetitu Christi.

appeals to

Luke

Eph.

;

iii.

passage

3
is

ii.

but

Rom.

32;

all

xvi. 25; Gal.

i.

16; Eph.

i.

17; 2 Cor. xii. 1;

these passages do not furnish the proof desired.

the revelation of the gospel called the

In no

unoKuTiVTpic 'Ivaov Xpicrov.

But the other view
iinoK.

is opposed by the N. T. usus loquendi, according to which
always denotes the future coming of Christ only. It must also be held

to be unwarrantable to interpret iv anoK.

from that given shortly before

in

ver.

'Ir/a.

Xp. here in a different sense

7 (and chap.

iv.

13).

— Not

less

opposed to the former interpretation is the present participle (ptpofcivTjv, since
the present may not arbitrarily be taken in the sense of the preterite, but
must be looked upon as a realization of the future. Steiger is no doubt
right in holding that i) ^ep. v/i. x<j-pic " does not speak of the object of hoping,
but the ground on which hope is built." But from this it does not follow
that by the phrase " something already accomplished "

must be understood,

why

should the Christian not be able to set his hopes of salvation on the
grace which in the future will be offered to him at and with the return of
for

Christ?

Deus

Piscator incorrectly explains

nobis ex gratia daturus

qua nos amplectitur in

Jilio:

est.

;t«pif: coelestis felicitas et gloiia,

Aretius, again,

the grace of

to expect the coelestis felicitas.

— With

is

God from which

(pepo/xh-r/v, cf.

qunm

right: benecolentia Dei,

Heb.

the Christian has

ix. 16.

cpepeiv.

"to

bring, to present " (not " to bring nearer,'' Schott), points here to the free grace

That is, then ''place your hope on the grace which loill be brought to
and with) the revelation {the second coming) of Christ." It is rightly
interpreted by Oecumenius, Calvin (who errs in this only, that he takes ev
for elg, i.e., usque ad adventum Christi), Beza, Grotius, Estius, Semler, Pott,
of God.

you

:

at (in

De Wette,

etc.

position that this

taches importance to whether

i\Tri(eiv en-t Tt.

by a person or a

meaning is expressed by
In the N. T. this is usually

ei? is

followed

thing, asserting that in the

rendered by aneKSex^cOai.. Even in the conetruction with eis the thing accompanying it is
not the object of hope, cf. John v. 45; 2 Cor.
only in Ecclus. ii. 9 is the object of
1. 10;

latter case the thing is the object;

eKniieLv construed with ei? ("eATrtVare eis ayaOa

the meaning of "settiiig one's hope on some-

<cai

eis

ev(ppo(Tvi'irjv)

.

Hofmann wrongly

at-

for

it

is

quite as possible to set one's hope on a thing

Cren.er rightly quotes this
passage as one of thosu in which eATri^eiv has
as on a person.

thing."
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14.

I.

Remark, — The more

recent interpreters take up different positions with
view here presented. Wiesinger, Briickner, Scliott, Fronmiiller,
Hofmann, agree with the interpretation of unoKuXvipig, but are opposed to that
of D^TTiUfiiv ini.
Weiss and Zockler (De vi ac notione coc. eAm'f in N. T., 1856,
p. 15 ff.), on the other hand, are against the latter, but in favor of the former.
respect to

— As

tlie

Ea

regards iXnl^., Zockler:

ut Jinem desiynet

localem

est vis praepositionis

temporalem

em

c.

ace. constructae,

causalem, in quern tendat actus
verbi.
Qui tameii Jinis s. terminus sperandi ita discernendus est a simpHci
OB.JEOTO sperandi, ut hoc signijicet rem, quam sibi obtingere speret subjectum,
Jinis vero Hie simul auctor sit, e quo pendent tel satisfacere votis sperantis, eel
deesse ; ^ in support of which he justly quotes, in addition to this verse, 1 Tim.
s.

s,

s.

5 (to which Wiesinger appeals without any justification), and a not inconsid-

V.

erable

number

from the LXX.

of passages

;

cf.

interprets eXmiiEtv correctly, but thinks, that,

ceived as a

x^Pi-i, it is

at once the

Weiss also (p. 3G
inasmuch as the

f.).

De Wette

auTj]pia is

ground and the object of the hope.

With

conthis

Bruckner agrees, finding, "in this intermingling, a part of the peculiarity of
the thought;" whilst, on the other hand, Weiss sees in it only a makeshift
conveying no clear idea at all.
With regard to the term u-jroKukviin^, Weiss
explains it as: manifestatio Christi, quae Jit in verba evanyelii in hac vita
(Gerhard). But this interpretation is decidedly opposed to the X. T. usage; in
no passage is tlie revelation of which, by the gospel, we become partakers
described as an unoKu?MTpig

'Irjaov

The

Xpiaroi, although unoKa?.v7r-eiv

is

used of the

an evident importation.
Weiss raises two objections to the correct view
(1) " It is, as a matter
of fact, impossible that the Christian should set his hope on the grace that is to
be brought at the revelation of Christ." But why should this be impossible?
How often does it happen that the individual bases his hope for the fulfilment
of his wish on an event as yet future, but which he is assured will happen!
(2) " That the second coming of Christ is not a revelation of grace at all, but of
just judgment."
But the latter in no way excludes the former; and how could
the Christian contemplate the second coming of Christ with calm, yes, even
with joy, if there were no grace ?
different kinds of revealing.

reference to the gospel

is

—

Ver. 14.

Second exhortation (extending

to ver. 21).

— wf

reKva imaKorfg

does not belong to what precedes (Hofmann), but serves to introduce the
new exhortation. 2 ug does not here introduce a comparison (as ii. 2, 5,

—

but marks the essential quality of the subject. Lorinus correctly
remarks on ii. 14 constat hujusmodi particulas saepe nihil minuere, sed rei
iii.

7),

:

veritatem magis exprimere

who should be

;

it

reKva vrraKo^g.

and has the same

corresponds to our "as,"

— vnaKoij

i.e.,

as

becomes you

used here as absolutely as in ver.

is

signification as there.

The

spirit

which pervades the

2,

life

is tlie spirit of obedience, and therefore they should be renvu
According to the analog}'^ of similar compounds in the N. T., as
(puTog, Eph. v. 8
its opposite, TtKva Korupag, 2 Pet. ii. 14
reKva r^g opyrjg,

of believers
vTzaKor/g.

TEKva

•

;

This interpretation is correct.
is " simul."

;

The only

point under dispute
'

by the correspondence which exists between
and the subsequent exhorta-

riKva. vnaKorj';

Ilofniann connects not only these words,

tions; and, on the other hand, by aAAo, ver.

but the subsequent participial clause also m»J
<c. t. A., with what precedes.

15,

This, however,

it,

:

crv<TxiAiaTi^o^«voi,

is

opposed, on the one hand,

which is in antithesis to /nij <rv<TX')MaTi^(Jand therefore not to be separated from

iievoi,

as though

it

commenced

a

new paragraph.

;
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Eph.

ii.

3; particularly vhl

rr/g

uneideiac,

Eph.

ii.

2,

— the

expression riKva

may

be explained so as that rsKva shall denote only the relation in
which the persons in question stand to the idea of the accompanying geniButtmann, p. 141 IMeyer on Eph.
tive
cf Winer, p. 223 f (E. T., 238)
viraKo^g

.

.

;

etc.

vnaKoz/c as

is first

made

r/jg

udiKiag).

Briickner,

172, take tskvo as the " children

j).

the genitive of character (as

u6iKiag; xviii. 6: 6 Kplrnq

De Wette,

Fronmiiller too).

;

Schott, Weiss, too, most probably,

God," and

;

;

2 (thus Grotius, Jachmann,

ii.

But

as

Luke

it is

xvi. 8

:

of

oUovouog T^f

6

in ver. 17 that mention

of the sonship relation of the Christian,

it

remains at least

doubtful whether the apostle had in this expression that relation in view

any rate the emphasis here lies not on reKva, but on vTzaKor/g. —fifj avaxv^anfif) occurs here on account of the imperative cast of the whole sentence.
Neither yevr/driTe (Bengel) nor any other similar word is to be supplied
to the part., inasmuch as it does not correspond to the uyioi yevrjdriTE, but to
the Kara tov Kaliaavra v/iug uyiov (Wiesinger)
there is here no
departure
from the construction" (De Wette). The word cvaxv/J-ariCcadat, occurring in
the N. T. only here and in Rom. xii. 2, and nowhere but in later Greek,
means: '^ to form his axijij.a like that of anolher ;"'^ it has reference not to the
outward conduct merely, but to the whole outward and inward conformation
of life, as the connection with the following words shows ralg nporepov kv rfi
The emdvuiat, i.e., the sinful desires (not "the satisfied
uyvoia i/iuv Emdv/iiatr.
lusts, or a life of pleasure," as De Wette understands), which formerly held
sway in them, are the nxf/fia, according to which they are not to fashion
at

^oixevoi].

*'

;

:

themselves in their new

life.^

Luther's translation

is

inexact

:

" take not

up your former position, when ye in your ignorance lived according to your
The iTicOvfiiai are more precisely characterized as formerly belonging
lusts."
tempus ignoranliae
to them £v uyvolg. iv specifies not merely the time (Calvin
:

;

vocat,

Jidem Christi vocati essent), but likewise the origin (Wieuyvoia is used here as in Acts xvii. 30, Eph. iv. 18, ignorance in

antequam

singer).

in

divine things, and

is to

be understood,

not exactly of idolatry, at least of

if

from the knowledge of the living God and of His
will.
Paul, in Rom. i. 18 ff., shows how the obscuring of the consciousness
of God is the source of moral corruption.
heathenism, which

is

far

—

Remark. In answer to Weiss, who can see in this passage no proof that
the readers were Gentile Christians, Wiesinger justly remarks, Schott and

"The ayvoia of which the Jews (Acts iii. 17;
which Paul attributes to himself, 1 Tim. 1. 13 (the

Briickner agreeing with him:

Rom.

X.

.3)

are accused, or

same applies
1

When, in

to

Luke

xxiii. 34;

John

objection to thi8,Hofraann urges

that CTV(TX'7i^aTifecr0ai should

preted not according to

Rom.

here be
xii. 2,

inter-

but on the

viii. 19), is

2

of quite a different kind; not

gcliott

terms

exact ;" for "
the

mode

it

is

of life

this

"

interpretation

in-

not the lusts themselves, but
is essentially charac-

which

trucrx. rois Ae-yo/xe-

tcrized bj' these lusts, according to which they

voi';,
"so to conduct one's self as to give
adequate expression to the words used,"
he
does not consider that in this verse the verb
has the same force as in Rom. xii. 2, for it
means, " to conform your axnt^a to that vrhich

are not to fashion themselves; " but does then
Besides,
k-rtidvixiai. mean " the mode of life "?

principle of the expression,

—

—

your words express."

Schott himself says that the thought
altogether correctly expressed,

is

not
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16.

15,

I.

ayvoia of the moral demands of the law, but the misapprehension of the
If Weiss, on
purpose of salvation manifesting itself also through the law."
the other hand, insists (Die Petr. Fraye, p. 024) that the invectives of Christ
most plainly teach how, in the Jewish conception of the law, at that time its
deeper moral demands were misapprehended it must, as opposed to him, be

an

;

observed that Christ's attack was specially directed against the Pharisaic conception of it, and can in no way be applied to the people of Israel as such,
Paul, in describing them, expressly allows to the Jews, Pvom, ii, 17 ff., the
yivucKELv rb

cast

up

LXX.

to

OiTirjIid',

them,

and an

— The

kut' uyvoiav,

:

h

uyvoia, in the absolute sense

here implied,

is

nowhere

O, T, distinction between "sins of weakness (njJIJ'S,
uyvoia)

and insolent

sins of disobedience"

{HOI T3)

(Weiss, p, 175) does not apply here,

Vv,

15, 16,

uT^Xu

KUTu Tbv Kaliaavra i/iuc

Steiger: "this positive

uyiov'].

forming a participial clause of its own, like the preceding (negative), is in animated discourse at once merged into the principal
still Oecuinenius
clause " there is, accordii)g]y, nothing to be supplied
instruction, instead of

;

;

explains, in sense, correctly
ayiif)

ovTi, k.t.X.

— uyiov

is

:

u/Jm vvv yovv,

?.eyei, tCi

Ko^Aaavn avaxvuaTiOJfitvoi,

here a substantive, to which the participle koI.

added as nearer definition

(cf,

2 Pet.

ii,

and that by way

1),

is

of strengthen-

ing the exhortation ("as ye are bound to do, since He hath called you").
The behavior of those called must correspond with the nature of Him who

has called them,

Schott rightly remarks that the Kuldv must here be taken

by which the readers are delivered from their state
and introduced into one of fellowship with Him,
koX avroi lorms the antithesis to tov
Koi avTol uyioi ev nitari uvaoTpo^ri yEVTidvTt\.
Schott, incorrectly " as against what God has, on His part, by His
uyiov
calling, done to you and made you."
h nuay uvaaTpo(j)^, not: in (your) ichole
yevrjdj}Te denotes not the becoming,
(De Wette), but in (your) every walk.^
be ye also holy, 2"
Ver, 16,
but the being ; Luther, correctly; "like Him
dioTi yiypaTtTai],
dtori, i.e., 6iu tovto on, "for this reason because," indicates the
reason for the preceding exhortation, and not simply for the use of the word
uyiov (De Wette), The apostle goes back to the command given to Israel, as
to the reason why the Christians, called as they were by the God of holiness,
should be holy in their every walk. The holiness of God laid Israel under
the obligation to be holy, since God had chosen them to be His people the
same is the case, as Peter suggests by Ka/Jnavra vfidg, with the N, T.
church of believers, the true Israel, on whom, though doubtless in a form
adapted to them, for this reason the commandments of the O,
are still
binding, Schott justly observes that the passage quoted by Peter is not
as

"an

effectual calling,"

of estrangement from God,

:

;

—

—

.

.

—

.

;

C

» For it muBt be obsened that in the case of
a collective expression, iias is accompanied by

the article

when

the totality

forming one whole;

when

the

is

conceived of as

article

is

wanting

considered as composed of many;
e. g., iraj 6 Aad? means "the whole people,"
hut 77a? Aaot, "all people; " when not "every
it is

people," in which case the collective expreseion is the special idea,

Wiesinger aske why? The reasons are,
because both in the LXX. and Apocrypha
of the O, T., as also in the N. T., instead of
^

(1)

the imper, of
there

is

(cf.

eli-ai,

which

is

but rarely used,

very generally the imper. aorist of

yiyi'o/iai, in

the .'^X-X. translation of 7}"!!,

specially Ps. Ixix, 26);

exhortation "
condition of

"'

(2)

VH

because the

more suited to the
Christians than " become holy,"
l/e

holy

is

—

;
:
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meant

to establish the

God

belonging to

The

duty of holiness in

expression, which the apostle quotes, occurs

of Leviticus, xi. 44, xix.

Ver. 17.

From

2,

xx.

lelode,

but to show that the fact of

more than once

book

in the

7, 26.

here to the end of the verse the preceding exhortation

continued; the connection

non

itself,

involves as a matter of duty the necessity of a holy walk.

is

shown by the copula

/cat.

—

/cat

ei

is

izaripa eniKu-

corresponding to the wf Huva vnaKo/ir, ver. 14. d is here ^^parlicula
non duhilaniis, sed rem notam praesvpponentis "
:

condilionalis, sed ossertiva,

The form

(Calvin).

of the sentence

however, hypothetical

is,

the sense

;

and thus, as ye are indeed now doing." By this form the
language is made more impressive than it would have been by a simple
imKaluadai, as medium, means to "call upon" (for the
causative particle.
meaning " to name," as Wiesinger, De Wette, Bruckner take it, is supported
in the classics only by a doubtful passage in Dio Cass. Ixxvii. 7).
naripa is
the accusative of more precise definition (thus Hof mann also) Luther
"since ye call on Him the (i.e., as, wf) Father." The sense is: "if ye look
on Him as Father who, etc., and ye acknowledge youi'selves as His children." ^
is

"if you act thus

:

;

It is to

be noticed that the inmaKeiade corresponds to the KaXiauvra,

God

has called believers,

they

name Him

Father.

obligations to be holy as

— and

they answer with the

Him,

v.

15

which
This mutual relationship lays the Christians under

He

is holy.'-^

a circumlocution for God
rdv Qeoi^, corresponding to the

epyov,

—

call to

top uKpoauno'/ii/KTug Kpivovra to eKuarov

full of significance, instead of

ver.

uyiov,

in

15.

—

uKpoauno/^ij-rug,

the simple

a

uti.

Xey.,

formed on the noun npoau-noXi/irTTii (Acts x. 34), which is composed of npoaioTrov
The present Kplvovra indicates that
and AafitSuveiv; see jNIeyer on Gal. ii. 6.
The apostle menimpartial judgment is a characteristic function of God.
tions TO ipyov as that according to which the judgment of God is determined;
in this connection the plural is generally found (Rom. ii. 6); by the singular
the whole conduct of man (gutwardly and inwardly) is conceived as a work

—

—
— a son of

of his
also

life.

i/cuirro?;,

ing to his work

not without emphasis.

God though he be
;

it is

It "implies that the Christian

be judged accord-

will, like all others,

arbitrary to limit the application of the general term

iKuarov to Christians only (Schott)

tion between

—

Jew and

;

there

Gentile (Bengel).

is

no thought here of the distincterm Judge, as applied to

— The

The Christian, while conscious
God shed abroad in his heart (Rom. v. 5), must still never
God Judges the evil, that His love^is a holy love, and that sonship

God, stands in a peculiar contrast to naTipa.
of the love of

forget that

involves obligation of obedience towards a Just God.
Tpu(pr)Te,

corresponding to the

—

tv

<j>b^tf)

uyioi ev nuari uvnaTpo(j>7) yevTjdrjTE, ver.

ing which harmonizes with the thought of the impartial judge
thus Peter places

(pojiog first

by way

of emphasis,

(poiioi;

the slavish fear which cannot co-exist with love (see 1

'

It is possible,

and as Gerhard and Weiss

(p. 172) think probable, that P;;ter

here alludes

to the Lord's Prayer.

Schott rightly remarks that 6n-t(coAci<T9ai
based on the same coma<on relationship as
*

is

is

rbv

.

.

.

uvaa-

15; the feelis

the

(p6/Jof

here, indeed, not

John

iv. 18),

no more

but here it is not
the preceding verses
considered as established by God, but as realized iu practice by the readers, i.e., as subin

jectively

;

known and acknowledged by them,

——

;
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18.

is it

the reverence which an inferior feels for a superior (Grotius, Bolten,

but

it is

the holy awe of a judge

Calvin: timor

thoughtless security.
2 Cor.

1; Phil.

vii.

tion of the

walk

tv

Acts

strict sense,

who condemns

1"2.^

ii.

(/»6,3(j;

—

rbv

vjjluv

viii. 34,

LXX.)

chap.

17;

ii.

xpovov specifies the dura-

here applied to the earthly

;

the Christian, inasmuch as their Klnpovofila

life of

etc.);

the opposite of

napoiKia: "the sojourn in a foreign country;" in its

17 (Ezra

xiii.

;

securitati opponilur; cf.

napoiKiac

rfjg

the evil

in heaven, ver.

is

This

•*:

expression serves to give point to the exhortation expressed, hinting as

it

does at the possibility of coming short of the home cf. chap. ii. 11.
Ver. 18. The apostle strengthens his exhortation by reminding his
;

readers of the redemption wrought out for

them by the death

of Christ.

It

an assumption too far-fetched to suppose that this verse serves to show
between the protasis and the apodosis of ver. 17 ''
(Schott).
eldoTEc, not "since ye know," but "considering," "reflecting;"

is

" the causal connection

Gerhard: expendentes

— on

;

cf.

The negation

ov\.

nence to the position.

—

2 Tim.

is

ii.

23 and

my

commentary on the passage.

placed foremost in order the more to give promiupyvpiu 7 xP^f^iv]-

(pOaprolg,

(P^apTolc is

not an adjective

here (Luther: "with perishable silver and gold"), but a substantive: "with
perishable things :" see Winer, p. 491 (E. T., 527).
Benson thinks that by

—

dpyvpiif)

Tj

the apostle alludes to the custom of paying

;\;/5U(7(Gj

Num.

of reconciliation, according to Exod. xxx. 12-16;
this is possible, but not probable.

iii.

money

as a sign

44-51, xviii. 16;

—

klvrpudnTe is here used in its strict signiransom, or redeem by a Hjrpov (cf-. Matt. xx. 28), as in Tit.
ii. 14, whilst in Luke xxiv. 21 this definite application is lost sight of;
with the thought, cf. 1 Cor. vi. 20.
The ransom is stated in the followfication of, to

ing verse.

kn

Trig

fJ^araiag v/iiJv e/vaarpo^^f].

ver.

Cf.

14.

fmrmog,

'^

empty,

without real contents," does not occur in

an ethical sense

LXX.

not to be limited specially to the

Isa. xxxii. 6 translation of JIX is

idolatry of the heathen (Carpzov, Benson, etc.),
service of the

Jews (Grotius). ^

still

— naTponapa66Tov

in the classics;

less to the

ceremonial

belongs to the whole idea

Winer, p. 489 [E. T., 525]). Aretius
by innata nobis natura; but this is not appropriate to avaarpnipfig
correctly, Erasmus
quam ex Palrum Iraditione acceperatis ; Steiger " by
upbringing, instruction, and example" (thus also De Wette-Briickner,
Wiesinger, Weiss, Schott).
This attribute emphatically shows that the
(jLaraia uvaarpotfT/ is peculiar, not to the individual only, but to the whole race,
and has been from the earliest times, and consequently is so completely
preceding:
explains

fia-aiag vfiuv uvampotpf/g (see

it

:

:

WeisB

(p. 170) thinks that the passage,

as the consciousness of liability to err, but

proves Paul's fundamental views
have been different from
those of Peter; this opinion, however, is sufficiently contradicted by Weiss himself, who
admits that in 2 Cor. vii. 1, " Paul mentions

afterwards more precisely defines the expression as that fear which is anxious that nothing
should happen which might cause God, as the
righteous judge, to refuse the inheritance to
him who hopes to attain it.

»

Rona.

viii. 15,

of Christian

the fear of
Christian's

life to

God
life,

fear of Christ."

as a peculiar

mark

of the

and that he often speaks of a

— Schott

insists, in

the

first

that <<>d3o? be understood absolutely
(without special reference to God as the judge)

place,

'

Although naraia

ava<TTpo<i>ri

naTponapa-

8oto? does not necessarily apply to the heathen

(Schott), yet the expression
terizes their

mode

more aptly charac-

of life than the Jewish,

—

—
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master of the individual that he cannot free himself from

it.

— There

is

here no "special reference to Judaeo- Christian readers" (Weiss, p. 181).
Ver. 19. aXka nfiiu utfian]. tljiVji forms the antithesis to (pdaprok, in so far
as the perishable

destitute of true worth.

is

death, but to the bloody death, of Christ;
afiujiov Kal

uamXov

Xpiarov'],

Xpiarov (Wiesinger,

De

(if

.

.

.

aifian refers

Heb.

cf.

ug

.

.

.

a/xvov

antecedent apposition to

in

uaniTiov is

not only to the

ix. 22.

Wette-Briickner), as in chap. Ui-

7,

where likewise

in similar apposition to rw yvvaiKeiu (sc. OKevei).
It is
incorrect to supply, with Steiger, Schott, and others, " ainan " before afivov,

uq uadevEGTEpu OKEVEi

is

taking Xpiarov either as an explanatory adjunct (Steiger), or connecting

—

Hofmann).
wf is
Schott and Hofmann

directly with alfian (Schott,

parative, as,
ti/xvov

among

others,

only an actual lamb

is

meant," but

it

it

merely comhold, maintaining that " by
emphasizes that Christ is a blamealso here not

—

and spotless lamb (Gerhard, De Wette-Briickner). ^
ti/ztof is, as Briickner also assumes, to be understood of a sacrificial lamb. This is clear both
since the ransom by the aifxa of Christ (Lev. xvii. 11)
from the connection
and from the attributes ufiufioc and uamXoc, of which
is here in question
the former is used in the O. T. expressly to denote the faultlessness of
animals taken for sacrifice (Q'PIJ', LXX. ufiufing),
to this class lambs also
less

—
—

—

:

The

was probably suggested to Peter
by Isa. liii. 7 (cf. chap. ii. 22 ff.); from this it must not, however, be inferred,
with Weiss (p. 227 ff.) and Schott, that there is nowhere here any reference
For although the passage in Isaiah compares the
to the idea of sacrifice.
servant of God to a lamb simply on account of the patience he exhibited in
belonged.

precise designation, a lamb,

still it is based so wholly on the idea of sacrifice,
and the sufferings of Christ are so expressly presented as propitiatory, that
it is easily explainable how, with this passage applied to Him, Christ could
have been thought of precisely as a sacrificial lamb. Doubtless it is not
Peter's intention to give special prominence to the fact that Christ is the
for in that case the definite
sacrificial lamb designated by Isaiah's prophecy
article would not have been wanting (cf. John i. 29, and Meyer m loc); but
which,
alluding to the above passage, Peter styles Him generally a lamb,
however, he conceives as a sacrificial lamb. There is no direct allusion
(Wiesinger) here to the paschal lamb (De Wette-Briickner, Schott) the
want of the article forbids it. Hofmann, though he has justly recognized
this, still firmly holds by the reference to the paschal lamb; only in thus
far, however, that he terms the slaying of it " the occurrence " which " was
here present to the apostle's mind."^ But the fact that the blood of this

the midst of his sufferings,

;

—

;

1

If

10?

he taken as instituting a comparison,

alixan.

The

apostle would
by prefixing

there then arises the singulai- thought, that the

indicated

it

as precious as that of a lamb

ai>aTi to

a.fi.vov.

blood of Christ

is

without blemish.

Hofmann, indeed, avoids

by supplying to ws not n/aiw
but aiixari only, and observes that the

2

Hofmann

says:

in
at

some way have
least

a simple

"The meaning

same was done

is

not

to Christ as to the

this conclusion

that the

a'i/iioTt,

paschal lamb, but the recollection of the paschal lamb explains only how Peter came to

shedding of blood alone (not the shedding of
precious blood)
a spotless lamb
justification

is
;

compared

but there

is

to the slaying of

not the slightest

for thus separating

Ti/xim

from

compare the shedding of Christ's blood with
the shedding of the blood of a spotless lamb."

— As to whether

the paschal lamb should be

:
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20.

Israel out of Egypt, but to preserve them from
opposed to any such allusion. Further, it must not
be left unnoticed that in the N. T. the paschal lamb is always styled to nuaxa;
and in the passage treating of it in Esod. xii. in the LXX., the expression
The adjunct: ug
uani?^),
KpdjSaTov only, and never ufivuc, is employed.
serves to specify particularly the blood of Christ as sacrificial, and not merely
to give a nearer definition of its preciousness (the lifiioi^), inasmuch as, "according to Petrine conceptions, it is precisely the innocence (denoted here
by the two attributes) and the patience (conveyed by ufii>6g) which give to the

Iamb did not serve

to

the destroying angel,

ransom

is

—

suifering its

the blood

ti/it)"

lies

in this, that

He

(as opposed

in this, that

shed

it

it

The

to "Weiss, p. 281 f.).
is

the blood of Christ

;

its

.

.

preciousness of

redemptive power

— With
— uamTiog

as a sacrificial lamb without blemish andfault.^

in addition to Lev. xxii. IS

uiiufxoc, cf.

.

ff.,

Heb.

especially

ix. 14.

not to be found in the LXX., and in the N. T. only metaphorically the
two expressions here conjoined are a reproduction of the x'? 0=113-73 D'pri
ia-n.'.n'
All the commentators construe
Lev. xxii. 18 ff. (AViesinger).
is

;

,

what precedes, Hofmann only excepted, who separates it thereit with what follows, taking XpioTov Trpoeyvuafievov, k.t.Tl., as
was foreordained," etc.).
Christ
an absolute genitive (i.e., "in that
But this construction does not specify by whose blood the redemption was

Xpiarov with

from, and connects

.

accomplished, nor does
of the participial

Remark.

it

.

.

.

.

give a clear logical connection between the thought

and that of the principal

— It

.

clause.

must be observed, that whilst the power

of blotting out sin,

is

of propitiation,

i.e.,

attributed to the blood of the sacrifice, Lev. xvi. 11, the

here specified as the means by which we are redeemed from
From this, it must not be concluded, with Weiss (p. 279),
that the blood of Christ is not regarded here as the blood of offering, inasmuch
" as the sacrifice can have an expiatory, but not a redemptory, worth " for the
two are in no way opposed to each other. Tlie expiation is nothing different

blood of Christ
the

is

fiaruia avaaTpo(^fi.

;

The
i.e., ransom from the guilt by the blood freely shed.
redemption, however, which is here spoken of, though, doubtless, not identical
which
a circumstance
with expiation, is yet a necessary condition of it,
Pfleiderer also fails to observe, when he says that the passage has reference
only "to the putting away of a life of sin, to moral improvement, not to

from the redemption,

—

expiation of the guilt of sin."

Ver. 20.

indeed not simply and at once praeordinaius

irpoeyvua/iivov uev is

(Beza), but the foreknowledge of

was

to

God

to Christ

it

was provided

with respect to the salvation He
In regard
cf. ver. 2
npoyvuatc-

(Trpoeyvua/xivov refers

considered as a eacrificlal lamb (Kell on Gen.
xii.) or not. Is a matter of dispute, which
cannot be decided here.
'

is,

bring about, essentially a providing;

Schott,

in

opposition

to

this,

"This blood can redeem because
the divine Mediator (Xptcrro?), but
able In that

it

la

asserts

it is

that of

it is

vnlu-

the blood of an inuoceut

Saint."

:

not directly to

This

Is,

u/^vov,

but to

however, erroneous, since
to redeem only, because

this blood has

power

Christ shed

as a sacrifice for propitiation.

It

it is not clear why this blood should not
even have Its full worth from the fact that it is
the blood of the Mediator.

But

—

;
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He

Xpiarov) that

should appear {^hvepudtvTog

lamb

as a sacrificial

6e)

to

redeem the world by His blood. The passage does not say that Christ
would have appeared even though sin had never entered.
npd Kurajiol^^
Koa/xov, a frequent designation of antemundane eternity, John xvii. 24
Eph.
This nearer definition specifies the sending of Christ as having origii. 4.
nated in the eternal counsels of God, in order thus to give point to the

—

;

exhortation contained in ver. 17.

—

of Christ, which in this passage

He was

obscurity in which

(puvEpudivrog 6e

here of the

appearing

first

represented as an emerging from the

is

(chap. v.

His second coming);

of

4,

is

it

rect to refer (pavepudevToc to the obscurity of the divine counsels (as

commentary), since

iu this

tpriTEia,

Rightly interpreted,

ver. 10.

The sequence

of Christ.^

to be explained

fiEvov is

—

mentioned.

much

(pavepudevrog applies as

Between the

the person of Christ.

and the

irpdyvucig

this,

ek' eaxurov tuv xf'ovuv].

as irpoeyvoafiEvov to

cpavepuaig lies

(pavEpudivrog testifies to

of the aorist participle

from

incor-

formerly
the npo-

the pre-existence

on the participle npoEyvDa-

that by (pavEpudivTog an historical fact

iaxanv. a substantival use of

"at

it,

is

the

end of the times." This Ecxarov of the times is here conceived as the whole
period extending from the first appearance of Christ to His second coming

manner Heb.

in like

i.

1

;

where by EcxaTov is meant
coming of Christ;
Note the antithesis: Trpb KarajS. k. and Ln' eoxutov

otherwise 2 Pet.

iii. 3,

the time as yet future, immediately preceding the second

manner

in like
T.XP--

1 Pet.

i.

5.^

—

beginning and end united in Christ.

di'

v/idg

refers in the first in-

same time all ekIekto'l. Believers
are the aim of all God's schemes of salvation what an appeal to them to
walk Ev (pui3(j rbv rfig napoidag xpovov
There is as little here to indicate any
reference to the heathen (Hofmann) as there was in elg v/xcig, ver. 10.
stance to the readers, but embraces at the

;

!

Ver. 21.

avrov (i.e., Xpiaroii) ncarEvovrag (or iriorovg)

Toijg di'

the same clausal connection as in vv. 4 and

5.

— The

Etg is

very frequent in the N. T., especially in John; Christ

part

named

as the object

;

God, as here, in John

elg Oeov].

rovg:

construction nioTevEiv
is for

the most

44, xiv. 1.

xii.

— This

adjunct, by giving prominence to the fact that the readers are brought to

God by Christ, confirms the thought previously expressed 6i' v/xug.^
Nor should it ever have been denied that by it the readers may be recogfaith in

nized as having been heathens formerly.

—

tov kysipavTa avrbv ek vEKpuv kol do^av

avrCj dovTa,*

not subjoined aimlessly as an accidental predicate applied by the

apostle to

God

1

165)

Schmid
:

"

but, closely linked on to Qeov, the

;

rightly says {Bibl. Theol., 11. p.

Trpo€yvia<Ttt.ivov

does

not

deny

the

actual pre-existence, because Xpio-roC Includes

a designation which

Bake

18

words serve to describe

actually justified in this, that they

have faith in God through Him."
*

Weiss

(p.

243)

lays stress

on

Sdi/ra

in

not yet realized iu the

order to prove the low plane of Peter's con-

actual pre-existence, but will be so only iu

ception of the person of Christ; yet Christ

virtue of the ^avepiadyivai."

also says, in the

-

It is

is

indeed correct that, as Schott says,

the end of the times
festation of Christ;

through the manibut it is an arbitrary

assertion to say that

eiri

is so,

serves to give

prominence and precision to

more

this thought.

s Hofmann
" The assertion that Christ
was foreordained and made manifest for their
:

Gospel of John, that God had
i^ovaia naarn <rapKos,

given him

iiori,

&6$a, etc.

Paul, too, asserts that

/cpiVis,

God

exalted

Christ, and gifted Eim (exapiaaro) with the
opona to vnkp Traf ovo/jia; there is a similar
passage, too, in Hebrews, that God has ap-

pointed or

made Him

xAripdi-o/Aos iravTuv.
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22.

I.

more nearly as the object of the Christian faith. The conviction that
God has raised and glorified Christ tlie Crucified belongs essentially to the
Christian faith in God with the first half of this clause, cf Horn. iv. 24,
eiov

;

.

John

5,22; and
with the whole thought, Eph. i. 20; Acts ii. 32 f. This adjunct, defining
Oeov more nearly, is not meant to declare "how far Christ by His revelation
11; 2 Cor.

viii.

14; Gal.

iv.

1; with the second,

i.

xvii.

—

the whole structure of the clause
has produced faith in God" (Wiesinger),
but what is the faith to which through Christ the
is opposed to this,
unre, not iva (Oecumenius, Luther: "in order
readers have attained.

—

—

;

is it itaque, as if a " del " or
a ";tP^" were to be supplied to ebai (Aretius) but "so that," it denotes the
fruit which faith in God, who raised up Christ from the dead, has brought
forth in the readers, which supplies the confirmation that Christ has ap-

that " thus also the Syr., Vulg., Beza, etc.), nor
;

peared for their sake

{6i'

avTovg).

—

rf/v

Most

nicTtv vfzuv Kal eTinida dvai tig Qeov'].

" so that

your faith and your hope are directed to
God;" Weiss, on the other hand (p. 43), Bruckner, Schott, Fronmiiller,
Hofmann, take it " so that your faith is at the same time hope toward
God." The position of the words seems to favor this last translation, since

interpreters translate

:

:

the genitive
either v/xuv
1 Thess.

ijfiuv

ttjv

ii.

stands between the two substantives, whilst otherwise

mariv Kal

12), or

have been expected
Totc dyiotg uTToaToTiOiq

kl-nlda

tt)v n.

— but

;

(or

i?Ln.

«.

ttjv

vfiuv niar.), (cf.

v/iuv (cf . Phil.

i.

npo<pT]Tai.q

nection of thought gives the preference to the
case, not only is it noticeable that

On

occurs.

20; Phil.

i.

1 Thess.

is

in

i.

25;

would
Eph. iii. 5

iii.

7),

the other hand, the con-

latter

"the result

Rom.
;

inasmuch as

this is not decisive,

avTov Kal

20

view

;

for, in

the former

exactly the same as that

denoted by roirf maTovg" (Weiss), but in it e^nida seems to be nothing more
than an accidental appendage, whilst in reality it is the point aimed at in
the whole deduction that is to say, the truth and livingness of faith (in the
;

resurrection

a hope;

and

glorification of Christ) are manifested in this, that

cf. vv. 3, 6, 9, 13. ^

wrong in thinking that
the same time to ttjv nicTiv

Schott

is

reference not only to eTimda, but at

by nlaug here only nianc

elg

Qtov can be understood, yet

manv

vi^uv.

is

given to Christ;

Ver. 22.

From

and regards

>

Weiss

is

elg

cf.

Geov,

Rom.

ver. 22 to ver.

love one of another.

is

viii. 11, 17.

25 the third exhortation,^ and

Gerhard incorrectly joins

vv. 18-21 as a parenthesis.

wrong

in saying that, according

to Peter's view, faith is but tlie preparatory

Btep to hope, since

it

for though

grammatically

— The object of

Tdv eyeipavra ai^rov, k.t.A.; it is

which

;

also

Qtov has

which is closely linked on to iXnida,
hope is specified in the words
the resurrection and attainment of the 6u^a

impossible to connect the final
likewise with t^v

it is

it is

eig

rather includes the latter.

2 Hofmaun, without any suflicient reason,
Bupposes the third exhortation to begin with
ver. 18, although the amplifications contained
In vv. 18-21 serve eminently to inculcate the
preceding exhortation. The expression eiSdre?
can be joined either with a preceding or a sub-

—

its

subject

this verse with verse 17,

rug rpvxiig vfidv rjyvLKOTeg'].

The

par-

sequent idea; yet it must be observed that in
N. T. the first combiuation is more frequent than the second, and that in the latter

tile

case eiSbres
tide,

of

is

by which

always accompanied by a parit is

marked as the

a subsequent set

of

altogether overlooljs this.
icat

lirsl

word

Ilofmann
Here undoubtedly

phrases;

would have been prefixed

to eifibres.

—
:
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does not here express the accomplished act as the basis of the exhor-

ticiple

were: "after that

tation, as if it

Wiesinger), but

it

ye, or since ye,

have purified" (Bengel,

stands closely linked on to the imperative, and denotes

the duty which must ever be fulfilled (hence the perf.)

be realized (De Wette-Briickner, Schott, Fronmiiller)

"make

chaste

.

.

.

and,"

etc.

—

if

the uyanuv

is to

Luther, inexactly

^

;

a religious idea denoting in the

uyvi^eiv,

:

first

instance the outward, and afterwards the inward consecration and sanctify(cf. John xi. 55; Acts xxi. 24,26, xxiv. 18); in passages too, as
where it expresses moral cleansing from all impurity (here more especially from selfishness), it does not lose its religious significance
cf Jas.
iv. 8; 1 John iii. 3.^
Iv ry vnaKo^ rf/g uXTjdciac;].
iikridua is the truth revealed and expressed in the gospel in all its fulness. ^
vnaKorj, not "faith"
(Wiesinger), but "obedience."
The genitive is not the gen. subj.: "the
obedience which the truth begets," but the gen. obj.: "obedience to the
truth." This imaKor), however, consists in helievbirj what the truth proclaims,
and in performing what it requires (thus Weiss also).
The preposition kv
exhibits vnanorj as the element in which the Christian must move in order
If the reading fiLu KvevfiaTog be
to procure the sanctification of his soul.

ing also
here,

;

—

.

tj

—

—

—

adopted, the nvevnu
incoi'rectly

:

is

not the human

spirit,

but the Spirit of God

;

Luther,

that the apostle here means to observe that the word of

must not only be heard and

read, but be laid hold of

—

loith the heart.

God

eig (pila-

de^lav uvv-nuKpiTov does not belong to the dyaTr^oare following, either as denot-

ing the terminus of love, and the sense being:
i.e., in

unum corpus fraternae

caritatis

;

diligite vos in

ing out the " agency by which " nor,

finally, is it ecbatic

;

manifestum fiat, vos esse innicem fratres (Gerhard);

conjunction with

be directed.

is to

selfishness,

TiyviKoreg,

caritatem,

specifies the

— but

it is

:

ita

ut

omnibus

to be taken in

aim towards which the uyvi^eiv
away of all

Sanctification towards love, by the putting

must ever precede love

peculiar to Christians:

With

and

fmlernam

or as 6ia (Oecumenius), and thus point-

cf.

John

—

itself.

2 Pet.

i.

7;

love of the brethren

^iXadeA(pia,

Rom.

10; 1 Thess.

xii. 9,

iv. 9.

where true unfeigned love is described.
it being thus a
£K (Kadapug) Kapdiag is not to be joined with what precedes,
somewhat cumbrous adjunct,
but with what follows, setting forth in relief
an essential element of love; with the expression bk Kapdiac, cf. Rom. vi. 17;
Matt, xviii. 35 ((iTrd tuv aapdiuv vfiQv) on the Rec. ek Kadapag Kupdcag, see 1 Tim.
uuvnoKpiToc, cf. 1

iii.

18,

—

—

;

1

Hofraann

(ieclares himself

oppoBed

to

both

of these interpretations, or rather he seeks to

unite them after a fashion, by assuming that

the participial clause partakes of the impera-

He

likewise

purification,

presup-

tive tone of the principal clause.

characterizes

personal

posed by that love which is ever and anon
manifested, as that which should have been
accomplished once for all (as if it were possible
to command that something should have taken
place) he then adds that he who has not yet
dedicated his soul to brotherly love must do
;

80

still (!).
2

Schott leaves this religious reference en-

tirely unnoticed.

He

states that the original

meaning of the word dyvo'; " is that purity of
mind which regards one thing only as the
the
foundation and aim of all practical life,

—

Crenier, too, thinks that
truly moral."
although originally it had the religious sense
" to dedicate," it is (John xi. 55, Acts xxi. 24,
26, xxiv. 18,

excepted) as a terra, techn. foreign

to the N. T., and is here only equal to "to
purify," " to cleanse " (without the secondary
meaning " to dedicate ").
»

Calvin's limitation of the idea

" veritalera accipit

Domiuus

pro regula,

is

arbitrary

quam

in evangelio praescribit."

nobis

—
CHAP.
i.

5.^

—

alXiiXovg ayanfjaare iKTsvuc].

I.

ayandv

"
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23.

not to be limited, as Wiesinger

is

proposes, "to the manifestation of love in act;" the passages, chap.
1

John

gies

;

do not justify

18,

iii.

this limitation.

iKievuq,

iv. 8,

"with strained ener-

" it denotes hei-e " the persevering intensity of lore " (in like manner,
Luther translates " ardently ;
;

Fronmiiller, Hofniann)
Weiss, p. 336
Schott without any reason asserts that in
;

all

in the temporal sense of duration,

used only

the N. T. passages the

and therefore

is

word

is

so to be taken

here; Luke xxii. 24, Acts

xii. 5, xxvi. 7, 1 Pet. iv. 8, are evidence not /or,
The chief emphasis lies not on uyaitriaaTe,
but against, Schott's assertion.
but on £/c (Kadapug) Kopdiag and eKTEvug.
Ver. 23. avayeycvvTjtievot gives the ground of the preceding exhortation,
by referring to the regeneration from incorruptible seed already accom-

plished, which, as

it

alone renders the aya-av iuTevug possible, also

Luther: "as those who are born afresh; "

it.

regeneration

described, as to the origin of

is

it,

John

demands

This
by the words which follow,
the position is strengthened

cf. 1

iv. 7, v. 1.

and withal in such a way that here, as in ver. 18,
by placing the negation first.
ovk Ik anopug (pdaprfig, ua?m utpdupruv].
OTropd,
strictly, "the sowing, the begetting," is not here used with this active force
(Aretius: satio incorrupta h. e. regcneratio ad vitam aeternam.
Fronmiiller:
"the energizing principle of the Holy Spirit"), but it is "seed," because, as
De Wette says, the epithet suggests the idea of a substance. By a-n-opu cpdapTT)
is to be understood not the semen frugitm, hut the seine?! humanum (De Wette,
The question arises,
Wiesinger, Weiss, Schott, Hofmann); cf John i. 13.
in what relation do £« a-opug u<i)dup-ov and dia loyov stand to one another?

—

—

The

direct connection of the figurative expression (cTropu) with the literal

and the correspondence which evidently exists between u(pdupTov and
nevovTor, do not allow of the two ideas being considered as different,
cTTopd being taken to denote the " Holy Spirit " (De Wette-Briickner).

(loyog),

Ci'.>vTog K.

nor of

On

the other hand, the difference of the prepositions points to a distinction

from the fact that

to which,

ai^opu

is

a figurative, loyog a real appellative

(Gerhard, Weiss, Schott),- justice has not yet been done.

The use

of the

two prepositions is to be understood by supposing a different relation of
the same thing (of the Viyog) to the regeneration in k^ we have its point
of departure, and not merely its "originating cause" (Hofmann) ;3 we have
;

1

This

participial clause joins itself natiir-

what precedes, and

ally with

Hofmann,
(chap.

ii.

1)

to
;

be

taken

with

dn-o9e>«i'oi, as

is

not,

with

what follows

ovv shows, begins

new sentence. The connection proposed by
Hofmann would give rise to a very clumsy
phraseology. Were it true that regeneration
a

has nothing to do with brotherly love, then of
course neither has it any thing to do with the
laying aside of those lusts which are opposed
to love,

says,

spoken of

,ndeed,

in

chap.

that chap.

ii.

ii.

1

1.

Hofmann

describes the

centrales of an-AoTrj? (childlike simplicity),
not of <l)i\aSe\(f)ia\ but is not the opposite of
the on> the opposite of the other also? The
constri ::tion in Rom. xiii. 11 S. is only iu

appearance similar to that which Hofmann
understands as occurring here.
* Weiss is of opinion that, as an explanation of the metaphor, Sea only can be employed
with Aoyos, not ex, which belongs exclusively
to the figure.
This is, however, incorrect;
6ia would doubtless not have been suited to
a-nopa, but
might very well have been used
with \6yov (cf. John iii. 5), indeed, must h.ive
been so if the \6yo<; itself were regarded as
<rjropo.
The two prepositions express, each of
them, a different relation,
* ^viso in the passages quoted by Hofmann,

U

John i. 13, iii. 5; Matt. i. IH.
more than a mere causal action,

—U

indicates

—
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God looked upon as the principle implanted in man working
newness of life (6 loyo^ EfKpvroq, Jas. i. 21) 6lu, on the other hand, points to
6ia loyov
the outward instrumentality by which the new life is effected.
the Chrisev t?) vnaKofi ttjq ulrid.
^(l^vTog Oioi) Kal fxevovrng refers back to ver. 22
tian is laid under obligation to continued sanctification Iv vn. t. dA., inasmuch
as he has been begotten again to newness of being, by the word of God, i.e.,
the word of

;

:

the word of truth.

—

/loj/of

word

Qiov is every

word which, originating

;

of divine revelation;

here

God, proclaims Christ, i.e., the
gospel.
Schwenkfeld erroneously understands by it the Johannine Logos,
which, indeed, even Didjnnus had considered possible.
On the construction of the adj. l^Civrog and fiivovToq, Calvin says: possumus legere tarn sermonem
viventem Dei, quam Dei vivends ^ he himself prefers the second combination;
thus also Vulg., Oecum., Beza, Hensler, Jachmann, etc. Most interpreters
give preference, and with justice, to the Jirst, for which are decisive both the
contents of the following verses, in which the emphasis is laid, not on
the abiding nature of God, but of the word of God, and the position of the
words
otherwise ^(JvTog, on account of the subsequent koI [livovrog, must
have stood after Qeov. The superaddition of /liuovrog arises from the circumstance that this attribute is deduced from the previous one, and is brought
in so as to prepare the way for the passage of Scripture (ver. 25 /levei) (De
Wette).! The characteristics specified by these attributes are applicable to
the word of God, not in its form, but in its inner substance. It is living in
essence as in effect; and it is enduriixg, not only in that its results are
If the subjoined eig tov aiihva be
eternal, but because itself never perishes.
spurious, then without it the fitveiv must not be limited to i\\e present life.^
Vv. 24, 25. Quotation from Isa. xl. 6, 8, slightly altered from the LXX.
in order to confirm the eternal endurance of the word by a passage from the
Old Testament. 3
dioTi, as in ver. 16; the passage here quoted not only
confirms the idea fievovrog, but it gives the reason why the new birth has
taken place through the living and abiding word of God (so, too, Hofm.).
The reason is this, that it may be a birth into life that passes not away.
especially the

in

—

—

:

—

—

nuaa

aupi, i.e., nag uvdpunog

" all creature existence,"

for of a plant

Hofmann

1

it

;

c AKO fragilitatem naturae indicat (Aretius)

embracing both stones and plants,

cannot be said that

strangely enough explains the

position of ©eou by assuming
as an apposition between the

it

to

be placed

two predicates

to

it is

ug

x^P'^'o^-

—

(Schott),

etc.

<^f Xop'^°? is

not

;

to be

found

which the voice contained. Just as,
put to ray lips a cup which contains

truth

when

I

wine,

I

drink the wine, although

down my

Thus

I

thrust not

with the
drops into

which it serves as basis; he accordingly thinks
the words should be written thus: 6ia Koyov

the cup

^(ofTo?, 0eoC, Ka't /lievovTos

the huart, and becomes living, although the

The word,

2

(

!).

as the revelation of the Spirit,

although changeable, according to
word also applies what Paul
" this corruptible shall
Cor. xv. 54)

is eternal,
its

form;

says

(1

to the

:

put on incorruption, and this mortal shall put
on immortality." Luther admirably says:
" The word is an eternal, divine power. For
although voice and speech pass away, the
keroel remains, i.e., the understanding, the

word which the

throat.

voice utters;

it

it

is

voice leraains outside and piisses away. Therefore

it

is

indeed a divine power,

it is

God

Himself."
^

The

context in no

way

indicates that the

apostle had particularly desired to

make em-

phatic "that natural nationalities, with

all

form but a tie for these earthly
periods of time" (Schott).
their glory,

—

—
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25.

—

text nor in the LXX.
««? mlaa do^a avr^ci instead of
have uvepunov in Hebrew, npn. Incorrectly, A^orstius Ap,

Hebrew

LXX.

the

I.

;
;

:

;

gloriae ejus intelligit praecipue legem Mosis

et

hominum

doctrinas

Calvin, again rightly: omne id (juod in rebus hiimanis magnijicum dicilur.
i^ripdvd/) 6 xopTog, k.t.Tl.,

resemble the X'Jp'^og and
"the relation of the flesh
quite the same as that of the grass

and

its do^a

assert that

avTov

aiiToii,

e|£7re(Tf].

—

gives the point of comparison, that wherein the aup^

if it

its civdog;

but

it

does not emphatically

to its glory in point of nothingness is
in its

bloom"

be the true reading,

is

(Schott).

Kal -d uvdog

an addition made by Peter,

found neither in the LXX. nor in the Hebrew text. By the
and kieneas the transitoriness is more strongly marked
Ver. 25. Instead of Kvpiov, the LXX. have tov Qtov i/uuv,
cf. Jas. i. 11, V. 2.
^yryiH.
Kvplov can hardly have been written on purpose by Peter " because
he had in his mind Christ's word" (Luthardt). James refers to the same
passage here cited by Peter, without, however, quoting it verbatim.
In the
following words the apostle makes the application tovto 6e ianv\. rovro is
for

it

is

to be

preterites

i^TjpuvOr)

—

—

:

not used "substantively, as the predicate of the sentence, equal to that
namely, eternally abiding word of God is, the word of God preached
among you " (Schott); but it refers back simply to the preceding to pF/fza avpiov,
and is equivalent to, "this word, of which it is said that it remaineth for-

is,

ever, is the

word which has been preached among you."

—

to

f)T//ia

rb evayye-

denotes the word of
promise, here the gospel. Peter identifies them with each other, as indeed
in their inmost nature they are one, containing the one eternal purpose of
Tiiadiv'].

God

Periphrasis for the gospel.

for the

In the O. T.

it

redemption of the world, distinguished only according to

ferent degrees of development.

eig vfiuc, i.e., v/xiv,

dif-

in the expression here

used, however, the reference to the hearers comes more distinctly into prominence (cf. 1 Thess. ii. 9, and Lunemann in loc).
In the last words Peter
has spoken of the gospel preached to the churches to which he writes, as the
word of God, by which his readers are begotten again of the incorruptible

—

seed of divine

life,

so that as such, in obedience to the truth thus

commu-

nicated to them, they must sanctify themselves to unfeigned love of the
brethren.
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CHAPTER

II.

Ver. 1. Instead of vnoKpinetc, B reads vnoKpiaiv^ correction after the preceding iV)2.ov, with which it is in signification closely linked on. In like manner
the reading nuaav KaTahikiav, N (pr. m.), for Tidaaf Karalakiag, is to he taken as
an alteration. In A, some vss., niiaag is wanting before KaToXaliag it could
;

inasmuch as the two preceding words are without
ab^rjdr/TE, most codd. (A, B, C, K, P, X, ah), etc.,
read: dg aunipiau (accepted by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch.). The adjunct
is wanting in the Kec. (after L, and several min. ); it may be omitted, inasmuch
as an adjunct of this kind is not necessary to the words, ev ahru ah^rjdrjTe.
"Ver. 3. The Rec. elnep, after C, K, L, P, al., Vulg. (si tamen), is retained by
Tisch. 7 on the other hand, Tisch. 8 and Lachm. have adopted the simple ei.
This is supported by A, B, K (m. pr. C has corrected dnep), Cyr., Clem. The
Ver. 5.
Rec. seems to have made the alteration for the sake of the sense.
easily

have fallen

adjectives.

— Yer.

aside,

2.

After

;

—

A**, C, X, several min., Vulg., Cyr. read enoiKodojxeiade (Tisch. 8), which, however, seems to be a correction after Eph. ii. 20.
Lachm. and Tisch. 8 read the prep, eig between oUog nvevuaTLKog and UpuTevfia
The common reading is
ayiov, after A, B, C, N, 5, al., several vss., and K, V.
supported by K, L, P, many min., Vulg., other versions, Clem., etc.; Tisch, 7
has retained it; De Wette, Wiesinger, Schott, Reiche, have in like manner
De Wette speaks of the interpolation
declared themselves in favor of the Rec.
of elg, "as facilitating a transition, otherwise abrupt, to another conception;"
Instead of olKodo/nnade (Tisch.

7),

—

;

on the other hand, Briickner and Hofmann prefer the other reading, which is
The eig may be omitted, inasmuch as the
attested by weightier witnesses.
thought might seem inappropriate that an ohog should be built up to an
tu before 0tw is doubtful for it, are L, P, etc. against. A, B, C,
itpuTevfj.a.
Ver. 6. diori,
Lachm. and Tisch. have doubtless correctly omitted it.
R, al.
with Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch,, etc, according to almost all the authorities,
instead of the Rec. 6id Kal, which is to be found only in min. and in Orig.
if T7f ypa<py\.
Rec, after K, L, P, several min., etc.; Tisch. reads, after A, B,
Lachm. has adopted v jpa(j>r}, which is found in C, several
N, 38, 73, ev ypntpij
min., Vulg., Hier., Aug. This last reading seems, however, to be only a correction, in order to avoid the difficulty which lies in connecting the verb mpiexei
Instead of en avru, x (pr. m.) has en' avrov, which is not
with ev [ry] ypacpl).
Ver. 7, Instead of the uneiOovaiv of the Rec,
supported by other witnesses.
after A, K, L, P, etc (Tisch, 7, Lachm,, Buttm.), Tisch. 8, after B, C, K, al.,

—

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

Xidov],
has adopted amarovciv. Perhaps the Rec is a correction after ver. 8.
Retained by Tisch, in its
Rec, after C**, K, L, P, X (pr, rp..). al., Thph,
stead Lachm, has ?iiOog this reading is found in A, B, C*, several min,, Oec
Since in Greek it is by no means uncommon that the substantive is often put

—

;

;
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in the same case as the relative which it precedes, MOov need occasion no surprise
as, in addition to this, ^idov is found in the LXX., A/flof seems to have
been the original reading, which became changed into Tudov, following the LXX.
ywvlaq Kai are wanting
The words ^idog
and the common usage in Greek.
.
;

—

in the Syr. ver.

.

.

Grotius, Mill, Seraler, Hottlnger, therefore consider

;

spurious, for which, nevertheless, sufficient justification

Rec,

is

them

— Ver.

wanting.

11.

and K, V; retained by Lachm.
and Tisch., whilst A, C, L, P, several min., read umxeada, which Buttm. has
adopted see on this the commentary Lachm. adds v/j.uc, after the Vulg., as
Ver. 12. Instead of enonTevaavreg, Rec,
Tisch. remarks, "ex errore de C."
after A, K, L, P, al., inoiTTevovTeg must be read, with Lachm. and Tisch., after
B, C, N, al., Thph., Oec. on account of the 6o^uauaii> following, the present
could easily have been changed into the aorist.
Ver. 13. vnomyjjre oiv], Lachm.
and Tisch. 8 omit uvv, after A, B, C, X, al., Didy., Cassiod. ovv (Tisch. 7) is supported only by K, L, P, many min., etc. it is possible that ovv was interpolated
in order to obtain a firmer connection of thought.
In Cod. X (pr. m.) uvdpunivif
is wanting, but is supported by almost all witnesses.
Ver. 14. The Rec, following C and several min., retains /j-sv after EK6lK7}aiv, which had been rightly
Ver. 18. X has after deandraig the pron. vfiuv.
rejected already by Griesbach.
Ver. 19. —Different adjuncts to x<^pi-^ are found in different codd., as Qeov, Qeu,
napii Qeu, napd rw 9fu, which have been all interpolated later, in order to define
the idea more precisely. —Several min. and C have, instead of cvv£i6r]civ Oeov
avveidyjaiv uyaQrjv
cvviii^rjciv Oeov ayadr/v.
in A* both readings are combined
Ver. 20. The Rec. has tovto ;tup<f this reading Tisch. 8 has retained, as he
asserts, following B, C, K, L, P, X, etc.; on the other hand, Lachm., Buttra.,
Tisch. 7, read tovto yup ;\;«P«f, after A. According to Buttm., this reading is
Ver. 21. The codices vary between the Kec. (ed. Elzev.)
found also in B (X ?).
vTTEp vfiuv, vfuv, which is found in A, B, C, X, several min., Oec, Amb., etc.
(Lachm., Tisch. 8) vnip f/fiuv, vij.lv in K, L, P, al., Slav., Vulg., Cyr., etc. (Scholz,
Tisch. 7, Relche), and imap r/fiijv, i/fxiv, in several min., etc. (Rec).
Tisch.
remarks Nil probabilius quam r]fuv vfilv in caussafuisse, cur bis ab aliis v/iiv ab
aliifi viuv scriberetur.
Quod tola oratio ad lectores incitandos instituta est, id
emendatori marjis vfuv quam nulv commendabat. According to almost all the
authorities, v/ilv is the original reading
it is possible that, in accordance with
it, Tj/iCiv was changed into muv
it is also possible that the application of Xp.
InadEv to the readers alone seemed inappropriate to the copyist, and that he
changed vixijv into f/fiuv. Wiesinger, Schott, and Hofm. hold fjiuiJv, and Bruckner
aTTEXiadai].

after B,

K,

X, several min., vss.,

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

—

—

—

:

—

:

;

;

—

;

:

;

;

v/iuv, to

be the original reading

X reads

anidavEv instead of EiradEv, supported by general testimony,

;

the weightiest authorities decide for

v/xuv.

and

—

in ver.

—

Ver. 24. The avrov after uulum
supported only by L, P, X (pr. m.), 40, al., Thph., Oec, whilst A, B, C,
K, have it not Lachm. has accordingly omitted it, whilst Tisch., on the other
hand, has retained it. Although avTov is in itself the more difficult, still, on
23, e1ol66pel (pr. m.) instead of uvTEloiibpEL.

(Rec.)

is

;

account of the preponderating evidence against it, it can hardly be regarded as the
original reading
its addition can be explained also partly from the endeavor to
;

form

this relative clause as similarly as possible to the preceding og

partly

from the circumstance that

it is

to be

fgund in

Isa.

liii.

5,

LXX.

.

.

;

.

airog,

although

avrov emendatori deberi incredibile est ; nee magis crediinlatum esse servato inepte ov. Wiesinger, Briickner, Schott,
Hofra., hold avrov to be original.
Ver. 25. irlavufieva] Rec, after C, K, L, P,
etc., Thph., Oec; on the other hand, Lachm. and Tisch., following A, B, X,

Tisch. says

bile avTov ex

:

ov

.

.

.

LXX.

—

—
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etc.,

:
;

ToL,

reading

;

TIarl., Fylg.,

have adopted

irlavuiiEvoi,

which

probably

is

tlie

original

the change into nTuivufieva was very natural, on account of the irpo^aTa

immediately preceding.

Vv. 1, 2. uTTodEfievot ovv
emnod^irare']The admonition which commences here stands, as ovv shows, in close conRection with what precedes.
In ver. 22 the apostle had exhorted to unfeigned love one of another, which
love he shows to be conditioned by dyvi^siv ev t?) viraKorj i^g uATjdeiac, and
grounded on uvayeyevvTinhov elvaL', from this deducing the dnoTiOeadcu nuaav
.

KaKLav,K.T.?L.,

now

he

.

.

exhorts emnoddv to T^oyubv

The

yuTia.

apostle's intention,

explaining at once the connection of this with the foregoing admonition, and
the relation in which the thought of the participial clause anode finvi stands

show

to that of the imperative entnodvaaTe, is that the Christians should

themselves rsKva vnmofig

an ohoq

14),

(i.

not each for himself, but united together,

TTveviiaTiKog (ver. 5), yevog EK^eKTov,

this reference (unjustifiably denied

explains

it

why

k.tX (ver.

by Hofmann)

9).

Schott acknowledges

to the iinity of the church;

the apostle mentions those sins only which stand in direct

antagonism to the

(pi'XadeXipia

avvnoKptrog

(i.

22).

The

participle dnodifisvoi

stands to EmnodTjaaTs in the same relation as uvaCuaafisvoi to
13;

i.

therefore not equal

it is

chap.

eT^niaare in

to postqucwi deposuistis, but expresses the

continued purification of the Christian; comp. Eph.

iv. 22; Heb. xii. 1;
and for the w^hole passage, Jas. i. 21.
naaav
KaKLav,K.T.l.'].
Calvin: non est integra omnium eimmeratio quae deponi a nobis
oportei, sed cum de veteri homine disputanl Aposloli, quaedam vilia praeponunt
in exeinplum, quibiis illius ingenium designant.
Kada means here, as in Col.
iii. 8, not generally, "wickedness," but specially "malice" nocendi cupiditas
(Hemming). nCiaav denotes the whole compass of the idea: "every kind of
malice."
The same is implied by the plural form in the words following
vnoKpiaetg, etc.
in trdnag Karalaliag both are combined.
The same and similar ideas to those here expressed are to be found conjoined elsewhere in the
N. T. comp. Rom. i. 29, 30. " The admonitions w^hich follow are in essential connection with this comprehensive exhortation
comp. chap. ii. 22 ff.
especially chaps, iii. 8 ff., iv. 8 ff., v. 2 ff." (Wiesinger).
For the force of
the separate terms, comp. lexicon.^
KaralaTla occurs only here and in 2
Cor. xii. 20 in the classics the vei-b is to be found, never the subst.

specially also Col.

iii.

—

8;

;

;

;

—

—

;

Ver.

2.

what

follows.

ug upnyevvTjTa
It

0pi<pri is

does not

not to be connected with

mark

uvayeyEvvri/isvoi) to

but with

the childlike nature of the Christians, but,

view of the goal of manhood yet afar

in

tnrodifievoi,

meant

off, is

designate the readers as those

(referring to

who had but

i.

23

recently been

born again. 2
In Bengel's interpretation denotaiur prima aetas ecclesiae
N. T., a false reference is given to the expression. The particle ug is here
:

also

not used with a comparative force only;

TioyiKov d6o7MV

'

yuka

ini-KodfjaaTe].

yaka

is

Augustin: "malitia maculo delectatur
bono cruciatar alleno; dolus

alieno; invidia

duplicat cor; adulatio duplicat liuguain; detrectatio vuluerat

famam."

comp. chap.

not here contrasted with

14.

to

jSpufia,

as in

i.

' jt must be observed that the expression
was used by the Jews also to designate the
proselytes; corroborating passages iu Wet-

steiu in loo.

—
CHAP.
1

Cor.

or with

2,
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2.

as in Heb. v. 12; but it denotes the word
indwelling strength nourishes the soul of man.

oTeptii rpoip?!,

by

it

II.

its

yuAa, as applied

the reference to upnyiwriTa

by the apostle,

from
This view

to be explained simply

is

(Wiesinger, Schott, Hofmann).

lip£(pr)

from the comparison with chap. i. 22, 23. If Peter
any other meaning, he would have indicated it so as
loyiKov does not state an attribute of evangelical
to have been understood. ^

results quite naturally

to convey

had intended
doctrine

" rational

:

;

"

—

Gualther

quod

:

trculil

rationem vere credendi

et vivendi,

not even in the sense that this (with Smaleius in Calov.) might be inferred:

credenduvi esse quod ratione adversetw

niJti'.

;

but

it is

the fgurative nature of the expression ydla (to which

chap.

larly as in

13

i.

:

r^f dcav.

by the

soul,

it

in order to

what the heart must seek

milk

this

it

what

:

;

mark

stands related simi-

to raf da(pvnc), so that by
Luther " spiritual,

m.

characterized as a spiritual nourishment.
in

added

is

is

drawn

" thus, too, Wiesinger, Schott,

Bruckner, Fronmiiller, Hofmann. It has here the same signification as in
Rom. xii. 1, where it does not mean "rational" as contrasted with what is
The interpretation on which loyiKov yiiTM is taken
extei-nal (De Wette).
as equal to yula rov Tioyov, lac verbale, is opposed to the usus loquendi (it is
supported by Beza, Gerhard, Calov., Hornejus, Bengel, Wolf, and others).
Nor less so is the suggestion of Weiss (p. 187), that by "Aoj-ww is to be
understood that which proceeds from the Aoyof (i.e., AVord) " thus yrfAa
;

loyiKov

would be the

{uTT. Xey.),

The second

milk of doctrine. ^

strictly " without guile,"

prominence

to give

verbal

adjective: adoTiov

then "pure, unadulterated,"

is

not meant

to the idea that the Christians should strive to obtain

the pure gospel, unadulterated by heretical doctrines of man, but it specifies
purity as a quality belonging to the gospel (Wiesinger, Schott). ^ It is,
besides, applicable, strictly speaking, not to the figurative yula, but only
to the

word

God thereby denoted
ii. 26.
Wolf

of

strong, lively desire, Phil.

sua

et

impetu quodam naturali in lac

of Grotius
eK^ariKuc,

:

ETTOTo-fCfTe, is

but

tc?ukC)^\ it

nificant than

dia,

1

quite unnecessary.

equivalent to " in

power."

mean

:

" vitae

God
=

contradicted by the

fact

Si

Turrianus, Salmeron), or as meaning Christ
as the incarnate Logos (Clemens Al. in Pae6;

Augustin

in Tract,

iii.,

in 1

Ep.

John); "Weiss, too, is mistaken, when he says:
" The nourishment of the new-born child of

is

Christ Himself,

Besides,

who

is

preached and

how

opinion, that

The

All these

condition of life, but means
0/ nourishment. It is altogether arbitrary to
explain yaAa to be the Lord's Supper (Estius,

c.

used in

revealed in the word."

:

1.

av^Tidfire,

Although the aim which the apostle has in

doris, Binceritatis et benevolentiae."

dag.,

not
sig-

life.

quae novam genituvam sapiat;" Hemming " coneentanea simplici infantiae vivendi
ratio; " Cornelius a Lapide: "sj-mbolum can-

that yd\a is not

is

denotes the ever further development and

ratio

interpretations are

The verb

h

0pi(pri,

new

Calvin understands yaAa to

its

Iva,

more

Iva kv avrij av^rjQfjTE].

states the purpose of the emnoOvauTe.

connection with upuytw.

strengthening of the

—

ininodrjaaTe expresses a
Ap. alludit ad infantes, quos sponte
maternum ferri constat. The conjecture

(Schott).*

:

»
'

does this agree with Weiss's
yaKa means Christ Himself?

verbal Christ f

Wolf :"

!

lac aSoAoi/ ideo appellari puto, ut

operam dandam esse, ne illud traditionibus humanis per Ka7r»)Xeuoi'Ta« t'ov \6yov,
2 Cor. ii. 17, corruptum hanriatur."
* Hofmann rightly obsei-ves
"WTiat tends
to the Christian's growth may be compared
to the pure milk which makes the child to
thrive at its mother's breast, and therefore it
indiceiur,

:

is

termed to XoyiKov

afioAov ya.\a."
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view

mark

in his exhortation is to

the destination of Christians to be an

otVof nvev/xariKoc, still it is incorrect to affirm

that

av^riefjTE

has reference, not

to Ihe growth of the individual, but (with Schott) only to the transforming
of the church as such, " to the conception of a building which is being

up higher and higher to its completion." Apart from the fact that
plainly refers back to upny. /3y£>7?, and is not equivalent to " to be
built up," it must be remarked that the church can become what it should
be, only by individual members growing up each of them ever more and
more to the uvfjp reTieiog. — ei^ auTTjpiav, omitted in the Rec, states the final
aim of all Christian growth. Schott's explanation, that hj aurijpla "the
carried

av^iiveaeai

final glorious transfiguration of the

church "

meant,

is

is

only a consequence

of his erroneous and one-sided reference of the apostle's exhortation to the

church as such.
Ver.

3.

«' (eIttep)

sage, Ps. xxxiv. 9

:

kyEvaaadE, on, k.t.^.].

Based on the Old Testament pasthe words koI i6ete are

yeiaaade Kal IderE, otl xprjarbq b KvpLoq

omitted, not being suitable to the figure yuka.
hypothetical indeed: "if," but
correctly explains elmp

Comp. Rom.
ence,

viii.

comp. Heb.

:

non

est

9; 2 Thess.

it

el

;

is

here, as in ver. 17,

does not express a doubt; thus Gerhard

quod factum sit.
used here of inward experi-

duhitantis, sed supponentis,
6.

—

yEvo/iai is

5 it alludes to the figurative yu2a, inasmuch as the
were, of the kindness of the Lord in the spiritual milk

vi. 4,

Christian tastes, as

i.

it

—

;

The apostle takes for granted that the Christians had
made inward experience of the goodness of their Lord (Kvptog; in
the Psalms, God ; here, Christ), not merely in the instruction which preceded
baptism, or in baptism itself (Lorinus), or cum fdem emngelii susceperunt
tendered to him.
already

life as Christians; as the new-born
anew, refreshes itself on the nourishment
With such experience, it is natural that beoffered by a mother's love.
lievers should ever afresh be eager for the spiritual nourishment, in the
imparting of which the xPV^'^'orrjs of the Lord is manifested na7n gustus

(Hornejus), but generally during their

child, not once only, but ever

:

provocat appelitum (Lorinus). ^

—

XprjOTog,

— on, not equal to quam (Grotius), but

"kind, gracious," not exactly suavis (Grotius:

ut a gustu

^^that."

sumta

would be more applicable to ydla
than to KvpLoc.
Several interpreters assume that in xp^ctoc Peter plays upon
the word Xpiaro^ but this is more than improbable.
Vv. i, 5. The structure of this new exhortation is similar to that of the
previous sentence, to which it belongs in thought, externally (ov) as internally, inasmuch as the imperative (olKodo/jEladE) is preceded by a participle
(irpouEpxofiEvoi), and an adjunct introduced by ug, defining the subject more
nearly.
Starting from 6 Kvpiog the apostle says irpdf bv npoaEpxd/uEvot]. npoaipXEodac (elsewhere in the N. T. always construed with the dative) denotes the
going spiritually to the Lord; the Christian does indeed already live in
translatio melius procedat)

—

;

in this sense it

;

—

» Schott insjste "that the apoBtle is not here
anxious about the readers' desire in general
for the word, but that such desire should be
combined with the purpose of finally attaining

But is there anywhere a desire
word of God without such intent?

salvation. "

after the

:

Nothiug in the context indicates that that in
which the xPlcTOTrjs of the Lord is roanifested
is "those rare moments of heavenly Joy in
which this life is a foretaste of eternal glory "
(Schott).

CHAP.
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5.

union with Christ, but this does not exclude the necessity of becoming
Luther,
united ever more completely with Him (thus also Hofmann).i
incorrectly " to -whom ye have come," as if it were tlie part, praet. ; Ilor:

nejus well puts

it

:

non actum inclioalum, sed continuatwn

deair/nal.

—

Xldov (divra,

What

in apposition to dv; it is not necessary to supply wf (Wolf).

follows

shows that the apostle had in his mind the stone mentioned in the prophecies,
Acts iv. 11 Roih. ix. 33).
Ps. cxviii. 22 and Isa. xxviii. 16 (cf. ]\Iatt. xxi. 42
The want of the article points to the fact that the apostle was more concerned to lay stress on the attribute expressed in ?ddoc (d>v, than to draw
attention to the fact that in these passages of the O. T. Christ is the promIn using this term, Peter had already in view the subsequent
ised Xidoc.
The church is the temple of God, the individual Christians are
olKodofxeiade.
the stones from which it is built; but Christ is the foundation-stone on
which it rests. In order that the church may become ever more completed
:

as a temple,

more

it is

;

necessary that the Christians should unite themselves ever

closely with Christ.

ence to those predictions.

The

apostle enlarges on this thought with refer-

— The explanatory adjective

added, as in ver.

is

2,

on the one hand, the expression is marked
and, on the other, the
as figurative, ne qids tropum nescirel (Bullinger)
nature peculiar to this stone is indicated, (^iovra is to be taken here as in John
Flacius, correctly dicitur Christus lapis vivus,
vi. 51 and similar passages.
non tamen passive, quod in semet vitain habeat, sed etiam active, quia nos mortuos
virb uvdpunuv fiiv uno6e6oKi/j.aa/dvov, a nearer definition, according
vivijicat.^
What is there said specially of the builders, is here
to Ps. cxviii. 22
applied generally to mankind, in order that a perfect antithesis may be
obtained to the naou ie 6£<j- The want of the article tCjv does not warrant
a toning-down of the interpretation to mean "by men," i.e., by some or by
many men (Hofmann). The thought is general and comprehensive; the
article is wanting in order to emphasize the character of those by whom
Believers are here
Christ is rejected, as compared with God (Schott).
Trapd 6e Qeu EK?.eKTdv, evrifiov, after
regarded "as an exception" (Steiger).
Isa. xxviii. 16; Peter has, however, selected two attributes only; that is to
say, he passes over the characteristics of the stone itself, and its relation
to the building, giving prominence only to its value in the sight of God"
Both adjects, form the antithesis to unodeSoK.; £«^£«r6f is neither
(Steiger).
equal to eximius (Hemming) nor to npoeyvuanEvog (Steiger) but " elect," i.e.,
to the figurative hdov

;

and by

it,

;

:

—

—

;

• The single passage, 1 Mace.
means proves that jrpo<re'pxe<rtfai

itself

a stronger force than

ii.

16,

Trpds

n-pocrepx.

by no
has in

cum

dat.

Hofmann). According to Schott,
by TTpoaipx. is meant: "not the individual
(as against

Christian's deepening experience of

comma-

the

saxum

vivutn as opposed to broken stones

(Virg.,

reference to

Aen.,

i.

propriate
cates

is

that

divinely

itself"

by the very

2

!

De Wette

(as

opposed

to

Clericus and

Steiger) is right in refusing to see here

any

Inap-

Schott's opinion, "that iCiv indi-

by the

human

to

life

conception of

life,

self

unfolding

( !)

of His

Christ cautses the church

grow up from Himself the foundation
stone." Hofmann would erroneously exclude
the second of the above-mentioned ideas from

with ChriFl, but only the conduct
of the believer, by which, as a member of the
church, he gives himself up to the Lord as
present in His church, in fact to the church
nity of

the

171; Ovid., Metam., xiv. 741).

the KiQov i^vra, although

it is

clearly indicated

through connection with
the stone, Christians themselves become living

stones.

fact that,

;
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—

napu Qtu), not a Deo (Vulg.),
chosen as the object of love; cf. 1 Tim. v. 21.
but evumov tov Qeoii, coram Deo, Deo judice, "with God." Worthy of note is

human judgment and

the "antagonism between the

the divine " (Wiesinger),

the former given effect to in the crucifixion, the latter in the glorification of
Christ.

— Ver.

avwi ug

Kat

5.

TuOoi

S^uvtcq

oiKodo/zelade].

avroi places

/cat

Christians side by side with Christ (^^'iesinger inappropriately takes
also applying to the verb oUodo/^.).

living stones,

through Him.

i.e.,

the

aiiroi

as

As He is a living stone, so are they also
The explanation cum lapidibus comparan:

tur homines, qui, quoniam vicant, vioi lapides nominantur (Carpzov, Morus), is

inadequate.

Further, wf

?.ldoi

i^uvTeg

states the qualities

which the readers

already jjossessed, not those which they were to obtain only through the
oiKo6o/idaOai

(Schott)

;

that unto which they should be built

follows.

—

oiKO(huelad€ is,

dicative

^

but imperative. 2

declarative,

may

is

stated in

what

according to the structure of the sentence, not

The

in-

objection that the verses following are

be quite as well used for the imj^erative force of that which
If vv. 4, 5, serve as the basis of the foregoing exhortation,

precedes theni.^

thought would also be expressed. Several interpreters (as
Luther and Steiger) incorrectly regard the verbal form as middle; it is

this turn of the

passive;

"be

j-e

built up,"

i.e.,

"/e< yourself be built up," i.e.,

by Christ, as

Corresponding with the reading
enoiKoSo/LLElode super illu)7i, i.e., Christum, is generally understood; an unnecessary supplement; the thought is: that (not 07i tchich) the Christians should
let themselves be built up, to that, namely, which the following words state.
In the Rec. without elg the two concepo'lKog irvev.uaTCKog dg iepuTev/xa uyioi''].
the foregoing npdg bv

npoaepxofievoi .shows.

—

tions are co-ordinate, both stating the end of the oiKodoueladar. "to the spiritual
house, to the holy priesthood " but if the reading oIk. ttu. elg iepdr. ay. be adopted,

then "

ItpiiT.

uy. is

the further result of the being built

Hofmann

house" (Bruckner).

holds that oUog nv.

is

up

to the spiritual

in apposition to the

oinodofielade, and that eIq iepinevtia uy, alone is directly
dependent on olnodofieiade the former view is, however, more expressive,
inasmuch as it prominently shows that the Christians should be built up to

subject contained in

;

a spiritual house.

olKog nv.

contains the expression of the passive,

ieout. uy.,

on the other hand, that of the active relation of the church to God (Wiesinger, Schott, Bruckner).
The dissimilarity of the two ideas seems to be
opposed to the reading eIq, since an oIkoq cannot be transformed into a iepaTevfia; but this difficulty disappears if.it be considered that the house here
spoken of is built of livinxj stones. It is clearly not the case that elg serves
only to facilitate an otherwise abrupt transition to a new idea (De Wette,
Wiesinger).
oUog means, in the first instance, "house," and not "temple;"
nor does the attribute nvevfiaTiKog mark it as a temple. We must either hold

—

1

HornejuB, Bengel, Gerhard, etc.; more

recently, Wiesinger, Weiss,

Hofmann.

Beza, Avetius, Hottinger, Steiger,
Wette-Briickner, Luthardt, Schott, etc.
2

*

The

structure of the clause

the imperative, inasmuch as

it is

is

in favor of

thus brought

into conformity with the imperative preceding.

When

necessarily be indicative in form, "because

the

De

Ilofmanu asserts that the sentence must

words subjoined to xpiJo^To? 6 xupios must
that to which the goodness of Christ

state

brings them," he does so without reason, for

may also state that to which they
should allow the goodness of Christ to lead
them.
the clause

—

"

—

;
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" (Luthardt, Ilofmann),^ or

assume that by the
by the conception " house
house Peter thought of the temple. The latter view deserves the preference
on account of the close connection with what follows comp. the passages
nvEvuanKuc is the house
1 Cor. iii. 16, 17; 2 Cor. vi. 16; 1 Pet. iv. 17.
raised from "living stones," in contradistinction to the temple built from
:

—

dead ones, inasmuch as their life is rooted in the Spirit of God, and bears
His nature on it.^
kpuTivna is here not the '^office of])riest" (2 Mace. ii. 17),
but the "priesthood" (comp. Gerhard: coetus s. colle(jium sacerdotum)\ comp.
ver. 9; Exod. xix. 6; "not instead of tV.oeif ayt.ot, but including the essential
idea of a community" (De Wette). It has unjustly been maintained that
if the reading elq be adopted, upuTevfia must be understood of the priestly
office,
ayiov subjoined to iepurevfia does not mark a characteristic of the
iepuTei>na of the New as distinguishing it from that of the Old Testament,
but one which belongs essentially to the i£parev/j.a (of course " as ordained by
God," Hofmann) as such. Here, too, there lies in the connection of thought
a special emphasis on aytov, inasmuch as without sanctification the priestly
calling cannot be truly fulfilled.
uveveyKai nveviiaTiKuq dvaiag is closely conjoined both in form (see Winer, p. 298 f. [E. T., 317]) and purport with
what precedes, pointing out as it does the function of the hpuTev/xa. This
The word uvaconsists, as under the Old Covenant, in offering sacrifice.
(pioeiv, which is never used by Paul, has not indeed in the classics, but in
the LXX., in the Epistle to the Hebrews, and in the Epistle of James, the
meaning ''to sacrifice;" strictly speaking, "to bring the offering to the altar."
The Ovaiai which the N. T. priesthood, i.e., the Christian Church in all
its members, has to offer, are called TTVEv/xauKai, because they have their origin
in the nvev/ia, and bear on them its nature and essence. ^
Cf. with this Rom.

—

—

xii. 1;

Ileb. xiii. 15, 16.

evTrpoadsKTOvc tu QeCi].

equivalent to evapicroc (Rom.
sages).

—

evnpoad.

t.

xii.

1,

evnpoadEKTog

xiv. 18; Phil. iv. 18,

(Rom. xv.
and other

16),

pas-

belongs not to olKodo^ueiads (Beda), but either to
(Luther per Christum Jit, ut et mea opera a Deo aestimentur,
quae alias non culmo digna haberet; Bengel, Steiger, Wiesinger, Hofmann,
etc.), or to uvRviyKai (Grotius, Aretius, De Wette, Weiss, etc.).*
No doubt
Heb. xiii. 15 might be appealed to in support of the latter construction
6tu 'iTjGov Xpi!7Tov

OeC>

:

but in favor of the former are, (1) That the uveviyKai as a priestly function
stands in such close connection with ispu-evfia ay., that it seems out of place

• Luthardt:
"o'kos is not equal to
nor in the context is a temple alluded

the enaphasis

lies

on

nveviJ.aTiK6<;.

I'ads

to,

;

for

oIko? is

:

.

hostias

sxnrituales

primum locum

obtinet

illi

sacrificium

obtuleriraus,

quod

nos ipsoa
fit

nostri
-et

gra-

tiarum actiones, eleemosynae et omnia pietatis
exercitia."

2 Schott finds the antithesis therein, that in
the O. T. temple " the indwelling of God was

lheeye"(?); whilst, on the contrary, in the
Christian Church there is " a real and direct
indwelling of God."
3 Calvin says in what they consist: "inter

enim offerre

quicquani possumus Deo, donee

abnegatione; sequuntur poslea preces

chosen because oi oUoSoiJ.el<j6e be ye built as
a spiritual house! To this Is joined, 'loan
holy priesthood.'

confined to the holy of holies, and visible to

generalis nostri oblatio, neque

in

* Briickner and Schott think it is correct to
'I. Xp. not with aveveyKai. only, but
with the entire thought; but it is self-understood that in the first combination, not the
mere avaLi)ipet.v, but the di-ai^epetv nvivixariKa-v

connect Sia
•

0v<iia%, k.t.A.,

by Christ.

must be considered as

effected
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to suppose a

medium

(6cu 'h/a. Xp.) in

dvalag the idea is substantially

which therefore

6ia

addition; and (2)

With

uveviynai nvevu.

completed, evnpoad. being a mere adjunct, to

Xp. also belongs.

'1.

Remark. — In

this description of the Christians' calling, the apostle's first
not to state the difference between the church of the Old and that of
the New Covenant, but to show distinctly that in the latter there is and should
have been fulfilled what had aforetime indeed been promised to the former, but
had appeared in her only in a typical and unsatisfactory way. The points of
the Christian
Israel had a house of God
difference are distinctly set forth.

object

is

;

Church is called to be itself that liouse of God. That house was built of inanimate stones, this of living stones it is a spiritual house. Israel was to be a
holy priesthood, but it was so only in the particular priesthood introduced into
the church the Christian Church is called to be a iepurevfia uywv in this sense,
that each individual in it is called upon to perform the office of priest. The
those
sacrifices which the priests in Israel had to offer were beasts and the like
of the Christians are, on the other hand, spiritual sacrifices, through Christ,
;

;

;

—

The idea of a universal priesthood, here expressed, is
well-pleasing to God.
opposed not only to the catholic doctrine of a particular priesthood, but to all
teaching with regard to the office of the administration of word and sacrament
whicli in any way ascribes to its possessors an importance in the cburch, resting
on divine mandate, and necessary for the communication of salvation (i.e.,
priestly importance).

Ver. 6 gives the ground for the exhortation contained in vv. 4, 5, by a
quotation of the passage, Isa. xxviii. 16, to which reference was already
cf. i. 24.
dibrC].
nepdxei tv Ty ypaipy: an uncommon conmade in ver. 4.

—

—

struction, yet not without parallel; see Joseph., Antt., xi. 7
TTuvra,

KaduQ kv

avTrj (i.e., emaToTi^) nepiex^i',

indeed, nepiexeiv

is

(iov?\,ofxai

:

yiveadai

more than once

used to denote the contents of a writing, see Acts xxiii. 25; Joseph., Antt.,
9 Kal rj iiiv k-maTokjj ravTa nepuixsv. Either {j nepioxv (or 6 rojrof) must, with
Wahl, be supplied here as subject; or, better, nspcexei must be taken imper-

xi.

:

sonally as equal to continetur
p. 126 [E. T.,

;

cf.

144].— The words

Winer,

16) are quoted neither literally from the

Hebrew

text.

of which
TtolvTElfi

In the

we have

LXX.

it is

:

l6ov,

here, exactly as in

(this adject, here

p.

237 [E. T., 252]; Buttmann,

of the passage in the O. T. (Isa. xxviii.

omitted)

LXX.

nor exactly according to the

iyu f/y/SuAAw ek tu deneTua Siwv (instead

Rom.

ix.

33

:

Ifiov, ndri/ii ei>

enlsKTcn) unpoyuviaXov

avTfjg
two words eig
(Rom. ix. 33
Whatever may be understood

hex-e transi^osed) tv-ifiov elg tu defie?ua av-f/g (the last

here left out)
Kai nuc 6

kuI 6

mcTEVuv

in'

marevuv

(eu' avrij

added)

avru ov Karaiaxwdh'^eTai.)

.

2iuv) lidov

(these two words

ov

firj

.

Karaiaxwdy

.

.

:

in Zion, whether the theocracy, or the temple, or the house of
David, or the promise given to David, 2 Sam. vii. 12, 16 (Hofinaun), this
inasmuch as the
passage, which certainly has a Messianic character,

by the stone

—

thought expressed in it should find, and has found, its fulfilment in Christ,
is not here only, but by Paul and the Rabbis (see Vitringa, Ad. Jes., I.
p. 217), taken to refer directly to the Messiah, who also, according to Delitzsch

—

(cf. in loc), is directly

meant by the stone

(" this stone is the true seed of

—

:

::

CHAP.

Jew and

249

7.

Luther, following Oecumenins and Theo-

David, manifested in Christ").
phylactus, assumes that Christ

II.

called Xidoc iiKpoyuv. because

is

He

has united

Gentile together, and out of both collected the one church

Calvin, not entirely without reason, calls a subtilius philosophuri.

words

:

kuI 6 nioTEvuv,

/c.r.Z.,

marevuv corresponds to

KaTaLoxwOf) does not refer to the glory

"that he, as a

"kidoa

l^ijv,

;

this

In the

TiponipxofievoL, ver. 4.

which consists for the believer in

ov

firf

this,

form part of the okof ttv." (Wiesinger), but to
which is the aim of the present TnoTEvtiv "

will

" the final glory of salvation

(Schott)

Ver.

2:

cf. ver.

;

7. vfiiv ovv

the readers,

eig auTTjpiav.^

Tiyri Toig

t/

ver. 6 {oiw),

second half of the O. T. quotation, for

hence the definite

to 6 TTCGTEvuu in' avTu,
cf.

Winer,

511 [E. T., 549]

p.

" as believers,

i.e. j/

Conclusion, with special reference to

klgtevovciv].

drawn from

vfilv,

and

On

article.

only, with Winer,

;

from the

in the first instance

evidently stands related

Tolg Trtareiiovaiv

ye are believers," but, "

the position of

who are

?/e

Toig niar.,

must not be interpreted:

it

heliecers."

— From

must not be concluded that ^ t/^^ here
" the worth
is the worth which the stone possesses, and that the meaning is
which the stone has, it has for you who believe " (Wiesinger). The clause
would then have read, perhaps vfjlv ovv 6 IWo^ egtl n/iri, or the like. ^ n/irf
stands rather in antithesis to KaTaiaxwdr/vai, and takes up positively what had
been expressed negatively in the verse immediately preceding. Gerhard
vohis, qui per Jidem lanqunm lapides vivi super eum aedificamini, est honor coram
Deo (so, too, De Wette-Briickner, Weiss, Schott) vfiiv, sc. tan " yours therethe fact that

nur/

tj

echoes tvnuov,

it

:

t]

:

;

fore

honor " the article

is the

is

:

not without significance here

;'

the honor,

—

namely, which in that word is awarded to believers (Steiger).
toIc moTEvovaiv: an explanatory adjunct placed by way of emphasis at the end.
uTTEidoi'Gi [^uniGTovaiv'] Si: antithesis to rolg nioTEvovaiv
uTTcidElv denotes not only
the simple not believing, but the resistance against belief; thus also umaTovciv
;

here,

if

it

TiiOog

(lidov)

LXX.

Bengel wrongly explains the dative by

be the true reading.

qtiod attinet; it is the dat.
.

.

What

yuviag, are

.

is fatal

the corner-stone

incommodi (Steiger,

(ke<p.

borrowed

De Wette,

literally

from Ps.

etc.).

The words:

cxviii. 22, after the

for unbelievers in the fact that the stone

yuv.

equals

Xid.

is

become

uKpoy.) is stated in the following words,

which are taken from Isa. viii. 14 hwDO "il^fSl ^1) P^*?-^ I" a manner
similar, though not quite identical, these passages of the O. T. are woven
together by Paul in Rom. ix. 33.
The words do not denote the subjective
:

conduct of the unbelievers (according to Luther, the occasion of stumbling
or offence which they find in the preaching of the cross), but the objective
destruction which they bring

De

where the
" the

It is

thought that, to the disobedient,

Hofmann

is

wrong

here said " that ou
call back to
»

their unbelief (Steiger,

mind

iutj

the

in asserting that

Karaiaxiivdr) is
fl<;

;

cf.

Luke xx.

17, 18,

a stone of destruction for
therefore without any foundation that Ilofmann asserts

corner-stone is also characterized

unbelievers.

*

upon themselves by

Wette-Briickner, Wiesinger, Schott, Fronmiiller)

it

is

meant

to

aunripiav in ver. 2."

Schott rightly observes that

Ki<i,a\-i\

vuWas,

as

Chi'ist is

become the corner-stone

must not lie understood,
with Gerhard and Steiger, as one on which
one stumbles and falls. This is not contained

as the corner-stone,

In the idea, corner-stone, in itself.

;:
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seems impossible," if unudovmi' be taken as the dat. incommodi. So that it
is in no way necessary to accept a construction so uncommon as that adopted
by Hofmann, who considers the two clauses: viuv
oUodouovvTcq to be,
with an omitted uv, in apposition to the following oiiroq, looking on 7 tiiij) as
a kind of personal designation of the stone, and separating the three follow.

ing expressions

Ver.

8.

and nirpa anavd. in such a way as
and the other two to unbelievers, although no

anywhere hinted

is

OL

.

el^ necp. ycjv., lid. npoKOn/j..,

:

to refer the first to believers,

such division

.

TipoaKOTTTovai

tvho," etc., not to

what

at.

links itself

follows, as if

—

on to uneidovai, k.tX " that is, to those
elai were to be supplied: "they W'ho
:

stumble are those who are," etc.
npoaKonreLv has here the same meaning
as that contained in tl)e last words, but the turn of the thought is different
there, it

ground

is
:>i

shown what Christ
their destruction

become to the unbelievers, namely, the
on the contrary, that they are really

is

here,

;

overtaken by this destruction; Lorinus explains npooKoirTovai incorrectly:
verho offendunlur

et

scandalizanlur, id blasphemant

rcj loyui uiT£idovvre(;'].

It is better to

irpoaKOTZTovai (either:

"who

tiie

word

male de

et

InyG)

illo

loquuntur.

its

connection with

^oj/cj;

—

with uneWovvreg than with

"who by

are offended," or:

For, on the one hand, the leading idea npooK.

suffer hurt").

weakened by

at

connect tu

the word
would be

and, on the other, the nearer defini-

from what precedes; it would, too, be
inappropriate "that ;ioj Of should of a sudden take the place of Christ, who
in ver. 7 is, as lidog, the object of npoan.^' {Briickner).
Wolf: qni imjnngunt,
nempe: in Idpidem ilium angidarem, verbo non credentes: quo ipso et offensio
tion requisite

ipsa

et

is

supplied of

ejus causa indicatur.

—

itself

eic

;

nai ETedrjaav].

«'c

not equal to

e<i>'

(!>,

"on

Luther
or, similarly, Bolten " they stumble at that, on
which they should have been laid " (he makes e/c o refer to the omitted object
of npooK.), but it points rather to the end of iridrjaav.^
TiOimi is here, as
It is
frequently in the N. T., "to appoint, conslituere " (cf. 1 Thess. v. 9).
clear from the connection of this verse with the preceding, that «'c b does not
go back to ver. 5 (Gerhard: in hoc positi sunt, videlicet, ut ipsi quoque in hunc
account of which " nor is
" on which they are placed "

equal to

it

eic

ov {sc. Idyov or

;

'/.idov)

;

:

—

lapidem fide aedijicarentur).

It

may be

referred either to unttduv (Calvin,

Beza, Piscator, and others) or to vpooKonTEiv and uneidelv (Estius, Pott,

Wette, Usteri, Ilof maun, Wiesinger,^
>

The

Word

application to the

occurs already
thus Beda says

in

"

the

or to Christ

older commentators;

hoc positi sunt, i. e., per
naturara facti sunt homines, ut credaul Deo et
ejus voluntati obtemperent; " and Nicol. de
Lyia, applying it specially to the Jews "illis
.

in

:

tlata fuit lex, ut

secundum quod

disponerentur ad Christum

dicitur Gal.

noster fuit in Christo;

et

iii.

lex

ipsi

paedagogus
jjro majore

parte remauserunt increduli."
2

Different interpreters seek in various

ways

to soften the harshness of the idea here pre-

Thus Estius, by explaining €Te0))crav
the permission of God; Pott, by
paraphrasing the idea thus "their lot seemed
eented.

only of

:

etc.), or,

more

De

correctly, to npoanonTEiv

to bring this with it;

" Wiesinger, by asserting

that " the passage here speaks of the action of

God

as a matter of history, not of

decrees."
iug

down?

Hjs eternal

But what justifies any such softenWhile Hofmann, in the tirst

edition of his Schriftbeweis,

precisely, " that

God

I.,

p. 210, says

has ordained them to

they should not become obedient
to His word, but should stumble at it and fall
this,

that

over it;" in the second edition, I., p. 237, it
appears that the meaning only is, "that the
evil which befalls them In the very fact of
their not believing, is ordained by God to
those who do not obey His message of salvation, as a

punishment of their disiwsition of

CHAP.
(Grotius,

(not on

Hammond, Benson,

uTTeiOeiv)

II.

251

9.

Hensler, Steiger, Weiss), since on the latter

the chief empl^asis of the thought

applies to that which

is

pi-edicated of the subject, that

lies,

and

elg d, k.t.I.,

of the uneieoivTec,

is,

but not to the characteristic according to which the subject is designated.
The npoGKoiiTEiv it is to which they, the uTretdovvTeg, were already appointed,
and withal on account of their unbelief, as appears from the tw Xoyu uneid.
This interpretation alone is in harmony with the connection of thought, for
it is simply the mcrevovreg and uneWovvrEc, together with the blessing and
curse which they respectively obtain, that are here contrasted, without
any reference being made to the precise ground of faith and unbelief. ^
Following the construction of ver. 7 adopted by him, Ilofmann takes oi
KpoammrovaLv not as an adjunct referring to what precedes, but as protasis to
the subsequent eiq o, which, according to him, contains the apodosis expressed
This interpretation falls with that of ver. 7.
in the form of an exclamation.
Besides, it gives rise to a construction entirely abnormal, and of which there
is no other example in the N. T., either as regards the relative pronoun,^ or
the method here resorted to, of connecting apodosis with protasis. The
words are added by the apostle in order to show that the being put to shame

—

and

of unbelievers, takes place according to divine determination

Oecumenius ^

is

personal guilt of unbelief
illos sic

posuit ?

Ver.

or Aretius, in answering the question

;

by non Deus

vmq

direction.

not justified by the context in laying special stress on
certe,

quis

:

the-

autem

sed Satan tales posuit.

The

apostle returns again to his readers, contrasting
with the unbelievers (not " with the people of Israel," as Weiss thinks)

them

9.

df].

he had just spoken of. The nature of believers, as such, is described by the
same predicates which were originally applied to the O. T. church of God
(cf. Exod. xix. 5, 6), but have found their accomplishment only in that of
Schott justly remarks that "what in ver. 5 had been expressed
the X. T.
in the form of an exhortation, is here predicated of the Christians as an
mind."
il

Schott agrees with this view.

the idea of

ereflTjo-ov in

relation to

But

in

oTreifloiii'-

Vorstius, correctly " Increduli sunt desig-

*

:

nati vel constituti

ad hoc, ut poenam sive

res is arbitrarily

weakened; since Schott expressly says that unbelievers, by their own

esilium

mind, ""appoint themselves to unbelief," he can look on unbelief only in so far
as the result of a divine decree, that God has
determined faith to be impossible with a carnal

50; but the interpretation of this passage is so

But a limitation of this kind is
here all the more inappropriate, that Peter in
the passage makes no allusion to the disposition which lies at the foundation of unbelief.
Hofmann, in his commentary, says " it is the
word which is preached to them that they

Buttmann,

state of

disposition.

:

refuse to obey; but, by the very fact of their

they stumble at Christ and

doing

so,

Ilira,

as over a stone that lies in the way.

Both are one and the same

thing,

fall

over

named from

sibi

accersant sua ineredulitate."

Hofmann, indeed, appeals

2

various

passage;
s

in

it

Winer,

0eoO eis toOto a4><j}pia-ij.eovSe^ia yap airia aTrwAeias napa

^019, eipTjrai-

dAAa

rot*

r)

a.v6pu>iTovi;

rots iavTol<;

anei9ei.a

Ktvacrav

Didymus

:

sunt positi

cum
eum

a-<c6ui)

crtoBrivai fipa^eve-

KaTripTiKocriv opy^s
eis riv irapea--

Thus also
"ad non credendum a semctipsis

;

to^iv

eredricTav.

" and Hornejus: "constituti ad

impingendum
ultro

the cause, the other the effect.

impingerent."

quia

BeKovToi

eTrrjicoAoiifltjo-e, Ka'i

eavTov<;

what they
do, the other from what is done to them."
Yet these are two different things; the one
different sides; the one time from

p. 157 (E. T., 167); in

p. 217.

oO;^ is an'o tou

tou ndvTa';
xai

to Matt. xs\i.

cannot be relied upon; cf. the
interpretations in Meyer on this

doubtful that

et

non credendum ideo dicuutur,

credere sermoni Dei nollent, sed

Deo sunt

et

non crederent

et

repellerent, deserti a

ipsius permissione traditi ut

—

—
;
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—

already present condition."

LXX.

:

yevog

(lov

to ekIcktov)

This

xlv. 4, etc.

first

yevog en^rKTov, after Isa. xliii.

cf

;

.

also Deut..vii. 6

if.

20 ("l'^^

'Q;^,

Isa. xliii. 10, xliv. 1, 2,

;

designation sets forth that the Christians, in virtue

of God's love, have been elected to be a people which no longer belongs to
this world; cf. chap.

i.

(Saailaov UpuTevfia, after

1.

npSpip, " a

Hebrew "'JH^

as simple combination of

more
"ktiov

kingdom
the two

of priests ")

Exod. xix.

LXX.

6,

and

ideas: "kings

priests."

more

"a

precise definition:

royal priesthood."

it

Still, it is

and

correct to regard iepurev/xa as the principal idea (cf. ver. 3),
as a

(in

most interpreters take

;

(Sam-

commen-

Several

" a priesthood possessing a royal character," inasmuch as it
not only offers up sacrifices (ver. 5), but exercises sway (over the world)
Weiss (p. 125), on the other hand: "a
cf. Rev. i. 6, v. 10 (Wiesinger).

tators explain

:

we speak

priesthood serving Jehovah the King, just as
Since

hold."

of the royal house-

the other predicates express the belonging to God, the

all

second explanation deserves the preference, only it must be modified so far
as to include in jiaail. not only the I'elation of service, but that also of belonging to

and participation in the glory of the King founded thereon.

Schott

is

not justified in assuming that Peter did not intend to convey the force of

Hebrew expression, D'jni) H^SoD, namely " a
kingdom which consists of priests." It is inadequate to understand, with
Hof mann, by the term " a priesthood of princely honors," or jSaaiXEiov as

the Greek, but that of the

:

:

equal

to, magnijicus,

splendidus (Aretius, Hottinger, etc.), or to find in

expression of the highest freedom

manner

idvog (lyiov in like

Exod. xix.

6,

17 (n7Jp), and especially Isa.

LXX.
LXX.

xliii. 21,

it

the

God) (De Wette).

(subject only to

(^^^p

Corresponding passages in the O. T. are Deut.

nepinoiTjaiv'].
]\Ial. iii.

after

^

:

"'''J).

vii.

Xadv

—

/laof

elg

6 (n7jp Dj;),

/nov

bv nepisnoiri-

The words fol(^30; 'nhuB "b 'P^Y; n-D;!).
lowing show that the apostle had this last passage chiefly in his mind still
it must be noted that this idea is contained already in Exod. xix. 5 (Aaof
here, what is
nepnroirjaig is strictly the acquiring (Heb. x. 39)
Tepiovatoq).
caiiTiv

Tuq uperdc /xov 6ir,yeiadai

:

;

acquired, possession; neither destinatus (Vorstius) nor positus (Calovius)

be supplied to

eii;,

they would not correspond with the sense;

explained from Mai.

Winer,

of.

Tit.

ii.

p.

14.

explaining:

iii.

17,

LXX.

173 (E. T., 183

is

:

eaovrai

in sense

;

fioi

.

it is

.

.

eig nepinolrjaiv,

on

equivalent to Aaof

to

eivai tig,

nepiovaiog,

Schott attributes to this expression an eschatological reference,
destined for appropriation, for acquisition " this is
;

"a people

incorrect, for, understood thus,

expressions.

f.)

is

here to be

eig is

The

destined, but

it

would

fall

out of

all

analogy with the other

apostle does not here state to what the Christian Church
" her complete liberation from all cosmic
is

what she already

;

powers is not," as Bruckner justly remarks, "an acquiring on God's side, but
only the final redemption of those whom He already possesses." Schott's
assertion, that in the N. T. nepimurimg has always an eschatological reference,
Although a difference of idea
is opposed by Eph. i. 14; cf. Meyer in loc:

—

>

Clemens Al. interprets

:

" regale, quoniam

ad regnum vocati sumus et sumus Christi
sacerdotium autem propter oblationem quae

fit oratlonibus et doctrinis, quibus adquiruntur
anlmae, quae afferuntur Deo."

—

—
:

CHAP.

II.

253

9.

founded on the etymologies of yevoc, edvor, Xaog is not to be pressed ^ yet it
must be observed tliat by these expressions, as also by lepurevfia, Christians
are spoken of as a community united together in itself, and although diverse
as to natural descent, they, as belonging to God (and all the names employed
by the apostle point to this), form one people, from the fact that God has
;

— bnug

joined them to Himself.
itself,

raf upeTug ^ayydATjTe tov,

after Isa. xliii. 21, in the first instance with

k.t.2..].

connects

ottuc;

what immediately goes

before, in such a way, however, that the preceding ideas point towards

—

their end.

rug aperdg;

thus the

LXX.

it

as

translate HvilP in the above-men-

tioned passage (in general, in the LXX., upeTfi occurs only as the translation
of lin, Hab. iii. 3, Zech. vi. 13; uperai as the translation of nSnj;^, Isa.

and of

riiSnri, Isa.

Ixiii.

drine translators understand by Tin and

H^nn

xlii.

8,

12, xliii. 21,

7)

;

accordingly the Alexan-

in the passages in question,

not the "giorj' or praise" of God, but the object of the glory, that
excellence or the glorious attributes of God.

meaning

of

it,

from them.^

avToi' €v raig vrjooig

—

unayyeXoiai

Cf. Isa. xlii. 12,

liayyeilrire}.
;

£^ayyi?.2.£iv

LXX.

:

the

rdf uperug

nunciare

strictly, iis qui /oris sunt

;

is,

Peter took the word, in this

employed

most part without
in the LXX. the translation of "130; in the N. T.
this definite application
in this passage only it is possible that Peter thought of the word here in
quae intusfiunt (Xen., Anab.,

ii.

4, 21), is

for the

;

;

its original force

(Bengel, Wiesinger).

GeoD, not XpiGTov; Koleiv is almost

tov

U

ckotovq v(iag Kaliaav-og, i.e.,

uniformly attributed to God.

equivalent to miseria (Wahl), but

is

—

ckotovq, not
used to designate the whole unhappy

condition of sin and >ying in which the natural and unregenerate
Col.

(cf.

i.

13); here

man

is

employed, no doubt, with special reference to the former

—

heathenism of the readers.
dg to davfiaoTov ovtov 0(I)f].
To render ^uf by
cognitio melior (Wahl), is arbitrarily to weaken the force of the word; it
is rather the complete opposite of oKoTog, and denotes the absolutely holy
and blessed nature
as avTov shows
of God. The Christian is translated
from darkness to the light of God, so that he participates in this light, and
is illumined by it.^
Schott incorrectly understands by oKOTog: "heathen

—

—

>

Steiger draws the following distinction

understand the word to
God; nor
is done by Gerhard, be
limited to the " virtutes Dei, quae in opere
2

it ig arbitrary to

"yevos la the race, people of like descent;
eflfos, a people of like customs; Aaos, people
as the mass." Schott thinks that edvo^ in-

mean only

eludes within

gratuitae vocationis et in toto negotio salutis

it

a reference to the intellectual

and moral characteristics of the people, and

this or that attribute of

must the meaning, as

nostrae relucent."

Schott's interpretation is

that Aao? points to its being gathered together

hnguislically incorrect

under one Lord. In this urging of distincwhich are not even correctly drawn
tions
is to be found the reason why Schott exchanges the Greek expression ^ao-tA. Uparev/^ia
for the Hebrew, because iepareviia Is not

to.

analogous

Christi,

—

the

to

whilst ^ao-iAeta
nity.

— Peter

pressions,

is

other

three designations,

80, as a national

coramu-

certainly, in selecting these ex-

did

not

reflect

distinction of the ideas, but

on the original

made use

simply as they were presented
O. T.

to

of

him

them

in the

/neyaAeia

t.

:

©. (Acts

al
ii.

operai
11),

equal

to

"the great

deeds of God." Cornelius a Lapide entirely
misses the point in explaining: "virtutes,
quas Christus in nobis operatur, humllitatem,
caritatem,"

etc.; and Salraeron: "virtutes
quas in diebus carnis suae exhibuit."
WieBinger disputes this interpretation,
holding that what is meant is " that light
which has appeared to the world in Christ;"
»

but

is

tainly
to

De

not this light the light of

God ? — Cer-

here not i. q. Xpto-rd?. According
Wette, avroO designates the light as the
i^uis is

—
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humanity
lives in

as

;

left to itself,"

God's light, but

by Paul,

it is

and by

rd

.

.

airov

.

<j>C)g:

"the church

not the light of God.

it is

—

;

" the

church

Ka?^lv is here applied,

to the effectual, successful calling of

God.

Oav/iaarov (cf.

Matt. xxi. 42) denotes the inconceivable glory of the (pug eeov.
Ver. 10. A reference to Hos. ii. 25, linking itself on to the end of the
preceding verse, in which the former and present conditions of the readers

This difference the verse emphasizes by means of a simple
in Hosea runs "^it^^'^'l "r^"]^^] I^^HT xS-nx 'rion")l

are contrasted.
antithesis.
nr\!!<~'QJ?,

The passage

LXX.

:

and the Ed. Aldina have

(the Cod. Alex,

tional words: eler^au

ttjv

ovk

Weiss, incorrectly supply

:

^7i£r](i£vrjv).

eeov.

—
oh

at the

nore ov

ol

belongs not to

closely connected with laog, equivalent to

is

Tiadcl-

Grotius, Steiger,

here used absolutely (Bengel

Tiaog is

populus quidem, nedum Del populus).

but
ner

Xaw /mv ?.a6c fiov el av
commencement the addi-

a-yanr^cu rf/v ovk rjyanTifiEVTjv Kal epCo tcj ov

:

as equal to " not-obtained mercy."

^^

rjre

no-people."

"

:

ne

to be supplied,

In like man-

The meaning

is not that
they once were not what they now are, but that they wei'e the opposite of
it" (Wiesinger).
But oh
laog is a people who, in their separation from
God, are without that unity of life in which alone they can be considered by
OVK. TjXerifiivoi

.

Him

as a people

King

of every people;

.

.

more simply, who do not serve God who is the true
cf. Deut. xxxii. 21, and Keil in loc.
De Wette is
hardly satisfactory " they were not a people, inasmuch as they were without the principle of all true nationality, the real knowledge of God," etc.
now they are a people, even a people of God, inasmuch as they not only serve
God, but are received also by God into community of life with Himself.
The part. perf. denotes their former and
ol OVK Ji?i£T)f^ivoi, vvv 6e iXerjdevTeg'].
ended condition. Standing as it does here not as a verb, but as a substan;

or,

:

—

tive, like oh

sition to

.

.

.

2.a6g, it

Hofmann).

cannot be taken as a plusquam-perf. part, (in oppoaorist part, points, on the other hand, to the fact

The

" once not in possession of mercy, but now
having become partakers of it" (Winer, p. 322 1 [E. T., 343]).

of pardon having been extended

:

work of God, and consequently a different
thing from the <i)a)5 which He is Himself.
In the original passage these words apply
to Israel; but from this it does not follow that
Peter writes to Jewish Christians. For if
"

Paul

— as he clearly does — applies the passage

(Rom.

ix. 25) to the calling of the heathen,
then Peter surely, with equal right, could use
it with reference
to the heathen converts.

They had

been, in

which
God says to Israel, 'O^-xb; and they had
become that to which He would again make
Israel, His people.
It must be observed,
however, that God
Israel as

its

full sense, that

in that

passage addresses

'DjJ-xb. only because

sakenHimand

given itself

up

it

to the

had

for-

worship

of Baal, and consequently incurred punish-

ment. Apart from this, Israel had always
remained the people of God.
If only Jewish
converts were meant here, then Peter would

-

assume that they in their Judaism had heen
idolaters, which is absolutely impossible, or at
least Peter must then have said why they,
who as Israelites were the people of God,
could not in their former state be regarded as
Accordingly, oii Aaos is here la no way

such.

applicable to Israel, but only to the heathen;

and

it

is

not

(as

Weiss maintains,

p.

119)

purely arbitrary to apply the passage, in opposition to its original sense, to heathen Christians.
Whilst Briickner says only that the
words cannot serve to prove the readers to
have been Jews formerly, Wiesinger rightly
and most decidedly denies the possibility of
applying them to Jewish converts; so, too,
Schott.
Weiss's assertion is by no means
Justified by his insisting {Die Petr. Frage,
P- 62^) that nothing tenable has been brought
forward against it.

-

—

—
CHAP.

Vv.

A new

11, 12.

beginning of ver.

exhortation

The

12.

:

11.

11,

255

12.

is

expressed in the

its

peculiarly lofty

the central thought

apostle, after describing

Church in its relation to the non-Christian
world, and shows how believers must prove themselves blameless before it
by right conduct in the different relations of human life. The condition
This form of address
'AyanTjTol'].
necessary for this is stated in ver. 11.
dignity, considers the Christian

—

expresses the affectionate, impressive earnestness of the following exhortaCf. Ps. xxxix. 13,
tion.
napaKokC.) (sc. vfiac;) ug napoinovg Kal nap£in6r//j,ovg'].

—

LXX. — (if,

as in

i.

—

14.

rights; cf.

Luke

nupotKoc, cf.

who

equal to inquilinus, he

17, in its strict sense

i.

In Eph.

xxiv. 18.

ii.

19

|evof,

of the relation of the heathen to the

cf.

1.

i.

Calvin

:

The home

Acts

vii. 6, 29,

it

stands as synonymous with

kingdom

napExidTj/nog,
of God.
on earth he is a stranger.

of the believer is heaven,

sic eos appellat,

;

dwells in a town (or land) where he has no civil

dissipati essent in diver-

non quia a patria exidarent, ac

uUcunqve terrarum agant, niimdi sunt hospites ;
A distinction between the two words is not to be pressed
cf. Heb. xi. 13-15.
here; the same idea is expressed by two words,»in order to emphasize it the
Luther inexactly translates -napemi^Tif/oi by "pilgrims."
more strongly.
Even if anex^adai be the true reading, the words tjf napotKovg, k.t.?,., must be
connected with napaKaTiu (as opposed to De Wette-Briickner, Wiesinger), for
i
they show in what character Peter now regarded his i-eaders (Hofmann)
in relation to the following exhortations, and have reference not simply to

sis regionibtis,

sed quiajilii Dei,

—

the admonition umxfodat

however,

;

as

in order to

make

Probably,
also (p. 45) rightly remarks.
reading, and was changed into the infinitive

Weiss

uniifeade is the original

the connection with KapmakC)

more

sents the negative aspect of sanctification, as chap.
aaoKiKuu intevfiiuv.

close.
ii.

similar expressions in Gal. v. 10; E^Dh.

unexeoQai pre-

1: unodeuevoi.

—

tCjv

3; 2 Pet.

ii.

18.

ii.

have their seat in the trdpl. Wiesinger
improperly says that "the lusts which manifest themselves outwardly" are
here meant, for all imdvfiiai tend to, and do, manifest themselves outwardly,
Schott assumes, without reason, that the tTridvuiai
if there be no unixcodai.
are here considered " as something outside of the Christian community, and

The

kmdvuiat are aaiJKtmi, because they

;

itself only in the surrounding heathen population " they are
indeed peculiar to the unbelieving world but the Christian, too, has them
still in his crdp^, though he can and should prevent them from having a determining power over him, inasmuch as in the world over which they rule he is

manifesting

;

a KupoLKOQ

Kal naptmdiifxor.^

This sequence of thought

lies plainly

indicated in

the close connection of the exhortation with what precedes (as opposed
to

Hofmann).

aapKLKai,

but as

uluveg aTparevavrai kotu r^f rpvxK is not a definition of the
a'iTiveq,

equal to

'^

as those which," shows, explains the nature

of the incdvuiat aapKiKai, thus giving the reason of the exhortation.

1 In
the former exhorlatlona Peter had
regarded them as Tefcfa vnaKor)^, ae such who
on God as Father, ae regenerate.
" carnls desiderla in2 Calvin interprets:

call

telligit,

non tantum crassos

communes

appetitus, sed

et

cum pecudibus

omues aulmae

nos-

trae

— arpurevav

ad quoe natura ferlraur et
This goes too far, as It would

affcctus,

ducimur."

demand

the

destiuction

not

alone

striving against the Spirit, natural to
his sinful condition,

the soul.

but of the entire

Cf. Gal. v. 17.

of

man

the
in

life of

——
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is

not "to lay siege to" (Steiger), but "to

(Rom.

iv. 1
is

.

neither vita

quae nos

—

23: uvnarparFveadat)

vii.

ad peragenda

impelltint

^'ficjM against,"

has here

ratio

it

(Pott: libidines,

quae ralioni contraria sunt)

ea,

mean: "the new man" (Gerhard:

as in Jas.

usual meaning;

its

animae (Hornejus, Grotius), nor

salus

et

war"

ipvxv

;

nor does

it

homo novus ac interior, quatenus est
per Spiritum s. renovatus), nor: the soul, "in so far as it is penetrated by
the Holy Spirit" (Steiger), nor: "life as determined by the new Ego"
(Schott)

but

;

and

here simply, in contradistinction to

is

it

man

substance of

totus

of which Peter says that

the end of faith (chap.

its curripia is

Wiesinger, Hofmann, Fronmiiller.
the power of the

tion, so that it

T^f rpvx^C-

may

— Ver.

kv Tolg idv.

KaXijv].

fail

12.

"

:

of

its auTTjfjia;

vii.

who
it

— in this consists

22),

iv. 1
is

have their

regenerate,

it

again into subjec-

the arpareveadai Kara

h

(chap. i. 15, 17)
Tolq edvcciv f;i;ovTff
the Gentiles " for the churches to whom Peter

TT/v uvnaTpo(}iTjv Vjiuv

among

i.

De Wette-Briickner,
man the ipvxv is under

In the natural

Rom.

the spiritual

thus also

;

(which according to Jas.

imdv/iiai. aapaiKai

iv tocc /^eXeatv, cf. also

acj/m,

sanctified (chap.

23); in him
delivered from them, yet the emdv/xiat seek to bring

dwelling
is

9)

i.

must be

it

;

Gentile lands.
kxovnq Ka7,riv', Luther, inexactly: "lead a
good mode of life " koXtjv is a predicate " having your mode of life good (as
(xovrei: (antithesis to unixeade, ver. 11) is not
one good);" cf. chap. iv. 8.
here put for the imperative, but is a participle subordinate to the finite verb;
if anixeadat be read, there is here, as in Eph. iv. 2, Col. iii. 16, an irregularity
in the construction by which the idea contained in the participle is signifi•wrote -were in

;

cantly

:

— ha h

made prominent.

C,

k.tX, "that in the matter in

KaTokaTiovaiv,

which they revile you as evil-doers they may, on the ground of the good icorks they
themselves have beheld, glorify God," i.e., in order that the matter which was

made the ground
them the ground
wiTTe; iv

u

and the

^o^u^eiv

is

not

of their evil speaking,

iv

may by your good works become

of giving glory to God.
gj

xpovu, as in j\Iai'k

ii.

—

tva states the

to

purpose; not for

19 (Pott, Hensler), for the KaraXaXtiv

cannot be simultaneous; nor

is it

pro eo quod (Beza), such a

construction has no grammatical justification; but kv specifies here, as in

and the relative refers
same relation to do^ai^uai as Iv C) to KaraTiaTiovaiv.
It is not then tovto, but iv tovtu, which is to be
If tovto were to be supsupplied (Steiger, De Wette, Wiesinger, Hofmann).
plied it would be dependent on fTronTevaavTcg; but such a construction is
opposed by the circumstance that it is not this participle, but (5o^«^wct<, which
verb, affect., the occasioning object (cf. chap.
to a demonstrative to be supplied,

iv. 4),

which stands

in the

forms the antithesis to KaTokalov'yL. The participle is interposed here absolutely (as in Eph. iii. 4 uvayivCiOKovTe^), and ek tuv KalCju ipyuv is connected
with 6o^u(uai, the sense being: "on account of your good works." Steiger
and later the
.specifies the KaM epya as that which occasions the KUTaXaXeiv,
oo^iil^Eiv rdv 6e6v,
but the subsequent f« tcjv koXuv ipyuv does not agree with
this
De Wette gives " the whole tenor of life " the connection with what
:

—

—

;

»

So formerly

observation:
(chap.

;

;

precedes might suggest the
in this

"Of

iv. 3, 4),

uTrixeaOai tuv aapn.

commentary, with the

this aTr(xe<r6ai Peter says

that

it

seemed strange

to the

heathen

;

emdv/nuv
for

it

ie

^
;

but

it

is

simpler,

precisely this abstinence

which gives the Christian
character, and distinguishes

life

its

it

from

peculiar
that of

—
CHAP.
with Ilofmann, to understand by

With

KaKonoioi, cf.

ver.

14, iv.

II.

it

generally the Christian profession.

John

15;

257

12.

11,

—

Briickner, Wiesinger,

30.

xviii.

"Weiss (p. 3G7), justly reject the opinion of Ilug, Neander, etc., that KUKoiroLog
here, in

harmony with the passage

in Suetonius, Vit. Ner,,

c.

16

:

Chrisliani

malikicae, is equivalent to "state
criminal." In the mouth of a heathen the word would signify a criminal,
though not exactly a vicious man one who had been guilty of such crimes
as theft, murder, and the like (cf iv. 15), which are punished by the state ^
(cf. ver. 14).
The kqM ipya, in the practice of which
en tuv Kahjv Ipyuvl.
the uvaaTpo<pT/ Kokrj of the Christians consists, are here presented as the motive
by which, when they see them, the heathen are to be induced to substitute

genus Jtominum superstitionis novae

et

;

.

the glorifying of

God

for their evil speaking; as the Christians too, on their

part, are often exhorted to holiness of life, that thus they

opposition of the Gentiles
CK

T.

Kok.epyuv

;

E-Koi:TevovTEg:

cf

.

chap.

iii.

Hofmann

2.

may overcome

the

incorrectly interprets

"if the heathen judge of your Christianity by

not mean "to judge of." With U t.
comp. Christ's words, Matt. v. 16, which, as
Weiss not without reason assumes, may have here been present to the
apostle's mind.
inonTevovTeg " goes back in thought to the «aAa epya, in
harmony with the linguistic parallel in iii. 2 and the grammatical parallel
in Eph. iii. 4" (De Wette).
It makes no essential difference in the sense,
whether the present or, with the Rec, the aorist be read (see critical remarks).
The word occurs only here and in iii. 2, where it is used with the accusative

your good works;" for
Ka?i.

epyuv

.

.

.

doiuauai

enonTeveiv does

Qeov,

t.

—

of the object (for the subst. inonTjj^, see 2 Pet.
of seeing with one's

no reference here

to

own

i.

It expresses the idea

16).

more strongly than the simple 6pav. There is
the use of the word as applied to those who were initieyes,

ated into the third grade of the Eleusinian mysteries.
emaKOKT/ is in the
it

LXX.

—

ev vixipa emoKon^g}-

a translation of HlpS, the visitation of God, whether

be to bless (Job x. 12) or to chastise (Isa. x. 3); i/txepa emaKonr/i is therewhen God gives salvation, or the time when He punishes, be it

fore the time

iu the general sense

(Beda:

dies extremi judicii), or

ence either to the Christians or the heathen.

more

— The

specially with refer-

connection of thought

seems to point decisively to that time as meant when the KaTu7i.akovvTeg shall
be brought to repentance and faith, that is, to " the gracious visitation of
the heathen " (Steiger) as 6 Kaipbg n/g eniaKom/g gov, Luke xix. 44, is used
with regard to the Jews. This interpretation is to be found already in the
Fathers and iu many later commentators, as Nicol. de Lyra, Erasm., Hem;

It became the ground of evil
report for this reason, that immoral motives

the healben.

were supposed to be concealed behind it; and
this was all the more natural that the Christian
had necessarily to jilace himself in opposition
to many of the ordinances of heathen life, and
that from a Gentile point of view his obedience
to the will of God must have appeared a
of the law. This prejudice could
not be better overcome than by the practice
violation

of good works;

hence,

Trjv

avacrp.

i<fi.

.

.

.

icaAiji',

and the reference

to

it

in i< t. Ka\.

epywr."
>

Schott's

burning of

assumption, "that

Rome

it

was the

that first increased the uni-

and aversion of the Christians to
a special accusation of criminal and immoral
principles," is unwarranted. lie attempts to
justify it only by charging Tacitus with au
versal hatred

error in the account he gives of the accusations

brought by Nero against the Christians.

:
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De Wette, Wiesinger, Hofmann,

niing, Vorstius, Beza, Steiger,

other hand, Oecumenius, Wolf, Bengel,

but understand by

it

But

is

for this there

absolutely no ground.

wrong

is

;

modis in lucent producit.

scholastics, that eviaKonri is to
affliction

see Lorinus ni

;

Remark.

the

not to God,

Luther's interpretation,

it is

— Akin to this

"when

equivalent to that of Gerhard

simplicissime accipitur de visitatione ilia divina, qua
variis

On

etc.

i-nicKonri

the k^eraan of the Christians at the hands of the heathen.

shall be brought to light,"

it

apply the

etc.,

Deus piorum, innocentiam

the view held by some of the

is

be understood of the

trial of the Christians

by

loc.

— At variance with this explanation

is that given by Schott, who
way: " In order that the heathen may glorify God
in the day of judgment, from this that (by the fact that) they slander you as
evil-doers in consequence of your good works, of which they are witnesses."
The idea that the undeserved calumnies of the heathen serve at last to the
glorification of God, is in itself right and appropriate as a basis for the exhorta-

interprets the passage in this

tion given in the context.

The

resolution, too, of ev

li

into ev tovtu, on, has

Meyer even allows it to be possible in Rom.
ii. 1
cf. Heb. ii. 18, where Liinemann has recourse to a like construction,
though with a somewhat inadequate explanation. Still, more than one objecgrammatically nothing against

it

;

;

tion

be urged against this interpretation
(1) A reference
from what is contained in KaraXaMv, inasmuch as

may

do^ui^Eiv

:

different

is

given to

it is

taken,

"by

action;^' (2) do^u^eiv must be thought
of as something which the heathen bring about "without knowing or willing'^
as in

1

Cor.

vi. 20,

in the sense of

whereas the apostle does not let fall a hint of any such nearer definition
can only in a loose sense be conceived of as an act of the heathen
it is simply the result of what they do (of their KaraXaMv)
and (4) In comparing these words with those of Christ (Matt. v. 16): dnuc iduaiv vfiuv to. kuM
ipya Kal 6o^aauci rbv naTepa vfiuv top ev toIc ovpavoli, the thought cannot be got rid
of that Peter had this passage here in his mind. Schott' s objection, that
*'6o^d^ei,v rbv Beov is a strange and, specially here, a doubly inappropriate
expression for conversion to Christianity, whilst the connection of the verb
thus taken with t?, as equal to in consequence of,' is a hard and inelegant
it,

;

(3) do^uCeiv

;

;

'

construction," amounts to very

which he

calls in

little,

question the verb

since in the acceptation of the passage
is

by no means made to bear any such

meaning.

Vv. 1.3, 14. The apostle now goes on to name the different relations of
ordained of God, in which the Christian should show his holy walk.
the aor.
vnorayriTE
First of all, an exhortation to obey those in authority.
as Wiesinger
pass, is used here, as it often is, with a middle, not a passive
thinks
force.
It is not: "ie made subject," but "make yourselves subject"
The more liable liberty in Christ was to be
(cf. TanecvuOnTe, chap v. 6).^
misunderstood by the heathen, and even to be abused by the Christians
themselves, the more important it was that the latter should have inculcated
life,

—

—

1

Winer

is

wrong

in

attributing

(p.

[E. T., 261]) a passive signification to
TaneiyiidriTe, as also to 7rpocreKAi0i), in

245
tiiis

Acts

V.

:

—

36, but is right in ascribing it to napeSoOrirc,

Rom.

vi. 17.

CHAP.
upon them
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14.

13,

as one of their principal duties this vnoTaaaeaOai (ver. 18, chap,

1) in all circumstances of

iii.

II.

life.

—

miari uvdpumvij Kriau

accordance with the signification peculiar to the verb
to set up," the ordinance, or instltulion

arrangement," Hofmann).

unaig is here, in
" to establish,

:

KTiH^tiv

:

("an ordinance resting on a particular

In connection with the attribute

avOpunivri, this

expression seems to denote an ordinance or institution established by

most expositors, and formerly

men

commentary). But it must be
noted that Ku^etv (and its derivatives) are never applied to human, but only
to divine agency; besides, the demand that they should submit themselves
to every human ordinance would be asking too much.
It is therefore
preferable to understand, with Hofmann, by the term, an ordinance (of God)
(so

applying to

human

the subsequent ehe
to the magistracy

;

in this

man").i

relations ("regulating the social life of
.

.

.

elrc,

the expression

is

referred in the

but this does not justify the interpretation of

directly to " authority," or even persons in authority (Gerhard
ei

personaliter

That

homines, qui mac/istraium gerunt).

:

the idea had direct refei-ence to persons in authority,

is

as equal

it
:

By

instance

first

concrelive

Peter's exposition of

from

to be explained

the circumstance that the institution possessed reality only in the existence

At variance with this view is De Wette's (following
Erasmus, Estius, Pott) interpretation of the expression " to every human
creature, i.e., to all men."
Not only, however, the singular circumlocution
KTiaiQ avdpumvri for uvdpunoc (for which De Wette wrongly quotes Mark xvi.
of those individuals.^

:

:

15,
all

and Col. i. 23), but the very idea that Christians should be subject to
men,
and in support of it no appeal can be made either to chap. v. 5,

—

or to the following exhortation:

The

view. 3

ttuvtuc Ti/iijaaTE,

explained most naturally in this

way

:

—

is

decisive against this

general term ndcu

fact that Peter places the

that

it

was

KTiaig

first,

is

speak

his intention to

human

not of the magistracy merely, but also of the other institutions of

— The motive for the submission here

demanded is given by 6ia Kvpiov,
i.e., XpiaTov (not Oeov, as Schott thinks), which must be taken to mean:
"because such is the will of the Lord," or, with Hofmann "out of consideration due to Christ, to whom the opposite would bring dishonor." The
life.

:

latter,

say,

however,

is

the less likely interpretation.

which human
Chrisli.

— In

life is

passed.

1

It

by Flavins,

applies the expression specially to

life

connected with the state. He says: "dicitur
humana ordinatio ideo quia politiae mundi
non sunt speciali verbo Dei formatae, ut vera
sed naagis ab hominibus ipsorumque

iudustria ordinatae."
2

It

is

arbitrary to

regard

natural

is

it

kWo-is

(with

Luther, Osiander, etc.) as meaning the laws
given by the magistrates.

to

ordinances under

Incorrectly Huss: propter imitationem Dei,

This view avoids the certainly arbitrary

interpretation given, for example,

religio,

Oeiov in

the enumeration which follows, the apostle

historical conditions of his time.

who

Still less

with Wiesiuger, that this adjunct points to the

i.e.,

guided by the

is

must be remarked that

vTroTdaceadaL is

^ Briickner endeavors, indeed, to
defend
Wette's interpretation yet he decides to
understand the expression in quei^tiou as
"ever;/ ordinance of human civil society"

De

and solves the

:

difficulty

presented

adjective ixvOpianivrj (comp. with

Rom.

by the
xiii. 1)

by remarking that " the ordinances of national
life which have been developed historically
and by human means possess a divine element
in

them."

—

—
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inculcated not only with regard to the institutions of the state, but to the

whom these are embodied, and this quite unconditionally. Even
where obedience, according to the principle laid down in Acts iv.
19, is to be refused, the duty of the vnoTuaoeadai must not be infringed upon.
^aaiTiEvg is here the name given to the Roman emperor; cf.
«7f ffaaAei^Joseph., De Bella Jud., v. 13, § 6.- Bengel: Caesari, erant enim provinciae
persons in
in cases

—

romanae,
reason

;

quas miltebal Petrus.

in

power; non

est

cum

comparatio

Empire the emperor

— ug vnepexovn:

Rom.

vnepexetv expresses, as in

ug here also assigns the

simply the idea of sovereign

xiii. 1,

Roman

In the

magistratihus (Calvin).

aliis

merely the highest

but properly speaking
the other authorities being simply the organs through

the only one, all

w'as not

ruler,

—

Ver. 14. eLte ijyEiioaiv]. ^ysfiovEg praesides prowhich he exercised his sway.
vinciarum, qui a Caesare mittebantur in provincias (Gerh.).
ug di' airov, etc.
di' aiiTov does not, as Gerh., Aretius, and others take it, refer to Kvpiov, but to

PaaiM.

The

sense as the
matically to

—

They are
Hot to

(5e

TToloic

upxovaiv vnoTuaasadac

when he says

yet,

;

from the

k.t.A.^

implied

—

— Oecumeuius

kdti^E koI avrdg 6 Ilerpof riot

:

TjyEfidveg,

sent by the emperor to administer justice. ^

ishment;"

iK('ilKrjoic,

6eI, oti toIc to i'lKaiov kudiKoicLv.

on submission to the

rather, without reserve,

joined gram-

is

^aoL7.Evq eic EKdiKTjotv, k.t.2.., it is

that the latter, too, has an ofBce with respect to
arbitrarily narrows the thought

ayadonoiuv

(Hofm., Schott)

vTTEpExovTi also

by the

are sent

/jye/iovEg

so in relation to their subordinates, but not

KUKonoiuv, InaLvov

eIc EKdiKijaiv

TTE/iTToixEvoig,

fact that the

:

although vnEpixovreg too, are so not in the same absolute

f/yeu.,

j3aaiAEvg.

to the (3a(jUEvg.

—

The

because (not if) they are

tKdiKTjmg, here, as often, ^^pun-

—

not precisely "reward," but ^' laudatori/ recognition."
be found only in later authors, in N. T. un. 2.Ey. The subs,

snaivog,

ayadonoiog is to

occurs chap.

km

apostle insists

iv. 19.

Ver. 15. on gives the ground of the exhortation: vnoTuyjjTe, K.T.A..^-ovTug
iartv TO dsAvfia tov Beou

p.

115 (E. T., 131)

:

with ovTug;

"of

:

sense correctly: "In this wise

the words

is

is it

opposed to a connection of
;

used in a general sense

it is

is

p.

the will

434 (E. T., 465), Buttm.,

of God."

:

to

o tuc

with

The

position of

(Wiesinger,

uyaOoKoiEiv, in

Mark

of benevolence.

to silence,

;

(pi/ioiv (cf.

Wiesinger

KaToXa/iovoi

vfi.

;

1

Tim.

v. IS)

— uyvuma (except

(pip-ovv ttjv

mission to him
of his

power

who makes

over the exercise

to others is derived

from and

based alone on his possession of that power,
whilst submission to those to whom that
power has been entrusted originated in, and is

tuv

speaking cf

to the
a(pp6vi.)v

;

.

to

put

v.

12

:

here, only in 1 Cor. xv. 34) is

the self-caused lack of any comprehension of the Christian

1 Hofmann is conseqnently wrong in asserting that in this connection " the duty of sub-

4; Acts xiv.

here in the cognate sense of

" the uyvuaia is here conceived of as

ug KaKonoiuv,"

iii.

Here, on the other

do good, with special reference

fulfilment of the duties towards those in authority.
dvdpuTTuv uyvuaiav

Schott gives the

uyaeonoioiivTog

with the will of God."

Hofmann).
uyadonoiovvTag
sc, v/xdr17, the word has reference to deeds
hand,

Winer,

cf.

such a nature

life.

Because

founded on, the moral purpose for which that
done."
^ Calvin very aptly puts it: " Objici possit;

is

reges et alios magistratus saepe sua potentia
respondeo, tyrannos et similes non

abuti;

facere suo abusu, quia maueat semper firma

Dei ordinatio."

—
CHAr.
they are without

imagine that
ence
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17.

ifi,

they in their foolishness (hence uopovuv uvdpunuv)
Beda incoris 'not uyadonoielv, but KaKOTioiEiv.

this,

characteristic

its

rectly limits

II.

to those persons in authority

oi uqpovec: uvepoTroi

but the refer-

;

rather quite general to the KaTa?M?iOvvTec, ver. 12.

is

Ver. 16.

not, as

sTiEvdepoi is

(jf

thought;

either

Hofm.), or with

with

Luther,

(Beda,

uyadoirotovvTac

Wiesinger,

Calvin,

De Wette,

(Chrys., Oecum., Gerhard, Bengel,

vTvoiuyriTE

The

Schott, etc.).

Lachm., Jachmann, Steiger, Fronmiiller
(ver. 17),^ but with a preceding

what follows

think, to be joined with

latter of these connections deserves the preference, not

because in the former a change of construction would take place, but because
the special point to be brought out here was, that the freedom of the Christians

was

be manifested in submission to (heathen) authorities. What
this, inasmuch as those Christians who had not attained unto

to

follows shows

true freedom might easily be led to justify their opposition to those

power on the ground of the

liberty

which belonged to them

in Christ.

in
tJc

the position which the Christians are to take up inwardly

e?^vdepoi states

towards the authorities; their subjection is not that of (hvlot, since they
recognize them as a divine ordinance for the attainment of moral ends.^

—

Kal

fif)

ug EniKu/.v/uija exovtec

what follows

that," since

—

those icho have."

object of Exovreg
lEy.

KaKiag

:

ttjv I'kEvdEpiav].

EmmTivfi/ia is

f.niKuAvfxfia,

metaphorically

but to

" who have the klEvdEpia as the

(cf.

13), i.e.,

who

and then

that

not

as

EniKuTivfifxa t.

kqk."

— EmKulvuua,
;

.

Kmia"

(cf.

2 Pet.

19; Gal.

ii.

seek to conceal their wickedness by boasting of their

This

Christian freedom.

who

"and

and

meaning, cf Exod. xxvi. 14, LXX. here used
Kypke, in loc). The sense is: "not as those to whom

their freedom serves as a covering for their
V.

exovte^:

"

:

the more remote, t^v tXevdEpiav the proximate,

for its original

;

Kai is epexegetical

defines the idea eIevOepol first negatively

uq belongs not to

positively.

uTT.

rf/g

is

the exact reverse of the Pharisaism of those

seek to conceal the wickedness of the heart by an outward conformity

—

to the law.

True

free.

back to the
Ver. 17.
oi'VTag; in

In the

uXX' ug dov?.ot eEov

expresses positively the nature of the truly

liberty consists in the (hv?iEia eEov
to diXriua tov Qeov,

and further

Four hortatory clauses suggested

the last he returns, by

first

still

three there

is

way

a climax. ^

Mi

vi.

16, ff.); it refers

Kvpwv.

to Peter

by the term

ayadonni-

of conclusion, to the principal theme.

— nuvTag

"We

(Rom.

to

Ti(ir)aaTE:

nuvTag

must

not,

with

* Hofmann justly says:
cannot think
of joining ver. 16 with ver. 17, for its contents
would not suit navTa<: Tifi^<TaT€,
even should

naunities " (Schott), is warranted neither by
what precedes nor by any thing the clauses
Hofmann, who denies
themselves contain.

be connected with thisonly (Fronmiiller),
is quite impossible,
not to speak of

the climax, determines the relation of the four

—

it

—

which

o6eA(f)OT7)To

Trji-

»

as

It is

Weiss

Christ

or Tof ©ebi-

<{ioPei<r9e."

not probable that Peter here refers,
(p.

349)

thiulis,

to

the words of

(Matt. xvii. 27), since they apply to

circumstances altogether different from those
mentioned here; see Meyer tn loc.
3

To

distribute these four exhortations over

"the two provinces of life, the natural and
civil, and the spiritual and ecclesiastical com-

—

maxims
manner.
is

to

each other

He

a highly

in

artificial

holds that the second sentence

in antithesis to the first,

the third; that the

and the second
stress is laid on

first is

and the fourih

to

akin to the fourth,

to the third; that in the first
ttoi'to?,

whilst in the second,

on the other hand, it lies not on o6eA(i)dTi}Ta,
but on ovaTraTe, and that in the first antithesis
it is the^rsi member that is emphatic, in the
second it is the last.

——

.
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Bengel, be limited to those quihus honos dehetur,

who belong
exception.

too

—

TL(iav is

equal to

is it

weak

state (Schott)

it

;

Rom.

xiii. 7,^

(Bengel)

the former

;

nor to those

expresses totality without any

not equivalent to vnoruaaeadac (De Wette)

civililer tractare

the opposite, positively stated, of

it is

;

same

to the

is

but neither

;

too strong, the latter

and means

Karatppovtlv,

:

to

recognize the worth (n/z^) which any one possesses, and to act on the recognition (Bruckner, Weiss, Wiesinger, Schott).

more important

This exhortation

for the Christian, that his consciousness of his

all tlie

is

own

dignity

can easily betray him into a depreciation of others. It refers to the Tiurj
which is due to man as man, and not first in respect of any particular
position he may hold.^
ttjv u6il<p6Tr]ia uyniruTe}.
udsXiponjc, also in cliap. v. 9,

—

corresponding to our "brotherhood,"
presented, where love to enemies

following principle
it

:

that the

has different objects.

exist only
life in

cf chap.

;

.

differently conditioned, according as

harmony with its inmost nature, it can
only among them is there community of

In perfect

22.

i.

"entertain good-will to."

—

Pott interprets ayan^v here superficially by

rbv Qebv (pojSsiade: of. chap.

i.

17

;

command

a

New

not

Testament, inasmuch as a lowly awe before
an essential feature of the filial relation to God.
rhv

only of the Old, but of the

God

contradiction of Matt. v. 44, here

also enjoined, is to be explained on the

uydTrri is

between Christians, for

God

the holy

is

the totality of the Christian breth-

i.e.,

The apparent

ren, cf. iepuTEvua, VV.5, 9.

is

—

iSaacXea niiure^-

Reiteration of the

whole passage;

cf.

command

Frov. xxiv. 21,

(pOjSov

here the same meaning as previously:

(ver. 13) as a conclusion to the

rbv Qebv, vie, kqI 3aaikm.

"show

— n^art

to the king the respect

has

which

him as king; " what that is, the apostle has explained in ver. 13.
Hornejus 3 incorrectly thinks that in the conjunction of the last two commands, he can here discover an indication of the limits by which obedience
to the king is bounded.
The difference in the tenses of the imjierative, in
pertains to

—

the
is

first

exhortation the imperat. aor., in the three others the imperat. pres.,

to be regarded as accidental, rather than as in

any way arising from the

substance of the command.*

An

Ver. 18.

exhortation to the slaves, extending from this verse to the

end of the chapter.

ol olakTai].

oIkettj^,

properly Speaking,

"a

domestic," a

improbable that Peter employed this
term in order to include the freedmen who had remained in the master's
house (Steiger).
nor is chap. i. 3 (as Steiger thinks)
oi oIk. is vocative
opposed to this.
vnoTaaaojievoL].
It is quite arbitrary to supply tjte (Oecumilder expression for

cJoy/lof.

It is

;

—

menius, etc

»

or to assert that the participle

),

imperative.

The

participle rather

is

used here instead of the

shows that the exhortation

In like manner, Hornejus: " non de om-

sit,

nerape ut Dei interim

is

conceived

tiraori niliil

deroge-

nibus absolute loquitur, quasi omnes tiomines

tur.

etiam pessimiliouorandisint, seddeiis.quibus

Hofraann's view is purely arbitrary:
" that in the foremost clause the aorist is put

honor propter potestatem quam
petit."
'

com-

because, in the

.

Flacius

offlcia

habeiit,

:

" unicuique

suum locum

et debita

exhibete."

Explicat Petr.

*

place,

and

chiefly,

it

is

it be at all supported by Winer's
remarks, p. 294 (E. T., 314)

Nor can
quomodo Caeeari parendum

first

required to houor all; and after this, that the
Christian should love his brethren in Christ."

^

;
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19.

II.

of as dependent on a thought already expressed; not on ver. 17 (De Wette),
but on ver. 13, which vv. 11 and 12 serve to introduce ; vTroTuy^re . . Kvpiov,
the institution of the household imi^lied in the relation of servant to master,
.

comprehended in the general term nuaa

is

^/3of

(c/V/. i.

17)

stronger than reverentia;

is

transgressing the master
of.

Eph.

KTiaig.

— tv

navrl

(/>6/3w].

denotes the shrinking from

based on the consciousness of subjection

will,

s

Doubtless this shrinking

vi. 5.1

uvepun.
it

is

in the case of the Christian based

on the fear of God but the word <p6iiog does not directly mean such fear, as
Weiss (p. 169) holds and seeks to prove, especially from the circumstance
that Peter in chap. iii. 6, 14, condemns the fear of man, forgetting, however,
;

that this fear too
TTuf (po^oq is

up

may be

true fear, —roig

Eph.

5

vi.

;

of different kinds;

every kind of fear

Col.

iii.

The moral conduct

;

dEcmoratg'}.

22.

—

cf. in loco.

—

iravri is

intensive.

a fear wanting in nothing that goes to make
Cf. 1 Tim. vi. 1
Tit. ii. 9, equals role Kvpcoig,
;

ov /lovov roZf ayadoic Kat inuiKtaiv, aXku kol toIc aKolLoigl.

of the servant,

which consists in

viroTuaaeadat

towards the

master, must remain unchanged, whatever the character of the latter

may

—

be; the chief emphasis, however, rests here on alXa koI toI^ ok.
uyadoi here
is equal to "kind;" for imetKr/Cy cf. 1 Tim. iii. 3; it does not mean "yield-

ing" (Fronmiiller), but, properly speaking, one who "acts
then "gentle."

—

denotes metaphorically the perverse disposition; Phil.

with

diEOTpa/zfievog

;

tciOi propriety,'*

"crooked," "bent," the opposite of

okoAioc, literally

ii.

15,

in Prov. xxviii. 18, 6 cKoTuaig 66oig nopevofiEvog

Luke

antithesis to 6 nopevofisvog diKolug (cf.

the classics (Athen., xv. p. 695; okoIlu

iii.

5).

(ppavelv,

It has the

opp. to evdia

straight,

synonymous
forms the

same

force in
It de-

(ppovelv).

notes, therefore, such masters as conduct themselves, not in a right, but in a

perverse manner, towards

Luther's "capricious"

Yer. 19. tovto yup

is

their servants

x^pig, f<].

to the clause beginning with

here, as

if

it

— are

hard and unjust to them;

inexact.

The ground

—

of the exhortation,

tovto refers

has not the special meaning "grace"
were to be explained, either with the older commentators,
el.

by

x^pi-c

were to be understood "the gift of grace"
one can suffer for the sake of
God " so, too, Schott), or " the condition of grace " (Wiesinger " in the
inofiiveiv is manifested the actual condition of grace ")
for this expression
is not parallel with K?iiog, ver. 12: and how can a summons be issued in a
gratiam concilians; or as

(Steiger

:

"

it

is

if

it

to be regarded as grace, if

;

:

;

manner

so direct, to the performance of a duty, by representing it either as
a gift of grace or a proof of a state of grace? Besides, "Wiesinger alters the

term "grace" into "sign of grace."
ver. 20, explain xuptg as

— Some

synonymous with

commentators, on account of
but without any linguistic

K?£og,

In profane Greek, xf^p^c denotes either the charm or the
or also the favor which one person has for another (to which are
linked on the meanings, expressions of good-will and thanks). Both senses

justification. 8
loveliness,

'

Thus,

too, In substance, Schott:

general, as

it

Is

"Fear

in

determined by the circum-

Btonces here mentioned."
3 That
Peter made special reference to
heathen masters, lies in the nature of the cir

cumstanceB, but

Is

not to be concluded from

the adject. (ricoAtds (as opposed to Schott).
»

Thus already Oecumenius

valet noraen gratiae

ferunt injurlas,

ii

quod

(Calvin

:

"idem-—

laudis; qwl patienter-

p-"'^''' "
landc digni
111 sjnii).

y

^

ji
'

*^

—

:
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If the first signification be adopted, the
enduring of the adversity of which Peter here speaks is characterized as
something lovely and so Cremer (see under ;t"P'C. P- 57G) seenis to take
But it is more natural to hold by the second sense, and to explain ''this
it.

are to be found in the Scriptures.^

;

favor," as equal to " tins causes favor." Several interpreters explain ;t«pif as
equal directly to " delight," substituting for the substantive the adjective
Thus Gerhard:
"well-pleasing," and supplying napu tu Geu from ver. 20.
is

hoc

est

et acceptum; De Wette: "Favor with God, i.e., wellGod;" so, too, Hofmann. But both of these are open to
Hofmann no doubt gives as the ground of his supplement
slave who lived up to the apostle's injunction has to look for the

Deo gratum

pleasing before
objection.
" tliat the

This

approval of none."
is

not clear

mind

;

why

is,

however, surely an unjustifiable assertion.

Peter did not add the words supplied

x^P^^ ^-i^d x^^o? i"

'^'^^-

-^

^^"6

therefore

—

— in

if

It

he liad them in his

consideration of vv. 12

The following clause indicates a
to be taken quite generally.
and 15
good behavior, by which the KaTokalia of the heathen is to be put to silence.
el

diu avveid-qaiv

is

placed

edge of us "
Fronmiiller

knows

:

all "),

Qeov

vno(pEpet, K.r.A.].

el

refers

back to

tovto;

did. (rvvel^rjatv

Beov

by way of emphasis, avveidi^aic Qeov is neither " God's knowl(Morus quia Deus conscius est tuarum miseria)-um ; similarly
"on account of the knowledge shared by God, since God

first

:

nor

is

the object, genit.

it

" conscientiousness before

Cor.

(cf. 1

viii.

God

" (Stolz)

;

7; Heb. x. 2), therefore the

A metonymy

the (duty-compelling) consciousness ot God.^

but Qeov

meaning

is

is:

does not require

assumed (Grotius per metonymiam objecti dicitur conscientia ejus, quod
Steiger introduces what is foreign to it when he extends
quis Deo debet).
the idea so as to include the conscious knowledge of the divine recompense.
In did mweid. Qeov is expressed substantially the same thought as in ug Qeov
did rrjv aweidrjaiv without Qeov is to be
6ov7jH, ver. 16, and 6ia r. Kvpiov, ver. 13
" to hear the burden put
v'KO(pepeLV
found in Rom. xiii. 5.
imoipepei rtf Ivira^l.
on one ] " the opposite of succumbing under a burden, cf 1 Cor. x. 13 2
Tim. iii. 11 nevertheless, the apostle seems here to have in mind more the
7MTTai,
antithesis to being provoked to anger and stubbornness (Hofmann).

to be

•

;

—

:

.

;

;

—

—

outward afflictions.
Tiuaxojv udiKuq, "whilst (not although) he suffers
It is
wrong (from the master, i.e., undeserved on the part of the slave)."
not suffering itself, but patient endurance in the midst of undeserved suffering,
This thought, general
and that did aweldfiaiv Qeov, which Peter calls a x^pcg.

here,

—

—

in itself, is here applied to the relation of servant to master.

Ver. 20.

Gerhard

noiov yap K^eof].

:

interrogatio respondet h.

I.

negatloni;

this interrogation brings out the nothingness, or at least the little value, of

the object in question;

cf.

Jas. iv. 14;

Luke

vi. 32.

kHoc, not

sc.

ivumov

but quite generally, for the thought " refers back to the point
of view, stated in vv. 12-15, from which this exhortation is given " (WieTov Qeov (Pott),

Xapi? has the

1

Prov.

i.

in the

ill

;

N. T., Luke

The second

meaning

first

9, X. 32, etc.

also Ecclus.
iv.

(Ps. xlv. 3;

etc.).

vii. 19, etc.;

libr.

22; Col. iv.

signification (Prov. xxii.

the N. T.,

Luke

i.

30,

ii.

6, etc.).
1,

52; Acts

etc.;

ii.

47,

Cf. besides, Crenaer and

;

et

Wahl:

Clavis

V. T. apocrypbi.
' Calov
"quia conscius est, id Deum velle
Deo gratum esse." So, too, De Wette,

Schott, etc.

—

—
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21.

II.

The two

vnofieveiTel.

Ko?ua(pi^n/iievoi

participles

stand in the closest connection with each other, so that ufiapruveLv is to be
conceived as the cause of the KoT^acjii^eadai. Luther's translation is accordingly

punishment on account of your evil deeds; " the only
is, that it weakens the force of the idea b-nofiiveiv.
vnoniveiv is synonymous with virocpipecv] the sense is: "it is no glory to
show patience in the suffering of deserved punishment." The view of De
Wette, that Peter referred only " to the reluctant, dull endurance of a criminal who cannot escape his punishment," misses the apostle's meaning, and
is correctly rejected by Bruckner and Wiesinger.
Steiger remarks justly;
"that, when any one endures patiently deserved punishment, he is only
performing a duty binding on him by every law of right and authority."
correct; "if ye suffer

fault to be found with this

—

the future with reference to the standpoint of the exhorta-

i'-annivdT£ is in

—

tion (Wiesinger).

KolaipH^uv.

pro plagis ac percussionibus.

(Gerh.); the strict signification

on the ear."

LXX.

apud
is

non

T. generaliter

11; 2 Cor.

iv.

"to give blows with the

Bengel: poena servorum eaque

The

N.

occurrit, in

xxvi. 67; 1 Cor.

jNIatt.

subita.

—

d

(Mi:

fist,

7

xii.

or slaps

uyadoiroLovvTeQ koI

Erasmus: si quum benejiciatis
e( TAMEX affligamini, sujfertis, is incorrect, for between uyaQon. and traaxthere exists the same relationship as between n/iapTuvovTeg and /co/la^t^o^cvoi ^
naaxovTeg

vnofj.evelTe'}.

interpretation of

;

Luther, correctly

"

:

if

ToiiTo ytip xuptg Ttapci QtCi

—

ye suffer on account of good-doing " cf iii. 17.
before these words
yiip is the correct reading
the
;

.

—

apodosis taken out of noiov

" this is

—

must be added to
what precedes, and these words form the basis of an argument in which
TovTo refers to ei ayadonotovvreg
inm/xeveiTe.
The meaning is because this
in God's sight is a xupig (not equal to " in the judgment of God," cf Luke ii.
K^rog,

.

true praise,"

.

.

:

.

52), therefore

a nMog.

it is

Ver. 21 gives the ground of the exhortation to bear undeserved suffering
by a reference to the sufferings of Christ.
elg tovto yiip iKA^dvre].

—

patiently,
eig

refers to

TOVTO

make

rectly

it

ei

uyadono/.ovvTeg

.

.

.

vttojjlevhte.

Many

interpreters incor-

apply only to suffering as such; but, as

Hemming

—

rightly

remarks: omnes pii vocati sunt, ut palienter inj'uriam ferant.
The construction with eig occurs frequently; cf. Col. iii. 15; 2 Thess. ii. 14.
In har-

mony

with the connection,

EK?.T]t)jjTe

accordingly

;

in general,

applies to

who

it is

ol

ohiTat

is

the slaves in the

are addressed (as in chap.

them not

of all Christians.

first
iii.

instance, not the Christians

9, 14,

17): but as this K^dr/vat

as slaves but as believers, it holds true at the
dri Kni

—

to be thought of as the subject to

XpioTbg enadev

imp

v/xHv].

oti:

same time

such suffering

is

part of a Christian's calling, /or Christ nho suffered: enadev is here the emphatic -word and with it Kai. also must be joined (M'hich Fronmiiller errone;

ously interprets by "even").

*

Nor

is

Wiesinger incorrectly takes

this relation BufRclently perceived

which the slave suffers

is

kqI

with Iradev

not caused Ly his

by Schott iu his explanation: "If they show
patience under ill-treatment which accompa-

actions,"

nles good conduct."

servants' work only necessary; (2) that the
well-doing of the Christian was not always in
harmony with heathen views (cf. chap. iv. 4).

In urging against

interpretation

given,

apply to

labor of

the

that

"if

servants,

the

ayaeonoielv
then,

that

Hofmann has

failed to observe (I)

that the context does not render the idea of
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we should endure
His sake, and for His honor and glory in the world,"
thus introducing a thought foreign to the context. The obligation to suffer
under which we who are Christ's people are laid, from the very fact that
inip v/xuv in this sense, that, as Christ suffered for us, " so
affliction for

Him,

for

Christ also suffered,

were vnkp

^fiuu

(not

for us all the greater that the sufferings of Christ

is

avd' ijnuv,

but "for our advantage"), and therefore such
He has left us in His sufferings.

as enable us to follow the example which

Inasmuch
for ours,

as vneo

we

are

vfiCiv

sins,

justified in recognizing these sufferings as

served, but not in concluding, with

mark

own

implies that Christ suffered not for His

no doubt

Hofmann, that

only the undeservedness of Christ's sufferings.

meant

vnip ifxuv is

—

vfilv

but

undeto

vnoh/xnuvuv vno-

Another form of vnoleirru (used of the leaving
iiraTitinruvu, uk. )iey.
behind at death, Judith viii. 7). Bengel: in abitu ad patrem. vnoypa/ifioc
specimen, quod imitentur, ut pictores noviliis exemplaria dant, ad quae
(oTT, Aey.)
inter pingendum respiciant: equivalent in sense to vnddety/ia, John xiii. 15
ypafiuov].

:

2 Thess.

(^Tvnog;

sented by

way

iii.

It is not Christ's life in general that is here pre-

9).

which

of example, but the patience

The

of undeserved sufferings.^

He showed

giving the nearer definition of the latter

He

:

aiiTov'].

Sicut prior metaphora a pictoribus

posterior petita est a viae duce (Gerhard)

—

iX'^oc,

Rom.

besides here, in

iv.

et

—

12 (aroLxeiv

Iva tnaKolovdr/oriTe

scriptoribus, ita

with enoKoX. cf

;

as

vir. vfi.

thus suffered, as in doing

so to leave you an example, withal to the end that, etc.^

Tok Ixvemv

in the midst

participle is connected with inadsv

rolg Ix^eai)

Tim. v.
and 2 Cor.
.

1

haec

10, 24.
xii.

18

(^TTepinaTclv toIc txveot)'

The

Ver. 22.

His innocence.

first

feature in the exemplary nature of Christ's sufferings:

— After

Isa.

oTo/uan uvToi) (Cod. Alex.,

nee facto unquam peccavit.

With

in speech.

tween

eipioKEadai

reference,

.

however

LXX.

draw attention

TjvdTiei.; Xo'.dopia

reales

uvofiiav ovk inoiriae, ov6e 66?^ov ev

tu

—

half of the sentence expresses truth

Winer,

feature

:

1

to the

;

p.

uvnXoiS.

liii.

/ley.;

cf.

difference be-

;

—

bg

De Wette and Wiesinger

loidop.

and

nadi^f^oTa

ttuoxuv, avTEloid.

and

omnis generis injuriae

—

Luke vi. 38.
The announcements

avTifierpio),

here used of threat of vengeful recompense.
to

For the

48.

cannot but be recognized.

7,

^TTci'/lei].

climax between
lln.

i.

572 (E. T., 616).

the patience of Christ in His sufferings.

slight, to Isa.

judgment on unbelievers,

tu

nee verba

:

John

ii.

omnis generis injuriae verbales

(Gerhard).

Gerhard

ot. airov).

The second

Tiouhpovfxevoc ovk avTelouhpa, Tzuax^v ovk

rightly

:

evpidr) doXog iv

chap.

tlvai, cf.

The second

Ver. 23.

A

duXog, cf

and

liii. 9,

oMe

rjneila is

of divine

which Christ more than once gave expression,

are of a different nature, and cannot be considered as an aneiMv, in the

sense in which that word

is

here used.

Comp. with

this passage the exhor-

only In place of an infinitive clause, as after

> Wherever Scripture presentB Christ as an
example, it does so almost always with reference to His self-abasement in suffering and
death (Phil. Ii. 6; John xiii. 15, xv. 12; 1 John
Only in 1 John ii. 6 is
iii. 16; Heb. xii. 2),
Christ presented as an example iu the more

eVroA^ (John xiii. 34), ^ouAtj (Acts xxvii. 42),"
Inasmuch as " vnoypannoi is no more than a
direction to do likewise." But this interpretation of vTroypa/x/ads is erroneous, and there-

general sense.

into an infinitive clause.

•

Hofmann

wrongly asserts that " iva stands

fore iva enaKoKoxjOrjcrriTe cannot

be resolved

—

—
CHAP.
tation of the apostle, chap.
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24.

napedidov di tw Kplvovri dmaiug].

9.

iii.

II.

nape6l6ov

not in a reflexive sense: "He committed Himself" (Winer, p. 549 [E. T.,
590]; De Wette),^ neither is causam suam (Gerhard, etc.) nor nplaiv (ivom

supplement

to be supplied; the

KpivovTi)

— Didynuis

is

Luther's translation

(Wiesinger, Schott).

is

rather lotdopomdai and m'laxetv
good: " He left it to Him. "^

understands naptdiduv of Christ's prayer for His

arbitrarily

meaning is rather, that Christ left it to the God who judges
justly, to determine what should be the consequences of the injustice done
to Him on those who wrought it. That His desire was only that they should
enemies;

the

3

Consebe punished, is not contained in Kapt6u)ov (similarly Ilofmaun).
quently the reference formerly made in this commentary to Jer. xi. 20,
XX.

1"2,

whose

judgment

just

—

A

rd)

diKoiug Kpivovn,

God,

direct designation of

the outcome of His being" (Wiesinger).

is

further expansion of the

avTdg ufTiveyKev, k.t.X.

Of,

"a

17: tov unpocuTco'ATjnTug Kpcvovra,

i.

Ver. 24.
7lfj.uv

With

as illustrative of the passage, is erroneous.

chap.

cf.

"

:

Who

vTrep vfiCJv,

ver. 21. —

bg rug dfiapriag

himself bore our sins on His body

to the tree."

the third relative clause, though a climax too, cannot fail to be recog-

nized here

:

He

— vicariously,

suffered innocently,
for us,

— patiently (not requiting evil for

evil),

must not be asserted that this third clause
Christ in which He can be an example for us

still it

predicates any thing of

(Hofmann); the thought here expressed itself contradicts this assertion.
of this verse arose from a reference to the passage in Isa.
The
liii., and the actual fulfilment of the prophecy herein contained.
words of that chapter which were chiefly present to the mind of the apostle

The phraseology

are those of ver. 12,

LXX.,

kol avrdg unupTiar -koTJu'w avrjveyKE

and

ver. 11: kqI rag afiapriag avrijv ahrbg uvoinei (73D"),

The Hebrew

(^^^)-

TjfiCw (pepeL

therefore "
either one's

to

bear sin,"

own

is

1

In

Mark

many."*

iv. 29, too, to

its

— This

suffering of

punishment

which De Wette

Meyer on this passage.
* The Vulg. strangely translates, "tradebat

judicanti

injuste

se

;

''

according to which

Lorinus interprets: "tradidit seChristus
eponte propriaque voluntate turn .Judaeis, turn
Pilato ad mortem oblatus." Cyprian (i)e£ono
Patientiae) and Pauliinis (£>. 2) quotes the
passage as it stands in the Vulg. Auguslin
(.Tract, in John xxi.) and Fulgentius (Ad
Trasimarch., lib. I.), on the other hand, have
jvate.
a

From

the fact that Christ's prayer

is

not

De Wette unwarrantably conwas unknown to the writer of

lier",

eludes that

it

the epistle.
* It

He

"

above given;

Num.

is,

in the case of

Lev. xix. 17, xx. 19, xxiv. 15;

cf.

v. 31, xiv.

58, xxiii. 35, etc.

ai; Ezek. iv. 5,
(Lam. v. 7, 73D)

XtpH

or :l;'__ha8

the

In con-

meaning

xiv. 10, xvi.
:

generally,

LXX. translate this KJyj by
Xau.pdu^iv.'but ahohy KOfJiii^Lu and inoVipetV,
indeed,

the

lu the passage quoted, Isa. liii. 4, by <|.ep€i.'; In
jjum. xiv. 33, as In Isa. liii. 12, by ai'a<l>€peiv.
proves how unwarranted Hofmann
tj^j^
(Schriftbeweis, II., 1, p. 465, 2d ed.) is in
eaying', " that in view of the Greek translation

of Isa.

liii.

11, 12,

that ava-i>ipi>.v

it

is

arbitrary to assume
'
Of
to carry.' "

means simply
knows that

i;,a*ep€i^ does not

from

this

„ot use

alluded

admits of no doubt that XK^J

nection with

punishment

suffered the

course every one

mentioned

sin,

punishment for sin,"
is in the above-quoted

uvT/veyKs

:

see

cf. also

afiapriag

to, " to suffer the

Now, as
meaning is

appeals, napaSiSovai has no reflexive force;

;

t.

with the accus. of the idea of

or that of another.

passage a translation of HK^J,
for the sins of

Nb^J

equivalent

(^^J)

ver. 4: ovrog

the

it

it

to,

mean

cf.

and of
carry

;

"

itself

but

does not follow that the LXX. did
sense in the phrase above
the more so that they attribute to
in this

word no meaning opposed

usage;

in

" to

Thuc.

iii.

18,

to its classical

Kiv&wovi

avatjiep.;

;
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the Servant of God, of such a nature that by
for

whom He

those whose the sin

it

is,

and

endures the punishment, become free from that punishment;

Since, then, Peter plainly had this
it is therefore a vicarious suffering.^
passage in his mind, the thought here expressed can be no other than this
that Christ in our stead has suffered the punishment we have merited

through our sins, and so has borne our sins. But with this the subsequent
" on to the tree" does not
enl TO ivTiov, which means not " on the tree," but
seem to harmonize. Consequently it has been proposed to take uvaipepeiv in
the sense which it has in the phrase uvailiEpnv n tnl to evaiaaTrjpiov (cf. Jas.
ii. 21; Lev. xiv. 20; 2 Chron. xxxv. 16; Bar. i. 10; 1 Mace. iv. 53); cf.
:

where

ver. 5,

to ^vTmv

would be conceived as the

But against

altar. ^

this

interpretation, besides the fact that uvac^ep. is thus here taken in a sense

from that which it has in Isa. liii., there are the following objecThat in no other passage of the N. T. is the cross of Christ
represented as the altar on which He is offered ^ (2) That neither in the
O. T. nor in the N, T. is sin anywhere spoken of as the offering which is
brought up to the altar.* knl to ^vXov might be explained by assuming a
pregnant construction, as in the Versio Syr., which runs bajulavit omnia
peccata nostra eaque sustulit in corpore sua ad crucem,^ that is " hearing our
sins He ascended the cross."
But the assumption of such a construction is
different

tions: (1)

;

:

:

uva(pEpEiv can quite well be taken to mean " carrying up,"
without depriving the word of the signification which it has in the passage
in Isaiah, since " carrying up" implies "carrying."
In no other way did

not necessary, since

Pol.

30, <l>66vovi;

koX StajSoAa? ava(f>ep.. Bee

s.v. ava(}>4pu),

and Delitzsch, Komment.

i.

Pape,
e.

Br. an die Hebr., p.

|i;?-nX (Lev.
Ing
,

the

442.

Nt^J

X. 17) is said of the priests bear'-

away

sin

,,„
LXX.

translate KI^J

^

— Doubtless

(making atonement), but there
,

»-«Y^

„

.

by
f r
J a'^oiiaeLv.

.

,

Plainly
J

there can here be no allusion to the meaning

"to forgive
1

Weiss

sin."
is

inaccurate

(p. 265) that the passages,

xiv. 33;

Lam.

v. 7;

Ezek.

to a vicarious suffering.

when

he

asserts

*

"

If avaijiipeiv

-r

-

our sins on His body on the tree."
Here, too, Schott admits what is said above,
^^^ seeks to destroy its force as a proof, by
eacrifice

Num.

claiming for

allude

or bring

up

supplying

— as

i.va<t>(p(t.v

the sense, " to present

it

seems

— as

offering,

which the

pressiou of the apostle in no

;

but this

suffering tcith, not instead of, others, without those who have done the sin being freed
from its punishment.

is

Gerhard " Crux Christl fuit sublime illud
quod Christus se ipsum in sacrificium
oblaturus ascendit, sicut V. Testamenti sacrificia altari imponebantur.
*

:

altare, in

6

the

in offering," at

deed, speak of a bearing of the punishment
sins of others have caused

(p. 440)

— arise, " per semet ipsum

cross.

Lev. xix. 17;

in-

— which Delitzsch

™"^°1'*^'' Peccata nostra." but in. to ^vKov
would then have to be interpreted, " on the
.,
,•„
„
,,
u
ti,t
a a in
Himself
offered
Luther: "who

xviii. 19, 20,

These passages,

be here taken as equivalent to
Heb. vii. 27, not only

to offer eacrifice," as in

would the thought
terms a corrupt one

same time
object of

the

the body of Christ, which the ex-

Schott

brings

the

way

justiiies.

baseless

accusation

against the circumlocution of the Syr. translatiou^

« t^at

in it

peccata

is to

be taken differ-

ently in the first clause from the second " in
the former, as equivalent to " the punishment
"
of our sin " in the latter, as " the sin itself;
;

;

the passages which speak of Christ's death on

same meaning in both
members, although the bearing of the sins
consists in the suffering of the punishment for
them. Comp. Num. xiv. 33, where in the ex-

the cross as a sacrifice, the cross must be pre-

pression droio-ouo-i

supposed to be that which served as altar."
This is decidedly to be contradicted, the more
80 that the animal sacrificed suffered death
not upon, but be/ore, the altar.

nopveia has by no means the meaning " punishment for fornication," although a.va<(>ipeiv

8

Schott, whilst admitting the above, asserts

" that

it

will

hardly be contradicted that in

all

for peccata has the

rrjt/

Kopveiav

ii/u-uv,

rrtv nopveiav means as much as "
punishment for fornication."

the

word

to suffer the

CHAP.
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24.

II.

Christ bear our sins up on to the cross than by suffering the punishment for
our sins in the crucifixion, and thereby delivering us from the punishment.
The apostle lays special stress on the idea of substitution here contained,

by the addition
next to

Tjfiijv;

of avrSg, which, as in Isa.

but hy

ev

tC)

au/iart avrov

11, stands by way of emphasis
"jn,"i but "on His body"

liii.

—

— not

body it was on which the punishment was accomIt is
plished, inasmuch as it was nailed to the cross, and died thereon.
quite possible that this adjunct, as Wiesinger assumes, is meant at the same
time to serve the purpose of expressing the greatness of that love which
moved Christ to give His body to the death for our sins but that there is
in it any special reference to the sacramental words of the Lord (Weiss,
The addition of
p. 273), is a conjecture which has nothing to support it.
enl TO ^i'Xov is explained by the fact itself, since it is precisely Christ's death
on the cross that has redeemed us from the guilt and power of our sins.

we

are reminded that His

;

Peter also uses the expression to

Acts

V. 30, X. 39.

rendered ^vXov by

It

had

its

to denote the cross, in his sermons,

^vTioi-

origin in the Old-Testament phraseology

LXX., denoting

criminals were sometimes suspended;

way

yi?.,

the pole on which the bodies of executed
cf.

Deut. xxi. 22, 23; Josh. x. 26.

shame of the punishment
which Christ suffered but it is at least doubtful, since there is no reference
to it in any way, whether Peter, like Paul in Gal. iii. 13, used the expression
with regard to the curse pronounced in Deut. xxi. 22 (as Weiss, p. 267,
emphatically denies, and Schott as emphatically asserts). Bengel is entirely
mistaken in thinking, that by the adjunct km to ^vAov the apostle alludes to
the punishment of slaves (ligno, cruce, /urea, plecti soliti erant servi).
Certainly in this

attention

is

drawn

to the

;

Remark

— The

many of the commentators is wanting
inasmuch as the two senses, which ava<^epEiv has in
the different phrases, a.va<pepeiv rug ufiapriag and uvafipeiv ti km r. dvaiaarripiov,
are mixed up with each other. Vitringa Vix uno verbo E/x<t)a<ng vocis upa(ptpeLv
1.

interpretation of

in the necessary precision,

(

exprimi potest. Nota ferre et offere.
portasse peccata nostra, in quantum

Primo

dicere voluit Petrus, Christum

erant imposita. Seciindo ita
ea secum obtulerit in altari), while drawing, indeed, a
distinction between the two meanings, thinks that Peter had both of them in
eirl
his mind, which of course is impossible.
Hofmann explains uva(pepeiv
Td ^vlov on the analogy of the phrase, avatptpeLv ti em to OvoiaaTTjpLov, without,
however, understanding the cross as the altar the meaning then would be
ilia

ipsi

tulisse 2)eccata nostra, ut

—

.

.

.

;

"

He

that

lifted
is

up His body on

to say, atoning for our sins."

mind the passage
here the same meaning as
had

in his

:

to the cross, thereby bearing

up

thither our sins,

Although Hofmann admits that Peter

in Isaiah, he nevertheless denies that uvijVEyKe has

In his Schriftheweis, 1st ed., he gives a
" He took up our sins with
Him, and so took them away from us.'" He, however, justly adds that uva<pipEiv
has the same meaning here as in Heb. ix. 28, Wiesinger has adopted this
interpretation, as also, in substance, Delitzsch, Ilehraerbrief, p. 442 f.
In the
2d edition of tlie Schriftbeweis, Hofmann has withdrawn this explanation but,
there.

similar interpretation, only that there he says

:

;

1

So, loo, Schott,

who

interprets iv no o-u/naTi as equal to " iu His earthly bodily life" (!).
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on the other hand, he erroneously
of Heb.

27."

vii.

asserts that uva(pepeiv here is

Christ for our sins consisted essentially only in what befell
of our sins, and maintains, in opposition to

own

"the

uva<l>epecv

— Schott justly combats Hofmanu's view, that the sufferings of
it,

interpretation, however, of our passage

Him

as the result

the substitution of Christ.

His

equally inadmissible, since he
attributes to uvacpipeiv the meaning, " to brine/ up or present in offering," yet
is

adding to the idea of ^'offering" an object other than a/zapnaf, which stands
with uvTjveyKEv, thus giving to the one word two quite different references.
Schott makes aufia Xpiarov the object of "offering," taking it out of the supplementary clause, ev tu oufiaii avrov but this he is the less justified in doing, that
he explains these words by " tu His earthly corporeal life."
This is not the
place to enter fully into Schott' s conception of the propitiation wrought by
Christ's death on the cross.
Though it contains many points worthy of notice,
it is of much too artificial a nature ever to be considered a just representation
of the views of the apostle.
Luthardt interprets " He bore His body away
from the earth up to God. No doubt it was not an altar to which Christ
brovight His body up
but the peculiarity lies precisely in this, that His body
should at the same time hang on the accursed tree." " Away from the earth to
God," is evidently an addition and had Peter wished to emphasize the cross
as the accursed tree, he would have added tw Kurapuc.'^
FtEMAKK 2.
This interpretation agrees substantially with that given by
De Wette-Briickner and Weiss yet De Wette's reference to Col. ii. 14 is
inappropriate, inasmuch as that passage has a character entirely different, both
in thought and expression, from tlie one here under consideration.
Weiss is
wanting in accuracy when he says that " Christ ascended the cross, and there
bore the punishment of our sins," since already in the sufferings which preceded
Nor can it be conceded to
the crucifixion, the bearing of our sins took place.
these commentators, that the idea of sacrifice was absent from the conception
;

—

—

:

;

;

—

;

—

of the apostle.

the D^>5, ver.

Its existence is

No

10.

erroneously disputed also in Isa.

doubt prominence

is

given, in the

liii.,

in spite of

instance, to the

first

; but Weiss ought not to have denied that this thoiight is
connected in the mind of the prophet, as in that of the apostle, with the idea of
sacrifice, especially as he himself says that the idea of substitution is that upon
which the sin-offering is based (Lev. xvii. 11). And was there any other substitutionary bearing of sin than in the sacrifice? It must not, however, be
concluded that each word in the expression, and especially enl to ^vAov, must
have a particular reference to the idea of sacrifice.

idea of substitution

Oecumenius:

tva Talc afiapnatg unoyevofisvoi].

vovTeg] cf.

Rom.

vi. 2,

11 (Gal.

ii.

Jieri alicujus dicitur servus, unb dicit sejitnctionem

out," which

Weiss

in this sense

is

Tjiiuv.

1

The

284) supports,

is

f.).

Talg ufiapTiaic

•

uvtI tov, unoOa-

;

For the dative, see Winer,

corresponds to the foregoing rug

u,uapriag

use of the aor. part, shows that the being dead unto sin

Pfleiderer (p. 422)

is

entirely

In maintaining the sense to be

:

unwarranted

" That Christ,

by His death on the cross, took away, removed
our sins, so that they no longer surround our

Tivog

Germ, "to become with-

inajipropriate here, since inroyiyveadai

construed with the genitive.

398 (E. T., 427

p.

(p.

unoysvo/ievoi

Bengel's rendering: yiveadac

19).

is

the

and " that by this removal is meant, that
we free our moral life and conduct from
life,"

sin "

( !).

—

—

CHAP.
condition into which
avrbc dvfiveyKev,

^/iijv

with this condition

Rom.

of.

vi.

—

condition of

we

;

by the

are introduced

The

k.t.Tl.
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25.

II.

by

Iva

The

i.

clause, introduced here

tj)

.

(iiKaioavv^

^rjacjixt-v

;

by the

God and

in the fulfilling

final particle Iva (as in

primary aim of Christ's substitutionary death,

18), does not give the

that, namely, of reconciliation;

from the power of

.

sins are forgiven," but it is the opposite of ufiapria,

" righteousness which consists in obedience towards
of His will."

.

"justification or righteousness, as a

means here not

him whose

fact tliat Christ ruf ufiapHac

actions of the Christians should correspond

this the apostle expresses

6tKaioavv7)

:

but further the design, that of making free
(p. 285) is wrong in thinking that Peter

Weiss

sin.

" did not liere conceive the redemption as already completed in principle by
the blood of Christ," but " accomplished in a purely physiological way, by the

impression produced by the preaching of His death and the incitement to
imitation which

^

it

gave."

Thus

Pfleidei-er also.

The

refutation of this

Isa. liii. 5,
ov tw fiMuni (avrov) iudrire'].
found in what follows.
LXX. return to the direct form of address fiuluTp is, properly speaking,
marks left by scourging (Sir. xxviii. 17, n^yri (luanyoq noui /uulunac) thereis

to be

:

:

;

taken

fore,

only

;

strictly,

but here

the expression has reference to the flagellation of Christ

stands as a pars pro

it

toto

(Steiger) to denote the whole of

—

By
which His death was the culminating point.
iddy/re the apostle declares, that, through the suffering of Christ (of course
by the instrumentality of faith), the Christians are translated from the sickChrist's sufferings, of

ness of a sinful nature into the health of a

Ver. 25.

^re yup ug irpoBara nXavufievoi'].

points back, as the continuance in

shows, in the

first

it

life of

righteousness.

This explanatory clause (yap)

of the direct address

to

new one
if

.

.

.

ij-e)

rj) dimioavvy
but at the same time also to the thought Iva
which that assertion is subservient. For the foi'egoing figure a

fiuTium iudrjTe,
^TjauiLiev,

(JudjjTe

instance, to the statement immediately preceding oh tu

is

.

substituted, after Isa.

liii.

6:

LXX.

.

.

nuvreg uc TTpoPaTa e-rrXavTidvusv;

be the correct reading, then from it the nearer definition of
to be supplied, the sheep are to be thought of as those which have

TxlavufievoL

irpoBa-a is

no shepherd
17; 1 Kings

(]\Iatt. ix.

xxii. 17).

36

:

uael npoiSara

— For the

iifj

exovra not/uiva;

rated in his sin from God, comp. Matt, xviii. 12, 13;
kneaTpu<j>TiTe viw].

ineaTpu.(pijTt

is,

in

comp. Num. xxvii.

figure describing the state of

Luke

man

xv. 4

harmony with the uniform usage

ff.

sepau'XX'

of Scrip-

be taken not in a passive (Wiesinger, Schott), but in a middle sense
"^e have turned yourselves."'^ Luther translates "but ye are now turned."
The word f7rt(jrpe0££v means to turn one's self away from (utto, f«), towards

ture, to

:

1

In his Lehrbuch der Bibl. Theol. (p. 172),
" It follows from ii. 24, that
is certainly a con-

"Weiss only says

:

not here what they did, but what in Christ
was imparted to them," has all the less weight,

is

the being released from sin

that conversion, though the personal act of the

must still be regarded as effected by
Ilofmann mainUuns, without the
do so, that in this passage
the chief emphasis lies on the readers' own
act, though at the same time he correctly
understands e;re(TTpa(#»)Tt in a middle sense.

sequence, but only the indirect consequence.
Because it has released

Christian,

of the death of Christ.

Christ.

us from the guilt of our former sins, the further consequence will be, that henceforward
we will renounce those sins which He vica-

slightest

riously expiated."
»

Schott's counter-remark:

"The

question

right to

;
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something

(ett'i,

Ttpog, elc),

implied in the word

(sometimes equal to

itself,

:

to turn round)

but

;

it is

not

that the individual has formerly been in that place

towards which he has now turned round, and whither he is going (thei'efore,
Weiss (p. 122) is therefore wrong
in Gal. iv. 9, ndXiv is expressly added).
when from this very word he tries to prove that by noifiijv God, and not
Christ, is to be understood, although the term sometimes includes in it the
secondary idea of "back; "
Twv

\pvxi^v vfiuv].

Tu npojiaTu.

2 Pet.

cf.

ii.

21, 22.

— km

tov noi/xiva kqi cmaKonov

Cf. especially Ezek. xxxiv. 11, 12, 16,

fxov kuI STriaKexponai

nXavcofxevov uixoaTpEipu

avru, uanep

^r/Tel

LXX.

lyu

:

6 TtOLji^v to noifipiov avrov

mt^rjirjau
.

besides, with noiunv, Ps. xxiii. 1; Isa. xl. 11.

;

the fact that in these passages

God

is

spoken of as the shepherd,

it

.

,

to

From

must not

be concluded, with AVeiss, that noifiTjv koi enioKonog refers not to Christ, but to
God. For not only has God, calling Himself a shepherd, promised a shephei'd

(Ezek. xxxiv. 24,

Aaw(5, xxxvii. 24),

LXX.

and Peter himself,

Christ.

— rightly

who
the

it

is

Him

upxtnocixijv.

plainly of no account.

was, like

imano-^zog

iioiiiiiv,

the

would

name

.

.

tov dov'kov fxov

In compai'ison with

All interpreters

— ex-

all

the more naturally occur to the

of the presidents of the churches

were, so to speak, the representatives of the

Head

.

speaks of Himself as the good Shepherd

understand the expressions here used as applying to

The designation

apostle, as

too,

in chap. v. 4, calls

these passages, chap v. 2

cept Weiss

avaoTijau en' avTovg Toifiiva eva

:

but Christ,

of the whole Church.

— ruv

One Shepherd and Bishop,

ipv^uv v/iuv belongs, as the omission of

the article before kmoKonov shows, to both words; with the expression,
cf . chap.

i.

9, 22.

CHAP,
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III.

CHAPTER
Ver.
Tiscli. 8

ai yvvacKEc].

1.

omit

— Almost

all

al,

after

A,

III.

Rec,

after C, K, L, P, etc. (Tisch. 7)

B

omitted perhaps in order to

;

at

authorities (as also H), even Griesb., along with

Lachm. and
mark the vocative.
;

Lachm. and

Tisch.,

support the reading KepdrjdfiaovTai, instead of Kipdj^QrjauvTai. The future conjunct.,
occurring only in later writers (see Winer, p. 72 [E. T., 89]), is to be found only
in min.

;

it is

put here because of Im

often construed cum. ind.,

is

rpix^v Kot nepWiaeuc].

Lachm.

John

superfluously, however, as

;

xvii.

2; Rev. xxii.

substitutes €/in?MKf/c

i)

14.

tm

— Ver.

in the N. T.
f/inTiOK^g

3.

— The most
(Tisch.) — Ver.

nepideaeuc, in C.

important authorities, however, support the usual reading
4.
npaiog km Tjavxiov]. Rec, after A, C, L, K, P, K, most min., Clem., Thph., etc.
Lachm. T/av^iov /cat npaiog, in B, Vulg., Copt., etc. Instead of npasog, Tisch.
reads npaeug, cf. A. Buttmann, p. 23.
Ver. 5. Millius, without sufficient reason,
regards the words, al eTini^ovant enl rdv Qeov, as spurious, because they are not in
However, according to A, B, C, etc., and Lachm. and Tisch.,
the vss. Aethiop.
eli; shoidd probably be read for ini.
The article t6v, which is found almost only in
deleted
(Lachm., Tisch.), so that the original text probably runs:
min., must be
ai klmCovaai elg Oeov.
X reads ai e/lTi-. im tov Qeov, after the word iav^ug. Ver. 6.
virijKovev is insufficiently attested by B, Vulg.
inijKovai]. Lachm.
Ver. 7. The
Kec. avyK'Ar]povdfiotc (Tisch.) is found in several min. (3, 7, 8, etc.), in Vulg., Syr.,
Aeth., Arm., Arr., in Thph., Oec, Aug., etc.; it is doubtful if in B.^ In N we
find at first hand, avyK^T/povuiiovg, and, as correction, myKTiripovd/xotg (according to
Buttm.). In A, C, K, L, P, many min., several versions, and Hier., on the
other hand, we find the nominative, avyK?.r}pov6/iot (Lachm.). The opinion of
critics as to which is the original reading, is much divided
almost all commentators prefer the Rec. so, too, Reiche whilst Hofm. holds an opposite
view. According to the handwriting, the nominative appears clearly to be the
better-attested reading but for this, see the commentary on the verse.
A, C**,
H, several min., Hier., add the adjective T:oiKi?.rig to xapiTog, which is probably
taken from chap. iv. 10, but which Hofm. nevertheless considers genuine.
Instead of Rec. iKKOTrreadac, after C**, K, L, several min., and Theoph. (Tisch.
7), Lachm. and Tisch. 8 read, after A, B, X, etc., iyKdnreneac (Tisch. 8, evk.},
which Hofmann also considers the original reading. Both readings occur in
Oec. It cannot be decided with certainty. Buttm., following B, has accepted
the dative Toig npoaevxalc, in place of the accus. rilg npoaevxdg. Grammatically
no objection can be raised ("so that no hinderance be given to your prayers")
but as this reading is only found in B, it can hardly be considered the original

—

:

—

—

—

:

—

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

»

Birch has

o-uy/cATjpofd/ioi,

given as the reading of B
but has been accused of error

:

Buttmann, in his edition, reads
avyK><r}pov6iioi, and gives this also as the readby Majus.

ing of B. On the other hand, in his Recensus
Cod. K) he gives avyK\r)pov6ixoi.s as the
reading adopted by him.
lecit.,
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—

Ver. 8. Tairsiv6(ppovec]. After A, B, C, K, etc., Syr., Erp., etc.; accepted
even by Griesb. and Scholz, instead of the 4>i?M(ppovtc of K, and several min. In
some Cod. both words are placed side by side, which may, according to Hof mann,
be taken as the original reading.
Ver 9. According to almost all authorities,
A, B, C, K, J<, al., Syr., utr. Copt., etc., as also Lachm. and Tisch., eidoreg
should be deleted.
Ver. 10. 'The Kec. gives the pronoun avrov after yTiuaaav
(K, L, P, J<, etc.) in A, B, C, and several min., it is wanting here, as also after
Xei^ Lachm. and Tisph. have accordingly omitted it in both passages.
Ver. 11. After £KK?iivdTcj, several Codd., A, B, C*, have the particle de (Lachm.,
Tisch. 7), which in the Rec. is wanting after C**, K, L, P, N, etc. (Tisch. 8).
The omission seems to be a correction.
Ver. 12. oi dipdaA/ioi]. The article is
wanting in A, B, C*, K, L, P, N, etc., omitted by Scholz, Lachm., Tisch.;
In the original passage (Ps. xxxiv. 16,
Griesb., too, regards ol as doubtful.
LXX., it is wanting. —Ver. 13. Cv^raq. After A, B, C, K, al. (Lachm., Tisch.
K, L, P, several min., Oec. (Tisch.). fii/^Tirai
8), instead of the Rec, infirtTai
appears to be a correction, rov ayadov having been taken as masc, and (^rjluTai
m/iTjrai,
following such passages as Eph. v. 1, 1 Thess.
not being suitable thereto,
De Wette, Wiesinger, Reiche, Hofmann,
i. 6, very naturally presented itself
one.

—

—

;

—

;

—

m

;

prefer uinv'ai

«...

;

Briickner and Schott, Cv^urai.

Instead of eav

.

.

.

yevjiade,

B

Buttm. notes, without, however, receiving it into the
iiTjde rapaxd^re,
text.
Ver. 14. Instead of uW eI, in A and several min. el 6e.
omitted in B, L, 43, but yet received into the text by Buttm.
Ver. 15. rov
Qeov]. Rec, after K, L, P, several min., Thph., Oec.
Instead of this, Lachm.
and Tisch. read rdv XpioTov (considered by Griesb. to be probably the genuine
reading) attested by A, B, C, N, 7, al., Syr., utr. Copt., etc., Clem., Fulgent.
After iroifioi, the Rec.
The alteration to tov Oeov is explained by Isa. viii. 13.
adds 6e according to Tisch. 's statement, it stands in A, K, etc., but not in
Buttm. affirms that it is also to be found in B Tisch. 7 has
B, C, K, etc.
In place of ahovvn, K has the
retained it Lachm. and Tisch. 8 have not.
unairovvn.
correction
A, B, C, X, 5, al., Copt., Syr., etc., have aXkd before
uETu, which Lachm. and Tisch. have justly accepted
it may be considered as
the original, not only from the testimony of the authorities (it is wanting only
in K, L, P, some min., and versions, in Oec, Beda), but also as being the more
difficult reading.
Ver. 16. The reading which is best attested by the authoriiv ti KaTokalovai vfiuv ug naKonoiuv, as in A, C, K, N, etc.
Instead of the
ties is
KaraAaXuaiv.
B, on the other hand, simply
indicative, Rec. has the conjunctive
has KaTa?ia?ieiade, which Tisch. has accepted he is, however, hardly justified in
doing so, as it is too insufficiently attested, and appears rather to be a correction
for the purpose of making the passage less difficult (cf. Schott and Hofmana).
-vVer. 17. d diTioi]. Justly accepted even by Griesb., instead of the Rec. ei
reads:

yivoiade, as

—

:

—
—

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

—

:

;

—

:

:

;

6i?^ei.

— Ver.

18.

vfiuv,

following upon

C**, al., Syr., Arr., etc, has
appears to have been inserted

cifxapTuJv, in

been accepted by Lachm. in his small edition

—

;

it

Instead of the Rec inads, in B, K,
vfiag npoaayhyri r. 9.
Thph., Oec, Aug. (Tisch. 7), A, C, X, 5, al., Cypr., Didym., several
versions (Lachm., Tisch. 8) have unidave De Wette-BriJckner explain unidave
Heb. iv. 27 to this Wiesinger agrees it
to be a gloss, after Rom. v. 6, vi. 10
is, however, possible that enadev arose from chap. ii. 21, as Hofm. also thinks.
According to Tisch., the reading of the Codd., A, C*, G, before the verb, is :
iiTsp TJiMV vel vnip vfiuv
K has vnep rijiuv but whether this addition be genuine,
cannot with certainty be decided it may equally well have been left out as
in consideration of lua

L, P,

pi.,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

superfluous, as added in order to give prominence to the peculiar significance of

—
.
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1.

(A, C, K, L, al., pi., several versions, etc.,
min. have v/iuc (Tisch. 7)
insufficiently
In the original handwriting, N has neither vf^nc nor v/mg in the
attested.
correction, ^//df. In B, ru Gcw, after npoaayuyy, is wanting, for which reason
nvevfjian]. Accepted even by Griesb., instead of Rec.
Buttm. has omitted it.
Tcj TTv^vfian.
Ver. 20. uTre^E6ex^To\. Undoubtedly the correct rendering, instead
of the iina^ i^e^ixETo, which is hardly supported- by any authority.
Tisch.
remarks ndetur ex conjectura Erasmi fluxlsse, qui sic edidit inde ab ed. 2.
6?jyai].
Rec, after C, K, L, P, many min., Thph., Oec. (Griesb., Scholz) ;
Lachm. and Tisch., on the other hand, following A, B, X, al., Vulg., Orig., etc.,
have accepted d?uyoi. 6?.iyai seems to be a correction, because of the subsequent
rpvxai.
Ver. 21. 6]. Rightly accepted by Griesb., instead of the reading ci in
the ed. Elz.
In K, many min., Thph., etc., the opening words
evidently as
6 uvTiTv-nov vvv
a correction for the sake of simplification
are thus transposed

the death of Christ.

Lachm., Tisch.

B and

8),

7/"«f

several

;

;

—

—

:

—

Ouar

atjCei.

—

—

—

— Instead

:

of the 7"«f in the Rec. (C, K, L, Copt., etc., Thph., Oec),

Lachm. and Tisch. have adopted
doubtless rightly, as the change to

v/idg

(A, B, P, X, several vss., and Fathers)

;

can be explained on the principle that
seemed better suited to the context. Reiche prefers vfi<^C.
Vei-. 22. According to almost all authorities, the article tov stands before
Qeov (Rec, Lachm., Tisch. 7)
Tisch. 8, however, following B and N, has
dropped it.
the more general

v/iur

f/fiuc

—

;

—

Ver. 1. From here to ver. 6, an exhortation to wives.
Siioiuc not
simply parlicula transeundi (Pott)
on account of the subsequent vnoraaaouevai it stands related rather to the exhortation contained in what pre;

cedes; the participle here as in chap.

ii.

18.

—

at

ywalKeQ.

Form

of address,

opposed to Steiger); vid., vfiuv, ver. 2; tuv yvvaiKuv (instead
of vuCiv) is used here, not because the thought is a general one (De Wette,
Wiesinger), nor " because Peter means to say that the heathen men should
be won over by their own wives" (Schott), but because the apostle wishes
clearly to point out how the icives too may be able to advance the kingdom
of God.
The words are addressed generally to all Christian wives, though,
like

ol niKETai

(as

who have unbelieving
used here, not by way
of contradistinction {Glossa interl.: siiis viris, non adulteris, or according to
Calvin ul Ap. castitatis itzores admoneal avocetque a stcspecds obsequiis virorum
as the sequel shows, with special reference to those

husbands.

—

viroTancsofievai Tolq idioiq uvdpuaiv].

id'ioiq

is

:

aliorum; so, too, Fronmiiller), but only to express the idea of belonging
together,

more strongly than the simple pronoun cf also Winer, p. 145 f
f.).
With the thought here expressed, cf. Eph. v. 22-2i Col.
Tim. ii. 9. It is self-evident,
although many interpreters have

(E. T., 153
iii.

18; 1

;

;

—

discussed the question at considerable length,

wife to the husband
the master.

.

—

The

is

— that

of quite a different kind

the subjection of the

from that of the slave

to

go into the subject further, but
contents himself with simply emphasizing that point.^
Iva nai el nvec
uTTEidovai TL) Aoyu].

'

For

eirailar

apostle, however, does not

Kol

tl,

i.e., "eye/i

remarks of the ancients, see
humorist Philemon (in

in Steiger; tliat of the

a Fragment, ver. 123)

Is

—

then luhen" supposes not only a possible,

particularly signifl-

cant: 070^^? yvvaiK6<; ianv, Si Nocoo-Tponj,
tlvai t' avift'o^, akK' utdjkooi'.

»cpeiTToi/'

fiij

—

;;
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but a particularly unfavorable case; that is to say, when men who are
joined to Christian wives oppose the 2.6yoc, even then may such be gained
over by the Christian walk of their wives ^ nveg must be conceived as
referring to heathen men with Christian wives.
With tgJ Tidyu, cf. chap,
;

—

ii.

— The expression

8.

uneidsiv

denotes here, as in chap.

ii.

negation only (Pott: ad reliyionem christianam nondum
opposition

ywaiKuv;

dm

to.

ryg tuv yvvaiKdv uvaarpoipr/c

not wives in general

it is

of heathen husbands.

women, with

—

uvaa-po<prj

incorrectly

:

sine

to

are here meant, but only the wives

quite generally

;

but an

must be supplied

eavTuv

the Christian walk of

:

special reference, however, to their relation to their

precisely obedience that

it is

who

:

not a simple

7,

ciccessisse),

most easily wins the heart.

verbo praedicationis publicae (so,

—

husbands;
Huss,

uvev loyov:

Fronmiiller)

too,

the

;

words are used here to emphasize more strongly 6ia r^g
avaarpocpr/i, and
must be held to refer to the conduct of wives (De Wette, Wiesinger).
Schott wrongly unites uvsv Xdyov with the preceding rr/g
uvacTpo^rjg into
one idea Peter could never have meant to say that the walk of women
should be a silent one. The apostle's thought is this
If the husbands
oppose the Word, the wives should all the more diligently seek to preserve
a Christian walk, in order by it to win over their husbands, even without
words, i.e., "without preaching and exhortation on their part " (De Wette).
Oecumenius incorrectly refers these words to the conduct of husbands in
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

:

the sense: cessanti omni verbo

et

contradictione.

—

KepdrtdTjcovrai

that

:

to

is

and by it for the kingdom of God cf. 1 Cor. ix. 19 ff.
so, too, Schott indeed, who, however, unjustifiably thinks that the apostle's
meaning is, that the preservation of the marriage relation is the primary object
which is to be attained by the good behavior of the wives. On the indie,
with Iva, cf. Winer, p. 269 ff. (E. T., 287 ff.).
say, for the faith,

Ver.

chap

enoTTTEvaavTeg t^v kv

2.

ii.

;

The

12.

the preceding

did,

fofiif)

ayvfjv

uvacTpoip^v

ifiuV.

for

cf.

errorrr.,

participial clause here serves as a further explanation of
k.t2.

— uyvdg:

" chaste," in the full extent of the word, not

only in contradistinction to nopvda proper, but to whatsoever violates the

moral relation of the subjection of the wife to her husband. This ayveia is
determined by h ioffu) (not equal to, in timore Dei conservato: Glossa interl.
Grotius too, Bengel, Jachmann, Weiss, Fronmiiller, etc., understand by
<t)o!3og

here the " fear of

God

"), as

way

connected in the closest possible

with the shrinking from every violation of duty towards the husband
cf.

chap.

Ver.

ii.

3.

uv

fcrrw].

The

genitive

supplied from the predicate

6

removed
oiTti'ts.

if ei

that the difficulty can only be
tiv(^ be interpreted as equal to

But the

difficulty

Ilofmaun alludes

does not depend on a

on/

e^udtv

I Hofmann maintains that if the protasis be
thus understood, the apodosis is not suited to
it, " inasmuch as no other case could be supposed in which the husband could be won,
without words, by the conduct of his wife,
than that of his being disobedient to the

Word," and

^
;

18.

.

.

.

to clearly still remains,

no existence

if

the precision

it is

^

Koofzog

be

to

(De Wette, Wiesinger,

Kon/iog

though in fact

only the idea

a.ireL0ov(Ti

it

has

receive

entitled to.

gchott unwarrantably maintains that iu

this interpretation

more

it is

avaarp. by iv

<j>6^<f.

avaa-Tpo<j>ji which is
by the homogeneous

not

precisely defined

adjectival expression ev

ijid/3<j>

oyvrj,

but

ayvri

;

CHAP.
Schott,

Hofmann); such a

III.
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4.

construction, arbitrary in

here entirely

itself, is

inadmissible on account of the remoteness of the predicate, from which the
idea wanting

is

The

to be taken.

genitive

rather ruled

is

expresses, as usual, the relation of belonging to;
'

n'kose business let

—

o liudev is

it

be"

As often

6 iiu'dev, K.T.A.

who have

i.e.,

our

in

closely joined together with

between, and are dependent on
precisely

,

to

epistle, the

hy earu.

the sense

occupy themselves with.^

The

Koa/xo^.

genitives which stand

expression

is

it

" oulwcu-d adornment

to be interpreted thus:

belongs to

The whole

adorning themselves in this wise.

to take pleasure in

more

from the

their position immediately after 6 e^udev is explained

intention of the writer to lay special emphasis on them, since

women

— ovx

negative preceding the positive.

serve to determine the idea

Koa/iog,

nvog

eivai

therefore:

is

wrought by the

—

plaiting of hair, the wearing of gold, or the putting on

efcixAoKi),
of apparel/'
uT ?.t:y (in the passage specially to be compared with this, 1 Tim. ii. 9,
r/Jyuarr. is used), not " the plaits," but " the plaiting " it is an active idea,
;

like TreptSeaic

and

"these verbalia describe the vain occupation of

ivdvaic;

—

The
womeu " (Wies); xpi>oia are golden ornaments generally.
two members of the clause, united by ^, are connected with the first
by «a,', because they have reference to things which are put on the body.
Ver. 4. As antithesis to what precedes, a/,A' 6 eaudev Koc/iog would have
been expected instead of this, however, the author at once states in what
that adornment does consist.
6 Kpvnrdc Tf/g aapdlag avdpunog does not mean
worldly
last

;

—

the virtutes

christ.

quas Spir.

s.

per regenerationem in homine operatur (Gerhard

Wiesinger and Fronmiiller), for here there is no mention either of the
Holy Ghost or of regeneration. It denotes simply the inner man, in contra-

so, too,

distinction to the outward

Hofmann);
Eph.

iii.

Tu KpvKTu

16;

TK

KpvirTbg,

man

De Wette, Bruckner,

(so, too,

Weiss, Schott,

antithesis to e^udev, ver. 3; cf. 6 eau uvdp.,

6 iaudep, sc.

Kapdiag, 1

uvdp.,2 Cor. iv. 16;

and

Cor. xiv. 25,

cf., too,

Rom.

vii.

22;

such expressions as:

tu kpvtttu tcjv uvOp.,

Rom.

ii.

The

16.

apostle selected the expression npvKTdg as a contrast to the conspicuous adorn-

ment formerly spoken
itself

of.

denotes no quality;

r^f mpdlag is not gen. qualitatis (Schott)
it is

;

Kap6ia

the genitive of apposition subjoined, in that

and the disposition.

Kap&La is the seat of the feeling

uodapjov, substantive (like ^eapra, chap.

i.

—h

tu d09uprtj].

rd

18), "the imperishable" (incorrectly,

Hofmann:

kv rC) iKpeiipru, sc. KoafiJ), in contrast to the perishable ornaments
above mentioned. The prepos. h points out the sphere in which the inner
hidden man should move. If uu 6 Koa/ior Innj be supplied after dA/ld, then
" ev is to be joined with it, so as to show in what, and with what, this their
inward hidden man should be their ornament" (Schott; so, too, Hofmann).

—

1

rnv TTpaiog Kal r/avxi-ov nveviiaTog,

When Hofmann would

a more exact definition of the uipdaprov,

advance against

this constiuclion, that the affirmative subject

(ver 4)

is

not suitable to

paid of the hidden

man

it,

" since

it

may

of the heart, that

be
it

should be the woman's adornment, but not
that it should be her business, for she herself
is that bidden man," it must be observed in

reply that
itself,

it is

but

6

not o (cpuTrrb?
KpvmXx; . . .

a(}:0dpTtu, k. t. A.,

which

is

.

.

.

aiSpuTro? in

drflpioTros

ev

rii

to be taken as that

which should be characteristic of women

Hofmann

it

also in hfs e.\positfon8 says:

;

as

"The

adornment of women is not indicated by the
simple, but by the compound expression."

—

—

—
;
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nv. uyiov of God, but the spirit of man.
The tneek and guiet
emphasized with special reference to vnoraaao/ievoi, ver. 1) is that
"imperishable," in which the hidden life of woman should exist and move.^

denotes not the
spirit (here

b lOTLv kvuTTcov Tov Qsov no'AvTeXic].

nor to 7w

does not apply to the whole (Grotius),

b

iKpdupTu (Bengel, Pott, Steiger, Schott), since it is self-evident that

the uipdapTov

is

in God's eyes

ately preceding

It is to

TioTivreT^g.

be taken with the immedi-

(De Wette, Wiesinger). Such a nvev/ia
Tim. ii. 3), noTivreXeg (Mark xiv. 3 1 Tim. ii.

irvevfiaro^

is,

in the

judgment of God (1
9), whilst
outward adornment, worthless to the divine mind, possesses a value only in
the eyes of men.^
Vv. 5, 6. oiiTO) yup, ground for the exhortation uv earu, etc., by the example of the saintly women of the O. T. ovtu refers back to what precedes.
noTe Kul ui iiyiai ywai«ef].
ttote, i.e., in the time of the Old Covenant.
because they belonged to the chosen people of God (Schott), and their
ayiai
life was sanctified and consecrated to God in faith.
al iXm^ovam dg (km)
Qeuv].
Of. 1 Tim. v. 5.
This nearer definition is subjoined not only because hope in God, i.e., in the fulfilment of His promises, was the characteristic mark of the piety of these holy women, rooted as it was in faith, but
specially " to explain why it did not, and could not, occur to them, ever to
delight in empty show " (Hofmann).-*
With tubaiiovv iavTuc, cf 1 Tim. ii. 9.
vnoTaoaofievai roig uv6puaiv is linked on to EKhofiovv kavrug, showing wherein
lay the proof that they had adorned themselves with the meek and quiet
spirit.
There is but one (De Wette) characteristic indeed here mentioned
;

:

—

:

—

—

but, according to the connection,
It is incorrect to resolve (as

ticiple into

"//•o?rt this

:

it is

.

the chief manifestation of that spirit.

was formerly done

fact, that."

— Ver.

6.

ug

in the

commentary) the par-

I.u()f)a vixrjKovae

simple comparison of the contents of the two passages
tion of

De Wette's

ence to Heb.

ug: particula allegandi exemplum: Bengel.

mentioned, because, as the wife of

had

Abraham and

ing herself then she is right to do so." Calviu,
too, rightly observes: " Non quemvis cultum

synonymous

iii.

13, 14),

(Jas.

i.

•with eTTteticeia (2 Cor. X. 1), fxaKpoOvfita (Col.

peculiar to him

(1

Tim.

vi.

who does

11), etc.;

is

it

not allow himself

to be provoked to wrath,

r/o-vxia is related to

aKaraa-raa-ia; a r)cruxios

is

he

and does not care
prets mansuetus

Bengel interuon turbat;"
qui turbasaliorum fert

for noisy'

who

is

peaceable

life.

(n-paus), " qui

<ran(/i«7/MS (ii(Tuxtos)>"

placide;" the contrary would be more correct.
"
2 Luther
woman should be thus dis:

IJOsed as

A

care for adornment. Else
turn their minds to adornment,

not to

when people

—

or there be some other good reason for adorn-

20, 21) or ^ijAos

(Jas.

ancestress of the people

Trpaurijs

bpy-q

vTTOju.oi'rj

a referSarah is

r)(nix«os,

stands contrasted specially with

12),

A

is

especial significance in the history of redemption.*

' The two expressions, n-pau? and
must not be sharply distinguished;

iii.

r^ 'A^Spau^u].

a sufficient refuta-

supposition that, in the words before us, there

xi. 11.

of Israel, she

is

they never give it up; that is their way and
their nature; therefore a Christian woman
should despise it. But ii her husband wish
i

,

reprehendere voluit Petrus, sed morbum vanitalis, quo mulieres laborant."
^ According to Schott, this addition is meant
to express that " the complete development of
the Christian Church, to which they belonged,
was only as yet an object of hope; " but this
introduces a reference which the words do not
contain.
* Schott applies i? to that which directly
precedes, in this sense: that " the conduct of

the holy

women was

regulated only according

Hofmana thus:
mentioned as a shining example
of the conduct of holy women." Both are
wrong, since neither is alluded to by <os.
to the standard of Sarah."

that Sarah "

is

—
CHAP.

III.
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6.

5,

which the apostle had particumind, but denotes the habitual behavior of Sarah towards
Abraham the aor. is used here as in Gal. iv. 8 (De Wette, Wiesinger, Schott).
She showed herself submissive to the will of AbraKi'pwv ai'Tbv Kah)vaa].
ham in this, that she called him Kvpcog. The allusion is here to Gen. xviii. 12
Lorinus noji successione
(cf. also 1 Sam. i. 8, LXX.).
^f eyev^drjre re/cm].
refers not merelj' to the single case

virfjKovae

larly before his
:

—

—

generis, sed imitatione fdei

:

Pott incorrectly explains the aorist by the future

;

the translation, too, of the Vulg

(Jtceade);

''whose daugJUers ye are become."

,

inexact; Luther

estis, is

As Paul

right:

is

heathen, on

calls the believing

account of their faith, children of Abraham, so Peter here styles the women
Christians, children of Sarah.
uyaQoTTOLovaai does not be-

—

who had become

were a parenthesis (Bengel,
Ernesti, etc.), but to iyevridrjTe, not, however, as stating how they become
(Weiss, p. 110 f.)^ or "have become" children of Sarah (to the first interpre-

long to

as

vTTOTaaaofiEvai,

tation the aorist

if

.

.

reuva

.

opposed, to the latter the pres. partic), but as

is

h/ev7}drir£

2«/5/5a

(if

showing the mark by which they proved themselves children of Sarah. It
may be resolved into "since," or "that is to say if," etc. It is grammatically incorrect to see in uyaBonoLovaaL the result of tjq iyevTjdrjTE TtKva, and to
explain " in this way have they become the children of Sarah, that they are
now in accordance therewith uyado-joioiiani and fi^ <poi3ov/2£vai" (Schott). By
uyaOoiToielv is to be understood here not specially benevolence (Oecum.);^
the word denotes rather the whole moral activity of Christian life in its
:

fullest extent,

although here, as the connection shows, with particular refer-

ence to the marriage relation.
equals

(Luke xxi.
it

(Pollux,

(p63o^
9,

xxxvii.

9,

122

Kal

fifj

(poi3ovfievai fxTjdeiniav KToT/aiv'].

avaro?i^, dopvfioi, Tapaxv), in

:

the verb

nToridivreg is

£fx(poi3oi

which

itself

Aty.

yevofisvoi);

felt;

is

can be looked on either objectively as a power threatening man, or

it

laying hold of

Mace.

iii.

25

him
:

(as,

Prov.

izTo^citc

ij

iii.

25,

LXX.:

Kal ov

iirimnrei enl tu eOvr]

',

(potSr/dTjarf TrroT/aiv

kmldo'vaav;

the synonymous terras ^oSoc,

are used also in a like manner), or taken in a sense purely subjective.

Tpofioq,

Most commentators understand

of these senses, only
but identify it with that
edition of this commentary, the second meann-orjatr

here in the

they do not take the conception strictly by

which causes fear
ing

Tcroyaig

the N. T. ut.

connected with

denotes not the object causing fear, but the fear

and
1

v.

is

;

in the first

attributed to

iTTorjaig

experience fear" (Mark

:

(polSeladai

Luke

first

itself,

tttptjciv

equal to

(poldeiadai

(pofiov

:

" to

Winer, p. 210 f. [E. T., 223]);
but this explanation is opposed l)y the fact "that in such a connection the
substantive must be taken not in idea only, but in form also from the verb"
iv.

41

;

ii.

9; cf.

The idea here is quite as universal as in uyadon. and accordmust be conceived as the fear generally which the enmity of the

(Bruckner).
ingly

it

must be held, with Wiesinger, Biiickand Schott, in opposition to Weiss and
it i.s more natural to take
these words as applying to Genlile-Chrlstian
rather than to Jewish-Christian readers. For
inasmuch as the latter, before their conversion,
were already rexva rijs 2appas, some allusion
must have been made to their not having been
» It

;

bo in a right manner, and as they

ner,

become.

Fronmiiller, that

(as

It

was unnecessary.
* McTd toO evK6<TiJ.ov
riavoU

now had

does not follow from John

Weiss thinks) that an

39

Kal irpenovTOi Xpi<r.

(cdtr/nou icai eAerjinova?

vei, lariSkv i/TroPAen-o/xcca?

viii.

allusion of this kind

avri? elvai Trapai-

toi'

avriay Sia tovto eK\oyi<rn6v.

otto ri)V avSpo)v
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unbelieving world occasions to believers ;
the apostle had doubtless in his

men towards

heathen

exact: "if ye
incorreet,

.

7.

ol

particularly the conduct of

their Christian wives.

— Luther's

The rendering

translation

i.e.,

sponte

avdper ofwiug].

et

ofioiui,

as in ver. 1, to vnoTuyTj-e nuar) uvep.

in-

is

of Stephanus

cum

jubentur muUeris officium facere etiam,

s. v., nroijat.c-

eas metus constnugit,

Ver.

according to the connection,

are not so fearful."

.

.

still,

mind more

is

nullus

ullro.

with the participle following, refers back,
with which the exhortation begins

Krlaet,

(Hofmann) though there is no vKOTaaaoiievoi (cf. ii. 18, iii. 1), there lies
something corresponding to it in the fact that the wife on her part possesses
a Ti/xTj to be acknowledged by the husband. Pott erroneously renders ofwiug
by vicissi?)!, "on the other hand;" nor is it, as De "Wette thinks probable,
to be expanded: "in like mannei", ye men also, hear my exhortation."
cvvoiKovvTeg].
cvvoindv (Hit. 7>.ey.) is not a euphemismus lie tori conjufjalis consuetudine (Hieronym., Contra Jovian., lib. 1. c 4; Augustin., In P$. cxlvi., etc.);
the reference is rather to life together at home.
As yvCiauQ is
kotu yvCiaiv].
here anarthrous, it is wrong to understand yvucig as referring directly to
" Christian recognition of the relation of wife to husband " (Briickner,
Schott) Kara yvCiaiv \s rather an adverbial expression, in which yvuaig is to
be understood generally, as Wiesinger correctly remarks: "according to recognition, i.e., so that home life must be regulated by knowledge and understanding" (so also Hofmann). Similar adverbial expressions, formed by a
conjunction of hard with an anarthrous subst., occur frequently both in clasIt is evident from the context that kutu yvijaiv has
sical and N. T. Greek.
here special reference to the marriage relation but from this it does not
follow that the interpretation, "m a judicious, discerning manner," or Luther's "with reason," is incorrect (in opposition to Briickner and Schott).
De Wette is completely mistaken in rendering yvuaig by " that knowledge
of men and self, in fact, that inward discernment, which is the condition of
;

—

—

;

;

moderation," as

all

GKevei

Ttf)

fcovTsg lit

this

used to designate the wife in 1 Thess. iv. 4 (see Liinewith reference to the husband; the same meaning, though

view

is

is

here attributed to

incorrect, for ru yvvaiKdij,

sc

by many

it

OKeitc, is

interpreters.

of as oKEvoi.

must be taken here

OKivoc

in its specific

(or instrument) serving a pai'ticular purpose,

and

is

meaning

Oecumenius understands

in connection

with ver.

6,

this exhortation

as having a special

o-vt'otKoOi'Tes- TouTEo-Tii'
T)79

ToC

iv na<ri,
fioi

:

flijAeos Kov</)oTT)Tos
Ka'i eis

oi

aio-flijo-iv

avSpef

...

Aa/updi/ovTes

Kot ToO evirapa(!>6pov

ni.Kpo\l/vxiav evoAiaSov, fiOKpoflu-

yivecrOe Trpbs ourds,

firj

Koyov diratxoui'Tes

jrt/cpis riav

is

thought

of a utensil

accordingly to be under-

stood as specially applicable to man, in so far as the latter

application to the household:

^^

subjoined by way of

explanation, and the comparative uaO. shows that the husband also

1

iiKovi-

oKeiog is

in loc.)

with various applications,

But

— wf uaOevECTepu

belongs, however, to awoiKmvreg, which requires a nearer definition.

— The word
mann

Bengel also directly by moderalio.^

is

erroneously connected by Luther and others with

yvvaiK£L(f) is

Kara

Ti]v

is

used by

oUiav ainiiv

God

eis ra/xieiav

napoKaTtOeriav.

"Est femina

comes et
coram Deo transigendam vitam adjuncta." Bengel: "Denotat
hoc sexura et totnm ingenium temperamentumque foemiueum."
-

Beza

:

adjutrix viro ad fideliter

vas,

i.

e.,

—
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7.

for the accomplishment of Ilis will (cf. Acts ix. 15).

It is inaccurate,

nor

be justified by Rora. ix. 21 ff., to take the word in the general sense
Hofmann
of "creation " (so Wiesinger, and formerly in this commentary).
understands auniog here as referring both to the husband and the wife, inasmuch as " in a life united in marriage, one part is destined to be and to
can

it

accomplish something for the other;" but the reference to this mutual
Bengel: Comparativus, etiam
uadeveariptj']is purely arbitrary. i
vir habet infirmitatem ; in like manner Steiger: "the less weak is called upon
This view is, however,
to assist the more weak" (thus also Fronmiiller).

—

relation

incorrect

ence

it is

;

made

the husband rather as the stronger

here to his weakness

— who

is

<T«£tiof

the weaker (De "Wette, Wiesinger, Schott, Hofmann).

such a

GKEvoc, it is

demanded

here also states the reason
cordingly incumbent on the

of

him

man

is

a

is

put

first

by way of emphasis.

LXX.

xxii. 5,

Esth.

;

(respect) to them

;

ii.

11, 17.

— yvvamdog,
—

" a-ove/xeiv in the

utt.

u-ovi/xovreg

X. T.

in:,

7^y.,

is

ug

man

should

«. yv.

cannot

manner
sc.

of the

ckevu,

and

Lev. xviii. 22; Deut.

"in

-i/itjv,

ley.

;

Schott

yvCjaiv.

stands in apposition to -u ywaiKeiL.;

gkevel

-yvuaiv

aK. uaOeveviarefjov, it is ac-

to behave towards her Karu

signify " because he recognizes her as such," but states the

— uGdevEGTipu

refer-

And, because he

erroneously sees in Kara yvuGiv the determining reason why the
treat her as a gk. ugO.', but this can the less be maintained, that

ovvoiKelv.

no

is

that he live with his wife Kara

because the wife

:

— there

here contrasted with the wife as

that ye

— The participle

show honor
is

not co-

but subordinate to it, since it brings
prominently forward one of the chief ways in which the preceding exhortaThe thought here must not be arbitrarily
tion may be carried into effect.
ordinate with the foregoing

(gwoikovvtec;),

limited to any special relation

The husband

etc.).

wife.

(l)c

tion;

if

to that of

maintenance or of continence,

Kai GvyK?.T)f)ov6fioig (-oi) xupi'og ^uf/c serves as

ground of the exhorta-

the reading be cvy ulripovbuoig, the reference

ovyKlripovofiOL,
lai'ly

(e. g.,

should, in every relation, show the respect due to his

to the

husbands

interprets as equal to

is

to

the wives;

who somewhat
The
ai ywaiKeg).

(in opposition to Pott,

eIgl yiip GvyKlrjpovouot, sc.

if

singudative

and the thought, and
therefore is to be preferred to the nom. supported by the authorities;
although the nom. may be defended on the ground that husbands, as avyKX.
But since
of their wives, should in turn regard the latter as their cvyK?..
this last is really the point of importance, it can hardly be assumed that the
apostle would only have hinted at it, without openly giving expression to
it."^
Kol GvyKXrjpovofioic, De Wette-Briickner explain, "as (those who) also
is

more

in

harmony with the

structure of the sentence

—

1

Schott arbitrarily aeserta that the creature

base his exhortation to the

men

to

honor their

is

wives, by reminding them (the men) that they

destined to receire into itself, as its real contents, the realization of the divine will."

are called to inherit the xapii ^w^s along with

is

here termed

Even though a

triccOof,

"as a

vessel

which

vessel containing something

can be termed a aKi\io<;, it does not follow that
VKfvoi; must be understood as meaning this
and nothing else.
2 In the second edition of this Commentary
it was said: "Why should not the apostle

wives?" Keiche says: "scilicet quia
aisurditm (!) esset, sic argumenlari." Briickner maintains that meaning to \>e " altogether
inappropriate and foreign to the purpose of
the address." These assertions, however, can
their

by no means be accepted, since the conscious.
ness of being a fellow-heir of salvation with
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The

(like yourselves) (are) fellow-heirs (one with another)."

aw

attributed to

— simply on account of

km

—

is

reference here

inappropriate, since

it is

a

thought entirely foreign to the context, that the wives are heirs with each
If the reading avyiiAjjpov6fj.oic be adopted, aw applies to the husbands,
other.

may stand with reference to the foregoing
adding a second particular to it (Schott) or it may also serve
simply to intensify aw, since, strictly speaking, it is redundant. ^ If, however, avyKTirjpovd/ioL be read, km is to be taken in the latter way, and is not to
be explained thus " by unove/xovTeg something further is enjoined, which
for avvoiKOvvreg Kara yvuauv
goes beyond the
Kara yvuaiv" (Hofmann)
equivalent to "with you;" kuI
uadefeoTipu),

;

:

.

.

.

;

stands imperatively, whilst avyKlrjpovonoi does not say what the husbands

should be, but what they are.
expression
Cw;7f

avyKlrip.,

states in

Rom.

what the

viii.

x^pii,

With

the idea

17; Eph.

and

of which they are

It is erroneous to resolve the expression into

Hofmann, assuming

^uonoLovaa (Grotius).

hhjpovOfioL, cf

6; Heb. xi.

iii.

will be

x^-P''?

^^^o.

chap.

.

—

9.

i.

4

consists.

Klripovoiioi,

(Erasnms) or

avyKlrjpovonoi nocKl?,Tig

^-^^dpirof

divine favors which are experienced in

and unbelievers."

lievers

of the ideas, nor
to are.^

—

elg

to

fi?)

strictly, incidere,

impedire

;

is

it

common

in every

In this way, however, justice

is

(Rec.

eKKOTireadai)

riig

" as

:

of those

i.e.,

marriage by be-

done

pointed out what the favors in mai-ried

kyKuTtTEadui

to neither

referred

life

-npoaevxaQ vfiuv].

eyKO-KTUv,

then intercidere, from which arises the further meaning

^ iKKonreiv,

word

latter

is

of manifold grace,

life

;tdp<f

fu^f to

be the true reading, gives an interpretation different from the above
such who, with their wives, share a

the

;

;t"P«™f C<jw]-

pr. excidere,

whence

stirpitus delere

;

*

the idea of the

stronger than that of the former, but the thought in both

readings remains .substantially the same, since both expressions denote the

Wiesinger incorrectly understands the meaning of
" prayer in the mean time there still is, but the way
is closed to it."
In like manner De Wette, following Bretschneider ne
viam praedudatis precibus vestri.% remarks "Prayer is by sin hindered from
mounting up to the throne of God " and such is in substance Ilofmann's
view. 5
This idea would, however, have been more definitely expressed.
ceasing of prayer.

the term kyKonr. to be

:

:

:

;

any one may very well lead to a recognition of
the TiAiT) which he possesses. Nor is there
any thing improbable in the circumstance
that the apostle, whilst basing the ex-

itself,

hortation uwot-K^lv Kara yvuxjiv OH the positiou
of the

women, should ground the

a-rroviix^i-v

—

on the position of the men.
Schott
too lightly over the whole question.
the redundance of Kai in comparisons,
see Winer, p. 390 (E. T., 548) but this use of
it cannot be appealed to, since cj? here is not a
comparative particle. Wiesinger thinks that
<rw perhaps contains the reference to a community to which man and wife equally belong;
but what this was, would have been indicated
by the context, as Eph. iii. 6; such, however,
TLixriv

1

>

On

;

Is
•'

not

the

strictly,"

case

here.

To

Reiche adds a

the
?,

expression

without ever

thinking that, since the same idea

is

expressed

and aw, one of the two must be
redundant, and that " strictly " is only meant

by

xai

to show that Kai is in so far not purely redundant, that it serves to strengthen the idea
expressed by aw.
^ There is no warrant for the opinion that

the apostle's exhortation must apply also to

such husbands as have unbelieving wives,
since a case so special might well have been
passed over. If the apostle had wished to
reference to this, he would in some way
have alluded to it; cf. ver. 1 ff.
3 Hes. efiiroSiieiv, SiaKinKveiv.
* Cf Job xix. 10, LXX.
cf exoi/ze Si iaanip

make

:

.

SevSpov
^

rrtv i\ni.Sa jnou.

In this interpretation the reference to the

coming of prayer

to

God

is

a simple importa-
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8.

and the hearing

of prayer are hin-

(this also in opposition to Reiche).

is

the connection of this last clause, by rdf Txpootvxuq

In

to be

v^iuv is

persons (Weiss, p. 352),i or the

understood either the joint prayer of married

prayers which those here addressed olfer up, as the husbands of their wives
(or, further, as heads of households).
Depreciation of the wife, in spite of
union with respect to the KMipovofiia, necessarily excludes i^rayer from married
life."'^
Schott: "Where the husband does not recognize that the union of
natural life in marriage is also union in the state of grace, there can natur-

no expression of the spiritual and Christian fellowship of marriage,
no prayer in common."
ally be

Ver.

8.

Exhortations of a general character follow, without regard to the

various conditions of men, yet in connection with chap.

ii.

11

They

If.

deal

with the relations of the Christians towards each other, and towards those
who are iuimically disposed to them.
rd fie rcAof, here adverbially
"Jinally,

—

lastly;" in the classics

:

occurs frequently. ^

TiTuog 6i

—

izdvTeg,

emphatically, in

—

what preceded: slaves and masters, husbands and wives.
ecte
some such word is usually supplied here it is more correct, however, to

contrast to
or

;

consider the following adjectives, etc., as standing in a dependence similar
to that of the participles formerly

instead of the particular vnoTuyr/Tt,
tion to obedience toward God.
ouoippova dvubv exovre^)
xiii.

11; Phil.

iv. 15, x.

menius explains:
where, however,

Bengel
dE?.(t)oi,

6n6(pp.

:

'^

it

brotherly,"

evan/iayxvoi to

classical

Greek

:

is

—

:

Rom.

'key.

xii. 16,

(Theognis, 81,
xv. 5; 2 Cor.

i.
10; Eph. iv. 3; Phil,
"sympathizing " in N. T. utt. ley.:,

Rom.

qui robustis

est visceribus,
;

husband's prayers, by accusing him to God
before his prayer, thus rendered worthless,
reaches Him." But this is a thought altogather foreign to the context.
in ver. 7 it is the

iv. 32,

air.

as in Hippocr., p. 89

Xfy.

C

Taireivoippoavvr]

22.

;

and
it

figura-

does not

(humility) as

Nicol. de Lyra
" cum vir et uxor uon
-sunt bene Concordes, minus possunt orationi

says more correctly

;

:

The Scholion in Matthaei, p. 199, ia
6 yap nepi Trji/ oiKi.av flopu^os Tiii/
Beov ipymv i/j-noSiov.
Pqh explains erroneously, by appeal to

vacare."

inadequate

husbands who

as the verse treats of their

the

Interpretation of <Ti'votKoui'T€s

Kara.

behavior towards their wives, iifiiov can well
apply to both.
* Hieronymns, Oecumenius, etc., apply the
words, according to 1 Cor. vil. 3, " ad honorem
impertiendum uxoribus a viris, qui sit abstineutia a congressu, ut orationi vacare possint"
(Lorinus), which is connected with the false

:

tpiku-

i.

"compassionate;" in

in the sense of compassionate

Taneivufpovee:].

—

the substantive occurs in chap.

be found, besides here, in Eph.

—

Oecu-

xii. 15.

£(f eavTotg e7iiog\

/cat

affectu in rebus secundis et adversis.

uk. ley.;

Hofraann adds to the interpretation,
that " the sighs of the wife bar the road to the

still,

(ppnveii^,

avfinadelg,

tion.

are addressed,

more general exhorta-

incorrect to limit the application to suffering only.

Luther; also

occur in the classics.

Although

13, the

the N. T. an.

34; for the explanation, comp.

tively equal to emapdiog, uvSpeiog

>

ii.

av/inudeia- 6 npbg rovq KUKuq Ttuaxovrag uq

mente, av/inadelg

:

in

6n6(ppovec, in

2; similar expressions, 1 Cor.

ii.

the verb, Heb.

only that the apostle has in his mind,

frequently to uvto

;

16; Luther: ''like-minded."

iii.

—

—

;

k.t.Tl.,

^

:

Tim. i. 5: "Pro Kara. Sk to reAos sumraa
mearum jam eo redit " (in like
mannerErasmus, Grotius, Wolf, Sleiger, etc.).
Oecumenius marks the transition very well
1

cohortationum

thus:

ti

xPV iSio\oyil<70ai

-,

olttAus Troat "^jjm'"

toOto yap t€Aos Kai np'oi toCto 6 (tkottos
r^t o-uTTjpiaf.

i'l>op^

—

:
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God (Acts

well before
3,

ii.

where

— Calvin

ence.

mann

xx. 19) as towards our neighbor (chap.

joined with anlayxva okupfiov)

it is

v. 5, Phil,

here, with the latter refer-

;

humilitas praecipuum conservandae amicitiae vinculum.

:

Hof-

whether '' vnoTuaaoiiai, the leading idea of the series
of exhortations which here comes to a close, is, as it were, echoed in rcTretFor a panegyric on humility, see Lorinus in loc. In
v(30p." (Wiesinger).
the classics Taneivoippuv means " mean-spirited and faint-hearted." The word
(pMippovec (spurious here) is explained by Gerhard: qui student facere ea quae
justly questions

The first three expressions show the loving relawhich Christians stand to each other; the last two (or three), the
conduct of Christians towards all without distinction (Hofmann).
Behavior towards the hostile world, n^ dnodidovrec kokov uvrt
Ver. 9.
The same phrase occurs, Rora. xii. 17; 1 Thess. v. 15: comp. Matt.
KUKov].
comp. chap. ii. 23.^
rovvavriov 6e evloyovvXoidopiav uvTi Tujidopiag
V. 43 ff.
TEQ, i.e., in return for KaKov and loi6opia\ evTioyelv in the N. T., when used of
alteri arnica sunt et grata.

tion in

—

man,
vi.

is

28;

f/

equal to bona apprecari, opposed to Karapuadat

Rom.

14;

xii.

(Wiesinger, Bruckner,

preceding

it

Cor.

1

iv.

Hofmann

12; Jas.

),2 it

iii.

cf

;

Matt.

.

Taken

9.

44

v.

in

Luke

;

sense

this

expresses simply the opposite of the

more

It is

loidoplav uvtI Tioidopiag.

in

harmony with

the context,

as referring equally to Kanbv avrl kukov in which
will have a wider sense, and be equivalent to " wishing well and

however, to understand
case

—

:

it

;

showing kindness by word and deed" (Fronmiiller). This is supported by
the subsequent evXoyiav nor does the N. T. usage stand in the way, in so
far as in 2 Cor. ix. 5, 6, at least, ev^oyia denotes something accomplished by
human action, though Hofmann strangely seeks to lessen its force by under6ti ei( tovto kKlijdrjTE: comp. chap,
standing it of "a personal greeting."
;

—

ii.

21.

eig

TOVTO as referring to

iva evTioyiav hArjpovofiTjaTjTe.'}

De

Calvin, Steiger,

From

what precedes

chap.

is

quate idea

we

arises, that

obtain a blessing.

are called
It is

(Luther,

Iva

evXoyovvTeg, 6ti

.

.

.

£K?^T}dnTE

thus'

in the first case the close con-

broken, whilst in the second the somewhat inade-

nection of the clauses

subsequent

natural to take

is

it

(Oecumenius, Grotius,

Wette-Briickner, Fronmiiller, Reiche, Hofmann, etc.);

which case ha would belong either to
forming a parenthesis, or to EKlridrirE. But
in

may

21

ii.

(ev?.oyovvTEg)

upon

to bless, in order that

we

ourselves

therefore better to take ek tovto with

Beza, Bengel,

Wiesinger,

Schott, etc.)

;

the

comp.

iv. 6
John xviii. 37 Rom. xiv. 9. The consciousness that we, as
Christians, are called to obtain a blessing, should be an incitement to us

chap.

;

;

to bring blessing to others

of the blessing to

;

the more so, that otherwise

which we are

called.

henedictionem aeternam, cujus primitias
oTi

1

be the correct reading,
Nicol. de

Lyra

:

"

Non

it

On

jam nunc

must be taken

reddentes

malum

pro malo in factis injuriosis, nee raaledictam
pro maledicta in verbis contentiosis."
2 Schott no doubt insists that the blessing
of man is accomplished in word only and not
in deed; but he does not say whether it means
a wish expressed in prayer (bona apprecari),

EvTMyiav
pii

we

shall fall short

Bengel rightly remarks
habent.
If MuTtq before

as in chap.

i.

18.

or whether any operation through the word ia
to be understood, for he renders eiiXoyelv by

" to bestow good In word."
implied, then

it

is

wrong

to

former be
say " that God's

If the

blessing is in truth accompanied by deeds, but

man's must stop short at the word." If the
second, then man's blessing is also in deed.

—

—
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10-12.

III.

Quoted from Ps. xxsiv. 13-17, LXX., and strengthening

Vv. 10-12.

the foregoing exhortations by a reference to the divine judgment. In the
original the first clause forms an interrogation, to which the following
clauses, in the second person imperative, give the answer.

uyanav, kol

The

idelv ij/xipag uyaOag'].

translation of the

reproduction of the Hebrew,^ runs:
dyaduc; Peter's deviation

n/jipag

striking.

it

kariv

uvdpunog 6 dtT^uv

by the conjunction

inexact

l^(jfji>,

uyairCw

of eiTiuv uyandv is

neither must another conception be substituted fov uyandv,

who

6 yup diTMv Cw^v

not used adverbially here, equivalent to "fain;" but

is

OeTiCJv

from

rig

—

LXX., an

De Wette "he
The idea
:

will shoio^ love for life" (i.e., a yearning desire after it).

"show," besides being an arbitrary introduction, is inappropriate, inasmuch
as it is love of life itself, and not the showing of it, that is here in question.
" He who is really in earnest as to the love of
"NViesinger is more happy
life."
de?Mv is then to be explained on the principle that love of ^ut), no
less than the possession of it, is conditioned by a certain course of conduct
on the part of man. Bengel, appealing to Eccles. ii. 17, interprets still
:

better

qui vull ita vivere, ut ip.mm non taedeat vitae

:

can love

that he

Schott

so, too,

it ;

;

unnecessarily understands uyairav to
ayadag

Idelv Tifiepng

John

xi. 5;

3.

iii.

earthly happiness

had the

with

:

ideiv

i.e., icho

mil have

life

mean simply "to enjoy a
comp. Luke

thing."
ii.

26

;

—

koI

Heb.

in the

;

(Wiesinger, Schott, and Bruckner), only

is

likewise to the present life

must be

it

obsei-ved that for the

believer happiness in this life consists in something different

man

so

De Wette, on

for in the passage before us the reference

the

life

that the latter

Psalms has evidently reference to
the other hand, the apostle
in view here this, however, is not the case,

according to

and eternal

futui'e

;

Hofmann, only

in this connection,

— The passage
;

similarly

of the world; to the former, days of suffering also

from that of

may

be

7]/xepai

be correct, yup cannot refer to the thought immediately preceding, but only "to the whole exhortation, vv. 8, 9" (Wiesinger, Schott).
The LXX., keeping to the Hebrew original, here and in
navGuTu, k.tX']ayada't.

If this

—

what follows preserve the second person.

—

naieiv, " lo cause to cease, to hold

Greek never joined with and; the subsequent genitive
Tov uTi 7ia7^f)aaL stands in conformity with the use of the verb among the
mKov has a wider range
Greeks; comp. Winer, p. 305 (E. T., 32.5 f.).
than <56Xof there is no ground for limiting the application of the term here
With doAog, comp. chap. ii. 1, 22.
simply to words of reprimand (De Wette).
Ver. 11. ekkIlvutu 6k, k.tX']' iKKXivetv and; comp. Rom. xvi. 17. The
same thought in the same words, Ps. xxxvii. 27 comp. further, Isa. i. 16,
di, if it be genuine, serves to bring into prominence the
17; Rom. xii. 9.
back;" in

classical

;

—

;

—

»

In the original

_,,p

Hebrew

"

'

V'

.31t3 ri1K")7
2

the passage

Is

:

—

^

•

D'P)

'

veheraentiam desiderii araorisve, sed Inftrraitatera quoque carnis revocantis subinde vol-

:

3nX

Similarly already the Olossa interl.: " qui

vult

OBteudere,

se

dilectionera

habere."—

Lorinus thinks that the combination of the
to intensify the idea, "si

two words serves
recte

dicitur

quis

concupiscere,

quod est verbutn
amare? Innuit dupllcatio non solum

(Ps. cxvlll. 20), quidnl velle,

generale,

,,yjpj»l jj^,j^«l_,j2

'
.

deslderare

untatem, ne

ita vellt acrlter el

assiduo."

But

" concupivlt anlma raea
deslderare justlficaliones tuaa ") the couneoin Ps. cxvili. (Vulg.,

tlon

is

different

from here.

—
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new
1

idea,

Tim.

The

from the preceding.

distinct

stronger than

vi. 11, etc.),

^rjTelv

—

^iittjoutu,

(comp. Matt.

k.tX
vi.

(comp.

Smkeiv

:

33; Col.

iii.

1).

half contains the general thought, the second emphasizes one

more
Although the exhortations of the apostle refer more particularly
to the conduct of Christians towards their persecutors, yet they are not
confined to this, but go beyond it (in opposition to Schott).
Ver. 12. on
on is inserted by the apostle in order to mark more
6(pda?ifcol Kvpiov, k.tX].
precisely the connection of thought.
The exhortations are founded on a
reference to the manner of God's dealings.
On the first hemistich Bengel
remarks inde vitam hahent et dies bonos. The apostle omits the words tov
i^oTiodpevaac ta y^g rd fivrj/nocrvvov avTuv in the Psalm, added to npoaunov
koku
(not because, as De Wette thinks, he considered them too strong), and thus
first

special.

—

:

.

deprives the last

member

of the verse

of a nearer definition.

Grotius, Beza, I)e AVette, accordingly take the eni of this

sense different from that which

it

has in the

first,

idea of "punishment," equivalent to "against;

Hensler, Augusti, and Steiger find in
" attentive

observation " only

is

—

all

.

Calvin,

member

in

a

namely, as conveying the
however, is arbitrary.

" this,

three

but this view

members the expression

—

according to

itself,

of

the

is opposed by the particle de, which indicates rather
not to be translated, with Hensler, by "but also." If,

thought, inadequate

a contrast, and

;

.

now, the antithesis be not contained in ini, it can be sought for only in
TTpdaunov, which, though in itself doubtless a vox media (comp. Num. vi. 25,
26; Ps. iv. 7), is nevertheless in this passage of the Psalms to be thought
of as one full of wrath, and, as such, was present to the mind of the apostle.
Strictly speaking, indeed, this should have been expressed but not necessarily so, since the antithesis between this and the preceding member of
;

the verse

makes

it

sufficiently apparent.

A

similar interpretation is given

by Wiesinger, Bruckner, and Schott.
Ver. 13 serves further to emphasize the exhortation to well-doing, and
at the same time introduces the following paragraph, in which Peter calls
Kai unites what
upon the Christians to suffer persecutions patiently.
A new reason, the truth of which is attested
follows with what precedes.
by the thought contained in ver. 12, is added in ver. 13 to the argument
advanced for the preceding exhortation of ver. 12. The sense is Do good,
and those
for to the good God is gracious, with the wicked He is angry
rig 6 kokuouv iudg
an
who do good, for this very reason none can harm.
impressive and passionate question (stronger than a simple negative), in
which must be noted the form 6 KUKuauv, sc. ian instead of KOKuaei, as also
the sharp contrast between kukovv and the subsequent uyadov. " Do harm,"
The word is
as a rendering of KaKovv (AViesinger, De Wette), is too weak.
used for the most part of ill-treatment (Acts vii. 6, 19, xii. 1, xviii. 10), and

—

:

;

—

:

denotes here, with reference to the preceding Kam, such evil-doing as
really

harmful for him who

in his

mind

Isa.

1.

LXX.

9,

suffers
:

l6oi)

it.

It is possible that the apostle

Kvpiog Kvpioq

ISorjdr/aec iioi, rig

KaKuaei

(me.

is

had

The

interrogative form expresses the sure confidence of the apostle, that to

those
tation

who do
is

good, no one either will or can do harm.

too pointless

:

"

and indeed who then

Steiger's interpre-

will seek to

do you harm, as

—

:

CHAP.
you imagine,

you

if

really," etc.

^
;
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14.

for the reservation

every proverb has this peculiarity, that

:

it is

must be added that

not without exception (Benson),

must not be taken too strictly.
an unshaken faith is thus reduced

or that the statement in the oratio popularis

The strong and consoling

expression of

—

somewhat empty commonplace. ^
uyadov was taken by some of the older
to a

kuv tov uyadov ^rjlurat yivjiade],

tov

interpreters (Lorin., Aret., etc.) to

be the genitive niasc, probably on account of the article (as distinguished
Weiss also thinks that by it Christ
uyadov, ver. 11).

from the anarthrous
perhaps

may

term

all

comp.

article is put,

inasmuch as in

the single virtues, formerly mentioned, are included

the reading
singular,

Heb.

The

11.

ver.

by way of en)phasis.

first

JMost commentators, however, correctly regard

be understood.

as the neuter;

it

^iifiriTai

^TjXural
its

;

comp.

1

Cor. xiv. 12

;

Tit.

connection with the neuter

the verb lUjidadaL does occur with

still

xiii.

—

be adopted,

names

If

14.

ii.

somewhat

is

things;

of

this

stands

it

;

comp.

7; 3 John 11.

uXX

Ver. 14.

si

Kai Tratjxoire'].

uXkh expresses the antithesis to the nega-

''hul even OioikjJi you should suffer;"
Winer, p. 275 (E. T., 367) a species of restriction which, however, is
not intended to weaken the force of the foregoing thought. No doubt the
possibility of suffering is admitted, yet in such a way that the Christian is
considered blessed on account of that suffering, nuaxstv is not identical

tion contained in the preceding question
cf.

:

;

with

Bengel rightly remarks, levius verhum quam KaKovaOai.
did.
max^i-v, but he need never fear a Kanovadai..^
recalls Matt. v. 10.
diKatoavvrj is here (cf. chap. ii. 24) synony-

KUKovadai, but, as

—

Every Christian has a
diKacoavvrjv

mous with TO uyadov and uyadf) kv Xpiaru uvaaTpo(pri, ver. 16.
Even suffering itself contributes to your blessedness.
iaie.

fiaKupioi: sc.

r)

— rbv

61 ^ojiov,

These and the words which begin the following verse are "a free

K.T.'k.'\.

use " (Schott) of the passage, Isa.
TOV Xaoii)

ov

(po^ridtjTE, nvde.

fiT]

fir)

viii. 12, 13,

LXX.

:

rbv 6i

rapaxd/ire- Kvpiov avrdv ayiaaare.

(pajSov

avrov

(i.e.,

The thought

is not quite the same, the sense of the Old-Testament passage being
do not share the terror of the people, and do not be moved by what alarms
them. If (pojSog be here taken objectively/, then ^oiiog avruv is "the fear ema-

here

1

Gualther's paraphrase

"Quis

est, scilicet

Is

not less insipid
et iniquus,

tam impudens

qui vos affligat, si beneficentiae sitis aeraulaWiesinger's interpretation also is
tores? "
inappropriate " If ye follow ray exhortations,
:

—

hoped," etc.
The words do not
"the trials which the readers had
endured were not altogether undeserved on
their part" (Wiesinger).
' Schott's interpretation, according to which
KaKovv is " to make evil-doers in the judgment
of God," la altogether wide of the mark.
Although Ko-Kovv,
corresponding to the Hebrew ^"tJ/^Tl,
as applied to a judge, may
it

is

to be

hint that

—

—

mean, "to condemn," or properly, "

to declare

a person a kokos," It does not follow therefrom
that it may also have the meaning of "causing
God to declare a person a icaicos."

s These words also are wrongly explained
by Schott, since he takes aAA' as quicklj- denying the previous statement, and introducing a
new turn of thought, separates ei Kai from
each other, and connects xai with Tracrxoire in
the sense of "even." For the first, Schott

appeals to Hartung's Par^'*?//.,

II., p.

37; for

I., p. 140, note; but
without any right to do so. For, a's to the
former, he overlooks that aAA" here follows
on a sentence negative in meaning; and as to
the latter, that Kai has here a position, in
which a separation of it from ti could not for

the second, to Hartung,

a

moment be thought

of.

The

apostle

would

have expressed the idea: "if for righteousness' sake you should have to experience (not
only not happiness and blessing, but) even
Buffering," by «i aid &l.Ka.l.oavv^v xoi ira<rxoiT€.
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noting

from them," or

Ps. xci. 5

of.

ov

:

which they excite " (De Wette, Bruckner)

" the fear

^oidTjdTiaiy

una <^6^ov vvKrepivov

;

cf

;

also in this chapter ver. 6.

.

be taken in a subjective sense, then avruv is equal
"do not fear with the fear of them, i.e., do not be
In both cases the meaning
afraid of them" (Schott and Hofmann also).
Wiesinger is inaccurate when he takes ^6(3og
is substantially the same.

on the other hand,

If,

it

to "of them," therefore:

and interprets avruv as De Wette does.

subjectively,

Ver. 15.

substitution of this kind

made

is

Kvpiov, in

Kvpcov 6e rbv 'Kpiarov'].
is

Isaiah equivalent to rdv Beov; a

frequently found in the N. T., where reference

to passages in the O. T.,

and can be

easily explained on the prin-

ciple that a consciousness distinctively Christian
is

placed

first,

was asserting

as antithesis to avruv" (Wiesinger).

stands in apposition to rbv Xpiarov, holding that Kvpiov

is

Lord;"

as a predicate of the object, equivalent to "as

itself;

'^

nvpiov

Schott denies that Kvpiov
to

be taken rather

for this reason, that

Kvpiog

stands here without the article, and that the simple conjunction of

KvpLog

and

It is

more

But against

Xpiardg does not occm*.

sion Kvptoc 6 Qeog

may

natural,

the

first

objection the expres-

be urged, and against the second the verse Luke

and

at the

same time more

in the O. T., to connect Kvpiog directly with rbv Xpiarov. "but

—

ii.

11.

harmony with the passage

in

.

.

the

.

Lord,

and rapaxdrjTe', "hold, i.e.,
honor, fear as holy" (De Wette); the sanctifying comprehends within it the
fear of God cf. Isa. viii. 18, xxix. 23 it thus forms the contrast to the fear
of man where the former is, the latter must give way.
ev ralq Kcpdcaic vfiuv
added by the apostle in order to mark the inward nature of the uyid^mv.
the

Messiah."

dytdam-e, in antithesis to

(pofSijOf/Te

;

;

—

;

—

krot/ini].

Whether

6i this

being ready

be the original reading or not, this clause is undoubtedly intimately connected in thought with that which precedes it. Without
6e

conceived as a proof of the

is

dyLu^eiv Xp.

;

with

6i

the

which banishes all fear of man,
should not exclude the airoloyla before men (De Wette, Wiesinger). Hofmann takes the particle here as equal to " rather " but against this is the
fact that here KvpLov
i/iijv would have to be taken as a simple parenthesis, inasmuch as de would refer only to what precedes, and a second
antithesis would then be added to the already antithetical Kvpiov 6e, k.t.1.
thought

is this,

that the

uyiu^eiv Xp., k.t.X,

;

.

.

.

—

ael npbg uTroAoyiav navrl

tion

tg),

— "The injuncnor person (navri) " (Steiger). — To limit

K.r.X.].

exempts neither time

(««')

— nnoXoyia

responsio,
i.

7,

16

;

qua

Acts xxvi. 2).

unoloyitiv, cf .

212

f.

iv. 5;

not equal to

ratio fidei

;

12.

fide capitur), but the

nepl

r?/f

"to

this

The

demand account

(Vorstius; Phil,

dative depending on

niarig

(Calvin

of,"

:

.

Winer,

only here,

Tepi: as to its

iv vfilv Elm6og\.

cf.

p.

chap,

nature and

spes hie per synecdochen pro

—

" account " had special reference
to the removal of the suspicion that the king-

That

(Vulg.), but here rather quaevis

hope of the Christian looking, on the ground of faith,
ukM fieru npavrjjroc kuI (pd/Sov']. If u?i.?i,d be the

into the future salvation.^
»

and militates against

for alriu with double accusative, cf

airelv,

—
xiv.
— kXmc not equivalent to

Rom.

ground.

Myov

1.

spei) nostras reddilur

-navTl rC) alrowri, K.r.2..'].

1 Cor. ix. 3

(E. T., 227).

arbitrary,

is

satisfactio

(more correctly

—

iii.

its

application to a judicial examination
TTavTc.

Tit.

kroifio^ ^poQ, cf.

dom

of Christ was of this world, is nowhere
alluded to in the contest (De Wette, Schott).

:

CHAP.
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16.

true reading, as there can hardly be any doubt

it

is, it

will serve to

make

more sharply prominent the way and manner in which the unoloyia should
be conducted; De Wette "as it were: but remember."
hetu, to be con-

—

:

nected not with
zeal.

but with unoXoyiav

Weiss

also, p. 169),

men

nor to

opposed to passionate

TrpavTTjTog

;

God

to be applied directly neither to

(poiSov is

timor Dei; thus

'

eroifioi,

(Aretius: reverentia

before

whom

testimony

is

et

to

be borne (according to some, the civil authorities) but it denotes the being
afraid
based, of course, on the fear of God
of every unseemly kind
of uTToXnyia, and stands especially opposed to all arrogant self-confidence
;

—

—

(Wiesinger).
Ver. 16.

De Wette,

etc.) with ayiuauTe, ver. 14, as coWiesinger construes them with eroifioi, as subordinate
The latter is to be preferred, for avveid. ex. denotes " the point essenimportant, to being ever prepared to give an answer in a right man-

ordinate with
to

it.

tially

irotfior,

But

ner" (Wiesinger).
TOf

better

it is

— belongs in a loose way to

i.e.,

in that

still

u7ro/'.o;'iai',

your walk does not give the

parum

correctly: quia

The

These words are taken by several

(TvveidTimv exovreg uyudf/v'}.

interpreters (Bengel, Steiger,

construction

assume that

to

here the same as in chap.

is

ii.

vita.

The conjunctive

considered.

Calvin says

h

iva

c,',

k.t.A.].

d>,

equal to "in this,

may possibly

slander you."

— naraiaxwOcjaiv^.

avveid. ex. uyadf}v.

put

to

shame,"

sentence,

The

ent persons

;

Cor.

subject stands, by

way

" to revile," Matt. v. 44

inriped^ecv,

any ground, the

guishes, without

Comp. 2

Luke

vi. 28.

from the

e-nrtpedt^ovTeg

lies.

of emphasis, at the
;

may

—

^^

uvaaTpo<pfiv, i.e.,

the

good

life

KpeiTTov ydp].

in avveid. ex. uy.

;

uyadoTToiovvTag

be

em}.

end of the

Hensler distin-

KaralaTiovvreg, as differ-

.

is

as Christians)."

contained in chap.

The connection between

-iiaxetv'}.

.

vjiuv t^v ayadfiv ev XpioTu)
(i.e.,

gives the ground of the exhortation contained

the explanation of this Kpelrrov
.

ciples giving not'

19

ff.

these two ideas

is

ayadonoiovvTeg kqI nuaxovreg, chap.

ii.

ii.

20, the parti-

simply the special circumstances, as Hofmann asserts, but
this Schott denies as regards the first member

the reason of the suffering
uyadonoiovvTag.^—

which you lead in Christ

yilp

same as that between

The

;

parenthetical clause:

And

el

eiXoi to diArj/xa tov Oeoi,

belongs

Schott is hardly justified In giving the
apostle's exhortations special application " to

to be replied, that the oTroAovia itself

the divinely ordained ordiuaucee of natural

It is evidently arbitrary

social life."

Hofmann

oi

the former he considers to be the accusers of the Christians,

who bring the slanders of others before the judge. —
Ver. 17.

14: "that they

vii.

since their slanders are openly proved to be

i.e.,

ptu^ovTeg, K.r.A.J.

»

—

as a final particle, refers to the whole preceding thought, especially to

iva,

the

—

of the Rec. KaraXnAuaiv would repre-

sent the case as possible, equal to " in which they

—

/hetu npavrij-

12; see the exposition of

this passage, where, too, Schott's interpretation of iv
that,'" is

— like

your confession.^

lie to

sermo absque

auctorilatis habet

it

equivalent to ^^witk good conscience,"

8aye, " that

should not be

it

joined with dn-oAovio, for the

meaning

is,

that

they should do that whereunto they must be
prepared with eagerness, and a good conscience

which they should bring

to it."

To

this

it

is

Is

pre-

which they are to be ready,
" to supplement an
imperative (which i*) to dwd, and to connect
cisely the thing for

<rvveiSri(Tiv Ixoi/Te!
2

n

iy. with it."

must, indeed, be noted that those suf-

ferings which the believers, as such, have to

endure from the unbelieving world, overtake
them because of their ayaeonouiv; Christians

—
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to nunxnv, the optative denotes the possibility:

•'
if such should be the ivill of
God."
On the pleonasm: deh)i to diArifia, see Winer, p. 562 (E. T., 604).
The thought here is not quite the same as that of chap. ii. 20. There, chief
stress is laid on v/no/iivetv, to which no special prominence is here given.
But, as in the former case the exhortation is enforced by reference to Christ,

—

His sufferings, so is it here also, in the following paragraph on to the
end of the chapter, only that in this passage the typical character of His
sufferings is less emphasized, w'hilst the exaltation which followed them is'
brought specially forward.
Ver. 18. First, mention of the death of Christ by way of giving the
reason.
on kqI Xpia-og una^ nept a/naOTtibv enade {unidavE)]. on is connected
with the idea immediately preceding, and gives the ground of the KpeiTTov; Kal
Xpta-og (as in chap. ii. 21) places the sufferings which the Christians have to
i.e., to

bear, as uyadoirotovvreg, side

must be taken

by

side with the sufferings of Christ, nept u/napnuv,

done
by most commentators, among them De Wette), but, as the position of the
words {nepl duapr. before enade) clearly shows, to nept ufiapnuv enade (unedave)
(Wiesinger, Briickner, Schott).
Hofmann's application of it to the whole
"statement here with respect to Christ" is open to objection, from the fact
that in what follows there are elements introduced which go too far beyond
the comparison here instituted.
Christ's sufferings were on account of sin,
and such also should be the sufferings of the Christians. ^ This does not
preclude the possibility of His sufferings having had a significance different
from what theirs can have. This peculiar significance of Christ's sufferings
is marked by (5ka«of inep udkuv, or, as Schott holds, by una^
una^ gives
prominence to the fact that in relation to His subsequent life {davarodeig
C:(jonoi7ideii) Christ's suffering took place but once, as in Heb. ix. 27, 28 (Hofmann " once it took place that He died the death He did die, and what
followed thereon forms, as what is enduring, a contrast to what passed over
so that Kai

as referring not to enade (uredave) only (as is

.

.

.

:

but once

")

doubtless not without implying the secondary idea, that the

;

and come

sufferings of Christians take place only once also,
this life. 2

—

nept dfiapnuv, -which states yet

wbo, though confessing Christ, at the same
time live entirely like the children of the
world, are well liked by the world.
1 The subsequent Sticoios proves
that the
sins for which Christ suffered were not His
own sins; thus also the believer's sufferings
Bhould not arise out of his own sine, he should
not suffer as a kokottoiioc, but as an ayaOonoLiov.
Rejecting this application, Hofmann finds the
point of comparison in this, " that we should

more

—

Acnon amplius passioni fore obnoxium."
cording to Pott, it is also meant to express the
contrast to the frequent repetition of the O. T.
sacrifices,

— an

the context.

finds In ajraf an allusion to

to the

unites

6re»%
all

Gerhard
by saying " ut

also of the sufferings.

three

elements

:

ostendat (Ap.) passionis Christi brevitatem et

all,

so that
is

This is no
does not follow that

neither necessary nor possible.

doubt correct; but

it

— whose words

ings of Christ

Oecumenius

to Schott, ajra^ indi-

cates that Christ suffered once for

any further suffering of the same kind

Peter

'

application entirely foreign to

According

us"

TO TOu naBovTOi SpacTi^piov Ti Kai SvvaTOv, or

an end with

perfeetionera sacriflcii et ut doceat Christum

let the sins which those who do us wrong
commit, be to us the cause of sufferings to

(?).

to

indefinitely the purpose of

combine the typical and

specifically peculiar significance of the suffer-

— should

mind the application
abOVe Stated.
dMapTioii';

it

It is
is

not have had in his
of ana^ to believers, as
with oTTof as with Trepi

impossible for

suffer nepl a/xapTiajv in the

Christ suffered

n-epi o/iopTtoii'.

believers

same sense

to

that

CHAP.

"on account of sin"

Christ's sufferings,

—
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18.

finds a

more

precise definition in

" comp. Rom.
commodum, is not in itself, indeed, equal to uvri
but the contrast here drawn between diKaiog and udUuv suggests that in the
general relation, the more special one of substitution is implied (Weiss, p.
261) comp. chap. ii. 21. The omission of the article is due to the fact that

what

follows.

V. 6

vnip,

:

diKoiog vnip

equivalent to

udUuv, " as the just for the unjust

;

in

;

;

the apostle holds

—

it

mark

of importance to

the character of the one as of the

Otu gives the purpose of inadev (uKedave), which
latter is more closely defined by that which immediately precedes and follows npoailyeiv does not mean " to sacrifice " (Luther, Vulg. ut nos offerret
Deo), neither "to reconcile;" but "to bring to," i.e., "to bring into communion
other.

iva

tj/iuc

npoaayuyij

-<j

:

;

the latter preicith God," which goes still beyond the idea of reconciliation
supposes Christ's death for us the former, the life of Him who died for us.
Weiss maintains, without sufficient reason (p. 260), that the word here points
The verb occurs here
to the idea of the Christian's priesthood (chap. ii. 5).
;

;

only; the substantive Trpoaayuy^,
fiiv aapKL, Cu>oTTOLTiyelc 6e nvevfiuTi].

—

davaruddg
Rom. v. 2; Eph. ii. 18, iii. 12.^
This adjunct does not belong to tTradev (De

Wette), but to npoaayuyy (Wiesinger) it is subjoined, in order to show
prominently how the npoauyeiv can take place through Christ; the chief
According to Schott, both participles
stress is laid on the second member.
are to be considered as " an exposition of utto^ " this assumption is contradicted, on the one hand, by the distance between them and the latter word;
The
and, on the other, that they must necessarily be attached to a verb.
;

;

—

antithesis between the
fuv

.

.

.

The

6i.

two members of

datives

(japKi, nvEi^fiari,

verbal conceptions davanjdeig,

marked by
state with reference to what the
hold good; "they serve to mark

this sentence is strongly

^(joTToiT/deic,

"
thought of as restricted
ii. 5; ry capd
somewhat ambiguously
Schott explains
uTTH/jLt, Tu nvevfiari avv v/ilv el/ii.
the datives "as general more precise adverbial definitions," which state
" what is of determinative importance in both facts," and " the nature of the
nveiifuin is by some understood instruactual condition produced by them."

the sphere to which the general predicate

(Winer)

;

comp.

1 Cor. vii.

31: ayiu

is

to be

koI aufian kol nvev/xan; Col.

—

—

—

mentally

;

incorrectly, for aapnl cannot be taken thus

;

the

two members of

the clause correspond so exactly in form, that the dative in the one could not

be explained differently from the dative in the other, as Wiesinger, Weiss,
aapKl
von Zezschwitz, Bruckner, Schott, and Fronmiiller justly acknowledge.
with reference to
this antithesis occurs frequently in the X. T.
irvevfiaTi

—

.

.

.

;

;

the person of Christ, besides in this passage, in
Kara nveuua dyiuavvTic,

—

and

1

Tim.

iii.

16

:

Rom.

iv aapKl

.

.

.

i.

3:

Kam

iv nvEvfiaTL

aapKa
(cf.

.

.

.

also

The antithesis of the two conceptions proves it to be erroiv. 6).
neous to assign to the one term a sphere different from that of the other,
and to suppose oiip^ to mean the body of Christ, and irvevfia the Spirit of God.
Antithesis dare ostendil quod dicatur in alia quidem sui parte aut vitae ratione

chap.

1 It is certainly very doubtful -whether the
purpose also of the death of Christ, here
stated, " admits of application to us," in that
"ii should likewise be our object, by the

in which we endure undeserved sufto bring those by whom we are
wronged to bethink themselves, and to lead
them to a Jjnowledge of Christ " (Hofmann).

manner

ferings,

—

"
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autem vivijicatus (Flacius).
It must be observed that
both are here used as general conceptions (Hofmann), without a pronoun to
mark them as designations applicable only to Christ for which reason cup^

moriijicatus, in alia

;

cannot relate exclusively to the human, and

As

Christ. 1

but to

with

tified

as aj^plicable not to Christ alone,

is,

nature generally), cupi and nveiim must, however, not be iden-

aijfia

man

which

of

general conceptions (that

human

and

ipvxn-^

For adp^

belongs to the earth,

is that
is

human

side of

nature in virtue

therefore an earthly creature, and

and nvevfia, on the other
by which he belongs to a supernatural sphere
not a mere creature of earth, and is accordingly destined also

accordingly perishable like every thing earthly

hand,

to the divine nature of

'nvei'fia

;

side of his nature

is that

of existence,

is

to an imperishable existence.^

— AViesinger (with whom Zezschwitz

agrees)

deviates from this interpretation thus far only, that he understands nveO/ia,

not as belonging to the nature of man, "but as that principle of union with
is bestowed upon man at regeneration."
This deviation may
from the reluctance to attribute a nveviia to man as such (also in his

God which
arise

sinful condition)

;

however, according to Peter, the souls of the departed

as,

it is thus presupposed that an unregenerate man also
during his earthly existence. It must also be observed

are nvEv/iara (ver. 19),
possesses a

that adp^

nvei'/Liu

and

nvn/Lia are

here not ethical antitheses, but are contrasted M'ith

each other as natural distinctions.

— davaruOelg

.

.

.

(^uonoiTjdeii].

davarou in-

by Wahl here, as in other passages of the N. T., by
capitis damno, morti addico ; for although it may sometimes occur in this
sense in the classics, still in the N. T. it means only to kill.
By davaTudelg
Gapni, then, the apostle says of Christ, that He was put to death in His
earthly human nature (which He along with all the rest of mankind possessed),* i.e., at the hand of man by the crucifixion.
^uottoiecj does not

correctly interpreted

1

Accordingly, interpretations like those of
" caro hie pro extern©

Btdera Christ as,

body and

on the one hand, a true man

Calvin are incorrect:

in

homine capitur, spiritus pro divina poteutia,
qua Christus victor a morte emersit; Beza:

and, on the other hand, in so far as
anointed by the Holy Ghost."

raliler

i.e., per diviuitatem in ipso corpohabitantem, equal to ix Swdixeio^ ©coO,"

2Cor.

xiii.

"nvevixaTi,

t^vo-ci

Tri's

Ta? 5e

Tfl

4;

Oecumeuius

crapKos, tovtcctti
Svva.iJ.ei

:

eavaToiOm

tjJ

fxiv

avOpuiniv;),

T>js fleoTTjTos.

t^

avaa-

It is equally

Weiss (p. 2.52), to understand
o-apf as meaning " the human nature of Christ
(instead of which he no doubt also says " the
Incorrect, with

:

*

o'apf

soul, liable to all suffering

and

cri/na are

tinct conceptions

man

two-sidedness of the
side of

—

fact

.;

dis-

that, after the

will

communicated at baptism to the man Jesus"
(which, as Weiss maintains, constitutes, ac-

the apostle's doctrinal conception as still in
a very undeveloped state, imputes to Peter a
view of the person of Christ which— as he
himself says
is
possessed of " a duality
which somewhat endangers the unity of His
person." Nor has Wichelhaus hit the true
explanation when he says; "Peter here con-

proved to be two

by the

.

have a cri/ia, but no
The difference between TryeO/xa and
(rdp^.
'I'vxv J8 clear, from passages such as Matt. vi.
25.
If in other passages TrveO/iia be used as
synonymous with >l/vxri (comp., e. g., John xii.
27 with John siii. 21), this is explained by the
resurrection,

earthly human nature of Christ "), and n-veO/na
as meaning " the pre-existent divine n-vtO^a

cording to Peter, the divine nature of Christ).
Weiss, for the sole purpose of representing

.

He was

^

human soul,
To Weiss's remark, that Peter terms
human nature by which man is

dered capable of religious

life

^vxv,

it

that
ren-

must be

replied that the il/vxv possesses such capacity

for this very reason, that even under the power
of the (rdp^ it has never ceased to be spiritual.
In place of Trieufian, i/fuxn would not be at all
appropriate here, in the first place, because
^vxv forms no antithesis to crap^, and then
because the idea of what is celestial, peculiar
to nveviJ.a,
*

Schott

would not
is

find expression in

wrong in maintaining that

it.

the an.
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preserve alive," as several commentators explain, e.g., Bellarmin

and

Christo, lib. iv. cap. 13), Ilottinger, Steiger,

New

Giider,

— this

idea, in

and other
words (see Zezschwitz on this passage); but "/o make «/u'e " (De Wette,
Wiesinger, Weiss, Zezschwitz, Schott, Kohler,^ Hofmann, and others) it
often applies to the raising-up of the dead; cf. John v. 21; Rom. iv. 17;
In this sense alone does ^uonoirjdEic answer the preceding
1 Cor. XV. 22, etc.
Bengel vicijicalio ex antitheto ad morlifcationem resolvi debet.
davarudekThe latter idea assumes the anterior condition to have been one of death,
would presuppose one of life.
whilst the former
in contradiction to davar.
the Old as in the

Testament, being expressed by

Cwoywei^-

;

:

—

—

Christ then, according to the apostle, entered into the actual state of death,
is, in so far as the aiip^ pertained to Him, so that His life in the flesh
came to an end ^ but from death He was brought back again to life, that
is, was raised up, as far as the nvevua pertained to Him, so that the new life
was purely pneumatical. But the new life began by His re-uniting Himself
as TTvevfia to His aufia, so that thus this auiia itself became pneumatical. ^
According to Bengel, with whom Schniid (Dihl. TheoL), Lechler, and Fronmiiller agree (comp. also Halm, Neutest. TheoL, i. 440), (uonoiTjddg does not
refer to the resurrection of Christ, but to His deliverance from the weakness
of the flesh, effected by His death, and, based upon this, his transition to a
higher life (which was followed by the resurrection).* Against this, however," is to be observed: (1) That the going of His nvevfia to the Father,
connected with His death (Luke xxiii. 46), is, as little as His ascension,
spoken of in Scripture as " a becoming quickened " (2) That as in davanodeic;
the whole man Christ is meant, the same must be the case in ^uonoiridelc; and
(3) That this view is based on what follows, which, however, if rightly
Buddeus is therefore eni]iterpreted, by no means renders it necessary.
tirely right when he says v'wificatio animae corporisque conjunclionem denotat.^

that

;

—

;

:

what is here said should be, " that
was quickened according to \i\» glorified

tithesis to

ever

Christ

flesh

"

:

As

it

was the Christ

who, by being put

living

in

the

to death, ceased to

be

human nature; " the antithesis to "earthly "
however, is not " glorified," but " celestial."
' " Zur Lehre von Christi Holleufahrt," in
the Zeitschrift fiir luth. Theol u. Kirche, by
Delitzsch and Guericke, 1864, H. 4.
2 Schott substantially agrees with this interpretation, but thinks that the above expression
does not say decidedly enough that "this was
an entire cessation of His life." However,
this " e7itire " is saying too much, since <rap(C(

any longer in that bodily life in which from
His birth He had existed, so His quickening
of that which was dead is a restoration of a

evidently points to a limitation.

et reeurrectio e sepulcro."

Hofmann

3

says,

(Schri/tbeiceis, II.
sis Savar., k. t. A.,

1,

antithelife

in

to

atque

per

mortifica-

came

solutus

novis et raultis expeditissiiuis sese exserere
coepit.

Hanc

vivificationein necessario celeri-

ter subsecuta est excitalio corporis ex

Tr^/eC/na Is

special

death,

a principle which

manner,
is set

— Schmid
He

:

morte

"The

possessed in a

consequence of
free from the trammels of sens.

.

.

this,

in

in itself, but he objects to the identification of

and after

it,

before, and continued to live after His

death.

" Simul

:

before His

in the flesh,

spiritual life

resurrection.

Bengel

erat, ulatim vitae solvi nesciae virtus raodis

At His death He committed
His Father; it was therefore in

His

iri/eO/ia

"The

denotes the end of

For

Him

p. 473):

accurately

commencement of life in the
was in Christ during

spirit."

His

quite

*

tioiiem involucro infirmitatis in

uous bodily nature, it now enters upon its
full rights, and develops in its fulness that
^u^ which was in Him."

the flesh, and the

life

not

spiritual nature to a bodily life."

— Hofmann

remarks correctly, how-

«

Schott explains, indeed, ^uoTroiijflei? rightly

^cuorrotT/o-i?

former

is

with
the

and thinks that the
fundamental condition of

av6.<Tra<Ti<;.

—

;
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Ver.

19.

inclusive

With

— begins,

this

closely

verse

a

new paragraph

connected by

precedes, and in which reference

ev

made

is

Ji

(i.

— extending
e.,

nvevfian)

to the glory of

to

22

ver.

with what

Him who was

quickened according to the Spirit. It may appear singular that in this
passage Peter should make mention of those who were unbelieving in the
days of Noah, and of baptism as the antitype of the water of the deluge
but this may be explained from the circumstance that he looks on the
deluge as a type of the approaching judgment. It must be observed, that
it is not so much the condemnation of the unbelieving, as the salvation of
believers, that the apostle has hei-e in his mind.
tv u kuI, k.tX: "in tvhick
(spirit)

He

also went

and preached unto

sometime ivere unbelieving when," etc.

with what immediately precedes

— by

the spirits in

The
kv

sc. itvEVfiaTi

u>,

prison

(Jto

them), tvhich

words

close connection of these

— favors the view that

refers to an act of Christ which, as the l^uonoirjddg nvevfian, He
performed after His death, and that with reference to the spirits iv (pvXaK^
of the unbelievers who had perished in the deluge.
This is the view of
the oldest Fathers of the Greek and Latin Church, as also of the greater
number of later and modei-n theologians. Augustin, however, opposed it,
and considered kKTjpv^ev as referring to a preaching by Christ h nvevfiau long
before His incarnation, in the days of Noah, to the people of that generation, upon which the judgment of the deluge came because of their
unbelief.!
fhis view, after being adopted by several theologians of the
Middle Ages, became prevalent in the Reformed Church. In recent times,
it has been defended more especially by Schweizer, Wichelhaus, Besser, and
Hofmann. The chief arguments which those who maintain it advance in
opposition to that first mentioned, are the following: (1) The idea that
Christ preached to the spirits tv (pvXaKfj would be an isolated one occurring
nowhei'e else in Scripture; and, further, preaching such as this, if conceived
as judicial, would have been entirely useless, whilst, looked on as a proclamation of salvation, it would stand in contradiction to the uniform teaching
tKTipv^E

of Scripture regarding the state of

nmst be

man

replied, that isolated ideas are to

after death.

To

this,

however,

it

be found expressed here and there

and that the reconciliation of the idea of a salvation offered
with the other doctrines of Scripture, can at most be
termed a problem difficult of solution nor must it be forgotten that the
eschatological doctrines comprehend within them very many problems.
(2) This view does not correspond with the tendency of the entire passage
from ver. 17 to ver. 22, and therefore does not fit into the train of thought.
But this assertion is to the point only if those who make it have themselves
correctly understood the tendency of the passage, which in this instance
in Scripture,

to the spirits ev ^vlaKy

;

the latter, which

is

the " side of the resur-

and as yet hidden in the
depths" (?).
But where does the apostle
make any allusion to any such distinction
between two sides in the resurrection of
rectioa concealed

Christ?
1

It

must be obsen'ed

taken place through N"oah, Schweizer most
decidedly disputes this, and is of the opinion
it was addressed to Koah himself as well

that

as to his contemporaries.

he very rightly appeals
is

that whilst

Hofmann

considers the preaching of Christ as having

not

here — as 2 Pet.

In support of

to the fact that
ii.

5 — termed

a

this,

Noah
(cjjpvf.

But he does not say by whom this preaching
must be considered to have taken place.
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tliey have not done.
(3) It cannot be understood how Peter comes so
suddenly to speak of the spirits in prison. But, in reply, it may be urged,
with at least equal justification, that it is not easy to understand how Peter
comes so suddenly to speak of an act of Christ before His incaruiation.

The want

(4)

participle

of the article before

compels us to translate this
"when they
This, however, is not the case, since the
cnzeidfioaat

"which sometime were unbelieving," but:

not:

sometime were unbelieving."
added with adjectival force to a substantive, is often enough
joined to the latter without an article.
If Peter had put the words nopevdetg
nvevuaai, no difficulty would have presented itself in
EKripv^e before Tolg
the translation under dispute (" the sometime unbelieving spirits in prison ").
The translation to which preference is given is grammatically untenable.^
Finally, appeal has been made to the fact that nai is placed after iv c3, indeed
even to h> (L itself but a correct explanation offers no justification for so
participle,

.

,

,

—

;

Besides the close connection, of

doing.

immediately
attacked

:

preceding,

(1)

with

following

The correspondence

with the subsequent

same sense

the

as the nopevOeii in ver. 22

EKTipv^e,

but in ver. 20 with

took place previous to the

;

(3)

the

;

and,

that

interpretation

supplied to iv

il>,

which must be taken in the

The

uKeidriaamv,

nnpv'yoELv

favor

of the T^Devfian to be

(2) nopevdeic,

Kvevfj.aaLv:,

clause with

the relative

points

fact that

ttote

does not stand

which shows that the

lastly, (4)

unEidelv

The circumstance

that

had Peter closed his sentence with tKf/pv^Ev, it could have occurred to no one
that Peter was here speaking of a preaching of Christ which took place in a
time long gone by.
to

what condition
follows,

—

is not equivalent to 6l6 (ainoXoyiKur with reference
but ^hilst J refers back to nvEVfxan, iv 6 states in
Christ accomplished that which is mentioned in what

iv

Theophylact)

ETiadE,

— Pie

iL

;

accomplished

it

not

h aapKl

to death), but kv nvEv/naTi (for after the

stands here in a position similar to that which

where, however, aup^ and

-nvEvtia

He was put

(for after the aup^

irvEvfia

He was made
it

holds in

alive),

Rom.

kv

viii. 8,

form an ethical antithesis, which here

is

Hofmann wrongly attributes to h here an "instrumental
equivalent to "by means of;" he is induced to do so solely by his

not the case.

force"

explanation of the nvEv/ian to be supplied. Although it is evident that
nvEvfiari here must be taken in no sense different from that of the foregoing
iTJEVjia-L,

Hofmann

nevertheless holds

mentioned in chap.
to

^(joTiOiTjdEig

i.

11, while

it to be identical with the nvEvfia Xptawv
he himself says that the nvei'/xuTi subjoined

cannot be understood of the Holy Ghost. ^

Hofmann, Indeed, says

— Peter says, then,

past as related to the time of Christ's preach-

between nvevixa as a term used to designate
the precise nature of Christ, and Trvevna as the
third Person in the Trinity, is the result of
that confusion of ideas by which "in the
Spirit " and " as a Spirit " are understood to
mean the same thing. But it must be replied
that rather is the identification of two different

ing, or the past aa regards the present of the

ideas, contained in bis interpretation, the result

»

pression

is

not toIs

that since the ex-

an-eiflijo-aai,

the translation

shouldnot be: " those spirits in durance, which
sometime were disobedient;" but he grants
that, from a grammatical point of view, it
remains doubtful " whether n-ore signifies the

writer."
'

Hofmann

of the confusion of ideas, leading

says that the accusation m.ade

against him, that he effaces the distiactiou

him as

it

does to hide the difference by defining nveina
as " the Spirit of Christ's life."

;
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He was made alive, preached
which cannot be understood to mean any thing else
than that He did it as a nvevfia (in His pneumatical condition). Fronmiiller
erroneously interprets: "in the existence-form of a spirit separated from
the body " for the quickened Christ lives not as a simple spirit, but is in
possession of a glorified spiritual body.
kqI role h (jtvXaKy Ttvevfiaai KoiJ-:vedc
£K7/pv^ev'].
By Tu
irvevftaTa are to be understood, neither angels (Heb.
i. 14) 1 nor " men living upon the earth " (as Wichelhaus explains), but the
souls of men already dead, as in Heb. xii. 23, which in Rev. vi. 9, xx. 4,
Wisd. iii. 1, are called rjjvxai. Iv (pvlanri designates not only the place, but
denotes also the condition in which the nvevfiara are. Hof mann wrongly
because in opposition to the uniform usage in the X. T.
denies all local
reference to the expression, and would therefore translate ev ^ivlaay by " in
durance." The meaning is, that the nvn'^aTa were in prison as pri.soners.2
The expression occurs in the N. T. with the article and without it, and its
more precise force here is clear from the passages, Rev. xx. 7 2 Pet. ii. 4
Jude 6. It does not denote generally the kingdom of the dead (Lactant.
Inst., I. 7, c. 21
omnes [^animac^ in una communique custodia detinentur), but
that part of it which serves as abode for the souls of the ungodly until the
day of judgment.8 The dative depends, indeed, on eK^pv^tv, not on nopevdek;
but the addition of the latter word gives prominence to tiie fact that Christ
went to those spirits, and preached to them in that place where they were.
Hofmann is not altogether wrong when, in support of his own view of the
passage, he says " the operation of the spirit of Christ, by which Noah
was made the organ of His proclamation, mi^lit be termed a going aud
preaching' on the part of Christ" (comp. especially the passage, Eph.
ii. 17: ilduv evTiyye'kiaaTo'., see Meyer in Zoc, to which Hofmann might have
appealed). But that nopevdei^ cannot be so taken here, is shown by the
EKTjpv^e is
tzopevdeic in ver. 22, with which it must be identical in sense.*
the same verb as that so often used in the N. T. of the preaching (not the
teaching) of Christ aud His apostles. Usually it is accompanied by an
but it is
object (rd evayyeliov, t7]v (iaailelav tov Qeov, Xpiarov, or the like)
that Christ, in the Spirit according to which
to the spirits Iv (pvlany,

;

—

.

.

.

—

—

;

:

:

'

;

frequently, as here, used absolutely,

cf.

Matt.

xi.

Mark

1;

38, etc.

i.

—

It

cannot be concluded, with Zezschwitz, from the connection of this relative
clause with ^iMmuijOelg

that Cuonoiriaiv illam spiritualem quasi funda-

Trvevfiari,

mentumfuisse concionis idemque argumentum ; nor does the word

1

Baur

Theol. Jahrb. 1856,

{Tiib.

215) understands
Tri<TavTes, 2 Pet.
vi. 1 ff.,

had

it
ii.

H.

2, p.

the ayyeAoi anap-

who, according

to

Gen.

fallen previous to the deluge.

This interpretation

by

mean

to
4,

is sufficiently

contradicted

ver. 20.
»

The

interpretation of

by circumlocution explains
as equal to
fuevoL

eis

Wichelhaus

— who

TO. ei/i^uA. TTi/eii/naTa

oi airei8ovvTei Tijpovniei'oi, <t>povpov-

ijiifpav

ToO Ka.ra.K\v<j y-oii

—

is

alto-

Justin {^Dial

&'

(i^vxas) iv Kpeirrovi ttou x'i^PV /'^"eiv,

aSiKov;

c.

Tryph.,

c. 5)

:

tos

ixkv tC)v

/cai

novrjpovi iv xeipoi'i tov t^s

(cpiVeios ivSexoi^^va<;

xpovov.

thoroughly recognizes the
he says he should
interpret the passage as Hofmann does, if the
Tropeuflei? did not prevent him from doing so.
*

Luthardt so

rt« of this nopevSei^, that

Besides,

Holy

coming of the
same time a coming of
must not be overlooked that in
is nowhere indicated as being a

it is

certain thai the

Spirit is at the

Christ; but

the N. T.

geliier erroneous.
3

euo-ejSii/

to?

itself disclose

it

it

coming of Christ

iv Tri/ei/naTt.
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either the contents or the purpose of that preaching; but since Chrixt

is

any more precise qualification,
must be concluded that the contents and design of this Kj'ipvyiia are in

called the nnpu^ac without the addition of
it

harmony with tlie KTjpvyiia of Christ elsewhere. It is accordingly arbitrary,
and in contradiction to Christ's significance for the work of redemption,
to assume that this preaching consisted in the proclamation of the coming
judgment (Flacius, Calov., Buddeus, Hollaz, Wolf, Aretius, Zezschwitz,
and was a praedicatio

Schott, etc.),

" This concio damnaloria

—

— what

damnatoria.'^

does

mean

it

Wiesinger justly asks:

in general,

what here espe-

with some commentators, that the
apostle regarded this nopevdel^ eKt/pv^e as an actual reality. ^
/coi, following
ev (I; must not be explained, as Schweizer does, in this way, that Peter,
wishing to hold up Christ to his readers as a pattern of how they should
cially?"

It is unjustifiable to deny,

—

conduct themselves under suffering, adduces two examples, vv. 19 ff.. His
death on the cross, and His preaching- the whole structure of the clauses,
as well as their contents, contradicts this.
Nor can it be explained, as
Hofmann assumes, "from the antithesis between us whom Christ wished
to bring to God, and those who as spirits are in durance."
This would
hold good only

if,

in ver. 18,

as to those spirits, that
Kai

is,

it

were affirmed that Christ did the same to us

preached

to us.

It is

likewise incorrect to take

as equivalent to " even " (Wiesinger, Fronmiiller)

;

for a

distinction

between these spirits and others is nowhere hinted at. km is put rather in
order to show prominently that what is said in this verse coincides with the
^uonoLTjdelc nveifiari of ver. 18.
latet (fwoTT. TTvevfiari)

Zezschwitz

The words which begin this
who are in prison according to

Ver. 20.
the spirits

ut notio,

:

quae in enunciatione

kv

u

urgeatur.
verse, uTzeidf/oaaiv nore, characterize

their former conduct.
The partinot, with Wiesinger, be resolved into " although, notwithstanding the fact that they had been disobedient; " an adversative relation of this
ciple

»

must

Hollaz

" Fuit praedicatio Christi in in-

:

ferno non evangelica, quae homiuibus tantum
in regno gratiae annunciatur, sed legalis
elenchthica, terribilis eaque turn verbalis,

qua

ipsos aeterua supplicia promeritos esse convincit, turn realis,

qua immanem terrorera

iis

This interpretallou, which has its
origin in dogmatic views, Zezschwitz seeks to
found on exegesis by characterizing the idea
incussit."

of judgment as the leading conception of the

whole passage,

to

which, however, the context

2

Thus Plcus-Mirandola says " Christus
et quantum ad realem piaeeen:

non veiaciter

tiam desceudit ad inferos, sed solum quoad
effectum." Cf., too, J. R. Lavater, De Dewensu
CViWsii «rf //(/.,

lib. I., c. 9.

era unwarrantably
so far as to

weaken

Himself," or, at any rate, they say that the
preaching of Christ was potius realiter, quam
verbaliter.
This the author of the article,
"Die Hollenfahrt Christi," in the Erlanger

gives uo warrant, and also by maintaining that

Zeitschrift

otherwise Peter would have used the word
eiiayyeAi^eii', or a compound of <iYV€AA«ii/.
It

sanctioned.

when Schott and Kohler
is not in itself equal to
but it does not follow that it
may not be applied to a message of salvation.
It must be remembered that Christ's aim, even
as a preacher of judgment, ever was the ac-

acterizes Krtpvacmv

is

certainly correct

say that

(CTjpiio-o-eij'

fva.yy(Ki.iiiv',

complishment of salvation, as he declared Luke
xix. 10;

John

xii. 47.

— Many interpretat least 6V7Jpu|e, in

make it synonymous with " showed

fur

Protest., 1856, should not

Schott

is

have

not free from this arbi-

trary method of interpretation, in that he char-

one's

and

"as a bearing witness

to

not only in word, but also in deed,"
"this bearing witness to and show-

self,

calls

ing forth of Himself by Christ in the glory
of His mediatorial person," a concio
toria.

damna-

:
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—

According to the uniform
kind must have been more plainly expressed ^
usage of the N. T. the word uTveidelv has here also the meaning of unbelief
,

involving resistance

be disobedient,"

is

of.

;

chap.

7, 8, iii. 1, iv. 17.

ii.

too inexact, for the

word forms the

The

translation

" to

:

antithesis to moTevetv.

— OTE

u-:r£^e6ix£To, k.tX, serves not only to specify the time when these spirits
were unbelieving, but also to mark the guilt of the uneiddv.
imeKdex^adaL,
according to N. T. usage, equivalent to ^^ patient ivaiting" is here used absothus Schott also).
lutely, as in Rom. viii. 25 (comp. EK^ixeodai, Heb. x. 13
The narrative itself shows the object to which this waiting of God's longsuffering was directed.
Its duration is not to be limited to the seven days
mentioned in Gen. vii. 4 (De Wette), for this is in keeping neither with the
une^edexETO i)
fiaKpodv/nia, nor the subsequent KaTaaKf.va^ofiivjjg ki^utov, but
embraces the whole period of one hundred and twenty years mentioned in
The time specified by ore, k.tX, is still more precisely defined
Gen. vi. 3.
in the subsequent kv rjfiEpaig N<Je and the KaTaaKEva^ofiEVTig kljjutov in such a

—

;

.

.

.

—

;

way, however, that these adjuncts contain a reference to the exhortation to
repentance then given, for Noah was not, like the others, an unbeliever, but
a believer, and the preparation of the ark gave unmistakable testimony to
the appi'oachiug judgment.
"/ct/Jwrof without the article, the expression
used by the LXX. for n^P, equal to ark, area ; comp. Matt. xxiv. 38 Luke

—

;

xvii. 27;

Heb.

xi.

7" (Wiesinger).

—

Eemark 1. Some of the interpreters who do not apply this passage to
the descensus ad inferos, as Luther (in his Ausleyung der Ep. Petri, 1523 (the
Socinians, Vorstius, Amelius, Grotius, etc., explain inf/pv^E as referring to
the preaching of the ajwstles, assuming that the unbelievers in the time of

Noah

are mentioned only as types of the unbelievers in apostolic times,

fvTiaKy nvevfiara

the Jews.

they understand to

Amelius:

h

ttvev/i.

mean

to.

eu

the heathen alone, or those along with

quemadntodum

hie in genere denotant hotnines,

jugo ley is
quoque gentiles, sub potestate diaboli jacentes. Illos omnes
Christus liberavit ; praedicationem verbi sui ad ipsos mittens et continuans et

jyaulo post ipvxaiexistentes,

<j)v2.aKy:

in captivitate erant turn Judaei, sub

turn

Apostolos divina vlrtute instruens.

Remark

2.

— Even

interpreters

who

apply this passage to the descensus ad

and understand ektjpv^e of the preaching of salvation,^ are guilty of much
arbitrariness, and especially in designating more precisely those to whom the
preaching is addressed. Several of the Fathers, as Irenaeus, TertuUian, Hippolytus
many of the Scholastics; further, Zwingli, Calvin (in his Comment.),
inferos,

;

1 Hofraan
has now justly given up his
former explanation: "without being obeWalther's interpretation is evidently
entirely arbitrary: "to the spirits, i.e., the
devils and the damned in general, particularly

dient."

to those

damned who,"

etc.

But neither

is

commentators, Athanasius, Ambrosius, Erasraus, Calvin (in his /Msiii., lib. II.,2, c. 16, § 9),

understand Christ's preaching as at once a
salvifica anA praed. danmatoria.

praedicatio

Calvin, however, does hold by the idea of
Kijpvcro-eii',

when he

says

" Contextus vim

:

there a warrant for inserting olov (Bengel

mortis (Christi) inde amplittcat, quod ad mor-

" subaudi

tuos usque penelraverit,

Noe;

olov, i.e.,

exempli gratia, in diebus

subjicilur generi species

maxime

insig-

It

quam

piae animae ejus

soUicite

exspectaverant,

praesenti aspectu sunt potitae; contra reprobia

nis").
2

visitationis,

dum

must further be remarked, that several

clarius patuit, se excludi ab

omni

salute."

;
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20.

and others hold those to have been the pious, especially the pious of the O. T.^
thinks the Ki/pvyfia was addressed to those who, though in the
O. T. termed ungodly, were actually better than the O. T. believers. —Clemens
Al. supposes the diKaioi «aru <pi7ioao(j>iav, who, however, were still without faith
and in the trammels of idolatry.
Several connnentators assume that not all
unbelievers in the days of Noah are meant, but those only who, at first indeed
unbelieving, had still repented at the last moment when the flood came upon
them this is the view of Suarez, Estius, Bellarmin, Luther (Zn der Erklarunr/
der Genesis, 1536, und zu Uosea IV. 2, v. J. 1545), Peter Martyr, etc. Bengel

— Marcion

—

;

•^

says

:

Probabile

est,

nonniillos ex tanta midtitudine, venienle pluvia, resijmisse

;

dum expectaret Deus, postea, cum
poena ingruecredere coepisse, quibus postea Christus eorwnque sitnilibus se praeconem
gratiae praestiterlt. Wiesinger agrees with this interpretation, at least in so
far that he assumes that the moral condition of the individual (at the time of
cumqiie non credidlssent,

.

.

.

ret,

the flood) was not in every case the same, but extremely varied

although,
with it on the ground " that, in contradiction
to the context, it limits the hjjpv^e only to a part."
Schott remarks, as against
Wiesinger, " that although some may in respect of moral condition have differed
from the majority, or still have repented in the last moment, yet these were not
among the spirits in durance who listened to Christ's preaching."
Remark 3. The view commonly accepted is that this preaching by Christ
took place before His resurrection, whilst His body lay in the grave. Many
even of the older dogmatists of the Lutheran Church, however, hold it to have
been accomplished after His quickening, that is, in the time between this and
His going forth from the grave. Quenstedt says Christus Oeuudpunog totaqiie
adeo persona {non igitur secundum aniniam tantmn nee secundum corpus tanturn) post redunitionem animae ac corporis ad istud damnatorum nov descendit
he fixes the time when this happened illud momentum, quod intercessit inter

on the other hand, he

;

finds fault

—

:

:

uvaaraaiv Christi stride ita dictam.

Hollaz distinguendum inter
resurrectionem externam et internum ; ilia est egressio e sepnlcro et exterior
coram hominibus manifestatio ; haec est ipsa vicificatio ; so, too, Hutter, Baier,
Buddeus, etc. In like manner, Schott "In the new spiritual life which in
that mysterious hour of midnight He had put on, and before appearing with it
on the upper world by His resurrection. He descended."
The verse does not
l^uonoiTjaiv et

:

:

—

indeed say that the

belongs to this very moment, but

it does certainly
point to the preaching having taken place after Christ's restoration to life, as
De Wette, Briickner, Wiesinger, Zezschwitz, have rightly acknowledged for

ixripv^e

;

referring as iv

ci

does to the

find in nopevOelg ektjpv^e

Tiveviiari

connected with

^uonoirideig, it is

arbitrary to

mention made of an act of Christ which took place after

the davarudEig indeed, but yet before the ((MnoirjdEic. As, then, both expressions
apply to Christ in His entire person, consisting of body and soul, what follows

'

Calvin's exposition

prets

</)i/Ao)0)

bundi actus
of those

;

is

singular: he inter-

as equal to specula vel ipse excuto eV </>uA. nv. equals " the spirits

who were on

the watch-tower,"

i.e.,

the expectation

of salvation, or also hi
anxietas expeclationis Christi, and then continues: "Postquara (Ap.) dixit, Christi se
In

raortuis raanifestasse, raox addit:

crcduli

fuissent

olini,

quo

quum

significat

in-

nihil

nocuisse Sanctis Patribus quod impiorum mul-

titudine paene obruti fuerunt.
Exeraplum
vero ex tota vetustate prac aliis illuslre deligit,

cum diluvio submersus fuit mundus."
removes the scruple, that the dative ciureteij(Ta<Ti is not in harmony with this explanation, by observing that the apostles sometimes
employ one case in room of another,
ncinjie

Tie

= On Luther's vacillation in interpreting this
passage, see Kohler as above, and Schweizer

as above, p.

7.
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must not be conceived as an activity whicli He exercised in His spirit only
and whilst separated from His body. In addition to this, if according to His
intention His preaching was to be indeed a preaching of salvation, it must have
had for its substance the work of redemption, completed only in the resurrecWeiss (p. 232) objects that nvevfta is not equal to ciofiu -KvevfiaTiKw, and
undoubtedly true but it cannot prove any thing against the view that
Christ as the Risen One, that is, in His glorified body, preached to the spirits in
prison, inasmuch as in this body the Lord is no longer h aapKi, but entirely iv
irvevfian.
Thus the passage says nothing as to Christ's existence between His
death and resurrection. If Acts ii. 31 presuppose the going of the dead Christ
into Hades, the common dwelling-place of departed souls, this descensus ad
inferos must not be identified with the one here mentioned, as also Wiesinger,
Briickner, and Schott rightly observe
so that by drawing this distinction the
disputed question, too, whether Christ descended into Hades, quoad animain, or
tion.

this

is

;

—

;

quoad animam

et

corpus, finds

its

correct solution.

It

must further be added,

that this passage gives no suppoi't whatever either to the doctrine of the Form,

concordiae, that in Hades Christ "overcame the devil, destroyed the power of
hell,

and despoiled the devil of his might," or to that of the Catholic Church
Patrum and purgatory.

of the limbus

Connected with the words KaTaaKeva^o/ievnc klSutov are the thoughts which
which stress is laid not so much on the judgment which overtook
unbelievers iu the flood, as on the deliverance of the few: dc fjv uT^iyoi.
dieauThe preposition diu is to be explained not as equal to f.k
Oijaav 6i' Marog'}.
(Acts xxviii. 4: bv diaoDdivTa h rfi^ daAucsarjc:), nor as if it were kv (in medio
aqtiarum), nor equivalent to non obstante aqua (Gerhard), nor even as a prepobut is to be taken either
sition of time (eo tempore, quo aquae inundaverant)
follow, in

—

;

locally or instrumentally.

equivalent to

"%

Wette, Briickner,
(cf.

ened form of
thus

it

tive in

viarog is

then either " through

the water," or

The former view (Bengel, Steiger, De
Wiesinger, formerly Hofmann also) seems to be confirmed
means of

by the verbum compos,
the N. T.

6i'

icater."

But

dieadtdriaav.

Matt. xiv. 36; Luke
au^etv,

diaaui^eiv,

without the peculiar force of

must be taken

LXX. and

both in the

vii. 3, etc.), is

in

often used as a strength6cu

being pressed.

And

inasmuch as it contradicts the historical narraGenesis, to say that Noah and his family were saved by passing
here,

6iu has accordingly here an instrumental force, so that
water as the medium through which the Xoahites were
this interpretation is alone in harmony with the context,

through the water.
vdoTog indicates

6i'

delivered.!

And

inasmuch as the apostle in what follow-s gives special prominence to the fact
If water
that the N. T. deliverance is likewise effected by means of water.
was the means of deliverance to Noah and those with him, " in so far as it
bore tho!5e hidden within the ark, and thus preserved them from destruction,
comp. Gen. vii. 17, 18" (Weiss, p. 313; thus also Wolf, Pott, Jachmann,
Schott), this implies recourse to a pregnant construction,

»

Wiesinger has expressed himself iu favor
first version, but then remarks' "The

of the

writer conceives the water at the
the saving element."

same time

as

FroumiiUer, too, com-

inasmuch as the

bines both interpretations

:

" In which few

souls sought shelter, and were saved through
the water and by

it;

" this is evidently alto-

gether unwarrantable.
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" Ihey were snred hj going into

apostle unites the two thoughts in one
iJie
ark," and " they were saved 6C vdarog. " Hof mann seeks to avoid the assump:

tion of a pregnancy

by explaining

idu/)

here as the water "wliich began to

overflow the earth," and which compelled

Noah to enter with those belonging to him into the ark, in support of which he appeals to Gen. vii. 11, 13.
But although these passages state that both the entering into the ark and
the beginning of the deluge took place on the same day,
is

still the latter event
According to the narrative in

not indicated as the motive of the former.

it was the command of God which moved the Noahites to enter the
and as soon as they had done so, and God had closed the ark, the deluge
commenced; cf. Gen. vii. 1, 10, 17.
Further, on Ilofmann's interpretation

Genesis,

ark,

—

water can be regarded only in a very loose sense as the medium of deliverance; nor would it be in keeping with the subsequent parallelism. It nmst

be noted that Maroc is anarthrous, and although by the term no other water
can be understood than that of the flood, yet Peter's object here is not to

show

that the saine water which destroyed

some served

as the

means of deNoah and

liverance for others, but merely to state that the deliverance of

him was effected by water, in order that this water then may be
recognized as the type of the saving water of baptism (comp. Schott).

those with

—

oTuyoi, tovt'

ianv

sion d?uyot ; so

oktcj ipvxai].

much

tovt' sotiv, k.t.T^., justifies

stress is laid

on this

to point out, on the one hand, the great

on the other, the proportion
Ver. 21. 6

to

Kai vucic {ijmi) uvrirvnov vvv

ai,

explains

:

ifli

adii^ei

very probably in order

of those

be looked for at the

the thought expressed in the previous

reading

pai'ticular,

number

the use of the expres-

who

b

fSunnafia].

and

does not apply to

as Gerhard,

ver.se,

perished,

judgment.

final

who adopts

the

consercationi tanquam typo spiritual^ conservationis

baptismus velut avTirvrnv respondet (in like

Hottinger, Hensler, etc.), but

manner Beza,

Ilornejus, 3Ioru.s,

back to vSaror, and, withal, so that by
it water generally is to be understood, and not that particular water through
the medium of which the Noahites were .saved water saved them, and it is
water by which you too are saved. The general term receives a more preit

refers

;

by means of which the water which
."^aved Noah and
those with him.
What this antitypical water is, is stated by the subjoined
iSunnaua, which as an apposition must be explained in the sense: ^^as baptism" (comp. Winer, p. 491 [E. T., 528J). Diiferently, Hof mann he would
take the apposition in the sense of " a baptism namely " he says, " in the
explanatory apposition the apostle substitutes the term 'baptism' for 'water,'
without, by the anarthrous 3unTtafxa, directly indicating Christian baptism.
What kind of baptism he means is stated by the apposition, subjoined to
cise definition in the adjectival uvnrvnov,

now

saves

is

contrasted as antitype

^

with the water which

;

;

On this it must be remarked, that QaTTria/xa would certainly convey to the readers only the idea of a definite Christian baptism, and that the
apposition following is not fitted to mark the term baptism, indefinite in

0uvTiaua."

itself,

as the specifically Christian ba]itism, but only to point out in

way baptism
»

possesses in itself the saving

Raphelius: " tutto? ree allud quid piae-

figurans,

afrmnoi

res

ilia

praefigurata."

power attributed

to

it.

arrirvTro? has another nifiaiilng lu

where tbe

tvttos is the d^Tjeivov.

what

— Without
Ueb.

li.

24,

—
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any cogent reason, Steiger interprets j3u7mcina as equivalent to " baptismal
The direct conjunction which takes place here ceases to occasion

water."

surprise, if

it

be considered that the typical character of the deluge, as

re-

gards baptism, consists not only in the sameness of the elements, but in the
similarity of the relation of the water to those saved. If 6i' tida-oc be rendered
" through the water," an incongruity will arise, disturbing to the parallelism,

and which attempts have been made

to overcome by supplying intermediate
According to De Wette, the antitypical character of baptism consists
in this " tliat in it the flesh must perish and, as it were, be judged; whilst, at
the same time, through faith in the resurrection of Christ, pure spiritual life
is attained, and the believer saved."
By these and such like supplements,
which the apostle himself in no way suggests, elements are introduced
foreign to his conception.^
The present aut^ei is put here neither instead
of the preterite nor the f utiu-e it denotes rather the effect which, from the
moment of its accomplishment, baptism produces on the persons who submit
The latter resemble the Noahites whilst by means of water they were
to it.
being preserved in the ark from destruction (arrwAcm).
The antithesis which
exists between viiar and the preceding bliyoi, indicates that the proportion
saved by baptism to the unbelieving is but small. oTdyoi. has accordingly a
typical significance.
It is more doubtful whether the same is the case with
the ark; Oecumenius already saw in it the Church, whilst others regard it
as a symbol of Jesus Christ. ^
Apposition to
ov aapnog umdEaLg jivnov, dW,d].
(ianna/icL, which, however, does not state the nature of baptism generally, but
only in what sense it effects auCefu. This is stated first negatively, in order
thereby to mark more distinctly the standpoint. Almost all commentators
take aapKcg as a genitive depending on i^vnov, and preceding it only for the
sake of emphasis. Bengel, on the other hand, joins it
as genit. subj.
directly with uwodeaic: '^ carni adscrihitur depositlo sordium ; ideo non dicitur:
depositio sordium carnis "
The sense would then be baptism does not conThis explanation,
sist in this, "that the Jlesh lays aside its undeanness."

ideas.

:

—

;

—

—

—

:

corresponding as

it

does to the position of the words,

is

well suited to the

idea anodEmg, which does not necessarily presuppose the activity of the sub-

but can be used when the subject is, strictly speaking, passive comp,
i. 14, the only other passage in which the word occurs in the X. T.
Hofmann is accordingly mistaken in asserting that "the laying aside of
An antithetical
undeanness cannot be regarded as an act of the flesh.*'
allusion to the Jewish washings can hardly be here assumed (cf. Justin M.,
Dial. c. TrypK.f p. 331 ri yap d(t>£Aog hdvov roi BannafiaTos (the Jewish wash-

ject,

;

2 Pet.

—

:

»

SchoU, indeed, justly remarks " that the
and therefore

antitypical nature of baptism,

the typical nature of that to which baptism
corresponds as antitype, consists precisely in

what

is

asserted of

both, namely, in their

saving power and effect."

He

thinks,

how-

ever, "that the antitypical nature of the water

applies to

what was

essentially peculiar to the

great flood." What this is he explains by
saying that " the flood was a judgment which

destroyed mankind from the earth, bo that
from out of it only a small number, belonging
to the church of believers, were saved;" that
is, " it was a judgment of extirpation in such
a way that it was the means of effecting a
salvation."
2

xhus Hemming: "Queraadmodum aqua

per se non salvavit Noe, sed mediante area,
ita aqua baptismi per se non salvat, sed mediante area, h. e. Ohristo Jesu."

3

CHAP.
ing), o

r^i'

aapKa koI fiovov rb aufia

finntuQ ayad^i snepuTrifia

eic;

charactei' of baptism.

objective gen. 2

LXX., Dan.

a

;

iSanuaOvTE r^v

i/wv^i')

•

—

'

ovvec-

«'^''-«

positive, as coTitrasted with the negative

avvHdrjmcjc: iiyadm

intp^hrvfia,

iv. 14,

(paidpivet

The

Gfov].
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21.

III.

an. ley. in

ca" he either the subjective or the
the N. T. (in the O. T. only once,

as a translation of Nr^^NK/),

is

used in classical Greek

only in the sense of ^'question." Holding by this meaning, commentators
have explained it as (1) the question concerning a good conscience addressed

God "

to

"
(thus Wiesinger, who, however, prefers the translation " inquirtj
"

of a good conscience directed to God
(Gerhard, Steiger, Besser). The first of these renderings is not in harmony with the nature of baptism, inasmuch as the person to be baptized
From the second
already knows how the good conscience is to be obtained.
there results only an incomplete idea, necessitating arbitrary supplements.
to " question "), or (2) " the question

means only "to ask a question" is used also
would obtain something from the person asked (Matt.
xvi. 1; Ps. cxxxvii. 3, LXX.), the meaning has been assigned to enepurrifM:
Some commentators here take
"the inquiring desire," "the inquiring request."
avv.ay. as a subj. gen., and interpret: "the request of a good conscience addressed to God" (thus Bengel, with whom Schmid, Bibl. Theol. des N. T.,
as enepuTciv, which doubtless

Now,

of such questions as

p. 199, agrees: saluat 7ios rogatio honae conscientiae,

conipellamus

cum bona

rogatio,

i.e.,

conscientia, peccatis remissis et depositis)

;

*

qua nos

Deum

but this also

gives rise to an incomplete idea, inasmuch as the contents of the request are
not stated. On this rendering of iKepurrifia, it is better to regard the gen. as

an

thus: "the request addressed

object, gen.,

to

God for

a good conscience

Lutz, Lechler, Weiss, "Weizsacker (Renter's Repert., 1858,

Schott; Wiesinger, too,

1

is

Augustin's opinion (Contr. Faust, c. 12
with which Beda and others agree, is

et 13),

quite inappropriate.

It

is,

But

inclined to agree.^

apostle

that the

^

:"

Hofmann,

II. 3),

to this also objections

Gerhard: " Quomodo deus erga baptiza

turn affectus sit," etc.,

salvation of

Sieiger

:

"For

the

which he who receives bapUsm

here alludes to the baptism of the heretics.

would be assured," Besser: "Art thou not

Calviu's assertion, too, that this negative ap-

ray father'

position emphasizes the fact that baptism, as

terpretation given in the Erlanger Zeltsc/iri/t,
1856, p. 293 ff., is evidently altogether erro-

an outward form,

is

of no use, introduces a

"

Am

I

not thy child? "

The proof

foreign idea into the words of the apostle.

neous

This is denied, indeed, by several commentators, specially by Hofmann and Schott,
because a good conscience does not precede,
but is the fruit of, baptism. But this assertion
presupposes the identification of the good conscience with that conscience which by Christ
is reconciled with God, and is released from
the feeling of guilt. For this, however, the
N. T. phraseology gives no warrant. Accord-

attained in baptism

2

ing to

it, crvvei^Tjo-i!

dyaS.) rather

means " the

consciousness of pure intentions," or "the conBciousness of sincerely willing that

good " (Heb.

xili. 18, KoAiji'

which

is

cvyei&rtuiv exoixfv,

xaAw! ecAofxt? ava<TTpe<)>e(Tdai cf also
16; Acts x.viii. 1; 1 Tim. i. 0, 19, ill.
If baptism is really to bring a blessing to
9).
the person baptized, he must surely desire it
with a good conscience.
iv Traai
1 Pet.

iii.

;

.

i.e.,

:

the question.

of the

I

world?"

Apart from
is

©.,

eis

not saved by ray bap-

tism from the judgment on an
treated of

in

good conscience

the eVepuiTjj^ia

is

Am

The

all else,

unbelieving

the matter here

not a question which

is

only put

after baptism, since baptism itself is designated

as the

inepu>Tr)iJ.a.

* To this interpretation
mann rightly objects " that

well

of

Bengel, Hof-

eirepwrrjua cannot

mean something which presupposes

the

reception of baptism;" but if the "peccatis
remissis et depositis " be not looked upon as

belonging to the idea of a good conscience,

Hofmann's objection loses its validity.
" The same view is to be found already

in

Seb. Schraidius, only that he regards e^rep. as
meaning the petitio addressed to God by liim

who

baptizes,

and aw.

a-),

as the gift

which

:
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which cannot be overlooked arise: (1) Although the reception of baptism
be founded on the desire for a reconciled conscience, yet it does not follow
that baptism itself can be described as the expression of this desire; (2)

Taken thus, the proper meaning of impuTTi/ia is entirely lost sight of; tho
a proceeding
word is used in a sense in which it occurs nowhere else,
which is all the more open to question, that the apostle had certainly other
words at his command wherewith to give the idea of request (3) The object

—

;

which the recipient of baptism requests, namely, "the reconciled conscience,"
is inadequately expressed by aweidriaiq uyadr/, for here no stress is laid on the
essential element,
£(f

Btov

iii.

18,

is

— the forgiveness of

sin; lastly, (4) In this interpretation

show that the

chief emphasis lies on

according to

common but

ahrenunlio; creclis? credo (Tertull., Z/6 de Resurr,

quod

velit

as equal to

it

(Luther: "covenant"), referring at the

avvTaaari tu XptaTil)

'

passage, not

kirepuTTKia in this

and answer, which took place at baptism

to the act of question

tw Saravu , <nroTuaanfiai

sed responsione sancilur).

— Even

according to juristic usage, taking

Gvu<puvov, slipulaiio mitlua, contract

same time

Qeov.^

eig

times interpreters have attempted to explain

UTToruaari

i. 21 and
from early

only of secondary importance, whilst the passages, chap.

avvTuaaofjai

;

•

abrenutitias ?

Cam.: animn non

Aretius interprets: Deus

lavaiione,

in haptisnio nobis proinittit,

nos Jiliorum loco habere propter Christum; contra nos promittimus, nos

serio victuros pie; haec est

mulun

stipulatio

erroneous, as even in legal phraseology

De

rocal " contract.

Wette's

is

this interpretation, however, is

;

eirepurrjfia

wrong

likewise

questions were addressed to the individual

acquired the meaning

7:)ro7?i/^/ere,

" by

who took

and

spondere,

does not
:

mean a

" recip-

metonymy, because
the vow, inepuTiladai

eirepdiTri/xa

that of sponsio;"

but from kmpuT^v, and therefore
never had or could have had the signification, "solemn pledge." Fui'ther,
it has been not unjustly remarked, in opposition to this view, according to
which aw. uy. is considered as an object, gen., that it would have been better
Bruckner
to have spoken of uvaarpnti)^ dyad?/ as that which has to be vowed.
has substantially con-ected De Wette by pointing out that in the language
of the Byzantine lawyers enepuTdv is used in the sense, "to conclude a treaty,
for enepu-rifia

is

not derived from

tKepoirucreai,

'•^

a contract, stipulari" taking aw. uy. as a std)Ject. gen. But his exposition
from an uncertain wavering, for he too declares enepuTT}fia to be
synonymous with " treaty," indeed with " vow" which is certainly not the

suffers

The

case.

facts are these

a contract

:

was concluded

in the

form

of ques-

stance, " that the petition for the cleansing of

baptism its application to cleansing is
The explanation given
no way alluded to.
Weissagung unci Erfidlung, II. p. 234,
" the happiness of a good conscience aaked of
God," he passes over in silence in his Schrift-

the conscience from past sins forms the only

beweis, II.

hfi

imploreB for the person baptized

this

is

;

evidently

entirely arbitrary.

Hofmann,

tion of

—

in

support of the intei-pretation
here called in question, appeals to the circum>

in

in

2.

— The

interpretation given

suitable antithesis to the putting

Winer

contracted outwardly."

of a good conscience after God,

naarked in

away of filth
But it must Ite reopposition, that, however suitable

this antithesis

may appear

in itself,

follow that the apostle had
the

way

here stated.

it

it

in his

It is rather

in the 5th ed. of his

Gr.

:

by

" The inquiry
i.e.,

the turn-

does not

ing to God, the seeking Him," does not occur
In the subsequent editions, nor is there any

mind

justification for

in

improbable

that he had, since lu this positive nearer deflni-

=

it.

Estius, Beza, Grotius, Semler, Pott, Hene-

ler, etc.,

interpret similarly to

De

Wette.
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22.

and answer spondesne ? spondeo (conip. Puchta, Curx. der Inslitul., v. 3,
by the question, on the one side, the agreement was proposed by
the reply, on the other, it was concluded. tmpuTTjua is, then, this question by
which the conclusion of a contract began, not then the contract itself, and
still less the pledge which was taken rather by him wlio replied.
The questioner bound himself by his question to accept that which he who gave the
tion

:

p. 97)

;

;

reply promised.
TTjua f/f

Qeov

then, the designation of baptism as avveidrjceug

If,

from

to be explained

is

legal procedure,

iiy.

inepu-

can only be spoken of

inasmuch as the person baptized, by the reception of baptism, enters
as it were, of contract
with God, in which he submits in

as such,

—

—

into a relation

faith to God's promise of salvation.

harmony with the nature

in

it

Nor can

of baptism,

more

it

be denied that this

especially if

it

is

really

be considered

that in the legal proceedings, connected with the conclusion of a contract,
the respondent pronounced his sj)ondeo in the expectation that the interro-

gator would

which he had
This explains the expression cvvEi6i]asug uyadr/g, which
points to the circumstance that the recipient of baptism, in submitting to it,
fulfil

the conditions previously stipulated, to

pledged himself.

has the honest purpose faithfully to
divine assent

is

given.

The adjunct:

6i'

uvaaruaEuc

fulfil

the conditions under which the

from those
above mentioned by its concrete precision. No doubt empuTrj/ia in this
juristic sense is to be found only in writings of a later date; but since
this form of concluding a contract belonged to an earlier time, it may be
assumed that the word had previously been in use thus in legal phraseology.^
nvEvfjau, brings the apostle

are not

appended

Tliis interpretation is distinguished

Xpiarou,

'Irjaov

by referring back

to

again to his former train of thought.

in a loose

way

to fnepuTtj/ia for the purpose of

(cjoKotridelc

i^e

The words
stating how

Ilofmann, Schott, and
they are rather conjoined with the verb of the clause au^et,
inasmuch as they state that through which the jSunnaf/a exercises its saving
this is effected, as Grotius, Pott, Hensler, Zezschwitz,

others assume

^

;

(De Wette, Wiesinger, Weiss). The former construction is the less
more natural to unite the concluding adjunct with the
leading idea than with the secondary thought which specifies the nature of
baptism. It is still less appropriate to connect the words directly with avveieffect

justifiable, that it is

against Fronmiiller).

drjoeug ay. (as

Ver. 22.

This brings to a close the whole train
from ver. 18 and onwards, inasmuch as
death, resurrection, and going to the spirits in prison, there

ianv

6f

kv de^ia tov Ofot)].

of thought with reference to Christ,
to His sufferings,

1

After the explanation here given,

"

dressed by him
the person
is

that

could only be the question ad-

€7rt-pwT)}Ma

opposite

It is evi-

when Hofraann says

dently incorrect

who

who
js

closes an agreement, to

to consent to it."

the case.

The question

The very
is

not ad-

dressed fronn the former to the latter, but from
the latter to the former; that is, then, not

from God

to the

person baptized, but from

the person baptized to God.
'

1

Kings

xxii. 7

:

«ti eJs iariv ainqp

eis

rb

avrov toc Kvpiov, baa been appealed to in favor of this construction; erroneously, since St.' aiirov applies to a person,
e)r€paiTij(7-ai St"

Between

therefore, and

6i" avaaTdaeuK: no
be drawn.
According to IlofBid states that which the person baptized tippealu to in support of his desire for
the remission of sin. The passages, however,
which he quotes (1 Cor. i. 10 and Rom. xii. 1)
by no means prove that the prep. 6ta has this
it,

parallel cau

mann,

signitication.

—
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now added, His sitting down at the right hand of God. This expression,
which points out the present condition of the glorified Redeemer, occurs
likewise in Rom. viii. 34, Col. viii. 1, and in other passages of the N. T.

is

—

—

vnorayivTuv
dwufieuv,
ek ovpavoV corresponds to nopevdeicVQV. 19.
added in order to give prominence to the unlimited sway of Christ (Eph, i.
noptvdeic

.

.

.

ii. 10; 1 Cor. xv. 27; Heb. ii. 8), extending even over all
The expressions t^ovaiai
heavenly powers, whatever their name or oflSce.
with the exception of this passage
used only by Paul as
and dwufietc: are
names of angels (with ^wdfitig, cf. Ps. ciii. 21, clxviii. 2, LXX.); and in the

21, 22; Col.

—

—

same sequence.
(koi

dvvdfieii

.

.

uyytTioi is
.

ko'c

—

not here the general term to which

equivalent to

cum

.

.

.

turn) are

i^ovaiai

and

subordinate, but the

and connected by the repeated copula.
shown by Rom. viii. 38, where, instead of e^ovclat, the name upxa'i is
For the various names, comp. Meyer on Eph. i. 21 Col. i. 16.

three conceptions are co-ordinate,

This

is

used.

—

;

but voluntary subjection.
With regard to the relation of this whole passage to what precedes, on Kal
tTradev shows that in the first instance confirmation is given to
Xpiarbg
the thought that it is better to suffer for well than for evil doing, by refer-

vnoray. expresses, not enforced,

.

.

.

ence to the sufferings of Christ, similarly as

is

done

in chap.

ii.

21.

the last-mentioned passage passes beyond the limits of the typical,
is, first

by the addition of vnep

of ver. 24,

— the

vfxuv tO enndev,

same takes place

redeeming death of the abased Christ
fied Christ.

The

;

here, to the living

Christ's

made

is

work

to the

of the glori-

The

chief separate points have already been stated.

allusion of baptism appears indeed to be a digression, yet
tially to the train of

as

and then by the statements

There, reference

here.

But

— that

it

belongs essen-

thought; for fater that mention had been made of

work among the

spirits in prison in

His exalted condition,

it

was

necessary to call attention likewise to His redeeming work on earth, the
effects of
this

which are communicated through baptism.

medium

(not that of the word, etc.),

is

That Peter speaks

of

explained by his reference to the

deluge as the type of the approaching judgment, and to the water by which
Noah and those with him were saved, and which appeared as a rimg of

>

Since that which

Is

stated in this para-

graph does not keep within the limits of the
typical, it may very well, In spite of Hof-

mann's assertion
as a digression,

to the contrary, be described

—
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CHAPTER

IV.

Rec. after A, K, L, P, K (corr. after m. pr., anoOavovTog
wanting in B, C, several min., Sahid, Vulg., Aug., Fulgent.,
omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. Perhaps it is inserted in order to complete
etc.
the idea Reiche considers v-rrip ^fiuv to be the original reading so, too, Hofm.
The Rec. has ev aapKi before ninavTai, after K, several min., etc. In A, B, C, L,

Ver.

imp

1.

vnep

7}fiuv].

;

vfiuv), al., is

;

;

;

X, etc., etc., the preposition is wanting.

Even

Griesb.

recommends

its

omis-

Lachm. and Tisch, omit h.

Buttm. has retained ev, as, according to his
statement, it occurs in B. Wiesinger inclines to explain the reading aapd from
what precedes Reiche, on the other hand, explains iv aapKi from what follows.

sion

;

;

The

authorities, as well as the idea itself, decide for the omission of

Oec,

iv.

—

can hardly be genuine it
omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. Steiger's
is wanting in A, B, al., Syr., utr.
"
remark, that
it is pleasing to us to observe how the apostle does not think
higher of his own former conduct than of that of the others," does not prove
the genuineness of rf/xiv. The reading vf^tv, too. In K and several min., must be
regarded as a correction; it lay to hand to insert a dative in order to complete
Following K, L, P, several min., etc., the Rec. has tov liiov after
the sentence.
Tittmann brackets it, Lachm.
Xpovoc, which is wanting in A, B, C, K, etc., etc.
dovlijua].
After A, B, C, N, etc. Clem., Theoph.
and Tisch. rightly omit it.
Ver.

Rec. after C, K, L, P,

vniv].

3.

al.,

Hier.,

;

;

—

—

(Lachm., Tisch.), instead of the Rec.
several min., Oec.
it is

—The

eel-qua,

which occurs only

in K, L, P,

aorist mTipyuaacdai is attested only by K, L, P, Oec.;

accordingly better to read the perfect with Lachm. and Tisch., KaTEtpyuadat,
A, B, C, X, al., Clem. The change could easily have taken place from the

after

fact that the aorist

Rom.

vii.

8

;

1

form of the word

Cor. v. 3

;

2 Cor.

vii.

is

the prevailing one in the N. T. (e.g.,
Ver. 5. Instead of tu eroifiuc

11, etc.).

—

reading which is attested only
«V r«f npoaevxdc]. The article rug is very suspicious Lachm.
has omitted it Tisch. has now again adopted it, with the remark articulus
non intellecta ea quam habet vi omittendus videbatur. It is wanting in A, B,
K, and several min., and seems to be inserted here following chap. ili. 7.
Ver. 8. Ttpb irdvTiJv 6e\. The omission of f't in A, B, 13, Arm., Tol., etc., is a
correction in order to connect the participle clause directly with the preceding
verbb. fin. —7 uydTrr)]. Rec. after several min. and Theoph. —7, however, is
Lachm. and Tisch. have omitted the
spurious, after A, B, K, L, P, K, etc.
Kolvn-iL]. After A, B, K, al.,
article
Griesb. regards it as at least suspicious.
Copt., Arm., etc., Clem. Rom., Syr., etc. (Lachm., Tisch., much recommended
by Griesb.) ; instead of the Rec. Ka?.v^ei, after L, P, K, which is easily explained
from Jas. v. 20.
Ver. 9. yoyyvafiuv]. Rec, after K, L, P, Oec; on the other
hand. A, B, X, al., m., Syr., Arm., Vulg., Cyr., etc., are in favor of the singular,
Ver. 13.
adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. yoyyvoftov. The plural from Phil. ii. 14.
IxovTL Kplvai, Buttra. reads, rw iroifxuc Kpivovn, a

by B.

— Ver.

7.

;

:

;

—

;

—

:

—

;
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Instead of the Rec. nadcJc, rightly accepted by Griesb., after almost all
Ver. 14. rd rr/c dotrjf]. Scholz and Lachm. add Kai Swu/xetjc, which

Kfldo],

—

authorities.

occurs in A, P, X (ttjc <5w. ), several min., etc. In B, K, L, many min., and
Fathers, the adjunct is wanting ; Tisch., too, has omitted it. It may quite as
well have been omitted later as superfluous, as added by

— uvaTraveTai].

A and several

Instead of this,

way

of strengthening.

min. have enavanaveTai, after Luke

—

some other authorities read uvaTrenavrm, after 2 Cor. vii. 13.
The genuine;
ness of the words, «ara uev avToix. QXaiKprju-UTai, Kara dk vuuc do^ui^erni, is at least
X. 6

supported by K, L, P, etc., Ilari., Tol., etc., Thph., Oec, Cypr,
opposed by A, B, X, al.. Syr,, Aeth., Copt., etc., Tert., Ambr., Beda
(Lachm. and Tisch.). 'Wliilst De Wette and Wiesinger declare the adjunct to
be suspicious, and Sch'ott looks upon it as spurious, Hofm. considers it genuine,
because, in his opinion, without it the proper connection of ver. 15 with what
precedes would be wanting.
Ver. 15. Instead of &A?.oTpiO£m.aKOTToc, Lachm.,
doubtful
whilst

It IS

;

it is

—

following B, writes aK/ioTpiEmaHOTToq ; on it Tisch. observes, videtur elegantlae
causa ejectiim o. —Ver. 16. £f tw bvouan tovtu is the reading of A, B, x, al.,

There is less
and probably
arose out of 2 Cor. iii. 10, ix. 3.
Ver. 17. Instead of tjuuv, A**, al., Aeth.,
Slav., Thph., etc., read vfiuv.
Ver. 19. <j< marCi HTiarTj]. Rec. according to K,
L, P, almost all min., several vss., and Fathers (Tisch. 7). Lachin. and Tisch.
8 have omitted wc, after A, B, X, several min., Copt., Aeth., Arm., Vulg., Athan.
It is difficult to decide which is the correct reading
uc may have been inserted,
foUoM'ing Peter's habitual mode of expression; on the other hand, it may have
av-uv, after
been omitted in order to make maru Knary purely terminative.
Instead of uyadonoua, which
A, G, K, X, etc., etc., is to be preferred to iavruv.
occurs in B, K, L, P, X, pi., al., Theoph., Oec, and is accepted by Tisch.,
Lachm., after A, al., Vulg., etc., reads the plural uyadoTonai^.
Syr., utr., Erp., Copt., etc., Cypr., Ephr., Oec. (Lachm., Tisch.).

evidence for the Rec. tv tu

tovtu,

iiipet

—

which occurs

in K, L, P, etc.,

—

;

—

—

Ver.

XpiGToi) ovv nadovToc {vnep ripiuv) aapKi].

1.

apostle returns to chap.

—

tion.

not

aupai is

"m

iii.

In

these

words

the

18, in order to subjoin the following exhorta-

the flesh" (Luther), but, "according

to

the

flesh;"

comp. iii. 18. This is made prominent because the believer's sufferings,
naOnvrog
too, under persecutions, touch the flesh only; comp. Matt. x. 28.
is not to be limited to the suffering of Christ he/ore His death, but comprehends the latter also. It is, however, incorrect to understand, with

Hofmann,
with

nadovro^ at once as identical with unodavuvTog,

aapKL to explain

:

" that Christ

by His

life

end"

(!).

our sake to a suffering which befell

His

life

in the flesh to

to an

Him — that

and

in connection

the flesh submitted for

for our sake

—

He

allowed

«at v/xelg ttjv avirjv tvvoiav

with reference to Christ: "ye also:" the disciple must be
It lies to hand to translate Ipvoia (besides here, only in

Kai

on/iiaaade].

come

in

like the master.

Heb.

iv.

equivalent here to "disposition of mind" (De AVette,;
but ewoia means always " thouyht, consideration" (Wiesinger,
There is here also no reference to the mind of Christ in His
as

12)

Weiss, p. 288)
Schott).!
sufferings.

1

this

;

Tr)v

avTTjv

Ivvoiav

refers

Reiche erroneously appeals in support of
meaning, " disposition of mind," to the

back to the

naaxeiv aapd

passages in Prov. v.

Wisd.

ii.

14.

of

2, xxiii. 19,

Christ

LXX., aud

;
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1.

that since Christ suffered according to the

they too should not refuse the thought of like Him suffering according
Ilofmann,
6rt gives the ground of the exhortation.
to (or on) the flesh.
Wiesinger, and Schott take 6u as explaining t^v qvt. hvocav. Incorrectly
flesh,

for the wEwavTcu afiapriag will not

sin," but former sinning itself.
is

admit of an application to Christ, inas-

as the expression does not presuppose generally a former " relation to

much

— The

verb

onTiiCeaOai,

in the

in classical writers often construed with the accusative.

N. T.

un. Aey.,

(Soph. Electra,

991: Opuaoi onXi^eadai) while applied to every kind of equipment, e.g.,
it here refers to the Christian's calling as one of conflict.
on 6

V.

;

—

of ships,

naduv

on the

suffers

ninavTai dfiapTiagl-

aapKi

hv

flesh,

Ii^

Luther's translation:

he ceaseth from sin," the present

"for he

who

incorrectly substi-

is

h aapid correctly " on the flesh." Hofmann's
wrong: "m the flesh," which, compared with the h aapai
preceding, would imply "that whilst Christ's life in the flesh ended with
His suffering, our sufferings took place with continued life in the flesh " (!).
The reading aapKu "according to the flesh," conveys the same idea; cf.
Winer, 384 (E. T., 412).
mnavTat u/xapriag']. The mid. navo/uai is in the
tuted for the preterite tense

rendering

:

:

;

is

—

classics frequently joined

with the genitive.^

In this way ninavTai here

is

explained by most interpreters as equivalent to: "he has ceased from sin,
that is, he has given up sinning." The word may also be taken as the perf.
pass, according to the construction naveiv

equivalent to

tlvo. nvo^-,

" to cause

:

one to give up, to desist from a thing." nsnavTai uij-apriai- would then mean:
" he has been brought to cease from sin, to sin no more " (Schott " brouglit
away fi'om sinful conduct"). Hofmann erroneously asserts that '^naveiv
action such as brings it
Ttvu ufiapriac would in a quite general way mean
:

:

;

ended with sin " that is to say, in the sense
that his relation to sin is at an end.^ For the genitive with -Kavecv denotes
It
always a condition or an activity of him who is the object of naveiv.
makes no essential difference in the thought, whether iraveiv be taken here
The idea:
as a middle (Weiss) or as a passive (De Wette, Wiesingei-).
about that the individual

is

—

"through Christ immunitatem naclus sum,'" is expressed here neither in the
The clause here has the form of a
one case nor in the other (AVeisinger).
general statement, the meaning of which is, that by suffering as to the flesh
a ceasing of sin is effected. 3 This idea, in many respects a true one, may
according to the connection be defined thus he who suffered on account of
sin, that is, on account of his opposition to sin, has in such wise broken
with sin that it has no more power over him (Weiss). It is incorrect, with

—

:

several of the earlier commentators, as also Schott, to understand naOuv in

*

2

H.

e.g.,

fferod.

\.

il

:

vii.

290

:

nav<rtjjij.(9a

t^s (xax»)s cTraiicravTo

opy^? 6 6)JM09
Thus, too, Schott: "He

vii. 10,

16:

rrj? t€

;

naxn'!

i

Berodian.

iTtaiiaoiTo.

who

has expe-

delivered from his
But Schott admits
that "a release from sin must be thought of,
In so far as sin determined the conduct and

rienced the naeftv aapKi

former relation to sin."

made

it

sinful."

\a

* Genuinely catholic is the remark of Lorinus on ttctt. a/xapna? " Peccatorum nomine
:

absolute posito gravia intelliguntur, quae vocamus raortalia ; nam desinere atque quiescere

a levibus et venialibus, eximium privilegiura
est, praeterque Deiparara defiuirc non possuraus, an alii ulli concessum."

—

—

^
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a spiritual sense, either of the being dead with Christ in baptism, according
to

Rom.

vi.

this

7 (Schott), or of the putting to death of the old

Opposed

Calvin. 2

naduv here

to such

an interpretation

expressly

is

marked

is

man

(Gerhard).^

the subjoined aapKi, by which

as identical with the nadoiv used with

reference to Christ; and the apostle in no

way

hints that that nadcjv

is

employed in a spiritual sense.
It is evidently entirely a mistake to
understand by 6 naduv Christ, as Fronmiiller does,
nin. dfiapr. being thus
in no way appropriate (doubtless Jachmann explains: "because Christ
hath removed sin for Himself, that is, hath shown that it is possible to be

—

without sin " [!]) nor is it less so to assume, finally, with Steiger, that
here " the apostle unites together the different persons, the head and the
;

members

in their unity," so that the clause would contain the double idea:
"Christ suffering as to the body made us free from sin," and "we, by
participating through faith in the sufferings of Christ, die unto sin."
Hofmann, too, unjustifiably gives the clause the double reference
to

—

"in as far as He by His bodily
death was finished with sin, which He took upon Himself for the purpose
of atoning for it;" to the Christian, "in so far as he is spiritually dead
whilst still alive in the body, and so is translated into a life in which he
goes free from the guilt and slavery of sin." In these interpretations
thoughts are supplied to which the context makes no allusion."
Ver. 2. e/f TO fiTjKETi, /c.T.A.].
The words may be connected either with
the exhortation bnliaaade or with ninavrai dfiapriac- De Wette, Bruckner,
Wiesinger, Schott, and Hofm. justly prefer the former connection, inasmuch as the infinitival clause expressive of a purpose stands related more
naturally to the imperative, than to a subordinate clause containing a
general statement (otherwise Zezschwitz and the former exposition in this
commentary). Still it is incorrect to connect elg here with bTrli^iadai, as in
Christ and to the Christian;

the

common

meant

phrase:

to Christ,

b-KAi^iadai eig rd [idxeadai.

(Schott).

Had

the

apostle

he could not have separated by a parenthesis words which so
directly belong to each other
dg can only add the nearer definition of the
aim to which 6n-Atf. is directed.
uvdpunuv eTTidvuiaig, ahlu deAr/fian eeov'].
The datives are to be explained either as rfi dinaLoahvi} ^f/v, chap ii. 24
(Briickner, Wiesinger), or they express the pattern according to which
(Hofm.); as in Acts xv. 1; Gal. v. 16, 25, etc.* The latter view is to be
" uvOpunuv and Qeov
preferred on account of the idea rdv
(Siuaai xpovnv.
are antitheses, as are also the manifold lusts of men, and the one uniform
will of God " (Wiesinger).
The notion that by emdv/xiui. are t© be understood the lusts, not of the readers, but of those only by whom they were
surrounded (Schott, Hofm.), must be rejected as arbitrary.
rbv kmTiOLirov
iv aapK.1 jSicjaai xpovov"].
With ev aapni, comp. 2 Cor. x. 3; Gal. ii. 20; Phil.
this,

;

.

1

"Qui carnem cum

Christo et

cum

concupiscentiis suis iu

Christo crucifigit,

ille

peccare

desinit."

Passio in came Bignificat noetri abnegationem."
s Reiche
regards the entire sentence aa
2

.

.

spurious, because of the difficulty and iadistinclness of the thought.

" Praecipit ut normam vitae nos.
* Gerh.
trae statuamus non bominum voluutatem, sad
Dei voluntatem."
:

—

;
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3.

aap^ expresses as little here as in ver. 1, an ethical conception;

i.

22,24.

it

denotes the earthly

The verb

human

manner,

nature to which the mortal body belongs.

common than

it is less

an. Xey.

The form

N. T.

in the

Sioiiv is uir. T^ty.

the Attic writers, but
in like

IV.

:

to 6 r^f jrapoiKiag xpo^og, chap.

i.

With

17.

—

jSiuvai.

:

em}.oLnoc,

" an idea similar

" (he remaining time in the Jiesh

:

be found in

is to

j3ujaui

the 2d aor.

the whole thought, comp.

Rom.

xii. 2.

Ver. 3. A fuller explanation is now given of the thought expressed in
the previous verse, that the Christians should no longer live after the lusts

—

God; hence yap
iipKtrog: Matt
"the expression is here a fieiumc "
"sujjicit" est quidam aatensmus sive liptotes, qua

of men, but according to the will of
vi.

34, X.

25; correctly Wiesinger:

Gerhard: in eo quod ait
Ap. exprohrationis aftperitatem. Schott introduces a foreign application when he explains " in it you have enough to repent of and to make
mitigal

:

amends

The

for."

tv

dt

simply

is

itaptlrt'AvtjCx: a'poi'Of,

xlv. 9.

ioTi

—

tCjv deivuv

o'v

yeyove;

to be supplied; not,

dependent on

The

[E. T., 318 t.j.

upnerdg, as it also

The

infinitive

stands with upKci

is,

.

.

free con-

in

;

been brought to a close " (Schott).

all

.

6,

—

cf. Winer, p. 298 f.
"to designate the former life of

inf. perf. is selected

which has once for

Ikovoq yap 6

:

comp. Uavovadu, Ezek. xliv.
with Steiger, "should be."

in contrast to tov iniXomov

firjuETi;

TO Bov?ii]ua tCjv kdvwv Karslpyaadai].

struction,

sin,

n

points back to

6 i:api?irj?.vdijg Xpo''^"i

XpOvov.

construction as in Isocrates (in Panegyr.)

— rwv

idviJv is

When

not evidence that the epistle was addressed to aforetime Jews.

Jachnianu says: "the apostle could never say of the heathen, that they lived
according to the will of the heathen," it must be observed, that if the readers

were formerly heathen, the 3ovlr)ij.a tuv edvcjv was undoubtedly their own /3oi>but that tOuuv is explained by the fact that they were now heathen no
longer (as opposed to AVeiss).
nsnopcunevovg nmst be referred to vfiac, to be
supplied in thought to Karnpyiiadat
If the right reading be ijiuv after upnerbg
}up, Peter would include himself, and ^//uf would have to be supplied.
The
Vulg. is indefinite his qui amhulaverunt. Beza's view is inappropriate, that
?.rma,

—

:

Peter refers here not only to the readers of the epistle

(whom he

to have been Jewish Christians), but also to their ancestors,

ten tribes of Israel.

With

rcopeveadai

h, cf Luke

6

i.

.

;

i e.,

2 Pet.

ii.

considers

the former
10.

—

uceTl-

embracing specially unchastity; cf. Rom. xiii.
Buddeus considers it to
13; 2 Cor. xii. 21 Gal. v. 19; 3 Mace ii. 2G, etc
mean nothing else than ohscoenitas et stuprorum JJagitiosa consuetudo ; Lucian
yeiaic,

"excesses of every kind,"
;

;

ovuv. — tmdvfiiaic

has the expression: unelykarepoL tuv
in the plural denotes
although not limited to sensual desires only,
fleshly lusts in themselves
;

it

yet includes these chiefly.

oivoo'Avydv,

LXX., Deut.

"drunkenness."^
•where, as here

"carousals ;"

*

—

KUfioic,

with

cf.

—

Andronicus Rhodus, Hb.

v.

;

—

is

joined with

Trorotf],

wepl iraBiov, p. 6

Ticy.

Luther

besides here, only in

Trorotc, it

Pape,s.

un.

oivo0li)Yiai^\

xxi. 20, Heb. *<3D

Philo

p.ieni

(

in the N. T. ; the verb
" intoxication " better,
;

Rom.

xiii.

13, Gal. v. 21,

commlssaliones, properly

:

un. Xey.; chiefly

:

:

applied to social drinking

F. 3/.,

1,

§ 22)

calls

oli'o<!>\vyLa

an
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at the banquet.'

—

designates heathen idolatrous
N. T. occurring, besides in this passage,
only in Acts x. 28, gives marked prominence to that in the nature of eiduX.
which is antagonistic to the divine law. Bengel quibus sanctissiinum Bet
jus violatur.^ This description is only applicable to such persons as were
formerly heathen, not to the Jews to the latter only in the days before the
Assyrian and Babylonian captivities. Weiss (p. 113), in opposition to this,
wrongly appeals to Rom. ii 17 ff. for the reproach there made against the
Jews bears an impress entirely different from the description here given;
nor is the kpoavMv in that passage identical with the practice of idolatry.
It is altogether arbitrary to take the expression ddu?.oAaTp£iai here in a wider
sense, so as to eijclude from it idolatry proper and it is further opposed by
udsfiiToic eiSuTioXarpeiaig

/cat

practices specially.

udifiiToc,

in the

:

;

;

,

the expression

udEfuToiQ.

Ver. 4 kv C) ^tvH^ovrai].
Many interpreters apply hv d. directly to the
thought contained in the following clause: fif/ cvirpexovTuv
uvaxvaiv;
Pott: iv TuvT(f) de ^mf., ort fifi cwTpixcre; incorrectly, ev di is connected rather
with what precedes. Still, it can hardly be right to explain, that as the per.

.

.

and Tzenopev/iivovg point to the fact that they no longer live
had lived, this was the matter of wonderment (De Wette, Wiesinger,
Schott,^ and in this commentary).
It is more natural to take it thus
h
equivalent to "on the ground of this" (that is, because ye have thus lived),
and the absolute genitive following as equal to " inasmuch as ^^e run not
with them," so that the sense is: "on account of this, that ye thus walked in
times past, your countrymen think it strange when ye do so no longer"
(Hofm.) with ev w, comp. John xvi. 30 and Meyer in loc. The genitive
fects Kareipyaadai

as they

—

<I>

;

absolute assigns, as

[E

" to be

frequently does, the occasioning cause (Winer, p. 195

it

The word

T., 207]).

it is

"

/ir/

equivalent to

used frequently in the N. T.) here means: "?o

be amazed," "to feel astonishment;"

rpexovTuv v/xuvl.

common meaning,

^evi^tcdai (in its

;

a guest " thus

comp.

ver. 12; Acts xvii. 20.*

refers the matter to the

amazement

—

/it/

avv-

of the heathen."

avvrpixuv, Mark vi. 33 and Acts iii. 11: to run together, conjiuere ; here, "to
run in company with any one."
elg tj/v avrr/v ri/g doDTiag avdxvaiv states the
aim of the avvrp. W^ith dcDTia, comp. Eph. v. 18; Tit. i. 6 "lewd and dissolute conduct."
The word uvuxvoig is to be found in Aelian, De An., xvi. 15,
used synonymously wdth kniKlvaig, and Script. Graec. Ap. Luper. in Harpocr.
with vnipKlvaig; .it means, accordingly, "the overflowing." This sense is to
be kept hold of, and Tpexti-v elg iiaunag to be explained of the haste with which
dissoluteness is allowed to break forth and to overflow. According to Hofm,,

—

:

>

...

Appian, S. C,
TO jToAAa

Tjv en-t

I.,

p. 700: 6 Se Sepriuptos

Tpv<^^s, yvvai^i Kai (fwfiots

that eiSwAoAarpeia could only be termed d9s>i-

when

to?

practised by the Jews, not

when by

Kai TTOTois <Txo\di(ov.

the heathen.

Schott unjustifiably maintains that the
(i£<oAoAaTpeiat are termed adeixLToi not in them-

»

It is

true that "a surprise calling forth
displeasure " (Schott) is meant; but this does

but on account of the immoral, voluptuous ceremonies connected with them. The
adject, is added because they form an anti-

not

lie in

*

The

2

selves,

thesis.

In

ri

unwarrantable to assert

or

It

is

word

itself,

dative, as ver. 12 {Polyb.

the strictest sense, to God's holy

prerogative.

the

object, to ^f>'i^co-9ai is either in the

ri

is

<TVfiP€Pr)Ko<; elvai

iii.

napa

68. 9: i^^vi^ovTo
tyiv

subjoined by means of Sid

ti

vpoaSoxiav),
or

ctti tii/i.

—

:

CHAP.
it

who

denotes the doings of those

indwelling lasciviousness, so that

From

the explanation of Strabo,

IV.

5,

313

6.

overflows and spreads in
p.

iii.

206

A

:

'kkyovrai.

da?MTTri KoiTiadec iv Trlriu/ivpiai, it is unjustifiable to

•Ti)

from them

are in haste to pour out

it

their

all directions.

avaxvotu; ul nhjpov/ievai

derive the meaning "se«-

tma, mire" (second edition of this commentary), or "flood" (third edition),

or "stream" (Schott).i

—

^Aao^T^/zoOvrei characterizes their

them

nearly as one which prompts

causes them astonishment (not " Christianity," as
justly

remarks that "it

which

is, strictly

expressed by

is

amazement more
whose conduct

to speak evil of those

Hofmann

Schott

thinks).

not the being struck with amazement in

itself

speaking, of significance here, but that definite form of

(iXaaipTi/iovvTeg,

it

placed last for the sake of emphasis."

Ver. 5 points to the judgment which awaits the evil-speaking heathen
01

u-odijaovci Aoyov].

uizod.

Heb.

loyov (Matt. xii. 36;

Antithesis to ahdv loyov, chap.

15.

iii.

— tu

xiii.

iroi/xog exovri,

17; Acts xix. 40).

"that

is,

the Sav-

—

The
iour risen, and seated at the right hand, chap. iii. 22," De Wette.
expression tToi/ius ix^iv, " to be ready" with the exception of here, only in
:

Acts xxi. 13; 2 Cor.

xii. 14.

npivai fwvraf

/cat

veKpovc]-

As often

in the

N. T., of the last judgment, which by holix. ix. is pointed out as near at
hand comp. ver. 7. H^uvrug kuI veKpovg does not denote some dead and some
alive, but the aggregate of all, whether they be living or already dead when
the day of judgment comes; comp. Acts x. 42; 2 Tim. iv. 1.^ It is erroneous to understand by the quick and the dead the Christians only (Wichel;

haus, Schott), or those

whom

who speak

evil only.

Peter, by

the dead, implies thereby that they are not to

And

they die before the day of judgment or not.

Judge

naming Him

to

and
remain unpunished, whether

the evil-speakers shall render an account, the

this as a

of the quick

testimony to the

God, should serve to comfort the Christians under the calumgies
which they had to endure, and exhort them not to be led aside by them to a

justice of

denial of their Christian walk.

It

must further be observed, that

this pas-

sage adds the last to those elements of the glory of the exalted Saviour menoffice of judge which He
end of the days.
Ver. 6. This verse, which has been explained in very diverse ways,^ is
meant, as the yup following upon elc tovto shows, to give the ground or the
explanation of a statement going before.
The question is: Which statement is it? The sound of the words serves to suggest that in veKpolg we have

tioned at the close of the last chapter, namely, the
will execute at the

>

al8o

He?ych. and Suidas Interpret
by

"viriura

De Wette
it is
2

axacfruats

thuB Gerhard
exolutio, mollities;" according to

pKaKeia,

it

means

efcAutri?

:

;

/(7o/«sJo,

wantonness; but

better to keep to the above signitication.

Gerhard

:

" Vivos,

quos judex veniens

reperiet vivos, mortuos, quos ex sepulcris in

vilam revocabit." Several commentators erroneously understand the words ^ouvras xat
in a figurative sense; Job. Huss:
" viros in gratia ad beatitudincra, mortuos in
culpa ad damnationem " Beued. Arias " vivos

vexpov^

;

:

adbuc

in

carne

ilia

Adanii; wor^uos in Chris-

to."
^

Lorinus enumerates twelve different it.
nor does tbat complete the

terpretations;

number. Many commentatorB are uncertain,
and confess that they do not understand the
true meaning of the verse; thus also, Luther,

who

even thinks it possible that the text has
been corrupted. Reiche, too, is inclined to
regard the passage as a gloss added by a later
hand,
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a resumption of the vsKpovg immediately preceding, and that what is said in
ground of the thought that judgment will

this verse is to be regarded as the

be pronounced, not only upon the living, hut upon the dead also. This assumption seems to be corroborated by the nai before veKpoig.
The fact
to which*

—
— on which this thought based expressed in
precisely this idea, that the gospel was preached to the dead, —
the dead, — which has induced the interpreters to deviate from the

Peter appeals

But

it

is

ebayycMoeri-

is

is

to all

explanation lying most naturally to hand.

It is entirely unjustifiable,

with

Zezschwitz (thus Alethaeus already, and Starkius in Wolf), to connect the
verse with vv. 1 and 2, regard vv. 3-5 as a digression, and understand under

who are already dead when the day of judgment arrives.
must refer back to ver. 5 according to Schott, it applies to
the whole homogeneous statement of ver. 5
according to Bengel, to tu
the Christians

vEKpolg

yap certainly

;

;

to be understood of ChrisThis determination of the expression, however, is
ai'bitrary, as no mention is made in ver. 5 of the Christians.^
It lies more
to hand to take the vsKpolg as meaning the evil-speakers mentioned in ver. 5.
On this interpretation, the apostle tells the Christians who were being evil
spoken of, not to forget that those calumniators who died before the judghoifiug ixovTi

;

in their opinion, likewise,

already dead.

tians

ment would not on

why

see

i^cKpoic is

that account escape punishment.

especially with the further remark, that
iva

.

.

.

Still it is difficult to

the apostle should give such special prominence to this,

C/ucL,

K.T.I.

tlie

— more

gospel was preached unto them,

Wiesinger justly remarks: "that the author should so

expressly accept the assumption of their death,' does not well agree with the

—

and not with the subsequent nuvruv rff to ri/iog f/yyiKe."
Hofmann, whilst correctly recognizing that by veKpulg the apostle here does not

EToi/iug Exeiv,

denote Christians only, or unbelievers only, gives a closer definition of the

term by applying it to those of the dead to whom, during their lifetime,
the gospel had been preached.
At the same time, however, he assumes that
the thought here expressed " serves to confirm or explain the whole statement that the slanderers, without exception, whether living or dead, must
render account to the Lord."
But, on the one hand, the apostle in no
way alludes to the limitation of the idea here too supposed and, on the
other, it is incorrect to understand by l^uvTag kol veKpovg, ver. 5, the calumniators only.
If all arbitrariness is to be avoided, then veKpoig must here be
taken in the same wide sense as veKpovg in ver. 5. Any limitation of the
;

general idea

is

without justification,

the want of the article before

veKpolg,^

derers are the subject in ver.

5.

— indicated,

as such

is,

neither

by

nor by the circumstance that the slan-

Accordingly,

it

cannot be denied that the

apostle gives expression to the thought that the gospel has been preached
to all

1

who

are dead at the time

when

It is evidently still farther-fetched to un-

the last judgment arrives.

go to prove that the expression

With

venpoi,

the

when

stand fCKpois as meaning the believers of the

applied to all the dead, has not necessarily the

O. T., as is done by several of the earlier commentators,
BuUinger, Aretius, etc.

article prelixed to

—

2

The

phrases, eyeipeiv, iyeipecrOai, ava<TTri-

vai iK v€Kpiiv (see

Winer,

p. 117 [E. T. 153]),

has no article:

Rom.

xiv. 9.

cf.

it.

Elsewhere, too, vexpoi
xvi. SO'; Acts x. -12;

Luke

CHAP.
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6.

view of cliap. iii. 19, 20, which is iu harmony with the words, this thought
need occasion no stumbling. In that passage, it is true, the hr/Dviev applies
only to the spirits of those who perished in the flood. But they alone are
mentioned there, not because the Ki'ipvyna was addressed exclusively to them,
but because the apostle recognized in the deluge the type of baptism.^ Accordingly, though there be a close connection of thought internally between
what is here said and chap. iii. 19, 20, it is nevertheless erroneous, with
Steiger, Kouig, Glider, Wiesinger, Weiss, p. 228

—

applying only to those there named.
*•

proclaimed, " neither 6 Xptaroc nor

the (jospeL teas

Grotius, Pott, etc.), nor any thing similar,
Tovro

elg

.

.

f.,

evrjyjt7uce-n is

.

iva

(comp. chap.

lies.

The

to

John

iii. 9,

points to the design of the fact stated iu
of the sentence

is

?/

to take

as

eirj-yyeXiadTj

put here impersonally;

didaxri roi-

Xpiarov (Bengal,

be supplied.

xviii. 37,

and other passages)

on

this the chief accent

eiir/) t?u(jd7i

;

apostle bases the thought, that the

Lord stands

ready to judge the dead also, not alone on the circumstance that the gospel
has been preached to them too, but that it has been preached for the purpose
which he states in what follows. This purpose is expressed iu the sentence
consisting of two

members

:

Iva apidCjaiv imv ku-u uvdpu)-ov( aapKi. ^ujaiv

<5i

kutu

According to the grammatical structure, Kpiduaiu and ^uaiv are
In
co-ordinate with each other, and both are equally dependent on iva.
sense iva applies; however, onlj- to i^uaa; inasmuch as the first member must
be regarded as a parenthesis. The construction here is similar to that which
is frequently to be found in classical writers in clauses connected by fiiv
Btbv TTVEVfian.

.

.

.

This conjunction, as Hartung^ remarks, discloses the contrast. The
aorist KpidC^aiv shows the judgment to be one which, at the commencement of
the last judgment, is by tlieir very death executed upon those who are then
dead, and this quite independently of whether the gospel was preached to
them before or after death. It is accordingly erroneous to understand this
judgment (KpWrjaiv) to mean the judgment of repentance (Gerhard), or that
6e.-

of the flood (De Wette);

it is

have rightly acknowledged.

judgment of death, as nearly all expositors
Hofmann, with only an appearance of right-

the

uess, asserts that the expression of the apostle can

only to those

who

be appropi'iately applied

did not suffer this judgment of death

had been preached

to them.

regards those also with

whom

The
this

till

after the gospel

apostle could express himself thus as

was not the

case, all the

more readily

that they were not set free from the condition of death immediately on hear-

ing the gospel preached, nor then even, when they had received it in faith.
Accordingly, the interpretation is " in order (hat lliey, after the jJesh, indeed,
:

judged by death, may
oapKt

.

.

.

T^vevfiari

is

live

according

to the spirit"

(Wiesinger).

here in the same sense as in chap.

The

antithesis

18.

Glider's

iii.

opinion, that adp^ here denotes the sinful bias which the dead possess,

unwarranted; nowhere in Scripture
» Erroneous is the opinion of several commentators (Poit, .Jachinann, Konig, Grinira iu
Theol. Sludien und A'ritikeu, 1835), that these
only are named by way of example because
they were specially ungodly.

is

is

aupi attributed to the already de-

*

See Matthiae, Ausf. Griech. Gr., 2d

p. 1262.
3

£ehre

v.

d. Purtikl., Part II., p. 406.

cd.,

— —

—
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parted.

Kara uvdpunovg

judgment

of

means neither "by men," nor "according

men;" but

— The

manner of men, as

'^according to the

is

to the

peculiar

(o

second member, l^uci iSh Kara Qebv -aveviiaTi, corresponds as to
form entirely with the first clause, only that here the verb is present,
because it mentions the future condition aimed at. ^f/v is antithetical to itpcthem."

and denotes the

eternal life which in the judgment is awarded to those
have received the gospel. It is more nearly defined by Kara Qeov,
which (corresponding to the Kara uvdpuTzovq) can only mean, according to the
Or/vat,

who

in faith

'^^

— This

manner of God, as corresponds with the character of God."
states the purpose which this evayyeXil^eadaL should serve
"^

how

;

final clause

whether, and in

not said.

far, the object is attained, is

Here begins the third series of exhortations, which has special
reference to life in the church, and is linked on to the thought of the nearness of the end of all things (see Introd., § 2).
ndvTuv 6e to rilog fjyyiKEv].
6e marks clearly the transition to anothei- train of thought.
It is accordingly
incorrect to connect the clause with what pi-ecedes (Ilofmann).
navruv to
re^of, equal to "//<e end of all things," refers back to the foregoing eroi/iug
exovn Kpiuai; with the judgment comes the Ti?i.og.
nuvTuv, placed first by
way of emphasis, is not jnasc. (Hensler " the end of all men ") but neut. ^
comp. 2 Pet. iii. 10, 11; with Ti?.og, Matt. xxiv. 6, 14.
fjyyiue^.
Comp.
Horn. xiii. 12; Jas. v. 8; Phil. iv. 5.
That the apostle, without fixing the
time or the hour of it, looked uj^on the advent of Christ and the end of
Ver.

7.

—

:

the world,

— in

condition hitherto,

its

hand, must be simply admitted.^

—

;

— therewith

auippovijaaTE

connected, as near at

ovv

koI

The

vriypaTs].

first

exhortation, grounded {ovv) on the thought of the nearness of the end of the

world.

ow(^p.

Vulg.

;

use in the N. T.

;

it

estate prudentes
in this sense the word is not in
means rather temperateness of spirit, i.e., the govern:

;

ing omrtu^m immoderatorum affectuum; with the passage comp. 1 Tim. ii. 9;
Tit. ii. 6,^
contrast to the licentiousness of the heathen described in ver. 2

m

(Wiesinger).

meaning

Vulg.:

vriipaTs].

as in chap.

i.

13.

It is

i.-(^(7aZe,

inexactly

;

v^ip«i'

has here the same

not enough to understand both expressions

—

from sensual indulgence.
e/c {'^"c) npoaevxag, not in orationihus
states the aim of the auoo. and vTjfpsiv, but ^'unlo prayer," that
If tuc
so that you may always he in the i-ight frame of mind for prayer.

of abstinence

(Vulg.), for
is,

be genuine,

etf

it is

to be explained on the supposition that the apostle took the

prayers of Christians for granted.

'

IIofBQann inierprets

by " because
more precise
gives this

of

God,"

definition,

/cai-a

to
•'

— A mind

Qeov iusorreciiy

which he adds the
since

it is

God who

r)

riKoi rjyyLKevat, twv navTiov

6t dArjflei

therefore consti-

false.

much

so that

it

is

—

ehould this occasion surprise, for, as the senBuous nature of man is in biblical language
pcrsonilied by » avOpioTro^, so too his invisible,

divine nature might be personitied by 6 ©eds.
*

Oecumenius gives

TO TtAos'

ai'Ti Toil,

rj

two interpietations:

cru/jTrAi/pwcris,

i)

avi'Te\ei.a'

Aovw, 6 Xpto-ros,

uutos

t))?,

tuted accordingly."
Jachmauu's view is very
singular; he holds that Kara ©edf means " with
reference to their divine part; " nor, he thinks,

life,

excited by passions and lusts

euTiv.

According to

s

as:

li

TTpoij>r)Tu>v

Trai/rioi'

The second
Schott,

"not only

is

is

riyyixe

evidently

means

i.e.,

as

there nothing more

between the Christian's present stale of
tion and the end, but the former is
already the end,

toOto

yap TcAeio-

salvaitself

the beginning of

the

end."
*

uum

Eemming: " a-<a(t>po<Tvvri,
et voluntatis

harmoula."

equal to, affect-

CHAr.
cannot

The

pvaj-.

IT.
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8.

plural points to repeated prayer (Schott).

Schott, with-

—

out any warrant, would understand by

it the prayers of the Church only.
synonymous, forbids any separation, with De
Wette and Ilofniann, of aoxbpovijauTe from vijipare, and the conjoining of t/f r.
npoaevxu^ with the latter term only.

The

fact that both ideas are

Ver.

npd ttuvtuv

8.

<5f];

cf.

Jas. v. 12.

The second

nrjv EKTEvJi ixovTEQ.

—

ttjv etc iavroi)^

The

exhortation.

(i-e., iiXlijlovq)

aya-

shows that

this

participle

and the first exhortation belong closely together. Luther translates inexactly: "have ... a burning love."
Love one to another, as the characteristic sign (John xiii. 35) of Christians, is presupposed
the apostle's
exhortation is directed to this, that the love should be cKTEvf/g.^
For iKrevf/c,
cf. chap. i. 22.
There is nothing to show that the apostle gave expression
;

—

to this exhortation with special reference to the circumstance "that in the
"
case of his readers brotherly love was united

(Schott).

— on

Prov. x. 12

with danger and persecution

(7/j

ayuTTT] naTiVT^TEL nXr/Oog a/iapriujv'].

H^nx

:

r]^2F\ 12'},\p3-h2 hy_]

incorrectly translated

D'po

by the LXX., nuvragdt

"Love covereth (niaketh a covering over)
evident from the

is

first

A

pi'overbial saying after
HN^lty (the

'^•^j;F\

second half

Tovguij (piXovtcKovvTug Ku^vTrret

The

sins."

all

is

((bi'Xia):

sense of the words

half of the verse; whilst hatred stirs

up

strife

and

contention (by bringing the sins of others to the light of day), love, with
forgiving gentleness, covers the sins of others (and thus works concord). ^

—

In

its

original meaning, accordingly, the proverb has reference to

does as regards the sins of others; love in

and that not

of some, but of

many

its essential

nature

sins; 1 Cor. xiii. 5, 7

;

is

Matt,

what love

forgiveness,
xviii. 21, 22.

In this sense Estius, Luther, Calvin, Beza, Piscator, Steiger, Wiesinger,
AVeiss (p. 337

f.),

Schott, Fronmiiller, etc., have rightly interpreted

the

passage, wOiich then, serving as the basis of the preceding exhortation,^

intended to set forth the blessed influence of love on

Hofmann

unjustly denies this (Beza

:

life in

is

the church.

mutuam commendat ex eo, quod
pads ac concordiae sit fautrix et

caritcUem

innumerahilia peccata reluti sepeliat, ac prolnde

Wiesinger: "Only by the forgiving, reconciling influence of
can the destructive power of sin be kept away from church life").
Steiger (with whom AVeiss and Fronmiiller agree) explains " the apostle

conservatrix.
love,

:

reconnnends the Christians to extend the limits of brotherly love and to
strengthen themselves in it, because true love covers a mxdtitude of sins; " but
this is not to tlie point, inasmuch as the covering of many sins is peculiar
to the

uyuTtri itself,

and constitutes the reason why it should be eKievf/c. Sevunderstand the words to have the same meanv. 20 (see Comment., in loc), that is, that love in effecting

eral expositors (Grotius, etc.)

ing here as in Jas.
I

elt

Bengcl

:

"Amor jam

praesupponitur, ut

vehcmeiie, praecipitur."

As opposed

view that Peter had
this passage in his mind, De Wette asserts,
that in " that case the apostle must have
translated from the Hebrew the passage incorreclly rendered by the LXX. This, however,
is in itself improbable, as he would then have
-

writteu

n-oio-a?

to the

Tas o/aopTtas, Or rather, n-ai/Ta

ra aSiKrinaTa (cf. Prov. xvii. 9)." But though
it may be questioned whether Peter quoted
directly from it, there can be no doubt, us
even Briickner, Wiesinger, and Weiss admit,
that the proverbial phrase arose out of that
passage.
'

Flottinger

indUdt)
tiauis

:

" on indlcare vldetur (belter,

incitaraentum

amor

iste

aliquod,

coiumcndatur."

quo

chris-

2

;
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the sinner's conversion, procures the divine forgiveness for his

many

sins

on the one hand, " the apostle does not here regard his readers as erring
brethren, of whom it might be .the duty of some to convert the others"
(Wiesinger) and, on the other, " there is here not the slightest indication
that the expression is not to be understood directly of the covering of sins
Oecumenius already (o /xev yiip
as such, but of reclaiming labors " (Weiss).
e!g Tov nlriaiov E?i£og, tod Qeov Tjfuv 'iXeuv noiel), and after him many Catholic
expositors (Salmeron, Cornelius a Lapide, Lorinus, etc.), and several Protestants also (the latter sometimes, whilst distinctly defending the Protestant
principle against Catholic applications of the passage),^ understand the
maxim of the blessing which love brings to him who puts it into practice.
But if Peter had wished to express a thought similar to that uttered by
Christ, Matt. vi. ll, 15,- he would assuredly not have made use of words such
as these, which in the nature of them bear not upon personal sins, but on
but,

;

—

those of others.

Ver. 9. In this and the following verses two manifestations of love are
brought prominently forward, in which its ministering nature is revealed.
First: (^ilo^evoL elg u?i?i7i?iOvc'\Cf. Rom. xii. 13; Heb. xiii. 2; 3 John 5;
The chief emphasis lies on the words which serve more
1 Tim. iii. 2, etc.
closely to define the statement uvev yoyyva/iov, " without murmuring,'" i.e.,
murmuring at the trouble caused by the hospitality shown to brethren.
:

The same thing

is

said in a

yoyyvcfiCiv Koi 6ia?iOyia/xuv

;

more general way,

cf 2 Cor. ix. 7
.

Second manifestation of

Ver. 10.

has I'eceived a

:

eK

fxrj

love.

xapiof^a: kKaaroq Kudug elaBe

to the

28

kind of

;

Rom.

f/

14

nuvTa noiuTs x'^pk

not equal to

Kadug,

—

:

e^ uvuyKrjg.

as in

;\;up£(j/za,

gift

9

office in

6f,

but

xii.

6;

the church.

iTia^E, vel ut

Paulus: ug

6 Qeog i/xepiae fiirpov ;);rtpt(Tudrwv,

3; Pott: "still less can Kudug be referred to the

xii.

Rom.

Every man should, according
he has received (not according to the measure of it,

not an

£v TovTif) Tu nerpcf), iv

ii.

presupposed that each one

It is

xiipf-aiia].

pro ratione qua, prouti (Wahl), ''according as."
1 Cor. xii. 4,

Phil.
?d<7jr)c,

ceiving;" Lorinus:

sicut

gratis accepimus,

manner

of re-

gratis demus), administer

ita

eig iavToig, i.e., for their benefit, and therefore for that
community.
dtxiKovetv (a transitive verb, as in chap. i. 12):
vocula emphatica ; innuit Ap. quod propter dona ilia nemo se debeat supra

for his brethren,

it

of the entire

' Vorstius:
"Intell'git Ap. caritatem in
causa esse, ut iiou tautum pro.\imi uostri pec-

cata humaniter tegaraus,

verum etiam

ut

Deus

nobis ex pacto gratuito nostra peccata condonet,

uon quod propter meritum seu dignitatem

caritatis id flat, sed

conditio est, sine

non
2

tbe

quia caritas erga fratres

qua Deus nobis ignoscere

De Wette
various
is

what

that

gives a peculiar combination of

interpretations:

required of us

is

the writer refers to the

"As

the

love

common love, so
common sins still
a

defacing the whole of Christian social

life, but
which, as single blemishes (!),are overshone,
and made pardonable in God's eye, by the

true here

is

reciprocalness
only, but of

is

all

is

the

thought that

a characteristic not of love

" He whose
manby the love of others."

her actious,

i.e.,

love covers the sins of others, sees in like

ner his

vult."

which

light of that love which penetrates all; that is,
produces mutual reconciliation
and improvement. " On this Bruckner remarks,

in that this love

But

own

this

artificial,

sins covered

makes " the

interpretation only

and removes

it

still

more

farther from the

simple phraseology of our passage" (Weiss).

—Clemens
(Senno 23

mean

Al. and
in

Bernhard of Oairvaux
understand ovdn-r) to

Cant.)

the love of Christ (1).

——

—

—
CHAP.

dominium

alios efferre, aut
constiliiere

chap.

(Gerhard).

14

i.

as

:

De Wette and
6

2 Tim.

;

goods which
here the
of

God

;

sum

sed aliorum ministrum sese sponte

With

oIkovouoic,

oIkovojjoi, cf. 1

Weiss, there

is

Cor.

which,
iv. 1

froTii

With

Tit.

;

ii.

He

The Lord

3.

uc, cf.

their vocation,

According

7.

i.

here an allusion to the parable of the talents,

Ka^oq, expression of irreproachable excellence; see

Matt. XXV. 14.
iv.

in alios affectare,
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11.

uq Kalol oIkovouoi notKiXric ^upiroq ©foijj.

peculiar to the «aAo<f

is

Christians should be.
to

IV.

of the Christians, as the

intrusts to their stewardship are His

1

God

oIkovojuoi, is

nnud'kr) yapK;

;

Tim.
;

the

;c"P'C

is

of all that has fallen to the share of believers through the grace

the individual manifestations of

are the

it

the homoge-

;t'ap/(TjUora,

neous character of which is marked by the singular, and their variety by
noLKiln here subjoined with reference to the preceding «aewc
x<^P'-<^l^a.
From the general term
Ver. 11. Species duas generi subjicit (Vorstius).
tl ng
Xdpia/ia, Peter selects two special functions for greater prominence.
2aM]. TiaMv is here the preaching in the church, which includes the npoPott is inexact
(pTiTEVEiv, 6i6uaKEiv, aud 7rapa«a?:£tv, mentioned in Rom. xii. 6-8.
.

.

.

—

paraphrasing tl riq laAu by d nc txii to xuota/m rnv laTiilv (so, too, Schott:
"if any one have the gift and vocation to speak"), for laAElv is not the gift,
but the exercise of it. It is arbitrary to limit the application of the term

in

to the official duties of the elders
sustinel), for in the

w-as at liberty to speak.
or, better still,

?Myia

— as

(Hemming
who

—

(if

Myia

with Wiesinger:

si

:

assemblies every one

Qeov].

quis docendi

munus

in ecclesia

possessed the necessary xupia/M

must be supplied;

"kalEiTu a lalsi

lalovvTEQ'^ cf.

Emarog

.

.

.

SiaKuvoiivTEc

in classical Greek, chiefly of oracular responses

—

is

above;

applied in

the N. T. only to the utterances or revelations of God, either to those
in the O. T., as in Acts vii. 38, Rom. iii. 2, or those in the N. T., as Heb.
V.

12.

The

own

his

This exhortation presup-

idea, prophecies, is too narrow.

poses that whoever speaks in

the congregation

gives utterance, not to

thoughts, but to the revelations of God; and

should do so in a manner

it

demands that he

—

dtanovElv
conformable to them.
eI ng diaicovEt].
must not be understood as applying to the official work of the appointed
deacons only; it embraces quaevis minisieria in ecclesia ah docendi officio distincta (Gerhard; so, too, Wiesinger, who here cites Rom. xii. 8 and 1 Cor.
xii. 28), but it refers specially to the care of the poor, the sick, and the

strangers, either
of the church.

official,

or according to the free-will of individual

members

ug k^ hxvog, k.t.X., sc, 6iaK0VEiTu>, or better diaaovovvTrc: "so

Here, too,

ministering, as of," etc.
is

(ur)

it is

not wanting in that strength which

that he should exercise his ability in a

presumed that the person ministering
God supplies, and the exhortation is,

way corresponding with

the fact that

he received the strength necessary thereto from God, and not as "of himself
2 Cor. ix. 10.
Iva, as stating
be met with frequently, e.g., 2 Pet. i. 5).
their purpose, refers back to the exhortations in vv. 10 and 11, with special
h numv, "in all
reference to the determinative clauses introduced hy ug.

possessing it."

xopvyeiv, besides in this passage, occurs only in

(inixopv/Eiv is to

—

things'-

'

(Wiesinger),

Calvin

:

i.e.,

" Quia qulcquld

"in the practice of

habemue nd mlnlstrandum

all

the gifts, the exercise of

virlutis soUib Ipse nobis ruggeiit."

—

—

:
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which was connected with matters relating to the churches " (Schott) not
equivalent to ev nuaiu edveaiv (Oec), or "in you all" (De Wette "as His
true instruments"); cf. 1 Tim. iii. 11.
(5oftiC??r«« 6 Geof "m order thai God
may be cjlorijied" i.e., that He obtain the praise, since it will be evident from
your conduct that you as His oiKovo/iat have received (h-aduc pAa,3f) all things
6iu 'Iriaov XpiCTov belongs to do^u^rjTai, and
(ru Ibyia^TTiv laxvv) from Him.
;

:

—

,

—

points out that not the ability only, for the

laMv and

communi-

dtaKovelv, is

cated to the Christian through the agency of Christ,^ but that

employment

who

of

by Christ.

effected

it is

Rom.

not justified in appealing to

is

It is

— to

actual

all

mistaken, with Hofmann,

xvi. 27

and Heb.

—

21 in sup-

xiii.

connect diu 'I. Xp. with the following relative
opposed not only to the natural construction, but to
the thought, since God did not receive His 66^a and His kputoq first through
Christ.
As a close, the doxology, o), may be referred either to Gfof (Oecumenius, Calvin, Bengel, De Wette, Bruckner, Wiesinger, Weiss, Schott,
port of his assertion,

Such a view

clause.

is

—

Hofmann)

or to

XpLcrov (Grotius, Calov, Steiger).

'I.

application, since 6 Qedg is the subject of the clause

Comp. chap.

do^u^rjmt.

do^ufyiTUL 6 Gfof

rj

first is

the correct

back to

do^a points

The doxology states the reason of the iva
because God is (iarcv) the glory and the power,

v.

(Schott);

The
and

11.

therefore the endeavors of the church should be directed to bring about a
lively
is

acknowledgment

the doxology. Rev.

i.

of this, to the praise of

God.

— Identical with

this

6 (cf. also Rev. v. 13).

Exhortation with reference to the sufferings under persecution.
Cf. ver. 4; Nicol. de Lyra
ii. 11.
nn ievi^eade].

Ver. 12.

See chap.

ayanrjToil.

translates incorrectly:
astonish you."

— Ty

h

a Jide alienari: Luther, correctly: "/e<

nolile

The

vfuv nvpuaei]-

construction

cum

it

not

dat. occurs also

Greek
nvpuaic, besides in this passage, to be found only in
where it is equal to incendium. The LXX. translate ^">.:!f
and even "^na by nvp6u\ the substantive, Prov. xxvii. 21, is an inexact
translation of ID in the sense of "refining furnace;" Oec, correctly;

in classical

Rev.

;

xviii. 9, 18,

TTvpuaiv ruf

d?ii\p£iQ

einuv, hiqi^vev uq 6iu 6oKi(iaaiav kirayovrat avTolg avTai,

word, however, does not in

itself

contain the reference to purification

—

;

The
this is

;

" Among, loith you " not equal
fv vixlv}.
some in your midst " (De Wette), but " the readers are regarded
as a totality, and the niip. as present in the midst of them " (Wiesinger).
The definite purpose of the nvpucii is brought out in the subsequent words
neipaaiidq here means the trial with intent to
Trpdf TT£ipaa/udv vjilv yivof^vy.

introduced only in what follows.^
to " affecting

purify

(elsewhere

temptation to sin)

has

it

cf.

;

also

chap.

i.

the
7.

secondary signification

— wc

^ivov v/ulv avfxiSaivovTosl.

of

designed

^evov points

back to fi?} ^EvilieodE. Luther " as though some strange thing happened unto
you " i.e., something strange to your destination, unsuited to it.'^
:

;

Ver. 13.

»

Gualther:

d;i;i<i

.

.

" Confert

.

xo^'^P^T^I-

crucem

igni,

Antithesis to ^tvH^eade

nos

auro."
» Schott here again supposes that in consequence of persecutions the leaders had become
perplexed as to the moral truth of theii state

What

fact that the

Christ

world.

is

non tantum mlrari

This the context In no way juscauses astonishment is rather the
church belonging to the glorified
exposed to the obloquy of the

of salvation.
lifies.

;

»
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IV. u.

sed gaudere etiam juhet (Calvin) ; the measure of the joy is
indicated by Kadb koivuveIte toI<: tov XpioTov nadmaac.
Kn$6, not equivalent to
" that," nor to quando (Pott), but to quatenus, in quantum : cf. Rom. viii. 26,
tu tov XpioTov Tradf/fiara is inexactly interpreted by Vorstius
2 Cor. viii. 12.
vetat Pelrtis,

—

—

as afflictiones Christi memhris deatinatae,

evangelium Christi sustinent

nempe quas

mean

they rather

:

pit propter justitiain et

the sufferings which Christ

Himself has endured.
Of these tlie believers are partakers {noivuvovaiv
for the world shows the same enmity to them as to Christ, since it is
He who is hated in them cf. my commentary to Col. i. 24, and Meyer to
2 Cor. i. 5, 7 (so, too, Wiesinger, Weiss, p. 293 f., Schott).
Steiger ^ is
wrong in thinking of the inward suffering endured by the Christian, whilst,
by the power of Christ's death, he dies unto sin.
The object to be supplied
in thought to xaipere is the nvpuatg previously mentioned by tlie apostle.
avToli;),

;

—

iva Kai states

the design of

;(;«/p£tt'

order that they

may

also (kul lays stress

present) rejoice

kv

inromAvipei, etc.

t?)

—

the Christians are to rejoice now, in

:

;

on the future in relation to the

for this future joy is conditioned

that of the present, as the future partaking of the

present sharing of His nadrjuaai.^

by

of Christ by the

fio^a

Schott unreasonably opposes, as "gram- '^^jK
Iva to the preceding xaipere, for he re-

matical pedantry," the application of

marks "it is the sufferings themselves which hold out to us the future joy."
But he omits to consider that the Kotvuvdv rote t. Xp. irad. holds out future
happiness to him only who finds his joy in it. Schott incorrectly appeals, in
support of his construction, to John xi. 15.
It is not correct to explain,
:

with Gerhard,

etc., tva, e«/i«T/«(jc.

but " at " (Luther
expression

:

—

—

ev ry

not "because of,"

in:oKa7ivx(>Ei, /c.r.A.],

" at the time of ") the revelation

cf

;

chap.

.

The

17.

i.

(with which compare Matt. xxv. 31) is to
the apostle indicates that he who is now a

anoKd?.. r^f do^rjg Xpcarov

By

be found only here.

it

partaker of the sufferings of Christ, and rejoices in them (Col.

iii.

4),

one day be partaker of His glory, and in it rejoice everlastingly.
aya^liufievoi is added to XO'P^F^ by way of giving additional force to the idea
(chap. i. 8 Matt. v. 12).
will

;

Ver. 14.
XaipETE,

In order to strengthen the exhortation

Peter adds the assurance:

— Pott, without

eI

:

ufi

cf.

avEifi^EcdE, k.t.'^.;

^EvUleaee

chap.

iii.

—

.

.

.

I'Mii

14 and

by KainEo.
h bvofian
(De Wette), is inaccurate, for ovo^a is not confessio ; the meaning is the same as that in Mark
ix. 41: EV bvbfiaTi, on XpioTov ta-i, thus: ''because ye bear the name of Christ,
and therefore belong to Him." Schott " for the sake of your Christiaff name
and Christian profession;" Steiger: "as servants of Christ."
fiaKupm, sc.
Matt.

V.

Xpia-ov\.

11.

The

explanation,

any reason, explains

/)j-o/)?er

eI

con/essionem Christi

:

—

1

"

The

Koiviavelv T.

-rrad.

consists

in

the

inward fellowship of the sufferings of Christ,
iu the participation in that strength which
arises from the justifying confidence in their
value, and which causes us even to die unto
'Weiss

(p.

291

ff.),

while denying

that

Peter has the Pauline idea of community of
life

ings of Christ

ficial

is

But

the necessary

this is to give a

with Christ, supplements, as an iuterme-

^

mark of the true
much too super-

conception of the relation; and could

Peter have thought

it

possible to be a disciple

without community of

Bin."
'

diate thought, that participation in the suffer-

disciples.

"Quia prius

illud

life?

(gaudium) cum dolore

raixtum est, secundum
tione conjungit " (Calvin).
et tristitia

cum

exsulla-
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eare.

— on

to

(^o^i?c

ttjc

dwu/isuc) nal to tov Qtov

('cat

do^a: glory in its

irvevfid].

According to Greek usage, rd tF/c do^r/c
may be a circumlocution for ij 66^a ^ but this form of expression does not
occur elsewhere in the N. T. (Winer, p. 104 [E. T., 109]) nor is it easy to
understand why the apostle should not simply have written jy 66^a. Accordingly, it is preferable to take to with the subsequent nvev/m, and to assume
an additional nvev/ia (as is done by the greater number of commentators, De
Wette, also Bruckner, ^^'iesiuger, Schott) the Spirit of glory is, then, the
same as that which is also the Spirit of God (km to tov Qeov irv. subjoined
highest sense, heavenly, divine glory.i
;

;

;

But

epexegetically).

of 66^a,

i.e.,

to

junctam habet;

added

Oeov is

cf.

do^a belongs (Calvin

Eph.

in order to

God Himself.

Spirit of

He

in consideration of oveLdt^eade,

whom

i.

17),

staled the Spirit

is

qui gloriam secum perpetuo

:

and who therefore

also bestows

it.

cori'

to tov

show that this Spirit of do^a is none other than the
It must be allowed, that, on this interpretation,

—

an inexactness of expression, Kai being evidently out of place.^
proposes, therefore, to supply to to not nvev/ia, but ovofia, from what
precedes. But if Peter had had this thought in his mind, he would certainly
have given definite expression to it; and it is self-evident, too, that on him
there

is

Hofmann

who

reproached

is

bfiug uvanaveTai,

nvevna

LXX.
tfieivev,

r.
;

h

bvomn

slpTjvr],

John

i.

32

Luke
;

it,

x. 6).

Wahl

:

xi.

on those upon

is

rests.

—

e(p'

used of the

25; 2 Kings

ii.

1.5,

to be explained as with

demissus in vos requiescit in vobis

living operation of the Spirit

name

that

where the same expression

manner enavanaveadaL, Num.
The acciis. if v/idg is

Oeov (in like

of

XpiaTov, as a bearer of

after Isa. xi. 2,

whom He

;

it

rests.

points to the

The thought

what has been said not,
however, the logical reason ^ but the actual reason, that is, inasnmch as
this resting of the Spirit of 66^a, on those who are reproached tv ovofi. Xpiarov,
contained in these words gives the reason

(5r<)

of

:

;

a sealing of their eternal 66£a. It is inappropriate to insert, with Calvin,
a nihilominus, so that the sense would be in spite of that reproach, the
Spirit of God still dwells in you the more so that the reproach of unbe-

is

:

;

was called forth by the very fact that the life of the Christians was
determined by the Spirit which rested upon them.
In the additional
clause found in the Rec, and connected with what goes before: kutu fxev
avTovg 3'kaa<fr)HEiTai, Kara 6e vfiuc do^ui^eTat, the subject can hardly be' nvevfxa Oeov

lievers

—

taken from the explanatory clause immediately preceding, but

is

more prob-

from the previous clause, and on which the principal stress
Schott wrongly thinks that this addition interrupts the connection
is laid.
of thought but Hofmann is equally in error in holding the opposite opinion, that it is of necessity demanded by the yap, ver. 15 for yup may be
equally well applied to the idea that the Spirit of God rests on those who
ably

ovofia XpiaToi)

;

;

1 Bengel erroneously understands Sofa pro
concreto.and that,j7« lU sitappellatio Christl,
adding: "innuitur, Spiritum Christi eundem

esse Spiritum Dei Patris."
2

s

See Matth., Ausf. Gt. Gram., 2d ed., § 284.
Cf. Plato, Rep., viii. 565 jrepi to iv "Apxa-

tia TO TOV Albs tEpdf ; cf.

132).

:

Winer,

p. 125 i,E. T.,

*

"crux, quam bonus fert pro
quod Spir. Dei in illo quiessimilarly, too, Hofmann "they should

Aretius:

Christo, indicat,
cat;'.'

:

consider themselves happy that they are reproached for bearing the name of Christ; every
such reproach reminds them of what, by bearing

it,

they are."

—

"

CHAP.

IV.

15,

:
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If).

name of Christ is gloriSince the rendering of Kara by " with " (as formerly in this

are feproached iv dvofian Xpiarov, as to this, that the
fied KaO'

vfj.dc-

commentary), or by "on the part of" (Hofmann), cannot be supported,^ the
meaning " Nvith regard to " (De Wette) must be maintained. The interpre.
tation will then be: "by their
your conduct " or " according to their
.

.

.

.

.

your opinion."

With

Ver. 15.

— whether

reference to the assumption contained in

expressed in the clause

doubtful adjunct kwo.

vmq

6£

do^a^cTai

vi

dveidi^eade

— the

.

.

apostle

.

what precedes
or in the

uvanaverai.,

byway

of explanation

adds the following warning: n^ yap nf vfiuv naaxeru wf ^oveuf, /c.r./l.J.
The
" thai is
particle yap does not here assign a reason, it gives an explanation
:

none of you suffer as a murderer;" <jc ^ovtvc, i.e.,
because he is a murderer. The two special conceptions, (povevq and K?[.enT7}c,
are followed by the more general KaKOTroioc, in order that every other kind of
crime may be therein included. These three conceptions belong very closely
to each other, for which reason ug is not repeated.
On the other hand, the
fourth conception, uAloTpLOE-iaKonoq, is, by the prefixed wf, distinguished from
the others as entirely independent.
Etymological ly, this word denotes one
who assumes to himself an oversight of other people's affairs with which he
say,'''^

to

"that

let

is,

The

has nothing to do.

consciousness of a higher dignity could easily

make him all the
Oecumenius takes the word as equivalent to 6 rd

betray the Christian into such a presumption, which must

more odious

to strangers.

uAAoTpia nepupya^ofiEvog

Calvin, Beza, etc., to alieni ctipidus, appelens;

;

"a disturber of the public peace." But all
harmony with the etymology of the word.
Ver. 16. Antithesis to the foregoing.
d
The name Xpianavog, besides
aiqxvviadcS].

to
in

—

Pott,

these interpretations are not

6e

ug Xpianavbg (sc. rig Trdaxet)

be found only m
mentioned (cf. Meyer, in loc), and Acts
xxvi. 28.
ug Xp., i.e., because of his being a Christian, synonymous with
iv ovoiiaTi Xptaroi), ver. 14.
Calvin nan tarn nomen quam caiisam respicit.
"let him not consider it a disrjrace;" cf. Rom. i. 16
2 Tim. i.
ixTj alaxvv^adcj:
do^al^ETu (5f Tbv Gfov; cf. Acts v. 41. ^
tv tw bvojian tovtu goes back to
8, 12.
fifl

Acts

xi. 26,

where

origin

its

here, is to

is

—

:

;

—

nuaxEiv

—

(jg

Xpianavog

;

De Wette

regards

as

it

synonymous with the reading
;

*
"in this matter," " in this respect
ovofia can, however, be retained in its strict sense (Wiesinger), in which case
it will mean the name XpLariavog; tv will then designate this name as the
reason of the do^u^eiv (see Winer, p. 362 [E. T., 387]). Hofmann, who gives

iv

tC> fiepei

>

tovtu,

2 Cor.

iii.

Although Hofmann appeals

nificatioD to chap. iv. 6,

still,

10, ix. 3

:

for this sig-

In interpreting

that passage, he himself takes Kara in a sense

other than

it is

supposed

to

have here.

uses the circumlocution koto

— Pott

rr^v yviofirii' ai/Tutv

sit fidelee et simul per occasionem eos
monere, ut juste et iunoxie vivant, ne justaa
poenas arcessant propria culpa."
Erasmus rightly remarks " nou enim cruciatus

hortatus

—

sibi

:

martyrem

for KOTO ai-Tous, whilst he explains koto 6e

»

vjios

by "quod autem ad vos attinet," i.e.,
autcm ageudi ratione," although koto
must have the same meaning in both clauses.

bonori

" vestra

nandum

2

Calvin;

vacua non

«'

Particula causalis hie

quum

super-

Ap. causara reddere,
cur tantura ad eocietatem passionum Christl
est,

velit

<

facit,

sed causa."

Bengel, Poterat Petr., antitheti vi., dicere:
sibi ducat, sed honorem Deo resig.
esse docet.

Schott

interprets

liepot

artificially,

"that piece of life apportioned
which consists in suffering."

as

to Christians

:
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the preference to the reading

h tu fiipei

" in this respect," refers the

tovtl),

word to what follows, thus attributing to do^a^ino an application different
from that of /j.^ aiaxwiadu. When, then, he states that the cause for praise
arises

from

by God, he

this circumstance, that the Christian's sufferings are appointed

way

introducing a thought in no

is

alluded

to,

and

still less

ex-

pressed, by the apostle.

Ver. 17. The apostle's exhortation, fiij alaxwiadu, do^aliiru <5f, is based on
a reference to the judgment which threatens the unbelieving. The connection of thought is the same here as in vv. 4 and 5.
Calvin, differently
Nam haec necessitas totam Dei ecclesiam manet, ut Dei manu castigetur: tanto
igilur aequiori animo ferendae sunt pro Christo persequutiones.
But in this, as
in the following verse, the chief stress is laid not so much on the first as on
the second half. It is purely arbitrary for Pott to assert that oti is super-

—

—

fluous.
is

—

Luther's translation, "

oTi 6 Kaipbg tov upiaaoat to Kpifxa'}.

inexact.

The

article before Katpog

must not be overlooked

it is

time,''

thus, "/or

;

it

time of the beginning of the judgment, that is, in which the judgment is beginning ! " ioTi is to be supplied ; the genitive is directly dependent on 6 Kaipdc
is the

(cf. Luke i, 57), and not "on Kaipoc taken out of the subject, 6 Kaipdq" (Hofmann). By npifia is to be understood the definite judgment (j6), that is, the
final judgment, which Peter, however, here thinks of, not in its last decisive

act,

but

xxiv. 9

gradual development.

in its
ff.)

begins with the Christians (Matt,

It

in the refining fire of affliction, ver. 12,

and

is

completed in the

sentence of condemnation pronounced on the unbelieving world at the ad-

In opposition to the apostle's manner of expressing himself,

vent of Christ.

Hofmann maintains

that reference

here

is

made

onln to the

judgment

of the

unbelieving world, the beginning of which Peter recognized in the fact that

God permitted
makes

it

to persecute the Christians, to do unto

itself ripe for

judgment

(!).

nant: the judgment takes place

— unb

first

in the

oIk.

further on; with the construction upxeadai imd,

—

oIkoq tov

nvEv/ianKoc)

Qeov

—d

is
(5e

Acts

the church of believers; 1 Tim.
npuTov

acp'

By

jy^wv].

it

proceeds

22, viii. 35, x. 37.^

i.

15 (chap.

ii. 5,

oho^

these words the apostle passes over

Either

to the chief thought of the verse.

iii.

here preg-

is

thence

tov Oeov:

cf.

them that which
and

tov oIkov tov Qeov].

Td Kpl^a upxerai

may

be supplied,

and Trpilirov regarded as a pleonasm intensifying the idea, upxeTat; or it may
be assumed with De Wette, that the expression arose from a mingling of
the two thoughts, el dt u<p' Tf/auv TO Kpi/Lta upx^Tai and el de npiJTov Vfieic Kpivo/ieOa.
The first is more probable npuTov presented itself to the apostle, because
he wished to lay stress on the fact that the Christians had to suffer only
;

the beginning of the judgment, not

preceding oh,

t.

Oeov.

The

sense

its close. ^
is

:

If

—

d^' ^/xuv

corresponds with the

God does not exempt

bers of His house (His family), from judgment, but permits
J

Schott thinks that Peter really intended

" for the time la come that the judgment of the world must begin, but its beginDing must be at the house of God." But why

to write

:

then did Peter not write as he intended?
Schott introduces an idea into the second
clause which Peter has in no

way

expressed.

^

us, the
it

mem-

to take its

Schott's interpretation, that TrpwroK Bhould

be taken as a substantive (equal to " a

first "),

and that a general verb, expressive of what
takes place, should be supplied out of dp^aadai

(awo being at the same time zeugmatically
repeated), contradicts itself by
ness.

its

artificial-

CHAP.
beginning at

—

xxiii. 31.)

us,

how should

Ti TO reXor tuv,

the final term, the end, to

IV.
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19.

unbelievers be exempted

the

k.tX,

18,

sc. tarai.

which the

— to

?

Luke

(cf.

not "the reward," but

riXoc,

uTrsLdovvTtq rip evayy.

those

(i.e.,

who

in

God) are going. Schott explains to Tilog (antithetically to npuTov) as the final judgment itself, and the genitive tCiv «7r«OovvTuv as a concise, nearer definition ("the part of the judgment which falls
But as little as npiJTov means initiatory
to the lot of the unbelievers").
judgment, so little does rd reAof final judgment.
On the interrogative form
of the clause, Gerhard rightly remarks: exaggeratio est in interrogalione ; cf.
Luke xxiii. 31. The echo^ in this verse of passages of the Old Testament,
hostility oppose the gospel of

—

like Jer. xxv. 29, xlix. 12, Ezek. ix. 6, can the less fail to be recognized,

that the words which follow are borrowed from the Old Testament.

Ver. 18.

Strengthening of the foregoing thought by quotation of the

O. T. passage, Prov. xi. 31, after the LXX., whose translation, however, is
inexact (cf. Delitzsch, in loc).
6 iimioq "is he who stands in a right rela-

—

God"

tion to

(Schott), that

6 uae3^r nal dfiapruXog,

not,

is,

the believer

the unbeliever

who

{6 aTTEtduv

rw

belongs to the oh.
t.

0.

eijay-y.}.

with Gerhard, to be referred to the fact that for the pious non

inultas tribulationes ingressus in

regnum

scarcely, with great difficulty) to

(fioXic,

to attain auTtipia.

—

iiov (pavt'iTat,

coeleste pateal,

t.

Qeov;

/lohg au^ETai Is

but that

nisi

per

it is difficult

stand in the judgment (ver. 17), and
? " that is, he will not

" where will he appear

The same thought as in Ps. i. 5.
The exhortation contained in tliis verse is closely connected

stand, but will be annihilated.

Ver. 19.

18, in such a way, however, " that it brings to a close the
whole section which treats of suffering for the sake of Christ " (Hofmann)
Hornejus clausula est qua totam exhorlationem obsignat.
uare, as in Rom.
vii. 4, and often elsewhere, with a finite verb following (Winer, p. 282 f.
[E. T., 301]) "therefore."
mi does not belong to ol miaxovrei, equivalent to
" those also who suffer," with reference to those who do not suffer (Wie-

with vv. 17 and

j

—

:

—

singer, Hofmann), for there is no allusion in the context to any distinction
between those who suffer because of their Christian profession and those
who have not so to suffer,^ but it is united with <jar£, and applies to the
verb, "and just for this reason " (cf. Winer, p. 408 [E. T., 438]).
Incorrectly,
Bengel Kai concessive cum participio i. q. el «at ndaxoire. — oi nuaxovTec, namely,
:

singer

—

kotu to dilij/ia tov eeov; that is, npdc neipaa/xov, ver. 12.
Wie" looking back to ver. 17, inasmuch as they as Christians are over-

the believers.
:

taken by the judgment God pronounces on His house."
takes

it

KTicTtj

napoTidiaduaav,

as referring to their subjective behavior
/c.t./I.].

qui patiuntur aniinas suas
creator
Toi)

is

et Jidelis custos.

Beoi)

au

airtj

Gerhard

:

— ug

apud Deum deponere

earum
from the foregoing

debeanl, nimirum quia est

If wf be the correct reading, then

irmst be supplied, to which ug marCj ktict^ applies.

" Hanc sententiain ex trlta et per1 Calvin
petua Scripturae doctrina eumpsit Petiue;
Idque mihi probabilius est, quam quod alii
pulant, cerium aliquem locum notari."

niaTio

ug exprimit causam, propter quam, hi

not possessor (Calvin), but the creator;

:

Besser incorrectly

under suffering.

b icriaag,

Rom.

i.

25.

—

KTiariig

It is

used

* Schott explains xai by the contrast between "the individual sufferers" and "the
church;" but nothing in the contest alludes

to this.
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here in

its strict sense,

and not with reference

Schott, connect both together)

example of what
is ixn.TiEy.,
TtiaTOQ

:

cf

.

Acts

24

demanded" (Weiss,

here

rj/iug

to, ua<pa7ajg

km

iretpaad^vai vnep b dwiifieda; cf. 1

Acts xiv. 23, XX. 32: "/o commit

Troiia].

iv.

new

to the
ff .

:

creation (Steiger,

" this prayer is an actual

p. 190).

In the N. T. Kn'an^f

in the O. T. it occurs frequently; Jud. ix. 12; 2 Mace.

Oecumenius, equivalent

Koi ovK euoEi
cf.

is

;

uyaQoTxoda, an. ley.

\

the confident surrender to

to the

is

kutu rug eirayyeliac

Cor. X. 13.

— With

i.

24.

avroii,

naparidEadai,

protection of any one."

—

ev uyado-

This addition shows that
to be joined, not with careless indolence,

the adjec, chap.

God

uijjtvd^g

but with the active practice of good.
the word by Taneivo^poavviji

ii.

14.

Oecumenius erroneously paraj)hrases

—
CHAP.
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V.

CHAPTER
Ver.
etc.,
i.e.,

ovv

1.

A, B, several min., read ovv

V.

.

after TrpecffvTepovg (Lachm.); K, L, P,

Copt., Thph., etc., on the other hand, rovg (Rec, Tisch. 7); N has both,
This reading, accepted by Tisch. 8, is perhaps the original one;

ovv roif.

may have been

to be a conclusion

omitted, because the subsequent exhoilation does not appear
from what goes before.
Ver. 2. entaKOTTovvreg is wanting

—

only in B, N, 27, 29, Hier., etc.; it is adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. 7, and
omitted by Tisch. 8.
After iKovaiuc, A, P, X, several min., vss., etc., Lachm.
and Tisch. 8 have: kutu Qeov. The words are wanting in the Rec. after B, K,

—

Oec,

had omitted them; they are probably a later addiurjSe ah'xpoKefjdug'].
complete the idea.
Rec, after B, K, P, K,
etc., Vulg., Copt., Thph., Beda (Lachm., Tisch. 8); Tisch. 7 reads, instead of
/jn^e, jiTj, after A, L, 68, al., Syr., etc., Oec; this, however, appears to be a mere
alteration on account of the preceding
and the subsequent urj6i.
Ver. 3.
Following B, Buttmann has omitted the entire third verse; but as all authorities retain it, it cannot be regarded as spurious.
Ver. 5. v-KoraaaofiEvoi], Rec,
according to K, L, P, etc., Thph., Oec; is omitted in A, B, «, 13, etc., several
vss., etc.
Lachm. and Tisch. are probably right in omitting it, as it appears to
be a correction introduced in order to make the sense plainer, perhaps after
Eph. V. 21. Wiesinger and Schott are against the Rec. Reiclie is in favor of it.
Instead of 6 6f6f, Buttm. has, following B, adopted Qtoq (without article).
Ver. 6. kv Koipu]. In A, and the most of the vss., knLCKonijg follows here;
adopted by Lachm., erroneously, however, as it is a later addition after chap,
ii.
12.
Yer. 8. Following the most numerous and best authorities, Griesb.
L,

etc.,

etc.; Tisch. 7

—

tion, in order to

—

w

—

;

—

—

already has^ justly erased the

Rec,

otl

of the Rec. before 6

after A, al., Vulg., Syr., Cyr., etc (Tisch. 7); in

mult., Cop., etc, I'ead
inf. only,

propriate.

The reading

— Ver.

9.

B

is

/caraTT-ir/].

8: riva);

B

;

al.,

has the

Reiche) prefer the Rec it
but that very fact makes it sus-

(as also

more natural reading
of

— riva

place K, L, P, N,

Karamdv (Lachm.: nvu; Tisch.

The connnentators

without nva.

appears, too, to be the
picious.

tlvu.

(ii^r/'5«of.

its

;

evidently a correction, as nva seems to be inapart. rw before KociiKj (Tisch. 8); in the Rec.

B, N, have the

omitted, after A, K, L, P, etc. (Tisch.

—

Ver. 10. wag], Rec, accord7).
ing to K, several min., Vulg., Syr., etc.; in place of it, the most important
autliorities. A, B, L, P, X, very many min., and several vss., support muc, which
it

is

is

accepted by Lachm. and Tisch., and rightly declared to be genuine by

De

L, P, have the name 'hjaov
after Xpiaru (Rec, Lachm., Tisch. 7); in B, X, there is only Xpiaru (Tisch. 8).
The Rec. runs: KarapTiaai vuug, ari^pi^at, aOevuaai, deiieTiiuaac, Although these
optatives convey an appropriate idea, still there is too little evidence for their

\Vette, Wiesinger, Schott, Reiche.

The Codd., A, K,

genuineness; in the three last verbs, the optative occurs only in min., several
vss., Thph., and Oec; in the first verb it is found also in K, L, P.
As, how-

—

—
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ever, the future KarapTlaei, etc., occurs in almost

Erasmus reads Kampnaai, and then

ferred.

it is to be preIn similar passages of the

authorities,

all

arepi^ei.

mostly used (thus, undisputedly, in Rom. xv. 13; Heb. xiii.
and this explains how, in employing the future, a
change could have been made to the optative; cf. 2 Cor, ix. 10; Phil. iv. 19,
There is less force in the reason given for the use of the indicative, viz., that it

N. T., the optat.
21;

is

1

Thess.

is

v. 23, etc.),

better suited to the subsequent doxology (Bengel), in opposition to which

Wette
B, X,

rightly refers to Ileb.

and

etc.,

doubtful

;

is

— The

pronoun

vfiag is

wanting

De

in the A,

omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. its genuineness is at least
is that of dejie'^uuaa, which, however, Tisch, has retained,
;

not less so

following K, L, P, X,

— Ver,

xiii. 21.

11.

}]

etc.,

whilst

it is

omitted in A, B, Vulg.,

(Lachm.),

etc.

Su^a nai does not occur in A, B, 23, Aeth,, Vulg.; omitted

Lachm, and Tisch.; perhaps a

later addition, after chap, iv, 11,

tCjv

by

aiuvuv

is

B, 36, 99, Copt., Arm., but retained by Lachm. and
Tisch. 8, who follow A, K, L, P, N, the majority of min., several vss., etc.
Ver. 12. Lachm. omits the article rov before marov, appealing to B, Tisch,,
erased by Tisch.

7, after

however, remarks on this: errabat circa B. The omission, for which certainly
there is too little warrant, may be explained by the transcriber having construed
fi/ztf with niaTov.
According to Tisch., however, it is not certain whether B has
the article or not; according to Buttm., it does not occur in B,
Instead of earfiKare (Piec. ), Lachm. and Tisch. 8, after A, B, X, many min., etc., read arf/Te. This
reading would seem to be favored by the fact that it is the more difficult one,
and that the Rec, may have arisen out of Rom. v. 2; but the idea itself decides
in favor of eaTrjKare, which is retained by Tisch. 7, following K, L, P, etc.,
Theoph., Oec.
The reading h ?/ (instead of eU tjv) in A is evidently a correction for the sake of simplicity.
Ver. 14. Instead of Xpiaru 'Itjaov (in Rec, K,
L, P, K, al., pier., Vulg., Copt., etc., Thph,, Oec), Lachm. and Tisch, have
adopted Xpicrrw only (A, B, etc., Syr., Aeth., etc.). The final u/x^v (Rec, in G,
K, X, etc.) is likewise wanting in A, B, etc., and is therefore omitted by Lachm,
and Tisch.
The subsequent addition of 'Irjoov and ufiT/v is undoubtedly more
easy of explanation than the subsequent omission of it.

—

—

—

—

Ver.

1.

New

exhortations in the

vmrepoi as far as ver. 5; then to
ripuvg ovv Tovg ev hfilv napanakCi].

The name

all,

first

place to the npeaJvTepot and the

without distinction, vv. 5-9.

TrpcajivTEpoL

— npea3v-

are the presidents of the congre-

employed here probably not without reference to age
though this is disputed by Hofmann, who, howThe article is wanting "because
ever, fails to give any reason for so doing.
npfoB. is considered as definite of itself " (Wiesinger), and not " because Peter
had not a more accurate knowledge of the constitution of the churches"
If the reading ovv be adopted, these and the following exhorta(Schott).
tions connect themselves, as conclusions drawn from it, with the preceding
conception ayadonoua, for the passages 1 Thess. iv. 1 and jNlatt. vii. 15 do not
prove that ovv expresses " only the continuance of the exhortation " (HofThe reading ev vfdv, without rovf, is opposed by the want of the
mann).
Peter adds these
article before npeai^vripovg.
6 avfinpeaSirepog Kai, k.t.?..']designations of himself, in order thus to give the more weight to his napagations.

is

(" the elders ") (see ver. 5),

—

KaMv.

He

calls

himself

cvfiKpeG,3vT£pog

because of his

office.

What

the

elders were for the individual congregations, that were the apostles for the

CHAP.

V.
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2.

whole church, since they had the superintendence of the entire system of
congregations.' By this name Peter, in humble love,"^ places himself on an
equal footing with the elders proper.^ It is less natural to assume, with
Ilofmann, that in thus speaking of himself Peter "would emphasize the
share he had in responsibility for the weal and woe of the congregations."

—

By tu tov Xpiarov itodTj/xaTn must not
xai uupTVC Tuv Toi) Xptarou naOTi/idTuv^.
be understood the sufferings which the apostle had to undergo in following
Yet
Christ, but those which Christ Himself endured; cf. chap. iv. 13.
fxufiTvr, not only because he was an eye-witness of them
but also because he proclaimed those sufferings which he

Peter calls himself a

Acts X.

(cf.

39),'*

himself had seen

Acts

^ (cf.

8,

i.

22, xiii. 31).

This he did, in the

first place,

same time also by his suffermgs (a fact which Ilofmann should not have denied), in which he was a Koivuvdr tC/v tov Xp. Tradri/xuTuv

by

his words, but at the

(chap.
this.^

iv.

What follows seems also to refer to
13) (Wiesinger, Schott).
that whilst by " oy/zTrpmii ," Peter puts himself on

— De Wette thinks

an equality with the elders, he by the second designation places himself
But if this had been his intention, he would hardly have
above them.
included both under the one article
the elders, too, were equally called
to be uupTvpeg tu>v Xp. nad., although Peter, as an eye-witness, occupied "a
;

—

(Bruckner).

special position"

o kuI

rrj^ ixi'/0,ovariq

.

.

.

Several

noivuvoql.

commentators incorrectly supply tov XpiaTov to doijjg; it is not
merely the glory of Christ which is meant, but the do^a, which, at the revelation of that glory, shall be revealed in all those who are His cf Rom.
of the older

.

;

18; Col.

viii.

John
Although it

iii.

in that glory.

4;

1

2.

iii

— koivuvoc

means simply the

participation

not equivalent to avyKotvuvog (Phil.

is

7), still

i.

the apostle has in his soul the consciousness of being a fellow-sharer with
The particle kui, " also," unites the two
those to whom he is speaking.

—

'

ideas

fiaoTvg twv

:

the ajDOstle

is

.

.

.

and

nadrjuuTL^w

Koivuvog

Tr/r

.

.

.

du^T/r

Yet

the former, he will also be the latter.

together

pel the adoption, with

Hofmann,

of the reading 6 (equal to

fore") instead of

Although

(idprvg,

avfiTTpEaSvTepog,

has no

ii.

Ver.

10;
2.

Meyer,

cf.

which

is

6i' 6,

not com" where-

closely connected with

does not follow that Koivt^vog can have none
opposed to the interpretation of 6 by 6i 5,
cf. also Winer, p. 135 (E. T
142).

article, it

The N. T. usage

either.

Gal.

6,

because

;

this does

is

in loc.

;

,

notuuvaTE to iv v^iv noifjvinv tov Qeov].

The work

of directing the

is often in the N. and O. T. represented by the figure of pasturing
Acts XX. 28; John xxi. 16; Jer. xxiii. 1-4; Ezek. xxxiv. 2 ff.), and
the church by that of a flock (Luke xii. 32).
tov Qeov is added here very

church
(cf.

fiignificantly.

Hofmann

By

it

the flock

designated as belonging, not to the elders

" The apostles were the overeach of
in so far shared in the admin-

eeers of the universal church of Chrirtt

them, therefore,

is

;

istration of all the single congregations, inas-

much
»

as these

Gualter:

minimc

in the universal church."
" nota humilitatem Fetri qui

Beneel: " hortatio niutua inter aequalea
coUcgaa imprimis valet."
'

et

were

jus priraatus in se cognovit."

*

Aretius

:

" oculatus

testis,

qui praecipuis

ejus aerumnis interf ui."

cannot be denied, that, in accordance
with its almost uniform usage in the N. T., the
word liaprv^ possesses this secondary meaning
s ii

opposed to Ilofmanu).
"Wiesinger: " The antithesis

(as

/leAA.

ottok.

iofi)?

Koi.vo>velv rois t.

koI

t>)«

kou'wvos presupposes

the

Xp. nad."

o

;
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who tend
row view

it,

but to God as His peculiar property.

of the idea of tending; he limits

it

and every thing that

It applies rather to all

Luther takes a too nar-

to the preaching of the gospel.

done by the

is

elders, for the

welfare of the individual as well as for that of the entire congregation,
Ev

v/iiv

must not be separated from

vohis est (cf.

Rom.

one idea with

i.

15),

i.e.,

The

noifivwv.

were equal to quantum

noifivmv, as if it

intendile

greater

omnes nercos (Calvin);

number

-d

in

rather forms

it

of commentators understand

h

in a local sense, either in vestris regionibus (Pott), or " with you, within your

De Wette,

reach " (Luther in the commentary, Hensler,
Since ev

etc.).

significantly,

and

Tivi,

more

Besser, Schott,^

precise local definition, stands

" the churches only are the place

somewhat
are, and

where the elders

(Hofniann), ev v/^lv must, according to the analogy of ndadat
be interpreted " that which is committed to you " (Luther's translation,

not vice versa
EV

as a

vulv,

"'

Bengel, Steiger), or

"//zai

which

is

placed under your care (hand)."

then serves to give point to the exhortation.

— EniaKonovvTe^,

ci.

ev v/jiv

the critical

must be observed, that kmaKon. is here placed in conjunction with
This participle, with the
ii. 25
noiurjv and emauono^.
adverbs belonging to it, states what should be the character of the TzoifiaivEiv.^

notes.

It

as in chap.

noifiavaTe,

:

The verb (which, except
"

to give

tion,

here, occurs only in

Heb.

xii.

15), equivalent to

heed," denotes the labors of the elders in caring for the congrega-

but with the implied meaning of oversight.

The

still

closer definition

follows in three adjuncts, each of which consists of a negative and a positive

member. 2

— avayKaarur (an expression foreign
Hofmann

only here, which

to

Greek usage, and occurring

erroneously denies) and

(this

i-Kovaiwg

adverb

occurs in the N. T., besides in this passage, only in Heb. x. 26; the adjec-

Philem 14) are opposed to each other, in such a way that the former
work as undertaken from outward motives only, the latter
The same antithesis occurs in Philem. 14 kutu uvuyKTjv
as from inward
Kara ekovgiov (similarly the antithesis of ukuv and ekuv, 1 Cor. ix. 17)
with EKovacu^, cf. Exod xxxvi. 2.
The position, etc., must be regarded as
According to the Rec,
the outwardly inciting or compelling motive.'*
EKovaiuc is yet further strengthened by kutu Qeov (cf chap. iv. 6 2 Cor. vii.
aic!\fX)K£p6Cji (the adverb occurs here
9, 10), equal to kutu to Oiltjaa rov Qeov.
tive in

characterizes the

:

.

.

—

.

;

—

Tim iii. 8; Tit. i. 7; Tit. i. 11: aiaxpov Kspdov^ X'^pit')
" the apostle places the impure motive side by side with the unwillingness

only, the adjective 1

>

'^

inKnconovvTe^, they, with this participle, are

Schott's opinion, that in iv v)iiv this an

tithesis to ToO

Qeov

expressed, "that the

is

church, belonging to heaven,

is

yet at present

and visible vicinity of the elders,
and surrounded by thera," must be rejected aa

in the bodily

purely arbitrary.

— Gerhard's

interpretation

:

"qui vobiscuni est, videlicet cum quo unum
corpus, una ecclesia estis," brings out an idea
which is in no way indicated by the apostle.
2 It is doubtless correct that the adverbs do
not simply define more nearly the term ema-KOTroui/Te?, in and for itself considered, but it is

wrong to make thera coordinate with this idea
(as against Hofmann)
closely joined with
;

connected with n-oi/udvere.
3 The thought is aptly given
by Calvin
" Dum Paetores ad otBcium hoitavi vult, tiia
uotat,
quae
plurimum
potissimum vitia
obesse
solent, pigritiam scilicet, lucri captaudi cupidi:

tatem et licentiam domiuandi; prime vitio
oppouit alacritatem aut voluntarium studium,
secundo liberalem affectum tertio moderationem ac modestiam."
* Bengel is incorrect: "id valet et in suscipieudo et in gereudo munere; " to the former
there is in this case uo allusion,

.
:
;
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4.

3,

N. T. the adverb occurs here only;
and substantive) as antithesis to aiaxiMKt(>6uq
"
'^out of love to the thing itself;
Luther: "from the bottom of the heart." ^
Ver. 3. (iri6' <l)c naTaKvpubovTeg tuv K?^f/puv, i.e., "not as those, who," etc.
With Karmvp. cf for meaning and expression Matt. xx. 25-28 2 Cor. i. 24

more frequently the

npodvfiuc (in the

adjective

;

.

not equal to

it is

of Kvpieveiv

tioned by

—

be an

gregation (rd

by which violence

properly speaking, the

«?./ypof,

then, generally, that which

lot,

it

(Steiger), but the prefixed

" to exercise a sway,

:

are under it."^

w^iether

uvpieiietv

office,

is

Here

else.

not as though

;

who

offered to those
is

allotted or assigned to

to be understood

meant the congregation, but the churches

is

intensifies the idea

then that which

lot,

a possession, or any thing

that

noifiviov)

is

«arft

is

it

appor-

any one,
the conin itself

K?.r/poc

are thus designated, because they

are assigned to the elders as a possession, in which to exercise their official

The

duties.

plural

put, because different elders filled offices in different

is

De Wette, Wiesinger,

congregations (Calov, Steiger,
pare the passage in Acts xvii.

and

where

4,

it is

Schott, etc.).

Com-

said of those converted by Paul

It is incorrect to supply tov
t(j HAa.
done by Beza, etc, and to derive the expression from the O. T.,
where the congregation of Israel is termed the Kliipor (nSnj) of God, Deut.
Silas, npoatKXTjpudT/aav tw Jlav?M Kal

eenii,

as is

ix. 29,

LXX.

But

it

is

when Hofmann

equally incorrect

applies KaraKvpiev-

but to others, and, taking uf as instituting a comparison, understands Kh)poi to signify "the estates belonging to some one
ovrec,

not to the

npeaiSvTEpot,

himself," translating accordingly: "not as those
estates belonging to themselves "

The

who

exercise

apostle's idea thus

rule over

would

be, " the

elders are not to treat the church as an object over which they exercise right

—

How should the apostle have
and do with as they please."
thought of bringing forward a comparison so far fetched ?
and how arbitrary it appears to interpret wf differently in this passage from in chap. i. 14,
of possession,

2, 5, 11, 12, 13, etc.

ii.

sessive pronoun,

and

,

—

to allow the article tuv to take the place of the pos-

to attribute a

meaning

to

K/.f/poi

which

it

often has in

profane Greek, but never either in the O- or in the N. T. I^ dX/iu rvnoi yivoThe antithesis here is a different one from that in the
uevol tov Koiiiviov].
passage quoted from

INIatt.

The

elders, as the leaders of the church, neces-

kind of Kvpio-tK over it but they are not to exercise this in
a manner opposed to the character of Christian life in the church (which
would be a KaraKvpuheiv), but by being examples to the congregations, shining before them in every Christian virtue (1 Tim. iv. 12 Tit. ii. 7) cf
sarily possess a

;

;

2 Thess.

9

iii.

;

Phil.

iii.

Assurance of the future reward for the faithful fulfilment of
koL simply connects the result with the
just given.

Ver. 4.

—

the exhortation
«

Hofmann

:

" With a joyous

devotion,

which excludes all secondary cousideialious,
to the work which has to l)e done."
2

Thus Hofmann

interprets, correctly.

He

mistaken, however, in maintaining that KoTa
here does not imply an hostile antithesis, since
i«

a violent rule

over

is

;

17.

is

one by which he who

injured in his rights.

is

ruled

'

The

opinion of Oecumenlue

iepbi' (nio-Trj/aa

:

KaAeT, wo-Trep xai viv

the priesthood), which

many

kA^pok to
i]txtl%

(i.e.,

Catholic cora-

mentators have followed, requires no refutation; and as little does that of Dodwell,
who understands xA^poi to mean church
property,

— —
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exhortation

(cf.

Winer,

406 [E. T., 436

p.

— ^avepuQivroq

ainoXoyiKug for iva.

f.]),

and

not to be taken

is

With

tov upxtiroi/xivogl.

Col.

(pavep. cf.

4;

iii.

John ii. 28; Christ is here termed upiiiroifXTiv (a7r. T^ey., chap. ii. 25 6 noini/v,
Heb. xiii. 20 6 Tzoijifiv 6 neyuc) as He " to whom the elders, with the flock
they tend, are subject" (Hofmann).
KOfiuiade (cf. chap. i. 9) tov u/xafmvnvov
T^g 66^T)g ariipavov']. The greater number of commentators consider uuapuvnvog
but the direct derivation of the word
as equal to u/nupavTog in chap. i. 4
It comes rather from the
from iiapaiveadai is hardly to be justified.
substantive u/iupavrog, and therefore means, as Beza explains
ex amaranto
1

:

:

;

:

Plinius) suiiima natura in nomine

videlicet, ciijus fioris {inquit

est, sic

appellato

quoniam non marcescit. Accordingly the figure present to the mind of the
apostle was an amaranthine wreath
thus also Schott.^
It is at least
;

uncertain whether

here (as frequently in the writings of Paul)

crecpavog

is

thought of as a wreath of victory (thus the greater number of commentators),
since among the Jews, also, wreaths of flowers and leaves were in use as
tokens of honor and rejoicing (cf. Winer's Bihl. Realivorterbuch, s.v. Krauze).

—

Tf/( duirjc is

ii.

10

the genitive of apposition

the du^a

:

Ver.

5.

;

cf

.

2 Tim.

iv.

8

;

Jas.

i.

12

Rev.

;

the unfading crown which they shall obtain.

is

ouoiuc;

cf.

chap.

iii.

7; here also

1,

The exhortation

of transition (Pott).

not a mere particle

o/xoiojg is

to humility expressed in this verse

corresponds to those addressed to the elders, wherein they are admonished

submit themselves to the duties of their

to

seeking their

own advantage.

vetjrepoi

members

Certainly not the whole of the

these vturepoi ?

with humility, and without

office

Who

vnoTuyrjre npsa^vTipotg].

are

of the congregation

(in contrast to the elders), as Beda, Estius, Pott, Wiesinger, etc., assume,
but neither the younger members generally, nor such of them as w'ere
employed in many ministrations suitable neither for the elders nor the
deacons. The first assumption (Luther, Calvin, Aretius, Gerhard, etc.) is
opposed by the circumstance that npeadvTipoLg here seems to have the same
If this be so, then it is plainly
official signification as above in ver. 1 ft".
inconsistent to take the expression veurepoi as specifying only a particular

time of
chiefly

The second (Weiss,

life.

on Acts

v. 6, 10, is

p.

344

testimony for the existence of an

office

only a particular time of

veurepoi indicate

life,

The

name being employed

official title,

age, is solved, in a

contained

both

Schott, Bruckner), founded

such as

the accompanying npeaiSvrepoig.
first

ff.,

contradicted by the fact that there

as an

measure at
the

references,

then the like

which
and then

difficulty

least,

by supposing,

apostle

might, as

exhortation, lose siglit of the one in the other.^

followed by the general

is

1

Perhaps, however,

when he supposes

:

nuvTeg 6e uAA^Ao^f].

HofmaQn may be

right

that a^apai/rtvos stands in

same relation to a/j-dpavro^ as aArjeivo? to
aATj^T)? and i-yteivd? tc uytris, and that accordingly the word should be written aiaapai-Tii'os.
* The view that Trpeo-^urepois indicates an
the

is

no historical

takes for granted.

it

arises

may

If

be said of

from the same

to denote a particular
that, since the

he

The

word

proceeded in

his

special exhortation

If v-noraaaof^evoi is to be

but vnorepoi a time of life (De Wette),
opposed by the circumstance that "it ramains incomprehensible why the exhortation,
which is surely meant to apply to the whole
church, should be addressed to the younger
members only " (Hofmann).

oflBce,
is

CHAP.
erased after

uklriloi<:,

the words

may

V.
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6.

then be taken either with what precedes

(Lach., Gr. Ausg., Buttmann, Ilofniann) or with what follows.

In the

first

something fragmentary in the structure of tlie clause, while
the second, adopted by almost all commentators (formerly also in this
commentary), is opposed by the dative uTJa/loiq, which is too easily passed
over with the remark that it is the dative of reference, equivalent to " for
All the passages which
each other," or "with reference to each other."
Winer (p. 202 [E. T., 215]) brings forward to prove that the dative is used
of every thing with reference to which any thing takes place are of a different nature. Kuvrii denotes the whole of the members of the church, without
case, there is

—

distinction.

In interpreting the word
ttjv TaiTeivo(ppoavviiv syKOfiSuiacde].
commentators have not unfrequently, but erroneously, started

eyKOf/Sucaade,

eyK6/x(icJna,^ understanding (certainly
without justification) it to signify "a beautiful dress," and rendering:
"
" adorn yourselves with humility
or else, whilst
thus Calvin, etc.
correctly explaining the word as the apron worn by slaves, they find in
thus Grotius,
the verb itself the reference to humility in behavior

from the meaning of the substantive

;

;

;

De Wette,

Hornejus, Steiger,

etc.^

— Rather,

however, must that sense

had by deriving it from nofidog, " a
any thing by means of a Ho/uiSoc;, i e., "a band."
Since, now, it is used for the most part of the fastening of a garment, it lies
to hand to take the expression here as having the same sense with tvSveadat
(cf. Col. iii. 12), yet so that the idea of making fast is more strongly brought

of the verb be retained which is to be

band "
;

to tie on, or fasten

out in the former than in tho latter " to clothe one's self firmly, wrap one's self
round with Ta-n:uvo(pp. " Bengel induite vos et involcite, ut amictus humilitatis
:

:

;

Other interpreters
by that of clothing
(Oecumenius hu^aaade aai neptJuUeade), or that of making fast (Luther
" hold fast by humility " Erasmus humilitatem vobis Jixam habete). Similar
exhortations to humility towards one another: Eph. iv. 2; Phil. ii. 3;
Rom. xii. 16. The exhortation is strengthened by the quotation of the Oldnulla vi robis detrahi possit (thus also Wiesinger, Schott).

hold by the one or the other meaning only,

i.e.,

either

:

:

;

:

Testament passage, Prov.
stands instead of

6 Qedc.

where, as here, there
Ver.

of all the injunction to

is first

that to resist the devil;

oiiv

LXX., where, however,
iii. 34, after the
The same quotation is to be found in Jas.

cf.

also

Luke

i.

submit

to

Kvpioc
iv. 6,

God, and then

51.

Conclusion drawn from the Old-Testament passage, ranuvuOrjTe
not "become humble," as Wiesinger interprets,

6.

vnd, «.T.?..], see Jas. iv. G

;

on account of the passive (for if the meaning must be passive, in accordance
with the form, it ought to be, " be made humble "), but, in a middle sense,
1

Steph.,

Hesych

:

s.

V.

eyKOfiPdw:

eiiiin e'yKo/xiSweet?

e'vKeicon/SwTai

affert

pro

llligo,

expoult

e^eiArjrai.

involvo;
Se9ei<;

et

— 'Zyxdn'

^lo^a vestimeuti genus est; scribit enira Poll.
4, 119, T/j Si Tuiv

Kai

i/xartiioi/

Tt

Sov\uiv
\evic6v,

t'foj^LiSi

-itpodKiladai.

quod eyKoixPoina

8.

ejri^ArjMo nomlnari.

Hofmann

holds by this reference (although
he does not derive the meaning of the verb
2

from that of the substantive).

He

says that

the verb of itself has that seuee, since he

who

prepared himself for the duties of a servant
girded himself with a garment fastened by
means of a band. This conclusion would be
established if eyKoixliovv were used only of the
putting on of a slave's aprou, which, however,
is

uot the case,

—

——
:
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"humble yourselves." Ver. 7 shows that this self-humbling here refers to the
lowly and submissive bearing of afflictions (otherwise in Luke xiv. 11).
Old-Testament expression denoting the power of God
TTjv Kpamiuv ;t">a].

which

rules

and judges

all

;

Deut.

of.

to the lajdng-on of afflictions only

out of them
avToi)

•

(so, too, Briicknei')

duGKopntaev

v-nepr](puvovg

subordination, Iva
tva

is

not put

;

"

;

it

;

does not refer here

:

The purpose

of this

the glory which follows upon the sufferings

;

Matt. xxiv. 45

:

but

(Pott),

Erasmus

LXX.

Kal vipuas raneivovg.

.

.

vfiuc v\pu<j^, is

iK,3anK(jg

" tempore statute

.

24,

iii.

(De Wette), but to the being exalted
tnolrjae Kparog tv jipaxiovi
cf. Luke i. 51

iit

:

TfAi/cdif.

vos

—

extollat,

iv

Kaipcj'}.

cum

erit

opportunum,

judicablt id vobis expedire vel in hoc saeculo, vel in die judicii

;

cum

this last is

here the principal point of view.
Ver. 7

is

closely connected with ver. 6

and expression
fjikpiiivdv

ai'e

taken from Ps.

GOV Kal avToQ ae diadpi^ti),

fiepifivav ijfiuv

:

^

;

The

hence the participle.

Iv. 22,

LXX.

(enif)pi.ipoi)

knl

although somewhat altered

;

Kupiov

idea
ttjv

irdaav tt/v

" your whole care:" the singular unites all individual cares

Hofmann, without reason, assumes, that,
mean care itself, but the object which causes
the care specially meant hei-e is that which is

together into one uniform whole.
in this passage,
care.

fiipi/iva

does not

The context shows

that

—

Phil. iv. 6.
on avru, k.t.X.],
cf. Matt. vi. 25
;
"for He carelh for you " the same construction of the verb with n-epi occurs
frequently in the O.T., e.g., John x. 13 en' avrdv, bu avr^, " are intentionally

occasioned by the sufferings;

;

;

brought together " (Wiesinger).
Ver.

8.

vT/ipare

(chap. iv. 7), ypnyopriaaTe,

cf. 1 Tliess. v.

6; placed in jux-

by asyndeton "in nervous conciseness, in virtue of which tin, too,
Temperance and w-atchfulness
is omitted before 6 uvTiknog" (Wiesinger).
are specially necessary, in order to remain faithful amid all the temptations
6 avridiKOf vfiuv 6iui3oXo(2of suffering. The reason is given in what follows.
Hensler's explanation: "slandering opponents," requires no refutation.
6iul3oAog is a substantive, in explanatory apposition to d avrld. vfiuv, which
taposition

—

latter is used, in this passage only, to designate the devil (corresponding to

Hebrew JDK/, which, however, the LXX. always translate by did0o?^o(,).
The word denotes strictly an opponent in a court of justice; but it occurs also

the

in a general sense as "adversary."
cation, after Zech.

compel God

iii.

1

ff..

Rev.

Schott would retain the original applithat "the devil will, as it were,

xii. 10, in

condemnatory judgment that the Christians have
is no allusion to the divine judgment here,
wf Xewv upvo/uevog]:^
rather indicated as the aim of the devil.

to declare in

forfeited salvation;" but there

the Karamveiv

is

—

upveodai peculiar iter dicitur enl Mfiu k^oiovtuv Tivkuv,^ T^ovtuv,^ kvvuv (Hesych.),
ireptnaTelv and
TTEpiiraTH (Job i. 7, ii. 2) ^tjtuv riva Karamiii],
belong strictly to each other, so that the comparison with the lion
The efforts of the devil are dii-ected against
applies to both (Steiger).
Christians, who, as such, do not belong to him as long as they remain

cf. Ps. civ. 21.
^r}Tui>

;

slgnlficat
curam
" ixipi/xva
dublam, quae raentem ia
partes divisas velut dividit, a ixepiieiv toi/
»

Gerhard:

soUicitara

vovv."

et

» Augustln (Sertno 46, De Divers., c. )i.)
" Christus leo propter fortitudinem, diabolua
propter .ferltatern Hie leo ad viucendum, iete
leo ad nocendum."
;

CHAP.

V.

do them no harm

faithful to their Christian calling, he can
thei-efore

he

may

he

on the lookout

is

devour, or

if

he

ii-hom
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9.

may devour any

John

(1

(according to the reading

v. 18),

riva Karairiy)

:

one (according to the reading

tcvu

:

—

Kammveiv, " derour," denotes comby alluring to unfaithfulness. ^
Chrysostom (Homil. 22, Ad Popul. Antioch.) circuit
destruction.

Karameiv),

plete

:

quaerens, non quern niordecd vel frangat, sed quern derorei.

Yer.

JtuvriaTTiTE arepeol ry nicTei, cf. Jas. iv.

9.

does not belong to avnurriTE (Bengel), but to

7; Eph.

arepeoi

;

11

vi.

(Beza, Hensler), but as the dative of nearer definition

:

;

—

Almost

rij

niarei

" firm in the faith

Acts xvi. 5; Col. ii. 7 cf. Winer, p. 202 (E. T., 215). It
eiddre^
faith that can resist the devil.
avru tuv nadr/ixuruv
cf.

ff.

not as the dat. instrum.

m

.

.

is
.

"
;

only a firm
iinTileladai].

assume that the construction here is that of the accus.
Hofmann, nevertheless, denies this, remarking that in the N. T. £«5oref
c. inf.
(in the sense of "knowing") never takes the accus. c. inf., but always the
particle on, and that when elddrec is followed by the accus. c. inf., it signifies
"to understand how-to do a thing." ^ If this be correct, imTEAeladai must
have an active meaning, to. aira tuv nad. be the accusative after it, and the
dative rjj
udeMoTTjn be dependent on tu uvto,.
Explaining kniTEleiadai on
the analogy of the phrase rh tov yvpug LmnTieiadai (Xen., Mem., iv. 8, 8), and
seeing in ru ahia the idea of measure expressed, Hofmann translates, "knowing how to pay for your Christianity the same tribute of afilictioii as your
brethren in the world." This explanation cannot be accepted without hesitation.
For, on the one hand, from the fact that in other parts of the N. T.
interpreters

all

.

.

.

does not take the accus.

e/doTff

cannot be concluded that here

c. inf., it

it

does not do so either, the more especially that the construction of the accus.
occurs comparatively rarely in the N. T.

inf.

c.

the phrase, ru

.

Toi' -/T/,io)c intTE?..,

it is

.

tCjv

nad. dnoreA., is

;

and, on the other hand,

not analogous with the expression, ra

since in the former there is

Hofmann

yiipug.

but

.

no conception corresponding to

tov

inserts, indeed, as such, the idea of the Christian calling;

purely imported, and nowhere hinted at in the text.

— grammatically

Accordingly,

— can

have a passive signification;
not, indeed, equivalent to "are completed" (Thuc. vii. 2; Phil. i. 6, and
other passages), for this idea would not be suitable here, but rather, " are
being accomplished. ^ This idea is, in truth, not very appropriate either; it
seems to be more fitting to take the verb in a middle sense, as equivalent
to " are accomplishing themselves " and to translate, " knowing (or, better,
rather considering) that the same sufferings are accomplishing themselves
in the brethren."
This rendering is to be preferred to all others. The
Vulg. translates imrEl. hyferi: Luther, by "befall." both are too inexact
renderings of the sense. ^ In the explanation above given, rd avra is used as
a substantive, as frequently happens with the neuter of adjectives (Winer,
EmTE?.Eiadai

considered

;

:

1

Hofmann

^TjTecv,

Irrelevantly
that
remarks,
followed by an interrogative, means, to

consider a thing; the

word above

evidently

is

stronger than that.
*

Cf.

Mail.

vii.

11;

Luke
Tim.

quoted

xi. 13, xii.

by Hofmann:
36; Jas.

lU. 5; 2 Pet.

ii.

9.

iv.

17;

Thus Herod.,

1.

51, in

Thuc.

i.

connection with ra
138: eirtTcAeo-at a

xiitiaxiTo.
«

the passages

Phil, iv. 12; 1

»

iin.raa<T6ii.tva.;

The

translation of

taid «/)Oft,"

is

Wichelhaus, "

entirely unjustifiable.

to

be
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220

[E. T., 234]), and

put here to emphasize the sameness of the
ude^ornTi is to be taken as
rf
the more remote object; on no condition can the dative be understood
p.

1

sufferings (thus

is

De Wette, Wiesinger)
With

as equivalent to vno in passives.

The

.

;

.

.

the idea

cf

u6e?i(p6TT]n,

.

chap.

17.

ii.

—

addition, ev kocuu, alludes to the reason of the afflictions (Steiger).

Wiesinger justly remarks: "in the world, the dominion of the Evil One,
the Christian can and dare expect nothing else."
at the

same time a reference

taken to Himself
the

same

Possibly

may

it

contain

which the Lord has already
The thought that the brethren have to bear

to the

ek tov noa^ov.

afflictions, serves to give

udelipuTriq,

strength in resisting the devil, since the

common

consciousness of bearing similar afflictions in

with

all Christian

brethren encourages to patient endurance.

—

Promise of blessing, and doxology.
6 6e Bfoc, placed by way
That which has gone before has told the
readers what the}' should do in contrast to this (6k), the apostle now says
what God will do (Schott) with the expression Oebg miaj]^ t"P'roc, cf. 2 Cor.
Vv.

10, 11.

of emphasis at the beginning.
;

:

;

i.

God

3: Qeoc naarir napaK?.iiaeui:

as the author of all grace;

conceived

;t«P'f

Like the whole promise of blessing, this very designation
of God serves to comfort and strengthen the readers in their afflictions.
as a possession.

6 nakiaag vfia^,

—

k.tX,

Thess.

cf. 1

pation in His (God's)

own

12 (2 Thess.

ii.

The

do^a.

ii.

14); that

participation

future, although for believing Christians

it is

even

is

now

is,

to paitici-

here thought of as
present in

its

begin-

ning (2 Pet. i. 4). In this calling there is already contained the pledge of
the promises that follow: KaTapriaei, k.tX
XpioTu belongs to KaMtiag, more
nearly defined by vud^ dq, etc. (De Wette, Wiesinger, Schott), not to iSo^av

—h

God

(Hofmann).
but

He

has had

it

possesses the glory not

from

all eternity,

first in

although

Christ, as

Hofmann

says,

in Christ it is first revealed.

h

by several
ev denote
instrumentality, this is of a more inward nature than that expressed by 6ia.
The sense is by God having brought you into union with Christ (thus also
De Wette, Wiesinger, Schott). The connection of h Xp. with dliy. naSovrag
following (Glossa interl. sicut membra in illo patientes Nicol. de Lyra) lias

Gerhard interprets incorrectly: propter merilum Chrisd.

interpreters inaccurately taken as equivalent to

i)iii\

is

but though

:

.

;

nothing to
while."

commend

— ira^oyTac

is

it.

—

d?iiyov nadovrag],

"a little
De Wette,
does not apply so much to

oTiiyov,

as in chap.

i.

6

:

to be joined with Ka2.^aai, k.tX (Steiger,

Wiesinger), but in such a

way

that in sense

it

obtaining of the 6d^a of God, since the aorist must not arbitrarily be interpreted as a present.
Hofmann rightly observes " Peter subKokiaag, as to the

:

joins this aorist participle as

if

it

Lachmann and Tischendorf (om.

had been preceded by

vfiug

elg rb

do^u^eadai."

'^

after KaTapuGEt) have connected these

words with what follows, as also the Vulg. translates modicum passos ipse
Many, particularly among the older comperficiet (so also Wichelhaus).
mentators, even retaining the vnuq, have adopted this construction; Luther:
:

1

Hofmann

erroneously appeals

to

Har-

lung's Gr., II. p. 238, in support of the, Interpretation " the same measure of suffering."
* Schott's explanation, that " to the apostle

as he looks from the present, in so far as it
already contains their completion, hack on the

present of actual reality, the sufferings appear
as past,"

is

inappropriate.

—

:

CHAP.
"

The same
Opposed to

will

make

this,

however,

you, that suffer a

much

as

is
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V. 12-14.

while, fully prepared," etc.

little

the fact that the Kmapn^nv does not

take place a/ler the afflictions only, but during them, as that the present

—

afflic-

and the future glory belong closely together; cf. ver. 1.
If, as is highly
probable, the v/iu^ after Karapriaei be spurious, it must be supplied out of the
tion

that precedes.

i.uuf

called you.

He

guaranty for the
Cor.

1

Bengel

:

the God
who hath
same God; the calling already contains the

placed emphatically

is

Karajmi^eiv, k.t.A.

Ileb. xiii. 21;

10;

i.

— avrog

will, etc., the

—

KarapTiaet, k.t.K.].

Bengel

—

—

'^

2 Thess.

arripi^eiv,

ne quid vos labefaclet.

:

—

.

Karafju^tiv,

Luther rightly translates:

ne remaneat in vobis'defectus.

other passages.

.

.

:

,

Luke

vi.

40;

fully prepare;"

ii.

17,

iii. 3,

and

Bengel

adevovv, un. ley.

omnem adversam.
eeueT^uovv (see the critical notes); in its
vii. 25; Luke vi. 48; figuratively: Eph. iii. 18 {TtOeiulLufiEvoi synonymous with ip^i^uixivoi); Col. i. 23 (synonymous with edpaioi).
The future expresses the sure expectation that, as the apostle wishes, God
will perfect, etc., the believers.
If narapTLaai be read, this form must not be
taken as the infinitive (Pott), but as the optative.*
The heaping-up of
ut superetis

vim

proper sense. Matt.

—

—

—

expressions connected by asyndeton

rhetorical,

is

and

arises

from the natural

—

impulse of an agitated heart to find full expression for its feelings.
Ver. 11.
The same doxology as in chap. iv. 11. It sets the seal on the hope just
expressed.

Vv. 12-14. Concluding remarks first, ver. 12, as to the letter itself.
There is no reason to doubt that this Silvanus
i-ipaifm}.
the well-known companion of the Apostle Paul.
Whilst in the Acts he
;

diti

"EiXovavov

named

.

.

.

is

is

him "Silvanus." lie was sent from
along with Paul, Barnabas, and Judas Barsabas,

"Silas," Paul, like Peter, calls

the convention of apostles,

After this he accompanied Paul on his

as bearers of the epistle to Antioch.

He

second missionary journey.

known

—

at

what time he came

is

not mentioned afterwards, nor

to Peter.

6iu

.

.

.

iyparpa

is

it

does not designate

Silvanus either as the translator or the writer of the epistle, but simply as
the bearer of

6cu has here the same sense as
Romans, the Corinthians, etc.

it.

Epistles to the
Xetpog,

;

Acts xv. 23.

—"

It is

in the subscriptions of the
it

synonymous with

is

M

evident that the choice of Silas for this (media-

was a particularly happy one, as he had been Paul's companion
former times, and had assisted him in founding the greater part of the

tory) mission
in

churchei* here addressed " (Wieseler).

joined either with

tlie

bination be adopted
also possible if

roi,

following

(it is

—

iypaxpa,

more simple

vfilv

mi,

marov

or with marov
if rov

be retained; equivalent to

af)El<pov].

u6.

If

v/ulv

can be

the latter com-

be erased as spurious, but

"who

is

is

the faithful brother

you"), the apposition indicates that an intimate relation subsisted between Silvanus and the churches to which Peter writes. The connection

•unto

witii cypaipa,

however,

as in Gal. vi. 11.

6

is

the more natural one, vulv being inserted between,

mardc

d(5f?.c5of

is

the

name given

to Silvanus, because

generally he had proved faithful in the performance of every service for the

church of Christ.
'

then

ErasmuB, by

first

(TTijptfet, etc.,

There

is

no reason why the expression should be referred

reading KarapTia-ai and

uuderstands tins and the

Bubsequenl 'words as substantives:
fultura coaflrmatione, fundatione."

*'

perficiet

—
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specially to his relation to the churches of Asia IMinor only (as formerly in

which he stood to Peter (Ilofby this designation, alludes
also prove faithful in the service which

commentary), or particularly to that
mann). Still, it is not improbable that
this

to the confidence he has, that he will
is

now

required of him.

Peter,

— The following words, ug

either to the opinion just expressed

Wichelhaus), or to the subsequent
is

in

loyl^o/uat,

St'

does not express an uncertain conjecture;
In the

Hofmann). It
At any rate, ?ioyi(ofiai

ion just uttered,

Silvanus

it

Rom.

cf.

by the confirmation which

Jirst case,

be applied

oliyuv lypaipa (Steiger,

hardly possible to come to a definite conclusion.

xi. 19.

may

on Silvan us (Bruckner, Wiesinger, Schott,

iii.

it

28, viii. 18;

Heb.

contains of the opin-

serves to strengthen the confidence of the churches in

in the second, the apostle indicates that, considering the impor-

;

tance of his subject and the yearning of his heart, he looks on his letter as

This

a short one.^

last

appears the more probable.

—

6?uyuv, equal to 6iu

6i'

few words;" cf. Thucyd., iv. 95.
eypaipa refers
to this epistle, which the apostle is on the point of closing, and not, as Erasmus, Grotius, etc., altogether unwarrantably assume, to a former one which
Although
napaKaXuv Kai em/xapTvpow'].
has been lost;^ cf. Philem. 19, 21.
by these two words the apostle indicates two distinct subjects, still these are
not to be separated in such a way as to be applicable to different parts of
the epistle (De Wette, Briickner);^ but the napaKlrjOK; and the imfiapTvpriaiq
As the contents
are throughout the whole letter closely bound up together.
of the inifxapTvpEiv are stated, but not those of the napoKaMu, the chief stress
is laid on the former, the latter (napaKaXov) being placed first, in order
thereby to give prominence to the character of the imnapTvpriaig. Contrary
to its common usage, De Wette interprets eirtunpTvpuv: in addition to, i.e.,
testifying in addition to the exhortation, kmnaprvpuv simply means: to bear
witness to any thing (opp. avn/xapTvpeiv, see Pape and Cremer, s. v. : in the
N. T. uT. Xey.; fm/iapTvpeaOat occurs in the LXX. and in the Apocr., but not
Ppaxeuv, Ileb. xiii. 22: "in

—

entfxapTvpdv)

Paulum

Hofmann

;

Bengel

Toi)

therefore

wrong

know and

believe

Contents of the

Beov}.

1 Hofmann'8 opinion
is purely arbitrary,
"that since the individual churches received
it was for so wide a

tion,

only

in

a transcription of a transcrip-

and had again

to

marli, that he had not

send

it

made

in order to venture to ask

trouble,

on, a modest re-

his letter too long

them

to tal<e

was not inappropriate."

this

Nothing

alludes to the taking of any such trouble.—
Fronmiiller's view

is also incorrect.

He thinks

that i? Aoyi^'. should be taken with Sia 2i\ov.
4yp.,

in

receiving

the sense of,
this

epistle

"I count upon your
by

Silvanus,"

there is uo question here of

of

It.

the

—

it

is

for

receiving

:

:

testimonium

testatur

jam per
too, is

so,

;

presupposed that the readers

what Peter

inifiapTvpriaii

the epistle, intended as
circle,

in interpreting

in saying that in knifiapTvpeiv

themselves already
Xapiv

is

Silam audierant pridem: Petrus insuper

el

testifies.

" that

this

—

is

ravrriv elvai ulrjef/

(he true

grace of

' In
this interpretation, ws Ao^i^oMai is
applied to the writing of the former epistle.
Erasmus " per Silvanura ... qui non dubito,
:

quin epistolam bona tide reddiderit." Simi" antehac et, si recte raemini (' If
larly, Pott
I remember aright! ') per Silv. epistolam vobis
scripsi." Differently, Wetstein " Scripsi, ut
ipse sentio et apud me, omnibus rite perpensis,
:

:

etatuo, ita etiara alios hortor, ut

profiteantur
»

" The

•

idem mecum

doctriuam Christi esse veram."
statement of the contents of

first

the epistle applies to chap. i. 13-v. 9 the second, to i. 3-12; and one or two passages in the
;

hortatory portion, as
iv. 12 f."

i.

18-20, 25,

ii.

9

f., iii.

18,

—
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13.

does not refer to that of which the apostle has written, but
Peter
definition follows in the subsequent relative clause.
accordingly sets forth, in conclusion, that his epistle testifies to the readers
that that grace in which they already stood is the true grace, from which,

its

Tavrr/v

more precise

therefore, they should not depart (cf. with this, chap.

i.

12, 25,

ii.

10, 25).

doubt this was the x^P'i which had been brought to them by means of
the preaching of Paul, but it does not follow that the purpose of Peter's
It is not
kmnapTvprjaLQ was to set, for the readers, the seal on that preaching.
the preaching which is here in question, but the x^pi-s i" which the readers
stood, quite apart from the person through whose instrumentality it was
brought to them. Had Peter intended to bear a testimony to Paul, he would

Xo

nor does any thing in the epistle allude
an uncertainty on the part of the readers as to whether Paul had preached
the true gospel to them. ;t«P'f is not doctrina evangelii (Gerhard); but neither
is it "the state of grace " (De Wette), for with this the adjunct tov Qeov would
surely have done so in clear terms

;

to

But it denotes the objective divine grace, into the sphere of
akrjdfi
which the readers have entered by means of faith; cf. Rom. v. 2.
stands here as the leading conception, not with any polemical reference to
an erroneous doctrine (for there is no trace of any such polemic in the
epistle), but is intended by the apostle to mark in itself the truth and reality
of this .t"p<f, in order that the readers may not be induced by the persecufor this construction, cf Winer, p.
eIq tjv iar^KaTc
tions to abandon it.

not harmonize.

—

386

f.

(E. T.,

414

.

:

If the reading ot^te be adopted, this adjunct expresses

f.).

Here, however, the nearer

the exhortation to continue in that grace.
nition necessary to Tavrrrv

is

wanting

thing added on to the epistle
•which

I

;

for as the emfiapTvpTiacg

cannot be

(lyparpa), Tobrrjv xapLv

is

defi-

not some-

the

grace of

have written to you.

Ver. 13.

Salutation.

— The

notion that

;?

.

.

.

awEKXeKi^ denotes the

Jachmann, etc.) finds no support from
By
1 Cor. ix. 5; it is contradicted by the kvBaSvMvi^ inserted between.
far the greater number of commentators rightly consider it to mean " the
church in Babylon " (x has the word EKKlrialn after Bal3vXcjvi Oec. and Vulg.,
ecclesia).
According to Hofmann, iKKlrjo'i-o. is not to be supplied to csvvek.7^ktj},
" but the churches to which the apostle writes are, as such, iK?.EKTac, and the
church from which he sends greetings is, as such, a avvEKlEKTri, as she from
whom the Apostle John sends salutations is an a6E7i(pri iKleKTi)" (2 John 13).
But in John's Epistle, ver. 1, Kvpia, and ver. 13, u.6il(p7), are put along with
apostle's wife (Bengel, Mayerhoff,

:

;

iKXEKTn;

accordingly,

tional idea tKKX-nala,

it

does not follow that

would of

itself

ovveKXeKTr),

mean a church.

The

without the addiavv refers to the

churches to which Peter sends the salutation of the former,
•

Hofmann

lays stress on the

want

of the

and therefore interprets:
"that it is real grace of God, that that Is In
truth grace from God, wherein they have come
to stand " but if Peter had meant this, he

article before x^P<-''>

;

would not have written

aXriBJi,

butaAjj^i?.

In

this interpretation also the rule of assimilation
is

wrongly applied.

*

cf.

chap.

i.

1.^

commentators,
According to
several
though not meaning definitely Peter's

o-vvexA.,

wife, yet refers to some other excellent woman
Wolf even thinks it may be
understood as a proper name,

of the church.
'

It Is far-fetched

(tvv€k\.

ij

eV

Bo^.

is

when Schott says

that

not written here, but

>)

17

iv

Ba3. auve/cA., because the very fact of her be-
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According to Eusebius {H. E., c. 15), Papias already was of opinion that
name Babylon is here used figuratively, and that by it Ro7ne is to be
understood. The same view is adopted by Clemens Alex., Hieronymus,
Oecumenius, Beda, Luther, and by most of the Catholic intei-preters ^ in
more recent times, by Thiersch, Ewald, Hof mann, Wiesinger, Schott, etc.
The principal reasons brought forward in support of this view are
(1) The tradition of the primitive Church, which speaks of the apostle's
stay in Rome, but makes no mention of his having lived in Babylon (2)
The designation of Rome as Babylon in Revelation, chap. xiv. 8, xviii.
2, 10
(3) The banishment of the Jews from Babylon in the time of the
the

;

—

;

;

Emperor Claudius, according

to Joseph., Ant.,

i.

18,

12.

c.

But these

— (1) The tradition

has preserved altogether
very imperfect and uncertain notices of the apostles; (2) In Revelation
reasons are not conclusive, for

this designation is very naturally explained

from the reference to O.-T.

prophecy; (3) The account of Josephus does not lead us to understand
that all the Jews were banished from Babylon and its vicinity (see
Mayerhoff, p. 128

ff.,

and Wieseler,

557

p.

rejoinder, that "the allegorical designation
cially in the salutation,"

may be going

Peter, in simply conveying a greeting,

Although De Wette's

f.).2

is

unnatural in a

too far,

still

would have made

name

of a place, without ever hinting that the designation

taken

literally.

epistle

of

letter, espe-

improbable. that
use of an allegorical

it is

This could admit of explanation only

if,

was not

to

be

at the time the

was written, it had been customary among the Christians to speak
as Babylon and that it was so, we have no evidence. Accordingly,

Rome

;

Erasmus, Calvin, Gerhard, Neander, De Wette-Briickner, Wieseler, Weiss,
Bleek, Reuss, Fronmiiller, etc., have justly declared themselves opposed to
the allegorical interpretation.
The view that by Babylon is meant the
Babylon in Egypt mentioned by Strabo, i. 17 (Pearson, Calov, Vitringa,
Wolf), has nothing to commend it, the less so that this Babylon was simply
a military garrison. ^
vldg

fj.ov

is

—

kui

MdpKog

6 vldg /wv^-

given already by Oecumenius

The

correct interpretation of

Mdp/cov viov, Kara nvEVjia Kalel, iilX ov

:

It is undoubtedly the well-known companion of Paul who is
meant. Since, according to Acts, Peter was acquainted with his mother,
The
it is probable that Mark was converted to Christianity by Peter.
idea that Peter here speaks of a son of his own after the flesh, named
Mark (Bengel, Hottinger, Jachmann, etc.), could receive support only if
cvveKleKTT) were used to designate the apostle's wife.

Kara aupKa.

ing in Babylon
a crvveKAeKTij,

(i.e.,

I.e.,

Rome) makes

the church

the real associate of

the

churches who read the epistle; namely, in as
far as thus reference is made to a like condition of suffering.

" Omnes quot quot lege1 Lorinus remarks
rim interpretes catholici romanam intelligunt
:

eccleslam."

Calvin says of this interpretation

:

" hoc commentum Papiatae libenter arripiunt,
ut videatur Petrus romanae ecclesiae praefuisse."
2

Hofmann maintains

that

it

is

"indiscov-

erable

how

know the two
Romans and Ephe-

Peter had come to

Pauline Epistles to the

he wrote his epistle in Babylon,
But the composition of the epistle in Rome is
not by any means proved by so uncertain an
siaus,"

if

assertion.
^

it jg

clearly quite arbitrary

when some

Spanheim, and Seraunderstand Babylon here as a name for
Jerusalem, or even for the house where the
apostles were assembled on the day of Pentescholars, like Capellus,
ler,

cost.

;

CHAP.
Ver. 14.

unndaaode

uklfilovi:

h

Rom.
The members of

xvi. 16

other in Peter's

name) with the

expression,

;

1

V.

(fiiljjiian

Cor. xvi. 20

;

341

14.

dyurrj^f].

2 Cor.

xiii.

Paul uses a similar
12

;

1 Thess. v. 26.

the church are by turns to greet one another (not each
kiss of

charity, thus testifying to their

brotherly love for each other (see [Meyer on 1 Cor. xvi. 26).

the Pauline
i.e.,

:

iv ayn^

the kiss, which

— The

<p/A.,

is

there

is

here

:

ev

(pil.

Instead of

uydnriq, " with the kiss

of love"

the type and expression of Christian brotherly love.

final benediction is likewise similar to those in the epistles of Paul
only that in these x^pi? stands in the place of eiprivj] (Eph. vi. 23, 24, both
occur; cf. too, 3 John 15). By the addition of Tolq iv Kp., the irdvTEg are
designated according to their nature as such, who live iu union with Christ,

and

to

whom,

therefore, the benediction here

pronounced belongs.
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INTRODUCTION.
SEC.

— OCCASION,

1.

CONTENTS, AND CHARACTER OF THE
EPISTLE.

The

epistle

on

its

Apostle Peter (chap.
(chap.

1

iii.

;

occasion and

own testimony

comp. also

i.

16-18,

16),

aim are stated

as to the false teachers

them

1, 14,

i.

professes to have been written

iii.

subsequent to his

15),

and addressed

iu chap.

iii.

who were about

as actually present,

1,

— and

to the

same churches.

The author

17, 18.

to appear,

and

The

in the

warn

ii.),

whom

the epistle

and the deniers of the parousia of

the world connected therewith (chap.
in chap.

iii.

the persons

But an identity

cate that

to

grow

directed are the Libertines

Christ,
It is

and the destruction of

commonly assumed

enizaiKrai

nowhere suggested

;

are inti'oduced in chap.

indeed, the
iii.

that

in chap.

way and

seem rather

ii.

the

to indi-

— although mention also made of their sensual
— different individuals are intended
avTuv
portrayed in chap.
(Weiss). — De Wette's opinion, that the

by the

latter

(Kara tu^ idioQ

from those

iii.).

is

meant are the same as those described

of this kind is

terms in which the

his readers

them

knowledge of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

false teachers against

(chap,

Its

in anxiety

is

— he nevertheless pictures

therefore he wishes to

against them, that they might not be led astray, and exhorts
in grace

by the

first epistle

is

life

imOvfiiac nopEvo/ievot)
ii.

author had in his eye " vicious persons " simply, and not " false teachers,"
is

erroneous,

it

being abundantly evident from vv.

described in chap.

ii.

they are expressly termed
to take

them

ipev6o6idaaKa?.oi, ver. 1.

Grotius, followers of Carpocrates.

term

is

;

It is also equally

to be Gnostics, properly so called, or

tians, but this

18, 19, that the

based their actions on a definite principle

more

persons

moreover,
erroneous

particularly, with

Bertholdt calls them Sadducee Chris-

wanting in the necessary precision.

duction to Jude's Epistle.
343

Cf.

my

Intro-
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The
parts.

into

epistle falls

In the

first

two principal

part of the

consisting of two

divisions, each

division (chap.

first

i.

1-11), the author

reminds the Christians of the blessings, more especially the tna-yyehmTa, of

which by the power of God they had been made partakers, linking on to
this the exhortation to give
fruits of faith,

— those

abundant proof of the virtues which are the

especially in which he that

wanting

is

is

like

unto

one blind, and he only who possesses can enter into the eternal kingdom of
Christ.

— In

the second part (chap.

Peter, mentions

first,

12-21), the author, as the Apostle

i.

what had induced him

to give the exhortation at this

particular time, and then refers his readers

advent, confirmed as

it

to the certainty of Christ's

was both by the divine words which himself had

heard at the Saviour's transfiguration and by the prophecies of the Old
Covenant.

— In

the first part of the second division (chap,

He

portrays the immoral character of the Libertines.

cing their coming, future as yet

;

calls

them deniers

the author

ii.),

begins by announ-

Lord who would

of the

seduce many, but would not escajDe punishment (vv. 1-3)

;

then he proves

the certainty of their punishment by the examples of the fallen angels, those

who

perished in the Flood, and the cities of

getting, however, in the last

two cases

Sodom and Gomorrah, not forremembrance Noah and

to call to

men both, and therefrom to draw the conclusion as to the rightGod (vv. 4-9). In vv. 10-22 follows the more minute descripThe author commences
the sensual character of the false teachers.

Lot, just

eousness of
tion of

—

the last part of this division by stating the design of this second epistle, and

then goes on to mention the scoffers

who would walk

and would deny the advent of the Lord (chap.

by a refutation

of the

iii.

after their

arguments on which the denial

the coming destruction of the world by

fire,

own

lusts,

1-4); this he follows
is

up

based, foretelling

and representing the apparent

delay of the judgment as an act of divine patience (vv. 5-10)

;

and

to this

he subjoins the exhortation to a holy walk in expectation of the new heaven
The epistle concludes with the mention
and the new earth (vv. 11-13).

—

warning against wresting

of the Apostle Paul's epistles, coupled with the

the difficult passages contained in them.

exhortations by
the epistle

;

on

way

of caution, in

Finally, the author gives forth

which he makes apparent the design of

this follows the doxology.

The fundamental idea which runs through

the whole epistle

is

that of

the imyvuaic Xpiarov, which consists essentially in the acknowledgment of the
dvva/iig

km

vapavaia of Christ.

and aim of the exercise of
every exhortation.

Advancement

all

Hence the

in this imyvuacg, as the

Christian virtue,
ufita knayyi^fiaTa

is

ground

the prominent feature of

are designated as that by

INTRODUCTION.
which

is

with the divine nature

Kot^uvia

show

Christian to

is
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effected,

and which must move

tlie

The author

supplying the Christian virtues.

all zeal iu

therefore at pains to prove the certain fulfilment of those promises,

and

to refute the sceptical doubts of the false teachers.

As regards

observed that there

is

a

Hofmann,

;

and by

aacAyetai^,
(ii.

2)

upon us

5-11), are

(i.

way

for the warnings

it

cannot

(i.

whom

3),

to the

thought that tu npoc

and the exhortation

aimed

all

more

fail to

be

all particu-

Bruckner, EinL,

(cf.

agamst the

false teachers,

the 66dc

ttjc

uATjdeiac

to the

Cutjv kcu. evai[3eiav

to furnish the Christian

at the false teachers,

who would

indulge la

would be brought into disrepute

whilst the emphasis laid on the enayyeXfiaTa

;

but

aim the concluding exhortations which point back

their

are bestowed
virtues

;

criti-

it,

The thoughts which form the commencement

The prominence given

heresy.

development

and form a well-arranged whole

p. 121 ff.).

of the epistle prepare the

and have as

illogical

adverse

Mayerhoff reproaches

a clear and firm line of thought, by which

lars are joined together
§ 1

authenticity.

its

clumsy and

especially, with a

much

the epistle has encountered

its structure,

cism from the opponents of

4), as also the refer-

(i.

ence to the incidents of the transfiguration as a proof of the 6vva/ug koI
naoovaia of Christ

coming

16-18), point to the prophetic announcement of the

(i.

of the ifinnlKTai

who would deny

the advent of the Saviour

surprising that the whole of the second chapter

Still, it is

(iii.

3

without the connection of thought being in any way injured thereby.

inasmuch as the

scoffers

are characterized as

men who walk

ahruv eKtOvuiac, the moral exhortations introduced in
iii.

12 has retrospect,

may be

closely connected with
tC)

aow, yet

i.

tuv

fiVTjadfjvai

applicable to

later

ii.

irpoeiprifiivuv ()7}uutuv vi:b

was afterwards added,

hand

that chap.

also;

19-21 by the words: eyevovTo

equally be joined with them.

chap.

them

It

may

either

i.

ff.).

may be omitted

3, 4,

For

KaTu rug Idcag

and

which

to

and although

ii

1 is

di Kal i{;ev6oT:po(p^Tai kv

tuv ayiuv

2) can

Trpo(pr]Tuv (iii

accordingly be conjectured that

by the writer himself, or by some

but, again, opposed to such a supposition is the circumstance

;

ii.

in

no way disturbs the unity of the whole.

Besides several echoes of the Pauline Epistles and the First Epistle of
Peter, this letter, as

is

well

one or two passages of the

known, presents
first

and

in the second chapter,

third, a striking

Epistle of Jude, which cannot possibly be considered accidental.

must one

of these epistles be regarded as the original, of

of the other

made

use.

and in

resemblance to the

Rather

which the author

In former times the prevalent view was, that the

Second Epistle of Peter was the original (thus Luther, Wolf, Semler,
Pott, etc.)

;

Ston-,

but afterwards the opposite opinion obtained most favor (thus

^
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already Herder, Hug, Eichhorn, Creduer, Neander, Mayerhoff,
Giiericke)

and

;

in

more recent times

De Wette,

has been supported by Reuss, Bleek,

it

Arnaud, Wiesinger, Bruckner, Weiss, and F. Philippi,

— that

is

to say, not

only by opponents of the authenticity of the Second Epistle of Peter, but by
defenders of

however,

Hofmaun.

Fronmiiller,

the time

A

also (Wiesinger, Briickner, Weiss).

it

different judgment,

passed by Thiersch, Dietlein, Stier, Luthardt, Schott, Steinfass,

is

when

Appeal

made

is

chiefly to this circumstance, that at

the Epistle of Jude was composed, the false teachers were

already present, while in Second Peter their appearance
future,

and

But

the subject of prophecy.

is

argument only

in.

appearance, and

this, as

no way capable of

is in

passages Jude 17 and 18 have no reference to 2 Pet.

had Jude seen

plain from this, that

is

looked upon as

Weiss has shown,

ii.

an

is

proof.

That the

1-3 and

iii. 2, 3, is

in the appearance of the Libertines the

fulfilment of the prediction contained in Second Peter, he would have styled

them, not

efinaiKTuc,

k.tX, but rather

that are called

ii.

deniers of the parousia spoken of in chap,

Nor

mention.

mind

in his

is it

why

easy to see

For in Second Peter

}l)cv6u6i!&uaKaloi.

not the Libertines described in chap.

is

Jude,

iii.,

if

efnralKTai,

whom Jude

in vv. 17

does not even

and 18 he

had

really

the prophecy given by Peter, should not have directly said

so,

but should rather have spoken of the actual word of the actual Peter as
()rjfiaTa

latter's

entirely individual

is

dependent on the Epistle of Jude,

manner

the distinct impress of originality

hand, there

is

;

of thought
*

and

diction,

the

is

which bears

whilst in Second Peter, on the other

apparent the endeavor to tone

fication, addition, or omission.

tH

In favor of the view that

ru nimeLpriiiEva vnu tuv uttoctoT^dv tov KVpiov.

the Second Epistle of Peter

it

but the

down

the expression by simpli-

Further, the circumstance that the more

the expression in Peter's second epistle coincides with that of Jude, the

more does what
And,

»

finally,

otherwise peculiar to the epistle tend to disappear.

is

the absence of any tenable reason which might have induced

Herder: "See what a thoroughly powerful

epistle, like
itself;

a

fire- wheel

running back

into

Uke now that of Peter, what introduchow he tones down, omits, con-

tion he makes,

Jirms," etc.;

"Jude

has

always the most

precise and the strongest expression."

Even

Schott grants, in opposition to Dietlein, "that
the Epistle of

Jude bears the impress of much

greater
ness "
-

intellectual

originality

and

pithi-

This WeiBS brings very decidedly

ward

:

"

It plainly

the parallel passages

it

strikingly coincides

with that of Jude, the expression

found

nowhere

wherever

it

for-

appears, that wherever in

else

in

Second

is

to

Peter;

be

but

deviates from that of Jude, or

once in

greater literary originality on the part of the

becomes entirely independent,

writer than that of Second Peter;" and that

surprising conformity with the form of ex-

"

pressiou in this or the First Epistle of Peter."

it

must be allowed

to possess

a

by far

it

is at

INTRODUCTION.
Jude

passages from a larger apostolic writing, in

to collect together separate

new

order to compose therefrom a

was already

iu existence,
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epistle,

which, seeing that the former

must have had the

less significance that it

omits

from the delineation important particulars which are contained in Second
Peter. 1

In discussing the question as to which

must be remembered:

(1)

That

•*

in neither

is

the original epistle, two points

have we a slavish dependence or a

mere copy, but that the correspondence of the one with
with literary freedom and license" (Weiss); and
question

is

tlie

other

is

carried out

Tlie circumstance that this

not identical with that as to the authenticity of the Second Epistle

of Teter; Wiesinger, Weiss, Briickner, defend

question

(2)

its priority.

— The

its

authenticity, although they

reasons which Schott adduces for the priority of

the Epistle of Jude are simple assertions, which a closer examination by

means

justifies,

inasmuch as they are either plainly

interpretations and

artificial

pure

Steinfass

inventions.

enough, that to accept the originality of Jude's Epistle
for that composition itself,

and not only

for

no

arbitrary, or presuppose

is

thinks,

strangely

somewhat hazardous

Second Peter, inasmuch as on the

assumption he takes the repeated reference to the pseudo-Enoch to be an
offence,

many examples a redimdancy, much

whole arrangement pretty much confusion.

conciseness restraint, and the

Fronraiiller bases his

the priority of Second Peter specially on this, that

it

Is

argument for

inconceivable that

and

Peter, the prince of the apostles, should have borrowed expressions, figures,

examples from one who was plainly

less gifted

than himself.

Hofmann would

completely settle the whole question by asserting that Peter composed his

second epistle soon after his

first;

Jerusalem, while Jude wrote after
less quite superfluously,

that

is

to say, hefort

(ver. 51) that event.

the destruction of

But when, neverthe-

he by way of proof goes into particulars, he, on the

one hand, bases his arguments on many unjustifiable assertions:
ple,

as, for

exam-

that Peter exhorts to a holy walk, but Jude to the aggressive maintenance

of the Christian faith, or that

members

Jude was dealmg only with some unworthy

of the church in the present, whilst Peter had in view teachers

who

were to arise in the future; and, on the other hand, the proofs he adduces have
supported by erroneous interpretations, and judgments purely sub-

also to

he.

jective.

— If

now, following the course of thought in the Epistle of

consider the individual passages in their relation to what

1

When

Luthardt thinks to explain this by

observing " that Jude could certainly assume
that his readers

Peter, iu -which

were acquainted with Second

enough had already been said

as to the irapovaia" he entirely overlooks the

is

similar to

Juile,

them

we
In

fact that the latter epistle treats equally at

length of the false teachers, and that conse-

quently Jude might have
unwritten,

left his entire letter
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Second Peter, these

results are obtained:

In the opening of his

Jude

epistle,

introduces his opponents without any bias as nvig dvdpunoL, without even hint-

The

ing that they are tliose whose appearance Peter had before predicted.

them by

description of

peculiar to Jude.

It is in

from the passage 2 Pet.
Peter also, but to

whom

Qeov

tov

tj)v

tjjxQv

;t<iptra

fieTariOevTeg

no way probable that the expression
ii.

it

The following

elg

first

uaeXysLav

is

taken

uaiTiyeta is

deanoTTjv upvovfiEvoi Is

found in

originally belongs cannot be concluded

from the

2.

The

nearer definitions connected therewith.

fact that the particular features

by which Jude characterizes his opponents are to be found in 2 Pet.

ii,

1-3,

others being here added, however, and with a less original turn of expression,

tends to show rather that the Epistle of Jude had exercised an influence on

In the one epistle as in the other,

that of Peter than vice versa (Wiesinger).

the examples of divine judgment follow the

and

first

special description of the

Yet these are not in both the same, and

adversaries.

the second and third cases, there

is

in Peter's epistle, in

added to the mention of the punishment of

Noah

the ungodly a reference to the deliverance of the just, more especially of

The

and Lot.

order in which the examples of judgment are brought forward

in Peter's composition, chronological, and in so far eminently natural;
selection of the

of a

first is

striking, since in

Now,

punishment of the angels.

thouglit here

Gen,

2

vi.

ff.

there

is

no mention made

nothing in the connection of

which could have determined Peter

to bring forward this example,

influence which the Epistle of
in

is,

the

is

as there

he must have been moved to do so by something external to

judgment

still

Jude

faintest trace of a

is

Jude had upon him.

of so singular a nature, that so far

dependence on Peter,

such quite incomprehensible.

How

it is

could

it

that

it,

The order

is,

by the

of examples of

from showing even the

rather on the assumption of any

ever have occurred to Jude, sup-

posing he drew from Second Peter, to place the case of the unbelieving Israelites first,

and to omit that of the Flood

on a conception so
to

him by

Jude's manner of presentation

?

entirely original, that

that in Second Peter.

it

It is difficult to see

to avoid the two-sided character of Peter's examples,

him:

it

have reference to a quite definite
tTEpag- Peter,

The

if it

really lay before

Noticeable, also,

to his purpose.

prevailing tendency to generalization.

based

what could have moved

Jude

was equally well suited

is

cannot possibly have been suggested

last

is

the latter's

two examples adduced by Jude

sin, the tKnopveveiv koi unipxeodai oniau aapubq

on the other hand, deals only with the general distinction between

godly and ungodly; and whilst Jude characterizes the conduct of the angels as
it

lay to his

hand

in the tradition, or in the

tents himself with the

ence to that tradition.
did not write

more general

But whence had

,

of

Enoch

and avoids

he, then, the aeioaic

under the influence of Jude's

judgment, there follows, in both

Book

auapTriaiivTuv

epistle ?

epistles, the

itself,

Peter con-

all distinct refer^6<pov,

k.tX,

if

he

After the examples of

description of the Libertines,

according to their sensual walk, and their despising and defamation of the
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similar, there are, nevertheless,

points of disagreement, so that, in general,

which

epistle the

more

it

may be open
This

original expression prevails.

Jude 9 and 2 Pet.

case as regards the difference between

is,
ii.

Jude's concrete description according to apocryphal tradition,

to dispute in

however, not the
11, for instead of

we have

again in

Peter, as in the mention of the angels formerly, an entirely general expression,

which, however, must refer to something special.
(Schott,

but

Hofmann)

that Peter's expression finds

has indeed been asserted

It
its

explanation in Zech.

the apostle had this verse in view, he would have

if

reference to

it;

made more

iii.

1:

distinct

why Jude should have

nor, again, could any reason be assigned

alluded, not to the fact recorded in that passage, but to one entirely apocryphal.

This also speaks decidedly in favor of the priority of Jude's

Jude

asserts with regard to

compared with 2 Pet.

10, as

Dietlein

epistle.
ii.

12,

"that the

higher degree of pure elaboration proves Jude to have been the reviser;" but
this

is

unjustifiable, as even Steinfass admits.

say, that here also, in the

— In

epistle is recognizable.

and

as the basis of

To

Korah.

this is

it,

Wiesinger and Briickner rightly

whole mode of expression, the priority of Jude's

Jude the woe follows, breaking

added a more minute description of them

figurative expressions, coupled with

Epistle of Peter, subjoined to

end classed along with Balaam.

The grouping

propagandist doings.

train of thought
it is

and

a series of

In the

reward

is

It is

which are based on

—

only
their

accordingly different in each of the

is

and otherwise, with much that

subject-matter, only

in

ver. 12, is the reference to the

after this that several figurative designations follow,

The

the text,

this a description of the admia itself,

and on

the false teachers being then at the

divergences.

upon

Enoch's prophecy of judgment.

(fidapriaovi ai,

of the uSiKia of the Libertines,

epistles;

in

the comparison of the Libertines with Cain, Balaam,

is

coincident in detail, there are

in

many

both epistles equally suited to the

somewhat strange that Jude,

if

he had the Epistle

of Peter before him, should ever have thought of interrupting the connection of

ideas here existing between vv. 12 and 13 by a woe.

This paragraph clearly

shows that the dependence of the one author on the other

upon

is

not to be looked

as of such a nature that the later changed, and arranged with designed

elaboration, the writings of the earlier, but only, that in the description of the

same

object, the

manner

fold determination

are

more

easily explained

that of Peter,
cult to

of presentation of the latter

upon that of the former.

was the

understand

on the assumption that the Epistle of Jude, and not

earlier.

how Jude

ixovre<: utaroxx: iioixn}:Ldo<:,

had wrought with mani-

The divergences which here occur

left

Were

it

otherwise,

it

would certainly be

diffi-

unnoticed not only the characteristic bodaliioic

but also the repeatedly recurring dEkeuQovTt^, and the

references generally to the propagandist designs.

With regard

to this differ-

Jude speaks of Cain, Balaam, and Korah, whilst Peter mentions
Balaam only, it is more natural to suppose that Peter, leaving the other two

ence, that
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unnoticed, refers simply to Balaam because the latter appeared to

him a

ticularly fitting type of the Libertines (on account of tlieir nXeove^ia, to

special

prominence

is

given,

the case of the others there

Jude added the two other

him

and

which the

fiiadov

The

somewhat

of

Jude alludes

distinctive trait), than to

;

whilst in

assume that

Balaam which he had before

illustrations to that of

in the Epistle of Peter.

in this also, that the

to

no such

is

may

priority of Jude's epistle

striking expression /xtadov

is,

be recognized

in the composition

of Peter, supplemented by the explanatory, bg fiiaddv udmiac ijyuntfaev.
characteristic, too, is the relation of the

in Peter,

and

and

iv raif dydnaig hfiuv there,

is

it

equally plain that

it

and

more general

In

one on the other

For,

is

what could have

induced Jude to substitute for the clear expression of Peter the

— which, besides, has a different

136,

was not Jude who wrote under

the infliience of Peter, but Peter under that of Jude.

cin7ia6tg,

ii.

anlXoi kuI

kv ralg dirdTaig airuv here.

spite of the different expressions, the influence of the

unmistakable; and

Highly

two clauses Jude 12a and Pet.

especially in their corresponding expressions: amXudeg in Jude,
ficjfytot

par-

which

— and

meaning,

to

uncommon

change the much

idea dmlTaig into the special conception dydiiaig ?

Wliatever

may

be thought of Weiss' opinion, that Peter allowed himself to be guided simply

by the sound of the words, we must certainly agree with him when he says that
" Schott's attempt to save the originality of Peter's epistle rests on the entirely
untenable assumption that the Petrine passage has reference to the lovefeasts."

— His

omission of the passage from Enoch, quoted by Jude, can be

enough explained, inasmuch as

easily

it

was Peter's predominating desire to

allow what was apocryphal to recede, especially

thought was omitted, and in chap,
already

made

ii,

1, 2,

But

to the future judgment.

when by doing

it

is

so

no

essential

enough reference had been

distinct

difficult to see

what

possible

reason Jude could have had for inserting the passage from the Apocrypha in
addition to

what he found

in Peter.

— In what follows, each epistle goes

its

own

way, and there are to be found but few traces of any influence of either on the
other.

Jude

Those few are as follows:

16, 17,

and Pet.

iii.

3,

regard to this last expression,

from Peter's

epistle, it

(1)

and the
it is

The

Kara rag emdvfiiag avruv iropevouevoi in

k^TralnTai closely

connected herewith.

being there applied to the deniers of the paroiisia,

Jude does not even mention.

With

more than improbable that Jude borrowed

it

whom

Peter, on the other hand, might easily have

adopted this designation from the Epistle of Jude as very applicable to those

who

called the advent in question, the

the Libertines as

rjjevdo6i6u(TKa?^ot.

Jude's epistle of kqtu rug
to a special heresy,

and Pet.

ii.

relation to

18;

is

.

.

.

nopevdnEvoi,

somewhat

Jude employs

it

iTievOefjiav k-nayyilliadai.

composition; for

it

is

more so that he had already spoken

Thus, too,

is

of

explained the addition from

which otherwise, as applied by Peter

surprising.

(2)

The term

inipoyKa,

Jude 16

without any nearer definition, but Peter in
This, too, speaks for the priority of Jude's

not conceivable that Jude, in adopting the expression,
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would have

unnoticed

left

nearer definition presented by Peter; whilst, on

its

the other hand, the latter might easily have borrowed

had

well suited to the end he

— The

in view.

comparison can be no other than

this, that

it

from Jude's

epistle, as

an unbiassed

result, then, of

the Second Epistle of Peter was

composed under the influence of what Jude had written, and not

vice versa.

This has been proved by Briickner, Wiesinger, and Weiss in their investi-

which have

gations,

in part

been conducted with more attention to particular

detail.

2.— THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE EPISTLE.

SEC.
Eusebius

E.,

(i/.

Antilegoniena,

its

23,

ii.

Origen already expressly says (Eusebius, H. E.,
kTnaTo7ifjv

spite

bfioloyovfiivrjv

apostle, citing

— only,
translation — treats
several times;

it

Levitic, Homil. viii. in

—

Comment,

If in his

see

epistle,

this,

.

.

.

/liav

In

we

it

as a genuine composition of the

Homil. in Josuam

Homil.

vii.,

Ep. ad Romanos

in

iv.

in

viii.

7.

Ev. Johannis he speak only of the First Epistle of
iii.

18-20: nepl

tu Uirpu kv rj KaQokiKy intaroXy,

(pv?,aKy TTopeiac fieTu nvevfiarog napii

be concluded from

IHrpog

:

however, in the writings which

Numer., and Comment,

in

23)

vi.

6e koI devripav, aiKpi^uKkerai

Peter as catholic, saying, with reference to 1 Pet.

second

the

yap.

KaTaXiXomev earu

of this verdict, Origen

possess in Latin

among

5) rightly includes this epistle

iii.

genuineness haying been called in question by many.

it

only that he refused to apply that

perhaps because

Tfjg

h

can at most

name

to the

had not found general acceptation, but

it

not that he himself had any doubts as to

its

genuineness.

— Origen's

contemporary, too, Firmilianus of Caesarea, seems to have known the
epistle,

and

have regarded

to

it

as genuine; for when, in his Epistle to

Cyprian (Epp. Cypr., ep. 75), he says that Peter and Paul have condemned
the heretics in suis

epistolis,

this seems, as far as Peter is concerned, to be

applicable to his second epistle only, as in the

such persons.

—

It

commented on
(^H. E., vi.

14)

this

epistle

iTnTeTfiTjfiivug ireiroirjTaL 6iTjyf)af.ig-

rug Xoiniig tntaToXac

Tr)i>

no mention

of

any

his

Hypotyposes.

firj

e'lneiv,

According to Eusebius
nuarj^

rf/c

MiaOijKov

ypatpr/g

6e rug uvnTieyofiivag irapelduv ttjv 'lovda Xeyo) Kat

te Bapvui3a Kal t^v Tlirpov Xeyofxivtjv unoKuXvrpcv Kal ttjv npbg

'E)3paiovg 6i emaTolfjv, k.t.X,

writings, the

in

kv 6e rate virorvnuaeai ^vvilovra

:

there is

fii'st

cannot be definitely asserted that Clemens Alexandrinus

Clement commented on the whole of the N. T.

Antilegomena included, and therefore Second Peter, which

Eusebius designates as an

imaroTifi avrikey.

opposed (De

Cassiodorus

is

Clemens At.,

i.e.,

Instit,

To

this,

Div. Script.,

in ep. Petri prima, Joannis

c.

prima

however, the remark of
8)
et

:

in epistolis canonicis

secunda

et

Jacobi (or
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quaedam

rather Judae)

epistolis canonicis

concessus

magna

But

etc.

est,

attico

sermone declaravit,

etc.

— Cum

de

reliquis

nos cogkado faligaret, subito nobis codex Didymi

.

.

.

Cassiodorus expressly says in the Praefatio:

as

ferunt itaque scripturas dlvinas V.

et

N. Testamenti ab

Jinem graeco sermone dedarasse Clementem Alex.,

it

ipso principio usque

may

ad

be concluded from

he did not possess a complete copy of the Hi/potyposes, but one

this that

only in which several epistles of the N. T., and

were wanting.

among

these Second Peter,

Whilst Briickner says that the remark of Cassiodorus

is

no certain refutation of the statement made by Eusebius, "Weiss declares
himself convinced that the epistle was not

commented on by Clement.

Neither in the writings of Tertullian nor of Cyprian

any trace of an acquaintance with the

and quote
is it

First Peter.

epistle,

is

though both of them know

— The epistle does not stand in the

older Peshito, nor

Previous to Clemens Al.

mentioned in the Muratorian Canon.

sought for in vain in the apostolic and in the older Church Fathers.

whether in these writers certain echoes of the
point to an acquaintance with
doubtfully

"

:

The

it,

Thiersch (p. 362, D. A. Schr.) denies

Church Fathers

to this

Thiersch, " that one day
'

is

*the end of the world will

to

found which

some

of the apostolic Fathers,

but, on the other hand, Justin M., Irenaeus,

made unmistakable

Theophilus, do really appear to have

earlier

epistle are to be

it is

As

Guericke, even, expresses himself very

allusions, in the case of

are not quite certain;

—

there to be found

still

more decidedly a reference

"The two

epistle.

and

reference to it."
in the

thoughts only," says

with the Lord as a thousand years,' and that

come

as a conflagration,'

had

at a very early

;
period obtained general diffusion throughout the Church " but he himself

shows that these two ideas did not necessarily originate in

Most of the recent
however,
three

is

the

Fathers

critics

judgment
already

agree with Thiersch.

this epistle.

Entirely opposed to this,

of Dietlein; he fancies he finds, not only in the

mentioned, but

in

Polycarp, Ignatius,

Clemens

Roraanus, Barnabas, and Hermes, not in some few passages merely, but
"scattered in large numbers throughout the writings of each of them,"
indisputable references to our epistle.

In his endeavor to discover these,

however, Dietlein has failed to observe that the writers of ecclesiastical
antiquity all drew^ from the same store of conceptions, expressions, and

1

Even with regard

to Philo, Dietlein says,

expressions, onfj'the use they

" The coincidence between Philo and the N. T.

very different."

and primitive

ecclesiastical writers is

but

means always

fortuitous.

— Both

by no

draw abun-

dantly from the same storehouse of views and

why

— This

make

remark

is

of these

is

very just;

does not Dietlein apply what he says

as to Philo to the relation between the primilive Christian writers

and those of the N. T.

?
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and that a correspondence must necessarily take

phrases,

place, without the

By

dependence of any one upon another following therefrom.

most

far the

of the passages in those apostolic Fathers to which Dietlein appeals attest

only a community of conception and expression, but not a dependence on

Second Peter, the

harmony

that the

less so

consists almost only in accidental

phrases and the like, and not in such ideas as are peculiarly characteristic

show a

of our epistle; nor has Dietlein been able to

which there

is

single sentence in

an exact verbal agreement.

In the Epistle of Barnabas, the words, chap, xv., v wipa
Kvpi(^) x'-'^ua eTTj,

doubtless call

give expression

is

2 Pet,

8;

iii.

nap' avrC) (that

is,

but the thought to which they

there entirely different from that here.

observed— to

particularly

up

Besides,

— that

this Thiersch calls attention

must be

it

the conception

found in the

of the days of the Messiah as a Sabbath of a thousand years

is

Mischnah, Tractat. Sanhedrin, 91b, in connection with Ps. xc.

4; as, also, that

the authenticity of the Epistle of Barnabas
presupposes.

— All the other passages in

(especially in chaps,

show points

epistle)

(chap.

with 2 Pet.
2 Pet.

Is

it

chap.

vi.

vii. Init.,

?

comp. with 2 Pet.

chap,

and

fin.,

But, according to

diverse manner;

init.,

no way

it

dif-

account,

drew

directly

in

a very

and though the difference

here be not so great as in the above case,
only natural

should be so,

1

When

and

if

the different

purpose of

T^S TTKrTews reKfiav €X»)Te Ka\ ttiv

it

:

Iva

(itera

yvtoxrii',

this

80 entirely corresponds with the contents of

the epistle that he certainly cannot have

made

larity to to. tt-eyicra
SeSviipriTai,

2 Pet.

i.

jj/ottv

Kal Ti>ia enayyiXnaTa

especially as the connec-

4,

tion of thought is of quite another kind,
^

Dietlein finds specially in Clement a mass

of references to Second Peter; but

way

in

a

the less objectiona-

verj-

common

enumeration of the virtues (chap,

i.

5-8,

it is

here

strains the

apparent.

There

is

no foundation for the

assertions that the expression iv
aKa.iJ.ti.aTi.

(which the words

ayiov eniKtiTai follow)

had

a-Kr^vdnaTi

of

Peter;

ical

its

€<(>'

ruJ avTif ea/nev

6 avrbs imlv

origin,

by

offof ei/ai iv

that

asso-

toutw

Clement was

stimulated by Peter to write the remarks in
chap.

and

that

when he wished

to

is

en-

from that which occurs

in

account for the very special reverence in which

and the words " magnarum

et

Paul was held, he,

tirely different

2 Pet.

The

one.

which he

most natural phrases and expressions becomes

ru>

is all

iii.

Polycarp

abundantiam

aequitatum

Dei

the verb airovSdieiv
is

Had

Bciens esse in vobis" have a very feeble simi-

elation of ideas (!), in the

word

with

comp. with 2 Pet.

Secoud Peter his guide; that he makes use of

ble, that the

comp.

17, etc.; chap. xi.

2, etc.).^

precisely that the

Barnabas, in the introduction to hia

9; chap, viii.,

iii.
i.

iii.,

iii.

honestarum

it is

circumstances be considered.

epistle, thus slates the

12

with 2 Pet.

own

was often applied

latter

i.

comp. with 2 Pet.

ix.,

vii.

is in
liis

the material which the former

from the

which by no means prove the existence

and from that of Polycarp (chap,

because the application

ferent

which Dietlein appeals

and the conclusion of the

— So, too, with the passages from the Epistle of Clemens

9, 16, 17;

6, 7, etc.),

ii.

15, 16;

iii.

by no means so certain as Dietlein

in the salutation

ii.,

of similarity only,

of definite references. ^

Romanus

and

i.

is

this epistle to

ii.)

vii.

xi.;

in

doing

so, did not act

—
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really

been acquainted with Second Peter, and had he wished to refer to

why he

impossible to understand
literally, as

it, it

is

does not quote even one sentence from

it

he certainly does from First Peter.

above-mentioned Fathers

is

than that of the

less

Still

the dependence of Ignatius on Second Peter capable

of proof, even in a single passage.
critics

—

— As

regards Justin Martyr, the eailier

have traced back the expression in the Dialog, cum Tnjph.,

Morelli's edition)
avvayeiv, to 2 Pet.

same meaning

:

avvrinafiev

yup rd

elprifiivov,

on

Tj/iipa

8 as their original source

iii.

Kvpiov ug

;^;/ylta

c.

— Indeed, Justin

unknown

to Trypho, whilst

then,"

i.e.,

"and further")

still

more

them

as a

he expressly mentions the book of the

N. T., from which a quotation immediately following

"and

tovto

himself seems to hint

that the words are not taken from an apostolic writing, for he cites

saying not

(p. 308,

but the words here have the

;

as in the Epistle of Barnabas, and, besides, differ

markedly from those of Second Peter.

89

erj}, e/f

'luuvvrjc

.

.

.

h

taken: koI eneira

is

airoKokv-ipeL

.

.

.

(i.e.,

Trpot^^Ttucre.

Subsequently, indeed, Justin designates the false teachers as rpevdodiduaKaXot

word which

occurs,

no doubt,

similarly as in 2 Pet.

ii.

1,

in the

(a

X. T. only in Second Peter), and that,
with the false prophets among the

in connection

Jews; but this need occasion no surprise, since in after times the name was not

uncommon, and the

application of

with a Jew.

in conversation

it

must have suggested

— Nor in

properly so called, from Second Peter.

expressions (in Vis.
epistle;

7, iv. 3)

iii.

and yet more

Hermas

either

appeal has been

Still,

Hofmann maintains
with

lose every

to light, the supposed

On

semblance of similarity.

that in Sim.,

unaTTj, etc., as also

to various

inclined to agree with

is

now brought

him, Weiss remarks, that in the Greek text,

Hermas

made

Whilst, however, Wiesinger

admits the dependence on Second Peter, and Briickner

references in

once to him

which no doubt may be traced back to that

this the case in Vis. vii.

is

itself at

there any quotation,

is

vi. c.

2

ff.,

the other hand,

the peculiar connection of

the singular calculation, for

how long

Tpv<p^

a time pain would

follow one day of luxurious living, can only be explained by a reference to

Second Peter; and, further, that the vision of the seven virtues {Sim.
could have had 2 Pet.
questionable.
recall

i.

— In Theophilus

our epistle; in the one

Harab., 1724):

oi &£

right are expressions such as

iii.

15!

urra/coTJ,

Taneivo<i>po<rvvn, etc.,
?

By what

does

(acTdcota,

heretics

Stamped as

— Dietlein attaches special

importance, both to the fact that Polycarp

mentions Paul, and

it is

two passages principally that

said of the prophets

II. c. 11, ed. Wolfii,

(1.

Qeov kfiirvevadivTeg Koi ao<pLadevTEg lyivovro deodidaKTOi kul

without reference to 2 Pet.

peculiarly Petrine

8)

tov Qf.ov uvOpunoi nvevfiarocpopoi irvEV/xaroc ayiov koX Kpncpijrai

yevojiEvoL in' avToii tov

Si.Kai.o(7vvri,

{AdAutol.)
it is

iii. c.

Both of these assertions are very

5-7 as a pattern.

to the

manner

iu

which he

too,

so, as

It is

who

oaioi

also to his controversy with the

denied the avduTatm.

Yet here,

presupposed that similarities are due

entirely to direct reference; and, moreover,

account whatever

is

no

taken of the relation in

which I'olycarp stood

to

Clement.
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with reference to the Logos: v

Qeov TOVTo earcv 6 Xoyoc avTov ipaivuv oionep Xvxvog tv

former passage with 2 Pet.

larity of the
is

indisputable; but that the one

had

i.

and of the

21,

The conception formed

doubt, but
of.

it

was

also the

As

of the prophets

i.

21; the

manner

regards the other passages,

that one day

v.

of.

Kvpiu).

it

may be

object of study

does he anywhere

make

richly accumulated, the

a quotation from

to be

The

if

he

it,

not a

little

—a

really

is

instead of tv

is it

had not

its

hinted

origin in

very probable that Irenaeus
TjtJ-^pa

Kvpiov (not Trapu

on Irenaeus' part

more the finding

But Irenaeus nowhere mentions the

(!).

in his case than in that of Polycarp,
It

it is

If it

— Dietlein, indeed, thinks that instances of reference

made an

is

again found, and that in

from Justin, since he too uses the expression:

to Second Peter

no

found even in Philo;

23 and 28), but in neither of them

collection of proverbs then in circulation,

borrowed

of agree-

— In Irenaeus the thought

is

that the words are taken from an apostolic writing.

some

is

(kv olKT/fian avvExofitvcj

with the Lord as a thousand years

two passages {Adv. Haeres.,

18,

i.

in both cases the same,

of expression, too,

nor with respect to the object spoken

is

Toi<

simi-

must be observed that there

it

agreement neither in the figure employed
avx/iTipv roTTcj),

with 2 Pet.

latter

marked than those

is

view generally prevalent, and

the exposition of 2 Pet.

different.

The

origin in the other remains certainly

its

doubtful, the points of difference being not less

ment.

diura^ic

oiK^fiari avvexofiivu.

of

them

epistle,

is

nor

circumstance more surprising

knew the

epistle,

and considered

Cf. Bruckner, Einl., § 4.

an apostolic writing.

result of an unbiassed examination

is,

that in Ignatius there are to

be found no references to Second Peter; in Clemens Rom., Barnabas, and
Polycarp, none in any

way probable

;

in Justin Martyr, Hernias,

and The-

ophilus, none certain; and, further, that Irenaeus cannot be looked

upon

a guaranty for the existence and authority of the epistle in the Church.

had already made use of

then, the apostolic Fathers
especially in the

manner

impossible to explain not only

how

in

did, it

more

would be

the doubts, spoken of by Origen, arose,

but also the circumstance that the epistle
nor by Cyprian.

this composition,

which Dietlein holds that they

in

as
If,

is

mentioned neither by Tertullian

Dietlein's assertion, that the older Fathers of the Church,

making more frequent

reference to the Pauline Epistles than to the

Petrine, did, in doing so, but follow the hints which Peter himself gave in

chap.

iii.

1.5,

16,

explains nothing: for, on the one hand, no such hint

contained in that passage

;

and, on the other, the

shared the same fate as the second, which
already remarked, whilst admitting that
early

it

is

first epistle

not the case.

is

must have

— Thiersch, as

cannot be proved that any of the

Church Fathers made reference to Second

Peter, at the

same time
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allows that none of the reasons which explain the subordinate position held

by the Antilegomena as compared with the Homologoumena, are applicable

He

to this epistle.

therefore driven to account for the fact that this

is

was not included among the subjects of regular anagnosis, by saying

epistle

that this was due to the fear lest a too-early disclosure

words of thunder

(?)

— of

the evil, in

made

in his

whole scope, would have had the

it,

more

ellect of hastening

on the outbreak of

minds were being

stirred to their very depths, as

canon of the Homologoumena was

— as

its

especially at a time

But

fixed.

when

all

was the case when the

this reason is in itself very

improbable, for there could certainly have been no better weapon against
the advancing evil than the word of an apostle, and especially of Peter.

Thus,

too, the reflection is cast

apostolic

upon

And

other than a disturbing influence.

who made

The circumstance

most strongly

that the epistle

Church remains

have made

appear to them.

it

to be said of Jnde,

is

matic objections raised to

churches to

whom

is

it

hardly have compared
affords

character of

its

it

how

it

not mentioned by the earliest Fathers

when

it is

it,

would be

less likely to

But opposed

way

how

considered

addressed did receive

recommend

to this is

for use

— (1) That

if

is

an
the

from Peter, they would

it

in the matter of style with the first epistle
;

(3)

That the

;

(2)

special

precisely of such a nature as to promote its use,

way

of

it.

Weiss

justly maintains that

can be explained that there are no certain traces of the

epistle in the second century, is as yet unsolved, in that

in the

likely to

Wiesinger thinks that the exception taken

rather than to be an obstacle in the

the question,

is

no ground for dogmatic objection
contents

and those

!

linguistic gi'ounds (see below), as well as the dog-

epistle so special in its contents.

it

in true

contains against errors of the worst kind must

it

by Hieronyraus on

That

what, then,

the more surprising,

all

important the polemic

to it

was here wanting

into a special epistle the sharpest passages,

exercise that influence

of the

Peter, that he

wisdom, inasmuch as he composed an epistle which could have no

of solution

measure arbitrary and

what has been urged

by the defenders of the genuineness,

is

iu a great

insufficient.

After the time of Eusebius, the epistle was generally treated as canonical;
yet Gregory of Nazianzura already says (Carm. 33, ver. 35)
Toluv

Tivlg fiev

Script.

that

its

EccL,

enra
c. 1),

(paaiv, ol de rpelg

who

Petrine origin

dissonantiam.

its

;

:

Kudohnuv ema-

and Hieronymus

{S. de

himself holds the genuineness of the epistle, remarks
is

— Although

no doubt as to

uovag XPW<^^ dexsodai

denied by most, and withal propter
it

was not

genuineness

;

in the Peschito,

styli

cum

priore

Ephraem Syrus made

meantime, and notwithstanding, doubt long

;
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seen from the words of

(Christ. Topographia, lib. vi.): iiapu ^vpocg 6e

Tptig (lovai al npoyeypa/ifievat

obx eipioKOVTai,

Herpov Kal 'ludvvov

'la«w/3oi; koi

'

d

ai

(iri

ai u?i^ai

yup ovTE KelvTai nap' avTolg.

In the Middle Ages

all

doubts were silenced, but at the time of the Refor-

mation they immediately revived.

humanum he did not
and Calvin
which

Erasmus already

believe that the epistle

other than Peter.

on

positively

of Peter

of opinion that there are several probabiles conjecturae,

is

can be concluded that the epistle

it

said that, j'uxta sensum

was the composition

its

is

the

work rather

of

from

some one

— The older Lutheran dogmatists are not inclined to

insist

genuineness, on the ground that the church does not possess

the power, quod possit ex falsii scriptis facere vera, ex veris falsa, ex dubiis
incertis facere certa,

Francof., p. 87
obliterate,

canonica

Although the

ff.).

more and more, the

later writers

on dogmatics gradually

homologoumena and

distinction between

antilegomena, and our epistle in ecclesiastical use

is

treated increasingly as

a canonical writing, yet doubt did not wholly disappear.

Semler
Bd.

1,

it

Indeed, since

has grown to such an extent that Schwegler {D. Nachapost.
491) feels warranted in saying:

p.

"From

et

Ex. Cone. Trid.,ed. 1615,

legitima (Chemnitz,

et

Zeitalt.,

Calvin, Grotius, Scaliger,

and Salmasius, to Semler, Neander, Credner, and De Wette, the
have united in doubting and rejecting

voices of

— This

all

competent

is,

however, saying too much, for there has never been any want of compe-

authoi-ities

tent autliorities to defend
tainly

its

genuineness.

become always more unfavorable

new defenders

z.

N.

of its authenticity appeared. ^

and C. UUmann

T.,

untersucht, Heidelb., 1821.

in the epistle

in his work,

The

first

—

till

Many critics

The former regards

rious, the latter the third also.

the general voice had cer-

to the epistle,

and spurious parts may be distinguished
Einl.

Still,

it."

;

in recent times

hold that genuine

thus Berthold in his

Der 2 Brief Petri

kritisch

the second chapter as spu-

of these two views

is

refuted

by

the fact that not the second chapter alone, but likewise several passages of
the third, bear a similarity to Jude's epistle

»

Ab

defenders of

its

may be

authenticity

;

and against that

of

Ullmann

A. L. C. Heydenreich (Fin Wort zur Ver-

BpeciMy named, NitzBcbe (Ep. Petri posterior

theidigung der Aechtheit des

imprimis contra Grotium vindi-

Herborn, 1837), Guericke (who

axcctori sua

cata. Lips., 1785), C. 0. Flatt

dae

ep. Petri origo

1806), J. C.

W.

(Genuina secun-

denuo de/enditur, Tub.,

Dahl (De Authentia ep. Petri

had expressed doubts as

2 Br.
in

Hug,

most recent times, Thiersch,

Hofmann, Luthardt, Wiesinger,
8t«infass; Briiclsner

1836),

is

etc.;

and in

Stier, Dietlein,

mann {Vindiciae

Ratisb.,

Petri,

h\»Beilrage

to the authenticity)

besides these Pott, Augusti,

poster, et Judae, Rost., 1807), F. Windisch-

Petrinae,

are

Schott, Weiss,

not quite decided.
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the circumstances that the

completed whole, while, as
through the

epistle,

first

chapter has by no means the character of a

§ 2 proves, there is

a firm line of thought running

and binding into a unity

its

from begin-

several parts,

ning to end.
In discussing the question of the authenticity of our epistle,

will be

it

be held to

necessary to consider

its

be spurious, there

of course no need of any further investigation

is

relation to First Peter.

appealing as the second does to the

must be regarded

First Peter
is

first, it

If this latter

must share

as genuine, a comparison of

it

for,

;

But since

its fate.

with our epistle

of the highest importance.

The doubts

as to the authenticity of the second epistle,

from a comparison of the two writings with each
a dissonantia

other, are

which

result

founded not on

only (Hieron.), but also on a diversity (although not a

styli

contradiction) in the

mode

No

of conception.

doubt those who

the

call

authenticity in question have not unfrequently gone too far in the produc-

Of

tion of alleged differences, but that such do exist cannot be denied.

these the following are the most important:

indeed, the parousia of Christ, but the

both epistles

is,

spoken of

in each different

is

is

the eAmf

in the second,

;

The prominent

:

manner

in

feature in

which

on the other hand,

it is

the eniyvuaig,

— the former

expression not occurring in the second epistle, nor the latter in the
In the

first epistle,

the day of the second advent

in the second, mention is indeed
arrival of that

not come

till

on the

laid

Christ

;

day

;

rather

is it

it is

in the first epistle, the prevailing conception

made

is

of a sudden, but not of the near

expressly indicated as possible that

farther on in the future.
glorification of believers

first.

looked upon as imminent:

In the

which shall accompany the

in the second epistle, prominence

is

it

would

the chief stress

first epistle,

is

retui-n of

principally given to the catas-

trophe which shall overtake the whole creation in connection with the
advent, that

is,

to the destruction of the old world

new heaven and

the

new

earth.

designated by the word

first epistle

The

the

In addition to
unuKuXvxpig,

by

fire,

this,

Even

if,

first

epistle.

least of all

sia,"

'

this is represented as taking place is different

Wlien Schott

still

be

14, 15,

the form

from that of the

asserts that ''the second epistle in

its justification

too,

iii,

no way, and

expressly,' alleges the possibiHty of a later realization of the

the statement loses

the

napovaia.

Hofmann

as Wiesinger strongly urges, the passage

indicate that the parousia will be the glorification of believers,

under which

is in

and in the second by

existence of this difference cannot, as opposed to

called in question.

to give place to

the advent

in presence of verse 8.

objection, that by kmyvuaig is not to be understood a " theoretical

parou"Weiss's

knowledge
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out of place here, for

is

and even

certainly different ideas;

tation of the near parousia
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not abandoned in the second

is

and eXm^ are

Weiss be correct in saying that the expec-

if

the differ-

epistle,

ence in question would not be removed.

Whilst in the
of Christ

first epistle

the saving truths of the death and resurrection

form the basis of the

eXnig

and of the Christian's moral

Nor

second epistle these are nowhere mentioned.

in the

life,

in the latter epistle is

there any trace to be found of the ideas peculiar to the former (cf Intro.

And, on the other hand, the conceptions character-

duction to the epistle).

the view expressed in chap.

istic of this epistle, as

and the
by

fire,

belief that the

;

too,

maintain their

tions) are to be explained,

Is

it

first epistle.

full force

how

for the question here is not as to

as to the fact,

citations

and resurrection
from

it

of Christ are not mentioned, to

the person of Christ is very decidedly

As regards
left

the

what

shjle

is

holy walk; and

it

in both epistles, it should not
first epistle,

that of Paul or John, so sharply defined and original that each

that the second

its

is,

And

authorship.

many

just as little

more so that

is difficult

his writings are only of small extent.^

is

said above, Schott

naainlains not only that the Epistle of

dependent on Second

Peter, but

Jude

also

is

that

Second Peter contains echoes of the Pauline
thinks that

be

it

for-

no inconsiderable extent, dependent on Jude, and that

to

In opposition to what

must

passages recalls the epistles of Paul,

consequently the peculiar character of Peter's style

He

the more

all

insisted upon, the stranger do^is

and mode of expression

gotten, that the first epistle in

Epistles.

adduce a
true, that

like Peter should pass over those facts in silence ?

of his productions reveals

'

no doubt

unnoticed that Peter's literary character, as seen in his

is not, like

the

is

brought forward as the guaranty of a

efficient origin of a

that, in proportion as the person of Christ

seem that an apostle

exist.

remark that in the second

for the purpose of showing,

completed salvation, and the

do

called in question, that they actually

beside the question for Schott, in reply to the

mass of

be

against the objections taken to

these differences (not contradic-

on the assumption of an identity of authorship, but

which cannot be

epistle the death

iirayyiXuaTa,

world was framed by God, and would perish again

— are nowhere hinted at in the

These remarks,

them

19; further, the idea

i.

by means of the

of the Kotvuviu with the divine nature secured

i<7oTt/no9, i. 1,

arose

from Eph.
i.

12

4,

ii.

from Rora.

ff.

ther,

19;

a.TTo<i>vy6vTe<:

20

viii.

from Rom. xv.
is

supposed

to

to determine,

Still

ff.

;

show a
i.

.

.

.

lin-

<l>0opas,

and the passage

i.

The

epistle, fur-

special

dependence

14, etc.

ou the Pastoral Epistles,

many

3-11 being only au.
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guistic

to be found,

are

differences

attracted attention, and

which even

that the freshness of expression of the

is

its

Whilst in the

binations of thought, are here wanting.

thought follows directly upon another in
in the second epistle

It is

and

first epistle,

Hieronymus' time

in

which cannot be overlooked.

not to be denied
richness in comepistle

first

one

lively succession, the connection

not unfrequently effected by means of conjunctions

which point back to what precedes, or by a formal resumption of what had
previously been said;

cf.

chap.

i.

too, in the first epistle there is

sitions expressive of

are characteristic of the diction of the
§ 2), are foreign to the second.

Many

10

the O. T.,

;

in the first epistle,

it is

name

Xptarog,

name,

cf.

i.

11, 19,

ii.

cf.

chap.

joined with

21,

iii.

cf.

chap.

precise
9

ii.

In the

13.

ii. 3,

first epistle

16, 18, iv. 1, 13, 14, v. 1; in the

And these divergences are all the more fitted
mann assumes, the second epistle was written
The

second

epistle,

to excite surprise,

if,

very soon after the

'lijaovg.

as Hof-

first.

objection raised against the last remark, that the combination of

XpioTog with
is

the

frequently treated as a proper

'Irjaovg, is

on the other hand, Xpiarog never occurs except in connection with

1.

(U),

on the other hand, except in quotations from

used of Christ,

when not

first epistle,

when used without more

Kvpiog,

a designation of God,

definition, is in the second epistle
iii. 8, 9,

which

peculiarities

Introd. to

first epistle (cf.

In the use also of several single expressions

an established difference:

is

whilst,

manifold relationships, a conspicuous uniformity in this

respect prevails throughout the second epistle.

there

And

8, 9, 10, 12, 15, iii. 7, 10, 12.

a richness and variety in the use of prepo-

occurs also in the

'l7]Govg

without force, since this

is

signifies equally little that, as

adaptatioDof Tit.

ii.

12-14, etc.

not,

first epistle

(Weisinger, Schott, Briickner),

and never could have been, denied.

Hofmann

Schott attaches

And

it

shows, in the second epistle (with the

proof of a special reference to any of those

As

particular importance to this, that leading and

epistles.

fundamental ideas in the epistle are employed

and fundamental ideas of the Pastoral Epistles

in the

same prominent manner only here and

in the Pastoral Epistles, as
oo-e^>is, o-uiTTJp, o-«i^eii',

iniyvuxTi';,

eua-€j3eia, ev<re^>js,

/oiiaii/<o

fi\a<T<t)rifjieiv,

with

its

family,

inayyeKKofiai',

a de-

pendence, too, on the Epistle to the Hebrews

he considers hardly

less evident.

— All

assertions, however, are unwarranted.

and of Second Peter, adduced by Schott,
(ao-e^eia) is to be

to the

Romans;

writings;

and as

As

enough

in the

ii.

Second Peter which correspond

Timothy

tained in other epistles; but this arises from
the oneness of the Christian faith, and

is

no

ao-e;8ijs

in the Epistle

occurs in other N. T.

not used in Second Peter,
;

€7ri7i'a)o-is

N. T.

;

and

p\a<T(j>r]-

enayyiWonai, in 2 Pet.

has not the meaning which

matter of course, there are ideas expressed in
to those con-

o-wrijp

cruj^eic is

little is juiaiVio

ixtlv

19,

found equally

are terms which are to be found often

these

a

regards the individual leading

;

the terms

eixrejSij?,

it

has in First

eixre^eia alone,

are almost the only ones which are peculiar to
these epistles.
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but never in the second

first,

Hofmann

sequence are the remarks of

epistle.

— Of

used
con-

When

as to the use of Kvpioc.

wherever

asserts that Xptarog, with or without the article,

it

Schott

stands in the

nothing to lead to the mention of the Mediator,
that in the second epistle Christ

by the name

is

it

must be remarked

is

in reply,

designated as the Mediator distinctly enough

auTTjp.

Besides the differences here mentioned, Mayerhoff brings forward

In doing

others.

so,

much

however, he has gone

Thus, he lays

too far.

commenced

fact that in the first epistle the exhortations are

on the

first

denotes the Mediator as such, but that in the second epistle there

epistle,

2.

is

still less

cannot be denied that Xpiaroc

etc., since it

many
stress

concisely

with the imperative; in the second, on the other hand, with a circumlocutory
expression, e.g.,

manner

12, 13, 15,

i.

iii.

1,

But

2, 8.

of beginning could not occur,

in the

remind his readers of what they had formerly heard from him,
the second epistle; nor, hi the second epistle,
locution by any

means wanting.

to the second epistle, that ev

the same takes place in the

is

as

he does in

the imperative without circum-

Further, Mayerhoff speaks of

it

as peculiar

inserted with a substantive, as in chap.

is

first epistle.

supposed to be peculiar to the

the latter

first epistle,

inasmuch as the apostle does not there

Of many

first epistle,

of the

i.

4; yet

phenomena which

are

Mayerhoff himself admits that they

are to be found also in the second, only less frequently.

To

the two epistles the conception of the Christian religion

is

the assertion that in

not the same,

it

must

be replied, that the various expressions denote the different sides of the Christian

As

life.

No

against Mayerhoff,

doubt their diversity

tendency of the two

letter

in

epistles,

unjustifiable ;i yet

means

the discussions of Schott, Briickner, Weiss.

cf.

it

thought

nor

is

traced to a difference in the

does appear strange that,

in character

from that of the

the two writings

many

he should

would present so many

diversities

first epistle.

by a holy walk.

Christ,

and they are exhorted at once

only these two points, here distinctly

expressed, which

Hofmann

order to remove

all

brings forward in

objections, arising

from

and

to

In both the readers are expressly

to be Christians, as they were, is to be in the right

state of salvation,

It is

Nevertheless, there are between

directed chiefly to the parousia of

is

preparation for

shown that

Peter wrote this

points of coincidence which cannot be overlooked.

In both attention
it

it

if

epistle is based,

from the situation on which the second

have done so in such a manner that

'

may be

the diction either of the second by any

and true

to give proof of

the different characters of the

two

it

by a

epistles, to

the view that both are the productions of the

same author.

:
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holy behavior, and to confirm themselves in
this in

common, that they

In the mode of expression,

Schott and Weiss).

many
KaTitlv

Thus

points of coincidence.

and

identical with 1 Pet.

adjectives
ufiufiTiTog

u/iufiog

ii.

;

it

is to

in 2 Pet.
ii.

13

19, the

i.

and

14, uamTios

:

amloi kqI

be found only in these two

fiufioi,

epistles.

The commencement

both the epistles show an unmistakable likeness.

kingdom

points, in the case of each, to the future
etc K?n]povofilav;

2 Pet.

11:

i.

elg

BaaAdav

t^v aluviov

the close of First Peter the purpose of the letter

^vTiuaaeade

.

.

.

is

God

of
'Vrja.

1

Pet.

Xpcarov;

and

stated

by the

av^uvere,

where the

(pv2.uaaeade

.

.

.

iva

fi^

corresponds in a particular manner with the

eTi ifiaprvpuv,

;

Second Peter the design of the composition

v. 12, so in

aT7]pcyfj.oi)

iii.

worthy of remark that the introductions and the conclusions in

It is also

K.rX,

be found

4 the ideas

i.

that as in 1 Pet.

;

and uamXog stand together, so

that the word airodemg

that in

a manner which, though not

yet similar to

9, is

are conjoined, with which also the expression,

corresponds

have

epistles, further,

also, there al-e to

may be noted

it

are connected together in

upeTij

Both

it.

are strongly dependent on the O. T. (on this see

ravTTjv elvai alr]di]

O^ov, elg

'""i'

X'^P'-^

earriKaTe,

r)v

4

i.

as at

-KapaKaluv,

given by

is

eKmar/re

tov Idlov

arripi^ai

and the

in First Peter.

Like the opponents of the authenticity in bringing forward differences,
defenders have not unfrequently overstepped

Of

supposed points of coincidence.

been especially

this Schott has

goes so far as to say that even 2 Pet.

i.

1

"

is

its

bounds in the production of

all

He

guilty.

an armory from which

doubts

all

concerning the Petrine origin of the second epistle are repelled," an4 everywhere, wherever in thought or conception any resemblance between the two

he seeks to show that the second makes reference to the

epistles is to be seen,
first,

without in any way distinguishing what in conception

common from what

is

characteristic

justly protested against

Weiss often goes too

many

far, as

is

1

Peter, whilst the fact

occurs in the latter epistle;

when he compares

with the thought that the calling
calls, after 1 Pet.

gives

all

that

is

i.

15;

But even

of the arguments advanced by Schott.

when, with reference to the doctrine of redemption,

he maintains that the ideas of calling and of election in 2 Peter
be synonymous as in

Christian and

and peculiar; and Briicknerhas accordingly

when he

necessary for the

whicla preserves unto salvation

(1

is

is,

(i,

the Koivuvia Oelag ^vaeug (2 Pet.

the motive to become like unto

thinks that the

new
Pet.

life,
i.

seem

10)

to

that no such combination
i.

4)

him who

deia ivvafiig of Christ,

which

corresponds with the divine

dvvafiig,

when he

on the

.5)

;

further,

lays stress

fact that in both epistles, the diKaioavvT/ constitutes the central point of Chris-

tian moral
life is

life,

often

whilst elsewhere also in the

enough expressed by

diKatonvvrj;

New

Testament the essence of such

when he

considers that the falling

INTRODUCTION.
a prey to

<l>dopu (2

Pet.

i.

4,

<f>iXa6e?i(l>ia

12, 19) recalls the antithesis

ii.

when he

ucpdaprov in the first epistle;

3G3
between

forms the climax of the Christian virtues in harmony with

since there

it is

not

(piXadeldia is also

<^iXa6e2,(pia,

hut

made prominent elsewhere

doctrinal phraseology, Weiss, in the

of divergence,

which

uycfTrj

and then lays

stress

first

is

1

(i.

7) the

Pet.

22,

i.

spoken of as the climax, and

With regard
number of

in the N. T.

instance, adduces a

on the

and

^daproi^

states that in the second epistle

fact that

many, and

to the

points

in part striking,

points of agreement are to be found.

But

most of the substantives,

and verbs which he brings forward as

significant of the

As

language.
(1

Pet.

iii.

7

adjectives,

agreement of the two

is

epistles,

and

2 Pet.

i.

5) only

found elsewhere;

used of angels as in

it is

1

Pet.

22

iii.

;

and

connection.

The

av^uvEcv

And

riKva, in

yvuatjQ

Ttfii)

How

The same

h at most

is

it is

and

a metaphorical sense,

in the latter passage

should ever have a special significance,

(pEodaL Ev

the term

plainly incorrect to say that ^vvanig in 2 Pet.

themselves, but not so in the former.

enough are elsewhere.

apETr],

can be adduced as of importance, for

manner

far; the

being in current use in N. T.

regards substantives, with the exception of

do^a occur elsewhere together; in like

to be

Weiss goes too

liere, again,

it

ii.

is

11

denotes the angels

the adjectives adduced by Weiss

not easy to see, used as they often

the case with most of the verbs; uvaarpi-

can be brought forward as of importance in this

Weiss again goes too

in referring to kindred expressions,

far.

following at most are to be noted here as worthy of attention: iadninog in

the second, and

noTiiin/iog

mentioned uamXog

Kal

in the first; adsafiog there, a^f^trof here ; the already

afitj/xTiTog

in the

first,

and aamAog

but hardly uKaranavaTovg AiiapTiag and ninavTai

In spite of

comes only

all

Kal ufiu/xog in the second,

A/iapTiag.

points of accord, real and asserted, the verdict of Weiss

these be taken into account, there will be an

to this, that if

inclination to see in the divergences

no hiuderance

ship; that the points of agreement are

an identity of author-

to

more than those

of divergence;

and

that the old complaint as to the complete difference of style was founded

on very great exaggeration.

ment
form

of Bruckner.

Similar,

though more moderate,

Schott, however, expressly admits that

of the second epistle as a

whole shows, at

first

features from those of

the

undeniable difference

thought and expression

in

been variously answered.
epistle, it will

"

in

first

On

epistle.

is

the judg-

the outward

sight even, quite other

The question
is

to

as

to

how

the

be explained, has

the assumption of the authenticity of the

not do to explain the difficulty by supposing that Peter wrote

advanced old age, and when at the very gate of death " (Guericke), for

the period between the composition of the

first

and the second

epistles

can

have been, comparatively speaking, only a brief one, at most four years

—
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a time certainly too short to account for the diiference.

make

to

But

use of different interpreters for each of his epistles.

meant

it is

tries

this hypothesis

without any valid reason, and, besides,

of the use of interpreters is

inadequate to the end

Ilieronymus

by assuming that Peter made

the dissimilarity of style intelligible

It is certainly

to serve.

more

is

correct to

ground of the diversity in the different tendencies of the two

find the

The purpose

epistles.

of the first is to lay

down

to the readers their true

course of conduct in the midst of the persecutions they had to suffer; that
of the second, on the other hand,

to protect

is

naturally lend to each of the epistles

Schott admits that this alone

Schott thinks
epistle,

heresies of

own

Yet even

peculiar character.

problem.

insufficient for the solution of the

is

can be solved only in this way: that Peter in his

"for the sake of his readers

own

his

it

its

them against the

These different tendencies must

the Libertines which threatened them.^

interest, of set

— to whom

he was

first

— and

in

purpose kept his individuality assiduously in the

background, and sought with the utmost possible
epistle to write in a

unknown

manner

to

For

churches were accustomed.

through the

fidelity all

which the Gentile Christians and the Pauline
he elaborated his

this reason

first epistle

with special care, even as to form; but after he had entered into near
personal relations with his readers, he had not the same occasion as in the
first epistle

to keep his

own

individuality out of sight."

This manner of

answering the question under discussion, which Weiss justly
artificial,"

needs certainly no refutation.

calls

As, then, the difficulty

"hyper-

is

not to

be removed either by separating, with Weiss, the two epistles by an interval

more than ten

of

years,

— for

the assumption that the

epistle

first

was

written before the letters of the Apostle Paul to the churches of Asia

Minor,

is

—

an untenable hypothesis,

it

must be admitted, with Bruckner

and Weiss, on the supposition of the authenticity, that there

is

presented

And

here a problem which has not yet been satisfactorily solved.
difficulty is increased if

it

different conditions of the churches
first

1

there

is

here.

He

two

epistles are erroneously stated

holds that the

" nothing as

to

are

presupposed; for, whilst in the

no trace of any dread of heretical trouble, there

Hofraann thinks that the different tendeu-

cies of the

first epistle

the

be considered that in the two epistles quite

contains

what are usually termed

perse-

exposed, or
midst."
is said

who

is

wanting

already had appeared in their

Both assertions are

false.

To what

above must be added only, that the two

epistles, relating as

they do to different

clr-

cutious of Christians," and that in the second

cumstances, point to the exhortation to lead

epistle there is "

" an holy and godly

no warning against teachers

of false doctrine, to

whom

the readers were

life."

INTRODUCTION.
in

the second

exposed,

—a

all

3G5
the readers were

reference to persecutions to which

circumstance which

not to be passed over so lightly as

is

Hofniann does.

The

culty,

is

this

phenomenon; the

who assumes an

Weiss,

more

longer, the easier

especially as

diffi-

he thinks that Peter, after the composition of the

first

and in that case did not need to

in the churches,

Briickner reserves for himself a

way

may be wrong.

and the second

when Peter wrote

Peter,

"from

first epistle

first

his tender

were past; and, on the

there are references to errors already present, which

and

fine feeling of the delicate relation in

unknown

which he

to

him," did not wish

Both assumptions are erroneous;

for the persecutions

stood to a Pauline church as yet in reality
expressly to censure.

no impor-

was written

For he assumes, on the one hand,

in the year 66.

his second epistle the persecutions

other, that even in the

close of Peter's Ufe the

Schott, on the other hand, attaches

tance to these divergences, although in his opinion the

that

first letter.

of escape from the difficulty caused by this

and other surprising phenomena, by holding that as to the

in the year 65,

For

here hardly any

is

mention the persecutions which had induced him to compose his

received tradition

more

epistles, the

of explanation.

is it

interval of over ten years, there

was personally present

epistle,

two

shorter the time between the composition of the

surprising

which were the occasion of the

are there clearly characterized as

first epistle

persecutions wliich, after they had arisen, continued (see Introd. to Ep, 1); and
as regards the heresies supposed to have been in existence

was composed, Weiss

justly remarks:

"There

either of the connection with the heresy

Briickner artificially brings out, nor of
professes to have found."

It is

attests that

the

marked

its clearly

not in any
it

first

epistle

way

epistle,

features,

to be Inferred

it,

which

which Schott

from the First

shows a greater spread and inward

in the Epistle to

Timothy," or that

1

Pet.

iv.

2-4

" a comparatively large section of the readers was prepared, by a

liberal concession to

themselves

combated

when

nothing to be discovered in

combated in the second

Epistle of Peter, as Schott asserts, " that
intensity of the evil

is

immorality in social

life,

to gain undisturbed security for

as professing Christians;" or that in

18

iil.

ff., iv.

5, 6, 17, 18, it is

hinted "that the spiritualistic explaining away of the resurrection of the flesh
led the readers to

deny

of Christ in the body."

also a final judicial decision connected with the return

Schott, in

ground of true exegesis, but

The

less success

what he here

in the region of the

has attended

all

efforts

which, on the assumption of the authenticity,

says,

is

moving, not on the

most arbitrary
to

fiction.

overcome the

lie in

difficulties

the relation of the two

epistles to

each other, the more justifiable does doubt as to the authenticity

appear.

It

followed the

has,

no doubt, been asserted that a fulsarius would have

first epistle

so closely as to have avoided these differences

j
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but

it

equally conceivable that a pseudonymous

is

under the influence of Peter's

•written

author could

have

epistle indeed, yet still in his

own

peculiar style, and without being anxiously careful lest the origin of his

composition should thus be betrayed.

On

both of similarity and divergence

explained.

is

assumption the existence

this

Several considerations

have been urged against the authenticity of the epistle

The

1.

intention of

To this

Peter.

the epistle

intention

was

tlie

may be

it

written,

and which

nor need

—
as the Apostle

from the situation

presupposes

it

:

known

himself

replied, that, looked at

neither unnatural,

is

make

author to

excite surprise.

it

in

which

13, 14), this so-called

(i.

If

Peter,

conscious of his approaching death, felt himself impelled to write a last

word

to the churches with

which he had before this become connected,

reminding them of his former preaching, and warning them against doubts

coming

as to the second

of Christ,

was certainly not out

it

own

event in his

manner

life

so special.

The remark

2.

epistle bears testimony to

some of the

epistle

latter

In

the author

stand by

it

is

epistles of

not strange that the

is

an acquaintance with the epistles of Paul, for

But the expression:

For although

certainly striking.

evident from the

is

first

16) imply that the author possessed

iii.

a formally completed collection of them.
lomug ypa^df,

makes on the

the fact

itself,

were known to Peter

nor do the words (chap.

;

him

especially that

by which the glory of Christ was revealed to him in a

Paul and the other Scriptures.

that

of place for

and more

to mention himself, his relation to the churches,

it

New

the tohole of the other books of the

qq koX

tCk;

arbitrary to under-

is

Testament, yet the

expression must have reference to writings which were already in general

use in the churches.

It is at least

open to question whether this could have

been said, in Peter's time, of writings of the
interpreters

writings; on this point see the exposition

Jude.

of

(Reuss)
itself

;

It

is

it

unworthy of an

1

De

The

use

apostle.

Still, it is

epistle, as to

when he says

;

ond Peter intentionally seeka support

the

Several
oldest

of the Epistle

as

a plagiarism

this

surprising that an apostle should

and

that,

from

this

" Sec-

sion

in the

presented

highly realistic and vivid description given by
his opponents;

term

made

the substance of

Wette's accusations are, however, unjust

of Jude's epistle

Jude of

Testament.

be said that to make use of another's work was in

Weiss takes a too low estimate of the use

made

3.

.

certainly going too far to brand

nor can

have incorporated in his
letter.!

New

(Luthardt, Wiesiuger) understand by the

even apart

may

:

a non-apostolic

intentional connection, an expres-

involuntarily here and there have
itself

to the author's

epistle so important,
lily

it,

that in Second Peter

just read."

pen from an

and which he had proba-
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simple expression of Jade

tlie

is
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by rhetorical and

partly changed

artificial

circumlocution, partly disfigured and singularly superseded, and that a
vacillating line of thought takes the place of one firm

and

If alterations in the latter

character of artificialness.

be found

(cf.

Jude

12,

with 2 Pet.

13;

ii.

Jude

12, 13,

The

definite.

them the

circumlocutions and additions of Second Peter do not bear on

composition are to

with 2 Pet.

ii.

17),

these cannot be said to be distortions (or, according to Schwegler, confusion

and misunderstanding); and

if

the original course of ideas be not firmly

maintained owing to the introduction of new relations

and a transposition be resorted to

2 Pet.

(cf.

ii.

(cf.

2 Pet.

ii.

Incorrect, too,

is

De Wette's

7-9),

Jude

way

suffer

11-13), yet the firmness of the line of thought does not in any
thereby.

5,

13-17, comp. with

assertion, that " the heretics

combated

in

Second Peter are mere nonentities, and a spurious copy of the seducers

in

Jude

;

" as also that of Schwegler, that they are characterized not after

not from direct knowledge of them, but according to the vague repre-

life,

sentation of tradition.

De Wette

on which

Not, however, without weight

is

the circumstance

lays stress, that the false teachers are represented at

one time as about to appear in the future, at another as already present.

m

Wiesinger rejects the view, that while
meant,

ver. 10

ff.

1-3 the future seducers are

ii.

has reference to those already present; and assumes that

the future laovraL applies only to the relation of these seducers

and

their

work among them.

Weiss combats

sition to it defends that rejected

to the readers,

this assumption,

by Wiesinger.

and

in oppo-

be conceivable that

If it

the Libertines already present are " the beginning of the end," and therefore not yet the xpevSodiduoKaTioi, ver.

that in the epistle itself no single
tion.

Even

1, still

word

less satisfactory is it to say,

of opposition were already in existence

hold that

if

it

must not

fail

definitely points to

;

to

be observed

any such

with Dietlein, that the
or,

distinc-

first

germs

with Luthardt and Schott, to

the author speaks of the false teachers as already present, he

does so only in appearance, arising from the circumstance that he passes

from the prediction to the description of them.
correct to

word

in

assume that the author,

and

for itself simply

;

may

It

perhaps be most

in the first instance, quotes the prophetic

and that he afterwards,

in the description of

the Libertines already in existence, hints that the predictions had begun to

be

fulfilled.

Bruckner seems to hold a similar opinion

view with that of Wiesinger, and thus deprives

—

If the authenticity

then
to

lie to

hand

it

of

;

its

only he unites this
necessary clearness.

be rejected, the difficulty seems to disappear.

to explain the vacillation

combat the heresies of

It

would

by saying, that the author thought

his time, with better result,

by representing them
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as already predicted

by

Peter,

and by allowing himself,

in the description of

them, to be guided by a composition in which they were treated as actually

But

in existence.

is

it

can hardly be conceived that the author should

how incongruous

perceive

his conduct was.

— Worthy

fail to

of remark, further,

the endeavor of the author to obliterate all apocryphal traces to be found

The

in Jude.^

total omission of these

the Petrine authorship; but

The passage

are left out.
T7ipiov,is

would have argued nothing against

only the words of Enoch (Jude 14, 15) that

relating to the angels

:

rove

fif/

Trip^aavrac

.

.

oIkt}-

.

— inasnmch as the case of the angels must not be omitted — changed
more general

into the
befell

it is

them

ayyi^jv

:

whilst the punishment that

ifiaprrjauvTLjv,

The

given in aknost the same words.

is

reference to the apoc-

ryphal narrative of the contest between the Archangel Michael and the Devil
is

likewise not wholly destroyed, but only effaced,

—a

being employed, which, however, causes the thought
ness

and

4.

more general term

itself to lose its clear-

precision.'

The

judgment

heretical denial of the second advent of Christ,

many

lifetime,

errors in the teaching as to the last things

— had

—

as, for

example,

to

grow up, there

New Testament

to

show that the parousia

Christ was called in question; yet the denial of

nected with that of the resurrection, that

it

is

nothing

is

On

the other hand,

it

cannot

be questioned that the reasons assigned by the false teachers (2 Pet.
as

seem

to

rather to a time later than

belong

of

so naturally con-

could quite easily have found

it

expression even while Peter was yet alive.

are such

final

begun

the denial of the resurrection
in the other writings of the

and of the

Although, already in Paul's

of the world connected therewith.

4)

iii.

that of

the

Apostle Peter, although the words by no means imply that the parousia

had

for

And,

many generations already been looked

further, there

the

are

facts

Clemens Romanus combats the same heresy,

«

Schwegler sees

the epistle

In this also

was not written

a proof that

until the

end of the

second century, Inasmuch as the dislike to

quote apocrj-phal

wrillnfite

was

still

foreign

even to an Irenaeus, a Clement, or an Orlgen.
If

Wiesinger

and

It

In

an advanced

the connection of thought In this

and that the change

4 and 11, does not
Is

in

apocryphal

special fact

;

show a

In the

two verses,

desire to efface

what

that Peter only generalized the

mentioned by Jude, ver.

9,

pre-

the

supposing at the same time an acquaintance on

have been written

till

the part of his readers with the apocryphal

after the time of Origen,
»

for

epistle,

— although

this,

importance must be attached to

epistle plainly cannot

in vain (Schwegler).

for

that the so-called Second Epistle of

which

is

Briickner

But does not such a

impossible.

incident referred to.

think

presupposition contain what must appear un-

that

Euoch's prediction of judgment was omitted
only because there was no appropriate place

suited to an apostle

?
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that one similar, at least,

mentioned

is

in the

Epistle of Poly carp.

The view expressed

5.

in

and the destruction

in this epistle as to the origin

The opinion

of the world.

of Mayerhoff and Neander, that this view "

harmony neither with the

practical, simple

mind

is

of Peter, nor with the

N. T. development of doctrine," reaches certainly too far

New

it

;

can only be

Testament.

Yet

the conception that the world arose into being out of the water by the

word

said that

does not find expression elsewhere in the

it

and that

of God, points back to the history of creation in Genesis;

destruction

by

prepared for
(cf. 1

Cor.

by Peter

is

fire,

13

;

2 Thess.

not inconceivable.

Bruckner remarks that

it

When

9 sq.
it

In opposition to the appeal to the passage

24

:

Tioyiaufxevog

on

navm

tu

must not be overlooked that

in Peter God's word, to

vii.

a more precise development of

8), so that

i.

in the Clementine Homilies, xi.

and

Dan.

in passages of the O. T., such as Isa. xvi. 15,

it

iii.

of its

though not indeed expressed, has nevertheless the way

which precedence

is

in

rd v6up noui,

Clement

it is

k.tX,
water,

given.

Credner thinks to prove the spuriousness of the epistle by saying that

an apostle would never have made reference to one of the mythical additions in
the Gospels like the narrative of Christ's transfiguration; and Reuss, by assert-

ing that " the apparent aim of the epistle
last things,

much

is

to defend the teaching as to the

according to the Judaeo-Christian conception of

must be simply

rejected.

his verdict of rejection

uration

is

less unjustifiable is

called to bpo^ to ayiov,

the Gospels, or

If the

Not

on the circumstance that

more nearly

numerous

it,

in

i.

and that as

it,

against unbelief as against a spiritualizing interpretation,"

— their views

however, for Bleek to base
18 the

inasmuch as the place

is

mount

of transfig-

not even mentioned in

described.

difficulties

and doubts above mentioned do not render

the authenticity of the epistle absolutely impossible,

many

of

them are yet

of such a nature that the spuriousness of the epistle appears to be hardly
less

probable than

its

genuineness, especially as the only positive evidence

for the latter is the statement of the author himself, that he is the Apostle

Peter.

nymity.

On

the other hand,

Guericke

"living, spiritual,
that, e.g., the

many

reasons seem to speak against

and truly apostolic;"

want of any reference

pseudo-

but, apart

falsarius could

from the circumstance

to the essential facts of salvation does

seem strange in the case of the Apostle Peter,
possibility of a non-apostolic origin.

what purpose a

its

insists that the passages characteristic of the epistle are,

He

this in

no way excludes the

further says that

have had in writing

;

it is

but this

not apparent
is

refuted

by
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the epistle

itself,

which clearly enough

been remarked that the

palpable fraud, and to this
reply to this, the fact

may

states its design.

own moral

its

Further,

it

be written under a false name,

epistle, if it

character

be brought forwai'd that

opposed.

is

men

has
is

a

But, in

of earnest

moral

character have often thought more effectually to combat heresy by assuming

a pseudonyme.

Thiersch asserts that

it

was in the period which followed the

labors of Paul, and preceded those of J^ohn, that that Libertinism

appearance in the Pauline churches
the heresy did not maintain

had already combated

it

but from this

;

it

made

its

does not follow that

a considerable time, so that after Jude

itself for

in his epistle, a later attack on

it

would have been

no longer timely.
Weiss, too, has attempted to prove the hypothesis of a pseudonyme unten-

He

able.

diction;

urges, in the

first

instance, that

another very awkwardly, inasmuch
self pass for

afflicted

with an

evil contra-

mony with

with

as,

all his

make him-

endeavors to

the apostle, he sometimes forgets his part, and thus betrays his

pseudonymity

his

it is

for the author appears to play his role at one time cleverly, at

and, whilst the connection with Jude

;

is

made

his design, it is carried out in direct opposition to

remarks has omitted to observe,

that, like

many

in full har-

Weiss in

it.

of the opponents of the

authenticity too, he attributes to the author various intentions, which the

words of the

show

that,

no way

epistle in

entitle

But

purpose discoverable in the epistle.
it is

him

to do.^

Again, Weiss seeks to

on the assumption of a pseudonymous author, there

irrelevant

whether the

the three passages

m

epistle

the epistle

was composed by the

— the

is

no uniform

as far as its purpose is concerned,

apostle or not.

If

polemic against the Libertines de-

scribed according to the Epistle of Jude, that against the deniers of the
parousia, and the recommendation of Paul's writings
it is

not clear

Peter.

how

Finally,

they should do so less

Weiss seeks

to

for the composition of the epistle

if

show that no
if it

— form a united whole,

they had an author other than
suitable time can be

But

be pseudonymous.

not less than that which arises in specifying the time in the

is

when he wrote

1

The author

his part,

from

the epistle

supposed

;

and

if

it

be

difficult to

have forgotten

tial

this circumstance, that whilst

ers

is

iu the beginning of

it

to

he does not name a

name

he addressed.

ally chose the prophetic form,
3, in

mentions them in

prophecy

But there

is

no proof

and for pruden-

holds good

with regard to the assertion that he intention-

the interpolation of his epistle, he indirectly
iii. 1.

of Peter

the class of read-

The same

special class of readers, in order thus to hide

that the author intentionally,

life

show how a pseudony-

reasons, omitted to

whom

adduced

this difficulty

ii.

1

ff.

and

iii.

order that this epistle might contain the
to

which Jude

in ver. 17 refers,
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in the church,

not

it is

less

hard to explain how a genuine composition of the Apostle Peter could have

remained for so long a time unused

in the service of the church.

then,

If,

the grounds for and against the authenticity are thus evenly balanced, there
is

here presented a problem -which

is

not yet solved, and which perhaps can-

not be solved, so that the guardedness with which Bruckner, Wiesinger

and even Weiss, with

all

also,

his inclination to regard the epistle as genuine,

express themselves on the question, deserves only acknowledgment.

be not genuine, the question arises by whom, when, and

If the epistle

— Mayerhoff

was written.

ichere it

show that

seeks to

was composed by a

it

That

Jewish Christian in Alexandria in the middle of the second century.

the author was a Jewish and not a Gentile Christian, the whole character of
the epistle shows; but that he lived in Alexandria, cannot be concluded

The

from the reasons brought forward by Mayerhoff.^
he assigns the composition of the

date, too, to

epistle, is certainly too late,

which

inasmuch as

the description of the heretics contains no reference to Gnostic views properly so called.

It

would be more appropriate

— Schwegler

of the first century.

to look

Rome

considers

upon

to

as a production

it

have been the place,

of the second century, at the earliest, the time of the epistle's

and the end

Rome, he

In

composition.

thinks, endeavors were

made, by carrying out a

Petrinism and a Paulinism, to realize the idea of the Catholic Church.

In

— like so many other writings which have
Its object — an
reference to these two schools — this epistle was composed.
evident from chap.
and
as
entirely conciliatory one —
Rome,

therefore,

was that

it

is this,

i.

14, 16

ff.,

is

iii.

15, 16,

"to bring about from the standpoint of Petrinism a

final

and

permanent peace between the opposing views of the followers of Peter
and those of Paul."

In confirmation of

peculiarities of the Petrine

whilst that which

is specifically

arise even here as to

1

These leaaons are:

yviiaii,

The

(1)

and the speculation as

world originated, and how

But the

how

yvui<Ti.<:

entirely different

it

will

this,

Schwegler asserts that the

system are apparent throughout the

standpoint of

how

the

be destroyed.

spoken of in our

epistle is

from the yviiri? of Alexan

the latter
least

was compOBed

very doubtful.

tween

this epistle

if

epistle,

a doubt

— who, according to

a so decided follower of Peter

to

But

Pauline entirely recedes.

(3)

in Alexandria is at

The

coincidence be-

and the so-called Second

Epistle of Clement of Rorae, in opposing the

same

heretical tendency

;

but, as there is

no

drine-Jewish speculation, and that the view

proof that the quotation occurring in this epis-

here expressed as to the beginning— unjustly

tie

called a speculation

— of

the world, had

origin precisely in Egypt, is not proved.

The use made

was taken from the

its

rtous,

(2)

had

of the Epistle of Jude; but that

it is

its

also doubtful

origin in Egypt.

iiiayyeXtov kot' Klyvn-

whether

this

fragment

^
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must

the view of Schwegler,

him

to

— could

mate astonishment

sition, possesses

ency of the

differences

must

excite

most

legiti-

in support

evidence, too, which he leads for the late date of compo-

The

no value. ^

chief point, the so-called conciliatory tend-

a pure hypothesis, which has no support in the epistle

epistle, is

neither in the passages quoted

itself; for

it

what are the reasons he brings forward

to see

The

of his view.i

as such have necessarily stood in opposition

have been the eulogist of Paul,

by him, nor

in

any

others, are the

between Petrinism and Paulinism touched upon, much

No

justed or surmounted.

doubt Paul

is

less ad-

spoken of in terms of praise

;

but,

according to the connection of the passage, only for the purpose of warning
the churches to which the epistle

by the

heretics,

for their

own

addressed, lest they should be led astray

:

the employment of

only after the middle of the second century,

expressions peculiar to Judaeo-Christian modes

i.e.,

of thought: eixTffieia, oiytac

and of Mark.

ayia

ei/ToAij, ic.T.A.

6.va.<TTpo^a.i, aperri,

(but almost

all

these ex-

the Pastoral Epistles, the Gospels of

He

from the

fact that

which, according to Schwegler, favor

in these,

and

PauUnism)

;

7rpo(/)T)TiK6s

(as if

it)

;

the high place given to the Adyos

Paul had

set little value

mysticism (which he thinks
10, 11!); the

ii.

demand

is

proved by chap.

for a tradition as a

standard in the interpretation
(said to be contained in chap.
io)pv^ SiKoioo-vi/j)?, as applied

of

2

support of which chap.

i.

Scripture

i.

20!); oy^oos

to

Noah; and

the reference to the Gospel of the
(in

on

the countenance given to angelological

Hebrews

17 is quoted).

ler brings

forward as a reason for

writer's acquantance with such

this,

the

N. T. Scrip-

tures as he supposes to have been

composed

Epistles

some expressions occur only

in the epistles of Peter

;

as also

with the Gospel of John, by asserting that
the writer, in chup.

John

i.

14,

xxi., 18, 19, in his

had the passage,

mind; and,

finally,

with the Gospel of Mark, by supposing that
chap.

12-15 contains allusions to that gos-

i.

pel (!).
3

Heydenreich rightly observes

(conciliatory) purpose, the little
iii.

to

:

" For that

which chap,

says in passing of Paul would not have

sufficed

Thus, when, among other things, Schweg-

John

concludes that the author

was acquainted with the Pastoral

pressions are to be found in the N. T. writings,

of the apostle

purposes.

These reasons are

1

is

who wrested and changed many statements

;

if

the writer had been chiefly anxious

show such a union, he would have adapted

the construction and contents of the whole
epistle to the conciliatory design."
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I.

iTTLCTToXi]

and B, the Inscriptio

is

CHAPTER

P.

simply: Uhpov

0'.

I.

Yer. 1. 'Zvueuv], B, several min., and vss. read, according to the usual form,
Ituuv (Lachm.), which is evidently an alteration.
Ver. 3. After A, X, etc.,
Tisch. 8 reads, ru kuvto, instead of the Eec. nuvra, according to almost all

—

—

A, C, P, X, many min.,
which Griesb. thinks probable;
accepted by Lachm. and Tisch., approved of by the modern commentators and
Reiche; the Rec. in B (Buttm. has, however, put a ? to B), K, L, al., Thph.,
Ver. 4. The Rec. is: ra fiiyiaTa tjiuv nal n/xui',
Oec, appears to be a correction.
this occurs only in some min., however much the position of the single words
Buttmann has, following B: ra rifiia k. fiiy.
varies in the different Codd., etc.
ifuiv; Lachm. and Tisch. 7, following C, read: to. fieyiara Kal rifua nuiv; so, too,
A, only instead of if/uv, vjxli). Tisch. 8, following K, L, X, and many min., has
accepted to. rifiia fmibv koi ixiyiara. It cannot be determined which reading is the
ev Kda/iu]. Rec, according to C, K, several mm., Thph., Oec.
original one.
(Tisch. 7); on the other hand. A, B, L, X, etc., attest ev tu Koa/iu) (Lachm., Tisch.
tovto 6f[. Rec, sufficiently corroborated by B, C*, K, L, P,
avrh
8).
Ver. 5.
authorities (Lachm., Tisch.

7).

Copt., Arm., Viilg., etc., read,

Stu do^ijg koI apeTfi{\.

idig. 66^1)

koI apery,

—

—

—

al.,

pi.,

Syr., Oec.

— In

C**, N, several min., Thph., there

Lachm., according to A, reads

avTol 6e,

is

avrb 6s tovto.

which can only be considered a

cor-

Tischendorf has rightly retained the Rec Schott arbitrarily supposes
that the original reading might be: koi avTol tovto <5e.
Ver. 8. Instead of
VTTupxovTa, which is attested by almost all authorities, Lachm., according to A,
Vulg., etc., has accepted napov-a, which probably arose from the subsequent
napeoTi.
Ver. 9. afiapTiuv]. Rec, according to B, C, L, P, al., Thph., Oec.
(Lachm.); in its place, Griesb., Scholz, Tisch., etc., according to A, K, X, al.,
Damasc, have dfxapTTjuu-uv, which most likely is the original reading; the alterrection.

—

—

ation

is

easily explained

of rarer occurrence.

by Heb.

— Ver.

Rec, according

10.

i.

3,

as well as by

anovddaaTe

dfzapTrjfia,

ffeiSaiav vfiCiv

ttjv

being in the X. T.
Kkfjacv

koI

tKXoy^v

Theoph., Oec, etc
(Tisch.); in A, X, several min., and many vss., the words tva did ruv koIuv v/xuv
ipyuv are inserted between oirovduaaTE and SeiSaiav (evidently a later explanatory
addition), in which the inf. is changed into temp, finit., nouiade (Lachm.; in
the small ed., noi^aee).—Yer. 12. ovk dfxeXr)(jo)]. Rec, after K, L, al., Thph.,
Oec. (Griesb., Scholz); on the other hand. A, B, C, P, X, al., Copt., Sahid.,
Vulg., etc., are in favor of fuTJojau, which is justly accepted by Lachm. and
noielaOai].

to B, C, K, L,

P,

al.,

pi.,

—

;
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Tisch., approved of by De Wette-Briickner, Wiesinger, and Schott, whilst
According to the testiReiche prefers ovk ufielrjau), ut modestius et urbanius.
mony of B, C, K, L, K, al., pi,, several vss., etc., uel v/idg (Griesb., Scholz,
Tisch.) should be put in place of the Rec. vnuc uel, following A, Vulg., etc.
Ver. 17. Tisch. 7 reads, after B: 6 vide iiov 6 ayairrjioq fxov ovrog eanv,
(Lachm.).
and remarks, with reference to the Rec. ovtoc ectlv 6 vibq /xov 6 ayairriTog (after A,
C, K, L, X, etc., Lachm.): at ita locis parall. otnnib. quorum nullo ovt. kar,
postponitur neque Graec. ulliis testis fiov repetit. Tisch. 8 has accepted the
Rec.
Ver. 18. According to B, C*, etc., Tisch. 7 reads: ev tu uylo) opei; but the
Rec, EV Tu opei rtj uyiu (Tisch. 8), is too strongly supported by A, C***, K, L, P,
Ver. 21. According to B, C, K,
N, al., Vulg., ever to be regarded as spurious.
P, al., Copt., etc., Tisch. 7 has ttotc after npoiprjTda, and Tisch. 8, following A,
L, X, etc., TTOTE before npoAriTda; this order of words is the more natural, but for
The Piec. ol aytoi
that very reason can hardly be considered the original one.
Qeov occurs only in several min., some vss., Oec, Vulg.
A has ay tot tov Oeov
(Lachm.); K, L, K, al., uyioi Qeoii (Griesb., Scholz). Tisch. has adopted in its
place, und Qeov, according to B, al., Syr., Copt.; Wiesinger, Schott, and Steinfass prefer this reading; Bruckner, too, inclines to it; no doubt it was the one
which was most likely to give rise to alterations; still, it is too little supported
by B, etc. Reiche considers iiyioi Qeov to be the original reading.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Vv. 1, 2 'ZvtiEuv Ilerpoc]. The form most in harmony with the Semitic
language "Zvneuv, as a name of Peter, is to be found, besides here, only in
Acts XV. 14; otherwise, cf. Luke li. 25, lii. 30; Rev. vii. 7; Acts xiii. 1.
From the addition of the name itself, as little as from its form, can any
:

thing be concluded as to the genuineness (in opposition to Dietlein, Schott,
The two names 2<>wi/
Steinfass) or the non genuineness of the epistle.
Ufrpoc are directly conjoined also in Matt. xvi. 16

where, too, the apostle
Ivixecjv
'I.

serves to

Xp., cf.

Rom.

mark the author
i.

1; Tit.

eral, u-nocTokoQ the

i.

more

—

De Wette,

1

as a Jewish Christian.^

(Phil.

;

1).

dovTuoq

;

cf

not equivalent to

it is

;

else-

6ov?io( kgI

of

undaTo7Mq

more genMeyer on Rom. i. 1

.

has reference to the
lirdn/uoq is

v. 8, etc.

The addition

dovloq expresses the

the author has here combined

Tolq laoTLnov n/ilv Aaxovai TtccTiv],

gate by coaequaliter

i.

special oflRcial relation

Schott unjustly denies that

cording to

Luke

;

called "LIudv 6 Xsyd/xEvoq Ilerpof.

is

1

official relation.

Pet.

i.

1

Ac-

and Jude

1.

inexactly translated in the Vullaog

(Acts

xi. 17:

larj

duped),

but

means, "hacing equal Jionor or worth." De Wette's interpretation is as incorrect: "to those who have obtained the same right to participate in faith
with us." The use of the words nu^, n/iau, in Peter's epistle, does not prove
that the expression has here reference specially to the divine privileges of
the kingdom (Dietlein). By this word the author gives it to be understood,

those

whom

he designates hj

faith (as to its

1

whom

he writes, has the same worth as that of
both have received one and the same
objective contents) (Bruckner, Besser, Wiesinger); Hornejus:

that the faith of those to

fj/iiv,

Bengel, assuming the authenticity of the
observes not inaptly that Peter adds

epistle,

Xvixfuiv,

" extremo tempore admoneus se ipsum

conditionis

nactus erat."

pristinae,

antequam

cognomen
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2.

1.

quod omnium credentium aeque magna sit, xed
eadem henejicia divina nobis proponnntur.
The connection shows that by tjuIv aW Christians (De Wette) cannot be
understood the word must only refer either to Peter (Pott), or to the
apostles (Bengel, Wolf, Briickner, Steinfass, Fronmiiller), or to the Jewish
diritur Jides aeque pretiosa, non

quod perjidem illam eadem

jni/sleria et

—

;

de Lyra, Dietlein, Besser, VViesinger, Schott,

Christians generally (Nic.

Hofni.); the last

the correct application (cf. Acts xi. 17, xv. 9-11).

is

Wiesinger: "That the faith of the apostles should have a different value
from that of those who through their preaching had become believers, is an
idea totally foreign to the apostolic age."
Xaxovm points out that faith is a
sicut sors non respicit personam, ila nee divina electio
gift of grace. Huss
On the breviloquence of the
acceplatrix est personarum (cf. Acts i. 17).

—

:

—
—

AViner, p. 579 (E. T., 623).
" in the righteousness,
Luther translates

expression,

cf.

dtKaioavvrj

would here mean

whether

faith,

it is

kv diKoioavvy tov Qeov, «.r.A.].

which our God gives " thus
God's grace which is the result of

:

that gift of

,

to be understood of the state of justification (Schott), or

of life conformed to the commandments of God
view be adopted, however, ^LKaLoavvrj cannot be connected with niariv, for though iv may be regarded as equal simply to cum, or
be taken in the sense of, being furnished with (thus Bruckner, formerly),
it would always denote that n'laTK: is contained in diKaioavvr/, which certainly
does not correspond with the relation in which the two stand to each other;

the Christians'

(Bruckner).

faith

is

faith.
aiivTi

manner

If this

not bestowed on the Christian in righteousness, but righteousness in

Hofmann

joins ev

diK.

and understands by diKainmakes Christ our Saviour; that in

directly with ntanv,

here: "the righteousness which

which the world has the propitiation for its sins." This interpretation
assumes that Qeob is predicate to 'Iriaov XptcTov (see below) besides, it is
opposed by the circumstance that the context makes no allusion to any such
;

nearer definition of the idea, whilst

it

is

arbitrary to render

manv

ev 6ik

:

" that faith

which trusts in the righteousness of Jesus Christ." Schott, Steinfass, and now, too, Briickner, connect 6ik, with laoTifiov
the position of the
words, however, is opposed to this, for were h 6ik. the closer definition of
iooTifiov, it must have been placed directly beside it.
Besides, a somewhat
obscure thought results from this combination. The simple addition of
iv 6tK. does not assert that the faith of the one has equal value with the faith
;

of the other in this, that in both cases

it effects a 6iKaioavvrj.
diKacocvvrj is
but an attribute of God, or a characteristic of His dealings.
the expression must not be taken as equivalent either to " kindness "

here not a
Still,

(Eman. a

Him

gift,

Sa., Pott), or to "faithfulness," as regards the

(Beza, Piscator, Grotius)

near to the above meanings,

1

De Wette

it

;

for although dmaioavv?)
is

never identical

thinks that the author, iu ap-

proximation to the Pauline views, may perhaps
have understood the righteousness of God as
bringing in righteousness,

— or salvation, — or

as redemptive righteousness, otherwise termed

grace

;

and the righteousness of

Christ, as that

love

^

promises given by

may sometimes come

with them

;

cf

.

Meyer on

by which He undertook the work of ealBut Slk. means neither grace nor love;

vatioD.

and, besides,

it is altogether arbitrary to give
the expression a different meaning with respect

to Christ
to

God.

from that which

it

has

when

applied
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Rom.
ness

25.
Still less warrant is there for Dietlein's view, that righteoushere " as a kingdom, the totality of the divine action and revelation

iii.

is

and of uncompensated evil." Wiesinger
(and thus also Fronmiiller) understand by diKaioawij, " the righteousness of
God and Christ, which has manifested itself in the propitiation for the sins
of the world " in opposition to which Briickner correctly remarks, that
Christ's work of atonement is not an act of His righteousness; further,
"the righteousness of God which demands the death of the sinner" (Fronmiiller), may be considered as causing the death of Christ, but not as producing faith. diKaioavvTj, in harmony with iaonixov, is rather that righteousness
of God
opposed to every kind of TrpoaoTTulrjijjca
according to which He
bestows the same faith on all, without respect of persons (cf. Acts x. 34 f.).
ev is in meaning akin to dm, but it brings out more distinctly than it, in ivhat
the obtaining of the Trlang Loot, is grounded. The author's thought is accordingly this: "in His righteousness, which makes no distinction between the
one and the other, God has bestowed on you the same like precious faith as
in contrast to this world full of sin

;

—

on us."^

—

—

Qzov

roi)

rj/z.

kol aurypoq

'I.

Xp.].

Many

interpreters (Beza,

Hem-

ming, Gerhard, and more recently Schott and Hofmann) take roi Oeov r)n.
and ouTT/poc as a double attribute of 'Irjaov Xp. Others (AViesinger, Bruckner,

two expressions, and understand tov Oeov
and rightly so, although in the similar combination,
there be but one subject.
For Qeoc differs from Kvpco^ in this,

Fronmiiller, Steinfass) separate the
of

iifiuv

God

ver. 11,

that

the Father
18,

iii.

;

never conjoined with XpinTog as a direct attribute, whilst

it is

very often thus employed, as in the very next

vei'se

Kvpiog is

my commentary

see

;

There need be no hesitation in taking the article which
aurr/pog also, as a secord subject,
a statement which
Schott and Hofmann have wrongly called in question cf (Winer, p. 124:
Dietlein, in his inter[E. T., 130]) Buttmann, p. 84 ff. (E. T., 97, 100).
pretation, adopts a middle course " of our God and Saviour and when I
speak of God the Saviour, I mean the Saviour Jesus Christ." But only this
to Tit.

ii.

13.

—

stands before Qeov with

;

.

;

:

much

is

correct here, that the close conjunction points to the oneness of

and Christ of which the author was
as in 1 Pet.
is

added.

has
of

vin

i.

its origin,

God and
:

Deus

Dei

2.

In this passage

Here, too, ev

is

et Christi

h kinyvuaEi

— Ver.

tov Qeov

2. xapi?
k. 'Irjoov

.

.

.

God

irTujeuvdelTj,

tov KVplov

ijfxuv

not cum, but states in what the increase of grace

and by what it
Lord

Jesus, our

assured.

is
;

effected (De Wette).

cf

.

on

this

John

aynitionem simul connectit, quia

This

xvii. 3
rite

;

non

is

the knowledge

2 Pet.

20.

ii.

Cal-

potest, nisi in Christo,

Although the emyvuaig here spoken of includes in it acknowlerroneous to distinguish between e-iyvuaic and yvuacg, by
holding the former to be equivalent to acknowledgment ; cf. the further discussions on the term eniyvuaic in Wiesinger and Schott, which, however,
especially in the case of the latter, are not without the mixing-up of thoughts
foreign to the idea.
Aretius ut colant
It is wrong to interpret ev by elg
Deum, quemadmodum sese patefecit in Scripturis et ut coli vult. According to
agnosci.

edgment, yet

it is

;

1 Hofmann most unwarrantably maintains
which cannot be justified."

that, in this interpretation, iv is

:

taken " in
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3.

I.

and peace
grow and increase from within the soul, outwards, and in thus growing they
became ever more and more knowledge of the revealed God " (!).
Dietlein, the thought intended to be expressed is that "grace

The first paragraph, extending as far as ver. 11, contains exhorThe first of these is expressed in vv. 5-7, and to it vv. 3 and 4
Lachmann connects ug directly with what
an introduction.
wf].

Ver.

3.

tations.

—

serve as

precedes, and puts a full stop after ^^opaf at the end of ver. 4; thus also
Vulg., Beza, Erasmus, Hornejus, Grotius.

This combination, however,

is

against the analogy of the N. T. epistles, in which the superscription closes

with the benediction (in the Epistle to the Galatians alone a relative clause
is subjoined, ending, however, with a doxology that marks the conclusion),

which serve as the basis for
Gerhard and others consider wf as equivalent to Kadug
(which Gerhard explains by inei, i.e., "2>ostquam" vel " siquidem"), and

and

is

also opposed to the contents of vv. 3, 4,

ver. 5 (Wiesinger).

supply ouruc to ver. 5

arbitrarily

;

:

wf belongs

The

absolute (not pleonastically, Pott).

much more

to the genitive

objective reason expressed in this

is by ug characterized as a
Winer: "convinced (considering) that the divine power,"
etc.; Dietlein: "in the consciousness that;" so, too, De Wette, and the
more recent commentators generally; the construction in 1 Cor. iv. 18,

phrase for the exhortation contained in ver. 5
subjective motive;

2 Cor.
.

v. 20, is similar; cf. Matthiii,

The Vulg.

SedcjpTJiLt.evrii'].

.

.

sunt,

quae ad vitam

Ausf. Gr., 1825, § 568, p. 1120.

incorrectly

pietatem, donata

et

quomodo omnia

:

est

(another reading

is

:

sunt)

Luther: "since every thing of His divine power, that pertains unto
godliness,

XXX.

but

20,

is

given us "

dedupriiiivjjq is

;

LXX. Mark

the subject (thus

is

all

and not

Wiesinger), then

.

—

to Geoi);^ if

deiaq

The

^u)fi

which

The

riiiuv

may

is serviceable

is

ver. 4

and Fronmiiller

Dietlein

and evaejSeLa
two ideas

difference between the

indicates the condition:

Acts xvii. 29,

;

refer avrov to

— m npdg ^u^v km
(coijv,

eiaifieta,

i-each,

(cf.
is

Luke

every thing
xix. 42

in itself clear

:

;

is

as ]}ietas in

*

nofmann,

hoc

^ujj

seculo.

tu npdg dprjvqv aov).

iii.

12, occur-

It

also to Christ,

Christ, but Christ alone,

who

is

re-

by the fact, that otherwise this whole argument
would contain no reference to Him the appli;

cation to both contains the correct idea, that

the gift imparted by Jesus
the Father.

to

Jesus

Grotius

altekius seculi, and evaiiSeia
Both together they form the antithesis to kv Kocfiu
i]

indeed, applies

The application

but

granted him

as equivalent to vita

ferred to.
2

;

<w^, " blessedness,"

"godliness" (except in Acts

but by passing over ver. 2 to ver. 1, -where, as
already observed, he considers that it is not

God and

For

k.tX

ring only in the Pastoral Epistles and Second Peter), the conduct.
incorrectly interprets

God

evaiiSeiav].

conditioned by the Christian's conduct

be put within his

to fw^

(Calvin, Schott,

be applied to Qtov (De Wette-Briickner,

are not spoken of as the object, but rd npdg

Kai EvaiiSeia

it

Kvpiov

linguistically cannot be justified.^

the attainment of the former
in order that

it

'\r)a. r.

(which occurs here only and in

TO delov, as subst.) is pleonastic.

and Jesus, which

and
and

here not passive, but middle (cf Gen.

position of the words, avTov refers back to
Steinfass),

;

life

and r^f d. dwafieug does not depend on navra,
modern commentators).
According to the

xv. 45),

;

—mivra

vobis divinae virtutis

is

also supported

is

the gift of

God

:
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by way of emphasis placed first, in order to show
which is in any way serviceable to (urj and evaefS.,
has been given us by the divine power of the Lord. Hofmann is wrong in
defining this mivra as faith, hope, and charity, for this triad does not pertain
navra

iv ETTidviiia (pdopa.

is

distinctly that every thing,

but

Trpdf evasPeiav,

is

the

evaejSeia itself.

—

6tu

tj/c

appropriated by us,

The
God

— the calling

W^r

eni-yvcjaeug tov Ka7<.eaavT0^

medium through which the gift is communicated to
God is here designated as 6 KaXeaac i/fxuf, since
iniyvumg, cf. ver. 2.
by the knowledge of the God who calls us that the iruvra tu np. C,
states the

us; with
it is

only

k.tX, are

being the actual proof of His love to us.

koMv is not Christ (Vorstius, Jachmann, Schott, etc.), but
(Aretius, Hemming, De Wette, Hofmann, etc.), as almost always in the
N. T.i Of course KaMv does not mean the mere outward, but the inward,
subject to

—

effectual calling.
tivity

Bengel

;

quae dicnntur moralia

ea,

stand

(56^a

liveth,

which

God

of

meaning

as

" (as

is

:

:

intime

A

Dei naturalia, ad virtutem
It is arbitrary to under-

attrihuta

sunt utraque.

opposed to Hofmann).

wrong

Almighty One that

" that side the nature of the

i.

application

is

" the holy loving-kindness

:

— The nature of

15: Kukiaaq

ring to the miracles of Christ.
too, is to

unum

directed outwards," and by uper^

instrumentalitj^ as in Gal.
vi. 4.

do^a denotes the being, up£r^ the ac-

i6ia 66^^ Ka7 uqet^].

ad gloriam referuntur

:

rfjg

did.

given to the words,
It

God

;i;t2ptrof

Rom.

they be taken as refer-

if

must be observed that

be looked upon as wrought by Christ in

represented as the

avrov; cf., too,

this kniyvuaig itself,

us.

Ver. 4 must not, as a simple intervening clause, be enclosed in parentheses

;

for although ver. 5 is the principal clause standing related to the

participial clause in ver. 3, still the latter

by

it,

ver. 4.

66^1) K. upsTfi

—

6i'

is

determined, in the thought of

uv does not refer to the immediately preceding

uv].

(Dietlein, Wiesinger, Bruckner, this comment.), for

it

Idia

cannot be

k. upeTtj of His
Beza inaccurately interprets

said that Christ has given us the kizayyO^fiaTa through the 86^a

Father, but to navra tu
ii'

6v by ex eo quod.

— -a

rijiia r//iiv

here, occurs only in chap.

new heaven and new

(Hofmann).

npdc, k.t.A.

iii.

13,

nal fieyLCTa eTrayyiXfiaTo].

where

it

earth in the future.

endyyeX/ia, besides

used in connection with the

is

By

it

is

to

be understood, not

the promises of the prophets of the O. C. fulfilled in Christ for us, nor those
things promised us of which

bona

et

benejicia omnia, quae

we

are

made

partakers in Christ (Hornejus

Deus per Christum

offert et exhibet oinnibus, qui in

ipsum credunt; Wiesinger, Schott); but, according to ver. 12

ff.,

chap.

iii. 4,

prophecies of the napovala of Christ and the future consummation
of His kingdom, as contained in the gospel (Briickner).^ Dietlein is wrong

ix. 13, the

1

IB

De Wette

accordingly

KaKeaavToi;

r)/n.

(with

in

agrees)

supposing that toO

stands in place of the simple

pron. avTov, and

circumlocutiou

whom Biackner

wrong
is

of

by

this

subject,

the

ioseited because,

the

active

—

address gains in matter and range.
Schott's
remarks, in which he attempts to justify his

cf. Matt. ix. 13; Marli ii. 17; on the other
hand, it is certain that 6 KaAe<ros is never applied to Christ, but alwayn to God.
^

gchott's assertion, that i-rzayyiKixaTa, ac-

cording to the form of the word, must mean
"promised things" is opposed by chap. iii.
13; but

why

the promises as such should not,

assertion that toO KaAeo-ai'To? applies to Christ,

as Wiesiuger supposes, be the

are only in so far correct, that Ko-Ktlv might

ing the Koiviavia

iudeed be understood of an activity of Christ;

understand.

det.a<;

means

(j>iia-eois, it

of effect-

is difficult

to
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4.

in saying that inay^'eX/nara are not only promises of

announcements of what

when he

He

present and eternal.

is

what

goes

is

future, but

farther astray

still

substitutes for this idea the diiferent one: "the granting of favors

The word

^Yhich proclaim themselves."

tnayyeXknv (except in

1

Tim.

ii.

10,

21) has constantly in the N. T. the meaning "/o promise," never simply
"to proclaim." These promises are called "precious," not because they are

vi.

"no mere empty words"

(Schott), but because they promise that which

(Hofmann).

of the greatest value

The

dative

from

tj/mv

is

position should

its

—

i)ed<l)pr}Tac is here
be connected more probably with Ti/na than with dcAupTjTai.
Gualther
also not passive (Dietlein), but middle (all modern interpreters).

erroneously explains
to

gift of divine grace.

this

it

:

donatae, i.e

,

What

impletae sunt.

is

here referred

the communication, not the fulfilment, of the promises, which are a free

is

— The subject

to

Calvin,

TovTuv}.

to rd

De

"a

From

singer, Schott),

has here

its

6 KaXiaac (as

its

formerly in

dedioprnievri^.

— Iva

6iu

as the leading thought; this construction Wiesinger

distortion of the structure, justifiable only

ences were impossible."

(Bengel).

not

to the foregoing

Wette-Briickner, Hofmann, understand tovtuv to refer

n-poc ^uf]v, K.T.?..,

justly calls

is

(5f(5wp.

commentary), but the same as that

Incorrect also

position

and not

it

in like

is

can apply only to

manner

to

if

all

66^1)

km

apery

Wie-

(Fronmiiller).

6tu

eTvayyk7.iMaTa

ml

iiper^

other refer-

(Dietlein,

the application to

(56^7?

proper signification, not equal to "because of them" (Jachmann),

nor to " incited by them

;

is spoken of as the obcommunicated, so here the
i-Kayyiluara, which, according to the conception of Second Peter, form the
essential element of the gospel.
yevrjads deiag koivuvol ^lacwf, not "that ye
may become partakers," but "that ye might he" etc. (Wiesinger). The aorist
shows that the author does not look upon the Koivuvia, which for the Christian is aimed at in the bestowal of the promises, as something entirely future
(Vorstius quorum vi tandem divinae naturae in ilia beata immortalitate vos quoque participes efficiemini), but as something of which he should even now be
partaker. 1 The thought that man is intended to be partaker of the divine
nature, or to be transfigured into the divine being,
which is accomplished
in him through faith in the promises,
is, though in other terms, often
enough expressed in the N. T. (Heb. xii. 10; 1 Pet. i. 23; John i. 12, 13,
and many other passages). Hemming justly remarks vocat hie divinam
naturam id quod divina praesentia efficit in nobis, i.e., conformitatem noslri cum

jective

" as

elsewhere the gospel

means through which the divine

life is

—

:

—

—

:

Deo, seu imaginem Dei, quae in nobis reformatur per divinam praesentiam in

When Hofmann

nobis.

urges the expression

(pvoig

against this view, because

drawn between the tiiijmg of man and the personal life
man, the former i-emaining even in him who is regenerate always the

a distinction must be
of

same, until this
fails

changed from a aufia ipvxiKov to a aCjfia Trvev/ianKOv, he
human, but the divine (pvaic that is here
God there can be no difference made between natural and

au/ita

is

to observe that it is not the

spoken

of,

and

in

1 Hornejus
" inclpit ea In hac vita per
gratiam, eed perficieiur in altera per gloriam;
:

si

enim jam hie

in ista imbeeillitate divinae

naturae consortes sumus per lidem, quanto

magis ilHc eriraus per adspectum et si hie per
gratlam id adipisciraur, quanto magis illic
per gloriara, ubi Deus ipse

omnibus."

erit

omnia

in

:
;

:
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personal

The expression (piaic is here quite inappropriately pressed by
As opposed to the mystic "deification,' it must be remarked,

life.

Hofmann.

with the older interpreters, that the expression

much

not so

conveys the thought,

(t>vmg

Grotius' interpreta-

of the substantia, as rather of the qualitas.

The second

tion dilutes the idea: ut Jieretis imitatores divinae bonitatis.

son

serves to appropriate to the readers in particular that

(yevTjade)

belongs to

Christians

all

(riuiv).^

—

unncpvyovrec

per-

which

ev (tw) Koafiu iv emdvfil^

Tf/g

These words do not express the condition on which the Christian
becomes partaker of the divine nature, but the negative element which is
most intimately connected with the positive aim.
Accordingly, the translation is incorrect " if you escape " (Luther, Bruckner)
ano(])vydvTEc is to be
translated " escaping, eluding " the aor. part, is put because the verb is
closely conjoined with the preceding aorist yivriade.
It is to be resolved into
" in order that ye might be partakers of the divine nature, in that ye escape
the cpdopd."'^ With (pdopd, cf. chap. ii. 12, and especially Rom. viii. 21 Gal.
vi. 8 (see Mej-er on the last passage).
By it is to be understood not simply
perishableness, but more generally corruption.
The term (pdopa is here more
nearly defined as ^ ev tC) koohu 0dopa, i e., the corruption which dwells in the
(unredeemed) world, and to which all thereto belonging is a prey. The
(pdopuc^.

:

;

;

;

more

further

precise definition

in the evil lust,

John

(1

— The

ii.

16, 17).

—

utto^.,

has

ev emevtu(^, states that this ^dopd

:

opposed to what
here

is divine,

c.

gen.

sequence of thought in vv.

which has

chap.

;

3, 4, is

:

its

18, 20,

ii.

sway

cum

its

origin

in the

world

accus. constr.

Christ hath granted us every

and that by the knowlby His glory through it he has given us
the most glorious promises, the design of which is the communication of the
thing that

edge of God
divine

serviceable to salvation

is

who hath

and

holiness,

called us

;

life.

Vv.

5, 6.

Koi avTb tovto Se],

koI

.

.

.

6i,

equivalent to " but also," " and

Winer, p. 412 f. (E. T., 443); Buttmann, p. 312 (E. T., 364).
Kai adds something new to what goes before
de brings out that what is
added is to be distinguished from what precedes. ^
Neither nepi nor /card
also;"

cf.

;

—

1

Hofmann

arbitrarily objects to this inter

pretation, that a change of persons could not
take place in a clause expressive of a design
rather does it simply depend on the will of the
writer,

where he wishes

it

take

to

place.

When the writer of a letter wishes to state the
purpose of any thing which has been imparted
to all, should he not in particular apply it to
those to whom he addresses his letter ?
Augusii strangely presses the change of persons by applying rj^ic to the Jews, yevqade to
the heathen converts, and understanding deia
(fruo-is of the divine descent of the Jews.
" haec fuga npn tam ut ofHcium
« Bengel
nostrum, quam ut beneficium divinum, com-

—

:

munionem cum Deo
Dietlein

:

"

dn-oc^.

comitans, h.

contains

no

1.

ponitur."

demand and

condition, but only the other side of the fact

Ye have

entered the kingdom of the divine

kingdom

nature, therefore ye have left the

worldly

of the

yivriade to

nature."

— By

transferring

the future, Schott gives

an

er-

roneous (linguistically) Interpretation of ano(^uyovrei as

future also:

"Ye

shall

become

partakers of the divine nature, as such who
have {shall have) precisely thus escaped
t^s
^

two

.

.

.

(^iflopa^;."

Hofmann, without any
different

ing, that

meanings

" xat

.

.

.

to Kai

reason, ascribes
.

.

.

Se,

by say-

hi is either equal to

'

but

case
now,' or else to 'but also;* in the
koI adds something further, which hi points
out to be something different, and must be
added to what precedes by way of explanafirst

tion; In the second case 5c adds

something

dif-

and koi Intimates that it is added on to
what precedes, which cannot do without it."
&i has in itself always the same sigKai

ferent,

.

.

.
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6.

which stands here absolutely, equivalent to 6i' avrd tovto: ^'for this very reason," cf. Winer, p. 134 f. (E. T., 142),
and refers back to the thought contained in wf iriivTa
dedupTjiiivr/c, and
further developed in the clauses following: "since ye have been made parGrotius Deus fecit quod suum est, vos
takers of all that, therefore," etc.
nor

rrpof is

to be supplied to avrd tovto,

.

.

.

:

quuque quod vestrum

Dietlein takes avrb tovto as a simple accusa-

est faciete.

dependent on emxopi^aaTe (thus also Steinfass) but this combination,
which would make tovto refer to the subsequent iv r^ n.
ttjv upett/v, or to
T. upsT^v alone, is opposed by the aijro beside it, which looks back to what
has gone before. Nor does Dietlein fail to see this, for he explains " the
announcements given are now to be produced in the form of Christian
tive

;

{j/j,,

:

virtues

— As

;

" this, however, results in a " straining "

(Bruckner) of the thought.

regards the connection of clauses, the apodosis belonging to ver. 3

begins with ver.

5,

not, however, in quite regular construction.

Hofmann,

on the other hand, holds that the apodosis conveying the exhortations begins
already with Iva in ver. 4.
He looks upon Iva as depending on ernxopTiyT/aaTe,
and considers that the two participial clauses, uTro(i)vy6vTec, k.tX, and kuI
napeiaeviyKavTEg, are to be closely connected with each other, and both together joined with the imperative; accordingly he translates: "Considering
that His divine power hath given us all that is serviceable to life and godliness ... ye should, in order thereby to become partakers of the divine
nature, having escaped the corruption in the world occasioned by lust, but for
that very reason giving all diligence, supply virtue in and with your faith."
But opposed to this view is (1) The intolerable cumbrousness of the construction
(2) The circumstance that although a dependent clause may
precede the clause on which it depends, this may take place only when the
.

.

.

:

;

clearness of the style does not thereby suffer,

i.e.,

when

the periods are so con-

structed that the de^jendent clause cannot, by any rule of language, be taken

with a preceding clause,

— but

this is plainly not the case here

;

(3)

The

which the present would have been written and
finally, (4) The impossibility of here applying diu tovtuv to any thing that
goes before. This becomes the more obvious if the preceding secondary
clause be considered as standing after the imperatival clause knixopvyi^aaTE
iiyuuTiv.
aTTOvdfjv nuoav napEiaEVEyaavTEg, cf. Jude 3: nuaav air. troiovuEvog
(Jos., Arch. XX. 9. 2: Eia^ipELv anov6r/v), izapu points out that believers on
aorist yivriade, instead of

.

.

—

.

their

;

side

namely, the

(De Wette, Wiesinger, Schott) should contribute their part,
That napu has not
cnovdii, to what has here been given them.

here the implied idea of secresy,

when Hofmann
diligence,

ner."

—

is

self-evident; but it is also unjustifiable

means "the application of
which endeavors after something already given in a different manasserts that napeia(pEpEiv anovdi/v

EiTLxopriyTjcaTE iv

Tij

moTEL

iifxCiv tt)v

upETTjv].

EinxoprjyElv,

either "contrib-

your contribution to the work of salvation (De Wette), or more
probably, according to the use of the word elsewhere in the N. T. (2 Cor.
ix. 10; Gal. iii. 5; cf. also 1 Pet. iv. 11), "/o supply" (Briickner, Wiesinger,
ute,"

i.e.,

new element
merely a differ-

nification; Jt only emphafiizes the

cnt one from what goes before, or altogether

added by

antithetical to

Kai,

whether

this be

it.

:
;
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Hof inann) it is here placed as correlative to the term deduprirat, ver. 4, and
denotes " the gift which the believer gives in return for the gift of God "
(Wiesinger, although the meaning of the word does not quite justify him in
;

doing

own

so,

adds

" or

:

more accurately, by which he again presents

gift in the fruit it

has produced").

God

to

Dietlein's interpretation

is

his

erro-

This meaning the word never has. Even
sometimes means " to lead a dance," but not " to perform any thing
in dance." The original meaning of imxop. is: "to contribute to the expenses of a xopog" Schott's assertion is arbitrary, "that kmxopnyelv signifies
a supplying of what is due to one in virtue of an official or honorary posineous: "to perform in dance."
Xopnyelv

—

Pott incorrectly explains the preposition kv by 6iu; Be Wette inadetion."
quately by " in, with, of that which is already present, and to which something

should be added." The sense is: "since you have marif, let it not be
wanting in uperf)." It is not meant, that to the man^, as sometliing different
from it, upeTT) should be added but uptrij belongs to ttcctlc, and for this reason
The same relation is preserved in
the Christian must put it into practice.
the members which follow. ^ nian^ is presupposed as the origin (Oecumenius dsfuTuog rwv uyaduv nal Kprjmg) of all Christian virtues, and in the first
instance of the uptrri, by which Oecumenius understands to, epya Gerhard
generale nomen omnium operuin et actionum honarum : Calvin: honesta et bene
composila vita; it is best explained by strenuus animae tonus ac vigor (Bengel):
kv 61 t^ dptrj? Tfjv
''mural efficiency" (De Wette, Wiesinger, Schott, etc.).^

else

;

:

;

—

yvuOLv].

Tf

yviJaig is

not here

ij

tuv tov

(Oecum.),

Qeoii u-^0Kpv<l>uv fivaTTtpluv sldijaig

"the knowledge of God which the Christians possess" (Dietl.)
but as the matter in hand hei'e is the practical proof of the Christian temper,
it nmst be understood as denoting the perception of that which the Christian
as such has to do in all relations of life, and of how he has to do it (Besser,
Wiesinger, Schott, Ilofmann Briickner, in agreement with this " discre-

nor

is

it

;

tion ").3

— Ver

vTTonovri,

and the

22 (Tit.

vi.

6

The

evailSeia.

— iynpuTeia, besides

i.

temptations.

1

;

rpvxf/c

there

remarks:

Steinfass

as

involute

"

iv

conceives

accusatives,

the

and as

were, the complement of it.
" th.it disposition which shows
2 Hofmann
:

doing of what is right and good."
Besser is undoubtedly right in trying to
"modesty" has another
Luther's
prove that
Bigniflcatiou than that in which the word is at

itself in the
3

is

—

the

maxim

vixofMovri

is

Besser aptly recalls the pi'overb

elements of the previous datives;" this certainly is correct, but must be supplemented
thus far, that the element of the preceding
conception, expressed by the accusative, stands
forth as a special grace, and thus becomes, as
it

and Gal.

;

nopsvov, KOI uno tuv ups^'iuv aov kuavov.

accusatives

here, in Acts xxiv. 25

own desires to nrjdevl unoavpeadai nudet (Oecumenius) of. on
Compare this with the passage in Jes. Sir., xviii. 30, where under

8.*

the superscription kyKpureia
iMTj

the tynpaTeia, the

are:

8: eyKpa-nic; 1 Cor. vii. 9, ix. 25: iyKpaTeio/iai.), denotes the

i.

control of one's
Tit.

:

named

three virtues here

:

oniau tuv

eircdvfiitjv

aov

enduring patience in

all

:

abstine,

sustine.

— With

present employed ; still that expression does
not altogether coincide with -yvioo-is, which
Luther understands as meaning that " circum-

spectness" which knows
i-iglit

*

moderation

how

to maintain the

in all things,

Hofmann unwarrantably

disputes this in-

by saying that

terpretation

eyicp.

is

" that

quality by which a person denies himself all
that is unprofitable; " for the denying one's self
that which

no

is

which there is
no proof whatever of

unprofitable, for

desire, surely gives

eyicpdTeia.

CHAP.

I.
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7.

comp. ver. 3 Dietlein, without sufficient justification, exi^lains it
here as "the godl}' awe and respect in the personal, (/owies^jc relations of
evaiSeia,

;

If evai/Sua

life."
xlviii.

5:

do not apply only

God

to our relation to

^(d rr^v npoc rbv u6eA<pdv eicEihiav),

Dio
must

Cass.,

(e.g.,

the other object of

it

in this

case be definitely stated.

Ver. 7 adds

(ji^Aadt/^ia

and

uyui^ri

to the virtues already

named.

These

are to be distinguished thus, that the former applies specially to the Christian brethren, the latter to all
uUrihoix Kat

(ic

ti(,

— without distinction;

1 Thess.

iii.

mivra^ (Gal. vi. 10); with (paadeMia, cf. 1 Pet.

the apostle calls the love which

understood that what he means

is

extended to

all uyunr),

i.

12:

i]

he gives

uyumi

While

22.
it

be

to

not the purely natural well-wishing, but
Christian love springing from the Christian spirit.
Dietlein, without sufis

ficient reason, thinks that <ptAade^oia

only the opposite of that which

is

forbidden in the eighth and ninth commandments, whilst the

complete antithesis to what

way

this

is

uyarrTj

is

forbidden in the tenth commandment.

the conception ©(Aadf^ofa

is

unjustifiably disregarded,

—a

is

the

In

proceed-

ing to which the language of Scripture gives the less sanction, that where
love
all its depth and truth is spoken of, the word (j)c?i£Lv is not unfre-

m

quently used;

cf.

John

v.

20, xvi

27, etc.

— Although

the different virtues

here are not arranged according to definite logical order, yet the

way

in

which they here belong to each other is not to be mistaken. Each of the
virtues to be shown forth forms the complement of that which precedes, and
thus gives rise to a firmly-linked chain of thought, upettj supplies the complement of nfari^, for faith without virtue is wanting in moral character, and
is in itself dead
that of uptrij is yvuau:, for the realizing of the moral volition
is conditioned by comprehension of that which is needful in each separate
case that of yvi.im^ is iyKpurcia, for self-control must not be wanting to volition and comprehension
that of iyKpuraa is irconovij, for there are outward
as well as inward temptations to be withstood; that of vnouovy is tvaeStia, for
;

;

;

God has the v-roixovfj firm support; that of evai;3eia the
for " he that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, how can
he love God whom he has not seen ? " (1 John iv. 20) that of <pi?a6E?,(pca the
only in trustful love to
(pt.?.adt?.(pia,

;

without the latter the former would degenerate into poor narrowheartedness.
Thus, in that the one virtue is the complement of the other,
uyim-n, for

the latter produces the former of itself as
praesens quisque gradus subsequenlem parit

et

its

natural outcome; Bengel:

facilem reddit, subsequens

pnorem

temperal ac perficil.^
'

According to Dietlein, tbe three first
rrKm?, correspond to the

graces, including
tirsi

table of the law, the three first petitioua

liie Lord's Prayer, the first article of the
Creed, and xo faith in the Pauline triad; the
three following graces, to the first half of
the second table ol ihe law, the fourth petition

of

in the Lord's Prayer, the second article of the

Creed, and the second grace in the Pauline
triad the two la.-*l graces, to the second half of
,

the Creed, and the third grace of that triad,
Certainly there is here a good deal that coincides, but this by no means warrants a consistent parallelism of all the individual points.

which can only gain an appearance of correctnews by an arbitrary narrowing or extending
of the ideas and their applications.
It id
worthy of remark, that the series begins with
iria-Ti? and ends with ayanr]
in that, then, ver.

—

;

11 points to the future, cAn-i? Is

the second table of the law, the three last peti-

the

tions of the Lord's Prayer, the third article of

(Schott).

well-kuowu triad

ia

added, so that

here

alluded

to

—

—
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Ver.

Reason for the foregoing exhortation.

8.

—

— rama,

i.e.,

the virtues

above mentioned.
yap v/ilv vnupxavra koI K^.tovul^ovTa].
For iiTdp,\f<v c. dat.,
for irXtovi'il^ELv, cf. my
KXtovuljovTa intensifies the idea v-nupxovra
cf. Acts iii. 6
commentary to 1 Tim. 1. 14 it means either " to be present in abundance,"
strictly, to exceed the measure {ahundare), or " to become more, to increase
{crescere)."
Here the first of these two meanings seems to deserve the preference; though not so in the judgment of Bruckner, Wiesinger, Schott,
;

;

;

Ilofniaun.
The participles may be resolved into "in that"
"since" (Dietlein), or "if" (Bruckner, AViesinger, Schott); the latter is to
be preferred, inasmuch as this verse refers back to the exhortation ver. 5,
and in " ver. 9 the opposite is assumed as possible " (Briickner) thus '^for
if these virtues exist in you, and that in rich measure;" Luther in his translation has combined the two translations.
ovk upyovq ov6k uKuptzov^ KadiaT-qaiv\.
Hornejus: Taror-qt^ est, cum ait: non inertes neque invtiuqhs to be supplied.
fructuosos pro operosos et fructuosos
Dietlein " the om and ovdi belong to
the adjectives, not to Kadiarrjniv/'
For upyor, cf. 1 Tim. v. 13; Tit. i. 12;
ovK lipyoq, equivalent to " active " anupnoq cannot mean only " without fruit,"
but "barren" also; cf. Eph. v. 11 (as against Schott).
aadiaTrjai
the
According to Dietlein,
present is not put here for the future (Hornejus).
"
Wiesinger, and Schott, mdiaTTjui should mean, to cause to appear, to exSteinfass,

;

;

:

;

—

.

:

hibit," so that the sense

would be: "he who possesses these

virtues, he

thereby appears as bringing forth frnit with regard to the tTrr/v. rov Kvpinv 'I.
Xp.," by which is meant that his knowledge manifests itself as an active one.
^This

is,

A meaning

however, incorrect: for (1)

which

TTjui

it

is

thereby attributed to KaOla-

never has, either in the classics or in the N. T. (not even in

Rom

means "to set up,^' but not to set forth,
meaning to t/c such as that word
has nowhere else, since the object with which it is to be taken is always to
be thought of as the end, and that even in the more loose connection in
which dq is equal to " with regard, with respect to." (3) It is a somewhat

Jas.

iii. 6,

iv. 4,

and

v. 19)

to exhibit, to manifest, etc.

idle,

it

;

(2) It gives a

because a self-evident reflection, that if knowledge produce the aboveit thereby manifests itself as a knowledge that is not inactive.^

named virtues,

It is also inaccurate to translate

abundance
edge,"

in you, it will let

etc., for f/f is

with Luther: "where such

you be neither

not equal to

idle

present in

is

nor unfruitful in the knowl-

The verb Kadiarr^ui denotes,
make into, to set one up as

in connec-

hv.

tion with an adjective, reddere, to

;

cf

.

Pape,

and the preposition eii expresses the direction, so that the thought is:
those virtues make you (or, more exactly, place you as) active and fruitful
with regard to knowledge, i.e., by them you are advanced with regard to
knowledge; cf. Col. i. 10: ev navrt ipycj uyuOd) Kapno(popovi>TEg Kal av^avouevoi sic
De Wette " The author considers
Tfjv tniyvuaiv tov Qeov (cf Meyer, in loc.)
and this
all these virtues only as steps to the knowledge of Jesus Christ
knowledge he regards not merely as theoretical, but as one to be obtained

s.v.

;

.

;

:

;

'

This third reason also contradicts Hof-

raann'B interpretation, which he expresses
thus: " The believer possesses the knowledge

of Christ.

If

then, in

aiming at

it,

he be

neither inactive nor unfruitful, he

makes

this

aiming the rule of all his actions, but so that
they should be its work, its fruit."

CHAP.
Him, and,

practically, a living into
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9.

I.

same

at the

time, perfect;" thus, too,

Bruckner, Fronmiiller, Steiufass.
Vei'. 9 gives in
(i

yup

litj

negative form an explanation of the preceding verses.

raira, antithesis to ravra

m'ipe<JTi

.

,

The

nT^eovu^ovra, ver. 8.

.

—

posses-

who does not possess them is
and remains, without the true knowledge
of Jesus Christ,
ui) is explained thus, that the idea which lies at the basis
is: "he who is so constituted, that he is without these virtues" (Hofmann),
or so that he must be judged as being without them.^
Tv<pX6g kan, (ivuiia^uv'],
sion of these graces furthers knowledge, for he
nioAdf, that

in so far as he

is,

is,

—

means, to be a

one short-sighted:'^ accordingly
serves more nearly to define the term TV(p?i6c as one who can see only
Schott correctly explains /ivunu^uv by
near, not what is far off.

fivunui^eiv (utt. Xey.)
uvumi<:^uiv

what

is

The

" ?t"ea^--sighted."

most part take

nvu\p, i.e.,

older commentators, following Oecumenius, for the
as

/uvu-rai^eiv

synonymous with

TvcpluTJciv

;

thus Calvin, Hor-

but the identification iu meaning of these two terms cannot be
whilst it gives rise to an intolerable tautology.
The translation

nejus, etc.
justified,

;

Vulgate: manu teutons (similai'ly, Erasmus: maiiu viarn tentans;
Luther: "and gropes w'ith the hand;" Calvin: manu palpans), has arisen
of the

probably from the gloss,
28, 29
1.

c.

I.

4),

by

perhaps with reference to Deut. xxviii.

xpii'^^a^ijv,

Wolf

10.

Isa. lix.

;

interprets the word, after Bochart (Hierozoic

but

Kauuvecv oculos claudere;^

but from

uieiv Tug unag,

//i)(j^.

A

is

fivumii^eiv

however,

fivuip,

blink with his eyes, in order to see a distant object.

who

"one who

translates:

ceives a voluntary closing of the eyes,

meaning

of the word.

question arises

who

but one who, from inability to see far enough,

closes his eyes,

to Dietlein,

not derived from

not one

is

:

If,

What

which he does not see

obliged to

The same

applies

closes his eyes,"

mean a short-sighted person, the
hand which he sees, and that far off

then, ijvunu^ijv

The

?

arbitrarily

by which he conprecisely that which is opposed to the

that near at

is

is

first

expression

is

generally understood as ap-

Hofmann, on the other
him that he is a member
but how he has become so, that lies outside his

plying to earthly, and the second to heavenly things.

hand, explains

:

of the Christian

"

he sees only what

Chuixh

;

is

present to

:

Here, however, the first thought is purely imported, and the
second has only an apparent justification in the clause which follows.
horizon."

?.ridrjv

—

AaSuv],

an. Xey.

vTTouvTtatv Xa(3(l)v,

Krebs,

equal to oblitus;

2 Tim.

5

i.

(cf.

Vulgate: oblivionem ace ipi ens

Joseph., Ant.

loc); taken strictly, the translation

in

Hofmann

ii.

is-

vi.
^^

;

cf.

9; Wetsteiu, Ldsner,

having received the

'Aijdv-''

remarks that this aoristic clause is not only co-ordinate
with the preceding, but is added to it by way of explanation. Pie is wrong,
however, when he thinks that it is intended to elucidate fivuKuiuv. By it
justly

:

the author refers not to the consequences (Steinfass, and formerly here), but

SchoU unwarrantably maintains, on the

'

interpretation of ver. 8 here adopted, that the
translation

be, " he

becomes blind."

Aristotle interprets sec. 31:

*

T6S

must

:

ol (K yevfTYii

TO

fiiv

eyyus

aiv

oi

YepivTcs roi?

*

Tu^Aos

huuitto^oc-

caecus

to Si

videat.

/SAfiroi-TC!,

«{ a7roa-Tdo'€u)9 oi/x opwvTfi' ivavTia &i wocrxou-

nvia-naiov<ji.v'

to

-yap iyyiii

^Jj bpiivTei to. iroppoiOev ^\e-rrov<nv.

est,

/jiuiondiiav

is

dicitur,

qui

ideo

quia sponte claudit oculos, ut ne

—

;;
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more

rather to the reason of the blindness, or,

want

•which manifests itself in the

strictly, short-sightedness,

of the Christian graces.

Dietlein arbi-

emphasizes this forgetting as a voluntary act. This is justified neither
rov Kadapianov
by the expression itself nor by the connection of thought.
Tuv TTalm avTov atiaprrtixuTuv, " the (accomplished) cleansing from the former
trarily

sins

—

not as Winer formerly, in the

"

;

purification,

i.e.,

fifth edition, p. 214,

the removal of sins; "

conjectured

'*
:

the

As nuAaL shows, Kadap.
be obtained by repentance perhaps,
cf.

Heb.

i.

3.

mean a continuous (to
but a completed process. Not, however, the (ideal) Kadapiajuuc of sins
for the whole world of sinners, accomplished through Christ's death on the
cross;
avTov is opposed to this; but the cleansing, i.e., forgiveness, prodoes not here

etc.),

—

cured by the individual in baptism (thus to Briickner, Schott,

Wiesinger

Hofmann

less aptly applies it to the calling), so that nuAat denotes the

preceding baptism

cf

;

.

time

1 Cor. vi. 11.

M

Ver. 10. Resumption of the exhortation.
u«W.ov].
6i6 is usually
taken as referring to the truth expressed in vv. 8, 9, and mllov interpreted
as equal to "all the more." The meaning is, then that this truth should
:

more

still

incite to zeal (thus Briickner, Wiesinger, Schott, etc.).

Dietlein,

on the other hand, takes iuu?i?Mv as "ushering in an antithesis," equal to
"rather;" thus also Hofmann. The former supplies the thought: "instead
of following a virtueless endeavor after a so-called eTrlyvuaic," for which,
however, in the context there is no warrant. The latter more correctly
applies it to what immediately precedes, in this sense, " the readers should
do the opposite of that which Peter calls a forgetting that they have received
the pardon of sin."^ That the pai'ticle ixua?iou frequently expresses an antithesis,

that
this

cannot be denied

cf. 1

;

Cor.

v.

2

:

appears to be preferable, inasmuch as

can it be questioned
on 2 Cor. vii. 7. In
that which is usually given

but as

may serve to express intensification; cf.
way both interpretations are possible. Still
it

little

iNleyer

seems moi'e natural to apply the
8, 9, than only to the subordimore
nate idea immediately preceding.
u6t?u(poi makes the exhortation
urgent.
cTTovddaare
The exhortation here points back to
nouiadai^.
ver. 5 anov6^v n. napeiaeviyK.
The relations of K/lf/OTC and eKloyrj are thus
stated by Gerhard vocatio, qua in tempore ad regnum gratiae vocati estis
ELECTio, qua ab aeterno ad regnum gloriae elecii estis; in like manner Wiesinger, Fronmiiller, etc.
But kKluyi/
cf. Liinemann also on 1 Thess. i. 4.
can also denote the election effected by the sAvcrtf, i.e., the separation of
it

very significant thought of this verse to vv.

—

—

.

.

.

:

:

;

who

from the world, and the translation of them into the
this latter view is supported not only by the position
which the two ideas stand to each other, but by the connection of thought

those

kingdom
in

are called

And

of God.

(Grotius, Briickner, Schott,

Hofmann)

;2 for

can apply only to something which has been

1

Hofmann

interprets 5id in

his conception of ver. 2

:

harmony

"for

this

witJi

reason,

because he only,

who

named

capable of putting his linowl-

graces,

is

edge into practice."

is

possessed of the afore-

summons

the

realiter

(ie^aiav noLdadai

accomplished in man,

^ Grotius
" date operam, ut et vocatio
quae vobis contigit per evangelium el electio
earn secuta, qua facti estis Dei populus, ratae
:

siut."

—
CHAP.
not to the decree of

God

I.
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12.

11,

unchangeable and eternal.

iu itself

For

Calvin feels himself compelled unwarrantably to paraphrase

by studete ut
For 0ei3aiav,

TToieiadai

—

electos.^

when

then,

non frustra vocalos

re ipsa testatum fiat, vos

:

Heb.

of.

The making

6, 14.

iii.

the Christians, by a conduct such as

their part to

— The

9.

reading:

reproduces the thought in substance correctly.
refers not to the foregoing virtues, as

.

do

5, 8,

the opposite of this

;

— ravra

Hofmann

.

imo

sure takes place

Kaluv vfiuv epyuv

iva 6iu tCjv

.

esse,

directed in vv.

is

remain the called and elected people

expressed in ver.

this reason

cttovS. i3e3.

yap

is

^eji., k.t.X.,

ravra

KoiovvTt<;'\.

thinks, but to that which

immediately precedes; "the plural shows that the apostle considered this
making sure a very many-sided act " (Dietlein).
ov iifi nraianre -rro-e].
ir-aieiu
means in Jas. ii. 10, iii. 2, "to offend" (Vulg. non peccahitis) here as in

—
:

Rom.

;

"to forfeit salvation;" thus also Hofmann.
It is unjustifiable
to combine the two ideas (De Wette " to fall, and so to fail of salvation ").
xi. 11,

:

The double negation

ov

nj],

and the

placed at the end, strengthen the

ttote

statement.

Ver. 11.
pretation

Resumption of the

ovTu) yup].

is

erroneous

Taira noiovvrec

when ye

" precisely

:

Dietlein's inter-

;

in all humility

;

renounce every

no reference here

arrogant striving after distinction " for there

is

such striving.

e'laodo^ eig, /c.t.J\.].

junction of

nTiovaiug iTrixopTjyrjdTjae-at vfiiv

eiaodo(:

and

ri

n7.ovaiu(; 'f^txopriyTidriaerax is

to attribute to n7,ovoLug a

meaning

surprising.

any

to

The

con-

It is incorrect

from that which it always has
Augasti. " Lu more than one way").

different

(thus Grotius: promptissimo Dei affectu;

It is, however, also eiToneous to make TrAot^a. inixop. apply not to tlcodoq itself,
but to the condition which is entered upon after the tlaodoi, " the higher
degree of blessedness" (De Wette). ^ inixop. represents the entrance into the

eternal

kingdom of Christ as a gift;

as that entrance is not in

the

'n7Mvrs'Lug

any way rendered

as a gift abundantly, in so far
difficult,

opposite

is

ff/oi/CT/wf

to the "secure certainty oi the entrance.''

w6/l<c»

1 Pet. iv. 18.

the interpretation of Gerhard

Bengel

ut

:

quasi

:

cum triumpho

Schott

diviles erilis in

or even liindered

Wiesinger adopts both

intrare possitis.

Dietlein here inaptly brings

ETTixopTjy.

does this

irnxopTj-iridrjaerai

here to

must correspond with the

The

i-jixopriyrjcaTE.

gift of

the

pnaemiis coelestibus, and that of

"the conception of a choi'us in solemn procession."
to be noted that as imxoprjyTjnart, ver. 5, points back to didupij-ai in ver.
in with

;

not quite accurate in applying

is

It is
4,

so

Christian's gift in return

God, and the return-gift of God again with

that of the Christian.

Ver. 12.

(5(6,

not "therefore, because the

tohole

duty consists precisely in

the not forgetting " (Dietlein), for no expression was given to any such
thought here, but " because to him alone, ^ who iu the supplying of virtues

>

Besser tools wrong: " the apostle exhorts
words, that what is stable with God,

iu these

be also stable with us."
2

Steinfass:

way,

of

"This passage

the admission to

it,

treats of

the

it."

He

is right,

and not of the

only that

it lo

not even

way

that

is

tieated of, but merely the ad-

mission (or, more correctly, the entrance) to
^

blessedness which awaits the believer at the

end of

tdc

Hofmann

takes exception to this "

oiili/

it.
;

"

wrongly, for although the apostle merely says,
" that he who would live up to his exhortations

would undoubtedly
the everlasting

tind

kingdom

an entrance opeu to
of Christ,"

still

that
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reaches an ever more complete knowledge of Christ,

kingdom

everlasting

—

of Christ ministered.

is

an entrance into the

The same form elsehere: "I will ever have

/xMJiau'}.

where only in Matt. xxiv. 6; De Wette interprets it
a care;" Schott translates: " I will always be in the position;" but there
is nothing which renders necessary here a translation different from that in

Hofmann

the other passage.
future of

vnoiufivfifjKeiv,

justly says that

it is

a circumlocution for the

and that

as iu Matt, for uKoveiv,

must be joined

ueI

— Luther,

following the Rec. ova uneliiau: "therefore I will
not cease."
mpl tovtuv, i.e., of all that which has been already mentioned.
It is not to be limited to any one thing; and therefore not, with De Wette,
to " the kingdom of God and its future " nor, with Wiesinger, to " the
with

fiEllrinu.

—

;

with Hofmann, of

;

and still
the virtues mentioned in vv.

manifestation of faith iu

its fruits

promises his readers that he will
presented

(Hofmann

itself

you"), remind them of
Calvin

eif56r«f].

:

is

uti, i.e.,

can tovtuv be understood,
In this verse the author
at every time, as the opportunity
less

5-7.

in all probability incorrectly

By what means,

this.

not refer to this epistle,

"

shown by the

Vos quidem,

inquil,

:

"when

so strongly expressed future.

probe

tenetis,

address

I

not said; but that he does

is

quaeiuim

— nainep

ecamjeUi Veritas,

sit

neque vos quasi Jluctuantes conjirnio, sed in re tanta monitiones nimquam
supervacuae

quare nunquam molestae esse dehent.

:

—

Kal eaTtipiy/xevov^
14.
Cf. also 1 John ii. 21; Jude 5.
"and made firm, i.e., are firm in," etc.; not "although ye
i.e., have won a firm position by standing on the present

Paulus ad Rom., xvivry

siiit

Simili excusatione uiitur

irapovcrj (ikridda,

are supported,

complement

kv ry nap. ulrjd. is the

truth" (Dietlein).

of

iarrip.,

and

states

not the means by which, but the object in which, the readers have become
napovay stands here in the same sense as rov napovroc (that is, Evayyeliov)
firm.

—

f/c vnCig,

Col.

i.

De Wette, with

6.^

as equal to napadodday,

Jude

3.

not quite strict accuracy, interprets napovaiy
Vorstius, Bengel, etc., incorrectly take

it

as

referring to the fulfilment in the gospel of the Old-Testament promises; and
Schott, instead of to truth in an objective sense, "to the relation of fellow-

ship with God, in which they stood as Christians."

Vv.
lein

:

13, 14.

SiKawv

" as a duty ")

TovT(f> T'b aK7)vufian].

.

"/

T/yovfiai}-

(5f

cf

;

Phil.

aKT/vufia,

i.

7

;

consider

it

right

and reasonable" (Diet-

ver. 14 states the reason.

like an^voQ, 2 Cor. v.

1,

—

t<p'

baov

elfil

kv

" the tabernacle," a figura-

to ytudec aayvoQ.
cf Wisd. ix. 15
the human body
There can hardly be here any direct reference to the nomadic life in tents
dieyeipeiv I'/xdf ev vTToy.vr]au, ''to stir you up by reminding you, i.e.,
(Hornejus).

tive designation of

;

.

:

—

to

encourage you."

petv is to

The same combination

takes place in chap.

iii.

be found elsewhere only in the Gospels, and there in

signification.

—

ev hirofivijaei

points back to

vTrofiLfivf/aKEiv

1;

6Leyei~

its

strict

in ver. 12, which, in

In De Wette's opinion,
it, ()iEyEipeiv serves to define more nearly.
these words are written with special reference to the advent of Christ; but
It cannot, with
there is nothing to indicate any such limitation of them.

the aim of

Is

as

much

as to say that he

who

does not do so

'

Steinfass says ;"

Peter's absence;"

The antithesis to Trapovcrrj
hardly probable that

will not tind that entrance; consequently the

is

" otily "

the writer thought of this antithesis.

is

understood of

itself.

it is

—

CHAP.
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15.

I.

is linked on to the First Epistle of
from the circumstance that in 1 Pet. v. 8, 9, ypTDopT/aare is to be found
Ver. 14. £<j5wo, *^ since I know" gives the reason for
followed by arepeoi.

Dietlein, be concluded that this letter

Peter,

the

—

6iKuiov

ver. 13.

r/yoiifiai,

— on

raxivrj iariv

i]

unodeaic

Toi<

OKiivuunroc:

/ioi'].

The

by "a mingling of the figure of a
garment and that of a tent" (Ue Wette).
raxivT) is taken by most commenAccordingly
tators (as also by AViesinger and Briickner) to mean "soon."
some (De Wette, Fronmiiller, and others) think that in the subsequent
words the writer does not refer to the prediction of Christ contained in John
xxi. IS ff., but to a later revelation vouchsafed to Peter (such as is mentioned by Hegesippus, De Excitl. Jerosolym., iii. 2, and by Ambrose, Ep. 33)
but Bengel alreadj' translated raxivij innv correctly by repentina est observCrux id Pelro
ing: Praesens f/ui iliu oegrolant, possunt alios aclktic pascere.
non erat permissiira. Iileo prius ayit, quod cujendum eral.^ In chap. ii. 1 also,
(Vulg., velox), not "soon." Peter says here
raxivo^ means "sudden, sic ifI
that he will end his life by a sudden (i.e., violent) death; so too Steinfass,
Schott, Hofmann the adjective ra\ivTj states, not the time, but the manner
of the cnr-odiaic.
Accordingly the assumption of a later revelation has no
foundation in this passage.^
The particle ««,- after Kuduc, for the most part
left unnoticed, shows that the words KodiJc, k.t.a., are added in confirmation
of Peter's certainty as to his sudden death, equivalent to ''even as indeed.
expression a^odcau:

is

to be explained

—

;

.

,

'

;

—

'

With

Ver. 15.
that

.

1 Pet.

e6ri?iG)aev, cf.

" Kai

what

a-nv6uau

accus.

—

(Bengel)

aiTOi'duati).

6i

11-

I

'^hul

hui,

jnoreocer,

icill,

connects this sentence with ver. 13

follows.

venerit

i.

— exeiv

cum

inf.

it

i'uui:

belongs to
.

.

.

"on

un. Afy.,

£«a(7ro7f].

;

The

only here;

exi(v

it

aho

zealously take care,

belongs to mrovduau), not to

every occasion," quotiescunque usus

ixe.v, *.t.?..,

noieiaOai^.

;

and must not be connected with

construction of

oiov6uC,civ

with the

with the infinitive means, "to be able."

—

here only, "to call up the memory (recollection) of this,"
in you, similarly uveiav noulaOar (Rom. i. 9; Eph. i. 16, etc.).

T^ij uv^fiT/v notetadai,

that

is,

TovTuv as in ver. 12.

memory

Dietlein, altogether arbitrarily, understands

of the history of Christ as

was

ises to his readers, that as it

He appeared

in the flesh.

his intention in ver. 12 to

it

of the

— Peter prom-

remind them of

the truths stated in vv. 3-11, he would also endeavor that after his death

By what means he would

they should always be able to remember them.

do

this, is in this

OKEiv, ver. 12.

this in like

passage as

little

stated as in the

utA/.T/au

.

.

.

vnui; v~ouiuv?j-

The reference here is not to the first and second epistles ;3
manner is opposed by the future anoviViau. The words 6i nai

following on a-ovdaau seem to iniply that the author would do something

'

him

Besser " The Lord had communicated to
that a quick and sudden putting-off of the
:

tabernacle of the body awaited hira."

as .John xxi. IS expressly says, orav &i yepao-rj?,
if

writing this epistle in his old

age, appeal to those

words of Chiist as

Dietlein

:

" Peter finds

it

necessary, in the

up their reraurabiance during
and secondly, to secure it for the
time after his death; he wishes to provide for
his lifetime,

- Even if raxn'V meant "soon," it
would
not be necessary to understand this here; for

Peter could,

'

first place, to stir

cor-

roborating his expectation of a speedy death.

the latter also, at all times, i.e., he will not stop
short at the epistle he has already written, but
will make use of the present opportunity for

writing a second."

"
;
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whereby

else besirles the v-Touiuvr/aKeiv,

his readers after his death

would be

put in a position to remember what he had now written to them.
additional something may, however, be regarded as the exav vrng

.

Toxnuv

what

he,

that the author in

-i/v

.

relation to inac vnoinnvrjaKtiv; that is to say, the

nvr)ur)v -noietadai itself in

latter states

This
.

the former

what

should do. It is most probable
and annvMrru expresses his intention
to write to his readers as time and opporiheji,

/jeUrjaco vnoiii/ivjjtjKeiv

of continuing for the future also

tunity presented themselves.

Gospel of !Mark, which

is

arbitrary to take the promise as

It is entirely

(De Wette), or

referring to copies of his letters

to the composition of the

supposed to have been done under Peter's super-

intendence (Michaelis, Pott, Fronmuller,etc.), or to the appointing of faithful
teachers, cf. 2

Ver. 16.

is

2.

fables;'

coipi^etu

is

made

all

^aKo^ovdvaavTec:].

of thought

(ver.

means

4).

—

iii.

iVw?;.

artificiosne excof/'itatae atque

interpretation of Aretius

hahenles sapientiae

perfectly plain, so soon as

it

et veritcilis

Luther inexactly: "clever
"to make wise;" this meaning

is,

15,
it

543:

are " clererly coiUiired fables

animos

is

aeaoipiauevoig ^vDotc,

Tim.

in 2

inappropriate here; in the classics

num
The

this

that has gone before has been said in close relation to

cleverly;" thus Aristophanes,
aeaocp. fivdot

shows that

yiip

to the erroneous teachers, gives the reason

The connection

a-nov(^aa(j.

observed that

the "promises"

is

ii.

)«/• rEan0i<7fiivoci fivdoi^

which allusion

verse, in

for the

Tim.

oil

: '"

"to contrive

occurs in the sense,
ael

Kaml^

ifiea^ coii>((onai;

accordingly

Pott: fabulae ad decipiendos homi-

exnmalae:

^

cf.

chap.

3, Tr?.aaTol ao^oi.

i.

on the other hand, incorrect falndae faham
:

speciem.

The

expression

to

is

fivdoi

be found in

As the author makes no

the N. T. only here and in the Pastoral Epistles.

it is at least doubtful if he refers to any definite
myths; either tiiose of the heathen with reference to the appearances of the
gods upon earth (Oecumenius, Estius, Bengel, etc.), or to those of the Gnostics as to the emanation of the aeons (Dietlein), or to the Gnostic myth of
the Sophia (Baur), or to the ajwcryphal legends of the birth and childhood
of Christ, especially in the Eo. Infantiue Jesu (Jachmann), or to false myths
as to Christ embellished in the spirit of the Jewish JNIessianic beliefs (Seinler),
or "apocryphal, didactic, and iiistorical traditions, as these were appended by
a later Judaism to the histories of the O. T., especially to the most ancient
(Schott, similarly Steinfass), or to the practice of heathen lawgivers, who,

special allusion of the kind,

according to Josephus, appropriated to themselves the fables of popular
The
belief, borrowing from them their accounts of the gods (Hofraann).

words express, indeed, an antithesis, but this

is

of an entirely general kind

either in order to bring out that the apostolic preachers are not like those

>

Dietlein thinks that the expression

(JxaMCfoif contains a double reproach,

only by the termination

astbo word

o-o(i)ia

t^eiv,

Out also

o-eo-o-

i.e.,

not

in as far

means what is bad; however,
is by no means always

the termination i^eiv

employed so as

to contain the

ing of cleverness (see Pape,

Hofmann

is

wrong

in

secondary meauconsequently

s.v.)

;

rendering

bad sense, nor does (ro<|)ta in itself
is bad, except only in connection

age, Josephus, Antiq., prooem. 4

mean what

voixoOtrai

with ToO

TovTov (1 Cor. i. 20), avOpuiirivr]
13), etc. Besides, a-o<t>iiet.v is mostly

avdpionivoyv a/uapTjjnaTu>i'

used

in a

(1 Cor.

KOtriiov

ii.

(Te(7o<f>i(TAe»'os

simply by "conceived," asserting that the
word means nothing else. Cf. with our passrois

/au9ois

:

oi ixiv

i^aKoXovBrtaavT^i;
fi<;

tous fleov?

tyjv ai-ax^^'v^ fxtTtdrjaav, k.t.K.

aAAot
riov

tu> Ao7<o

—
CHAP.
others

who

seek the support of mj-ths,
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IG,

I.

— perhaps with special
—

reference to

or, what is less probable,
the false teachers alluded to in chaps, ii. and iii.,
in order to meet the reproaches of these teachers (Wiesinger), and the

contrast serves to give the
i^oKohjvdriaavTe^'].

preposition

e^

The

more prominence

to the positive statement.

verb, besides here, only in chap.

ii.

—

The

2 and 15.

does not precisely indicate the error (Bengel), but only the

common

going forth from a particular point; in

usage, however, this second-

below, quoted from
prooem. § 4. By this negative statement the author denies
not only that his message was based on myths, but that in it he followed a
communication received from others (Schott).
iyv(jpiaafiev vfilv ttjv tov Kvp.
Several interpreters understand this of the
f/u. 'I. Xp. dvvafxiv K. napova'tav].
ary meaning often entirely recedes;

Josephus,

cf.

the passage

^4/!^,

First Epistle of Peter; in which case the plural is surprising, for the author
had already spoken of himself in the singular. Hofmann's objection to this
view is, that although in his former epistle Peter refers to the power and
coming of Christ, he did not first make it known to the readers. But the
passages 1 Cor. xv. 1 and Gal. i. 11 show that yvupi^uv may also be used of
a proclamation, the substance of which had already been communicated
!Many commentators take the words as
to those to whom it was made.

referring to the whole preaching of the apostles, understanding

vfilv,

not of

the readers specially, but of the Gentile Christians generally; thus "Wie-

and more decidedly Hofmanu. It must be observed, however, in
yevijdivTEc and the subsequent riful^ TjKovoafiev must
The most probable explanation is,
refer to the same subject as h/vuplaaiuev.
that the author, remembering that he was not the only witness of the transfiguration, passed from the singular to the plural, and in so doing made use
singer,

opposition to this, that

of

i'fuv

human

in its extended sense.

birth

— napovaia

not here the nativilas

is

Christi,

His

(Vatablus, Erasmus, Hornejus, Pott, Jachmann, etc.), nor

(Schmid) but, in
His presence during the time He appeared on
the X. T. usage (chap. iii. 4 Matt. xxiv. 3, 27 1 Cor.
XV. 23; 1 Thess. ii. 19, etc.) and the connection of thought (vv. 4, 17, iii. 4):
the return of Christ to judgment (Estius, Semler, Knapp, Dietlein, De Wetteearth "

"

harmony both with

Briickner,

;

;

Hofmann, and the more modern

;

interpreters generally).^

however, denotes the fulness of might of the glorified Lord, as

more

especially revealed in His napovaia.

ideas into one,

and with Hornejus

Bengel, majestas praesentissima.
affirmatively stated, to
iii.

2

:

i-rtonTevu), is

—

It is

what goes

before.

.

.

.

advenlus

endn-Trii, Uk.

"key.

(1

him who had reached
Keeping to
the Eleusinian mysteries.

here interprets, ad intima arcana admissi

;

De

VV^ette, too,

;

or with

An antithesis,

tieyuA.EUjTr)Toi\.

the term, techn. for

degree of initiation into

be

not correct to combine both

to explain, polens

u/.l i-jo-arai

dvvafuc,

it will

Pet.

ii.

12,

the highest
this,

Bengel

thinks that the

expression has here the secondary meaning of being initiated, of intimacy.
It is

no doubt chosen purposely with reference to the fact that the fKyaJieiorjjg
which Peter and the other two disciples beheld, was a mystery

of Christ,

'
FronrnUIler only Interprets: "Ilis appearing with miraculous powers iu the flesh,

along
glory."

with

His

expected

appearance

in

—

"
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hidden from the others.
with avTonTTjg, I^uke i. 2.
should be referred to the
wrong in supposing that
One and His ascension.
nection in which ver. 17

which in no sense

Grotius, Pott, and others take

The connection demands

as

synonymous
yevrjdevTEQ

Hofmann

fact of the transfiguration (ver. 17).

is

Peter here thought of the appearance of the risen

The assei'tion is refuted not only by the close constands to this verse, but by the word iieyakeioTri^,
As

expressive only of '^greatness."

is

it

that iwonrai

the form in which

Jesus showed Himself to His disciples after His resurrection was the same
as that in which they had seen Him before it, they were not then in any

way

of his

rnoTTTai

/leynXecoTt}^

nor

;

is

there the slightest hint that thei'e

ia

here allusion to any fact other than that mentioned in the following verse.

—

r^f knuvov fiEyaTieMTTjTog, that

the glory in which at His transfiguration

is,

Christ showed Himself to the three disciples.

unum prae
spicuam

IncoiTectly, Calvin

exemplum

:

aids eligit memorabile, in quo Chrislus coelesti gloria ornatus con-

clivinae magnijicentiae

speciem tribus discipulis praebidt.

rather regards the transfiguration glory of Christ as the type
fore the proof

Yer. 17.

— of the glory of Christ at His nuoovcLa.

Aa/Suv yup

diately preceding

.

.

.

db^av].

yiip,

The

— and

apostle
there-

"that is;" explanation of the imme-

The

participle does not require any
such supplement as ^v or hvyxavt, nor is it put instead of the finite verb.
For the principal thought is, not that Christ was transfigured, but that Peter

was a witness

tiroKTai ytvjidivTeg.

:

of this transfiguration,

The

napovaia of Christ.

wanting.

Its

absence

the addition of

(puvr/g

is

which was typical

of the diivamg kuI

verb belonging to the participle

finite

Aa:3ijv

is

most naturally accounted for by supposing that
k.tX, caused the author to forget to notice

hex^eiariq,

that he had not written IaqSe

How

yup.

proceed, cannot be definitely said

;

what

after writing ?.a3ijv he intended to
is

wanting, howevei", must be sup-

plied from that which goes before, not from

what follows. Winer, p. 330
complement from ver. 18,

(E. T., 351), incorrectly supplies the necessary
since he says that Peter should have continued
oavrag, or in a similar

supplement from
irarpof].

nuTfip is

Rom.

ii.

7,

10

ver. 19 (as is

;

6 viog fjov.

6d^a denotes

it

God

is still

—

His relation to Christ, with

in

— u/i^v kuI dd^av].
Steinfass

expressions of the shining figure of Christ).
lafiuv, /c.r.A.,

"Honor and

refer-

glory," as

not the brightness of Christ's body at the

transfiguration (Hornejus, Gerhard, etc.;

finding in

^(Udf eixe ravTTjv rrjv (puvfjv ukov-

more arbitrary to borrow the
done by Dietlein and Schott).
napu deou

applied here to

ence to the subsequent
in

But

manner.

would understand

Hofmann

a confirmation of his opinion that

is
it

both

unwarranted in
is

the resurrec-

and ascension that are here referred to, inasmuch as God first conferred
honor and glory upon Christ, by raising Him from the dead and exalting
Him. To this it may be said that by every act of God which testified to
His glory, Christ received n/ii) Kui th^n, i.e., "honor and praise."
(puvf/c
hexdeianc avTu Touiade states through what Christ received " honor and praise

tion

—

:

the expression ^uv^
also

Mark

i.

11

;

(piptrut tivi,

Luke

iii.

22

here only

(cf.

John

;

Luke

xii. 28,

ix. 35, 36, 0uvfi yiyvtrai

30)

;

aviC),

;

so

the dative of direc-

"in honorem ejus" (Pott).
vno is
vtto rw /^eyaTionpenovg 66^T)g],
neither equivalent to "accompanied by " (Wahl), nor to "from
out of"

tion, not

.

.

.

"

CHAP.
442

19.

18,

I.
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.

the preposition, even where in local rela-

(Winer,

fifth edition, p.

tions

inclines to tliese significations, always maintains firmly its original

it

f.)

:

meaning, "under;" here, as generally in passives, it signifies "by;" thus,
too, Winer, sixth edition, p. 330, seventh, 340 (E. T.,368): "when this
voice was borne to Hiiu by the sublime Majesty." jy iueya?iOT:pEnf/(: (an. Aey.)
66ia means neither heaven nor the bright cloud (Matt. xvii. 5) ^ it is rather
a designation of God Himself (Gerhard, I)e Wette-Briickner, Wiesinger,
;

Fronmiiller,

Hofmann)

LXX. — ovTog

iauv

God

similarly as, in Matt. xxvi. 64,

;

the abstract expression ^
6 vloi

With

Svva/xtc.

So

6 ayamjTuc}.

jjlov

is

by

called

neyaTMnpemiQ, cf. Deut. xxxiii. 26,

Matthew; only with the

in

addition avrov uKoverE, and instead of «f 6v: "ev o5." In Mark ix. 7 and Luke
ix. 35 (where, instead of dj-aTr/yroc, thei'e is " eKTieXeyfiivo^ '), the words dc of
The reading adopted by Tisch. 7 6 d/oc
iyu) eMoKTiaa are entirely wanting.
:

corresponds to none of the accounts in the Gosthe O. T. quotation from Isa. xlii. 1 in Matthew (chap,

liov 6 ayamfiToq fiov ovroc, ioTi,

pels

;

xii.

18)

cf

.

:

with

it

6 nuic /lov

...

6 uyanTjTog nov, eic ov evdoKrjGEv

struction of Evdoiaiu with

no warrant for the assertion that
of the plan of salvation"

xpvxr/ fjov.

i]

— The

does not occur elsewhere in the N. T.

£«f

(!)

e/'c

;

con-

there

is

points " to the historical development

(Dietlein).

author is anxious to show prominently that he has been an ear-witness of that divine voice, as well as an
Ver. 18.

Kdl ravrriv

eye-witness of the

,

.

.

EVExdEiaav; the

fisyaT^Lorrig

of Christ.

—

ik

ovpavov evexO. is

added

byway

of emphasis, in order to lay stress on the fact that Christ received that

testimony directly from heaven.
ayiu

Tcj

it

must

to the hill on

— kv

not, with Grotius,

r<j

opEi

tu

which the temple stood, and that what

the transfiguration, but the incident recorded in

any reason, De Wette
xvii. 1

has

viprjXov)

From

ayio>].

the epithet

be concluded that the reference here
alluded to

is

John

xii.

asserts that that epithet (instead of

is

is

not

Without
which Matt.

28.

betrays a view of the case more highly colored with

the belief in miracles than that of the apostles, and belonging to a later
period; Calvin already gives the correct interpretation: montem

sanctum

qua ratione terra sancta dicitur, in qua Most Deus apparuit; quocunque enim accedit Dominus, ut est fans omnis sanctitatis, praesentiae suae
odore omnia sanctijicat Dietlein: "the 'in the holy' is added, not to designate the mountain, but in order to distinguish it on account of this event;
so, too, Bruckner and the modern commentators generally.
appellat,

,

Ver. 19.

SspacoTEpov rbv npocpTjTiKov loyov, ^Uind vie "have as one more
word of prophecy." The second testimony for the glory of
Christ in His second coming is "the word of prophecy." This Luther understands to mean the "gospel;" Griesbach "New Testament prophecies;"
Erasmus: "the heavenly testimony mentioned in ver. 18." But the connection with what follows shows that it is the Old-Testament promises which
are here meant.
On the singular Bengel rightly says Mosis, Esaiae et
Kal

E)(oiJ.?v

stable (surer) the

:

:

>

Schott, indeed, interprets v-no correctly,

but yet tliinks that t^5 iJ.eya\. £6fr)9 meaue the
cloud " not indeed the cloud in itself, but as
;

the manifeBtation whlcli
self"

(

!).

God gave

of

Him-

".
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omnium prophetarum sermones unum sermonem sibi undequaque constantem faciunt ; non jam singularia dicta Petrus pro/ert, sed universum eorum testimonium
complectitur

only that here reference

;

is

made

specially to the promise with

—

The expression npo<^rjTiK6g,
regard to the dwa/iu: km napovaia of Christ.
The article t6v marks
besides here, only in Rom. xvi. 26 ypa<pal npocpjjnKai.

—

:

this as a definite prophecy, well

the author says
iv.

16

;

Heb.

ii.

:

known

exofiev SejSatdTepou;

2, 9,

17

;

2 Cor.

i.

to the readers.

for the force of
6.

With

I3iiiaw(, cf.

regai-d to it

Rom.

especially

neither to be connected

iiefiaioTepov is

directly with the object, nor is the comparative to be taken as

synonymous

with the positive or with the superlative. Luther, trebly inaccurate " we
How then is the comparative to be exhave a stable prophetic word."
:

—

by the

which the fulfilment stands
is confirmed by the
former, and that accordingly the prophetic word has now become more sure
and stable than it was formerly (thus, too, Fronmiiller). But the promise
De Wette's view is more suithere in question still awaits its fulfilment.
According to it, the comparative is put with reference to the event
able.
mentioned in vv. 17, 18, so that the thought would be, " and the prophetic
word is more stable to us {now) from the fact that we saw and heard that
Wiesinger
(thus, too, Schmidt, IT., p. 213, Briickner, Dietlein, Schott y
combines this view with that of Oecumenius. There are objections to this
view; De Wette himself raises them: (1) That any more precise allusion to
this sense by a vvv or an f.k tovtov is wanting
(2) That in what follows, the
plained?

Oecumenius

says,

relation in

to the promise, in this sense, that the truth of the latter

;

thought stated is neither held fast nor developed. These, however, are
easily removed, when it is considered that there is no intention here of giving
prominence to the point of time, and that in what follows the reference is
precisely to the prophetic word confirmed by the above-mentioned fact cf
;

Briickner.

word

It is incorrect to

of prophecy

is

take the comparative here as implying that the

placed higher than something

be that event mentioned in vv.

on the enduTai

yevrjOivTe^

Trig

16, 17. ^

But

else, for this

could only

the very stress laid on

kKsivov iieyakeidrnToc;, is

opposed

to this view.

it

and

How

it be, if in comparison with it the word of prophecy
The
should be brought prominently forward as more stable and sure!
nominative to exofiev is not the apostles generally (against Hofmann), hardly

inappropriate would

be Peter and his readers; but, as the close connection of this
what precedes shows, the subject to f;i;o,uev is no other than that
to 7}Kovaa/i£v.
The author does not, indeed, here appeal to any of Christ's
own prophecies of His second coming. But this is to be explained, not by
assuming that these were unknown to him, nor because " the rapid succession of the advent on the destruction of Jerusalem, foretold in them, had
not taken place " (De Wette), but simply because the writer's aim here was
to point to the testimonies regarding Christ and what related to Him (and
either can

it

verse with

' Hofmann, too, interprets thus, only that
he looks upon Ihe fact, by which the word of
prophecy is made " more sure," not as being
Christ's transfiguration, with the divine testimony, but His resurrection and ascension.

* Stelnfass,

Indeed, thinks that the Mi^So'

aJ'e

referred to; Gerhard has already proved the

incorrectness of this assumption.

—
CHAP.

I.
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19.

thns not to those of Christ Himself) (thus, too, Briickner).
whereunto to take heed, ye do well" as Ileb. ii. 1
itooaixovTfc,
''^

to something with a believing heart."

prophecy

is

cum

iroieiv

.avxurip<f)

only the consequence of

part.,

Acts x. 33; Phil.

The comparative

TOTw].

cance of the XoyoQ
U'xvog i» the

npo(p.

it

;

this.

iv.

The searching into the word of
The same construction of ku?..
John

14; 3

— ug

the sphere of spiritual

is in

outward world of sense.

"parched, dry," then "dirty, dingy

—

Xvxvu (palvovn iv

life,

and

signifi-

same

the

as a

not qui lucebat (Bengel)

(paivovri,

;

it

aixf^vpog {an. Aey.), literally,

" (opposed to Xa/anijog, Arist.,

used w^ith the latter meaning here,

It is

6.^

particle wf points to the nature

rather the present, an attribute of ?Axvu.

is

d Kalu^ noulTs
"to give heed

:

ahxiiripbg rorcog

De

Colorib.).^

has indeed been

explained as a desert, or a " place overrun with wild scraggy wood " (Hofmann) but this would make sense only if the idea of darkness or night
;

were added
no warrant.
c.

in

—

thought (as by Steinfass), for which, however, there is
ijfispa cVavyuarj].
t'wf ov (generally construed with

euf ov

still

dv),

conj. aorist, expresses the duration of the act until the arrival of a future

event which

is looked upon as possible; that is, ^^ until the day breaks," etc.,
not " until the day shall have dawned " (De Wette), cf. Matt. x. 11, 23, 39 ff.

Some commentators
with

(Bengel,

0oivovTi; incorrectly; it

and Hofmann) join

etc., Schott, too,

eug ov

belongs rather to npoaixovTec, w'hich in the con-

Taken with (paivovrc it would be a somewhat superfluous
be not at the same time applied, according to the thought, to
npoaixovreg, as is done by Dietlein, though without any linguistic justification.
dtavyu^tiv, utt. ?i£y., used frequently in the classics of the break of day,
text has the accent.

adjunct,

if it

—

when

—

Kal

the light shines through the darkness; Polyb.
<l)uo(p6i)og

dvaTelTiri].

(Hesychius, Knapp,

<()ua(p6pog, air. ley., is

etc.),

iii.

104;

ufxa

ru dLavya^eiv.

not meant to designate the sun

but the morning star;

many

interpreters (Besser,

understand by it Christ. The adjunct koI (pcja(p6pog dvaT£i?.ri
serves only further to complete the picture
that of the morning which

etc.) incorrectly

—

precedes the full day.

removed from

far

ment

;

mann).

nor

is it

it,

— tv raig Kapdimc;
to w-hich

Vfxuv

belongs not to Tzpoaexovreg (Schott),

would form a somewhat dragging supple-

it

to be taken with the

subsequent tovto npuTov yivuGKovreg (Hof-

For, on the one hand, the observation that the reference here

is

to

a heart knowledge, would have a meaning only if yivuoKovTtg contained an
exhortation to such knowledge; and, on the other, the position of the words

opposed to this connection.

is

Consequently

only with the clause immediately preceding ewr

As to the
much divided among themselves.

Wiesinger, Fronmiiller).

iv ralq napdiaii
ov,

can be joined

k.tX (De AVette-Briickner,

reference of the figure, commentators

De Wette understands avxf^npk ronog
"the time previous to Christianity, which still continues for those who
were not in the faith, and to whom the readers belonged." But opposed to
are
of

1

Joseph., Ant., xl.

*

tlon,

Hofmann's
"

It is in

12:

6,

'Aiidvov) n-ot^o-are kqAui;

entirely

fxi)

ols

(ypafifioac

meaning of "dry," is anlitlietical to
" is conliadictetl by Ibe passage itself
which he appeals, and which runs thus:

original
cttcA^ov

irpoo-e'xoi'Tes.

unwarranted

aeser-

vain to appeal to the fact, that

In Aristotle oux/nipos occurs as antithesis to
Aa/nJTpo?;

the antithesis to Xannpiv there

dAofxTres;

ou the other hand, ouxMlpo*! 'n

is

its

to

;

iroiel &i &i.ai}>opav

Kai to \anirphv

r]

o-tiK^ov elvai

inyvvnevof ^ TovvavTiov av\iJ.T]pov Kai
a^a/xne^ (Arist.: nepi xpwuaTwf; Becicer, II,
793); and how should crTiA(3os mean " wet" ?
to
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this is the fact that in vv.

1, 12,

the author speaks of his readers as believing

Gerhard (with whom Briickiier formerly concurred) takes the
reference to be to the former condition of the readers, when as yet they did
not believe. Against this, however, is the present
Kalug noislre npoaexThe only adequate meaning to attach to tottoc avxu. is, the world in its
Christians.

tli

present condition (Wiesinger, Bruckner, in the third edition of

The world

Commentary).

is

the dark place which

light of the divine (more precisely, the prophetic)

do well

tians

darkness.

to give

is

word

De Wette's

illumined only by the
;

therefore the Chris-

heed to this word, since otherwise they would be in

In taking exception to this view,

Hofmann

says that

"a

is

it

where the light shines with that where those
are for W'hom it is lit up."
In his view the meaning should be, that to
him who looks into the final future, to which the prophetic word points,
this word will perform a service similar to that of a light in a pathless
mistake

to identify the place

region at night,

— this

service, namely,

"that the believer does not stand

helplessly before the future, which lies before us like a confusion

which is
But against this explanation it must be urged, that
the figure employed by Peter would be appropriate only if the place in which
the Tivxvog shines were compared with that in which the believers are, and
that the reference to the uncertain future is purely imported.
The words
lug oi), k.tX, show that for the believer another condition of matters- will
commence. The time when the day dawns in the hearts of the Christians,
and the morning star arises, and when consequently they can do without
enveloped in night."

—

According to Dorner,

the light, has been variously determined.

time within the development of the Christian
time, namely,

when what

is

life in

it

the individual

is
;

"a

that

matter of history shall become living knowlBut such a separation of the

edge, influencing entirely the whole life."^

development of the Christian life of his readers into two periods can the less
be assumed here, that the author would thus accuse them of still possessing
a purely outward Christianity, and it can hardly be supposed that he should
have considered the word of prophecy as unnecessary for the advanced Christian. Early commentators already correctly applied the words to the parous ia.
It is erroneous, however, to understand them of that event itself, for M'ith the
advent the morning passes nito the perfect day. The point of time which
Peter has in view is that immediately preceding the second coming, the time

Son of man appears (Matt. xxiv. 30), when believers
draweth nigh (Luke xxi.
28), when accordingly the morning star which ushers in the day shall arise
in their hearts; similarly, Wiesinger and Briickner.^
Ver. 20. tovto npurov ytvuaKovTEg\.
tovto refers not to any thing said
before, but to the clause following: on, k.tX
of. chap. iii. 3.
npurov, i q.,

when the

are to

lift

crjudov of the

up

their heads because their u-Kolvrpuatg

—

;

*

Lehre

v. d. Per-s. Christi, 2d ed. part

I.,

the question remains, what that morning

which they

p. 104.

to

2 The diflBculty of this verse is not diminished by the connection of the words iv t.
Kap&. ii/x. with npoaix., and of e<os ov rj nixepa.,

correctly to the

K.T.A.,

with

words

e<u5

(jiaivovTL

(Schott), since,

if

these

ov are not to be almost meaningless,

refer.

lightly over this difHculty
left to

feet

is

Schott, indeed, passes

by saying: "It

is

the reader to transfer this metaphor

dawn

cousummatiou."

of the future

day of per-

CHAP.
npuTov TrdvTuv, 1 Tim.

—

"before that."

1

ii.

;

erroneously, Bengel

yiv6aK0VTS(;

conscious knowledge that" (De Wette)

to

yivcjaKeiv i'uuc

na?..

By

Jas.

cf.

;

tovto

irp. yiv.

.

.

yiveTat;

.

what that

;

ndaa ...

is

oi)

dico, anglice:

is

is,

With-

3; Ileb. x. 34.

i.

participle as equivalent to

rather to be joined closely

the author directs the attention of his

readers to the point to which they in their
special attention

qnam ego

priun

and takes the

<5£,

" the participle, as such,

;

noiuTt npojex-

:

"whilst ye recognize, bring yourselves to the

:

out any warrant Pott supplies
" 6d
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20.

I.

-tTpoaextiv

a Hebraism for

should pay

(ver. 19)

the words following say
ovdifita, cf.

:

otl Truaa ni)0(pi]Teia

Rom.

iii.

20;

1

Cor.

undoubtedly to be understood of the prediction
of the Old Testament, either the prophecy contained in Scripture, or that to
which the Scripture gives expression. For the construction of yivETai c. gen.,
cf. Winer, p. 184 (E. T., 195 f.)
Buttm., p. 142 (E. T., 163) according to
Buttmann, the genitive definition of the thing with avai or yiveadat frequently
i.

29, etc.

npo(f)i]Teca ypaoiji is

;

denotes a permanent attribute
etc.

it,

<(3(rtf

;

thus here

;

:

prophecy

is

of such a kind that

the more precise definition depends on the meaning of the words

Instead of inAbaeuc, Grotius would read

i-niKvaeu^.

sius, ETTe'kEvaeuq

impetus

;

s.

;

would

so that the sense

instinctus

but these changes have been

;

Not

already as arbitrary.

unwarranted

less

and Hein-

iiTi]'kvaeu}Q,

be, the npo^rjreia non est res proprii

is it

j

ustly rejected

by Wolf

Ham-

to understand, with

mond, fT(7.i»cTtc originally de emissione cursorum e carceribus, deducing therefrom the thought that the prophets non a se, sed a Deo 7nissi currerent or,
with Clericus, de solutione oris, or, with Lakemacher, to derive £ni?.v(yi( from
emlevdLJ (f7rfp,^;0|Ua/), instead of from enMeiv, thus obtaining the idea: that
prophecy is not accessus proprie aut talis, quae virtute quadam mentis humanae
propria et naturali prooeniat et ad hominem quasi accedat (cf. Wolf, in loc.)..
The. notion that imlvat<; is equal to dissolutio i has been refuted already by
Wolf.
em/ivaic means solution, explanation, interpretation
thus Mark
iv. 34, imUetv; Gen. xl. 8, Aquila, inilvofiEvoq O^*^), km'Xvaic (|nn3)
Gen.
:

,

—

;

;

LXX., according to some codd., tu ivvnvta
i'jriXvaFi; PhU. De Vita ContempL, ]). 901 A

xli. 12,

avTov

tjixuv, (iv6(>i

— Almost

kotu to ivvnvtov

expositors

all

understand im/iva.c as the interi:)retation of the ipo<tii]Tna made aforetime;
but if)iai, however, has been variously applied (1) It has been taken to refer
to the TTpoiprjreia itself; Werenfels (cf. Wolf): itpoori^tla ovk exec ttjv iavr^t, ittc:

/MGiv,

that

is,

OVK

ETTiAiiEi

iavTTiv;

thus also AVahl, Dietlein, Bi'iickner.

positive idea here to be supplied

is

:

but " the interpretation

is

to

The

be looked

for only from God"' (Briickner; Dietlein arbitrarily finds the further idea

contained here, that prophecy must not be treated as allegory).

prophets themselves

;

Oecumenius

KiixTTQfiEvov aijToic iTpofTjTiKdv ?Myov,

o'u

:

ydeaav

(oi npo<p//Tm) /xev aat

/uEVTOi Kal Tfjv tiTilvmv

(2)

To

the

avpuaav rdv Kara-

avrov ETtoiovvTO (simi-

Knapp, De Wette); and the thought to be supplied here is: the
interpretation is then not an easy, but a difficult, matter (De Wette: "the
author makes this remark in order to excuse the difficulty of the interpretation, and to take away the pretext for unbelief or scoffing").
(3) To the
larly,

1

Hardt: "omnis proraissio

Bimilarly Storr, 0pp.

II.
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ff.

nou

est

dlssolulionis sed

indissolubiUs, iiuiuutabUis," etc;
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readers or to

man

This

generally.

is

the view most generally adopted

it

;

that of Beda, Erasmus, Luther, Aretius, Gerhard, Pott, Steiger, Schmid,

is

Besser, Wiesinger, Schott,

supplied

Hofmann,

etc.

;

aud the positive thought

only the Holy Spirit can expound

is:

tlie

to be

prediction (Luther: "act

accordingly, and do not think that you can interpret Scripture according to
your own reason or cunning Peter has forbidden it you are not to interpret; the Holy Spirit must interpret, or it must remain uninterpreted").
But
opposed to all these interpretations is; (1) The necessity of supplying the
positive thought which really contains the point of the remark, but to which
;

the

a2:)ostle

;

does not give expression

ing to which ver. 20

is

;

(2)

The coimection

subjoined as a confirmation of the

of thought, accord(j

Kalug

noteiTe npoae-

thought here expressed were intended to give a caution with
respect to the npoaixeiv, or to form, as Wiesinger says, a condition preliminary
and necessary to it, this must in some way have been referred to. Besides,
it must be noted that tivat or ytveadai, c. gen., implies a relation of dependence, and in such a way that the genitive denotes that on which something
else depends.^
Now, it may, indeed, be said that the " understanding " of
prophecy, but not that propiiecy itself, depends on the interpretation of it.
The rendering, " propiiecy is not a matter of private interpretation " (or even,
"it does not permit of private interpretation," Hofmann), takes too little
account of the force of the genitive. ^ For these reasons enilvai^ must necessarily be understood rather of an "interpretation "' on which the Trpo^rireia is
But this is the explanation of the problematic
based, on which it depends.
Xovrei.

future

If the

itself,

or of the figure under which

presented

it

itself to the

prophets

and FronmLiller).^ The passage above cited makes the
matter clear. Gen. xl. 8: the words in which Joseph predicted to the prisoners what lay before them, form the npoQijTtia; this presupposes an imXvatc,
interpretation, of the dream by Joseph, and of this Joseph says that it belongs to God. Thus, too, he speaks to Pharaoh " the interpretation is not
(thus, too, Gerlach

:

—

The thought accordingly is this:
Dan. chap. ii.
No prophecy of Scripture arises out of, or depends on, private (of him who
Taken thus, the verse
utters the prophecy) interpretation of the future.
stands in close and correct connection both with what precedes, for it states
in me," Gen. xli. 15, 16

;

cf.

1 Certainly, also, the above consti-uctioo can
merely express the relaiiou of belonging to, as
inH.eb.xii.il; but in that passage the ideas
wotSeta and xapasC^wTrrj!) stand in an altogether
different relation to each other, from that la

which

7rpo4>riT((.a here stands to en-iAutris.
Hofniann's remark is indeed very apodictic, that " the first of these counter reasons is
null, and that accordingly the second is so too,
because toOto ttputoc vu'wo'Koi'Tes means a perception, which must be combined with the
attending to the word of prophecy,
but a
perception, the substance of which could only
be expressed negatively, because meant only
to guard the prophecy against an interpretation brought about by the coaclusions of the
2

.

.

.

individual intellect; " but the objection to this
is

the

same as that to the second counter reason

aliove.

If the

yLvioa-KovTe^ to

author wished the toOto
,
be understood in the sense of
.

.

guarding against, he would at least have
added a 5e.
It is not easy to understand why
the author, if he had wished to express the
thought which his words are supposed to con-

—

tain, did not write,

ytVerai e|
3

on

di'Bpiuirioi',

en-iAixn? 7Tpo<f>r)Teias ov

or somelliing similar,

Bengel's interpretation

is

similar: "

en-t-

Kvais dicitur interpretatio, qua ipsi prophetae
res antea plane clausas aperuere raorlalibus,"

only that here no definite distinction

between

7rpo(|).

and

cTnAuo-is.

is

drawn

^

CHAP.
•why the

?[.6y. irpoip.

wJiereimlo

is pifiaior
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21.

I.

unto a light in

rigid to lake heed, as

it in

human

and
same time with what follows, which serves to explain and confirm the
thought (inasmuch as it more precisely defines the idea, and by the positive
statement confirms the negation).' Bruckner incorrectly, therefore, objects
to this interpretation, that although it may be in harmony with ver. 21, it
cannot with propriety be connected with ver. 19; and if Briickner and Wiea dark place (namely, because

based on no

it is

interpretation)

;

at the

singer further urge against
it

must be

it

that

arbitrarily supplies the object of

it

i-r:llvaLq,

replied, that object is rather supplied of itself out of the connec-

The present yiverai alone seems to be inapi^ropriate, but
be explained by supposing that the thought is conceived in the
form of a general statement; this Briickner has recognized, whilst Wiesinger
tion with

npo(i>7iTtia.

may

this

leaves

it

unnoticed.

Ver. 21.

ceding
26,

—

LXX.

}(tp dilrjiiaTL

oil

kml.

idiai;

oi)

luf noT£ iaTOi

:

.

.

.

De Wette's

2 John 10).

inasmuch as the idea of a

from

or by the will of a

man

KapAiaq avruv.

T?/f

verb as in vv.

17,

IS

translation: "is delivered or uttered,"

is

:

allata est, the

pre-

" cf. Jer. xxiii.

;

ev tu npo(pTi-evEiv avrovg ru OfXri/iaTa

Vulg.

i)vixOTi TroTk 7rpo<)>T)Teia].

These words correspond with the

avBpu-Kovl.

yivEToi; " 7wl

also

(cf.

inexact,

set discourse is not directly contained in the verb.

Steinfass's interpretation of npof.

wrong from a

is

linguistic point of view:

— nori belongs closely to the negative equal to "never."
" the cause in which
The sense of the clause
has
origin
not
the freewill of man, determining
thereto." —
vnb
" gift of prophecy."

oh,

uAA'

itself

<t>epofi£vot,

The form

k.tX^-

its

npoqiTjTeia

is,

of this,

is

nvevfiaroc uylov

which does not exactly correspond with

that of the preceding clause, serves to bring into greater prominence the
passivity of the prophets.

—

^epoixevoi:

"borne along" (as by the wind,

The impelling power
Balaam rtj t^aoj -Kveiuan

the ship was driven, Acts xxvii. 15, 17).
uyiov.

Joseph., Ant.,

iv. 6, 5,

says of

the expressions in the classics:

cf.

nejus:

intellige tarn

voce,

quam

scripto.

speaking had the active reason of
(Schott).

—

drro

Qeov avOpuTroL].

:

tieocjHtpeiadai,

"Men

.

deo^opriToc.^
it

and

its origin,

eeoii.*

They were but men prophets they became only by
The Rec. uyioi Oeov uvOpunot is only a circumlocution for
;

from the Holy

in suis prophetis

Spirit.

Steinfass thinks that the author refers to
xii.,

and that

4ni\vai<:

means the

answer given in ver. 12 to Daniel's question in
vet. 8, by which the indefinite statement of
time

God

"men spoke from God."

dicit,

«

',

llor-

.spoke; but their
"

starting-point, in

1 On the other hand, in
the usual way of
understanding this passage, ver. 21 is most
inappropriately connected with ver. 20, since
no explanation is given of the idea that the
interpretation of the prophecy, because it is
not the work of man, can only be expected

Daniel, chap,

KtKivijfiivo^

are thus significantly called simply uvdpcjnoi, in reference to the

avdpunov going before.

the nveuiia

.

In this expression, considered to be genuine,

anb Qeov denotes the starting-point of the speaking:

The prophets

.

e.g.,

the nvei/m

— iAnhjaavl.

was who
its

is

is definitely fixed.

This singular opiuiou

however, contradicted by the single ex-

is,

pression

n-oo-o.

Macrob. i. 23: "feruntur divino spiritu,
non suo arbitratu, sed quo Deus propellit "
'

Calvin correctly rem.irks

non quod

tiles),

:

" impulsos fuisse
(qualem

raenti alienati fuerint
ii'6ov(Ti.a<Tix6i>

fingunt

*

that

ducem."

Into this verse also Dietlein inserts
is

gen-

sed quia nihil a se ipsis ausi fuerint, tan-

turn obedienter sequuti sunt Spirilum

much

foreign, by saying in explanation of it:

" not only are man and God placed

in autithe-
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who are called aym uvOp. because they were in the service of
God, inasmuch as they were the instruments of His nvevna aytov, of. 1 Tim.

prophets,

vi. 11.

He

sis to

prophets only because that which

of

possesses historical reality, or else will do so

each other, but over against the designs
man and the unreal -world of human
thoughts and conceptions ( !) stands the Spirit
of G6d, which so powerfully takes hold of the

in time."

teaches

—
CHAP.

CHAPTER
Yer.

2.

liaelyEiai^,

according to almost

401

II.

all

—

II.

authorities, instead of the Rec.

Ver. 4. cetpalg], Eec, after K, L,
which only occurs in some min.
P, etc. (Tisch. 7) A, B, C. N (Lachm., Tisch. 8), have eeipoic, where it is uncertain wliether this is to be regarded as an uncommon form for aupali (perhaps by
mistake), or another form for the more usual aipolg (Pape: " aipoi, written also
^CEipog: a pit, specially for preserving corn").
The lect. is peculiar in A and S:
oEipoic ^6<potg, in which aeipoig is evidently an adjective, equal to "hot."
Commentators take no notice of these various readings Reiche rejects them so,
too, Hofraann, who says simply that the reading aipoic has no claim to attenIn place of the Rec. TerripTjiiivovg (in several min., Thph., Oec. ), Griesb.,
tion.
Tittm., Tisch. (Reiche), have accepted rypovfievovc, after B, C*, K, L, P.
a.nu?,eiaig,

;

;

;

—

Lachmann

reads

:

Ko\a(,ofiEVQvq TTjpeiv

etc.); this appears,

— Ver.

The word

(A, C**, N, etc., Syr., Erp., Copt., Vulg.,

however, to be taken from ver. 9; Tisch.: fluxU

e v. 9.

—

wanting in B, C*, 27, al., Copt.
Ver. 8. 6
6.
d'lKaiog]. Lachm. omits 6, after B, without sufficient reason.
Ver. 9. Tisch. 7
reads: napaa/wv (Rec, according to almost all authorities); on the other hand,
Tischendorf's observaTisch. 8 has weipaa/iCw, after X, corr., and several min.
tion on neipaofiov: quod multo mugis usu venit, does not justify the reading
Ver. 11. wapd, Kvpiu], Rec, after B, C, K, L, P, X,
accepted by him in ed. 8.
etc., Thph., Oec. (Tisch. S). —Lachm. and Tisch. 7 are hardly correct in omitting it; it is wanting in A, al., Syr., Erp., Vulg., etc
Ver. 12. Instead of
yeyewTiuiva (Rec, after A*, B, C, P, al., m., etc, Scholz, Lachm., Tisch. 7),
A**, K, L, X, al., read: yeyevriiMva (Tisch. 8). Whilst the Rec. has ^vaiKci before
ysy. (K, L, al., pi., Oec), Lachm. and Tisch. have placed it after yey. (A, B, C,
P, X, al.), and rightly; the transposition is easily explained by assuming that it
was thought necessary to connect yeyei^vrj/ieva directly with the elg a?.uaiv belonging to it. Mill, without reason, regards yeyeuv. as a scholion, which has come
into the text by way of explanation of (pvaiKu. Dietlien considers the Rec. to be
KaTa(pdap7iaovTai]. Rec, after C**, K, L, etc., Thph,, Oec.
the original reading.
(Griesb., Scliolz); on the other hand, A, B, C, P, X (pr. m.), 7, al., Aeth., Arm.,
Syr., etc, support Kal (pdapijaovrai (Lachm. and Tisch.).
This reading is to be
preferred: Kai gives peculiar point to the idea; since this was overlooked, and
Koi only regarded as being in the way, it might easily have been changed into
Kara. —Ver. 13. airuTaic]. Rec, after A*, C, K, L, P, K. al., Copt., etc., Thph.,
Karaarpoip^ is

—

—

—

—

Oec. (Griesb., Scholz, Tisch.).

In its place. A**, B, Syr., Arr., Vulg,, Ephr.,
approved of by Erasmus, Luther, Camerarius, Grotius, etc.;
adopted into the text by Lachm.*, though hardly justly, for in 07ie passage
(either liere or Jude 12), anuTaic, as De Wette also thinks, is probably the original reading; if so, then rather here than in ,Jude, all the more that vfiuv (in
Jude) may be adapted to ayunaig, but not so much avruv, B has uyunatg in both
passages; C, on the other hand, dnuToic, which is explained by the one having
etc.,

have

uydrraig;

;
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stood originally in the one passage, and the other in the other.

Wetstein, Bengel,
favor of
in

A,

De

«7rara<f in this

Wette, and the

passage; so, too, Reiche.

niin., Copt.,

X, several

modem

Vulg.,

etc.,

Eisner, Wolf,

commentators generally, are in

— Ver.

The reading

14,

fwixallag

instead of fioixalidor^ can only be

looked upon as a correction for the sake of simplification. —

uKarairaiicTrovf].

Rec,

after C, K, L, P, N, etc. (Griesb., Scholz, Tisch.); instead of which Lachmann
reads (karaTraurovc, following A, B, a word which does not occur elsewhere, and

which Reiche accordingly declares

to be an error in transcription; Buttmann,
not unlikely that the original reading was Karamiarovg, i.e.,
'^polluted, defiled,^' that then, by mistake, an a, perhaps taken from the previous KOI, had been added, out of which uKUTanavarovg arose. The reading occurring in several min., uKaranavoTov, gives indeed an appropriate meaning, but

p. 57, thinks it is

cannot be regarded as original.

—

n'Aeoveiiag,

the reading attested by A, B, C, K,

L, P, N, etc. (Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch.), instead of the Rec.

which

is

a

mere

correction.

— Ver.

1.5.

Tisch. 7 reads /caraAtToircf

;

nTieovefiacg,

Rec,

after

B***, C, K, L, P; Tisch. 8, on the contrary, has KaTaMnovTEg, following A, B*,'
Griesb. already has rightly omitted the article ttjv before evdeiav; it is
N, etc.

—

—

Ver. 17. Instead of the Rec. ve^elai (L, etc.,
opposed by almost all authorities.
Thpli., Oec), Griesb, correctly has admitted biux^ai into the text, following A,
Scholz,
Tisch.,
Lachm. On the other hand, Dietlein,
etc.;
so,
too,
B, C, X,
though without sufficient reason, considers the Rec, which is evidently takendg aldva, according to A, C, L,
from Jude 10, to be original; so, too, Reiche.
Lachm. and Tisch. have omitted it (following B, K); it
P, etc., Thph., Oec.
seems to have been added from Jude 13; Reiche, however, regards it as original.
Ver. 18. The prepos. kv before iiaely. in the ed. Elz. occurs in a few min.,
Theoph., Oec, only. —b7dyug, accepted by Griesb, already, in place of the Rec.
bvTujg, according to the testimony of A, B, al., Syr., utr., Copt., etc., Aug., Hier.
(nTo<ptvyovTag, after A, B, C, X, many min.,
so, too, by Scholz, Lachm., Tisch.
Syr., Arm., Vulg., etc. (Lachm., Tisch.), instead of the Rec aTTo<(>vy6vTag,
according to K, L, P, etc. Reiche seeks to prove the originality of the Rec.
from internal reasons, but these are insufficient; he prefers also ovrug to oXiyug.
Ver, 19, Tisch, 7 has tovtgj ko'i (Rec, according to A, C, K, L, P, etc); on
the other hand, Tisch. 8 has tovtl), and omits Kai, following B, etc. the greater
Ver. 20, A, C, L, P, N, etc.,
number of authorities are in favor of the Rec.
read ^y/uwv after Kvpiov (Lachm., Tisch. 8); the Rec. omits Tffiuv, according to B, K
(Tisch. 7).
Ver. 21. kniaTpefai]. Rec,, according to K, L, al., Thph., Oec.

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

(Griesb., Scholz, Tisch. 7,
8);

De Wette,

etc.);

B, C, P,

etc.,

on the other hand, has elg tu dmau avaKafitpai
probably only an explanatory gloss; but whether
A,

X,

read vnoarpiipai (Tisch.

utzo.

This

latter reading

be the
with certainty; since the verb has
not here the simple meaning of " turning back," but of " turning back again to
what has gone before," a meaning in no way peculiar to the expression eTiLaTpe(j>Hv
itself, without any nearer definition, it lies to hand to look upon vnoarpeTpai as a
correction.
Lachm. has adopted eig tu omau vTiompiipai uno; but no codex has
this reading,
Ver. 22. In A, B, X (pr. m,), Sahid, (Lachm., Tisch.), Si is
wanting; it is probably added in order to connect ver. 22 more closely with ver.
21.— In the place of Kaiana (A, K, L, P, X, etc, Lachm.), B, C*, 29 (Tisch.),
have the form kvalouov.
is

original reading or not,

it is difficult

Eniarp. or vnoarp.

to decide

—

Ver.

1,

From

were to arise

here onwards, a description of the false teachers,

in the church,

and a warning against them,

—

who

iyevovTo 6e kcU

:

CHAP.
6e: antithesis

•ipev6onpo(l>^Tai].

II.

what goes

to

403

1.

before.

besides the true prophets mentioned in chap.

LXX.,

ah-eady in the 0. T.

npo(pfiTTic,

i.

Kai:

The

21.

e.g., Jer.

"also," that

expression,

is,

iiievSo-

13, frequently in the

vi.

N. T., not after the analogy of rpevdoMyoc "one who prophesies falsely,"
but "one icho falsely gives himself out for a prophet," on the analogy of \pev6aiWicpog, \l>iv6amaTo'Kog.
kv tC> laut, i.e., among the people of Israel.
These
words are in form a principal clause, but in thought a secondary clause
as there were false prophets in Israel, so will there be also among you,
:

—

etc.

— wf

Koi

who would

.

.

.

-ijiEvihda^uaKaAOL].

eaovrai designates the \pev(h6i6anKa?.oi as such,

They

the future.

arise only in

actually present; see on

this,

the

afterwards pictured as

are

Introd., § 2, p.

The expression

281.

fevMi6. is in the N. T. inr.Xey.; Wiesinger and Bruckner interpret: "such
as teach lies;" Dietlein and Fronmiiller: "such as hjingly pi-etend to he

The analogy

teachers."

of

f£v6owpo(]).,

with which

it is

here contrasted,

the last the preferable interpretation (thus, too, Hofmann).
the same sense (Schott)
diduoKaXot are in the

napeiau^ovai

;

of secrecy. 1

cf

—

makes

Both result in

what the ipevdonpo(;>//Tai. were in the O. T., the \Ijev6oN. T.
oirtvcf, equivalent to quippe qui, "such as."
;

—

—

Jude 4

"to introduce by the side of," with the secondary idea
aipeaeiQ u-nuMaq].
alpiaeic, according to N. T. usage, " party.

:

(synonymous with cxiaiiaTa); Gal. v. 20 (synonyiii. 10, which have their origin in false
doctrine thus Bruckner, Wiesinger, Schott, etc.
Hofmann, too, says that
the word is to be taken in no sense different from that which it has elsewhere in the N. T., but then interprets it as equivalent to "particular
systems of opinion," thus attributing to it a meaning which it has nowhere
dicisions," cf. 1 Cor. xi. 19

mous with

dixoaTaatai)

;

also Tit.

;

;

Others take

else.

De Wette,
tion,

and

alpeaiq

Fronmiiller).

here to

mean

" false doctrine, heresy " (Bengel,

This interpretation

word has not

In the N. T., doubtless, the

meaning, yet Ignatius already uses it with this force.
not to be resolved into the adject. " destructive ") desig-

this

utruMag (which

is

nates the heresies as those which lead to unulEia
aavTa
also,

better suited to the connec-

is

especially to the verb itapuauyecv.

;

cf

.

Winer (fifth edition, p. 399 f.)
denying the Lord, draw upon themselves swift
.

.

.

a-Kulaav].

connection of

Kai

with

i-Kuyovre^,

vv. 2, 3.

—

nal rbv iiyopw-

translates, "since they
destruction " but the

so far removed from

;

it

by

rbv uyopuaavra,

cannot be justified. Fronmiiller connects the member of the clause
beginning with nai not with the relative clause olnveg, but with laovrai \pEvdoThis construction was formerly supported
6u)unKaXoi.
this commentary,
with the remark, however, that a particular species of false doctrine was not,
K.T.X.,

m

as Fronmiiller assumes, indicated here, but that the participial clause

more

being here put in the sense of " and
withal " this construction, however, is any thing but natural.
The Kai must
undoubtedly be connected with the clause immediately preceding, though
;
not as a simple copula, but in the sense of " also " thus De Wette and Wienearly defined the ipevdoMuoKaTiot,

Kai

;

1

Hofmann

is

wrong

in

aeserting that in

classical Greek Trapeto-oiyeii' has not the secondary meaning of secrecy; the verb occurs both

witii this

secondary meaning, and without

(see Pape, s.p.).

it

—

.
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an intensification, equivalent to "even:" "whilst they
deny even the Lord who bought them." On the other hand, Hofniann does
not admit any such intensification, and takes koI as equivalent to ''also," in
the sense of addition, and interprets " with their particular systems they
break up the unity of the church, which, however, they do not do without
But, on this interpretation, it is not
at the same time denying the Lord."

singer,^ taking koI as

:

why

clear

the author did not put the finite verb instead of the partic.

the thought, too, that they break up the unity of the church,

fjtevoi;

The

imported.

shows that

participle

this clause

is

meant

upvoit-

simply

is

an

to serve as

explanation or a more precise definition of what goes before. De Wette's
view, accordingly, is to be preferred to that of Hofmann it is, however, also
;

possible that Schott

right in assuming an irregularity of the construction,

is

by the participle

in that the author, led astray

enuyovTeg instead of the finite verb inu^ovai

in

;

—

The participle tKuyovrtc
as a simple copula.
with what precedes, in the sense, "by ivhich
more

are

wrote the participle
Kai must be taken

which case
is

connected in a loose fashion

The

they," etc.

precisely characterized as tuv ayopuaavia avrov^

apvoviievoL, cf

Christ

upvoi/ievoi,

.

Jude 4

here meant

is

;

Bengel, correctly

;

the author speaks of

:

doctrina

Him

et

fevdodiduoKa/uoi

deoTroTTjv upvoi'fiEvoi;

By

operibus.

6ean6Tr}v

thus, in order to lay stress

on the fact that they deny that Christ is the Lord : uyopuaavra avrovc is added
by way of emphasis they deny the Lord who "bought" them, i.e., procured
them for Himself by paying the purchase price. This does not only serve
to emphasize more strongly what is reprehensible in the upveladai, but points
out also that they deny the act to which allusion is made, and by which He
has become their Lord. With uyopu^eiv, cf. 1 Cor. vi. 20, vii. 23; Rev. v. 9;
kirayovTsg
the blood of Christ must be thought of as the purchase price.
:

—

With

iavTolq TaxLvrjv a.'Kuleiav'].
kavTolz indicates

that they prepare an

Ma(:), but for themselves.

— With

Hornejus, correctly: inopinatam

them
Hofmann)

over

Yer.

2.

suddenly,

not only for others

Taxifvv, see chap.
et

inexspectatam

The

«a« noTi^M t^aKO?.ove7}aovaiv'].
cf.

2 Tim.

ii.

i.

14,

they give themselves up to them

;

cf

.

Jude

28.

amj-

not a speedy

of

it

a-nuAeia;

come

(Schott, Fronmiiller,

activity of these ipevdodiduaKoloi

With

17.

e^a/coX. cf.

their uai7.yeuu will serve as a rule to

Totf aae}.y€iai^, i.e.,

v.

(alpiasic

the destruction will

;

and before they are aware

would not be without result;

— avrCw

unC)7.£ia

Acts

ver. 5, as also

cf.

£7:07. iavTolg,

4.

chap.

many,

The connection

i.

16.

so that

of erroneous

61' ovg
.
(3?Ma(t>7)findoctrine with sensual excesses is shown in vv. 18, 19.
"
61' ov^, not " by whom " (Vulg., per quas), but "on account of whom ;
driaerai].
they (either the }p£vdo6i6uaKa?M, or those led astray by them, or both) by their
.

aai/iyeiai

c.v.
(cf.

1

:

who

give those

6(5df rf/c akrjdeiac

;

cf

.

1

are not Christians occasion for

Tim.

vi. 1

;

Rom.

ii.

24.

f}

bdbq

i3}.aa(?r)ixia

ttj^

.

against the

u7.r,edai

(Barnab.

via veritatis), a designation of Christianity or of the Christian religion

on the expression

666^,

Acts

ix. 2, xix. 9, 23, xxii. 4, xxiv. 14, xvi. 17,

"U'iner (6th ed., p. 314 [E. T., 441], 7th ed.,

p. 329) saj-s

:

" Both participles,

api-.

are connected with irapcia-af oua-u'

however, co-ordinate

;

and

en-aY.,

they are not,

with each other, but

annexed to the clause olrives
apvoufiecoi; " he does not state how koi
he understood,
en-ayoi'Te! is

.

.

.

Is to

—

—

;

CHAP.
xviii. 25), in

far as

.so

is

it

II.
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4.

.3,

the form of

;

harmony with divine

life in

truth

(not leading to the truth).

Ver.
in

it,

Kat iv n?.eov£^i^, i.e., as it

3.

governed by

Aey., i.e., '^u'ilh deceitfully

truth; incorrectly,

I

were, encompassed by covetousness, living

incorrect to translate iv by

it; it is

invented words,"

lofmann

nXuaTolr

6cu.

which are not

^

—

" artfully contrived doctrines."

:

an.

Tioyocc].

accordance with

in

vixuq

timopEv-

"they will seek gain of you;" Gerhard: quaestum ex vobis facient, ad
quaeslum suicm I'obis abittentur ; thus, too, Wiesinger, Schott, De Wetteaovrai,

Briickner;

Hofmann

as

also "Winer, p. 209

cf.

Greek

in classical

c. ace.

(E. T., 223)

;

meaning

this

The

assured. ^

is sufficiently

of the verb

nXaarol /Myoi are not,

supposes, " to be thought of as the merchandise which they

bring to the market, in order to be repaid for such instruction," but as the

means by which they carry on
thus Pott too

Steinfass translates

the Efizopiveadai.

equivalent to "to buy," and

peveadat as

vfiug

vos sectae suae conciliare conantur.

:

f^Tro-

as the direct object of purchase;

undeniable that the

It is

iii. 14, LXX.), but
opposed to this, partly on account of the h n?.£ov£fi^,
partly because this thought is already contained in the preceding verse.
By deceitful
Fronmiiller incorrectly renders the word by "to deceive."
words as to Christian freedom, etc., they sought to delude others, and, in

may

object traded in

the context here

stand in the accusative

(cf.

Prov.

is

—

accordance with their covetous desires, to

and Jude

16.

not to be combined with

lKna?.ai is

gain of them

olq: dat.

judgment

to Kplfia is the

the subj. in ifinopevaovTai.
aTTuTieta.

make

olg to Kpi/ia iK-nalat. ovk upyei].

cf

;

vv. 13, 14,

.

incovimodi

God

of

:

refers to

ordering the

one idea, equal to

rd npliia into

Jude 4 (Pott, De Wette) such a mode
It belongs rather to
of combination is to be found nowhere in the N. T.
There is not, as De Wette insists, any contradiction involved in
oiK upyel.
Kpifia EKnaTiat avToic npoyeypan/ievov

.

upyd

and

will

come

in

is,

due time.
4,

Scott, AViesinger), which, however,

where

a positive idea strictly, " is not
is not implied in it (De Wette).
;

ever since

the judgments mentioned in ver.

oi)

is

judgment has, as it
was given and pronounced

forth prominently that for a long time the

were, been approaching, that

(ver. 1)

;

tarry;" the idea of haste

inactive, does not

it is living,

cf

om

this connection, especially as

EKTzalai sets

;

in Matt. xxv. 5

;

It is possible that sKnakaL refers to

formerly put into execution (Dietlein,

Hofmann

vvaTu!^uv, strictly,

iniaTu^ii],

it

disputes.

"/o nod;" then,

De

Repub.,

iii.

405 C

iinuXeia avruv

tj

slumber (only else-

meaning),

there, however, in its literal

classics in a figurative sense; Plato,

koX
to

:

used in the

is

iirtdtv

diladai vvara-

"to become sleepy."
examples of divine judgment; cf.
The apoJude 5 S.
First example: the fallen angels, Jude 6.
ei yup}.
In thought, if not
dosis is wanting; Gerhard supplies: ovd' iKuvoig (;>eiaeTai.
Steiufass, inexactly,

^ovTor diKaaroi).

Ver.

'

From

4.

—

Plato, Apol.

Artemidor.,
piJTopcri

.

hei-e

.

.

i.

23

Socrat.
:

6id TO

to ver. 6, three

nKaTTeiv \6yovi

:

nKdweiv

S6k(i

/!>}

ovTo

sill.

569

lis

.

.

.

ayaOov

ovra SeiKvveiv

Cf Athenag.,
.

eOHtora

:

riiv

AjJSjjj'

toiv 5i»to<TTa)i'.

ntukav ToC

TrAricriov

J.

Chry-

(HTropevec9ai,

translation of the Vulg. is inexact:

"de

vobls negotiabuntur; " as also that of Luther:

Tds Te^i-a? TavTat.
2

iveiropevero ttiv

The

pciieTo iT\ri0ij yvvaiKutv.

:

'Acrjroo-io

iverro-

Philo in Flacc, p. 984;

" they

will trade

with you."

—

:
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in form, the latter lialf of ver. 9 constitutes the apodosis

(Winer, 529

f.

De Wette-Briickner, Wiesinger, and the more modern writers
generally).
The irregularity of the construction is explained by the fact
that the third example is dwelt on at much length.
6 Qtdc uyyeluv ufiup-rjThe nature of the sin is not stated otherwise in Jude.^
auvTuv ovK e<})eiaaTo'].
(E. T., 569),

—

;

What

sin the apostle refers to, is only faintly hinted at

that the example of the flood immediately follows.

Wiesinger) that

ver.

20 contains any reference to

sins are conjoined W'ith the oninu aaphdg

.

.

it,

nopevecdui.

for in that verse otlier

— uTilu oeipal^

^o<l>ov

.

.

.

" but (when he) having cast (them) doicn into Tartarus, hath delivered

Trjpovfievovc,

them over

.

by the circumstance

It is less likely (against

to the

chains of darkness, as being reserved unto the judgment.'"

atipal^

with raprapuaag (sc. dede/iivovc) (De Wette
"but cast them down into hell with chains of darkness"); but, since the

0(pov is

mostly taken

in connection

added

^6(f)ov shows that the aeipai are designated as fetters, wliich belong to
the darkness of Tartarus (not " fetters which consist in darkness " (Schott),

nor "fetters by which they were banished into darkness," as Hofmann ex-

and therefore

plains), the enchaining could only have taken place there,

(with Calov, Pott, Steinfass, Hofmann, Wahl,

s.v., napa(Mo>/ui) it is

preferable

De Wette,

Briickner,

to connect the words with napeduKev (as opposed to
Dietlein, Wiesinger, etc.).^
(60o(; is

not Tartarus

itself,

— Instead of

Jude has SeauMi uidloic;
but the darkness of Tartarus the word is to be
aiipaig ^oouv,

;

found only here and in Jude.
Taprapovv does not mean tartaro adjudicare
(Crusius, Hypomn., I., p. 154), but "to remove into Tartarus" (cf. Homer, //.,
viii.

13:

nowhere

fiiv

fj

eTmv

(y'^xj tlq

else either in the

The expression

Tuprapov ^epoevTo).

N. T. or

LXX.

It is

it

as

synonymous with yctwa,

the hell-fire" (Fronmiiller) but

nary custody."
ishment.

—

ilfiipaf);

"as

dSric,

which

is

Nor does the author

the general term fQr the dwelling-place of the dead.

use

Tuprapo^ occurs

not equal to

for that is " the place of final punishment,

used to designate "the place of prelimi-

it is

— napeduKev here, as often, used with the implied idea of pun-

Kpiaic is the final judgment (kpIglq neydl-qg
those tvho are reserved for the Judgment ;" Luther, inexactly; "in

elg Kpiaiv TijpovfXEVovg].

order to reserve them."
the infin. Tripnv

is

— On the reading, napiduKev

dependent on

napeii.,

and

elg nplatv

Ko?.aC. .states,

Kola^ouivovg

-rjpElv,

not "the purpose for

which, but the condition in which, they are reserved for judgment; the Vulg.
therefore translates inexactly

:

tradidit cruciandos, in judicium reservari.

lein, in opposition to all reliable authorities, insists

on reading,

Diet-

TETrjp-qixivovq,

which, moreover, he incorrectly paraphrases, " as those who once should have
been kept " it must rather be, " as those who (until now) have been kept."
;

Ver.

5.

Second example

:

This

the flood.

is

peculiar to the author of

this epistle; cf. the corresponding section in Jude.
k(p£iaaro].

The

clausal formation

is

the

1 Fronmiiller is wrong in asserting that the
apostasy of Satan is meant here; it cannot be
doubted that the sin meant here is the same as

which Jude speaks, and it is not that
my Comment, on .Tnde.
When Briickner says; "the expression

same

koi.

upxaiov noafiov ovk

as that in ver. 4.

becomes more drastic

if

Subaudienda

the act of casting into

Tartarus be completed only by the binding with
chains," this supports the construction to

that of

which he

apostasy; see

unwarrantably " h\xt\\as fastened tfiem down
into the depths with chains of darkness."

2

objects.
:

Schott translates, altogether

—
CHAP.
particular

est

the ovK

consisted

k.tX

KaraKXva/^dv,

:

'"destruction" (Schott) of the world.

—

vianxts.

ul?.

.

.

.

—

The thought

f0ii?,a^f].
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5.

The words which follow on

(Gerhard).

tl

i<i>daa-'o

II,

there

;

is

Koa/xoi,

fi,;;^

this tell in what
no mention here of a
i.e., mundus anteclilu-

of the deliverance of the righteous

connected with that of the destruction of the ungodly

is

—

;

cf

.

ver. 7.

— oydoov

belongs not to KmwKa,^ but directly to Nue; Luther, correctly: Noah with
seven others cf. Winer, p. 234 (E. T., 2i9) Buttmanu, p. 2G (E. T., p. 30).
;

;

nothing to show that the number eight has a mystical meaning
here (Dietlein).^ The mention of it naturally arose from the recollection
of the event; at the same time, however, it marks the small number of the

There

is

who

saved contrasted with that of those
Besides,

Xoah and

perished (Bengal, Schott, etc.).

those with him, as also Lot afterwards, are taken by the
9), on whom the judgment of God will
added as the reason of God's preservation

author as types of the emeStK, (ver.
not come

—

iiKaioavvrjc KTjpvKa is

(€0iv.aif) (thus, too,

By

Wiesiuger).

dmaLoavvr) is to

be understood here, not

the condition of being justified (VViesinger), but a believing and godly bear-

ing towards God; otherwise in Heb.
39: Gen.

v.

17,

LXX.

Heb.

^UO

on

KaTaKAvan6v'\.

;

the world

is

Eemark.

— With regard to

iii.

6.

thus named, inas-

it had become the dwelling-ijlace of ungodly humanity.
form of the aorist, see Buttmann, Ausf. Gr., § 114, s.o. uyu.

as

this

Matt, xsdv 38,

the verb Karanlvi^uv, chap.

Koautj aaiSCiv, antithesis to diKaioavvrjg KTjovKa

much

—

xi. 7.
;

inu^ag:

position, Dietlein insists that this verse
so that " the judgment of imprisonment

its

is

on
the angels must be considered as one and the same event with the Xoachic
flood;" that the judgment on the ufixaiog Koofioc, vv. 4, 5, must be distinguished
from the judgment of God within the second world (ver. 6); and that the latter
only, not the former, must be regarded as the example, strictly so called; thus,
But the whole structure and mode of expression of this section are
too, Schott.
opposed to any such division; for (1) The clauses are snuply co-ordmate (as
ver. .5 is joined to ver. 4, so is ver. 6 to ver. 5, merely by Kai); (2) The upxaioQ
Koauoc is mentioned only here, not in ver. 4; (3) What is stated in ver. 6 is not
brought prominently forward as an event taking place in the iicv) world; (4) In
the idea of the /coo^of iiaeStJv, the angels cannot l)e included, since the flood came
on the ungodly men only; and it is arbitrary and strange to assume that the
flood buried mankind " in the depths, and those spirits which in sin had taken
up their abode with them " (Schott). It is arbitrary to regard the judgment on
Sodom as the onlij proper example, since no other position is given to the judgments mentioned in vv. 4, 5, than to that in ver. 6. The chief reason for the
division lies in ver. 9, which consists of two members, due, however, to the two
foregoing examples. From the fact that only one of the members applies to
ver. 4, it does not follow that there no special example can be intended; the less
so that the leading idea is not "the deliverance of the righteous.*' but "the
intimately connected with ver.

Equally

confinement of the ungodly."

»

4,

Heinsiug, Lightfoot, and Schwegler in his

Jfachapost. Zeitalter.I.p.blb;

of.,

as opposed

to him, Ililgenfeld, Clement., p. 185.
s

" Peter looiied upon

Noah

as the bearer

little is

proved by the repetition of the

saw in the church saved from
the flood a holy eight, making a final close

of the eight, and
to the old

world."

—
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verb om,

kipeiaaro,

the ayjEX.

afiapT.,

which serves rather

mark

to

off the

apxaioc koouoc

Even Briickner has

not to unite them into one idea.

from

rejected

the view of Dietlein and Schott. Hofmann, too, while questioning it, approaches it very closely when he says, "The judgment of the flood was also a
judgment upon those spirits which had become involved in the sin and in the
fate of the race of men then living."

of Sodom and Gomorrah cf.
dependent on d. Schott, without any adequate reason, asserts that the author " has even here forgotten the constructiou of his expression in the protasis with f/."
Tio'XeLq 'Zodofiuv ml Pouo^fiac]-

Ver.

Third example

6.

— This verse also

Jude

7.

The

gen. as apposition.

The overthrow

:

;

is still

—

—

Te(pp<Jaai'].

Suidas; equivalent to

6uaa(. "'by burning them to ashes, by reducing them to ashes.''

not equal to eversione

Kpivev,

subcersione damnavit,

s.

pumvit (Gerhard, Dietlein, Schott), but

Buttmann,

see

144;

p.

that KaraKpivetv includes within

it

—

thus also Wahl,

:

Hofmann

judgment of condemnation

Rom.

unditus evertendo

Karaarpcxp^ is the dative of reference;

ad everswnem

singer, Stemfass, Fronmiiller,

of the

e.,

iunoijaac, ano-

Kajanrpo^ij kuts-

KaroKp davdru, Matt. xx. 18; Pott, correctly: in

cf.

cineres redigens damnavit

\

—

;

only

De Wette,

AA'ie-

must be here remarked

it

the punishment, the putting into execution

— which Hofmann, without reason, denies,

connect Karacn-poip^ with reipptjaac (BenN. T. besides here, only in 2 Tim. ii. 14; there,
however, in a figurative sense the same word occurs in the narrative of the
inddeiyua ufAdestruction of the cities of the plain, Gen. xix. 29, LXX.
Jude 7, with vnddety/xa, not equal to "example," but
TiovTuv uceSeIv TEdeiKui\.

cf.

gel).

—

viii. 3.

KaTaarpodirj,

It is incorrect to

in the

;

—

The

to *'type" of. Jas. v. 10; Ileb. iv. 11, etc

with the

npoKEtvrai,

Jude 7

Hofmann,

;

correctly

the perf. shows, a lasting type of those

who

:

perf. TtdeiKuc corresponds

God has made them,

"

as

ever afterwards should live a

godless life."i

Ver.

found

Contrast to the divine justice in punishing, which is not to be
Wiesinger: "The expansion of the thought, introduced

7.

in Jude.

by the mention

antithetically of

{kcu) of the deliverance of Lot,

the double inference, ver. 9 "

mann), but
diKaiociivT),

viii. 2,

ver.

5.

Ef)^vaaTo,

—

6tKaiot>

Awr].

it

is

di«atof

here like

24 (2 Mace,
doubtful whether the reading should be kuto-

mTanovovuEvov, besides here, in Acts

exponit per KamnovovfiivT).

but to

KuraTrov.; cf.

uaely. avaarpotpn, cf. 1 Pet.

homines

by the co-ordination

vii.

or KaTanaTfwfiEiov); Pott, Schol. Soph, in Trachin., v. 328, verba:

Mavvaa

Euv

not to

—

ver. 5, gains,

simply the copulative particle.

where, however,

TTovoi'fievov
u?i?i'

is

Noah,

independent value, and prepares the way for
Kal has not here an adversative force (Jach-

nefarii, qid nee

i.

17.

—

— bno

udia/iuv,

rf/^

.

.

.

EJ^^vcaTo].

inu belongs

—

with ^ ev
346 (E. T., 369);
besides here only in chap. iii. 17;

Winer,

p.

jus nee fas curant (Gerhard).

—

p<£fi(iaTi yap aal uko?) is to be
Explanation of the KaraTrovov/jtvov.
adspeclu et auditu Justus erat), nor with
diKoio^ (Vulg.
iyKUToiKuv (Gerhard), but with the finite verb; it was by seeing and hearing

Ver.

8.

joined neither with

1

Hofmann

:

attaches particular importance

to the circumstance, that the

judgment which

was

by water was followed by anwhich was effected by fire.

effected

other,

— —

CHAP.

vt^ev, '^he

409

10.

9,

in order

—

the ungodly.

more strongly

felt

to

emphasize

Sucaiav uvOnoii Ipyoi^ i^aaa-

rpvxi/i>

vexed his righteous soul by the ungoilhj works,"

was righteous,

i.e.,

his soul, because

vexation at the evil which he was obliged to see and

show that the pain

"fi3aaawC«v serves to

hear.

II.

added

is

among

Lot's painful position

it

and

Lot's soul suffered,

that.

——

—

:

at the sight of the sinful lives

arose out of personal activity, out of inclination of the soul to the good, out

The

of positive opposition to the evil " (Dietleiu).

earlier interpreters

have

most part missed the correct idea Calvin, Ilornejus, Pott, De Wette,
and the modern commentators generally, having interpreted correctly-^
Yer. 9. Thi.s verse in thought, though not in form, constitutes the apofor the

;

begmning with

dosis to the preceding clauses

The thought, however,

el.

expressed in a more extended and general manner; the
follows in ver. 10.

divine power.

Knowledge

olde}.

God, ver.

Kvptoc, i.e.,

ntifjaauov (liicadai, cf. 1

Pet.

ijuipav KpiaeuK KO?M^oiJ.cvovg

i.

6.

—

emejSdg, like

titJi/cowf

/coAa^, is

rr/pelv'].

conceived at the same time as a

is

4.

is

s^^ecial application

Xoah and

Lot.

&, like the fallen angels, etc.

kx

dq

not used here with a future force:

cruciandos (Bengel, Calvin, Winer, w'ho, in his fifth edition, p. 405, resolves

and others) but it must be taken as
punishment which they suffer even before the
Thus also
last judgment unto which they are kept (rripdv)
cf on ver. 4.
Wiesinger, Schott, Bruckner
Ver. 10. Compare Jude 8.
fiuXLara de in close connection to what immediately precedes.
The author passes from the general, to those against
the clause thus:

a real present

udiK. Truid (loare) koTmI^elv,

refers to the

it

;

;

.

—

whom

this epistle is specially directed.

ence when he

"

The

Dietlein introduces a foreign refer-

means the

false teachers in contrast to such
ungodly persons as did not base their ungodliness on theoretically developed
error."
As in Jude, the false teachers are characterized in two respects.
Whilst in w. 1-3 they are spoken of as yet to appear, they are here described
saj's,

apostle

—

—

rovg omau
cf besides Jude 8 also 7,
noptvofj.evovc
and the commentary on the passage.
aopKoc stands here without hipac, and
must therefore be taken more generally. Buttmann (p. 160) wrongly translates adpl here by " lusts."
h imdvfiig. luaafwv]. fiiaafiov is not to be resolved
into an adjec. cupiditas foeda, impura (Wahl) ^ but it is the objective genitive, and states that to which the tntthjfua is directed (De Wette-Bruckner,

as already present.

.

.

;

.

.

—

—

:

;

Wiesinger, Schott, etc).
ing to Schott,

/j.uja/idg

is

—

Accordfiiuafidg, an. /Ify., equivalent to pollutio.
here used subjectively, " what to themselves is dis-

honoring to the human body, that they make the object of their wild lust."

—

KQi

KvpioTijTog Kara<^pov(AvTEq,

The author drops
clause; the

*

oxtt"

Cf.

word

is

a an.

Tiey.

Xenopbon, Bist. Graec,

iviovi

(cai

Tiov

cf.

Jude

aaifiiiav;

Lot was vexed

Only

TujrTo/xei/a>»',

it

I.

4, p.

407

cofxi^ui' 6e

must be

ob»er\'ed that

at the godlesstiess in itself, not

because he personally had to suffer by ii.
2 Hofmaun also renders the idea by "irafilthy lust," which, taking ixiaaixov

pare desire,

—

ToktitjTai'].

equal to "insolent, daring;" Luther:

ivruiv a.v9pu)itu)v, aStiKOf^o-ai ri? i//vxa?, iS6vra<;
T7)K

and the exposition.

8,

the construction hitherto adopted, and begins a

new

"(hiirs-

more
which brings defilement

as an attributive genitive, he interprets
Closely thus

with

it,

:

"a

since

it

lust

pollutes not only hira

who

it, but hira also on whom it is grati" but in this interpretation the two ex.
pressions, "impure lust" and "lust which
pollutes," are erroneously taken as identical,

gratifies
fied

;

—
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tig" (i.e., hold,

from the root

tarr

—

High German, gatursdg).^
aiddMost modern expositors
i. 7.

in old

;

—

to be found, besides here, only in Tit.

<5«f,

understand the two words substantively but as avOudiK is strictly an adject.,
thus Schott. It is improbable that they
it can here also be taken as such
form a passionate exclamation (Schott). They may be either connected in
a loose way as subject with ov Tpenova:, or they may be regarded as an ante;

;

cedent apposition to the subject of

For

(iXaafprnovvTecl.
i.

dO^ag see

Jude

(Hofmann).

rpe/xovoi

The

8.

66^ag ov rpifiovai

particip. stands here as in chap,

Vulg., strangely: sectas non metuunt {introducere, facere) blasphemantes.

19.

Compare Jude

Ver. 11.

Michael

is

thought

is

What Jude

9

says specially of the archangel

here more generally affii-med of angels.

hardly intelligible

;

the necessary light

In this
is

its

generality the

obtained only by com-

If the priority of this epistle be assumed,
it with Jude (De Wette).
the thought here expressed must have reference to Zech. iii. 2 (thus Schott,
6toi» cannot stand here as assigning the reason, as it
Steinfass, Ilofmann).

paring

—

sometimes does
6oia(, ov,

k.tX

\

back not to roA^jyraf, but to
equal to " whilst even, since even " this use

in the classics, since it refers

but neither

it

is

can nowhere be established.

;

meant rather

It is

to indicate the similarity of

the i-elationship (with respect to the do^ai).^ The adversative relationship
d^eAo^, according to the parallel
lies not in the particle, but in the thought.
passage, not ecd, but good, angels.
parative expresses the relation
to the

(5o«at.

The

m

—

—

The com-

iaxvi nal dwdfiei fisc^oveg ofref].

which they stand either to the

roT^iiriTal

or

— and

to

latter reference deserves the preference, since

—

it is understood
Ilofmann has called attention, Sclmfthew. I., p. 460
of itself that angels are more powerful than men (Wiesinger, Schott, Stein-

this

fass).

—

ov (pepnvai

.

.

.

Kpiaiv].

0£fecv Kfkaiv

(Jude:

iTTKpipsLv Kpiaiv)

does not

—

a judgment" (luth.), but "to pronounce a judgment."
lar' avruv; not adversum se (Vulg.),
pXaa<p7iii6v, with an eye to i37iaa07ifiovvTec
but avTuv goes back to do^ag (Calvin, Beza, Hornejus, Wolf, De Wette, and

mean "to endure

—

the more modern interpreters, with the exception of Fronmiiller), by
The
the diabolical powers.
as in Jude
which are to be understood here
opposite interpretation, according to which the meaning should be that the
wicked angels are not able to bear the judgment of God on their blasphemy
(luther, Fronmiiller, etc.), is opposed not only to the language (iSXuaipri/xog
These
napu «iip<^].
Kpiatg equal to Kplaic iilaaipTjfuaq) but to the context.
all

—

—

—

words, the genuineness of which

Bengel: apud Dominum

.

.

.

is

doubtful,

reventi,

may

not be explained with

abstinent judicio

:

for,

as

Hofmann

"belongs to that which is denied, and does not
explain why that does not happen which is denied.*' "The conception is,
that angels appear before God, and, before Ilis throne, tell what evil spirits
are doing in the world." Cf. Winer, p. 369 (E. T., 395).
Ver. 12. Compare Jude 10. With all their similarity the two passages
justly remarks, iiapa kvo.

are nevertheless very different.

»

The

Cf. Pischon, Erklar. der hauptsachl. ver-

alteten deutschen Worter in der Luth.

Mbelu-

bers., Berl., 1844. p. 7.
2 It

corresponds

to

" where " in passages

characteristics are

still

further de-

such as. "some laugh where others weep;"
thus here, these rail where the angels ou </)€povIt must not be interpreted, with
<ri»', k.t.X.
Hofmann, as equal to ko-O' iiv.

;
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II.

scribed in Jude 10, but here the punishment

is

promised to these men.

antithesis to uyyeXui; the predicate belonging to

oiiToi de,

uXoya ^wa

.

Grotius:

ita

.

—

— wf

Pai'enthetical thought in close relation to (pdupr/aovTai

(pdopitv'}.

.

perihunt

it is tpdapfiaovTat.

sicut

illi,

— yeyewrjuiva

pereunt muta ammanlia.

hardly be translated "born as sensuous beings to,"

(pvaiKu

;

can

(Wiesinger, and

etc.

formerly in this connnentary). <j)vaiKa is meant rather to bring out that the
irrational animals are, according to their natural constitution, born to uluaig.

Hofniann takes <?vaLKu as a second attribute added to yiyewrmiva by asyndeby nature determined to ukumc," etc. But the only objection
to this is that yeyevvr}/j.eva alone cannot well be considered as a special attriAs regards the sense, it makes no difference whether <j)vciku be placed
bute.
before (Rec.) or after yeyevv.
According to Luther, a
e/f uluoiv Kal (pdopuv'].
twofold rendering is possible " First, those v\ho take and strangle second,
who are to be taken, strangled, and slaughtered " the latter is the only corThe general interpi-etation is, " for taking and destroyrect interpretation.
ing;" Schott on the other hand translates, "for taking and consuming;"
and Hofmann, in like manner, who holds that both are active ideas, "that
they may be taken and consumed." This interpretation of (j>dopd, however, is
arbitrary, and all the more unwarranted, that in the subsequent h rfj <pdopa
According to N. T. usage,
avruv, (pdopa cannot have this special meaning.
what is meant by 0dopu here is the destruction to which the beasts are deston, equal to "

—

;

:

;

tined

cf.

;

Col.

ii.

22.

—

iv olg ayvoovaiv jSTiaacpv/iovvTeg

regard to the construction,

h oig

the usual interpretation,
resolved into

i-v

rovroig,

cf.

.

.

.

(pdapijaovTai].

With

Winer, p. 583 (E. T., 628). According to
is dependent on jUaacprnMovvTsg, and is to be

a uyvoovaifx,

(Winer decides

l3Aac<*>.

in favor of this

Wiesinger, and Buttmann, p. 128 [E. T., 146]). But iv olc may
also be dependent on uyvoovaiv, and be resolved, ravra, iv olg uyvoovaiv, /^Aaa^iy-

so, too,

There

uovvTEc.
iv,

although

is

no other instance

dTuiacprj.udv ei(

to be

found of the construction

occurs frequently.

8?iaa(prifj.eiv

Buttmann accordingly says

that by ev here (not the object strictly speaking, but) "rather the sphere
;

denoted, within which the evil-speaking takes place " nor
tion of uyvoelv with ev

That

common, "yet

it is

is

the combina-

is

not without example

m

later writ-

may

be joined with h, is shown by
the German expression, "to be ignorant in a matter." Besides, in both
ings."^

uyvoelv f in the sense of

constructions the sense

it,

is substantial!}'

what precedes

the same.

According to the connec-

and Jude 8 and 10, the dn^ai are to be
understood as that which was unknown to them, and to which their slanders
had reference. On account of this irrational evil-speaking, that will happen
to them which is expressed in the words, ev n) (pdopd avruv nai cpdapJiGovrai.
tion with

(ver. 10)

mean moral

thus

De Wette-

Briickner, Steinfass, Fronraiiller; erroneously, however, for the

word must

ipdood

has been understood here to

have the same meaning in

corrujition

;

it had formerly
then, in this
but to the ^Cja before mentioned,
to be explained fi-om the comparison with these.
They (the Lib-

this passage as

;

case, avTo)v does not refer to the Libertines,

and

Kai is

ertines)

»

whose

It is to

irrational slander of that of

which they are ignorant, makes

be found in Test. ZII. pair, in Fubricdus cod. pseudepigr. V.

T., p. 717.

;:
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them
is

unto the

like

who by

irrational brutes, will also suffer <pdopd, like the latter,

nature are destined thereto.

the interpretation given by

and takes
speak

evil of,

is

(j)dapTiaovTai

more

from

resolves kv

oig

however,

this,

into iv tovtolc

knowing

that which, without

a,

they

it,

he understands h ry
and explanatory apposition to ev rovroif,

definite

;

In his view, then, the idea here

that the Libertines by abusing, after their lusts, the things of

them

sense, believing

The

destruction.

to

meaning

common

have nothing in

with God,

objections to this interpretation are,

applied to any of the verba near
that a

;

equivalent to "abuse"'

(pdopd actively,

expressed

He

according to him, the things of sense

is,

to be in

(jidopa ai'Tuv

and

with

Iv tovtolq

Eutii-ely different

Hofmann.

but to the remote

it,

attributed to the second

is

first,

<f>d(>pu

fall

a prey to

that sv

^dapijaovTai

;

olg is

not

secondly,

from that of the

different

— the one taken as equivalent to consumption," the other to
any way
"abuse," — and that neither of these significations belongs
''

is

first,

in

thirdly, that the reference to the things of sense is in

word;

to the

apposition to kv Tovroig;

have had

uyvoovvTe^

Yer. 13.

what

and

B7iaa<pTi/iovai

lastly,

(Wolf), but "

— Cf. 1 Pet.

i.

kv t^ <pdopa

instead of uyvoovaiv

Ko/Movfisvoi fitadbv u6iK.iaq is

precedes.^

9.

—

l32.aa(pr}iiovvTec.^

way

subjoined by

^lLa^bv udiKiac

reward for unriyhieousness.'"

the

no way

cannot possibly be in
that, on this interpretation, we should

alluded to in the context; fourthly, that

of explanation to

not equivalent to

fiioddv uSikov

ijdovTjv i/yoiifievoil.

This and

—

the following participles, as far as the end of ver. 14, are connected with
what precedes, as descriptive of the udiKia it is less probable that, as Hof;

mann

ver. 16.
2,

new

assumes, a

The

period begins with

fornication; 3, covetousness.
kv Tjnepa

TTjv

r/<^ov^v

ijyovuevot

three kinds of u6iKia here spoken of are

kv ^fiepg is

Tpv(i>Tiv].

:

and ends with

luxurious living

1,

—

De "NVette: "they who count it pleasure."
by Oecumeuius interpreted as equal to kuO"

not in accordance with the usage. Several interpreters
Hofmann) take ij/iipa here as in contrast to the
This, however, is inappropriate, for it is not easy to see why they
night.
should not regard the rpvipif in the night as a pleasure. Gerhard is better
per TTjv Tjuspav intelligitur praesentis vitae tempus Luther, " temporal luxurious

T/ukpav,

but this

is

(Benson, Morns, Fronmiiller,

,

(De Wette- Bruckner, Wiesinger, Schott).
to the future, to which the f ut. Koniov/xevot

It

living"
trast

SchoU agrees with Hofmann

I

in regard to

the application to things of sense, and to the
interpretation of the

meaning of the

first (^9opa,

but differs from him in other points. He states
the idea contained in the verse thus: "Asirramade to be talien
tioual beasts, which
.

and consumed

.

.

.

.

.

come

to destruction,

these people shall perish; since they

rail

This interpretation

rantable as that of
i-oi

Hofmann

— but

little

is

of con-

kui /xHiaoi is

be the original, because the
Tisch. 8, on the other
one.

hand, says: " aSiKovnevoi, si aptum seusum
praebere judicabitur, omnino praeferendum
erit." Nescio an " decepli circa ixiaebv iSi
kio?" verti

liceat.

Hofmann

interprets the

accus. ixiadov as an accus. of apposition, cf.
2 Cor. vi. 13,

quite as unwar-

and then translates
them as the reward of

pens to
though iStxeiV occurs
tion, as in
still

Luke

x. 19,

in this

and often

aSixia never does.

"evil hap-

evil " but
wider significa;

in Revelation,

— Buttmann

has ac-

cepted, not aSiKov/xivoi, as in B, but KOjuioOfxe-

considers the reading aSiKoviae-

however

to

diflScult

way

airlTioi

at

Hofmann.

attested,

more

—

so

those matters which they do not comprehend,
they themselves shall perish in and with the
destruction of those things against which they
rail."

Kofiiovnevot.

stands by

refers.

— instead

of

voi,

"
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14.

II.

follows:

"ji>7io

as

ott.

(De

koI fiufini riot"

"Wette-Briickner, Wiesinger), or they are independent expressions of displeasure, like

To2./jT)Tai avOt'idsic

10, and Karupac tekvu afterwards
what precedes by way of apposition (Ilofharmony with the animated form of address.

formerly in ver.

(Schott, Fronmiiller) subjoined to

niann); the latter

most

is

in

Instead of amT-M, Jude has amh'ideg; amXot

—

commonly am?.ot) is equivalent
commonly "blame, shame

(less

;

to " spots of dirt," cf.

Eph.

here "blemishes."

Ivrpvcpuv-^e^ iv raig dnarau; avTuv\.

^

—

v. 27.

uibuot

:

an.

?.ey.,

€vrpv<pcJvTec

points back

and may not therefore be taken, with Ilofmann, in the weakened
of, "to take delight in any thing," which it probably has in Isa.
Iv. 2, LXX.
it is not to be connected with the following vulv in the sense
of illudere, ludihrio habere, but means, as it commonly does, " to riot " i/uv
ev rale unuTaic aiiToiv is explained from vv. 3 and
belongs to avvevwxov/xtvoi.
14; they practised deceit in this way, that they succeeded in procuring
earthly advantage to themselves, by praising their vain wisdom (Wiesinger,
to

rpvipTjv,

meaning

;

;

:

—

Fronmiiller)

;

since hrpv<f>av denotes the actual rioting, kv mic urruratg avruv
evTpv(pav, that is, " the lies with which they

cannot state the object of their

(Hofmaun; or, according to Schott: "their deceiving ap").
The opinion of Wolf and others, that dnurat means

practise deceit"

pearance of wisdom

the love-feasts, inasmuch as they

— in opposition to their

abused by these individuals to their ovrn

—

nature
are
no refutation. -

real

profit, requires

what precedes. They rioted in their
by enjoying themselves at the feasts of those among
whom they had obtained an entrance by deceit. Luther's translation is
mistaken " they make a show of your (ij/iuv instead of airuv) alms (incorrect
interpretation of uyunaii), they revel with what is yours " (instead of " with
you ").
Description of the sensual lust of the
Ver. 14 has no parallel in Jude.
cvvevuxovuevot vfuv is subordinate to
deceits, that is to say,

—

:

eye of the false teachers.

ous lust

is

after the

—

fioixa'/uq,

Hornejus

;

is

adulter-

in the expression, fiEmovq ixoixakidoQ, the lust

revealing itself in the eyes,

it,

The

o<pdakiiovq exovreQ uEcrovg fioixaTudoc^-

depicted in their eyes

of the eye with
tion of

—

is

designated as a being

The

since they look at nothing else but this.

not to the point

:

filled

interpreta-

quasi dicat, tarn libidinosos eos esse, ut in

ipsorum oculis quasi aduUerae habitent, sen ut adulteras semper in oculis ferant.

— Hofmann

explains luecTTOf Tiwc by reference to Plato, Sijmpos. 194 B, here
equivalent to " to be entirely engrossed, pre-occupied with something."
It is

wrong

—

to suppose (as Dietlein does) that

here in any

way

that a
female member of the house, into which they had forced themselves, had
already fallen a victim to their seduction.
Calvin even ^ had connected this
verse closely with the preceding, as Schott and Hofmann do but it is not
it is

.stated

;

easy to understand

1

Hofmann

why

the persons here described should have had adulter-

arbitrarily defines these espres-

more precisely as " spots which defile the
purity of the church, blemishes which attach
U) her, to her shame; " they are rather spoken
Bions

of thus, because both defilement

cleave to them.

and shame

'

Calvin:

ac coetum

"Istl voe

foedls raaculls aspergunt

:

vestrum

nam dum epulautur

vobif<cum, siraul luxuriautur In euis errorlbus,

aniores meretrlcios et perdllam incontluentiam
oculis gestuque exprimunt."

—

—

;

;
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oils desires

—

mi maranavaTovg ufiapnac, "not satiated, unwhich is reflected the restless desire after ever

only at the feasts.

saiisjied in sin," i.e., eyes, in

—

fresh sin; in dfiapria the reference is chiefly to sensual sins.
de^.tu^ovrec,
" to allure, to entice " quasi pisces hamo captare (Beza).
ver. 18, and Jas. i. 14
:

—

acTriptKTOQ

rlwxuc aoTT/piKTovg].

(chap.

"wanton"

16), not

iii.

(Luther), but

—

nondum satis fundatus et formatus (Gerhard).
This
doubtless connected more closely with what precedes than with what

in fide et pielatis studio

idea

is

follows (Ilofmann), so that the sense is: they entice them,
their fleshly lusts on them.
ness.
classics

.

.

.

.so

as to satisfy

Third vice:^ covetous-

tx^vTec'l-

The construction of the verb yeyvixvaafiivrjv, c. gen., occurs also in the
" Calvin is quite unwarranted
-.2 "a heart practised in covciousness
.

in interpreting nleovt^ia here

Eph.

Knpiiav

ii.

3; 2 Thess.

by

cupiditates

sion of profoundest displeasure; similar to

doubtful whether

it is

quent passage; the

,

cf.

ver. 3.

Karupag rsKva, cf.

3: "hich, icho haiie incin-red the curse;" an expres-

ii.

ver.

anlTioc Ka7 uC)(ioi,

to be connected with the preceding or

first

combination

is

preferable, because in

13.

It is

with the subseit

the language

more passionate. In the other case the construction, from ver. 10 med.
onwards, might be taken thus, Toliir}-al aiOadeic, as introducing the section

is

down

to

Tpv(p7jv;

ver. 13

;

anl?M «a«

uufiot

that from there to exovrec, ver. 14

and KUTupag Tsiiva that as far as :Tapa<ppoviav, ver. 16.
Vv. 15, 16. Comparison with Balaam; cf. Jude 11. The comparisons
with Cain and Korah are wanting hei-e.
KaraTunovTeg tidEiav 66bv, k.tX, with
Evd. 66., cf. Acts ^iii. 10; the words connect themselves closely with i-Klavrieriaav, to which then the subsequent participial clause is added by way of a
more precise definition
With i^aKOMvd., cf. chap. i. 16, ii. 2. The conjunction of this verb with Ty b6C) is explained by the circumstance that 666g
manner of life, conduct.
The form
is here taken in a figurative sen-se
Grotius is
BoCTop, Heb. "'U'^, arises from a peculiar pronunciation of V
wrong in regarding the word as the corrupted name of the country, n^ini),

—

—

:

;

Num.

xxii. 5.

Several commentators, Krebs, Vitringa, AVolf, Grotius,

assume that there

is

here an allusion to the counsel which

(Num.

the Midianites to the corrupting of the Israelites
14) (so, too, Dietlein)

ii.

;

etc.,

Balaam gave

to

xxxi. 16; Rev.

but, according to ver. 16, the reference

is.

rather

which certainly Balaam,

to the intended cursing of the people of Israel, to

was inclined hence, 6f niodbv udiKiag (see ver. 13)
Although such inclination on his part is not definitely mentioned
in Num. xxii. 1-20, still, judging from the narrative of the ass, it is to be
presupposed; cf., too, Deut. xxiii. 5. Corroboration from the rabbinical
for the sake of reward,

;

TiyanT)aev.

writings, see Wetstein.

— Ver.

16.

eAfyftv ds eaxev Idiac napavon'iag,

"but he

received (suffered) rebuke (blame) for his trespass;" his napavofua (not

equivalent to vesania (Vulg.), but synonymous with

1

Hofmann erroneously

"not a

says that this states

but a second characteristic of
their nature, the avaritia, along with the luxuria;" for in the first half of this verse they are
accused of something which is identical neither
with luxuria nor with avaritia, and this even
third,

if 6<f)9aX^t.

adiKia) consisted in this,

e^o''"? be closely connected with

the preceding passage.
•

Philostratus,

vaanevoi;

1:

3,

yeyu/xv.; 10, 1

:

2,

15: OoAottt/s outtu) veyu^i-

NeVropa

noKe/jiov

noWiov

(ro<j>iai ^St) yeyv/jLvturiievoi',

—

—

— —
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18.

that he was willing, for the sake of the reward,
Israel,

and

for this reason

pers. pron. airov.

went

to Balak.

Dietlein presses

and adds by way of explanation

—

—

:

God permitted

it,

to curse

stands here in place of the

by translating, "belonging

ISlar,

" to

if

I6i.uc

to

him who must be looked upon

him,"
as the

Wiesinger, on the other hand, sees the sig-

prototype o£ the false proj-ihets."

"he who was a prophet to others, had to suffer
rebuke of an ass for his own napavo(j.." But neither the one nor the other is
alluded to in the context.
That which follows states in what the ilcy^iq

nificance of

I6iac in this,

that

—

—

consisted.

properly

i/TroCvytov,

:

a beast that bears a yoke, here as in Matt.

a(puvov,\n contrast to human speaking.
does not state the I'eason of the inuXvae, but emphasizes the miraculous nature of the occurrence {uipcjvov
(jtuv^).
ekuTmce

xxi. 5, designation of the ass.

h

avdpC}iTov (puvy <i>Bey^ufievov

.

.

—

.

Schott understands Balaam's -nnpa^povia to be

Tov 'rrpo(p^Tov napa(j>iyoviav'\-

ri]v

his striking of the ass; Wiesinger: "his folly, in setting himself against the
angel " but it is more correct to understand by it the aforenamed napavo/iia,
;

which the angel opposed. Hofmann rightly observes " The signification of
the verb does not imply that it is left undone, but simply that opposition is
offered to what is done or is intended to be done; cf. 1 Thess. ii. 16."^
The word napacppovia, "foflij," inr. TiEy. (the verb in 2 Cor. xi. 23), unusual in
the classics also, instead of which napa<l>pocvvri or iTapa(pp6vr]aiq see Winer,
roi) npcxpjirov (cf.
Num. xxiv. 4) stands in emphatic
p. 90 (E. T., 95).
:

\

antithesis to vno^bytov u<puvov.

Description of the teachers of false doctrine from another point

Ver. 17.

making a

of view, in as far as by
to immorality.

Jude

in

12.

First, a

ovtol eiai m/yal uvvdpot].

deceptiveness of a

which

it

does not

;

nTiyi/,

fulfil

which

is

show

freedom they seduce others

of

The point

without water

;

of comparison lies in the
it

awakens an expectation

(as a contrast, cf. Prov. x. 11

Hofmann wrongly

here (which
well

false

double comparison, of which the second only occurs

;

Isa. Iviii. 11).

disputes) means, as in John

fontes enhn proprie sic died non carent aqua (Gerhard).

iv.

—

6

:

—

nriyrj

a spring,

Kal ohIxTmi

mb

oulxM properly mist, here clouds of mist, as the plural
already goes to prove, as well as the fact that it is not the mist, but the misty
clouds, which must be regarded as foretelling rain.
Xalla-ip, according to
Piai/kiTTOf k7iavvop.tvai\.

De Mundo), equal to nveiiina (3laLov Kai elXovfievov
The point of comparison is the same here as in

Aristotle {Lib.

[Mark

iv. 37.

Kurudev dvw;

the previous

by vm "kail. ulaw. their want of consistency (not "their punmore pointedly referred to.^
olg
TirripriTai, so, too, in Jude

figure, only that

ishment")
13;

it

is

—

connects

how can

itself

with

ovtoi,

not with

.

.

.

buixlai, as

Hofmann

maintains, for

this relative clause express "the dissolving of vapor into

Ver. 18.

Cf.

Jude

16.

vnipoyKa yup fiaTaioT^Toi

nothing"?

<l>deyy6/ievoi]-

The

yap

does not serve to explain the figurative words, ver. 17 (as formerly in this
'

Formerly

In this

commentary,

eKiaKv<rev

was explained thus: that although Balaam's
iTapa<t>povia was not exactly prevented by the
ass, still, by the conduct of the latter, a beginniug was made to prevent it.
2

"

Wiesinger

However empty

remarks
conduct of these

inappropriately
In itself the

:

men may

be,

8ti)I

for the ChH«tian

community

has the effect of a storm which cleanses it; "
is not compared to a storm,
but to clouds of mist; nor is reference made
to their effect on the Church, but to that of the
it

for their conduct

storm on the clouds of mist.

—
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commentary),

Hof mann

for, as

justly says, " tlie description of their conduct

contained in this verse goes far beyond those figurative statements as to
their nature."

It

must be referred

— ok

expressed in ver. 17,

.

Hofmann,

to the relative clause only

rect view.i

—

vnepoyKoc,

"swelling;

"'

;

being included,
the former

is

—

or, as

is

in the classics used also of style,

fiarai-

gives the nature of the swelling, high-sounding speeches (" the proud

oTTjc

•words," Luther); Luther, aptly: "since there

The word

(besides in Acts

^deyyofin'oi

Cf. ver. 14.

deTiEuLpvaiv].

iv. 18, to

more appropriate that

ver. 16) is here the

—

judgment
done by
probably the more cor-

either, with Wiesinger, to the

reryp.

.

.

it is

nothing behind them."
be found only here and in

is

used chiefly of loud speaking.

commonly

kv is

tv enLdvfilaic capKoc uaeTiyeiaii].

an apposition to hTrid. " through the
lusts of the flesh, through debauchery " (De Wette, Briickner, Wiesinger,
probably Schott too) but thus there is a felt want of a Kai, or of a second kv,
and the smdvfiiai of the seducers, too, are not to be considered as the means
Hofmann explains " by means of fleshly lusts, which they
of allurement.
awaken in them, through acts of wantonness, the enjoyment of which they
hold out to them " but here relations are introduced to which the text
makes no allusion. It is therefore better to take h imdv/xlaic a. as designattaken as equivalent to

Jtd,

and

itaely.

as

:

;

:

;

ing the condition of the seducers, and aaelyeiMq as the dat. instrum. " in
the lusts of the flesh (i.e., taken in them, governed by them) they allure by
:

voluptuousness those who," etc.; Steinfass, correctly: "it is part of their
" he is wrong,
iixLd. aapK. that they seek to allure the members of the church
however, when he explains the uaeT^yeiaic as that to which they allure them.
;

Luther translates wrongly
dvniaLq is
is

not equal to

:

" through lasciviousness to fleshly last

elg i'ntdvfiia^.

hardly to be found elsewhere.

—

Toftg

oTuyu^ in^oipevyovTaf'].

It expresses

;

"

bXtyu^,

h tm-

air. "key.,

both time and measure, and

corresponds to the English, ^'hardly, just" (thus also Schott). Wiesinger
and Hofmann understand it only of measure, equivalent to " little " Hofmann understands it of space " they are a little way escaped from those
;

:

who walk

in error."

established in the

new

pres. of the verb shows that they are, as it were,
from their former condition, and are not yet firmly

The

in the act of flight

still

;

cf. ver.

14: ipv^a^ uuTjjpiKTODg.

—

Toi>g

h nTuivg dvaarpecpo-

not an adjunct co-ordinate with what goes before Luther " and novv
walk in error; " but the accus. is dependent on ciTro(?fv> ovrof, and oi iv TrMvri
('ivaarpe(j)6>ievoL are those from whom the persons who are being seduced have
separated themselves, those who are not Christians, especially the heathen,
fiEvovg

who

;

lead a

life iv ttAuvt?

:

(Wiesinger, Schott, Briickner, Fronmiiller, Hofmann);

Steinfass incorrectly understands by the expression the ^evdodiduaKaXoi.

Ver. 19.

iTiEvdeptav avroig inayye^.Tio/xevoi.'].

Explanation of the Iniooyna

uar.

—

the high speeches have as their contents the praise of liberty.
they assure, promise, those who submit to their guidance that
i-nayyElTMjievoi
^deyyofxevoi

;

;

they will conduct them to true liberty.

—

A

though they themselves are slaves of

sharp antithesis to

1

iTievd. iirayyellr.

Bengel; "Puteus et nubes aquara polllelc 1111 praegrandla jactant, quasi

centur;

*^

ah-ol dovloi vndpxovreg r^f (pdopug].

lumlna eccleslae; eed hi putel, hae nubes
praebent; praegrandia Ilia sunt vaultatia."

nil
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20.

II.

By (pdopu moral corruption is generally understood, but elsewhere
N. T. the word never has this meaning it should rather be taken in
In Rom. viii. 21 it denotes
the same sense as that which it has in ver. 12.
Schott erroneously
the opposite of do^a, which Hofmann wrongly denies.
takes it to mean " the things of sense " but these, though they be given up
The chief emphasis
to (pdopii, yet cannot be directly defined as ^0opd itself.^
<l>eopu.."

in the

;

;

on

lies

6ov?iOi.

The

general statement,

show that the term

serves to

is

c}

yap nc

jjTTtjTai,

tovtu

ml

dedovTiurai,

applied to them not without justification.

The verb rjTTuodai (with the exception of in this passage and in ver. 20, to be
found only in 2 Cor. xii. 13) is in rfjlassical Greek often used as a passive
and construed with vno, and, in harmony with its meaning, frequently with
The latter is the case
the genitive, and sometimes also with the dative.
here: "/o rohom anyone succumbs." The dat. with (^e6ov?^uTal expresses the
relation of belonging to to him he is made the slace, i.e., whose slave he is.
:

Schott arbitrarily asserts that

i]TT7]Tai

with the dat. brings out that the being

overcome "is voluntary and desired on principle."
Ver. 20 gives an explanation (jup, equal to namely) of the statement
:

contained in ver. 19, that those there described are the duvXot rfig (pdopug, after
that the general remark ci
dcdoiiAojTai has been applied to them.
Almost
:

all

.

.

.

same persons are the subjects

interpreters hold that in this verse the

in ver. 19

whom

;

the author has throughout the whole chapter been engaged.

Fronmiiller,

Hofmann, are

are led astray,

and not the seducers, are
In favor of this view

back to the

to be

may

and that the

uTro<pv-

latter accordingly,

regarded as the subject of the clause.

be urged the term

uno(i>ev}dvTag

Bengel,

They assume that

of a different opinion.

who

yovre^ refers to those

to refer

as

so that the uTrocpvyovTeg refers to those with the description of

in

ver. 18.

unocpvyovTet;,

which seems

But, on the one hand,

certainly unnatural to consider those to be the subjects here

who

it is

are the

same subject as ver. 18;
would be more than surprising if the apostle did not,
from here onwards, continue the description of those of whom the whole
objects in ver. 18, especially as ver. 19 has the

and, on the other,

it

chapter speaks, but should,
persons,

— and

the one to the other;
T/TTuvTai

corresponds

would read "o/

of a sudden,

in

any way hinting

treat
at

of entirely different

the transition from

in addition to this, there is the circumstance that

much

frequently, expressed

as

all

this without

too directly with Tjmjrai.

yitp" instead

of

el

yap,

—

ei

yap].

The

reality,

Without any reason, Grotius

hypothetically.

—

inrot^vyovTiq].

The

—

participle

is

not to be resolved by "although," but by "after that."
ju tuaouara tov
Koanov].
Tu fudanara, a form occurring only here
ver. 10
roii
/j.iaa/t6c.
;

Koofiov,

iv

here in an ethical sense, as composed of those

nTitlvij,

or,

Without

sufficient reason,

Hofmann

a personal sense, and thinks that it means, in the
instance, " those individuals who are the abomination and blemishes of

takes TU

/iiua/xara r. k. in

Hofmann, appealing

to 1 Cor. xv. .50, unhere also an meaiiine; " the
corruptible;" but iu that passage the context
1

—

w-alk (ver. 18)

with Wiesinger: "as the dominion over which sin rules," "the

defilements which belong to the ivoiid."

first

:

who

derstands

<t>eopd

itself

proves that the abstract idea is put in
is not the case

place of the coacrele, which
here.

—
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the non-Christian world, and that

Peter designates as the aniloi

context hints at

this,

and

it is

refers to the Christians

rovroic Se

fiutioi

k.

whom

But nothing in the
understand by tovtoiq other fiuia-

of the church."

arbitrary to

—

h kTnyvuau rov Kvpiov
than those designated by that word itself.
tovtoiq (i.e.,
XpioToi', i.e., by their having come to the knowledge of Christ.
ifi-^XaKevref is valde emphalicum ; i/iK}Jfiiua/iaai) 6i ttuIiv efnT?MK£vTe( ^TTurvrai].
The particle
Keadai enim dicuntitr, qui tricis el laqueis implicantur (Gerhard).

fiara

.

.

.

—

two participles, u-aocpvyovTEQ and nukiv kfi-laand the finite verb tittuvtui the former construcyeyovtv avrolg
tuv npuTuv],
tion is to be preferred as the more correct.
The same words ai'e to be found in Matt. xii. 45; Luke xi. 26;^ rd npCtra:
the former condition, in which they were before their conversion; to. Inxa-a:
their subsequent condition, into which they have come after their falling away,
i.e., the condition of complete slavery to the cpdopu, from which there is no
hope of redemption with the thought, cf. Heb. x. 26, 27.
Ver. 21. KpelTTov yap tjv avTolq]. The same use of the imperf. where we
should employ the conjunct., Mark xiv. 21: Kokbv tjv ahrb); cf. on the constr.

6t

places in antithesis either the
or the

KEVTEQ,

first

participle

;

—

.

.

.

:

Winer,

p.

diKaioa.

is

—

odbc r^f
265 (E. T., 282).
fif/ kneyvunevai ttiv 66dv rr/c dtKaioavvTic].
not "the way to virtue," or "the way of salvation which leads to
"
the moral condition of righteousness (Schott), but a designation of Christianity in so far as a godly righteous life belongs to it; cf ver. 2.'^
^
Entyvovaiv].
The dat. instead of the accus., dependent on avToic, by an
Ij

—

uncommon

attraction not

Luke
CK

TT/c

.

.

.

—

Greek

iTTtaTpitpai

to be

is

taken here in the

things, " cf. ver. 22, as in

Mark

xiii.

16;

connected with «f tu dniau in Luke viii. 55, neverused in the same sense without adjunct; see critical remarks.

xvii. 31,

theless, it is

in

to the former

sense of "to turn bach

where

Evro/iZ/c].

it is

;

With

the law of the Christian

—

Jude 3.
ciyia ivro'kri is
14; here mentioned because the

TrapadoOeiarig a'vToic, cf.

life, cf.

1

Tim.

vi.

rj

passage treats of the moral corruption of the false teachers.

Ver. 22. The two proverbial expressions which form the close bring out
avuHidriKE avToiQ, " it has
how contemptible is the conduct just described.
The same
rb
uljjdov^ T:upoiuia{\happened to them," " has befatlen them."

—

—

construction, ]Matt. xxi. 21

mode

or

:

rrjt;

to ryg cvkijc; napoi/ila

of expression generally.

u?.ndovg is

denotes a figurative speech

added

in order to bring out that

the proverb has here too proved true; the author employs the singular
TrapoijuaQ,

because the two proverbs following have one and the same meanThe verse of the O. T., Prov. xxvi. 11,
EmarpEijjag
Eiepaua].

— Kvuv

ing.

LXX., runs

.

:

.

.

km

ugttep kvuv orav knETSy

rbv iavrov e/xetov

iiicrjTbg

yEvF/Tai,

ovTug

tavTov anapriav, in spite of the similarity,

uippcjv

-y lavTov KOKia uvaaTpiypag ent

it is

yet doubtful whether the writer had this passage in his eye probably
which can be traced to no
napotuta, like that which follows,

he took this

written source,

ttjv

;

— from

—

popular tradition.

is a similar passage in Past. Herm.
" quidara taraen es iis maculaverunt se,
sunt de genere justorum et iterum
redierunt ad statura piistinum, atque eliam
deteriores quam prius evaseruut."

There

1

iii.

9

:

et project!

— hmaTpErpaq
2

is

not to be taken as

In Steinfass's observation: "

By

the «ik-

otoaiin)? of the oSbi' Si/caioaufr;?, righteousness

understood as being not the end, but the
wayfarer," the first is right, but the second

is

wrong.
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22.

a verb fin., but the predicate is, after the manner of proverbial expression,
joined without the copula to the noun (Winer, p. 331 [E. T., 353 f.]): "a

dog that has returned to
vi;

?.ovaaiuEVT)

.

.

.

but thus this second

t^ipana" {un.

its

3opi36pov].

imarpeipaaa

napoi/iia

natural to proverbs (Winer,

would

?.€/.

may

lose its

:

—

"what has been vomited").

be supplied from what precedes,

independence

;

breviloquence

is

547 [E. T., 588]); t/f, according to the sense,
points sufficiently to a verb of motion to be supplied "a soiv that has bathed
p.

:

itself, to

the KvXiaiia iSupffupov."

^

—

KvTiiafia (an. ^fy. ),

equal to KvXiarpa: the place

The genit. (iop36pov [an. Tiey.) shows the nature of the Kvliana
where the swine wallow; the other reading, KvltafMov, indicates the act of
Similar passages are to be found in the Rabbis. Cf Pott
wallowing.
for wallowing.

—

.

in loc.
'

Steinfass interprets erroneously

the mire."

:

"

A sow that

was bathed,

in order the better to

wallow

in
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CHAPTER
Ver.

Instead of the Rec.

2.

III.

the reading, according to almost

i)/iuv,

authorities (Lachm., Tisch.), should be,

muv.—Yer.

all

In place of ir laxarov

3.

K, L, P, etc., Sjt., utr., Oec, etc. (Griesb., Scholz), A, B, C**, «, al., Sahid,,
Chrys., etc., read: iaxuruv (Lachm., Tisch.); the Rec. is probably a correction
ev i/f^aiyunv^ has been rightly adopted into
after Heb. i. 1 ; cf also Jude IS.
in

—

.

the text by Griesb., Scholz, etc.; it is attested by A, B, C, P, X, 27, etc., Syr.,
Its omission (in K, L, etc., Rec.) is easily explained by its havutr., Arr., etc.
Tisch. has
ing seemed superfluous on account of the subsequent i/nraUrai.
placed avTuv before emOvfiiag, following A, X, several min., Oec. however, B, C,

—

;

K, L, P, al., m., Theoph., etc., are in favor of placing it after enid. (Griesb.,
Ver. 7. Instead of the Rec. tcj avTu ?.6y(j, after A, Vulg.,
Scholz, Lachm.).
Copt., etc. (Lachm., Buttm., Tisch. 8), C, L, K, al., perm., Syr., utr., etc., read:
T<j avroi) loyi^ (Griesb., Scholz, Tisch. 7).
According to Buttm., the reading in
B is uncertain. On internal grounds it is difficult to decide which is the origiVer.
nal reading; Hofmanu, however, declares the reading avrCi to be absurd.
9. Kvpioc, instead of the Rec. o Kvpio^; the most important authorities omit the
instead of r/uug, A, B, C, X, etc., have iuuc;
article.
£(f ^//df]. Rec, K, L, etc.
and instead of e/f, A, H, etc., read (5/«. Tisch. 7 has adopted dc vudq, and
6i
v/xd^;
the reading fc i^/udf is best attested. Reiche conLachm. and Tisch. 8,

—

—

—

;

siders that of the Rec. to be the original reading: oh testlum majorein
(?) et

quia hie modestius

et

convenientius erat, se

ipsiiin

includere

;

numerum

the most of

modern commentators prefer «c vuug; Hofm., however, holds the Rec. to
be the original reading. Semler looks upon all the three readings as mere interVer. 10. In B, C, Cyr., the article is wanting before ijueoa,
pretamenta.
wktl (after
After KAinTij^ the Rec. has
Lachm. and Tisch. have omitted it.
C, K, L, etc.), already justly omitted by Griesb. as a later supplement from
1 Thess. V. 2 (so, too, Tisch.). —Before ovpavoi the Rec, after A, B, C (Lachm.,
the

—

Tisch.

—

has the article

7),

TivdfimvTut,

Rec,

o/;

after A, K,

the sing.

?.vdriaETat,

common

usage.

h

in K, L, X,

L

it

(Tisch. 7),

is wanting (Tisch. 8). —In place of
Lachm. and Tisch. 8 have adopted

following B, C, K; perhaps

— Instead

it is

a correction according to the

of the Rec. KaTaKaTjaerai in A, L, etc., B, K, P, etc.,

read evpeeriaerar, Lachm. and Tisch. have retained the Rec; the latter observes
(8): dnbiumnon est, qnin EvpedT^aeTai ederejubeamur, at hoc vix ac ne vix quidem
potest sanitm esse; ovx sice ovketc

The

si

praepositum

esset,

non haerendum

esset.

number of commentators have left unnoticed the reading evptdfiasTai:
Hofmann; Buttm. reads: a kv airf) epya evpedTjaerai; but « instead of rd

greater

not so

occurs in no codex. Cod. C reads ugavtadijaovTai. See further in the exposition.
Ver. 11. TovTuv dv]. Rec, after A, K, L, K, etc., Vulg., Thph., Oec.
(Lachm., Tisch. 8); in its place B has tovtuv ovtio^, and C rov-uv 6e ovtojc; Tisch.

—

7

had accepted the version of B.

C, Vulg.,

etc.,

— Ver.

12.

Instead of

TTjKerat,

Lachm., following

reads: TaKTjaeTai- probably a correction, because of the preceding

—

—

CHAP.
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2.

Rec, according

yfjv kcuvtiv].

13.

III.

to B, C,

K, L, P,

(Lachm.,

etc.

Tisch. 7); in its place Tisch. 8 reads Kaivriv yf)v, according to A, N; this appears
/card rh indyyeAua].
ohpavovg.
to be a correction, after tlie preceding Kaivovg .
Rec, according to B, C, K, L, P (Tisch. 7); instead of /car«, A, etc., read kui;
.

and

—

.

A, X, etc., have: snuyyeXnaTa; Lachm. has adopted kol
Ver. 15. According to A,
and Tisch. 8: naru 'u tnayyiltiara.

in place of kTcuyyekfia,

Ta enayyelfiara;

—

instead of the Rec. avTu doddaav (L, etc.), the reading should
Ver. 16. After -naamg, Tisch. 8,
and Tisch. doOeioav avru.

B, C, K, P, N,

etc.,

—

be, as in Lachm.
following K, L, P, X, reads the article Toiq; Tisch. 7 and Lachm. omit ratf, after
In place of the Rec. kv alg (Tisch. 8), after A, B, K, Lachm. and
A, B, C, al.
Lachm. has retained the
Tisch. 7 read: iv olr, on this see the commentary.
:

—

—

A, C, K, L, P, X, al. Tisch., following B, has omitted it, remarking: solet omnino a testibus plerisque addi ad
finem epistolariuii; ter tantum (Rom., Gal., Jud.) non satis auctoritatis est, ut
omittatur aiirjv. Pauci addunt unj)v 3 Joh.

unnv,

which

Ver.

closes the epistle, according to

;

Not the commencement of a new

1.

section, directed against the deniers of the

ahrri h^ri Sevrepa kaTli) i-iaTolfj, r/v
rj6r]

"now

by:

but of a new

—

TavT-qv

epistle I write to you, as already the second."

"This

iTTifTToA^i/].

epistle (Grotius),

advent of Christ.

my

being near

The

.

.

epistle first written is the so-

both to this and the First
Tlie prepos. h does not

kv alg applies

Peter.

called First Epistle of

.

Pott:

Fronmiiller incorrectly explains

ypiicpu bfiiv.

death."

fi6r\

Epistle of Peter (Winer, p. 134 [E. T., 142]).

dieydpu
stand here in place of 6(6. (Gerhard), but refers to the contents.
vnuv
diuvoiav, for the phrase: dteytipeif kv vn-ouvijaei, cf. chap. i. 13.
.

—

.

.

belongs to
Ver.

—

6iuvoiav.

eiXiKpcvfj,

Cf Jude 17

2.

.

only of the prophets.

ets

Tijv

ayiuv

7rpo(|)7?rwv].

and with

;

:

ut

memores

On

the

has been given
regard tuv

cf.

" in order that ye

may

irpoHprnievuv prj/idri^v

;

—

kol

ttj^

ribv

annaruXuv iuuv

prophetis (or

satictis

Kvpiov

rov

hro'Kfig

as in apposition to
:

commandment

" the

^//wv,

.

.

koI

;

" of our, the apostles',

who

are the apostles of the

thus

of us,

thus, too, Calvin, Hornejus, Wolf, Pott, Dietlein, etc.);

.

t]hIv\

also 1 Cor.

unoaToluv; thus
i.e.,

:

— tuv

commonly accepted reading r/nuv, a double interpretation
some, making ijiii^v depend on ivTolrjq, for the most part

inxoardT^uv

X. 41: nuprvai
;

purpose

to nvT/ad/jvat (Vorstius).

tig

Bengel more correctly takes
>.uv

not made of the apostles, but

is

Infin. of

eorum quae 2)raedixi verhorum a

silis

command " (Luther
Lord;"

10.

This applies evidently to the Old Testament prophreference to the prophecies which relate to the
The Vulg. wrongly transver. 4 and chap. i. 19). i

sanctorum prophetaruni).
auTf/poq].

i.

especial

napovaia of Christ (cf.
lates

Phil.

tivrjaOnvai].

remember" equivalent to
vwd

.

Jude mention

in

;

—

cf

i.

tjiiuv

as in apposition to ui:oar67Mv

for otherwise

r)u.C}v

is

whilst

as in Acts

must have stood before

Others, again, hold that ijnuv

18.

;

anoaro-

dependent on

De Wette "the commandment of our apostles of the Lord,
who have preached to us, and are sent from the Lord."
:

of the apostles

> Of course ra vpoeLprifieva p^fioTo does not
mean " wliat iias been said before," but " tlie

not require to Insist upon it;
the contrary is not asserted

words aforetime spolsen," and

taries against

Ilofraaiin

did

which

iiis

tlie

more so

m

tiie

argument

is

tiiat

coraraen
directed.

—

\
;
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But against

he elsewhere

this interpretation is the circumstance, that, whilst

in the epistle designates himself as an apostle, the author of the epistle

would thus make a distinction between himself and the apostles.^ On the
v/iuv, the gen. tov Kvpiov does not, as was for the most part
formerly assumed, depend on unoarbluv, but on hrol^q (Briickner, Wiesinger,
true reading,

Schott, Steinfass)

either in the sense

;

commandment ...

" the

:

of the

of the apostles, i.e., the commandment of the Lord, which the apostles
have proclaimed; " or "roii Kvpiov is added by way of supplement to kvroX."

Lord

and the expression

be

is to

stands originally:

left as it

your command of

^^

Lord has given " (Briickner; thus also
Wiesinger, Schott) the latter is to be preferred. No doubt the parallel
passage in Jude runs mb tuv unoaroTiuv tov kvp'lov rjfiijv but the whole epistle,
and especially this passage of it, shows that the author of our epistle, even
if he had Jude's composition before him, in no way bound himself slavishly
According to Wiesinger, Schott, Steinfass,
to individual expressions in it.
by the OTT. v/z., Paul and his fellow-laborers are meant; this, too, is more
By hroTiij is
probable than that the apostle included himself among them.
here, as little as in chap, ii, 21, to be understood the gospel, or the Christian
religion (or, as Dietlein thinks, "the announcement, i.e., the historical
the apostles,

of

Lord,

the

i.e., lohich the

;

:

;

—

proclamation, of those predictions of the prophets, partly fulfilled, partly
yet unfulfilled, which

was intrusted

commandment
But

it

more appropriate, and more

is

Ver.

22,

3.

i.

ivroTiT/

De Wette
Tim.

5

it

the

harmony with

in

command

ff., iii.

life,

klevaovrai,

k.t.'K.'].

Jude 18 and 16
Ver.

yeha

4.

rrjq

The

;

idiag is

scoffing

napovaiag

of.

;

chap.

1.

20.

Jude

18. ^

—h

The word
1

ev, cf.

Cor.

a

gives sharp prominence

an. Zf >••

iv. 21.

;

Ileb. xi. 36

— kotu tuc

.

.

.

:

—

est,

iunaiy-

Tropevdfievoi

•

inay-

ij

The question
evanuit

;

nov eariv expresses the negation
denique cana est et mendax ; " cf. 1 Pet.

The same form of speech with nov eanv. Ps. xlii. 4, Ixxix. 10; Mai.
Luke viii. 25.
avTov, i.e., Christi, cujus nomen ex re ipsa satis poterat
(Grotius).

Gerhard assumes that the

of Chri.st per i^ovdevLcnw

;

De Wette

thinks, Indeed, that here the

non-apostollc writer has involuntarily betrayed

himself; but, as Stier justly observes,

scoffers did

not mention the

thus also Wiesinger, Hofmann.

to the connection (ver. 2), the inayyeXia

1

i/inaty/iovri

is

in

/xvi^adr/vai.

—

17;

intelligi

name

of.

;

refers

ytviJoKovre^

added so as to strengthen the pronoun avruv.
nov hTti>
words of the ifinatKrai.
xat XeyovTE^

avToii'].

"quasi dicunt: nusquam
iv. 18.
ii.

Cf.

kfinaiKTai.

with the constr. ipxeadai

u6q\

in expec-

12.

TovTo npurov yivuaKovreg

to the conduct of the

" the

iv. 1 ff.

the connection of

to lead a Christian

loose construction (instead of an accus.) to the subject contained in

— on

means
:

coming of Christ (Wiesinger, Schott, Briickner)

tation of the second
ii.

but

;

according to

;

to guard against the false teachers," after 1

thought, to understand by
chap.

to the apostles ")

commandment

here, as it always does, the

it

can

meant

'

is

that of the O. T.

Hofmann unwarrantably

that, of

According
(cf.

chap.

aseuraes that by

which the writer would have

his read-

ers to be specially mindful, he does not

mean

indeed hardly be supposed that the writer
should have " so grossly failed to keep up the

only the contents of the sentence depending
directly on yivuxxKovTe^, but still more ihau

part " which he had distinctly assumed.

that.

CHAP.

III.
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4.

we have the thesis of the scoffers in opposition
and the basis of it. The thesis is: nnvra oviug 6iafj.evei un'
its basis is indicated by the words: u<j>' ^c (sc. ^fxepac) ol naTipeg
apxvc ««'ffcwf
On the assumption that the u0' ^f ol nar. t.Koifi., as used by the
kKoiiMTidriaav.
scoffers, means the period marking off the commencement of the Siafiivei, and
that utt' upx. KT. serves only as a more precise definition of it (Briickner,
Schott), then by ol naripeg must be understood "the ancestors, the first
generations of the human race." But on this view, of ^f, /c.r.A., is an
entirely superfluous determination (Wiesinger), nor would there thus be any
indication of the ground on which the scoffers based their thesis if, how19

i.

In \Yhat follows

ff.').

to the

i1:ayys7^ia,
;

;

be contained

ever, this

in

u(p' tjc,

k.t A.,

the reference in

whom

either to the fathers of the Jewish people, to

ol

be only

narepec can

the inayytlla was given,

Heb. i. 1 (Wiesinger), or those of the generation to which the scoffers
belong (De Wette, Thiersch, Fronmiiller, Hofmann). Now, since the fall-

cf.

ing asleep of the fathers of Israel, before its fulfilment, could not well be
brought as a proof that the promise was of none effect, inasmuch as it
referred to a time beyond that in which they lived (cf. 1 Pet. i. 10 ff.),
preference must be given to the second view.
Weisinger, indeed, says that
the time of the composition of the epistle does not agree with this but as
;

the tarrying of the napovaia had already been the occasion of wonder in the
church, and Christianity, when this letter was composed, had now been in
existence for at least thirty-five years,
time those

who

it

is

quite possible that even at that

held Libertine views could have supported their denial of the

parousia by the fact that the expectation cherished by the early Christians

had remained unrealized, thus calling forth the prophecy here made. At
any rate, it is a point not to be overlooked, that the words here used are
represented as to be spoken at a time then still in the future. Ver. 8, which
otherwise would stand totally unconnected with ver. 4, also favors this view.^
The connection of the two members of the verse is certainly a loose one,
since on none of the interpretations does a^' ^c, k.t.X., stand in close connection with dia/ievet.
The thought which has been somewhat inadequately
expressed

is:

Since the fathers

promise has not been

fulfilled,

been since the creation.
passages.

—

oiirwf

fell

asleep, nothing

With

Cor.

eaot/xiievoav, cf. 1

— the

has changed,

— a proof that every thing remains
vii. 39,

xv.

6,

as

it

has

and other

does not require any supplement properly so called

" the

:

scoffers point, as it were, with the finger to the (sacred) status quo of the

world " (Steinfass).

—

6ta/ievei

does not
"

This Hofraann disputes, saying
By the
promise is not to be understood the Old Testameni promise, nor by the future the future of
Christ, since those who speak thus are members of the Christian church; but with respect
to the Old Testament prophecy, they speak of
Jehovah's coming, and, with respect to Christ's
prophecy, of His own coming, ri inayy^KLa
T^s 7rapov(7ia? tov Kvpiov might comprehend the
one as well as the other;" the context, however, is in favor of the interpretation which
1

Hofmann

:

disputes.

mean
'

" has remained," nor is

Dietlein's

interpretation

is

it

" will

altogether

wrong. According to it, oi n-aTepe? means
" One generation after another always stand-

;

ing in the relation of fathers to the race suc-

ceeding

it."

Peculiar, but

certainly

quite

unjustifiable, is the opinion of Steinfass, that

the scoffers, with reference to the promise con

Book
mean "

tained in the
Trorepe? to

of Enoch, understood

the prophetical, or

oi

more

definitely, the eschatological patriarchs, begin-

ning with Enoch, and
Daniel."

extending

down

to

—

—

;
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remain,'" but the present expresses the continuous, uniform duration; 6ia
" since creation took its
air' apxvg Kuaeuc
strengthens the idea fiiveiv.

—

'•

beginning."
Ver. 5 Refutation of the assertion iruvra ovtu 6iafievei, by the adducing
OelovTa^; yap IS not equivalent to (5e,
the fact of the flood. i Xavdavei yup
but designates the thought which follows as the reason for their scoffing:
:

.

"Thus they speak because;"

cf.

.

.

Winer,

423 [E. T., 453].

p.

— tovto belongs

either to ?.oveuve( or to deT^vTag; in the first case it refers to what follows:
" willingly, on purpose " (BruckoTi, k.tX ; in which case dtlovmg will mean
:

Fronmiiller,

ner, Wiesinger,

Buttmanu,

Luther

p. 322.

:

Hofmann
"

but

;

cf

Winer,

.

436 [E. T., 407]

p.

know

not

tliey wilfully will

")

in the

,

second case tovto refers to the contents of the preceding statement, and ds'^iv
means " to assert;" "for, tchilst they assert litis, it is hidden from them that"
The position both of tovto separated from bn by diTMvTag,
(Dietlein, Schott).
and of t)i?MVTac separated by tovto from ^.avOavei, favors the second construction

that ei?Mv can be used in the sense of "to assert," is clear from
eUdva rt ijTuov uuipyaaTov elvm de?Mvci the word marks the
v. 3, 11

;

Herodian,

;

.

assertion as one based on self-willed arbitrariness,

and as without any

tain foundation.

the plural according to

common

the

"from

oti ovpavoi ijaav iKnaTim; oi ovpavol,

usage.

of old,"

belongs in the

i.e.,

first

—

l/fnaXat

jam

;

cf

.

chap.

instance to ovpavoi

as applying to it also.

ii.

3,

km

yr)

;

not, " of old, formerly," but,

omnium

inde a primo rerum

(Gerhard).

initio

yet the subsequent

k^ i/daTog Kal

cer-

dt'

yfj

is

to

vSoTog avveoTuoa'].

expresses the idea of originating out of a combination

;

awLoiriixL

—

i^aav

be taken
avveoTuaa
is

often

employed thus by the Greeks in the intransitive tenses, though tlie reference
contained in cw sometimes disappears almost entirely. The prepositions f|
and dm must not be regarded as synonymous il; refers to the substance, dta
;

to the means.

A

twofold significance

is

thus attributed to the water in the

is also in harmony with the Mosaic account
where the original substance is distinctly spoken of as v6u)p,
and in the formation of the earth, water is mentioned as the instrumental
element (Briickner). There is, accordingly, no foundation for the assertion
of De Wette, that the author conceived the origin of the world, according
to Indo-Egyptian cosmogony, as a species of chemical product of water.

formation of the earth, which
of the creation,

Many

interpreters, as Bengel, Wiesinger, Schott, Fronmiiller,

Hofmann, as

390 [E. T., 419], explain k^ Uaiog by saying that the earth
arose out of the water "in which it lay buried." But this interpretation is
refuted by the meaning of the verbal idea cvvtoTuaa, which belongs to e|
also

Winer,

vdaror

;

p.

1

would be introduced which would be of only
Although owcaTuca belongs grammatically only to

thus, too, an element

secondary importance. ^
Schott disputes

this,

and maintains that

the scoffers appealed to the fact of the flood in

support of their opinion, "iu as far as It did
not form a deflnite close of the earthly devel
opment of the world, by an annihilation of the
world," and that now what the writer wished
to bring forward against it was why that judg
mc-iit of destruction was executed simply by

means of a flood, and consequently was not an
absolute annihilation, but only a change of
form; but how much here must be read between the
made.
-

The

what

lines,

and

to

which no allusion

is

shows to
commentators sometimes

interpretation of Hornejus

eccentricities

have recourse

:

" diciturautem terra consistere

;

CHAP.
yet in thought

yfi,

inger, Schott,

and

III.

6,
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7.

has been ajiplied to ohpavoi also; thus Bruckner, Wies-

it

in this

commentary.

This reference

may

be justified thus

understood of the second day's work of creation, the visible heavens; but it is necessary only if Kuoftoi (ver. 6) is to be taken as
meaning the heavens and tlie earth. De Wette arbitrarily refers the prepothat ovpavoi

far,

is

and 6m to the heavens the latter in the sense of,
" through the water, between the water." rw roii Qeov loyu draws emphatic

sition ei only to the earth,

;

was

attention to the fact that the active cause of the creation of the world

Word

the

of

God

;

to this tw tov Qeov Aoycj, the ru avrov

J.6yi^.,

ver. 7, corre-

sponds.

Ver.

The

A' uv, «.t.Z.].

G.

question

is.

To what

has

tiv

retrospect?

The

answer depends on the meaning attached to 6 rore Koanoq. To appearance
this phrase must be regarded as identical with ohpavoi koX jv), vv. 5 and 7
(vv. 10, 13)
and in support of this view, appeal may be made also to the
TOTE as distinguished from vw, ver. 7.
On this interpretation, accepted by
most expositors (as also in this commentary), A" <^v can refer only either to
i\ vftaroq and rw rot) Qtov 2x)yi^ (Gerhard, Bruckner, Besser, Wiesinger, in this
commentary also), or to vdaroq alone (Calvin, Pott, etc.),^
the plural being
explained from the circumstance that the water was formerly spoken of both
as substance and as medium.
The objection to this explanation, however,
is that in the account of the flood there is nothing to show that it caused the
destruction both of tlie heaven and of the earth, and that the earth only, but
not the heaven, was submerged Ilofmann accordingly understands by 6 rore
Koafiog, "the world of living creatures," as Oecumenius already had done:
On this view
TO unuXeTo ixfj npdg -xavTa Tbv Koafiov uKovaTeov, u?2u irpof nova tu (ua.
(where vvv only, ver. 6, seems to cause difficulty) 6v refers to ovpavol nai yn
(Oecumenius, Beza, Wolf, Ilornejus, Fronmiiller, Steinfass, Hofmann).^
Ver. 7. o( fit ovpavol nal yjj'].
The vvv., which applies also to rj yfj, cannot,
if by 6 TOTE Koc/xog is to be understood the world of living beings, be taken as
an antithesis to tote, but it refers simply to the present continuance of
heaven and earth.
r<j abru [avroi] loyu> points back rti tov Qeov Xoyu, ver. 5
if the reading avTov be adopted, this adjunct gives expression to the thought
that, like as the originating of the heavens and the earth was dependent on
the Word of God, so also is their preservation to annihilation by fire.
If,
however, avTu be the true reading, the idea seems to be implied that the
reservation of the heavens and the earth unto judgment is based already on
the words of creation^ Though this idea be surprising, it can certainly not,
;

—

;

fj

—

vSoTo? seu rrpos uSara, extra

e| uSoTo?,

I.e., sfCTo?

aquam

ad aquae:

s.

v&aroi cuni aqua

lxt(Tm

The opinion
is to

vSaro?,
8.

in

I.e.,

A*fTa e. iv

media aqua."—

of Steinfass, too, that " crwearioaa

be limited to the creation and existence of

human
uo

Si

beings, animals, and vegetables," finds

words of the epistle.
reference Burnet (Archaeol.

jui'titication in the
>

With

this

P/iilos., p. 467) agrees,

yet he incorrectly ex-

by " earn ob causam," or " propter
illam (aquam) " for he strangely assumes ttiat

plains

Si ojv

;

whilst the former world was "ex aqua el per
aquarn constituta," this coustitutio perished by

the flood, bo that therefore the Kd<Tfxos that
is, Is

"

now

no longer "ex aqua et per aquam," but

allter constitutus."
-

Beda likewise applies &v

to heaven

and

earth, but interprets (evidently erroneously)
6io thus, that these are not the causa, but the

oVjjectum perditionis;
to in
'

i.e., Si

quibus partibus aere et
Dietlein

:

"

The

sense

Siv

as equivalent

terra,

is this,

that the

same

;
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with riofmann, be said to be paradoxical.
avrC) is

It

is,

however, also possible that

only meant to show that the word by which this keeping of the

heavens and the earth takes place, is the Word of God equally with that by
" are stored up" like a treaswhich they were created.
reeriaavpicfiivoi elai
Dietlein is of
ure, which is kept against a particular time, cf. Rom. ii. 5.
opinion that in the word the idea of use must be kept hold of he defines it
thus " that heaven and earth are to serve as the material for punishment, in
such a manner, however, that they at the same time perish themselves " but
this is justified neither by the reference (Rom. ii. 5), nor by the context.

—

;

;

:

;

" /n that they are reserved for the

Ttvot TTjpov/xeuoi, K.T./l.].

etc.;

more appropriately joined with

is

TTvpi

miiller) than with rcdriaavpta/iivoL

elai

f re against

Typovuevoi

—

day,"

the

(Bruckner, Fron-

(Wiesinger, Schott, Ilofmann)

;

this

term does not require the adjunct, since in itself it corresponds to the
Tjaai'
avvecjTcjna, and it is only in the second member of the sentence that
mention can be made of the future destruction by fire; otherwise, too,
The thought alluded to in nvpl
TTjpovuEvoi would be somewhat superfluous.
Nowhere in the O. T. or X. T. is
Tijoovfinm is further developed in ver. 10.
this idea so definitely expressed as here yet from this it does not follow
that it is to be traced to Greek, more particularly to the Stoic philosophy, or
to Oriental mythology.
The O. T. makes frequent reference to a future
change in the present condition of the world (" Heaven and earth shall pass
away," Ps. ii. 2G, 27), in connection with the appearance of God to judgment
especially Isa. Ixvi., where, in ver. 22, a new heaven
cf. Isa. xxxiv. 4, Ii. 6
and a new earth is expressly spoken of thus, too. Job xiv. 12. Equally is
it more than once set forth that God will come to judgment in the destroying fire, Isa. Ixvi. 15, Dan. vii. 9, 10, etc. how easily, then, from passages
such as these could the conception which finds expression here arise,^ the
more especially that it was promised that the world would never again be
destroyed by a flood, and the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah by fire
appeared to be a type of the future judgment of the world.
Conceptions
as to the world's destruction similar to those in the O. T. are to be found in
the N. T., Matt. v. 18 (24, 29), Heb. xii. 27; of fire accompanying the judgment, 1 Cor. iii. 13, 2 Thess. i. 8 of the new heaven and the new earth,
Rev. xxi. 1.
eiq r/uipav
The final end against which
avOpunuvl.
heaven and earth remain reserved for fii-e uTruTieia the opposite of aurripia,
last

.

.

.

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

.

.

,

;

cf. Phil.

i.

avdpcjiruv as

28 (chap.

ii.

3).

— Dietlein

:

erroneously understands tuv aae^uv

a designation of the whole of mankind, in that, with the excep-

tion of the converted, they are ungodly.

no reference

:

To any such

exception there is here

the phrase has reference rather to the ungodly in contrast to

the godly.

Ver. 8 refers to the reason given in d^' ^f, ver. 4, on which the scoffers
based their assertion it points out that the delay, also, of the parousia is no
" this one thing," as a specially
proof that it will not take place.
iv dt tovto
;

—

;

Aoyos which created the world assigned also
te the poBt-Noachio world Its time and Us

opposition that the passages Isa. Ixvi. 15 ff., together with Mal Iii. 1-3, iv. 1, are " the corn-

judgment."

plete statements

1

When

Schott denies this, and asserts In

of

that event," surely

judicious expositor will agree with him.

no

;

::

CHAP.
point. —

important
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9.

"

let it not he hid from you
said
k.tX a thought that echoes Ps. xc.
on the difference between the divine and the human

Tiavdnvhu

firj

with reference to ver.

III.

"

— on

5.

vfiur

;

;

fila Ij/ispa,

;

The words lay stress
reckoning of time. It does not designate God as being absohitely without
limitations of time (cui nihil est praeteritum, nihil futurum, sed omnia praesentia ; Aretius), for it is not the nature of God that is here in question,
but God's reckoning of time which He created along with the world, and the
words only bring out that it is different from that of man.'- For this purpose the words of the Psalms were not sufficient
x'^^ca cttj kv otpdalf^olc aov ug
4.

:

i]

Tjuepa

7)

ExdiQ

and, therefore, on the basis of them, the author constructs a

;

— napu

verse consisting of two members.

way

^^

Kvplov,

God"

with

God's

\.e.,\i\

Since, then, time has a different value in God's

of looking at things.

eyes from that which it has in the eyes of men, the tarrying hitherto of the
judgment, although it had been predicted as at hand, is no proof that
the judgment will not actually come.^
Yer. 9. Explanation of the seeming delay in the fulfilment of the promise.

—

ov (3pa6vvei nvpioq

Kvpioc (Steinfass),

rf/g

although elsewhere

;

riiv acjTTjpiav ttjv

genitive does not depend
is

not intransitive, as

some such word were

(Ilornejus), or heKa (Pott), or
transitive

The

inayyeAiag'].

but on the verb, which here

it

(Isa. xlvi. 13,

nap' €/iuv oh 3pa6vvCi), it can, in the idea of

strued with the genitive. 3

—

j3pa6vv£i

on
nepi

be supplied, but

to

governs the accusative

if

it,

LXX.

be likewise con-

means not simply,

"differre, to put off,"

contains in

the idea of tardiness

for the author admits a delay, but

it

it

xliii. 10), which even holds out the prospect of a non-fulfilment;
Gerhard: discrimen est inter tardare et differre { is demum tardat, qui ultra
Cf. with this passage, Ilab. ii. 3
debitum tempus, quod agendum est, differt.
(Heb. X. 37) and Ecclus. xxxii. 22 (in Luther's translation, xxxv. 22), LXX.

(Gen.

—
— wf

God,
"as
some consider it tardiness " that is, that, contrary to expectation, the promise
has not yet been fulfilled Grotius " et propterea ipsam quoque rem promissam
in dubium trahunt."
riuei denotes not the scoffers, but members of the
church weak in the faith.
uA/la fxvKpodvfiei eig iydf].
f/aKpn$u/ielv c. kni:
Matt, xviii. 26, 29 Luke xviii. 7, etc. c. Tipdf 1 Thess. v. 14 c. dg only
here: " with reference to you."
eigv/xug; not: "towards mankind called of
free grace " (Dietlein), nor towards the heathen (Schott), but in vfxug the
KoX 6 Kvpiog

oi) ixfj

jipadvvij, ov6e fi^ fxaKpodv/xijast.

not Christ, as Schott vainly

—
—

;

1

Ilofmann

is

consequently equally Incor-

Him

it

is

neither short nor

God

The following thoughts are not expressed
may be inferred from
is

said

:

"In one

single day of

judgment

can punish the sin of centuries, and can

adjust that great inequality which, by so long
a duration, has been introduced into eternity "
(Dietlein); and

8, is

rj-yovvrai;

;

:

written, the

is

"iu one day a mighty step

more general

ref-

onwards may be taken, such

as in a thousand
years could hardly have been expected; and

then again,

march

if

retarded by the will of God, the

of development will, for a thousand

years, hardly

here, although they

what

;

the epistle

says thai the passage In the
asserts that " for God time is no time,"

but here that " for
long."
»

whom

when he

rect

Psalm

here, as in ver.

nveg iSpadvTijra

:

;

readers are addressed to

Kvpioc;

tries to prove.

move

would have done
j).

in

faster than otherwise it
a shigle day " (Thiersch,

107).
»

To combine

sequent

make

ois

Tti/e?

t^j inayye^ia^ with the subppaSvrrfTa riyovvrat, so aa to

the genitive dependent ou

^pa&vrriTa

(Hofraann), produces a very clumsy and
flcial

coustruciioa.

artl-

—

—

^

:
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The reason of
God the
The par^ovAo/nevoc'}.

erence to the others being understood as a matter of course.
the non-fulfilment hitherto

nearer definition

aai

namely, such as

the long-suffering love of

" in that he

:

lead a sensual

still

is

life.

/it/

not willing." —
— u2.M Kuvrac ug
^

here similarly as in Matt. xv. 17^ " but come

x^^P^i^

;

in

the words which follow. —

an explanatory sense

ticiple in
nvrif ,

lies in

lies

;

Tivag anoT^iadai]
fieruvoiav x<^P^-

repentance," or,

to

perhaps more correctly, " enter into repentance " not as Dietlein thinks
"take the decisive step to repentance;" Calvin would, quite incorrectly,
take ;twp£ii' either as equivalent to recipere, so that nvpioq would be the subWith the thought,
ject, or as an intrans. verb equal to colligi, aggregari.
;

:

—

of. 1

Tim.

4; Ezek. xviii. 23, xxxiii. 11.

ii.

Ver. 10.

rj^u 6e

(tj)

rjiiipa

Kvpiov

Tj^ei

cjf «/lf7Trr/f].

emphasis, in contrast to what precedes

:

''but

come

6e

stands

will

first

by way

of

the day of the Lord."

These words express the certainty of the coming of the day of judgment,
and uf «Ae7rr;7c its unexpected suddenness of. 1 Thess. v. 2 (Matt. xxiv. 43)
T^f Tov esov f/fiipag, ver. 12, shows that Kvpiov is here also equivalent to Qeov
;

(not to Xpiaroi)] Schott).

ev

(oi)

7)

ohpavot

tive clause states " the event of that day,

is" (Schott).

it

()oi^r)6dv,

an. ley.,

Pape,

;

destroying
together.
xxi.

1.

fire

;

s.v.)

;

KapeTievaovTai^.

which makes

equivalent to

it

(ietH f)oi^ov,

This rela-

essentially
is

what

best taken in

word " loith rushing swiftness " (Wiesinger, Schott,
Oecumenius understands it of the crackling of the

the sense peculiar to the

Ilofmann

f)0f^ri6bv

:

De Wette, on

the other hand, of the crash of the falling

With KuptleiiaovTai, cf Matt.
As to how the heavens shall

xxiv. 35, v. 18

.

;

Luke

xvi. 17

pass away, see ver. 12.

;

Rev.

aroixda 6h

aToi.\da canuot refer to the so-called four elements,
inasmuch as the dissolving of fire by means of fire is unthinkable " (Briickner), and it is arbitrary to limit the idea to three (Hornejus), or to two
(Estius) elements; as now the position of the words shows that the expression has reference neither to the earth afterwards named, nor to the world
as made up of heaven and earth (Pott elementa totius mundi tarn coeli quam
terrae ; thus, too, Briickner: "the primary substances of which the world,
as an organism, is composed " similarly, Wiesinger, Schott), it must be

Kavaov/isva XvdrjaovTaL]:

"

:

;

understood of the constituent elements of the heavens, corresponding to the
expression ai dwdiieig ruv ovpavuv, Isa. xxxiv. 4 Matt. xxiv. 29 (cf Meyer,
:

;

.

by the circumstance that in the preceding
Kape7^.EvaovTal no mention has as yet been made of the destrucol ovpavol
tion of heaven and earth by fire.
At variance with this view, Hofmann
This view

in loc).

.

.

is

justified

.

> According to Dietlein, ^ovAeafloi expresses
a " determination of the will;" eeAeiv, " will-

Calvin remarks: "sed hie quaeri potest: si
neminem Deus perire vult, cur tam multi

iug aa a self-determination; " this

pereunt

/SouAeffflai

rather

means

and from conscious
other hand,

is

Is incorrect,

willing, arising with

reflection;

eeAeix,

on the

willing in general, arising also

f rom direct inclination.
2

Aeschyl. Pers.,v.Z%b: il^vavv, cf . Wahl,

s.v.
'

In order to deprive this passage of

all

force against the doctrine of predestination,

Respondeo, uon de arcano Del conmentionem, quo deetlnati sunt
suum exitum sed tantum de voreprobl
luntate, quae nobis in evangelio palefit. Omnlbus enim promiscue manum illic porrigit Deus,
sed eos tantum apprehendit, ut ad se ducat,
quos ante conditum mundum elegit;" Beza,
Piscator, etc., also apply this passage to the
?

sllio hie fieri

in

electi only.

:
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12.

11,

understands the expression aroixela here as a designation of the stars, arbi-

"cannot be only original component parts, but
prominent points which dominate that by which they are
surrounded,"
appealing to Justin (Apolog., ii. c. 5, and Dial. c. Tr., c. 23),
who speaks of the stars as croixda ovjjuvia. To this view it may be objected,
that the author could not picture to himself a burning of the stars, which
appeared to him as fiery bodies; neither do any of the corresponding
passages of Scripture allude to this.
The verb Kuvaovadai only here and in
:
ver. 12, " to burn " in the classics,
to sufEer from heat " the participle
trarily asserting that aroixda

must

also be

—

—

;

•'

expresses the reason of the
Xveiv, in

?ivdT/aovTac

:

"will be dissolved by the burning."

the sense of "to destroy, to bring to nothing," Eph.

iii. 8,

— very appropriate here

Tu iv

avT?)

ru epya are neither the

epya KaraKa^aeTac].

John

14; 1

ii.

—

aroixda be the original elements.

if

Kal

yfj

koL

man

wicked works of

(after 1 Cor. iii. 15), nor his works in general (RosenniUller, Steinfass, Hofmann); the reference maybe either to the opera naturae et arlis (Bengel,
Dietlein "the manifold forms which appear on the earth's surface, in con:

trast to the earth as a

whole " thus also Bruckner, Wiesinger, Schott, Fronmay be synonymous with that which frequently
;

or the expression

raiiller);

occurs in the O. T.

yf)

^

:

kox to irljjpuua abrric,

that

to say, the creations of

is

God which belong to the earth, as they are related in the history of creation,
cf. Rev. X. 6.
Hofmann wrongly urges against this view, that on it r« iv
avTy

would be

sufficient

though this be

for even

;

the addition of the word epya would prove that
that are here meant.

With

nal tu

.

be subjoined to an affirmative

interpretation, appeals to 1 Cor. v.

;

the works of

is

Hofmann

eiipedriaETai

.

.

regards

it

men

instead of

Evpetir/aETai,

as original,

as an interrogative clause sub-

Of course an interrogative clause

joined to the preceding affirmative clause.

may

it

reference to the reading

the Rec. KaTaaarjaeTaL (see critical remarks),

and considers the words

true, it does not follow that
"
"

but when Hofmann, in support of his
2, he fails to observe that the relation

between the statement and the question there is entirely different from that
which is supposed to exist here.
Vv. 11, 12. TOVTuv ovv TTcivTuv Tivofxivuv]. TOVTuv ndvTuv refers to all the
things before mentioned, and not only, as Hofmann thinks, to the immedi-

As regards

ately preceding ipya.
it is

however, the preference because
is

the reading ovrug, instead of the Rec.

indeed not supported by the preponderance of authorities

more

it

p.

dissolution

;

321 (E. T., 3-12)

:

it

ovv,

deserves,

(equivalent to "as has before been stated")

significant than the reading ovv.

by Winer,

;

"since

the lot of dissolution

is,

The

present

Tivofievuv is

as

it

exjjlained

nature destined to

all this is in its

were, already inherent in those

things" (thus also Dietlein, De Wette- Bruckner, Wiesinger) but it is more
correct to find expressed in the present the certainty of the event, which is,
;

no doubt,

as yet future (similarly, Schott), especially as the passing

of all things, as

it

is

formerly described,

nature, but of the will of

God

reference to the future, remarking

that this

is

as Judge.
:

is

Hofmann

— noTanovg

denies, indeed,

any

the present participial clause brings out

the fate of the subject; but this fate

only in the future.

away

in consequence not of their

del, K.T.Ti.l.

is

As regards

one which
its

is

realized

arrangement, this

—

—
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period, as far as the end of ver. 12,

which the
with

first closes

either with

is

divided by

vfia^

(Pott,

many

Meyer

into

two

portions, of

in his translation) or

(Griesbach, Fronmiiller), and forms a question to which

evae^eiatc

But opposed to this construction is the
which in the N. T. is never used as indirect interrogation,
but always in exclamation. Consequently the whole forms one clause,
which has a hortative sense (so, too, Hofmann),^ and before which may be
the second half supplies the answer.

word

TzoTanovc,

The

supplied, for the sake of clearness, "consider therefore."

"since

that passes away, consider

all

be;" Gerhard: quam

pie, qtiam

what manner

of persons

prudenter vos oportet conservari

sense is:

you ought to
;

yet noranog

(in classical writers generally nodanog) is not equivalent to quantus (Bret-

—

De Wette-Briickner), but to qualis.
kv hylaiQ avaaTpo({)alg koi evaeThe plural marks the holy behavior and the piety in their diiferent

schneider,
iSeiaii'].

These words may be taken either

tendencies and forms of manifestation.

with what precedes (so most commentators) or with what follows (thus
Steinfass) the latter is to be preferred, since the force of Koranovq would
;

only be weakened by this adjunct.
Oeov

TTjg Toil

ri/iepag

— Most

for."

;

npoadoKijvTag koi anevdovTag t^v napovalav

not " SO that," but " since ye

.

.

.

walk

in holy

.

.

look

.

of the earlier interpreters arbitrarily supply «f to cmvdovTog

',

adventum ; Luther: " hasten to the day."
Others attribute to the word the meaning, "to expect with longing," but
this force it never has in the passages quoted in support of it the word
Vulg.

:

exftpectanies et properanles in

;

rather means, "to prosecute any thing with zeal,"
Isa.

oTTEv^Eiv u()£Tuv\

xvi.

always something which

LXX.

5,
is

otz.

:

this hastening is to

"

Tiji.,

Tov Xpiarov."

—

6C

Tjv

napovaiav

tt/v

—

maybe

Tfjg

10 and Tit.

ci. ver.

^

rov Qeov
ii.

is

the origi-

That
ver. 11,

hints that

it is

—

(Hofmann, following Bengel).
The
with
t.
jjfiepag, occurs nowhere else
;

{/

13; to napovaiav Steinfass arbitrarily supplies

A resumption of

ovpavol, /c.r.Z.].

6c' r/v

;

be gathered from

is to

The context nowhere

namely, by a holy walk and piety.

Qeoi)

cTrevdovTog

to be kept hold of here.

be accomplished

to be accomplished only by prayer
expression,

is

Find., Isthm., v. 22:

but then the object

by the action of the

effected

nal signification of hastening, hurrying,

by which

e.g.,

diKaioovvTjv;

refei-red either to

tt/v

what

napovoLov (Steinfass,

is

said in ver. 10.

Hofmann)

or to

in both cases the sense

remains substantially the same. It
is to be taken neither as equivalent to per (like 6iu, c. gen.), nor in a temporal sense (Luther " in which ") but it denotes here, as it always does,
the occasioning cause, equal to "on account of " (Bruckner, Wiesinger, Schott);
cf. Winer, p. 373 [E. T., 400]).
Dietlein translates correctly, but arbitraTTjg T.

0.

rjiiepag

;

:

rily explains

Eph.

vi.

16

not future.

1

;

;

—

the phrase by "in w^hose honor as it were."
nvpovfisvoi., cf.
" in that they will burn " the part, is present,

Dietlein falsely
TT/Kerar,

;

:

De Wette

:

"lijKETai

Hofmann, however, does not urge the

N. T. usage of noTanovs in favor of this couBtruction, but "the want of purpose and cold
ness of dividing the thought into question and
answer."
2 De Wetle gives substantially the correct

must not be taken

interpretation

:

strictly as

" They hasten the coming of

the day, in that by repentance and holiness

they accomplish the work of salvation, and
"
render the fiaKpo6viJiia, ver. 9, unnecessary;

and "VTiesinger further adds: "and positively
bring it on by their prayers " (Rev. xxii. 17).

—
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14.

13,

meaning lo be melted, as if aroix. were to be conceived of as a solid mass it
can be regarded as synonymous with Tiveadac." The reference to Isa. xxxiv. 4,
LXX. Kal TaKT/aovrai miaai al dvvdficig rdv ovpavui' (cf. ^licah i. 4), cannot fail
Gerhard: cum iota muncli machina, coelum, terra et omnia
to be recognized.^
;

:

quae sunt in ea

xint

aliquando peritura, ideo ah inordinala mundi dilectione cor

nostrum ahstrahentes coelestium bonorum desiderio

Ver. 13.

depend on

Kaivovg 61 ovpavoiiq

ml

(Dietleiu), but

6l tjv

amore Jlagremus.
This verse, which does not
joined in an independent manner to what
et

yrjv kulvtjv].

is

goes before, forms the antithesis to the thought last expressed, and serves to

strengthen the exhortation contained in vv. 11, 12.

— By

Kaifzuvc

.

Kaivrjv

.

.

the heaven and the earth of the future are distinguished as to their character

from those of the present, and prominence is given to their glorified condiThe same idea of a new heaven and a new earth is
tion cf 2 Cor. v. 17.

—

.

;

expressed in Rev. xxi.

—

Kara to kTruyyeliia avTov, cf. Isa. Ixv. 17, Ixvi. 22.

1.

least, is meant,
npocjdowhich looks back to npoa^oKuvTar, ver. 12, significantly designates the
new heaven and the new earth as the aim of the certain hope of believers.
A similar thought is contained in Isa. Ixv. 25; cf.
^v olg dcKOLoavvTi KaroiKu}.
Erasmus incorrectly refers ev oig to the subject conalso Rev. xxi. 3-27.
tained in npoadoKufxEv it plainly goes back to Kaivovg ovp. k. yf/v koiv. diKaioavvtj,
not equivalent to gloria et felicilas coelestis, utpote verae justitiae praemium

O. T. promise, principally at

avTov, i.e., Qeov\ the

Koj/uEv,

—

;

(Vorstius), but the vera justitia

the holy conduct, completely iu

itself, i.e.,

harmony with the divine will, of those who belong to the new heaven and
Hofmann widens the idea too much, when he says that
the new earth.
"^

"

to be understood not as applying only to the right conduct of

6iKaioavvT] is

men, but in the sense of integrity of nature generally."
Ver. 14.

Tavra Trpoido/cuvref ]

dib, uyaTTTiTol,

M

the explanation of the

:

Schott), but the waiting for
ner, Steinfass).
aiiufiTiToi,

TEKva

— o-ov6uaaTE

belongs to the exhortation (Dietlein, Briick-

it

uam?M

.

besides here only in Phil.

fiufiT}Ta)

aiirdj;

;

"with reference

—

.

to

is it

Although

this passage

does not finally

whether an entire destruc-

lion, an annihilation, or only a transformation

of the sute of the world

is to

be looked

for,

whether the world is to be destroyed by tire,
quoad substantiam suani, or quoad qualitatea
Buaa,

still it

than the

gives

Book

His

to

13.

ii.

and as
(i.e.,

—

little:,

God's)

—

iv

This adjunct does not

e'lpijv^'}.

"and
away and

ceptions are to be found; chap. xc. 17:
the former heavens, they shall pass

be dissolved, and new heavens will appear; "
chap, liv., 4, 5 " In that day will I cause mine
:

elect to dwell in their midst,

and

I

will

change

righteous shall dwell therein, and the elect

it

not decidedly stated that the world will be

In the

chap.
;

spite of the strong

dissolved into nothing.
*

/xufjot,

but: "according

19:

second

to the

expressions which the writer makes use of,
is

aniXot nal

i.

(Deut. xxxii. 5:

the heavens," etc.; "I will also change the
earth," etc. 1.5: " the earth shall rejoice, the

more support

first idea, since, in

:

1 Pet.

uaniloL, cf.

Eipf/vy;

refers not to the future time of the judgment, but to

the present time of the expectation.

1

kv

15,' " unblamable "

the dat. conira. (Schott)

him" (Hofmann);

EvpEeiivai

settle the dispute,

.

ii.

reverse of the false teachers

not equal to in' airov, nor

judgment."

The participle does not give
we expect this " (AA'iesinger,

.

" wherefore, because

of Enoch, also, similar con-

;

shall

go and walk therein " x. 17 " The earth
from all corruption, from all
all punishment, and from all suf-

shall be purified

crime, from
fering."

;

:

,
;;
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belong to
K.T.A.

it

;

irpoadoKuvrec, as

Beza considers probable, but

to evped^ai uamloi,

must move

gives the life-element, in which the Christian

(so, too,

Bruckner) cf Ephes. i. 4 ev aydnT)
1 Thess. iii. 13
tv uytuaivy, if he
would be found an aairiXoc'. dprjvri is here not "concord" (Pott, August!)
nor is it " the good conscience," but peace, in the full meaning of the word
the addition is explained from ver. 15. Dietleiu incorrectly takes iv elprjvri
;

.

:

:

;

as the object to be supplied to aaTnloL koi

afiunijToi,

which are here used not

as relative, but as absolute adjectives
at the same time, too, he limits dpfjuri,
in the conception of it, to " peace of the chm-ch, especially to peace in rela;

tion to the church authorities."

Not

less

erroneous

is

to regard, with

it

between the Jewish and
the Gentile elements." The interpretation of De Wette "to your peace,"
equivalent to e/f ElprjvTjv (Beza vestro bono, clementem ilium videlicet ac pacijicum experturi), cannot be justified on linguistic grounds.
Vv. 15, 16. Kol TT]i> Tov Kvpiov rjuuv ixaKpodvfiiav]. See ver. 9; "the longsuffering of our Lord, which consists in this, that He still keeps back the last
judgment." It is open to question whether 6 Kvpioq rjuCyv means God (De
Wette, Dietlein, Fronmiiller), or Christ (Wiesinger, Schott, Steinfass)
what goes before favors the former (vv. 14, 12, 10, 9, 8), the N. T. usage
Steinfass, ev dpnvri as the opposite

"of

all division

:

:

the latter
TjyEladt

;

;

in both cases

account for salvation,"
that

the

is,

the sense

antithesis to 8pn6vTf/Ta
i.e.,

is

9

as something

:

auTTipia-

—

Kadoig

is

km

6 uya-nriTOQ

which has your salvation as

ddeA^of ^.av?^og,

7jfj.iJv

aurrjpiav

" the fiaKpodvula of the

by your making such use of the time of grace, that the

here to Paul

—

same.

substantially the

riyovvrai, ver.

/c.r./l.].

Lord

its

aim;

fruit of it is

The

reference

evidently meant to emphasize the exhortation given

however, more particularly occasioned by the circumstance that

;

many

it is,

per-

sons had been guilty of wresting the apostle's words, and against this the
apostle wishes to

warn

his readers.

—

o dyaTrj^rdf,

/c.r. A.,

designates Paul not

only as a friend, or a fellow-Christian, but as one with
himself most intimately connected in

ofiBcial relationship.

whom

Peter feels

Hofmann, on the

rjfzuv, and thinks that by it the apostle, with a
would unite the Jewish -Christians with himself,
so as to show that the apostle of the Gentiles was a beloved brother to them
as well as to him.
The adjunct, «ard t^v doe«<;av aird) oodwav, acknowledges
the wisdom which has been granted to him, of which also the utterances
which the apostle especially has in his eye are the outcome, -—eypaxpev vftiv'].
Which epistle or epistles are meant ? According to Oecumenius, Lorinus,
Grotius, etc., as also Dietlein and Besser, it is the Epistle to the Romans, on
account of chap. ix. 22 (^vsyKev iv nol'A^ fiuKpoOvfiig.) and chap. ii. 4 according to Jachmann, the Epistle to the Corinthians (chiefly on account of 1 Ep. i.

other hand, presses the plural

view

to his Gentile readers,

;

7-9), in consideration of the words,

Bengel, Hornejus, Gerhard,
26

ff.,

X. 25, 37.

/card

,

.

.

co0iav

etc., the Epistle to the

;

These different opinions assume that
thi.s verse.
But there

the last thought expressed in

according to Estius,

Hebrews, on account of ix.
Kadijg
is

applies only to

no reason for any

such limitation, since this exhortation is joined in the closest manner possible to that which precedes it in ver. 14.
^V'iesinger rightly rejects the supposition that /vQ^wf iypaipE refers

still

farther back, namely, to the whole
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16.
^

(De Wette, with whom Bruckner agrees, and
to which the author alludes is, by eypaipev
vfuv, indicated as one addressed to the same circle of readers as Second Peter,
the reference here cannot be to the above-named epistles, nor yet to the
Epistle to the Thessalonians (De Wette), but only to the Epistle to the
Ephesians (Wiesinger, Schott, Ilofmaun to this Steinfass adds the First
Epistle to Timothy and the Epistle to the Colossians Fronmiiller, the lastnamed epistle and that to the Romans). In support of this may be urged
the character of this epistle as a circular letter, and the echoes of it to be
found in First Peter. It must also be observed, that although the precise
section relating to the parousia
Schott).

— Since the

document

:

;

thought expressed

in the

beginning of this verse

not to be found in that

is

epistle, yet the epistle itself is certainly rich in etliical

reference to the Christian's hope of salvation.^

exhortations with

It is plainly entirely arbi-

and Morus, that the apostle here
which we do not now possess.

trary to assume, with Pott
epistle

Ver. 16. wf Kal

ev nuauic [raif] emaroXaig

By

sc. eypaipev.

;

refers to

this adjunct the

epistle of Paul, referred to in Eypa\\)Ev vulv, is definitely distinguished

his other epistles
latter, i.e., that

which

is

more

but what

;

true of the former

is

an

from

asserted also of the

is

they contain the same exhortations, a statement, however,

by

precisely limited

Tiokdv kv avraig nepl tuvtuv.

The

difference

whether the article is to be put with nuaaic or not,
is of trifling importance for the meaning, since it is unwarranted to suppose
that nuaaic raic marks the epistles of Paul as forming a formally completed
the article only showing that the epistles of Paul
collection (Wiesinger),
in the reading, that

is,

—

—

were already known as such.
XaXuv ev avraic nepl tovtuv'].
XaXuv is not for
" when in them (i.e., in his epistles) he speaks
ev ale '^alei (Pott), but it means
nepi tovtuv can only have the same reference as Kaduc, ver.
of these things.
:

—

15 that is, then, not strictly to the teaching as to the parousia as such,
but chiefly "to the exhortation given in ver. 14 f." (Wiesinger), and what
;

is

connected with

it.

— The

remark

in

what follows alludes

occasioned the mention of Paul's epistles.
It

can hardly be decided which

is

—

ev olg

or

the true reading,

o/f

aic

or

ean
a/f.

to that

which

dvavurjTu tlvo].

Schott thinks

be read, the tlvu. must be
limited to the passages where Paul happens to speak nepl toitwv; and if ev olg
that for the sense

is

it

immaterial, since,

if

a<V

the reference can' be to those things or questions not generally, but only in

the

way

view

;

in

which they are discussed by Paul.

epistles generally; this can,

however, hardly be correct, for

conceivable that the author should let
•what

had gone before, which departs

thought.

1

Reiche holds a different

in his opinion, iv oig refers to those things in themselves,

Besides, ev

aig

this,

that

"it
ii.

is

aiq to
is

the

scarcely

a remark closely conjoined with

so entirely

from the connection of

deserves the preference not only on account of the

Schott must be considered mistaken in

appealing to

Epistle to the Ephesians,

fall

h
it

precisely the

ll-iii.

12,

which

the coropletion of salvation, hsm given the pe-

cu liar

sigiiiticaiice to

into the

the present time, to lead

church the heathen world, which will

contains the most exact development of the

be the subject of the future completion of

idea expressed here in ver. 9 and ver.

vation

16, that

the diviae direction of history, with a view to

oaid.

;

" of

all this

absolutely nothing

is

sal-

here

;:
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external authorities, but because of the following
singer, Bruckner, Reiche,

Hofmann

;

uc tut ^otnug ypa(puc (Wie-

:

Schott otherwise),

tivu is

generally

regarded as the subject, and dvavd^ra as the predicate belonging to it the
position of the words, however, decides that 6vav. nvu must be taken together
;

By dvavuTjTa must not be understood, with
which in themselves are opposed to the human mind,"
Steinf ass correctly
but the expressions in which Paul speaks of them
as subject (Schott,
Schott, " the things

Hofmann).

;

"r«vu are words, not objects;" for to the things the verb arpejilovaLv

What

suited.

is

not

the apostle meant can only be gathered from the connection

;

consequently, the reference here cannot be to utterances of the Apostle Paul

with respect to the parousia itself (Schott), and therefore not to any statements of his, such as are to be found in 1 Thess. iv. 13 ff. 1 Cor. xv. 12-58.
;

does the connection appear io justify the assumption that "the

Still less

Pauline doctrine of freedom " (Wiesinger)

Since, however, Paul's

meant.

is

statements with regard to Christian freedom stand in close relation to the
final

completion of salvation, and the idea of

it

forms such a characteristic

feature of Paul's teaching, which could only too easily be distorted

understanding,

had

it

it is

chiefly in

certainly possible, indeed

mind

uaTrjpinToi

d/xaddg Kal

in using this

arpelSAovaiv

;

somewhat

ufiadfic,

it is

by mis-

probable, that the author

indefinite expression.^

un. ley.,

according to

—a

ol

De Wette,

equivalent to " unteachable, with the implied idea of stubbornness and of

This

unbelief."

is

incorrect,

the secondary idea given by

ufiad^g

means only ^'ignorant;" no doubt

De Wette may

passages quoted, Joseph., Antiq.,

be presupposed, since the idea

i.

4, 1,

be connected with this (as in the

and

aaTtjpuiTog

iii.

14, 4),

but here

connected with

it is

ufiadr/g,

not to

although

deny faith itself; with aarripiKToi, cf.
assume that the reference here is to the
seducers, the Libertines and deniers of the parousia formerly mentioned
denying strength of
chap.

ii.

14.

faith, does not

]\Iost interpreters

but as a designation of them, the expressions are too weak chap. ii. 14, too,
opposed to this (Schott).
arpeS^univ, air. Aey., strictly: "to turn with the
;

—

is

arpifiArj."

Here

it

means

:

" /o distort the words," i.e., to give

other than they actually have

;

them a sense

equivalent to diaaTpetpuv (cf Chrysostom on
.

the word is to
Sam. xxii. 27, LXX.
wf km tuc
This addition is somewhat surprising, not only because all
Tioinag ypa^df].
more precise statement of the ypacpal referred to is wanting, but because by
it aTpejSAovv, which formerly had reference only to the dvavorjrd riva in the

2 Cor. X. 8

be found

:

ovtoi npdc rug oiKeiac diifyTpexpav ru /5^/zfzra evvoiai^

',

—

in another figurative sense in 2

extended to entire writings for, to interpret ypapal
by "passages of Scripture" (De Wette), is arbitrary.
It is very irriprobaepistles of Paul, is here

;

—

ble that the reference is to the O. T. Scriptures (Wiesinger, Schott, Steinfass), since the

author would certainly have defined them more nearly as

1 According to
Hofmann, it is passagea
such as Eph. ii. 5 f., Col. ii. 12, that are meant,
" for with these and similar statements, the
teaching of a Hymenaeus and a Philetus could
be combined, —that the resurrection was already past, and thai no other resurrection

than that which takes place in regeneration
This doctrine, combined
is to be looked for.
with the other, that the world of sense has

—

nothing related to God, would produce that
justification of immorality predicted in chap,
ii."

——

—
CHAP.
such

1

(Bruckner)

;

and

instruction

17,

";
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18.

probably, then, other writings are meant, which, at the

time of the composition of this
the

III.

——

epistle, served, like the epistles of Paul, for

edification of the Christian churches;

therefore, that these included other writings of the N. T.

it

possible,

is

but that they
were only such, cannot be proved. That the words presuppose a collection
of N. T. writings, properly so called, is without any reason asserted by De
Wette (Bruckner).
irpbg rf/v Idiav ahruv anuT^uav].
idiav serves to intensify
avrCyv

to

:

their oion destruction (cf.

chap.

has this consequence, inasmuch as they

The wresting

1).

ii.

;

make

of Scripture

use of the distorted expres-

harden themselves in their fleshly lust.
Vv. 17, 18. Concluding exhortation and doxology.
Concluvfiels ovv'].
sion from what goes, before.
npoyivilxyKovTsg
since ye know it beforehand;
i.e., that such false teachers as have been' described will come; not "that
the advent of Christ will take place," nor " that the consequences of the
sions, in order to

—

arpEji'kovv

aeadE is

;

will be the uirulii.a'" (Schott).

nowhere

else construed

with

(jtv^aaaecsde, tva

lua uv, Iva, k.tX, is

Since

jiij'].

(pvTiua-

not to be taken as an
" consequently, special

objective clause, but as one expressive of purpose
lies on (pvTulaaeadE " (Schott).
t^ tuv ddeojMJV ir^vy cvvaTraxdevTecJi;

emphasis

The

—

chap. ii. 7) are the aforementioned ifinalKTai and Libertines.
not "seduction " (Dietlein " leading astray of others "), for the

ud£o/iot (cf.

nldvrj is

:

word never has

this

meaning (not even

in

Eph.

in the verb agree with this, but, as in chap.

with avvanaxdivrec, " carried

Rom.
Meyer

xii. 16.

in loc.

—
—

kKireaTjre tov
aTTipiy/xog,

sesses (not " the fortress

:

Kai uoTT/piKToi, ver. 16.

the

EKTiEaTjTE

ai'^uvELv is

unica

est

;

an. ^Ey.,\s the firm position which any one pos" Luther)
here, therefore, the firm position which
;

;

cf

.

i.

Dietlein explains the

the "remaining at peace in the church."
to the

14) nor would the aw
" moral-religious error
;

:

away along with," cf. Gal. ii. 13, and Meyer on
ISiov aTrjpiyiioi].
With EKTiinreiv, cf. Gal. v. 4, and

the readers as believing Christians take up
dE'ig

iv.

18

ii.

— Yer.

12

;

antithesis to the

word quite

18.

ai^uvsTE

dfia-

arbitrarily of

Si'].

Antithesis

the remaining in the firm position can take place only where
not lacking.
Calvin " ad profoctum etiam hortatur, quia haec
;

perseverandi

:

ratio, si

assidue progredimur."

Hofmann

incorrectly

which it is supposed to be related
as a further addition; this view is opposed by de.
h ;<;«pin km yvuoEi tov
Kvpiov, K.T.X., does not state " the means and the origin of the growing
(Schott), but that in which .they should grow or increase av^uvEiv, without
any nearer definition, would be too bald in presence of the iva (ifi
ektve"With regard to the two ideas, ,tdptf and yvuaig, Ai-etius says:
ariTE, K.T.I.
^^illud ad conversationem inter homines reforo, quae gratiosa esse debet; hoc vero
ad Dei cultum, qui consistit in cognitione Christi ; " this explanation is wrong
Xupig can be only either the grace of God, so that the sense of the exhortation would be, that they should seek to acquire the grace of God in ever
richer measure (Hornejus, etc.)
or
and this is preferable
the state of
connects this imperative with

(pyXdaasadE, to

;

.

;

1

Although In other parts of the N. T. ai
always means the O. T. Scriptures,

still

the addition of AoiTrai proves that other

.

—

—

ypa4>ai

.

Scriptures are here referred to;
different

were

Xotn-ds

not added,

it

would be
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grace of the Christians (according to Calvin, etc.
gifts of grace).

regarded

taken by

x"-pv as

genitive

;

genitive

is

is

:

sum

the

in like

De

of the divine

here specially mentioned, because the author

— The genitive,

as the living origin of all Christian activity.

it

Kvpiov, K.T.Ti., is

ence to

— The yvumg

tov

Wette, Briickner agreeing with him, with refer-

the subjective, with reference to yvQaLg as the objective

manner Hofmann.

inconceivable

;

^

This twofold reference of the same
belong to both ideas, it can only be the gen.
but since it is more natural to explain it in

if it

auctoris (Dietlein, Steinfass)

;

connection with yvumg as gen. objec, xuptc must be taken as an independent
" tesliFinally, the doxology, applied to Christ Hemming
conception.

—

monium de
verum

Deum

Chrisd,

nam cum

;

Bengel takes

merus

perpetuus

et

— The expression

r/iidpa
;

Christo aeternam glorlam, ipsum

tribuit

absque omni dubio agnoscit.

to be found only here
est dies, sine nocte,

:

;

divinitate

e/f

ijntpav a'luvoc, is

in contrast to the night

this is hardly correct;

:

aeternilas

most interpret-

.

explain the expression as equivalent to tempus aeternum, synonymous

ers

with

et'f

Tov aiuva, 1 Pet.

too inexact;

i.

f/uepa aluvog is

25, or with

time, begins, which, however, at the
cf.

Jude
1

elq

Tovq ai&vag,

Rom.

xvi. 27; this is

the day on which eternity, as contrasted with

same

time,

is

eternity itself.

—

u/i^v

;

25.

Hofraann, Indeed, appeals to Rom. xv. 4; Tit.

not prove what they are meaut to prove.

ii.

13; 1 Pet.

i.

2; but these passages

do

THE FIRST EPISTLE OF THE APOSTLE JOHN.

INTRODUCTION.

— CONTENTS AND DESIGN OF THE EPISTLE.
Leading Ideas. — The entire development of the argument of

SEC.
1.

Epistle

is

1.

subsisting between the "icorld"

and

Those who belong

God

is

devil, the latter are in fellowship with

to the world are the children of the devil, the others

are the children of God.

with

Whilst the former are

"believers."

under the power and dominion of the
God.

The

objective basis of believers' life-fellowship

the mission of the Son of God, originating in His love, for

the reconciliation of the world, or the incarnation of the Son of

Eternal Life which was with

death

;

the

based upon the single fundamental conviction of the antagonism

its

God from

and His

eternity),

God

self-sacrifice

subjective basis is faith in this fact of the divine love.

(the

unto

Whoso-

ever believes in Jesus Christ, the Son of God, belongs no more to the

The

world, but has been born of divine seed, a child of God.

must

therefore, above all things, be

on his guard against the

which, making a distinction between Jesus and the Son of
denies the manifestation of the Son of

God

the fact of the. revelation of divine love,
of tiie life-fellowship with God.

— In

in the flesh,

God

— and thereby abolishes the ground

the

communion which

God

only true knowledge, but also righteousness.

Whilst the world

walk

in the light.

to

it

(or Christ),

— and, consequently,

anointed w4th the Holy Ghost, enjoys with

by darkness, and those who belong

Christian

false doctrine

in Christ,

the believer,

he possesses not
is

know not whither they

dominated

go, believers

Enlightened by the Holy Ghost, they know God in the

truth of His being, and are able to distinguish between truth and false-

hood.

At

latter is so

the

same time

their life is in sharpest contrast to sin.

opposed to their nature, that, as those

they do not, nay, can not

sin, but,

who

The

are born of God,

on the contrary, in harmony with the

pattern of Christ, do righteousness; whereas those

who belong
437

to the world,
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commit

as children of the devil,

which

sin,

It is true the Christian is conscious that

much

as he does not deny, but,

blood of Christ cleanses him

the Righteous One,
as Christ is pure.

is

is

it

openly, the

essence of the believer's righteousness

brethren.

love to the

on the contraiy, confesses

and, further, in the consciousness that Christ,

;

— Whilst

love to

is

His commandments, the sum of

itself in obedience to

who hated and

of Cain,

life.

has sin; but inas-

still

his Paraclete with the Father, he also purifies himself,

— The

God, which manifests

which

the principle of their

is

he also

the world, following the example

slew his brother on account of his righteous

life,

hates the children of God, and in the spirit of hatred incurs the guilt of

murder, the believer, imitating the pattern of

himself bound,

Chi-ist, feels

not in word only, but in deed as well, to love his brother, and to give his
life foi'

him

necessary.

if

In love like this he possesses evidence of his

divine adoption, and therein eternal

Whilst the world continues in

life.

death, he has passed out of death into life

from fear and

;

and

in this

He knows

full of joyful confidence.

new

life

he

is free

that his prayers are

heard of God, and looks forward with confidence to the day of judgment,

when he
he

shall not

shall see

Him

world manifests

be put to shame, but shall be like God, inasmuch as

as
its

He

is.

— The

antagonism

period

continues during which the

still

who

to the believer,

the devil; but in his faith, which

is

also

is

tempted by

the victory over the world, he has

vanquished these enemies, and the devil can accomplish nothing against
him.

appear, and with
2.

begun

^loreover, the world has already

time, as the appearance of

Him

to vanish;

it

Antichrist clearly proves; soon

is

the last

Christ shall

the perfecting of His own.

Line of Argument.

— At the outset we have an introduction, in which

the apostle announces the appearing of that Eternal Life which was with
the Father to be the theme of his apostolic message
perfecting of his readers' joy, in their

;

and indicates the

communion with

the Father and

with His Son Jesus Christ, as the end aimed at in his Epistle (ch^.
1-4).

The

letter itself

from which he

he begins with the thought that God

infers that if a

God, whilst walking in darkness,

man
it is

is

Light

i.

(i. 5),

asserts that

he has fellowship with

a

and, on the other hand,

lie (i.

6)

;

that the fellowship of Christians with each other, and purification through

the blood of Christ, are conditioned by a walk in the light

(i.

7).

In

connection with the purification mentioned, he urges that whosoever claims
to be without sin deceives himself,

of an honest confession of sin

by forgiving the

sin

God

and makes God a

liar,

whereas in case

manifests His faithfulness and justice

and cleansing from

it

(i.

8-10)

;

and with

this con-

INTRODUCTION.

may

case he sin, the Christian

sciousness, in

has Jesus Christ the righteous,

who
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comfort himself, since he

the propitiation for the sins of

is

the whole world, as his Paraclete with the Father

(ii. 1,

In ver. 3 the

2).

by showing

apostle returns again to the starting-point in his argument,

God can only be enjoyed

that (just as fellowship with

the light) the knowledge of

God can only

mandments, and the being

in

The command involved

this

in

Him

exist in obedience to

in following after Christ

then describes

brotherly love, whereas the

man who

who have

the evil one

whom

known

12-14), in order to warn

and seduction by

is

in darkness

(ii.

he addresses as true Christhe Father, and conquered

them against

The exhortation

false teachers.

already beginning to

hates his brother

obtained forgiveness,

(ii.

is

walking in the light as walking in

7, 8)

(ii.

9-11); and turns directly to his readers,
tians

3-6).

for the readers, says the apostle, is the

more impresses on them because the darkness

He

His com(ii.

had heard from the beginning, and which he now once

old one which they

vanish.

whilst walking in

:

love of the world

" love not the world,"

he bases on a reference to the incompatibility of love of the world with
love of God, and on the passing

The
is

away

of the world

and

its lust (ii. 15-17).

necessity for this exhortation the apostle discovers in the fact that

the last time, as the appearance of the antichrists shows

line of

The

(ii.

it

The

18).

thought thus passes on to the consideration of these antichrists.

apostle mentions, first of

"They have," he

says,

their relation to the Christian Church.

all,

"gone out from

us,

but they were not of us;" and

he then describes them, after the interjectory remark that his readers, as
the anointed of the Holy One,

Jesus

is

the Christ

(i.e.,

know

the truth, as those

who deny

whereby they deny the Father as well as the Son

(ii.

that

and Christ),

as deniers of the identity of Jesus

19-23).

After an

exhortation to his readers to abide by what they had heard from the

beginning, whereby they should continue in the Son and in the Father,

and enjoy everlasting

life,

the unction they had

require no
that they

human

may

he expresses his confidence towards them that

received

remains

teacher; and exhorts

God

with Him, so
person

who

them, that therefore they
to abide in Christ in order

not be put to shame at His coming

In like manner as the apostle, in chap.
nature of

in

them

that only the person

now he

i.

who walks

(ii.

24-28).

5, inferred

in light can

from the

light-

have fellowship

argues from the righteousness of God, that only the

practises righteousness

is

born of

Him

(ii.

29).

But

since

Christians are the children of God, and as such entertain the hope of

one day being

like

Him, therefore

this

hope

is,

as it were,

an incentive
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to

them

avoid

themselves even as Christ

to purify

sin,

which

disobedience to the law

is

;

pure,

is

and

Christ has appeared for the very purpose of taking
self

free

from

ever

is in

Him

ness

Him

(iii.

but,

;

it

7), sharply contrasts

(iii.

who

with those

more

and

sin,

to

since

Him-

is

follows that whoso-

on the contrary, whosoever sinneth hath

The

1-6).

away

having pointed out that he

apostle,

righteous according to the pattern of Christ

is

devil,

the sinlessness of Christ

does not sin

not truly known
alone

From

it.

and consequently

this is all the

who commit

those

who

sin, as

doeth righteous-

children of the

and therefore cannot

are born of God,

sin,

because

the divine seed remaineth in them

(iii.

8-10)

righteousness which the children of

God

practise, that brotherly love

;

and then indicates, as the
which

he describes as the theme of the message which Christians had heard

from the beginning

Warningly does the apostle point

10, 11).

(iii.

to

the world, which, following the type of Cain, hates the children of God,

and

is

in death

whereas the believer shows by love that he has passed

;

from death unto

life (iii.

The

12-15).

the brethren

must love

may he

nor

;

in deed

blessing with

it;

and

pattern of Christian love

must the Christian give

as lie gave His life for us, so also

(iii.

he who practises

God

because he keeps the

in

Christ;

content himself with a mere apparent love, but

in truth

16-18).

knows

it

Love

the consciousness that

commandments

God

of

like this bears its

that he

whilst he overcomes thereby the accusation of his
fidence towards

is

his life for

(iii.

own
God

own

of the truth, and,

is

heart,

he has con-

hears

his prayers

With

19-22).

the fore-

going the apostle then immediately connects the idea that God's com-

mandment embraces a twofold element viz., (1) that we believe on the
name of His Son Jesus Christ and (2) that we love one another (iii.
:

;

23)

and then proceeds,

;

mandments
in him),

of

God

and
(iii.

God

of
is

after

stands in

24), to a further

whether they are of God."
that

is

in God,

and God

him

conscious of this fellowship through the Spirit given

commences with the warning

Spirit

remarking that whosoever obeys the com-

communion with Him (he

:

reference to the false teachers, which he
" Believe not every spirit, but try the spirits

He

gives

the characteristic

mark

the

of

of God, and also of the spirit of Antichrist, assures the

believers of victory over false teachers,

and presents the difference between

them and the

"

true apostolic teachers

:

They

are of the world, wherefore

they speak of the world, and the world hears them
soever knoweth

God heareth us"

(iv.

1-6).

ideas to niark the transition thereto, the apostle
tion

:

"

;

we

are of

— Without
now

God

;

who-

introducing any

utters the exhorta-

Let us love one another," which he establishes by saying that love

INTRODUCTION.
is

— as

of God, or

he also says

by sending His Son

love

then

God

in us,

is

— that

and

God

God has proved His

is love.

be a propitiation for our sins; but

we ought

has loved us so much,
this,

to
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lets

us

know

that

He

Having pointed out that the manifestation

7-13).

by His

is

God

if

When we

also to love one another.

do

Spirit (iv.

God

of the love of

is

the substance of apostolic testimony, and faith therein the condition of

God

fellowship with God, the apostle once more utters the thought that
in order to urge that

is love,

and that

love,

communion with Him can

this love manifests itself

by our having

as perfect

dence on the day of judgment, since love drives out

But

God compels us to love Him
God only in case we

the love of

if

member

that

we

really love

consist only in

all

confi-

fear (iv. 16-18).

we must

in return,

love the brethren

re-

for

;

man who does not love the person whom he sees, cannot possibly love
God whom he does not see (iv. 19-21). That the believer loves the breth-

the

ren, the apostle then infers

from the

God; for

fact that he is born of

God who has begotten

as such, he loves

must

himself, he

if,

also necessarily

own brethren (v. 1) and he
God and keeps His commandments. After remarking that love to God consists in keeping His commandments, and that God's commandments are not hard to the believer,

love those
is

who

are begotten of God,

i.e.,

his

;

conscious of this love in that he loves

God he conquers

because being born of

the world

by

faith (v. 3-5), the

apostle proceeds to refer to the divine evidence of the belief that Jesus is

He

the Son of God.
blood,

and

testimony

describes the latter as having

is all

the stronger inasmuch as

of the Spirit, the water,

much more ought
an inward thing;

Son of God

make

God

is

God

it is

If

a threefold one,

viz.,

the eternal

As already

human

evidence

to be received.

To

main element

the believer,

life

which has been given him

in the

previously, so also here again, the aposin the believer's eternal life, his confi-

intercession for the brother

unto death and the

man who

who may chance

At

to sin.

between the case of the

the

man who

same
sins

does not, and explains that his precept

anent intercession only refers to those who do not sin unto death

(v.

13-17).

bringing his Epistle to a close, the apostle once more announces,

in three propositions, its leading thoughts, viz., that

God

that

accepted,

is

hears his prayers, and couples with this the exhortation

time, however, he distinguishes

— In

This

viz.,

not merely an external, but also, at the same time,

6-12).

sets forth, as a

dence that
to

(v.

and the blood.

the witness of

however, this witness

tle

come by water and

in proof of this appeals to the testimony of .the Spirit.

he

who

is

born of

does not commit siu; that they, the Christians, are born of God,
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whilst the world, on the other hand, belongs to the evil one

and that

;

they have received, through the Son of God, the faculty to recognize
that

is

remark, that being in Christ
the Son of

God and

eternal

we

Him

are in

that

is true,

Him

After the

true as the substance of their Christian consciousness.

and that He

is

the Epistle closes with the exhortation:

life,

"Little children, keep yourselves from idols."

Concerning the various theories as to the construction of the Epistle,

compare especially Erdmann, Primae Joannis
Liicke's

Kommentar,

§ 4,

3d

Jo. ep. compositione, 1860.

argumentum,

ep.

:

sparsim docendo

et

After the Refor-

all.

prevailed was that a systematic, logically

first

arranged sequence of ideas of any kind
(Calvin

1855;

Pre-Reformation commentators hardly troubled

themselves about the construction of the Epistle at
mation, the theory which

etc., I.

and Luthardt's Programm: de primae

ed. 1856;

is

from the work

entirely absent

exhortando varius

After the

est).

Matth. Flaccius, some expositors assumed that

it

was made up

time of

of a

num-

ber of isolated aphorisms, only loosely jointed together, and in which
various subjects were discussed
standing, labored to

dogmatic plan.

show a

;

though others (Calvin, Hunnius), notwith-

close sequence of ideas in accordance with a

The most ingenious attempt

by Bengel, who, basing

his ai-gument

dogma

traced the construction of the Epistle to the

view adopted also by Sander.

The

was that made

of this kind

upon the passage

in v. 7 (Receptus),

of the

gain an insight into the structure of the Epistle was

Trinity; a

from which to

right point of view
first

discovered by

Joach. Operinus in his work, Johannis ap. paraenesis ad primos christianos
de constanter tenenda communione cum patre ac

Jilio

ejus Jesu Ckrisii, etc.,

Gottingen, 1741, in which he shows that the purpose which John himself

has announced in the preface

is

the same by which he was led in the

composition of the Epistle throughout.

Nearly

all

modern

expositors,

with the exception of a few of the earlier ones, have followed in the
path opened up for them by Operinus.

But with regard

to the coupling

of the ideas, unanimity has not been attained.

Whilst Lucke, in dividing the argument into eight groups of ideas,
approaches at least the aphoristic method, the other modern commentators

have labored to prove a more stringent arrangement of

conveyed in the book.

It is plain,

tlie

thoughts

however, on closer study of the work,

that none of these attempts has really succeeded.

The

Epistle has indeed

been divided into different sections, and to each section a separate superscription been given, expressive of the

argument

of that particular portion

;

main idea which informs the entire

but, on the one hand, the

same

ideas
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are found repeating themselves in the various sections, and, on the other,

the leading thought suggested for a particular section does not invariably
so inform that portion, that

studying

In the

its details.

might serve as the point of departure

it

first

— following the view of

— that

De Wette,
may be divided

chap. v. ver. 17,

till

commentary

edition of this

the Epistle from chap.

struck which, more or

is

the entire part which

it

less,

gested, the three truths are indicated

God)

(or

righteous,

is

ii.

were,

it

gives tone to the melody throughout

As keynotes

marks.

ver. 5

i.

into three groups of ideas, distin-

guishable from each other by the fact that at the outset of each, as

a chord

for

asserted,

it is

:

28; and 3d,

for the three sections sug-

God

1st,

God

is light,

5

i.

2d, Christ

;

But that these key-

is love.

notes actually sound throughout the whole of the parts they are respectively

supposed to lead,

Kemark.

— That

is

not and cannot be proved.

the theories respecting the argument suggested by other

commentators, ancient as well as modern, are

has been shown by

insufficient,

Luthardt in the work already quoted; the same remark, however, applies also
the construction which he himself
bew. 2d ed.

— has proposed, and which divides the Epistle into the

II. 2, p. 3.53 ff.)

following five parts:

i.

to

— following in the lead of Hofmann (Schrift-

5-ii. 11;

ii.

12-27;

ii.

28-iii.

24a;

iii.

246-iv. 21; v. 1-21.

when he thus defines the contents of the third part: Scdutis futurae spes
Christiana quantum afferat ad vitam sancte agendam, exponitur, it is manifestly

For,

inappropriate, since the apostle throughout the entire section only refers to the

Christian hope in

main

idea of

Holy Ghost,

it.

ii.

from which

2,

Again,

his view

is

when he

it is

plain that this

is

not the informing

represents the fourth part as treating of the

indeed so far correct, that, especially in the beginning,

the discourse does turn upon the Spirit of God; but from

7

iv.

onwards the

development of the argument proceeds independently, without any reference to
the Spirit, and only in ver. 13

mention of
to

Him

Him made

in v. 6

ff.,

— and even then merely in passing —
Much more

whatever.

decidedly does

which passage, however, according

to the fourth, but to the fifth part, in

tlie

there any

is

apostle refer

to Luthardt, belongs not

which the subject treated

of

faith.

is

But even

this definition is doubtful, since faith is discussed not only in v. 1

but

and very

also,

distinctly, long previously, in

hardly attempts a disposition of the Epistle at
four parts: namely, Introduction,

main

division,

topics for the

Whosoever

is

ii.

29, that

is,

1-4;

first

(viz.,

for the

division,

He

first,

iv.

It is true

all.

main

29-v. 11; conclusion, v. 12-21.

two main divisions

13-16.

.5-ii.

main

topics the ideas

it

into

28; second

also suggests leading chief

God

is

light; for the second.

But he only

which the apostle expresses

at the beginning of the passages

ff.,

Braune

he divides

i.

born of the righteous God doeth righteousness).

indicates as leading
ii.

i.

23 and

iii.

in

i.

5

and

which Braune has marked as the
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chief sections, without showing

how

He

of ideas which follow them.

these thoughts inform the various groups

contents himself with pointing out the simple

sequence of the ideas as they follow each other in the development of the

argument.
In order to understand the construction of the Epistle, the following
three points are especially to be observed

The

1st,

:

apostle's object is to

may be

preserve the readers in the fellowship of God, that their joy

That the

2d,

God

ideas that fellowship with
life,

is

only possible in the case of one whose

rooted in faith in Jesus Christ, and harmonizing in holiness with the

nature of God,

a

perfect.

apostle, in order to achieve his end, unfolds especially the

life,

is

but also

and that the Christian

in love;

not only bound to such

is

(which has placed him in a

in virtue of his divine birth

relation of absolute antagonism to the world,

which

impelled by an inward necessity to lead

That the apostle develops

3d,

it.

these ideas under the conviction that the antichristian lie

world, and also that the second advent of Christ

Keeping these elements in view,

it

wv

is eK

novypoii) is

present in the

is

rapidly approaching.

is

depends upon the identification of the

when

various points in the unfolding of the argument in the Epistle

the latter takes such a turn that a
to

new

inform the discourse which follows.

Nearly

agreed, and rightly, that the verses from chap.

its

i.

be said to enter and

all

commentators

ver. 5 to chap.

The informing and

form one self-contained group of ideas.

and

this passage, however, is not a distinct

intended to be explained in

may

feature

ii.

are

ver. 11

ruling idea of

specific doctrinal proposition,

several parts, but rather the antithesis to

that indifferentism which ignores the antagonism between fellowship with

God and

a

man who

life in sin,

in opposition to which the apostle urges that only the

walks in light

loves his brother

—

is

in

— or

who keeps

commandments and

the divine

relation in which these propositions stand to each other

outwardly by the phrases:
4, 6, 8,

K.T.Ti., ii.
ii.

tle,

iuv elnufiev,

k.tX, chap.

which are only found here, and

10, 11, manifestly refers

turn, as

backwards to

i.

5, 6.

is

i.

is

close

10,

6, 8,

also

and dXeyuv,

proved by the fact that

— The argument takes a new

most commentators also have noticed, with

after

The
shown

communion with God, and knows Him.

ii.

12, in

reminding his readers of their happy experiences

which the apos-

in salvation,

and

indicating these as the ground of his writing to them, in direct exhortation

warns them against the love of the world.

With

this

warning

is

coupled

the reference to the antichrists which has impelled the apostle to exhort
his readers to abide

by what they had heard from the beginning, because

thus alone can they abide in the Son and in the Father, and enjoy ever-

INTRODUCTION.
lasting

The

life,

so that they

may

not be put to shame on the day of judgment.

argument shows how

last turn in the
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closely the apostle has kept in

view, throughout this exhortation, the intention of the entire Epistle

Moreover, the fact that the
subsequently

— are

—

avn';t/«o'"<"

fis

himself

the apostle

4).

(i.

asserts

our joining together in one whole

ek tov «6(tuov, justifies

the warning reference to the antichrists, and that against the love of the
world.

— In the foregoing the

(that

and

in obedience towards God,

is,

shown that

apostle has indeed

Christians

if

communion with God, they must walk

are to glory in their

in the light

towards the brethren),

in love

Word

abstain from fellowship with the world, and faithfully abide by the
of

God

;

but he has not yet shown how they stand,

nature, in

antagonism to

he proceeds in

29,

ii.

sin,

and therefore also

in accordance with their

To

to the world.

from which onwards he explains in

this proof

how

detail

Christians as such are born of God, and therefore the children of God,

who

necessarily sanctify themselves in the hope of the future glory,

do

righteousness, and abstain from sin, nay, cannot sin, because the divine

seed remains in them

;

and therefore belong

on the other hand, those who commit

whilst,

explanation the apostle gives from
Of u^ uynnijv, k.tX,

he begins to

29-iii. 10,

ii.

discoui-.se

sin,

This

to the world, are the children of the devil.

where, with the words

about brotherly love.

Kal

But that

a new section, properly speaking, does not open herewith, notwithstanding
that the conception

of

the divine birth recedes into

the

background,

appears not only from the nature of the connection with the foregoing, but
also

from the fact that the apostle at the outset holds

which he had so sharply defined

the attention of his readers to Cain,
sentative of the world.

the

diKaioavvt] to

to the

mind

former, but
propositiotis

of
is

who was

The immediate

that of the

uyu-rrr)

the apostle the

love,

latter

it is

impossible to

brotherly love there
the Son of God.

is

from the conception of
if

we consider

was not something added
its

practical

and in which the

hang

line of

the

The

argument

so closely together
is

that

to

manifestation.

one new element after another

make a new

— directing

rov noviioov, as the repre

transition

plainly defined by the intention of the work,
to ver. 22, that, although

ik

cannot excite surprise

the dmaioawT} itself in

which treat of

fast to the contiast

at the close of the preceding

is

so

down

introduced,

still

section until, in ver. 23, to the conception of

added that of

This, however, dare

faith in the

all

whole discussion hitherto the element of

name

of Jesus Christ

the less be overlooked, since in the
faith, so

weighty for the purpose

of the work, has nowhere been exhaustively considered, nor even the

marevuv been once introduced.

It is true the apostle

word

seems immediately
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afterwards to pass on to something

1-6 he discourses of

else, since in iv.

the difference between the autichristian spirit and the Spirit of God,
in iv. 7-21 of the love of the brethren
it

manifest that in these

is

throughout.

the reference to faith

.sections

In the section

iv.

1-6, namely, the biioloyeiv

given as the characteristic of the Spirit of God.

K.T.?i., is

however,

is

expressing

nothing else than the belief

That the

words.

itself in

readers to hold fast their faith,

to 6vo.ua

c/'c

r.

apostle, while

of all calls on

first

and

nevertheless, on closer examination

;

maintained

is

Xptarov,

'Itjoovv

This

vlov Qeov

ofioXoydv,
Xp/cttoj),

l.

he would exhort his

them

to try the spirits,

need not surprise us when we think of the danger threatened to believers

by the
ver.

false teachers that

had

arisen.

train of thought that treats of love

in

23, uyanuneu

iii.

uX?ifi?.ovc

;

may appear more

It

with the exhortation uyanQuev

7,

there

u?2ri?.ovc,

but

it is

is

strange that in

a transition to a

to be observed, not only that

closely connected with marevouiuev, k.t.X.,

is

also that the further statements about love serve exactly to

connection with faith.

God who

loves

God

The thought

of the apostle is this

God can only be

;

loved because

He

:

He

is

but

explain

its

only lives in

love

God has

;

revealed Himself as love by the sending of His Son to be a propitiation for
sin, therefore love to

God is

conditioned by faith in this act of the divine love.

But while the believing Christian, who

as such

is

born of God,

God, his love extends also to his brethren who, as he
Ill

now

loves

are born of God.

the development of these ideas, not only do the preceding statements of

the apostle about brotherly love obtain
the necessity of faith for fellowship with
apostle in
faith,

what

their special

God

follows, after referring to the

is

confirmation, but

also set forth, so that the

world-overcoming power of

can proceed to treat of the divine evidences for faith, and emphasize

the fact that the believer has eternal
T(-)v

is,

The

Oeoi>.

indeed

may be

ideas from

iii.

23 to

life,

v.

perceived in them, that

rov eiov) plainly refers

backwards to

v.

iii.

and therein possesses

7ra/5j6r/(jm

Trpdc

17 are so grouped into a whole, as

13

(oi niaTevovTe^

23, in addition to

d(

to inofia lov vioii

which

it

to be

is

observed that the concluding thought here bears the same reference to the

purpose stated in

From

i.

4 as the concluding thought of the preceding group.

this explanation it is clear, that if

and the conclusion,

v.

we

lay aside the preface,

i

1-4,

18-21, three points are to be noticed in the Epistle,

at which the development of ideas takes such a direction that a

newly

introduced point of view dominates what follows, and that the Epistle
therefore divides itself into four leading sections, namely,

12-28;

ii.

29-iii.

22

;

and

iii.

23-v. 17.

In order to

purpose of his writing, the apostle in the

Jirst

i.

fulfil in his

5-ii.

11

;

ii.

readers the

section attacks the moral

;

INTRODUCTION.
indifference which endangers

them

in the second

;

the world and of antichrist; in the
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he warns them of love of

he shows that only a righteous

thij-d

brotherly love corresponds to the nature of the Christian

life of

fourth he points

them

which

by God to be the basis of Christian

3.

is testified

Motive.

— From chap.

ii.

18

and

ff.

;

and

Son of God,

to faith in Jesus Christ, the

in the

as that

life.^

iv. 1 ff. it is to

be understood that

the appearance of the false teachers, spoken of by him as

uvTixpiaToi, fur-

These are

nished the special motive for the production of this Epistle.

neither different false teachers (according to Storr, Sabians and Docetans

according to Sander, Ebionites and Docetans), nor even " true Jews as
deniers of the Messiahship of Jesus " (LofHer, Disert.

hist.

Ep.

exeg. Joannis

impugnari negans, 1784, and Commt. theoL, ed. Velthusen,

I. gnosticos

vol. I.),

nor " practical false teachers, proceeding from heathenism" (Baumgarten-

men

Crusius), nor " such

and partly did not
(Bleek)

had

as partly

and

Christ,

and so adhered to

that false doctrine

ascribes to Cerinthus in the words:

.

.

.

.

shipwreck of their faith,

but Docetans, and indeed such Docetans as denied the identity

•,

of Jesus

fuisse

suffei-ed

practise worthily the Christian belief in their lives"

.

Joseph

.

Christum,

.

.

et
.

Mariae Jiliuin

.

.

Cerinthus
.

.

.

.

which Ireuaeus

subjecit,

Jesum

.

v. 5, 6,

form of Docetism only (so also Braune).

i.

3, iii.

.

Not

autem revolasse iterum Christum de Jesu.

in fine

only the passages named, but also

.

eum

post iaplismum descendisse in

23, iv. 15, point to this

"Without foundation

is

the view

of several commentators (Sander, Liicke, Ewald, also Thiersch, Hilgenfeld,

who, however,

is

not definitely decided, and others), that the polemical

purpose of the apostle was equally, or even alone, directed against the

which ascribed to Christ only an apparent body, on behalf

stricter Docetism

—

of which appeal is erroneously

made

That the former Docetans had a

distinct antinomian direction, or in their

darkness of knowledge in regard to duty
course of

life

John

to 1

felt

i.

1, iv.

2

;

2 John

7.

themselves elevated to a moral

(Hilgenfeld, Thiersch, Guericke, Ewald, etc.), cannot be

inferred from the moral exhortations of the apostle (comp. Bruckner)
is

much

;

it

rather to be observed, that nowhere in these exhortations does the

apostle refer to the antichristians,

and that where he does mention them

he nowhere characterizes them as Antinomians.^

'

We may

eections

more

also unite the first
closely in one

and second

whole; for the

points to the joy of which the Christian par-

takes in fellowship with God.

former contains the premises for the warning
uttered in the latter.

which then

In the threefold division

arises, the conclusion of

each part

iii.

In opposition to the view that the passage,

4,

bears evidence for the Antinomianism of

the false doctrine,

Neander ( Gesch.

d. PJlanz-
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According to Lucke and Erdmann, the Epistle was occasioned not only

by the appearance

of the antichristians, but also

churches to which

it is

addressed (which

But although some

moral depravity).

import of the section,

i.

5-ii.

the whole.

The

in

of

it,

especially the

antithetical

many

indicates that in the case of

11,

the

critical state of

describes as a state of

was not wanting, yet nowhere do we

indifference to holiness of life

any blame expressed

by the

Erdmann

find

regard to the moral condition of the churches on

apostle does not exhort his readers to return to the moral

earnestness originally displayed by the Christians, but to perseverance in
that which they are and have.

SEC.
1.

2.

— FORM AND

The Form.

position as a

CHARACTER OF THE EPISTLE.

— While the

letter,

mass of ancient writers regarded

Heidegger

first

speaks of

it

this

com-

in his Enchiridion

bibl.,

1681, p. 986, as, brevis quaeclam christianae doctrinae epitome

Joanne

scripti

succinctum quoddam enchiridion.

who understands

as a " treatise,"

it

and indeed as the second part

Gospel; so also Berger (^Versuch einer moralischen Einl.
Storr {Ueber den

Zweck der Evangel.

the former speaks of

it

{Die Gesch. der

when he would

eos,

ed.) thinks

is,

it is

prefer to call

sition to these views, the

it

N.

T.,

p.

lively

work proves

itself

by the form of

of the N. T.,

But, in oppoits

— which, however,

— yet the

of an address, in which

is

found no

contents to

in

the most

and even though not

infrequently the objective development of thought
peculiar to a treatise,

Reuss

" a homiletical essay, at the most a pastoral,

thought with his readers;

interchange of

mittitur,

217) expresses himself similarly,

The author shows himself throughout

epistle.

and

to be called rather

that a letter ad absentes

the readers of which are present," rather than an epistle.

be a real

of the

2'.)

quibus scribebat, eodem tempore fuisse videtur.

Schriften

heil.

N.

ins.

as the practical, the latter as the polemical part of

a libellus than a letter; his reason

Joannes autem apiid

a

Gesch. u. Briefe Johannis), only that

Even Bengel (Gnomon, 2d

the Gospel.

evangelii

et

Similarly Michaelis judges,

predominates, as

is

less in other Epistles

language always returns involuntarily to the form
is

specially to be observed " the oft-recurring dis-

or even eypaypa

—

tinctive epistolary formula: ravra

ypu(po/j.ev,

in contrast particularly with the

formula in the more general historical

ung der Eirche durch

d. Ap., p. 377) rightly

remarks, that the apostle against AntinomiaDS

would have had

to say

:

" Whosoever trans-

or

ypu<pu,

vn'iv

greaseth the law committeth sin, for trans-

gression of the law

is

sin."

;

INTRODUCTION.
writing, the Fourth
xix. 35

and

Gospel

:

ravra yiypanTai without

24" (Lucke).

xxi.
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vfilv,

epistolary nature expresses itself in the whole import

work," inasmuch as in

xx. 31

comp.

;

Diisterdieck rightly remarks that "the

and progress of the

"there dominates that easy naturalness and

it

freedom in the composition and presentation, which corresponds with the

immediate practical interest and with the practical purpose of an epistle"
(comp. Bleek, Einl. in

N.

d.

and Braune, EinL,

T., p. 589,

§ 5).

— The

absence of a blessing or a doxology at the close occurs also in the Epistle of

James, and there

nothing strange in

is

epistolary introduction is also

it

but

;

rather striking that the

it is

wanting to the work, as the author neither

mentions himself, nor the readers to

whom

he

writing

is

the Hebrews, however, such an introduction

is

in the Epistle to

;

We

also omitted.

must

explain this want in this way, that, on the one hand, the apostle pre-

supposed that the readers would recognize him as the author of the Epistle
without his naming himself in

work

of this

and, on the other, that he did not intend

as a second part of the Gospel is so

works forms

as each of those

some

critics

;

ziir

apostol. Zeitalter, p.

and

in his

much

Herstellung des

266

Ebrard

;

The

description

the more arbitrary,

a completed whole.

— The

calls the Epistle

Hug, Frommann in the Studien und

Thiersch in Versuch

im

in itself

and commentators (Augusti, who

of the Gospel

is

it,

for a single church, or for a limited circle of churches.^

it

view of

a summary

Kritiken, 1840,

hist. Stdpktes., p.

78,

Heft 4

and Die

Kirclie

in Kritik der evangel. Geschichte, p. 148,

Commentary), that the Epistle

is

a companion-work of the Gospel,

opposed by the contents of the Epistle, which follow an individual aim,

as well as

by the complete absence of a

the written Gospel. ^

1

In opposition to Ebrard, who, admitting

the epistolary character of the work, thinks
that this

want may be

epistle "

had no individual aim

easily explained if the

depended on something
" by

its

form

it

else,"

in itself,

but

inasmuch as

bears the nature of a sort of

preface, or of an epistola dedicatoria,"

be remarked that the Epistle, from
character, cannot be at all

distinctly indicated reference to

In opposition to Reuss, according to whose view the

compared

its

it is

to

whole

to a pre/-

repeated eypaipa in the latter, to the writing

even

if

for

its

then have to

from

i.

is

work "

Ebrard derives the proof for
1-4 and from

ii.

his opinion

12-14, referring oTrav-

yiWofxiv in the former passage, and the thrice-

purpose

is

still

all

call

made

remain unjustified,

clearly quite other than to

dedicate the Gospel to

epistle.

2

reference were correct, yet the

this

tory epistle" would

ence

epistle,

without adequate

description of the Epistle as a " sort of dedica-

want would be

any other

this is

ground, comp. the commentary on these; but

ace, and that in an epistola dedicatoria this
just as striking as in

That

of the Gospel.

its

readers.

We

would

every epistle, in which refer-

to another

work, a dedicatory

Even the designation " companionie

unsatisfactory, because

it

does not at

appropriately state the true character of

the Epistle in accordance with
tents.

its

actual cou-

;
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"was

Epistle

neither

home

destined to bring

to

Gospel the

the readers of the

Gnosis there laid down,"

practical side of the

it

to be observed that

is

the practical side wanting in the Gospel, nor the Gnosis in the

is

Epistle.

The Character.

2.

of thought,

— The

same

peculiarity of conception, development

and form of expression, which characterize the Gospel

penetrate the Epistle also, and distinguish

There dominate in

the N. T.

same preference

.

.

.

same combination

the

ulriduag, etc.;

^evdoc, uyanav

T^v dKaioavvriv

.

nvevfia T^f uTirjOdag
TTpbg

duvoTov;

ij^^

.

.

.

fiiaslv^

.

rj

.

.

.

.

narpog

ayuitjj tov

nv. T^g

t.

duvaTog, etc.

.

.

.

Qeov

k.tX,

tjv,

(pCx;

.

.

ff

.

oh

a/xapTia

7rAuv;?f;
;

o

ttjv diKaioavvr/v

tt.

of antitheses:

n. ttjv dfiapriav^ tu TSKva tov

.

.

a/j.apnav, n. tt]v uvofiiav,

ttjv

of John,

other Epistles of

all

the same spiritual tendency, and the

and abstract ideas:

for the concrete

noutv

aluviog, iAao/iOf;

it

from

it

.

.

<pug, ^uv, ^ui)

elvai kK r^f

]

oKoria; iiKridua

.

ay. rov koo/hov'

ra

.

irpbg

t.

noieiv

tov SiaBoTuov] rd

Buvarov

.

.

.

cifiaprla

the same continuation of the thought by

the resumption of an idea that has preceded, and the accompanying and

correspondingly unusual application of the relative pronoun;

same

the

juxtaposition of the positive and negative expression of a thought.

Both

works, as Ebrard brings out, bear the same impress, not only in style and
construction, but also in the sphere of ideas,

comp. also Ewald, Die Joh.

Schriften,

Epistle especially, here,

contrast to

thought which
individual

is

in

I.

characteristic of the

propositions

follow

one

p.

and

429

the

in the dogmatic views

ff.

-^With regard

dialectical

to the

development of

Pauline Epistles particularly, the

another

gnomon

in

fashion, ^

and

unitedly form groups of ideas, which are sometimes strung together without

any mark of the
simplest

transition. ^

manner by

By

consciousness.

Even the proof

of an idea takes place in the

reference to a truth self-evident to

the peculiar

manner

the appearance of rather frequent repetition of the
closer observation

it

is

the

Christian

of connection of the ideas arises

same thoughts

;

but on

evident that even where the negative expression

follows the positive, or vice versa, generally both expressions do not say
the

1

I.

same

thing,

Comp. on

but that in the second a new element

this,

Ewald, D. Joh. Schriften,

p. 441.
*

Dtisterdieck finds the peculiarity of the

manner of development and
thought in the Epistle in

move, combine, and

this,

circle

statement of

" that the ideas

round certain

lead-

Ing propositions as points of support and con-

nection."

But

to perceive

it

it

is

taken up, a new

might be more appropriate

in this, that the apostle

leading thoughts strikes as

it

by single

were chords,

which he allows to sound for a while
thoughts deduced for them, until a
results,

which leads

to a

new

in the

new chord

strain.

INTRODUCTION.
direction

is

prepared

of statement.

Characteristic

for.

Whether the

apostle

is

states

451

the simplicity

and plainness

divine truths by themselves,

•whether he discourses in exhortation or in warning to his readers, his

He nowhere

language always retains the same calmness and precision.

shows a disposition excited by passion.
heart reposing in happy peace

Everywhere the

mirrored, and having this he

is

the simple utterance of the truth

is

enough

entrance into the minds of his readers.

tone

of a

stillness

sure that

is

to procure for his discourse

At the same

pervades the Epistle, in contrast with every weak fanaticism

sentiment, which

is

action.

of

so little characteristic of the apostle, that he, along with

the internal character of

proved by

an

manly

time, a firm,

life,

It is also

constantly urges that the reality of

worthy of

notice, that,

it

is

on the one hand, he

speaks to his readers as a father to his children, but, on the other hand,
does not ignore the fact that they are no longer minors, to

whom

some new information

and

to give, but are quite like

himself,

he has

are,

like

himself, in possession of all the truth which he utters, of all the life which

he

is

anxious, not to produce in

tain in them.

traces of the feebleness of old

—"

it is

for the first time, but only to

age"

(S. G. Lange), or that

wanting in the fresh color of direct

fervor of John's
too

them

much

manner

— as

Baur says

that " the tenderness and

life,"

of conception and representation have relaxed far

into a tone of childlike feebleness, which loses itself in indefi-

niteness, falls into continual repetitions,

and

lacking in logical force,"

is

must be maintained that the Epistle bears the impress of

it

main-

Against the reproach that the Epistle bears " the clearest

and vigorous clearness

freshness, definiteness,

in

no degree

directness,

than the

less

Gospel of John.^

SEC.

3.

— GENUINENESS.

According to the testimony of antiquity, the Epistle was written by the
Apostle John, which

is

confirmed by the Epistle

author, in the whole tone in

expressions

(i. 1, iii. 5, iv.

which he speaks

14),

may be

itself,

in so far as that the

to his readers,

and

in particular

recognized as an apostle, and that

the agreement with the Gospel of John favors the conclusion that both

1

Hilgenfeld rightly states, in opposition to

Baur, that the Epistle belongs to the most
beautiful •writings of the N. T., that
specially rich

and original "exactly

in

it

Is

what

relates to the subjective, inner life of Christ-

ianity;"

"that the fresh,

vivid,

attractive

character of the Epistle, consists exactly in
this, that it

tion

into

conducts us with such a predilec-

the

Christian life."

inner experience

of

genuine

:

:
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works proceed from the same author,
reckons
c. 9),

among

it

says

ah universis

:

way

;

it

true, the

is

Epistle

— In

vii.

nized as a " natural use of 1 John

Eusebius {H. E.,

iv. 2,

of the Epistle
6'

Kexpvrai

:

— By

church

12; Adv.

Tertullian (Adv. Prax.,

:

De Came

Clemens Alex. (Strom.,

15,

Origen (in Euseb., H. E.,

1.

vi. 25),

passages are frequently quoted from

Dionysius Alex, uses

apostle.

spuriousness of the Apocalypse

ad Diognet.

In the Ep.

1

thought;

so cap. vi.

ovK

o'lKovtriv,

6

.

.

.

©eb?

.

Se sk tou koct/hou

ei<xl

rriv

.

.

Xpi<TTiavoi

:

of

Koaixm

cap.

;

a\i^6eiav Kai TOf

oCtos 6

:

Shepherd

Koyov

a

oiTJj, A^i|/j)

lib.

ii.

lib.

on navTa

TTKTTeuei Ttu ©eu).

12

iii.

evKoAus

:

*

By

(comp. 1 John
the words:

superscriptio
to

23,

aura?

ivToKai ToO ©eoC) (^vAofets,
o-KArjpai

mand.

ii.

to oiT^jnara

(comp. 1 John

mand.

',

apxriH as also in the

on-'

of Rermas,

icoc

iv.

9:

tions

']

=

'provided

Joannis

duas

rds

(i.e.,

and third Epistles.

11, 12, etc.),

iii.

First

allg.

the

ment

John

Gospel,

first

Theol.

Kirchenztg.,

1855,

words

is

indicated as the author

because

it

not

is

said

ex

but that the author of the Frag-

;

by the expression discipuU

indicates

such disciples of Jesus as were not apostles,

according

with superscripiu

catholica

(iu

Euseb.,

John a

ff.

E.,

iii.

39) calls the Presbyter

disciple (/olo^tjt^s) of Jesus, nor

by the

"ex

added

fact that afterwards

to characterize

Andrew.

apostolis"

is

If the author of the

Fragment had regarded

as

author of

the

sup-

the Gospel, not the Apostle, but the Presbyter

second, but the second

John, he would certainly have expressed this

When, however,

definitely.

presented

Johannes tam constanter singula etiam

in

more

The expression
itself

to

ex

him here

spoken of Luke, and said of him

quae vidimus oculis uostris

nee ipse vidit in came."

et

auribus audl-

nostrae palpaverunt, haec

discipxdis

so

much

the

naturally, as he had immediately before

epistolis suis proferat dicens in seraet ipso;

raauus

the

in

" quarti evangeliorum Joannis ex discipulis,"
the Presbyter

si

et

the

of

thinks, indeed, that in the

92,

" Quid ergo mirum,

vimus

by the

Epistle

commentary,

Literaturblatt zur

No.

^

a clear evidence for the

is

the

The reviewer

of this

is

:

of

Apostle John.

it

previously written

16),

iii.

can neither be proved by the fact that Papias

habentur," are not meant, as Braune
poses, the first and

composition

apostoUs

ovk ccrofTai

or,

[duae]

scripsiraus," this

15);

Laurent, Mutest. Studien, pp. 201, 205:

superscriptae

Paedag.,

;

8; de

iii.

often with explicit mention of the

of

v. 3).

;

it,

trou,

"epistola sane Jude et

[superscripti

Marc,

Cyprian (De Oral. Dom. and Ep. 25),

edition

vii.

Tov ayiov Kai airepivorjTov avOpdnon iviSpvae
cap. xi.

6

and

the Peshilo and the Muralorian Fragment

;

mode

ei*

iii. c. 4, 5,

and

^

along with the Gospel, to prove the

it,

several expressiona

appear, which point back to John's

c.

;

the Fathers of the

Irenaeus (Adv. Haeret.,

Christi, c. 24),

ii. c.

1.

15; Scorp.,

c.

/irj

recog-

6 airdg /xaprvpiaig

T^g 'luuvvov npoTepag kniaToXTjg Koi T^g TleTpov Sfioiug.

Praescript., c. 33;

may be

3 " (Diisterdieck), by deduction from

some expression or other

39) states of Papias

iii.

yap bg uv

Traf

:

ofioXoyy 'Itjoovv Xpiarbv tv aapKi hlrjlvdivai, uvrixpiaToc ectiv, etc.,

particular resemblances to

viris illustr.,

the writings

not considered in a

is

but the passage found in Polycarp, cap.

;

24, 25) rightly

iii.

and Hieronymus {De

ecclesiasticis eruditis viris probatur.

of the Apostolic Fathers,
definite

Eusebius {H. E.,

Homologoumena

the

Lvtcke,

Diisterdieck,

•

" Dominura

— Rightly, therefore,

Ebrard,

and

others

;

INTRODUCTION.
That the Alogi

also testify to its genuineness.

and that Marcion did not admit

conjectures,

importance; just as
Topogr. Christ.,
epistles

vii.,

1.

it,

as Epiphanius
is

of no

Cosmas

in his

into his canon,

according to which some maintain that

all

the catholic

were composed, not by apostles, but by presbyters; and the remark

Mopsv.

Epistolam Jacobi

:

antiquat: comp.

— The

rejected

it

the highly obscure account of

little is

of Leontius Byz. [Contra Nestor,
of

453

et

Eutychian,

iii.

on this Liicke's Comment.

Introd.,

genuineness continued unchallenged until

forward with the assertion;
since then

it

Theodore

14) in regard to

alias deinceps aliorum catholicas ahrogat et

et

tres epislolae

has been variously disputed.

§8,4,
first

p.

135

If.,

3d ed.

came

Jos. Scaliger

Joannis non sunt apostoli Joannis

Sam.

J.

Lange, indeed, recognized

the unanimous testimony of antiquity as too significant to permit of denial
of the apostolic authorship of the Epistle, but he, nevertheless, regarded
as a writing not worthy of the apostle
p.

52

went

ff.)

it

and Paulus ascribe

it

it

Christenth.,

as the performance of a Jewish

was revised by a Gnostic.

Christian, which
bilien)

explaining

further,

Claudius (Uransichten des

;

Bretschneider (in his Proba-

to the Presbyter John, while they, however, at

the same time, maintained the identity of the author of the Epistle and the

author of the Gospel; Horst (Museum
vol. i.) declared

in

himself against

this.

filr

Religionswissensch. Henke, 1803,

— The

later

Tubingen school cannot,

consequence of their conception of the development of Christianity,

regard either the Gospel or the Epistle as the work of the apostle

;

the

admission of the genuineness of one of these writings would overthrow their

whole

historical construction.

Since, therefore, the adhei-ents of this school

are agreed in denying the genuineness of both writings, they, nevertheless,

explain in different ways the relation of them to one another.
Kbstlin (Lehrbegr. des
Vorslellungen der

N.

Ec,

and

etc..)

T. Schriftsleller

;

W.

K. R.

Georgii (Ueber die eschatolog.

Theol. Jalirb.,

Tubingen, 1845) ascribe

both writings (even the second and third Epistles) to the same author.
After Zeller, who, in his " Beitrdgen zur Einl.

in die

Apokahjpse" (in the

Theol. Jahrb., Tiibing., 1842) presupposed the identity of the author in his

review of Kostlin's writings {Theol. Jahrb., 1845), and K. Planck (^'Juden-

thum und

Urchristenth.'' in the Theol. Jahrb., 1847)

had intimated the opposite

view, the former position was strongly defended by
in the I'heoL Jahrb., 1848, 3),

Baur {Die

and by Hilgenfeld (Das Ecang.

Joh., 1849,

and "

Z).

Joh. Briefe" in the Tub. theol. Jahrb

(comp. al80

Meyer

in

his

Comment,

on

OoHpel of John, and Laurent us above) have

regarded the 3furat.

,

Joh. Briefe,

u. die Briefe

1855, part

Fragm.

iv.);

as evidence for

the apostolic origin of the Epistie.
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but with this difference, that the former explains the Epistle as the copy, the
latter as the pattern of the Gospel.

For the

non-identity

the authors, it is specially

of

advanced, that, in the

Gospel, a " more ideal and internal," in the Epistle, on the other hand,

more material and external," mode
is to

of thought dominates.

know only

held to

is

" present"

has already become the present."
is

parousia of Christ, the Evangelist

of a " re-appearance of Christ in the spirit of His

and of a merely

disciples,"

(!)

a

While the author of

be chiefly recognized in the eschatological ideas.

the Epistle expects a visible " material "

•*

This difference

judgment, because for him " the future

How

incorrect, however, this assertion

proved by passages such as Gospel of John

v. 28, 29, vi. 39, 40, 44, 54,

is,

in

which, distinctly enough, a future day of resurrection of the dead, and of

judgment by

Christ, is

the Gospel

quite in agreement with the Epistle, so, on the other hand, the

is

spoken of (corap. Weiss,

p.

179

f£.)

and, as in this

;

Epistle expresses, no less distioctly than the Gospel, the idea of a resurrection, already

accomplished in

belief, of

Christians from the dead.^

fundamental conceptions, therefore, are the same in both writings
difference is that in the Epistle the thought
is

is

expressed that the

;

The

the only

upa

taxarri

— but in the Gospel there was plainly no room for the expression
thought. — For that difference between the material and the ideal

already,

of this

conception,
34,

Baur

appeals, moreover, to 1

and Hilgenfeld (1849)

to 1

John

i.

John

v. 6,

Baur

5, 7.

comp. with Gospel xix.
asserts, that in place of

the ideal import which the two symbols, blood and water, have in the

This assertion, however,

Gospel, the sacramental appears in the Epistle.

based on a false interpretation of ioth of those passages, since neither

is

has the circumstance recorded in the Gospel, xix. 34, the meaning "that
death (of which the blood

is

the symbol)

the necessary preliminary

is

condition under which alone the Spirit (of which the water

can be communicated to the believer;" nor
interpreted of the

coming of Christ

baptism and the Lord's Supper.

1

is

John

in or through the

Besides,

it

is

is

the symbol

v. 6 to

two sacraments,

rather strange to call the

conception of water and blood as the two sacraments, a material one.
1

In

the article of Hilgenfeld quoted above,

he thinks that "there
representation

of

is

the

undeniably a different
last

day,

when

the

author of the Epistle exhorts his readers so to
deport themselves that they

may meet

the

judgment day without shame, and when, on
the

other

believers

hand,

the

Evangelist

excludes

from the judgment;" but neither

of these views
it is

[!])

be directly

is

—

at all exclusive of the other;

only to be remenabered that the future

judgment for those who here already have
passed from death into
possess the
that for

sense in

wicked.

life,

^mtj aiuiciof (1

them

it

which

is
it

who

John

here already
v. 13), is

such

not a judgment in that
is

a judgment for the

INTRODUCTION.
Hilgenfeld thinks that

He

^uf, nay, that

much

when

it,"

and of space

since he uses

from the application which
expressed,

it is

is

is

God

said of

is

5, 7, it

i.

a representation

is kv tC) (purl,

the ideas of matter

connection with

John

in 1
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He

that

have any

in it for the Evangelist to

But

only as predicate of the Logos.

(pug

made

is

expressed which " has too

in the Epistle of the thought there

clear that the writer of the Epistle, in the idea

did not

(pug,

think less of any thing than of something " pertaining to matter and space."

That alleged
of

it

difference, therefore, does not exist

;

the groundless pretence

proves neither the hypothesis of Baur, that the Epistle

the per-

is

formance of an imitator of the Gospel, nor that of Hilgenfeld, that
belongs to an earlier stage of development than the

we may

according to Baur,

1-4 and

i.

Epistle,

may be

and

in the

Sec. 2), but in the passages

6-9; according to Hilgenfeld (1849), the earlier stage of

v.

'development

hand not only

recognize the imitative

character of the whole epistle (see on this

it

Nevertheless,

latter.

perceived in the O. T. conception expressed in the

Logos and of the Holy

in its views of the

to the passage

i.

1-4,

Baur says

Li regai-d

Spirit.

" In all the features, in

:

which the author

himself would give us a picture of his personality, the premeditated most

anxious concern cannot be mistaken, to be regarded as one person with
the Evangelist; " but that those verses are only to serve "to give a picture
of the personality of the author,"

is

a groundless supposition of Baur.

the other passage (v. 6-9, comp. with

John

but a mere playing on words, "for the
subject as the /lapTvpia tuv

only in
three,

this,

and

it

uvdp6)n(jv,

that the three

—

said that

conclusion
is

not at

Tov

is

all

it is

God

water, and blood

In

sees nothing

same

Qeov has the

rov

latter differs

from the former

— are

spoken

of, in

;

counted as

regard to

is

this entire

subject, as identical with the fiaprvpia

in the

mention of the former

fiaprvpia,

— Hilgenfeld

more intimate relationship

to the O. T.

asserts that the epistle stands in a

the idea uvo^ta in no

its

But

/xaprvpia tuv avepu-nuv

not alluded to by a single syllable.

law than the Gospel does.
iii.

immediately annulled when

on the one hand, the

for,

Owv; and, on the other hand,

passages 1 John

is

that bears witness in those three."

purely fanciful

the numerical relation

4 and

way

The proof
ii.

7,

of this

is

hints at the Mosaic law

he would somewhere state

from doing, that the idea

supposed to

8; but with regard to the

author attached a higher importance to the Mosaic
ist,

Baur

ff.)

therefore consists of nothing else than the numerical relation

of those three to one another, which again
it is

16

fiaprvpia

and the

spirit,

viii.

its signification

vd/uig

;

and

;

v6/ioc

this,

lie

first

in

the

passage,

besides, if

the

than the Evangel-

however, he

never appears in his work at

is

all.

so far

With

i
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regard to the second passage, Hilgenfeld, indeed, admits that

mandment

of love

new one which

not set forth as

is

first

an absolutely

in the Gospel, as

it is

His people " but, apart from the explanation of that passage
;

7

about love, shows

ff.

It is not

upxfjg

receives its rule through the love of the Saviour to

immediately preceding verse, and, moreover, what
iv,

ut'

Christianity, but thinks that "this old com-

to

refers to the transition

how unfounded

written in

is

itself,

the

16 and

iii.

the assertion of Hilgenfeld.

is

any thing better with the remark of Hilgenfeld (1849), that "the

greatest probability

personal Logos

favor of the statement that the idea of the

in

is

is still

foreign to the Epistle, whilst

distinctly expressed

it is

;

in the Gospel " this Hilgenfeld infers from this, that for description of

what

is loftier

But even

in Christ the expression 6 Xoyos is not used in the Epistle.

in the expression 6 Xoyog r^f fu^f the idea Xoyoc

if

of " doctrine," yet the supposition of Hilgenfeld

since

it

cannot be denied that 7 ^u^

that appeared in Christ

(7

Oeov is identical with

tov

vibg

Nay, the whole Epistle in the

in the Gospel is called 6 loyog.

most unmistakable manner presupposes the hypostatic
Son of God.

— That,

sonality to the

not

call

Him

expression

Holy

6 comp. with

Spirit,

napuKXijrog,

6

xpiofia

finally,

;

can neither be proved by
nor by

this,

that

26, presuppose

Christ as the napuKAVToc,

i.e.,

He

this,

of

the

that he does

Him by

indicates

ia-i to fiaprvpovv especially, 1

the

— For

His personality.^

the non-identity, Baur finally appeals to
of

nature

the writer of the Epistle ascribed no per-

the words rd irvevnu

John xv.

be unjustified,

by the writer of the

indicated, is considered

is

had the meaning

still

whereby the superhuman'

C"7 aluvtog),

Epistle as hypostatic nature, nor that the

Him who

would

this,

v.

proof of

that the "representation

High

interceding

more with the sphere of ideas of the Epistle

the

John

to the

accords

Priest,

Hebrews than with

that of the Gospel; that thereby intervening thoughts are inserted into

John's view of the relation of Jesus to those

who

lay far from the horizon of the Evangelist."

But

this assertion, then there

would

believe on
if

Him, which

Baur were

right in

exist not only a difference between the

Epistle and the Gospel, but a difference between the Epistle and
since, apart

2

In the article of 1855 this

ticed,

2

merely nobeing

Holy

xP'<^Ma

and

admits,

however,

o-Tre'p/ota.

expression dA Aos

it.

In the article of 1855, Hilgenfeld finds the

difference only in this,

the

is

without the former inference

drawn from

itself,

from those representations, quite the same view of the relation

that

in

the Epistle

Spirit is not called 7rapdKAr)T05, but

ment with the
spoken of as

that

Along with
Gospel,

the

irapaicArjTos

Epistle,

jrapdKATjTo?.

in

this

he

in

the

shows an agree-

which Christ

is
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of Jesus to believers dominates in the Epistle

regard, however, to those representations,

Epistle to the

the Gospel

Hebrews only, but are a corauion property

with

;

of the apostles,

Romans (comp.

as they are expressed in the Epistle to the

and

as in

they are not peculiar to the

chap.

25

iii.

34) with no less distinctness than in the former.

viii.

The reasons adduced by Baur and Hilgenfeld

are therefore unable to

shake the conviction of combined antiquity, that both writings come from

one and the same author.
of conception

That each

and of expression

works

of the

— has

own

its

— along

with

all

unity

peculiarities, is naturally

caused both by the difference of their object, and by the living activity of
the Spirit from

whom

that in the Gospel

it

—a

fact to

importance.

There

speaks,

they both proceeded.

is chiefly

It

is

also to be

observed,

the Master, in the Epistle the disciple, that

which the Tubingen

critics

can certainly attach no

however, the further question as to the character

is,

of the reasons which are said to be opposed to the genuineness of the

and

Epistle,

When

to prove that the

author of

could not be the Apostle John.

it

Lange says that on account

S. G.

of

"its lack

of all individual

references, its slavish imitation of the Gospel, the too great generality of

the thoughts, the traces of the feebleness of old age, the non-reference to

the destruction of Jerusalem," he only reluctantly regards the Epistle as
the

work

of an apostle;

these reasons are of such

character as to require no refutation.

Of

arbitrarily subjective

greater importance, indeed,

is*

the frequently-expressed assertion, that the Epistle refers to circumstances

which

first

As such

belong to a time later than that of the apostles.

Bretschneider regarded the doctrine of the Logos and the Docetism con-

tended against in the Epistle
assurance of

;

but " without the previous existence and

a canonical doctrine of the Logos, the patristic doctrine

from Justin on would be almost inexplicable" (Liicke), and that Docetism

— to which the Jewish
when, without giving

as well as the heathen speculation
itself up,

it

belonged to the post-apostolic age,

— After

Planck (in the

article

must be added,

amalgamated with Christianity

is

historically

—

first

an unjustifiable assertion.

already quoted) advanced the view that

the author of the Epistle moves in the Montanist sphere of thought, as he

"seeks to transform the external Jewish-Christian mode of
into the deeper,

He

more internal mode of John," Baur developed

conception
it

further.

explains the Epistle directly as a writing belonging to Montanism.

proofs of this are
sinless,

holy

venial

and mortal

;

His

(1) the thought that the fellowship of Christians is

:

(2) the

mention of the

sins.

;tpiCT/i«

But Low weak

;

and

(3) the distinction

are these reasons

!

between

If the

Men-
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tanists considered themselves as the Spirituales, in contrast to the rest of
Christians,

the

who

were Psychici, this

in their eyes

plainly something

is

very different from the representation of the Epistle that believing Christians

— in

unholy world

contrast to the

— form

a holy fellowship.

the Epistle says that Christians possess the holy

nothing but an allusion to the custom,

ufiapria npoc

same

To

John

v. 16

the

npbg duvarov, this

Baur, indeed, maintains that in the

sins.

moechia

fornicatio,

et

which are alleged

et

si

qua alia

namely

mentioned in the Epistle
(corrupted from vpbq

15

iii.

itself,

but while

templi Dei,

violatio

;

^

but also chap.

and

Baur

idolatry, murder, adultery or

be spoken of in the Epistle as mortal

to

idolatry, namely, not only chap. v. 21,

to refer; to murder, chap.

;

sins, homicidium, idololatria, fraus, negatio,

arbitrarily selects only three of these,

fornication,

in 1
ov

sins are called mortal sins, as in TertuUian

TertuUian represents as mortal
blasphemioy

if

u/iapria

a very different character from the ]\Iontanist distinction

between venial and mortal
Epistle the

And

oil.

from the

duvarov is distinguished

distinction is of

mentioned by TertuUian, of

first

anointing candidates for baptism with holy

If

there lies therein

;tp^'^("a>

which

to nopvda,

is

sins.

alleged

is

4,

iii.

nowhere

the superscription that appears in Augustin

napOivovg')

:

ad Parthos.

— The

hypothesis so feebly

established (comp. Liicke's incisive refutation in the 3d ed. of his com-

ment.), of the Montanism of the writer of the Epistle, found in Hilgenfeld

opponent in the Tubingen school

«.n

In opposition to

itself.

it,^

Hilgenfeld

has attempted to show that not only the false doctrine of the antichristians

who

many

are contended against in the Epistle, but also

of the views of

the author himself, would go to prove that the appearance of the Epistle
is

to be fixed at the time immediately preceding that in

was

at its

As Gnostic elements

prime.

Hilgenfeld specifies
1

Baur

hiraiself adraita

tlie

idea of the anip/na

that with regard to

these two points the author does not

which Gnosticism

in the system
(iii.

9),

of

the epistle,
that

we

mentiri.

In

the thought

aut verecundia aut necessitate

mean

negotiis, in officiis, in quaestu, in victu, in

"the outward action," but "altogether the

visu, in audita quanta tentamur, ut si nulla sit

inner character of the moral sentiment; " but

venia istorum, neraini salus competat," etc.

if

that be the case, then

it

is

position is not in Montanism, but outside

since in

Montanism

indeed

particular, definite

it is

aut

it,

precisely actions, and
actions,

that are

referred to in that distinction of sins.
tullian (Z)e Pudicit., c. 19)

:

Ter-

" Cui non accidit,

irasci inique et ultra solis

occasum, aut

et

manum

immitlere, aut facile maledicere, aut

temere

jurare,

aut fldem

2

clear that his

pacii

destruere,

Hilgenfeld urges especially that

it is

im-

possible to conceive that a Montanist author

would not have known
of

the Paraclete;

special

mortal

to begin

sins

already

IleptoSot Xlexpov (Reo. iv. 36),

the

pre-Montanist

ature.

with the idea

and also that the idea of
occurs in

the

which belong

pseudo-Clementine

to

liter-
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and the idea of the

(iv. 18, 19),

At the

be thought of without them.

all

expressions anip/ia and

;tP'CT/"«

might seem strange,

naturally suggested itself in connection with the

God, and of God's being in him who

is

the antithesis of the Christian to the

avTLXpL<^TOQ,

type of anointing,

— that

entirely unjustified

;

but

Even

if

idea of being born of

born of Him,i and the latter from

— especially with the O. T.

a derivation of them from Gnostic fancies

is

quite apart from the fact that these ideas play quite

it

in this

fulfil

be conceded to Hilgenfeld, further, that the false

doctrine contended against
Gnosticism also, as regards

is

Gnostic, yet

it

cannot be admitted that

beginnings, belongs

its

first to

the post-apostolic

Hilgenfeld rightly says that the features alluded to by the author of

time.

mark

the Epistle do not

a completely definite Gnostic system

that therefore the doctrine of Cerinthus

but wrongly,

;

must not be thought

of,

because

The whole

a form of Gnosis as yet quite incomplete.

represents

this

most, the

former so

the

another part in the Gnostic systems from that which they
Epistle.

;tP'«'i"a

Christian consciousness,

the

essential to

character of the polemic of the writer of the Epistle shows, however, that

he has to do with a system of Gnosticism which, in comparison with the
systems of the second century, had a form

still

For there

incomplete.

is

only one point which he brings forward, namely Docetism, and indeed that

form of

man

which consists of the distinction of the Son of God from the

it

and therefore the same

Jesus,

Dorner, Lehre von

cler

Person

as

was propounded by Cerinthus

Christi, I. p.

associated with an antinomian sentiment

moral laws of
Sec. 2,

life,"

ff.

"which

— That

from the polemic of the Epistle.

set itself far

is

In bis article of 1855, Hilgenfeld aUacbea

— Against

all

the

the assertion of Baur,

the airipixa which

peculiar

is

— how

nature, cannot

and

with the eoteriology which

deduce from

above

decisive against the genuineness of the

tho chief importance to the Idea of the anipjj.a,
tries to

comp.

;

Docetism was

this

by no means follows, as has already been remarked in

that even the for7n of the polemic
>

314

1

John

v. 1, that

sin

to

does
is

them by
accord

this

so clearly ex-

according to the representation of the author

pressed in the Epistle, and according to which

of the Epistle, " being born of

Christ

God

is

to be

regarded as the presupposition of Christian
faith,"

and

therefore

that

the

airepiia

is,

according to hira, "the metaphysical ground
of

But

existence"
if

from which

faith

the distinction between the rexva tow

©<ou and the

reitva ToC SiafioKov has,

to the author, a metaphysical

beyond

proceeds.

faith,

and

if

according

ground lying

the former, by virtue of

is

the iKaay-ix;

Trep't

tuv

dixap-riiiv

and the blood of Christ cleanses us
dfiopria??

— In

this

article

air'o

Hilgenfeld

also

derives the "repeated assurance that
love,"

riiJ.Cjv,

Trao-ijs

God

is

from the influence of Gnosticism on

the author, without

connection

any regard

with the

to the close

fundamental essential

truth of Christianity in which this

forward by the author.

is

brought
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Epistle, since " nothing further

Docetism are antichristians,"

said than just that the false teachers of

is

apostle's polemic throughout does not consist in negation,

presentment of the truth, in the light of
manifested as a

lie

on

(see

main force

to be observed that the

it is

vi^hich

of the

but in the positive

the antagonistic doctrine

is

this the excellent exposition of Thiersch, Versuch,

etc., p. 255).

The

spuriousness of the Epistle (as also of the Gospel, and of John's

two other Epistles)
from

the relation

also follows, according to Hilgenfeld (article of 1855),
these

of

between

While, namely, he

writings to the Apocalypse.

presupposes the genuineness of the

he maintains that " the contrast

latter,

and the Epistles must not be ignored," and that "the

it

latter

occupy a middle place between the two most extreme contrasts of the
Apocalj'pse and the Gospel."

The

contrast

is

seen, according to him,

first,

in

the language (in the Epistles not indeed an Attic, but an easy and versatile

Greek

style

impress)

;

on the other hand, a strongly Hebraizing

in the Apocalypse,

and, second, in the sphere of thought, although he recognizes

;

"between the spheres of thought on both

But against these instances

contact."

sides very essential points of

is

it

to be observed

composition of the Apocalypse by the Apostle John
established as
stating that

conception

;

it

2.

Hilgenfeld assumes, and
is

the product of a

That

is

is

—

1.

certainly not to be proved

by

mode

of

judaistically-narrowed

still

That the

by no means so surely

in the explanation of the Hebrew-colored style of the

Apocalypse, attention

is

to

be paid to the fact that

connection with O. T. prophecy

3.

;

stands in close

it

That the appearance

of the contrast,

alleged by Hilgenfeld, between the spheres of thought on both sides, dis-

appears

when with

the necessary critical impartiality they are taken hold of

with considei'ation of the entire individual elements which constitute them.i
>

Hilgenfeld

proceeds uncritically in

demonstration of the

his

contrast between the

spheres of thought, inasmuch as he not only
adduces, as antithetical, ideas which are not
so,

but also ascribes to one or the other

writing views which are not contained in

The former

is,

for example, the case

it.

when he

thinks that the idea of an atigry God, as

is

peculiar to the Apocalypse, and the idea of

a

God who

is lore,

as

we

find

it

expressed in

the Epistle, contradict one another; or

when

he asserts that the conception of the Divine

to that according to

which

forgiveness of sins;

when he supposes a

trast

it

appears as the
con-

between the representation of the Apoca-

lyptic

judgment and the idea of the

spiritual

victory of the Christian over the devil and the

by means of morality

world, accomplished

and

faith.

He

does the

latter

when, for

example, he says that the Apocalypse considers

"the

political

Roman Empire "
name

world-power of

the

as Antichrist, whereas the

drnxptffTos is never once mentioned in

the Apocalypse; or

when he

ascribes to the

according to which

it is

shown

as the

Epistle the idea of a metaphysical antagonism

punishment of the wicked,

is in

contradiction

between the children of God and the children

justice,
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the internal tests, which have been asserted to be opposed to the

As

genuineness of the Epistle, do not prove the alleged spuriousness

much

Epistle

writing; as

rather bears on the face of

it

also

— as

established as

SEC.

— the composition

of

to the writings

it

use of

in the ancient

begins as far

it

by the Apostle John

as surely

is

can ever be.

it

4.— THE READERS; TIME AND PLACE OF COMPOSITION.

1.
is

— "belongs

was never disputed

who have made

Church, and the chain of witnesses

as the

;

quite the impress of an apostolic

even Hilgenfeld admits

of the X. T., the genuineness of which

back as Papias,"

it

The Readers.

— Augustin

quoting the passage

Parthos

;

this

1

John

says in his Qitaest. Evang.,
iii.

2

:

scriptum

ii.

a Joanne

est

more particular determination of the Epistle

39,

when he

in Epislola
is

ad

found

also

(only however, in the Benedictine edition of Augustin's works) in the
superscription of his treatises on the Epistle; and similarly in Possidius,
in his Indiculus operum S. Augustini, as he introduces those treatises with

the words,
it is true,

De Ep.

(end of the

work

of Vigilius Tapsensis

name

century), published under the

fifth

The same statement,

Joannis ad Parthos sermones decern.

frequently appears later ; thus in the

of Idacius Clarus,

Contra Varimadum Arianum; in Cassiodorus,

De

Institut. Divin. Script., c. 14,

who, however, refers the words ad Parthos to

all

the three Epistles

62 of Griesb., and in several

N.

T., 1854, p. 486,

note 2)

;

but the whole Greek Church, and similarly

the Latin Church before Augustin,
of

in Col.

;

codd. (see Guericke, Gesammtgesch. des

lat.

knows nothing

of

It is therefore

it.^

no importance even for the determination of the original readers of the

Epistle (against Grotius); nay,

it

cannot even be said that in

it

was retained

an old tradition in regard to the determination of the Epistle or the activity
of the devil,

For the

which

rest, it

is

found in Ihe Gnostics.

—

must not be denied that the

difference in character between the Apocalypse

and the other writings of John

is

enough

to allow the view, that

Viroceed

from the same author,

unjustified.

While

considerable
it

does not

to appear not

that difference, on the one

side, is often not sufficiently estimated,

other side, with the object of bringing

on the

it

more

clcarly out, the mistake Is not infrequently

made, of not keeping
the truth.

But, as

strictly

may

enough within

hold good of

the

origin of the Apocalypse also, the Gospel and

the First Epistle of
attested, both

by

John are too strongly

their

whole character and

by the external evidences, as writings of the
Apostle John, to allow their genuineness to
be denied on account of the Apocalypse.
•

Against this fact the strange remark of

Bede

in the

Prologun super aeptem

canonicas (printed
JJist. Liter.)

corum,
ejus

in

(i.e.,

:

t-pisiolaii

in Care's Script. Eccle^.

"Multl scriptorura

ecclesiasti-

quibus est S. Athauasius, priraam
Joannis)

Parthos esse

epistolara

testantur,"

scriptam

cannot

be regarded aa of any weight.

of

ad

course

:
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of

John (Bauragarten-Crusius), and

as above, p. 487).

expressed

still less

that

" refers to its designa-

it

and Central Asia, as formerly Persian lands

tion for Farther

It

conjecture (Michaelis), but then he would hardly have

his oicn

proceeded -^nth the Epistle under this designation

Perhaps a mistake

is

at the

bottom of

of the reading in Augustin.

ad Pathmios

;

Wetstein

:

it.

Some

ivithout

further remark.

assume a corruption

critics

Serrarius conjectures as the original reading:

ad sparsos

:

Semler

:

quite

;

(Hetdelh. Jahrh., 1832, p. 1071) thinks that they

arbitrarily,

critics, to

regard ad Parlhos as originating in

it is

;

Greek word

the

Paulus

might have arisen through

misunderstanding of a probable inscription npoQ nuvrag

have recourse, with most

Most explain the

adpertius.

words as originating in a Greek expression

to

" (Guericke

might no doubt be possible that Augustin thereby

more natural
and

napOevoq,

Whiston considers

Trpdf Trapdivovc-

to

npbc

Kapekvovq as the description of the yet uncorrupted, virgin condition of the

churches of

John;

according to Hug's view, the

the Second Epistle, npoq ndpdovg

manuscripts of

inscription

(i.e.,

of

some

npbg itapdivovq),

was

transferred to the First Epistle, because that designation was regarded as

unsuitable to the Second Epistle, Gieseler (Lehrbuch der Kirchengesch., 4th
ed., vol.

i.,

with

Pt. 1, p. 139, note 1),

whom

Liicke (8d ed., p. 52

f.)

agrees,

supposes that the inscription of the First and of the Second Epistle was
certainly not found in any codex of the

iTncTolfi 'luuvvov rov napdevov; this is

Epistle, but the inscription of the Apocalypse in Cod.

Griesb.) runs thus

:

rov dyiov

tmarridLov 'Iwdwou deoloyov.

.

.

.

Guelpherit. (80 of

unoa-oT^ov Kal evayyeXiarov napOivov rjyanriuivov

The simplest

supposition might be that Augustin

misunderstood the remark of Clemens Alex. {0pp., ed. Potter., Fragm.
1011) that the Second Epistle was written

referred

it

Parthos,

it

Trpdf

Second and Third Epistle, Sec.

(see Introd. to

— But

to the First Epistle.

napeivovg (ad virgines)

1),

— and

—

then by mistake

whatever be the origin of this ad

can be of no value as an historical evidence for the original place

of destination of the Epistle.

As John, according

to the unquestionable

accounts of 9,ntiquity, after the death of the Apostle Paul, took up his place
the Epistle to the Colossians

in Asia

Minor

testifies,

heretical tendencies of Gnostic character already appeared at an

early date,

—

it

and as

;

is

to be

in

Asia

INIinor, as

assumed, with most

critics,

originally directed to the churches of Asia Minor;

(according to Hug, to that of Ephesus), but as

that the Epistle

was

not to one of them

kmcroTcfj b/KVKXiKri

(Oec.) to

several (perhaps to " John's Ephesian circle of churches," Liicke), perhaps
to all of those to

which the personal activity of the apostle extended,

for

the Epistle would otherwise certainly touch at individual circumstances of

;

INTRODUCTION.
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clearly quite arbitrary

It is

regard as

to

place

its

of destination, with Benson, Palestine, or, with Lightfoot, Corinth.
2.

Place of

Tlie

regard

it

— though without

Gospel, suppose that

it

though the statement

is

was written

in

just as

is

tenable reason

was written with the
found in some of the

;

who

Ebrard,

latter in

Patmos; but even
Gospel

later Fathers, that the

is

is

here in no

— That

but to the later apostolic time,

the Apostle Paul,

the Gospel,

12 and 13, 3 John 13

want of writing materials

The Time of Composition.

earlier,

John wrote

a companion work of the

comp. Meyer's Comment, on

— Hug appeals also to 2 John
ever, for a

Hug and

it.

— as

the

stated in

little

the prevailing opinion, that

Patmos, the more ancient tradition names Ephesus as

place of composition

3.

;

Ephesus, has at least nothing against

in

it

— This

Composition.

Epistle as the place of destination

3d

its

ed., p. 39.

unwarrantably, how-

:

way hinted

at.

the Epistle belongs not to the

i.e.,

the time after the departure of

The whole tone

not to be disputed.

in

which

written leaves us in no mistake as to the advanced age of the

is

it

writer;

moreover, the somewhat prolonged existence of the Christian churches to

which

it

is

addressed

brought out pretty clearly; and

is

additional fact that the antagonism between Jewish

anity

is

it

With

this corresponds the tradition, according to

was written by John during

his sojourn in Ephesus.

the tradition states indeed the- end (Tren., Haer.,

iii. 3,

'luuvvov dk irapaiitivavToc; avToic ftexpt rov Tpa'cavov xpo^'uv),

by

settled in

it.

As, however,

Euseb.

4, in

is

only indefinitely

This much only seems to be indisputable, that John

Ephesus

14:

iv.

but not the beginning

of this sojourn, the time of composition of the Epistle
fixed

the

is

Christi-

no longer the subject, and that the Docetism therein opposed points

also to the later time.

which

thei'e

and Gentile

after the death of the Apostle Paul, in order

first

from there

to direct the churches of Asia Minor, especially those in the proconsulate

against which, the view that he remained in that city until the destruction
of Jerusalem (Ewald, Gesch.

Jerusalem, Grotius,
Ziegler, Fritzsche,

others,
is

VU.

p.

202

lacks any

ff.)

of the Epistle before the destruction of

Hammond, and
and

important for Christianity,

Diisterdieck infer from chap.

ii.

18;

from the circumstance that that event, so
not mentioned in the Epistle.

refers, indeed, to the nearness

i

Volkes Israel,

d.

The composition

certain ground.

Hilgenfeld thinks that the Epietle

But

ii.

18

of the parousia of Christ, not, however, to

was

even

if

the apostle mentions no specific limit
readers, such

addressed to the whole of orthodox Christen-

of

dom, In so

nevertheless indicated in the warning refer-

far as

it

did not belong to the

Immediate sphere of the apostle

s

labors; but

his

sphere of

ence to the Docetan heresy.

a

limit

ia
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the

Jerusalem

fall of

that even later the time reaching to the parousia of

;

Christ was considered as the " last time,"

Ep. ad

Eplies. c. xi.

Tov Qeov, iva
is

iifj

:

is

shown by the passage

in Ignat.

kaxo-Toi Kaipol Tioindv alaxvvdu>fiev, (po3TjdcJ/xev rfjv naKpodvu'iav

tjiuv etq Kpifia yevriTai.

And

that the destruction of Jerusalem,

not mentioned, might be explained in this way, that when the Epistle was

written a considerable time might have already elapsed since that event.

Most commentators place the composition

in the time after the destruction

of Jerusalem, especially because, as they think, the state of the churches

brought out in the Epistle was such as was appropriate only to the end

But even

of the apostolic age.

this conclusion is at least not quite sure,

had

since even already Paul in his later Epistles
indifferentism, nay,

moral

to take notice of

Antinomianism and Gnostic en-or

and the disturbing

^

;

influence of the Judaistically-inclined Christians on the Gentile-Christian

churches must be regarded as already overcome by the labors of the Apostle
Paul, inasmuch as even Paul himself does not
in the

way

in

which he had done in the

combat

it

in his later Epistles

— Thiersch

earlier ones.

appeals,

in favor of a comparatively late appearance of the Epistle, to this, that

according to chap.

ii.

19, " the separation of the heretics

community was already accomplished," though they
Agapae

Epistle of Jude, revelled at the

observed that from the former passage

;

from the Christian

still,

according to the

but on the one hand,
it

not clear

is

how

to be

it is

far a formal

separation was at that time already carried out (the church-forming activity
of the heretics belongs

hand,

it is

first

to the second, century)

heretics of the

same kind,

the other as Docetans.

95 aer. Dion.

its

and, on the other

for the one class are depicted as Antinomians,

— Ebrard fixes

His reasons for

time as the Gospel, as

;

whether John and Jude had to do with

at least uncertain

this are

as the time of composition the year
:

the Epistle was written at the same

dedicatory epistle

;

the Gospel was composed at

Patmos; John was at Patmos in the 15th year of Domitian.
premises lack any certain foundation.

— By

most

critics it is

But these
considered

that the Epistle was written later than the Gospel, and that the latter was

written after the destruction of Jerusalem.

appeal
is

is

made

As regards the

first

part,

in its favor especially to this, that in the Epistle reference

sometimes made to the Gospel.

This, however,

is

not the case

;

there

is

(as Bleek, as above, also remarks) in the whole Epistle not a single passage

1

Still

it

cannot remain unobserved, that

the heretics, against

whom

Paul directs his

polemic, are never accused of Docetism

Cerlnthus probably appeared

;

that

only towards

the end of the apostolic age; and that the
heretical

error which the Ignatlan Epistles

contend against was of
character.

specially

Docetaa

:

:

INTRODUCTION.
which assumes the
on the face of

it

Gospel as known

tcrilten
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(Guericke).

^

would seem

It

more probable that John, induced by the

false teachers,

wrote the Epistle to warn and exhort the churches intrusted to him,

first

and then wrote the Gospel for entire Christendom, as " a consecrated record
he

of the historical foundation of salvation" (Thiersch), than that

Some

wrote the latter and then the former. ^
it is

of the very passages

thought the dependence of the Epistle upon the Gospel can be proved

seem to

The

in favor of this.

tell

compared with Gospel

1 ff., to

i.

the apostle in the former

is still

John

passage, 1

be not the

later,

i.

compared with the expression
Xpiardg tv aapni

6

when

striving to give to the idea the suitable

None

it.

the

Xoyoc aup^ eyivero, is the expression

less,

'lijaovc

the more indefinite, and therefore no doubt the

iJit/Tivdug

Besides, the affinity of the two works permits the conjecture that

earlier.

the dates of their composition do not

590

1-4, appears,

but the earlier one, since

expression, whereas in the latter he has already found

p.

first

by which

lie

from one another (comp. Bleek,

far

differently Briickner), especially as this appears not only in their

;

peculiar character, but also in the form, to such an extent that not only

do they both begin with a prooemium containing the same

ideas,

but even

the thoughts expressed at the close completely correspond with each other

Gospel of John xx. 31

1

John

V.

13

:

ravra iypaipa

TO ovofia TOV vlov TOV Qeov.

on

ravTa 6e yiypa-jrai, iva TnaTevaTjTE,

:

Xpiarog, 6 vide tov Qeov, Kai Iva -rriaTEvovTsq
Iva e16>/te,

vfiiv,

— As regards

exV"^ ^"

l^urjv

on ^u^v

aluvcov exste oi niaTEvovTEC Etg

composition after

itself in

the destruction of Jerusalem

on the other hand, there

but,

^

advanced age.

It is also

not improbable that

in the lifetime of the apostle

1

Reuse

(as above,

p. 218)

;

at least, it is

rightly says

" For us the Epistle requires the Gospel as a

commentary; but as

it

once had this

oral instruction of its author

proved that

it is

it is

in the

not thereby

What

:

proposition

may be proved

true, that the writings of
to

to

be historically

momentary

design,

which most of the Epistles belong, appeared

earlier,

and the writings of permanent design,

especially the Gospels, later,"

— may

also be

its

John wrote
it

no

lies in this
it

in his

more

was not already circulated

more natural

to suppose that the

applied to the relation of the Gospel and the
Epistle of John.
'

From

the use of ^r in the passages of the

Gospel of John

xi. 18, xviii. 1, xix. 41,

can be inferred, as

the later."

Thiersch (Versuch f. d. Kntik,
p. 79) says generally " As a general rule, the
'

favor of

tradition, that

ground to contradict the old

and

the second point, no exact proof can

indeed be drawn from the Gospel
;

b

'lijaovg ecjtiv

ovofiari avTov,

'"^

it is

nothing

entirely explained "

by

the context of historical narrative;" on the

other hand, however, the

eo-ri,

John

v. 2,

does

not prove that Jerusalem was not yet destroyed
at the time

when John wrote

his account of the past event

this, for

John in

might represent to

himself that which no longer existed as
existing (comp. Ebrard,

Comment,

'g.

still

iQ U.),

;
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21st chapter

when

it

that case,

was added

to

it

immediately on

had already become a possession

John composed the Gospel

hence, however,

it

would

its

appearance than

In

as a legacy for the age after his death

result as to the Epistle, that

it

also

was written only

iu the advanced age of the apostle, although before the Gospel.

apostle

later,

of the Christian churches.^

nowhere says that his readers have heard the gospel //otw

he often speaks of their acquaintance with

it,

nor

True, the
him,

though

there any passage

is

among them

from which

it

in person

but from this the conclusion cannot be drawn, that " John

;

could be proved that he himself already labored

composed the Epistle when he took up

his place in Asia

Minor

death of the Apostle Paul, and indeed in order, by means of
Epistle, to introduce his labors there " (1st ed. of this

the one hand, such a purpose of the Epistle

is

for those churches in

after the

as a pastoral

comment.)

nowhere hinted

the other hand, that circumstance might arise from

was not exclusively destined

it

this,

at

;

;

for,

on

and, on

that the Epistle

which the apostle had

already labored by oral preaching, but was equally for others which he had

not yet visited.

On

impartial consideration of all points,

it

appears probable

that the Epistle of John was written in the last quarter of the apostolic age.

1

Ewald (Gesch.

Israels,

vii.

p. 217

ff.)

thinks that the Gospel was written about the

year

80,

but was

first

circulated later, shortly

circulated earlier than
its

composition.

quite as

little

For

it,

this,

immediately after
however, there

certain proof as there

is

is

for the

before the death of John, with the supple-

opinion that both the Gospel and the Epistle

mentary chap.

of

xxi.

added by him; and that

the First Epistle was written later than the

Gospel, though independently of

it,

but was

John were composed only

urgency of his friends.

at the special

CHAP.
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I.

iTricrToXrj

a.

In A, B, the superscription runs: 'luuvvov (B: -avov) d; in other codd.,
'luuvvov npuri].
The Eec. is 'luuvvov tov aTToaruAov imaTo?,.^ Kado?M^

i-ntaroTj)

CHAPTER

I.

Yer. 1. Instead of kupuKa^ev, Tisch. 7 has, both here and hereafter, and iii. 6,
accepted the form iop. ; on this form, see Ph. Buttmann, -4ms/. griech.
Gramm., 1819, §84, Anm. 11, note; Al. Buttmann (p. 56) says: "The form
eoouKa, it is true, is often presented by the MSS., but has not, up to the present,
Ver. 2. Cod. B has, before iupaaufxev, tlie
been received by the editors."
iv. 20,

—

perhaps, through mistake, from vv. 1 and :3; even Buttm. has not
Ver. 3. iiTrayyMMnev v,uiv]. Rec, according to G, K, and several
accepted it.
others, Copt, and others, Oec, Aug., Beda (Tisch.); according to A, B, C,
relative

6,

—

—

however, with Lachm., a koi is to be inserted after unaYy€?JiO(iev,
it seems to
have been omitted as superfluous on account of the following iva koI vjueIc; in
v/itv;
so also X, in which it reads: uki]k. kuI
Thph., it reads: kqi uixayyelT^oixev
eupuK. Kot uTtayyiTiloniv.
Ver. 4. Instead of ypiKpo/xev rjjilv (Rec, Tisch., Lachm.,
ypucpofiev
tjimek:
(Lachm.,
B,
read
ed. min., Buttm.); Liicke, De
ed. maj.), A*,
X
AVette, Ewald, and Reiche consider this reading as unsuitable
differently
Bruckner; the change of weig to vfj-iv can, at any rate, be more easily explained
Rec, according to A, C, K, several
than that of vijiv to i7M"f.
^ X^-P"- wuv].
others, Copt., etc. (Tisch.); Lachm., following B, G, N, and others, reads ijnuv^
hardly correct.
Ver. 5. /cat eariv avr?], according to B, C, G, K, S, and others,
Syr., Thph., Oec. (Tisch.), instead of the Rec, «at airri ianv, according to A,
Vulg. (Lach.). The Rec is an alteration of the original reading; comp. ii. 2-5,
iiyyeAia], so Lachm. and Tisch. (approved of by Reiche and most modern
iii. 11.
commentators), following almost the entire number of authorities. A, B, G, K,
by far the most of the others (Thph. in Comm. Oec), instead of the Rec,
ETay^e/Ua, which only a few codices support; perhaps C; according to Lachm., C
Paulus considei-s uyyeTua as an
has uyyeT^ia; according to Tisch., enayyeMa.
explanatory gloss from iii. 11; so De Wette; but, on the contrary, knayyeXia is a
correction of uyyi?ua, which, otherwise, does not appear in the X. T., except in
The original reading of
iii. 11, where, however, the same correction is found.
K is uTTayyeMa^; later it corrects this to uyyeMa; others have corrected it to uyunij
TT/i enayyeTuac.
Ver. 7. Instead of
Socin thinks that enayyeWla should be read.
u'aXtjTmv, A* (?), Tol., some lat. codices, Aeth., Clem., Didym., Tert. read avrov,
which is plainly a correction, as d/lATyAwv does not seem conformable to the train
After 'Ij?(7oii, the Rec, following
of thought; see the comment, on this passage.
A, G, K, and others, Vulg., etc., has Xptarov, which is wanting in B, C, K;

—

;

—

—

—

—

"
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Lachm. and Tisch, have omitted

would liave it retained; the addition
tj/iIv (Rec, after
8. Instead of ovk eanv
B, G, X, Vulg., etc), Lachm, and Tisch., following A, C, K, and others, read
Ev ijixlv OVK ea-iv
perhaps the former is a correction, after ver. 10.
Ver. 9.
is

comp.

easily explained,

v. 3.

it;

Reiclie

— Ver.

h

—

;

Instead of Kadapiari

is

found, in A,

which, however, has too

little

h.,

some min. (perhaps

also in

C**),

KaOapiaei,

evidence to be regarded as genuine.

Vv. 1-4. Introduction of the Epistle

:

Statement of the subject of the

and of the aim of this writing. The construction
of the periods is not carried out conformably to rule.
The relative clauses
beginning with 6 form the object of a verbal idea, which is just as little
directly expressed as the subject which belongs to it
nay, more, with Tzepi
the period that was begun breaks off, and with Kdi n Cwi? (which refers back
to the preceding r;yf f(j//f) begins a new period consisting of two principal
members.
In the new sentence, ver. 3, the object, expressed in relative
apostolic proclamation

;

form,

The

is

placed before the finite verb, which contains in

parts of the sentence in ver.

each other

;

it is

beginning with

1,

6,

grammatically impossible to take the

and the following parts

as the predicate of

it.^

As

itself

the subject.

are co-ordinate with
first

part as subject,

far as regards the sense,

the verb which governs the preceding
"that which was, etc., which we have seen, our
hands also have touched"). The governing verb cannot be contained in
ver. 2 either, for the verbs of this verse have their object near them in Tfjv
As 6 eupiiKafiev a, uKjjii6a/j.Ev, ver. 3, shows itself to be the
(^ufjv TTjv aluviov.
resumption of the objective clauses of ver. 1,
only in more abridged form,
it is to be assumed that uirayyDJontv, ver. 3, is the verb which was before
the apostle's mind from the very beginning, from the immediate addition of
which he was, however, prevented by feeling himself constrained to define
it is

unsuitable to find in

objective clauses (Paulus

kxprjluipriaav

:

—

—

the object more precisely by the appositional addition

nspl tov Idyov

Tjjg

Cww-

As he was then induced by T;/f Cww to the parenthetical continuation in
ver. 2, he made the finite verb follow after he had first resumed the object.
Ver. 1. b i)v utt' upx'k}- This thought, indefinite in itself, is more fully
explained by the following relative clauses to this extent, that " that which

was from the beginning

" is identical with that

which was the subject of
But from the appositional adjunct nept,
k.tX, and the parenthetical sentence, ver. 2, it follows that John understands
by it the loyo^ t?/(: iu^c or the (uij, and more exactly the ^u^ aluviog, which
was with the Father and was manifested. That the apostle, however, does
not thereby mean a mere abstraction, but a real personality, is clear, first
from 6 uKTiKoa/iev, k.t.1., and e(pavepue7], and then especially from the comparison
with the prooemium of the Gospel of John, with which what is said here is
in such conformity that it cannot be doubted that by 6 r/v cItt' upx^s the same
subject is meant as is there spoken of as 6 Xoyog.
The neuter form does
perception by the apostle's senses.

rj

bj' o rjv, k.t.1., with the Greek commentators
Theophylact, Oecumenius, and the Scholiasts, the " /ivarripiov of God

not entitle us to understand

;

1

Cappellus

:

" Quod erat ab

initio

hoc ipsum

est,

quod audivimus,"

etc.
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1.

I.

namely, Sn Gedc Uavepudn h aapd, or even, with Grotius, the "res a Deo
Nor does De Wette's interpretation, "that which appeared in
flestinatae."
Christ, which was from eternity, the eternal divine life," correspond with
the representation of the apostle, according to which the ^w^ not only was

manifested in Christ, bnt
reason

By

Christ Himself.

is

far the greatest

number

of

The
an upxvQ correctly of the personal Christ.
John did not write bg (comp. chap. ii. 13 rbv un' upx'ic), but 5,

commentators interpret

why

6

ijv

:

cannot, with sevei'al commentators (Erdmann, Liicke, Ebrard^), be found
in this, that

John means not only the person

in itself, but, at the

same

time,

whole history, all that it did and experienced, for tjv an' upx^g (synonymous
with ev upxy ^v, Gospel of John i. 1) is decisive as to the historical
manifestation of Christ. Nor is it, with Dusterdieck, to be found in this,
" because only this form (the neuter) is wide and flexible enough to bear, at
object, the conception
the same time, the two conceptions of the one
its

.

.

.

pre-mundane existence and that of the historical manifestation," for
then each of the four 5's would have to embrace in itself both these ideas,
which, however, is not the case. But neither is it, with Hofmann {Schrifl" because John just wants to describe only the
beweis, ed. 2, I. p. 112), this
of the

:

subject of the apostolic proclamation as such

that John

;

" for this is not the order,

describes the subject of the apostolic proclamation only
generally, and " then " defines it more particularly, but 6 yv utt' upxm is itself
first

the more particular definition of the subject of the proclamation.
finally, is

it,

with Weiss,

this,

that the apostle does not here

Nor,

mean the Sou

" that which constituted the eternal being of the Son,"
on the one hand, nothing here points to a distinction of
the Son and His being, and, on the other hand, it is not the being of the
The
Son which the apostle heard, saw, handled, but the Son Himself.
neuter is rather to be explained in this way, that, to the apostle, Christ is
" the life " itself
but this idea in itself is an abstract (or general) idea ^

of

God Himself, but

namely,

life;

for,

;

* Liicke
gives this explanation of the
neuter: that John, " seeking to express briefly

the idea of the Qospel, combines in this idea
the person of Christ, as the incarnate Logos,

—

with His whole history and work. "
Erdmann
"Forma neutrius generis genefirst remarks
ralis notio e contextis atque Joannis dicendi
ratione facile definienda, ad personam Christ!
aperte referenda significatur, nee solum vis et
amplitudo sententiae apte notatur, sed etiara
illo 6 quater repetito orationis
sublimitati
concinnitas additur;" and then continues'
" Praeterea meminerimus, non solum Christi
personam per se spectatam hie designari,
verura etiam omnia, quae per vitam humanam
ab eo perfecta et profecta, acta, dicta, etc.,
Adyoi' in eo apparuisse comprobant.
With
this the opinion of Ebrard agrees, that b shows
that the person was not to be proclaimed qua
person, not as an abstraction, but in its historical manifestation. Against this, however,
:

—

it

is

a valid objection, that John in 6

r^v

an'

apxHs has plainly in his view the Logos not
but before, its historical manifestation.—
When Erdmann appeals, in favor of John's
reference of the neuter to persons, to the

in,

passages, Gospel of John
1

John

iv. 4, it

observed that in

is,

all

iii. 6,

vi. 39, xvii. 2,

on the other hand,

to be

these passages the neuter

serves to combine the single individuals into a

whole that embraces the entirety of them,
which permits of no application to the use of
6 here.
^ Ebrard rejects this explanation as quite
erroneous, and as being in contradiction with

the acceptation of the verse otherwise.

rashness of this judgment

is

The

clearly evident

from the question which he adds: "Where
would there be even the shadow of a grammatical

reference

of

o

to

^"(oij??"

for

a

grammatical reference is not and could not
Bertheau's objection (Liicke,
be asserted.

—

Comment., ed. 3, p. 206 f.), that "we would
have to regard the neuter form as a

still

—
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True, the apostle could have written even

oc

instead of the neuter

Christ has Ilis peculiar importance just in this, that
(not. merely a living individual),

— corap.

John begins liis Epistle filled with
him to write here d than or^ By i/v

He

is

Gospel of John xiv.

this conception,
urr' upx'/c,

it

hut as

;

the Life itself

—

6,
and as
was more natural for

John describes Christ

as

Him

who, although at a particular time He was the object of perception by sense,
has been from all eternity; the imperfect 7}v, however, does not express the
pre-niundane, eternal existence, but is explained in this way, that John
speaks historically, looking backwards from the point of time at which
Christ had become the object of sensuous perception.
d^' upxf/c has
frequently in the X. T. its more particular determination along with it, as
iu Mark xiii. 19, 2 Pet. iii. 4
rf/c ktIoeuc, or it is easily discovered from the
In the passage 2 Thess. ii. 13, an' upxr/Q
context, as in Acts xxvi. 4.
corresponds to the expression used in Eph. i. 4 n-po Kam.^olfj^ Koa/wv, and is
identical with the German von Ewigkeit her (from all eternity), for which
elsewhere is said utto -Civ wuvuv (Eph. iii. 9), or similar words. Here it is
explained by the following r/ri^ ijv irpoq tov Tiaripa. This existence of Christ
with the Father precedes not merely His appearance iu the flesh, but also
the creation of the world, for according to John 1. 2, the world was made by
Him; upxfj is therefore not the moment of the beginning of the world, as it
is frequently interpreted, but what preceded it (comp. ^Nleyer on Gospel of
John i. 1) Christ was before the world was, and is therefore not first from
the beginnmg of the world, as Christ Himself in John xvii. 5 speaks of a
I'iC^a which He had with the Father Tipd tov rbi> kocuov eivai.^
The apostle
says here u~' upxm, because he is looking back from the time when Christ by
His incarnation became the object of sensuous perception (similarly Ebrard).
It is incorrect either to change the idea of uvui iin itpx^c i»to that of existence in the pre-determined plan,^ by which the words are strained, or to
interpret apxri here of the beginning of the public activity of Christ in the
flesh (Semler, Paulus, and others), by which the connection with ver. 2 is

—

:

:

:

;

ignored.

By

b uKijKoauev, k.t.X.I-

the four sentences the apostle expresses

the thought that that which was from the beginning

own

perception; the main purpose of them

which

is

to

is

was the subject

of his

not "to put forward that

be proclaimed about Christ as absolutely certain and

self-

experienced (Ebrard), but to bring out and to establish the identity of that

which was from the beginning with that which was manifested in the flesh,
while he has at the same time iu his view the Docetan heresy afterwaids

general comprehensive expression which re-

which the apostle ascribes
a primeval existence and to that which he has
fers both to that to

heard with his ears,"

etc., is

not tenable, for

it

on the unproved assumption that 6 A6-yo<r
is not identical with that which the apostle

rests
T. C.

regarded as the object of the

aKoueti-, k.t.a.

It is unsuitable to explain the c, with
Braune, in this way, that the apostle, "iu
view of the mysterious sublimity,
wrote
iu a flight aud feeling of indetitiiteuess."
1

.

.

.

^ That the Adyos before the
world was immanent in God,
eomplishment of the act of
statically proceeded from God
Gospel of John i. 1;, is an

creation of the

but by the accreation
(see

idea

hjpo-

Meyer on
nowhere

hinted at in Scripture.
»

Grotius

:

" Eae

res,

quas apostoli sensibus

suis percepere, fuerunt a

ab ipso mundi primordio."

Deo

destjuatae jam

CHAP.

By

mentioned by him.^
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1.

the 5 with which these sentences begin, nothing

meant than by the 6 of the first sentence, namely, Christ
and here the peculiar paradox is to be
Himself (Bruckner, Braune)
noticed, which lies in this, that the general (^ Cw^) is represented by the
It is erroneous to understand
apostle as something perceived by his senses.
by each of these o's something different; thus by the first (with uKTjKoa/iev),
perhaps the testimony which was expressed by God Himself (Grotius), or
by the law and the prophets (Oecumeuius), or by John the Baptist (Nicolas
de Lyra), or even the words which Christ uttered (PLbrard) by the second 5
(with iupmauev), the miracles of Christ (Ebrard); by the third 6 (with
else, therefore, is

;

;

iOeamfieda), tot et tanta miracula (Grotius), or

(Ebrard)

and by the

;

6

which

is

rection-body of Christ (Ebrard),

even "the divine glory of Christ"

to be supplied with

more

or, still

e%pTiXa(f)7]aav,

the resur-

arbitrarily, the panes multi-

plicalox, Lazarum, etc. (Grotius); all these supplementary ideas, which
have originated in the incorrect assumption that John refers here to "the
various sides of Christ's appearance in the flesh," and which can easily be
confounded with others, are utterly unjustified, since they are in no way
hinted at in the context. John does not mean here to say that he has
experienced this or that in Christ, but that he has heard, seen, looked upon,
and handled Christ Himself. In the succession of the four verbs thei'e lies
an unmistakable gradation (a Lapide gradatim crescit oratio) from uKrjKoafiev to eupdKn,uev a climax occurs, in so far as we are more certainly and
immediately convinced of the reality of an appearance of sense by sight than
:

by hearing

the addition of the woi'ds

;

;

roi^ ooOaAfioig

r}fj.C)v

already remarks, a nepiaaoTioyla or i3aTTo?Myla, but there

is

in

is

not, as Lorinus

them " plainly an

aiming at emphasis, as, to see with one's own eyes" (Winer, p. 564 [E. T.,
The third verb ideaauiueda must not here be taken
with Bede and
607]).
Ebrard
in the sense of spiritual beholding, by which it is removed from
the sphere to which the other verbs belong it is rather of similar significa-

—

—

;

tion with eDpuKOfiev

— in

this respect, that, equally with the latter, it indi-

cates the seeing with the bodily eyes.
in this, that deuadat

Hornejus,
well),

etc.), or

The

difference does not, however, lie

— hetu. OavnaTog koL dufj.(iovg cpuv (Oecumenius, a
= attente cum gaudio et admiratione conspicere

Lapide,

(Black-

by which significations are put into the word which are foreign to

in itself,

but in

remarked that

this,

that

it

has in

tdeaaufieda is closely

it

the suggestion of intention.^

connected with the following

It is to

it

be

Kal ni ^eipeg

and both verbs are in the aorist,
so that they thus go to form a sort of contrast to the two preceding clauses;
whilst uKoveiv and ip^v express rather the involuntary perception, dedadai and
TjfiCni erl)riXd(pT]oav

Erdmann

>

diserte

tarn

.

:

.

;

for 6 is not repeated here,

"Jam
.

clarum fit, cur
oculatum et auntura

etlana

teBtern

se sigiiiticare studeat, scilicet prirauni

lit

veii-

tatera et certitudinera verbi aeterni in Chrislo

experientia fundalam

ab insolentia itlorum

viodicel."

xhls force LUcke biings out correctly:
" Where the expressions are used as con^

manifestati sensibu-que humaiiis percepti ad-

trasted, opdv signifies altogether the objective

versus coutrariara pseudodoctorura doctrinaiu
.
confirmel, deir.de ut sui praeconii apos-

seeing, but eeaadai the designed, continued

.

.

tolicl

fidem

et auctorltateiu iu ipsa

eensuum

beholding."
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ipTiXacpelv

express acts of voluntary design,

— the former the purposed behold-

purposed touching of the object in order to convince
reality and of its nature.
As both these parts of the clause

ing, the latter the

one's self of its

remind us of the
xxiv. 39),

it is

the risen Christ

vi'ords of

tpr}Xa(pT)Gare /le

:

kuI IdeTc

(Luke

not improbable that John had in his mind the beholding and

touching of the Risen One, only

must be maintained

it

same time

at the

that Christ was one and the same to him before and after His resurrection.

In this view, the transition from the perfect to the aorist

naturally

is

explained in this way, that the apostle in the last verbs refers to single

The plural uKrjKoa.uev, k.tX, is not pbir. majestadcus, but is
used because John, although he speaks of himself as subject, still at the
same time embraces in his consciousness the other apostles as having had
mpl rov Tidyov ttiq (urjc is not dependent on
the same experience as himself.
definite acts.*

—

any

of the preceding verbs

;

^ it

is

also inadmissible to explain

with Briickner, in the sense in which
in order to

mark the

it is

used in

transition to something

it is

;

sense, but
an additional clause

by which

in apposition to the preceding descriptions of the object,

Qjijg

what

may be

Seraler,

o

t/v utt'

The expression

upxn?, o uKijKoa/iev refers.

in itself a description of the Gospel (so

Frommann, Ewald, De Wette, Bruckner,

fw^f either gen. obj. (1

Cor.

i.

18; 2 Cor.

namely,

new; not only the

also the position of nepi, prohibits this signification

stated to

here,

irepi

1 Cor. xvi. 1, 12,

it

is

or

is
rfjg

taken by Grotius,

and tw

Diisterdieck, etc.),

v. 19),

it

6 ^oyo^

(Phil.

(/en. quulitatis

ii.

by the
preposition nepl, instead of which the simple accusative would have had to
be put, for John proclaimed not about the gospel, but the gospel itself
16; Gospel of John

vi.

68); but this acceptation

is

refuted,

first,

then by the close connection of this additional clause
(t'nrayyiUoiievy ver. 3)
with the preceding objective clauses; and, finally by the analogy with the
ver. 4
hv ah-u)
prooeniium of the Gospel of John (ver. 1
iipx^ r/v 6 "kdyoq
;

:

h

:

;

These reasons, which are opposed to that explanation, are in favor
of the explanation of Hornejus hie non denotatur sermo s. verbum evangelii,
The opinion of
sed Christus, which is also that of most commentators.
Diisterdieck, that " as John (according to ver. 2) considered the Logos itself
(ufi Tjv).

:

as

7) i^uT),

7)

^cjT)

acuviot;,

the Xoyog in the composition

be the personal Logos,"
the

name

overthrown by

6 Xoyof

TTjg

Cww cannot again

that r^f C^^w in itself
of a person, but of a thing, just as in Gospel of John i. 4,
is

» DUeterdieck
rightly remarks that the
change of the tenses does not here originate
His view, however,
In an indefiniteness.
" that the transition from the perfect to the
aorist is to be explained in this way, that
the nearer the apostle's discourse comes to

the definite historical force of ijiavipu^dri, the
more it takes the historical form," is unten-

this,

not

is
^uf)

in

John there emphasize the former and here
the latter, if this were not to be explained by the
distinction which we have stated?
^ s. G. Lange construes jrepi with the first
sentence: o

V

°-'^'

«PX')«> so

that the sense

that results to him, explaining an-' ap^^s =
"from the beginning of His ministry," and

to

6(J)oi'6piie>)

and

i|/T)Aa<^er»'.

= ''fieri, to happen," is: "that which
happened from the beginning in connection
Not less
with our Lord, the Word of life "

Briickner opposes the view indicated above,
being of opinion that the perfect emphasizes
"the certain effect," the aorist, on the other

extraordinary is the explanation of Paulus:
"what in general was thus in regard to the
Logos; what we, in regard to Him, heard,

able, for dKoveiv

and opav stand

in no other relation than eeacrSat

hand, "the historical event;" but

why would

flvan

!

saw,

etc., that

also, in

—

regard to Him, these

CHAP.
the clause

h

Even

ui/dp.

avru ^u^

understand by it,
and then, because

Hofmann

and

}ip,

6 Aoyoc is

the

first,

this
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1.

I.

the clause koX

rd (pug r. avdp. in

name

of a thing;

^utj ijv

tj

"the word, which was preached by the
has Christ as

(Schriftbew., ed. 2,

p.

I.

109

subject, "Christ

its

ff.)

rb

<pC)c r,

we should

not, indeed, that

apostles,"

Himself," as

thinks, for the subject of a

word

cannot be called the Word (comp. Meyer on Gospel of John i. 1) ^ but 6
Aoyoc signifies, in the province of religious thought, /cnr' Hox^f, the "Word by

which God expressed Himself

Word

this

is

personality

not yet brought out.

is

understand the compound phrase,
thing

John

so that

."^

Though John

ev dpx^.

This being the

6 /loyof

in this description,

the idea of personality, does not

mean

Cww, but only defines

more

we

case,

the idea of

will

have to

name of a

in itself does not express

to say that that

beginning, and which he has heard, etc.,
o ?M}'og T^c

which

itself

of all as the

fii'st

fw^c>

r?}c

knows that

of course

the personal Christ, yet in this expression in

which was from the

the person that bears the

is

name

particularly the object, previously

it is the Word of life, i.e., the Word which
(whose nature consists in this, that it is life), and is the source
of all life (Braune) comp. John vi. 35, viii. 12.
In agreement with this,
Weiss says (p. 35) that 6 Xdyog is here, as in the prologue of the Gospel, a

stated indefinitely, in so far that

has

life in it

;

description of the nature of the Son of

that the genitive

rr/g ^ur/i

describes the

God

but the assertion is incorrect,
Word belonging to life,

;

Word

as " the

favor of which he appeals incorrectly to the ex(John vi. 35, 48) and /J^aara ^ur/g aiuviov (John vi. 68).
This explanation is refuted by this, that with it l^urj, ver. 2, must be taken
in a different reference from that which rrjg l^ufjg has here.^
The personality
of this Word, which has already been indicated by u aKrjKdauiv, k.tX, is still
more definitely expressed in ver. 2 by the twofold e(pavepudri, in which 3
iupuKUfiev Kul unriKoanev of ver. 3 finds its explanation.
That in the expression
6 T^yog r^g fu^f the emphasis lies on r^g fuvf> is clear from this, that in ver. 2
necessary for

life," in

pressions upTog

Tijg ^ur/g

rj

—

Word

hands of ours have touched," namely, "the

very beginning,

human body which here contained Him aa
the Logos come down from above."
1 The identification of the ideas: Krjpvy^ta

or the

this,

(= Adyo?)

terpretation of the idea 6 Adyo5

and

6

/cTjpucrcrofAei'os,

by wluch,

2

Word

is

the

rightly recognized
although only from his inadmissible In" As 6 Aoyos

word

la

where the latter is meant, Is rightly opposed
by Luthardi (Z^a? Ec. Joh., p. 284 ff.) and
what Hofmann, in the 2d ed. of his Schrift-

6 Aoyos

beweia, brings forward for his defence, does

genitlval attributive

not refute the statements of Luthardt.

But

even the explanation of Luthardt, that Christ
is called the Word because He " is the Word
which God has spoken to the world, because

life Is,

Even Hofmann has

•without enlargement, the former could be put

;

which

in

of Life.

the

t>J9

the apostolic

of

^w^s

the proper

name

description

of

a

also

is

not

:

proclamation,

meant

to

be

of a personal being, but the
thing,
ttj?

described according to

Its

which requires the
^u^s in order to be
peculiar essence."

is the final and last word of all earlier
words of God to the world," cannot be justificd, because, on the one hand, in the simple

This incongruity is concealed by Weiss in
this way, that he takes ^w>j = " knowledge of
God;" but it Is not thereby removed, for
Weiss understands by ^107)5 here " our knowledge of God," but by ^ ^uirj In ver. 2, on the
other hand, the knowledge of God which the

expression Ad-yos nothing

Logos has.

He

that

He

hand,

it

is

is less

indicated than

the Jlnal word, and, on the other

must be acknowledged that

Christ,

not merely from His Incarnation, but from the

'

—

It is arbitrary for Ewald to
explain Adyo? by " subject," and, accordingly,
irepi toO Ady. ri)? goj^s by "In regard lo the

subject of life."
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it is

not

but

6 Ihyoc,

The

7 fw^, that is the subject.

construction with

mean

explained, that the apostle does not thereby

is tlius

irEpl

to speak of the

object of his proclamation, which he has already stated in 6

an' upx^g, k.tX,

r)D

but only desires to add a more particular description of it, for which reason
also it is not to be regarded as dependent on uTrayyilTMHEv.
Braune incorrectly takes

as

it

•"

new dependent

a

clause parallel in its matter to the

succession of relative clauses, which along with the latter comes to an end

Ebrard groundlessly finds

in unayyeXAofiev.'"
gestion, that

John considers

in this construction the sug-

as the object of his proclamation, not Christ

"as an abstract single conception

'

but "his concrete historical experi-

(!),

ences of Christ."
Ver.

2.

Without bringing

to an

end the thought begun

in ver. 1,

the exact continuation of winch he has already digressed in nepl tov

from

?i6yov r. C>

life was
which was with the Father and
was manifested, has been seen and is declared by him so that in this, both
V T]v an' apxfi<: and 6 I'lKTjKoauEv, how the former, namelj', could have been the
subject of sensuous perception, find their more particular determination.
This whole verse is of course parenthetical but that it is not regarded by
John as mere parenthesis (contrary to Diisterdieck) is clear, partly from the
connecting km, and partly fi-om this, that in ver. 3 it is not d r/v uk' up\f/g, but

the apostle in this verse expresses the double thought, that the

manifested, and that this eternal

life

;

;

only

that

6 uKTjiioafiev, k.tX,

in this verse.

—

«at is

resumed, while the former

is

not put for

yup,

but

is

but cmi]m\ciive' (Liicke); the thought with which

which

lies in 6

of a relative, the
^(JT/

instead of 6

remarked,
is

is

on

fully dealt with
(/('.sjunctive,

connected

it is

is

that

opxmi that the life, before it became subject of percepInstead
rj ^cjtj e(pavepuOT]'\.
afterwards put, npbg rdv Traripa.^

rjv

tion, was, as it is

7)

is

copulative, " not

an'

—

noun

is

repeated, as

Xoyoi' rfj^ ^uf/g,

^ujj, is

is

peculiar to the diction of

analogous to Gospel of John
l^wfj tjp, it is not 6 /.oyoc, but

said of the Aoyof, kv avroj

of the following sentence. 2
(loctrina de felicitate

nova

=

John

;

because the emphasis, as has been already

It is

i.
t)

4,

where

l^(jr/,

that

also, after it

is

the subject

plainly incorrect to understand by

evangelium (Semler),

or,

^uij

the

with others, the felicitas

of believers; but neither is S. G. Lange's explanation, according to which
^ur = " auclor vitae, the Life-giver," sufficient, for Christ is so designated

not merely according to the operation that proceeds from Ilim, but, at the
In
stpavepudTj.
time, according to the peculiarity of His nature. ^

—

same

'

Ebrard

'wrongly

relation thus, that
latent in

conceives

the

logical

by Kat the thought that

the precedins; verse, "that

is

Christ

was of eternal bein?, but became Incarnate
and was manifested," is confirmed.
Groundlessly Baumgartcn-Crusins asserts
more Inner, spiritual meaning than In Gospel i. 14;" this is to mistake
the meaning which the word has in that
2

that ^wr; " has here

passage.
2

The

which are contained
are differently stated by the

chief elements

lu the idea ^ut;

Fromraann mentions as such:
' the truth, perfection, or the living and hapjjy

commentators.

character of being;"
ness, blessedness,
If

we keep

to the scriptural

tion, the chief

sciousnees,

Kostlin

:

" the luighli-

and endlessness of being."

mode

of concep-

elements appear to be "conand happiness;" trua

activity,

is only where consciousness is, and
happiness is activity which is not disturbed or
Weiss wrongly
hindered by any opposition.
infers from John xvii. 3, that by <cuj) is to be

activity

—

understood only the knowledge of God, aud

;

CHAP.
what way the
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2.

I.

and John i. 14.
which was in itself hidden appeared in the flesh ov
became flesh, did it become perceptible by sense, subject ol the ukovhv, ipav,
Ebrard rightly remarks; "Theadp^ yiyvtaOai indicates the objective
K.T.'k.
event of the incarnation as such the (pavepuO^ivm, the result of it for our
(pavepumc took place, is taught in chap. iv. 2

In this way, that the

life

faculty of perception."
to the verbs is

ttjv

—

;

kqI tupuKafiev Kai,K.-.A.].

^w^f r^v aiuvwv; according to

Dusterdieck, this object

only attracted to

is

The object that belongs
De Wette, Bruckner, and

aTTay/i7i?.ofi€v,

and the object

is

to

verbs from what precedes (C^^) but the two
ideas /unprvpuvutv and unayy. are thereby unduly separated from each other

be supplied to both of the

first

;

is more in favor of supplying only an avrrjt/ with kupuKauev (1st ed. of
comm., ^lyrberg), by which the idea of this verb is significantly brought
out: "the life was manifested, and we have seen it; " but as in the context
even this construction is not indicated, it is better, with most commentators,

there

this

to connect

ttjv

^utiu t. aiiov.

—

By kupuaantv
made manifest and

also with iupuKa^ev.

brings out that the eternal Life which was

the apostle
perceptible

was seen by himself the verb uaprvpmmfv, which signifies the utterance of
that which one has personally seen or experienced (comp. Gospel of John
xix. 35; also 1 John i. 34, iii. 32), ^ is directly connected with this, and
thereupon first follows the more general idea inrayyiT^lofiev
BaumgartenCrusius incorrectly refers naorvpovutv specially to imueputj-ri, and uTrayyilAOfiev
to iupiiKauev, with tlie assertion that "the former two have more objective,
the latter more subjective meaning."' ^ By vfiiv, u:rayyt?Muev is put in refer;

;

ence to the readers of the Epistle
it is

hence

;

does not follow, however, that

it

to be understood only of the writing of this Epistle,

and

is

therefore

simply resumed by Tavra you^nutv in ver. 4 but the former is the more general
idea, in which the more special one of the writing of the Epistle is embraced;
;

the

ypui^iiiv is

rates the

a particular kind of the unayyelliLv.^

two by referring

—

uirnyyilloiiev to

Ebrard incorrectly sepa-

the written Gospel of John, and

rijv t^ufjv rfiv aiCjvwv'\.
youfnfiEv to this Epistle.
The noun i.s here put for the
pronoun avTrjv, not only in accordance with John's usual mode of expression,
but because the idea of ^Li^ was to be more particularly defined by aluviog.
Baumgarten-Crusius erroneously explains
aluviog by " bestowing
^u^
higher, unending life
rather the ^uij, which Christ is, is marked by aiuviog
as such as j}v uti' upxrig, or, still more comprehensively, as such as, though by
t)

;

it

Js

erroneous for him to maintain

does not

liere signify

tliat

ij

^ojij

Christ Himself, but " His

peculiar knowledge of
sessed even before His
V|Ti!

17

it

r]v

7rpb9

<|)ai'epu)o-ts.

The

relative

Tov jraripa,

17

17

nv rrpo? TOK Qeov.
'

I.e.,

Incorrectly, a Laplde.

testes Del turn voce, turn vita, turn pas-

aione, morte el martyrio."

God," which He pos-

which is connected with ttjv ^<0T)f ttjv aiuiviov, is opposed
to this interpretation; inasmuch as it shows
that here
^ujr)
aiwuos, and juf^t us much
<uij, is to be considered as the same subject
which John in the prooemium of the Gospel
calls 6 Abyo!, and of which he says there that
clause

r/

'

2

Myvberg's explanation also: " iiapTvpia.
simplex confessio, qua

est expertae veritatis

homo

sibi ipsl

quam

aliis

consulat:

qua

quara eibi ipsl providcre studeat,"
without grammatical justification.

aliis potius,
is

'

Bengd's interpretation: " TeMmonium,

genus; species duae; unnuntintio

e\.

scriptio;

anmmtialio pouii fundamentum, ncriptio
pcraediticat,"

"Quasi martyres,

potius,

airayyt^ta annuntiatio veritatis cogniiae,

is

inadmissible.

eu-

:
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the incarnation

it

entered into time,

ure of time, eternal (Bruckner

in itself nevertheless without meas-

is

similarly Braune).

;

It is true, the idea fw^

uMvioq has elsewhere in the N. T. admittedly another signification, but this

does not justify the explanation of Calvin: uhi aecundo
vilam aelernamy non dnhito quin

effectu loqualur,

cle

annunliamus

repetit:

nempe quod annuntiei :

bene-

fcio Christi partarn nobis esse vitam. De Wette's explanation also, that ?j ^u?j
" which hovers in the middle between the eternal true
7] aluvtog is an idea

which

life

to be appropriated

is

Christ, so that the first

to

is

by

(John

believers

xvii. 3),

but the second in reference to the reflexive

a7rayyi7i2.ofj.ev,

and

in

life

be considered in closest connection with

can so

f/n^ tjv"

much

the less be held correct as the simple and clear thought of the apostle

Of that which the

thereby rendered complicated and obscure.
possesses in Christ there

here no mention at

is

is

believer

but only of Christ Him-

all,

John not merely a
proved by chap. v. 11.
rjTLQ is more significant than the simple f], inasmuch as it makes the
r/Tic T/v].
twofold relative clause as containing a confirmation of the preceding stateself;

and, besides, that

aluv. is

i)

to the Apostle

an objective conception,

subjective, but also

ment:

H^ut)

»;

iupciKafXEv, K.T.?.., rfjv

l^ufjv

t^v aluviov.'^

— The imperfect

here indicate the intemporal existence, but
ere the gu^ appeared,

it

—

is

7}v

also does not

used in reference to

is

—

was with the Father.

tov naripa

Trpbg

;

i(pavepudr}

:

conip. Gos-

John i. 1 Trpdf rdv Oeov. The preposition npog is often combined with
the accusative in the N. T. in the sense of " with " comp. INIatt. xiii. 56,

pel of

:

:

xxvi. 55

but

;

this, that it

with the accusative differs from np6^ with the dative in
describes being with one another not as a mere being beside one
Trpoc

another, but as a living connection, a being in intercourse with one another
(so also Braune)

;

but we put too much into

of love directly expressed by

-rrpo^.^

it, if we find the relationship
John does not mean to bring out that the

fw^ (Christ)

was connected with the Father

was, before

He

but that Christ already
rw Koofxc) with men.
He was therefore in heaven with God, and, indeed, in lively union with
God as he afterwards entered into a lively communion with men. Quite
appeared

(iipavepudri)

erroneously, Socin, Grotius,

The statement

1

that

by

clause

of

Ebrard

is

inapposite,

stated as an already (from ver. 1)

knoicn and at the same time acknowledged
element of the substantive idea on which the
relative clause depends.

The

right view

seems
Sander
sls such
is not touched at by the
opposition: "The mean-

to lie at the base of the explanation of

"I

declare unto

you eternal

as," etc.; at least,

it

remark of Ebrard

in

ing of John

is

Wfe, even

plainly this, that the

(.

aiwv. is

and in itself one which was with the
Father and was manifested to us, and is by no
means represented as such merely tn the
really

proclamation
says:

"By

predicate

is

of

it."

Diiaterdieck

rightly

the twofold extension of the
connected with the subject ri i. v

ijris

in love,

before

He was h

and others understand the expression

the subject-matter of the relative

tJTi?

is

;

the

of

aiuv., not merely in simply relative manner,
but in euch a way that the extension of the
predicate contains at the same lime au explanatory and confirmatory reference;" but it is
difficult to admit that by virtue of J)ti5 the xai
e4>avef)M9r} riiJ.lv in its close connection with
?iv n-p. t.

nar.

which unites

is

marked as the connecting

to 6

rjv

link

an' dpx- the accessory

elements o aK-rfKoa/xev, k.t.X.
- Besser: "The "VTord was with God, related to the Father in ^/i/ial lore." Still less
justifiable is Ebrard's explanation: " The ^wij

was a

flowing forth indeed from the bosom

life

of the Father, but immediately returning to
floating

m

God"(!).

the inner circulation of the

life

it,

of

—
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3.

concealment of the C(j^ aluv. in the decree of God. From the fact that John
here calls God in His relation to Christ nar^p, it follows that the sonship of
Christ to God is to be regarded not as first begun with His incarnation, but
Kal i<pav£p<l)dr] rjiilv is not a mere repetition of what has been
as pre-mundane.
already said, but in ijfuv a new element is added; by which iupuKafiev and o

—

k.tXj ver. 1, find their explanation.
oKr/Kda/iev, the object
In the opening words of this verse, 6
expressed in ver. 1 is resumed, and the governing verb, which was there
The drift of this verse does not,
already in the apostle's view, is added.

uKTiKoaiiev,

Ver.

3.

however,

.

lie in

this,

but rather in the

final clause

.

.

Iva,

:

k.tX

While John

meant to state what was the subject of his proclamation, namely, that
was that which was from the beginning and was perceived by his senses,

first
it

— which

he then moi-e particularly defined in

ver. 2,

— he

that subject.

state the purpose of this proclamation of

now wants

In this

to

the

lies

why the object is resumed in abridged form, namely, in the form
which the immediately preceding words (ml ecpavEpudrj tj/ilv) suggested. The
6 Tiv uk' upx'/g, and similarly the 6 edeaaufiEda, was not to be resumed; the
former, because it has been fully dealt with in what follows it the latter,
because it was not here in the purpose of the apostle once more to bring out
the reality of the sensuous appearance of Him who was from the beginning.
That iupuKanEv is placed before diyTjKoa/xev, in which, no artificial parallelism is
to be sought for (against Ebrard), resulted naturally from the interweaving
uv.ayyil7MHEV kol vfxiv; with unayyi?.of io>puKati£v into ver. 2 (De Wette).
Kai (see the critical remarks) distinguishes the readers
7.ofiEv, comp. ver. 2.
either from others to whom the apostle had declared the same thing
(Spener, De Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Liicke, Diisterdieck, Myrberg,

reason

;

—

Braune,

etc.), or

from John (along with the other apostles).

qui nimirum non audistis, nee

vidistis,

The

so also Zwingli, Bullinger, Ebrard.

I'itae ;

Lorinus

:

ros

nee rnanibus vestris contrectastls verhum
latter interpretation

would

be preferable, if tlie following Kai before viieI^, to which the same reference
'iva Kal v/iEtg Kotvuvlav
is to be attributed, did not thereby become pleonastic.
Many commentators, as Socin, Bengel, Russmeyer, Spener,
E\Tir£ uEd' rjiMCjv}.
and others, supply with (fn/i-wv/av as enlargement: "with God and Christ;"

—

without adequate ground the enlargement of the idea Koivuvia is (ieQ' tj/iuv
(Baumgarten-Crusius, Diisterdieck, Braune), whereby, however, John does
not mean "the apostles and other Christians" (De Wette), but himself,
although including the other apostles, who have also seen and heard the
;

Word

This Koivuvia is self-evidently the fellowship of spirit in
exi^lv
which was brought about by the apostolic preaching.
is neither to be explained, with a Lapide, by perr/ere el in ea (Koivuvia) projicere et conjirmari, nor, with Fritzsche, by " to acquire " the word is rather to

faith

of

and

Life.

—

love,

;

be retained in the signification peculiar to
the having fellowship as the

from the question as
Koivuvia 6e

t)

to

how

Tjf^Eripa, k.t.A,].

aim

it

;

the apostle simply indicates

of the apostolic proclamation, quite apart

the hearers of this are related to that.

By

ij

Koivuvla

tj

Tj/xeripa

—

Kal

i)

most commentators under-

stand "the fellowship which the apostles and the believing hearers of their
proclamation have with one another" and, according as y or eotl is supplied,

:

!
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have thus defined the thoup:hfc of the verse, that the apostle states of this
mutual fellowship that it either should be or is a fellowship with the Father
and the Son. But as this view necessitates a scarcely justifiable enlarge-

ment

of the idea KoiDuvin

(rj

KOivuvia

T/fi,eTt:pa

ij

[or

?/

k.tX),^ the explanation of Bauuigarten-Crusius,
into r/u«f

Braune)

ixofitv Koiv^viav fieru t. naTii.,

effri]

who

the difference of the subject,
of the object,

narp.,

is

not identical

is

marked both by

and y/ieig (which is contained in f/nerepa),
and fieru tov iraTpog. According to this accep-

vfieic

ueO'' i/fiuv

tation, the apostle here brings out that
tles)

r.

koiv. ^ JfneTepa

deserves the preference (so also Ewald,

taking this explanation, the Koivuvia meant here

;

with that mentioned before, iuasniuch as the distinction

and that

KOivuvla fieru

resolves ^

he (along with the rest of the apos-

has fellowship with the Father and with the Son, and, no doubt, in

order to intimate by this that his readers,
are thereby received with

him

if

they have fellowship with him,

into that fellowship.

It

is

at

all

events

incorrect, with Augustin, Luther, Calvin, Grotius, Ebrard, etc., to supply

with this sentence.
tence, for

if it

;/

In opposition to it are: (1) the structure of the sen-

were dependent on

Iva,

the verb could not be omitted;^ and

(2) the thought, for as the apostles are already in fellowship with the
Father and with the Son, it cannot be the aim of their inxayye'kla to elevate
the fellowship which exists between them, and those who accept their word,
Therefore it is egtI that
into fellowship with the Father and with the Son.
must be supplied, as Erasmus, a Lapide, Vatablus, Hornejus, De Wette,
Baumgarten-Crusius, Diisterdieck, Myrberg, Ewald, Braune, etc., have
rft, which is pretty often found
rightly recognized.
The conjunction nal
in the N. T., is used when the idea which is connected with a preceding one
.

is

at the

new

is

same time

.

to be contrasted with it;

thereby intimated" (Pape, see on

connection or the contrast which

is

.

"the introduction of something

Whether it be the
de).
more emphasized, this particle

Kal

to be the

.

.

.

never used to resume an idea with the view to a further expression of it.
This usage therefore also proves that by {/ koiv.
rf/jeripa it is not the previously mentioned noivuvla fieO' tj/mIw, but another fellowship, namely, the fellowship of the 7}/ueic, i.e., of John and the other apostles (not with one another,
but) with the Father and with the Son, that is meant. ^ God is here called
is

t)

•

This enlargement

is

involuntarily

made

—

although they do not
by the commentators
mention it; thus by Lucke, when he explains

" that ye may have fellowship with us: but
(not with us only, but
ye know) our fellowis also that with the
Son;" similarly by

—

ship with one another
Father ami wilh the

Ebrard also says " It is the
purpose of John in his aTravyeAia, that his
readers may enter into fellowship with the
disciples, and that this fellowship may have
its life-principle in the fellowship with the
Father and with the Son."
- The omission of iari very often occurs;
on the other hand,
is ve9'y seMum omitted in
the N. T., only in 1 Cor. viii. 11 and 13 (still
Diisterdieck

;

:

i^

stronger

is

the ellipsis in

Rom.

iv. 16)

;

thus

even with Paul, who so frequently expresses
only the outlines of the thought, the subjucctive of the substantive verb is almost never
omitted; how much less can it be held as
omitted in a construction of periods otherwise
quite conformable to rule, in the second part
of the dependent clause
» For
&e, corap.
the usage of xal .
.

Matt. xvi. 18

;

Mark

iv.

36

;

.

Luke

ii.

35

;

Acts lii. 24, xxii. 29; Heb. ix. 21; and in
Gospel of John vi. 51, viii. 16, 17, xv. 27.
Liicke wrongly says that the particle is used
for the more exact definition, expansion, and
strengthening of a preceding thought, and that
there is contained in it an "at the same tune"

—

—
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5.

4,

Christ as tov viov

full description of

XpiaTov serves to bring out the identity of that

'lijaov

which was from

Him who became man.

the beginning with

Ver. 4. After stating the subject and aim of his apostolic proclamation,
aal ravra ypiKpouev
the apostle intimates specially the aim of this Epistle.
vuiv. By Kol, ypu(po/x£v is made co-ordinate with uTrayyiTiAofitv, the particular

with the general, not the composition of the Epistle with that of the Gospel
(Ebrard). ravTo refers neither merely to what precedes (Russraeyer, Sander),

nor merely to what immediately follows (Socin), but to the whole Epistle
With ypu<ponev vfuv, corap. ii. 1, 12, v. 13.
(Liicke, De Wette, DUsterdieck).
The plural is used because John as an apostle writes in the consciousness
that his written word is in full agreement with the preaching of all the
apostles

all

;

the Epistle.

the apostles, as

— ha

The aim

xvii. 13.

it

were, speak through him to the readers of

of the Epistle

the

is

n?,r/pcooig

testimony to the salvation founded on the

was

Comp. with

:(npd vfiCiv y Tnn7.r]pufiivi].

fi

De Wette

to produce in its readers.

It is

the

(pavipuaig of

(uf/

and no doubt the joy which

—

for

aluiioc (ver. 2),
effect,

rather very especially the perfect

which the apostle would lead his readers by
the xapu- of the apostles

xv. 11,

as apostolic

here put for the cause,

is

(not merely " the joy of conflict and victory," Ebrard) that

ijiiuv it is

John

it,

groundlessly thinks that the

namely, the perfected Christian frame of mind,
namely. Christian perfection.

this

of joy which

first

them

John

Y^^oa

the goal to

With the reading

this Epistle.

of all of

is

— that

the goal,

is

consists in this, that their woi-d

produces fruit in their hearers.^

Incorrectly Ebrard

the apostle resumes the mutual

rjixcrepa:

" If

:

Ti/iuv is

right, then

that our (conunon) joy

may

be

on the one hand, TjueTspa is not mutual (embracing the apostles
and the readers), and, on the other, t/uuv would have to be referred to the
il(ieig that is contained in ypu(pQiie.v, but not to the more remote ?)fj.eT£pa.
full

;

" for,

Ver. 5-chap.

11.

ii.

After the apostle has indicated the fulness of joy, which

in

is

the

fellowship with the Father and with the Son, as the aim of his Epistle, he

brings out in what follows, from the point of view that

God

is tpuc

(ver. 5),

moral indifferentism, the condition under which alone that

in opposition to

fellowship can exist.

Ver.

not

=

5.

This verse contains no inference from what precedes (kuc is
Beza), but the thought that lays the foundation for what
iarcv avrr)
uyyeTiia, ^^ and this is the message ;" tartv is here put

igitur,

follows.

—

Tj

or " not only . . . but also." It must also be
held as erroneous when DUsterdieck says:

of such a restriction

"John has just spoken of a 'fellowship
with us:' now he wants to expand this idea

to express this thought, he

further;

therefore be continues:

fellowship'

— the

'and

ou7'

new explanatory thought,

however, forms a certain antithesis to what
was previously said but our fellowship is not
80 much the fellowship with «» as rather that
Apart
with the Father and with the Son."
6« has not the force
from the fact that <cot
:

—

.

.

.

rather),

write

not

aurrj 5e
^

who does

much ...

as

if John wanted
would have had to

^MfTepa, but O/iexepa, or

rather'

Koiviavia?

Theophyl.

:

wAeio-Trji' t^o^xei'

Tai? 6

(not so

not feel that,

x,<>-i.poi>

j3pa;3ei/<r€i,

iiixCiv

Tqv

yap

xa-pa-v

o-TropeOs iv

ti;

xaipovrtov xai

aurwi/ ajroAauou(7i.

iiixlv

kolvuivovvtuv

»)m<*>'', h" Toi; fftpiatoD ij-luBov aTro\r\\liei

—

:;
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contrary to

its

usual position, comp.

mark

" in order to

airii

as elsewhere also

— refers

to

promissio,

:

25,

what follows

subject-matter of the message

the reading tnayyeXia

ii.

iii.

11, 23, iv. 3, etc.

the reality of the message " (Braune)

condilionem hahet annexam.

stated.

is

quam

vohis

— The word

unopposed)

on

:

6 Oeof, k.t.'A.,

— before
here —

aiirj}

;

by which the

Calvin incorrectly, following
afferimus, hoc secum traldt, vel hanc

and

uyytlia only here

frequently in the

iii.

LXX.,

11 (where,

2 Sam.

iv. 4;
xxv. 26, xxvi. 16; Isa. xxviii. 9; Jer. xlviii. 34. The reading
kirayyeXia is more difficult with the meaning "promise;" yet this may be
justified in so far as every N. T. proclamation carries with it a promise.^
De "Wette prefers this reading, but takes knayyelia, following the example of

however,
Prov.

it is

also not

;

xii. 26,

—

contrary to the constant usus
Oecumenius, a Lapide, Beza, Hornejus, etc.,
in the signification: "announcement" (Lange
Loquendi of the N. T.,
Instead
teaching").
^v uKTjKda/xtv uir' avrov, '^ from //i?K, that is, Christ."
Acts
of uiro, it is more usual to have napii, comp. John viii. 26, 40, xv. 15
X. 22, xxviii. 22; 2 Tim. ii. 2.—avTdg in the Epistle, not always (Paulus,

—

'

;

Baumgarten-Crusius) indeed, but mostly, refers to God, while htivog refers
always to Christ; here it refers backwards to tov viov abroii'l. Xp. in ver. 3;
Diisterdieck " From Him, Christ, the Son of God manifested in the flesh
(ver. 3), whom the apostle himself has heard (ver. 1 ff.), has he received
:

the message about

explanation

the

also

is

In favor of the correctness

Father."

the following

:

dn

Qed^.^

6

—

icat

of

uvayyi?.Aofiev

this
vfilv'].

is synonymous with uiTayye?Lleiv, w. 2 and 3, only that in iiva the
"again" is contained; Erasmus: quod Jilius annuntiaoit a patre, hoc
This uvayyilloixev refers back with
apostolus acceplum a filio renunciat.3
peculiar subtleness to the preceding ityytXia, and thus testifies to the
The subject is, as in vv. 2 and 3,
correctness of that reading (Diisterdieck).
John and the rest of the apostles. To reduce their proclamation to the
word which they heard from Christ Himself serves to confirm its truth
comp. the combination of ukovhv and I'nrayyeXkeiv in ver. 3. Ebrard wrongly
interprets this uvayyEA},oiiEv also of the proclamation of John which occurred

uvayyeMetv

idea

in his Gospel, to
ment.'*

—

" a light
is

light

'

oTi 6

this Epistle is related as the concentrating develop-

(pug £(TTf].

(pwf is

=

:

" Promise

follows, a promise

is

;

inasmuch

;

as, in

really involved.

what

God

is

not only a light in Himself, but to believers
He is also their light. And that is the promise."
2

The use

reference

inappropriately translated by Luther:

weakens the thought God is
absolute holiness and truth (comp. chap,

" the article

;

Spener

which

Qtbc

is

of this

obscure

pronoun even where the
is caused by this, that

John does not think of the Father without
the Son, or the Son without the Father; the
thought therefore remains esaeiitially the same,
whether we refer it in the first instance to the
Father or to the Son notwithstanding, however, the view of Socinus is unjustifiable, ac;

God's nature
Gospel of John

light, i.e.,
iv.

8

;

cording to which, on account of the conjunctio
Beiim et Christum (which Socinus,

inter

moreover, holds not as a conjunctio essentiae.
but only as a conjunctio voluntatis et rerum
aliarum omnium), by avroC is here to be
understood equally God and Christ.
" Quae in ore Christi f uit ayveXt'o,
^ Bengel
earn apostoli avayyeWovai; nam ayysKiav ab
:

ipso acceptam reddunt et propagant."
* According to Ewald, -John is here quoting
a definite utterance of Christ; possibly, but

not necessarily,
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iv.
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6.

I.

" light,"

For the signification of the symbolical expression

24). 1

especially Jas.

i.

13, 17.

— As

God

is

comp.

in absolute sense, so also all light

<pC)c

outside of II im

is the radiation of His nature, as all love flows forth from
whose nature is uydnj]; comp. chap. iv. 7 ff.
ical OKoria iv av-<l> ova tanv
The thought contained in the foregoing is emphasized by the
ovdEnia]negation of its opposite, which is here expressed in the strongest manner by
ovK
ovdefua, in accordance with John's diction (comp. chap. ii. 4, 18,
GKona antithesis of owf sin and falsehood
etc.).
the same antithesis is
frequently in the N. T.
comp. Rom. xiii. 12 Eph. v. 8 ff.
1 Thess. v.
In opposition to the general prevalent explanation given here, Weiss
4, 5
thus explains the sense of this verse
''God is light, i.e., H^ has become
visible, capable of being known, namely, in Chi-ist, who certainly proclaims
this truth
there is no more any darkness in God at all, i e., no part of His
nature remains any longei- dark and unknown
He has (in Christ) become
completely revealed."
This interpretation, to wiiich Weiss is led by the
erroneous supposition that the idea (pwf has, in the N. T., no ethical
reference,- is refuted both by the form of expression, which exhibits ^wf
(just as uyuTTij, chap. iv. 8) as a description of the nature of God, and also
by the train of thought, in so far as the truth expressed here forms the
starting-point for all the following amplifications
which bear on the ethical
relationship of Christians.
Besides, the apostle would have insufficiently
expressed the thought, as he would have left out the essential kv Xpiajij,
which Weiss mijustifiably inserts. John rightly puts the truth that God is

—

Him

.

.

.

—

:

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

—

light, as the chief subject-matter of the uyyeXia of Chi-ist, at the top of his

development; for
objective

and

judgment

in

forms the essential basis of Christianity, both in

it

in

subjective subsistence

its

regard to

sin, so also salvation

;

in

from

it

sin

there

lies,

its

as well as

by the incarnation and

death of Christ, as w-ell as necessity of repentance and faith, so also the
moral exercise of the Christian life.
Ver.

Inference from ver.

6.

does not walk in darkness.

5.

— euv

He

alone has fellowship with God,

The same form

elnufxev].

repeated from verse to verse (only with the exception of
3

ii.

;

9; 6 uyanijv,

ii.

10;

6

incatjv, ii.

11.

— The

The

fulness of the references contained in

:

2) until chap,

6 }Jyuv,

ii.

4, vi.

use of the hypothetical particles,

On

especially of euv, is also found very often in the Gospel.^

>

ii.

then appears the participle with the definite article

who

of speech (euv) is

knowledge and not

the

first

person

to the ethical state, is so

these words, Loiinus states in the following
manner: " Deus lux est, quia clarissirae se

much the more untenable, as Weiss himself
describes this knowledge as " the ^/-«e knowl-

ipsum
prima

edge of God,

percipit,

omniaque

et ipsissima Veritas;

ac sumraa et

ip!^i:!<siraa

in

se ipso, utpole

quia sumrae bonu.s,

bonitas; fidelis absque

ulla iniquitate, Justus et rectus, quia fons

om-

atque virtuiis,
non solum illustrans mentem, docensque quid
agendum sit, verum etiam operans in nobis, ut
agaraus et sic radiis suis liberans mentem ab
nis lucis in aliis

ignorantiae

1.

e. veritatis

tenebris,

purgans

a pravitate

voluntatem."
2

The

assertion

life

i^xis

refers

only to

man

such that the entire spiritual
absorbed in it, so that he is

i.e.,

is

in

the object of cognition

God," or "in which
is

received into the

whole spiritual life of man in such a way that
it becomes a force, inspiring and determining,
or ruling, the latter in its totality." But even
such a cognition must certainly be regarded as
sin

ethical net.
3

that

of

henceforth completely

291)

idv

is

used

— as "Winer says, p. 273

(E.T.,

— with the idea of an objective possibility,

—

"
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plural, Lorinus says

ac facilius agat

;

:

suam

personam

qunqxie in hac hypothesi

better Liicke

;

By

"

conj'ugif,

ttt

leniuK

the communicative and hypothetical

form, the language gains, on the one hand, in refining delicacy, and, on the
other, in more general reference and force " unsatisfactorily Ebrard " The
;

:

person plural serves only to express the general 'we.'"

first

exourv

See ver.

uvrov.

//fr'

essence of

all

life.

John viii. 12. kv tu okotu
we are going" (Luther), but
of

6ri hoivuviav

Fellowship with God forms the innermost

3.

true Christian

—

—

koI kv

ti^

oko-el TrepnzctTcjfiev.

not merely " not to

nfpnTaTeiv is

Conip. Gospel

know whither

to live in darkness, i.e., in sin, as our element.
According to Weiss, who denies to the okotoc, as well as to the contrasted
" but
qnjc, an ethical reference, it is = "to walk in the unenlightened state
is not this just the very state in which the life is ruled by sin ?
Bengel, for
more particular definition, rightly adds actione interna et externa, quoque nos
vertimus ; such a walking in darkness is all life whose principle is not the
love of God.i
\l)ev6dii£da kol oi> jtowv/xiv t^ aXijdeiav; for, rir Koivcjvia <!>(jtI Trpoc
;

—

:

—

OKOToq; (2 Cor. vi. 14).

}}>ev66fieda expresses the moral objectionableness of
such a contradiction between the deed and the word.
The negative clause

—

is

not a mere repetition of the same thought, but introduces along with

new

it

a

back to kv t. ok.
nepinaru/iev
for Tzoteiv r^v dA. is not merely = ulnBiveu (Eph. iv. 15), but
signifies the practice of ulfjdeia in word and deed ; comp. John iii. 21, where
it is contrasted with gav/.a Tzpuaaeiv, and is used expressly of ep/a.
In the
common interpretation, according to which it is = agere candide, sincere
idea

rpevSofieda

:

refers to

eliruiiev

;

ov iroioviiiv

r. u7..

refers

;

(Cyprian, Theodorus, Socinus, Grotius,

due force

by the

;

objectivity: "the true,"

God
is

etc.), ttjv u?.r)deiav

article the idea is specified in its
i.e.,

does not receive

its

complete generality and

that which corresponds to the nature and will of

(Briickner, Braune), although

it

must be admitted that the general idea

here used with special reference to the desirable conformity between word

and deed

emphasis

;

is

thereby given to the fact that in the case mentioned

In De
the alleged Koivuvia with God is practically denied.
Wette's explanation " to do that which coiTesponds to the nature of Chris-

in ew,

«.-.?..,

:

meaning is given to the expression which
the word nor in the train of thought.

tian fellowship," a

indicated in

Ver.

This verse does not merely repeat in

7.

preceding thought, but contains also
of ideas

— an

expansion of

it.

not only with the preceding
el-ufiev,

that

on

kolv. kx- utr'

— as

h

iuv Si

(fuv) iv tC>

is

tu guri

okotu

nepiTraTufiev is

:

" if

when the particular event is to be repreeented simply as objectively possible, and the

of men,

speaker does not want to express his subjective
view of it (whether he considers it probable,

The commentators

desirable, ftc).

ATertiumnondaiur

not contained in
'

That

in irepinaTelv there is a reference to

the outward
that

it

{I^bTard}

it.

manner of

only siguifles

life, is

self-evident, but

this, as cisible

by the eyes

contrasted

but also with kuv
we do not merely sag

same time walk

j.e.,

is

form the

its antithetical

::€pniaruixev,

yet at the

of

neither

peculiar to John's lively fertility

airov (so also Ebrard), thus

we have fellowship with God, and

is

in dark-

to the exclusion of the Inner activity

life, is

an unfounded assertion of Ebrard.
rightly iwint out that this

nepLnaTilv iv o-kotcc

is

difiereut

from "the

and falling, through over-haste and
weakness, in temptation and in conflict
" it does not mean still to have
(Gerlach)

failing

;

darkness in us" (Spener).

:

CHAP.
ness,

but

we

if

really

walk

God"

h tu (purl.''

I.

—

ei>
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7.

to

(purl

nepinaTdv

is

not "to

strive

walk that the light (by which,
however, we are not, with Weiss, to understand only knowledge) is the
element in which our light moves this, however, is a life which does not
consist in striving after likeness to God, but which has this already as its
own, or which is an ex^'-'^ Koivuvlav fier' ahrov with Him who is light. This
unity between walking in the light, and fellowship with God, is even more
clearly brought out by the following words «f aitro^ tanv kv rw ^un'].
wf,
because it is the same element in which the true Christian walks, and in
which God " lives and works " (Dusterdieck, Bruckner), inasmuch as the
Christian has become Qsia^ Koivuvbg <pvae(jg (2 Pet. i. 4).
avrSg refers back to
The idea " that God is in the light," is the
avTov, ver. 6, and is put for Gfof
same as this, " that God is light " that which is the nature of God is also
the element of His life; the expression used here is occasioned by the
preceding ev tC) cpurl nEpinaTeiv.
Ebrard incorrectly explains: "God has
chosen for His habitation the spheres of the sinless, holy, and pure life
of the angels and those made perfect; " there is not the slightest hint at
such a conception in the context. As Weiss denies to the expression ouq
an ethical reference, and explains ev rw (purl ncpinaTelv = " to walk in a
state of right knowledge," the clause uf avTog kanv h tC) (j>un necessarily
causes him a difficulty which he can only solve by the supposition "that an
idea similar to that in 1 Tim. vi. 16 was before the apostle's mind, and
that he institutes a parallel between the walk of the Christian in the
light of true knowledge, and the dwelling of God in the brightness of His
glory," in which it is plainly ignored that the second ev ru <1>uti must necessarily have the same meaning as the first ev rw ^urt.
ian is contrasted with
the former is peculiar to God, the latter to men the former
nepnrarcjfiev
after likeness to

(Liicke), but so to

;

:

—

.

,

—

;

;

(being) to

— Koivuviav

Him who

is eternal,

exofj-ev fier' u/.at^Xuv'].

the latter (walking) to

him who

is

temporal.

Several commentators wrongly deviate from

the statement of the apostle, by interpreting as

if

"

fier'

avrov "

were used

in-

some is (see the critical notes);
or by understanding, quite unsuitably, (CkArfkuv of God and men so Calvin
stead of

iuet' <'M,t/^uv,

as indeed the reading of

:

;

quod

elicit,

Deum

societatem esse nobis

una parte, nos autem

in

mutuam, nan simpUciter ad homines

in altera;

re/ertur, sed

the same interpretation in Augustin,

Beza, Socinus, Hornejus, Lange, Spener, Russmeyer, Ewakl,

etc.

De Wette,

but supplies " iuftu tov Qeou," thus " we
have fellowship one with another, namely, with God." Against this explanation are first, that then John would not have mentioned the very leading
thought; and, secondly, that a tautological idea results from it (Liicke), for
a nepinaTelv ev ro <pu-i is only possible through the KOLvuv'ia (ietu tov Oeov, nay,
it is

true, interprets (Mr/?njv correctly,

:

:

even is the necessary proof of it. The subject here is much rather the
fellowship of Christians with one another (Bede, Lyranus, Grotius, Wolf,
Bengel, Semler, Liicke, Baumgarten-Crusius, Neander, Sander, Diisterdieck,
Ebrard, Braune, Bruckner, etc.), and indeed quite generally; not, as Bengel
considers, so that the apostle and his readers (nos el vos) would be regarded
together.
The brotherly fellowship of Christians
uyuny presupposes therefore the walkinp- in light, or in

as the two parts

bound

with one another

ev

—
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fellowship with God, of which

a walk a second element

is,

— With such

the necessary consequence.

it is

however, united, namely,

kqI rd alfia 'Itjcov tov vlov

—

rd aifia 'Irjoov is not a metonymical
rjfiuc and nuaT)g afiapria^.
expression for "the consideration of His death " (Sooinus, Episcopius, Gro-

avTov Kadapi^ei

but the blood which Jesus (thus spoken of here as incarnate)
shed as an offering at his death or, the bloody sacrificial death of the Lord
(Diisterdieck, Ebrard, Braune).^
tov viov amov is "not merely added as a

tius, etc.),i

;

name

—

of honor," but also not "to indicate the close connection between the

cause of

God and

Christ," as Baumgarten-Crusius says, but in order to bring

out the identity of the crucified
nation of the Son of God)
there lies in

;

an indication

it

which the apostle attributes to

may mean

anapTiag

One with

how
it

God

the Son of

compare chap.

v. 6

(so also the incar-

same time, however,

at the

;

the blood of Jesus can have the effect

(so also Ebrard).

either the cleansing

from

—

Kodapi^ei

Tj/xag

am

Trdaijc

guilt, i.e., the forgiveness of

Erdmann,
Frommann,

sins (Bede, Socinus, a Lapide, Calov, Lange, Baumgarten-Crusius,

Weiss,

etc.), or

cleansing from sin

itself, its

eradication (Liicke,

Diisterdieck, Ebrard, Myrberg, Braune, Ewald, etc.), or, finally, both to-

De Wette, Briickner). According to
where u<f>LEvaL rug u/iapnac and Ka$api^£iv uirb Ku.ariq a6udag are placed
together, and thus distinguished from one another, the second view must be
regarded as the correct one,^ as indeed the context also demands for, as
gether (Spener, Hornejus, Bengel,

ver. 9,

;

the fact that even the believer has

exhortation to neptTcarnv

iv

still

continually sin

had

tu (^un, the apostle

is

in opposition to the

to point out

that sin

ever disappearing more and more, and how, so that the walk which

is

troubled by
sin, there

it

may

may

be considered as a walk in

exist a fellowship with God,

who

and that

light,

As

is light.

is

in spite of

neotTrareiv

h

tu

given as the condition (not as the means, which the blood of Christ

<puTi is

of KadapiCeadai,

is)

still

and

as the subject here therefore

is

not the change, wrought

man from

a child of darkness into a child of
light, but the growing transformation of him wdio has already become a

by the blood

of Christ, of

child of light, the present xadapi^ei
is to

more

is

until the final perfect purity."

> That the operation of the blood of Jesus
on us is to be regarded as conditioned by

but there is no justification
in this for paraphrasing TO ai/aa by " faith in
the blood."
faith, is evident;

2 It

"

is

Quum

unjustifiable for

Myrberg

to say:

hie sanguis nominatur, de toto opere

ChristiMediatoris,

immode totoChristoDeum

Deo reconciliante ac opus divinum
debemus."
" Quum
Against Erdmann's assertion
notio a'ifiaTos J. Christi in s. scriptis aeque ac
mors ejus semper vim expiandi habeat atque
idem quod iAa(T/i05 significet (ii. 2), etiam h. 1.
expiatio ab apostolo designatur, qua sola fieri
potest, ut peccala nobis condoueutur," it is to
nobis et nos

in nobis operante cogitare
3

not to be turned into the preterite, but
"He purifies us ever more and

be retained as the present; Spener:

:

Comp. Gospel

John

of

xv. 2.*

and

be observed that in Scripture the vis expiandi
only is by no means ascribed to the blood of
Christ; corap. 1 Pet. i. 18. In opposition to
the assertion of "Weiss, that "we cannot
imagine how the blood of Christ should effect
a deliverance from

sin," it

that a forgiveness of sin

deliverance from sin,

comp.

Tit.

ii.

14.

is

may

be stated

which produces no
no true forgiveness;

Forgiveness

is

here to be

associated with the thought only in so far as
it

is

the

necessary presupposition

of

that

deliverance.

In what

*

this purifying efficacy

of

the

ot^a "Iijcroi) is founded, John does not here
say but from the fact that in ver. 9 the if^iei-ac,
Tas ajmapTias is put before the KaQapi^eiv, and
;

—

;

CHAP.
iTuoTiq

auapriag, '^from every sin

which

still

I.

"
;
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8.

" sins are regarded as the single dark spots

The

continually ti'ouble the Christian's walk in light.

connects the two parts of the subordinate clause

is

which

sai

explained by Oecunienius,

Sander recognizes the
Theophylact, Beza, Lange, Semler, etc. = nam.
grammatical incorrectness of this interpretation, but is of opinion that the
second clause is to be taken as causal as the basis and condition of the first
but even this is arbitrary. According to De Wette, " /cot connects directly
"

with the idea of fellowship the progressive and highest perfection of it
but this view is founded on the incorrect assumption that the subject of the
Ebrard thinks that John in these two
first clause is fellowship with God.
clauses together expresses the idea of Kocvuvia with God, while he " analyzes
;

two elements: the fellowship of believers with one
and participation in the divine vital power
but it is in the first place incorrect to describe the Koivuvia fier' ('M7]?mv as an
element of the Koivuvia iiera tov Oeov, and in the second place the purifying
efficacy of the blood of Jesus can much less be regarded as an element of it;
besides, Ebrard has clearly been induced to add the word " participation,"
it

forthwith into

its

;

another, and the fellowship

through the perception that the idea of fellowship
second clause.

AVhile the koivuviu ihtu tov Oeov

before the nEpinarelv hv rw

«/)wr/,

these

is

quite unsuitable to the

manifestly pre-suj^posed

is

two clauses express rather the "double

God, who is light "
but when John puts Koivuvia iief u7.1rjluv first, he thereby
indicates that it is the sphere within which the purifying power of the blood
Besides, it may
of Christ operates on each individual (Bruckner, Braune).
be observed that the second clause is intended to point out the pi'Ogressive

walk

fruit of our

(Diisterdieck)

in light, of our living fellowship with

;

growth of Christian

life,

and cannot therefore suitably precede the

first

clause.

Ver.

8.

Purification from sin presupposes the existence of sin even in

believers; the denial of this

is

self-deception.

tuv elnoifxev; as in ver.

6;

meant not merely " the speech of the heart " (Spener), but the
actual expression and assertion.
on d/iapnav ova Ixof^'^v']. The view of
Grotius,^ that this refers to sinning before conversion, and that ufiapria therefore means the guilt of sin, is rightly rejected by Liicke, Sander, etc.
The

thereby

is

—

—

question, especially of earlier commentators, whether ufiapna
sin (or sinfulness, as

Weiss

still

by the apostle

Christ in chap.

is

ii.

2

described as

follows, that according to

power

is

here original

thinks) or actual sin (pecc. actuale), desire

by the fact that the idea is considered
Braune)
only, of course, with the

(concupiscentia) or deed, is solved

quite generally

is

—

(so also

iAao-Aios, it

John the purifying

associated with the blood of Christ in

it is the blood of atonement.
Ebrard
improperly separates the two elements from
one another, ascribing to the death of Christ
"the power of purifying our hearts from sin,
because in Christ's death sin is condemned "
and, on the other hand, " the power of making

60 far as

;

atonement and obtaining forgiveness, because
in Christ's death the debt was paid and mercy

procured."

power

— "WTien

that purifies

Frommann
from

says,

"The

sin does not exactly

blood of Christ itself, but in the
love of God, of which Christ in His bloody
in the

lie

death

is

existence

the most speaking token, and of the

of

which He supplies the most
is clearly an

unquestionable evidence," this

inadmissible twisting of the apostle's words,
i

" Habere pcccatum, non

cato esse, sed ob peccatum

est

:

nunc

reum posse

in pecfieri."

;
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The

exception of the sin spoken of in chap. v. 16.
is

to be noticed in so far as the having sin

thing that

true of

is

in a quite general

no trace of

all

way

Christians.

first

person plural

exo/xev

thereby represented as someThe expression a/iaprlav exeiv describes

the taint of sin

;

is

only of the absolutely pure, in

sin exists, is it true that he u/iapTiav ovk ex^

whom

the relation of this

',

which the will of man serves
dominating principle of life), is therefore not that
of contrast (say in this way, that uuapnav ixeiv is a being tainted with sin,
where no act of will takes place),^ but is to be defined thus, that the latter
Even though
(jiEpinaTslv ev ru ciiorei) is a particular species of Afiapnav Ixeiv.
as Christians, who are born of God, we have no longer sin in the sense that
irepin. ev tu gkotel is true of us, nevertheless we do not yet cease to have sin
if we deny this, if we maintain that we have no sin at all, then what John
says in the following words is the case with us. iavTovg 7r?Mvufiei' not =
" we are mistaken," which nXavufieda would mean ^ but, as Sander explains,
" we mislead ourselves, take ourselves astray from salvation (or better, from
truth) " by that assertion, which is a lie (not an unconscious mistake), the
Christian (for the apostle is not here speaking of non-Christians) deceives
himself about the truth, for which he leaves no room in himself. Braune
rightly observes that eavrdv n2.avuv emphasizes the self-activity, which the
middle with its passive form leaves in the background.
Kai
ukriQeia h y/ilv
OVK icTiv is not a mere repetition of iavrovg n?i.avd)fiev, but adds to this another
ifiapnav exetv to nepnzaTelv ev tu aKuret (ver. 6), in

sin (or in

which

sin is the

;

;

;

—

new
nor

element.

=

castior

—^

u?,f/deia,

cognilio

as in ver.

6,

is

=

neither

(Semler), nor even

=

r]

studium veri (Grotius),

uprightness, or truthfulness

(Liicke in his 2d ed.), or, as De Wette explains, "the veracity of selfknowledge and self-examination " ^ but truth in its objective character
;

(Liicke in his 1st ed., Baumgarten-Crusius, Diisterdieck, Briickuer, Braune).
Baumgarten-Crusius rightly says " ulr]dei.a does not need to be taken in a
:

subjective sense, the subjective lies in ova eanv ev

tjjuv.^'

The

expressions

used here tavr. irAavu/Ltev and r/ uX ovk. eanv ev ijfuv, are not milder (Sander)
than the corresponding expressions in ver. 6 ipevdu/ieda and ov noiovfitv ttjv
ukrjdeiav, but stronger (Ebrard), since in kavr. -kI. the self-injury, and in ii
ulfjd. OVK eanv ev rjiiiv the negation of possession of the truth, are more sharply
:

:

marked.
Ver. 9. Not a mere antithesis of the previous verse, but an expansion of
" there follows as conclusion not merely this, that we are then

the thought

;

but the incomparably greater and surprisingly glorious thought that
God then proves Himself actually towards us as the True, as the marbg km

true,

Even Ebrard does not correctly state the
two expressions to one another,
when he says that " in ixeiv afiapriav man is
not in ajxapria, but a/iAapTia is in man," for
'

relation of the

plainly he also

who

is in o/iiopTto

has this in

himself.

When

Ebrard, in opposition to this, remarks that it cannot be asserted "that the
middle Tr\avaae<u means 'to be mistaken,'
and n-Aai/av iavTov, on the other hand, 'to
»

" this is not at all to the
not said that TrXavaaOaihaa
always the meaning " to be mistaken," but
that the German "sich irren " [Engl, "to be

mislead one's
point, since

self,'

it is

mistaken "] is expressed in Greek not by
nKavav eauTov, but by iT\avS.<r0ai.
' Ewald's explanation is also unsatisfactory:
" Truth about this relation of things, and
therefore easily about every other also."

CHAP.
Hkoioc " (Ebrard).

confess

to

;

dfioXoyelv

of course

it

mean

manifest that the

is

not here spoken of as a purely outward act

is

does not

ac profundam suorum

interiorem

siynijicat

confileri

:

peccatonim agnitionem),^ but
confession
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9.

I.

euv o/ioXoyiofiev rug u/xapriac ^/uwv].

(Socinus

recognize

to

—

still,

;

at the

same

merely as " an inward fact, which is
founded on the whole internal tendency of the mind " (Neander)
it
is rather the real (even if not always vocal) expression of sins recognized

time,

not sufficient to regard

it is

it

;

within and confessed to one's self
life

has to operate. ^

sins of Christians,

(so also

Braune)

the fact that

;

;

here also

word in which the inner

the

ai uinapriat ^fiuv, i.e.,

the

which are the particular manifestations of dfiapriav ex^iv
therefore the plural. ^
Ebrard rightly calls attention to

—

John here mentions,

abstract ufiapriav

it is

— What are to be confessed are

as the subject of the confession, not the

but rug u/xapnag,

sx^t^^

i.e.,

the definite, concrete, single sins

committed " the mere confession in the abstract that we have sin would
not have truth without the acknowledgment of the concrete particular sins,
but would shrivel up into a mere phrase."
Tnaiog eoti koi <5ka/of].
It is true
God is both in Himself, He does not become so only when we confess our
sins
but this confession is the condition on which He actually proves
Himself to us as nlarog Kal diKaioc.* These two epithets are indeed not of the
same signification, but still, as their combination proves, of cognate meaning.
God is called niaroc, inasmuch as He, as the promise-maker, also fulfils what
He has promised, Heb. x. 23: ma-dg 6 eirayyeLXufievog Heb. xi. 11; especially
as He accomplishes in believers the promise of blessing, which lies for them
in the fact of their call, by conducting them through manifestation of His
grace to the goal of their calling (according to Ewald, "inasmuch as He
keeps His promise already repeatedly given in the O. T."), 1 Cor. i. 9 mardg
;

—

;

;

:

b Qeog,
v.

24

:

6t'

ov ekatjOtj-e

mardg

eig

noLvuviav tov viob avrov

6 KaliJv vftug, og Kal noiifaei

;

X. 13

2 Thess.

here also, as results from the following
the reference of the faithfulness of

;

God

;

iii.

2 Cor.

3.

iva, k.t.X.

i.

18-21

;

1

Thess.

marog has this meaning

Ebrard incorrectly

calls

here to His promises and prophecies

an introduction of foreign ideas, and says " the subject here is faithfulness
to the nature of truth and light, akin to His ow'n nature, and which prevails

—

inasmuch as we confess our sins."
God is described as d'lKaiog in the
N. T., inasmuch as He, for the realization of His kingdom of grace, gives

in us,

1

Similarly

"onoXoyclv

is

'

Baumgarten

-

Cnisius

eaya:

not exactly to coii/ess, but to

recognize, perceive,

become conscious

opposed

^xij

ii

is

to the tinelv

ex^'-"

of, as

afiapriav; " but

just to eiirilv that otioKoyelv is exactly

opposed only when

it is

taken in

its

natural

fit

Deo admittnnt;

Catholici etiam Bpecialem

Respondeo Johannem utraraque
generalem pro peccatis levibus,
specialem pro gravibus.
^ Even here Socinus, Grotius (Si fatemur
lequirunt.

:

exigere,

nos iu gravibus peccatis vixisse ante notitiam
and others understand ifiopTt'ai of

signification.

evaugelii),

God is
meant; when, however, Brauue adds: "and

sins before conversion.

2

It is

quite clear that confession to

Indeed a confession so fervent and deep that it
becomes public and regulated by the church,"

he introduces an element which nothing here
suggests.
In genuine Catholic fashion a
Lapide says
" Quam confessionera exlgit
Johannes? Ilaerelici solam generalem quae
r

* Semler's interpretation is not satisfactory:
" Logice intelligendum est; uee enim in Deo

jam

demum

oritur nova ratio tanti praedicati,

sed in his chrlstianis succrescit nova cognitio
tagte rei."

The

subject

is

not our perception,

but the actual mauifestation of God.

:
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—

—

to every one
without TzpoaumTiTiilfia
what is due to him, according to the
righteous judgment of God, in proportion to the position which he occupies
toward God (or toward the kingdom of God), God being in this regarded as

the Judge.

The

judges

ev iiKcuomv^,

KpLOLg is

a

God and

idea of the righteousness of

God

activity are very closely connected;

Acts

Kplaic diKaia,

xvii. 31

2 Thess.

i.

(Rev. xix. 11), or

The

5.

that of His judicial

2 Tim.

is 6 dUaior Kpiri/i,

diKaiug, 1 Pet.

relation of the

diKoio'^vvj]

iv.
ii.

of

8;

He

23; His

God

to

His judicial activity is found throughout in the X. T., even where the
former is the subject without the latter being expressly mentioned with it.

As

the manifestation of the duaia

Kpiaic

of

God

consists in the righteous

punishment and of blessing, it follows that diKuioovvri is
referred to not only where both of these are mentioned together (as in
2 Thess. i. 5 seq.), but also where only one of the two is spoken of. God
punishes as the Ji/ccuoc, but He blesses also as the eJkotof, no doubt in view of
the realization of His kingdom, which depends upon the good obtaining the
complete victory over the evil. Towards him who walks h tQ gkCtu, God
shows Himself dlKauo^ in that He KaraKpivei him towards him who walks iv
tC> (pDTi, by ever more and more removing from him every thing that hinders
his perfect Koivuvia /lera -ov Qeov (namely, both his consciousness of guilt, and
the iiiuila which still clings to him), and by finally permitting him to inherit
the perfect happiness which is prepared for those who love God (comp.
2 Tim. iv. 8).
Here God is called diKavo^, inasmuch as His purpose is
directed to allotting to those who, walking in light, confess their sins, that
•which is suitable for them, namely, the ble.ssing mentioned in the following
The meaning of dlKatog is rightly stated by Baumgarten-Crusius,
Iva, K.T.I.
Dlisterdieck, Brlickner, and Braune ^ on the other hand, it is incorrect to

-distribution of

;

;

refer dlKUMq here to the punitive activity (Drusius

:

Justus, quia vere punivit

but also to explain it = bonis, lenis, aequus
(Grotius, Lange, Carpzov, etc.), for diKaiug never has this meaning in the
N. T. it is here of cognate meaning with lita-or,^ because the allotment of
blessing bestowed in accordance with the diKaioavvrj of God has been promised
by Him, and is accomplished according to His promise yet it must not
= in j^romissis
therefore be regarded as synonymous with it (Hornejus
servandis integer).
Following Rom. iii. 26, some commentators have here
interpreted it = dmaUljv but this is so much the more unjustifiable, as that
very passage by the juxtaposition of the two ideas proves their different
meaning.'
According to the Roman-Catholic view, ttigtoq refers to the
peccata nostra in

Jilio

suo),

;

;

:

;

1 Ewald's
explanation is unsatisfactory
according to which God is here called just,
because He "knows well and considers that

He

alone

is

the Creator, whilst

creation exposed to error

and

we

sin,

are His

and acts

according to this just consideration."
2 In the passage Rom. iii. 3-5, jri<rTt? and
SiKouxrvvT] are also used as cognate ideas, but
even here in such a way that 5t/cato<rv>'7) has
not lost its reference to the judicial activity of
God; Meyer on this passage explains 5i.icato-

on account of the contrast Trith aStcto,
generally by " justice ; " but the former refer<rv»Tj,

ence appears both in jat) aSiicos A ©ebs 6 earu^epwi'
rnv opyjjf, and also in ver. 6 ttus lepivei o eeos
rhv koo-iiov.
less inexact is it for Ebrard to say:
manifests Himself towards us as the
ic<caios, inasmuch as He is not only just, but
'

Not

"God

makenjust," since 6iKaioO»' does not mean
"to make just." His assertion is also inap-

also

propriate, that here and in

Rom.

i.

17 to

iii.

26,

:

CHAP.

peccafa mortalia, SlKaiog to the peccata venialtaA

=
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9.

I.

—

tva

tuc a/iapuai'].

u(j>y ffn'cv

iva,

"so that" (Castellio ita Justus, ut condonet), has here (as in other
passages of the N. T.) uot retained strictly its idea of purpose (hence not
" in order that "), but it states what is the aim of the divine faithfulness
and justice to attain which these qualities operate on men Luther therefore
De Wette's explanation, with which Braune
translates correctly " that."
agrees, " in the divine faithfulness lies the law or the will of forgiving sins,"
is unsatisfactory, inasmuch as u<piivaL, k.t.X., is not merely the will, but the
operation of the divine faithfulness and justice.
tuc unapriag refers back to
" the sins confessed by us."
The remission, i.e.,
o/joXoyij/iev rag nuapTiag, thus
the forgiveness, of sins is therefore, by virtue of the faithfulness of God, the
first result of the confession
the second, John describes by the words ml
Here the first thought is not repeated
Kadapia^^ Tjiiac: una nuarjg afimiag.
but the
epexegetically (Semler), or only in figurative manner (Lange)
words express the same thing as the corresponding words of the 7th verse,
with which the 8th and 9th verses are in closest connection (Diisterdieck,
Braune Bruckner does not explain himself definitely) Kadapl^eiv has here
the same meaning as there, and udiKca (not = jwena peccatl, Socinus) is
synonymous with u/^apna; they are two different names for the same thing
comp. chap. v. 17. ^ The order in which the two clauses that express the
orclo
redemptive operations of God are connected together (Myrberg
not

:

;

:

—

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

verhorum ponit

remissionem

ante

abrogationeni),

points

by means of forgiveness.

purification takes place

to

— The

decisive in favor of regarding as the subject of maroq ian,

the

context
k.t.X.,

that

fact
is

quite

not Xpiaroc,

but (with Liicke, De Wette, Diisterdieck, Braune, etc.) 6 Qedg for even
though in ver. 7 the Kadapi^eiv is described as the operation of the alua 'Irjaov
;

Xpinror;

and

in chap.

the principal subject

ii.
;

2,

'I.

Xp. is the subject, yet in this section 6 Geof is

ver. 5, 6 Qeog

" the justice of God appears as the source in
which His saving, sin-forgiving, and
Bin-overcoming action flows." This source ie

Him from

rather God's ayani) manifesting itself as

towards the

guilt of

to that in

chap.

men
'2-1

iii.

;

there
of

is

the

xdpn

a reference
passage in

Romans, but here the source of the salvation
not mcQtioued.
The Interpretation of
Calov " Justa est haec peccatorum remissio
et ex justitia debita, sed Christo uon nobis,"
and that of Sander: "The Lord is just, inas-

—

is

:

much

as

He

remits the sin of the sinner

who

appeals to the ransom paid in the blood of
Christ, because it would be unjust to demand
the

payment twice," introduce references

into

which are foreign to it.
Buarez "Fidelia est Dens, cum condonat

this passage
1

:

poenitentibus peccata mortalia; Justus,
justis

opera

condonat venialia, quia,
(!)

«c.

cum

justi

per

poenitentiae, charitatis, etc., me-

rentur de condigno banc condonationem."
'

The Rec.

xaOapiaei.

passage Luke sxii.

30,

corresponds to the
where, according to

;

ver. 6, avrog

;

even in ver.

the best attested

Rec,

by the subjunctive

first,

iva

is

7, tov viov

followed both

and then by the

dicative; but not to the passage

John

in-

vi. 40,

by Ebrard, whore the indicative is uot
regarded as dependent on iua.
On Iva -with
the indicative, comp. A. Buttmann's Gramm.,
p. 202 [E. T., 234]. Winer, p. 271 ff. [E. T.,
cited

289
3

f.].

While Weiss

also

interprets

both ex-

pressions of the forgiveness of sins, he tries
to repel the reproach of tautology

"If

sin

committed

by saying:

regarded as a stain,

is

it is

God forgives us the sin, and
thus purifies us from all unrighteousness, since
by the very fact that God forgives it, sin has
quite correct that

ceased to exist before Him, and at the same

time also to stain us " true though this may
bu, however, it cannot serve to refute that
;

objection, for as Kadapi^eiv in this sense

the result of
in the latter,

is not
but the former consists
both clauses express only one

<it/)tevai,

and the same thought,

;
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the blood of Christ, therefore,

au-oii;

is

regarded as the means by which

To

hold, with Sander, that God and
form the subject,^ is quite as inappropi'iate here as in ver. 5
Though, with John, God and Jesus
to understand by avrov both together.
Christ approach very close to a unity, yet they are always distinguished by
him, and never represented as one subject.
Ver. 10. Not a repetition, but " a strengthening of ver. 8 " (BaumgartenCrusius).
As ver. 8 is connected with the end of ver. 7, so is this verse

God produces

from

purification

sins.

Christ together

with ver.

9.

—

as in ver. 8.

elnu/iev

hiiv

synonymous with

— on nvx

7]iiupTTiKaiJ.ev

is

from

ova exofiev, only distinguished

bri d/zapr.

substantially
it

in this

way

that the former describes an activity, the latter a state (so also Braune)

the expression used here

called forth

is

by the plural

tuc u/iapnac

;

and the

(ver. 9), by which the sinful character is more definitely
The perfect does not
an activity than by u/iapria in ver. 7.
prove that ij/xapTrjKaixev is meant of sins before conversion (Socinus, Russmeyer,

idea

udiKla

?/

specified as

Paulus, etc.)

the subject here, as in

;

all

the verses before,

is

the sinning of

Christians; for to deny former sin could not occur to a Christian. ^
perfect

action lasting up to the present

by the

—

often represented in this tense, and also

is

fact that the confession every time refers to sins previously committed.

ipehaTT/v noiovfj.Ev

avrov corresponds to iavrovc nXavu/uev

Christian by the denial of his sin accuses

In

noielv

there

comp. John

God

;

it

brings out that the

(abrov, i.e., rbv eeuv) of lying.

as Diisterdieck remarks, a certain reproachful bitterness

lies,

This thought presupposes the

v. 18, viii. 53, x. 33, xix. 7, 12.

God

declaration of
K.T.I.,

The

explained both by John's usus loquendi, according to which an

is

also suggests

that even the Christian sins, which ver.
for

;

God has promised

if

9,

sins on condition of their confessing them, the above declaration

made on God's

side.

—

kuI 6 ?i6yog avrov (i.e., rov Qeov) ovk

corresponding to the thought
preceding

rj

ulrideia

LUcke explains

xpevarrjv, K.r.l.

in
it

maroc

iari,

Christians forgiveness of their

ianv kv

ver. 8, refers

correctly

:

is

tjiuv].

thereby
a ?i6-yoc,

directly to

the

" the revelation of

God, especially the gospel of Jesus Christ " (so also Bruckner, Diisterdieck,
Braune) to understand by it (with Oecumenius, Grotius, De Wette, etc.)
especially the O. T., is forbidden by the train of thought, for the subject
here is not the sinfulness of man in general, but the ufiaprdvEiv of Christians.^
;

1

In

subject,

favor

conjoining

of

Sander adduces

tiie

the following chapter Christ

Christ as

the

fact that just in
is

called ^ixatos;

but in this he overlooks altogether the different meanings which the

word has

in the

passages; for iu the verse before us

used of a relation

to

men, but

two

St'icatos is

in chap.

ii.

1 of

the relation of Christ to the divine will; and

when Sander
it

is

further says that in Heb. ix. 14

precisely stated of Christ that

the consciences, this
Tou Xpto-Tou
ver. 7;

here

is

is

He

purges

incorrect, since to

a'/oia

the subject there just as here in

and there even more expressly than

God

is

specified as the author of

purification, for the

ai'jua t.

the

Xp. purges because

it is

offered as a sacrifice tw ©ew.

Moreover,

it

not meant by this that forgiveness and
cleansing could not be ascribed to Christ quite
as nauch as to God, ouly it does not follow
is

from this that 6 Xpio-rds is the subject here,
* Therefore it is also not correct to refer
i7^apTijK. to present and past, as Ilornejus
explains: "Sidixerimus nos non tantum peecatum nunc nou habere, sed nee peccatores
unquara fuisse."
' This has been more or less overlooked by
the commentators (even by Diisterdieck and
Ebrard), although it is also important for the
understanding of chap. ii. 1, 2. But John may

with justice assume that the word of

God

CHAP.

I.
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10.

Ebrard interprets 6 Aoyof t. G. as the "self-proclamation of the nature of
God, which has taken place both in the verbal revelations of the O. and
N. T. and in the revelations of deeds," so that even the "koyo^ of Gospel of
John i. 1 is to be regarded as included but from the fact that the elements
mentioned here are very closely connected, it does not follow that that idea
has here, or anywhere else, this extensive signification. The words ova eotlv
h Tjfuv are erroneously explained by Baunigarten-Crusius " we have given it
;

:

up, or, also,

we

are not qualified or

fit

for

vividly imprinted in our hearts " (Spener)

it
;

;

it

"

it

means rather

:

" it

is

has remained external to

not
us,

inwardly unknown.
denies the absolute siulessness of Christians,

TrapoxATjo-ts

since— apart from the

lievers,

fact

that

even

the

O. T. does not depict the SiKaiot as perfectly
holy

— in every evangelical announcement

the

doing

is

an essential element for betheir having and

which presupposes

sin.
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CHAPTER

II.

Lachm., according to A, B, Vulg,, has put ean before

Ver. 2.
Instead of

B

llaaiior.

which, no doubt, is only to be regarded as a
Ver. S. The original reading of X is (pvM^u/nev, instead of TTjpufiev;
mistake.
Ver. 4. A, B, ><, «/., Clem., Thph., etc.
but it was afterwards corrected.
(Lachm., min., Tisch. 7), read on after Xsyuv; it is wanting in C, G, K, al.
It is possible that on was, in
(Tisch. 2); Lachm., maj., has on in brackets.
^lovov,

has

fiovuv,

—

—

later times, omitted as

— Ver.

Qeqv,

an interruption.

Xi has, with

uArideia,

ff

the addition: rov

ovTug before irepmaTelv (Rec. following C, K, K,

6.

al. pi.,

Copt.,

Vulg. (Lachm.), omit it; perVer. 7. uyanjiTol,
haps it was inserted to emphasize more strongly /caSwf etc.
accepted by Griesb., on overwhelming authority, instead of the Rec, ddeX^ot
The addition uk' upxr/g, after riKovaaTs (Rec, after G, K, etc.),
(G, K, etc.).
etc.,

Thph.,

etc.,

Tisch.)

uncertain; A, B,

is

al.,

—

,

—

is with justice deleted by Lachm. and
was added from the preceding; Reiche, it is

already regarded as doubtful by Griesb.,
Tisch. (after A, B, C, X, al);
true, thinks otherwise.

it

— Ver.

8.

iv vfiiv].

The reading

Rec.

A too feeble evidence. — Ver.

kv ^/zZv,

recom-

Instead of kv ai™
oiiK eanv (Rec. after B, G, K, at., Tisch.), A, C, X, al, have ovk kanv kv avrC)
(Lachm.).
Ver. 13. Instead of the Rec ypcKpu vfilv Traidla (K, al), we must
read, in accordance with A, B, C, G, K, many min., vss., and Fathers: eypaipa

mended by

Griesb., has in

10.

—

vfuv naidia (Lachm., Tisch.; also

passage.

Instead of top

recommended by Griesb.); see, further, on this
Ver. 14.
x erroneously reads rb novTjpov.

—

-rtovripov,

B

reads to an' dpx^c, plainly following chap. i. 1; this,
however, is not accepted by Buttm, ; in B the addition roii Oeov is wanting after
6 Aoyog. —Ver. 15. Instead of tov narpog (Rec, after B, G, K, X, al, Vulg., Syr.,
utr., etc., Oec, Thph., etc.). A, C, al, read Qeov; which reading is the correct

Instead of rov

utt' upxr/c,

one, cannot be decided, as an intentional change of the one to the other cannot
be proved. Ebrard considers Oeov as original, but without adequate grounds.
Lachm. and Tisch. have retained the Rec. —Ver. 17. Although Griesb. approves
of the omission of avTov after imdvfua (following A),

The

sidered genuine.

difficulty of

In some of the Latin Fathers there
tion:

quo moclo

et

Deus manet

it

is

it

easily explains

must nevertheless be conit would be left out.

why

found at the close of the verse the addiwhich Bengel, without reason, is

in neternum,

—

Ver. 18. The article before uvnxpi-arog is at
disposed to regard as genuine.
least doubtful; Lachm. and Tisch. have omitted it: it is wanting in B, C, X*.
Ver. 19. Instead of ei>/?idov the more unusual form eiijldav is probably, with

Lachm. and

—

Tisch. (after A, B, C), to be regarded as genuine.

X,

however,

— The

generally prevailing reading: uAA' ovk rjaav e^ vfiuv, has been
changed by Buttm. into alV ovk k^ ^fiuv r/aav, according to his own statement,
In the following clause
following B; Tisch. has not noticed this reading.

has

£^7/?idov.

Tisch. reads:

el

yup e^

rjiiuv rjaav,

after B, C, al.

;

Lachm., on the other hand,

,
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1.

ha« retained the Rec. el yup vaav ff f/fiuv, after A, G, K, X, al. pL, Vulg., etc.
has the Rec.
against the evidence of B
It is remarkable that even Buttiu.
Ver. 20. Buttm. omits
It cannot be decided which reading is the correct one.
noi before o'ldare^ according to B; the nuvrec, instead of Trdvra presented (according to the statement of Tisch. niaj.) by B, has not, however, been accepted by
Yer. 23. The words dfio?Myuv . exei are wanting (after G, K, etc.,
Buttm.
Oec.) in the Rec. Calvin, Milius, Wolf, etc., do not consider them genuine; but
:

—

—

—

—

^>

.

.

they are sufficiently attested by A, B, C, X, etc., etc., and with justice admitted
Ver. 24. The Rec. ovv
into the text by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch.
after ifteic is with justice deleted by Lachm. and Tisch., following A, B, C, H,
h ru Trarpf], Rec. after A, C, G, K, cd., Syr., utr., Sahid., al.,
ai, Vulg., etc.
Thph., Oec. (Tisch.). Lachm. has omitted ev (after B, Vulg., etc.). The omis-

—

—

sion of the preposition

N reads

fluous.

iv tu

the unusual reading

perhaps explained by the fact that

is

sv tC,

uKTjuuare.

— Ver. 25.

edition, following B, has accepted
vuiv

is

rightly found,

— Instead of

-rrarpl aai

which

is

vlij.

v/xiv

fitvEt

is

mended:

§ 96,

note

to be read, with
fii^ei ev

0,

Vf^iv,

—

defended by almost
7,

and Winer,

Lachm. and

(after

vfiiv

appeared super-

X has both times
Lachm. in his small

(Buttm.); in the larger edition, however,

On. the form iMdaTs, received by Tisch.

Compl Gram.,

Instead of

it

rjKovoaTE,

A, B, C,

all the authorities.
Ver. 27.
following B*, comp. Ph. Buttmann's

p. G8,

VII., p. 71.

— Instead

of

h

vfuv

which Griesb. previously recom-

Tisch.,

X, several vss., etc.).

Buttm., following

B, has accepted, instead of uaV uc, the reading uTiM, which probably arose
through a correction. Instead of the Rec. rd avrb xptfy/J^a (A, B, G, K, etc.,

Thph., Oec, Hier,), retained by Lachm., with the approval of Bengel, Liicke.
Bruckner, rd avrov xp'^°t^°- has been accepted by Tisch. following C, 4, 5, 7, al.
which is approved of by Reiche and Braune X has also uvtov, but instead of
,

Xcla/ia, "TTVfivua;"

see the

large edition reads

6i6.

him or Tisch. as a
Lachm. has received

comm.

rjuaq

\

— Instead

;

of dtddaKei v/zuf,

probably a misprint, as

—

special reading.

instead of

it

^eveiTf].

the reading

Lachm.

in his

not noticed either by
Rec. after G, K, al. (Tisch.);

ixivere,

it is

recommended by

Griesb.,

following A, B, C, X, al. The overwhelming evidence of the authorities is in
favor of this reading, which probably was changed at a later date in accordance

with ver. 24; Reiche, however, has decided in favor of the Rec; Diisterdieck,
Ewald, Braune, and now Briickner also, justly prefer fievere.
Ver. 28. The
tv avru, are wanting in X.
words at the beginning: kui vvv
Instead of
La 01 ai (Rec. after G, K, al., Thph., Oec, Tisch.) we must read, with Lachm.,
Iva
euv.
following A, B, C, X, al., Copt., Sahid.:
Instead of ixcjixev (Rec. after
A, G, K, etc., Oec), Lachm. and Tisch., following B, C, al, Thph., read
oxOifuv.
X* has ax^>fj.ev] Xi has ^x<^fj.ev. The words ajr* avrov are read by X not
before but after napova:a avrov,
Ver. 29. The Rec. on nd^ (Lachm., Tisch. 2)
is found in B, G, K, several min., vss., and Fathers; A, C, X, al., Vulg., read
brt Koi True (Tisch. 7); if Kai, on which Tisch. (ed. maj.) observes, cujus addendi
nulla causa erat ; ex Joliannis vero iisu est, be genuine, it serves "to bring out
the agreement of the conclusion with the premise" (Ebrard).

—

.

.

.

—

—

Vv. 1 and 2 are most closely connected with what immediately precedes,
and further determine and conclude it.
Ver. 1. The apostle had considered, in chap. 1. 7, the blood of Christ, in
i. 9
the faithfulness and justice of God
and both in reference to the
forgiveness and purification of believei'S
now he comfortingly points to

—

;

—
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Christ as the Paraclete, whereby the previous thought

necessary complement.
previous statement.
12, 28,

ii.

iii.

John chooses

7.

now

obtains

its

however, he mentions the object of his
Similarly chap. iii. 18; without fiov,
TsKvia fiov].
First,

form of address

this

:

propter aetatem

turn

palernam curam et affectum (Hornejus). In regard to the
verbal form, Lorinus rightly says diminutiva nomina teneri ac Uandientis sunt
The Apostle Paul, in Gal. iv. 19, uses the same form of
amoris aigna.
address, with special reference to the spiritual fatherhood in which he stood
toward his readers.
Tavra ypu<poj vfilvlravra is referred by Bengel to what
follows, by Grotius to what follows and what precedes, by most commentators
(Liicke, Baumgarten-Crusius, De Wette, Sander, Diisterdieck, Braune),
correctly, to the latter only
it refers, however, not merely to the truth
suam,

turn propter

:

—

;

nor merely to the " exhortation to self-knowledge and
penitence " (De Wette) which is contained in the preceding, nor merely to
expressed in ver.

6,

the statement about forgiveness and cleansing
vivid

" (Diisterdieck, so also

harmony

Braune)

^

;

—

but to the " whole in its
tva uv ufiupTT/TE. Statement

what precedes
eum peccandi licentiam dare,

of the object for which the apostle wrote

Calvin gives

it

:

ne quis putet

;

which

the direction

quitm de mhericordia

Dei concionatur, which is also found in Augustin, Bede, Calov, Bengel,
Hornejus, Diisterdieck, Ewald, etc., is incorrect, since the sternness of the
apostle against sin has already been sharply and definitely expressed, and
the context, in which the subject previously was the forgiveness of sin,

would not permit such a supposition
connects as

to arise at all.^

—

Koi kav

nc

d/iapTT).

"however" (Baumgarten-Crusius), nor = sed (Vulg.); it
simple copula a new thought with the preceding one. By euv

neither

Kai is

=

the possibility of sinning

admitted

is

"siquis" debet

conditionalis particula

in

;

Calvin incorrectly explains

causalem resolvi;

nam

fieri

nan

it

:

potest

Whether it is possible for the Christian not to sin, John
Under the influence of the new spirit of life which is
communicated to the believer, he cannot sin but, at the same time, in his
internal and external mechanism there lies for him the possibility of sinning
quin peccemus.

does not say.

;

— and

it is

the apostle

this

which the apostle has

when he

interprets

:

si

in view.

quis peccat,

Socinus perverts the idea of
i.e.,

post Christum agnitum

pro/essionem nominis ipsius adhuc in peccatis manet, necdum resipuit, etc.

»
i.

Ebrard refers ravra to the two sentencea
and 8-10, in which these thoughts, in-

6, 7,

volving an apparent contradiction, are contained,
(1) " That we must by no means
walk in darkness," and (2) " that we must

—

confess that

we

have, and that

and thinks that
diction is solved by ii.
sin,"

this
1,

we commit

apparent contra-

in this

way, that in

contrast to those theoretical statements these

two

practical conclusions

from them are here

given, namely, (1) " that
(2)

we are not to sin;"
when we have sinned we are to
that in Christ we have an Advocate."

" that

reflect

But against this it is to be observed, (1) that
by such a changing of theoretical statements

;

et

for,

problem mentioned

into practical precepts the

above is really not solved (2) that the ideas
expressed in i. 6, 7, and in i. 8-10, do not stand
to one another in the relation of co-ordination,
but the idea of i. 8-10 is subordinated to that
of i. 6, 7; (3) that it is herewith presupposed
that the apostle should have written- xai. iva
;

on, idv ns dfiapTf), Trapa/cArjToi' exofiec,
which, however, is incorrect, as the advocateoffice of Christ Is not mentioned in the preeiSrire,

ceding.
^

Socinus incorrectly renders afj^apTaveiv

=

manere in peccatis ; LoflBer even more so
- " to remain unbaptized."

—

;

CHAP.
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1.

on the one hand, the true Christian may indeed sin, but cannot remain in
and, on the other hand, Christ is not the napuKlriTog for him who
Iiis sins
not with wilful
remains in his sins. Besser correctly: "If any man sin
doing of sin, but in spite of the will in his mind, which says no to sin."
;

—

From

napaKlrtTov ixo/isv npdc rbv Traripa.

preceding

used quite generally

tic is

the

first pers. plur. it

the apostle

;

speaking communicatively,

is

to be considered excluded.^

and does not wish himself

It is

him know

the connection of this sentence to supply " let

—

follows that the

unnecessary for

him

that," or " let

comfort himself with the thought that," or any similar expression for it is
precisely through the a/iapTuveiv of believers, that Christ is induced to be
;

The verb

their Paraclete.

— The word

indicates that Christ belongs to believers.

ixeiv

has both a general and a special forensic meaning
in the former, in which it is = "assister," or "helper," it is used in Gospel
of John xiv. 16, 26, xv. 26, xvi. 7, where the Holy Ghost is so called because
7TnpuK?.r)Toc

He

see Meyer on John
leads the disciples into all truth
on the other hand, it is used in its forensic meaning
= " advocatus, patronus causae," or even more special = " intercessor," and
is in close connection with the following Diaa^ioc, and refers back to the
(K^dvai and KadapiCeiv of chap. i. 9
so that in Christ the typical action of

by His witness
xiv. 16

;

3

;

here,

;

the high priest interceding for the people has reached

The

idea of the apostle therefore

— the
Heb.

same as

ix.

24

is

6 Xpiardg

npoauntf) Tov Qeov vTvep tj/iuv),

Son of

.

TBKva Tov Qeov,

2.

i.

and

in

iii. 1,

2.

34

viii.

fig

.

.

— God
God, and we also (believing
—
chap.

the same sense as chap.

— as almost

Rom.

expressed in

(^eloTjTidev

is

,

Heb.

(og Kal Ivrvyxuvei

25.^

vii.

complete fulfilment.

its

commentators recognize *

also neither

>

Augustin

=

—

lenis

npbr rbv narepa.

'Itjgovv

Xpimbv

"ffabemus

:

diKaiov.

Christ

is

=

bonus (Grotius), nor

non habetia

as in

John

diKaiuv (see

xiv. 16

it

is

the

is

Him

the Paraclete,
alua (chap.

;

disit,

in

npug in

Christians) have become through

who has shed His
and indeed inasmuch as He is dinaLog
et

ijfiuv),

called narfip, because the napdnlriTog

is

not as the Logos, but as the incarnate Logos,
for the atonement,

vmp

rbv obpavbv, vvv efi(paviadf/vai tw

.

.

all

i.

7)

diKaiog is

here

Wolf on

this

expressly put:

a\Kov
He

maluit se ponere In numero peccatorum, ut

TrapdKAjjToi',

habeal advocatutn Christum, quam ponere se
pro Christo advocate et invenirl inter damaandos superbos."
Socinus thinks that the
apostle speaks in the first person, " nou quod
revera ipse esset unus ex illis, qui adhuc peccarent, sed ut melius indicet, id quod affirmat
pertinere ad omnes, quibus evangeliura annunciatum est;" clearly erroneous. Grotius
arbitrarily: " Habet ille advocatum, sed ecclesia habet, quae pro lapso precatur. Preces
autem ecclesiae Christus more advocati Deo

Himself is the proper TrapdicArjTO!, and the
Holy Ghost His substitute,
* Ebrard, who here gives the same explana
tion, explains the expression in the Gospel of
John = " Comforter," 6? napaxaKel (more cor-

—

patri

commendat."

by which Christ

signifies that

rectly Trapa/taAeiTat, mid.), according to the

Hebrew DHJOi LXX. Job
passage
that

is

it

is

xvi. 2; but in thla

not irapiKAjjTos, but

Ti-apaKAiJTo)?,

used; Hofmann's explanation

given our faith an eternally valid claim on

on John xiv. 16).
» This idea is not, as
contradiction with John

Him."

this statement a lasting intercession

*

3

Besser: "

He

has made Himself ours, has

In the fact that in the Gospel of John the

Holy Ghost, but here Christ,
Tof, there is so

much

is

called TrapaK\rj.

the less u contradiction,

is

also

{Schriflbew., II. 2, p. 15 ff.) =
" Teacher " (comp. Meyer and Hengstenherg
incorrect

Is

it

might appear, in
for even in
by Christ

xvi. 26;

indicated, since Christ ascribes the hearing

of prayer in His

name

well aa to the Father.

to Himself (xiv. 13) as
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passage)

;

but neither

promisil, se scilicet suis
dtKatog

it

is

=

Jidelis atque verax, quatenus id praestat

adfuturum (Socinus)

;

quod
according to the usus loquendi,

Justus advocatus,
could be understood of (judicial) justice (Bede
but then the adjective would have had to be put
:

injustas causas non suscipit),

with napiiKlr/Tov Ebrard incorrectly explains it — diKaiog Kat dmaiCiv but this
explanation is so much the more unwai*rantable, as diKoioi'v is the very
;

;

by the epithet <5i«aiof, Christ is held up before the
napiiKXr/Tog
one who by His nature is fitted to be the Paraclete of sinners,

business of the
dfiapravovai as
i.e.,

as one

stainless,

;

who

the holy ideal of

God; who

perfectly satisfies the will of

and without sin" (Luther).

manhood

is

"Only

seen realized, can

as the

He

is

Holy One,

"just and
in

whom

intercede for sinners with

the heavenly Father " (Neander).

— How Christ

executes His office of Advocate with the Father,
a dogmatic exposition of it is not in place here, still it is
important to mark the chief elements which are the result of the apostle's
statement. These are the following: 1. The Paraclete is Jesus, the glorified
Redeemer, who .is with the Father; therefore neither His divine nature alone,

Remark.

John does not

say

;

nature alone, but the Lord in His divine-human personality.
is the reconciliation of men with God by His blood.
3. His advocacy has reference to believers, who still sin amid their walking in
light; and, 4. It is a real activity in which He intercedes for His people (that

nor His
2.

human

The presupposition

God may manifest

in their forgiveness

and

sanctification

His faithfulness and

with God, as His (and their) Father. If these points are observed, on
the one hand, there is found in the apostolic statement no ground for a materialistic conception, which Calvin opposes in the following words obiter notandum est, nimis crasse errare eos, qui patris genibus Christum advolvunt, id pro
Tollendae sunt eiusmodi corjitationes, quae coelesti Christi gloriae
nobis oret.
derogant ; but neither, on the other hand, is there any justification for doing
away with the idea, as not a few commentators have been guilty of. Even Bede
has not kept himself free from it, when he says that the advocacy consists in
this, that Christ presents Himself as man to God, and prays for us non voce, sed
miseratione, and therefore considers the inter cessio, not as an actio realis, but
only as an actio interpretativa. But the idea is even more done away with,
when the intercession is viewed only as the permanent effect of the redemptive

justice)

:

work accomplished by Christ in the giving up of His life to the death, which is
no doubt the opinion of Baumgarten-Crusius when he says: "The apostles
certainly did not think of a special oral intercession, but of an intercession by
deed, in His work." i Liicke rightly says: "The meaning of this form of
is no other than this, that Jesus Christ also in His 6n^a with the
Father continues His work of reconciliation. If Christ were not the eternal
Paraclete for us with God, His saving and reconciling work would be limited to
His earthly life merely, and in so far could not be regarded as eternal and complete;" but it is not to the point when he further puts it: " Without the eter-

representation

"Christ is the
does not, however,
pray the Father, but the sense of His ofHce of
Advocate is simply this, that for His sake the
1

Similarly Kostlin (p. 61)

eternal TTapdKArjTos ;

:

He

Father also loves those

who

believe

on Him."

Frommann

also (p. 472

ff.)

finds in the state-

ment of the apostle only a symbolical form of
expression, by which the continuation of the
atoning work of Christ in His state of exaltation

is

indicated.
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2.

nally active saving and reconciling spirit of Christ, without the '<n>ev(xa Xpiarov,
Christ would not be a perfect, a living Christ;" for John is not here speaking
The explanation of
of tlie Trvevfia of Christ, but of the personal Christ Himself.

Wette, that the advocacy of Christ is the combination of the idea of the
and of the suffering Messiah, is also unsatisfactory, becauses it changes
the objective reality into a subjective representation. Neander rightly says:
''When Christ is described as the Advocate, this is not to be understood as if

De

glorified

only the effects of the

work once accomplished by Him were

transferred to

— John considers the living Christ as personally operating m His work,

Himself.

same holy love

as operating in His glorified position with His Father, with the

with which He accomplished His work on earth as a mediation for sinful man.
It is by Him in His divine-human personality that the connection between man,
saved and reconciled to God by Him, and God as the Father, is always brought
about." Comp. also Meyer on Rom. viii. 34, and Braune in the fundamental
dogmatic ideas of the passage.

Yer.

and

back to
here

Kal avro^

2.

=

et ipse,

idemque

tile ; nai is

here also the simple copula,

not to be resolved either into quia (a Lapide) or

is

']??CT.

XpiOTov dmaiov,

and the epithet

diKatov is

Paulus, contrary to the context, refers

,

The word
and here

which

uaaucx;,

is

avrdt;

(= PX^n), mean

to

— iXaauo^

God.

this way, that Christ is called the RaauiK,

Num.

ftrn].

iv. 10,

may, according to

tiuuv,

iiu

the sin-offering (Liicke, 3d ed.), but

to be taken in the sense of D"*^33, Lev. xxv. 9,

refers

«i>Toc

used besides in the N. T. only in chap.

also indeed in combination with repi nov

Ezek. xliv. 27

—

nam

not to be lost sight of

v. 8,

is

here

and no doubt

in

inasmuch as He has expiated by

His aiaa the guilt of sin. This reference to the sacrificial
is true, is not demanded by the idea Moctmoc in itself,^
demanded by the context, as the apostle can only ascribe
Christ, in chap i. 7, the cleansing power of which he is
because he knows that reconciliation is based on it.
it

blood of Christ,

but certainly

is

to the blood of

there speaking,

—

In classical Greek I'/.dcjnEaeai (as middle) is = newv nnuiv; but in
never appears in this active signification, in which God would not
be the object; but in all the passages where the Septuagint makes use of this
word, whether it is as the translation of "133 (Ps. Ixv. 4, Ixxviii. 38, Ixxix. 9),

Remark.

Scriptm-e

or of

it

dSd

(Ps. xxiv. 11; 2

Kings

v. 18),

or of DPIJ (Exod. xxxii. 14),

God

is

the

and sin, or sinful man, is the object; in Heb. ii. 17, Christ is the subject, and the object also is raf ufiapTiac.
The case is almost exactly similar with
itiTiuaneadai, which does not appear in the N. T. at all, but in the O. T., on
the otlier hand, is used as the translation of "^22 much more frequently than the
subject,

simple form;

it is

only where this verb

is

used of the relation between men,

1 In the Septuagint not only does iXaanoi
appear as the translation of the Hebrew

pure exercise of compassion on account of

nn*Sp

the

K€aeai

(Ps. cxxix. 4;

la nlfio

nsed

=

Dan.

to he

Ix. 9),

but Uoo--

merciful, to forgive
-quite with-

(Ps. Ixv. 4, Ixxviii. 38, Ixxix. 9),

out reference to an offering.
of Paulus,

however;

"He

— The explanation
(i.e.,

God)

!a

the

sinful

faults,"

first

place,

is

not justifiable, because, in

God

forgiveness
forgiveness,

itself,

not the subject, and

Is

secondly, the iAao-Moi

but

of
is

Christ

is

not the

that-which procures
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namely, Gen. xxxii. 21 and Prov. xvi. 14, that the classical usus loqitendi 13
preserved; but elsewhere with k^iMoKeadai, whether the subject be God (as iu
Ezek. xvi. 63) or man, especially the priest, the object is either man (Lev. iv. 20.
V. 26, vi. 7, xvi. 6, 11, 16, 17, 24, 30, 33; Ezek. xlv. 17) or sm (Exod. xxxii. .30;
both together. Lev. v. 18, Num. vi. 11), or even holiness defiled by sin (the
most holy place. Lev. xvi. 16; the altar, Lev. xvi. 18, xxvii. 33, Ezek. xliii. 22);
only in Zech. vii. 2 is found t^Ju'inKaadai tov Kvpiov, where, however, the Hebrew
text has Hiri' 'Ji3-r\N fllSn'?.

Scripture does not denote

Uaff//oc, therefore, in

the reconciliation of God, either with Himself or with men, and hence not
placatio (or, as Myrberg interprets: propitiatio) Dei, but the justification or
reconciliation of the sinner with God, because it is never stated in the
T.

K

that

God

is

reconciled, but rather that

Grotius, S.

G

we

are reconciled to God.^

Lange, and others take

crete the expression of the apostle loses

more comprehensive, more

is

gives

it

its

by

is

ilaaT^p; of course that

change into the con-

this

peculiar character; "the abstract

intensive, comp.

to be understood " that Christ

=

iTiaauof;

abstract form denotes the personal Christ, but

1

Cor.

i.

30" (Bruckner);

it

not the propitiator through any

thing outside Himself, but through Himself " (Liicke, 2d ed.), and that
there

is

— The

no propitiation except through Him.^

the preceding

irapaKlTiTov

may be

variously regarded

;

relation of Llaaiioc to

either

-rtaodKlriToq is

the

higher idea, in which iT^aanoq is contained, Bede advocalum habemus aputl
Patrem qui interpellat pro nobis et propiiium eum ac placatuin peccatis nostris
;

reddit

.

or, conversely, llaa/uo^ is

subordinated, as
sacrificial

De Wette

the higher idea, to which the advocacy

thus says

" llaanoq does not

is

merely refer to the

death of Jesus, but, as the more general idea, includes the inter-

cession as the progressive reconciliation' (so also Rickli,

Frommann);

or,

both ideas are co-ordinate w-ith one another, Christ being the iXaauo^
in regard to His blood which was shed, and the irapuKlriToc, on the other
hand, in regard to His present activity with the Father for those who are
Against the first view is the sentence
reconciled to God through His blood.
beginning with koi avrdc, by which i'Xaan6(: is marked as an idea which is not
lastly,

already contained in the idea

»

Comp. Delitzsch

in his

the Epi&tle to the Hehreia^,
p. 94

ff.

But

it is

from

it

;

against the

disturbed relationship by an expiation to be

on chap

performed; only

ii.

17,

—

is
by
(reconciliation),
to
be translated
" iSwAn^mg'" or " FersMAnwra^" (both = Engl.
expiation, atonement. It is true, Versohnung
and Vermhnung are properly one and the
same word, but in the usage of the l.inguage
the distinction has certainly been fixed that

word denotes

distinct

is

Commentary on

to be noticed that Delitzsch,

while he states correctly the Biblical mode of
representation, bases bis opening discussion
on the idea of the "self reconciliation of the
Godhead with itself," an idea which is not
It is observed by
contained in Scripture.
several commentators that iAatr/iio?, as distinguished from Ko.TaKKa.yri = " Vernohnung "

the latter

but

napuKlri'^oc,

the restoration of the

the idea

it

iAa(T/ii6s iii

punishment,

is

ine.\act to assert that

ttse// contains the idea of

since tAdo-Kecreai

does not include

this idea either in classical or iu Biblical usage,

though mostly indeed used
O. T. in reference to a sacrifice by
used without this
reference (comp. Ecclus. iii. 28).
- The case is the same with the expression
iXao-jiids as with other abstractions by which

and

£^iA.a<7Ke<jdai,

in the

which

Christ

sin is covered, is also

Is

described, as fwij, 656s, ayiao-Mbs,

Who does not feel

that by these words
something much more comprehensive is expressed than in the concrete forms o ^wottoccov,

(c.t.A.

:

6

ofijjywi',

6 d-yio^uii-, k.t.A. ?

—
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2.

decisive that the propitiation, which Christ

it is

is

described as,

but his intercession, on the other hand, has reference only to the sins of the believers who belong to Him. There remains,
accordingly, only the third view as the only correct one (so also Braune).
The relationship is this, that the intercession of the glorified Christ has as
has reference to

all sins,

its

presupposition the

/cat

avTOQ is not

wrought out

llaaiioQ

merely added,

in

His death,i yet the sentence

ut causa reddatur, cur Christus

advocalus nosier

sit

(Hornejus, and similarly Beza, Lorinus, Sander, etc.), for its independence
the thought contained in it not merely serves for the
is thereby taken away
;

explanation or confirmation of the preceding, but it is also full of meaning
in itself, as it brings out the relation of Christ to the whole world of sinners.
TTfpi TTuv

aiiapTLuv
;

regard to

"

it

construed with

here be observed that e^iManeadat in the

—

nepi.

LXX.

Hebrew S;^ ^22. The idea of
With ruv afiapr. fiuv, cotn'p. chap.

the

nepl, after

not suggested in

expresses the reference quite generally: "in

nepi

Tju.uv'].

may

is

usually

substitution

t/

9

1.

;

it

is

not

is

merely the sins of Christians (wuv, i.e., fidelium; Bengel) before their conversion that are meant, but also those which are committed by them in their
Ebrard's opinion, that these words are
Christian life; comp. chap. i. 7.

merely as a preparation for the following additional
inadmissible; they rather suggest themselves to the apostle
inasmuch as it is only by virtue of
and without regard to what follows
oij •nepl ruv rjfieripuv 6e
them that the idea obtains complete expression.

added

to

thought,

ilanixbq

—

is

novov, ukAa

—

ml

nepi oAov tov Koaf^ov}.

to the preceding nepl

r.

It is incorrect to

propitiation.

Expansion of the thought,

&u. rjudv, in

order to

understand by

mark
r/fiek-

in reference

the universality of the
the Jews,

and by

Koaixog

^^«c are rather
believers, and «6(t«oc is the whole of unbelieving mankind; so Spener,
Paulus, De Wette, Liicke, Sander, Neander, Diisterd., Braune, etc.
Baumgarten-Crusius agrees with this interpretation, only he understands by
the Gentiles (Oecum., Cyril, Hornejus, Semler, Rickli, etc.)

;

—

not mankind together (extensive), but successively (protensive) but
It would be preferable to say that John was
thinking directly of the Koa/xoc as it existed in his time, without, however,
Koafioc:

;

this distinction is unsuitable.

limiting the idea to

which

Koafioc is

=

it.

The

interpretation of Augustin

" ecclesin electorum per totum

The

propitiatory sacrifice

for the whole of fallen

.rightly says

:

and of Bede, by

dispersa," is clearly

was offered for the ichole world,
mankind if all do not obtain the blessing of it, the
does not lie in a want of efficacia in it; Diisterdieck therefore
" The propitiation is of judicial nature
according to this, the

quite arbitrary.

cause of that

mundum

;

;

propitiation for the whole world has

its

real efficacia for the

to the believing it brings life; to the unbelieving, death."

whole world
Calvin quite

sub omnibus reprobos non comprehendit, sed eos desirjnat,
qui simul credituri eranl et qui per varias mundi plagas dispersi erant (similarly

improperly asserts

»

:

KostUn Incorrectly says

(p. 180)

:

" Christ

high
priest, and at the same lime sacrifice, a high
priest who offers himself; and iAa<7-fios, while

Is »rapaic;^T)T09,

^e

while he

is napaKK-qTOi, i.e.,

is

Uoff/no^,

I.e.,

u sacrifice which offers

itself

:

" for neither does

high-priesthood of
full

7rapo»cA.

describe the

Christ, according

conoprehension, nor does tAao-no?

"sacrifice."

to

its

mean

:
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Beza)

against this the statement of Bengel

;

The expressly added

tarn late propiiiatio.

— With regard

is sufficient

:

quam

dXov places the

late peccatuin,

matter beyond

all

mpl dX. tov Koa/iov, Winer says (p. 536
[E. T., 577]): "instead of this, either mpl tuv oXov t. K.,or, instead of the
first words, nspl rjfiuv might have been written
similarly Heb. ix. 7 " many
commentators, on the other hand, supply tuv directly, as Grotius, Semler,
doubt.

to the genitive

;

;

Wilke (Henneneutik,
"pro

ders

:

this,

appeal

toiius

made

is

II. p.

145),

De Wette, Dusterdieck;

mundi," and Luther

:

"fui- der

to passages such as

John

construction which appears in these passages

an oratio variata

;

is

On

behalf of

20 but the
the well-known comparatio

v. 36, ^

is

compendiarla, which does not occur here, as there
all

as the Vulg. ren-

ganzen Welt."

is

Matt.

v.

;

no comparison here at
was the more natural

therefore to be accepted, which

to the apostle, as the idea noafiog includes in itself that of sin.^

Vv. 3-11. Further antithetical statement of the believers' walk in light;
described as TTjpelv ruf evroMg Qeov (vv. 3-6) this then is further defined
as a Trepmardv Kadtjg eKElvog nepienaTTjae (ver. 6). and dyandv tov u6e?^<p6v is emphasized as being the essence of this walk (vv. 7-11).
Ver. 3. Semler would make a new section begin here: "after the foundation of salvation has been spoken of, thei-e follows the exhortation to
preserving the salvation " incorrectly
ver. 3 is closely connected with
chap. i. 5, 6, and states in what the Christian's walk in light consists therefore also it begins simply with Kai.
kv tovtg) yivucKOfiev'}. h tovtC) refers to the
following kuv the object is stated by on the same combination is found in
the Gospel of John xiii. 35; similarly in chap. iv. 13, where, however, the
particle on is used instead of idv, and chap. v. 2, where brav is used.
A
Lapide wrongly weakens the force of yivuaKOfiev non certo et demonstrative,
it is

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

:

sed probah'diter

et

conjecturaliler

;

it

is

rather the anxiety of the apostle to

bring out that the Christian has a sure and certain consciousness of the
nature of the Christian life. This certainty is confirmed to him by unmis-

—

takable facts, in which the truth of his knowledge attests

itself.
on iyvdseems to refer to the last-mentioned subject in ver. 2,
therefore to Christ; so it is explained by Oecumenius, Erasmvis, Grotius,
Calov, Spener, Bengel, Semler, Johannsen, Sander, Myrberg, Erdmann, etc.
but the deeper train of thought is opposed to this; John is not continuing the
KafiEv

avrov

aiTovl.

going back to the fundamental thought of the whole
God walks in the light; " the principal
God, and to it, therefore, avrov is to be referred so Calvin, Beza,

idea of ver.
section

subject

:

"

is

but

2,

He who

is

has fellowship with

;

Ewald, De Wette, Briickner, Ebrard, DiistereyvuKafiev, which is not, with Lange and Carpzov,

Liicke, Baumgarten-Crusius,

dieck, Braune, etc^

»

This passage

— On

is cited

by Ebrard further,

in order to prove his assertion

viation for

TTcpi Ttoi/

explanation" (!).
2 When Braune,
planation which

whole and

is

:

" This abbre-

oAov ToO Ko<rjiov needs no

who

has accepted the exhere given of the verse as a

in detail, says in reference to the

oratio variata which occurs here:

"it has

not happened for the sake of the evil which
is true of

attaches to the koitimo^, for this

Christians also (contrary to Huther)," he
thereby shows that he has not correctly understood the above remark,
^ "pjie reason brought forward by Ebrard
" it lies also in the idea of the coTO»ia?irf»ien<s,
:

that they are mentioned as

commandments

of

;

:
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=
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4.

"love," the commentators rightly remark that

it is

not

a mere external, purely theoretical knowledge that is to be understood by
it; ^ it is the licinff knowledge that is meant, i.e., a knowledge in which the
subject (God)

Koivuvlav Exeiv
avTov,

really received into the inner

is

are determined

by

/xfr'

so that FyvuKivai

it,^

avrov (chap.

i.

6)

;

fellowship,

cum

and with

kuv Tui EVToMg avToi)

eo.

life,

and thought and action

necessarily connected with the

still it is

inexact to render on kyvunanev

amu, or, with Clarius, by
element of consciousness in the
internal and spiritual side, is brought out.

with Oecuraenius, directly by on

societatem habemus

is

By

this its

eyvuKaiiev the

The

Tjjpwfiev'].

mvEKpud-nfitv

—

expression

r.

ev-oA. r?7p£«v ^

describes the

obedience resulting from the internal faithful keeping of the commandments :* it is incorrect, with Braune, so to press the idea Tripsiv here, in its

from noulv, that merely " attention to the commandments " is to
be understood by it; it rather includes in itself the actual obedience. This
obedience is not here regarded as the means of the knowledge of God, but as
the proof of it; rightly Oecumenius: 6iu tuv epyuv rj reXela dEdelKwraL uyunri;
distinction

only he should have said " yvuaig " instead of ayunri. Between both of those
there is the same relationship as between fellowship with God and walking
in light

knowledge of God, so is the
commandments, which is

for as the former is related to the

;

latter related to

the observance of the divine

the concrete embodimeut of iv rw 0wrt nepinaretv.
Ver. 4. Inference from ver.
K.T.7.., is

3,

expressing the antithetical side.

used in the same sense as kdv

elnufiev,

Braune considers that " in the singular there

the Father and not of the Son,"

ia

not valid;

comp. Gospel of John xiv. 15, 21, 23, xv. 10.
Ebrard, on the other hand, rightly points to
ver. 6, where cKeii/os (Christ) is distinguished
from auTos. From this verse it also follows
that Johu, in this section,

is

considering Christ

not as having given commandments, but as

having walked according to the commandments of God.
1 Lorinus
"Cognoscerecumquadamvoluntatis propendentis approbatione."
A Lapide
"Cognitione iion tantum speculativa, sed et
practica, quae cum amore et affectu conjuncta
Spener: " This is
est, ac in opus derivatur."
not a mere knowing (1 Cor. viii. 1), such as
may exist without love, but a knowledge which
comes into the heart and fulfils His will with
:

—

—

trust."

— DeWette: " Knowledge of the heart,

not of the mind, wherewith activity

assumed."

— Liicke:

"The knowledge

is

also

of

God

however, in so far
as it is identical with the love of God, but only
in so far as it really impels men practically to
fulfilment of the divine commands, and thus
in the highest sense; not,

reveals itself in
is

known
2

growing love

to the

God who

as the Light."

current view of

vti'uio-Keu' in

John, in so far

lies

i.

6.

—

6 liyuv,

Without reason,

a progress in the develop-

knowledge is not kept pure in
from confusion with other ideas; but when
Weiss says that in John only " the knowledge
that rests on immediate contemplation is to be
thought of," and obseiTcs that "it lies in the
nature of the case, that in this intuition and

as the idea of
it

contemplation the object is received into the
nay, as
entire spiritual being of a man as a
the determining power," he not only agrees

—

with the explanation given above, but defines
the idea in such a way .as not to deviate so very
far from the commentators whom he opposes
as his polemic would lead one to suppose,
» jt

to be noticed, that to describe the

is

commandments John never uses
(which by him is only used in reference
to the Mosaic law), but generally ivToXai
(only now and then A070S 0eoO or Xpi<7Tou)
and as verb, rripelv, never noieiv (except in
Rev. xxii. 14).
In the writings of Paul,
rufpelv ci'toAjji' appears only in 1 Tim. vi. 14,
and besides in the X. T. in Matt. xix. 17 (chap,

Christian
yojuos

—

xxviii. 20
*

:

rripetv navra. oa-a evereiAanrji' viilv),

The paraphrase

here merely for

of fieraler may be given
" Si (nos Apos-

its curior^ity

:

retinemus et raaguifacimus banc ejus
doctrinam: Deum esse pariter omnium gentoli)

Weiss not unjustly contends against the

chap.

tium."

—

"

'
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of the thought." The statement tliat iyvuKa is used " with manifest
regard to the Gnostics " (Ebrard), is not to be accepted 6 Tiiyuv is rather to

ment

;

be taken in a quite general sense, comp. ver. 6, at the same time referring
to the appearance of such a moral indifferentism among the churches. avTov,
ipEvarrig ean = ipcvderat, chap. i. 6; but in such away
as in ver. 3 = Qeov.
that the idea is more sharply brought out by it (Braune).
km h tovtl), k.tX,
From the connection between the knowledge of God,
as in chap. i. 8.

—

—

—

and the observance

of His

of the former, but is

a

is

who

follows that he

In this verse the apostle confirms the idea of ver. 3, in the forro
ver. 4, and with the introduction of a new element.

5.

uv

TTiptj

—

avToi) (i.e.,

Qeov) rbv

"koyov].

but to the words

ver. 3 (Liicke),

The

particle

which

6i,

koX rag kvToXug avrov

fifi

refers not to

Tiipuv, ver. 4,

that this verse stands in the same relationship to ver. 4 as chap.
6

;

boasts

an antithesis to
6'

Of

it

has not the truth in him, but

latter,

liar.

Ver.
of

commandments,

wanting in the

" TTipy is

shows

7 to ver.

i.

first, and similarly avrov before tov loyov
synonymous with al hvrolal avrov, w. 3 and 4:

with emphasis put

(Braune).

avrov 6 Idyog is

" the essence of the divine

commandments

" a

;

singulari, quia praecipue respicit legem caritatis

;

Lapide

:

Dlcit verbum ejus in

haec enim caeieras omnes in se

— The predicate does not run,
but
eyvuKsv
h
whereby " a new side of the thought comes
"in truth," opposed to appearance and mere
into view" (Ebrard). —
comprehend it.
TovTu

ij

ovrog

avrov,

akridug

uyuTTrj rov Beoi) TereTielurai,
uXrjOiJg,

pretence

it is

;

the preceding

emphatically put
uli^OEia

?/

as in John viii. 31, with reference to
and serves to bring out not a quality of

first,

(De Wette)

;

the TETCAELuTat (Ebrard), but the actuality of the kv
also Bruckner).

—

kv rovru)

here, as in chap. iv.

9,

fi

rovrG)

" the love of

God

.

.

.

TErEMurat. (so

Qeov is not
to us " (Flacius, Calovius, Bengel,

uyunr) rov Qeov rerEZetwrat].

?/

uyuirri r.

Spener, Russmeyer, Sander, Lange, etc), nor, "the love

commanded by

God "

(Episcopius), nor, " the relationship of mutual love between God and
man " (Ebrard " the mutua amicitia et conjunclio between God and the Christian ") 1 but " love to God," as in chap. ii. 15, iii. 17, iv. 12, v. 3 (Bede,
:

;

Oecumenius, Luther, Calvin, Beza, Lorinus, Hornejus, Paulus, De WetteBaumgarten-Crusius, Liicke, Diisterdieck, Erdmann, Myrberg,
Braune, etc.). This interpretation is required by the context; for "the love
of God" appears here in place of the "knowledge of God," vv. 3 and 4.
As in the latter, so in the former also, consists fellowship with God. Both,
love and knowledge, are so inseparably connected, and are so essentially one
in their principle and nature, that the one is the condition of the other.^
The idea rsrETieiurat is not to be weakened, as in Beza te7^iovv hoc in loco non
Briickner,

—

:

declarat per/ecie aliquid consummare, sed mendacio

hoc plane

sit,

et

quod dicimus: mettre en execution; but

" ' The love of God in us
1 Similarly Besser
usually embraces both God's love to us, by
which, aud our love to God, in which, we live.
This is the case in this passage also." This
:

interpretation can be just as
cally justified as that of

little

grararaali-

Ebrard; neither a du-

*

phrase

Grotius,

to be taken in its

mutual relationship

plicity nor a
in the

simulationi opponitur, ut
it is

17

is

expressed

07. toO ©eoC.

it is true, is

not

wrong when he

"Amor praesupponit cognitionem;
" Cognitio
but it is just as correct to say
praesupponit amorem."
says:

:

—
CHAP.
constant meaning

II.
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6.

The

" has been perfected," as in chap. iv. 12, 17, 18.^

:

no Christian can boast of perfect love to God,
does not justify an arbitrary change of meaning. The absolute idea Tj?petv
avTov TOP Xoyov demands for its counterpart an idea quite as absolute (so also
Where the word of God is perfectly fulfilled, there love to God
Briickner).'^
in perfect obedience, perfect love is shown.
That the Christian
is perfect
has not attained this perfection at any moment of his life, but is ever only
in a state of progress towards it, is no doubt true but John is not here conobjection, tliat nevertheless

;

;

sidering that aspect (so also Braune).^

—

ev tovtu yivuaKOfj.sv'].

iv tovtio refers

neither to the thought contained in ver. 6 (Socinus, Ewald), nor to

uyuwit

i}

but to the keeping of the commandments (so also Diisterdieck,
Ebrard, Briickner, Brauue). Obedience is the evidence for the knowledge
.

.

.

that

T£T€?i.,

we

are iu

fellowship of
TovTu)

,

avru

ev

exo/xEv fier' airov

(chap.

i.

signifies the inwaj'd

who understands

;

which

6),

knowledge and love of God
cipuli

The expression

fcr/ifv].

Acts xvii. 28) it combines the preceding ev
and the former eyvuKUfiev avrov, and is identical with Koivuviav

TereA.

,

.

— on

avrcj.

life (differently

is

it

The

defines in its internal character.

being in God (so also Briickner).'*

avTu of Christ, enfeeblingly explains

— Grotius,

Christi ingenii dis-

:

siiiiius.

Ver. 6 gives the more particular definition of what the rripelv of God's
commandments, and therefore the Christian's walk in light, consists in.

—

ahrC) fiiveivl-

etc.),

but to God.

expressions are synonymous,

is

it

:

ilium nosse, in

and abiding

illo esse,

God

is

Both

iiivuv instead of elvai, ver. 5.

but not identical (Beza)
in jxevelv
brought out. Bengel Synonyma cum

true,

the unchangeableness of the being
gradatione

iv

does not refer to Christ (Augustin, Hornejus, Wolf,

iv avTu

Lange, Neander,

—

here, however, with the infinitive construction.

6 Xiyuv, as in ver. 4;

;

:

in illo

manere.

Frommann

(p.

187)

:

"

The

one and the same fellowship with God.
The latter describes it merely as something constant, lasting, which accessory
notion is not contained in the former expression."
bipeilEL (comp. chap,
iii. 16, iv. 11, "is in duty bound") refers back to 6 liyuv; it is not meant to
be indicated here what is demanded in regard to the hevelv iv QeC), but what
being

in

signifies

—

1

Even Bengel'e

regimen nactus

interpretation

et perfecte

;

" Perfectum

cognitus est

amor Dei erga hominem)," does not

(\iz.,

corre-

epond to the idea of the word.
2 Ebrard, it ia true, wants the idea rereAeiurai to be retained unweakened, but finds
himself compelled by his interpretation of
if

ay. T. ©. to agree with Beza's explanation,

because "

a relationship its perconclusion"
Ebrard's opinion, that if »/ ay. t. ©. = " love
to God," John must have written reAeia e<ni.v
in the case of

fectioii is nothing else than its

instead of TeTeAeiwTat,

trary

to

John's

is

usus

— besides

being cou-

loquendi

— without

foundation.
s

In Calvin's explanation: " Si quis objiciat,

neminem unquara
ita

perfecte

fuissc repertura, qui

diligeret,

respondeo

:

Deum

sufflcere,

modo quisque pro gratiae sibi datae mensura
ad hanc perfectionem aspiret," and in that of
Socinus: "Est autera perfectio ista caritatis

Deum et obedientia praeceptorum ejus ita
intelligenda, ut non oraniuo requiratur, ne ei
quicquam deesse possit, sed tautum ut ejuemodi sit, qua Deus pro sua ingenti erga nos
in

bonitate contentus esse voluit," limitations are

introduced which are foreign to the apostle's
train of thought.
*

says

In substantial agreement with this Weiss
:

" In vv. 3 and 4

it

was

stated that in the

keeping of God's commandments we recognize
that we have known God. If, therefore, there
is a continuous train of thought here, the
being in God must only be a new expression
for the knowing of God, or must be directly
given along with it."

"
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is

him who

the duty of

be a

liar,

whom

in

By

nepnrnrelv.

[ovTwf]

says that he abides in

the truth

God

— Kadug

is not, ver. 4.

these words Christ

is

—

if

he does not want to

EKelvog T:epuTTUTr}ae,

km

avrdg

placed as a pattern before

i.e., in regard to His whole walk (which is elsewhere done in the
N. T. only in regard to His self-abasement and to His conduct in suffering
see this commentary on 1 Pet. ii. 21)
of what sort this was, .John does not
here say from the connection with what precedes, however, it is clear that

Christians,

;

;

;

the apostle points to

Him

in so far as

He

kept the commandments of God,

and therefore walked in the light. ^ This reference to Christ as an example
is frequently found in the same form (Kaduc tKuvog) in our Epistle
so iii. 3, 7,
^epiizarEiv describes
iv. 17
comp. also John xiii. 15, xv. 10, and passim.
not merely the disposition, but the action resulting from it. In the fact that
John brings just this out (comp. especially chap. iii. 17, 18), it is evident
On ovrug, see the
how far his mysticism is removed from mere fanaticism.
;

—

;

—

critical notes.

A

Vv. 7-11.

more particular statement of the nature and import of

hTo7iug avrov or of nepnraTdv Kadug cKelvog nepienurrjae.

TTjpelv Tug

Such a form of address does not necessarily indicate
new section, but is also used when the subject of the
discourse is intended to be brought home to the hearers or readers this is
" I do
ovk evTokfjv kulv^v ypu<i>cj v/iiv certainly does not mean
the case here.
not write to you of a new commandment " neither, however " I write (set)
for ypu(pEiv has not this signification
it
before you " (Baumgarten-Crusius)
simply means to write ; when connected with an object, as here, it is = to
communicate or announce any thing by writing comp. chap. i. 4. The
subject of his writing, the apostle calls an evTolrj.
It is arbitrary to take
the word here in a different meaning from that which it alwa3's has
thus
Rickli " the whole revelation of divine truth as it has been brought to us
and Ebrard " the
in Jesus Christ " ^ (similarly Flacius, Calovius, etc.)
announcement, that God is light, chap. i. 5 " £VTo7ai means " commandment;
this idea must not be confounded with any othei*. Most of the commentators
(Augustin, Bede, Oecumenius, Theophylact, Luther, Calvin, BaumgartenCrusius, De Wette-Briickner, Neander, Sander, Erdmann, Myrberg, Ewald,
etc.) understand by it, according to vv. 9-11, the commandment of brotherly
others, on the other hand (Socinus, Episcopius, Calovius, Schott,
love
Ver.

the

7.

uyanriToL

commencement

of a

;

—

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

;

Liicke, Fritzsche,

Frommann,

etc.),

according to ver.

6,

the

commandment

These two views seem to be opposed to one another,
but they really are so only if we assume that John here wants to emphasize
a single special commandment
in distinction from other commandments.

of following Christ.

—

>

Be

Semler paraphrases: "Si quis gloriatur,

Buamque doctrinam semper convenisse cum

doctrina

bumanae

ilia

Christi,

vitae

is

sane debet etiam in

modo non Judaismum

prae-

ferre"(!).
2

"a

Ebrard wrongly maintains that

ivrokri is

truth including directly in itself practical

requirements."

ments contained

Only the
iu

practical require-

a truth can be

— when

—

called ivroXri, but not
regarded as a unity
the truth which contains them in itself. It is
true, the

demand

of faith iu the message of

salvation

may be

described as ei-ToA^, but not

the message of salvation itself; here, however,
the context forbids us to take the expression

Weiss), since neither in what
precedes nor in what immediately follows ia
there a demand for faith expressed.

in that sense (as

CHAP.

II.
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7.

however, is erroneous
the command to keep the
word) of God after the example of Christ, or to
walk in the light, is no other than the command to love one's brother.
From chap. i. 5 on, John is speaking not of diiferent commandments, but of
the one general commandment of the Christian life which results from the

This supposition,

commandments

God

truth that

when John,
ypu(pcj vfuv,

;

(or the

light.

is

It is to this

in order to bring it

home

commandment

so that by hro?.^ he does not indicate a

then for the

first

time

is

is

made

hro^v

KaivTjv

that reference

to his readers, says

:

ovk

commandment which he
commandment which

about to mention, but the

in what precedes (only not merely in ver. 6), but
more particularly in what follows, namely, in regard to its concrete
import.^ Of this commandment Jolni says, that it is not an kvToXrj Koivf/ ^
u?i'A' evTo'/Jjv naTuuav,
in what sense he means this, the following words state
it is not new, but old, inasmuch as his readers did not first
fjv elxere un' upxK
receive it through this writing, but already had it, and indeed an' iipx'Ki i-G->
comp. chap. iii. 11
from the very beginning of their Christian life
2 John 5, 6; and, for the expression inx' apx'ic, ver. 24 (Calvin, Beza, Socinus,

he has already spoken of
defines

;

:

'i

;

Episcopius, Piscator, Hornejus, Lange, Rickli, Liicke,

;

De

Wette-Briickner,

Sander, Neander, Besser, Diisterdieck, Erdmann, Myrberg, Ewald, Braune,

The imperfect

elxere, instead of which we should expect the present,
back to the time before John had come to his readers, or
The latter is the
is to be explained: "which ye hitherto already had."
moi'e probable.
Some commentators weaken this interpretation, which is
demanded by the context, and hold that John calls the commandment
(namely, " the commandment of love ") an old one, because it was already
given by Moses
thus Flacius, Clarius, etc.
the Greek commentators even
go beyond that, and refer it at once to this, that it was written from the
very beginning in the heart of man ^ the latter Baumgarten-Crusius
" here, therefore, the ethics of Christianity are
maintains, and says
represented as the eternal law of reason," in which he explains utt' upxv?
" from the beginning of the history of man," and regards " ye as men " as

etc.).

either refers

;

;

;

:

1 Thia view is in accordance with that of
Dusterdieck, who rightly remarks: "The

solution of the problem

lies in this,

that the

command to walk as Christ walked, fully
and essentially resolves itself into the commaud of brotherly love;" it is also accepted
by Braune. The objection of Briickner, that
brotherly love is only a principal element,
and not the complete fulfilment of following
holy

Christ,

can

only

brotherly love

is

plele character;

be

regarded

not viewed
comp. John

as

jj

oYon-T),

Rom.

xiii. 10.

if

(ver. 9).
3

In the scholia of Matthaei

it is thus put:
raira ypd^fi, eiKorw?, -njv irept
ivToXijv ov icati'Tjf elvaL i^ijo-i. iroiAat yap

«i ti.ev 'lovfiatott

in its full,

comand also

ayon-Tjs

xiii. 34,

avrrtv Sia ritv wpoc^jjTwv en-TjyYeiAaTo.

TrAjjpw/ia

'lovSatoi fi<Tav, ahittot' ovv ivTo\r) n-aAaio

the statement of the Apostle Paul
vofiou

valid

* Certainly what John here says reminds
us of the statement of Christ in John xiii. 34;
nor can it be denied that John was here
thinking of that, as well as in the passage
2 John 5; but from this it does not follow that
ovk evroA. xaiv. ypd<t><o vu-lv does not refer to
what precedes, but only to what comes after

— The

:

instances

adduced by Ebrard against the reference to
brotherly love can only have any force if the
commandment which prescribes this is distinguiehed, as a special one, from the command to walk in light.

ecrTic ^ icara
jrai/Te?

yip

rds

Ei &i ovk
.

.

.

(Juffiica^ ei-foias (JuAiki) 5ia9e(ri?,

(j>v<rei yitiepa

Koi KoiyioviKd ^u>a ovret

—

Oecumenius and
tou? ttAjjo'ioi'.
Theophylact combine the two together, holdIng that the Epistle was addressed to Jewish
and Gentile Christians.
ayan-uxri

,
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the subject of
serves for a

eIxete.

—^

hnolfj

more particular

nalaUi tariv 6

t)

in order to accentuate this idea

more

more particularly

it

iii.

chap.

2, 3),

i.

it

is

it

was only stated

now

the apostle
the word (not " the
;

De Wette) which they had heard (comp.
which, therefore, was proclaimed unto them (comp.
namely, by the apostolic preaching. The clause is therefore

chief substance of
ver. 24,

^ naXaiu is repeated

;

By elxere
commandment

in this respect, that

This addition

bv r^KOvaare.

strongly.

that the readers were in possession of the
defines

7i,6-yog

definition of the preceding

the word,"

11, iv. 3),

not to be taken, as Baumgarten-Crusius holds, as a correction of ypu<j)(j "not
by him was it first given it is from the beginning of Christianity, the Zoyojbv TjKovaaTe, namely, from Christ ; " for riKovaare does not refer directly to
:

;

(Bengel), but to elxeTs-^ On the addition an' upx^g (Rec.)
which Ewald regards as genuine, see the critical notes.
ypd^cj

Ver.
the

nuXiv evtoItjv

8.

EVToTit] KatvTj

Ebrard,

who

is

Kaivtjv,

same

the

explains as follows

Almost

/c.t.A.].

evtoXtj
:

after Tjuovaare,

commentators hold that

all

as was the subject of ver. 7 differently
" With ver. 7 begins a new section which
;

continues to ver. 29, in which the leading thought

is

the position of the

readers to the light as one which was already shining; by

meant the

clause, chap.

the following clause

i.

5

:

sentence: on

?]

aKoria,

k.t.'X..,

begun

k.t.X.,

by

evt. kuivji,

and

evt.

Trahuu is

on the other hand,

u?.Tjdivbv

^6ti

(palvEi

;

^

the

belongs, by apposition, to the following

what extent the

states to

essential true

to shine, namely, the fact that the light already

shines has a double sphere in which
first

;

^ OKoria napuyErac nal to 0(jf tu

:

relative clause o ianv uXr/dsc,

light has already

6 ©edf (pug egti

it is

a'AridEQ,

i.e.,

actually realized,

in Christ, but then also kv v/uv, i.e., in the Ephesian readers them-

selves,

and equally

incorrect
called an

;

evto?.?)

This explanation

in all true Christians."

for (1) the truth

tj

is,

however,

oKona napayEiai, k.tX, can just as

as the sentence 6 Qeoq

<pug egti

(see

on

ver. 7)

;

little

be

(2) the rela-

it was to be a preceding apposition to ^ cKoria, k.tX, would
have had to come after on according to the structure of the verse, 6 must
necessarily be connected with what precedes (3) it is a false idea, that that
which the clause on tj gkotlu expresses was actually realized in Christ the

tive clause, if

;

;

;

incorrectness of this idea

is

concealed in Ebrard's interpretation in this way,

no doubt, that he gives to kv ainu a different relation from that which he
Nor is the
v/xiv, and changes the present napuyETui into the perfect. ^

gives Ev

1 Wolf assumes a peculiar autlthesis be" Ratio fortassis
tween the two sentences
:

aliqua reddl possit, cur
a.pxv'! sibi

ad

ex^ii'

et clkovhv an'

invicem subjungantur. Prius enim
qui ex Judaeis ad Christum

illos spectaverit,

illi euim jam ante praeceptum
hoc de amore mutuo ex lege Mosis et prophetis cognitura habebaut; posterius respiciet
ex-Gentiles, qui idem inter prima evangeli-

conversi erant;

cae

doctriuae

praecepta

acceperant; "

'

The same view

is

found in

Castellio,

The latter remarks on
" Praeceptum novum, quod
nobis nunc primum in hac epistola scribitur; "
and on on " Quod hoc est illud praeceptum,"
to which he then very strangely adds: "amor
Sociuus, and Bengel.

ivTo\r)v Kaivi^v:

:

fratris,
s

ex luce."

Ebrard says: "The eternally existing
which has already appeared ev

light is one

this

awTcp, in so far as in Christ the light objectiv-

amounts, partly, if not altogether, to what the
Greek commentators adduce for explanation

ized has arisen for the world and has overcome

of the expression jraAaia.

such au antithesis

is

The

arbitrariness of

self-evident.

the darkness, and if vtniv in so far as also
subjectively to the readers the light of the

gospel has arisen, and they also subjectively

;

CHAP.
opinion that we are to understand by

and by

in light,

ivr. koiv^,

II.
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8.

the

evr. nal.

commandment

of walking

on the other hand, that of brotherly love

(ver. 9),

tenable, because these connnaudnients, according to their import, are not

two distinct commandments, but one and the same commandment. Still
more unjustifiable is the assumption of S. Schmid, that in ver. 7 the fundamental law of Christianity, namely, justification by faith, but here the commandment of Christian sanctification, is meant; and that of Weiss, that by
ver. 7, is to be

ivToXi/,

understood the evangelical message of salvation, but

commandment of love. The apostle, having in view here the same
commandment as in ver. 7, says " Again a new commandment I write unto you,
which thing is true in Him and in you: because the darkness is past, and the
true light now shineth." The relative clause u ianv, k.t.X., serves not merely to
establish the statement that the commandment is a neto one (Socinus, Flacius, Morus, Hornejus, De Wette-Briickner, LUcke, ed. 2 and 3, ed. 1 of this
here the

:

commentary, Erdmann,

mandment, yet not

etc.)

;

^

but the apostle thereby describes the com-

would be referred to the
(Oecumenius, Luther, Baumgarteu-Crusius, Semler, Frommann, Diisterdieck, etc.),^ but only in & formal way, as that which is actually
substance of

in a material way, so that 6

it

and

fulfilled in Christ

in his readers

also only defined in a formal

way by

have been drawn from darkness unto light."
By iv iifjuv he means, therefore, the readers, in

whom,

i.e.,

in

whose

souls, the transition

from

darkness to light has taken place; by iv
ttvTcp, however, not Christ, in whom, but the
world, for which that has happened objectively,

inasmuch as Christ entered as the

light into.

Quite a different
meaning, therefore, is here assigned to iv a.vr<i
from that which is given to iv viilv, as the difthe darkness of the world.

ference in the relation from the antithesis of
" objective " and " subjective " clearly shows.

— It

is

not merely the change of the present

Tra.pa.ye.Tai

into the perfect that is the cause of

this treatment, for

commentary,

it

appears elsewhere in the
" that which is

— thus on p. 148

:

;

t)i>

commandment

as the

eIxste an' upx^ii-

—

o

jjUKt

;

:

" It

"

is

the truth, that the darkness is

against which, on the

other hand,

:

its

truth in Christ, inasmuch as

it

Bean emphasis unwarranted by the context
is placed on the idea of the newness of the
commandment, especially if it is thought that
sides,

the following

on

again serves to establish the

thought expressed in the confirmatory clause
(Lucke, De Wette, Bruckner).
2 Diisterdieck,
is
true, approves of
it
Knapp's paraphrase, which agrees with the
above explanation TraAii/ (ws) ivTo\r)v Kaiv.
:

ii/jilv

TOVTO o icTTiv

aATjde's, k.t.A.

ad

more

opposition to this construction,

the

apostle,

to

be referred to

commandment,
have given this idea a more

—

he would
first,
independent form than he has given it as a
simple attribute of the object ivroKriv depending on 7pa<f>u>; and, secondly, not have given
the confirmation of the statement (that the
commandment is a 7iew one) in a sentence
which does not so much show the truth of

but, with

object of ypa^Q), which by the relative clause

obtains

of

;

<iensum, refers 6 to

the preceding ivToX-qv, so that this forms the

" the darkness is passing by, is in a slate of
passing away, of disappearing."
1 For if 6 i(TTi.v, K.T.A., is, according to the
the idea of the newness of the

did not exist

before Him," etc. (ed. 1 of this comm.).

TrapaycTai is correctly ex'plained on p. 159:

intention

was

iv vfilv is

.

derstood, an explanatory circumlocution, such
as " that the commandment is a new one has

the idea of a constrttctio

p. 155

.

merely state the sphere in which
statement is true; to which may be
added, that the idea so resulting is itself so
indistinct, that it requires, in order to be un-

yp.

past," etc.

,

that

announcement, that the darkness

is

in ver. 7

this idea as

true in Christ and in you, that the darkness
" similar to the new
i« pant," etc. ; p. 150
:

kanv

its

particular

rightly observed that
culty.

When

it

definition.

In

De Wette has

has grammatical

difiQ-

Diisterdieck, in reply to Liicke's

with that interpretation it
run ij iuTiv dAijfl))?, says that
it is not the cktoAtj itself as such, but its
substance in Christ, etc., that has been fulfilled,
Ebrard's observation is a sufficient answer:
objection,

that

would need

to

" That which

is required in the eVroAj) is
nothing else than just the ivro^rj itself; the
requirement itself is fulfilled in Christ whea
its substance is fulfilled in Ilim."

a
:
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the object belonging to

and

ypui^w,

to be taken as the accusative

ivroTiTiv Kaivrjv is

it is found in Ewald, onlyhe explains h avru incorrectly by " in the last-mentioned (in ver. 7) word of
God " most recently it has been accepted by Braune with the interpretation
here given. The sense accordingly is that which is already true, i.e., fulfilled, in Christ and in you, namely, the rrjpetv rug evroMc tov Qeov (comp. John
XV. 10, where Christ says of Himself, tyd ruf evto?-.'j.c tov naTpug fiov rtTT/priKa),
With this view it is self-evident
I write unto you as a new commandment.^
that the apostle calls the old commandment a new one only in so far as he
writes it anew to them.
It is true, a different reference has usually been
given to Katvri, by understanding it either of the constant endurance of the

more

of

particular definition

;

this construction of

;

:

commandment

commandment

of love,^ or to indicate that this

entered

first

— whether

emphasis was put more
upon the substance of it (Liicke, De Wette, ed. 1 of this comm.), or upon
the mere time of it (Diisterdieck) ^ but these constructions, not being indiinto the world along with Christianity

;

cated in the context, are purely forced.
trarietatem declarat et iterationem

hie

— On

Traliv

Erasmus says

ndlcv,

autem non

:

et

con-

repetitionis sed contrarietatis

with this interpretation almost

declaratio;

est

referring

;

commentators

all

agree,

to the idea hr. kuiv^v, but an antithetical construction

=

is

be connected with
explained by the fact that the readers have already heard the

foreign to the word;

it

is

ypu<pu, and is
commandment, nay, even

connect

it

"again, once more,"

are already fulfilling

De Wette

Liicke and

it.

way

directly with the verb, but in such a

to

is

—

that even they give to

ukr]dr]g signifies here the actual
earlv uT^rjdeg'].
an antithetical reference.*
h avTCi], kv is to be
Acts xii. 9 (see Meyer on this passage).
retained in its special meaning, not = " respeclu, in reference to," nor is it
used " of the subject in which something true is to be recognized as true
That
(ver. 3) " (De Wette), for there is no mention here of any knowledge.
by aiJTog here not God (Jachmaun), but Christ is to be understood, is shown

it

—

reality, as in

That John places before his readers anew
commandment that which already has
fulfilled in thera, is clearly not more
strange than that he declares to them truths of
which he himself says that they know them
>

the substance of the comraandraent, as Dustcr-

as a

dieck does.

been

cates this

(comp. ver. 21).

Briickner admits
is simple
but groundlessly thinks that " the
strangeness of this form of speech" is not
mitigated by the reference to ver. 21.
" Novum dicit, quod Deus quoti2 Calvin

already

that the construction here advocated

and

clear,

:

But nothing

7ieio

in the context indi-

substance, and

is

it

therefore

very differently defined by the commentators,
" In ver. 8,
* Liicke does so when he says
John continues correctingly thus: Again a
new commandment I write unto you." (In
the edition of 1S51, Liicke agrees with the
:

usual acceptation-

new commandment

"Again
I

ed. 3, p. 249, note 1.)

— in

contrast

—

you;" see
Wette does not

write unto

— De

die suggerendo veluti renovat;

Joannes negat
ejusmodi esse doctrinam de fratribus diligendis, quae tempore obsoleacat: sed perpetuo

expressly give his opinion about iriKiv, but
when he thinks that John should properly
have written: " again a new commandment I

vigere."

and when he then paraphrases it
of love is an old and
hut (as it is altogether
to you
revealed as a new one by Christ) for you who
newness
of life it is in an
partake in the

*

ver.

the

call

On the basis of the right view of ctTr' apxijs,
7, we find the nature of the newness of
commandment indicated just in this; this,

however,
reference

is

the temporal
purity.
This
but this relation
regard at the same time

only the case

is

retained

in

has only force

if

we

if

Its

Diisterdieck Indeed insists on

;

it,"

"The commandment
long-known one

especial

;

manner a new one," the

reference

is

clearly brought out

antithetical

by him

also,

CHAP.
by the context.

On

II.
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8.

h avTu =

Socinus incorrectly explains

the point that

is

^/xiv

per se ac simpUciler.

Grotius

not to be read, see the critical notes.

by

unjustifiably understands

conception of the relation of

the apostles.

r/fiiv

tv

avT('f)

and

— Neander

has a wrong

when he explains

kv v/iiv

:

"

takes

it

place in reference to Christ and in reference to the church, therefore in
reference to their mutual relationship to one another."

on
("

is

not used declaralirely, nor in such a

it is

true that the darkness," etc.), or on

Ebrard),

al,

incorrect

tDiTidkg,

is

OKoria,

ij

k.t.a..'}-

Beng-

(Castellio, Socinus,

ivTo'kiiv

—

rightly perceived by most of the commentators; but

it

when they connect

k.t2., for

— on

as to be dependent on ulr)deg

opposed,

— to both these views

but causally; this
is

way

the structure of the verse

is

with the immediately preceding

it

the double-membered clause, on

aKoria

r)

.

.

.

lanv

6

being a

cpaivei,

confirmatory clause, does not stand in a corresponding relationship to the
thought,

tanv

uA.

.

.

vfiiv,

.

which

it is

the apostle rather states the reason

mandment

that which

is

this reason is the already

of the true light.

and

;

^

;

rj

CKoria

and

rb

<pcjg

rd

who Himself

is

ii'kriQivov

are to be

the former idea signifies the darkness

sin, as it exists outside the

fellowship with

the latter, the light which consists in truth and holiness, as
Christ,

on, k.tX,

them as a new com-

and in them (DUsterdieck, Braune)
commenced disappearance of darkness, and shining

The contrasted words

in error

writes to

true in Christ

taken in an ethical sense (Braune)

which consists

By

intended to confirm. ^

why he

It is incorrect to

the true light.

it

God

;

proceeds from

understand here by

Christ Himself (Bengel, Erdmann), as the contrast with n caona
uTiTjdivog is an expression whi'ch is almost confined to the writings of

rd (pug TO al.,

shows.

1

With

this connection of the thoughts, the

double-membered clause on t] vKoria
<i>aiCvn. must confirm both €o-Ttv a\. iv avrw and
.

.

.

Now, -when LUcke
makes the apostle to say, as a proof that the
commandment to walk in light shows itself in
Christ and in his readers as a new one " Not
also i(TTiv aA. iv v/xlv.

:

only in Christ Himself {iv aiinp) has the true
light appeared, but it has also shed itself
abroad, dispelling the darkness in the minds
of his readers (ei* i/i'.lv), and is shining in

-

rightly establishes

.

.

is

not the

only\.oivvi).iv; while to

o-Koria

€;<

.

.

.

(^ati/ei)

auTw, on the other

.

him

to iv

a\nw

kclI

part;

and

this

indeed

referred by
first

darkness

denies to the ideas uicono and

<t>ii%,

«,t.A., the

ei*

iiit.lv

" but this reference
of the one member of the confirmatory clause
to the one element of the thought to be
confirmed must be regarded as unjustified,
although Brilckner thinks "it can easily be
Imagined that the apostle in the one part of
the confirmation had in view rather the latter,
and in the other rather the former part of the
clause to be confirraod," for such a different
reference is in no way hinted at; besides, ^6t>
iBherealtogetherleflout of view. DUsterdieck
rather to

rj

o-icona, k.t.K.

;

iv

vtt.lv,

is

but

quite

natural, since in Christ a disappearance of

ouTui refers to (cat to

:

the

.

hand, he attributes an idea which the apostle
has not expressed.
Brilckner says " The iv

—

that

.

the s€CO«(i part of the confirmatory clause that

them," he attributes the thought really expressed by the apostle

(17

the proposition

whole sentence aArje.
v/uiv is to be
.
regarded as confirmed by the whole sentence
on i) <tk.
<^aci/ei; but when he then, ia
interpretation, says: "Already the darkness
is dispelled by the true light, which shines in
truth in Christ and in His believers (in so far,
namely, as brotherly love attained its most
perfect manifestation in the walk of Christ,
and is exercised by believers also)," it is only

2

It

not imaginable,

ia

was

to be expected that

Weiss here also
<^iii

the ethical

meaning, and wants to be understood by the
former only error, by the latter only the
knowledge of God. Weiss himself, however,
views them both so that they are of ethical
and not merely theoretical
character; and,
moreover, as he admits that with the former
error sin, and with the latter knowledge

—

—

holiness,

much

the

is

necessarily

more arbitrary

connected,

it

to allege that

is

so

John,

In the use of these ideas, utterly ignored thia

necessary connectioD.
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John

outside

;

them

it is

only found in Luke xvi. 11, 1 Thess.

times in the Epistle to the Hebrews

it

;

i.

9,

and three

describes the light of which the

is speaking as the eternal, essential light, of w-hich the earthly light
merely the transitory reflection see especially Neander on this passage.
napuyerai is translated by the Vulgate as perfect: quoniam tenehrae transierunt; similarly by Luther: "the darkness is past;" and Calvin directly

apostle
is

;

—

Praesens tempus loco Praeteriti.

says:

present

31

vii.

:

be retained as such;

is to

Meyer on

TTupayei (see

it is

This, however, is arbitrary; the
used in the same sense as in 1 Cor.

napayei

ahsorbeatur)
sitive

the particle
the

it is

;

moment

:

sed

With

the

meaning

"is in the state of passing," corresponds

which is not = "now" (Luther), but by which
described in which the darkness is retreating before the light,

r/dri

is

"the

:

Sander and Besser agree, as passive (Bengel non
irapuyeTai.
traducitur, commutatur, ita ut tandem
more natural to regard it as the middle form with intran-

transit,

meaning.

interpret

It is "unnecessary to take napuyerai,

whom

with Bengel, with
dicit

we must

this passage), so that

OKoriaisin the state of passing away."

with

^atvfi,

which therefore neither has the darkness already completely disappeared,
nor is the light completely dominant. Most of the commentators, both the
older and more recent (Baumgarten-Crusius, De Wette-Briickner, Liicke,
at

Sander, DUsterdieck, Erdmann, Ebrard), take this as referring to Christian-

by it, as the true light, the old darkness is
being ever more and more overcome; but by the word ^<5?? the apostle shows
that in these words he is looking forward to a future time at which that
ity in general, in so far as

victory will have been completely won, and which he regards as close at

The moment

(so also Braune).

hand

which he writes this is in his eyes,
therefore, no other than that which immediately precedes the second coming
of Christ, and which He Himself in ver. 18 calls the eaxurr} ijpa,''- in which it
is of the greater importance for Christians, by keeping the commandment,
to show themselves as children of the light.
The same train of thought
essentially occurs here as afterwards in vv. 15-18; compare also the Pauline
ij

vv^ TTpotKoipev,

if

dh Tj/xepa f/yyiKe,

in

Rom.

xiii. 12.

Vv. 9-11. Further definition of the
6 Tiiyuv] the

verse

is

same form as

h tu (puri elvai

very similar,

diately precedes

;

life of light as life in love.

— Ver.

9.

which the structure of the whole
stands in close relation to what imme-

in ver. 4, to

although he alone

is

in the light

who

lives in fellowship

with Christ, and belongs to the Church of Christ, yet to ^uf describes neither
Christ Himself (Spener, etc) nor " the church as the sphere within which
the light has operated as illuminating power" (Ebrard). Chap. i. 6, 7,
may be compared. In contrast with Kal rbv ddt^bv av-ov niaCiv is ver. 10, 6

—

ayuTTuv

(1(5.

avrov, in

which the apostle states the substance of the Tijpelv
example of Christ. As fug and aKoria, so fiiadv t.

loyov Tov Grow after the

and uyanuv
>

Rickli:

t.

a6.

"John

says this of the time In

progress of development.
in

ad.

exclude each other; they are tendencies diametrically

which they are living, and in which the great
work of the Lord had had a wonderful, rapid

Lord

rbv

The

true Light, the

His perfect manifestation of divine

truth, Is already shining;

great morning

is

.

.

.

alrcacjy the

dawning for mankind.

When

the Lord shall return, then shall be the perfect

day of God. Towards
believers walk."

this manifestation all

CHAP.

II.
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9-11.

opposed to one another; human action belongs either to the one or to the
other; that which does not belong to the sphere of the one, falls into that of
the other; Bengel ubi non est amor, odium est: cor non est vacuum. Here
also John speaks absolutely, without taking into consideration the imperfect
state of the Christian, as is seen in the hesitations between love and hatred.
T^v a(5f/l^oi' Grotius interprets: sive Judaeum, sive alierjenam; fratres omnes
by far the greatest numin Adamo sumus ; similarly Calov, J. Lange, etc.
ber of commentators understand thereby fellow-Christians. Apart from its
exact meaning and the wider meaning = brethren of the same nation (Acts
:

—

;

xxiii. 1

Heb.

;

used in the N. T. generally, in Acts and in

vii. 5), u6e?i(p6g is

the Pauline Epistles always, to denote Christians; but in

=

also

is

Luke

vi.

6 Trlriaiov

41

ff.

;

or 6 frepof

Jas. iv. 11, 12 (in

John

In the Gospel of

neighbor).

thus in Matt.

;

IVIatt.

it is

where Christ

and in chap. xxi.

oi dd.

where

is

22

47

it

calls

His

adelipo^

;

may
16,
;

ver. 9

one

the

;

i.

nevertheless

is

=

o

comp. Gospel of

here imp tuv

(piluv

a

specifically called

Christian brother

;

so

speaking, not of the general love towards men, but

7; Gal. vi. 10.

meaning

therefore,

If,

certainly be

11 (comp. Gospel

iii.

of the special relationship of Christians to one another
tion in 2 Pet.

it

35;

fiadvrai " oi ddeTiipoi fiov,"

of John xiii. 34, xv. 12; besides, especially with iii.
John XV. 13 there v-ep tuv ude?i(pC.'v rug rpvxug ridivai
avrov), and according to chap. v. 1 (where the u6. is
yeyevvTifiivog Ik tov Qeoii), we must understand by it the
is

xviii.

if.,

describes our friendly

yet in the Epistles of John, according to chap.

that John, therefore,

passages

3

a name of Christians.

according to the usus loquendi of the X. T., 6
7TAT)aiov,

many

vii.

ff.,

only used in the sense of relation-

ship, except in chap. xx. 17,
23,

v.

v.

is

:

stiil

expression, see Winer, p.

—

Icjf

uprt;

;

comp. the

distinc-

"until now," refers back to

7}(5;;,

although the darkness is ah'eady shining, such a
(adhuc) in darkness; on this peculiarly N. T.
439 (E. T., 470) A. Buttmann, p. 275 (E. T.,
;

no reason for supplying, *' even if he were a long time a
Christian" (Ewald). With the kv r. gk. eariv is contrasted (ver. 10), iv tC)
6uTluiveL\ see on this ver. 6.^ That the "exercise of brotherly love is

320)

there

;

is

means of strengthening the new life " (Ebrard), is not contained in
(ikvn.
Even if the idea of ver. 10
in relation to that of the 0th
is brought out more distinctly by nivu, this is much more done by the
verse
words nal aKuuda?.ov tv avrd ovk eanv. anuvdaXov appears in the N. T. only in
the ethical signification = "olfence," i.e., that which entices and tempts to
a

itself

—

the idea

—

sin

;

in the case of iv avrij, the preposition iv is generally either left

ticed

by the commentators (Grotius

nymia

et iv

abundat.

Sensus

:

ille

says, appealing to Ps. cxix

:

est

unnometo-

non impingil), or changed in meaning;

De

him) there is no stumbling comp. John xi. 9 ff. "
similarly Baumgarten-Crusius, Neander, etc.; Liicke even says: "iv avru)

Wette

:

" in his case (for

;

;

can here only signify the outer

circle of life,"

because " the cKuvdaXa for the

why

the apostle Is not speakiug here at all; but the

he who loves his brother remains in the light,
In this, " that the Christian life of the indi-

truth of his statement lies rather in this, that
love and light are essentially connected with
one another,

»

Kostlin Incorrectly finds the reason

yidual

requires

support of

all

for

its

others."

own

existence

the

Of such a support

i

;
;
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him " with him Sander agrees. For
no ground, since, in the usage of the word, the figure
(the snare, or rather the wood that falls in the snare) has quite given place
to the thing and it is therefore unnecessary to say, with Diisterdieck, that
Christian

the world, and not in

lie in

such changes there

;

is

;

" in the expression

h

avru the thing itself penetrates into the otherwise

form of speech " the ofEence may be outside a man, but it may
be in him also comp. Matt. v. 29, 30. The preposition ev is here to be
retained iu its proper meaning (Diisterdieck, Ewald, Braune).
The sense
is
In him who loves his brother, and thus remains in the light, there is
nothing which entices him to sin. Some commentators refer oKavSaXov to
nernini offendiculo est
the temptation of others to sinning
so Vatablus
Johannsen "he gives no offence; " Ebrard: "there is nothing in them by
which they would give offence to the brethren," etc. but in the context
there is no reference to the influence which the Christian exercises upon
others, and if John had had this relationship in his mind, he would certainly
have expressed it; ^ this is decisive also against Braune, who would retain
both references. Paulus quite unwarrantably refers kv avru to rb (puc " in
that light nothing is a stumbling-block."
The beginning of the 11th verse
repeats, in a form antithetical to ver. 10, that which was said in ver. 9 but
;

figurative

;

:

;

:

:

;

:

—

;

with further continuation of the

iv t^ anoTtg. kariv.

clause runs, Kal ev ry OKOTia neptnaTEl.

not consist in

this,

The

— The

difference of the

first

subordinate

two clauses does

that the representation passes over from the less figura-

more

figurative (jTepmaTEl) (Liicke) for, on the one hand,
used of the ethical relationship of man, that it is
scarcely any longer found as a figurative expression and, on the other hand,
the connection by Kai shows that there is a difference of idea between the
tive (iaTi) to the

;

zepiTaTElp is so often

;

two expressions this has been correctly thus described by Grotius priori
membro affectus (or better, habitus, Sander), altera actus denotatur (similarly
De Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Braune). Both the being (the condition)
and the doing (the result) of the unloving one belong to darkness comp.
;

:

;

The second subordinate

Gal. V. 25.

connected with nepinaTei;

t^ov,

clause, koL ovk olde

properly a particle of

xi.

8

iii. 8, viii.

OKOTif

in the

;

rest, is in

closely

the N, T.

comp. John vii. 35, xx. 2, 13
Gospel of John especially, as here, with vnaynv see John

frequently connected with verbs of motion

Heb.

noii vnayec, is

;

;

John xii. 35 it runs exactly as here: 6 neptnaruv h r^
vnuyei.
The translation " where he is going," is false, for

14, etc.; in

OVK. olde

-iToii

but " to go to." To the unloving one, the goal whither
he is going on his dark way, and therefore the direction of his way, is
unknown. By this goal it is not exactly the final goal, i.e., condemnation
(Cyprian it nescius in gehennani, ignarus et caecus praecipitatur in poenam),
that is to be thought of, for the subject according to the context is not
punishment but by the figurative expression the apostle wants to bring out
that the unloving one, not knowing whither, follows the impulse of his own
inuyeiv is not " to go,"

:

;

1

When

Ebrard

thought that he

by any

ac{,

who

finds

no obstacle

In the

loves his brother does not

give ofifenee to others, he should

no obstacle In the thought that there is
nothing in hlin which becomes an offence to

find

himself.

;;

;

CHAP.
selfish desire

II.

he does not know what he

:

a confirmation of this
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12-14.

is

doing, and whither

it

As

tends.

on 7 OKoria hi'<pXuae
Toiig d<i)daA/xovg avTov; -nxploiiv does not mean "to darken," but " ^0 make blind,
to blind " this idea is to be retained, and is not, with Liicke and others, to
be enfeebled by an interpolated tamquam^ as ("in the darkness they are as
if blind"), by which the clause loses its meaning; the apostle wants to
bring out, that, inasmuch as the unloving one walks in the darkness, the
sight of his eyes is taken from him by this darkness, so that he does
not know, etc. He who lives in sin is blinded by sin, and therefore does not
know whither his sin is leading him comp. John xii. 40 and 2 Cor. iv. 4.
Vv. 12-14. After the apostle has depicted the Christian life in its essential features, he passes on to exhortation.
To this these verses form the
introduction, in which the apostle assures his readers that their Christianity
is the ground of his writing.
The motive of this, which explains also the
form of expression, is the earnest longing which inspires the apostle, that
last idea,

the apostle further adds

:

;

—

home to themselves the following exhortation.
The
them under four different names TSKvia and naidia, narepeg,
By the two latter names they are distinguished according to the

his readers ni ay take

apostle addresses
veavioKoi.

:

two corresponding degrees of age
ing

is

^
in the case of TraHpeg the proper meannot to be strictly retained, but in contrast to veavloKoi it is = yipovreg

or npeaSijTepot, the

members

;

of the church

who

are already in advanced age

thus Erasmus, Calvin, Socinus, Morus, Carpzov, Lange, Paulus,
Briickner, Liicke, Diisterdieck, Braune, etc.

members

— The

veavlcKoi are

De Wette-

the younger

of the church Calvin tamelsi diminutivo utitur, non tamen duhium
sermnnem ad omnes dirigat, qui sunt in aetatis flore et statu. The view
of Augustine is to be rejected, that under the three names t?ie same persons
are addressed whom the apostle only designates differently in different
;

:

eM, r/uin

aspects

Jilioli,

:

quia baptismo neonati sunt

antiquum dierum acjnoscunt
is

;

;

Christum palrem

patres, quia

adolescentes, quia fortes sunt

et

et

So also

validi.

the opinion that the apostle has in view, not the difference in age, but the

difference in the degree, or even in the length of existence, of Christian life

a Lapide

triplici

:

hoc aetatis gradu triplicem Christianorum in virtute

quasi aetatum repraesentat

;

pueri enim repraesentant incipientes

et

gradum

et

neophjtos

juvenes repraesentant profcientes

; senes perfectos ; similarly Clemens, OecuGagneius, Cajetanus, Russmeyer, Grotius,^ etc.
Some
commentators (as Erasmus, Socinus, J. Lange, Myrberg) also refer the two

menius, further

expressions, TEKvia (ver. 12)

them

undei-stand by

prevalent

is

other hand,

and

the view that this
is

TrauVia

and
word; but more
only, and that reavia, on the

(ver. 13), to the difference of age,

children, in the proper sense of the
is

true of nauVta

to be regarded as a

form of address to

all

Christians

;

Calvin

:

haec (namely, ver. 12) adhuc generalis est sententia, mox speciales sententias
accomodabit singulis aetatibus ; similarly Luther, Beza, Calov, Wolf, Baum-

»

That "the distinction between church

leaders and church
distinction
feld), is iu
>

members appears

in

the

between old and young" (Hilgeuno way suggested.

Grotiue

:

'*

Partitur Cbrislianos la trea

classes,

quaediscriminanon secundum aetatera,

sed cecundura gradus dlversos ejus profectus,
qui In Chrislo est, Intelligi debeut,"
xill. 11,

12;

Heb.

v. 13;

Eph.

cf. 1

Iv. 13, 14.

Cor.

'
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garten-Crusius, Sander, Xeander, Besser, Ebrard, etc.

instead

children,

of,

young men,

and, moreover, since TCKvia
to all readers,
is

is

readers

fathers, or, fathers,

view

first

men;

young men, children;
form of address

also without /mv (see

on

ver. 1), so it

Equally, however, by naidia the apostle addresses

De

as Liicke,

;

the

in the Epistle frequently the

and not only with but

to be taken here also.

all

With

a wrong succession, namely, children, fathers, young

there arises

Wette-Briickner, Diisterdieck, Gerlach, Erdmann,

Ewald, Braune, rightly interpret.

we read

naidia, with the Receptaken as allsding to children, a more accurate succession: fathers, young men, children; but (1)
according to almost all authorities we must read, not ypuou, but b/paipa, and
tus, ypcupu

ifj.lv,

If

there certainly results,

before

naidla is

if

the former reading can only be explained in this way, that nai^ia was understood in

its

proper sense, and

it

was thought that

into the closest connection with the preceding

the same succession in ver. 14 one
are not mentioned again

address in reference to
last reasons it

and

;

all

readers; comp.

them.

must be brought

it is

wanting, as the children

John

form of

Against the two

xxi. 5.

and Besser,
and that then

alleged, with Bengel, Sander,

is still

intended for the

in ver. 18 the address to the children
ver. 27 refers to

of

this clause

(2) then in the repetition of

(3) in ver. 18 naiSia is used as a

might indeed be

that from ver. 14 to ver. 17

member

;

But against

comes

in,

vtavioKoi^,

and that the sequel as far as

this construction is: (1) the dissimi-

form of the sentences that thereby results (2) the absence of
an exhortation addressed to the fathers (3) the unsuitable reference of the
warning against false teachers specially to the children, with the additional
remark, olda-e navra, ver. 20, and ov xp^iav ex^te, iva ti( diduoKi^ i',""f» even though
the warning against false teachers in chap. iv. 1 ff. is referred without disUnction to all readers and, finally (4), the close connection of ver. 17 and
rer. 18: 6 Koafiog napdjETai (comp. ver. 8:
OKona napuyeTai), and Eaxdrrj upa
iarl.
According to the true construction of the sentences, they fall into
two groups in each group first all Christians, and then specially the older
and the younger members of the church, are addressed; ^ the correctness of
this construction is shown also by this, that in reference to naripEc, and
equally to veaviaKoi, in both groups the same thing is expressed, but in referlarity in the

;

;

;

i]

—

;

ence to all there are different statements.

Calvin (with
spurious,

whom Wall

and interpolated

— The interchange of

The

arbitrary conjecture of

agrees), that both the clauses

of ver.

14 are

by ignorant readers, requires no refutation.
with the aorist lypaipn is peculiar, and is not to

teinere

ypa(pu

be explained by saying that epyaipa points to another writing of the apostle,
whether it be the Gospel (Storr, Lange, Baumgarten-Crusius, Schott, Ebrard,
Hofmann, Schri/tbeio., II. 2, § 336 Brauue),''^ or even an earlier Epistle
;

>

Even Ebrard regards the second

beginning with

by

it

TratSio,

triad as

although he understauds
is a glaring incon-

children in age; there

eistency in this construction.
2 To this view the following reasons are
opposed: 1. That if the apostle in eypa>fia
bad another writing in view than in ypitpio, he

would have expressed

this distinctly;

2.

That

thereby the train of thought of the Epistle

is

unduly interrupted, since the assertion of the
reason why he had written the Gospel is here
introduced without any connecting link; 3.
That then the emphasis contained in the threefold repetition of eypa<}/a remains inexplicablet

CHAP.
(Michaelis)

;

both expressions rather

II.
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12-14.

most of the commentators
however, to the same {Jting, as some

refer, as

have recognized, to this Epistle not,
commentators snppose; thus Bengel, who regards the
;

sj-nonymous, explains

expressions as

tvi'o

verba scribcndi ex praesenti in praelerito

:

transposilo

which cannot be grammatically justified; ^
and Diisterdieck, who thinks that the " different import of the present and
of the aorist can only be sought for in the representation of the writing
itself; that both times the apostle means the whole Epistle lying before
him that by ypiKpu he represents himself in the immediately present act of
writing, and by epyarpa, on the other hand, his readers, who have received
the completed Epistle " opposed to this, however, is the fact that such a
change of the mere form of representation would certainly be rather trifling.
The iypaipa must be referred to something else than the preceding ypucpu
yet it is not, with Neander and Erdniann,^ to be referred to that which is
expressed in the clauses beginning with ypa0w; for, on the one hand, the
clauses beginning with eypailia have not the form of confirmation, and, on
the other hand, there is no i-eal cause apparent for the addition of such a
confirmation; it seems more appropriate when Rickli thinks that ypu<*iu
refers to what follows, and iypaipa to what precedes ^ but opposed to this is
the fact that eypaipa would then stand more naturally before ypu(j)u.
The
correct view has been taken by De Wette, Bruckner, and Ewald, who refer
iypaipa to what was already written, and ypd^w to the immediate act of
writing, and hence to the Epistle in general taking this view, it is quite in
order for John to write ypufu first, and that he then refers specially by eyparpa
to what has been already written is explained in this way, that this contains
the principal grounds for the following exhortations and amplifications.*
In each part a clause beginning with on follows the address this on is not
innuit commonilionem Jirmissbnam,

;

:

;

;

;

—

;

whereas it is perfectly justifiable if the reference to somethlug written in this Epistle is
intended to stimulate the readers more earnestly to attend to the following exhortation.
The view of Ebrard, that "while the Epistle
plainly could only be understood by

grown

" Pertinet hoc (lypai/^a) neque ad superlorem
quidquam in hac ep. supra
dictum, sed ad ea, quae modo verbo ypa.4>ijj
notatasunt." Similarly Paulus, who compares
with this the expression " His majesty decrees
epistolam, neque ad

:

and has decreed."

people," the Gospel "is even for children
(TratSia)

enjoyable and pleasing food," scarcely

any one

will indorse; although even Braune
passes this over In silence.
> When
Buttmann (p. 172 [E. T., 198])
thinks that the change of tense is entirely
occasioned by the need for variation in a sixfold

repetition of

the verb,

against

that

this,

it

then

may

be observed
would be

ver. 14a

nothing but a repetition of ver. 13a.
'Neander explains: "As John had said:
I write unto you,' so now he resumes con-

'

what has

been written, and
says :' I have written unto you,' as if he would
say It is agreed. This that I am now writing
to you, I have now written, it is settled, I have
nothing else to say to you, this you must
always allow to be said to you." Erdmann
firmingly

just

:

:

^

the

Liicke, following Rickli, thought that with
first

part (oTt

a<f>€(u>/Tai,

k.t.A.)

corresponded

ii. 15-17 in what follows, and i. 5-7
what precedes; with the second part (on
eyvuxare, k.t.\.), in the former ii. 18-27, and
in the latter i. 8-ii. 2; and with the third part

the section

in

(ort veviKriKaTe, k.t.A.),
ill.

22,

and

in

the

in the

latter

afterwards gave up this

ii.

former ii. 28but he
cruciform

3-11;

artificial,

construction of the clauses, and explained the
7pa<^(o

with

belonging to the rhetoric
See 3d ed. p. 265, note,

evpa>(/a as

of the author.
* It is

chap.

i.

only

5-ii.

if

11

the signification of the section
for the essentially hortatory

it can be said, with
Ebrard and Braune, that with this view the
antithesis of -ypdclxo and evpai|/a becomes a mere
repetition, or play upon words.

Epistle

is

ignored, that
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or declarative = "that" (Socinus, Lange, Russmeyer, Bengel,
Paulus, Johannsen, Xeander, Hilgenfeld, etc.), but causal, "because" (Cal-

objective

Baumgarten-Crusius, Liicke, De Wette-Briickner, Gerlach, DiisThe apostle does not want to say what
writing, but ivhy he is writing to them comp. especially ver. 20, also

vin, Beza,

terdieck, Myrberg, Ebrard,i etc.).

he

is

;

vv. 21, 27,

18-20.

14, 15, v.

iii. 5,

The

particular Christian experiences of

fundamental presuppositions of the Epistle it is not
any thing new that the apostle declares unto them, but he reminds them of
what they know, so that they may lake it more seriously to heart.
The
first thing that the apostle, addressing all, reminds them of is: on ucpiuvrai

his readers form the

;

—

al dfiapTiai

i'/xlv

M

Christian life;

The

to ovofia avmii.

therefore this

is

put

forgiveness of sins
first.

— On

Buttmann, Ausf.

perfect passive u<peuvTai, see

gr. Gr., § 97,

incorrectly translated

it

as if

it

the basis of

all

Anmerk.

3,

and

The Vulgate and Luther

note 1; and Winer, p. 77 (E. T., 80).

§ 108,

is

the form used here, the

were the present

:

" are forgiven " (similarly

Paulus strangely interprets, deriving it from af iau =
6i(t with the accusative is not = "through" (this
u^' iuv-ai, dimittuntur).
meaning, as is well known, it has only with the genitive, comp. Acts x. 43
" avrov =
a(j)eacv afiapnuv lajSdv diu Toi) ovofiaroc avrov'), but = "/or the sake of;
According to most of the commenXpidTov, not = Qeov (Socinus, Paulus).
Rickli

and others

;

—

:

T, bv. avTQv refers to the objective ground of the forgiveness of sins,
and rb bvojia avrov signifies Christ Himself thus Diisterdieck " Christ who
is what His name signifies " ^ but this is contrary to the Biblical usus lo-

tators, 6iu

:

;

;

quendi;

it is

by did Christ is referred to as the author of salvation, the prepoalways construed with the genitive by diii. rd di'o/j.a avrov, therefore,

if

sition is

;

the subjective ground of forgiveness that

Braune),

in this sense:

name

because His

is

is

(De Wette-Briickner,

stated

in you,

because ye believe

i.e.,

on His name (comp. ver. 23 mareveiv ru bvofian 'l7)fjov Xptaroii). The name
is therefore not regarded as empty, but as the form which includes the
contents and reveals them so that the subjective ground embraces in itself
In the second group it is said, in regard to the readers of
the objective.
on eyvuKare rbv naripa. By 6 Karrip
the Epistle there called irai6ia: yp. vfxlv
we are not to understand, with Hornejus, Christ, inasmuch as believers per
fidem in nomen ejus renali sunt, for such a designation of Christ has the
constant usus loquendi of Scripture against it, but God for the name 6 Karrip
is used here without any more particular definition, with clear reference to
aai^ia, and so God is here so called, not merely on account of His relationship to Christ, but equally on account of His relationship to those who, by
:

;

—

.

.

.

;

1

Luther varies curiously

in ver. 12 he translates

" for," and
thinks

that

in ver.

in

U

w.

on

in his translation

again " that."

Sander
14 and 18 on is used

causatively, but that in ver. 12 both

and " that " are contained
takes

on

in the first

•

" that," in ver. 13

in

on.

"because"

Erdmann

three sentences o6;ec<u'e/y,

but he leaves it undecided whether in the last
three sentences it is to be taken objectively or
causally.

»

Similarly Sander

:

"

God

for the sake of the offering

forgives our sins

which Christ made;

—

the person and work of Christ
both of these
—are His name, for the sake of which we
receive forgiveness." Besser: " for the sake
of all that Christ

throne."

Ewald

called Christ."

is,
:

from the manger

" because Christ

is

to the

and

is

:
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12-14.

II.

have obtained the forgiveness of their

faith in Christ,

From

placed in the relationship of children to God.
exactly on iKfiuvTai vfuv

ai

and

ufiapTiai

sins,

and are thereby

this it is clear also

how

iyvuKare tov na-epa correspond

otl

with one another. But in the fact that John ascribes to the believers both
of these, he testifies to them that they are in possession of the fulness of

—

In regard to the nuripeg, the apostle
divine peace and of divine truth.
brings out the same thing in both groups, vv. 13 and 1-1: on iyvuKare tov d/r'
If the forgiveness of sins and the knowledge of God are common to
upxvgthe knowledge of

all,

older

members

Him who

of the

is utt'

is specially

upxm

When some

church.

appropriate to the

conmientators, as a Lapide,

Grotius (jiovistis Deum, qui Senex dierum ; Dan. vii. 9, xiii. 22), and others,
understand by 6 an" upxK God, they ignore the deeper connection which
exists between the particular ideas 6 iin' upxm is Christ, but not so called
because He is the author of Christianity,^ but because He is from all
John brings
eternity; im' upxn? is used in the same sense as in chap. i. 1.
;

out by this designation of Christ the truth that Christ is subject of their
knowledge in the quality of His being herein mentioned; it is therefore
incorrect to understand kyvCim-e of the personal knowledge of Him who was
manifest in the flesh (Bengel, Schoettgen, etc.) the word has rather the
same meaning as in ver. Z.^ John ascribes this knowledge to the fathers,
because he might with justice assume that they had not contented themselves with a superficial knowledge of Christ in His appearance according
to the sense, but had looked more deeply into the eternal nature of the
Lord.
In regard to the young men, it is said in both groups on veviKjjKare
TOV novTjpov, not as if the same were not true also of the older members of
the church, but John attributes this eminently to the young men, because
they, in accordance with their age, had just recently obtained this victory,
and their care therefore nmst be specially this, not to lose again what had
;

—

:

been lately won. That 6 novqpor is the devil (comp. ^latt. xiii. 19, 38, 39;
Eph. vi. 16; 1 John iii. 12, v. 18, 19), the commentators have rightly
Viris fortibus et robustis tribuitur supra
recognized. 3 Carpzov suitably says
In the second group some further subfortissimum et robustissiinuia victoria.
ordinate clauses precede that word, which state the conditions under which
the young men have attained their victory on laxvpoi kms; iaxvpoi, ^'strong
Luke xi.
in spirit," with special reference to the fight, comp. Heb. xi. 3-i
:

:

;

21

;

Matt.

xii.

29 (Diisterdieck)

;

here also on

is

" because," not " that," thus

—

This
be strong" (Paulus).
conquering power of the young men is not their "own moral strength"
(Baumgarten-Cnisius), but the effect of the Word of God; therefore John
''because ye are strong," not "that ye are to

1

inde

ab

" Novi foederis

evangelii

the statement of a certain formula about the

primum initium;" Semler: "Qui

person of Christ."
« Even Semler admits this, but then ob" Est usitata Judaeorura descriplio,
serves
quae gravium peccatorum et flagiiiorum magistrum diabolum designat, quam descriptioncra non opus est ut C'hristiaui retiueant,
quum non sint ex .Tudaeis."

Socinus

patefacli

:

initio

auctor

fuit

et

bujus

melioris

religionis."

:

,

Xeander " A knowledge of Christ as the
is from the beginning, which results
from the deeper communion with the person2

:

One who

ality of Christ.

This

is

something else than

:
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adds

Kal 6 ?.6yog tov 9eov kv v(uv

:

and only then brings

fiivei,

in

kuI veviKr/Kare,

— The individual sentences are

simply placed side by side in order to
let each of them appear the more strongly in its own meaning.
The train
of thought, however, is this, that their strength has its ground in the Word
k.tX

of God,

which

is

permanent

in

them

{fiivei),

and that

it is

in this

power that

they have attained the victory. ^

This relation is correctly stated by Grotius, who explains the first Kal by quia, the second by oh id.
6 Aoyof tov Oeov
is not = Christ, but the word proceeding from God, i.e., the Gospel, of
which the personal Christ is no doubt the substance,
Vv. 15-17. A warning against love of the world, which is directed

—

neither specially to the children (Oecumenius
TO (paivufievov r/6v),

but to

all

nor specially to the young

(Bede: omnibus haec generaliter

enroTjTai yap uel tu natdia nepl

:

men

(Bengel, Semler, Besser),

ecclesiae Jiliis scribii).

The meaning of uyanuv depends on that
with John eminently an ethical conception =
mankind, fallen away from God, and of hostile disposition towards Him,
Ver. 15.

of the idea

together with
iv.

uyanuTE tov

fif)

Kooiuog.

all

—

koijuov'].

KoofioQ is

that

it

lives for

and has made

its

own comp. on

Jas.

;

i.

27,

4 (similarly Gerlach, Besser, DUsterdieck, Myrberg, Ebrard, Braune).^

The explanations
classes

:

(1)

Those

that deviate from this are divided into three leading

which noa^or is regarded as a total number of men
way; either = "the heathen world" (Lange), or,
"the mass of common men" (Oecumenius: 6 avpcpErbg

in

indeed, but in a limited

more

indefinitely,

oxAoc, bg

oi)

tijv

tov naTpbg exei ayuirtjv tv eavT(^;

hujus mundi), or " the greater part of

Calovius

men "

:

homines

(Grotius

deciiii

rebus

liumanum genus,

:

secundum partem majorem, quae in malis actionibus versatur) Storr limits the
idea here "to that part of the world which the antichristians constituted."
(2) Those which understand Koafiog not of the human world itself, but of
;

the evil dwelling in
diuxvaiv

Tiiyei,

ijg

it;

so says the Scholiast:

kmiv upxuv

6 6iu8olog

;

Koafiov tt/v KoafiiKfjv (pfArj^oviav Kai

Luther: "the world,

godlessness

i.e.,

through which a man has not the right use of the creatures " to this
class belong also the explanations of Calvin, Morus, S. Schmid, Semler ;3
but in this abstract sense the word never appears elsewhere and besides,
itself,

;

;

taking this view,

^

Weiss groundlessly

difficulties

finds in

what

appear in the sequel which

is

said

kow/oio? (ii.2)

the whole

can

human

only be

race, as

needing

above an incorrect expression, and thinks that
not the abiding, but the being of the Word of
God in them is the ground of their strength;
tor to the Apostle John the being is really
this only when it is a firm and abiding ex-

" Mundi nomine intellige, quicquid ad praesentem vitam spectat, ubi separatur a regno Dei et spe vitae aeternae. Ita in
se compi-ehendit omne genus corruptelae et

istence.

malorum omnium abyssum."

2 It might not be incorrect to suppose that
John, when he here and afterwards in his
Epistle places the koo-hos in sharp contrast
with believers, specially understands the sumtotal of those who, as the light has come into
the world, love the darkness rather than light
(Gospel of John iii. 13), and therefore not
unsaved humanity as such, but those of mankind who resist salvation, wliile by oAos 6

by " malum morale " S. Schmid by
" corruptio peccaminosa; " Semler by: "vulgataconsuetudo hominum, res corporeas uuice
appetentium." Here may be enumerated also
" Totus comthe interpretation of Erdmann
plexus et ambitus mali, quatenus hoc non so-

salvation, is to be understood,
^

Calvin

koo-;iios

:

:

Morus explains

;

:

humano, verum etiam propter
hominum a Deo defectionem omnibus rebus
humanis totique rerum naturae inhaeret."
lum

toti

generi

;

CHAP.

II.

overcome by arbitrary interpretations.
being regarded as purely physical, there

is

no ethical meaning, but

connected with

it

;

the

affections on

Koofiog

and makes

it,

because amid

it

God

as a creature of

that must be loved; thus

the single aim of his activity,
it

more or

//^

ayanarE rdv

an ethical reference thus
the temporal and

less distinctly,

sum

;

sensuous, in contrast

(!)

to the nvev^a,

it

tends as ethical direction and

which

Koofiog

is,

as the

total of

always only the objective sphere of
disposition," but

sum

immediately afterwards he explains the same idea " as the
sensuous appearances, which excite

De Wette

definitely

to be blamed,

;

**6

to

is

good and

centres his

not they, but God,

is

Liicke indeed says:

i.e.,

says

:

" the

temporal, sensuous, earthly

sum

the

desire

of

the

senses

"

total of all
still

:

more

total of that ichich attracts desire, the

— regarded

contrast

in

with

God."

But

connection of the ethical reference with the idea of actual things
rather unsuitable

and by

but what follows in vv. 16 and 17 has
commentators who accept this view to give, nevertheless,

to the idea Kuafio^ itself,

evil,

man

command,

there results for the

certainly an appropriate idea
all

in

in itself

is

through which

Koojiog,

these things

;

Kda/ioc,

through the uyandv which

association with earthly things

all

induced almost

the idea

lies in

this appears only

irreproachable, but the love to the

Koa/xov,

Those explanations in which

(3)

regarded as the total of perishable (actual) things

Koafioc is

itself,
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15.

not in the things, but in

man

is

this
itself

himself, lies the cause of

charm which things exercise upon him; besides, it is not
possible to retain this conception of the word without modification to the
end of the 17th verse. ^ It is true some commentators ^ distinctly say that
John here makes a sort of play upon the word but such an assumption
does too much violence to the clearness and certainty of the thought for us
the seductive

;

to approve of

it.

The

right view, therefore,

is

to take 6 Koa^of here in the

same sense that the word prevailingly has throughout John's works, so that
it signifies the world lying h rw irovripC).
This Kda/xog, this is the meaning
of the apostle's warning, is not to be the object of the uyum/ of believers.
From this it follows that uyaKdv here means neither " to love too much,"

1

Thus Liicke

finds himself compelled in

straction of

the

things

ates

from the explanation which he had given

make an

ah-

of ver. 15; in the latter he regards 6 Koo-fio? as

themselves, and

to

"the world and earthly things," but in the
former as "the predominating tendency of
the soul to the world, the growing worldliness
of the soul, which blends Itself with the

the case of nav ev tw Kocr/xu to

understand ihevehy their et/iical reference;
and here results the certainly unjustifiable
thought that this ethical reference of things
has its origin in the things themselves (ix tou

more decidedly De Wette says
words ix toO k6<timov ian, ver. 16,

world."

ated from God, or as the sura total of worldly

2 Thus a Lapide says (after he has assigned
word three meanings, namely (1) " homines mundani, in his proprie est concupisceiitia;" (2) "orbis sublunaris, in hoc mundo
proprie et formaliter non est concupiscentia;

men who

eed in eo est concupiscentia materiaJis,

KotTnov).

Still

that in the

"6

k6<jixo<; is

not regarded as the

sum

earthly things, but as the sensuous

total of

life alien-

enjoy this." Somewhat differently,
Briickner: " that the sum total of earthly evil,
here regarded rather of real
things, is clear from the subordinate clause
Mij^e Ta iv TcO k.
in ver. 16, the personal aspect
of the (COO-MO?,

is

;

prevails."

Neauder, on ver.

16,

equally devi-

to the

i.e.,

objectum concupiscibile;" (3) "ipsa niundana
vita vel concupiscentia in genere"): "omnibus
hisce modis mundus hie accipi potest et
Johannes nunc ad unum, nunc ad allerum respicil; ludit

euim

in voce

muudus."

—

:
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noi" " to love

with unhallowed sense," but love in the strictest sense of the

word, consisting in a

of inner fellowship.^

life

—

«»?(5e

ra

h

tQ

«6«T/icj].

As

cannot be meant by to. iv
T. K., but only these in so far as they are taken by the ungodly world into
or, better, the apparently good things which the world pursues,
its service
or with which it delights itself, and which therefore belong to it, as riches,
ndafiog is

an ethical

idea, natural objects as such

;

honor, power,

human wisdom, and such

like.

Ebrard erroneously under-

stands thereby "the different kinds of sinful impulse, thought, and action,
e.g., avarice, ambition, sensuality, and such like," for either of these is
plainly a love (although a false, unholy love) which cannot itself again be
idv rig uyand tov Koafiov, ovk eanv, k.t.a..'].
regarded as the object of love.
By this sentence the apostle confirms the previous exhortation, expressing

the incongruity of love to the Koafiog with the uyanij tov Txarpoq Bede Unum
By ayuirr] tov Trarpof is to be
cor duos tarn sibi adversarios amoves non capit.
;

:

understood neither the love of God to us (Luther II., Calovius), nor the
but, as by far the most of
charitas quam Pater praescribit (Socinus)
commentators (Bede, Beza, Grotius, Vatablus, Spener, etc., and all the
modern commentators, even Ebrard, despite his erroneous interpretation
If Trarpof is the correct reading, then
of ver. 5), interpret, love to God.^
;

—

the

name Father

is

here to be explained from the

filial

relationship of

Christians to God, and points to their duty not to love the world, but God.
Between the two sorts of uydm] there is the same exclusive contrast as

—

between the Qeu dovTieveiv and fj.a/iui'^ dnvlsiiecv, Matt. vi. 24. Compare also
iv. 4
jy (pi?iia tov koo/xov, txdpa tov Oeov tcrlv.
Ver. 16. Confirmation of the preceding thought that love to the world
Bede incorrectly
oti nuv rd ev t^ «6(t^w].
is inconsistent with love to God.
explains the neuter here (as it certainly does appear elsewhere in John) as
masculine omnes mundi dilectores non hahent nisi concupiscentiam ; most com-

Jas.

:

—

:

mentators regard the expression as identical with the foregoing liih TUKoamft;
kmevfiia, k.tX, thinks
even Dusterdieck, who, in reference to the following
tj

that a " change occurs from the representation of the objects of the love of
the world to the subjective desire itself, and its actual manifestations."

But even apart from the fact that the assumption of such a change in the
form is only a makeshift, the expression of the apostle himself is opposed to
this for had he not meant by -kuv to kv r. k. something else than by tu ev tu k.,
he would have put the neuter plural here also. Besides, it must not be over;

looked

why the

the sense of

means by
the

1

Koa^iog

following,

ttuv t. kv r. «.

j?

i-nidviiia,

k.tX, could not be the apposition stating
Accordingly, the apostle
p. 269). ^

(Frommann,

forms the contents, i.e., the substance of
which animates it (Braune) in what this consists.

this expression, all that
;

its

inner

life,

Liicke groundlessly thinks

:

the idea of

must necessarily be weakened to that
of "mere longing for," if by koo-mos the
love

human world
2

A

"Amor

is

understood.

combination of both interpretations
patris erga suos et filialis erga pa-

trem " (Beugel),

is

clearly unjustifiable.

' According to Ebrard, Traj- to ev t. k. is a
resumption of to. iv t. k. as, however, he
understands by it various kinds of conduct,
etc., that idea is rightly interpreted by him.
;

Myrberg agrees with the
above.

inlerpretatiou given

—
CHAP.
the following words state,

and

tntOvfiia

ij

II.
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16.

Although the ideas

kniBvu'ia Ttjq aapKdc, «.r.X.].

themselves denote a subjective disposition of man,

ukaZovela in

yet several connnentators think that here not this, but the objective things
are meant, to which that subjective disposition is directed (Bengel, Russmeyer, Lange, Ewald), or that the otherwise subjective idea disappears into
the objective (De Wette), or at least that both the subjective and the objective are to be

But with the

thought of together (Lorinus, Briickner).

and nuv

rect conception of the ideas noafioc

to iv

rC)

Koa^u there

reason for such an arbitrary explanation, by which violence

—

words of the apostle.

t]

emdvuia

r;/f

the genitive of the object, but, as

N. T. (except 2 Pet.

is

10; on Eph.

ii.

The

aapKog].

is

cor-

no apparent
done to the

is here not
always in the

genitive

the case with imdvfila
iv.

is

^

22 comp. Meyer on this passage),

the genitive of the subject, hence not "the desire directed towards the flesh,"

but "the desire which the flesh, i.e., the corrupted sensual nature of man,
which is peculiar to the flesh " comp. Gal. v. 17, ^ clp^ Emdv/iei.
Ebrard interprets, describing £he genitive as that "of quality and refer-

cherishes, or

;

—

ence," for which he wrongly appeals to Eph.

which occurs in the sphere of the

desire

first

eral, in contrast to nvevfian

11"),

ii.

Lucke
neptTrareiv and

view

De Wette, Neander,

22, 2

iv.
;

Pet.

in

Diisterdieck

ii.

10: "the

" the apostle scarcely con-

The idea may be taken

ceived the idea so indefinitely.

a narrower sense; the

flesh

in a broader or in

("fleshly, sensuous desire in genuyeaOai;

comp. Eph.

ii.

3; 1 Pet.

in the second, the desire of sen-

;

and drunkenness is specially understood; Augustine: desiderium
earum reruin, quae pertinent ad caniern, sicut cibus et concubilus et caelera hujusmodi; similarly Grotius, Baumgarten-Crusius, Sander, Besser, etc. Briickner limits the idea to " the lust of the flesh in the narrower sense " Gerlach
specially to every sort of pursuit of enjoyment;'^ and Ebrard to "sexual
suality

;

;

enjoyments."

3

The

right explanation can be found only on the considera-

tion of the following expression.
desire that

is

kuI v

Emdvuia tuv

ti0dalp.C}v,
;

inherent in the eyes, that is peculiar to them

explained in this way, that the desire of seeing something

This idea also

the sense of sight itself.*

As LUcke

in a narrower sense.

is

i.e.,

"the

" the expression is
is

attributed to

understood in a broader and

calls the eyes,

"as

it

were, the principal

gates of sensual desire for the external world," he identifies this idea with

the preceding one

"what

De Wette

;

does the same, interpreting

it

(in objective

and by what sensual desire is excited." The
connection by «a«, however, which is further followed by a second nai, shows
that the two ideas are to be definitely distinguished.
Accordingly, most
a.spect)

1

:

the eyes see,

It is arbitrary for

is

here

V.

16,

— as in John
etc. — "that

Ebrard

viii.

to say: emdviiia

Rom.

44;

which one

8; Gal.

vii.

lusts after,"

which indeed he again cancels by translating
the word by "last."
* Even Bengel takes the expression (while,
however, he understands

it

things) in a narrower sense

:

This explanation results for Ebrard from

*

Ebrard strangely

the genitive
genitive

"

ment of the eyes."

Ea quibus
fruitivi

:

pas-

gustus

thinlss that in this

o<{>6a\iia>f is

= " the

of the objective

cuntur scnsue, qui appellantur
et tactus."

'

the fact that he taijes <Tdp^ here = <ruinta, and
then describes the idea " sen«ua/" as identical
with "sexual" (!).

view

regarded as objective

desire for eyes,

i.e.,

for enjoy-
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commentators justly regard imd. ruv

oqiOakiJuov

as the description of a special

sort of incOvuiu thus (against De AVette) Briickner in subjective and objective view, " the lust of the eyes, and, at the same time, that in which, as
;

sensuous and earthly, the eyes delight." Two different interpretations are
found with a more exact definition. Very many commentators, as Luther,
Socinus, Grotius, Hornejus, Estius, Lorinus, Wolf, Clarius, Paulus, Semler,

Baumgarten-Crusius, Gerlach,

etc.,^

hold, though with

some modifications,

the expression to be substantially synonymous with nAeove^ia, acarltia. On
behalf of this interpretation, appeal is made principally to several passages
of the O. T., and especially to Eccles. iv. 8, v. 10; Prov. xxiii. 5, xxvii. 20;
but erroneously, for even though the eye of the covetous or avaricious man
looks with pleasure on his treasures, and eagerly looks out for new ones, still
the possession or acquirement of wealth is to him the chief thing; the striving for it, however, is not expressed by the phrase kmdvixta tuv 6<pda?ifiuv.
Still less justifiable is the explanation of Ebrard, who partly agrees with
those commentators, but regards the idea of "avarice" as too narrow; and,

with an appeal to passages such as Ps. xvii.
vi. 17, etc., maintains that by ti emd. r. d(pd.

11, liv. 9, xci. 8, xcii. 12
is

the desires of selfishness, envy, and avarice,

Prov.

;

meant "the whole sphere of
of hatred and revenge (!)."

Other commentators, on the contrary, retain the reference to the pleasure
mere sight, but limit this too much to dramatic performances, etc. thus
Augustine otnnis curiositas in spectaculis, in theatris ; similarly, Neander and
Such a limitation, however, is arbitrary accordingly, others refer
others.
the expression to other objects of sight - but it is more correct to take the
reference to these things in a quite general way, and, with Spener, to interpret "all sinful desire by which we seek delight in the seeing itself" (so
imdvuia t. 6(pd. is not the
besides, it is to be observed that
also Braune)
desire for wealth, etc., which is excited by the sight (Rickli and others),*
but the desire of seeing unseemly things, and the sinful pleasure which the

of

;

:

;

;

fi

;

sight of

them

Thus, this idea

affords.^

is

quite exclusive of the entevnia

rijg

a
which the apostle specially mentions in order to meet
the idea that the desire of seeing any thing can have nothing sinful in it.
But, having regard to the simple juxtaposition of the ideas by Kai, it is more
aapKoc; if the latter is taken quite generally, then the lust of tbe eyes is

particular species of

it,

correct to suppose that

John conceived the

imd. r^c aafjuOc not in that general

sense, but in the particular sense of the " lust for wealth

and immoderate

enjoyment," so that the two ideas stand to one another in the relation not
of subordination, but of co-ordination, both being subordinate to the general
idea of

1

enWv/xia.

— Kat

Sander also explains

would not exclude the
Uh, etc.

;

regarding

rj

u}iaC,oviiu lov iSwv'].

it

of avarice, but

ctiriositax in spectacu-

this,

however, as merely

Tam

libidinosos

collateral.
*

Thus Calviu

:

"

couspec

tU8 comprehendit, quara vanitatem, quae in
pompis et iuaui splendore vagatur."
s

Rickli interprets:

"the low, sensual

of thought, in so far as

tliis

is

style

excited aud

akaQ)veia is usually translated

fostered by the eight."

stands by

it

by

Diisterdieck under-

specially covetousnees

and avarice;

but at the same time observes that every sort
of desire may be excited by the eye.
* Bengel extends the idea beyond the limit

which

lies in

explains:
vestigativi

olfactus."

the expression itself,

''Ea, quibus
:

oculus,

sive

when he

tenentur eeneus
visus,

auditus

in-

et

"

!
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and
by similar words, and thereby is understood ambition, together with the
pride and haughty contempt for others which are frequently associated with
superbia, amhitio (Socinus

ambitio in honorihus quaerendis ac seciandis),

:

it;i thus Cyril interprets

{Homil. Pasch., xxvii.)

uinjtiuTuv vTxepoxfjv aat rd i/p/xevov vipog Kara ye
its

meaning

peculiar

only appears in Jas.
i.

30 and 2 Tim.

iii.

is

iv,

2,

uTia^oveiav

:

;

B.

(pr/oi

In the N. T.

not assigned to the w^ord.
16 (in the plural)

t.

tC>v

Thereby, however,

koI do^av.

Tififiv

ij.a^oveia

the adjective oM^uv in

in close connection with vnep^ipavoc,

Rom.

from which, how-

ever, it does not follow that the idea of ambition, thirst for glory, etc., is

contained in

tiAoC is related to vnep7i(l)avia

but only that the

it,

meant thereby

— according

of earthly happiness, and

the uncertainty

=

— the haughtiness

to the context

ostentatiously relies

;

in

James

is

which overlooks

on

its

permanence.

whether real or pretended, of earthly good things, such as happiness, power, knowledge, etc., the
word appears also in the Apocrypha of the O. T. comp. Wisd. v. 8, xvii. 7;
2 Mace. ix. 8, xv. 6. In classical Greek dXa^oveia has almost always the collateral meaning of the unreality of proud ostentation,^ which has obtained in
Hellenistic usage only in so far that the idea here also always refers to something by its very nature worthless and trifling, and in this way certainly inThis meaning is to be retained here also, as
cludes a delusion or unreality.
is rightly done by Liicke, Sander, Besser, Braune ;3 for examples in the ScripIn the

same sense

ostentatious pride in the possession,

;

tures, conip. 1

Chron. xxii.

1

ff .

;

Eccles.

ii.

1

ff.

;

Ezek. xxviii. 16, 17;

Dan. iv. 27 Rev. xvii. 4, xviii. 7, etc. The genitive tov Hiov serves for the
more particular definition of the idea; /3/oc signifies in the N. T. either
"te7nporal life" (1 Tim. ii. 2; 1 Pet. iv. 3, Rec), or more commonly "the
support of life, the means" (chap. iii. 17; Mark xii. 44; Luke viii. 43, xv.
12, 30, xxi. 4); it never has the meaning "conduct of life" (Ebrard).
;

Following Polyb.,

Hist., vi.

576:

i]

nt-pl

rovg 0lovg (iAai;ovda kqi noTiVTileia, it is

here in the second meaning, and the genitive as
objective genitive (so Liicke) as, however, aapKog and dpdal/xijv are subjective
appropriate to take

jSiog

;

genitives, it

is

much more

and accordingly
expression

correct to take

jSiov

also as subjective genitive,

to interpret " the u?M^ovEia peculiar to the

i^Aoval tov ftiov,

Luke

viii. 14, tov j3lov

may

jSiog

;

" in the

also be the objective

" the pleasures which refer to the l3iog, the temporal good
but more probably it is the subjective genitive here also, especially if it be
connected with the preceding ideas (see Meyer on this passage), thus, "the
genitive, thus

;

:

pleasures peculiar to the present

life."'*

Calvin: "Fastus aut superbia, cui conjuncta est ambitio, jactantia, aliorum couteraptus, coecus amor sui, praeceps confideutia."
»

»

Theophr., Charact. 23:

7rpo<T7roii)ai9

Phaedr.

dyadoJi' oinc ocTux' irpos io^av; Plsilo,
«fis

7rpoo-7rot7)Ti/cr)

vnapxovTtov

;

ayadoO

t)

ti?

ayaBCiv

Toiv

fxr)

a definite distinction between this idea

sTnOviiia is requisite.

— Augustine

accurately describes the dAa^wi/ thus
se vult in honoribus,

magnus

;

within the definite limits of the extent of the
as they include osteutatiou, ambitiou,

:

not in-

" jactare

sibi videtur, sive

divitiis, sive de aliqua potentia."
Ebrard
wrongly denies that according to Hellenistic

de

usage the element of pride

antithesis of eipu>vei.a.

s With this view Neander, Gerlach, and
DUsterdieck substantially agree also yet their
paraphrases do not keep precisely enough

idea,

etc.;

and

idea

oAa^oi'eia;

is

neither in

Hellenistic usage has the

contained in the
nor in

classical

word the meaning

" luxury," which he maintains for
*

The commentators

for

the

it.

most

espress themselves somewhat vaguely.

part

De

—
:
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Remark. — It has almost become traditional

to find the

modes of appearance

of the evil fully stated in this threefold form, corresponding to the triplicity

which appears

in the

Greek

CUnias

writers, as in Pythag.

unoXavaeai ratg 6tu aufiarog, nTieovefia

:

cpilrjiovia fiiv kv raig

6k ev tC) KspdaivELv, (piAodo^ia 6e kv

tu KadvKEpixttv

This threefold form,
it has been thought, is found both in the fall, and again in the temptation of
Christ; thus Bede, following Augustine, says: Per haec tria tantum cupiditas
humana tentatur ; per haec tria Adam tentatus est et victus ; per haec tentatus
est Christus et vicit ; while a Lapide finds expressed in it even the contrast with
the three Persons in the divine Trinity.^
Bengel opposes this view, nnd makes
such a distinction between the emd. rz/f aapKog and the tind. t. d<pd., that he refers
the former to the sensus fruitim, the latter to the sensus investigativi, but says
of the uAa^oveia t. jS. : arrogantia vitae est, quae cupiditatem foras educit et
longius in miindum diffundit, ut homo velit qitam plurimiis esse in victu, cultu,
etc.; and then observes: non concidunt cum his tribus tria mtia cardinalia
voluptas, avaritia, superbia; sed tamen in his continentur.
By the last clause
Bengel shows, however, " that there is a trace of that scheme to be found even
in him" (Diisterdieck).
LUcke has more decidedly expressed himself against
it, inasmuch as he finds in that threefold form only "the three chief points
of worldly lust" (according to the first edition, only "as examples") ; and,
moreover, the points " in which it proceeds from the sensual desire to the
Tuv lauv

re kuI ofioiuv-

for other expressions, see Wetstein.^

—

—

climax of the a/lafoi'cm,"
But Liicke's own interpretation of the particular
ideas is opposed to such a progress, as he makes the first two ideas to coincide
in regard to their substance, and thus no progress takes place from the one
iTTidv/xia to the other, nor is it, besides, in any way hinted at by the apostle.
Liicke rightly contends that particular leading vices are the subject here ; not
individual vices, but the leading forms (Liicke) ;3 or, as Briickner says, the
leading tendencies of worldly sense are stated by the apostle in that threefold
form.
But in what relation do these stand to one another ? According to
Diisterdieck, the eniOvfila ttjq aapnog forms the superior idea, to which the two
other ideas, as mutually co-ordinate, are in subordination: " The first-mentioned
lust of the flesh, the most comprehensive and thorough description of the love
of the world (ver. 15), embraces both the lust of the eyes and the pride of life."
This is incorrect. For, on the one hand, the u-yunrj to the Koa/ioc is not to be
identified with the enidv/j.ia Tjjg aapKog, as the latter rather describes the inner

nature of the

Koafiog;

the apostle warns against that love, because in the Koafioc

Wette explains: "the enjoyment, combined
with pride of (earthly) life (not: of the good
things of life) " Braune says that the genitive
;

is to

be taken as subjective genitive, and then
" the genitive t. 0iov signifies the

interprets

:

ou which ostentatious pride usually
appears;" Ewald translates: "swindling in
money," which is not only indefinite, but even
side

'

Ebrard justly denies that a division of
is to

be sought for here; but his

sin

own

view, that in that threefold form there is given
a distribution of worldly conduct in its entire
extent, and

just as
-

little

The

to be justified,

counterpai-t of these three forms of

the sinful

life is,

according to a Lapide, the

Xhvee primariae virtutes : continentia, charitas, hwnilitas, which coincide very exactly

with the three monastic vows of chastity,

unjustifiable.

as such

and finally, his relation to
them and complication with them, is, as resting
on a false interpretation of the particular ideas,

to his fellow-men,

m

this

man

expressed, then the egotistical opposition

to his

own

way, that first the relation
bodily and sensual nature

of
is

poverty, and obedience,
^

When

Liicke calls those three not merely

the leading forms, but also the principles and
sources of the worldly sense, this is not
correct; for the worldly sense does not spring

from the eniSvuia, k.t.A., but the
living motion of the former.

latter

is

the
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the k-mdvuia which is not of God dominates; the thought that is to be supplied
that love to the KoafioQ necessarily implies an entrance into its nature;

is this,

and, on the other hand, the apostle's form of expression is utterly opposed to
such a subordination; the two first-mentioned forms of worldly sense are by the
same appellation imdvfila closely connected with each other, and distinguished

from the

third,

which

not called imevfiia, but

is

a?M^ovtia;'^

it

unsuitable,

is

however, to regard the latter as imdvfiia; InWvfiia is the desire directed to the
the lust for something (not exactly the lust or delight
attainment of any good
in any thing), but the uXa(oveia is a definite behavior in regard to the good
which one possesses. The worldly man stands in a double relationship to the
perishable good things; on the one hand, he aspires after them, whether he
wants to possess and enjoy them or to delight himself with looking at them; on
the other hand, he fancies himself great in them when he has them as his own.
That the whole sphere of sinful life is not here surveyed, Luther has noticed
when he says " The following three things are not of the Father, viz. :
(3) false and
(2) the three iJ.ols of the world
(1) hatred of the brethren
Sander also brings out the same trichotomy of sinful
seductive teaching."

—

—

:

corruption, appealing for

w.

15-17,

where

it is

;

;

—

it

to chap.

ii.

where the subject is the first, to
The
ff., where it is the third.

2-12,

the second, and to ver. 19

apostle certainly mentions these different

on

that the organism of the Epistle rests

The following words,

U

ovk iariv

modes

of the appearance of sin; but

an assertion that goes too

this, is

tov narpbg, k.t.1., express the anti-divine

character of the worldly nature of the knidv^ia,
Kocjfiog

here quite in the same sense as before.

Paulus, Baumgarten-Crusius,

De Wette, not

but only of the connection and similarity
of John's conception

is

ignored

— By the

—

—

narijp,

elvai

iK

as in ver. 15;

according to

is,

the description of the origin,

by

;

k.t.1.

this view, however, the

depth

the expression rather embraces both, but

;

the second only as the result of the
viii. 44.

far.

addition of uXV

(so also Ebrard)

first

£k tov Koa/iov iari

;

comp. John

the antagonism between

God and the world, as the source of the ungodly disposition, is brought out
with peculiar distinctness.
Ver. 17 adds a new element to the preceding, whereby the exhortation
of ver. 15

is

strengtliened and confirmed.

—

koX 6 K6a(iog TrapuyeTai is

frequently

taken by commentators, with an appeal to 1 Cor. vii. 31, as an expression
of the transitoriness of the world either the present being changed into the
future (Bede: mundus transihit, quum in die judicii per ignem in meliorem
;

mutabitur Jiguram, ut

sit

coelum novum

et

terra nova), or the peculiar nature of

the world being regarded as described in
(lara ovk ex£i rd fikvov re koL iarug,

iMm

it

(Oecumenius

napiiyETai)

;

:

tu Koajiim

inidv/ii^-.

Diisterdieck combines both

;

the apostle, according to him, expresses a truth "which holds good with ever

present meaning, and which will thereby show itself some time in fact " (so

Ebrard and Braune). But ver. 8 and the following iaxuTT) upa lariv
it more than probable that the apostle here also uses napuyerai in the
consciousness of the approaching second advent of Christ and the judgment
also

make

1

the

Fromraann (p. 270 ff.) justly remarks that
two leading forms are the (m6v^.Ca and

the aXa^ovtia; that the imevixia signifies the

and the aXaiovtia the action, which In
the altalnraeut of the object desired has already
desire,

found

its satisfaction.
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on the

Koa/iog

which

is

connected with

appearing;" in 1 Cor.

it,

thus, " the world

is

in the state

—

of dis-

said with

vii. 31, napuyei to axf/fia rov Koafiov tovtov is

imdv/xia avrov'].
With the world passes away also
kuI
which dwells in it; whereby the apostle briefly refers to the
threefold form previously named avTov is not genitive of the object (Liicke,
Xeander, Sander, Besser), but of the subject (Diisterdieck, Braune); though
there is mention previously of an uyu-dv tov koohov, yet there is none of an
the contrai-y view rests on an erroneous
enidvfiia directed towards the Kdafiog

the same feeling.
the

rj

tnidviiia

:

;

interpretation of koohoq.

which

in its

i-aidv/iia

—

6 6e nouJv rd deXrifia tov Qeov, antithesis to 6 Koa/iog,

does not do the will of God.

previously put as antithesis to the
that the antithesis here

but

Koa/iog,

sion used by the apostle
is

;

The expressynonymous with 6 iiyanuv tov eeov for the doing
the effect of love to Him.
fiivei Wf jbv aluva, antithesis

only from the fact that
of the divine will

It is true, " 6 narifp " is

does not follow from this

not to be taken as fully corresponding, and " emthe appearance of this arises

is

" to be taken out of emdv/xia (Liicke)

dvficjv

it

taken as something concrete.

koc/ioc is
is

;

—

of rrapuyeTai; the expression signifies, as frequently, eternal, infinite endur-

John

ance, comp.

vi. 51, 58, viii. 3.5, etc.

forever as the eternally happy

life in

not contained in the expression. i
children of

God

Vv. 18-27.

^(^7

That John regarded

the fellowship of God,

To

the

Koafiog is

is

this abiding

certain, but is

assigned eavaToc, to the

aluvwc-

Warning against the

the last hour has come.

antichrists,

whose presence shows that

Description of them, and exhortation to believers

combined

to continue in that which they have heard from the beginning,

—

This section stands
with the testimony that they have known the truth.
in closest connection with the preceding one for, in the first place, the pre;

ceding exhortation is occasioned by the thought that it is iaxuTT] upa, as is
evidenced by the appearance of the uvTixptaTot; and, in the second place, the
dvTixpiaroi, of

whom

the apostle treats here, are, as

it

is

put in chap.

iv. 5,

C« TOV KOGfMOV.

The appearance

Ver. 18.

come.

—

readers. 2

of the avrixpiaTOL

shows that the

—

the incarnation of Christ to His second advent.

In the O. T. prophecy the

appearance of the Messiah was promised D'P'H iT")nN3
Mic.

5;

hour has

last

not an address to the children (see on vv. 12-14), but to all
eaxdrrj upa may be the whole Christian era from
iaxurv upa earl'],

naidia;

iv.

1,

LXX.

:

iv

eaxaTais Tjidpaiq;

race

(Isa.

ii.

2

Hos.

;

comp. also Acts

ii.

iii.

16).

Hence arose among the Jews the distinction of the two eras '^]T} dVi^' (a/wv
N2n D^l.^' {aluv fieTJujv), the former the time up to the appearance
:

avToO and

—

In the
embracing the Messianic time itself.
N. T. are found, partly the former idea that Christ has appeared in the last
of the Messiah, the latter

Ebrard arbitrarily explains that by aiuv
be understood " the aeon which will
begin with the visible establishment In glory
of Christ's kingdom on earth," and that 6
" he
jToimv
eis T. aiuva therefore means
who does the will of God shall remain till the
establishment of the kingdom of Christ
he

Is

be permitted to see the victory of Christ's

1

will

to

kingdom."
2 For the contrary, Ebrard appeals

.

.

.

:

—

to the

peculiarly childlike character of this section;
but plainly this bears no other character than

the whole Epistle, of which Ebrard himself says
that

it

could only be understood by adults.

;:
;
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1 Pet. i. 20), partly also the distinction of these two periods,
time (Heb. i. 1
but in this way, that the aiuv oirog does not close with the Jirst appearance of
Christ, but only with his parousia, which coincides with the avvTET^ia rov
Inasmuch as the
alCivoc; corap. Mark x. 30; Luke xx. 34, 35; Eph. i. 21.
period which begins with the birth of Christ is now the last preceding
;

—

the

avi^ri'Aeia, it

may be

ultimum tempus,

in

described by the expression

quo

eaxuTij upa,

as Calvin says

:

complentur omnia, ut nihil supersil praeter ultimam

sic

This view is the customary one with' the older comSemler agrees with it, but the context is opposed to it on the
it results from vv. 8 and 17 that the apostle is writing with a
presentiment of the parousia of Christ and, on the other hand, the conclusion of this verse oOev, k.tX, shows that the apostle cannot here mean the
whole period extending from the first appearance of Christ to His second
coming, but only a distinct time in it, namely, the time immediately preceding its termination in favor of this also is the usus loquendi of the X. T.
comp. 2 Tim. iii. 1; Jas. v. 3; 1 Pet. i. 5 2 Pet. iii. 3; along with which
Christi revelationem.

mentators
one hand,

;

;

;

:

;

;

be observed, that, especially in the Gospel of John, the day of judgLUcke, Neander, Baumgarten-Crusius, Gerij/xipa eaxurri.
ment is called
lach, Erdmann, ^Myrberg, Ebrard, etc., have therefore rightly interpreted the
it is to

ij

expression as a description of this time.

The

hesitation to admit that

the apostle was mistaken in his expectation of the nearness of the advent,
has given rise to many a false interpretation. Socinus and Grotius think
ifjxdrri ijpa is the time immediately preceding the destruction of Jerusalem
view approximates to that of Dusterdieck, according to which the last
time before the commencement of the Kpiai^ is meant, which had its beginning at the destruction of Jerusalem. But the scruple is not overcome by
this, for chap. ii. 28 shows that John regarded the napnvaia of the Lord as
near, and not as distant, just as the other apostles, and especially also Paul,
according to 1 Thess. iv. 15, in view of which even Dusterdieck finds himself compelled to admit this; Besser urges the w-ant of the article, and

that
this

translates

"a

last time," i.e.,

the tune before a special revelation of the

which the last hour before the universal final
judgment is prefigured; but it is well known that the article is often wanting just with ideas which are definite in themselves to w^hich it may be
added that the idea of such a succession of different epochs, which are to
be regarded as special revelations of the judicial power of Christ, is nowhere
judicial glory of Christ, in

;

Oecumenius regarded it as likely that kaxitTtj
found in Schoettgen (tempora
periculosa, pessima et abjectissima), Carpzov, and others (similarly Paulus
whereas the distincit is a late, i.e., dark, and ever gi'owing worse, time)
iv iaxaraig
tion between these ideas is perfectly clear from 2 Tim. iii. 1

found expressed
here

is

used

=

in the

N. T.^

x^tp^<^~V

this explanation is

;

;

:

I Braune, who speaks of Calvin's view and
that of Besser as " worthy of notice," expresses

himself

"The

somewhat vaguely when he says:

expression

eo-xari) uipa

is

to

be taken

prophetically, eschatologitally, and has a value

connected with the history of

the

kingdom,

even a historical reference to the parousia of
Christ, as the beginning of the second era
of the, world, but no cArono/opicn/ reference
to

the date

parousia."
lion.

of the commencement of this
Clearly a quite arbitrary asser-

:
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f/fiEpais

ivoT^aovrai Katpot

The

xa'?ieiTou^

result of an impartial exegesis there-

John also expected that the advent
Lord would soon take place."'^ It was only when the first generation
of believers was already dead, without that expectation having been fulfilled, that in the consciousness of Christians the period till the coming of
the Lord extended to an indefinitely distant limit, without, however, extinguishing the hope of His apeedy advent; comp. 2 Pet. iii. 4 H. but that later
still, the time which began with the appearance of false teachers was
regarded as the last, is proved by Ignatius, Ep. ad Eph., c. xi.
koI Kaddc
fore remains, that, as the other apostles,

of the

;

—

With the observation

rjKovaare, k.tX'].

that

it

the last time, the apostle

is

connects the other, that in accordance with what his readers have heard,

many

that the uvrixpLaTOQ would come,
supplies before nadu^, "

et

ita

est,"

uvrixpiaToi

and

have already come.

after koi,

"adeo"

(et

ita

Bengel
est,

sicut

nempe antichristum venire: atque adeo jam multi, etc.); these supplements are, however, unnecessary, for the «at before vvv is not the simple
copula, but serves to mark the appearance of the uvri\piaToi as a fact corre-

audistis,

sponding to the

many

Kadijg rjKovnaTE,

k.tX

:

" as ye have heard,

etc., so,

accordingly,

now actually appearing.""^ Kadug jjKovaare, namely, by
the apostolic declaration which had been communicated to his readers
(comp. vv. 7, 24) either by John, or even earlier, by Paul especially, according to Semler by Jewish teachers, who were spreading false rumors of the
end of the world (!). on (6) avTixpiaroc epxerai kui, /c.r.X.]. The present epxerai
is put for the future
it marks what is still future as a certainly occurring
event.
Ebrard incorrectly translates epxtrai by " is to come " even in the
passages cited by him, chap. iv. 3; Matt. xi. 3; Gospel of John xvi. 13;
uvrixptaToi are even

;

;

Rev.

8 (why not

i.

future

besides,

;

i.

4?), ipxEndai does not express simply the idea of the
" will one day appear. "
interprets coi-rectly
The

Ebrard

—

:

prophecy that before Christ comes (hence before His parousia) Antichrist
will come, accordingly formed a part of the apostolic preaching, although it
1

Peculiar, but artificial, Is Bengel's inter-

it cannot be any reproach
they cherished the hope that the

the course of history,

pretation, which, moreover, rests on the false

on them

opinion that the children are here specially

longed-for coming of the Lord would soon

"ultima, non respectu omnium
in antitheto pueruiorum
ad juvenes. Tres omnino horae

occur, especially as they formed out of this
hope no peculiar doctrine, and did not venture
The
to determine the time and the hour.

addressed'

mundi lemporum sed
ad patres

et

quarum una post aliam et inchoavit, et
conjunciim continuato cursu ad finem se incliuavit. Patrum itemque juveuum hora statim
erant,

absoluta

full.

ultima hora

uum
2

Hiuc puerulis Johannes

est.

dicit

Hac ultima hora nos etiam-

vivimus omnes."

apostles regarded the advent as so near, Sander

thinks that they could not possibly have im-

agined that " all the great changes, transformations, and developments," to which 2 Thess.

Rom.

xi. 25, 26,

extravagant

assertion

of

Ebrard,

would have been contrary to the order
economy of revelation, if John, at
the lime when he wrote his Epistle, had not
that

it

of God's

expected the second advent of Christ in the
rests entirely on Ebrard's views

near future,

In opposition to the " prejudice " that the

iil. 3,

certainly

if

Luke

xxi. 24-26, allude,

could be accomplished within a generation.
But could not important events take place
within a comparatively short period? As it

was not the business of the apostles

to foresee

of the Apocalypse, from the visions of which,
according to him, it could only be clear to the
apostle for the first time that the epxonai. of
the Gospel of John xxi. 22 is to be understood

of the coming of the Lord In a vision.
" With the expectation ort 6
" DUsterdieck
:

founded on the apostolic teaching,
corresponds the fact already begun: di-Tixp.
di/rcxp. ep^.,

jroAAoi Yeydi'ao-n'."

—

CHAP.
is
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"
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18.

not containefl in the last discourses of Christ that have been handed down
and the rpevduxpiorui, whose appearance Christ

to us, for the xpcvdonpoc^firai

—

According to the
not to be identified with the uvrixptcfTog.
view which has prevailed from antiquity, the avuxpcarog and the tcoXTmI uvtIxpienoi are to be distinguished in this way, that the latter are only the
irpoSpunoi of the former, in which for the fii'st time the antichristian spirit
which already animates them will be revealed in his full perfection and
Bengel, deviating from this, takes the expression uvrixpLOTog as a
energy.
foretells, are

collective idea

:

ubi Joh. antichristum, vel spiritum antichristi, vel deceptorem

omnes mendaces

antichristian dicit, sub singulari numero,

Antlchristus pro antichristianismo, sive doctrina,

intitiit.

Christo contraria dicitur
sius, Besser,

;

et

et

multitudine

et

inimicos

veritatis

hominum

with this interpretation, Lange, Baumgarten-Cru-

But neither here nor

and Myrberg agree.

in iv. 1

ff.

does John

say that antichrist has already come; here he merely indicates the fact that
no?JiOi uvTcxpicTot yeyovaaiv

TTpo(prjrcu

announcement

as corresponding to the

ing of antichrist, and in the other passage

it is

merely stated that

of the com-

many ijievdo-

and that the nvevfia of antichrist is
In the passage 2 John 7, " it is true that the explana-

are gone out into the world,

already in the world.

tory clause ovTog hriv 6 nXuvog Kat 6 uvTixpioTog refers so directly to the preceding -nn^lol TtTuavoL" that it appears that " the identity is thereby indicated
(1st ed.);

but this direct connection may, no doubt, be explained in this
many is, according to John, no other

way, that he who speaks through the

than the one antichrist and even though John " neither describes the avriXpiaroi as the npodpo/xot, nor the uvrixpiaTog as the one in whom the principle
;

that animates

is concentrated in highest potency," it is to be rememspeaking of the antichrist here, not in doctrinal aspect,

them

bered that John

is

but only in order to show by the heretics,
TTveu/ia

of antichrist

is

already

h

whom

he

calls avrixpiaroi, that the

The name

rtj Koap.t^.'^

in the Scriptures outside of the First

and Second

the later ecclesiastical literature does

it

uvrixpLaTOQ is

Ej)istles of

appear frequently.

—

not found

John only in
That the pre;

fixed uvTi does not express the substitutionary reference (as in avTiiiaculevq),

but the reference of antagonism, is with justice now commonly recognized
but the prevailing translation, " enemy of Christ," is grammatically inaccurate, as in substantive compounds formed with uvn (in the antagonistic sense),
the substantive is an object which by dvn is described as standing in opposition to an object of the same kind.
Thus, an uvTi<pi?i6ao(i)oc is not an
"opponent of philosophy" (Ebrard), or of philosophers, but a philosopher
who is opposed to other philosophers, a hostile philosopher; comp. dvnAccordingly, 6

IJ^X^TK, uvmraPiaiaTTig, avriiroXtg, uvn/i^rjmg,

avri/5/4o«z, /c.r.A.^

Wci88 justly maintains, against Frommann and Reuss, according to whom John

From this it is clear that the rule laid
down by LUcke, that " the word compounded

has spiritualized or confused the dogma of
antichrist, that he in no way denies the reality
of the antichrist, although Weiss thinks that
John regards the prophecy of the antichrist as

with avTL Is the object of the opposition," can
by no means hold good for all compounds with
dvri, inasmuch as the examples adduced by

fulfilled iu this, that the spirit of antichrist

avridvpof

I

Come

has

and in the false teachers 18
denying the fundamentals of Christian truth.
into the world,

avri-

>

LUcke

avrippiov aKpov, avTi/3dpeto5, ovt^Aios,

—

are not substantives; and, in the
second place, avri. does not express in them
the idea of hostile antagonism.
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mean generally, the enemy of Christ, but the " opposition
enemy of Christ who, under the false pretence of being the
Almost all commentators
real Christ, seeks to destroy the work of Christ.^
liave correctly supposed that John understands by this enemy the same as
does not

XpioTog

Christ," i.e., that

Paul speaks of in 2 Thess.

ii.

tion of the Apostle Paul

and

3

;

the features which appear in the descripin the statements of

closely to permit of this being doubted

John correspond too

according to both, his appearance

;

preceded by a falling away (John says in ver. 19, of the
Paul in ver. 3 speaks of an unoaraaia connected
with his unoKu2,vipig) both ascribe to him a God-opposing, wicked nature
in the

Church

antichrists

:

is

i^

tj/j-uv i^//?.6ov

;

;

(Paul calls him

6 avdpunog

John puts the nveviza tov uvnand says of the antichrists who

ajiapriag, 6 civofiog',

rf/g

Xpiarov in antithesis to the Trvtv/xa tov Qeov,

are animated by the former, that they are ek tov koo/xov)

him

as a liar,

who

seeks to establish the

lie

;

both characterize
according to

against the truth

;

both, he appears in the last time before the parousia of Christ.

names correspond with each other;
contains an important feature which
fievog,

foi",

is

Even the

name uvrixpifyToc
the name 6 uvtikeI-

even though the

not expressed in

yet this very feature comes out so distinctly in the Pauline description,

it is clear how suitable John's appellation of that enemy is; when,
namely, Paul describes him as the uvdpunog Tr/g uiiapriag, and afterwards says
of him that he imoddKvvcn tavrov, on earl Ofof, this points to the fact that he
will represent himself as the incarnate God, and this is just what is indicated

that

in the

name

uvTixpcarog.

—

Remaiik.
On the various views of the antichrist, see Liinemann on
2 Thess. ii. 1-12, p. 204 ff., and Diisterdieck on this passage.
The Greek
Fathers regard the antichrist usually as a man who, as ah instrument of the
Devil, imitates the true Christ, comp. Hippolyt., De Conmmmat Mundi, c. vi.
14, c. xlviii. Cyril, Catech. xv. yet there is also found the incorrect view that he
is the incarnate Devil himself (comp. Theodoret, Epit. Din. Decret., c. xxiii., and
Comment, in Dan., ii. Hii^polyt. c. xxii. ).
Like the parousia of Christ, so the
appearance of antichrist also belongs still to the future: of antichrists, as they
had appeared in the time of John, there has never since been any lack; but the
antichrist has not yet come, and it was equally arbitrary for Grotius to regard
Barkochba, or others Mohammed, or Luther the Pope, or Catholics Luther, and
so on, as antichrist.
Not merely rationalistic writers, but also Liicke, De
Wette, Neander, and others, distinguish form and idea in John's representation
of the future appearance of the antichrist.
As the fundamental idea, they
regard the thought, that, equally with the development of Christianity, the evil

—

;

;

—

;

—

will gradually increase

when

it

has attained

power of

Christ.

more and more

its

As

in its contest against Christ, until at last,

highest summit,

it

will be completely

conquered by the

the form, they regard the representation that this highest

energy of the evil will finally appear in one single person.

> While Bruckner agrees with the explanalion given here, it is opposed by Braune; but
he does not pay attention to the grammatical

vindication.

the

more

Besides,

it Is

to be observed that

particular definition of "false pre-

tence " does not

lie

in the

For such a

word

itself,

but

certainly in the fact, since there is only one

Christ;

it is

different in the case of the

avTi<i)iAo(roi^os.

word

—
CHAP,
distinction

gives

it is

difficult,

no suggestion of

II.
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19.

however, to show any justification, as Scripture itself
therefore rightly rejected by Diisterdieck, Braune,

it; it is

Briickner.

In the words

The

ized.

vvv uvTixpifrroi

/cat

which the expectation,

fact in

uvTixpi-'yToi

but they bear that

the apostle mentions the

yEyovnaiv-,

iro^Tijol

oti 6 uvtcxP"Jtoc epxerai, is

are the heretics

name because

and thus the antichrist himself

is

who

the

accept the

lie

beginning to be

real-

described in ver. 22;

7Tveu/ia tov uvrixpioTov

animates them,

already revealing himself in them,

yeyo-

vamv is not = coeperunt esse (Erasmus), but "they have become," i.e., they
By means of the subordinate clause, ddev ytvuaKoare already in existence.
fiev, K.T.X., the connection between the two first parts of the verse is to be
recognized.

Relation of the avrixpiaroL to the Christian Church.

Ver. 19.

t^fjldav, iikX' ovK Tjoav f| ijixuv'].

Winer,

71 (E. T., 73).

p.

On

— By

—

^| ^fiuv

the form of the second aorist with
ijiiuv

we

a,

see

Jews

are not to ixnderstand the

(Grotius, Eichhorn, Rickli), nor the apostles (S. Schmid, Spener, Besser,
others), but Christians in general, as the Church of Christ.^ k^Tjldav is
taken by several commentators = prodierunt (Vulgate, Baumgarten-Crusius,
Erdmann, and others), finding the idea of origin expressed in it: this is
incorrect the following fiefieviiKeiaav shows that it is rather to be taken in

and

;

the sense of secessio (so Augustine, Bede, Erasmus
Liicke, Diisterdieck, Ebrard, Braune,

and

;

and among the moderns,

By

others).

the emphatic posi-

brought out that the antichrists were previously ^led' tj/jcju,
and belonged therefore to the Christian Church. How far this separation
had been formally accomplished, John does not say but it is contained iu
tifjldav that they had taken up an antagonistic position, not merely to the
apostolic doctrine (Beza: ad mutalionem non loci sed doctrinae pertinet), but
to those who by their faithful observance of the unadulterated gospel proved
tion of

ff

ijuuv it is

;

themselves to be the children of
r]uC>v].

ii/J:

God

(as also Braune).

uaV

ovk

rjcsav

k^

expresses the contrast to the preceding thought: although they

went out from us (and therefore were connected with us), yet they were not
they
tlvai EK expresses connection in the most complete reality, thus
were not of us, viz., in such a way that they would have really belonged to
us, as common members of one body, in which one soul lives; in contrast
to which the elvat nerd contained in the following fienevijKetaav av fied' rjiiCyv
expresses the outward fellowship as distinguished from the former idea.
Even here « does not depart from its original meaning (see on ver. 16), for
he only truly belongs to the Church of the Lord who in regard to his inner
The imperfect
life has proceeded from it, i.e., from the Spirit ruling in it.^
of us.

*

:

Ebrard finds himself compelled by

his

ethical relationship of those

out from the

those addressed, but to say " the apostle puts

and

himself and the Church in contrast to the

different

little
2

ones

whom

Diisterdieck

:

he addresses."
" That those antichrists

the fellowship of the believers, follows from
fiC/xei'rJK.

av

iJ.id'

rjnuiv;

meaning in which the same phrase e|
appears, on the one hand, with i^r^KOav,
with which fic/aefTJic., k.t.A., is to be combined;
and, on the other hand, in the expressions oxjk
fiuav i^ rmiiv and ei yap Ti<rav i^ rifi.

^/nuic

left

but the original, inner,

fell

men who went

bosom of Christian fellowship,
away from it, is indicated by the

interpretation of rratSio not to include in rtiitU

—

;
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which the antichristians
were connected with the believers, and does not merely refer to the time
immediately preceding their separation (Episcopius, Socinus).
That they
were not e| Ti/iijv, John proves by the words, si yup ijaav t^ i]fj.C)v, /xefievTjKciaav uv
The avTixpioToi belonged therefore to the Christians for a while
(led' riiiuw.
^0uv embraces the whole previous period during

—

they were het" avruv, although not k^ avruv, for in this case they would also
Here, too, John proceeds on the idea that the
have remained jitr' airuv.
On the pluperfect without the augment,
fieveiv is the evidence of the elvai.
cM,' iva <l>avepo)dil)tyiv, k.tX].
see Winer, p. 70 (E. T., 72).
uAAu refers
back to t^^Xdav, or to the thought, ov fieiievijKuai fied' v/iCiv, ''but they have
not remained with us." Less sirtiply Diisterdieck interprets " they have not
remained with us, but (oITm) they have been separated from us, in order
that." Such a double supplement is not necessary, for alia is not necessarily the antithesis of a negation.
By Iva, k.t.a., it is not the result
(Paulus), but the purpose, that is stated,
the purpose, namely, of their
separation or not remaining, which was willed by God the purpose is that
it might be manifest that they are not i^ tj/xuv.
The connection of <pavEpu:

—

—

;

duaiv with the following on ovk

elal

nuvTeg

e^ rjiiCw is

cinus construes ov and nuvTsc together: non omties
ex nostra numero

est

De Wette

this is incori'ect

:

;

ov nuvreg is

=

not

not quite regular; So-

nemo ex

nulli, i.e.,

=

but

nulli,

=

illis

nonnulli.

two thoughts, viz., (1) Iva
on ovk elalv i^ rifiijv,
only De ^Vette should have put the second thought first, for John's immerightly supposes the conjunction of

on ovk

(jiavEpudy,

elal Trdiref £^ ij/uJv

and

',

(2) cva (tiavepuduaLv,

diate intention was, as the plural (pavepuduacv shows, to speak only of the

but then he extends his idea so as to introduce the new subject
it was to be made manifest in the uvTixpiaToc that they

dvnxpiaToi,

the sense is:

Tcuvreg;

were not

— and therefore that
— For the work of

who were

all

it shall

be manifest who really belongs to

the purpose for the sake of which
Xpia-oi

should go out

Remark.
thought

is

— In

:

it,

God has

He who

d

were not

v(7uv e^

so arranged
1

— k^ijuuv (so

necessary that

is

fiE/ievijKeiaav

vfiibv,

it

this Kpiaig is

that those uvri-

Cor. xi. 19.

really belongs to the

shows thereby that he did not

it

and who does not;

comp. with the idea in

the words,

contained:

/ud' rjuCiv

the Christian Church

also Braune).!

av

fieB' ijiiuv,

Church never leaves

this

it;

he

belong to it. This confidence
of the apostle in the preserving love of the Lord, and in the faithfulness of
those whom He has saved, seems to be opposed to the idea brought out in
Heb. vi. 4 ff., that even those who were once enlightened, and have tasted of
the heavenly gift, and were made partakers of the Holy Ghost, etc., may fall
away. But, as constantly in his Epistle, so here also John speaks absolutely,
without taking into view the state of gradual development, from which, however,
it does not follow that he does not recognize it.
The one circumstance that he
exhorts believers as such to abide in Christ, shows that he would not deny the
wlio leaves

'

Myrberg

ut manifesti

sunt

interprets

and

:

but

really

"Bed (egressi sunt)
nam non omnes

de nobis," cannot serve to establish the idea
(j)at'€pia9iacnv. According to Ililgenfeld, rroif res

incorrectly,

is

redderentur;

nobis;"

de

(i>avep<aeia<TLv

nition;

it

for

(1)

more particular deflthe idea: " noa omnes sunt

to be referred only to the antichrists

were not of us;" but

requires a

they

(2)

by the position of

all

Trdi-Tes.

:"

that

this is refuted

CHAP.

II.

20,
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21.

—

possihiUty of their falling away; only

—

it is
justly
certain to him that he
does not abide had not yet with his u'hole heart entered into the fellowship
of the Lord, but even though touched by His love, and exhibiting the trace of
love towards Him, had nevertheless not broken completely with the world.
Ebrard thinks that the apostle means only, that temptation by this particular

who

who in their inner being
even though John here speaks of
particular antichrists, yet the general thought is at the basis of the words el
Tjcav uttered in reference to them; otherwise the apostle would have definitely
pointed out the difference of these apostates from others to whom the word has
no reference.
Augustine, Calvin, Beza, etc., find in the words a confirmation
of their doctrine of predestination, but only by inserting in them ideas which
are foreign to them, since the subject here is neither a donum perseverantiae
nor a distinction of the vocati and electi.
lie

(namely, by Gnosticism)

only possible with those

is

•were previously strangers to Christianity; but

—

Vv.

know

20, 21.

the truth.

Testimony that the

—

kuI

believers, to

The

f^x^Te].

vixe'cc X9'i-"H'^

whom

the apostle writes,

apostle writes this neither as

a caplado henevolentiae (Lange), nor as a justification of the brevity of his
writing on the foregoing subject (a Lapide), nor for the purpose of quieting

"who at the appearance of so many antichrists might possibly
be alarmed for the safety of their ow-n faith " (Liicke), but in order to make
the warning contained in his words in reference to the antichristian lie the
his readers,

more

forcible; see

on

adversativa (so even

ver. 12.

— Most commentators take

De Wette; more

tionship of this verse to ver. 19
logically adversative ")

;

here as particula

kqI

cautiously, Liiclve: "the logical rela-

that of an antithesis, therefore

is

the incorrectness of this view

is

Kai

becomes

recognized indeed

by Diisterdieck and Ebrard, yet they maintain the antithetical reference of
one and of course in itself there is nothing
against the supposition of a connection of adversative ideas by the simple
copula; but that an adversative relationship occurs here is very much to be
doubted, for the apostle did not now need to say to liis readers that they,
as such as have the xp'^<^f^a, were in opposition to the antichrists, and, besides,
this verse to the preceding

in the sequel that idea is

not further followed up.^

the context, to connect the

and

;

first

more

suitable to

in this two-claused sentence to find the presupposition stated for

said in the following verse (so also Briickner).

is

It is

part of this verse closely with the second,

N. T. only here and

in ver. 27

;

—

;tP<o/^a

what

appears in the

according to Greek usus loquendi,

it

is

the anointing oil; as in the O. T., for example, Exod. xxix. 7, xxx. 31. "In
the O. T. the holy anointing oil is constantly the type of the Holy Spirit,

both where anointing appears as a figurative action (besides the passages
quoted, in
1

1

Sam.

x. 1

ff.,

xvi. 13, 14) as well as

By

this, however, it is not meant that the
when he turns to his readers with
does not contrast them at all with the

apostle,
iiiiiU,

antichrists, but only that

he does not do

this sense, that he wishes thereby to

it

in

empba-

between them. Had the apostle
intended this, he would certainly not have
used Kai, for in such antitheses Kai is only
size a contrast

suitable

where

when

it

appears in figura-

the predicates exactly corre-

spond with one another (e.g., they have to
nveviJ.a toO ai'Tixpto-Tov, and ye have to -nveviia
©eoO)

;

(comp.

but even then, usually
Matt.

v.

21,

21,

and

passages), or no particle at
iii.

31, etc.).

all

hi

is

used

many

other

(corap.

John

—

;
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tive language (Ps. xlv. 8; Isa. Ixi. 1),
But that which in the O. T. is
presented in type and shadow, in the N. T. has appeared in truth and sub-

stance " (Besser)
Spirit, as

comp. Acts

;

therefore a symbolical expression for the Holy

is

xpi-'^fJ-o-

moreover,

xpi-^i-Vi

is

frequently used of the gift of the Holy Spirit

27, x. 38; 2 Cor.

iv.

tators agree, only that

" unctio, anointing," and this

i.

is

With

21.

this

most of the commen-

usually incorrectly explained as the act

is

;i:pi(T/ia

then taken as a description of the Holy

by Augifstine, and even by De Wette, Ewald, Sander, and Erdmann. It is erroneous to understand xp'^^^fJ^^ of the "true tradition about
Christ, vividly transmitted, proceeding from the apostles" (Kostlin, p. 243),
or of the working of the Holy Spirit (Didymus charitas, quae diffunditur in
Spirit; so

:

cordibus nostris per spirilum sanctum

Socinus

;

ipsas res divinas, quatenus homini est opus

the act in which the Spirit
or of confirmation.
T0( TO

Emanuel Sa:

;

christiaiiismus), or of

given to Christians, thus of baptism (Ewald)

is

Oecumenius M'rongly

TO upuv, Kac dca tovtov to elg

xpi<^/^o.

divinum henejicium cognoscendi

:

nuaav

finds here
tt)v

(tTidiSeTt: 6ia

tov i3annafia-

uAijdeiav b6r]yovv vfiug

Odov

Ttvevfia)

an allusion to the old custom of anointing the candidate for baptism this
custom does not belong to the apostolic age, but was probably first introduced by this passage, as Bengel has observed.^ It is, on the whole, less
;

John was here thinking of the communication of the Spirit by
means of baptism, as is usually supposed, than that he was thinking of that
by means of the preaching of the gospel (Diisterdieck), as in the whole
context tliere is nothing to suggest the former. ^ That John uses just the
word ,Ypfo/za is not without meaning; as in the O. T. not only kings, but also
priests and (sometimes) prophets were anointed, he reminds believers thereby
"of their high honor, calling, office, and glory" (Sander).^ If it be the case
likely that

that there

is

also an allusion in

Diisterdieck), then the apostle

sion of the

xpi-cfxa.

it

to the

wanted

are enabled to fully

know

tradiction to the ulridua; see ver. 21.

Ab Bengel thinks that this whole section
addressed to the children, he says: "Earn
1

Is

nnctionem

spiritualera

habent

ra

jrotSia

pueruli; namque cum baptismo, quera susceperunt, conjunctum erat donuin Spiritus s.,

hoc ipso loco

causa ex

cujus, significandi

deinceps usu receptum esse videtur, ut oleo
corpora baptizatorum ungerentur."
How in
modern times this passage is misused as a

—

proof

of

the

post-apostolic

origin

of

the

Epistle» see the Introduction, sec. 3.
2

may

As

arbitrary

quite

interpretations,

we

further mention here that of Semler and

that of J. J. Hess {Flatt's

and Susukind's

Magaz., vol. xiv.) the former, on the false
assumption that the Epistle is addressed
;

especially

by

to

the

presbyters

also,

explains

legitima auctoritas docendi, and
adds: XP'*^*^" est idem ac xapio-^a illud, cujus
XpicT^ia

:

auctor spiritus

s.,

qui per apostolus imperii-

name

of the Antichrist (Bengel,

to bring out that believers in posses-

the antichristian

ijievdo^

ex^te unb tov uyiov].

in its con-

For

e^t^'^fj

ill

; and the latter understands by
the instruction which the churches of Asia
Minor received about Antichrist through the

tur doctoinbufi
it

Apocalypse.
s Neander: "That which in the Old Covenant was connected only with individuals to
whom in some way the guidance of God's

people was intrusted, with individuals who
thereby were singled out from the mass of the
rest of the people, this under the New Covenant is connected with the people of God in
are therefore no longer
general.
.
. There
.

among the people
as there
kings,

They

were

are

one

of

God any such

in the

prophets,

distinctions

Old Covenant between
and people. . . .

priests,

kingly

priestly

race,

whose

nobility and high destination all share;

all

by virtue of that common enUghtenment by the Holy Spirit."
are prophets

—

^

CHAP.

put; the possession rests upon a reception, and

ver. 27, kXufitTe is

indeed, and tov ayiov, 6

— not

Besser,
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II.

iiyioc is

— following the correct interpretation of

this,
xpi<^i^a

the Holy Spirit (Didymus, Lorinus, Semler), but either God (Rickli,
Xeander " (Itto indicates the source " which, however, is not always
;

:

the case),

— comp. John

— or

xiv. 16; 1 Cor. vi. 19

:

tov dyiov nvevfiaro^, ov lx^~^

most commentators think, Christ; comp.
John XV. 26 6 TrapuKXriToc, bv eytj irEfnpu vfuv napu tov irarpog; and John vi. 69,
where Christ (according to the overwhelming authorities) is called 6 u.)tog tov
Otov in favor of which is the fact that John, in ver. 29, calls Christ dlKaioc,
That the
and in chap. iii. 3, uyvoc (comp. also Acts iii. 14; Rev. iii. 7).
bestower of the xp'i-'^y-o- is called by John 6 uyiog (whether it be God or Christ)
arises from this, that the anointing with the Spirit is an act of making holy,
i.e., of separation from the w'orld; but he only can make holy who himself is
uTid Oenii,

more probably,

as

:

;

—

holy.

n-avra.

oUare mivTo].

Koi

by

rectly

—

et

inde

;

ad

X9'-<^H-^

not masculine (Syrus: omnes

TTcivra is

improbos), but neuter.

et

sed

Bengel, according to the sense, explains

the possession of the

praesentis

loci

Bede:

;

Calvin rightly says

:

nai cor-

the reason of the

is

om.nia,

circumstantiam restringi debet

:

discernitis inter

ddivai,

probos

non universaliter
still

it

ccipi,

must not be

merely to those things {quae sunt) necessaria agnoscendis antiit embraces along with these
rr]v uAr/esiav in general (ver. 21)
comp. John xiv. 26, xvi. 13: Kdaav t^v ulrjdnav.
In the possession of the whole truth Christians are also enabled to
restricted
christis et

cavendis illorum insidiis (Bengel), but
;

distinguish lies and truth.

Ver. 21.
that which

iypa\pa vjjiv

oi)K

is

deiav, k.t.?,.].

does not refer to the whole epistle (Beza), but to

said of the antichrists; comp. ver. 26. ^
b-i

=

because (comp. vv. 12-14)

—

otl ovk oldare rfjv a7ai-

the apostle does not

want

to

time the truth which was revealed
writing to them because they know it; a Lapide non ut

teach the anointed Christians for the
in Christ, but he is

;

first

—

:

on nuv ipevdot,; /c.r.A.]. This on
is not co-ordinate wdth the preceding one, but is dependent on oldare.
Luther,
correctly according to the sense " but ye know it, and know that," etc.
Kuv ipevdoc, quite generally, though with special reference to the antichristian
haec vos doceam, sed ut doctos confirmem.

k(u

—

:

—

"not merely error, but lie" (De Wette)
the absolute
Lange quite arbitrarily thinks that the abstract is here
put for the concrete: "that no false teacher can be a genuine Christian."
It is incorrect to take nuv ... ou as a Hebraism = ov6ev;ou belongs rather to
the predicate.
Ik t^c ii7^r]6£iac ovk eari],
ck here also indicates the source, and
does not express merely the connection (De Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius).
Because the lie is not q/ the truth, so also it has no connection with it;
doctrine; ipevdoc:
antithesis of

uTiT/deia

;

—

ex vero non nisi verum sequitur, et verum vero consonat.
Whence
which is not ek ttic ulriddac, originates, Christ says in John viii. 44:
The truth is from God, who is Himself the truth the lie from the Devil,

Lorinus

the

:

lie,

;

who
1

is

not in the truth.

The genuinely

EstiuB
I)0« et

is

Catholic interpretation of
" Habelis episco-

worthy of notice

presbyteros,

;

quorum cura

ac

quj»e pertinent

vestrae ecclcbiae eatis inetructac sunt ju

lis,

ad doctrinae christianae von-

tatem.

Htudio

Ebrard refers this
the Gospel of John.
^

to

eypai|/a also arbitrarily

"
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Vv. 22, 23. The existence of the antichrists and their relationship to the

now the more
The interwho know the truth,

Christian Church having been previously stated, there follows
particular definition of the antichristian

rogative form, with which
is

lie.

John addresses

— nV eanv

his readers

6 ipivoTriq.

explained by the vividness of the feeling with which the apostle

writing

directly to the concrete

incorrectly

he in

The

(iptvarric;).

whom

Braune), identical with

mistake of John's idea.
the apostle

passes from the abstract

lie

Nor

is

appears in concrete personality (so also
which is denied by Jachmann through

The thought

weakened by the supposition that

is

:

liars ?

when he

Who

Are they not those who deny,

etc. ? "

The

esse

men-

est iUius

:

the particular

major

quis potest

Bengel's interpretation satisfactory: qui

imposturaeque reus? with which Dusterdieck agrees,
" What sort of a lie I mean, ye know very well.

dacii

phrases

(Luther

the liar Kor'

6 uvrixptaroi,

speaking here comparatively (Grotius

is

f).

the

:

is

(jzuv rpevioq)

definite article 6 xpevaTTic

a liar) brings out the idea in clearer distinctness

:

iioxvv, i.e.,

impostor

He

similarly in chap. v. 5.

;

para-

are the

apostle certainly has

of the antichrists of his time in view, but this he regards

lie

and fundamental

as the one chief

lie

" in

which

all ^evdo^

is

comprised

ous: "

The explanation of Baumgarten-Crusius is plainly quite erronewhat else is a false doctrine than, etc. ?" nor is that of Ebrard less

so, as

he finds in this

(Liicke).

meaning

"

:

corresponding question:
fievoo].

el

fi?},

a negation

11

2 Cor.

(English

''

the

lie ?

is

" with

"and on whose

contained

;

side

may

comp. Luke

is

intended for children this

which he then supplies the
the truth?"
el fi^ 6 apvov-

—

also stand after a question, as in
xvii. 18;

Rom.

xi.

15

;

1 Cor.

ii.

1 John v. 5
it corresponds to the German " als nur
2
but only," "except"), and limits the general thought to a par-

ii.

:

is

often after a negation,

this
;

catechetical (!) question

on whose side

;

;

one the sense acxiordingly is No other is the liar but he who, etc.
According to Ebrard, el fJj must here only have the meaning of " than,"
because the question here is, which of the two dogmatical tendencies (!) belongs
to the lie that the apostle here has in view two parties, namely, the antichrists and the believing Christians, and asks which of them is in possession
of the truth, is a pure fiction, for which there is not the slightest evidence in
the text, on 'lijcovg ovk eanv 6 Xpiarog}. On the construction of the negative
idea upveladai with the following ovk, by which the negation is more strongly
emphasized, see Kiihner, II. p. 410.
The lie of the antichrist consists in
ticular

:

;

;

—

the denial that Jesus

is 6 Xpiarog, i.e.,

in the denial of the identity of Jesus

and Christ, whereby is meant, according to ver. 19 and ehap. iv. 3, not the
Jewish unbelief, that Jesus is not the promised Messiah, but the Gnostic
heregy of the distinction between Jesus and Christ, which forms the sharpest
eontradietion to the apostle's doctrine that Jesus
It is erroneous to find

is

the Xoyo^ aHp^

yEvofievog.

here a reference to two different kinds of heresy

;

on

the one hand, the denial of the divine, on the other, the denial of the human,

nature of Jesus

;

^

for

John speaks only of one

* So TertuUian
(de Praescript. c. 33)
"Joh. in ep. eos raaxime anticiiristos vocat,
qui Christum negareut in carne venisse et qui
:

lie.

—

ovrog ianv 6 uvrlxpiaToc']-

non putarent Jesum esse Filiura Dei illud
Similarly
Maicion, hoc Ebion vindicavit."
Besser: "That Jesus was not the Christ, the
;

—
CHAP.
ovToq refers

back to

Christ, he

and

is

6 upvovfievo^

:

II.

the liar
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23.

who

denies the identity of Jesus

It is natural to take 6 Tpevarrjc

the antichrist.

and

6 avTLxp-

here in a general signification, and to find therein a justification for Bengel's

but as the lie of the antichrists probe ascribed to the antichrist
himself; the individual antichrists are the mouth by which he speaks.
6
upvov/Lievoc Tov naripa koI rbv viuv is not to be connected with ovto<;, so that the
conception of John's idea of antichrist

ceeds from the

;

XpioTOi:

uvnxpia-ov,

;

it

may

this one, who denies the Father and the Son, is the antibut as a clause of more particular definition subordinate to 6 uim"John hereby adds a new element which states the full unhappy

sense would be
christ

irvev/ia rov

:

consequence of that antichristian

lie

" (DUsterdieck

is

6 Xpiarur is

He who

very essence a denial of the Father and of the Son.

its

The

similarly Braune).

;

apostle wants to bring out here that the denial that Jesus

in

denies the

Son is no other
an a?on named Christ that did not become
man, nor Jesus who is not Christ, or, according to John i. 14, the Logos) ;i
but he who denies the Son denies also the Father, and not merely inasmuch
as Son and Father are logically interchangeable ideas, but because the nature
of the Father is only manifested in the Son, and all true knowledge of the
Father is conditioned by the knowledge of the Son, so that the God of those
who deny the Son is not the true God, but a false image of their own
thoughts, an eiduTvov.'^
Ver. 23. Confirmation of the last stated thought in two clauses which
identity of Jesus

than

and Christ

directly denies the Son, for the

Xpiarur (neither

'Iticovc 6

— wuf

express the same idea, only in different form.^

6 upvovfievog rbv viov, ovdk

meaning synonymous with upveladat, on
The assertion that John here confounds with the
'iTjBoix ovK eoTiv 6 Xptarog.
idea of Christ that of the Son, i.e., of the eternal Logos (De Wette and
others), is erroneous; it is not Christ apart from Jesus that he regards as
upveladai tov viov is in

TOV TTuripa ex^i]-

the Son, but Christ in his identity with Jesus (Diisterdieck, Bruckner).

Instead of saying in the second part of the

first

—

clause Kal upvilrat, corre-

part, John says, oviSi
Ixti, which has a wider
be taken emphatically = " to possess in living fellowship " (Diisterdieck) the explanation of Beza is insufficient nee patrem esse

sponding to the
import, for

first

.

,

.

ix^iv is to

:

;

Word

that

was

from the beginning was separated from

this

Christ not Jesus.

Either the

Jesus, or the flenh was denied to the eternal

Word."

Comp.

Inlrod. sec. 3.

1 Weiss correctly brings out the distinction
between the ideas Xpttrros and uids, when he
observes that 6 Xptcrro? is a historical concep
tion to the apostle, and that it is enough for
him that that proposition of the false teachers
denies the Messiahship of Christ, from which
all belief in Him must take its starling-point,
in order to arrive at the recognition that Jesus
is the Son of God, and thus in the Son to

recognize the Father.
2

That such commentators as proceed on

rationalistic

assumptions have not been able

to interpret the

thought of the apostle,

is

quite

But even others have got a more
it by putting, as
Diisterdieck rightly says, "the ideas of -John
natural.

or less indistinct view of

too directly into dogmatic forms (and, indeed,
into those defined by the Church) " or by
;

ignoring the realism of the apostle, and ra-

garding what ho considered
real

way

as a

consideration;

one-sided

in

an objectively

mere element of the subjective
or,

finally,

references

by

instead

bringing out
of

giving

the

ideas the due force of their entire compre-

hension.

" Here is the progress
3 Braune, rightly
from the denying to the having, and from the
:

particular (6

i//«ii<7-T))s)

to the geueral (Tra?)."
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liahere in mente et Jide, in ore et con/essiune)
credit (better, a Lapide
the
thought of the apostle is utterly eliminated when, with Socinus, Episcopius,
Grotius, ixEiv T. naripa is explained by " to know the will of God " errone:

;

;

words

6

:

notes),

—

"to him is the Father not gracious."
In the following
buoloyuv, k.tX, which are wanting in the Recepta (see the critical

ously Storr also

6fj.o/ioyeif

:

forms the antithesis of

upveiadac

means a confession which

it

;

Rom.

In regard to the
dependent on dfxoTioyuv, and not along with nal rbv TTaripa (as in 2 John 9) on txei (in which case
(fj.o?Myuv would be used absolutely), clearly results from the preceding words,
to which these form the antithesis."
Vv. 24, 25. Exhortation to the faithful keeping of the gospel. Ver.
the expression of faith (Matt. x. 32;

is

construction, Ebrard rightly remarks

24.

By

ii/iElg'].

the Recepta, vfidQ

"

:

That

x. 10).

rbv vidv is

the correct relationship of this verse

ouv,

taken away; it is not a conclusion from what immediately precedes
(Diisterdieck, Braune), but with the emphasized vueic it is put in contrast
with what is said of the false teachers Theophylact eKslvoi fisv oiv ovtuq

is

•

;

i'fidg

uTrcp rjKOvaaTE an'

(5e

tion

vfielq

:

b tjKovaaTE

attraction {yuElg b

upxvs, ^^ i^t^v jxEvhu,

iin'

for b

tjk.

:

upxhi (pvAuTTere nap' iavTol^.

ifXEig rjKoiia.,

Beza and Socinus,

so also Bengel

"
ideo adhibelur irajectio ; De Wette
subject of the relative clause placed first; "

mine

=

:

,

quod ad vos

but

it is

attinet)

;

— In regard to the construc-

Jachmaun)i or an

Paul us and Ebrard regard

either an

properly no doubt the

is

i/isig

it is

untilheton est in prono-

:

ellipsis (inEig

as the pure vocative;

viMtig

more correct to admit an anacolouthon which has

its

natural origin

was
word which they had

in this, that the apostle's thought in opposition to the false teachers
first

directed to his readers, but equally also to the

heard from the beginning accordingly the apostle begins with ii^«f, but
does not follow it up by fiivETs iv or a similar expression, but by 6 jjKovaarE,
Buttmann, p. 325
K.T.I., as a new subject; comp. Winer, p. 534 (E. T., 574)
;

;

The same anacolouthon

(E. T., 380).

comp.

ver. 7

;

in ver. 27.^

thereby, of course, the whole gospel

the fundamental doctrine of

With

b rjKovauTE im'

upxm,

meant, but here specially
Theothe Christ.
iv vfiiv'].

—

is

—

that Jesus is
Luther: "among;" but the preposition must
be retained in its proper meaning; for upon that it depends that what was
heard " abides in the soul as something that determines the life " (Xeander;

phylact interprets

comp. John xv.

£v

by

it,

Trapa

;

because only then does that take place which the apostle
The km before the concludnal vfiEig
fxEve'iTr^.

7),

expresses in the sequel.

—

ceding clause

here

;

same verbal idea
remain in the Son,
1

The

it is

/itvEiv

etc.^

.

.

ing clause brings out more clearly
so

nmch

is

used

:

its

if

If the

emphasized in

Myrberg's reply, that u/aets is rather to be
regarded as nominative absolute, is met by the
fact that the use of the nominative absolute is
precisely an anacolouthon.
2

Word remain

That our remaining

attracted to the relative

clause, would be too strongly
this position " (Winer).

corresponding relationship to the pre-

the more significant, as in both clauses the

idea of au attraction is erroneous,

because " vixeU,

.

'

Diisterdieck

in you, ye also will

Son

in the

:

"

By

is

the immediate

xai before v/xsU

John

promised consequence which will
correspond to the condition which is stated,
while at the same lime he brings out the nice
point which is contained in the significant
specifies the

interchange of iv
uiw . . . /j-tvelrt."

viit.lv

/aeti-jj

and

viieli iv rci

—
CHAP.
result of the

Word remaining

II.
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25.

in us, is explained

by the

fact that

"the words

of Christ substantially contain nothing else than a self-revelation or explanation of His person and His appearing, and similarly the evangelical proc-

lamation of the apostles is only the cojiy of this preaching of Christ Himself"
(AYeiss).
Ev Tu vlC> is put first, because fellowship with the Father is conditioned by fellowship with the Son.
aiirr] may be referred either to
words of this verse tt)v Qmtjv ttjv aluviov.
In the first case the meaning is and this remaining is what He has promGagnejus " Manere in Jilio et patre promissio est,
ised, namely, eternal life.
Bene
quain nobis pollicilus est orans pro nobis patreni Dominus Joh. xvii. 20.
ergo ait de hoc Johannes: haec est promissio, quam pollicilus est nobis, quae
quidem est vita aeterna; vita enim aeterna est manere in Deo eoque frui hie per
gratiam, in futuro per gloriam ; " ttjv (uijv H/v aluviov then forms an apposition,
by which that very remaining is described as happiness this view in OecuIn
menius, and among modern commentators in Sander, Besser, Weiss.
the second case the thought is, " and eternal life is the promise which He
has given us;" taking this view, a new thought, it is true, enters with

Yer. 25.

Kal

uvttj iarlv

what precedes, or

i]

cTrayyeTiia, k.t.X.]

to the concluding

:

:

:

;

ver. 25,

and

it

requires something to be supplied to connect

it

with the pre-

maneamus (Spener: that is
the Word, and consequently in the Father and

ceding, perhaps what a Lapide gives:

si in ipso

if we remain in
but nevertheless it is, in accordance with the analogy of John's
mode of expression, to be preferred comp. chap. i. 5, v. 14 similarly also
chap. iii. 23, v. 11 in the last two passages the connection with what pre-

the promise
the Son)

;

;

;

;

cedes appears clearly enough by both being connected with the same idea,
whereas here there is no previous mention of the inayyeTila but even here
;

not to be mistaken, because the ^ut/ aluviog is directly connected with the fiiveiv ev rw vlC), k.t.X. This second interpretation in a Lapide,
Grotius, Lorinus, Russmeyer, Spener, Liicke, De Wette, Dlisterdieck, Erdthe connection

is

mann, Myrberg, Ebrard, Braune, and
yiKu^

(Oecumenius), but

is

others.

the simple copula.

Kai is

—

ij

not used here alnoh)-

enayyeTda:

"the promise."

Liicke unnecessarily conjectures that instead of this perhaps uirayyeTda

is

probably to be read, or that enayyEMa has here the meaning, "proclamation," for neither is it the case that the idea of the promise refers only to the
distant future life, nor, according to John, that Christ does not bestow any

—

avrog is Christ, who in this whole passage forms the centre round
On the accusative tt/v ^dtiv,
which all the statements of the apostle move.
which has occurred through the attraction of the verb in the relative clause,
comp. Winer, p. 583 (E. T., 628) Buttmann, p. 68 (E. T., 78).
Vv. 26, 27. Conclusion of the section on the antichrists.

promise.!

—

;

1

From

John

this

it is clear that with
and the knoicledge of God

passage

^wi) aiturio?

are not by any means, as Weiss thinks, identical ideas; for if

John

here, according to the

view of Weiss, describes the abiding in the Son
and in the Father as the ^ujT) oiwi'to?, he then
mentions what this consists in, as something

plainly transcending the idea of knowledge;
directly connected with r-qv ^. t.
then the abiding in the Son and the
Father is considered as the condition of the

but

if outtj is

aiujr.,

fwij;

the

it

is

impossible, however, for

condition

presupposes

of

knowledge,

the' latter.

for

it
it

to

be

rather

——

—
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Ver. 26.

it

raiira refers

from

christs

to all that the apostle has written about the anti-

In calling them here

down.

ver, 18

to be understood that their efforts

from the truth of the gospel to their lie
(Braune) is not indicated by the verb.

oi nXavCrvTEc V"f> ^^ gives
were directed to seduce the Church

;

had actual

that their purpose

— Ver. 27.

In the

effect

part of this

first

verse the apostle testifies to his readers that they do not need any teacher,
in which he goes back to
Kal v/idc],

Kai is

what he had already expressed

in vv. 20, 21.

— On the anacolouthon, see on

here used just as in ver. 20.

to xpi<^/^o, 6 elajiETe an' airor].
rb XPtof^a is, with Braune, to be
regarded as the accusative, for the juxtaposition of two nominatives could
not be explained the apostle probably had an £;t;eTe in his mind, instead of

ver. 24.

;

which, however, he then wrote
text

demands

;

be understood of Christ.
the imperative is used in
to

apostle.

—

/levet

a proof that

lies

The

ev vulv fisvei].

tov uyiov in ver.

indicative, instead of

20

is

which

ver. 24, expresses the certain confidence of the

This sentence, which hy

Kal ov xp^'iav ExeTEl.

nate with the preceding, stands to
since, as is not to

so the con-

iv v/iiv; avrov, i.e., Xpiarov;

Herein

avrog, ver. 25.

it

koI is

made

be doubted, the Spirit

is

in

you

—

not need; Bengel describes this relation correctly by

co-ordi-

meaning:
and abiding
you do

in the relation of conclusion;

et

ideo.

—

—

iva Tig diddaKT)

used here, as not unfrequently in the N. T., in an enfeebled
only in an artificial way could the original force of purpose of
this particle be here retained while this force sometimes passes oyer into
that of object, this is still further weakened, so that the clause beginning
with iva is the object which completes the idea of the verb; so it is here;
comp. especially Heb. v. 12: xP^''<i'v h^re tov SiducKeiv v/xug; in other passages
Xp. Exnv is used even with the simple infinitive. Matt. iii. 14, xiv. 16; 1 Thess.
i. 8, iv. 9; with Iva as here, John xvi. 30.^
Several commentators suppose
here a reference to the false teachers, so that in the words of the apostle
there lies a warning against those who wish to impose themselves on the

ifiur],

Iva is

signification

;

;

—

Church as teachers
of a

new

revelation

;

so a Lapide, Spener

"),

(r/f

= " who may make

pretence

But it is more
word to a teaching

Sander, Gerlach, Besser, and others.

appropriate (according to ver. 21) to refer the apostle's
proceeding from himself or other apostolic teachers; so Hornejus,
Briickner, Liicke, Dusterdieck, Braune, etc.

— only we must

De Wette-

not restrict the

generally expressed thought merely to instruction about the false teachers,
Believers need
it is intended with special reference to that.^
no human teacher in order that the divine truth may be made known to
them. They have received, with the word which was declared unto them
therefore the
(o f/Kovaav), the ;^:p<(7//a, which leads them elg nuaav tt/v uAr/deiav
apostle frequently in this epistle emphasizes the fact that he does not want

even though

;

1 At the most it may be said
that Iva is
used with the verb xpf'a>' (xet-v, because that
of which one is in need may be regarded as
the object of his need on the other hand, it is
unsuitable when Braune says: "the teaching
is here regarded as the object and purpose for
;

the sake of the position of
taught."

him who

is to

be

2

passage: "The
do not write any more about the

Liicke paraphrases the

reason

why

I

false teachers, is that I

assume

that that holy

unction of the Spirit remains in you; and

you do not need that anyone
iustnict you further ou the subject."
that

is so,

if

shall

—
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26.

them what they already know (oldare nuvra,
John thereby assumes believing readers, in whose hearts that
which they have heard from the beginning is preserved true and uncorNothing 7ie(c therefore can be proclaimed to the believers, but only
rupted.
to instruct them, but is writing to

ver.

20).

that which they already possess in faith
sciousness.^

—

d/lA"

wf Td avTo xplaiia,

may

be brought to a clearer con-

In this second part of the verse

k.t.?l.].

first question is about the construction.
Liicke, Ewald, De Wette,
Neander, Diisterdieck, Braune (and previously Oecumenius and Theophylact)
think that the whole to the end of the verse forms one period, in which the

the

premise
has

a?iride(

uTJC uq

.

.

.

diftuoKu is

resumed by the words nal Kaduq iSida^ev vuiv, and
fiivere) kv avru, and in which the words koI

conclusion in fievure (or

its
.

.

.

ypeidoc

contain a parenthetical adjunct.

the resumed premise

Kai is

The

difficulty that

put instead of dXAd, mdug, instead of

aorist idida^ev instead of the present

dtdiioKei,

in

and the

u(,

can certainly be easily got over

by the fact that the apostle wanted not simply to repeat the thought, but at
the same tinie to bring out a new phase of the subject; but tlie additional
nepi nuvTuv, which does not stand in any relationship whatever to the conclusion uEVElre (fdvETE),

decidedly opposed to this construction; to this

is

is

added that u?2d indicates that the apostle wants to express a contrast to the
ov xoeiav exsre, k.t.X., that is, a clause in which the teaching of the xP'-^'tJ-O' is
described as such as removes the need of any other (human) teacher finally,
;

that the subordinate clause nal ovk eotl

rpevdog

conjoined with

ulrjOig

kan raises

mere parenthetical adjunct, and stamps it
For these reasons it is preferable, with Luther, Calvin, Baumgarten-Crusius, Sander, Bruckner, Besser, and in general most of
the commentators, to divide the whole into two parts, and to regard /coi ulrid.
eau
\pev6oc as the conclusion of the first part; Luther: "but as the
anointing teaches you all things, it is true, and is no lie; and," etc.2
<if
refers not so much to the form and fashion, as to the substance of the teachthis thought

above the

level of a

as a leading thought.

.

.

.

—

ing.

—

rd airb xplou-o].

rb airo is

not

IDEM

semper, non aliud alque

idem apud sanctos onines (Bengel

aliiul,

sed

Erdmann), but just
the same xpioua, namely 6 eMiSere.
Still the reading avrov might be preferable,
for it seems unnecessary to emphasize the fact that the xp'^of^a is the same
that they have received, and no other.
nepl nuvruv is used in the same sense
sibi

constans

et

;

so also

—

as m'lvra, ver. 20.
ver. 24

kuI

iikrideg

true"

kan, k.tU].

kol

before the conclusion, as in

brings out prominently the idea akndtg\
(ikrieEC is referred to rb xpiana by Liicke, De Wette, Bruckner, Diisterdieck,
Ebrard, Ewald, Braune, and others; but the substantive ^p£v6oq is opposed to
:

^'then

it is

also

this connection, for it

1

etc.

;

it

cannot be referred to

Several comraentators rightly remark here,

that in the statement of the apostle there

is

no

rb xp^cf^a^

in

inasmuch as John does not separate the
teaching of the xplcriia. and the apostolic
word from one another, but places them la

children in quite

2

Ebrard makes u>s dependent upon typaipa,
it is true he himself admits that this

ver. 26;

it is

con-

gives a " laxe and legere form of speech,"
but he thinks that there is " nothing strange"

foundation for the error of the "enthusiasts,"

the closest connection.

inasmuch as

this,

what

because the apostle
childlike

is

speaking to

language.

But

understanding would be capable
" but as the
of supplying with the words
same anointing teacheth you of all things,"
the thought " «c. I have said to you "?
child's

:

:
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sidered by

John

as a person (6L6aaKei),

plained, with Beza, by

and must neither be

arbitrarily ex-

be separated from

nor, with Braune,

ipevdeg,

uXTjeic

and there is no lie in it ") Oecumenius, Th,eophylact, Luther, Nea'nder,
Besser, Erdmann, and others, have therefore rightly referred u7>.rjdig, k.tX, to
Because this is true, and. is no ipevdoc, therethat which the ;tp'-<^/^a teaches.
fore believers do not need any teacher besides, but they may rely entirely
upon the teaching of the ;i:pt(T//a. To this thought the apostle further adds a
koI Kadijc].
Kadug, as
new one, in which he goes back to the end of ver. 24.
idlda^ev v/xug, namely, utt upxr/g.
distinct from ug, means "in proportion as."
("

;

—

—

—

IxEvere (fievenTe) tv ai)7w].

The Recepta

fievdre is

taken by Socinus, a Lapide,

Lorinus, Semler, and others, in the sense of the imperative

the future meaning, as in ver. 24

thus Beza says

;

:

others retain

;

miJii videtur

omnino

ser-

vanda Fuluri propria signijicalio ut est optime sperantis ; as the apostle thereby
expresses his good confidence, the future accordingly has the vim consolandi
The correct reading, however, is nivere, which, corresponding to
(Bengel).
the preceding fievEi and ex^re, is not imperative (Ewald, Braune), but indicative (Bruckner),

and

as such

it

expresses the firm conviction of the apostle

that they, according to the constant instruction of the xptofia, abide h avru,
= ev ru xp>-^I^°'Ti, and Baumgarteni.e., in Christ (Erasmus, erroneously
:

Crusius; "in the teaching which the xpi-f^lJ-o- communicates to them"). In
favor of this view is also the exhortation of ver. 28 herewith connected.^
Ver. 28 concludes the section beginning at ver. 18, but serves at the same

—

Koi vvv cannot, it is true,
time as an introduction to the following section.
be explained, with Paulus, by " even now already," but neither can it be
explained, with most of the commentators, exactly by igilur, or a similar

word

;

here

rather introduces, as

it

frequently does, the following exhor-

it

from the present circumstances. Incorrectly, Ebrard
"And now (namely, after I have spoken to the Km6ioLg') I turn to you"
(namely, to the whole Ch\irch) a supplement of that kind cannot be jusJohn xvii. 3 Acts x. 5, xxii. 16.
tified from the passages quoted by Ebrard
nevtTt h avrib, quite the same thought as in ver. 27.
TEKvia, as in ver. 1.

tation as a deduction

:

:

;

—

;

—

incorrect, that in ver. 27 it is " the abiding in the confession

Rickli's view

is

that Jesus

the Christ, but here another abiding, namely, the abiding in

is

righteousness," that

meant.

is

—

brav (Recepta) in this way, that

Iva iuv favepudifl.

it

The

ality of the manifestation of Christ.

occurring at the end of the
the

first

EXf^fisv

indicates that
(lEVETE kvavT(^.^

1

upa

;

appearance of Christ on earth

iii. 5, 8.

Ilia

saxuTj)

Myrberg on
sunt, quae

adhortantis,

(axCmev) rtati^rimav].

John

—

tacitly includes

T:al)()riaia:

ver. 28:

paullo

from

cpavipcjmg of

comp. Col.
is

Christ

iii. 4.

By

is

His parousia

the

also elsewhere described

The communicative form

same word
;

see chap,

of expression

himself also under the exhortation

:

the confidence of the believer at the day of iudg-

"Sperantis verba
leguntur; baec

ante

quod novum quoddam initium

dicendi indicat."

edv is distinguished

describes not the time, but only the actu-

2 gander Introduces here a foreign reference,
thinks that John includes himself as
he would also have to be ashamed if on that
day his children, whom he begot through the

when he
if

—
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29.

II.

—

Elsewhere also irafyltTjaLa
Ka7 uri alaxvvOuiiev u-k' avTov].
ment; chap. iv. 17.
and aiaxvveadai are contrasted with one another; so Prov. xiii. 5: uai^n?
alaxvveC)(itv is either
a'laxvveToi /cat ovx fs" na^^riaiav; comp. also Phil. i. 20.
used in the passive sense, in which case the original meaning " to be
shamed" passes over into this, "to be put to shame" (see Meyer on Phil,
then dn-6 (which is not — vno) describes Christ as the one from whom
i. 20)
this aiaxvveadai comes, namely, by means of His judgment of condemnation
or it is used in the middle sense " to be ashamefl," in which case utto is not
= coram (Luther, Ewald), but = " away from," thus, " to draw back from
Him with shame;" so Calvin, Beza, Episcopius, De Wette, Liicke (who
;

;

:

adduces Sir. xxi. 22 avdptJ'no^ 6e noXvTreipoc alaxvvdijaeTai unb Tipoaunov), DiisterThe second view deserves the preference, on account of the
dieck, Ebrard.i
h rp Kapovala avrov expresses
corresponding contrast with ex^lv nn()()Tjaiav.
definitely the reference already implied in dnvepudy: "at His (Christ's) coming;" napnvaia, in John only here, frequently appears in this sense in the
:

—

X. T. comp. Matt. xxiv.
and elsewhere.
:

Ver. 29.

3,

xxvii. 37, 39

;

1 Cor. xv. 23

;

1

Thess.

ii.

19,

"With this verse the third section begins, which continues to

and consists of two groups (1) ver. 29-iii. 10a, and (2) iii.
them against the love of the Koa/wc,
and against the false teachers (who are Ik tov Koa/iov), he shows the obligation of Christians to dmaLoavvri, in which they reveal themselves as rsKva Qeoi),
chap.

iii.

106-22.

22,

:

— After the apostle has warned

in contrast to the rsKva 6iai36?Mv.

Ver. 29. The apostle now goes on to indicate how it is consistent with
the nature of Christians, as those that are born of God, to do righteousness.
Here also the apostle directs himself to his readers' own coniuv e/(5^Tf].

—

want to teach them any thing new, but only to
on
what they already know for their more earnest consideration.

sciousness, as he does not
state

The

diKaioc Ian.
i)v

(Storr).

It is

present ean

is

not used, either here or in

doubtful whether the subject

is

iii.

5, iv. 17,

for

Christ (a Lapide, Lorinus,

Frommann, Myrberg, first edition of this commentary, etc.)
God (Baumgarten-Crusius, Xeander, Gerlach, Kostlin, De Wette, DiisterIn favor of the
dieck, Erdmann, Ebrard, Braune, Weiss, and others).
former is the fact that previously, not only in ver. 25 by avTog, and ver. 27
Bengel, Rickli,
or

by

ev ai'Tu,

but also in ver. 28 by

(pavepudy, an' airov,

and

ev t^ Kapovala avrov,

meant; for the latter, that in the following cf avrov yeyiwijrac
the pronoun refers back to the subject of MKawg eon, and the idea yewuadai U
XpioTov never appears in the writing, and, moreover, John, in what follows,
Christ is clearly

gospel, should

come

Bhort.

Similarly a La-

to be retained:

"For we

shall not

drawback

a doctrina Christi aberretls, quam nos
Apostoli et Pastores, quod vos in ea non
"Conjnngit
Lorinus:
consen-averimus."

and tremble, but we shall be rejected and cast
out." but the meaning above stated, and
accepted also by Braune, does not suit the
passive idea; besides, the correspondence

seipsum dlscipulis, spe de illorum gloria adgaudens."

with the idea e'xcii' wappTjo-tav demands the
middle signification of the word.

pide

:

"

Xe pudeflamus

utrique, sc.

tam vos,

ei

>

Braune thinks

that

the passive meaning

is

—

:
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and

calls Christians riKva Oeov,
fiivor EK Tov

Beov (comp.

in ver. 9

makes use of the expression

From

iv. 7, v. 1, 4, 18).

yeyevvri-

the predicate dUaiog nothing

can be inferred, as this attribute is assigned by John both to God (i. 9) and
As, with John's peculiar blending of the Father and the
Christ (ii. 1).

Son (or of God and Christ), it would not be easy to explain how he can pass
from the one to the other without specially indicating it, it appears more
safe, in accordance with the constant mode of conception and expression in
the Epistle, to supply as the subject of dkawf cotl God, than Christ. It is inappropriate, with Storr, Liicke, and others, to refer diKacog to Christ, and cf avrov,
on the other hand, to God, because the thought of the apostle would thereby
lose its peculiar force (Bengel: Justus

God

is A'Katof

does not follow from ver. 28 that by
be understood
sit,

;

Erdmann

hoc Justitiam Dei

tatem,

—

justum

(jignit).^

corresponds with the statement that

setisit

:

quum

here the

diKaiog

— The statement

He

ttoieIv ttjv diKaioaivrjv

owf (chap.

is

that

5)

i.

;

it

justifia jiidicialis is to

ad

diKaiog lari

referendum

judiciali signijicare nequit, sed ahsolutam ejus sancli-

yivuaKETe is here not to

be regarded as the indicative (Beza, Bengel,

Sender, Dusterdieck, Myrberg, Ewald, and others), but, as

its

position

and 16ete (chap. iii. 1) shows, as the imperative:
^^
then know, i e., observe and reflect," with Vulgate, Grotius, Russmeyer,
Baumgarten-Crusius, De Wette, Liicke, Erdmeyer, Ebrard, Braune, and
others.
The same relationship in which, accordotl nug
yEyivvriTai]ing to chap. i. 6, Koivuviav ex^iv iietu. OeoD and nEpinarEiv ek tu> <f)uTi stand to one
another, exists between yEyEWJ/adai Ik tov Oeov and noiEiv t^v SiKaioavvTjv (so also Braune), inasmuch as the latter is the practical proof of the
but no one else
former, so that every one who practises righteousness
That when Episcopius describes
(Bengel omnis et solus)
is boi-n of God.
between

jievete

(ver. 27)

.

.

.

—

—

:

the nasci ex Deo, not as the condition, but as the result, of the exercitii juslitiae,

he perverts the thought of the apostle, needs no proof.

interpretation in Bengel, Neander, Besser, Diisterdieck,

By

Ebrard, BrLickner, Braune, Weiss. ^
TTjv SiKaioovvTjv,

6); similarly in

i.

;

with the expression

compare the synonymous idea noulv

Hebrew npnv

right

t^v diKatocvvT/v it is plainly righteous-

ness, in the full extent of the idea, that is described

nouiv

The

Erdmann, ^lyrberg,

HK'i';

Gen.

xviii.

19;

rrjv uXTjdeLav

Isa.

Ivi.

(chap,
1;

Ps.

N. T. corap. Matt. vi. 1. On noulv an emphasis is placed
which must not be overlooked; comp. chap. iii. 18; for now is the truth of
In £| avrov ysy., we must
the experience and of the word first proved in deed.

xiv. 15; in the

—

1

Sander would leave the question undestill he correctly states the alternative

cided

"

;

If Sticaios

must be referred

to Christ, 80 also

But if the latter cannot be, \t
can only be referred to God, then
SiKQtos must also be referred to God."
* The thought that only he who is born of
God can practise righteousness, is not exactly
must

€f avTov.

e^ ai/Tov

expressed here by John, but it Is suggested in
the preceding ira?. "When Liicke in his 2d ed.

says " We might have properly expected on
was 6 yeyewrinevo^ ef avrov, noiel rriv SiKaioavvriv; but John would appear to have the
purpose of exciting in his readers the coneciousoess of sonship to God in Christ, therethis is
fore he states the reversed relation,"
erroneous, since it is rather nomv Tr\v jixato<Tvvt)v that has the chief emphasis; in his 1st
ed. Liicke correctly stated the thought of the
:

—

apostle.
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meaning; explanations which weaken

retain ff in its proper

of Socinus, dei

II.

si?nilein esse,

be rejected (Braune) the relation of the perfect
TzoiCiv is to be observed.^
;

>

The

definition

of

Weiss:

"The

being

born of God is the act by which the known
nature of God, and therewith God Himself,
who indeed is received into our entire spiritual
life as the object of that intuitive knowledge,
operates determinlngly, mouldingly, regeneratingly, upon our spiritual and moral being,"
is in

various aspects unsuitable; for (1) it is
much the act of God as rather the

not 80

knowledge, which is represented as causing the being born of God;
(2) it is erroneous to describe the birth as
producing, since the birth is the result of the
activity of

man,

his

it,

such as that

or of Rosenmiiller, ainari a deo, are of course to

generating activity; (3)

it

ia

that the birth is brought about
for

the present

yeyevvriTw. to

no doubt true
by knowledge,

only by producing in man the knowlof His nature that God produces in

it is

edge

him the new
is just

birth;

but,

as true that the

on the other hand,
knowledge of God

conditioned by the being born of

he

who

is

born of

God knows God

two grades of the knowledge

to

God
;

:

it

is

only

there are

be distin-

guished, namely, the knowledge as condition,

and knowledge as
God.

result,

of being born of

—
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CHAPTER
Ver.

III.

Instead of SeduKev, A, G, read the aorist ISuKev] the Rec.
by the majority of authorities.
The reading

1.

—

sufficiently attested

is,

however,

vfiiv

in

B

is

not even accepted by Buttm., rightly; for it no doubt owes its existence merely
After KXridiJfiev is found in A, B,
to the connection with the second pers. ISere.
C, K, many min. and vss., in Thph., Aug., Bede, the addition Kat kafxev, the
Vulg. and other Latin vss. have et simus Oecum. in his comm. edDKcv t//iiv

—

:

TEKva avTov yeviadai re Koi

KTirjdrjvai,

:

;

yeveadai re Kal
comm.
the addition must be regarded as

and Thph. in

his

:

According to these authorities,
genuine (Lachm., Diisterd., Ewald, Bruckner); Tisch. (following G, K, many
min., Copt., etc.) has not accepted it; many critics (thus even Eeiche) explain
taken from ver. 2; but the overwhelming
it as a gloss; this it certainly may be
weight of authorities is in favor of its genuineness. Diisterdieck thinks that
Instead of Vfia^,
in
a
false
explanation
of alriduiiEv.
omission
originated
the
Ver. 2. After oldaftev the ilec. has 6i- (G, K, etc., Syr., Copt., etc.,
V. has v/uaf.
Thph., Oec, etc.), which, with Lachm. and Tisch., following A, B, C, X, several
min., etc., is to be deleted; its insertion is easily explained by the apparent
Ver. 4. The Rec. v i/^apria is certified by all the
antithesis to the preceding.
authorities; Lachm. omits v, but, as Tisch. observes, sine teste, for even B, to
which Lachm. appeals, reads v a/iapria. After kanv, x (sol.) reads Kai, which,
TioyLcdfjvai.

—

—

—

—

more closely the two ideas djuapna and uvofiia.
Instead of oldare, x (sol.) reads oida/iev, which makes no essential
rug a/iapriag ij/xuv, Rec, following C, G, K, X, etc.,
difference in the thought.
Syr., etc., Thph., Oec, Bede (De Wette) I^achm. and Tisch. omit v/itJv, following

scarcely genuine, serves to connect

— Ver.

5.

—

;

A, B,

Copt., Theb., etc, Tert., Aug., etc.

etc.,

certainly doubtful

idea rue dfiapTcag

;

eopuKEv in Tisch. 7,

G, K,
irai^ia,

TEKvla
iraidia,

i<,

etc., vss.,

A, C,

after

The genuineness

of

v/^C'v is

perhaps it was omitted at a later date, to generalize the
Ver. 6. With the reading
Reiche regards it as genuine.
Ver. 7. Instead of the Rec. Tenvia (in B,
comp. chap. i. 1.
min., Thph., Oec, Tert., etc., Lachm.), Tisch. has accepted

;

—

—

etc.,

Copt., etc.;

it is difficult

to decide;

it

is

possible that

a correction for naidia, a form of address unusual in the Epistle. That
as Ebrard thinks, is a correction, because in the section beginning with

is

the address natdia (chap. ii. 18) the conclusion is nepl ribv nXavd/VTuv (ver. 25), and
here the same verb {/nTjdelg TtlavuTu v/iui) follows the address, has little pi-obability
Ver. 10. Lachm. in his larger ed. has instead of the Rec. noiuv
in its favor.

—

diKaioavvijv, which he had retained in his smaller ed., the reading uv
dlxaioc, attested by no cod., but only by the Vulg., some other vss., and
several Fathers (Or., Tert., Cyp., etc); clearly without adequate reason.
The Codd. A, C, K, etc., have before diKaioavvT/v the article tt)v, probably inserted
Ver. 11. Instead of the Rec.
in correspondence with ver. 7 and chap. ii. 29.
uyyeMa, C, N, etc., some vss. read kirayyelia
probably in accordance with
De Wette considers it the original reading, just as chap. i. 5
chap. ii. 25

—

;

;

;

—

:;
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—

scarcely correct.
Ver. 13. X has, before fir) davuu^ere, " Kal,^' clearly added for
uihyupol, according to A, B, C, X, 27, etc.,
the purpose of closer connection.
Vulg., etc., Aug., Oros., etc.; recommended by Griesb., accepted by Lachm.,
Rec.
adds
after
K,
etc.
Tisch. the
G,
Ver. 14. After roi/i- u(ie?.<povg X reads
f^ov,

—

;

—

uyairuv rbv u/ie1<^uv,
probably a later addition to complete the thought.
Rec, following C, G, K, Thph., Oecum. tw udE^<p6v is, however, a later addition
it is not found in A, 13, X, etc., Vulg., etc., Aug., etc.
justly omitted by Lachm.
and Tisch.; its insertion is easily explained; Reiche, however, is of a different
opinion. —Ver. 15. Instead of avrov, as Lachm. and Tisch., or avroii, as
T}/xC)v,

;

;

—

ev amCi (or better, h avru, Tisch.),
most of the editors read, B has e avrov.
Lachm. has accepted iv eavrC), the reading
Rec, after B, G, K, etc., Thph., Oec.
of A, C, X, etc.
Ver. IG. Instead of ndevai (Rec, according to G, K, etc., Oec.)
we must read, with Lachm. and Tisch., following the overwhelming evidence of
A, B, C, X, etc., the aorist deivai.
Ver. 18. After reKvia the Rec. (following G,
K, etc.) has fiov, the genuineness of which, however, is justly doubted by Griesb.
The article t^) before y^uoari, which is omitted by the Rec, is with certainty

—

—

—

—

—

wanting, however, in X.
Before epyu
K ; almost all the authorities
attest its genuineness; as the co-ordinate ideas are without ev, it was natural
to omit the preposition with Ipycj also.
Ver. 19. Before ev tovto) the Rec,
following C, G, K, X, most min., vss., etc., reads Kai, which is also accepted by
Tisch. Lachm. has omitted it
it is wanting in A, B, etc., Vulg., Copt., etc.;
it is, however, probably genuine
omitted because it seemed unsuitable for the
connection.
Instead of yivudKOfiev, Rec, following G, K, etc, Vulg., etc.
(Tisch.), A, B, C, X, etc., ^ several vss., etc, read yvuaoueda (Lachm.) ; as the
latter is the more difficult reading, and besides has the most important
authorities in its favor, it is to be regarded as genuine, with Ewald, Bruckner,
Braune, contrary to the opinion of Liicke, De Wette, Reiche ; Bengel and De
Wette think that the following neiao/xev has led to the change of the present to
the future
but it is just as likely that the indicative is a correction of the
copyists, in accordance with the frequently-occurring formula ev tovtu yivuaKouev,
attested by almost all authorities;

the Rec. has omitted

ev,

it is

only on the evidence of

—

;

;

—

;

ii. .3,

iii.

24, iv. 2, v. 2

C, G, K, X, almost

Tisch.

and Lachm.

(Erdmann).
all

— rug

napdiag

j)fiiJv.

Rec, following A**,

min., several vss., Thph., Oecum., Bede

(in his larger ed.); in the small ed.

;

retained by

Lachm. has

rf/v

Kopdiav

A*, B, Syr., etc.; the plural was apparently altered to the singular in
accordance with ver. 20.
Ver. 20. Instead of on iuv, Lachm. and Buttm. read
6 Ti edv; see on this the explanation of the verse.
The on before fxei^^wv, which
Lachm. had omitted in his small ed. (following A, etc., Vulg., etc, Oec, etc),
he has again rightly accepted in the larger ed. The change of it to en, which
Henr. Stephanus would read, is arbitrary. —Ver. 21. The genuineness of tjf/uv
n/iuv, after

—

—

(Rec.) after

wanting
wanting in
is

Kopdia is uncertain; it is found in C, G, K, X, etc. (Tisch), but
A, B, etc., Vulg., etc. (Lachm.).
The Vf^iJv after KaraytvuaKri is
B and C it is, however, hardly spurious, as it is indispensable for
Instead of exo^iev, attested by almost all the authorities, B has
//

—

in

the sense.

;

—

exeL, originating in a false reference to Kapfiia.
Ver. 22. Instead of v idv, B
reads o uv.
Instead of the active form alrufiev, there is found in X the middle
form alrufieda.
In opposition to the Rec. nap' avrov (G, K, etc.), utt' avrov
deserves the preference, according to the authorities (A, B, C, X, etc., Lachm.,

—

—

•

to

Liicke,

whom

Tischendorf

it

Pander copies, says that
certainly does.

C does

not testify in favor of yvwcrd^effa, but accordiug
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in X instead of
Tisch.). — The reading
error. — Ver. 23. maTevaD/iev, Rec, following B, G,

rripufisv
rrifjovfiev is no doubt only a clerical
K, al. pi., Oec, Tisch. the
reading of A, C, K, etc., Thph., on the other hand, is marevufiev; recommended
by Griesb., accepted by Lachm., probably a change in accordance with the
After evtoTitjv, r/filv is wanting
following present uyairufiev so Reiche thinks.
;

—

;

The most important

in G, K, etc. (omitted by Tisch.).

authorities attest the

—

genuineness of f/fut>; Reiche, however, regards it as a later edition.
Ver. 24.
In K the kuI is wanting before iv rovTipy in the same cod. ov sduKev 7/(uv is found
instead of the Rec. ov

Ver.

From

1.

rjiuv e6o)K£v.

the e^ avTov yeysvvriTai (chap.

ii.

29) the apostle goes on to

the thought that he and his readers are children of God, whence he deduces
the necessity that exists for

them

of

First,

ttoleIv Tfjv diKaioavvrjv.

however, he

points his readers to the love of God, through which they have become chil-

dren of God, inviting them to the consideration of

it

by

IdeTE.

—

noTaTTTjv uyunriv

what manner of love the Father has bestowed on us. KOTattog
(later form for nodam^, properly = from whence?) in the N. T., never in the

diduKiv

i]jilv

nnrr/p,

true, not = quantus, but = qualis (comp. Luke
but is frequently used as an expression of admiration
at any thing especially wonderful (comp. Matt. viii. 27 Mark xiii. 1
Luke

direct question,
i.

29; 2 Pet.

is strictly, it is

iii.

11),

;

;

so that the

vii. 39),

so

to

it is

meaning of

be taken here

qualis passes over into that of quantus;

— uyiinriv 6iA6vai only here;

also.

significant than tvdetKvvvai or a similar expression

God has made His

stow."

;

it

and

6i66vaL is more
means, " to give, to he-

love our property (so also Braune).

It is quite

=

incorrect to take didovat
destinare, and, weakening the thought, uyuTrriv as
metonymous for " love-^o^^en " (Grotius), or for affectum charitatis (Socinus).^

The

reference which Calvin finds in the word,

DATAM

when he says

quod

:

dicit

merae esse liberalitatis, quod nos Deus pro
indignis,
Jiliis habet, is not indicated by John. — On {j/iiv a Lapide remarks
inimicis, peccatoribus. — The name 6 nariip points to the following tekvo Oeov.
— iva TEKva Qeov K7.r]0C)HEv']. Paulus, De Wette, Liicke, etc., retain Iva in its
esse caritatem, signijicat

:

hoc

:

original

meaning; "the greatness of the divine love," says Liicke,

the sending of the

but the apostle

is

Son"

(chap.

is

— are called the children of

of love" (Spener); Iva

synonymous with

This thought

is

"lies in

correct in itself;

not here thinking of the sending Christ;

arbitrary to supply it; here there
believers

10).

iv.

it

therefore

is

—

mind only the fact that we
as
God: "This is the proof and the result
in his

accordingly used here in modified signification,

is

kv tovtu, on,

only that by iva the tEKva 9.

/cAj?y.

is

more

defi-

nitely described as the purpose (not, however, as the object of an act distin-

guished from

it)

of the love of the Father;

meaning by the explanation
»

nor. ay. SidcjuEv

A Lapide interprets a-yairi)!' in the

Catholic

" charitatem turn activam (actum
amoris Dei quo nos mire amat), turn passivam
nobisque a Deo communicatam et infnsara.
Videte quantam charitatem
nobis
praestitit et exhibuit Deus, cnm
charitaInterest

:

i.e.,

.

.

.

.

.

tem creatain nobis dedit

et

.

infudit,

.

.

.

qua

tilii

r)(i.

Ebrard unsuitably gives the
6 irar^p kv

tu iioblicdai

Iva, k.t.X.,

—

Very appropriDei nomlnamur at sutnus."
Luther, in his Scholia: "usus est
Joannes singulari verborum pondere: non
ately

dicit,

dedisse nobis

ipsam caritatem
cor Ipsum," etc.

el

Deum donum

aliquod, sed

fontem omnium bonorum,

—

;
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1.

inasmuch as the love of God is bestowed on us, not in His will, but in the
KaAelaOai is erroneously explained by
act which is the outcome of it.
Baumgarten-Crusius = l^ovalav txeiv yeviaOm, John i. 12, so that the sense
"
would be " that we have the right to dare to call ourselves God's children
(Neander) it is very common to take KaXeiadai = eivai, Augustin hie
non est discrimen inter did el esse this is so far correct as the name, which is
here spoken of, inanis esse titulus non potest (Calvin), for " where God gives
a name, He always gives the nature itself along with it " (Besser) the eivat
:

;

:

;

:

;

is

included in the KaMadai:, yet the very fact of being called

for

it

only in the name that the being

is

name

giving of a

accomplished.

revealed,

is

and

it

is

is

significant,

through that

that the separation of believers from the world

Iva

.

.

.

is

actually

"that we should be

KAnOufitv is usually translated,

Ewald adds, "at the day of judgment," but it is not the future,
called."
but the present, that is here spoken of; KTiijdiJfiEv is therefore not to be taken
as the subj. fut., but as the subj. aor.
"that we were named, and tiierefore
Braune would explain the apostle's expression in this way, that
are called."
being children of God is " a work only gradually accomplished, an operation;" incorrectly, for "being the children of God" is certainly "a simply
Instead of reKva avTov, John
stated fact " comp. the koI ecfiiv and ver. 2.
The view of
says T. Oiov, because he wants to state the full name itself.
Bauragarten-Crusius has less in its favor, that the apostle contrasted naTT/p
and Oeov in order to indicate: "He bestow^ed it on us lovingly, that we should
be connected w-ith the Godhead, inasmuch as the former describes the divine
•will, the latter the divine nature."
kul ea/xiv, which according to the ma:

;

—

jority of authorities is scarcely a

mere

in an indei:)endent form, not

ously

=

simus),^ in order still

gloss (see the critical notes), says

depending on Iva (the Vulgate erronemore specially to bring out the element of

John

being, which was certainly contained already in

KXTjdiJ/iev.

— Not

in order to

comfort believers in regard to the persecutions which they have to suffer
from the world (De Wette, Liicke, etc.), but to specify the contrast in which
believers as Ttava Qeov stand to the world,

the Father

who has given them
diu tovto

Koaiioc ov yivdioKfi v/iug].

refers
;

of

;

directly referred to

1

Ebrard thinks that

otc

ecr/ixei'

may

raann's, but according to John's

be depend-

grammar;

incorrectly, for the present indicative
iva is not surely attested in
it

is

after

John even by a
unmistakably iu

and Gal. iv. 17 (corap. in
Buttmann, p. 202, note [E. T.,
234]); it therefore appears most probable that
Koi e(T/oteV is added by John, not indeed as a
triumphant exclamation, but as an utterance
Paul,

1

Cor.

addition, Al.

iv. 6,

6iu tovto 6

:

:

therefore, because

we are children
why the world

to confirm the reason

It is true, Sia tovto might be also
(Baumgarten-Crusius, also perhaps Liicke, Ewald)

ent upon iva, not certainly according to Butt-

single passage, whilst

of the love of

back to the preceding thought (Beng-

De Wette, Bruckner, Braune) thus
God the following oti then serves
does not know us as children of God.

el,

and the greatness

that name, the apostle continues

about the actual present state of his readers,
confirnaing the preceding.

garded as dependent on
to

weaken the idea

supposition that in

ii-a,

If

we

itrti-ev

is

re-

are compelled

KArjecinef,

for Ebrard's

K\rteijixiv is

contained the

God

element of
" being reconciled," and in ecr/neV, on the other
hand, " our relationship to God, or the element
of the conversion and renewal of our nature,"
lacks any tenable ground,
relationship of

to us, or the

;
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—

but with this reference the sentence would come in too disconnectedly.
oii yivucKet means, "does not know us" i.e.,
With 6 Koa/xog comp. chap. ii. 15.

—

our inner nature, which we as riKva Qem possess, is to the world something
incomprehensible to it, alienated from God, what is godly is strange and
;

compare John xiv. 17.
Many commentators unnecessarily
deviate from this proper meaning of the word; thus Grotius, who interprets it = non agnoscit pro suis ; Semler = nos rejicit, reprobat; BaumgartenCrusius = niau (" therefore the world cannot endure us, because it cannot
otl ova eyvu alrdv, "for it did not know Him" (namely,
God").
endure Him
God or the Father). S. Schmid erroneously explains iyvD by credere in Deum
Episcopius, by ywssa Dei ohsercare; John's idea of knowledge is to be retained,
inconceivable

:

—

—

as in the case of yivuoKei, so also in syvu (Diisterdieck, Ebrard, Braune).

Ver.

After emphatic resumption of

2.

the apostle indicates the

ia/xiv,

He

yet concealed glory of the rcKva Qeov.

begins with the address uya-

nnrot, which occurs to him here the more readily as he feels himself most
common fellowship with God (so

closely connected with his readers in the

— vvv riKva Qeov

also Diisterdieck).

future (oirrw)

;

it is

vvv is used

iafiiv],

here a particle of time, uot

=

in reference to the

" now, in consequence of

that decree" (De Wette); a contrast with what immediately precedes (Liicke:
" amidst all mistake on the part of the world, we are nevertheless really now

the children of

by

God

;

"

so also Diisterdieck

Hereby the present glory

it.

and Braune)

is

not suggested

of the believing Christian is described;^

before the apostle mentions the future glory, he observes that this

concealed:

nal

ovnu

e<f>avEpudri ri eao/xeda].

mean "to be

remarks,

<pavepovadat n)ay, as

;

it

;

true,

is

yet

actually revealed," or, "for the knowledge to be re-

vealed " most commentators rightly take the word here in the

ing

is

Ebrard

Ebrard maintains that

this explanation is

first

mean-

grammatically

impossible, because (pavspou, as governing a question, can only have the

meaning

of theoretical revelation

the X. T.
times

ri,

ustis

but this assertion

;

is

unfounded, for in

loquendi (nay, even in the classics) the interrogative ng, some-

confessedly appears where, according to the rule, the relative should

properly be used

comp. Winer,

;

(E. T., 250 f.); and especially

the case here.^

That

p. 158 f

if

.

(E. T., 168), Al. Buttmann, p. 216

the thought involves an assumed question,

cannot here be understood of the theothe fact that no r/filv is put with it,
which Ebrard arbitrarily inserts when he interprets, " it has not yet been
revealed to us, no information about it has yet been communicated to us;"
(2) from the fact that the apostle himself immediately afterwards says what
as

is

retical revelation, is clear

1

"by

De Wette

incorrectly remarks on efrfieV:

destiny, by faith

John rather

(pavEpovcdai

— (1) from

and aspiration or idea;"
by eafiev the actual

signifies

reality.
2 Acts xiii. 25 is especially to be compared.
According to Buttmann, the interrogative is
used for the relative only after predicates
which have a certain similarity with the verba

sentiendi,

(Mark

thus especially

etc.,

viii. 1,

2)

;

after

yet this similarity

is

ex^ii'

some-

times

at

iodijaeTat,

Luke

the

least

very remote, thus with

19, and with eToi/naffoi',
where Buttmann finds himself

Matt. x.

xvii. 8,

compelled to supply a connecting verb. Besides, a similarity with the verba sentiendi is
not to be denied to the verb </)ai'epoi;<reai, even
if it does not describe the theoretical revelation, for the coming out of concealment iueludes the becoming visible.

—

^:
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2.

Christians will be in the future; (3) from the fact that a confession of
is at variance with the natural connection
from the fact

present ignorance

;

that with this view a very artificial thought results for the following words,
oidafiEv,

k.tX\ see below.

— By

ovttw kcpavepudrj, k.tX,

states that the future condition of those

who

the apostle accordingly

at present are rcKva eeov is still

come to light (comp. Col. iii. 3; Rom. viii. 18).
This future state is, it is true, something different from the present, yet it
is not absolutely new, but is that " which is latent and established in the
present" (Diisterdieck, Braune).
oldafiev on euv (j>avepu6y, /c.r./l.]. Bj ol6a/isv
the apostle expresses his own and his readers' consciousness of that which,
With (pavepudy we must supply
as TEKva Beov, they will be in the future.
so it is correctly
ri kao/ieda, the meaning is the same as it previously has
explained by Didymus, Augustine, Socinus, Grotius, Paulus, BaumgartenCrusius, De Wette, Semler, Liicke, Diisterdieck, Erdmann, Braune, etc.
As
Ebrard similarly supplies n iao/ieda, but understands <l)avepo}dy here also of the
concealed, has not yet

—

—

;

"we know ralher that when
made known to us, we shall even already be like Him," in which
emphasis is made to rest on the contemporaneousness of the theoretical

knowledge, there results from him this thought:
it

shall be

" the

vi'ith. the actual biioLoi eaeadai]" but in this interpretation, which
from unjustifiable supplements, a reference is brought out as the
chief element of the thought which is in no way indicated, and is foreign to

<pavepovadaL

suffers

the context.

chap

ii.

— Some

critics

supply with

(pavepud^ as

at least thinks that this is not omnino improhabile)

neous, as in this
is

(pavr.pud^

28.

bnom

;

what immediately precedes

self-evident that this revelation will take place

ii.

subject XpcoTog, as in

28, so Syrus, Calvin, Beza, Hornejus, Calov, Semler, etc.

avru,

avrC) kaojieda],

i.e.,

this
is

(Myrberg

however, erro-

clearly resumed.

h n) -rrapovaiaXpiaTov',

Deo, cujus sumus

idea remains, indeed, essentially the same

is,

if ahrCt is

Jilii

taken

=

It

comp.

(Bengel)

;

the

XpiarC) (Storr),

but the context decides in favor of the first explanation. The apostle says
we shall be to God 6//owi, not laoi, because likeness to God will not be unconditioned, but conditioned by the nature of the creature, as a creature in so
;

far

bfioLog

may be

translated

by

"like," only this idea has something indefinite

and therefore Sander not unjustly says that " thereby the point of the
is lost."
As John himself does not more particularly define this
future ojioLOTTig of man with God, the commentator must not arbitrarily restrict
the general idea on the one side or the other, as, for instance, by the referin

it,

thought

ence to the "light-nature of

God"

or the do^a Qeov (De Wette).^

(Ebrard), or the

tence states the logical ground of the foregoing
ah effectu sumta

est,

6iKaioavvi]

Oeov (Diisterdieck),

— oti oipo/ieda avTov, Kadug iari].

non a causa

;

1 Ebrard groundleesly asserts that this view
amounts to a tautology: "our future state is

:

:

*

this

Baumgarten-Crusius and others quote on
passage 2 Pet.

1.

4: KOivoivol t^9 9eio«

future;" for according to it the apostle
rather expresses the thought that the future

(^vo-ew?;

condition of

of that Epistle does not say

still

the rexva Qeov will be distin-

guished from the present; in which, plainly,
is not the slightest tautology contained.

there

This sen-

Calvin, correctly ratio haec
so that the sense is " because we shall see
;

this Is

(as Brilcljner also

remarks)

unsuitable, for in this expression the author
will be

what the Christian

one day, but what he already is;

it

therefore corresponds rather to the reKva @toi).

"
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Him

He

as

is,

we

therefore

also Socinus, S. Schmidt,

in 2 Cor.

know

18, according to

iii.

we

that

shall

Erdmann, Myrberg,
iv. 38,

according to which the sense

"the beholding

(Spener

is:

says

De

similarly Baumgarten-Crusius,

;

:

:

(Rickli

;

so

a different thought

It is

which Bengel explains

(similarly Irenaeus, Adv. Haer.,

Him "

be like

etc.).

ex aspectu, similitudo

8paai( Oeov nepinonjrcK^ iKpdapaiag),

the cause of the likeness"

is

AVette, Neander, Kostlin, Diist-

But John does not here want to
comes to the believer, but on what the
The certain hope of the Christian is that he shall see
oldafiev is based.
God. In that hope there lies for him the certainty that he will one day be
When Rickli
like God; for God can only be seen by him who is like Him.^
remarks on dtp 6 fit da: "not a bodily vision of Him who is Spirit; it is the
spiritual beholding, the knowledge of God in His infinite divine nature
erdieck, Ebrard, Braune, Weiss, etc.).

explain whence the

(similarly

know

"to

for as the

Frommann,
word

man

itself

God

eivm tw Beu

p. 217), or

and

aright,"

his earthly body,
fied

d/ioiov

when

others interpret this dpdv simply

indeed shows, an actual seeing

is

certainly invisible

;

but

it is

in his aufia nvevfiaTiKov (1 Cor. xv. 44);

(the believer has knowledge already here), but see

longer

iconrpov ev alviyfiari, but

di'

v.

etc.,

meant.

For

man

God

:

in

he will not merely know
God; and, moreover, no
1 Cor. xiii. 12.

8; 2 Cor. v. 7; Rev. xxii. 4.

Kadug kan the entire reality of the nature of

(Spener),

is

different with the glori-

npuauwov npoQ npoaunov,

Compare, on the seeing of God, Matt.
copy,

by

similarly, this is contrary to the sense of the apostle;

" as

He

is,

— By

not merely in a

but in Himself and in His nature. His perfect majesty and glory"
is

described. ^

The

relation of the single parts of this verse is

usually regarded by the commentators as

adversative; certainly vvv and

form an antithesis, but the connecting Kai shows that the apostle considered the first two thoughts less in their antithesis to one another than in
their co-ordination, inasmuch as it occurred to him to emphasize them both
equally both that believers are now really rinva Qeov, and also that a glory
awaits them. Between the
as yet concealed
namely, likeness to God
third and fourth parts also, a sort of antithesis occurs (hence the Recepta 6i),
but here also the apostle is not anxious to bring out this contrast, but rather
to add to the negatively-expressed thought, for its confirmation, the positive
substance of Christian consciousness comp. De Wette-Briickner, Braune.
Ver. 3 shows the moral effect of the Christian hope not the condition
with which the fulfilment of it is connected, as Liicke thinks. The same
oviru

:

—

—

;

;

1

To

Dflsterdleck's question,

not the aposUe write
oirTw eo-o^iefla?

:

Why then

oi/zoiaeea aiirov,

on

did

ojaoioi

a valid reply because he
did not want to represent the beholding of God,
it is

:

but likeness to God, as the purpose of the
divine love.

The

justification of the rejected

explanation by 2 Cor. iii. 18 is inappropriate,
because John describes the future condition
of the children of God, not as a becoming
like,
2

but as a being like

(ecrdjuefla).

" Deus nunc se nobis conspicloffert, non quails est, sed qualera

Calvin

endum

:

modulus noster eum

capit."

Weiss

rightly

observes that the emphasis
etrriv

;

but

It is

incorrect for

is laid

him

on (caOwj

to place this

with His manifestation in the Son ;
for God has not revealed Himself in Christ
As a curiosity
otherwise than <ca9cos eo-n.
the explanation of Oertel may be given here
" One day after several centuries, mankind,
in contrast

—

:

which now belongs too much to the spirit of
barbarism, will become more glorified, more
ennobled, and more happy, and thus attain to
the perfect knowledge of the plan of God and
the purpose of Jesus."

"
;
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4.

combination of ideas, only in the form of exhortation, occurs in 2 Cor. vi.
18 and vii- 1 2 Pet. iii. 13, 14.
»r«f 6 exuv ttjv fkixifta Tavrrjv in' avrC), namely,
the hope of one day being like God.i «' In the case of Trac ex- we can, as

—

;

f>

in
.

ii.
.

.

bring out the converse in the meaning of the apostle every one
and only such " (Diisterdieck), The phrase sx^lv e^nU^a int with dative
29,

:

only here; Acts xxiv. 15:

and 1 Tim.
on which the hope
sv. 12

contained in

is

—

Ix^lv.

ex- i^^-

— cirw,

vi. 17.

founded.

^k ©£w; but

The

km with dative: Rom.
regarded as the basis

is

idea of maintaining (Spener)

invrbv Kaduc,

hyvil^Ei

D^nil^tLv

God

i.e., Qeib'].

ayvLi^ecv

K.r./l.].

is not
(comp. on 1 Pet.

22), not "to keep one's self pure" (k Mons, Bengel, Russraeyer, etc.), but
" to purify one's self, i.e., to make one's self free of every thing that is unholy

i.

;

in Jas. iv. 8

used synonymously with

it is

This self-purification

Kadapi^eiv.

necessarily follows from the Christian's hope, because the object of this
to be like God,

and therefore

that this purification

quemadmodum non
non de

te

sed de

;

Uberum arbitrium,

Sed Deus

?

is

reference to the opinion
:

videte

ut diceret: caslifcat semelipsum.

nolentem non castifcat.

te

qui venit, ut habitel in

illo,

does not

iyvi^etp tavrov

— In

described as an act of ma}i, Augustine says

is

abstulit

Qids nos caslifcat nisi Dens
te,

also to be holy.

The

te.

Castifcas

active impulse of this

the natural Uberum arbitrium of man, but in

lie in

the hope, which the salvation

work

of

God presupposes

in

man.

— This

purification takes place after the pattern (/co^wf) of Christ (cKeivoc, ver. 4),
who is dyvog, i.e., "pure from every sinful stain." The want of harmony

which exists

in the juxtaposition of the Ayvi^nv kavrov of the Christian

and
must not induce us to take Kadu^ here otherwise
than in ver. 7, ii. 6, iv. 17, namely = quandoquidem, so that this clause
would add a second motive for the dyvi^etv iavrdv, as Ebrard thinks the
the dyvbv

of Christ,

elvat

;

sense rather

is,

purity of

that the

Christ

which the Christian by self-purification
iari: "the dyvoTti^ is a quality inherent

is

the pattern for Christians,

—

copy in his life also.
Christ" (Lucke); the present

strives to

in

not put for the preterite, but signifies the unbroken permanent state;

is

chap.

29.

ii.

Ver.

4.

is uvo/iia-

6 Ixf^v,

—

The

believer

is

so

much

the more bound to holiness, as all sin

corresponding to the beginning of ver. 3, nd^
anxious to emphasize the truth of the thought

Trdf 6 notuv, k.t.Tl.,

k.tX

The

apostle

is

as being without exception.
'nouiv Tfjv (kKaioavvrjv,

chap.

ii.

-koieIv t^v dfiaprlav, as the

antithesis of

29, is contrasted with dyvi^eiv iovrov, ver. 3

;

as

the apostle " wants to contrast with the positive sentence, ver. 3, its negative
counterpart," " he begins with the antithesis of that idea which formed the
predicate in ver. 3, and makes it the subject" (Ebrard). The definite
article

shows that the idea, according to its complete extent,
forming the concrete antithesis to 7 diKaioavvTj

as definite, as

1

by

Ebrard groundlessly would understand
the treasure which is the object of

e'ATTis

the hope.
-

Braune, however, rightly observes that

upon the

It

Is

is

article

not to be laid here,
or on ttouIv; for In

intended

^

both the

put oinapTioi/ n-otciV, and then, as
with It, simply diiapriveiv

eynonymous

nevertheless,

too strong an emphasis
either

ver. 9

is
;

fuller idea

it

Is

iroi«ri/

to
rtjc

be noticed that "the
a,x. at the beginning

Includes and determines the others,

and

d/xoprai'eti'

" (Ebrard).

n-oiei^ aft.

:
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Socinus: "to remain in sin," and that of

interpretation of

Crusius: "to receive sin into one's

even the very

arbitrary;
wilfully,"

sin

by

is

is

self,

common

to let

noieiv tt/v ufMnpjcav "

explanation

"to

definition:

out of place here, as the subject here

done, but the actual doing of sin

is

is

knowingly and

sin

not the way

According

itself.

an actual moral tendency of

apparently justified by vv.

Baumgarten-

exist in one's self," are alike

it

life " is

in tvhich

Briickner,!

to

indicated

this

;

but even in these passages

6, 8, 9,

the apostle's meaning goes beyond the restricted idea of " tendency of

—

life,"

" kuI
inasmuch as he certainly has sinning in view.
kuI ttjv dfiapriav Ttotei}.
accentuates the idea that the very doing of dfiapria is as such equally the
doing of uvofxia " (Dusterdieck) by uvoiiia we are to understand, according
to the constant uxus loquendi, never the mere non-possession of the law
(differently uvo/iog, 1 Cor. ix. 21), but always the violation of the law,
namely, of the divine law, of the divine order according to which man
latdessness (Liicke).^
should regulate his life,
The sense therefore is: he
who practises sin (in whatever way it may be) thereby makes himself guilty
;

—

of the violation of divine order, he acts contrary to the

According to Ebrard,

17.

ii.

exccv TTjv eXnida Tavrrjv, ver.

sentence

— instead

t^v

3; but

by which the sharp contrast with
following words,

which

is

expressed in

is

more correct

— the

tj

to

uvo/iia,

Qeoi, chap,

perceive in that

introduction of a

ttjv diKaioavvrjv

kol k d/iapTia ia-lv

previous thought, partly to
uvo/xia

it

of a conclusion

diTujfia tov

expresses the antithesis of

uvo/j.iav noielv

29)

(ii.

is

new

element,

indicated.

— The

are added, partly to confirm the

mark emphatically the identity of a/iap-ia and
The apostle does not want to give an exact

it.

definition of the idea duapria (contrary to Sander), but to indicate its nature?

from the side "on which its absolute antagonism to any fellowship with
God appears most unrestrictedly" (Brtickner). The apostle could not more
sharply express the antithesis between the character of the believer, who is
a TeKvov Qeoii, and will be o/uowg GfcJ, and the d/xaprla, than by showing afiapria
to be dvofiia, whereby he most distinctly opposes the moral indifferentism
against which the first section of the Epistle is also directed.
Violence is
done to the thought, both by limiting the idea u/mpTia to a particular kind
of sin (a Lapide loquitur proprie de peccato perfecto, puta mortifero), and by
making uvonia the subject and anapna the predicate ^ so also by mixing up
references which are foreign to the context.* The Kal by which the two
:

;

1

Briickner rightly rejects the interpreta-

lion of

De Wette:

"a/iapTta appears to be

the broader idea, avo/aia the narrower, more
definite

and

stronger,

including

particular

* avoiJiia is

in

distinguished from aSixia

this

construction there

(1.

way, that the former idea

9,
is

with abstract right (BiK-q), the
with the concrete form of right (j-d^os)

besides, the

fact

would have to be taken
from that in which

in a

is,

different sense here

previously used, namely,

"The

offences, vices, etc."

V. 17)

this

that anapria.

first

as

Kostlin

it

is

eaye

time afiapria means sinful action;

the second time, guilt in the sight of God."
*

This

is

the case, for example, in Hilgen-

" Not

who

contrasted

f eld's

latter

deviates from the ceremonial laws, but only

(Briickner).
8

:

assuming that koI aixapria, k.t.A., is to be
read see, however, the critical notes. Against
;

:

every

one

the sinner, falls under the category of dco-

Kostlin (p. 246) appeals in behalf of this
John i. 1 xai ©eot fiv 6 koyo^,

construction to

explanation

m'o;" not

less in the

remark of Calvin: "the

sum of the thought is that the life of those
who give themselves to iin is hate/ul to God,
and cannot be tolerated by God."

;
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5.

sentences are connected with one another, Bengel translates and explains

by

immo

:

(so

"

Bruckner by

also

nay

"),

with the remark

:

non solum
even

cnnjuncta

est notio

the

sentence expresses, not a mere connection, but identity.

first

peccati

et

sed eaclem

iniquitatis,

;

this is incorrect, for

The

apostle could have written instead of Kai the confirmatorj' particle on, or

the like, but by means of

Kai

more independent position

(so also Braune).

Ver. 5 contains a

new

the thought of the second clause obtains a

proof of the incompatibility of the Christian

life

whose example the apostle has already
pointed in ver. 3.
Of Christ, John states two things, while he appeals to
the consciousness of his readers {oUare:, the same is the case with the
reading of x oUafiev)
(1) that Ilis manifestation (e:(pavEpcjdn, an expression
which refers to the previously unrevealed existence of Christ in heaven)
had this purpose Iva rug u/xapriac upr) and (2) that He is without sin.
Tuf d/iapriag alpscv may, of course, mean in itself "to bear our sins," i.e., as
with sin

;

this exists in Christ, to

—

:

:

—

;

the atoning sacrifice, in order thereby to procure their forgiveness, but here

means "to

it

sense only

by

our sins;" for even although the Hebrew

take away, to remove

expression p;?

signifies both, yet the

>?"^J

aipEiv,

but in the

first

LXX.

my commentary

and

translates this in the second

sense by (pipuu (comp. IMeyer on John

i.

on 1 Pet. ii. 24) moreover, aipnv with John
;
constantly means " to take away " comp. xi. 48, xv. 2, xvii. 15, xix. 31, 38
and the context is also decisive in favor of this meaning, for even though
in the thought that Christ bore our sins, inasmuch as He suffered for them,
there lies a mighty impulse to avoid sins, yet the antagonism of the Christian
life to sin appears more directly and more strongly if the taking away of sins
29,

;

described as the purpose of the manifestation of Christ.

is

rightly says

:

"

The expression

signifies, to

Kbstlin (p. 180)
take away the sins themselves, but

not their guilt or their punishment, for

it is added
Kai dfi. ev avrC) ovk eanv,
This interpretation in Calvin, Luther,
Russmeyer, Paulus, Baumgarten-Crusius, Neander, Fromraann (p. 449),
Diisterdieck, iNlyrberg, Ebrard, Braune, etc., contrary to which Liicke,
De Wette, Erdmann, etc., explain alpetv = "to bear;" Liicke "the object

and

in ver. 8:

:

Ipya tov 6iai36Xov."

:

of the manifestation of Christ

is

the bearing of sins as a holy offering in

;

His death " while others, as Bede (" tollit et dimittendo quae facta sunt et
adjuvando ne fiant et perducendo ad vitam, ubi fieri omnino non possint"'),
Socinus, a Lapide, Spenei*, Sander, Besser (also Liicke in his 1st ed.),^
combine both meanings. Weiss, it is true, interprets alpeiv correctly, but
thinks that the plural

ufiapriag

"can only

signify actually existing sins"

which Christ takes away, "inasmuch as His blood cleanses us from their
guilt " but in the whole context the subject is not the guilt of sins, but the
sins themselves.
The plural, however, by no means renders that interpretation compulsory.
The pronoun lifiuv after rite d/iapTiac (see the critical
;

—

>

" AipeiK

(caflap'.^cii'

T.

inh

au..

ritiiov

noKTiqi

corresponds to the

a/j..,

I.

7,

and

signifieB

the whole extent of the redemptive activity of
Christ, His office of talking

away

sin,

both iu

the ideal sense by the act of forgiving sin, and
also in the real sense by the act of sanctifying
the saved."

;

:
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Liicke " because
is regarded by Liicke and De Wette as genuine
John would otherwise have written r^v a/napnav " De Wette " because its
omission appears to be occasioned by the interpretation of alpeiv = to
remove " Diisterdieck remarks against i}fj.uv, that in the whole section vv.
4-10 there is no direct application expressed from internal grounds it cannot
be decided, inasmuch as rac d/xapr. rjjidv can be taken quite as generally as the
notes)

:

;

:

;

;

In regard to the plural rug
says that " thereby the form of representation
simple Tdq auapriac.

afj-apriai,

Diisterdieck rightly

made

is

much

so

the

more

taken into view." It is to
be observed, that Johu does not regard Christ, according to the Pelagian
mode of thought, only as the inotive for the free self-determination of man,
but as the active living cause of sanctification determining the will of

vivid, as the

whole mass of

all

individual sins

is

His crucifixion especially from which proceeds, not only the
and with this) the new life, in which
The
the believer purifies himself (dyviCei), even as He is pure (ayvog).
second thing which John states of Christ is koI d/xapria kv avrih ovk ian.
The meaning of these words is not that in those who are in Christ there is
no sin (Calvin, Paulus), but that Christ Himself is without sin; com. ver.
This clause is not meant to confirm the pi-eceding one (a Lapide
3, ii. 29.
ideo Christus potens fuit tollere peccatum, quia carebat omni peccato, imo potestate peccandi: so also Oecumenius, Lorinus, Baumgarten-Crusius, Sander,
Neander)
but it is co-ordinate with it (Liicke, De Wette-Briickner,
Diisterdieck, Braune), in order to serve as a basis for the following statement.
The present ka-i is not used instead of the preterite (Grotius), nor
is it to be explained in this way, with Winer (p. 251 [E. T., 267]), that
"the sinlessness of Jesus is considered as still present in faith;" but it

man.

It is

forgiveness of sins, but also (in

—

:

;

—

rather denotes, as in ver.

Ver.

27;

ii.

6.

TTa? 6 kv

sites

;

not merely

iiiveiv,

John hereby

still it is

1, 2, iii. 3,

tian,

the character of Christ in

3,

(i.e., XpiaTCi) nivCiv

=

inesse,

all,

refers

its

eternal existence.

back to the exhortation in

expresses close fellowship.

states the abiding in Christ

any more at
ii.

ovtu

and sinning

— ovx

dfiapTdoei].

as irreconcilable oppo-

not his meaning, that the believing Christian does not sin
or that he

who

still

sins

is

not in Christ, for in

he clearly enough expresses that sin

still

i.

8-10,

clings to the Chris-

and that he therefore needs constantly both the forgiving and saving

grace of God, and the intercession of Christ, as well as self-purification.

The
the

solution of the apparent contradiction

word

dfiapruveiv

= persistere

must not be sought by giving

here a meaning diiferent from what

in peccalo

;

or with Capellus

=

it

has elsewhere

or = to commit peccata mortalia) nor even by appealing to the apostle's ideal mode of
conception (De Wette, Diisterdieck; substantially also Weiss and Briickner),i for "John has here to do with real cases, and wants to indicate to us
the marks by which it may be known whether a man loves the Lord or not,
whether he is a child of God or of the wicked one " (Sander), as is clear
(e g.

sceleratum

esse,

;

1

When Weiss

(and Briickner agreeing witli

him) says " that John here represents the
Chilstiaa

life

as according to

its

nature

it is

and ought
is

to be," the expression of the apostle
explained by him also from its idealism.
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6.

but only in the fact that the Christian, who is a
on the one hand, it is
true, still actually sins, but, on the other hand, is also actually free from
sin
so free from it that he cannot sin (ver. 9) he has actually broken
with sin, so that in his most inner nature he is in the most decided opposition to it yet at the same time he finds it in himself, and indeed in such a
way that he still actually sins (chap. i. 10), but inasmuch as he confesses it,
and experiences the forgiving and saving love of the faithful God towards
him (chap. i. 9), and with all earnestness practises the uyfiCscv tavrdv, it ever
loses more and more its power over him, and thus it results that it is no
longer sin, but opposition to it (as something foreign to his nature), that

from

(f>avEpa

ean, ver. 10

;

TtKvov Qeov, bears the contradiction in himself that he,

—

;

;

determines his conduct of
say, that he

who

and hence the apostle may with perfect

life;

justice

abides in Christ does not sin (so also Braune),i which

is

when Paul says il nq kv Xpiaru, aaivrj Kuaig tu upxala naThe antithesis expressed
pfildev, Ifioi), yeyove Kaivu tu nuvra (2 Cor. V. 17).
in the first clause is even more sharply brought out in the second, inasmuch
as John does not say Trdf 6 a/iapTuvuv
ob uivei kv avru, but ovx iupaKSV
avTov, ovd'e iyvuKtv ahrov. — ncig u ufiapTuvuv is every one who leads a life
in unapTia, and therefore has not come out of the Koafiog into the number of
God's children; 2 such an one, says John, hath not seen neither known avTov,
quite the

same

as

•

:

—

.

.

.

and tyvuKev in present signifimeaning of " the present possession of the experience," the latter in the meaning of " the present possession of previously
obtained knowledge " but this is not rendered necessary by the context,
and hence the perfects are to be retained as such, although it must be admitted that John is considering the result as one that continues into the
present.
The meaning of the two verbs in their relation to one another is
very differently explained according to some commentators, eupmev signifies
something inferior (Semler, Baumgarten-Crusius, Lucke in his first edition),
according to others, something superior (Socinus, Xeander, Froramann,
With the former view, ovdi is taken as = " and still less; "
p. 223), to lyvuKev.
with the latter, as = " and not as much as." Both are incorrect, for a difference of degree is in no way suggested. Yet the two expressions are not to
be regarded as synonymous, so that eyvuKE would only be added to bring out
Liicke takes the perfects iupaKsv

Christ.

i.e.,

cation, the former in the

;

;

the spiritual meaning of eupuKev (Dusterdieck); for, although ovdi can neither

be necessarily "disjunctive" (Liicke,
»

Besser appropriately says

:

"Everyone

•who abides in Christ, to whom He once belongs, does not sin, but says 'No' to sin,

which belongs

to the old

man, and

resists ita

A

power.
Christian does not do sin, but
suffers it. His will, his Christian ego, is
not al one with sin. Haired of sin is the
alien

he

common mark of the children of God; love
sin, the common property of the children

0/

of the Devil.

quantum
peccat,"

Augustine's explanation: "in
manet, in tantum non

in Christo
is

unsatisfactory, because

thereby appear as

if

the inner

it

life

would
of

the

first

edition) nor "conjunctive" (Liicke,

Christian were something divided in itself ; but
it is

more correct when he says. "Etsi

inflr-

mitate labitur, peccato tamen non consentit,

quia poiius gemendo luctatur.

Ebrard says

this explanation is opposed
because "even from ver. 4 the
such as are Christians, but are lacking in holiness, and it is only in ver. 6 that it
is stated how far such Christians cannot be
regarded as truly regenerate; " but (1) do not
the M/jregenerate Christians still belong to the
/cD(r;u.o??
and (2) does not that explanatioa
2

to the context,

subject

is

refer precisely to the close of the 6th verse?
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second edition), yet the form of the clauses shows, inasmuch as the object is
put along with each verb, that ovdi here has a stronger emphasis, and that
John wanted to express by the two verbs two distinct ideas. In order to

determine these, the original signification of the words must be retained.
dpgv signifies neither "the mere historical knowledge of Christ" (Liicke),
nor the perseveranlia communiotiis cum Christo (Erdmann), and ytvucKuv sig"the experience of the heart," nor even "love;" but even here

nifies neither

know : but the seeing of Christ takes place
dawned upon
us, so that the eye of our soul beholds Him as He is in the totality of His
nature the knowing of Him when by means of inquiring consideration the
right understanding of Him has come to us, so that we are clearly conscious
not only of His nature, but also of His relation to us.^
Ver. 7. While tiie apostle would reduce the specified antithesis to the
last cause, and thereby bring it out in all its sharpness, he begins the new

means

bpav

when

to see,

and

yivuoKEtv to

the immediate consciousness of the glory of Christ has

;

train of thought, connected, however, with the preceding, after the impressive address r^Kvia (or nai(Ua), with the

ferentism

:

fiTidsic

nlavdru

warning directed against moral

which, as Diisterdieck rightly observes,

v/j.ug,

indifis

not

necessarily founded on a polemic against false teachers (Antinomians, for

instance); comp. chap.

i.

—

8.

6 noiu'V tjjv iiKaioavvTjv, diKaioc

ian nadug,

k.t.X.,

with noiElv Tr/v diK., comp. chap. ii. 29. From the connection with the foregoing we would expect as predicate either iupuKEv avrdv, k.tX (ver. 6), or
iv avT<J uivei (ver. 5)
but it is peculiar to John to introduce new thoughts
and references in antithetical sentences. By the subordinate clause natjug
;

Euelvoc (i.e., Xpiaroc) diKuioc can,

he puts the idea

diKaiog in direct

Christ, so that the thought of this verse includes in

practises diKoxoavvri has

exactly Kadug XpiaTog

who

known

(i.e.,

it this,

Him

Christ and abides in

in a

;

reference to

that only he

who

for he only can be

way corresponding to the pattern of Christ),
life with Him.
It is incorrect, both to

stands in a real fellowship of

Baumgarten-Crusius " he who is righteous follows the example of Christ," and also to take J^/iCioc = "justified," and to define the
meaning of the verse thus: "only he who has been justified by Christ does
righteousness." There is this difference between the two ideas noielv ttjv

interpret, with

:

—

1

:

"With this interpretation that of Sander,

who

or

known

Christ.

When Erdmann

defines

quae et innon solum personae Christi

interprets eujpa<c€»' of "spiritual intuition
or beholding," and eyvuxev of the " knowledge

eyvioKev as the "cognitio Christi,

obtained more by reflection along the lines of
dialectic and inquiry," as well as that of Myrberg, according to which the former signifies

verum

the "immediata perceptio Christi spirituali
modo horaini se raanifestantis," the latter the

unsatisfactory is Ebrard's explanation, that
opav is " the seeing of Christ as the light,

" perdurans cognitio atque

yii-oiaicfti'

tuitu et intellectu

etiara totius ejus operis indolera corn-

plectitur," this

is

in so far unsuitable, as the

intuitu belongs precisely to the iuipaxev.

Very

true,

the loving knowledge." The difference between opav and yLvuKTKeiv appears also

assents to this view; but he erroneously thus
defines the thought of the apostle: "Every

actt\ity is represented rather on the side of

one who

and inasmuch as he sins, is one
in whom the seeing and knowing of Christ is
a thing of the past, but does not continue and

the object, which presents itself to the eye

operate into the present;" for John plainly
says of him who sius that he has uot seen

of consideration,

in substantial

intelligentia," are

agreement. Braune,

it

is

sins,

in

this,

that

in

the

former the operating

of the soul; in the latter, rather on the side of

the subject, which this verb
^

As

there

is

makes the subject

no reference here

at all to

CHAP.
and

SiK.

The

^'iKaiov elvai,

that the

III.

first signifies
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8.

the action, the second the state.

proved in the former.
eousness shows thereby that he is not righteous.^
reality of the latter is

Ver.

6 noiuv r^v afiapriav

8.

inasmuch as

diKaioai'VTjv,

"who

does not do right-

forms the diametrical opposite of

man whose

signifies the

it

He who

life is

6 noiC>v ttjv

a service of

sin,

element" (Sander). "While the former belongs to
Christ, and is a reKvov Qeoi, the latter is ek tov diapdXov t/c does not
signify here either merely connection (De Wette), or similarity (Paulus), or
lives in sin as his

;

imitation (Semler), but, as the expression tskvov tov

(ver. 10) shows,

6ia\3u7uov

origin (so also Ebrard) the life that animates the sinner emanates from
the Devil " not as if the Devil created him, but that he introduced the evil
:

;

into

him"

are put

The

(Russnieyer).

by the following words

on

ut:'

apostle confirms the truth of this statement
ujixnQ ^ dui^oloi, uuapTuvst.

The words

an' dpxv?

because the chief emphasis rests on them, inasmuch as those

first,

who commit
who sinneth

:

sin are

k

tov dia/Bulov,

not because he

sins,

but because

it is

he

upxK- From this expression it must not, with Frommann
and Hilgenfeld, be inferred that John was considering the Devil as an originan'

— in dualistic fashion (comp. Kostlin,
— for John not here speaking of the

ally evil being,
p.

132

ff.),

the Devil.

being,

is

127,

p.

and Weiss,

but of the

action of

In order not to accuse John of the Manichaean dualism, the

attempt has been made to define
ring

it

un' HpxK niore particularly, either by referworld (Calvin, S. G. Lange; also Hofmann,
429- "since the beginning of the world;" or,

to the creation of the

Schriftbew., second edition,

I.

"from the beginning of history, in the course of which the sin
begun ") or, to res humanae (Semler) or, to the time of the
;

(Bengel

:

arbitrary.

the sin of

;

ex quo diabnlus

est

diabolus)

:

but

Many modern commentators
man, and

as the first

men has

Devil's fall

these supplements are purely

take the expression in reference to

find this idea expressed in

men

to all the sins of

all

of

it,

that "the Devil

and seductive originator

is

related

" (Nitzsch, Syst.

der christlichen Lehre, sixth edition, p. 244 f.);

thus Liicke, Dlisterdieck,
Ebrard, Weiss, Braune, and previously in this commentary: but this
thought, while it no doubt lies in the preceding ck tov diajSCAov and in the
following tekvov tov

6iai36Xov,

and hence

in the thesis to

be established, does

from the fact that in un' upxnc
It is otherwise in
ufiapTuvet no reference is indicated to the sin of man.
John viii. 44, where the more particular definition of the relation of the
Devil to men is supplied with un' upxr/Q from the context (" since he has put
himself in connection with men"): here, on the- contrary, John does not
say "what the Devil is to men, but what is his relationship to God" (Hofmann as above) but as he describes his relationship by un' upxr/s a/xapTuvei,

not

lie

in this confirmatory clause, apart

;

justification, there is

no ground whatever for

the assertion of a Lapide, that the thought of

forms a contradiction
estant doctrine of justification by
this verse

interpretation of Lorinus, that 6
is

= "qui

to the Protfaith.

habet in se justitiam,

gratiae, videlicet

plainly erroneous.

—The

ttoiuiv ttjk Sik.
I.e.,

virtutem Infusam,"

1b

opus
also

i Braune
rightly proves, against Roman
Catholics and Rationalists, that " the predicate

is

not

first

attained after

what

is

expressed in

the subjective clause has taken place," and
that rather " the predicate is immanent in the
subject."
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from the beginning, this can only mean
and that he has remained and remains
Likewise in the interpretation which Briickner gives of
in that action.
uir' apxr/Ci "i-©., SO long as there is sin," an' upxr/g does not receive its full
as a sinning which has continued

that the Devil's

force.^

first

action

— The present

ruptedly continuous.

was

describes the sinning of the Devil as uninter-

dfiaprdvec

—

clc

sin,

TovTo icpavepudi},

As

K.T.?..'}-

vv. 6, 7, refer to the

second part of ver. 5, these words refer to the first part of that verse they
not only express the antithesis between Christ and the Devil, but they bring
out the fact that the appearance of Christ has for its object the destruction
:

dca(J6?iov, i.e., of the d/xapriai which are wrought by him (not
"the reward of sin," Calov, Spener; nor "the agency that seduces to sin,"
De Wette). Xisiv is used here as in John ii. 19 (similarly 2 Pet. iii. 10-12),
;
in the meaning of " to destroy " less naturally some commentators (a Lapide, Lorinus, Spener, Besser, etc.) maintain the meaning "to undo," sins
being regarded as the snares of the Devil.

of the epyu Tov

Ver.
ject

9.

Antithesis of the preceding verse

here

is

predicate

is

— in

its

opposite

— nag

here the subject.

him who

is ek tov 6ia'3oAov (ver.

clause

indicated " (Braune)

is

ovx duapTuvEi, ver. 6.

exclusive contraries

;

— the

8)
;

;

;

yet what was there the sub-

and what was there the

predicate,

Antithesis to
" by nug the general signification of the
6 yeyewrjfiivog ek tov Gfoi-].

d/iapTiav ov noui is

used in the same sense as

To be born

of

for

tan, kol aKonu ev avTu ovk egtiv

u

Oedg

(pC>g

God and

to

commit

sin are

mutually

ovdeu'ia,

chap,

comp. also chap. ii. 29 the child is of the same nature with him of
whom he is born. For confirmation of the thought, John adds on anipua
avToii EV avTu [ievei.
Both the deeper context and the expression itself are
opposed to the interpretation of these words, according to which anep/xa is
explained = tekvov, and kv avru = h Qeu (Bengel, Lange, Sander, Steinhofer);
for if the apostle meant to say that "a cliild of God remains in God,"
he would certainly not have exchanged the word tekvov, which so naturally
would suggest itself just here, for another word, unusual in this sense.
By anipfia Qeov is rather to be understood the divine element of which
the neto man is produced 2 (comp. Gospel of John i. 13), and which, as the
essence of his being, keeps him from sin.
According to many commentators (Clemens Al., Augustine, Bede, Luther (1),^ Spener, Grotius, Besser,
Weiss, Ewald, etc.), this is the word of God, in favor of which appeal is
made not only to the parable of the sower (Matt, xiii.), but also to 1 Pet.
i. 23 and Jas. i. 18.
But that parable can here so much the less be adduced,
i.

5

;

;

:

1

was

The

idea that the Devil, before he sinned,

for a time without sin,

is

nowhere ex-

pressed in Scripture; neither in .John vili. 44
nor in the deutero-canouical passages .Jude 6
and 2 Pet. ii. 4 (see ray coram, on these passages).

— The view of

Frommann,

that .John's

«

Frommann

(p. 170) incorrectly interprets

o-n-epua of the divine light originally

in

man, by which he

rest of creation

men
3

;

is

as such, but the

riicva.

is

not

toO ©€oO.

In his second edition Luther says: "He
cause of our change a seed, not a full

statements do not justify the representation of
a personal existence of the Devil, that "he is

calls the

nothing further than the world-spirit that
tempts man, considered in concrete personality," is to be rejected as arbitrary.

and must

ear of corn, but what

now

dwelling

distinguished from the

for the subject here

first

is

cast into the ground,

die there;

from thence there

results true repentance, so that

cordiugly said

:

he cannot sin."

it

is

ac-

;
:

CHAP.

III.
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0.

it the reference is to the seed of plants ; but here, as the allusion to
the idea yeyew^fiivog shows, " the comparison is made to the seed of human

as in

John

13 " (Xeander)

and

two other passages the word
means of producing tlie
new life. ^ It is scarcely to be doubted that the apostle was here thinking
of the Holy Spirit; the only question is, whether he means the Spirit
Himself, the m>evu.a ayiov in His divine personality (so Beza: sic vocaiur
Spirilus sanctus, quod ejus virtute tanquam ex seniine quodam novi homines
efficiamur; DUsterdieck and Myrberg also, perhaps, Liicke and De Wette),
or the Spirit infused by Him into the heart of man, the germ of life communicated to his nature (Hornejus: nativitalis novae indoles; Semler: nova
quaedam et sanctior natura; so also Ebrard, Braune, and others). The
figurative expression is more in favor of the second view than of the first,
only this germ of life must not, on the one hand, be regarded as something
separate from the Holy Spirit Himself,^ nor, on the other hand, as love
(a Lapide, Lorinus), for this is the life which has proceeded from the

birth, as in
is

i.

not represented so

much

;

in the

as the seed, but as the

;

but not the

a-cpua,

anEp/ia itself.

does not commit sin
ufiapTuvELv,

is still

— The thought that he who

is

further emphasized by the words

God

born of

kqi oh dvvarac

whereby, of course, not the physical, but no doubt the moral,

impossibility of sinning

is

described

both ideas, d/xapmveiv as well as ov

;

be retained in their proper meaning, and not to be arbitrarily

dvvaTat, are to

perverted; dfiapTuvetv must here, just as

little

as in ver. 6, be restricted to

way in which they
knowingly and wilfully"
(Ebrard), or even merely to the violatio charitatis (Augustine, Bede) but
just as little is the pointedness and definiteness of ol dvvarai to be weakened
and to be explained = aegre, difficuller potest, or similarly,^ for the apostle
here wants to bring out the absolute antagonism which exists in general
between being born of God and committing sin (so also Braune) comp.
on ver. 6. With regard to the question as to the relationship of the thought
expressed here to Heb. vi. 4 ff., comp. the remark on chap, ii, 19.
As in
the case of the first thought of this verse, so here to this second one a
confirmatory clause is added, namely b-i ek tov Ofov yeyiwriTm it is true,
the idea of the subject seems to be here repeated (similarly John iii. 31
mortal sins (a Lapide, Gagnejus), or to "sinning in the

who

are of the Devil sin " (Besser), or "to sinning

;

;

—

:

o

wr EK

Tfjq yrjq,

subject

it

ek rff yr/g eoti),

but here

;

ek tov Oeov is

follows yEyEwtifiivog, by which that idea

put
is

first,

whereas in the

strongly accentuated

Bengal: priora verba: ex Deo, majorem habenl in pronunciando accentum, quod
ubi observatur, palet, non idem per idem probari, collato initio verso.
The sense
therefore is Because he is born of God (comp. chap. i. 5), he who is born
:

of God,

the believer, cannot sin.

i.e.,

Weiss appeals to chap. ii. 14; but from
the fact that John there says. 6 Adyo? tov

as the

0eoC

which operates on man is at the same time
regarded as the germ of life planted in man."
^ Grotlus explains
" res do qua agilur

t

Iv vn'iv

ii.iv€i,

=

anipfjLa is here

it

does not follow that

6 Adyo? t. 0.;

so

much

the

no reference there to being
It is more appropriate in con-

less as there is

born of God.
nection with <T7r€p/ia to refer to chap. ii. 27.
2 Briickner Inversely first interprets tjiripfia

iri/eu(xo t. 0.; but then adds: "and,
Indeed, In this way, that the principle of life

:

aliena

est

ab ejusmodi ingeuio,"

"not absolutely impossible, but:
spirituality

and habit

( !)

Pauluswhole

his

are opposed to it."

—

;
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Ver. 10a concludes the development of the thought Avith the sharp
God and the children of the Devil.
kv tovtcj

antithesis of the children of

justly referred to the preceding,

by most commentators

is

and

ver. 9 the charactei'istic sign of the tikvu tov Qeov,
TiKva TOV

Some commentators, however

are stated.

6ial36?iov,

inasmuch as in

in ver. 8 that of the

(a Lapide,

Grotius, S. Schmidt, Spener, Episcopius, Ebrard, etc.), refer

what

to

it

but as in this only the one part of the antithesis is resumed, this
The exjplanation
reference is found to necessitate an arbitrary supplement.
follows

;

of a Lapide

clearly quite erroneous

is

symbola JiUorum

et

militum Dei,

and equally the

EK TOV Qeov,

and therefore concealed
nature

is

elvai ek tov 6iai3u?.ov,
it

:

hae sunt duae tesserae

:

sc. Justiiia et caritas.

is

by the

—

quasi duo

The

elvai

are in their principle internal,

different

disclosed; comp. Matt. vii. 16.

et

ipavepd etrn].

— The

that the

noielv

different

expression, tu tekvu tov

6ia06?iov, nowhere else in the N. T. except in Acts

10:

xiii.

vibg (kni36?iov, is

from ver. 8; comp also John viii. 44. Sander supposes a
distinction between these and the children of wrath, Eph. ii. 3; while the
latter name signifies all who are not born again, the former only signifies
those among them "who despise the grace offered to them in Christ, and
wantonly set themselves against it." This is, however, incorrect, as the
whole conduct of men falls under the contrast of afiapTuveiv and ovx d/iapTuvetv,
so the distinction of tekvo tov Qeov and TSKva tov diaBolov, that is based on
Socinus
it, equally embraces the whole of humanity (see also Braune).
easily explained

accordingly with justice says

quod

Vv.

and

is

;

12, 13)

in Christ

•.

Ex

ApostoU

verbis satis aperte colligi potest,

Diaboli nidli sint homines medii.
love

as the substance of

therefore most closely connected with the foregoing;

commandment

world (vv.
15)

et Jilios

This section treats on brotherly

lOft-22.

diKaioovvTj,

the

Dei

inter Jilios

we

with love,

;

life is

connected

;

with hatred, death (vv. 14,

love consists not in word, but in deed (vv. 17, 18)

;

it

produces firm confi-

dence towards God, and obtains an answer to prayer (vv. 19-22)
Ver. 10b. Transition to the section on brotherly love.
mic

—

dcKuioavvriv is

by

True

possess the ideal and example of love (ver. 16).

imaioavvriv refers to ver. 7,

and further

here the same as there

;

to chap.

it is

which hatred reigns in the

of Christ (ver. 11), instead of

ii.

6

(ifi

29; the meaning of

only that the idea duawavvrj

the article as definite and restricted; comp. ver. 8:

ttjv

is

notuv
noielv

indicated

anapriav, ver. 9.

—

—

«a
6 /a.j}
ovK eoTiv Ik tov Qeoii = ova eariv tekvov tov Qeov.
uyanCiv tov u6e?i.<pdv aiiTov]. Calvin correctly says: hoc memhrum vice
expositionis additum est.
The uydnr} is not a part of the dcKaioavvr/ (Bengel,
Spener, Lange, Neander, Gerlach), still less something different from the
diKaioaivT}, which must be connected with it (Rickli), or even forms an antithesis to it (Socinus) ;^ but it is the essence and nature of the diKoioavfri (so

dfiapTiav.

e

also Braune),^ or rather the diKocoavvij itself in reference to the brethren

1

"While Socinus understands by

StKatoo-vi-r)!'

maybe

true of love to

God

only, but not of

TToteiv" juste vlvere ex praescrlptioneMosaicae

love to the brethren; but Christian brotherly

huraanae rationls," he explains

love is, according to John, certainly identical
with love to God, for the Christian loves his
brother as one who is born of God.

legis et ipsius

ayanr) as the transcendent Christian virtue of
sacrifice for the
^

brethren

Ebrard and Myrberg object

to this, that

it

—
CHAP.
comp. Rom.

8-10; Gal. v. 14; Col.
is the essence of

xiii.

14; 1 Tim.

iii.

Besser: "brotherly love
6t.Kaioavi.-r]
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III. 11, 12.

all

jnst as to the nepiiruTeiv Kadijg eKslvog

TrepienuTrjae,

erroneously tries to prove from the avrov which

Luke

i.

is

John

5;

righteous life;"

it is

chap.

xiv. 15.

related to

Ebrard

6.

ii.

added, that u6e^dg

=

6

and is therefore used differently from ii. 9, 10, 11, iv.
20, 21, for that John in this relative sentence passes on to the love of
Christians towards one another is quite clear from ver. 11; the avrov only
shows that, though in the foregoing the antithesis between the regenerate
and the unregenerate is quite generally stated, this is for the special con!za7}(j!ov,

X. 36,

sideration of

Christians.

which John

to

incomprehensible that the view, according

It is

speaks of Christian brotherly love

in this section

love of Christians towards one another),
1 Cor. iv. 12

=

Ver. 11.

who

The co-ordinating

(according to Ebrard).

'^namely;''

it is

oTi

unnecessary to supply

ohic

(i.e.,

antagonism with Matt.

in

is

hnv

ek

koI is

the

44;
epexegetical
v.

0.

t,

confirms the thought expressed in the foregoing, that he

does not love his brother

not of God.

is

— amr]

earlv

r/

uyye^Ia].

refers to the following Iva, with a retrospective allusion to uyajruv

avrtj

66. avTov.

t.

uyyelia = "message," is here to be taken in the meaning of "comcommandment." AVith the reading k-Kayyelia, com-p. i. 5. By the
words fjv
utt' upxvQ') which do not refer to the Old- Testament period
(Grotius: etiam sub lege), or to "the beginning of history " (Ebrard), the

The word

missinn," "

.

.

.

commandment

of brotherly love is characterized as the uyyElia ^A;hich is

necessarily connected with the preaching of the gospel

comp. chap. ii. 7.
but the
import of it, as frequently with words of wishing, commanding, etc. comp.
Buttm., p. 203 ff.^ The nyanufxcv uXkrj'kovg shows that the apostle is in this
section ti-eating of the love of Christians towards one another; it is self-evident that the Christian has to fulfil the general commandment of love, even

—

iva, k.t2.,

states, not the purpose for

which the

;

uyyella is given,

;

who are not Christians. Yet John does not here enter on that, as
would be inappropriate, for he has here to do with the ethical antithesis
between Christians as children of God and those who are opposed to them
as children of the Devil it is only on the ground of this antithesis that it
to those
it

;

can be said
Ver. 12.

nfj

uyanuTs rdv

Kocfiov,

The converse

world, which has

its

15.

ii.

of Christian brotherly love is the hatred of the

example

in

Cain.

oh Kaddc Kuiv,

k.t.X.'].

Contrary to

the opinion of Grotius, with which Liicke agrees, that before Kadu^

we must

"oii/c (l)/uev ek tov novTjpov" dependent on iva, De Wette has shown the
clumsiness of speech that would result with this construction it is unjustifiable, however, on the side of the thought also, for it is impossible that

supply

;

John would say that

to Christians the

the beginning, not to be ek tov

the thought "

we should be

1

;

Braune would have the idea of purpose

but in his Interpretation " it is not
merely the substance of a comraandraent that
is treated of, but a commandment which is con;

:

INIost

given from

commentators supply

disposed," and after Kuiv the relative

there certainly results a good sense

retained

commandment has been

iTov7}pov.

but

if

or.

after ov

Thus

the apostle had thouglit thus, he

tained as atos* In the gift of themenxaffe," he
quite overlooks the fact that if 'ivn = in order
that

(and only thus

purpose retained),

it

is

the ori£,nnal idea of

cannot refer to

avTij,
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have expressed himself thus at least he would not have left out
rightly finds here " an inexact comparison of contrast, as
John vi. 58, only still more diificult to supply, and just on that account not
to be supplied," i.e., by a definitely formulated sentence (so also Braune).
Christians are (and therefore should also show themselves as) the opposite

would

the

also

;

De Wette

Of.

of Cain they are
but masculine; 6

ek tov Qeoii,

;

itovriiibg

=b

c/c

ik tov novTjpov;

roii

novtjpov is

not neuter,

—

comp. especially Matt. xiii. 38. ^
Kal
This murder of his brother is the evidence that
The verb acpuCeiv (besides here, only in tlie Apoca-

la<pa^tv TOV u6e'k(phv avTov'\.

Cain was

Cain was

tov novrjpov.

6iu^o?oog;

lypse), strictly used of slaughter, indicates the violence of the action

;

^

the

brought out by the following km x^ptv tIvoc, k.tX
the form of the sentence in question and answer serves to bring out emphatically the thought contained in it, that the hatred of Cain towards his brother
was founded in his hatred towards the good, i.e., that which is of God, for
it is just in this that the hatred of the world towards believing Christians is
diabolical character of it is

also founded.^

which

TTovnpa,

J.

:

;

The cori'espondence between ek tov novTjpov and tu
Lange and Diisterdieck have already noticed,

ipya avTov
is

to

be

observed.

Ver. 13.

If

Cain

that the children of

k.tX

davfiu^ETE,

;

comp.

is

the type of the world,

God

are hated

ver. 1

;

by

it

it

is

not to be wondered at

accordingly the apostle says,

;

not exactly to comfort his readers about

iifi

it,

but rather to bring out the antithesis clearly Xeander " it must not surprise Christians if they are hated by the world; this is to them the stamp
of the divine life, in the possession of which they form the contrast to the
world."
The particle eI expresses here neither a doubt nor even merely
possibility for, that the world hates the children of God, is not merely possible, but in the nature of the case necessary; it is only the form of the
sentence, and not the thought of it, that is hypothetical * comp. John
;

:

—

;

;

XV. 18, also

1

The

Mark

xv. 44.

Btrange rabbinical view of the devil-

Ish nature of Cain in Zohar on Gen.

iv.

1

:

Rabbi Eleazar dixit Cum projecisset serpens
ille imraunditiem suam in Evam eaque illam
•'

:

remque cum

euscepisset,

peperit duos

mundo

et

filios,

unum

Adam

habuisset,

ex latere

illo

im-

unum

Cain

sirailis

rum

et

ex latere Adami; fuitque
imagine superiorum h. e. Angelo-

Abel imagine inferiorum

h. e.

homi-

num. ac propterea diverse fuerunt viae istiusabillius viis. Equidem Cain fuit lilius spiritus
Jmmundi, qui est serpens mains; Abel vero
fuit filius Adami; et propterea quod Cain
venit de parte Angeli mortis, ideo iuterfecit

fratrem suum."
2 From the fact that o-i/xi^etv is used in the
Revelation of "slaying in a holy service, as

the martyrs are slain, even though

by the

godless" (which is never quite appropriate,
comp. Rev. vi. 4), it cannot be concluded that
John here used the expression in order " to
mark the death of Abel as a martyrdom by the

hand of a godless man, or as a

sacrifice

which

Cain offered to his god, the Devil."
^ That Cain slew his brother because his
own works were evil and his brother's righteous, does not seem to correepoud to the
Mosaic narrative, for ri epya are not the offering, but the works in general (Spener: "the
whole manner of life") but there is no real
contradiction, for the narrative in Genesis
does not exclude the idea that the piety of
Abel had already excited in Cain hatred
towards his brother, and that, when God
despised his offering, but had respect unto
his brother's, this hatred went so far that he
became guilty of murder. Cain with his
hatred, and Abel in his suffering on account
;

of his

fiixaiocnJi'ij,

serve the apostle as proto-

types of the world and of the children of
God. On the similar view in Philo and in
the Clementine Homilies, see Liicke on this
passage.
*

Ebrard explains

ei

incorrectly

:

" wheU'

—
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15.

14,

contrast of love and hatred

is at the same time one of life
forms the antithesis of 6 Koafiog. Though
the world hate us and persecute us to death, as Cain killed his brother, we
know, etc.
3n fieTa^EJSfiKafiev iK tov Oavurov elg rfiv f(j7;v]. Couip. Gospel of
John V. 2-4 the perfect shows that the subject is a present and not merely
a future state; moreover, the apostle does not say that the Christian has

Ver. 14.

and death.

oldafiev].

tj/ieIc

rjiiElg

—
;

title to eternal life (Grotius
juri ad rem saepe datur nomen rei
but that the believer has already passed from death into life, and

received the
ipsius),

:

therefore no longer

is

in a state of death, but in

stood not merely the knowledge of

God

By

life.

to be under-

^uff is

truth and
by duvarog, not merely the want of the knowledge of God
(Weiss), but unholy life in lying and sin. The natural man is fallen in
lies and unrighteousness, and hence wretched ev davuru: by the salvation of
Christ he enters from this state into the other, the essence of which is happiness in truth and righteousness. ^ That the Christian, as such, is in a state
of (^ufi, he knows from the fact that he loves the brethren brotherly love is
the sign of the l^ur/ therefore the apostle continues on uyam:>ii£v roi/g udeTicjxwg.
on refers, as most commentators rightly interpret, to oUanEv and not to
liETa;ie3f]Kau.Ev (Baumgarten-Crusius, Kdstlin)
the relation between l^urj and

righteousness

CWeiss), but holy

life in

;

;

:

;

—

;

namely, not

ayutrri is,

this,

former (Lyra: opera ex
cause,

that the latter

:

but both are one in their

caritate facta sunt meritoria),

and are only distinguished

action of the believer

the originating cause of the

is

in this way, that fw^ is the state,

out of the happy

duces happiness; therefore John says:

love grows,

life,

6

uyanuv

(ifi

(sc.

the

ayuTrrj

and love again prothe

tov u6e746v, see

by which the identity of not loving and of
abiding in death is directly brought out.^
It is not without a purpose that
the apostle contents himself here, where he has only to do with the simple
antithesis to the preceding, with the negative idea, fiij uyang,v, with which
critical notes)

fiEDEi kv

tu davuTu,

—

the kv

davuTu

T(j

fiEvet

also corresponds

;

it is

only in the following verse that

the negation reaches the form of a positive antithesis.
also the firm, sure being (so also INIyrberg)

merely in reference
Ver. 15.

hating, are one and the

the living
viii.

human

soul.

instead of the preceding

same thing

—

:

3

—

fiivei

expresses here

therefore used neither

fif)

uyairuv

;

not loving,

and

for pure indifference is not possible to

uvdpuiroKTovog tan'].

ever the case occurs," for the hatred which

is

is not a frequently occurring
but a necessary relationship.
Braune
unintelligibly says: " by ei John signifies that

case,

his readers as a

»

is

This word (except only in John
murderer of the soul, whether

44, used of the Devil) does not signify the

here spoken of

after

it

nor merely in reference to the future.

to the past,

nuc: 6 (iiauv,

;

all at

By

whole or as individuals have

present no hatred to endure."

this expression

•

y.eTafie^r)Kaixev, k.t.\.,

'

Besser:

from death

the apostle describes Christians as having
been, previously to their believing, if tw 8avd-

that he

Tw, hence also not yet rexva toO ©eoO

is in

;

contrary

to the assertion of Hilgenfeld, that the

author

of the Epistle shared the Gnostic view of the
original metaphysical difference in

men.

"Where

hatred

is,

there

k

death;

where love is, there is life; nay, love itself is
life." Weiss erroneously maintains that here,
"instead of the strict converse in the form of
a progressive parallelism, just that is mentioned which is the result of the non-transition
to

life,

namely, the abiding in

death," for John did not need to say actually

who

has not passed from death to

life

death.

Wrongly, Xicol. de Lyra
quam non diligere."
»

:

" Odisse pejus

—

;
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Everyone's own or one's brother's, but the murderer in the strict sense.
one who hates his brother is a murderer, not merely inasmuch as hatred
sometimes leads to murder, but because by his nature he is inclined to the
destruction of his brother, and if he does not attain this object is only hindered from it by other opposing forces. As in the moral life it is not the

but the intention, that is of consequence, every one
towards his brother must by the moral consciousness
(or by God, Drusius, Hornejus) be regarded as a murderer comp. Matt.
Hence it is clear that the real thought of the apostle is
V. 21 fE., 27, 28.

outward act in

who

itself,

lives in hatred

;

—

missed when

Baum-

here limited to the orlium perfectum (Hornejus).

fitaelv is

garten-Crusius erroneously denies that uvdpunoKTovoc refers to Cain, ver. 12

km

this reference is clearly patent.

who

takes his brother's

decays in death; that

Accordingly he

who

life

can not and nmst not retain

C,(ji]

;

and

i.e.,

same thing

himself, his life

of ^'eternal life."

as in ver. 14

ously, a Lapide: non habebit gloriam viiae.

— The

ix.

6

in possession

By

^utj

aluviog

was described by the

be retained as the actual present

to

is

Jtxn

life

God; comp. Gen

murders his brother, cannot be

in his heart

are to understand the

simple word

— on nug

the order appointed by

is

of the life which dwells in the heart,

we

De Wette: "whence? from
uvdpuTroKTuvnc, k.t.a.'}He

oldarE'].

the Christian consciousness in general."

errone-

:

adjective /ihovoav Liicke,

whom

Sander agrees, appealing to the parable of the unmerciful serJohn is speaking to Christians who already
had some part in eternal life. But the expression nu^ 6 fiiauv shows that
with

vant, explains by the fact that

John

is

here speaking quite generally, and, indeed, in order to confirm the

preceding thought,
dition of those

6

[itj

uyanijv

who form

the

/livei

tv tw Oavinif)

Koa/iog (to

tians belong), of those accordingly

By

stated.

is

fievovaav is

possessed good; just as

John
is

38

V.

:

whom

it

;

must therefore be the conmere nominal Chris-

also the

who have no

part in the ^w^

aiuviog,

that

therefore not suggested the loss of a jsreviously
as in the corresponding passage. Gospel of

little

rdv T^uyov avTov ovk exsre tv vfxlv fjevovra, whei'e also the

meaning

not that those addressed have previously had the word of God, for this

The

distinctly denied in ver. 37.

that he alone really has the

l^uf]

fuvovaav

rather explained

is

whom

aluviog in

it

by the

abides (comp. chap,

ii

is

fact
19);

fdvEw expresses here also, according to John's usus loquencli, the idea of being
in a strengthened degree,

and may accordingly be used quite apart from any

is to be connected with tv avru; he
has not the life abiding, i.e., surely and firmly existing, in him.^
Vv. 16-18. Description of true love.

reference to the previous state; fievovaav

1

It is incorrect to say,

baptism,

with Braune

the existence of eternal

jnevouo-oi/

etc., is

text there

is

life

:

" by

derer; " such a case

from

not at

indicated," since in the con-

no reference whatever to baptism,

instruction, etc., and the advantage resulting

therefrom. Weiss artificially explains: "John
supposes the case of a person having eternal
life, and now goes so far as to saj' that even

such an one may not have it permanently at
least, but may be in the condition of losing it
by hating his brother he becomes a mur-

if

John would not and could
assume. Very strange is Ebrard's
"
interpretationsupposittg that the murAerer
all

at the time the ^cui) aicjuos in him (which,
however, according to ver. 9, is not possible in
the full (!) sense), yet this icoxilrl not remain
in him, he would again fall away from the ^uj^
(which just for this reason could not be genu-

had

ine)," as well as his assertion that

^ior)v

aluv.

is here used without the article, because John
could not ascribe to him who is not a true

—
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16.

Whilst he who belongs to the world hates his brother and is
by the example

therefore an uvepcmoKTovoc, Christians, on the contrary, are

of Christ to lay

following

ore.

down

—

their life for their brethren.

— iyvuKOfiev

rijv

have known the

uyunriv, "tee

De Wette,

or the nature of the love " (Bengel,

ev tovtu refers to the
love, i.e., the

character

Bauingarten-Crusius, Liicke,

Sander); some commentators (Carpzov, Paulus, etc.) erroneously supply

with

uyunTjv as

TT/i'

a more particular definition,

Spener, etc.), tqv eeov.

otheis (Grotius,

;

Without adequate reason Ebrard supplies with

concrete.

so that

roi XpicToii

In Christ's self-devotion to death, love

ei- ToiiTif)

forms the predicate of

and

ttjv

itself

iv TovT(f)

became

an

ovaav,

"we have known

uyunrjv; thus,

love

only used as an accessory.

on sKdvog,
"He, says the apostle, without meni e., Christ; conip. ver. 7, chap. ii. 6.
"
tioning him by name, for He is to every believer the well-known (Rickli).
The phrase, -!/v fvx'iv ndevat, besides here and frequently in the Gospel of
John, never appears elsewhere either in the N. T. or in the classics. Meyer
on John x. 11 explains it by the "representation of the sacrificial death as a
ransom paid: to lay down, to pay; according to the classical usage of ndivai,
according to which it is used of payment ; " Hengsteuberg (on the same
Ijassage) explains it by Isa. liii. 10 but it is unsuitable to supply the idea
as consisting in this; "

eyvuKo/xev is

—

;

"ransoin" or '-an offering for sin," ioT the ridivac ttjv rpvxvvis not merely
ascribed to Christ, but is also made the duty of Christians besides, in that
case v-ep could not be wanting, as is the case in the Gospel of John x. 17, 18.
;

The

derivation of

it

from the Hebrew

unsuitable, because "here the ']7^

is

'\D2 ^D)_

(Ebrard)

D'ti?

essential" (Meyer).

is

equally

According to

John xiii. 4, TLOrj/xt may in this phrase also be interpreted = deponere (so
most commentators), which is so much the more appropriate as in John x.
iva TialiM luiSo) uiiTTjv is
xiii.

12

it

conjoined with

Tldtjiii

runs, kqi ilajSEv ru lnuna avTov;

-tjv

xpvxriv fiov,

just as in chap,

"comp. animam ponere

in Propert.

and animam deponere in Corn. Nep., Vita Hannib. I. 3" (Bruckner).
Perhaps Tid-uin might also be taken in the meaning of "to give up" (//.
xxiii. 704
ddvai dg fieaaov, Tidevai dg to koivuv, in Pape see ridrifxi)
vnep i/fiuv

II 10, 43,

:

from destruction for the idea, comp. chap,
comp. chap. ii. 6. By this the climax is stated (John
XV. 18) but even every self-denying saciifice for our brethren belongs to the
Tidivai Tfjv ipvxr/v, to which we are bound by the example of Christ by virtue
of our fellowship with Him.
The reading Oelvai is just as conformable to
the N. T. usus loquendi as the Rec. ndevai, for dipel^iv is sometimes connected
with the pres. inf., and sometimes with the aor. inf. For the idea, comp.
is,

"for our good,"

ii.

2.

—

Kul

ijfiElq,

i.e.,

to save us

;

K.T.X.,

;

—

Rom.
child of

xvi. 4.1

God "the

life," i.e.,

eternal life," but "eternal

powers of the future world. Comp.

against this, v. 13.
' The thought of this verse is, according to
Ebrard, the surest proof that John in this
section is not treating of the "general and
vague ('.) idea of brotherly love," but of "the
relation of the rixva ©eoO to those who are not
reKva &eov," because the apostle cannot poeei-

biy " limit the duty of loving sacrifice of
to the relationship of

another."

But

brotherly love
idea; (2)

(1)

is

when

idea

of

Christian

very far from being a vague

Christians are exhorted so to

love one another as to lay

one another, that

commandment

life

the regenerate to one

the

is

down

Ibeir lives for

not a limitation of the

who are not
TtKva ©toO, and are therefore xexxa toC £ui^
of love; (3) those

—

;
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As

Ver. 17.

must show itself by
most direct evidence of it, namely, com-

the apostle wants to bring out that love

action, he turns his attention to the

"By

passion towards the needy brother.

the adversative connection {6i)

with ver. 16, John marks the progress from the greater, which is justly
demanded, to the less, the non-performance of which seems, therefore, a

According to

grosser transgression of the rule just stated" (Diisterdieck).

Ebrard, the

6e is

meant

to express the opposition to the delusion " that love
;

great actions and sacrifices " but theie is no sugges" the life of
any thing like this.
tov jSiov tov Kcafiov
the world," i.e., that which serves to support the earthly, worldly life comp.
Luke viii. 43, xv. 12, xxi. 4.^ The expression forms here a significant contrast to <(j^ aluvioc (ver. 15).
dELxpdv, stronger than Spdv, strictly "to be a
spectator," hence = to look at; "it expresses the active beholding" (Ebrard,
similarly ]\Iyrberg oculis immotis).
With xptiav exeiv, comp. Mark ii. 25;
Eph. iv. 28.
The expression, kMeiv tu anhlyxva, is found only here; ra

can only show

itself in

—

tion in the context of

:

;

—

:

—

cnTiuyxva as

a translation of

D'Jpn")

appears both in the

LXX. as

well as often

N. T. = Kap6ta " to close the heart," is as much as " to forbid to compassion towards the needy brother entrance into one's heart; " the additional
un' uvTofi is used in pregnant sense = " turning away from him" (Liicke,
De Wette, Diisterdieck). The first two clauses might have had (not, as
Bauingarten-Crusius says, " must have had ") the form of subordinate
clauses but by the fact that the form of principal clauses is given to them,
the statement gains in vividness.
The conclusion, which according to the
in the

;

;

sense

is

negative, appears as a question with

by the negation
not the love of

is

wtJc

emphatically brought out.

God

;

(comp. chap.

ayuirj} tov

Here also

to us (Calov).^

noticed on ver. 15 (Myrberg)

{/

incori'ectly, Liicke

:

Qtov

/livuv

" as

and not

eoTl."

The

apostle does not

loses again his love to

lessness cannot be

in chap.

in this verse

God

;

is

really in

him

at all.

Piti-

John

the reason of this

states

True love proves itself by deed. The exhortation contained
on the one hand, a deduction from the foregoing (especially

vv, 16 and 17)
further development.
uyanCtiiEv
is

Myu

the

;

—

but,

on the other hand,

TEKvia].

iMTid'e Tfj

it

forms the basis of the

Impressive address before the exhortation.

ylioaari, i.e.,

"let US not SO love that the proof of
;

outward word or the tongue "

firjdi tt)

ylucari is epexegetically

added, in order to mark the externality of the love indicated by Aoyu

inasmuch as

it

points out that by Xoyo^ here only the outward woi'd

John cannot possibly call a8tA<froi without any further statement; (4) the whole
section is an explicatioa of ayairwuiv aXKriKov;,

/SdAou,

but by aAA>jAous cannot be understood
God and the children of the
Devil in their relation to one another; corap.

vei. 11

fievei

is,

from

our love

to

put

to say that the pitiless person

never

it

speaking of

is

life, it is

iv. 20.

Ver. 18.

— uy

God, but that

combined with love

want

20), where-

love to God,

has the meaning

John

the probable absence of the previously-existing Christian

iv.
is

;

the children of

besides, iv. 2-11.

»

Comp. the Greek proverb
ovk ean pios.

:

is

jSios

uyaTzg.v,

meant

^iou Red-

/aei-o?

" the
a.y6.irr) t. ©eou
Ebrard explains
love which in its essential being took substantial form after Christ and in Christ's loving
deed"(!).
^

17

:

:
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20.

19,

erroneous to regard yluaaa as a climax in so far as " one may love with
words (without deeds), but in such a way that the words are nevertheless
really and sincerely meant " (Ebrard), for John would not in the very least
consider as truly and sincerely meant words of love which remain without
it is

article serves " to vivify the expression " (Liicke)

The

corresponding deed.

:

tongue as the particular member for expression of the word. It is
unnecessary, nay, "contrary to the text" (Dusterdieck), with Beza, Lange,
Sander, etc., to supply "/uwov" with uyanCinev, k.t.A. for uyan^v Xuyu), k.t.X.,
the

— ulV

in itself expresses the mere apparent love.

h

;

Instead

kv epyu koI u'^rjdeia'].

According to De Wette, the two
according to Liicke, kv epyu k. ok. has more of
readings are synonymous
"adverbial nature" than ipyu km ukrideig.; "in rib Aoyu the apostle is considering more the way in which love expresses itself, in kv epyu «. uk. he is
considering more the form and fashion of it." The preposition suggested
itself to the apostle because the work, as being the realization of love,
stands in an inner relationship to it, " is the element in which love moves "
(Dusterdieck). 1 koyoQ and kpyov are frequently in the N. T. connected with
one another; so Luke xxiv. 19, Acts vii. 22, and many other passages; in
of the Rec.

ipyio,

we nmst

I'ead

epyu).

;

order to bring out the insufficiency of loyoq in 1 Cor.
dvvanLQ is contrasted

with

hy Kal

it.

iv. 19, 20, 1

Thess.

add a second element of love, but to characterize the uyandv kv ipytj
true love (so also Myrberg)
a love which does not show itself kv
;

only an apparent love.^
the same as that of

-/)

The

relationship of

alridela to kv

(kv)

The two words

yluaari to Xuyi^.

i.

mean

aljjdeig. the apostle does not

kpyu

5,

to

as the

ipyu is
is

just

of each clause express

and these two ideas are contrasted with one another, so
Idyu) corresponds with kpyu, and yluaa-i)
with uAjjdeta, or yluaay with kpyu, and Aoyu with ukriQeia (against Dusterdieck
and Braune). With the thought of this verse compare especially Jas. ii. 15,
16; only here the thought is more comprehensive than there.*
simple
Vv. 19, 20. Blessed result of true love.
nai kv roiVw].
/cat
together one

that

copula.

—

ide'a,

not to be asked whether

it is

—

the following thought, but to the foregoing
yv(ja«|Uf

:

is

the cohortative

shall thereby

know

;

that, etc.

possibility of
is

is

:

«

vere talein esse ut quis se esse projitetur

;

Braune: "

II is to

be obsen'ed that the

pair in the dative only stales the means
by which love operates; the preposition iv
BUtes the element in which it moves."
2 Comp. John iv. 24, where also " xai 0A17fleio " is added to ff ir^eunari, not to bring out
a second element of true worship (contrary to
Meyer ou this passage), but to describe the
first

k.

16, 24, iv. 2, to
ok.

The

future

to be read instead of

John

vii. 17, viii. 31, 32,

an event which

If

we

love kv

otl kK t%- ukrideiag ka/ikv

erroneous explanations of the phrase:

1

iii.

may with

the more natural here, as the form of

the sense

—

3,

epyu

is

the critical notes), "is used as in

where the subject is the
be expected" (Braune) it

xiii. 35,

thought

ii.

uyaivg.v kv

which, according to the authorities,

a,

yivuGKOfzev (see

justice

:

does not refer here, as in chap.

kv TovTL)

:

kpyo) kuI ukr/Oiia,

r^g uk. elvai, are those of

of Grotius

:

we

weakening and partly
Socinus:

congruere evangelio

,

of

rrpoiTKvvflv ev 7rveu|uaTt as true worship in
contrast to every apparent worship.
3 Wolf quotes the corresponding statement
of Picke, ^ro^A.chap. v. "Omnisdilectio.quae
dependet a verbo, verbo ccssante, ipsa quoque
cessat: at quae non dependet a verbo, nunquam cessat." In Theognis 979 it is put thus
:

—

fxri /jlov

avrip

elr)

yAujaaji

<l>i\oi,

aWd

Kai (py<o.

:

:
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Seraler aki^drieiv h uyui:^ of Baumgarten-Crusius " to be as we ought to
be;" of De ^yette: "to belong to the truth; to live in it." Bengel, on the
:

:

;

«

other hand, riglatly interprets the preposition

of the principium or ortus;

comp. Johu

xviii. 37, and Meyer
The truth is the souroe of life in love. It is indeed in its
deepest nature God himself but ek tov Qeov must not be put instead of ek

so also Liicke, Diisterdieck, Brauue, etc.

on

;

this passage.

;

with reference to the preceding

T^g ukTjdEiaq, for the apostle here,

uXrjdEia,

Love ev ukrjdtia is the evidence of being born
EK TT/c u?.r/dEla(.
Kal e/xwpoadsv avTov TZEiao/jiv rdf Kapdiag r/fiiJv^. This
sentence is not governed by on, but it is independently connected with the
preceding, either depending or not depending on ev tovtu if the former is
the case, " w^e must take iv tovtu combined with nEiaofiei) somewhat differently
than when connected with yivuaKOfxev (yvuao/iEda) with the latter it would be
more therein, with the former more thereby " (Liicke so also Braune) if
arrives at the idea of truth.

—

;

;

;

the latter be the case, the thought

presupposition of the following

:

;

ev tovtg) yvcjaotiEda on, k.t.1.,

liiTrpoadev avroi,

love our brethren, ice shall therein know, etc.,

serves as the

k.tX, in this sense

and

if we truly

:

thus (in this consciousness

The idea that with
an entirely new thought appears, which stands in no intimate
connection with the preceding (Ebrard), is contradicted by the Kai, which
closely connects the two thoughts with one another.
What, then, is the
of being of the truth) we shall assure our hearts, etc.^
Kal E/xTzpoadEv

meaning

of nEiaouev tuc

icapt^iag

Plainly

i}/xuv?

expresses a truth

itEiaouev

which we (the subject contained in neiaoficv) impress upon our hearts, so
that they are thereby determined to something, which j)resupposes at least
a relative contrast between us and our hearts. The verb tteI^ecv means either
to persuade a person to something, so that he thinks or acts as we wish, or to
convince him of something so that he agrees with our opinion.
Some ancient
commentators have interpreted in accordance with the first signification
suadebimus corda nostra, ut studeant projicere in melius ; the more particular
it is not much
{Comment. III. de nonnullis
Pauli ad Gal. ep. locis) ; animos nostras Jiectemus, nempe ad amorem vita
factisque ostendendum, or even with the more recent one anim. n. Jiectemus
sc. ut veram Christi doctrinam tueamur (see Erdmann, p. 129 ff.).'^
It is very

definition

which

better with

added

is

here clearly quite arbitrary;

is

explanation

the

of

Fritzsche

:

common

to explain

izeidtiv

here by placare,

to

calm,

to

compose

;

has not this meaning in

this, it

is

but
certainly the verb is sometimes used in such a connection that the purpose
of the persuasion is the calming of anger or of a similar passion ^ hence
true, is in so far inaccurate as neidecv

itself,

;

'

Liicke

:

" Even

if it

be unadvisable to con-

nect Kai eiinpoa-Bev aiiTov, k.t.\., directly with
iv TOVTU, BO that

mann and

comma

it

appears better, with Lach-

the old commentators,

after eCT^eV, every one

admit the connection

to

must

in the direct

put a

at least

succession

But then it must also be
permitted to take the logical connection thus
In this (vv. 16-18) do we know that we are of
of the sentences.

the truth.

And

thus

(if

we

in lirtng love

have the assurance that we are of the truth)

we

shall, etc."

= This interpretation is based on the erroneous \new that e'vai
t^s aAjjSeia? is = rfrrt?/i
doctrinayn tenere ; the former interpretation

«

is

contradicted by the fact that

know from our
are of the truth,

if

we

already

we

love to the brethren that

we do

not need for the

first

time to move our hearts to love,
* In favor of this we may appeal to the

CHAP.

III.
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20.

the original meaning of the word glasses into the above.

This

may be

the

case here also, for the following KarayivuaKy shows that the apostle regards

our heart as affected with a passion directed against us

may

then the following

;

pronoun o rt),
Taking this view, the sense is:
In the consciousness that we are of the truth, we shall silence the accusation which
our heart makes against us, because God is greater than our heart.
If, on
the other hand, \ve''take neiduv in the meaning of to convince, in (at least the
second) is = '^that;" and the sentence ud^uv sanv 6 Qebc rr/g Kapdlag ij/iuv is
on, ver. 20 (at least the second, for the first
is

the causal particle

=

^^

also be the

because, since."

—

the object belonging to
us, ice shall bring

it

to

neiaofitv

which

is

so that the sense

neiaoiuev

By

is

is

:

God

If our

greater than

to the "future

to the representation of

peculiar to the Christian.

that the

God

do not point

tfiirpoadsv avTov, i.e., tov Qeov,

De Wette), but

;

the conviction that

it.

heart accuses

— The words

judgment"

(Liicke,

in the devotion of the soul,

putting them

first, it is

God

only occurs in this representation of

—

brought out

(Diisterdieck,

Ewald, Bruckner, Braune).
Ver. 20. By far the most of the commentators take the on with which this verse begins as the particle, either =
^^ because" or ^'ihat," and explain
the second on as epanalepsis of the first.

The

supposition of the epanalepsis of a particle has, considered in

nothing against
only suitable
this

it

if

it,

on

although
is

follows, that,

if

the objective particle (comp. Eph.
neidofiev

has the meaning "

to be regarded as the particle.

our heart,

"that"

is

that

— God

is

itself,

very seldom appears in the N. T., but

it

Sander,

to

it is true,

11, 12)

ii.

calm," the

translates

:

first

"

we

on

it

is

from
is

not

we can calm

greater," etc., but this has only sense

supplied "with this," or "inasmuch as

^

;

if

before

reflect;" such a sup-

plement, however, is arbitrary. Several commentators (Hoogewen, Bengel,
Morus, Baumgarten-Crusius, Ewald) regard the first on as the pronoun, as
also

Lachmann

(in his large edition) reads o

n

eav.

Diisterdieck erroneously

Bertheau in the third edition of Liicke's Commentary, p. 339,
Ebrard, and now even Bruckner and Braune, have acknowledged) that
this form is never found in the N. T.
It is true that in Col. iii. 23 it is
probably not 6, n eav, but o kuv that is to be read, although D***, E, J, K,
have the former; but in Acts iii. 23 Tisch. reads ^rtf edv (so also «), and in
Col. iii. 17, according to the overwhelming authorities, it is not 6 n uv, but o
Ti kuv, that must be read (which is admitted by Lachm., Tisch., and Buttm.),
and similarly in Gal. v. 10, not bang uv, but bang euv (also accepted by Lachm.,
asserts (as even

passages

cited

Joseph., Arch.

by

Tuiv

avToU, Kal

6 (Samuel), viriaxvelTai,

tov &e'ov (TvyyvCivai nepi tov-

and the passage in

ireideiv,

Plutarch, where to
pr]aa\.ij.r)v,

Liicke, Matt, xxviii. 14;

vi. 5,

(cai )rapaKaAecr6i;>

a.T7o\oiiJ.r)v,

the reply runs

:

ei

jii>j

ae

dTroAoi/xrji', €1

ri/itwij.ri

(re

although ntid^iv has not in them
exactly the meaning of " to calm."
1 Liicke himself admits that the passages
Trettrairji,

the context

makes

it

necessary to assume the

epanalepsis here even for the causal particle;

Braune, although without eveu
showing the grammatical justification in any
way. Besides, in this construction it is quite
overlooked that if the intermediate clause iav
KarayLvwaKri, K.r.K., is connected with the
Similarly

adduced by him in favor of the epanalepsis
" have only value for those who take on both

first on comes in disturbingly;
and if it is connected with the following, the
second on does so. As in accordance with
the thought only the former connection can

times not as causal jjarticle, but as conjuucbelonging to irtiaoiitv ; " but thinks that

John should have here interrupted

tion,

preceding, the

be the correct one,

it is

incomprehensible
it

how

by on.

;:
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Tisch. 7, and Buttm.);

reading here

n

5,

moreover, there

iuv, for

naraytviJaKELv

nothing syntactically against

is

frequently construed with the

is

Ebrard, however, thinks that tliis view is "imaccusative of the thing.
probable," nay, "absolutely impossible " " improbable," because in ver. 22,
6 SUV is used (but in the fii'st edition of this commentary it was shown that o
:

by no means the constant form with John, but that in the Gospel, ii.
XV. 16, 0, n iiv also appears,^ and that the sudden change of forms
is found elsewhere also in the N. T., as in Matt. v. 19, first oq mv and afterwards Of (5'av is used, and in Matt. xvi. 19, in some codd. (Lachm.), first
" absolutely impossible," " on account of the
6 uv, and then b tuv is read)
mutual relationship of the two conditional clauses, ver. 20 and ver. 21."
Certainly the kdv in ver. 21 seeins to form a sharp antithesis to the huv in ver.
20 but it must not be unnoticed, that, similar though the two clauses are to
one another, they nevertheless have not the pure form of antithesis, inasmuch as in ver. 21 there is no antithetical particle, in the clauses the succession of the particular words is different, and the first conditional clause
only forms an inserted intermediate clause. ^ In favor of the explanation
tuv is

5, xiv. 13,

;

;

" before

Him

(or convince

calm our

shall ice
.

.

heart, ivhatever

that, etc.), is

.

thereby more closely connected with
epanalepsis of the on

is

may

it

accuse us

the fact that not only

avoided.^

of.,

verb KarayivuaKeiv, according to

Lucke, does not signify condemnation, but only accusation
life of

because," etc.

the idea KarayivuoKy

but also the certainly strange

neiao/xev,

— The

is

:

in the inner

the heart, however, the two are not distinctly separated from one

another, but the accusation of conscience rather includes the condemnation

the special KamKptaic

is

certainly the

work

The

God.^

of

object of the

by the commentators some
understanding by it, with reference to the preceding thought, the " want of
love," others more generally the sinfulness which still adheres to believers
KaraytvuaKeiv of the heart is variously defined

even with

the consciousness of loving the brethren (chap.

all

decision as to which
1

2

has in chap.

i<

XV. 16
If

ii.

5

:

is

it

sharplj-

oai/; xiv. 13:

oTiav;

was the apostle's intention to contrast
two different cases, he could do this

epanalepsis of

TrpoaOtv aiiToO

irei<rofiev.

:

iav Sk

p.ri

oti /liei^iov, k.t.A.,

Karay.

rttJ-uiv

r)

/cap-

From the fact that he did not do so, it
be concluded that such a sharp contrast
was not in his purpose.

&ia..

may

3 That the supposition of an epanalepsis
is improper, has been
already noticed above; and for the passage
before us it is further clear from the fact that
if on is the causal particle, the clause /xei'^MV

for the causal particle

eorii/, K.T.A. ,

forms, according to the thought,

the conclusion of

The

edi' Ka.Tayi.vC><jKr\,

as plainly

appears in Liicke when he explains: "Then,
if . .
our conscience accuses us, God is
greater than our heart," etc.
But even the
.

—

on

as objective particle

may

on

it

but for

Trenro/iei', it is

unsuitable

in the objective clause

dependent
it with

eVrli/, x.t.A.,

to place

and the second

8).

be doubted ; for as the thought idv KaTayiviacrKj}
does not form the presupposition for /ici^wi/

more definitely if he constructed the first
period thus: eaf (caray. rnxiov 17 KapSia, 6/n.
ireicrofi-ev T. k.,

i.

the correct interpretation depends on the explanation

o Ti eac.

:

;

TTeL<ToiJ.tv,

instead of

connecting

whom also Braune
remarks that (caTayivmukhv occupies a middle place between
Kar-qyoptlv, along with which an airoKoyelv
further occurs, and KCTaKpivnv, which Ineludes the judicial decree of punishment;
DUsterdieck suitably
comp. Deut. xxv. 1, 2.
quotes on this passage Sir. xiv. 2, comp. xix.
5, and Test. Gad. 5; J. A. Fabricius, Cod.
/cara-yicuio-Keii' means,
pseudep.V. T., p. 681.
to pronounce against a person that he is
guilty; KaTaKpiVetv, on the other hand, to
pronounce the merited punishment on a per*

DUslerdieck,

agrees,

with

appropriately

—

—

eon.

CHAP.
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— The

yivuGKei nuvra.
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20.

19,

/xei^uv kartv 6 Qedc r^f Kap^iag tj/iuv kuI

old controversy

is,

whether God

is

called greater

than our heart as fory'wing or as judginr/ : the former is the view of Thomas
Ang]., Luther, Bengel, Morus, Kussnieyer, Spener, Noesselt, Steinhofer,
Rickli, Bauragarten-Crusius, Sander, Besser, Dlisterdieck, Erdmann, Myrberg, Ewald, Bruckner, Braune, etc. the latter is the view of Calvin, Beza,
;

Socinus, Grotius, a Lapide, Castalio, Hornejus, Estius, Calovius, Semler,
Liicke, Neander, Gerlach,

then

nEil^uv

must

De Wette, Ebrard,

etc.

—

If Trnduv is

refer to the forgiving love of God.

"after John has said that only

the following explanation:

active brotherly love, conscious that

hearts in the judgment, he adds

we

for

:

are of the truth, shall

if

the contrary

is

=

" to

calm"

Liicke, indeed, gives

we are, in
we calm our

if

the case,

if

our con-

want of genuine love, then God is greater than
our heart, and before His holiness and omniscience there is no calm for the
accusing conscience." But the assumption of such a declaratio e conlrario.
which is in no way hinted at, is only an artificial expedient for reconciling
science accuses us of the

contraries,

(lell^ijv

can only be referred to

God

as judging,

if nelQeiv

has the

meaning "to persuade." As Ebrard regards this as the right view, and
would begin " a perfectly independent new sentence " with kul efinpoadev avrov,
he states the meaning as follows " In the sight of God we shall convince
our hearts of this, that if (even) our heart (so prone to self-deception and
self-excuse, and therefore small) accuses us (namely, of not practising love),
God, the all-knowing, is greater than our heart, and we shall therefore so
much the le.fs be able to stand before Him." This interpretation is contra•

:

dicted, in the first place,

by the fact that

nineteenth verse from the

it

separates the second part of the

nay, even places

it in antithesis to it,^ wherean independence is not only not suggested as belonging to it, but is
refuted by the connecting /caf and, in the second place, by the fact that
the thought is in itself inadmissible. According to the representation of the
apostle, ive and our heart are regarded as contrasted with one another,
inasmuch as our heart brings a condemning accusation against us, which
plainly refers to the fact that we by our sins have made ourselves liable to
first,

as such

;

the judgment of

God

;

it is

not we therefore that hold out

heart that holds out to us, the

this bring our heart to the conviction

to

our heart, but our

God how, then, shall we after
that God will condemn us, nay, will
does already? From this it follows

judgment

of

;

condemn us even more than our heart
that
whatever be the meaning of Treideiv — /xd^uv cannot refer to the judicial
activity of God.
As God is called fxei^uv in comparison with our heart that
condemns us, the comparison expresses an opposition. Erdmann: Notioni

—

cordis condemnantis magnitudo

much
h.

€.

as

it

condemns

fortior

est,

ut

Dei comparatur

e(

opponitur

,

the heart, inas-

us, is like the " hoslis, qui nos aggreditur, sed

hostem

ilium

Deus

devincere possit" (comp. iv. 4).

fieil^uv

As

this

greatness of God, which surpasses the heart, proves itself in this, that in
those

'

who

The

are e« rrn uki)ddaq

conviction, namely, that

couviction that

we

it

overcomes the accusations of the heart, those

we cannot

are of the truth.

stand before God, plainly forms an antithesis to the
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commentators are right who assign to
therefore refer

fieiQjv

this verse a comforting tendency,

No

to the forgiving love.

doubt,

the thought of God's omniscience (jlvugkel navra)

man whom conscience accuses but this
those who are not yet ek rf/g uArjedag, and
;

John

is

here speaking, namely, those

ren have the evidence that they are

is

it

and

objected that

not able to comfort the

^ is

can only hold good in reference to
not in reference to those of

who
ek

whom

in their sincere love to the brethIf this is the right

okridEiaQ.^

rfiq

want
from which even the tekvov tov eeov is not yet
and this is also indicated by the apostle's very form of
free (i. 8 ff)
expression, if nEiao/isv is directly connected with KarayLvwaKEi, and if, accordingly, 5, TL Euv is to be read (see above), in which case on /id^uv kan, k.tX,
" because God is greater than our
states the objective ground of the nEidELv
interpretation, then it is clear that KarayivuaKetv does not refer to the

of love, but to sin in general,
;

:

heart,

we

we

therefore (in the consciousness that

are of the truth) shall calm

our hearts before God, however much our heart mag accuse us."

This interpre-

which TTElan/ncv is =
"to convince," and on iieLC,iov, k.t.X., the object governed by it; because not
only does the purpose of the verse thereby appear- more clearly, but it is
not easy to perceive how the conviction of the greatness of God which
overcomes the heart should result from the consciousness on ^k tt/c. ukridEiag
It is further to be observed that De Wette makes the frst on as
ea/iEv.^
causal particle dependent on neiao/xEv (= to calm), the second, on the other
tation deserves the preference before that according to

—

hand, on KaraytvuaKTi " for, if our heart accuses us because God is greater
than our heart. He also knows all things " but this construction is opposed
not only by the fact that the kqc is more naturally taken as copula (Baum:

;

garten-Crusius), but also by the fact that the thought that our heart

us because

is

greater than our heart,

Several commentators find in the words

1
(coi,

God

yii/uio-Ket Trai/To

/aci^wp: so

the explanation of the idea

De Wette,
called

etc.

;

ixeiiuii^,

ceived," but
for that;

even Ebrard says that God is
" because lie cannot be de

position gives no justification
can at the most say that the

its

we

apostle by those

words brings specially out

one element which is included in fxei^iuf.
2 Luther rightly says: "Though our conscience makes us despondent, and represents
God to us as angry, yet God is greater than
our heart. Conscience is a single drop, but
the reconciled
.

.

.

When

God

is

a sea full of comfort.

conscience punishes and condemns

a man, he becomes alarmed

but against this
darkness of the heart it is said: God knows
Conscience is always in fear, and
closes its eyes; but God is deeper and higher
;

all things.

than thy heart, and more exactly searches the
innermost parts of it."
Besser " Our heart

—

Knows some
God knows

:

things, and decides against us;

all things, and does not decide
against us, but for us, because before His eyes

— Without

the seed of truth, of which
born,

Oecumenius, Augustine, Bede, So-

cinus, a Lapide, Lorinus, Ilornejus, Paulua,

incorrect.^

is

^

:

" If

whether we
if

adequate

we have been

not concealed."

is

Ewald construes

planation

even

condemns

we

correctly, but in his ex-

earnest!}- seek in

really love

His sight

... we

we must sometimes

shall be able,
accuse ourselves

before God, nevertheless by the penitent (?)
acknowledgment of the truth, to convince our
conscience that we are men and God is God,
that' we may therefore sometimes fail and
must be admonished by Him,'' — he introduces
references into the thought which are not

contained in
*

it.

Briickner,

it

is

true, defends

De Wette's

interpretation, but he substantially perverts

De Wette refers the whole i^erse
accusation of God (therein agreeing

it;

for whilst

to

the

with LUcke), Briickner takes the on -ytcuicrKfi
comforting sense; but it then be-

irdvTa in

comes

still

more untenable,

for

it is

plainly

unjustifiable to refer the omniscience of

God

In the subordinate clause to cowiifmna^i'o?; (for

both explain net'^wv by

examining

all

:

" looking more deeply,

the recesses of the heart "), but

in the principal clause lo forgiveness.

—
CHAP.
ground, Erdmaiin thinlcs that

III.

21,
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22.

in ver. 19, is used in a wider sense than

KapiVia,

in ver. 20 (" cerlimust neicofiev tuc Kopdta^

nobis ipsis persund ehimus "), because

:

there the plural, and here the singular,

used this change of the number
has no influence on the meaning of the word, but the apostle speaks of the
Kapdia as the object of

as the heart

is

ireideiv,

;

inasmuch
Greek commen-

as the subject of KaTayivucKeiv,

the seat or the union of the affections

tators explain Kupdia here as

Ver. 21.

and

is

synonymous with

the

;

avveiSrjijic-

In this verse the apostle states the case of our heart not accus-

We

ing (or condemning) us.

can understand

what he

thus, that

it

pre-

viously observed has happened, namely, that, in the consciousness that

we have induced our heart to
Then this thought does not stand

are of the truth,

against us.

from

refrain

its

to the preceding

we

accusation

one in the

was contrasted with
the case stated in ver. 20), but in that of continuation ^ but it is more
correct to suppose that the apostle is here speaking of a relationship which
is different from that indicated in ver. 20, and that he is not regarding the
relation of antithesis (as

in this verse a different case

if

;

question whether the non-condemnation has never taken place at all, or has
been only brought about by persuasion. That two sentences may stand to

one another in the relation of antithesis, even without the antithetical particle, is proved by chap. i. 8 and 9.
nal)(>Tiaiav exo/xev •npoq rbv Qeov states

what occurs when

the case exists

to explain Tta^^Tjoiav exo/xev

chap.

28 and

ii.

struction in

v. 1

elpfivrjv ex.

:

God

Ver. 22.

is

mentioned by

is

koi

the following

is

tuv

;

it is

erroneous

same expression in
chap. v. 14; the same conthe

;

As

the calming of the heart,

the subject here,

greater than our heart, and

By

n-pof,

npog tov Qeoi^.

so also confidence toward God, which
fact that

is

Tug Kapdlac vfiuv

and construed with

iv. 17,

Rom.

which

= neiaofiFv

knows

is.

based on the

all things.

closely connected with the preceding,

inasmuch as it states what further happens when,
condemnation on the part of the heart, the ircf)^Tjaia

in

consequence of .non-

irpdg rdv

Qeov exists

;

it is

not merely the consciousness of the hearing of our prayers, but it is this
hearing itself.
6 euv alru/iev is to be taken quite generally, and must not be

—

by arbitrary limitations

lies, on the one
of God asks for nothing which is contrary to his Father's will, comp. v. 14; and, on the other hand, in the
Ka()prima with which he prays; comp. Matt. xxi. 22;* the contrary in Jas.
i. 6, 7.
?Mfii3uvo/xev an' avrov, i.e., tov Oeoi'.
The present is not used instead
of the future (Grotius)
the subject is here not something future, but what
constantly occurs in the life of believers.
Augustine suitably says: Charilas
ipsa gemi(, charitas ipsa orat, contra hanc aures claudere non novit, qui illam dedit.
on Tag lvtoIuq a'vTov, k.tX']. otl is connected with the immediately preceding
'M.(i^dvo(itv, and states the ground of God's manifestation of love in the bear-

spoiled

hand, in the subject

itself

:

;

the necessary limitation

the child

—

;

1

The

objection of Ebrard to this Interpre

cannot serve the purpose of
lutroduciiig a deduction from a premise which
is presupposed as already having actually octatlon, that idv

curred,

view

Is

inappropriate; for

coi- is

not in this

at all taken aa "if, then, therefore,"

but

is

retained in

Its

own proper meaning.

Con-

trary to Braune'a opinion, that with this iuter-

pretatlon not m*;. but (iijKeTi, would have to be
that it was not
it la to be obseiTed
necessary to bring out the element which ia
uf>ed,

coDtaiucd in mi^^tu

—

!
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ing of prayer; this ground, which, however,
causa merilorid, is the childlike obedience of
recognizes

him

as His child

;

not to be regarded as the

is

him who

the idea of obedience

Hebrew parallelism) ruf ivroMg
synonymous ^ by noieiv the obedience is

tually co-ordinate sentences (similar to the
avTov

and

God

prays, wherein

expressed in two mu-

is

tu uptaru evuinov avTov are

:

;

specified as active; the second clause indicates that

consists, not in a

it

commandment, but in a childlike fulfilment of that
which is pleasing to God. In John viii. 29, apeaTov is construed with the
dative; only in Acts vi. 2, xii. 3 is the word besides found; similar is the
expression u770(5e/crov humov tov Qeov (1 Tim. v. 4).
as the statement of the substance of
Ver. 23. With this verse, which
is most closely connected with the preceding, begins
God's commandments
a new leading section, indeed the last in the Epistle, inasmuch as in iva
maTEvaio/iev tu ovd/ian, k.t.?.., a new element of the development of ideas

slavish subjection to the

—

—

appears, by which the sequel

dominated.

—

is

kul

the following

to

is

not merely " prepared for " (Ebrard), but

not explicative, but simply copulative.

which here also does not merely

Iva,

(Braune), but the substance.

—

r/

The

ivTolfi avTov'].

is

refers

avrij

state the purpose

singular

is

used, because

the manifold conmiandments in their inner nature form one unity

this is

:

two commandments of faith and love, here mentioned.
From the fact ihdX faith is described as an hrolri, it must not be inferred that
it is not a work of God in man, but it certainly follows that neither can it be
The phrase niareveiv ru dv6accomplished without the self-activity of man.

especially true of the

—

/lari Toil vlov, k.t.1.,

Only appears here; in chap.

used instead of the dative
dative the

bvofia

of Christ

;

so also in
is

John

i.

v.

12,

13 the preposition
23,

ii.

iii.

18, etc.

eir is

by the

;

indicated as the object of devoted, believing

"to believe on the name of Christ," is, however, identical with "to
believe on Christ," inasmuch as in the name the nature of Him who is
spoken of is expressed comp. Meyer on John i. 12. Grotius, quite errone2

trust;

;

ously

:

Deo

propter Christum sive Christo auctore

fundamental condition of the Christian

life,

— While faith

credere.

brotherly love

is

is

the

the active proof

of the living character of the faith the two things cannot be separated from
one another; hence it follows here, Kal uyanuftev u?2r/Aov^,^ which as the effect
is distinguished from klgtevsiv as the cause
Kai is therefore copulative and
;

;

not epexegetical (as
Kadug e6u)K£v hToXijv

Frommann

rjixiv,

is

— The

thinks, p. 591).

best referred to uyanunfv

1 Meyer actually thinks that by apecrra are
meant the so-called consilia evangelica, by
which ordinary Christians are not bound, but
whichare voluntarily undertaken by Christians

trust of the

who

the denial of

are specially holy

Weiss has been at pains to show that
ni.(mveiv in John does not include the element
of trust; in this, however, he is wrong, because even where the element of conviction
prevails in the use of the word, this must not
be identified with the theoretical belief, which
Is a mere act of the understaBding, but it
includes as an essential element the immediate
2

the

tu

is

so

inasmuch as

words or of the person

ttict-tcucii'

6v6tt.o.ri 'I.

verb

subordinate clause,

uTQirjlovg,

refers; in the phrase:
Xp., the ethical

much
it

the

more

to

to

it is

which

Trio-Teueii/

meaning of the

be recognized, as

necessitates also a

weakening

of the idea hvoixa.
^

Frommann

from

(p.

this passage

obligation

to

love

200)

and
is

iv.

wrongly concludes
7, 19, in which the

expressed, that

being

born of God is conditioned by love, as the
free act of man, "by which He keeps His
independent personality and freedom towards
God "( ;), nay, even is produced by it (p. 205;.

—

—

—
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24.

(Estius, Bengel, Sander) but Christ that

is to be regarded as the
by Kaduq (" in proportion as ") the quality of love is indicated it
must correspond to the commandment of Christ; Myrberg Non modo aman-

not

subject

;

:

:

dum

est,

sed etiam vere

et recte

amandum.

After the apostle has mentioned the substance of the divine

Ver. 24.

commandment, he

describes the keeping of

as the condition of fellowship

it

with God, and states the mark whereby the Christian knows that
him.

is

Ka'i

tion of the

ment

7]

the simple copula, not
of ver. 23

ivTolr] avrou

;

=

zVa^/ue

the plural

(Sander, Neander, Besser).

iv ahru

in us,i

is

avrov

;

fiivei, k.t.X.'}-

we abide

explained by the purpose of the Epistle.

TovTif) is

referred

hTolug avrov

by Liicke and Ebrard

is

used because the

is

described as containing two elements

is

ship with God, which consists in this, that

iv

tu^

;

=

God

is

in

a resump-

commandnot Xpiarov

tov Oeov,

The mention of fellowin God and God abides

h

Kai

to the preceding,

tovtu yivumo/xei'].

namely

to TTjpdv

but thus there results a superfluous thought, for with the
connection which according to the ai:;ostle exists between the keeping of
God's commandments and God's abiding in us, and which he has exruf ivToMc: airov

pressed in the

;

half of the verse,

it is plainly superfluous to say once
by the former; it is, besides, contradicted by
the following ek tov nvevfiaroc, which has induced Liicke to assume a combination of two trains of thought and an ambiguity of sv tovtcj,'^ and Ebrard
arbitrarily to supply with kK t. nvtv^iarog the words " we know " Diisterdieck,
De Wette, Erdmann, Braune, etc., refer kv tovtu to ek tov nvEv/iaTog, so that
according to the apostle it is from the nvEvfia which is given to us that we
know that God is in us if we keep His commandments comp. iv. 12, 13,
where tlie same connection of ideas occurs. The change of the prepositions
Ev and EK is certainly strange, but does not render this interpretation " impossihle " (Ebrard)
for, on the one hand, the form, " kv tovtij yivucKoixev," is too
familiar to the apostle not to have suggested itself to him here and, on the
other hand, by be the nvEv/m is indicated as the source from which that yivu-

first

more that we know the

latter

;

;

;

;

OKEiv flows

By

nveiifia

;

is

besides, the construction with in appears also in chap. iv. 6.

here to be understood, just as by

Holy Ghost " who

lives

and works

by

Him

;

makes the

'

6eov

and the

nvEVfia

When Weiss defines

which

is

not

or,

with

De

"Wette, " first of

With

the abiding or being

in

in this

the divine causality in the act of regeneration,

but only means thereby that

this

is

made between

the

nveii/ia

ek tov Qeov.

him who keeps His coraraandments,
way, that God who is linown, or the
knowledge of God, is the determining principle
of his spiritual life, this seems " to weaken
the powerful realism of John's conception;"
yet Weiss guards himself against this when
he says that he does not in any way diminish

God

—

20, 'Uhe

transition to the following section, in which, with

reference to the false teachers, the distinction

of

ii.

the true knowledge and doctrine of the person of Jesus."

verse the apostle

roil

in chap.

in the believer, but not, with Socinus,

the disposition or the love produced
all,

xp^ofJ-a

God accomplishes

by means of His rerelation in Christ,
which must be accepted into knowledge,
* Xhe two thoughts which Liicl;e considers
as combined here are (1) that we in the keeping of God's commandments know that we are
in fellowship with Him, and (2) that the rripelv
this act

:

ri? evroAa?

is

nothing else than the expression

— It

is

plainly quite mistaken for Paulus to regard

e/c

and operation of the Divine

Spirit.

tow nvevnaToi as the subject belonging to

/xeVei.
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CHAPTER

IV.

Ver. 2. Instead of the Rec. yivueiKere, found in K, several min., vss., and
in N * yivuoKo/iev (X i ycvucKETe) the Rec. is to be
Fathers have yivuaKerai
Tlie reading in B: tlriKvOevai, instead of the Rec. elrjlvregarded as genuine.
BoTa, is a correction.
Ver. 3. Instead of the Rec. 6/ioXoyel 'li]aovv Xpiorov ev aapKi
i'kriTMdoTa (K, etc., and G, though with the article t6v prefixed), A, B, etc., have
:

:

:

;

—
—

(Lachm., Tisch. ). This is probably the original reading
confirmed by the preceding (contrary to Reiche, etc.). K
klrjlvOoTa.
According to Socrates, vii. chap. 32, 6 Xvei
is found in old manuscripts instead of 6 iif/ 6^oXoyd\ the same reading in Iren.
destruit) and
iii. 18: qui solvit Jesit/u Christum; similarly the Vulg. (Lucif.
Tertullian also prefers this reading, though in connection with the
in Fulg.
common one; Adv. Marc, v. 16: negantes Christum in came venisse . • . hie
antichristus est; the same connection in Tychonius and Augustine: qui solvit
Jesum et negat in came venisse. Semler's view is a strange one, that 6 Xiei has

the simple rbv
(Briickner),

reads:

'Irjauvv

and

'Itjoovv

is

Kvpiov

—

h a.

:

—

arisen ocidorum vitio

the reading

;

is

against the Gnostics (Grotius, Liicke,

probably to be explained by the polemic
Wette), in favor of which is the Scho-

De

lion in Matthaei.i). 225: npnuScvnnv yap avrov {tov avnxpiOTou) ai alpeneic, wv x^PokteptOTLKOv rd 6iu }pevdoTrpo(?r}TC)V Koi nvcvfidTuv Xvfiv rdv 'lyaoiv kv rw

ev aapK. klTihMvaL.

— The reading in N:

— Ver.
instead of eK
— Ver. To

on

(6 tl) uK7)K6a/i£v,

fifj

ofioXoygiv avrov

instead of 6 uKijKdaTe,

In his small edition Lachm., after A, Vulg., etc., reads
he has accepted the latter
uyanuv is wrongly added in A, tov Qeov.
Ver. 8. Instead of eyvii, N* has eyvunev; in the original text of S< the whole sentence, 6 (ir)
iiy.
Qeov, is wanting.
Ver. 10. To n
Ver. 9. X has fw/uev for (jjaufiev.
ayuTTTi is added in J<: toii Qeoij, plainly a correction.
For Tiyatrrjaafiev, B has
T^yaTTT/Ka/iev (Buttni. ).
Ver. 12. The order
For unFareiAev, ii has amaraTiKev.
of words varies: the Rec. is Tereletunevj) iarlv ev tjhIv, following G, K,
etc. (Tisch.); A, etc., Vulg., etc., have ev ijfuv before TeTeXeiu/iivr] (Lachm.);
B and N: ev ^|Utv between teteI. and eariv (Buttm.). Ver. 15. B reads dg euv
instead of dg ui>, and 'Irjaovg Xpiaroc instead of the simple 'Inaovg.
Ver. 1-6.
At the end of the verse B, G, K, X, etc., several vss etc., read /^ivei (bracketed by Lachm.); in A, etc., Vulg., several Fathers, fj-ivet is wanting (Tisch.);
is

ev

singular.
TovT(f)

reading.

.

.

6.

tovtov; in his large edition

—

7.

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

,

according to the authorities

it

is

to be regarded as genuine, being probably

—

omitted to correspond with the end of the 15th verse (Reiche).
Ver. 17. X
has after fied' rjuuv the further words ev rj/uv, and instead of Eafiiv the future
kaofitda.
Ver. 19. The Rec. tjheIq uyaiJufiEv avrov, on avrog is found in G, K,
etc.; in A is found rjfielg ovv uyanufiev, on 6 Oeoc (Lachm.): in B iji^elg ayanufiev, bri avrdg (Tisch.); N has V- uy. rdv Qeov, ort abrog.
The airog after 5n is
sufficiently attested by the authorities; the airov after uyanufiev, on the other
hand, appears to be a later addition, added for explanation of the thought.
Reiche, however, regards it as genuine; Liicke thinks that if uyanu/xev is with-

—
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1.

out an object, 6 0f6f is necessary; this, however, according to John's usus
Ver. 20. X omits the 07^.
In reference to the
loquendi, is not the case.
Instead of the Eec. (Tisch.)
reading eupaKev in Tisch. 7, see on chap. i. 1.
TTof, N, B, etc., Tlieb., etc., read oil (Lachm.).
Tlie interrogative is, however,

—

more expressive than the

—

negative.

Vv. 1-6. Resumption of the warning against the false teachers comp.
The connecting link is formed by en tov nvev/uaTo^, chap. iii. 24;
ii. 18 ff.
the object is to distinguish between the nvEv/xa which is of God and the
nvev/ia which is not of God (vv. 2, 3), between the rrv. r//f ulT]deta<: and the nv.
The distinguishing mark is the confession the former confesses,
-f/c TiluvrjQ.
the latter denies, Jesus the former is mightier than the latter therefore the
believers have overcome the ipev6oTTpocj>r/-ac the words of the former spring
e« TOV Koa/wv, and are pleasing to the Koafiug; the words of the latter are
accepted by him who is U tov Qeov.
Ver. 1. The apostle first exhorts them not to believe ttcvti Trvevfian. The
;

chap.

;

;

;

;

idea nvtvfia
spoke, as

is in closest

we read

connection with

in 2 Pet.

i.

the revelations which they proclaim

The

fevdo-fjocpr/Tat.

21, vnb TtvevfiaTor ayiov
is

(np6<j>r]fj.i)

(pepofievoi

the

',

iri<e

prophets

the source of

Trvevfia uyiuv

or

ttv.

tov

by which is meant not an affection of their mind, but the power of
God, distinct from their own personality, animating and determining them
This Ttvevfia
(<5i'va«<f i'lpioTov, synonymous with -nvevna uyiov, Luke i. 35).
speaks through the prophet, penetrating into his nvcvfia and communicating
Qeov,

to

him the

truth to be revealed

;

thus the

Tzvev/ia

of the prophet himself be-

comes a nvevfia ek tov Qeov. As every prophet has his own 7rvei,ua, there exists,
though the nvevfia uyiov is a single being, a plurality of prophetic spirits.
The same relationship holds good, on the other hand, in the case of the false
prophets.
These also are under the influence of a spirit, namely, of the
trvevfxa which c/c tov Qeov ovk loti, of the nvev/m ttjq irTJivriq; this similarly is a
single being, but inasmuch as with its lie it penetrates the nveifxaTa of the
false prophets and makes them like itself, it is true of the -rvsvua of every
individual prophet that it is not of God, not a nvev/xa rf/q ukrjdeLag, but a nvevfia
As John speaks here of a plurality of spirits {navTl irvevfian, riJ
Trig KAdvrig.
nvevfiara), we are to understand by Trvevfia in this passage not the higher
spirit different from the human spirit, but this spirit itself, penetrated,
however, and filled with the former ^ (comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 32, and JNIeyer on
This spirit, however, may be spoken of, not merely in pluthis passage).
rality, but also in unity, that is, in collective sense
for on each of the two
sides all nvevnaTa, being animated by one and the same spirit,
whether the
divine or that which is against God,
are of one nature, and so form together
one unity. It is incorrect to understand by irvev/za here, by metonymy.
;

—

—

1 Diisterdieck conBidere the expression as
describing " the superhuman principle aniraat-

man who

prophesies," and explains the
plural in this way, that " those different prin-

ing the
ciples

reveal themselves differently in their

different instruments;"

but with this inter-

pretation the plural
figurative

"

The

a plural;
spirits

we

Brauiie,

in

a very

correctly:

not about a dual, but about
must therefore understand t^e
is

of men, to

witnces."

would be used

signification.

question

whom

the

Spirit

bears

—
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prophets " themselves

" the

Calvin

:

pro

(=

Liicke, De Wette,
ad oheundum prophetae

nvevfian,

TLaXovfrec sv

dono se praeditum

eo, qui spiritus

esse jactat

Erdmann, Myrberg, etc.), or "their inspiration" (Socinus,
Paulus), or even " the teaching of the prophet, his inspired -word " (Lorinus,

niunus; so also

Didymus,

Cyril,

etc.).

—

uXTiil doKifiu^ere

such teachers

Tpevdonpo(:>r/Tai, i.e.,

instead of the truth the antichristian

know

order to

meaning),

under the pretext of speaking by

lie,

Church a

by

exercised

Oeov hanv,

ek tov

ei

(comp. Rom.

all

busqiie

;

unum

;

name

same

:

edam singulos
non omnium est

—

ii.

;

human

speculation, but as a revelation

The

God.

expi-ession, k^elrjlvOaaiv

not merely signify their public appearance (Socinus:
Grotius

:

apparere populo), nor

mentally supplied " (Ebrard), but
•prophets, as such, were sent (comp.

Him who

be

indicates that the teachers proclaimed their doctrine, not

m'eu/ia of

aliquod agr/redi;

trial is to

sunimum judicem quaestionum de fide moriMaximus.
The necessity of the trial John
These rptv6o7Tpo(;>i/rai
nok7Ml ipevSo-npotp/iTai, k.t.1.
The
18 are called uvTlxpioroi comp. vv. 2, 3.

oti

as in chap.

as the result of

— This

ecclesiae corpus, sed

oporlei in ecclesia

\pEv&or:po<prirai

the spirits

2; Eph. v. 10; 1 Cor. x. 15, xi. 13), for

sine dubio Pontifex

is est

them by the

xii.

against w hich Lorinus arbitrarily says

establishes by the words

are the

(if

modo totum

"alloguitur (^apostolus) non
Jideles " (Calvin)

prohare ;

i.e.

trial of

29); comp. 1 Thess. v. 20, 21; in
ek is to be retained in its exact

ixiv.

they originate in and proceed from God.

if

of the

the ungodly spirit, proclaimed

divine inspiration, necessitated in the Christian
(a dtuKpiaig of them, 1 Cor. xii. 10,

The appearance

tu nviv/xaTo].

moved by

as,

sends them.

It is

it is

to

John

communicated

to

tov Koa/uov, does

el^

munus

exisiere et publice

"c^ oIkuv ahruv to be

is

be explained by the fact that the

and therefore go

xvii. 18),

He, however, that sends them,

from

out

who through

makes them prophets. The idea of l^ipxEadat is accordingly
from what it is in chap. ii. 19 (contrary to Lorinus, Spener,
etc.); a going out of the false prophets from the Church of the Lord is not
here alluded to. With elg tov nbofiov, compare John vi. 14, x. 36.
His

TTfcifia

different here

Ver.

2.

Statement of the token by which the

recognized.

iv tovtu refers to

yivuGKETe is imperative,

Tioyel 'Irjaovv

comp.

Xptarbv

change the participle

h

TJiaTevETs, doKifiu^eTE, ver. 1.

aapd

ilrilvdoTa].

elrjlvdora into

appeared.
cetism;

It

the infinitive

iv into eig (so Luther, Calvin, Piscator,

the earthly

irvivna tov Qeov

the following sentence: nuv

— nuv

by

;

be

—

nvev/xa b 6fio-

arbitrary not only to

is

tAijlveEvnc,

Sander)

to

k.tX

is

-Kvevixa,

but also

to

change

the flesh,

iv aapKi

i.e.,

human nature, is stated as the form of being in which Christ
The form of the object is explained by the polemic against Do-

it is

to be translated either: "Jesus Christ as come in the flesh" (Liicke,

De Wette,
flesh

more

>

;

Diisterdieck, Ebrard, etc.); or, "Jesus, as Christ come in the
" the last interpretation has this advantage, that it not only brings out

clearly the reference to the Cerinlhian Docetism,^ but

In the

first

to the Cerinthian

interpretation the antithesis

Docetism

the combination of

name (Ebrard), but

also

not merely in
Xpiarov as one

lies

'Irjcroiiv

in

this,

that

this

it

makes

it

subject so described, which contains in

idea Xpio-rds,

having come

is

more

more

it

the

particularly defined as

in the flesh,

CHAP.
easy to explain

how

IV.

581,

3.

the apostle in ver. 3 can designate the object simply

by
more suitable to take 'bjoovv
eTir/'Avdora as one object = " the Jesus Christ who came in the Jiesh," so that in this
expression the individual elements on which John here relied in opposition
It might,

Tbv '\Tiaovv.

however, be

still

.

.

.

to Docetism have been gathered into one; so perhaps Braune, when he says:
" the form is that of a substantive objective sentence," and " in Iv a. il. it is

not a predicate, but an attributive clause, that

is added."
That the apostle
has in view not only the Cerinthian, but also the later Docetism, which
attributed to the Saviour only a seeming body, cannot be proved from the
form of expression used here. The commentators who deny the reference

of the apostle to Docetism find themselves driven to artificial explanations;

thus Socinus,
to

whom

who expands

trast to the regia

pompa

the participle by quamvis, and Grotius, according

the status humilis in which Christ appeared, in con-

iv aapKi refers to

in

which the Jews expected the Messiah. ^

unbelievers there can here be no reference,
false prophets

had previously belonged

to the

brings out as the token of the Spirit, that

ground

this particular truth, has its

as,

is,

To exact

according to chap.

Church

itself.-

ii.

2,

the

That John

of God, just the confession of

in the circumstances that have been

mentioned while it is also so very much the fundamental truth, that, as
Liicke on chap. ii. 22 with justice says, "every ijjevdog is contained in this, and
amounts to this, the denial of that truth in any sense. "^
;

Ver. 3. In the reading, 6 ^^ d/xoXoyei rbv 'Itjovv, the article (which is not,
with Liicke, to be deleted) must not be overlooked, for it indicates Jesus
as the historical person who is Christ.
The false teachers did not confess
Jesus when they ascribed the work of healing, not to Jesus, but to the Aeon
Christ.

The

particle

fii)

indicates the contradiction of the true confession,

whilst ov would only express the simple negation.

At the words /cat tovto
uvTixpiarov, almost all commentators (even Bruckner and
Braune) supply with to the word nvtv/ja; but Valla (with whom Zegerus

koTi

roil

7

agrees) interprets
christi

i.

e.

TOVTO refers to

As

it is

:

proprium
/itj

et hie

est antichristi spiritus,

antichristi

Sfio'Aoyeiv,

not easy to see

and

,

rd

why John should have

" Qui confitetur Jesum Clirigtum
1 Socinus
e. eum pro suo servatore ac domluo et deni-.
que vero Chriato habet, quamvis is in carne
venerit h. e. homo fuerit, non raodo mortalis,
sed infinitis malis obnoxius," Without any
ground, Baumgarten-Cruslus asserts " If any
force were to be assigned to the predicate,
come in the flesh,' the infinitive would have
been used."
Bruckner thinks that if in
:

i.

:

'

—

ver. 3 the shorter reading (without the appo-

be the correct one, the reference to
Docetism is here uncertain and unnecessary;
but the uncertain expression is plainly to be
sition)

interpreted in accordance with the

more

cer-

and not, contrariwise, the latter in accordauce with the former.
tain,

vel potius

:

et

hoc

est anti-

interpretation be correct, then
tov uvTixpiarov is " the antichristian nature."

if this latter

left

out

nvEvfxa, this interpreta-

« Comp. with this passage Polycarp, Ep. ad
Philipp.: n-as yap os av ixr) 6/noAoy)j 'Ii\<tovv
Xpiurbv iv aapKi eAjjAvflora, ovTixptcrTds co-ti
koX 6s ^itj bij-oXoyfi to naprvpiov toO cravpov e/c

toC Sia^dAou iari.
3

Augustine peculiarly turns

this sentence

whom he reproaches
with a denial of their love, on account of their
separation from the Catholic Church, when
he says that John speaks here of a denial
of Christ not merely by word, but also by
deed: "Quisquis non habet charitatem negat
Christum in carne venisse;" so Bede "Ipse
est Spiritus Dei, qui dicit Jesum Christum in
carne venisse, qui dicit non lingua, sed facUs,
non sonando, sed amando."
against the Donatists,

;

—
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tion

is

one (so also Myrberg; Ewald similarly"
of antichrist; " the same form of expression in Matt,

to be preferred to the usual

work

interprets: "the

—

com2 Pet. ii. 22 Jas. iv. 14).i
6 uK/jKoarE on epxerat
xxi. 21
1 Cor. x. 24
pare chap. ii. 18. Stephanus, groundlessly, would read " dv " instead of 6 the
koI vav kv rw noc/xii) ka-lv
relative does not refer to uvrixpla-ov, but to to t. uvTixp.
;

;

;

;

;

—

Tjdi],

i.e.,

comp.

in the false prophets;

John does not say here that

ver. 1.

but only that the antichristian nature (or the spirit of antichrist),
fi6r] is doubtless added, not merely to intensify the
is already in the world
vvv, but to point to the future time of the appearing of antichrist, which is
antichrist,

;

According to Ebrard, the

already being prepared for.

on

6; this,

however,

is

not likely, as

6 is

the accusative

;

last sentence
it is

depends

rather connected,

as an independent sentence, with the preceding one.

Ver.

4.

After the apostle has characterized the twofold mevjia, he directs

the attention of his readers to the relationship in which they stand to the
false prophets.

vfiug

"KVEVfia TOV Qtov.

— Kal

(Erasmus), but

—

ek.

A

tov Qeov eare].

believers are of God, because the

Kocfiov]

whom

who

are

which animates them

avTohg is not

veviktikute airoiif].

tov^ fEv6o7rpo(pi}-ac, in

contrast to those

TzvEVfia

=

antichristum

et

U
is

tov

the

mundum

the antichristian nature dwells.

be retained as perfect; comp. chap. ii. 13. Calvin inaccuin media pugna jam extra periculum sunt, quia futuri sunt
superiores.
John could say to his readers, vEvui/KarE, not only inasmuch as in
them was mighty the strength of Ilim who had said, dapasl-E, kyu vEvinriKa tov
Kuofiov, and inasmuch as they in Ilim were sure of ultimate success (Neander, Diisterdieck), but also inasmuch as their opponents with their seductive arts must have been put to shame by their faithfulness, and nmst have
been repulsed by them (Ebrard, Braune). The cause of this victory, however,
did not and does not lie in the human power of believers, but in the fact on
vEVLKfjuaTE is to

rately interprets

fiEi^uv EGTiv 6 iv

:

v/j,lv

fj

b Ev TCi KoaiKf).

Erdmann, and others
in him as the soul of his
tius,

—

6 Ev vjilv, i.e., 6 Geof

Xptaroi)

o

:

;

as the believer

is

(according to Groof God, God remains

life; 6 ev ru Koafiu), i.e., 6 diu^oloi;,

the antichrists are " (Liicke).
uses the more general ev tu

"whose children
h avToi^, John

Instead of the more particular
Koafjuj,

in order thereby to signify that they,

although they were for a while in the Church, belong nevertheless to the
Kucifiog,

which the following words expressively bring out.

ii. 19, John had said of the false teachers, ovk elalv £| r]fj.uv
from what source they spring this is the Konnog the antichristian nature in them belonged to the world, quatenus Satanas est ejus prin-

Ver.

now he

5.

In chap.

;

states

;

The manifestation

ceps (Calvin).

because they are of the world,

means:

;

of life corresponds with the source of it;

6iu tovto Ik tov Koafiov

TiaXovai-^ ek

t.

koohov

which the Kuafiog supplies, to take the burden
of their speech from the Koauog, ex mundi vita ac sensu sermones suos jn-omere
(Bengel).
This is not identical with ek ttj^ yi/g ?mMv (John iii. 31), for
"ka'Aelv

to speak that

ij

is

not an ethical idea like

b koohoq.

—

koi b Kua/iog

ahruv uKdjei].

The

y'ri

false

1 Braune thinks
that in these paBsages it
was of importance to form a substantive

ever, that the Bubstantive idea to toO avTixp.

conception, but that here the simple genitive

genitive connected with icTi.v.

would have been

sufficient;

it is

plain,

how-

is

here also

more

significant

than a mere
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6.

prophets had gone out from the Church into the world, to which they in-

wardly belonged, and proclaimed to it a wisdom which originated in it;
i.e., gave to their words applause and assent,
in contrast to which, believers
tC> yap ofioicf) to o/xowv TrpnaTpexei (Oecumenius)
were hated and persecuted by the world.
therefore the world heard them,

;

Ver.

6.

Antithesis of

7j/x£ii}.

av-oi, ver.

5; either specially

(Storr, Diisterdieck, Bruckner, Braune,

other apostles

as also the antithesis to

we

?ia2.oi)U£v

of the thought just expressed.

and

is

synonymous with

of

5,

the thought,

—

for

that possesses the true knowledge of God.

and

in

whom

it is

only he

ijfiCiv,

ek tov &tov

Qeov

contain the proof

Qeov forms the antithesis of 6

6 yiv. idv

Lk t. Qeov,

the apostle means by this, those to

;

diu tovto Ik tov

6 yivuoKuv Tdv Qeov uKovei rjfiuv,

eanv

uKovei

— AVith

indicates teachers.

ifjevdonpocpz/Tai

the following words,

etc.)

the fact that believers are addressed

is

are to supply, according to ver.
;

as the true

second person, together with the following

in this section in the

tauev

John and the

De Wette,

teachers, or believers generally (Calvin, Spener, LUcke,

favor of the former interpretation

etc.)

who

is

KOdfiog,

God

a child of

According to Liicke and others,
belongs the "general

Qeov

ek tov

,

which is the condition of childhood
of God in Christ;" but the expression itself is opposed to this, for the knowledge of God is necessarily conditioned by faith in Christ.
In the second
clause, 6? ovk eotlv
Qeov forms the antithesis to 6 ytvuovk uk. rjjidv, bg
This is the antithesis between " world " and " church of the
oKuv T, Gfov.
children of God."
In the concluding clause, iK tovtov
r^c nXuvrjg, it is to
According to the
the immediately preceding thought that ek tovtov refers.
usual view, with which Diisterdieck agrees, the sense of this passage is He
who hears the apostles shows thereby that the nvev/ia tt/c uXrideiag is in him; he
who, on the contrary, does not hear them, shows that the nv. Tfjg nlavrig is in
him it is in his relation to the apostolic teaching that any one shows of what
spirit he is the child.^
But, according to the train of thought in this section,
the divine impress

tivai, i.e.,

instinct,

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

:

;

it is

not the spirit of the hearers, but that of the teachers, that

(so also ]Myrberg
nldvric prevails in

and Braune)

;

the sense therefore

the false prophets,

is

:

is

the subject

That the

may be known by

this,

that

nvsvfia

rfjg

loorld

t/ie

Trig uX-odecag dwells, may
who know God, i.e., the children of God, hear
The nv. Tr/c ulridEiag cannot be in him whom the world hears, nor can
us.
the TTv. TT/g TiXdvrig be in him whom the children of God hear Braune " the
nv. TTjg KA.dvrig is certainly in him whom tlie world hears, and the vv. rfig uXr/to nvEv/m Tr/g ulrideiac; comp.
eeiag in him whom the children of God hear."

hears them

;

that in us, on the contrary, the nvevna

be perceived by

this, that those

;

:

—

John

He

a description of the Holy Ghost, inasmuch as
not only produces a knowledge of the truth, but "makes the truth His
xiv. 17, xv. 26, xvi. 13

very nature " (Weiss). ^

rd

;

ttv. tz/c irMivrig,

the spirit that emanates from the

" If we hear God's true messen.
» Luther
is a plain token of true religion
if,
however, we despise and mock them, that is a

the fact that the sheep

plain token of error."

voice, whilst they

:

gers, thai

2

The thought

;

of thin passage corresponds

with that of .John x. S-5, where Christ appeals
for a proof that He is the Good Shepherd, to
know and hear his
the stranger,

and

do not know the voice of
from it.

flee
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which seduces men to falsehood and error comp. chap. i. 8 1 Thess.
Tim. iv. 1.
Vv. 7-21. After the apostle, induced by the appearance of the antichristian nature, has characterized the spirit of truth and the spirit of error,
he passes on directly to a detailed account of the elements of faith and love
Devil,

:

;

3; 1

ii.

alluded to in chap.

iii.

23.

—

Exhortation to mutual love, and the establishing of this.
The
The address ayaTrrjToi emphatically introduces the command uyan(:>/j.ev.
object akVn^ovq shows that here also it is not human love in general, but

Vv.

7, 8.

—

:

Christian brotherly love, that

who

calling of Christians

love proceeds from God.

the subject.

INIutual love

Calovius: originem habet a Deo.

the explanation of Grotius

is

is

is

the holiest

are rkKva tov Oeov, for ^ uyunTj ek tov Osov

Deo maximc

:

•without a determining object, because

—

it

is

eari,^ i.e.,

Unsatisfactory

placet bonitas.

i/

used

is

uyuivr}

love in its full extent that is

Inference from what
meant.
koi ir-dc 6 ayaniiv e/c tov Qeov yrykvvT)Tai, k.t.1.']immediately precedes. If love is of God, then he who lives in love must
The relation of ayaizav and ek tov Oeov
also be born of God and know Him.
yEyEvvfjaduL is not to be defined thus, that the former is the condition of the
latter (De Wette), but thus, that the former is to be regai'ded as the criterion
of the latter to be born of God does not follow from love, but love follows
from being born of God. The same relationship exists also between iiyanav
and yivuoKEiv TOV Beov 2 what sort of a knowledge of God is meant, however,
is seen from the close connection of yivuanEi with f«: tov Beov yEyewriTai.
;

;

Ver.

From

8.

ovK Eyvu,

i.e.,

—

the foregoing

follows further: o n^ uyaizuv ovk syvu tov Qeov;
"Aas not known." The reason is: on 6 Qeoc uyunrj kaTiv.
By

—

this thought the preceding

hension.

—

it

t]

uyairr) ek

without the

uyuirr] is

tov Oeov eotI receives

article,

because

it is

its

full

compre-

considered as a general

God; so ver. 16, comp. i. 5: 6 Qeoq ^ijq iari.
" Love is not so much a quality which God has, as rather the all-embracing
total of what He is" (Besser).
Luther: Dens nihil est quam mera caritas
definition of the nature of

;

Grotius, tamely

—

Ver.

:

plenus

The manifestation

9.

kv TovTif) refers to

kc^avEpudr]

est dilectione.

of the love of

the following

6ti.

—

God

apostle does not

1

Neander:

want

a

rj

uyuirri tov

Oeov ev

tju'iv].

expresses the objective fact, not the subjective knowledge; the

mean

that the love of

God

sending of His Sou (comp. ver. 16), but that

down

the sending of His Son.

is

Ecpauspudr/

"The

apostle does not here lay

commandment

of love; he does not

on believers new motives for
love, but to convince them, that, as sure as they
are God's children, this fact must be manifested by mutual love.
As proof he adduces'
that love is of God, and therefore every one
who loves is born of God."
2 It was
previously stated in this commentary "John does not here say that love
flows from the knowledge of God, but that
to impress

—

;

love, because

it

is

of divine nature, necessarily

is

it

brings with
is

known by us through the
has by that means come

it

the knowledge of

God."

This

incorrect, since -yinoo-Ket tov ©eo^ stands iu

the same relationship to ayairuiv as

U

toO ©eoD

yeyiwiqTai does, even though
also that only he

know God, who

who
is

it is in itself true
himself loves can really

love.

For the correct

explanation, see Liicke, Braune, Weiss.

It

has already been observed, however, that the
last-named does not correctly state the connec-

between being born of God and the
knowledge of God, as he makes the latter

tion

the condition of the former.
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9.

h ^/liv

itself in act.

therefore

is

"m"

nor "among" us; neither must it be explained = e«V wu^\ ^v is
here, as in ver. 16 and John ix. 3 = "to;" either connected with ecpavepudv
hence, either "it has been manifested to us " (Diisteror with
uyuTTTi t. 9.
dieck, Briickner, Braune, etc.), or, "the love of God to us" (Ewald) has
neither

T/

;

With

been manifested.

the

interpretation the sentence:

first

oti

.

.

.

e/f

which has been overlooked by the commentators ^ with regard to the second, the article ^ is wanting before iv riiiiv
but a direct connection of an attributive clause with a substantive, without
a connecting article, is very often found in the N. T., and is therefore not
" ungrannnatical " (as Dusterdieck thinks) the idea is here, then, the same
ayinrr) r/v Ix^i- o Oedc h rjiuv."^
as that which John in ver. 16 expresses by:
The difference between dq i/fxur and h rjfuv is this, that the former indicates
only the tendency towards the goal, the latter the abiding at the goal. By
rdv KoaiMov,

makes a

difficulty

;

;

;

i)

rifj.lv

we

are to understand not

mankind

ular, so also ver. 10 in the case, of
OTi TOP vidv avToi)

.

.

.

iva ^r/au/iev

words, for the love which

He

6l' ai'Toi),

but believers in partic-

— In

the following sentence:

k.tX

the special emphasis rests on the last

God has towards

sent His Son into the world for

Him,

in general,

^//etf,

Ihls

become partakers through Him

i.e.,

us

is

manifested in the fact that

we might

purpose, that

live

through

of the life of blessedness.

especially in its purpose that the sending of

His Son

is

It is

the manifestation of

God's love to us. The more particular description of the Son of God as
fiovoycvTii, which is frequently found in the Gospel of John, appears only

^1

In Luke (vii. 12, viii. 42, ix. 38) and in the Epistle
Hebrews (xi.l7), ^ovoyevijc denotes the only child of his parents. So
the expression is used by John also to denote Christ as the onlij Son of God,
"besides whom His Father has none." This predicate is suitable to Him,

here in his Epistles.
to the

inasmuch

He

who

the Aoyof

Lorinus arbicomp. Meyer on John i. 14. Calvin
rightly remarks: "quod uniyenitum appellat, ad auxesin valet."
How great
the love of God, in that He sent His only begotten Son in order that we
might live! Baumgarten-Crusius '' (lovuyevTjc a,v\(}i i^aofitv are the principal
"
for our salvation
words the most glorious
as

is

trarily explains iiovo^evijq

=

is tv upxfi, -npbq tov Qeov, Qror.

uyaTrr/rof

;

:

:

.

.

.

!

Even Ebrard has not perceived the diffiIt lies in this, that by drt, k.t.A.,
something is mentioned which happened for
us, but not which happened to us; differently
Briickner thinks that the diffiin John ix. 3.
culty is removed by the fact that "in the pur1

culty.

pose of the sending of Christ there also

lies

eomething which happened <o us; " incorrectly,
since even if the purpose of that is our life
{iva irfaofjiev), yet

love

shown

it

cannot be said that the

in the sending of Christ has man!-

fested itself to us;

the result

is

then that

taken = " has operated," and that
an emphasis is laid on iv ruilv which it does
not receive from the context.
2 Liicke incorrectly observes that with this
(<t>aiiepui6ri is

connection there is in ei- r)/ucr " something
superfluous and unsuitable." This is so far

from being the case, that

it is

just in this that

the apostle arrives at the consideration of the

God and
God relates

relationship between

True, the love of
world, John iii. 16

:

ijyon-tio-ei'

6

the believer,
to

the ichole

©ebs tov

icor-

and to all, without exception, He has
given, by sending Ilis Son, the possibility of
tJiov,

not being

lost,

but obtaining eternal life, but
God is accomplished

the loving purpose of

only in them that believe; the unbelieving
remain ev opyjj tov ©eoO hence the love of God
to the world is more narrowly limited than His
;

love to believers,

who

are His riKva.
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Ver. 10. £v TovTu earlv

nature of
earlv 6 Geof
7}

;

tj

uyuirTj, i.e.,

=

for eari is not

uyunrj (with Liicke,

— ovx on

and Lauge
take the

words

ij

:

part

first

according to

as,

Meyer

"

:

previously loved God,

John

to be supplied with
but the expression means
(Diisterdieck,

iiyunri ek tov Gsoi) kari

its sense,

Herein consists

He

on uydmi

Qeov

etc.),

=

on

in its

is

tovtu, deiKwrai,

Grotius

imtlg r/yunTjaa/iev tov Beov, u7JC on, /c.r.A.].

arbitrarily render oix on here

uyam}awTuv.

h

:

delKwrai; nor is tov

De Wette, Bruckner,

love in general, as in ver. 7 in the

Ebrard, Braune).

"herein consists love," love

Oecumeni us, inaccurately

kind.

this

Several commentators

ovx-

a subordinate clause = ijiiibv /lij
although we had not

love, in that,

nevertheless loved us;"^ this, however,

incor-

is

would
emphasize the fact that love has its origin not in man, but in God; it is
originally in God, and not first called forth in Him by the love of men; the
latter is rather first the outcome of the divine love;^ the words ovx ""
therefore serve to specify love as something divine, not, however, as Diisterdieck (who otherwise interprets correctly) thinks, to emphasize the fact
rect

;

as

in ver. 7

has said that love

is ek tov Qeov,

so here also he

God to us is entirely undeserved " this is a thought
which is only to be derived from the statement of the apostle (Braune).
Tjueig and aiiTog are emphatically contrasted with one another.
Kal umaTeilE
that " the love of

;

—

—

TOV vlbv avToi), k.t.X., states the actual proof of airdf T/yunijaEv

the special emphasis rests, not on uneaTeike, but on

corresponds to the
the

with

l^urj;

utxeotelIev,

Iva

'uaajiov,

l^ijaufiEv

of ver. 9, inasmuch as

comp. chap.

_ii.

The

2.

are to be i-etained as historical tenses

uTieaTalnEv, ver. 9,

the sending of Christ

is

rjiiug',

here also

k.tX, which

iXaofibv,

states the basis of

it

aorists

r/yairfiaafiev,

(De Wette)

riyuTTjjaE,

by the perfect
whereas the aorist

merely stated;

;

employed here narratively depicts the loving act of God in the sending qf
His Son (Liicke).
Ver. 11. Conclusion from vv. 9 and 10, giving the motive for the exhortation in ver. 7.

— The love of God (previously described

us, believers, to love

The

one another.

ovtuq) to us obliges

:

obligatory force

lies

not merely in

we by means
have become the children of God, and as such love as He loves (Liicke).
At the same time, however, the correspondence between Tjtia^ and uAlijlovg is
to be observed; the Christian, namely, as a child of God, feels himself bound
the example given by God's act of love, but also in this, that

of

it

knows that God

to love his brother because he

and him

loves him,

whom God

loves God's child cannot hate.

Ver. 12.

— Qeov

The

blessing of brotherly love

is

perfect fellowship with God.

20 and Gospel of John i. 18. In
opposition to Rickli's view, that these words w'ere spoken in polemic reference to the false teachers who pretended to see God, i.e., to know Him fully,
ovdEig TTunore TEdiarai;

comp.

ver.

" Hie caritatem Dei
1 Similarly a Lapide
ponderat et exaggerat ex eo, quod Beus nulla
dilectione, nullo obsequio uostro provocatus,

give a different meaning to the

imo multis

the sense is: "this

:

injuriis et sceleribus nostris offen-

8U8, prior dilexit nos."
2

With

this interpretation

it

is

not at

all

necessary, as Baumgarleu-Crusius thinks, to

case:

but

"not as

on has

if

.

.

.

in

on

in each

the fact that;"

the same meaning both times, as
is

love that ive

were the

God was

first to

the

but

not the nature of the
first

love."

to love,

but that

CHAP.
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12.

Lucke rightly asserts that in that case the apostle would have more definitely
expressed the polemic element reQiarai does not here at all denote spiritual
seeing or knowledge (Hornejus, Neander, Sander, Erdmann), but seeing in
the strict sense of the word (De Wette, Diisterdieck, Braune). John, how;

God

ever, does not here einphasize this invisibility of

man comp.

nitely exalted above

;

1

Tim.

vi.

which

(in

He

is

infi-

16) in order to suggest that

we

can reciprocate the love of God, not directly, but only through love to our
visible brethren (Lucke, Ebrard; similarly Hornejus, Lange, etc.), but in
order thereby to emphasize still more the following 6 Gfof kv ijijlv fdvei, k.t.1.,
:

by paraphrasing,

as the Scholiast in Matthiae indicates
T^c etc

<*>iKToq f5«d

ul7.rjlov(. uydTTjjc,

iv rjniv fiivEi

6 uupaToq Qtbq

ml

a Lapide correctly interprets

;

:

uvilicet

proximum diligamus, ipse invisibilis erit nobis praeDiisterdieck, Erdmann, Myrberg, Braune).
The nu-nore which is added shows that TEdtarm is regarded as the simple pernevertheless with
fect, and does not " include past and present " (Liicke)
the thought, "no one has seen God at any time," the further thought, "no
one can see Him," is tacitly combined. That the apostle had in view the
passage Exod. xxxiii. 20 (Sander), is the more improbable, as both thought
and expression are different. In reference to the appearances of God which
the {). T. in Gen. xii. 7, xvii. 1, and elsewhere, relates, Sjpeuer rightly
remarks " All such was not the seeing of the Divine Being Himself, but of
kuv uyaizuiiev vllr]an assumed form in which His being manifested itself."
In these words the blessing of brotherly love is
'/.ovc,
Qedc kv Tjixiv ntvti].

eum non

viilecunus,

tamen,

sentissimus (so also

si

De Wette,

;

;

—

stated

"With brotherly love fellowship with

:

deed, love

is

The explanation of
may thereby be known

of God.

God

is

associated, because, in-

several commentators,

God

we

'-if

love

weakens the
God's dwelling in us is certainly not meant to be
represented here as a result or fruit of our love to one another (as Frommann, p. 109, interprets); and just as little is it the converse relation; but
it is the inseparable co-dependence of the two elements, which mutually

one another, then it
thought of the apostle.^

condition each other (so also Braune).
i/fiiv],

uya-i] avToi) is

ij

—

that

«a<

uyuTrrj

ij

not here "the love which

Spener, Russmej-er, Sander,

Erdmann,

is

in us,"

uvtov rErelEiuiiivri eariv kv

God has

to

us" (Calovius,

etc.), for the idea TeTeAeiufxivj}

hnv

but the love which the believer has;
avrov may, however, be either the objective genitive (so most commentators)
or the subjective genitive but in the latter case we must not interpret, with
does not agree with this (comp. ver.

18),

;

quani ipse Dcus nobis praescripsil" nor, as Calvin thinks
" caritas, (juam Deus nobis inspirat," but " the love which is inherent

Socinus: ea
probable

God

in

:

"

dilectio,

(which

His nature and

is

dwelling in believers

1

(iv

ijixiv)

'Weiss inBists on this interpretation, be-

cause "it

meant

is

to be

shown how we have

in brotherly love the visible

existence of

God who is in

evidence of an

niraself i?u'i«i6^e

;"

incorrectly, for (1) Christians need no visible

proof of the existence of the invisible
and, besides,

it is

c^ qvtov)

;

this,

however, considered as

as the soul of their life (so also Bruckner

God,

not the erMtence of God, but

God's dwelling

in us, etc

,

that

is

and

the subject

(2) the conjunction ia.v shows that the
subordinate clause states the condition under

here;

which what

is stated

in the principal clause

takes place; (3) the eupp lenient of a yi^u^aicon**"::
is purely arbitrary.
',.f^

^

\'<,\~T^
^-

'
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This explanation, in which no object which would restrict the

Braune).

general idea of love has to be supplied (corap. vv.

God

the preference, because the specific love to

Quite unjustifiably Ebrard asserts that
between God and us; comp.

ay. avrov

rj

relationship

The token

Ver. 13,

7,

16,

8,

18), deserves

mentioned in ver. 19.
denotes " the mutual loving

is first

5."

ii.

of our fellowship with

God

(ev avru fihofiev corre-

sponds to the preceding ^ aya-Ki] avrov
h Tf/niv) is on ck tov nvev/xaTog
avTov dedijKev rj/xiv; comp. iii. 24. The expression, ck tov TtvEvnaroq (instead
of TO iivevfia), is explained by the fact that the nvevfia of God is the entire
.

fulness of the

life

of

to each individual.

God operating
The expression

.

.

in believers, of w'hich his share
is

not to be connected with the

Tuv xafjia/iuTuv, of which Paul speaks in 1 Cor. xii.
in reference to Christ

said

it is

:

ovk

given

diaipeaic

Compare Acts

4, 11.

U (lirpov iVtduai rd

is

ii.

17;

Gospel of John

nvevjua,

Against the view that by nvivfia here " love " or a similar quality is
Spener says: "it is the Spirit Himself, and not His gifts
only, that we receive."^
dn does not mean "if" (Baumgarten-Crusius),
for John supposes that his readers are believers, and as such are certainly
iii.

34,

to be understood,

—

partakers of the Spirit.

That love brings with it fellowship with God, is caused by
is love, and love springs from God.
But God's love was
made manifest by the sending of His Son, and this is testified by the apostles,
who themselves have seen Him. The last thought which ver. 14 expresses
serves as an introduction to the thought that follows in ver. 15, in which the
Yv.

14, 15.

the fact that

God

believing confession (and therefore faith)

is

described as the condition of

fellowship with God, and hence also of true love.

means here himself and
fiaprvpov/xev,

comp. chap,

his fellow-apostles;

i.

1, 2.

rEdeufj.eda

—

nal riueii}.

comp. ver.

6.

By

Tjfiel^

John

— Tideuntdn

koI

expresses the direct seeing (Gos-

John i. 14), not knowledge through the medium of others. The
saw that the Father sent the Son, inasmuch as they saw the Son
Himself
and not after the flesh merely, but also as the uovoyev^^ irapu naTpog.
With TEt)€aiieda corresponds the closely-connected idea /zapTi>poi;Mev, which
presupposes one's own direct experience comp. Gospel of John i. 34.
The
pel of

apostles

—

—

;

subject of this testimony
vv. 9, 10

;

c(jTf)pa r. k.

is, vti

6

nar^p inriaTolKE tov vibv auri/pa tov kuchov, conip.

which does not refer
whole number of sinners (comp, chap, ii, 2
The
Ver. 15. With bixoA.oyf)a^, comp. ver. 2.

states the purpose of the sending,

to particular elect ones, but to the

and Gospel

ot

John

iii.

16).

subject of the confession

—

is

otl 'Iriaovg eariv 6 vide tov

Oeov

;

this is precisely

—

what the antichrists deny; comp. vv. 2 and 3.
Weiss erroneously interprets " Whosoever abides in this confession, in him it is seen that God is in
"
him; the words "in him it is seen " are a mere interpolation.
Ver, 16 The beginning of this verse, km ijfiEk, is indeed of the same im:

port as the beginning of ver. 14; but ^//«f here does not merely
1

Weiss incorrectly uses

proof that, whilst

Jems

this passage as a
considered the Holy

Ghost as a personal being, John had

7iot

yet

perfectly taken hold of this conception; for
even if it be admitted that the expression used

mean

the

here does not specify the personality of the
Spirit, yet it is iu no way contradictory to it.
Besides, Weiss himself admits that the passage
to nvtvixix icrTiv

jj

aA>jeeio (chap. v. 6), points

to the personality of the Spirit.

CHAP.
apostles (Myrberg), for otherwise
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17.

also

would have to be referred

to

them, and a contrast, here inappropriate, would be drawn between the
apostles and the readers, but it is used in its more general sense (as most
commentators take it), which is also indicated by the connection of this

— With

iyvuKo/LLEv /cat nemaTevKafiev, comp. John
must have been previously made known to us,
and hence made the subject of knowledge before we can take hold of it in
faith, and as, on the other hand, it is only through faith that knowledge
becomes the determining principle of our life, and these two elements mu-

verse with the preceding one.

As

vi. 69.

the object of faith

tually condition each other continually in the Christian
therefore, can be put before faith, as here,

and

life,

knowledge,

faith can also be put before

—

ttjv aydnriv, i/v ixet 6 Qebg h r)/xiv is not, with
knowledge, as in John vi. 69.^
Wilke (Hermeneutik des N. T., II. G-i), to be interpreted: "the love which
God has in us, i.e., as a love dwelling in us," or, with Ebrard " God's love
which He has kindled in us, by means of which, as by His own nature, He
:

works

in us," for the verbs eyvoKa/xev

and

nemaTevKa/j-Ev

show that the subject

not something subjective, and therefore not our love (which only in
so far as it is the outcome of the divine love is described as the love which
God has in us), but something objective, and therefore the love of God, which
here

is

itself in the sending of His Son for the propitiation for our
used here just as in ver. 9. The following words, 6 Otdi uyunj)
eart, k.tX, which are closely connected with what immediately precedes,
form the keystone of the foregoing, inasmuch as the particular ideas of the
On 6 Qtb(; uy. irrn, see ver. 8.
previous context are all embraced in them.
Kal 6 nEvuv, K.T.'A., IS the inference from the thought that God is love, in

has manifested
sins,

ev is

—

—

way, namely, that all true love springs from Him. The idea of love
is not to be restricted to brotherly love (ver. 12, iuv aymiuuEv ulTiijlovq'),
but (as also Dlisterdieck, Braune, and Weiss remark) ^ is to be understood
quite generally.3 The idea of fellowship with God is here expressed just as
in ver. 15.
If John makes it at one time dependent on knowledge, and at
another dependent on love, this is explained by the fact that to him both
this

here

knowledge and love are the radiations of that

new

faith

by means of which the

birth operates.

After the apostle has said in ver. 16, that he that dicelleth in
(and therefore no one else) has fellowship with God, he now indicates
wherein love shows itself as perfected the thought of this verse is accordVer. 17.

love

;

" True faith is, according to John,
and experienced; true knowledge
is a believing knowledge.
Both together form
the complete Christian conviction, so that John,
when he wants to express this very strongly,
puts them both together, in which case it is
Indifferent whether the one or the other comes
first."
Comp. also Xeander on this passage,
and Kostlin, Der Lehrbegr. des Ev., etc., pp.
>

Lucke

:

intelligent

63, 215

ff.

Weiss further erroneously observes that
"here also being in God In not to b« made
2

dependent on love, but love on being iu God."
^ Ebrard introduces a reference foreign to
the passage

when he

includes in

/leveii/

iv

tv]

"dwelling in the love of God to
God's love;" Erdmann also
incorrectly interprets: " tu fxeveiv ev T-p aydirn
eadem animi nostri ad caritatem Dei relatio
d-ydn-jj

also the

us, in faith in

denotatur, quae verbis
Kaixev

significatur."

eyfuxca/Ltei' icat TreTritTTeu-

Had

the apostle

meant

he would have added to aydnji, as a more
particular definition, tou ®«ou. Comp. Gospel
this,

of

John

xv, 10.

;
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ingly connected with the preceding: 6 ^evuv ev r^
if

uyumi

uyuirri.

Hornejus, Calovius, Semler, Sander, Besser, Ewald,
" the love of

uyuTTTj

— kv

tovtoj TeTeleiurai

Several commentators, Luther, Calvin, Spenei-, Grotius,

v/^uv}.

fied'

God

to us," interpreting

etc.,

— elg

fxsd' ijiiuv

understand by

Tj/iug,

i/

and TereMuTai

God. Grotius: Juc
This interpretation, however,

as referring to the perfect manifestation of the love of
est

summiis gradus delectlonis Dei erga nos.^

has the context against
ver. 18

it,

for in ver. 16

6 ^o/5of ovk eotiv ev t^ uyunij,

:

by

:

hevuv kv t^ ayuni), as well as in

6

is meant the love of man, the
Here also, therefore, uyumj must

uyiiiTT}

love that dwells in us; comp. also ver. 12.

De Wette,
Neander, Gerlach, Diisterdieck, Braune, etc. TeTeMurai is used in the same
sense as TCTeluujiivri eanv, ver. 12; comp. also ver. 18: ^ reMa uyunr}.
It is
be understood of this love, with Estius, Socinus, Lange, Liicke,
;

—

not the object of the love that

but

" in

means

it

;

"

^

=

explains ^era

nsd'' rjfiuv,

De Wette,

=

for ^etu is not

first

«f,

made
Erdmann, who

" therein is love

:

Diisterdieck, Braune, etc.

;

h), or to dyun?]: "the love which exists (prevails) in us

With the

etc.

described by

either belongs to the verb

it

perfect in us " (Liicke,

is

is,"

construction, the addition appears ratlier superfluous

would then be more natural before
ayunT).
The
come from God (for all the love
is £K Toi) Qeoi)) has made its abode with believers.
Here, also, y uyuTZTj is used
without more particular definition, as in ver. 16, and is therefore not to be
limited to a specific object (so also De Wette, Du.sterdieck, Braune); it is
besides,

position

its

underlying idea

is

rj

that the love which has

therefore neither merely "love

merely "love

forgotten that true love
18.

—

brethren" (Socinus, Liicke, ^ etc.), nor

by " the sentiment of

rectly explains the idea

iii.

to the

God" (Lange, Erdmann); Baumgarten-Crusius

to

is

love

.

" only

it

not merely sentiment, but action also; comp. chap,

does not refer to the preceding, nor to dwelling in love,

fv ToiTu

nor to fellowship with God, but to what follows

;

not, however, to on, as

Beza,^ Grotius, etc., assuming an attraction, think, but to Iva

1

Sander: "That

only mean

:

not incor-

fnust not be

made perfect must
God which was mani-

it is

this love of

fested in the sending of His

Son

manifested

is

might and glory in this, that, as overcoming every thing, it brings us so far that
we," etc. — Calovius: " Perficitur dilectio Dei
in nobis, iion ratione sui, sic euim absolute
perfecta est, sed ratione nostri, non quoad
existentiam, sed quoad esperientiam."
2 Hence ^ ay. jnefl' iiixiiv is neither = r] ay.
in its

Is

naf)()T)aiav

Ixuhev

purely arbitrary, for even though ixeri

is

frequently used to denote a reciprocal action

Winer,

(see

reference

p. 336;

VII.

p. 352 ff.), yet this

here unsuitable, for

is

it

is

not

God

gether.

and roe, that are placed toMoreover, to supply toO ©coO with ij

dvaT>?

at the best only defensible if in

and we, but

rj/ouli'

Is

love

fiefl'

the subject to which the love refers

is

dWrjKov^, as LUcke in his 1st ed. Interprets

grammatically impossible.
If, as Ebrard thinks, 17 aydnri denotes not love,
but the Xove-relutionship, then rj ayaiTT) ixiB'
r\ii.!av may only mean " the loving-relationship

("our love among ourselves,

that exists

(toC ©eoC) ei?

love ")

rj/uas,

nor

=

aydnr)

r)

i.e.,

(lifiiov) eis

our mutual

still less

justifiable is the interpreta" the mutual love between God
and the believer;" for John never Includes
;

tion of Rickli

God and men

:

in

17/iAeis.

When

Ebrard, admit-

stated; but this

among us;" this idea, however, as
Ebrard with justice says, does not suit the
context.
3

According to Bertheau's note

of LUcke's

ting this, nevertheless accepts the interpreta-

however,

tion of Rickli as far as the sense

dyaTn\

explaining " the love of
love

which

exists

God

concerned,
with us " by " the
is

betweeu God and us,"

this

is

:

Commentary

(p. 364),

in the

3d ed.

LUcUe

has,

in the edition of 1851, interpreted 17
" brotherly love combined with love to

God."
*

Beza's

Interpretation

runs;

" Charitas

e;

CHAP.
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IV. 17.

From ver. 18 it is clear that the chief aim of the
Kpiaeu^.
emphasize the fact that perfect love (Ji rtMa ayunrj, ver. 18) is
frfee from fear, or that he who is perfect in love (TereXeiLJusvog iv ttJ uyuny)
The thought of
experiences no fear, but has confident boldness (^Ka[)()rjaia.)
this verse is no other than this, that love has its perfection in the fact that it
the clause beginning with iva therefore contains
fills us with such naj^ipriaia
It is true,
the leading thought, to which the following on is subordinated.
kv

-ij f]fiepa Ttj£

apostle

is

to

.

;

h

the combination
is

strange, but

it is

tovtu

.

.

.

tva (instead of ou, vv, 9, 10,

and frequently)

quite John's custom to use the particle of purpose,

not seldom as objective particle; the same combination

tva,

found in the
Gospel of John xv. 8 (Meyer, indeed, diiferently on this passage) comp.
iva (Gospel of John xvii. 3); by tva, na()f)7imav
chap. iii. 10, 23: avrri
exnv is indicated as the goal, not " which God has in view in the perfecting
of love in us " (Braune), but which the uyunrj in its perfection attains
The i^nipa T//g
(Dtisterdieck).
With nafi^ririav ix^iv, comp. chap. ii. 28.^
Kpiaeur is the day o-av (pavepudr) 'Iijoovq Xpiaroq, ii. 28. The preposition is
not to be interpreted = t/fi and Ixup-ev is not to be taken as a future (Ewald
"that we shall have"); the difficulty that any thing future (behavior on the
judgment-day) should be taken as the evidence of perfect love in the present
(re-eMuTat is not to be taken as future complete, but as j^erfect: "has been
made perfect," or " has become perfect " = " is perfected "), is removed if
we take it that in h the nafi^ijaia, which the believer will have at the
judgment-day, and which he already has when he thinks of the judgment,
is included, which could the more easily occur in John, as in his view the
judgment-day did not lie in far-off distance, but was already conceived as
begun (chap. ii. 18). The future na{){)riaia is to him in his love already
present; similarly De Wette, Sander, Besser.^
The following words: on
is

;

.

.

.

—

—

Kadug

.

.

.

TovTif),

serve to establish the foregoing thought.

By

eKetvog

we

not to understand, with Augustine, Bede, Estius, Lyranus, Castalio,

are

etc.,

who is also suggested by the
comparison (Kadug) does not refer to elvai h

God, but, with most commentators, Christ,
idea

:

i)

rjixepa

r^g Kpiaiug.

— The

adlmpletur In nobis per hoc quod qualia lUe
est, tales et nos simus in hoc rauudo, ut 13duclam habeamus in die judicii."
' In Luther's version, 7rappr)(na is here, as
elsewhere frequently, translated by Freudigkeil ; this is not a word derived from fvexed
(joy), but the old German word freidikeit
(from freidic, fraidig) = haughtiness, boldconfidence (comp. Vilmar's Pasloral-

uess,

tkeol. Blatter, 1861, vols.
in the older editions

it

1.

is

and

p. 110

ii.

ff.)

written sometimes

freydickeyt (Wittenb. ed. 1525), sometimes
freydigkeit (Nilrnbcrg ed. 1524), but in lo3"
(in a Strasburg ed.) frendigkeit.
In what
sense Luther understood the word, Is clearly
seen from a sermon ou

Plochman's

1

John

ed., six. 383), in

iv.

so that

when

the

last

16-21 (see

which he says:

" he means that faith should thus

show

itself,

day comes, you may have

fto/cfness

and stand firm." It is to be observed
such Hebrew and Greek words as

also, that

contain the idea of joy, Luther never trans-

by that word ("boldness"), but by
"joyous," " joy."
' Braune, though he explains correctly the
particular thought, denies that these two elements are here to be regarded as combined;
but without entering into the difficulty which
Ebrard states the
lies in the expression.
meaning of the words incorrectly thus: "In
the fact that the icill of God, that we should
have boldness in the day of judgment, is internally revealed to us, and manifests itself as
a power (of confidence) in us (even now), the
latea

loving relationship of
to

be perfect."

us is shown
elements foreign

God with

How many

to the context are

here introduced

:
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Tw Koafiu TovTu, SO that the sense would be " as Christ is in this world, so
are we also in this world," for (1) Christ is no longer in this world (comp.
:

and (2) in tlie fact that we are in this world lies
day of judgment. By Kadug
Kal it is rather
of character that is brought out, as in ii. 16, where Kadix; does

Gospel of John

xvii. 11),

for nu^^riaia at the

no reason

the similarity

.

.

.

not refer to the idea of nepinaTuu in itself, but to the character of the walk,
it is to be interpreted: "as the character of Christ is, so is our
character also " in the second clause ovrug is to be supplied, as in 1 Cor.
so that

;

2

viii.

Eph.

;

What

iv. 17, 21.

from the context;

is

it

sort of character is meant,

must be inferred

entirely arbitrary to find the similarity in

the

temptation (Rickli) or in the sufferings of Christ (Grotius), or in the fact
that Christ was in the world but not of it (Sander), for there is no such
reference in the context.

But

it is

also inadmissible to regard as the

more

particular definition of «a0wf the dcmioavvr) (Diisterdieck), or the sonship of
God (Liicke " as Christ is the Son of God, so are we also children of God "),
:

We

for neither do these ideas appear in the context.

to 6

fikvi^v

kv

uyuTTj}^

Ti)

^'reddit nos charitas

and accordingly

Christo similes

et

go back

are rather to

(so Lorinus

to refer Kadug to love

conformes imagini

Jilii

Dei:" Bengel,

De Wette, Ewald, Myrberg, Braune, etc.),^ so that the sense is " if we live
in love, then we do not fear the judgment of Christ, because then we are
like Him, and He therefore cannot condemn us."^
The present eon is to
:

be retained as a present, and not to be turned into the preterite (Oecumenius uc tKeivog tjv ev tu Koafiu uij.uij.oq koI KaBapoq). Love is the eternal nature
:

of Christ, comp.
ev

t€) Koafic)

out that
idea),

»

we

7: Kudtj^ ekeIvoc dUaux:

iii.

are

still

in the

whereas Christ has already ascended from

The

reference of ko9w5 to love

is

the only

not

it is

suitable to regard love only as a single element
in the likeness of believers to Christ

here spoken
instance.

of, as is the

which

is

case with LUcke, for

Erdraann lays the chief emphasis
love as on fellowship with
exists in love; but by KaOio^
.
.
not a relationship, but a quality, that

much on

God, which
ttrrt it is

.

is indicated.

Ebrard

no
on his supposition thai the
centre of the iertii comparationis lies in the
2

in his interpretation arrives at

definite result; as,

words

€f Tip

In the concluding words:

ar iv.

earthly world (koo/ioq

one demanded by the context, so that

not so

e

tovtu, which belong, not to eon, but only to

(c6o-(u.<i)

TovTio, the present eo-ri is

it

toiiev, it is

ovtoq

is

into heaven.

namely, in the Church, -which is His body."
Ebrard regards the second conjecture as the
more correct, and in accordance with it thus
" We look forward to the
states the sense
judgment with boldness, for, as He (in His
Church) is still persecuted by the wicked
world (even at the present day), so are we
also in this world (as lambs among wolves) "
Ebrard groundlessly maintains, against
(!).
:

the explanation given in the text, "that with
an outws could not be omitted, nay, that even

it

this

would not

suffice,

but that

acceptation, ev

superfluous and foreign."

jecture," he thinks that nothing else remains

but either to suppose that k<ni (in the sense of
an historical present) "is added as an indifferent, colorless word," or to refer icaflus U.
€<TTti'

to the fact that

exists in the

Christ even

wicked world

to

now

"still

a certain extent,

v/ould have

tiiieU ecrixtv,

faithful attention to the requirements of Bibli-

would scarcely permit such a con-

it

on

otos sKelvoi ean, toioDtoi koi
and that even then the passage remains obscure enough; " and " that with this
to read:

objectionable to him, he would prefer to conjecture "ovrui^" instead of icrri; but "as a
cal exegesis

brought

not an ethical

t.

k.

t.

almost appears quite
Against the state-

ment that "our confidence in view of the
judgment could not possibly be founded on
our likeness to Christ, but only on the love of
God as manifested in Christ," it is a decisive

answer that John in other passages as well
makes the n-appijo-ia dependent upon o«»' character comp. li. 28, iii. 21.
:
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18.

Ver. 18 serves to establish the preceding thought, that love has its per-

—

The thought is quite general
no fear" (Ebrard); </i6/3of is therefore not specially the fear of God, and by uyanTj we are not to understand
specially love to God, but at the same time this general thought is certainly
fection in

nafi^rjola.

(p6i3or

"where

in its character:

ovk eanv ev tj uyuny'].

love

is,

there

is

expressed here in reference to the relationship to God.

erroneous

It is quite

to explain ayuKij here, with Calvin, Calovius, Flacius, Spener, etc., as "the
love of God to us " ^ but it is also incorrect, with Liicke and others, to
;

understand by

it,

specially, brotherly love.^

— The

with (a Mons

7ie

se trouve acec la charite)

Luther, correctly

in love

;

"

:

not an element in love,

i.e., it is

which only exists outside

it,

ffw 3uA?iei Tov

;

By

it.

it is

not only has no fear in

but

it,

it

:

something utterly foreign to

the following words, uXk'

the preceding thought

<pdj3ov,

preposition sv is not =
" Fear is not

1/

rsMa

confirmed and expanded

is

does not even endure

where

it;

it

ti-yinrj]

love

:

enters,

must fear completely vanish.
Beza inadequately paraphrases the
reTieia by sincera, opposita simulatloni ; it is not love in its first
beginnings, love which is still feeble, but love in its perfection, that comthere

adjective

The reason why

pletely casts out fear.

with

it is,

oTi 6 oo/3of Kd?Laaiv c;je<.

love does not suffer fear to be along

The word

comp. Wisd. xi. 14, xvi.
meaning of ^^ punishment" (also LXX., Ezek.

in Matt. xxv. 46

as incorrect translation of Vli^Zin)

mean

pression can only
to expect

said

regarded as inherent in

is

in Matt. xxv. 46)
in unbelief,

(on)

why

;

(this

this idea has

is in itself

it,

xiv. 3, 4, 7, xviii. 30, xliv. 32,

we adhere
just as

meaning, that ex-

to this

on the other hand

deserving of punishment, and therein

perfect love casteth out fear.^

is

put pro

more correspondence with the thought, by "pain
(Besser, Braune, so also previously in this commentary)
is

=

/coZaa^f

" consciousness of punishment."

indeed right in

itself,

has

lies

the reason

Several commentators, however, exeffectu " (Ebrard),

or, in

explains

it

could be

it

being considered as future happiness, as
nothing against it, for fear, as rooted

plain KoAaaig by " pain," thinking that " here causa

results

only

4) has alwaj's the

fear has punishment, in which case that which

uyuTrrj exei (urj^' aicjvcov

i]

:

:

if

;

Ko'Aamg (besides here,

2, 24, xix.

;

of
;

punishment"

similarly Liicke

The thought

that then

for " certainly this having of uolaoi^ does

show itself in the consciousness or the pain of the expectation of
punishment " (Bruckner) but such a change in the meaning of the idea
actually

;

Ko'/Moig
fievo^

1

oi)

TeTtluuiTai iv Ty uyiinri,

Calovius interprets:

which

" Charitas

is

divina,

quae apprehenaa per Jidem, omnem servilem
timorena expellit," whereby a reference foreign to the context

is

plainly introduced.

* For justification
of this interpretation
LUcke refers to the words efo) /SaAAei Toi' <J6/3o>',

and remarks: "it cannot be said of the love
of

God

The following

cannot be grammatically justified.

in its perfection, that

it

casts out fear of

God, for

it has not got any."
But John does
not say that love casts out fear out of itself;

the idea rather

is, it

drives fear out of the

sentence,

6 6i (pofSov-

not connected with the subordinate

heart in which

it

dwells before

it

(love) ob-

If dyaTTT) and <i)o^o! were
meant to have different references, the apostle
would certainly have indicated this.

tains its entrance.

« It is

unnecessary

to take the abstract (o

for the concrete (6 <f)oPounei'09)

<i)o^os)

,

as

De

Wette and DUslerdieck do; De Wette iiicorrectly interprets f'xet by "receives," and
Baumgarten-Crusius by " keeps, tenet, thinks
of
punishment" (so that the sense is:
" Fear knows nothing of mercy, of love ")•
.

.

.

—
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k.tX, but with the preceding principal clause, does not
{6e is not = ovv), but (as Braune also thinks)
expresses the same thought in negative form (hence the connection by 6e.)
only with this difference, that what was there expressed in an objective way,
here receives a subjective aspect. It needs no proof, that the apostle has in
clause on 6

<p6l3og,

contain a conclusion from this

;

no other fear than that of which Paul says, Kom. viii. 15,
dovMag niikiv eig q>63ov, and therefore not the childlike
awe of God arising from the consciousness of God's glory, which forms an
The conjectures of Grotius, instead of
essential element of love to God.^
KoXamv K67.ovaii> (i.e., mutilationem ; so that the sense is "metus amorem mutilat
atque infringit, aid prohibet, ne se exserat"), and instead of <poi3ov/iEvog: koaovoueand
vof (" qui mutilatur out impeditur in dilectione, is in ea perfectus non est ")
that of Lamb. Bos instead of KoAaaiv, Kulvaiv, are not merely useless, but
view in

om

this verse

eAudere irvev/ia

.

;

:

even rob the thought of the apostle of its peculiar force.
According to this reading (omit avruv^, uyanav
Ver. 19. i/uih uyawij/iev].
is here to be taken in the same comprehensive way as uyinrr] in ver. 16 (Diisterdieck, Myrberg,^ Ebrard), and must not be restricted to "brotherly love"
(Liicke).
ayuKufiEv, in analogy with iiya-Kuiitv in ver. 7, and with b^eilouEv,
ver. 11, is taken by Hornejus, Grotius, Lorinus, Lange, Liicke, De WetteBriickner, Baumgarten-Crusius, Sander, Besser, DUsterdieck, Myrberg, etc.,

—

but it might be more correct to regard this verse,
an expression of the actual character of true Christians,

as imperative subjunctive
just as ver. 17, as

;

with whom, in ver. 20, by kuv riq (Itttj the false Christian is contrasted, and
therefore to take uyairufiev, with Beza, Socinus, Spener, Bengel, Rickli,
Xeander, Ebrard, Hofmann (Schrif/betc, II. 2, p. 338), Braune, etc., as indicative, in favor of

which

uyanufiev is stated in

on avrbg

rests

on npuTog; comp. vv.

is

also the prefixed

irpiJTog riyunrjaEv ijfiuc,

{fiicl(.

in

— The

reason of

i/fieig

which the chief emphasis

9, 10.

Proof of the necessary co-existence of love to God
and love to the brethren.
The absence of the latter is evidence of the
absence of the former where love to God is, brotherly love also cannot be
Ver. 20-chap. v.

1.

;

•wanting.

Ver. 20.

This verse divides

ing the thought of the
6

first.

— on ayanCi rdv Qeov].

chap.

i.

ment

of the direct oration.

ff.

itself into

— kuv ng

the subsequent

6 ht] uyaKu.<v,

—

on

two

is

parts, the

iii.

//(ct;}]

14, 15.

actual hatred towards him, but even not loving

To

hate

is

That the fear which the apostle means has
necessary place also in the development of

Augustine strikingly expresses thus: "Timor quasi locum praeparat
charitati. Si aulem nullus timor, non est qua
Intret charitas. Timor Dei sic vulnerat quoraodo medici ferramentum. Timor medicathe

spiritual

life,

raentura, charitas sanitas.
charitatis.

commence-

With fiiari corresponds

•

Spener

him

•'
:

not only with

in perfect

truth."

the positive expression for "not to love" (so also Braune).

1

its

of thought as in

used, as frequently, at the

Kal rdv tideX^dv avrov

comp. chap.

second part confirm-

The same form

ilnT]}.

Timor

est

Timor servus

est

custos et iiaedagogus

legis,

—

The different
donee veuiat charitas."
" Varius
by Bengel

steps are thus stated

:

liominura status: sine timore et amore;

timore sine amore;

cum

timore cum amore."
" Myrberg remarks

:

cum

timore et amore; sine

"

Totnm genus amoris

hie proponitur; sed ubi totum genus amoi-is

nuncupatur, ibi mens ante omnia fertur ad
considerationem amoris erga Deum."

—

—
CHAP.
iariv

xjjEvaTTjg

;

see chap.

i.
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21.

truth that he

who

hates

(or,

does not love)

God, the apostle confirms by the contrast between uv itjpaKE and uv ovx iuiiaKEv, in which the visibilUy oi the brother
The perfect indicates the permais contrasted with the invisibility of God.
nent state comp. ver. 12, Gospel of John i. 18. LUcke eupaKivat = " to
have before one's eyes;" a Lapide ^Undit et assidue videt." Sociuus incorrectly lays a certain emphasis on the preterite when he says quandoquidem
satis est ad amorem per cognitionem alicujus erga ilium excitandum, quod quis
The premipsum aliquando viderit ; nee necesse est, ut etiam nunc ilium videat.
his brother, also does not love

;

:

:

:

ise for the conclusion of

the apostle

—

directly presented to the sight

Even the natural man turns with

is

is,

that the visible

more

— as

the object

easily loved than the invisible.

God,
which only the saved
love to God is the more

love to the visible, ^ whereas love to

as the Unseen, requires an elevation of the heart of

Hence brotherly love

are capable.

In

difficult.

The

him who

truth that love to

God

has

its

the easier,

the condition of Christian brotherly love,

is

not in contradiction with this
love,

is

rejects the former, the latter has certainly no place.

necessary basis in the natural inclination which

who

visible brother,

is

is

for that love, as the glorification of natural

;

It is therefore

like us.

we have

to our

unnecessary to attach any

importance to elements which the apostle here leaves quite untouched, as is
the case with Calvin (with whom Sander, Ebrard, etc., agree) when he says:
Apostolus hie pro confesso sumit, Deum se nobis in hominibus offerre, qui insculptam gerunt ejus imaginem; Joannes nil aliud vqluit, quam fallacem esse jactantiam, si quis Deum se amare dicat, et ejus imaginem, quae ante oculos est, negligat; ^ and with De Wette in his interpretation: "the brother is the visible
empiric object of love

iii.

whereas God, the ideal invisible object, can really be
the interrogative nijc dvvaTat ayu-nav (comp. chap,

;

By

loved only in him."'

and by placing the object rbv Qeov first, the expression gains
" how can he attain
and point.
nC>^ dvvarai must not be taken

17),

—

vivacity

:

in
to

that?" but "how can we suppose that he loves?" (Baumgarten-Crusius).
Bengel sermo modalis : impossibile est, ut talis sit amans Dei, in praesenti.
Ver. 21. Alterum argumentum cur amare proximum (or, more con-ectly,
fratrem) debeamus : quia Deus id praecepit (Grotius).
Koi, not = and yet
(Paulus) for this verse does not contain an antithesis, but an expansion, of
the preceding thought.
Lange interprets evtoXti
TavTTjv ttjv evroXfiv, k.t.X.I.
here by " teaching " and Grotius paraphrases 6 uyanijv tov Qeov by qui a Deo
:

;

;

1

Oecumenius:
Hornejus

ayiwriv.

e(;)eAicu(7Tt)cbi'
:

" Sicut

yap

opao-is

omnia cognilio

nostra communiter a sensu incipit,

ita

quoque, uncle faciliua et
faciliua et promptiua cognoscitur."

Similarly

amor
priua amalur, quod

Luther,

Calovius,

etc.

Compare

statement of Gregory (/7ijmj7.X/.J«

also

the

Emng.);

"Ocnli sunt in amore duces;" and Philo {Ad
Decalog.)
iin'o

'

:

iik-fixaivov

fvcrePelvOai tov aoparov

riav eis tou? e/ac^avci; Kai

The

iyyvi acrePoui'Twi'.

objection of Ebrard, that "it

easier to love a person

who

ia

not

atanda visibly be-

fore me, and has, for instance, injured me,

than a person

whom

overthrown by the
not here

make

I

have not seen

at all," ia

fact that the apostle does

the slightest reference to the

conduct of persons standing in visible opposition to us, by whom the natural feeling of love
towards our equals is destroyed and turned
into hate.

As

the apostle

ia

contrasting the

visibility and invisibility, it ia so
more arbitrary to introduce here a
reference to theiwo^o Dei, as this is not aorae-

elements of

much

the

thing viaible, but something invisible,
object, not of sight, but of faith,

— the

;
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pro amante

ipsitis

brotherly love

is

haheri vult: both false

the natural

fi-uit

and

and unnecessary;

activity of love to

for although
God, yet at the

same time the practice of it is the habitual task which he who loves God
has to perform, as one appointed him by God. It is doubtful whether we
are to understand by avrov God (Baumgarten-Crusius, De Wette, Diisterdieck, etc.) or Christ ; that in the latter case kudvov must be read, is unfounded
second view seems to be the more correct but
no reference here at all to Christ, it might be safer
By Iva referring back to Tavrriv, it is here, as
to understand by avrov God.
frequently after verbs of wishing and commanding, not so much the purpose as the purport of the commandment (the realization of which is certainly the aim and object of the commaudment) that is stated, which Braune

because

tov Qeov follows, the

as in the context there is

—

here also incorrectly disputes.

;

—

;

CHAP. V.
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V.

Ver. 1. Lachra. has bracketed the km before rdv ytytwrifihov, because it is
wanting in B, some min., Vulg., Hil., etc. Instead of rdv ysyewrifiivov, K reads
rd yey. as it runs in ver. 4.
Ver. 2. Instead of TrtpufiEv, Eec. in A, G, K, K, etc.,
Lachm. and Tisch. read noLUfiEv, according to B, several min., Vulg., Syr.,
Thph. etc. The authorities, however, decide in favor of Trjpufiev, even A in
TTjpufxev, are wanting, perhaps through
which the following words: avrr} yap
a mistake. Still it remains likely that TTjpufiev has been inserted as John's usual

—

;

,

,

.

.

—

expression (with ivroMg) instead of
iartv (A,
etc.: n'f

ttoiu^ev.
Ver. 5. Instead of the Rec. rig
G, al., pi., Vulg., etc., Lachm., Tisch.), is found in B, K, several min.,
ianv d^; ng 6k ianv' in K the 6i is inserted, perhaps for closer connec-

—

Ver. 6. Instead of a'i/xaTog, mevftaTog is found in some
A, H, some min., etc., is found the addition : kuI irveifiaTog-^ others
read nvevaarog kuI alfiarog, and a'lfiarog kuI nvev/iarog is also found; nvevfxaTog
is evidently a later addition.
The Rec. has before Xpiardg the article 6 it is
wanting in A, G, X (K: Xpi^jidg 'Ir/oovg) and, according to the statement of Tisch.
7, in B; according to Tisch. 2, it is found in B (namely, e silentio collatorum)
Buttmann has retained it, as well as Lachmann and Tisch. 2; Tisch. 7 has,
however, rejected it.
Instead of ftovov, B reads //ovu; a correction right
Kai ru atfiaTi], According to A, B, G, and many
according to the sense.
others, Syr., Copt, (with Lachm. and Tisch.), /cat ev tu aifi. is probably to be
substituted.
Other variations, as nvEVfian instead of aifzan, etc., do not call for
observation; the reading on Xpiarog instead of 5ti rb nvevfia need only be
mentioned, which, because it is found in the Vulgate, is the basis of several old
interpretations, although it is supported by scarcely any other authorities.
Ver. 7. Before Tpetg, k has the article ol but in this it is alone.
The words
that follow oi fiapTvpovvTeg in the Rec: ev rw ovpavu, 6 naTTjp, 6 Xoyog Kal
Td uyiov nvevfxa aal ovrot ol Tpeig tv eiai. (Ver. 8) Kal rpelg e'laiv
oi napTvpovvTEg tv rjj y^, are rejected by Griesb., Lachm., Tisch, etc., and
are considered spurious by almost all modern commentators (except Sander,
Besser, Mayer).
They are wanting in all the Greek Codices, except in 173**
(of the 16th cent.), 34, and 162; in the two latter, however, which also belong
only to the 16th cent., the words Kal oi rpeig rb ev elciv, and the articles 6, o, to,
tion of the clauses.

min.,

etc.

;

in

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

They are wanting, further, in almost all the versions. With
regard to the Latin Codices, they are only found in these after the 8th cent.;
the Codex Amiatinus (circa 541), Harleianus (of the 7th cent.), and others do
are omitted.

not contain them; the Codex Demidovianus has transposed them, thus: quia
tres sunt qui testimonium dant in terra, spiritus, aqua et sanguis, et tres unum

Et

testimonium dant in coelo, pater, verbum, et spiritus.
them, although reference to
them would have been very convenient in the Arian controversies; just as little
sunt,

tres sunt, qui

— Of the Greek Fathers not a single one mentions
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there any reference to them in most of the older Latin Fathers, as Hilary,
Lucifer, Ambrose, Faustinas, Jerome, Augustine, etc. An allusion to them has
incorrectly been believed to exist in TertuUian in the passages: c. Prax., 25,
is

and De Pudicit., 21 on the other hand, Cyprian (De Unitate Ecclesiae) seems to
refer to them in the words: Dicit Dominus: Ego et Pater unum sumus; et
iterum de Patre et Filio et Spiritu Sancto scriptum est : Et tres umtm sunt.
;

in Phoebadius (4th cent.), Contta Arianos, c. 45, refers rather to
TertuUian than to John;i and in Eucherius (5th cent.). Lib. Formulariim, c. 11,
they are only found in interpolated handwriting. They are first certainly quoted
by Yigilius (towards the end of the 5th cent.) in the books written under the
name of Idacius, Contra Varimadmn, by Fulgentius, Cassiodorus (of the 6th
The peculiar quotation in
cent.), and in many later ones since the 9th cent.
Cyprian finds its explanation in the symbolical interpretation of the words to
"Kvevfia, lb v6up, and to aifxa of the Trinity, which is also found in the Schol. in
Matthaei: ol rpelg 6e elnev upaeviKug, on avu\io'ka ravra rf/^ TpidSog; and in the

The passage

—

/cat avrbg eavroii (and on ev elaiv: tovdq Qibg), and which Facundus (6th cent.) has rightly recognized
when he says. Pro Defens. Triuin Capit., 1. i. c. 3: tres sunt qui testimonium
. .
quod
dant (in terra?): Sjnritus, aqua et sanguis, et hi tres unum sunt
.
de Patre, Filio et Spiritu s,
Joannis apostoU testimonium Cyprianus

Schol.

Tian

:

TOvricTi Td nvevfia rb uyiov kcu 6 nar^p

n'ta deoTrjg,

.

.

.

—

intelligit.^
As at first the three persons of the Trinity were substituted for the
former words, as was the case with Cyprian, the idea arose afterwards that they
were named by the apostle in addition to them, and some Fathers then quoted
The weight of
the passage as it had taken shape in accordance with this idea.
the evidence against the genuineness of the disputed words is so strong, that it
is opposed to the fundamantal principles of a sound and unprejudiced criticism
In the 16th cent, the words are found in most of
to regard them as genuine.

—

—

the Latin translations, as well as in some of the German translations which
were made in accordance with the Vulgate. With regard to the editions of the
Greek text, the Complutensian (1504-1514), following the Vulgate, accepted

them; on the other hand, Erasmus in his earliest editions rejected them, as
well as Aldus Manutius in the Venetian edition (1518); in his translation of
1521, and in the 3d edition of 1522, Erasmus, however, accepted them, adducing
Cod. 34; Stephanas and Beza did the same; "the Rec. sanctioned the claim of
this reading" (Braune).
Luther never admitted them into his translation.^
They are first found in the translations which appeared in Switzerland without
Luther's name; thus in the Ziirich edition of Froschover, 1529; the edition of

The passages In TertuUian run thus the
"Ceterum de meo sumet, inquit, sicut

1

;

Jirst:

ipse de Patris.

Ita

connexus Patris In Filio

Filii in Paracleto, tres etficit

terum ex

altero:

cohaerentes

qui tres unura

sunt,

et
al-

non

unus, quomodo dictum est. Ego et Pater unum
sumus, ad substafitiae unitatem, non ad numeri singularitatem " the second : " Et eccle;

flia

proprie et principaliter ipse est Spiritus, in

quo

unius divinitatis, Pater et
Filius et Spiritus Sanctus." The passage in
Phoebadius " Sic alius a Filio Spiritus, sicut
alius a Patre Filius.
Sic tertia in Spiritu, ut
in Filio secunda Persona: unus tamen Deus
omnia, quia tres unum sunt."
est

trinitas

:

* Ebrard, indeed, also holds these words to
be spurious, but thinks it probable that they

MSS. which were

existed in the

Cyprian;

this,

however,

from the
passage in his N.
ferred

available to

is

the less to be in-

fact that

Vlgilius had the

T., since

he quotes

it

in a

corrupt sense.
s

n

is

strange that the words are found

explained in Luther's second commentary on
the Epistle (Walch) without the slightest
reference

to

Luther's

first

their

spuriousness,

commentary they are

whilst

in

distinctly

This is no doubt explained by the fact that he based his second
edition on the later text of Erasmus.
epecifted as spurious.
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"in earth," and

1531 also has them, but with the omission of

in small print;

in that of 1533 they are printed in ordinary letters, whilst they are bracketed

The Basel edition of Bryllinger, 1552, has
them without brackets; the Zurich edition of Gessner, 1555, on the other hand,
With regard to the editions published in Frankfort-onhas them bracketed.
in later editions of 1540, 1545, 1549.1

—

the-Main, these words, according to the usual statement, are first found in
the edition of 1593; this, however, is incorrect, for they previously occur in the
quarto edition of 1582, though they are wanting in the octavo of Feyerabendt,
1582.'^

Among

the editions printed in Wittenberg, the quarto edition of Zach.

Lehmaiin, 1596, is probably the first that admitted the words; but again they
are wanting in many later editions; the last which does not contain them is the
In
quarto of 1620, whicli was published by Zach. Schiirer at Joh. Kichter's.
certainly on insufficient and
the 17th cent, their genuineness was defended
false grounds.
After Eichard Simon liad declared himself against them, they
were opposed in the 18th cent., especially by Thomas Emlyn (1715), Clarke

—

—

Bengel, on
(1738), Wetstein, Michaelis, Semler, Hezel, Griesbach, Matthaei.
the contrary, defended them, but with the arbitrary assumption that the text

" on

originally ran:

Ver.

eiaiv.

8.

rprAg elaiv

kqI Tpelc eiatv

ayiov nvev/ua Kat ovroi

Criticus

;

ol Tpilq

o'l

at

uapTvoovvrec kv r^ y^' to

uaprvpovvTeq iv

ev elaiv.^^

Griesbach, Diatribe in
d.

Down.

to ev

nvei'fia, k.t.A., ei^

ovpavu, 6 narrjp, b Xoyoq kol to

Compare

especially Bengel, Apx>arat.

1 Johann. v. 7, 8, as appendix of the 2d

loc.

part of his edition; Semler in his Hist.

Beweisstellen in

tCi

krit.

ii.

St., I.; Rickli in his

Sammlunrjen

iiber die Sof/.

notes on this passage; Knittel,

—

Neue Kritiken

iiber 1 Joh. v. 7, 8.
Ver. 9. Instead of vv, according to G, K,
Thph., Oecum., A, B, K, etc., Vulg., etc., Cyr., read on, which is recommended by Griesbach and accepted by Lachm. and Tisch. r)v seems to have
arisen from ver. 10; Reiche, however, holds v^ to be the original.
Ver. 10.
Ix^i TTjv fiaprvpiav].
Eec, according to B, G, Iv, N, very many min., and vss.,
Thph., etc. (Tisch.); Lachm. (following A, Vulg.) adds tov Qeov, which, however, seems to be an explanatory gloss.
Instead of eavrC), Tisch. reads avrw,
following A, G, K; only a clerical variation. t<j Oeu, Rec, after B, G, K, X,
Syr., etc., Thph. (Tisch.).
Against this A and the Vulg. have rw vlu (Lachm.),
Tliis reading has arisen from the idea that this negative sentence must exactly
correspond to the preceding: 6 marevuv e/f tov vidv tov Otov.
Ver. 13. The Rec.
runs: i'filv roif niareijovaiv eig to bvofia tov viov tov Qeov, Iva eidf/Te on (jJifo
aitjvcov
ixere
Kal iva niaTevrjTe elg to bvona tov viov Toi Oeov.
In A, B, X, etc.,
etc.,

:

—

—

—

Vulg., Copt., Theb.,
is

wanting after

etc.,

almost

all

etc., Cassiod.,

vn'iv;

Bede, the addition

the vss., Cassiod., Bede,

* According to Rickli, these brackets were
omitted in 1597; Ebrard, on the other
hand, says that they were already omitted in
the edition of 1561 which was in his posses-

first

eion.
»

roif

maTsvovaiv

For these and the following notices

I

words

the Frankfurt edition of 1574, edited

by Reffeler

in B,

;

University Library, the passage referred to
runs " And it is the Spirit that bears witness
:

folio edition of

FeHfiletlung, etc., p.
are said to occur as early as in
z.

;

but this
(published by John Feyerabendt)
is incorrect. According to a written
communication from Professor Dr. Keil, who
has compared the edition in the Leipzig

Monckeburg
152), the

tov Qeov,

.

statement

that the Spirit is truth.

to

{Beitr.

.

is: oi nioTevovTec eic rd 6v., «.r./l.

thank my friend Dr. Klose of Hamburg, who has personally examined these
editions in the Hamburg Library. According
to Panzer (ffist. de Bibeliibers., p. 492 ff.) and

have

.

instead of the concluding kuI tva, k.tX, the reading in A,

For there are three

that bear record on earth, the Spirit and the

water and the blood, and these three are one.
If

we

receive the witness of

men,"

Weyg. Haneu,

not contain the words,

etc.

1574, also

The
does

—

,
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—

however, oi nicTevovTeq.
Griesb.
it is in A, Buttmann as it
Even if the common reading is to be justified according to the sense
is in B.
(De Wette, Sander, Reiche), yet its correctness does not therefore follow, as it
has too little support from external authorities, and as Iva marevTiTE seems to
owe its origin to the passage, Gospel of John xx. 31, Tlie reading of B might,
however, be preferable to the reading of A, since tlie former is not only the
more difficult, but by it the origin of the Rec. can be more easily explained; so
also Briickner; Braune prefers the reading of A, "as difficllior,'^ but the addition is more easily connected with exere than with the preceding v/xiv.
It is
doubtful whether aluvwv had its original position before or after exere; the
however,

rotg

maTevovaiv ; so also X* ; in

X

,

r

Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., have accepted the reading as

—

former
etc.,

attested

is

by G, K,

N, several min.,

— Ver.

Vulg., etc. (Lachm., Tisch.).

Thph., Oec.

14.

the latter by A, B,
Instead of dn euv ti, Laclim.,
;

—

6, n uv, which, however, has too little support.
Ver. 15.
Laclimanu's reading, Kai av, instead of kui euv, has too little evidence in B. A
t/huv- so also X*; Xi reads «a< euv ISo/hev, k.tX
omits entirely the words kuI
6 uv],
Rec, according to A, K, etc., Oec. (Lachm.); instead of which B, G,
The reading in x*, on euv
X, and many others, Thph., have o eiiv (Tisch.).
ex(jfiEv, is merely a mistake.
Instead of nap' avrov (A, G, K. and several others),
B, N, read dV avrov (Lachm., Tisch.).
Ver. 16. Instead of 'i6y, Rec, according
to A, B, G, K, X, etc., Clem,, Thph., Oec, Lachmann, has accepted the reading
££(5j7, presented only by the Vulg. and Latin Fathers.
N* has aiTTjasi^ Kal duasig
instead of the third person,
Ver. 18. Instead of «AA', Tisch. and Buttm.,
following B, read u2.M, The reading avrov in A*, B, instead of eavrov, is only a
clerical variation of the word.
Ver. 20. kuI olda/iEv]. Rec, according to A,
several min., etc (Lachm., Buttm.); K, N, etc. (according to Tisch., also B;
contrary to which Buttm. states that nal otS. is found in B) have oldafiEv di
(Tisch.); G reads merely ol6a/iev.
Tisch, 7, following A, B*, G, K, etc., reads
yivucKonEv, whilst the Rec, according to B**, K, etc., is yivuoKunEv (Tisch, 2,
Lachm., Buttm.); the latter is probably a correction.
To rbv uTujdivov, A,
several min., vss., and Fathers add 0f6v, which, though approved of by Liicke,
De Wette, Reiche, is with justice not accepted by Lachm. and Tisch., since it
may easily be recognized to be an interpolation. N* has rb aTiTjd.; N,, however,
rdv.
7/ l^ufj aluvio^\.
According to A, B, X, many min., etc., the article i), which
is only supported by a few min., is, witla Lachm. and Tisch,, to be deleted,
inasmuch as it is either Cw7 aluvtoc, or n (uij r) a'Mvtoq, or v aiuvLoq l^uv (John xvii.
The grounds which
3), that always appears in John, but never t) C<j^ aluvioq.
Frommann (p. 91 ff.) adduces for the retention of the article are not adequate.
Ver. 21. Instead of eavrov^ (Rec, according to A, K, etc, Tisch.), B, G, N*
tavToiq) read kavru (Lachm.); this is probably a correction with reference to
(Ni

following A, reads

:

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

Yer.
brother.

1

shows that the believer, as born of God, necessarily loves his
of the Christian life, faith and love, are repre-

The two elements

sented in their real unity.
refers

back

to chap. iv. 15;

iruq 6

does not follow that

6 Xinaroi

marEvuv on

comp,

apostle in ver. 5 puts 6 vibe rov Qeov

and

ii,
;

comp,

6 vlbc rov

identical ideas, but certainly that he only

of God.

That John says here

'Itjoov^ iariv 6

Xpiarog

22, iv, 2; instead of 6 Xptaro^, the

is

d Xpiarog, is

iii,

23,

from which, however,

it

Qeov are to the apostle exactly

Christ to him,

who

is

also

Son

occasioned by the antithesis to

CHAP. V.
comp. on this Weiss,

the false teachers;

explains: qui credere se ostendit
faith itself, that

the subject.

is

:

it is

—
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2.

p.

155

Orotius erroneously

ff.

not the manifestation of faith, but

f« roi Qeoii yeyiwijTat; for faith

is

not a

human, but a divine work in us.^ This first sentence forms the premise
from which the apostle draws his conclusion.
He does not specially
emphasize the self-evident intermediate thought: Truf 6 yeyevvri/iivog ek tov
Oeov uyaKd rdv Qcov, but presupposing it,^ he says: Kal Trdf 6 uyaniJv rbv
yevvTjaavra, uyana koI tov y eyevvrj fjevov k^ avTov\. b ytyevv. l^ airov
is not "Christ" (Augustine, Hilarius, a Lapide, etc.), but "the believer."
Calvin, correctly: Sub numero singulari omnes Jideles Ap. designat.
Est
autem arciumentum ex communi naturae ordine sumptum. By the last thought

why the apostle here says "rbv yewfiaavra"
and "tov yeyevvTj)j.evov i^ ovtov" instead of rbv

Calvin rightly indicates
instead of tov Qeuv,
dc5f?.0(3r.

— uyana

loves;" John

is

is

Ver. 2 states

The

not subjunctive "let him

love,"

but

indicative

"he

here expressing not an exhortation, but a fact.

how

love to the " children of

God "

is

to be recognized.

otuv Tbv Oebv uyairufiev kcI rug kvTo?.ug avTov
Tijpu/uev (notijuev).
The difficulty, that whereas elsewhere the keeping of
the commandments or brotherly love is mentioned as the evidence of love
to God (or of knowing God), comp. ii. 3, iv. 20, 21, here the converse
relationship is represented, so that, as De Wette says, "the apostle here
makes the cause (love to God) the token of the effect (love to the brethren)," cannot be solved by the arbitrary assumption of an attraction, which
Oecumenius supposes when he interprets, ddy/ia T?/r elg Oebv uyunvc ttjv elc Tbv
ads?.(pbv uyaTTTjv TidcTat, and which Grotius distinctly expresses when he parasign

phrases:

of

it

is:

ev TOVTif) yivcjOKOfiev oti tov Oebv tiyanufisv, otuv ayanufiev tu tIkvu avrov

De Wette by

the view " that mf
and Tbv Qtbv uyanu/iev only the
anticipated confirmation of it, so that the one result of love to God is put
for a token of the other " "but the explanation lies in this, that these two
elements, " love to God " and " love to the brethren as children of God," in
reality mutually prove one another.^ By the addition of the words, kuI tuc
kvToTLug avTov TTipcJfiev, it is brought out that love to God necessarily shows
itself in the obedient keeping of His commandments.
This obedience,
rooted in love to God, is equally with the former the token of true brotherly
love, because the commandments of God include the duties which we owe
Kal Tu^

hroXuc avTov

T7]pu/icv

;

nor even with

tvroAuf aiiTov ttiquhev is the principal clause,

:

1 The
God and

between being born of
be expressed thus,
that first the latter and then the former
follows; but neither is it first the former and
then the latter, but being born of God happens in this way, that God worKs faith in
man. "The new birth is," as it runs in the
Mecklenburg Catechism, " the working and
gift of faith." The TricrTeiieii', which begins

Instead of

with the

true

relationship

faith is not to

gift of n-io-Ti?, is therefore the result,

and hence also the token, of being born of
God, as the Trocet;' ttji/ hi.Kai.o<Tvvy\v (chap. ii. 29)
and the ayaTt^v (chap. iil. 7).

= xhat
this thought is presupposed by
John, which Ebrard and Braune erroneously
deny, is proved by the fact that John does
not say here, 6 ix tou 0eoC yeyewriixevos, but

'

it,

He who

6

ayanCiv rbv yevvriaravTa,

loves

God

has therein an evidence
as riKva toC

that he loves the brethren also

—

©eoC, because brotherly love is the necesxary
result of love to

God; but

it is

also quite as

he who loves the brethren has
therein an evidence of love to God, because
the latter is the necessary cause of the
former.
that

;
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He

to the brethren.

therefore

who

regards

it

hicumbent on him to

as

fulfil

God's commandments, possesses therein the evidence that he loves his
brethren, the rinva rov Qeov, that his love to them is not mere appearance,

but reality

similarly Liicke, Sander, Baumgarten-Crusius, Evrald, Diister-

:

on the other hand, gives the thought an
" nunc docet, recte et ordine amari homines,
quum Deus pr lores ohtinet; vult sic muluam coli inter nos caritatem, ut Deus
It is further to be observed, that the first uyanufxEv is neither
praeferalur."
dieck, Braune, inteipret; Calvin,

erroneous direction when he says

:

—

subjunctive nor used instead of the future (Carpzov, Lange), but
indicative;

and that brav

is

not

=

ii.

3.

ditional particle, as kav, chap.

simple

is

quamdiu (Carpzov, Lange), but con-

Yer. 3 refers to the last two ideas, which were simply mentioned coordinatively,
is

and expresses

their unity

explained by the following

Iva.

avrri

:

— egtIv

is

yap eanv

uyinrri rov Qeov],

j]

nmij

to be kept in its proper meaning,

though Iva follows; the paraphrase: "it brings this with it, it includes
the endeavor " (De Wette), weakens the thought Iva states the import of the
Quite incorrectly
ayuTTTt T. Qeov, to the realization of which it is directed.
ayuirr] metonymically for: ostensio dilectlonis.
Grotius takes
Kal al hroAac
avTov ^apelac om eiaiv is connected with the preceding as a new idea daptiai
"
= "heavy, as an oppressive burden ^ comp. Luke xi. 46 (^opria SvajSuaTaKTa,
and Matt. xi. 30 dopriov kXa^pov. It is grammatically incorrect to explain
;

—

tj

;

;

:

:

Papdui:

"difficult

to

(Ebrard).

fulfil"

The

idea

is,

indeed, expressed

from the confirmation that follows in ver. 4 it is evident
that the apostle meant it in special reference to those who are born of God.
absolutely, but

Ver.
Toi)

Confirmation of the preceding thought.

4.

The neuter

eEovl.

is

— nuv

used here as in Gospel of John

to }eyEvvrmivov

iii.

U

6, vi. 37, xvii,

2; it serves "to bring out the general category;" see Meyer on John iii. 6;
comp. Winer, p. 160; according to the sense = Tiavreg ol, k.t.X., it is not the
disposition, but persons, that are meant.
Quite erroneous is the remark of
Baumgarten-Crusius " the ycyi-vv. Ik t, 9. has here only an external signification: whatever has the position of God's children.'
vmo. tov Koa/iov, for
:

fiel^uv eariv 6 iv avroic,

ij

6 ev tC) koouu,

in the conflict between the Koafioq

constantly gaining the victory.

is

plains viKav

by " to keep one's

of victory

that

;

is

iv. 4.

—

—

and him who is born of God, the -latter
Baumgarten-Crusius unsatisfactorily exinnocent " this does not exhaust the idea
;

when we take our stand against the enemy,
overcome. The completion of the victory in

is

sense certainly only takes place with the second

Rickli and

the simple present

viko. is

not obtained

but only when the enemy
its full

self

chap.

De Wette

coming

better LUcke, Calvin, Sander, Diisterdieck, Briickner, etc., "

We

1 Spener:
"
are to understand the
heaviness of a burden that is so oppressive
that one cannot bear it, that is, painful."
Caloxlus " Dicit ea non esse gravia, quia non
:

aggravant, aut instar molis onerosae praeraunt

renatum."
tjie

The commandments

demands

of His love on

of Christ.

—

explain «6a^oc by "love of the world and of self:"

of

man, who

God, as
is

made

after Hia

own

the latter;

if,

all

that strives

image, cannot be grievous to
however, they are so, that is

man has departed from his
relationship to God to the believer

because

original

they are
not grievous, because as the child of God he
has gone back to the original relationship of
;

love to God.
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6.

5,

God within and without man

against the will of

;

" but even this

is

too

kingdom of the wicked one, which, under its prince the
Devil, striving against the kingdom of God, seeks to tempt the believer to
unbelief and disobedience to the divine commands.
As the apostle wants
to show how he that is born of God overcomes the world, he continues: kuI
avTTj iarlv
vikt]
viKT/aaaa rbv Koofiov
niartg ijfiijv. The pronoun
abstract.

It is the

—

i]

t)

fj

which

no other than the maTig, on
is peculiar, inasmuch as
faith is described as the vckti itself, and the vik^v is ascribed to it.
Lorinus
rightly remarks
victoria proprie non vincit, sed comparalur pugnando, sed
energiam continet ea fonnula, denolans in quo sila sit vincendi ratio, unde
victoria partaA
The aorist viKT/anaa is not to be turned into the present
even though the victory is a continuous
(a Lapide, Lorinus, Grotius, etc.)
one, in which every believer is constantly taking part, the aorist nevertheless indicates that faith from the beginning overcame the world.
The
explanation of Baumgarten-Crusius
"it is already victory won that ye
have become believers " (similarly Xeander), is incorrect it is not here
intended to commend faith as the result of a fight, but as that which fights,
and which has won the victory hence the active vinijaaaa (so also Braune).
Ver. 5. Confirmation of the preceding thought by an appeal to the experience of the readers (Liicke).
The same form of
t'lq lartv 6 vlkCiv, /c.r.A.J.
"
speech as in chap. ii. 22. The thought is " Credens omnis et solus vincit
With otl 'l7?(Toyc ia-lv, k.t.I., comp. ver. 1, chap. ii. 22, iii. 23.
(Bengel).
The
believer is victorious because he is born of God; vv. 1 and 4 (Dusterdieck).
Vv. 6-12. That Jesus is the Son of God, is confirmed by divine testimony.
Ver. 6. In order to arrive at an understanding of this verse we must first
ai'TTi

refers to

;/

iriTrtf 7/iuv,

'Irjoovq koTLv 6 vid( Toi>

in its

is

The expression

ver. 5.

Qeoit,

import

:

;

:

;

ij

;

—

:

—

koI ai/xaroc.
The question, what
by Mup and ai/xa, has been answered in very different
ways. The explanations worthy of notice are these 1. That the apostle
means thereby the blood and water which flowed from Christ's side on the
cross, John xix. 34
this explanation is found in Augustine, Vatablus, and
many of the old commentators; but some of them consider that the apostle
here mentions this water and blood as the proof of the actual occurrence of
the death of Christ, others that he uses them as symbols of baptism and the
Lord's Supper. 2. That by vdup and ai/ia are to be understood the sacraments appointed by Christ this is the explanation of Wolf (who, however,
understands an allusion to the incident recorded in John xix. 34), S. Schmid,
Carpzovius, Baur, Sander, Besser, and others.* 3. That by vdup John means

look at the expression, Ipxeadai dC vdaroq

of

all

is

to be understood

:

;

;

1

Ebrard opposes

this explanation

arbitrary siatemeut that

it

which conquers the world "
-

To

vIki)

"

is

with the

the action

( !"i.

this class belongs also Luther's inter-

pretation (in the Ist ed. of Walch), which,

however, differs in this, that according to it
water and blood together constitute the hacrament of baptism; he says: "Most commentators consider both sacraments; ... I do
not object, Indeed, to this explanation, but I

understand the phrase of baptism merely.

.

.

.

Christ comes not by water only, but by water

which
which

mixed with blood, that is, by baptism,
is colored with blood."
So also in the
interpretation of the following verse " If you
is

.

are baptized with water, the blood of Christ
is

sprinkled by the

Word.

you are bapthe same lime

If

in blood, you are at
washed by the Holy Spirit through the Word."

tized

Id his 2d ed., on the other hand, Luther under-

!
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the baptism of Christ by

which He

suffered.

John the

This

is

Baptist,

and by

alfia

the atoning death

the explanation of Tertullian, Theophylact,

Cappellus, Heuinann, Semler, Storr, Lange, Baumgarten-Crusius, Hilgen-

Neander, Ewald,i Bruckner, Liicke (third edition. Introduction, p. 160;
comp. Bertheau's note on this passage, p. 381), Erdmann, Myrberg, Weiss,
Braune, etc. Not a few commentators, however, divide the explanation,
understanding v6up of the baptism appointed by Christ, and aiiia of His own
death so Hornejus, Knapp, Liicke (in the commentary on this passage also
feld,

;

;

in the third edition, Introduction, p. 110

;

differently. Introduction, p. 160),

De Wette, Rickli, Gerlach, Frommaun (p. 596), Dusterdieck, etc.^
many commentators (as Bede, a Lapide, Russmeyer, Spener, Bengel,
different interpretations are connected together in

— By
etc.)

one or the other of these

ways. 8

To

these interpretations

evident at the

first

glance.

may
To

be added others, the arbitrariness of which

this class the following belong:

1.

is

That by Mwp

and alfia John denotes the two elements of the physical life of Jesus; this is the
view of Schulthess. Wetstein adds even the following nvev/ia, and says that
the apostle wants to prove that Christ was a verus homo, who was formed ex
spiritu, sanguine et aqua sive humored 2. That by both words, or at least by
v6up, the ethical nature of Christ is indicated; thus Grotius interprets 6C Uarog
= per vitam purissimam, quae per aquam sujnificari solet. Socinus understands by v6up: ipsa doctrina pura cum vitae puritate conjuncta. 3. That in
v6up and aliia it is not so much the baptism and death of Christ themselves that
are to be thought of, as rather the testimonies that were given in connection
with them in v6up the testimony of the divine voice in the baptism (Wahl) in
aljia either the testimony of the good centurion (Stroth), or the events, that
followed the death of Jesus, namely. His resurrection and ascension (Wahl,
;

;

stands water

and blood, with reference to
the two sacraments: "This
brief summary has been kept in the Church,
that out of the side of Jesus the two sacraments flowed."
» Ewald understands by them, however, not
merely the baptism and the death, but by i/5u.p
the bnpliem, " with every thing special which
besides occurred in His case," and by oi|ua
"the bloody death on the cross, with every
thing still more wonderful that icas connected

John

with

xis. 34, of

it."

also

he describes iiSiop precisely as " the baptism
with water originated by John." But how
strange

to say, nevertheless, that the

it is

tism which Jesus introduced

is

bap-

the baptism of

water originated by John
" Aqua dicit baptismum, quem
3 Bengel
primum administravit Johannes; ideo in aqua
:

To

this class Ebrard also belongs, but he
from the other commentators in this
respect, that he understands by Uiap Christian
baptism indeed, but " not the ere^ire sacrament
of baptism (consisting of symbol and thing
signified), but only the symbol in the sacra«

from the water of baptism, which
performed;" then on p. 470 he
asserts that iiSwp is not the baptism which
Jesus received, but that which He introduced,
hence it denotes that which Jesus had in
common with the Baptist ; and in ii. 2, p. 221,
differing

John

differs

ment;" hence, only that side of Christian
baptism in which it is identical with the baptism of John. Clearly an unjustifiable division
The same view is no doubt
of the sacrament
that of Hofraann, who says (Schri/tbew., II.
"ol/uta is, in contrast with i/iwp, the
1, p. 76)
blood shed by Jesus for the remission of sins,
!

:

baptizare missus, ut Jesus manifestaretur tanquam Filius Dei. Porro baptisraus etiam per
discipulos Jesu admiutstratus est.
est utique

sanguis— Jesu

Sanguis

Christi, qui effusua

coena dorainica bibitur." Tertullian says: " Venerat per aquam et sanguinem, sicut Joh. scripsil, ut aqua tingeretur,
sanguine gloriflcaretur. Proinde ut nos aqua
faceret vocatos, sanguine electos, bos duos
in passione, in

baptismos de vulnere perfossi lateris emisit."
* Similarly Paulus in reference to
alfj.a;
iiSup he understands of the baptism of John.
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even the testimony of God in John

xii.

28 (Oecumenius).i

That in these two expressions we are to consider the operations brought into
exercise by Christ; in vdup, regeneratio et fides (Clemens Al.), or imrgatio
(Cameron) in aZ/za, cognitio (Clemens AL), or expiatio (Cameron), or redemptio

4.

;

To this class belongs also Calvin's explanation: ego existimo
Joannem hicfructiim et effectum exprimere ejus rei, quam in historia evangelica
(Bullinger).

Christi latus sanguinis et aquae fons erat, ut scirent fideles, veram
narrat.
munditiem (cujusfigurae erant veteres baptismi) in eo sibi constare : ut scirent
etiam completum, quod omnes sanguinis aspersiones ollm promiserant. 5. That
those expressions and nvev/ia are descriptive of the tlireefold redemptive office
of Christ: that Mup {= coelestis doctrini, Bullinger) represents Him as prophet,
Here may be added the strange explanation
aifia as priest, and nvevfia as king.
of vdup as the tears which Jesus shed on various occasions, and of nlfia as the
blood which He shed at His circumcision. Again, some of the old commentators understood by ai/ia the blood of the martyrs.

It is at all events incorrect to

permit ourselves, in the interpretation of

and aifia, to be led by the question as to the nature of their testimony
(Sander " It must be maintained as the chief difficulty in the passage before
us, what are the three witnesses on earth "), for that is not the subject in this
By the
verse, in which the nvevfia only is mentioned as bearing witness. ^
words ovTOi eartv, k.t.X., the apostle simply states who Jesus the Son of God
With regard to the expression 6 ileiJv 6i', k.t.X., most commentators
is.
interpret as if it were "ovTog epxtrai," or, ^'ovto^ kanv kpxofxevoc." Others, it is
true, have not overlooked the aorist, but they interpret it as if it expressed
something present; thus Sander = " has come and comes," against which
Bengel rightly says, nan (licit: 6 tpxa/ievo^ in Praesenti, sed 6 ilduv Aorislo
It is true, it is further correct when, in oppotempore, Praeleriti vim habenti.
sition to De Wette, who takes klduv as synonymous with llrj/ivdug, chap. iv. 2,
Briickner objects that by the aorist as a purely historic tense nothing continuous or permanent is expressed but even then the expression does not
obtain complete justice. It is to be observed that John did not write "ijldE,"
vd(jp

:

—

;

or "

eaTli>

DiOuv" but

By the

eariv 6 iMtJv.

not a verbal, but a nominal, and,

it is

John

participle with the definite article,

if it is

not in apposition to a preceding

and passim), a substantive
31, 36, and many other
passages.
It therefore does not mean "this came," or "this is one who
came," but " this is he that came " by this predicate it is not merely stated
substantive (as in

idea that

is

expressed

;

i.

18, 29,

iii.

comp. John

13, vi. 44,

i.

15, 33,

iii.

;

>

Oecumenius

:

6td toC vSaroi, TouTeffTic, iv

T(p 6t' OSttTos PaTTTKT/xaTi f^e(t>dv0r) vio?
'iTjcroOs

5ia

rrji

0eoO 6

toO Trarpbs iiapTvpiat' 5id Se toO

aluaroi' oTi ij.e\\uv (TTavpovaOai. (key f, Bo^aiTov
ixt <ru

Trdrep, icai lyvexfln V

(cot itd.\Lv

©eb?

<f>(nvri,

<cai

iSo^aa-a,

iofoiaw 6io Se ToO nvev/iaToi,

avecTTrt ck

on w?

Delves give

n esses "

no tCBtimony, likewise become witin his discussion of the mean-

— has

ing of vSu>p and al/ia all along regarded them
as " witnesses " for the Messiahship of Jesus,
Briickner also, in his interpretation of

veKpwv.

This is usually too little noticed by commentators. Even Liicke
who remarks on the
following words, icai to irvfvtia, k.t.\., that " it
^

—

was not

bear witness," and then " it is only through
the irvevfia that both of them, which in them-

said of the water

and blood that they

ideas vSu>p and atpta, has

the

all along included the
element of testimony, whereby the clearness
of his statement is only too much diminished,
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what the subject which

is here spoken of (namely, oirroc) has done, but the
thereby characterized as the particular person to whom this predisuitable as a specific characteristic according to the analogy of John

subject
cate
i.

33

is

is

;

(oiiTOf

eanv

6 lianri^uv kv Trvtv/ian dyio)}, iii.

13 (6 ek tov obpavov Karajiuc),

and other passages, the expression therefore serves
acteristic of the

office of Christ.

something chartaken into considera-

to state

If this is

incorrectness of Augustine's interpretation (see above) follows;

tion, the

for even

Messianic

if

the flowing of the blood and water from the side of Jesus was

much

intended by John not so

as a proof of the actual occurrence of Christ's

death (Liicke), but as a wonder proving the Messiahship of Jesus (Meyer on
John xix. 34), yet this would be only a very subordinate proof, which by

no means

states a characteristic sign of the

Messiah as such.

— In the

life

of Jesus there are two points which correspond with the expressions vdup

and ai/xa, namely, His baptism at the beginning of His ]\Iessianic work, and
His bloody death at the end of it by His baptism Jesus entered on His mediatorial work it formed the initiatio (Erdmann, INIyrberg) of it, but this did
not take place only by means of what happened at the baptism, but by the
act of baptism itself by His death he effected the atonement itself, inasmuch
as by His blood he blotted out the guilt of the sinful world, for x<^pk aifiaTenxvJohn may with justice therefore describe
olaq oi) ylverat ucpeaig (Heb. ix. 22).
Christ as the Mediator by calling Him the one who came Sr Maroc Kal alixarog.^
Against the view that iidijp and ot/ua are to be understood of the sacraments
instituted by Christ, is not only the circunistance that these are only the
;

;

;

means for

the appropriation of

subject here

the aorist

the atonement effected by Him, whereas the

accomplishment of the atonement itself but also the use of
instead of which, in that case, the present would have to be

is the

t7Su)v,

used, and also the expression ulna, which
signifies

the Lord's Supper;

even

allusion to the Lord's Supper, but to the
tism.

In opposition to the idea that

Christ suffered, but that

but the baptism which

by

itself

in 1 Cor. xii.

alone never in the X. T.
13

t-rTOTiad-naav is

communication of the

aifia

not an

Spirit in bap-

indeed signifies the death which

does not denote the baptism which He received,
instituted, are (1) that the close connection of

v6ujp

He

the two words (without repetition of

diii

before aluaroc)

ideas correspond with one another, which

is

is

only suitable

not the case

if

by

if

6C vdaroq

the

we

understand an institution of Christ, but by alfiaToc, on the other hand, the
blood shed by Christ ^ (2) that the simple expression vSup is little suited for
a description of Christian baptism » (3) that as the institution of baptism
;

;

1 That " Jesus in both cases proved His
obedience to His Father's will, and that His
obedience proved Him to be the Son of God,
the holy and innocent One" (Braune), are
ideas which John here in no way suggests.
2

This inconsistency

is

only

apparently

removed by DUsterdieck's observation that
"John regards the blood of the Lord shed at
His death as something which has a substantial

existence;" for even

if this

be correct, yet

there remains the difference that the water of

is something at present exblood which Christ shed is only
such
by John. It is no better
regarded as
with the interpretation of Hofmann, who at
one time describes al/jLa as " the blood of
Christ shed for remission," and at another
time as " the sprinkling of blood which Christ

Christian baptism

isting, but the

bestows."
' It is indeed just this very fact that distinguishes Christian baptism from that of
John, that the former in its nature is not vSiop
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took place after the death of Christ, and necessarily presupposes

it, John, if
he had understood by v6up Christian baptism, would certainly have put Uarot;
not before, but after, al/ia-oc- Hilgenfeld and Neander have rightly shown

that

Ipxeadai

if

aifiarog signifies

6i'

something pertaining

to the ^lessiah per-

same must be the case with ipxeaOai
The connection
Maroc.
must be the same in both expressions. If bj' ui/xa is meant the death which
Christ underwent, then by vdujj can therefore only be meant the baptism
which He likewise underwent.
sonally, the

f5<'

Knapp (with whom Liicke and Sander agree), that i?.dC)v 6i'
much more appropriately said of John the Baptist than of
Christ, is untenable, for that expression may at least just as well be used of him
who allowed himself to be baptized as of him who bai^tized; Erdmann: sane id
The

vda-oi

non

objection of

ill

this sense is

momenti, ac

6l' alfiarog non posse diet de
qui cruenta)ii mortem ei paraverint.
There is just as little in the objection of Liicke, that Christ allowed Illmself to
be baptized, not in order to purify Himself, but to fulfil all righteousness; since

alius

si qiiis ohjiceret, epxEadai.

Christi saiif/uine et morte, sed potius de

lis,

two ideas are here placed in antagonism to one another, which are by no means
mutually exclusive, as Jesus underwent the baptism of pm-ification just for the
very purpose of fulfilling all righteousness.

With regard
Hei)v, so that o
K

would

-.?..,

to the expression ilduv

e7.dC)v

6ia, iia is not to be separated from
would denote "the Saviour who came," and 6l\
what way Jesus is the Saviour who came " (Hof mann,

in itself

state " in

in the Schriftbew., second edition, p. 469); for that Christ

(Matt. xi. 4

;

Luke

vii. 19,

is

called 6 epxoucvog

20) does not confirm, but contradicts, this inter-

Messiah, but that

John does not here want to bring out how Jesus is the
He is so. The preposition 6iu has been differently

explained

it is

pretation

besides,

;

usually

:

which, however,

Heb.

is

12 (where

ix.

here taken simply in the sense of accompaniment,

unjustifiable;
it

is

in

indicated by

this
6iu

commentary, with reference to

that the high priest entered into

the holy place by means of the blood which he had with him), the idea of
instrumentality is combined with that of accompaniment, inasmuch as
Jesus operated as mediator by means of vdup km aiixa similarly Bruckner
;

explains dm as a preposition of instrumentality, namely, in the passive
sense,

"

as

by which he was proved ; " 6id, however, is here connected
an idea of operation nor of verification, but with D.tiuv.

neither with
AVeiss

takes the preposition in this way, that vdup n. aifia are thereby
" introduced as historical elements of the life of Christ, through which His
career passed, " but it might be more suitable to interpret di v6., k.tX, in
this way, that thereby the elements are

specially characterized

;

mentioned by which our present
viii.

24

:

6i' v7T0fioi>r/(

as the latter

is,

as

his difference
61/

i/6oTi

uT:eK6txo(J-tOa,

(John

by

6id

and Heb.

from Christ, said: iyot
i. 26), whereas Jesus

xii. 1

;

kT^duv

was

niaTeug the feature is

TnpnraTeiv is characterized

John the Baptist himself,

marking
/SaTTTiJu)

brought out by which the

just as in 2 Cor. v. 7,

;

comp. also Rom.

Braune simply abides by

was described by him as 6
iian ayiu (John i. 33).

/SaTTTt^ui' iv irviv-

;
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the idea of instrumentality, without further explaining himself on the
subject.

The

question, whether ovrog refers to

to be answered in this way, that

it

'Irjaovc

or to 6

refers to the ivhole idea

:

vide tov Qeov, is

'Ijjnoig b vldg

nv

Son of God, is the subject of Christian faith it is He who
came by water and blood. In favor of this reference is the addition 'Ir/amg
6 Xpcarog, which, as 'Itjoovg shows, is not an explanatory apposition of the
predicate (" He who came by water and blood," i.e., Christ), but is in
apposition to the subject ovrog, which is more particularly defined by the
Qeoi)

;

Jesus, the

;

predicate; the preceding

Qeov is thereby resumed, but in this

'Irjoovg 6 vibg tov

way, that in consequence of 6 iXdiov, k.t.X., the idea 6 vidg tov Qeov is changed
into 6 XpiaTog.
The import of the preceding lies, as cannot be doubted,
simply in the statement which is therein contained Ebrard, indeed, thinks

—

;

that the apostle wants thereby to express " that in the loving and merciful

power by which He has
overcome the world;" but although in the preceding the victory over the
world is ascribed to the belief that Jesus is the Son of God, yet it is not to
be inferred from this that it is Christ's victory over the world that is the
subject here, as John does not make the most remote suggestion of that.
By the words: ovk kv ru vdari /lovov u?.?.' hv tw vdaTi Kal tu ainari,
the apostle brings out with special emphasis the fact that Jesus did not
come by water only, but by both water and blood as the latter two, in their
combination, are contrasted with the former one, the principal emphasis
plainly falls on the blood, as that by which the Mediator as such has
act of the devotion of Jesus to death lies the

—

;

This emphasis

operated.

difference between Jesus

dieck, Ebrard)

;

for,

not intended for the purpose of indicating the
(Liicke, De Wette, Diister-

is

and John the Baptist

on the one hand,

Jesus would not be the mediator

if

it is

He had

self-evident to Christians that

not acted differently from John

and, on the other hand, the feature which distinguishes Jesus from John in
regard to baptism is this, that the latter baptized with water, but the former
baptizes with the Holy Ghost. ^ The addition has a polemic import (not
against " disciples of John," Ewald, but) against the Docetans, who in a

came 6i' v6aTog, but denied that He
inasmuch as, according to their heresy, Christ united
Himself with Jesus at His baptism, but separated from Him again before
His death (Erdmann, ]\Iyrberg, Weiss, Braune) indeed, it is only by the
certain sense indeed taught that Christ

came

di'

a'lLiaTog,

;

reference to these heretics, against

whom

the apostle frequently directs a

polemic in the Epistle, that the whole section from ver. 6 to ver. 12 can be
explained.
With regard to grammar, it is to be observed that /idvov is not

—

ov, but with v6aTi, and therefore there can be no kul after
not observed by A. Buttmann (p. 317 [E. T., 369 f.]). The

connected with

aUu, which

is

1 Erdmann has rightly pointed out that the
view, according to which iiSup is understood

subordinate clause, in the former of a baptism
which was not merely a baptism of water, but

of the baptism instituted by Christ,

also of the Spirit, but in the latter of a baptism

opposed

is

to the idea that the addition refers to

John the

Baptist; this antagonism can only be removed
if

we

explain the idea iiSmp in the principal

clause differently from

its

meaning

In

this

which is only a baptism of water; but that
would be an interpretation which condemns
itself,

;
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simply expresses the idea of accompaniment without bringing

—

The
out the accessory notion which lies in 6i(i comp. Heb. ix. 12 and 25.
definite article before v6an and ai^aTl is explained by the fact that both have
;

been already mentioned.
Koi rd nveviid

regard to

ianv to

irvevfia,

Bengal, correctly: Articulus habet vim relativam.

/zaprvpoiiv].

Just as in regard to

and

psychical element, which, with

human

al/ia

and

vdtjp

(1)

that

al/na,

—

so in

The following

the views of commentators vary very much.

opinions are to be rejected as utterly arbitrary:
stituted the

v6o)p

denotes the

it

as the physical elements, con-

nature of Christ (Wetstein)

;

(2) that

it

is

the spirit

which Christ at His death committed into Ilis Father's hands (Augustine,
etc.); (3) that it means "the teaching of Jesus" (Carpzovius)
(4) that
TO iTvevfia is = 6 nvevfiariKoi:, whereby John means himself (Ziegler, Stroth).
By rb nvevfia can only be understood either the Holy Ghost Himself or the
Against the latter view there
spiritual life produced by Him in believers.^
are, however, two reasons,
(1) that rd nvevfia never has this meaning
without a more particular definition indicating it; and (2) that the rd
uaprvpovv, which is added, here defines the nvevua as something specifically
different from the subjective life of man. We must therefoi-e understand by
it the objective Spirit of God, yet not, however, inasmuch as He descended
on Christ at His baptism, and testified to Him as the JNIessiah, nor inasmuch
as He was in Christ as the divine power which manifested itself in His
miracles,^ but (as most commentators correctly interpret) the Holy Ghost,
whom Christ sent to His disciples at Pentecost, and who is the permanent
The predicate eart rb uaprvpovv is not put for
possession of His Church.
here also the article must not be overlooked
fiaprvpel or for iarl ^aprvpovv
rb uaprvpovv is a nominal idea, and, moreover, not adjectival, but substantive:
"the Spirit is the witness" (Liicke). The office of witnessing belongs
As the apostle conessentially to the Holy Ghost; comp. John xv. 26. ^
tinues on TO irvEVfM kanv ii a^deia, he seems thereby to state the object of
uaprvpeiv;* but this view is opposed to the whole context, according to
;

—

;

—

:

which the apostle does not want to bring out that the Spirit is truth, but
"that Jesus the Son of God is the Christ." Therefore un here must, with
Gerhard, Calovius, and most modern commentators (De Wette, Liicke,
1

Sander

is

very uncertain

in his

explsCna-

by " the
conversion of man accomplished by the communication of the Holy Ghost," but then he
puts instead of this, without further explanation of TO Trt/eufia; first he explains

tion

:

" those

who

it

are born of the Spirit " (I).

with the act of overcoming the world," is
simply to be rejected.
* In connection with this view, Luther takes
to Trvev/j-a in a different sense from that in the
principal sentence, namely, as " the word
which has saved us by baptism and by blood,"

Grotius understands by to irveC/na even
the miracle* themselves: " admiranda ejus
opera a virtute diviua raanifeste proceden-

and of which the Spirit bears witness that it
proceeds from the Spirit of truth, and is the

tia."

principal clause

J

3

The

assertion of Ebrard, that

these words

shows " how and how

John

in

far our
consequence of the fact that
Christ bears in Himself the power that overcomes the world, is itself an overcoming
power," and that liaprvpeiv therefore "must
denote an act which is in substance identical
faith in Christ, in

truth itself; Besser distinguishes to

from the

" the

in the

n-v.

nf. in the subordinate

clause, in that he understands

by the former

Spirit bearing witness to the heart of

believers,"

and by the

latter

" the Spirit dorai-

nating in the sacraments and in the word."
Ebrard interprets :" the Spirit evidences itself

by its power;" clearly the words "
power " are a pure jmporlatiou.
.

.

.

liy its
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DUsterdieck, Evdmann, Myrberg, Braune), be taken as catiml particle, so
that the subordinate clause serves to strengthen the preceding thought.
is

because the Spirit

sense of the woi-d.

the thought

;

is

the truth, that the Spirit

— To interpret

by the

sy

alrideia^

definite article the idea

comp. John

is

It

the witness in the fullest
to

weaken

indicated in

its full

(Grotius)

aXijdic

is

uTif/deta

is

where Christ calls Himself ^ uXr/dFia.
Weiss calls attention to the way in which this designation proves the personality of the Spirit, inasmuch as "the truth is the nature of God Himself
The object which is to be supplied with rd /iaprvpovv can
made manifest."
be no other than the thought which John has previously expressed in the
concrete vividness

;

xiv. 6,

—

first

half of the verse.

Ver.

By means

7.

of the witness of the Spirit, water

attain to the position of witnesses.

and blood also

As such John now adduces them

in

connection with the Spirit, in order by the weight of this threefold witness
to confirm the truth that the

the Messiah.

— The

Son

of God,

who

identical with Jesus,

is

is

on which begins the verse means neither "yom vero"

(Grotius, Calov.), nor "hence'' (Meyer), nor "consequently" (Baumgarten-

Crusius), but

This connection with the foregoing

''for.'''

is

explained by

the fact that the truth of the testimony of the Holy Ghost (who
itself)' is

strengthened by the circumstance that

it is

not

He

the truth

is

alone that bears

Him the water and the blood bear witness also, as
two elements by means of which the atonement took place (similarly
Liicke).^
De Wette unnecessarily supplies: "and, humanly considered, the

witness, but that with

the

witness
verse

is

also true, /or."

Paulus connects

God

much

with this

ver. 9, as consequent,

antecedent: "because there are three,

as

etc.,

then,

the

etc.,

if,

This construction, which is contrary to
the style of John, is the more to be rejected as an erroneous idea arises
from it.
The masculine is used because the
Tp«f uaiv ol naprvpovvrec^.
three that are mentioned are regarded as concrete witnesses (Liicke, etc.),
but not because they are "types of men representing these three " (Bengel),^
or symbols of the Trinity (as they are interpreted in the Scholion of Matthaei, p. 138, mentioned in the critical notes).
It is uncertain whether
John brings out this triplicity of witnesses with reference to the well-known
witness of

is

greater."

—

commenta-

legal rule, Deut. xvii. 6, xix. 15, Matt, xviii. 16, etc., as several

tors suppose.

are things

It is

still at

not to be deduced from the present, that v6up and alua

present existing, and hence the sacraments; for by means

of the witness of the Spirit the whole redemptive life of Christ

nently present, so that the baptism and death of Jesus
to the past

ment

— prove

Him

constantly to be the Messiah

for the world (so also Braune).

" In ver. 6 it was said that the witnessing
and heuce it is implied that,
prove that Jesus is the Christ, the Spirit
unites with the water and blood, as the testimony of the truth. As John now assumes this
conclusion from ver. 6, he adds, passing on to
another subordinate coji/fn/iatory proof /or,"
1

The
*

sunt

trla

to

testandi

:

etc.

who makes

atone-

participle oi /iapTvpoivreg,

Tropum

Spirit is the truth,

perma-

is

— although belonging

in

.

.

.

Ap. adhibet

genera

.

hominura,

terra funguntur:

.

.

ut hoc dicat:

qui

rainisterio

(1) lllud

.

.

.

quod praoconio evangelii vacat;
quod baptismura adrainistrat, ut Johannes baptista et caeteri
(3) illud
passionem
et mortem Domini
gen. test., quod

genus

testiuna,

(2) illud gen. test.,

;

spectavit et celebrat.
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emphasizes more strongly the activity
All these three
altia\.

oi fiuprvpec,

nvevua kuI rb w^up koI rd

expressions have here, of course, the same meaning as previously.^
oi rpeic f/f

Luther, inaccurately

rd iv eioLv].

"

:

—

koI

;

are one " rb h>

and these three

the one specific object of the witness; ^'the three are directed to this one,"
namely, in their thus unanimous witness. Storr, inaccurately "they serve
one cause, they promote one and the same object, namely, the object
previously mentioned (v. 1, 5)."
is

:

— According to the Rec, after

Eemakk.
T(j

oi'pavu

.

.

reference to

.

ol //.aprvpovvre^

them

ev ry

"It appears

:

yfi

as

ol

naprvpovvTsq appear the words iv

(see the critical notes).

if

this verse

was

inserted

Luther says in
by the orthodox

against the Arians, which, however, cannot suitably be done, because both here
and there he speaks not of witnesses in heaven, but of witnesses on earth."

With

this

Sander.

most modern commentators agree, with the exception
It is true, that,

if

we

idea of the three witnesses in

and

of Besser

consider the contents of the whole Epistle, the
heaven may be brought into connection with

something or other that appears

but

in the Epistle;

it

does not follow from this
This plainly is

that that idea has here a suitable, or even a necessary, place.

not the case, so

much

diately precedes, with

the more, as neither in what follows, nor in what immewhich ver. 7 is closely connected by on, is there the

such a witness of the Trinity. There are clear and intelligrounds in the foregoing for adducing the three witnesses nvev/xa, Mup,
aljxa, but not for adducing the three witnesses 6 Trarf/p, 6 Myoq, to TrvFvua uyiuv]
this trinity appears quite unprepared for; but the sequel is also opposed to it,
for it makes it unintelligible what witness is meant by the fiaprvpia rov Qeov,
To
ver. 9, whether that of the three in heaven, or that of the three on earth.
this it may be added that these two different classes of witnesses appear together
slightest reference to

gible

—

quite unconnected

it is

;

said, indeed, that these three witnesses agree in one,

—

Besides,
but not in what relationship the two threes stand to one another.
however, the idea in itself is utterly obscure; for what are we to understand by
a witness in heaven? Bengel, it is true (with whom Sander agrees), says:
^'^non fertur testimonium in coelo, sed in terra: qui autem testantiir, sunt in
terra, sunt in coelo ; i.e., illi sunt naturae terrestris et humanae, hi autem
naturae divinae et gloriosae.^^ How untenable, however, this is, is shown, on

the one hand, in

tlie

fact that ev

rtj oiipavo)

does not belong to

eiaiv,

but rather to

and the text therefore does not speak of being, but of bearing
witness, in heaven ; and, on the other hand, in the fact that according to it the
fxapTvpoivTeg,

1

"Weiss erroneously refers the witness of

the baptism here to that

which was given

at

blood of Christ,

i.e..

His atoning death,

.

power of

death to that which was given at the outflowIt is not by what hapi>ened
ing of His blood.
in connection with them, but in themselves,

pies for the sake of confessing Jesus."

that vSuip and al/na are the

According

to

Ebrard,

ijSiap

liaprvpovvm. —

here "

ia

the bap-

tism of water instituted by Christ, as an external institution, ... as the representation of

every means of grace to be administered by
men, above all in its connection with the
preaching of the word ; " and aliJia. is " the

.

the blood of the testimony,

also the

—

.

not, however, the blood of Christ alone, but

the baptism of Christ, and the witness of the

which

is

shed from time to time by His

disci-

To

Ebrard further adds " we may say that
in the water of baptism is embodied the confeseion which by its firmness overcomes the
lie, and in the blood of testimony that love
which by patience overcomes the power of the
flesh." This interpretation needs no refutathis

tion.

:
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which is connected with Mup and alfia must be regarded as something
There is further the un-Johannean character of the
and human.
diction, as by John 6 Qeog and 6 Xoyog, and similarly 6 irarf/p and 6 viog, are
certainly conjoined, but never 6 nar^p and 6 Tioyog. Sander avails himself of
the assumption, which is certainly very easy, of a urra^ XeyofiEvov, but this is here
unwarrantable, for those ideas are so frequently occurring in John, and that
mode of conjunction is not accidental, but is grounded on the nature of the
case.
We see that the interpolator wrote Aoyog, because this suggested itself to
him as a genuine Johannean expression, without reflecting that its connection
with iraTTfp is un-Johannean. Finally, the /cat ovtoi oi rpelg iv eiai is also strange.
nvsi/xa

—

earthly

Bengel interprets unura sunt essentia, notitia, volvntate, atque adeo consensu
Bengel with justice puts the essentiality first, for it is just this that
testimonii.
is denoted by the expression; but just this is unsuitable here, where the
:

subject rather

is

the unity of the witness.

Ver. 9 brings out the greatness of the witness of God, and our obligation
it.
The two clauses which are here connected with one another
do not perfectly correspond in form for in the antecedent clause the idea

to accept

;

that corresponds to the

/lei^uv

of the consequent clause

is

not expressed, nor

in the consequent clause the idea that corresponds to the

The

antecedent.
ness of

men

sentence,

because

witness of God, as

it

it

is

has a

if

of

completed, would run

some

much

The sentence contains a conclusion
as frequently,

is

not dubitative.

value,

If

:

2.a/il3uvofiev

we

of the

receive the wit-

much more must we

receive the

greater value (comp. A. Buttm., p. 338).
ex minore ad majus.

— Briickner

The conjunction

a,

justly says, in opposition to

Baur: "The witness of men is only alluded to on the side of its judicial
there is not assumed to be in it an import which would be equal to
that of the witness of God by water and blood and spirit." ^
/Mprvpla tov

value
Oeov

;

is

—

here used quite generally

the more particular definition

;

—

Jj

is

only given

by the sequel (so also DUsterdieck).
on aiirij eariv r/ /xaprvpia tov Oeoi)]. With
on it seems necessary to supply a thought to which it refers Liicke supplies
the thought: "if we accept the witness of God, we must believe that Jesus
is the Christ, the Son of God;" DUsterdieck, with whom Braune agrees: "a
" but such a supplement
witness of God now really exists, namely this
is not necessary if we suppose that the clause beginning with on is intended
to give the reason of the contrast of the human and of the divine witness
"
which here appears, in this sense " I say, y fiaprvpia tov Qeov, for
In
the reading, oti (instead of r/v) ixsiiapTvprjKe ntpl tov vlov avToi), which
is attested by the best manuscripts, this second on may be taken as causal
particle, in which case aiiTrj would be referred to the witness spoken of in
vv. 6 and 7, in this sense: "for this is the witness of God, since He has
testified (it) of His Son;" but the want of an avToc before /uefxapn>prjKE is an
obstacle to this view it is therefore better to interpret on by " that," and to
refer avTT] to this sentence which begins with on (Liicke, Erdmann, DUsterdieck, Myrberg, Ebrard, Ewald, BrUckner, Braune), so that the sense is:
;

,

.

.

;

.

:

.

.

—

;

1

It is quite

John the

erroneous for Storr to understand by the witness of

Baptist.

men

specially the witness of

CHAP.

V.

10,
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11.

He has testified of His
no other than that which was

for this is (therein consists) the witness of God, that

By

Son.

this witness

we

are to understand

spoken of in the preceding, namely, the objective witness of the Spirit, not
the internal witness, of which the apostle does not speak until afterwards
(contrary to Diisterdieck), but still less, as Ebrard interprets, the witness
With the reading tjv, avrrj must be referred back to the prein John i. 33.
ceding; the sense then is: "for that (vv. 6 and 7) is the witness of God
which He has testified of His Son."^ The perfect |Ue//aprvpj?/>e is here to be
taken in the same way as John frequently uses the perfect, namely, in this
way, that the witness which God has given is to be regarded as permanently

—

—

remaining.
God's testimony of His Son has for its object faith in the Son
"He that believeth on the Son hath the witnexs in himself."

Ver. 10.

TTjv

—

Hence,

of God.

the witness of

iiaprvpiav, i.e.,

God which was

previously spoken of;

ex^i kv

has become internal to

no longer merely external to him, but by virtue of
Luther translates, " with ") himself the external
him. This thought forms the transition to that con-

The

believer, namely, has the objective witness in himself,

iavTu, i.e., the witness is

his faith he has

in (not as

it

tained in ver. 11.

;

inasmuch as he experiences in his soul the power of the truth attested by
of this
as in ver. 11
God; yet tt/v jxaprvpiav must not here be understood

—

cepts the witness,"

— for which, corresponding to the

be put, "he has accepted

it,"

— In

—

In the interpretation,

operation itself (contrary to Diisterdieck).

ix^L, it

"he

ac-

should at least

— the preposition evdoes not receive due justice.

the following negative sentence, by which the thought expressed is
strengthened and extended, we must supply with tw eew (instead of which

—

tpEvcr^v nenoirjKEV avTov, see chap,
not to be read), "ru fie/j.apTvpr]K6n."
In his unbelief, the witness of God is regarded by him as a lie, and
This thought is confirmed by
God, who has given it, therefore as a liar.
the following words "for he believeth not (^has not become a believer) in the
"^^'ith the
record ivhich God has given (as a permanent record) of His Son."

Tw
i.

vl<J is

10.

—

:

—

which describes a general class (not a single particular
individual), fiij is used but with the finite verb nemoTEVKEv it is ov, because
thereby the moTeveiv of those that belong to that class is exactly and directly
participle nioTevuv,

;

denied (comp. chap.

ii.

4, iii. 10, 14, iv. 8).^

way that witness of God shows itself as internal
him who, by believing, has the objective witness of God

Ver. 11 states in what
to the believer

in himself,

;

it is

to

no longer purely objective, but he experiences it in himself
Hence
alilwcog which God has given him.^

as a divine power, or as the ^u^
>

Liicke erroneously thinks that with the

reading
sense,

fiv

there results only an imperfect
says, " the witness of God,

when he

which He has

testified, consists

— in

what?"

This appearance of incompleteness disaii^iears,
however, as soon as aurr) is referred to the

til) TreTrio-Tcvicei'

John iii. 18, where on
foUows 6 M"? ni.<7Tevtov, but as

the reason for

riS-q

It is different in

fore,

it is

Winer,

p. 441

ff.

distinction lies in this, that

mind

of the judge;

[E. T., 474].

by

xeKpirai,

and where, there-

considered as the reason of the con-

The

i^euo-Trji/ Tren-oir)-

an act of the subject, but by
Kcxpirai the action of the judge (i.e., of God),
ksv avrov

that

is

it is

indicated,

According to Braune, by on the import
but then
is meant to be stated
John would be speaking of a different record
from that which he mentioned before,
'

preceding.
2

deniriation operating in the
differently

of the record

;
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the apostle says: ^^ And this is the record, or i ^u^v aluviov Hukev ij/j.iv 6
Gfdf ." With r!/Mv, roig nemaTevKoaiv is to be mentally supplied.
fw^ aiuviog
is not "the hoj^e of eternal life" (Bede: dedit nobis vitam aeternam, sed adhuc
in terra peregrinantihus in spe, quam daiurus est in coelis ad se pervenientibus
IX re), but it is this itself, the divine life, of which the believer is even here
a partaker; what the believer hopes for, that he has already.
fw^v alunov,
as the principal idea, is put first.
eSukev means, "Ae gave;" it is not = pro-

—

—

—

misit (Socinus),

nor does

onis divinae (a Lapide).

of

God

stated in

it

express merely the Jirmitatem

otl, /c.r.A.,

part of the verse, koI

et

certitudinem promissi-

— Myrberg incorrectly finds the import of the

avri]

which

kv tw

l^ufj

i)

in opposition to the context.

is

vICj

avToi kartv,

which

is

tiaprvpla

The second

not dependent on

(Baumgarten-Crusius), but forms a co-ordinate principal clause, gives a
further explanation in regard to l^uf) aluvtog.
Several commentators find this
OTL

thought expressed in these words, that we possess the fw^ aluv. in the Son, i.e.,
in fellowship with the Son
but this the words do not say they rather state
where the ^g)^ aluv., which God gave to believers, had its original place,
namely, in the Son comp. John i. 4. Frommann (p. 405) "the eternal
life of which the Christian is by faith a partaker is one w-ith the life that
;

:

;

:

Braune incorrectly separates
between them in the thought, and refers avTrj

dwells in Christ" (so also DUsterdieck, etc.).
aiiTTj

from

y C<^, as

to the idea aluviog:

he puts

"and

eariv

this

.

.

.

namely,

aluviog

...

is

the life," etc.

Ver. 12 states the inference from the immediately preceding thought.
If the

f(j^

is

originally in the Son, then he

With

who has

the Son has with him

rbv vlov, comp. chap. ii. 23. Changing and
weakening the sense, Grotius puts for rbv viov: verba ilia quae Pater Filio
mandavit; even exei t^p ^uf/v he erroneously explains by ^us certum ad vitam
aeternam.
Whilst John in the first clause says simply rbv vlov, in the second
he adds rov Qeoii on this Bengel remarks habet versus duo cola ; in priure
non additur Dei, nam Jideles norunt Filium; vi altera additur, ut demum sciant
Jideles, quanti sit, non habere.
also the

(oif.

6 extjv

:

;

Ver. 13.

Many commentators

(Lorinus, Spener, Bengel, Rickli,

garten-Crusius, Liicke, Sander, DUsterdieck, Braune)

make

Baum-

the conclusion

of the Epistle begin with this verse ("a sort of concluding section," Ebrard),

referring ravra to the whole Epistle.

This, however,

is

incorrect.

this verse also belongs to the last leading section beginning at

shown not only by the idea C<^^v aluviov, which
precedes, but also by the idea ncnreveiv elc to bvofxa

refers to

iii.

That
23, is

what immediately
which refers

rov viov tov Beov,

back to iii. 23 besides, it is to be observed that the following sentences,
vv. 14 and 15, correspond to the thought with which the jireceding leading
Accordingly, ravra is not to be referred to
section ended comp. iii. 21, 22.
the whole Epistle, but to the last section, vv. 6-12 (Briickner), which reaches
comp. ii. 1, 21, 26. In
its climax in the thought, 6 ex<^v rbv vibv q" "^Vv l^fjrjv
the words Iva eldr/re, on l^urjv exere aluviov, John states the object for which he
;

;

;

wrote that which is contained in the foregoing. The certainty of the life
which is bestowed on him is so much the more necessary to the Christian's
the
mind, as this is sometimes hidden from him in the struggles of life
That the possession of
life is there, but at times like a hidden treasure.

—

—

—
CHAP.
this life,

however,

by an additional

V.
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15.

conditioned by faith, the apostle brings out especially

is

clause,

in the different codices

which indeed runs differently

(see the critical remarks), but in its different forms expresses essentially the
same thought; according to the probable reading, it is connected with v/uv,

according to A, however, with
iTiaTevrjre

dg

The second

ixfT^-

ence to faith

with the phrase, maTtveiv

;

clause in the

Rec,

kui Iva

the second object the adher-

to bvofia tov viov rov Qcov, indicates as

eig rd bvofia,

corap. chap.

iii.

23.

beginning of a new secbut the thought expressed here is in close
tion (contrary to De Wette)
connection with the foregoing, inasmuch as the wa/ipjycria is an essential ele14, as the preliminary koI shows, is not the

Ver

;

ment of the ^(jTj aldiviog. As in chap. iii. 21, 22, so here also, T:nj!)f>7/ala is the
confidence which the believer experiences in the certainty that his prayer is
heard.

avr^ iarlv

does not mean, "hence arises also a happy

na^fri/aia

,/

spirit" (Ziegler), but "herein consists the conjidence"
avTov does not refer to the Son,

wpdf avTov].

previously mentioned as the subject, yet
the principal subject, as the
Liicke (with

whom Ebrard

One who

^v exofiev
(De Wette).
though God is not

but to God

He

;

nevertheless considered as

is

gives life through the Son.

agrees, with the incorrect

remark that

oti

—

ort].

does not

" that we have
avTij, but simply on iza^pr,aia) supplies before otl
the confidence " but the concise thought of the apostle is thereby weakened,
kiiv tl cutC>and besides the T:a{)pj]aia is itself this confidence (DUsterdieck).
By means of «aru r. 6e1. avrov, i.e., tov Qeov, prayer
fiEda Kara rd ee7,r)(j.a avroii].

depend on

:

;

—

is

more particularly defined

In chap.

iii.

22

as to its substance

put instead of

it is

and character.

this, ?Mfij3avo/j.ev un' avrov.

the idea of granting, which, however,

is

—

uKovei ijiiuv].

— ukoveiv includes

not brought definitely out until the

following verse.
Ver. 15.

/cat

277 [E. T.,

is

emphasized as

ently ver. 16

:

By the indicative after tiiv (see on this, Winer,
Buttmann, p. 191 ff. [E. T., 22-3]) this knowledge
something undoubtedly belonging to the believer differon ukovel ny-Cjv, b iuv (uv) aiTu/xeda']. Resumption of
rig I6y.
oUuMv.

iuv

p.

Al.

29.5];

idv

;

—

what was previously

stated.

—

oi6a/iev,

hears us lies also the certainty, on

on, k.t.A

].

In the certainty that

exo/iEv ra airrifiara

a

God

avrov.

i^rTiKafiev uir' (rrap')

— ixouev is neither = lamSuvojiev, nor is the present put for the future (Grotius);
the present

is

rather to be kept in

has that for which he has asked
in

Him

from

its

things.

all

position

!Matt. XX.

The

airrjiiaTa

proper meaning; the believer always
he has God, and

(/c«ru to etlrjiia avrov)

iii.

2; differently chap.

Ixp/J-sv,

iii.

22:

but with

.sin.

the possibility
to the

MA-MA'

is

uk' avrov

yri/KafiEv',

comp.

hifiiHivonev uk' avrov.

apostle applies the general thought expressed in ver. 15 to

a particular case, namely, to a prayer for one's brother

committing

;

are the res petitae (Lorinus).

not to be connected with

is

20; Acts

Ver. 16.

— ru

its

God

—

iuv

rig I6ri

rbv ude?.(pbv avrov}.

simply stated.

By

u6£?L(f>6g

we

By

when one

sees

him

iuv with the subjunctive

are to understand, according

loquendi of the Epistle, not the neighbor in general (Calovius),

but the Christian brother (oirrot), not exactly the "regenerate" (DUsterdieck);
Ebrard, erroneously: "first of all, members of the Christian Church, yet

who are not Christians."
The phrase u^apruveiv ufiapriav is

without excluding those
npbg duvarov}.

—

ufiapruvovra ufiaprlav

firi

stronger and more ex-
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pressive tlian -holeIv ufiapriav.

defined by the addition

fif/

— The

sort of ufiapTia

The negative

npdg duvarov.

more particularly

is
/xif

(instead of which

used in ver. 17) is explained by the fact that the idea is regarded as
dependent on iuv tlq I6y (comp. Winer, p. 442 [E. T., 475]). The apostle
m) is

between the dfiapria ov npbc duvarov and the a/xapria
duvarov. What sin is to be understood by the latter? The idea

distinguishes
irpdg

LXX. ujiapria davaTj}<p6pog, is found already in the O. T., Xum.
whence the Rabbis distinguish between nn'ob n»<Dn and nS HNOn

S^mi X£On,
xviii. 22,

:

nrCD^ (Schoettgen, Hor. Hebr.)

accordance with this, as Schoettgen

in

;

would be that

sin to which the ]\Iosaic
law assigned the punishment of death, as idolatry, adultery, etc. but even
if that Old-Testament definition is the basis of John's expression, yet it does
not follow that he used the idea in the same sense duvarog may here, as distinguished from fwj; (/cat duaei avrCi l^urjv), not mean bodily death. For this
reason alone, therefore, the explanation of Morus and S. G. Lange is to be
rejected, according to which that sort of sin is meant which is punished by
the authorities with death or with other severe punishments (!), even apart
from the fact that it makes the prayer of the Christian dependent on the
penal decrees of civil law. But tlie opinion of Zachariae, ^Michaelis, and
Linder (in the Zeitschrift fur d. luth. Theol. of Rudelbach and Guericke,
also interprets, the ufiapria npog duvarov

:

;

vol. iv., 1862), that here, as in Jas. v. 14

sickness that are spoken

of,

deadly sickness or sudden death,
ddvarog is not bodily death, then

cannot either be meant.

lasts

pline

—

is

for

ff., it

is

those

who

are in bodily

meant as God punishes with
If
the same reason unfounded.^
duvarov the period to which the sin

and that such

sin is

by npdg
With reference

—

to the ecclesiastical disci-

exercised in the Church, the older Catholic theologians especially

uirderstood by the &/x. np. dui;., without further comment, all those sins which
But even if the
were punished by the punisliment of exconnnunication.
Church had always punished in that way the sin which John here has in
As
view, yet that expression could not be explained by that practice.

—

ddvarog is not bodily death, it is only spiritual death or damnation that

meant by it;
But what sin

uii.

is

npbg duvarov is therefore the sin

this?

gression as such.

It is

much

who

damnation.

to

too general to regard every grievous trans-

As Christ Himself

one sin, the commentators

which leads

can be

refuses forgiveness absolutely only to

assent to the above view find themselves

driven to an arbitrary weakening of npbg duvarov, so Ambrosius {Lib. de
Poenit.), when he says: quod,vis peccatum gravissiinum, quod vix remittitur,

more strangely, a Lapide peccatum quoduis gravissimum, quod
communem per gratiam, quam Deus ordinarie dare solet, est quasi
immedicabile, incorrigibile et insanabile.
It is more correct, indeed, to regard
and

still

.

:

.

.

juxta legem

Linder, it is true, remarks against tliis
new section begins with ver. 13, but
even in that verse ^lurj is used in the spiritual
sense. The above view is also opposed by the
fact that it assumes in John the opinion that
deadly sickness or sudden death is always divine punishment for a special sin, which can
neither be justified by Acts v. nor by 1 Cor.
*

that a

xi. 30.

The appeal

to Jas. v. 14

the

more inappropriate,

way

suggests that he

is

are in bodily nicknesx.

as

ff. is

It is

"God

and recovery."

much
in

no

therefore quite

arbitrary for Linder to interpret
ovtiu imriv:

so

John here

speaking of those who

will grant to

(cat

£ui<rei

him pardon

CHAP.
which

as sin

it

duv. in
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16.

and to find the characteristic of the d^. irp.
who will give heed to no exhortation
but even this cannot be the feature which John

not repented

is

V.

of,

the impenitence of the sinner

(Grotius, Socinus, etc.)

;

commitment of a sin
cannot be decided whether it will be repented of or not. John must mean
Many coma afxap-ia, which in itself is characterized as a diiapna npbg eavarov.
mentators accordingly fix the meaning of it on a single particular sin thus
Tertullian, who understands hj it, moechia post baptisnium commism; Bede,
here has specially in view, because at the time of the
it

;

who, following the precedent of Augustine, ^ understands by

it

invidentiae, quo quis invidet fratri (jrntiarn, virtutem et salulem

but then

not see

why John

We

sin.

Jides

et

amor

the peccatum

we do

did not specifically and definitely mention this particular

might therefore agree with those who take

description of a

,

as Bengel,

state,

et spes, in

summa,

who

vita

thus interprets

nova exstincta

est;

:

u/iapna here as the
talis

status, in quo
is opposed by

but this

of expression, which plainly refers to a sinful deed, and
Though, on the one hand, a single sin cannot be meant
(Calvin non est partialis lapsus, nee praecepti unius transgressio) yet we must
only think of a whole species of sins, or better, of such sinning as is characterized not by the object with which it is connected, but by the disposition
from which it proceeds. For the further definition it is to be observed, as
Liicke with justice points out, that it can "only be a class of sins of Christians, and not of those who are not Christians," that is spoken of, and that
" the distinction between the sin unto death, and sin that is not unto death,
must be capable of being known." It is true, every sin can be called a
a/xapria npoQ duvarov, inasmuch as it tends in the direction of duvarog, but every

mode

the apostle's

not to a state.
;

,

sin does not infallibly lead to duvarog
still

exists an exeiv tovvIov (vv. 11

fellowshipr with the

(chap

i.

7)

;

al/ia 'Itjoov

and so long

and

is

not therefore

Xpiarov

as he has a

Christ the righteous (chap.

1), sin

ii.

so long as along with the ufiapna there

:

and

12), the sinning Christian

which cleanses him

nap>'iK?iT)Tog

is

npdg tov narepa,

this it only is

;

in

namely, Jesus

does not deprive him of the

a/iapria npdg duvarov

still

aTrd ndaric ufiaprlag

when

fur/ aluvioc,

it

involves

an actual falling awaij from Christ De Wette and Liicke therefore rightly
say that the sin unto death is the sin by which the Christian falls back
again from the Christian's l^uri into the duvaTog (comp. also Hofmann,
;

Schriflbew., II. 2, p. 340), only

to be understood, for this

is

it is not exactly the falling aicay itself that is
an internal act which, as such, is invisible,^ but

rather the sinful conduct by which the internal

loss of

externally operates and reveals itself (so also Braune).^

Augustine {De Serm. Dei in Monte Matt.,
73) says- " Peccatum fratris ad
esse, cum post agnitionem Dei
per gratiam.
Jesu Christi quisque oppugnat frateruitatera et adversus ipsam gratiam
invidentiae facibus agitatur." Yet Angus1

life

with Christ

It is incorrect of

idea by " fidera, quae per dilectionem operalur,

ad mortem."

lib. i. c. 22, §

deserere usque

mortem puto

This also contiadict« Ebrard's interpretation, according to which the ifi. irp. 6av. is
" the act of inward rejection " although
Ebrard is correct when he says " Trpb? 6a.v. is
that sort of sinning which has resulted in a
corruption of the soul, from which the return
to itiVtc? and ^cu^ is no longer possible to him."
^ Several commentatore, aa Calvin, Beza,

.

.

.

.

.

.

line is not consistent in his interpretation; in

the lietractaiions he adds further

:

"

si in

perversitate finierit vitara;" in his work,

Corrept. et Gratia,

c. 12, § 35,

hac

De

he explains the

»

;

:

:
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Dusterdieck (and similarly Ebrard) to understand by the sin unto death the
is the Christ
for if John had meant this, he
would have expressed it definitely, so much the more as in the Epistle he is
carrying on a polemic against that antichristianity. Just as little has Myrberg arrived at the correct explanation when on eanv ufxapTia npdg duvarov he
remarks varia genera peccatorum, quae mortem in sensu loci noslri adferant,
vide enumerata, Gal. v. 18-21 for although Paul says on to. rocaira irpdaaovreg
Paaueiav Qeov ov K'ArjpovofiT/aovaiv, yet it does not follow from this that no return
is possible from such sins.
In the face of the apostle's words the possibility
of knowing the u/iapTuveiv irpbg duv. cannot be denied, yet it is difficult to distinguish amongst the particular concrete manifestations but, on the one
hand, the Christian mind which is fitted for the Kpiaic will not decide without scrupulous examination and, on the other hand, John himself shows
by the /lij that the decision can at any time be only a subjective one. The
meaning of the sentence accordingly is If any man see his bi-other sin in
such a way that the sin which he commits does not involve absolute renunciation of Christ, and therefore does not necessarily bring condenmation
a'n^ati is not to be understood of the united
with it, he shall pray for him.^
prayer of the Church as such (so Neander; Ewald also says: "Christian prayer,
especially in the consecrated bosom of the Church "), but of every prayer of

antichristian denial that Jesus

;

:

;

:

—

:

;

:

—

The

one for another.

future

is

not exactly used instead of the imperative

rather expresses the certainty that, in the case stated, the Christian will

it

pray, but in this there

The substance

is

certainly involved the injunction actually to do

of the prayer

is

indicated by the following

denotes the result of the prayer

Cuf/v

;

—

Kal duaei

it.

avru

very many, perhaps most commen-

tators (Socinus, a Lapide, Lorinus, Grotius, Spener, Liicke, Sander,

Erdmann,

Winer, p. 487
[E. T., 523]; Al Buttm., p. 116 [E. T., 116, notel]); a similar change of
subject occurs in Acts viii. 6 but considering the close connection of alTTjaei
and duaei, along with which the similarity of the verbal form is also to bei
noticed, it is preferable, with Jerome, Sander, De Wette-Bruckner,^ Baumgarten-Crusius, Frommann (p. 674), Dusterdieck, Myrberg, Braune, etc., to
assume the same subject with duaa as with u'lTT/aei] then the sense is he that
supply with

etc.),

ducei as subject 6 Qeog or 6 ahovfievog (so also

:

:

inasmuch as God grants him his prayer. The idea finds
explanation in the fact that every sin brings with it a weakening of the

prays gives the
its

Calovius,

Heumann, Sander,

with the

sin

Matt.

here

sii.

is

ft^^,

31

ff.;

certainly

but

(1)

a/oi.

do not
r. nv.

is

spoken

6dv. can .only consist in further

When

not be regarded as a certain proof; for even
it as a punish-

though God sometimes ordains

ment
is

Linder

(as

above quoted) remarks

of the sinner, yet

it

occurs also

not to be concluded that there

is

when

it

special

guilt.
-

Briickner seems, however, to be doubtful,
" if there were only an outos,
"
similar indication

as he remarks
or a

action.
1

decision

is obJectii;e/>/

that even the occurrence of bodily death can-

the p\ao-<i>ri^ia

the sin of the Christian that

Trp.

a aix.irp.e. or not

made by God Himself, and must be cognizable
in some outward manifestation," we may reply

of here; and (2) the former is completed in
iDords (elirelv Kara. toO TrievixaTo^ T. ay.), but

the

is

has

Tri-.

occur even on the part of non-Christians,

it is

against this explanation, that " the

-whether & sin

p\a<T<!)-nixia.

fiKacnii-nixla T.

as its reward: but the ideas

quite coincide, for

may

identify this

Holy Ghost in
the a^apria meant

not imaginable without a

Tov TTfcuVaTos; and the
66.vaTo<;

etc.,

sin against the

:

!

;
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17.

he that sins may not remain in this want, he requires a new
tliis is procured for him by the prayer of his believing
brother. In addition to this, of course, the confession of his sin, with trust in
the cleansing power of the blood of Christ (conip. chap. i. 7), is necessary on
Cufi

;

in order that

infusion of

his part

;

life,

but

and

it is

just in this that the blessing of the prayer consists, that he

receives as the result of it the needful inclination for this.^
iif)

Trpbq eiivaTov]

apposition to

—

roig u/xupTuvovat

the plural serves only for generalization

aiiry;

(De Wette, Winer, etc.); Bornemann {^Bibl. Sludien der sacks. Geisiiichen, I.
and Alex. Buttm., p. 156 [E. T., 179]) erroneously explains roig ufiap-

p. 71

;

rdvovai as the dative

By

commodi, referring

the following words, eanv a/uapna

there
Tzepl

is

avTc;j

irpdc

to the person that prays himself.

dumrov, the apostle brings out that

which he connects the observation, oi
Most commentators find in this a prohibition,

really a sin unto death, with

heliv: Atyu iva ipurijay.

even though mildly expressed, of prayer in reference to the sin unto death
but this is not contained here, as Grotius, Hornejiis, Besser, ISIyrberg, Ebrard,
Bruckner, etc., rightly observe; for the negative ov does not belong to epojif the negative was to be referred to the former, it would
r^ffj?, but to ?.Eyu
have had to be (lif. The sense is My injunction does not mean (oi Acyw)
;

:

that a

man

euvarov.-

is

to offer prayer {Iva epuTr/ay) in reference to {mpi) the sin

— The words do not express more than

that in the emphasizing of ov liyu a warning

John does not want

to

ance of being granted

is

this,

although

it is

Ttpdc

admitted

indicated (similarly Braune):

make a duty

of a prayer, to which the certain assur-

wanting

he therefore adds this limitation to his
a formal prohibition would only be

is

;

exhortation to prayer (so also Besser)

:

were always cognizable as such. It is
observable that John does not say here alrriai)., but cpwTr/cry; Ipurdv (lit. "to
ask"), is a milder idea than aireiv (lit. "to demand"); the apostle warns
against the ipurdv, and, of course, nmch more against the more urgent acTdv.^
Yer. 17. To guard against indifference to transgressions occurring in
appropriate

if

the Christian's

the a/xaprdveiv np.

life,

Odv.

the apostle continues: nuoa udiKia unapria

not synonymous with dvouia, chnp.

iii.

4; for whilst

dvofiia

eari.

— udiKia

is

there serves to

u/iapria, the idea ddiKia is here more particularly defined
and strengthened by d/iapua; ddiKta, namely, is the character of every offence
against that which is right, "every breach of duty" (Meyer).
Though, ou
the one hand, every such transgression is sin ; yet, on the other hand, it
must be maintained that every sin does not lead to death; hence kqI eariv
diiapTia ov nphq ddvarov: mi is not adversative, but serves to emphasize the

strengthen the idea

It 18 to weaken the thought of the apostle
with Rickli, we find the blessing of the
prayer only in this, that he who prays is himBelf led thereby to a right relation toward his
brother. According to the apostle's view, the
prayer rather brings blessing directly to the
1

if,

brother, for as

James

(v. 16)

says: ttoXv l<T\vti

in

the united prayer of the Church for

may not be confirmed in his sin and be led to a false trust In
the prayer of others;" hut John in no way
sinners in general, so that he

indicates that he
a

equalization of

prayer that is spoken of here, he interprets:
" one who sins jrpos ddva-rov is not to be In-

headdresses."

thinks that

it is

speaking only of Church

Braune unsuitably aays that "

only Church

2

is

prayer.
plies conversation

ie>)(7i! ii/coi'ou ei-epyov/xeVr).

As Xeander

eluded

;

ipiarav,

alrtlv ImOU the other hand,

him who prays with him

whom

—
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—

thought.

does not belong to kanv (Luther: " some sin

ov npdc duvarov

to death "), but to atiapria

Ver. 18,

" there

:

is

is

but at the
which

closely connected with the foregoing,

it is true, is

same time forms the commencement

not

is

sin not unto death.'"

of the conclusion of the Epistle,

indicated as such by the successive thrice-repeated oUajxev (Ebrard), and

which the apostle describes the position of believers in brief vigorous
As in vv. 16 and 17 it was admitted that even in Christians u(5a-/rt,
and hence ufiapna, still exists, the apostle finds himself compelled to repeat,
confirmingly, what was said in chap. iii. 6-10, as a truth known to Christians {ol6a/iev, in which there does not lie " an appeal to the fact that he has
already said it," Ebrard), in order that it may be thoroughly impressed on
them that all sin is in the sharpest antagonism to their essential principle
This appears
ol6a/j.ev, on nug yeyevvrj/iEvoc tK rov Oeov, ovx duapravei^of life.
to be in contradiction with w'hat is previou.sly admitted; John does not
many commentators seek to do so by supplying
solve the contradiction
npbg duvarov as a more particular definition of obx ufiapruvei, or by interpreting
in

strokes.

—

;

it

of remaining in sin

:

both

are,

however, arbitrary

the solution

;

lies

rather

in the fact that the apostle wants simply to emphasize the antagonism

Though

between being born of God, and sinning.

who

life of the believer,

less foreign to

he

is

as such

sin is

is yey£vvTjfj.(:voi; ek tov Qeoii,

still

yet

found in the

it

is

neverthe-

him, opposed to his nature, and in the strength of his faith

ever becoming more and more free from

it.^

—

oAA' 6 yewridetg

«

tov

This second clause is not dependent on on, but is to be
Bengel
regarded as an independent sentence (Diisterdieck, Braune).
erroneously states the difference between the form 6 yewrideig and the
Praeteritum grandius quiddam sonat, quam
preceding 6 yEyewrifiivog thus
aoristus: non modo qui magnum in regeheratione gradum assecutus, sed quilibet,
Qeov

Trjpel

mvidv}.

:

qui regenitus

est,

servat se

it is

,

rather the

same

distinction that occurs here

as that by which these two verbal forms are generally distinguished; 6
" he who was born," regarded as an historical fact.
In 1 Tim.
yevvrideir is

—

:

and in Jas.

V. 22, uyvov,

particular definition.

It

27, uomTiov, are put with

i.

rripd tavrov

as

more

however, unnecessary to supply such a predicate

is,

(De Wette) Tijpei kavrov denotes the self-preservation of the believer in his
proper character (so also Braune) ;2 the more particular definition results
;

from the following
iavTov

;

permit

;

it

By

is

iavTov of

anTeadni

LXX.

«a? 6 novrjpbq ovx unreTai airov is
:

him

;

God

tt/peI

does not

we

is prevented from uTTsadai by the
born of God. With 6 novrjpoc, conip. chap. i. 13.
understand touching in order to do harm Ps. cv. 15,

the case, because the Devil

him who
are to

(see Raphelii,

is

;

.4 «;io<.

It

apostle

that the occurrence of the siu unto death, and

of sin in general^ cannot often

the Christian Church."

( !)

Compare

ex Polybio).

needs no proof, that the thought of the
is perverted by the explanation of De
"Wette: " the apostle expresses his confidence
1

the result of the

" Satan dare not touch

" the present simply expresses the fact, but this, according to

the context,

mpnv

:

Ebrard, incorrectly

take place in

^ it is less

here, with

Jas. iv. 7: (psviErai

u<p'

suitable to explain rripelv eavToi/

Ebrard

=T7)peio-eai,

"to be on guard,

care;" for, in the first place, it is opposed to the usus loquendi of the N. T. to assign this meaning to the word and, secondly,

to take

;

it is

not expressive enough for the context.

——

—
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20.

19,

;

tempted by the Devil (comp. 1 Pet. v.
him; but being in his most inner
nature redeemed from the fellowship of sin, he suffers from these temptations no injury to the life that has come to him from God: in the navoTrMa
Tov Qenv he is protected against all the fxeOoddac tov dLa;3('i?iOv (Eph. vi.
Tt is true the believer is still

ifiuv.

8, etc.),

just as sinful desires

still

arise in

11 ff.).i

Ver. 19 marks the antithesis between believers as being born of God,
Koa/zof, as belonging in its whole extent (dXo:) to the novripo^] and

and the

—

done by the apostle vindicating for himself and his readei's
who
the eIvul ek tov eeov.—iK rov Qtov iofiev finds
him in faith

this is

—

are united with

explanation in the preceding:

its

a Deo pendemus.

—

6

Kal

Koofioq

sentence, not depending on

connecting

kul

bXog,

Socinus, incorrectly:

probably as an independent

k.t.I,,

(Diisterdieck).

kciI

is

=

not

6e

just the

it is

;

that brings out the antithesis which exists between the two

parts of the verse,

more

still

adversative particle.

word, which

oti

6 yevvrjdei^ ek tov Qeov.

clearly than if

6 noanog is

h

peculiar to John.

is

this

had been done by an

here used in the ethical meaning of the
tu

novripCt «firat].

rtj

both from
preceding

t.

eeov

is

—

not

clear

ver. 18, as also from the antithesis to 6 QeS^.
By the
and Luther's translation of Isa. xlvi. 3, some commen-

6 novr/puc in

in

is

irovripCi

neuter (Socinus, Episcopius, Rickli, Erdmann), but masculine, as

tators have been led erroneously to refer the expression ev

.

.

.

KEiraL to

the

mother (Spener: "as a child in its mother's
womb ") by ev it is expressed that the Koa/ioc is, as it were, surrounded by
the Devil, i.e., is quite in his power; KEirai, stronger than tan, indicates, if

relation of the child to its
;

not, as Liicke thinks, the permanent, yet certainly the passive state (so also

Braune), and hence the complete domination of the Devil, which

is

in

the most pronounced contrast with the preceding: nal 6 rnvripbg oux unTETai
avTov.

Ver. 20.

In conclusion, the apostle indicates whence the eIvm
Elvai ek tov Qeov) has come to him and his readers

(the result of the

does this by expressing

it

through

consciousness.

—

olAa/iev di, Htc 6

of the former

is

the

ol6a/iEv

h xu QeCj
;

and he

as the substance of their Christian

vidg rot) Qeov t/kec]- The conditioning cause
coming of the Son of God.
The particle 6i is here

—

used to indicate the antithesis to the immediately preceding thought
Brlickner has with justice decided in favor of this reading (contrary to Kai
olSauEv;

see the

come,'"

the reference

critical

notes).

^hei

is

not

=

adest

(Bengel), but ^'has

Son of God.
nal
dcuvoiav, Iva ytvucKOfiEv tov uXtidcvovJ. Still dependent

6e6ukev Tjn'iv
The subject
on oTi.

—

is

the incarnation of

to

of diduKEv

is

not

6 Qsug

the

(Bengel), but 6

vide tqv Qeov,

as

the close" connection of this clause with that immediately preceding clearly

shows;

TOV

ukrjdivov,

on the other hand,

(Bengel), but of God.

and De

— By

dtuvoia

edge (Diisterdieck, Ebrard), yet in

'

Calvlu

catum

we

is

not a description of the Son

are not to understand, with Liicke

Wette, " knowledge," or even " insight," but the capability of knowl-

:

its

" Utut malignus renatuni ad pec-

Bolicilct, tela taaieu illiud irrila

caduut,

living activity, hence "//jc faculty of

qnonlara renatusecuto
et diabolo

per tidem

fidei

munltus ea

resiatit."

rcpellii
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—

By tva yivuaKOfxev, k.tX, it
nor even the result, "so that," that

knowing."

''^

neither the purpose, "in order

is

but the object to which
can only regard tva as the
particle of purpose, if we unjustifiably understand hj Siuvoia " the spiritual
disposition" (contrary to Braune).
The idea yivuaKsiv is here used with
that,"

the diuvoia

directed,

is

and which

it

stated,

is

We

attains.

—

same

the
avTu

force as in chap.

eivat.

By

Calvin: Verwn

God.
est,

ut

eum ab

God

rdv u?.T]div6v

especially from the idol

idolis

ii.

it is

similarly connected with ev

described, in distinction

is

which the

Deum

where

4, 5,

false teachers

;

from

all

idols,

of God, as the true

non veracem, sed eum qui re vera Deus

intelligil,

omnibus discernat

made

comp. John

xvii.

3^ (similarly Liicke,

De Wette, Neander, Erdmann, Dlisterdieck, ^lyrberg, Ebrard, Braune, etc.).
He is the true God, who has sent His Son into the world the coming of
;

Christ has not been ineffectual, but has produced in believers the knowledge

—a

knowledge which is one with being in God. Therefore the
ml ia/xiv iv rcj uAr}divC}. These words are not dependent
on on (Vulg. et simus), but form an independent sentence. The h ru
u/.T)divij refers back to tov u7.riei.v6v; considering the close connection of the two
sentences, it must be the same subject, namely God, that is meant by the same
word (Bruckner, Braune) it is arbitrary to understand by rbv ulrjdivov God,
and by tu uTiijOcvu, on the other hand, Christ, and it is, moreover, forbidden
by the context, in accordance with which the «at ia/iiv iv tu u/.rjdivu) states the
consequence of the preceding, namely of the fact that the Son of God has
come and has given to us the capability of knowing the true God.^ Therefore also the following words, iv tw vlu avTov "Itjaov Xptaru, are not to be
taken as apposition to iv ru a>.. ("Weiss), against which even the alrov
testifies, for then it would have to be referred, not to to u}.i]dLvC), but beyond
it to Tbv ulTjdivuv.
The additional clause shows in what the dvai iv -u ulfidivC)
has its ground and stability (Bruckner, Braune)
ev is not = per, but
of God,

apostle continues

:

:

;

:

indicates, as generally in the

intimate fellowship

Before the

:

formula

the believer

iv

'Irjo.

in God,

is

Xpia-C),

the relationship of

inasmuch as he

is in

Christ.

—

warning, connected with this (ver. 21), the apostle expressively concludes with the statement ovrog innv 6 ulrjeivbg 9tdf koI C<j^ aluvcog.
As is well known, views have differed from old times about the meaning of
last

:

ovTog.

"\'Miile

the Arians understand ovrog of God, the orthodox refer

the immediately preceding tv -uvlu

'I.

Xp.,

and use

it

to

this passage as a proof

This interpretation remained the prevailing
one in the Church, even after Erasmus had remarked: "///c est verus Deus"
referri potest ad Deum verum Patrem qui praecessit ; and against this the
of the divinity of the Son.

Socinians,

1

It is

and then Grotius, Wetsteiu, the English

quite arbitrary,

terpret the idea Sidvoi.a

=

^th

Semler, to in-

ixfrdvoia

icai

iriuTn.

Paulus lays a special emphasis on Sii "thinking through {out) in contrast to a vaguo
acceptance and thoughtless belief" (!),
2 Baumgarten-Crusius
thinks that aAi70.
means more here than in John xvii. 3, namely,
" he who gives a satisfaction, in qiLO uno acquiescendum est ; " but if this were really con:

tained In
in

John

tlie

idea

Anti-trinitarians,

liere, that

and

wouid be the case

xvii. 3 also.

This explanation is so much the more justifiable, as it is to be expected from John, that
at the close of his Epistle he would express in
brief language the highest thing that can be
»

said of the life of the believer,
elvai iv Tcp ©ecu

(rcjj aKr)6i.viZ),

and

this is the

"
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Rationalists followed the opposite view.

It is

not to be denied,

that on both sides the different dogmatic interests did not remain without

more recent times a more unbiassed

influence on the interpretation, until in

Among

consideration has led the way.

De Wette, Neander,

Liicke,

the latest commentators, Rickli,

Frommann,

Gerlach,

Erdmann,
room for doubt),
146), Winer (p. 148

Diisterdieck,

^lyrberg, even Briickner and Braune (who, however, leave
similarly

Hofmann

(Schriflhew., second edition,

I.,

p.

Buttmann (p. 91 [E. T., 104]), have decided in
flavor of the reference to God; Sander, Besser, Ebrard, Weiss, etc., for the
The dispute cannot be settled on grammatical lines,
reference to the Son.
for ovTog can be referred both to tov (ikridiDov ^ and also to rw vlib. The addition
[E. T., 157]),

Kol

aluvioc,

l^uf/

and

Al.

seems to support the

latter reference; for Christ, in the

Gospel

of John, calls Himself precisely ^ ^d^, and also in the beginning of this
Epistle it is the Son of God that is to be understood by ti ^uf/ and ^ C^^ 9
The former reference, on the other hand, is supported by the
aiuvioq.

expression

d uXriOtvd^ 6cof

:

for, in

;

the

understand here the same subject as

is

first

place,

is

it

mor6 natural

previously designated by

to

6 a7.r)dLv6g,

than any other; and, in the second place, the Father and the Son,

God and

Jesus Christ, are always so definitely distinguished throughout the whole
Epistle, that

would be strange

it

if,

at the close of

it,

and, moreover, just

after both subjects have been similarly distinguished immediately before,

Christ
Qtoc,

— without further explanation, too — should be described as

especially as this designation

is

writings of John, definitely though the divinity of the Son

To

them. 2

this it

may

6 uTiTjdcvdg

never ascribed to the Son in the
is

taught in

be added, that, after John has brought out as

life, of which he partakes in the
Son of God, the elvai h tu a?.7]dtvC), the clause in question has its right
meaning only if it states who that u}.r]dLv6g is, namely that he is the u?.rietvdg
Now, though elsewhere it is only Christ that is called
Qcbg Kai H^uf) aiuviog.
according to His own words, John v. 26
exactly Cw^, yet He has the fw^
only from the Father, who originally has the life in Himself (6 nm^p £:(£t
^o)r)v h eavTu), and may therefore be called (u^ aluvtog no less than the
Son.

the peculiar characteristic of the Christian's

—

ij

—

fw^ aiuv. is here used without the article,
comes under the same category as the expressions
The
6 eeog iarc cpug (i. 5), uyunTi (iv. 16), nvevua (Gospel of John iv. 24).
objection that " it would be a feeble repetition, after the Father had twice
been called 6 uA7]dtv6g, again to say this is the alrjOivbg Qeog " (Ebrard,
Besides,

it is

to be observed that

so that the expression

:

—

:

1

refer to the principal subject, nay,

appeal can be made to John 1. 1, sx. 28, and
the passages in the Apocalypse in which the

the reference most suitable to the

predicate

It lies In the

oJtos

may

that this

•word

is

comp.

1

very nature of the case, that

John

ii.

22; 2

John

7;

Acts

iv.

Calvin's rule, which Sander reerroneous " Pron. demonstr. oJto?

11, vii. 19.

peats, is

:

ordinarie, nisi evidenter textus aliud requirat,

immediate antecedens noracn

respicit ac de-

monstrat.
2

It is

only through a superficial considers-

tioD, that, for the refutation of this assertion,

little

care

aArj^ti'ds is
is

is

staled

Jesus Christ really proclaims

God,

—

ITow
proof
by John of

ascribed to Christ.

eometlmes exercised

of the truth that what

in the

Tlira as the true

shown, amongst others, by Schulze, in
the way in which he appeals on behalf of this
to John xvii. 23 and xlv. 20; since it would
follow from this, that even the disciples of
Jesus could be described as the true God.
is

;
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similarly

Weiss

also Schiilze, MennchensoJm, etc., p. 263),^ is the less valid,

;

as the apostle has already in view the warning of ver. 21,
avTov

'I.

Xp., it is indicated that

in fellowship in Christ:

— The

it is

He

alone

is

and by

ev

rCt

whom we

the true God, with

only the Father of Jesus Christ that
the words,

viu

are

the

is

a second
predicate, with ovtoc, has appeared a difficulty to many commentators.
Socinus wanted to take ovrog = tovto, with reference to the whole preceding
thought, and then he paraphrases tovto by h tovtu and interprets in eo, quod
God.

true

connection of

koi

^(Jj

as

aiuvioc,

:

diximtis, est ille vents Deiis et vita aetcrna

Christi

Pairem

et

ipsum Christum, habet

nam

;

et

quatenus quis

ilium verum

Deum

Jiabel et cognoscil
et

aeternam vitam

when he paraphrases: "this, both these things together,
that we know and that we are all this, this is the true God and eternal life."
The arbitrariness of this explanation is self-evident. Others, as Clarke,
similarly Ewald,

Benson, LUcke (in his

first edition),

of ovTog eanv, referring

uvttj

supply before

<ij^

aluv.

an

out

avTrj eotiv

either to n vidg or to the idea eivai kv tu

iujjd.

Liicke has rightly withdrawn this explanation in his second edition, as
" /cat I^ut) aluv. can certainly not be gram-

unwarrantable, and correctly says

:

matically connected directly with ovto^."
is

an

God

true

is

eternal

Liicke, however, thinks that there

" this
to be interpreted
the
which can either be understood of the fact that God

ellipsis in the expression,
life,

and that

it is

:

.

.

.

the cause and source of eternal life, or thus His fellowship is eternal life."
But why could not John have described by ^ut/ aluv. the substantial character
of the divine nature ? If God has C^v in Himself (John v. 26), namely the
<w^ which He has given to the Son, and which believers possess through
the Son (John v. 24), then God in His very nature is l^uif, and ^w^ aluvioQ too.
As John mentions this as the characteristic of God's nature, there certainly
is

:

lies in this the indication that

God

is

the source of

life for us.

have come to the true God through Christ, they
have to take care that they do not lose this eternal and highest good by
giving themselves up to any vain idol. In this train of thought John
closes his Epistle with the short exhortation, so impressive, however, in its
Ver. 21.

brevity

:

If believers

reKvia <pv?M^€T£ eavrovg and tuv eidCiluv.

In the address TSKvia

we may

which John utters these concluding words.
e'lduAa are ipvoperly images ; this signification is retained here by many
commentators (Tertullian, Oecumenius, Lyranus, Lorinus, Sahneron, Liicke,
Baumgarten-Crusius, Erdmann, Diisterdieck, etc.), whilst some of them,
however, extend the idea to that of " false, heathen gods " others, again,
refer the expression to the arbitrary self-made representations of God which
see the depth of the feeling with

—

;

the false teachers had,

— thus

Herstellung, p. 241), etc.
eiduXa here all sorts of

God

Bede, Rickli, Sander, Thiersch (Versuch zur

others combine both views, and understand by

images which men arbitrarily make for themselves of
If the warning is not to be regarded as a detached
the contents of the Epistle, we cannot rest satisfied

(Ebrard, Braune).

appendix, foreign to
I

;

Briickner and Braune also consider the

"tautology"

at least as something not quite
oul of the question; but a real tautology is

here so far from being the case, that " ©eos "

is

here added to a\r]0iv6f, and the idea iu>i)
directly connected with the idea b

aiuli'ios is

dAriflifos

0eds.

CHAP. V.
with the

first

interpretation.

who belong

As

21.
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the apostle, just in the antithesis to the

Koa/iog, has so decidedly referred
to
he certainly has in view in this warning, if not altogether,
yet principally, the untrue mental images of those teachers.^ It is only if
so taken, that the warning to keep themselves from idols forms the appro-

false

the

teachers,

to

the

uXridivdi Qeoc,

priate conclusion of the whole Epistle.

» That the apostle here also means the res
mundariae, inasmuch as man is attached to
them (Myrberg), is so much the more improb-

able, as the foregoing contains

them,

no reference

to

THE SECOND AND THIRD EPISTLES OF THE
APOSTLE JOHN.

INTRODUCTION.
SEC.

The

1.

— GENUINENESS.

testimony of the ancient Church

mention of the Second Epistle

The former

is

calls the First Epistle the greater (Strom,

says in the Adumbrat.

:

secunda Joannis

simplicissima est; scripta vero est

Irenaeus (Adv. Haer.,

i.

The

not very certain.

15, ed. Potter),

ii.

16, 8) the

(iii.

Epistle.

163) quotes the passage 2 John 11, with the words:

Epistle

passage 2 John

From

this

it

7, 8,

ff.),

Epistles of

this

John

is
;

If the
all

known

him

Cassiodorus, however (comp.

291

k.t.Tl.

to

my

^fiuv

Second

received

remark of Eusebius (H. E.,\i.

14),

the Catholic Epistles, be correct, then
also

;

according to the statement of

Commentary on Second Peter, Introd.,

at least uncertain.

for in the

iij>'

he further adduces

;

Church, but was also

the

commented on

the Third Epistle was

xoip^i-^,

but by mistake, as a passage of the First

in

as an Epistle of the Apostle John.

p.

(pv'^i,

follows, that at the time of these Fathers the

was not merely known

that Clemens Alex,

est,

ad quandain Babyloniam Electam nomine.

6 yup T^iyuv avTotg,

•

and

quae ad virgines scripta

epistola,

'luuvvrjc, 6 Tov Kvpiov fxadtiTT/c, enireive rrjv KaradiKJjv avruv, firjdi xfup^tv airoig

?Jyeadai dovATjdeig

first

found in Clemens Alex, and Irenaeus.

is

— Origen

knew

likewise

§ 2,

several

Eighth Homily on Joshua he says, addit

Joannes tuba canere per epistolas suas

:

et

yet he did not express himself

quite certainly about the apostolic origin of the Second and Third Epistles,
as
<5f

is

seen from his words in Euseb. (H. E.,

KoL eniaroXijv -tuvv oXiyup crixuv

ipaat yvTjaiovg eivcu

'

vi.

25):

'Iwdvv7?f

Iotu 6i koI devripav koI

Tavrag; that the canonicity of these Epistles

not contained in these words.

.

TpiTTjv,

.

.

KaTalilonrE

tnel oh iruvreg

was doubted,

— His disciple Dionj-sius Alex.,

in his

is

polemic

against the genuineness of the Apocalypse, according to Eusebius {H. E.,
iii.

25), appealed not only to the First, but also to the

Second and Third
627

:
;
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His words are

Epistles of John.
eavTov TO ovofia

.

.,

.

this,

to

rij

:

6 6e £vayy£?.iaT7}c ov6e

however,

erroneous

is

;

6 'Iwdvj^jyf

.,

.

is

only added because the Epistles were

(pepofievrj is

name

of the Apostle John, as even

25) calls the First Epistle t^v

iii.

although he was convinced of

nporipav,

(pepofiiv^v 'luuvvov

composition by the apostle (Diisterdieck)

its

and, besides,

how

had doubted

their apostolic origin ?

could Dionysius have appealed to those two Epistles

by TertuUian and Cyprian

;

— The Epistles

from the fact

if

he

are nowhere mentioned

but that the Second Epistle at least was known

North African Church at the time of the

clear

.

(peponevj] a doubt

be expressed as to the apostolic authorship of the two Epistles

Eusebius (H. E.,

is

word

in the

accepted as apostolic, without bearing the

in the

KadoTuK^g npoiypaipev

rfjg

dev-ipa (pepofievy 'luuvvov koi TpiTij

According to Ebi'ard,

ovo/iaarl npoKitrac.

meant

uAa' ovde kv

latter as

a canonical writing,

a synod held at Carthage on the subject

that, at

of the baptism of heretics, the bishop Aurelius appealed to the passage

2 John 10.

— The Peshito originally contained of

the Catholic Epistles only

the Epistle of James, First Peter, and First John

the Syrian Ephraem,

;

on the other hand, quotes the Second and Third of John
of the Catholic Epistles.

not quite certain
is stated,

— The

from the First

after a passage is quoted in it

;

after the

mention of some spurious writings

superscriptio Joannis duos in catholica habetitur,

it

the

et) sapientia, etc., it is

'luavvov,

EiTi:

p.

is

<5'

p. 205).

.

.

.

i]

ff.),

first

bvofialjaidivTi

class of the

and thereby proves that

not uncontested; but by the addition ehs,

— Euse-

devTipa kqc

rpirij

he there-

Antilegomenoi (comp.

their canonical authority

k.t.a.,

to confirm the doubt as to their canonicity,

From

not to be inferred, with

two Epistles as spurious.

uvnXeyofiivcjv

them among the

606

by duas

more probable

Tov eiiayyeTuoTov rvyxuvovaai, tire tov erepov o/xuvvfiov tKeivu',

fore reckoned

Guericke,

25) says: ruv

et

Second and Third Epistles (Diisterdieck,

Diisterdieck, that the author regarded the
iii.

Jude

ut (or et) sapientia

comp. also Laurentius, Neutest. Studien,

:

the following words: ut (or

bius {H. E.,

epistola sane

it

is

Epistle, it

It is possible that

(duae) the First and Second Epistles are meant; yet

Ebrard, Braune

:

and then,

ab amicis Salumonis in honorem ipsius scripta.

that he understood by

as well as the rest

testimony of the Muratorian Fragment

was

by which he does not want

he expresses the uncertainty

whether the Epistles were composed by John or by another of the same

name, namely, the Presb3'ter John.
fused acceptance

;

Theodosius Mops,

testimony of Leontius Byz.
the

Homily on Matt.

;

In the Antioch school they were
is

said to have rejected

Theodoret does not mention them

xxi. 23, ascribed to Chrysostom, it is said,

KQi TpiTj]v oi naripeg imoKavovi^ovai.

For the

rest, after

re-

them on the
;

-niv

and in
devripav

the time of Eusebius

;

INTRODUCTIOX.
was undisputed

theiv canonicity

their apostolic origin,

chap.

is

prohatur

ecclesiasticis et erudiiix viris
.

view an

.

but that doubts

,

Joanxis Presbyteri

.

opinio,

quam a

still

obtained in regard to

proved by Jerome, who, in his Catal.

Papias, says: scripsit Joannes

9, s.v.

Senior

;

G29

et

unam

reliquae autem duae,

asseruntur;

Script.

EccL,

epistolam, quae ah universis

and

quarum principium

in chap. 18 calls this

The, generally speaking,

plerisque retidimus traditam.

infrequent quotation of these Epistles, as well as the hesitation in the decision
as to their canonicity

character, partly
fixed.

From

and

apostolicity, are easily explained, partly

by the designation of the author

(6

npFaSvTspoc)

by their

which

is pre-

the fact, however, that the oldest authorities, Clemens Alex, and

Irenaeus, quite unhesitatingly cite them, at least the Second Epistle, as writings of the Apostle John,

may be

it

concluded that in the most ancient tradi-

tion they were regarded as apostolical Epistles,

and that

it

was only at a

later

date that they were ascribed by many, perhaps only on account of the superscription, to the Presbyter John,
Tov Kvpiov,

whom

Papias (Euseb.

iii.

39) calls a uadTjT^c

but definitely distinguishes from the Apostle John.

Ages the authorship

of the Apostle

In the Middle

John was not disputed.

Erasmus

again regarded the Presbyter John as the author of the Epistles

view was afterwards expressed and defended by Grotius,
Crit.-Ezeget.,

Museum fur
and

Specim.

I.),

Fritzsche (" Bemerkk.

Religionswissenschaft,

Almost

others.

all

iii.

part

1),

ilher die

J. D.

Beck

(Observ.

Br. Joh.,"' in Henke's

Ammon {Leben

modern commentators and

first

the same

;

Jesu,

i.

p.

45

fif.),

De Wette,

critics (Liicke,

Bruckner, Bauragarten-Crusius, Diisterdieck, Ewald,^ Bieek, Braune), on the
other hand, have with more or less confidence decided in favor of their apostolic

authorship; against which Ebrard again ascribes them to the Presbyter

John.

It is extraordinary, that the

namely,

by

6 npEaSvTEpoc,

the style

aud

(2)

the self-designation of the author

(3) the connection with Diotrephes.

As

(1)

far as

concerned, the Second Epistle has unmistakably a pronounced

is

Johannean impress.
this,

same reasons are alleged for both views

the character of the style,

(1)

This

is less

the case with the Third Epistle

;

yet even

which at any rate has the same author as the Second Epistle, bears in

itself,

in particular expressions

and

(comp. Liicke, Braune, Diisterdieck).

ideas, traces of the

same

peculiarity

According to Ebrard, the correspond-

ences are to be explained by " allusions and certain reminiscences," while the
peculiar style of the author of the two Epistles appears in the section

1

vli.

According
219),

John

to

Ewald's idea {Oeach.

Isr.,

m EphesuB, in answer to urgent

demands, wrote several

letters

to

particular

churches and persons, of which, however,

only these two have been accidentally preserved.
p. 505.

Comp.

also Ewald's </oA. Schriften,
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vv. 5-10 of the

Third Epistle, and this deviates altogether from that of the

Apostle John.

But that the elsewhere well-known

reflected in this section,

may be

diction of

John

not

is

very well explained by the fact that he

is

treating of quite special circumstances, and that, too, only in hints, and with

the greatest possible brevity
is "

;

in 2

John

6, 7, 9,

and 3 John

11, there

dicta of the First Epistle,"

and that

but that in 2 John

an intentional allusion to particular

5, 12,

such dicta " are almost exactly quoted," are assertions

which cannot be proved, as the agreements may just as

have

well, at least,

their origin in the identity of the author.

(2) As, according to the distinct

testimony of Papias (in Euseb., H. E.,

99), the existence of a presbyter

named John, who was a
him

to regard

But

/ladrjTng

as the author of the Epistle,

as Papias designates this

him from
from

John

who

calls

apostolic John.

If this

to call himself kot'

KpeaSvTepor,'"

was

was not the

case,

k^oxriv

"«

intelligible

from

this

how

how then

the non-

could this John venture

in his intimate circle

John would,

the Presbyter

the single

cannot be inferred

from the Apostle, and that " it

members

is

easily

in his confidential

a stamped coin;" but, besides,

as

Ebrard appeals to the fact that the small
city,

it

Ebrard thinks that, as the two

nptaSvTepog"?

private circles, use this designation

hood of the

rrpea^vrepog.

name denoting

in itself dt,

Johns lived in Ephesus, the non-apostolic John was
called " the Presbyter " in distinction

natural

it is

himself 6

as 6 npKjSvTspog merely to distinguish

the previously mentioned (Apostle) John,

words that "6

his

iii.

of the Lord, cannot be doubted,

filial

churches in the neighbor-

of the presbyteiy established in the

mother church, and hence those small churches which had gathered round
the Kyria and Caius and Diotrephes, had been handed over to the care of
of the Presbyter John, " so that according to his official position he

was

*

the

Ebrard thus gives two explanations, of

Presbyter' to these churches."

which, however, only one could be valid

based on uncertain assumptions.

^

;

moreover, both explanations are

— Liicke and Diisterdieck (similarly Briick-

ner and Braune) with justice show that the name,

6 npEaBvrepoc,

would not

have been, suitable for the Presbyter John without the addition of his proper

name.

But how does the case stand

Oecumenius says
6id Tov nptaiSvTepov

t/toi

:

;

on

yepaibg

1

For,

etc.,

to describe himself as " the old

if

John used the name because

it

is

tj

koX

it

was

defended by Piscator, Lange,

to describe his special position to those

man,"

to

whom

John ?

kmcKonov koIuv iavrbv

has the form of the word against

a coin once stamped for him, then he did not
use

in this respect with the Apostle

^drj sypaipe raijTag,

the former view, which

Carpzovius, Sander, Bleek,

wanted

uv

it is

it

;

not conceivable

he was writing; and

if

if

John

why he

he did

it

for

the latter cause, then plainly he did not do
for the former.

it

INTRODUCTION.
did not write 6 yipuv,
already in use as an

6 npeaSvrric,

official

or similarly, especially as 6 npeaiSvTepoc

name

was

even apart from the fact that the desig-

;

who

nation would only vaguely state

631

the author was, the expression must

certainly be taken, with Baumgarten-Crusius, Liicke, Diisterdieck, Braune,

as an official name.

For

this purpose it

was quite

suitable to the Apostle

John, as he was connected with the churches in question not merely as

an

apostle,

but had entered into a special (episcopal) relationship towards

He undertook

them.

the same position towards

them

as,

immediately after

the apostolic age, the bishop occupied towards the churches subordinate to

Hence John might have

him.

called himself 6 emoKOTroc, but he could not, as

same

in his time both expressions denoted the

position

times, "when in the ecclesiastical organization bishops
definitely distinguished

name

described by the

;

from one another, the former were
oi

npeadvTepoi^

— (3)

though in

later

and presbyters were
still

frequently

In the Third Epistle there

is

reference to a relationship of Diotrephes to the author of the Epistle, which,
this

if

was the Apostle John, must certainly be regarded

seems more easy of explanation

as strange.

It

Ebrard thinks, the author was an

as

if,

Ephesian presbyter to whose oversight the churches, in which Caius and
Diotrephes were prominent members, had been intrusted

but in the

first

place this supposition lacks historical foundation, and, secondly, a

still

greater degree of violence would belong to the case

with malicious words " against a

man who was

if

;

Diotrephes " prated

not only a

member

of the

Ephesian presbytery, but also had to exercise an oversight over those
churches, and

deed

who

as an immediate

If Diotrephes

respect.

may

of

that,

despise even the dignity of an apostle.

much

too

unknown by

us for

then his ambition

— might

lead to the most extreme steps

stances are

certainly enjoyed great

uadTjT^f: tov Kvpiov

was capable

— which

Besides, the particular circumit

to be justifiable for us on their

account to deny the Apostle John the authorship of the Epistle.
assertion that the prohibition contained in 2

Io\ang disposition of the Apostle John,

and

that, too,

is

John

— The

10, 11, contradicts the

with justice rejected by Ebrard,

with the suitable remark, " the love of the Apostle John was

that sort of love which does not

he meets the

in-

have induced him to

lie

want

to please, but to save souls;

and hence

not with careless connivance, but with firm confession of

the truth and other discipline."

'

When

Ebrard says 'that npeafivTfpoi can-

not have been a
far right, as

title

of the apoetlee, he

is

so

an apostle, as such, was not des-

ignated by that name; but

it

does not there-

fore follow that an apostle might not aaBurae
to particular

make

this

churches such a position as would

name

suitable to him.

;
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Baur

(in the

work quoted above) regards

these two Epistles, as he does

He

the First Epistle, as writings of Montanist origin.
fact that they both have one author,

the church to which Caius (to

and

is

whom

the Third Epistle

is

directed) belonged,

no other than the Epistle mentioned in 3 John 9

Baur further

says, a

schism had taken place

had refused

at their head,

;

in this church,

:

the one part, with Diotrephes

church to which

ecclesiastical fellowship to the

the author of the Epistle belonged

agreement with this church
is

proceeds from the

and that the second was written to

and

;

the other part, on the contrary, were in

;

although the cause of that schism

that,

not evident from the Epistles themselves,

nevertheless clear that

it is

it is

conformable to a time at which there had already occurred between several
churches too lively differences about questions of the highest interest for

From

the Christian mind.

these premises

Baur concludes that the Second

Epistle " was written to the Montanistically disposed section of the
;

Church " and that Diotrephes

Rome, not

is

Roman

the symbolic description of the bishop of

indeed, as Schwegler (Montanismus, p. 284) supposed, of Victor

(for Irenaeus

and Clemens Alex, already knew both

earlier bishop,

perhaps Soter, or Anieet, or Eleutheros.

lays a special weight

upon the

Epistles), but of

Baur

partisanship of the writer

an

in this proof

of the

Epistle,

which had gone so far that he describes the followers of Diotrephes just as
heathen (3

John 7)

Baur

(!).

main support of

finds the

passage of Clemens Al. cited above: Secunda Joannis
scripta

est,

simplicissima

Electam nomine,
in these

words Clemens

Scripta

est.

vero

ad

est

refers the

name

inasmuch as the predicate of holiness

was that she should

that the

Rome

name Babylonia

;

appropriate to
first

it

;

be pointed out,

how

very

:

though in an obscure way,

And

arbitrary

this statement.

on the one hand, Clemens exactly

Second Epistle as written by the Apostle John

epistles

in regard to

much

Baur's assertion places Clemens in the most wonderful

contradiction with himself

tanist origin.

of the Ec-

to be allegorically understood of the city of

and extraordinary modes of interpretation are heaped up in
this,

that this quite

demand

where there were divided opinions

It does not require to

Quite apart from

Bahyloniam

he holds that

be, as the "sponsa Christi," vera, pudica, sancta
is

(as in 1 Pet. v. 13),

Montanism.

quandam

to the idea of the Church,

'E/cAe/criy

is

corresponds to the idea of the Montanists, whose
clesia

quae ad virgines

autem electionem ecclesia sanctae

signijicat

view in the

his

ep.,

then,

— he

is

;

specifies the

and on the other hand,

said to have stated that

it

—

was of Mon-

what could have induced a Montanist

to invent

under the pretended name of the apostle, which do not contain

any thing of Montanist character at

all?

Did he want

to put the authority
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Rome ? But

the Epistle could

must have been

for that purpose, as it

clear

any one that John could not have written against Soter (or Anicet, or

The

Eleutheros).

IMontanists, however, have taken so little advantage of

these Epistles for their interests, that the Montanist Tertullian never once

mentions them!

— Hilgenfeld

assigns the appearance of the

Third Epistles, as that of the First Epistle,

Second and

to the post-apostolic age: yet

he

does not seek their explanation in the interest of the author on behalf of

Montanism, but he thinks that the Second Epistle

by which,

writing,"

in the

form of the

epistles

an " excommunicatory

is

which the Christian churches

interchanged, an "official apostolic condemnation" was meant to be uttered
against the fellowship with the Gnostic false teachers
Epistle

is

an

e-KiaTokfi avaTaTiKfj

had the object of vindicating
of such

commendatory

;

and that the Third

which originated in the church

and

of John,

for that church the right to the circulation

epistles,

which the

strict

Jewish Christians would

allow only to their patron James, as the author had

known

of such a regular passport " in the storms of Gnosticism.

" the usefulness

These hypoth-

according to which the circumstances hinted at in the Third Epistle

eses,

are a pure invention, can, however, only be regarded as make-shifts to
explain, as well as

genfeld, for the

is

possible, the origin of the

same Reasons

of the First Epistle, thinks

as those for

it is

two

Epistles,

which Hil-

which he denies the genuineness

impossible to regard as memorials of the

apostolic age.

SEC.

2.

— CONTENTS AND

DESIGN OF THE EPISTLES; TIME
AND PLACE OF THEIR COMPOSITION.

The Second Epistle begins with the inscription, which, after mentioning
the writer and the receiver of the Epistle, contains the greeting of benediction.

the

word

It is

addressed, according to the most probable explanation of

Kvpia (see the

commentary on

which the author expresses his joy that

ver. 1), to a Christian church, to
its

members

are walking in truth,

with which he connects an exhortation to mutual love, which he confirms

by a reference
is

the Christ,

to the appearance

come

in the flesh.

of false teachers

whc deny

that Jesus

After he has mentioned the abiding in

the doctrine of Christ as the condition of fellowship with God, he forbids the

brotherly reception of the opponents of this doctrine, because thereby

would make ourselves guilty

of fellowship with

their evil

conclusion of the Epistle contains a justification of

its

deeds.

shortness,

we

The

and the
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delivei-y of

the greeting from the church in which the apostle

design of the Epistle accordingly

lies in

is.

— The

the danger which threatened the

church through the false teachers, and of which the author wanted to

warn the church

in

few words before he could come

to

himself.

it

The Third Epistle also begins with an inscription, in which Caius (see

on

ver. 1) is

may have

mentioned as the receiver of

After the wish that Caius

it.

prosperity, the apostle expresses his joy that he

the testimony of some brethren

—

is

— according

to

walking in the truth, and praises him

especially on account of his active display of love towards strange brethren,

whom

he then recommends to his further

and

Christ's sake,

it is

arbitrary procedure of Diotrephes,

written to

by him, made

it

reception of the brethren
his intention to

because they went forth for

care,

a duty to receive such.

come and bring him

not to follow that which

is evil,

and opposed the

which the author expresses
After an exhortation

to account.

but that which

Demetrius (the probable bearer of

he mentions the

the church a letter

evil speeches against him,

in connection with

;

— Then

who withheld from

this Epistle) a

good, the apostle gives

is

good testimonial,

justifies

himself for the shortness of his writing, and, after a short benediction,

concludes by giving the greeting of friends and sending greeting to friends.

The design

of the Epistle accordingly

had occurred

in the church of Caius.

was furnished by an incident which

Some

strange missionary brethren,

who had found a friendly reception fi'om Caius, had come to the apostle.
The latter had Avritten on their behalf to the church to which Diotrephes
also belonged

;

but Diotrephes, with insolent expressions against the apostle,

had opposed the reception
church those

who

of those brethren,

did not agree with him.

and had even
This Epistle

cast out of the
is

now meant

to

serve the purpose of confirming Caius in the continuation of his manifestations of love, as well as of intimating to

— Ewald's

apostle.

ideas, that

him

the near arrival of the

both Epistles were addressed to one and

the same church, that Diotrephes had specially interested himself in the
false teachers,
lest

and that the Third Epistle was written to Caius from fear

the Second Epistle might have been withheld from the Church by

Diotrephes, are to be regarded as mere conjectures, which cannot be proved

from the contents of the two
The Place and Time of
Epistles

;

yet

it is

Epistles.

their

Composition are

unknown

tour (perhaps one and the same) of inspection

H. E.,

iii.

in the case of both

not unlikely that 2 John 12 and 3 John 14 refer to a

24, describes

(especially as

such a tour of inspection

Ephesus), and that the Epistles were written in

Eusebius,

made by John from
As in the
Ephesus.

—
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Second Epistle the same false teachers are referred to that are spoken of
in the

First Epistle,

Epistles were

it

is

probable that the places at which these two

composed are not far remote from one

another. ^

remark of Eichhorn, that in the Second Epistle a more vigorous
displayed than in the First,
" rigorous "

(I)

is

prohibition in 2

no

John

less

— The

spirit is

incorrect than the idea that the

10, 11, indicates the still

youthful old

age of the apostle.

>

According

appeared

to

Ebrard, the Second Epistle

at a later date

than the First ; the

proof of this he finds in the fact that the

former refers bacli to the

latter.

But that

the eimilarities are the result of a backward
reference, is only certain

if

the

proceed trom different &uthoTB.

two Epistles

—
:
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'Icoaj/j/ou

The
is

added

superscription
to entaTo?.ri

;

in

is

iTTLCTToXr]

shortest in

some

B

^evrepa.

and X: ludwov ,3.
comes after

Tov iyiov anoaT6?Mv 'ludvvov

tov

dsoloyov.

In the

.Elz.

some codd.

in

;

tov eni arridovc

'luitwou ; in

G

KadoXiKr/
it

runs

ed., the superscription

runs: 'luuvvov tov diioaTolov eniaTo^ KadoXiKfj (kurepa; the Rec.

is kniOTo?.^ 'Iucidvov

devTspa.

Ver. 1. Kal ovK kyu]. Rec. The reading ovk eyu di in A, 73, Syr., Thph.,
owes its origin to tlie desire to mark the antithesis more sharply (Diisterdieck);
Ebrard regards the Rec. as a correction, made in order to make the Second and
the First Epistles conformable in

— Yer.

The reading

style.

Scarcely credible.

G reads

:

Kal ovk iyu

A, evo<«coiiffav, instead of A'Ei'ovaav, is too feebly
attested for us to regard it, with Ebrard, as the correct one; it has probably
arisen in order to avoid the tautology which uhovaav appears to form with the
Ver. 3. The Elz. ed. reads toTai fiEd' v/lluv, which is attested by
following.
B, G, K, etc., several versions, etc. It is possible that t/uijv arose from the
immediately preceding (so Braune), but just as likely that wcjv was changed to
viiuv, because the former did not seem appropriate for the greeting; the weight
Instead of irapd, N* reads and (sol.).
of authorities is in favor of t}uC)v.
Before 'Ivoov Xp., the Rec. has Kvpiov, which is fomid in G, K, X. In A, B,
etc., KvpLov is wanting (Lachm., Tisch.); Bengel, Briickner, Sander, are in favor
of the genuineness of Kvpiov; yet the later insertion of it seems more probable
The avTov of K between tov vlov and tov narpog must be
than the omission.
6e.

2.

in

—

—

—

regarded as a clerical error. —Ver. 4. X (sol.) has instead of eXdiionei' the third
B omits tov before naTpoc. Ver. 5. Instead of the Rec. ypu<po),
person, e/a/3ov.
we must read ypinpuv, according to A, B, G, K, X, etc. Lachm. has Kaivjjv
Ver. 6. In the
before ypd(puv, which is not adequately attested by A, X, Vulg.
second part, the succession of the words varies; in G, N, most of the min., etc.,
avTTi koTiv T) evToXri (Rec.) is found; in A, B, K, etc., on the other hand, avT?} i]

—

—

—

—

ianv (Lachm., Tisch.); it is possible that the Rec. has been formed in
accordance with the preceding (tvTTj kanv ij dyunt). It is to be noticed that N has
before avTt) a kuI, and after kuTolrj an avTov, and also that in the same cod. Iva
Instead of •nepnraTT/Te,
is found before Kadug, so that an epanalepsis occurs here.
Ver. 7. The most probable reading is i^fiAdov, according
N reads nepiKarfiariTE.
{iif/Adav, Tisch.), B, X (Lachm.); the Rec. eia^T^dov, according to G, K,
to
Ver. 8. The
etc., is a correction; comp. 1 John ii. 19, iv. 1, and 3 John 7.
kvToXij

—

—

A

—

dnold^oficv.
eipyaau/icda
Rec, according to G, K, has anoXicuixev
drroAa/37?T£;
eipydaaade
Cod. A, and X read: dnoTiiarjTe [a*, AnoTi^ade)
this reading, accepted by Lachm. and Tisch., is regarded as the original reading
by Liicke, De Wette, Reiche. Cod. B reads: dnoXiarjTE (according to Bentley's
collation; Griesb. gives uno?iiar}Tai, which is also given by Tisch., bracketed,
unoXdii£T£] De Wette regards this reading as a
elpyaadixeda
however)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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1.

combination of the reading of A with the Rec. Diisterdieck, Briickner, Braune
(also the 2d ed. of this comm.) regard the reading in B as the original.
It is
certainly the one by which the origin of the various readings can be easily
explained; yet the circumstance that it is almost only found in B (Reiche: lectio
;

B

codicis
ejus

Ver.

.

must render

exjn'essit)

and X, at any
amUaijTe

quod Syr. p. in m. et Sahid.
Of the two others, that of A
Bengel would arbitrarily read:

in nullis aliis subsidiis inventa est, nisi

sensum
.

rate,

doubtful.

deserve the preference.

eipyuaaaOe

.

it

.

.

uiroMj3o/iEv,

.

which

is

only found in Cod. 34.

—

Rec, according

to G, K, etc., Syr., Thph., Oec. (Reiche).
Tisch. read instead of it, npouyuv, which is attested by A, B, K,

napai3aivuv].

9.

Lachm, and
and the readings praecedit and procedit in several codd. of the Vulg.
(against which, in the printed Vulg. and Lucif., is recedit).
The opinion of
Matthaei and Liicke, that npodyuv arose out of the paraphrase which appears in
the scholia: anuyuv kavrov, which also occurs in Oecumenius, is unfounded;
etc.,

this explanation rather points to Trpouyuv as the original reading.

(according to G, K,

— The

Rec.

Thph., Oec.) has, both after the first and
after the second kv ry StSaxy, the addition tov Xpiarov; Lachm. and Tisch.
have the addition only after the first; so in A, B, K, several min., Vulg., etc.;
this is to be regarded as the correct reading.
It is doubtful whether vi6t> or
varipa comes first in the following sentence; the Rec, retained by Lachm., is:
Tdv n are pa Kul rbv vlov^ this is found in B, G, K, X, etc., several vss., Thph.,
Oec; Tisch., on the other hand, following A and several vss., has accepted rbv
vibv nal TOV n art pa-, but this appears to be a change effected on account of
roil XptoTov.
kv ry
Vjer. 11. 6 yup leyuv]. Rec, according to G, K, almost
all min., Thph., Oec (Tisch. 2); instead of it Tisch. 7 (similarly Lachm.),
according to A, B, X, reads 6 Xiyuv yap, which, as unusual, might be preferable.
Tisch. 7 remarks: yap tertio loco positum fere ubique a plerisque testibus
in secundum locum translatum.
Tisch. has omitted yup after airw, although
it is wanting only in K, several min. and Oec
Ver. 12. K* has e w x however, exuv.
Instead of iXiriCio yup, Rec. (Lachm.), according to A, some
min. and vss., Tisch., following B, G, K, X, many min., etc, reads: u?.?id
etc., several vss.,

—

M

—

—

—

,

;i;

;

i

,

—

eXtti^ij; this reading is the original one; the context miglit easily lead to the

—

yeveadai].
change of iAAa into yiip.
This reading, recommended by Griesbach, has been accepted also by Lachm. and Tisch. The Rec. iMeiv (according
to G, K, etc) is a correction.
Instead of aTo/xa rrp. ar., a* reads: ard/xan npog
arofia.
x^pu ^/uuv]. Rec, according to G, K, K, etc., Tisch. instead of it,
Lachm., following A, B, etc., Vulg., etc, reads: ^ X'^P"' vfiCiv; vfiuv perhaps is
preferable; the preceding vuug might easily lead to the change into riiiuv.
Instead of /J nenTujpufiivj}, Rec, according to A, G, K, all min., etc. (Tisch.),

—

ij

;

—

the reading of B, H, Vulg., is ireTr^7)p. 7J (Lachm.). —The Rec, following G, K,
etc., adds for conclusion d/i^v, a later addition.
In various codd., a subscrip-

—

tion is found which runs most briefly in A, B, X, thus: 'ludvvov ^.
62 adds the words npbc Uapdovg (comp. on 1 John).

Vv. 1-3.
Ver.

1.

Superscription of the Epistle.
6 npf.afivTEpor'].

The

definite article

npeal3vTepoc to a particular person, to

priate

That

sec. 1.

The

6 ETtiaKonoi,

The Cod.

this

is

reflection

but

whom

restricts

the general idea

this epithet is specially appro-

most probably the Apestle John, see Introduction,
on his age may have led the apostle to write, not

6 TrpEajJvTEpog.

—

t/c/U/cr^ Kvplg. /cat Toig TEKVoti avrf/^J.

The

inter-
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pretation of these words has from the earliest times been very diverse,
kKlEKrfi or Kvpia has been regarded as a proper noun, or
both words have been considered as appellatives. The first opinion (Lyranus,
a Lapide, Lorinus, Cappellus, Grotius, Wetstein, etc.) has been with justice
given up by modern commentators it is clearly enough opposed not only by

according as either

;

mode

the

of

its

conjunction with

according to which Kvpia

Kvpia,

13. The second view,
found as early as in Athana-

but also by ver.

the proper noun,

is

is

and afterwards in Bengel, Carpzovius, Heumann, Krigel {Commentatio de
Kvpia Johannis, Lips 1758), Paulus, Liicke, De Wette, Bruckner, Guericke,
Diisterdieck, Ebrard, Braune, etc. That Kvpia appeared as a feminine proper
name, is not to be doubted see Grutteri, Inscriptt. p. 1127, num. xi. comp.
Heumann Poecile de Cyria Johannis : but if this view be taken, not only is
the adjective kKleKTri strange, as it never is assigned to any individual in the
sius,

,

;

;

:

as a single predicate except in Rom. xvi. 13 (where, however, h Kvpli^
put along with it), but also its connection with the proper noun, instead

N. T.
is

comp. 3 John 1;

of Kvpia Ty kKleKTri:
true, refers to 1 Pet,

1

i.

:

Phil.

i.

kKTicKToig rrapencdfj/xoig

1,

2;

Rom.

Liicke,

xvi.

but here the case

;

is

a proper noun, as even Briickner admits, though he

as napsmdri/xotc is not

nevertheless falls back on a "familiar cai'elessness " in this case.^
third interpretation

it is

different,

found in Luther ("the

is

elect

woman"),

The

llornejus,

Wolf, Rittmeier (Diatriba, de electa domina, Helmst., 1706), BaumgartenAccording to Epictetus, chap. 62 al ywalKe^ nvdvQ unb
Crusius, Sander, etc.
TefjaapsaKaideKa eruv vird tQv uvdpofv Kvpiai KaXovvrai, women might certainly be
:

called Kvpiai

the

;

but this was plainly only a

German Frau (woman), but

to the

polite address,

corresponding not to

German Herrin

(lady).

It

hardly

corresponds with the apostolic dignity of the author, however, to describe
the receiver of the Epistle in the superscription by this name of a conven-

But the opinion

tional politeness. 2

452

p.

ff.),

that by

of

Knauer

(Stud. u. Krit., 1833, Part 2,

to be understood

iKlsKTi] Kvpia is

Mary, the mother of
Already

Jesus, lacks any tenable foundation (see Liicke on this passage).

—

was taken as a symbolic description of the Christian
Church so Jerome {Ep. xi. ad Agerucliiam) and the.- Scholiast I. (ekXekt^v
Kvpiav MyeiT^v h tivI Tonij EKKXriaiav) and later Calovius, Whiston, Michaelis,
Augusti, Hofmann (in his Weissagung u. ErfUllung, IL p. 321, and in his
at an early date Kvpca
;

,

Schriftbew.,

I.

p.

226

ff.),

Hilgenfeld (1855), Ewald,

word does not elsewhere appear

Him who

1

According

to

Ewald,

think " that " the apostle
individual

;

etc.

It

is

true the

but according to

its

Kvpioc, the Church inay certainly be called
relationship to the individual members. ^ Both the contents of

connection with
Kvpia in its

in this signification

is

it

is

is 6

" foolish to

here writing to an

Kvpia.

That Frau

originally corresponded to

—

the word is
the expression xvpia, is certain,
but
even yet frequently used in this sense,
it does not therefore follow that the Greek
Kvpia became so much weakened in usage as

—

woman."

Against the distinction between the expressions Frau and Ilerrln, Braune adduces
the etymology of the former word {Frau,
this is qilite irrelefeminine of fro - Herr)
vant here, however, as it is not the German,
but the Greek, expressions, that are in queslion; it is the distinction between ywr) and
2

;

the
'

German word Frau.
Ilofraaun recalls the description of the

Church

in the

the yuvij.
the

Apocalypse as the vvix^ri and
Ebrard objects to this, that

When

Church

in contrast with

tlie

"Lord"

is

VERSE
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1.

lacking in the slightest individual reference to a single

is

which John speaks to the receivers of the Epistle
and passes judgment on them (comp. what follows in this verse further,
vv. 4, 5, 8, 10); and, finally, the way in which the sister and her children
are no less opposed to the opinion that the Epistle was
are mentioned,^
written to one particular woman, than they are in favor of the opinion that
only Kvpia must not be regarded as
it was directed to a Christian church
the name of honor of any one particular church (according to Serrarius of

way

person, and the

in

;

—

:

the Corinthian church, or according to Augusti of that of Jerusalem)

name

rather a

;

it is

suitable for every church, by which, therefore, that church

—

nal
could also be described to which the Epistle is directly addressed.^
Tolq TEKvoiq avTTig]. If Kvpla is a description of the church, the Teuva are

The representation

her individual members.

and

of her

—

iv. 26.

ot»f

we take

If

uya-Ku ev uXvOela'].

eyij

of the

Church as a mother,

as her children, occurs elsewhere also; comp. Gal.

members

Kvp'ca

as a proper noun, then

that by tekvoic only sons are to be understood but
does not the apostle write km roir vloig avTiig'i If the TEKva are the
ovg indicates

;

why then
members

is used here exactly as rtuvia fiov, oi/g in Gal.
Suitable though the
amovg.
comp. also Matt, xxviii. 19 tu Idvri
masculine is to denote all church-members, it would be just as unsuitable to
denote members of one family, if this consisted not merely of sons, but
iyu is used emphatically,
of daughters also,
as Braune here supposes
inasnmch as the apostle wants to bring out Ms intimate relationship to the
members of the Church.
kv uTiTjdeia in its connection with u-yairij is not = iv
truth were thereby indicated as the element
Tfl uATidEia, as if the (Christian)
but it is used adverbin which love has its existence (Bengel, Diisterdieck)

of the church, however, then ovg
iv.

9

:

;

.

.

.

—

—
—

;

however, to emphasize the sincerity of the love, but, as the word
" I love thee with that love which
states, the truth of the love (Ebrard

ially, not,

itself

:

a love in truth " similarly Liicke " it is the real Christian love that is
«at ovk eyu /ivvog, uXXd TrdvTCf]. All who have
meant;" and Braune).
known the truth share with the apostle love to the re/cm of the Kvpia. This
;

is

:

—

addition also goes to

show that

the children of an individual
all

Bengel, with

believers ?

this,

not a proper noun for, how could
be regarded as an object of the love of
Diisterdieck agrees, remarks indeed on

Kvpia is

whom

communio sanctorum'; but the apostle's mode of expression presupposes

not " the lady," but the obedient handmaid, it
must be remembered that she is here spolten
of not iu regard to her subordinate relationship to Christ, but in regard to her superior
relationship to her individual members.
1

De Wette

also says

her sister and her
tioned

is

:

" The

way

in

sister's children are

is

is

directly addressed to a

particular church, is evident from ver. 12; the

want of

referfences to individual circumstances

may perhaps
also

Braune's considerations are of little iiiiporthe name of the church mitjht be
tance
omitted, because the bearer of

knew

be explained by the fact that it
had an encyclical design that the author,
:

to

€kAcict^ is

=

meant."

That the Epistle

however, " had in view the lohole of orthodox
Christendom" (Hilgeufeld), is just as little
appropriate to this Epistle as to the First.—

:

which
men-

favorable to the idea that a single

Christian church
2

;

woman

the Kpistle

what church he had to take it;
by no means unsuitable with xvpta

cKxArjcria,

according to

r)

iv ^a^vKiivi. avvi-

(by which the church is certainly to be
understood) ; it has not been asserted that the
relationship of the mother in Gal. iv. 26 has

(cAeicT>)

been given to a single church.

—

—
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an actual knowledge about one another. Several commentators accordingly
have recourse to a weakening of the idea Ttavrei;,^ which, however, is arbitrary. — uTiTidua is the divine truth, of which the believer becomes a partaker
The emphasis of aTiT/deia both here and in ver. 2 is caused by
in Christ.
the antithesis to the n?Mvoi (ver. 7). The bracketing of the words kuI ovk
TTjv u>.Tideiav; '* spoils the clearness of the connection, and is also logically
, .
"
not quite correct, because ver. 2 refers not only to eyu, but also to navrss
.

(Liicke).

6iu ttiv alijetiav ttjv (levovaav

Yer. 2 states the cause of the love.

The

tv vulv'].

existence.

idea neveiv signifies here, as in the First Epistle, firm, sure

— In

ijuiv

—

the apostle includes the loving and the loved (so also

Hh^ uyairav iv ulrtdeiaii, based on the possession of the uXT/deia.
Braune)
Carpzovius incorrectly connects these words with ver. 3.
By the addition, Kal (ltd' rjfiuv earai e!g rbv uiuva, the imperishable endurance of fellowship
with the truth is declared (Dusterdieck, Braune), and it is not merely the
.

—

—

wish for it that is expressed (Liicke, Ebrard). By ^trti (as distinguished
from iv) the objectivity of the truth is indicated (Braune). The irregularity
of the construction, inasmuch as the finite verb is used instead of a participle
(comp. A. Buttmann, p. 327 [E. T., 382]; Winer, p. 533 [E. T., 578]),
serves to give prominence to the idea.
It agrees substantially with that
Ver. 3. The formula of greeting.
which is found in most of the N. T. Epistles; the prefixed laTai /leO' rjixdv
(iifiuf), however, is peculiar; the future indicates the wish as a certain
expectation, which is based on the immediately preceding statement (Diisterdieck).

we take the reading

If

(see the critical notes), the apostle

^/xoiv

includes himself along with the readers of the Epistle, which indeed does

not elsewhere occur in the salutatory formulae; ^£ru="with."
tA for, sip^vTi, just as in 1

364

f.).

i.

4.-

— napu

xufig,

Qeov irarpof].

n-apu,

;

— To eeov narpo^, tjhuv
God

Epistles.

is

here called

is

always added by Paul, except in the Pastoral
of all in His relation to Christ, but

izaTJjp, first

also with the consciousness that in Christ

— Kal

Tit.

utd is elsewhere regularly used in this connection, as X reads
on the difference of the two prepositions, see Winer, p. 342 (E. T.,

Instead of

here also

and 2 Tim. and

napa

Xp.

He

is

the Father of believers also.

viov tov Trarpof, similarly in the other Epistles
of the N. T., only that here the sonship of Christ is specially indicated the
repetition of the preposition brings out the independence of the Son along
'lija.

Toii

;

with the Father.
the uk.

and

— The last addition,

uydTTjj

are the

two

vital

•'
1 Hornejus
Onines fidelee, non quidern
qui in toto orbe turn tempoiis erant, sed qui
in illis partibus et simul Domiuam illam et

iv u/a/deia nal ayanrj, is

*

:

liberosejus norant."
I.e.,

all

Christians

who know

the

— Liicke:

"Tracre?, k.t.A.,

(perhaps of this place?)

Kyria and her children "
;

Braune agrees with this explanation, but
would regard " as included, even those who
would later become acquainted with her"
which is clearly unsuitable.

—

peculiar to John;

elements (Baunagarteu-Crusius

1

The explanation

Tim.

1.

of these

:

fuuda-

words given on
by

2 is regarded as unsatisfactory

although it is in substantial
agreement with his own, only that it is not
expressly stated that X"P'^ means "grace,"
which
i\fo<; " mercy," and ecprji/Tj " peace,"
but only the relation
is surely self-evident,
of the three ideas to one another, which is
often erroneously interpreted, i^ pointed out.
Diisterdieck,

—

—

—
VERSES

4,

5,

641

6.

mental features) of the believer, in which the divine manifestations of grace,
mercy, and peace have to work (DUsterdieck) " the words contain an indication of the contents of the whole Epistle " (Ebrard) a Lapide erroneously
:

;

supplies

ship

when he says: per

in nos

not

=

divine

Grotius wrongly defines the relation-

ut perseverelis vel ut crescaiis.

:

cognitionem veri

et

dilectionem

Dei benejicia provocamus, conservamiis, augemus
per

;

and, in the second place, our conduct

x^pi-i,

Ver.
those to

-i.

k.tX, but the relationship

The

whom

is similar.

is

,

is

mutuam, nam per haec
in the first place,

h is

not the cause of the

the converse.

Epistle begins with the assurance of joy at the conduct of

it is

The

addressed.

preface to most of the Pauline Epistles

This verse refers back to the preceding

other hand, to iv

uyuTTrj.

(Luther); the aorist

is to

— exapijv
be kept iu

Tiiav; not,
its

h uli^deig

;

ver. 5,

on the

"I have greatly rejoiced"

own meaning.

The

apostle

is

speak-

ing historically of the time at which he had the experience which he states
in the following woi'ds.

iv u?.r]0€ia].

t«

on

evprjKa in tuv TtKVDV aov nepnraTovvTaq

=

tuv 7eKv. is not

that John could not boast the

not become acquainted with

ra TEKva

irepiKarelv

all

erroneous, that, "as the article

aov',

h ul.

of

it

is

all,^

indicated by the

Braune's observation

" (DUsterdieck).

Ik

but not that "he had
is

wanting with TrtptnaTovvTac, it is not indicated that the other children were not walking ei> dil." With KEpnzareiv h,
comp. John viii. 12 1 John i. 6, 7 3 John 3, 4, and several other passages.
evprjKa indicates a previous meeting with the children of the Kvpia
and
hence a previous sojourn of the apostle in the church to which he is writing;
incorrectly, Sander: "I have found as the result of my examination;" the
preterite exaprjv does not suit this interpretation.
If Kvpla be a proper
noun, it remains uncertain where the apostle met with her children. Liicke,
on account of ver. 12, considers it unlikely that the apostle had been in
the family; "he seems to have met the tekvu somewhere else without the
mother" (so also Braune). Not only this uncertainty, but also the circumstance that John does not express himself further about the childi-en who
are not walking in the truth, indicates that he is not speaking of a family,
but of a church, which is erroneously disputed by Braune.
KaOuc tvro?.^v
eXuSofiev]. Koduc (which is not to be taken here, with Ebrard, argumentatively = " because indeed ") does not more particularly define the Tzipinareiv
in itself, as if tv ukr^deia were only added adverbially for confirmation = " who
in truth walk as," etc.; but kuOuq refers to the nepinaTslv iv uXrjd., and ulijdeia
thus, " who are walking in the truth, according
is Christian truth, as in ver. 3
as we received commandment " (DUsterdieck).
By this, however, we are not
to understand one particular commandment, but the obligation which is
contained in the Christian faith to walk iu the truth, napu tov Trarpog,
see ver. 3 the intervention of the Son is implied.
Vv. 5,6. Kal viiv kpurCi ce\. vvv is used here, not temporally, but
DUsterdieck refers it to the immediately preceding subordinate
logically.
Ebrard, on the other hand, to the idea evptjKu, k.t.?.. but
clause, /la^oif, K.T.I.
;

is

;

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

>

way

Ebrard, appropriately: "It is a delicate
In which the presbyter covers the l)lame

;

which he has
oj praise."

to

expreBs

in

a mere limitation

;
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more

it is

correctly referred to tx^priv, k.tX

the joy •which the apostle felt

;

the cause of his present request (so also Bruckner and Braune).
ipuTd instead of the usual napaKaXiJ, as the request

is

— ovx

is

John says

suitable to the church,

wf ivToTiijv ypd(puv aoi Kaivfjv, /c.r.A.]. Comp. 1 John
ii. 7.
Iva ayairu/xev uXkifkovq., dependent on kpuro, comp. John xvii. 15, not
on EVToTiJjv exofiev (Baumgarten-Crusius), "for this is used in a subordinate
clause merely, and kpuTu would be without connection and without object"
(Briickner).
Iva states here also not merely the purpose, but the substance
of the request (contrary to Braune).
Ver. 6. koX avrij
The same
iva].
as a

KVpia.

—

—

.

.

.

John v. 3. The apostle is not distinguishing the commandment of love from the other commandments (De Wette), but is describing
the walking according to the commandments of God as the substance and
construction, 1

essence of love

;

with justice,

for, in the first place,

only

moral

Uiat love is

—

—

more particularly, Christian
in its character, which is founded on obedience toward God, and therefore " consists in the fulfilment of the com-

or,

mandments

of

God

that regulate our relationship to our neighbor " (Ebrard)

and, in the second place, the aim of

than love.

else

all

the divine

commandments

Bruckner, Braune, and others here interpret

rectly of "Christian love simply," including also the love of

f/

is

nothing

uyuTrri

God and

incor-

Christ;

the close connection of this sentence with the preceding one (y uycini] clearly
refers back to iva uyanC>/iev u?M/?LOvg) compels us to understand fj ayani] of

The thought last expressed is specially emphaby the following words. According to the reading, amrj
evTolij kan,
we must translate " This commandment is (consists in this), as ye have heard
from the beginning {no other than this), <7ja< ije should walk iv amy."
evroXif
resumes the preceding tuc ivroMg avrov the transition from the plural to the
singular is not difficult; comp. 1 John iii. 22, 23.
Iva states the substance
of the commandment, and h avry refers to uydnrj (De Wette-Briickuer, Liicke,
Diisterdieck, Ebrard, Braune), and not to evtoXtj (Sander) for this would
not only give an inadmissible tautology, but would also be contrary to John's
mode of expression, in which the phrase nepinardviv ttj hro?^^ does not appear.
Christian brotherly love.

sized

r/

:

—

:

jj

—

;

— By the
kvToXr]

intervening clause

" (Liicke,

De Wette)

is

Kaduc; rtKovaare,

have heard from the beginning what

mandment

;

" a subordinate definition of the

not given, but
is

it is

observed that the readers

the substance of the divine com-

the apostle thereby refers back to what was said in ver. 5 (so

also Diisterdieck, Ebrard, Briickner, Braune).

The

circle that results

from

this interpretation only serves to bring clearly out the identity of brotherly

love

and obedience toward God.^

Ver.

7.

In this verse the apostle addresses himself to the warning against

whom he first more particularly characterizes. The 6ti,
with which the verse begins, indicates that the foregoing exhortation to

the false teachers,

1

"

Kostliu

The

incorrectlj' Interprets

(p.

218):

old coramaudment, that we should love
one another, means nothing else than that wc
should abide in what He has cominauded us to
believe." That e^/ToATJ here denotes the command to belieee (1 John iii. 23), finds no cou-

firraationiu the context.

—Ebrard unjustifiably

asserts that the obscurity of the expression in
this verse is to be explained

by the

fact that

the apostle intentionally alludes to some pas-

sages of the First Epistle, with which he

assumes the Kyria

to

be familiar.

—

—

v

VERSE
mutual love has

—

—
G43

8.

origin in the fear of their being disturbed

its

by the

influ-

not to be inferred from this that 6n is
grammatically dependent on epuru ae. It would be granunatically possible

ence of the false teachers

;

but

it is

also to regard this verse as the premise

on which

Carpzovius), but such a construction

at variance with the peculiarity of

John's diction.

where appear
vi. 8; 1 Tim.

— oti

in

is

The

ttoXaoi ttXcivoi]-

John

;

based (Grotius,

ver. 8 is

expression nMvoi does not else-

comp. on the other hand, Matt, xxvii. 63

;

2 Cor.

—

John ii. 26 ol nXavuvreg vfidg.
AVith
this passage maybe compared 1 John ii. 18 ff., iv. 1.
e^^Xdov [daijleov]
etc rbv K.6a(iov does not denote separation from the church; Koofioc does
not here form the antithesis of the tnKlTjaia rov Qtov the sense is rather the
same here as in John iv. 1. The difference between elnfjld. and k^fild. is
only this, that by the latter expression the point of departure is more definitely indicated.
oi (xfj dfioXoyovvreg, k.tX, comp. 1 John iv. 2, 3; on
iv. 1

instead of

;

in 1

it

:

;

the X. T. usage of the article before the participle after no/loi, comp. Buttm.,

= upveladai. The firj is not to be ex450 [E. T., 483]), by the fact that the participle
refers to a representative class (= quicumque non profitentur), but it is used
'Ivaovv Xpiardv
just as in 1 John iv. 3: d fi^ 6/ioloyel see on this passage.
254 (E. T., 296)

p.

plained, with

;

Winer

filj

ufxo2,oyeiv

(p.

—

;

ipXo/iEvov f V aapni is to be taken just as the words 1 John iv. 2, that run
almost exactly similarly. The present participle £pxo[ievov, instead of which
'Elr)7,vd6Ta is

time
to 3

;

used there, expresses the idea in

comp. John

John

3,

vi. 14.

itself

— apart from the idea of

Bengel, incorrectly, qui veniebat, with an appeal

for in this passage kpxofj-ivuv

and

/xaprvpovvTuv,

by

their close

connection with exupvv, are distinctly indicated as imperfect participles such
a connection does not exist here, nor are we to interpret, with Baumgarten;

He who

more incorrectly Oecumenius takes it
coming of Christ;
ovrog
earif 6 Tr/lavof /cat 6 uvTixpioTog]. o to g reiers hack to ol fz^ oiioloyovvrsg,
K.rX By
nTiuvog the apostle resumes the preceding nXdvoi; by 6 avrlThe definite article indicates these
Xpiarog he adds a new characteristic.
Crusius, "

icas to

come."

as future participle, referring

Still

to the second

it

—

ideas as familiar to the readers

comp.

1

(Liicke)
nTiuvr/g is

John

— The

18.

singular

is

"Ver. 8.

they have heard,

many

— The construction

refl.

tva after (iTiineiv

pron. besides here only in ^lark

only in

not the purpose ("take heed to yourselves,

is

whom

here used in collective signification

in all;

yourselves;" pMneiv with the

to

the antichrist of

are the antichrist, inasmuch as the same nveifia n}f
comp. further, the remarks on 1 Johii ii. 18.
The warning against the deceivers.
fiXineTe mvrovg, ^^ take heed

the

;

ii.

;

1

Cor. xvi. 10 besides

sc.

;

xiii. 9.

by

h>a it

of them, so that "), but the

immediate object of their foresight that is stated (contrary to De Wette,
Braune, and A. Buttm., p. 209).^
lua, k.tX]. Whatever may be the correct
reading, the thought remains essentially the same
the apostle warns his

—

:

J

Braune here adduces various passages of

the N. T. in order to vindicate for
ti-a

tlie

particle

the meaning of purpose (" bo that"); but

he has uot paid attention to the distinction
whether the verbal idea with which iva is cou-

nected

is

absolute or relative frequiring sup-

plemenl), and

lie

has not reflected that

if

the

clause beginning with iva forms the supple-

ment of the preceding verbal
be

="

so that."

idea,

ii-a

cauuot

—
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readers not to let themselves be deprived, by the false teachers, of the

became partakers through the evangelistic work.
who have' worked are John and his assothat iv v/ilv, or a similar phrase, must be put along with it for more
ciates
particular definition (Liicke), is unfounded, as this more particular definition

blessing of which they

With

the reading eipyaauniOa those
;

the context itself

lies in
is

.

with the reading

elpyuaaade,

on the other hand,

the work^of the receivers of the Epistle themselves that

should just as

little

come short

it

who

of the attainment of the blessing as the

— The object of epyul^eadai, indicated by

former.

meant,

is

«, is

not exactly the

/ncaddc,

work directly effected by the labor, the
Fruit had been obtained in the church by means
result or the fruit of it.
of the work (fruit of knowledge, love, etc.); it was of importance that they
should not again be deprived of this fruit; this is expressed by^^ ukoXcoriTs: their loss may also, however, be considered as a loss to those who had
worked among them by the preaching of the gospel, so that, as far as
which

also spoken of, but the

is

the sense

reading

is

concerned, the Rec. unn7.iaufi.ev
''that they

cfKo'Aiarjrai,

(ii)

may

so that no cause exists for regarding

—

If,

it,

is

not be

perhaps justifiable; but the

with Liicke, as a mere clerical error.

however, that which was directly obtained by the work be lost again,

then the future reward

promised to Christians also disappears;

(/iiadoc)

therefore the apostle antithetically adds: aA?.a ficaddv

With

good sense,

lost," also gives

we might be disposed

nT^t^pij

ano?iu,3t}T£,

by the
reward the heavenly gift which the apostle himself had to expect on account
of his work but he could not be deprived of this by the conduct of those
among whom he had labored, as it depends not on the result, but on the
faithfulness of the work hj jutaOdc, therefore, must certainly be understood
the reward which those to whom John is writing have to expect for this,
however, the reading unolaQrjTi is plainly more suitable than a-rroluSunev
(so also Briickner).
(iiadbv nlript) is not = uiadbv nolvv (Carpzovius), but
"full reward;" by n}.i/pr) it is not meant that if they did not exhibit faithfulness they would receive only an imperfect reward, nor even that up to
the present they had only received a part of the reward (Grotius, Aretius,
Ebrard), but that the reward which, if they exhibit faithfulness, they shall
obtaiii, is a quite full reward, in which there is nothing lacking (Dtisterdieck,
the reading

uno?M,3u/Liev

to understand

;

;

;

Briickner).

Ver. 9 brings out clearly the importance of abiding in the truth.
vpouyuv

Kai

jj.fi

npoayetv

idvuv].

the neuter sense, "

(o

advance

" to advance beyond the limits

and

fiiveiv

farther,''''

of

form a natural antithesis

signifies here, in reference to

ironical allusion to the pretensions of the false teachers to

comp. Acts

1

i.

When Braune

mark

.

" there

m

25

:

6

in

6i6axif),

Tfjv kvTolijv,

anooTokm uf (Rec.

rejects this with the re-

a bitter truth in fact," he did

it

eitlier tt/v 6ida\rjv

i\Iatt.
i^)

r)g

XV. 3), or

utto

napeiir] "\ob6ag.

not consider in
eaid.

have advanced

napa^aivuv means: "to pass by

The Rec.

anything;" we must supply along with
the analogy of napajSaivetv

— nug

npoiiyeiv

(Christian) doctrine," and contains an

the

to a higher degree of knowledge. ^

;

(according to

(m)
It

rfjg

Maxrjg;

is

clearly

what counecUon the above

—
VERSE

645

10.

—

unwarrantable to supply the idea ivroX^ out of ver. 7.
Kal nv ^^vuv hv
Tj 6i6ax^ Toi Xpiarov] conip. John viii. 31: /nevetv kv tu 2,6y(f) tu i/KJ;
2 Tim. iii. ll.
tov Xpiarov is not the objective (Sander, Ebrard, etc.),
but the subjective genitive (Diisterdieck, Ev^^ald, Braune)
the doctrine
which, proceeding from Christ, was proclaimed by the apostles.
eedv ovk
comp. 1 John ii. 23. The doctrine of Christ is the truth he who has
exei
not the truth has not God for in its deepest source the truth is the living

—

;

—

;

;

;

God

Weiss

Himself.

" possession in

mere

(p. 29) unsatisfactorily interprets f;^;fiv of the

knowledge," in place of which, on

however, he says,
the contemplative knowledge of
p. 77,

"the possession effected by means of
if the latter were identical with the former.
sentence the same thought is expressed positively, and
TOV viuv, which is the cause of changing Qeoc to narfip.'^
Christ," as

By

the following

is

completed by

Warning against fellowship with false teachers, el ng epxerai
The more particular definition of the rtc is contained in the
following «a<
(pepet.
The particle ei is used here because " the case is
put as if actual" (Winer). The author assumes the tpxeadat as really
occurring, and in reference to it gives the command: fj^ ?ia/i3uveTE; if he had
Ver. 10.

jTpdf D/udf].

.

:

.

.

regarded the coming as a thing which might only possibly occur, he would
have put iiiv, hence it is unsuitable to say that el riq is un-Johannean

cannot be un-Johannean to assume a case as a reality"
t. t. (5<(5., namely, the did,
rov
6t6ax^v ov (pipei]
XpioTov. The phrase ^ipeiv t. dtd. only here in the N. T. comp. the
classical uvdov, ayyeliriv tpepetv nvi.
On ov after el, see Al. Buttm., p. 299
(E. T., 348).
Grotius rightly says: non de its qui alieni semper fuerunt ah
(Ebrard), "for

(Braune).

kol

it

TavTrjv tt/v

;

—

ecclesia (1 Cor. v. 10), sed

It is

de

its

qui volunt fralres haheri

et

doctrinam evertunt.

only with this interpretation that the prohibition of the apostle can be

correctly understood.

—

tif)

XafiSavere avrdv eic oimav is to

hospitable reception into our house, which
as such

;

is

be understood of the

to be accorded to the brethren

the apostle therefore forbids the brotherly reception of such as

bring not the doctrine of Christ, but another doctrine opposed to

The

accordingly, assiduous in asserting the latter.
hibition to the relationship of

(ptlo^evia

(Rom.

Now

support in the words of the apostle.

more necessary, the more the

false teachers

xii.

and

it,

13; Heb.

such a

Kpiaig

xiii. 2) finds no
was so much the

sought to abuse the Christian

hospitality, in order to gain for themselves access to the churches

2 Tim.

iii.

6.

bition, with

—

koi xaipecv

avTu

pr) liyere'].

Clemens Alex., to the

ah oratione solemni velut gaudii

et

salulatio,

;

omne colloquium, omne consortium,

•

it

be interpreted, with Vitringa {De Synag.

According to Ebrard,

This prohibition

this verse is

tation of the passage 1 .John
this is not so is

as well as to interpret

when he
omne commercium cum

Joh.

excommunication proper.

ii.

23.

a quo-

But that

shown by the manifold

devia-

comp.

quae Jiebat, postquani surfjebatur

pacts indicium

degree of generality which a Lapide gives
is it to

;

It is arbitrary to limit this prohi-

that

as little

are,

limitation of the pro-

is

says

:

haereticis

vet., p.

it

in

cetat hie
:

just

759), of the

in closest connection with

which can otherwise be
explained only by arbitrary conjectures in an
tions, the existence of

ariiticial

way.

—

:
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the preceding, and similarly refers to

meant

to strengthen the former

it is
el nc ep^erat npdc vfiuc, k.t.?..
not merely the hospitable reception into

;

;

the house, but also the friendly greeting of the false teacher,
as a Christian brother,
ii.

The word

339).

p.

2,

if

he comes

(comp. Hofmann, Schriflbew.,
as a formula of salutation, appears
i

not to take place

is

;taip«i',

frequently both in the classics and also in the N. T., especially in Epistles;

Wahl on

this word.

Ver. 11.

Confirmation of the preceding prohibition.

see

The

Xaipeiv}.

about

self-evident in regard to the rest also.

it is

—

6 7^yuv yap

apostle mentions only this one thing, because

inasmuch as the

Tolc TTovTipolc, i.e.,

xo-ipeiv

Myeiv

is

—

avru

what he says

Koivuvei rolg kpyocg avrov

not merely an outward

display of politeness, but an expi-ession of an intimate relation of fellowship.

— By

we are to understand, of course, the false
same time, along with this the whole evil character of
which was very closely connected with their doctrine.'^

T« ipya tu novqpd

doctrine, but, at the

the false teachers,

Ver. 12.
ypcKpeiv,

Justification of the shortness of the Epistle.

—

vfuv

txoVJm. ex(^v

says the apostle, conscious as he was of having only given a few

—

ovk k,3ovlTidr)v Siu x^^ptov
which was agitating his mind.
the idea ypdipeiv the more general idea of communication
is to be supplied.
xapTVC "is the Egyptian paper (papyrus), and probably
the finer augustan sort, which served for letters (Hug, Einl., i. 106);"

brief hints of that
Kol

/j.E2.avog].

From

De Wette.

—

fii/iav,

following words

:

besides here, only in 3

John 13; 2 Cor,

uTM. 'nXm^u, state the reason of ovk

—

kiSovlJidrtv

iii.
;

3.

The

by uDm the

^^
yeveadai npdg V«f]is expressed in the form of an antithesis.
the phrase: yiyveadai irpoq, the ideas of motion, and of rest, are both

reason

included; comp.
1

Cor. xvi. 10

TMlfiaai].

An

;

yiyv. dq.

Acts xxi.

comp. John

35

x.

imitation of the

17,

xxv. 15; the construction with

Acts x.

;

13, etc.

—

Hebrew np-^S< nf, Num.

irpoaunov npog npoaunop, 1 Cor. xiii. 12.

Trpof

koL an/ia Kpdi arona

8; comp.

xii.

Similar combinations in the classics

—

iva h xo-P'J;
Mem., ii. 6, 32, aToixa npdg oTo/ia is used of a kiss.
comp. 1 John i. 4. With the reading ijnuv (see the critical notes)
mutual joy is meant; comp. Rom. i. 11, 12.
Ver. 13. Presentation of the greeting from the children of the Kvpias
If Kvpia were a proper noun, we would have to suppose that the
sister.

also; Xen.,
K.T.%.

1

;

Ebrard contradicts himself when,

in op-

vieic,

then perhaps impossible, that

position to the interpretation given here, he

in his errors still remains vian,

maintains that xa'P^i" Aeyeti' here is the
" quite general idea of the greeting of conven-

ject

first

«oraai jso^i^eness," and afterwards interprets

"He who

:

greets such a false teacher, i.e.,
keeps up personal acquaintance and conventio7ial intercourse with him."
2 De Wette's remark, justly rejected
by
Brilckner, is utterly erroneous " This prohibition finds its justification in polemic zeal,
and the necessity for defence against what
seemed fatal to the maintenance of the Church.
We, with the sure foundation of the Christian
Church, and in accordance with the higher
:

man

even

and an

ob-

of esteem and love, see in it impatience."
Difficult though it may be under present
circumstances, considering the development
which doctrine has taken, in many particular
cases rightly to apply what is here said by
John, yet it must still be regarded as a valid
maxim, not only that the Christian should
remain conscious of the antithesis between
anti-Christianity and Christianity, but also
that he should not deny this consciousness in
Besser
his conduct towards his neighbor.

—

—

unjustifiably seeks to

make use
weapon

sion of the apostle as a

of the expres-

against uuiou.

VERSE
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13.

had either akeady died, or was not with her children near the apostle,
would otherwise certainly have mentioned her.
Such uncertain
hypotheses are removed by the correct explanation of Kvpia now it is selfevident that the tide Ac;) 7 is the church from which John wrote this Epistle,
and the riKva, therefore, are its individual members on r^f cKXtKr^g, comp.
sister

—

as he

;

—

ver. 1.

;

—
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IiDawov

The

iTTLcrroXr]

superscription runs in B, N: 'luuvvov

Tptrrj.

j-;

in

C:

kniaTOATi rphr) tov uyiov uTxooTo'kov '\uavvov\ in tlie Elzev. ed.

'Iw.
:

imaroX^

y;

in

G:

'Iwdvvov tov aixooTo/ov

iniCTOATI KuOoTilKTj TpiTT).

—

Ver. 4. In some min. is found, plainly as a correction,
Ver. 3. }< omits yap.
ravTTji instead of tov ru v. —Instead of exu, B (teste Mujo) has £;j;wv (not mentioned by Buttm.), and instead of aapdv, B, 7, 35, Vulg., etc., read x^-Pt^', Buttm.
Instead of the Eec. iv ulTjdeia (according to C**, G, K,
has retained the Rec.

—

Thph., Oec), A, B, C*, etc., read iv tt/ 61., which Lachm. and Tisch, have
accepted; the omission of the article is explained by the preceding h- ua., ver. 3.
Ver. 5. ipydaij]. Rec, according to B, C, G, K, S, all the min., Thph,, Oec.
(Tisch,), Lachm., following A, Vulg. [operaris], has accepted epyii^ri, which,
however, appears to be only an alteration on account of the present ffoif/f.
Instead of «n2 eii tovq ^evovq (Rec, according to G, K, etc.), nal tovto ^evovg
must be read, with A, B, C, X, etc, most of the versions, Lachm., and Tisch.
The reading of C,
Ver. 6. Ewald arbitrarily conjectures: oig iiiaprvp-qaa.
Ver. 7, After vvdua-o^ the
"noijjaai nponinipetg, is clearly a correction.
Elzev, ed,, following several min. and some vss., has ainov, which is found in
none of the greater MSS, (nor, according to Tisch. 7, in B), Buttm. has
accepted this avrov, and that, too, as the reading of B; Tisch. 2 also ascribes it
to this codex, but with the remark; e sil. collat. Reiche says: Lachm.: falso
codicem B pro C avrov citat. Codicem B avToit non habere nunc e Maji atque
On the reading f^fjUav (Lachm., Tisch. 7),
Kuenii et Cobeti edit, constat.
Instead of idvuv, Rec, according to G, K, etc., Lachm. and
comp, 2 John 7.
Tisch, have with justice accepted eOviKuv, which is the reading of A, B, C, N,
and many others; Reiche, however, regards idvuiv as the original reading,
Ver, 8. uTroXaiJ.^u.vtiv]. Rec, following C**, G, K, etc. Instead of it A, B,
C*, X, etc, read v-!:olaix^uvEiv, which Lachm. and Tisch. have accepted, and in
favor of which Reiche also declares himself. Both words are, in the significaX,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

tion in which they are here used, ot. Xe^d/ifva; the overwhelming authorities are
in favor of v-ro7..
Instead of tj ukrjtida, j<* reads rj eKKXijai^, clearly a correc-

—

After typaipa, A, B, C, N (Lachm., Tisch.), read n. The Rec.
Two min., 29, 06**, have d^ rt;
is only supported by G, K, some min., etc^
and some others nv without n; the Vulg. scripsissamforsitan. These readings
Ver. 10. Instead
have arisen from an erroneous interpretation of the thought.
of 13 ov?LO/xivovg is found in C, several min., Vulg. inidexouivovg; a correc-

tion.

—Ver.

9,

:

—

:

» Reiche incorrectly says :" Lecliones variae
rec. discedentes singulae non satis teslatae
Bunt," whereas the overwhelming evidences
decide Iq favor of n being original. That B

a

reads iypayf/a^ (Reiche), has uot been observed either by Tischendorf 7 or by Buttraann. Should it be the case, it must be

regarded merely as a clerical error.

:

VERSES
In X, the preposition Ik
between 6 and kukoitoiuv (Rec.)
tion.

deleted;

it

was interpolated

the words r^g

is

6^9

2.

wanting before

is,

to

1,

according to almost

mark the

(J.Tjdeiag, tt/c kKKlijaiag

— Ver. 11.

i^f kKKlrjaiag.

antithesis.

all

The

^e

the authorities, to be

— Ver.

In Cod. C, to
In A the reading
probably reads ekkXtj12.

Kai is further prefixed.

uncertain; according to the statement of Tisch., A*
ctac instead of aA??0«'af; Lachm. states the reading thus: " <iA;?
etac corr.
oldaTe].
Oiac pr. A."
A,
Rec., according to G, K, etc., several vss., Thph.,
Oec. (Tisch.). In A, B, C, t<, Vulg., etc., on the other hand, is found oidag,
which Griesb. recommended, and Lachm. accepted. —If the overwhelming
evidences were not for oi6ai, we might regard it as a correction, as oWare
seemed objectionable in an Epistle addressed to one person.
Ver. 13. Instead,
of ypu(peiv (Rec, according to G, K, etc., Oec), the reading of A, B, C, N, etc.,
almost all versions, Thph.: ypiiipai aoi, accepted by Lachm. and Tisch., is to be
preferred.
The reading in A, ovk kBov'kTjerjv, instead of
de?M, has originated in 2 John 12. —Though the Rec (according to G, K, etc, Thph., Oec)
has ypu^ai at the close of the verse. A, B, C, K, etc., here read ypd^eiv, which is
justly accepted by Lachm. and Tisch.
The pronoun mn is put after the verb in
A, etc., Vulg,, etc (Lachm.); most of the authorities, however, decide in favor
of its position before the verb (Tisch.).
Ver. 14. Instead of the Rec ideiv as
(G, K, K, several versions, etc), ae idiiv is probably to be read, with A, B, C,
etc (Lachm., Tisch.).
Ver. 15. Instead of oi (piXot, A has ol tideA^oi;
clearly a correction.
Only a few codd.
K, sol., has ucynaaai for dmrd^ov.
(G, some miu., etc) have at the close the word a//^v.
The subscription runs
in A, B, t?, luuvvov y; in G, emaroX^ y rov dyiov unooToXau 'luuvvov^ in other
Is

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

—

—

m

—

—

—

codd.,

still

Ver.

1.

more

—

—

prolix.

Superscription.

On

6

npeaBirepo^,

see the

"With regard to the person of Caius, nothing particular
identical with one of

is

Introd., sec. 1.

known

;

two (or three) Caiuses who are mentioned

that he

is

as friends

and helpers of the Apostle Paul (comp. Acts xix. 29, xx. 4; I Cor. i. 14;
and Rom. xvi. 23), is at least improbable.^ It is also uncertain whether
he is the same person as the Caius who, according to the Constitt. Apostol.,
vii. 46, is said to have been appointed by John as bishop in Pergamos (Mill.,
Whiston). That he was presbyter of the Church (Kdstlin), does not follow
from ver. 8. The apostle expresses his love to Caius in the epithet tCj uyanrjTC}; how sincere it was, is shown by the fact that he not only adds
bv tyd
iiyanCt kv d?.7]dEig (comp. with this 2 John 1), but also addresses him three
times in the Epistle by uyaTrrj-e.
On iv uX. Oecumenius here well observes
:

iv

aXriQei(jL

uyaira 6 Kara Kvpiov dyanH'V ev6cadiT(f) uyuni).

Instead of with the usual formula of greeting, the Epistle begins
with a wish for the welfare of Caius.
nepl navruv].
navruv is not masculine (Paulus- "on account pf all, i.e., for the good of all"), but neuter.
Several commentators, Beza, Castellio, Wahl, Liicke (first edition), Ewald,
Diisterdieck, etc., interpret nepl iruvTuu = npb TrdvTwv here, and connect it

Ver.

2.

—

1 Liicke thinks that if he was one of these,
he would only be the Caius of Derbe (Acts
XX. 4) yet he states no reason for this opinion, but merely refers to Wolf's Curae ; Wolf,
;

however, regards it as probable that he was
the same as the Caius mentioned in 1 Cor. i.
14, whom he distinguishes as the Corinthian
Caius from the Cuius of Derbe.

—

—
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with

Evxofiat

;

but usus loquendi and thought are opposed to

some passages

in

iiepi

utterly foreign to the

Homer

in

Although

this.

indicates precedence, yet this signification

LXX. and

the N. T.; besides,

it is

is

not to be supposed

that the apostle would have so specially emphasized the wish referring to

the external circumstances of

life; Kspl ituhtuv,

with most of the commen-

tators (even Liicke, second edition), is rather to be connected with as evo-

6ovadai (though not with

vyiaiveiv) in its

usual signification,

"m

made out

In reply to the objection which has been

all things."

regard

to

of the posi-

remarks " it is put first with rhetorwhich is compared with it, at the
end."
eixo/iat, it is true, means also "to pray" (Jas. v. 15), but usually,
" to wish" so here also that with John it was an evxeadai npdg tov Oedv, is
self-evident.
ae evodovadai Kai vyiaivEiv],
tvodovadai, besides here, is
only found in Rom. i. 10 and 1 Cor. xvi. 2 in both passages it means, " to
he fortunate" (see Meyer on Rom. i. 10); similarly it signifies here also prosperity comp. the detailed account of the usage of the word in the classics
and in the LXX. by Liicke and Diisterdieck on this passage.
The apostle
wishes that it may go well and happily with Caius in all external circumstances; that it is just these he has in view in nuvruv, is clear from the conBy means of vyiaivetv (= "to be in health," comp. Luke v. 31,
trasted \pvxvvii. 10, and other passages) one element of the general evodovadai is brought
specially out.
It is not to be inferred from the wish which is expressed, that
Caius had been ill (Diisterdieck).
Kadug evodovrai cov ipvxf/'].
By the prosperity of the soul of Caius, to which the external welfare was to correspond,
tion of the words, Liicke with justice

emphasis, corresponding to

ical

:

rpvxv,

tj

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

it is

f/

not the natural condition, as the sequel shows, but the Christian state

of salvation, that

Ver.

on 2 John

is

to be understood.

Confirmation of the foregoing statement.

3.

4.

When and why the

kxapriv yap TJiav^ see

apostle felt such a joy,

is

stated in the

following participial sentences, of which, however, as far as the sense
cerned, the

first is

sont venus ont

"<o

By

testify

subordinate to the second

rendu temoignage.

—

fiap-rvpelv,

of ang thing;" comp. vv.

6,

;

:

12; John

had received

it,

two
con-

a Mons lorsque les freres qui
with the dative of the thing,
iii.

26, v. 33, xviii. 37.

aov Ty ukrjdeia it is not the truth in the objective sense (Calovius

evangelii) in so far as Caius

is

Veritas

:

but the truth in the subjective

sense, that is to be understood (so also Liicke, Diisterdieck, Braune, etc.):
life, which is born of the truth, is itself truth
some
commentators incorrectly limit the idea to a single element of it; e.g.,
Lorinus to liberalitas.
The addition, Kodus ai) tv uXijdeia nepmardg (comp.
2 John 4), serves as an explanation of the preceding " namely how thou,"

the inner Christian

;

—

:

In the fact that the brethren testified that Caius was walking in the
truth, they bore a testimony to the truth that was in him.
The sentence is
not " a direct sentence " (Baumgarten-Crusius " as thou indeed art living
etc.

:

in accordance with the truth")

by which "John adds his testimony

to that

of the brethren (Besser) in order to confirm it" (Ebrard), but "an indirect
sentence " (Bruckner) dependent on fiaprvpovvruv, on which a special emphasis
is laid,
is

as also the ukovu in ver. 4

shows (so also Diisterdieck, Braune).
who do not walk kv uTiTjdeig.

emphatically used in contrast to those

cv

—

—
VERSES
Ver. 4 serves as confirmation of

ad hdendendam
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6.

5,

kxaprjv T^iav.

—

Grotius:

fiELt^orepav].

comparativus e comparalivo /actus;

siynijicationem

formations occur in the classical language of poets and later writers

Winer,

p.

xapiiv Iva,

;

see

C7 [E. T., 09]; in the N. T., conip. Epii. iii. 8.
tovtuv om tv^w
" / have not a greater joy than this, that ; " tovtuv is not used
k.t.X.

—

for Tavrqq, but " as an
definite Iva "

John

Iva.

est

similar

(LUcke)

XV. 13

used there, but

it

word is to be connected with the more
some commentators incorrectly supply " " before
be compared with this passage only that Tavrri^ is

indefinite
;

is to

f/

;

does not refer, however, to something preceding, but finds

—

explanation in the following

Iva.^
tu tfiu tskvo, not "all Christians;"'
but neither merely the converts of John, but the members of the churches
which were under the special fatherly direction of the apostle (so also

its

Brauue).

Vv.

5, 6.

Praise of Caius for his

(piXo^evia,

hibited towards the brethren (ver. 3).

the conduct
is

described as faithful,

ttouIq 6 kuv, k.tX'].

By

maruv

which he had shown towards the brethren,

of Caius,

(TToielg)

induced by that which he ex-

— Tncndv

i.e.,

corresponding to the Christian profession.

Ebrard's view, that maTdv noutv

is

=

the classical nioTov

(=

nloTiv) Troieladai

in the sense of " to give a pledge of faithfulness, a guaranty," cannot be

grammatically
whatever."

—

justified.

eig

tovc

By

(u)£?i(povg

iuv

(=

uv) the idea is generalized

With

koI tovto ^ei'onf].

:

"every thing

the construction kpyut^eadai

comp. Matt. xxvi. 10. By /cat tovto it is brought out that the u6e?[.(poi to
Caius is showing his love are ^evoi; even with the reading koI eIq Tovg
iivovc the thought remains the same
Kai, namely, is epexegetically used =
" and that too " as the ^kvoi were Christians, they cannot be distinguished
from the iK^eAcpoL Liicke takes Kai in a specializing sense, " and particularly
or especially; " but it is not brotherly love in general, but just the (pikoitvia,
that is the subject here.
That is to say, the apostle in this praise has
specially in view what Caius had done to the brethren who had come to
him (the Ap. ver. 3), and who are also spoken of in vv. 6 and 7 these,
el(,

whom

:

;

;

:

however, were

^ivoi.^

— Yer.

6.

at i/xapTvprjaav

aov Ty uyuny evuniov e/(«A??amf].

some from the generic
(De Wette), is incoi'rect it rather refers directly to
the previously mentioned strange brethren. By ivCnnov kKKlnolag we are not
to think of the church to which Caius belonged, but of that in which John
was sojourning.
The same brethren that had
ovg Kalug noiT/ang, k.t.^..^come from Caius to John wanted to return thither again, in order from
thence to continue their missionary journey (ver. 7). John now recommends them to the loving care of Caius.
ovg are not others (De Wette),
That

01

" dissociates the concrete representation of

representation of

^evoi "

:

—

' In opposition to Meyer, who Bays on the
passage cited, " the usual view, according to

which

iva is taken as the explanation of rauTTj?,

does not correspond to the idea of purpose
which is contained in iva," it may be observed
that in the usus loijuendi of the X. T., iva has
by no means retained the idea of purpose in
its distinctness,

and often

8er\'es, in

reference

to the demonstrative pronoun, to state

meaning of the
*

The

Niew, as

by the

it

the

latter.

present

Troiei? is

would seem

not opposed to this

to be;

it

is

explained

fact that the apostle regards the single,

special case, as an evidence of the
Cains in general,

c/nAofei/ia of
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but the same as were spoken of

The combina-

preceding sentence.

in the

and the aorist participle npomfi^pag is strange, as
the two verbs do not denote two different actions, but the Ka2.C>g noieiv
tion of the future

noirjaei^

consists in the nponinneiv,

Rom.

XV. 28, where

it

Mark

different in

is

xiii. 13,

two different actions are placed

Acts xxiv. 25,

in connection with one

another, and the aorist participle

is used in the sense of the fut. exacli (see
Winer, p. 321 [E. T., 342]). This has not been properly noticed by the
" The aorist form is to
commentators. The explanation of Dusterdieck
be explained by the fact that the good deed will consist in this, that Caius
will have worthily brought the brethren forward," does not solve the difficulty, as the good deed consists in the bringing them forward itself.
The
apostle may have used the aorist, however, in the feeling that " the action of
Caius is only completed when he has accomplished the equipment and escort
:

of the brethren " (Braune).

The same connection

found in Eurip., Orest.,
Gramm., second
edition, p. 1087) translates, "if we are so fortunate as to take;"i in
accordance with which we may translate here also, " thou shalt act worthily
to accompany them."
Luther, incorrectly, "thou hast done well that thou
hast sent them on their journey " in the revised edition, 1867, correctly,
"thou shalt do well if thou sendest them on their journey." Ebrard
1210

ff.

evTvxfioofiEv

:

.

.

.

is

which Matthiae

iMviec,

(^Ausf.

;

—

arbitrarily conjectures, tno[j]oag.

nponi/xTVEiv.

noidv, com-p.

Acts X. 13, Phil.

journey,"

Rom.

Thess.

12

=

ii.

;

14; with npone/ineLv

iv.

xv. 24, 1 Cor. xvi.
Col.

i.

6, 16, Tit. iii. 13.

10) does not belong to na^.

"as worthy of God, with
Ver.

from the connection

iroiTjaeig

:

hast treated

1

It is quite evident

John wants to encourage Caius to the
The reading noir/aac npomimpeic means " whom thou, after thou
them well, shalt bring forward on their journey." With KaAug

with the sequel, that by koXu^

all

care

and love

=

"to

— u^iuc

notr/aeic,

fit

out for a

tov Qeov

but to

(comp.

irpoTTEfxtpag

" (Liicke).

Confirmation of the exhortation that has been uttered: the
brethren deserve such help, for, ete. vTvip yap tov dvofiarog E^f/lOav']. With
7.

the Rec. reading,
is

back to

dvo/iaroc avrov, avrov refers

to be regarded as

an interpolation

to ovotia

;

tov Oeov

;

but this avTov

(without avTov)

is

neither

"the name of the brethren"
(Paulus: "because they were called missionaries"), but "the name of
Christ" (Liicke, De Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Sander, Braune, etc.), as
in Acts V. 41 (according to the correct reading)
comp. also Jas. ii. 7, and
Ignat'd ep. ad EpJies., cap. 3 and 7.
v-nip is here used in the same sense as
in Rom. i. 6, and i^EpxEadai as in Acts xv. 40 (Liicke, De Wette, BaumgartenCrusius, Sander, Braune, etc.); so that the sense is: for the sake of the

"the Christian doctrine or

religion," nor

;

—

name

of Chi'ist,

i.e.,

for the spread of

it,

they went forth (as missionaries).

Several commentators (Beza, Schmidius, Bengel, Carpzovius, Wolf) connect
£ii/?idav

with and

1

The whole passage
Jjfei &' €?
ft)S

imported into k^^kdav

in Euripides runs

:

—

otKov; Epfitovij TtVos xpovov;

TaAAa

(caAAio-ff

in the sense: expulsi sunt a paganis

To)v 'EdviKt:)v \Edv(jv']

this idea is arbitrarily

,

7' eiTra?, eiTTcp «vTvx^<ro/u.€f,

eAo»'T6s

ckvuvov avocnoM Soku,

2

;

^

:

but

besides, the connection with

Grotius, indeed, correctly connects aTro

t. iOv.

with

Aa;ii|3ai'oi'Tes,

but interprets

t^ijA-

*' a Judaea
ejecti sunt per Judaeos incredulos; " the erroueous idea that the apostle

0qv:

—
VERSES

8,

uTcd T. sdv. is

unsuitable, because then the words

indefinite.

The

is

assertion of Wolf, that

By

refuted by Matt. xvii. 25.

idviKuv,

the

necessitij
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10.

9,

fit/dev

addition,

of assisting these brethren

participle is either used in the imperfect sense

probable

maxim

—

used in order to indicate the

it is

t^rjdiv

lanJiuvovTe^

(ver. 3), or

— as

aTro,

ii-nb

The

brought out.

is

remain too

Tia/iSuvovreg

not construed with

"kafijinveLv is

the

i;

tuv

present

more

is

iir/div la(i,3u.v€Lv uirb r. tdv.

as the

and Braune). It is very
which Paul took for his, and

of these missionaries (so also Dusterdieck

usual to regard this

maxim

same

as the

as that

of which he speaks in passages like 1 Cor. ix. 18; 2 Cor. xi. 7

ff., xii.

16

ff.

(= edvuv, comp. J\Iatt. vi. 7, xviii. 17)
does not suit this the maxim of Paul was not to make the care for his
support an obligation on the cJntrches among which he labored, but here it
1 Thess.

ii.

9

ff.

;

but unb tuv

idviKuv

:

heathen that are spoken of.
It was by these that these missionary brethren
would not allow themselves to be assisted, because they did not want to
build up Christ's work by the wealth of the heathen, but trusted to Christians that in Christian love they would provide for them what was needful.
Ver. 8 indicates "the highest point of view for Christian (piTLohviu"
(Liicke).
rjfid^ ovv].
meic emphatically forms the antithesis to ol idviKoi;
as they take nothing from the Gentiles, ice Christians are bound to take an
interest in them oipdXofiEv vnohifiiSdvEiv tov^ toiovtovcI. v-noXanPuvEiv is just
as little used in the N. T., in the sense of hospitable reception (Oec.
i7ro(5E;i;foOai) as the <i7ro/la|£//3avctv that is found in the Rec.
In the classics
it appears (but not uTro?.a/i3uveiv) both in this meaning and in the modified
is

—

;

signification, " to support " (so in

so

it is

between

Xa/jfiuvovTeg

and

vko

.

.

:

evKopot rovg

oi

in connection with
lafx^avtiv,

.

not dependent on aw, Vulg.,

that

we may be

it is

the dative of reference,

it

vnoXafijiuvovai)

ivdee'K;

;

the play upon words,

must not be overlooked.

Confirmation of

nvvepyol yivufieda ry u?iT/dEla].
is

Strabo

and

to be taken here also,

The

ocpelAofiev.

dative ry

ut cooperatores simus veritatis

;

Iva
uXr/d,

Luther, "so

helpers of the truth" (so Grotius, Bengel, Besser, etc.); but

and aw

refers

back to

tovc toiovtovc

(Bruckner,

Diisterdieck, Ebrard, Braune)
"so that we may be their fellow-workers for
the truth; " comp. 2 Cor. viii. 23, Col. iv. 11, where instead of the dative
:

the preposition «f is used.
Vv. 9, 10. Notice of Diotrephes.

according to the authorities
rightly remarks, to intensify

= "something, a

little."

—

lypaipu. n t^ sKKlriai^'].
The tl, which
probably genuine, does not serve, as Liicke
"something important," but rather to weaken

is

=

— The reading,

lypaipa uv (Vulg.

:

scripsissejn fot'sitan),

has originated in the idea that the apostle would not write an epistle, of the
unsuccessfulness of which he was previously convinced.
The church to

which the apostle wrote
forth

is

not that from which the brethren (ver. 7) went
The opinion

(Bengel, Besser), but that to which Caius belonged.

that this writing

is

the so-called First Epistle of

just as untenable as the

view that

it is

consfdercd the Jews as the antithesis of the
Gentiles has clearly led him to this arbitrary
Interpretation.

John (Wolf,

Storr, etc.)

is

the Second Epistle of John (Ewald,

' Ewald
nnsuitably deduces this maxim
from the command of Christ, Matt. x. 8-10.

—
;
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Besser, etc.), for the contents of these two have nothing in common with
This writing must, according
the circumstances which are here alluded to.
to the context in which it is mentioned, have treated of the reception or

support of the missionary brethren.
writing,
it is

—

easily intelligible

it is

natural to suppose that

a7.7i

it

how

If it
it

was only such a short occasional

may have

been

however,

lost; besides,

was withheld from the church by Diotrephes.
In these words the
had had of Diotrephes. It may

6 (t)ih)npo)T£vo)v avrCJv AioTpe<pTjg ovk kmdixeTai n/iuc']-

apostle expresses the experience which he

be assumed that the apostle wrote to the church of Diotrephes in regard to
the reception of the missionary brethren, and that the bearers of the epistle
reported to him the conduct of Diotrephes, which he now tells to Caius.
As to the more particular circumstances of Diotrephes, nothing further is

known. From what John says about him, it cannot be inferred either that
he was presbyter, or that he was deacon of the church yet the contrary conWhen Grotius represents him as an oppoclusion cannot either be drawn.
nent of the Jewish Christians, and others, on the contrary, regard him as a
false teacher of Jewish or Gnostic views, these are unfounded conjectures
if either the one or the other were the case, John would certainly have indicated it. John only accuses him of one thing, namely, the (pi'/MnpuTeveiv, from
;

which his unchristian conduct resulted. (piTLonpureveiv is a itn. ley.; yet
The scholion
in the later Greek writers cpMrrpuTog and <pi?ionpuTeca appear.
in Matthiae rightly explains 6 (piTionpurevuv by 6 vcpapnui^uv tu npuTeia: he
ambitiously arrogated to himself the highest authority in the church, which
made himself an opponent of the apostle. By what means he was able to
obtain validity for this assumption, we do not know perhaps by assembling
the church in his house.
oii/c

Intdixeadai

viiug].

— avrov

;

refers to

inidexeadai, in

iKK},riala,

as a collective idea.

the X. T. only here and in ver. 10,

''to receive;" it is incorrect to change tjfiug into "our epistles or
exhortations " (Grotius, Liicke, De Wette, etc.). In the fact that Diotrephes
rejected the communication of the apostle, and refused to receive the brethren

means

recommended

in

it,

he justly obtained rejection for himself

(so also

Braune).

unnecessary, therefore, to ascribe to e-idexFadai here the modified meanVer. 10.
ing, " to accept, to let pass," in which it appears in the classics.
Though, in the absence of John,
6iu TovTo, iuv eXdu, virofivijau, k.tX']It is

Diotrephes resisted his authority, yet John hoped by his presence to obtain
it its due weight, and thei-efore he had resolved to come himself to that

for

— With

church, and personally to oppose the intrigues of Diotrephes.
which is here used with the secondary signification of blame,

it is

v-^zofivfiau,

not neces-

although Diotrephes is meant, yet John did not write
because he had in view at the same time all those who adhered to him
Braune, correctly); comp. 2 Tim. ii. 14. In what the epya of Diotrephes,

sary to supply avTov

;

aiiTov,

(so

which the apostle intends the

to

ing participial clauses state. ^

1

Ewald

vno/itfivfjaKeiv

— Myog

Btrangely overlooks the following

words when,

preceding
" But the author cannot dwell

after translating the

words, he says

:

to refer, consisted, the follow-

novripoig (fkvapuv

(plvapslv (in

ijfiag].

the

he breaks off ab
on this painful incident
ruptly, to turn back to the good, exclaiming,
Beloved " etc.
;

1

—

—
VERSE
N. T. a

(in.

phrases

it

Xey.

by

the adj.

;
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11.

Tim.

1

ctiTivapo^,

;

13)

v.

=

nugari ; Oecumenius para-

however, does not express the idea of
says nothing, which is contained in (pAvapelv.
The verb, in

7.ou^opdv, KaKokoyelv. this,

the chatter that

here construed with the accusative (as epiaiu,3evu, Col.
Matt, xxviii. 19), thus, " he prates against us danderousbj

itself intransitive, is
ii.

15

;

fiadrjrevu,

with wicked icor-ds."

tent himself with

—

koi

used in construction with

Heb.

xiii. 5,

emdExerac Tovc

iifj

upKovntvor knl

Diotrephes did not con-

tovtoi^'].

against the apostle alone (upKeiadac

(j)?Mapeiv

inl

;

elsewhere the dative

and other passages)

;

u6e}.(povg nal, k.t.7..'\.

avToc is contrasted with rovg

is

found

is

he injured the brethren

also.

With

Kai

ovre the

i3ov?u}/2evovc.

— There

following
is

only here

Luke

;

iii.

14

ovre avrbg

corresponds;

no reason

to take enidi-

from that of ver. 9, although it takes a different bearing towards different persons, one way in regard to the apostle,
another way in regard to the u6£?i(;)oi, who are here mentioned, and who are
to be regarded as ^evoi they are the same as were spoken of previously
(ver. 7, etc.).
With rovg fiovlofiivovg we are to understand t-idixeaQai
avTovg (C reads inst e7n6exofj.ivovg instead of /JouJl.); there were therefore some
persons in the church who wei'e ready to receive the strangers, in opposition
to Diotrephes but Diotrephes did not permit it, nay, he opposed them with
Xeadai here in a different sense

;

—

;

all

force.

Towf

— Kal ek

ISovXo/xivovg,

rfig

that

is

£KK?,7}aiag £K(iu7?i.ec].

the object.

expulsion from the church, as the object
fdvovg

;

the expression

is

arbitrarily

is

no longer admitted those
of the church which he held in his house "
that Diotrephes

not

Toi>g

uJeA^ovf,

not rovg mkl(^ovg, but

but

roiig

dovlo-

we understand by it merely
who opposed him to the meetings
(Braune). The common opinion

weakened

that " Diotrephes

is,

It is

kKJiuXTiEiv tK rf/g eKKlrjaiag signifies

if

had actually already expelled some persons from the

church, whether irregularly by means of faction, or with arrogant violence,

by intrigues he had brought about resolutions

or whether

that effect

but

of the church to

also possible that the apostle describes as

an act of
Diotrephes what he in his pride had threatened to do, so that the expression
then is one of keen irony.
If arbitrary hypotheses are not admitted, we
;

is

it

—

—

must regard as the cause of the behavior of Diotrephes only his vanity
which showed itself in his (^LlonpuTtveiv. By the way in which a part of the
church (especially Caius) had interested itself iu the strangers, and had been

mentioned in John's communications on the subject, Diotrephes, in his vanity,
had probably felt offended, and this had excited his anger, which led him to
the conduct which John rebukes in such simple but severe words.
Ver. 11.

From

general import.
cially

Heb.

xiii.

—

the special case the apostle deduces an exhortation of
nij fii/iov

7.

rd kokov,

— The

ua^m rd uyadov']-

expressions, rd kokov

On

and

/xi/xeiadai,

rd uyadov,

the less be regarded as un-Johannean (De Wette), as in John

comp. espe-

can so
v.

much

29 the cor-

responding antithesis, rd uyadd and rd <pav?.a, is found, and in John xviii. 23
the neuter singular rd /co/cw.
The additional sentence, 6 uYadonoiiJv
rdv
.

Qeov, expresses the

same thought that frequently appears

— The

of John, especially in chap.

iii.

to be taken quite generally,

and must not be limited

6.

.

.

in the First Epistle

ideas, uyaeonoteiv

and mKo-oulv, are

to the special virtue of

benevolence (a Lapide, Loriuus, Grotius, Paulus); comp.

1 Pet.

ii.

14, 15,20,
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—

The corresponding expressions, ek tov Oeov elvat and eupa6, 17.
KEvat Tbv eeoD, are used also in the First Epistle of John; but why the
Johannean ovk eyvu tov eeov (1 John iv. 8), should be more conformable to
the style of John than the equally Johannean ovx tupanE rbv Beov (1 John
iii.

and De Wette think, is not quite perceptible.
apostle, by /z^ /iifiov to kukov, has warned Caius against
imitation of Diotrephes, so he now puts Demetrius before him as an example
corresponding to u2.M rb uyadSv. Who this Demetrius was,
for imitation
however, and where he had his abode, is not stated. Ebrard thinks that he
had been one of the (invM/ievoi (ver. 10) in the church of Diotrephes, and had
perhaps been exconnnunicated by him but in that case Caius must have
iii.

6), as Liicke

As the

Ver. 12.

—

;

known him,

so that he did not require this strong testimony of the apostle

in his favor

;

the view that he was the bearer of the Epistle (Diisterdieck,

Liicke, etc.) is

record,

—
— not

more probable.

John's usage of the perfect
fiaprvpeladac

ixe/iapTvpvTai

refers

— in

accordance with

merely to a past, but also to a present

frequently appears in the same absolute

—

way

as here,

and passim.
-nuvTuv is not
to be extended to the heathen, with Oecumenius and Theophylact, but refers
to the church to which Demetrius belonged; Ebrai'd incorrectly understands
by it " the brethren," vv. 10, 7, 5 the apostle would have distinctly mentioned them, and besides, the TtdvTuv, which is clearly used emphatically,
would be unsuitable in reference to them.
kuI in' avTfjg Tfjg ukTiddac].
Whilst the commentators are agreed in this, that the truth is here personified, they deviate widely from one another in their more particular definition
of the idea; most of them understand by it the life of Demetrius as that
which testifies for him, whether they interpret ulrjOeia = rQ&Wiy (Hornejus:
especially in the Acts;

comp. chap.

vi. 3, x. 22,

;

—

ipsa rei Veritas; Grotius

:

res ipsae) or as

testimony to his virtue (Beausobre
reel

This, however,

de sa vertu).

:

is

c'est

the

life itself, in

so far as

a dire, que sa conduite

est

un

it is

a

te'moin

incorrect, as both the expression itself

and also its position (between navTec and mel^) indicate that
the apostle meant by ukTjdtia something objectively contrasted with DemeDiisterdieck (with whom Braune agrees) has rightly perceived this;
trius.
but as he at the same time retains the reference to the life, he finds the
{avTTi

7)

ak-ndeia)

j?

testimony of the objective Christian truth in the fact that

it

gives

command-

inasmuch as Demetrius fulfils them, it is by these
commandments that the truth bears a good testimony to him. But apart
from the fact that this introduction of the commandments cannot be justified, the whole interpretation has something too artificial to permit of its

ments

to

man, and

that,

being regarded as correct.

The

hypothetical interpretation of Liicke

the infallible Christian truth, comp. ver.

him a good testimony

3, itself

were asked,

it

:

"

if

would give

" (similarly Schlichting), does not suit the positive

with Baumgarten-Crusius, to regard the
Demetrius as the testimony of the truth
A simple, clear idea would be brought out if, with Sander, we
to him.
could regard it as " a special testimony which John had received through
the Holy Ghost in reference to Demetrius; " but there is no justification for
fiE/iapTvpTiraL.

It is too far-fetched,

result of the Christian activity of

this.

The

correct

way

will be to interpret vk' avT^s

t!j{ u2.jjdeiag

in close con-

VERSES

13,

14,
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15.

nection with vnb mivruv, and to conclude that the apostle adds the former in

order to bring out the fact that the good report of

merely in their
dwells in

them

human judgment, but
(so also Bruckner);

not merely a personification, but
1

John

6: TO

V.

icvsv/id earcv

is

has

its

origin not

which
and that the expression avrfi q u^deia is
a description of the Holy Ghost (comp.

alijdeia).

ij

all

in the testimony of the ulrjOeia

The opinion

that

avTT]

'rj

uXf/daa, in

contrast with navTsc, cannot be the truth that produces their testimony,

that testifies for Demetrius (Ebrard,i Braune),

is

refuted by

John

and

xv. 26, 27,

as here, in a quite similar way, the testimony of the Spirit of truth is con-

joined with the testimony of the disciples, the latter being produced and

— To

confirmed by the former.

own:

specially adds his

emphasis

is

laid

on

— By the reading,

rifielg.

oldare,

the testimony of

— With

koi oi6a^, k.t.2..,

all,

By

the apostle further

... de a stronger
comp. John xix. 35, xxi. 24.

koI ijudg 61 fiaprvpovfiev'].

/cat

Caius and his friends are addressed together.

The same thoughts

as in 2 John 12; even the expression is
agreement is most naturally explained by the contem"/ would have many
poraneousness of the two Epistles.
ttoXXu elxov yputpai].
" as in Acts xxv. 22; comp. Winer, p. 265
things to icrite to thee, but
(E. T., 282) A. Buttmann, p. 187 (E. T., 216 f.) (De Wette) an dv is not
omitted. Diisterdieck and Ebrard translate: "I had much to write," unsuitably, because the apostle is not speaking of the past, but of the present.
Instead of paper (Second John), it is the Kula/iog, "the writing-reed," that is
mentioned as the writing material along with the ink.
On e/.Tr/fw <5e, k.tX,

Vv. 13,

14.

little different

;

this

—

.

.

;

.

;

;

—

—

see iuv iUu, ver. 10.

Ver. 15.

The

mi\.

elpri'^'r]

blessing at the end of the First Epistle of

Peter runs similarly; comp. besides, Gal.
iii.

16 (also

Rom.

vi.

16;

Eph.

vi.

23; 2 Thess.

xv. 33; 2 Cor. xiii. 11; 1 Thess. v. 23; Heb. xiii.

20).—

harmony with the character of the
Epistle, as a private communication, that John does not send greetings from
the whole church, but from the special friends of Caius, and so also commisThe latter was the
sions him with greetings only to his (the apostle's) (pi^^oi.
more natural, as indeed a part of the church was at enmity with John.
On nar^ ovo/m, comp. John x. 3 it belongs to uanu(ov, and is = dvo/iaari (see
Meyer on this passage) the personal relationship is thereby emphasized, as
iia-Kut^ovTai ce oi <pi?ioi, k.t.Ti.'}'

It is in

—

;

;

Caius

1

is

to greet every

Ebrard's view, that

we

one of the friends specially (by name).
are here " to con-

power and might showing
which
mightily showed itself in him ia those days in

eider the truth an a

e7*«//in the life of Demetrius; the truth

the relations with Diotrephes, without doubt

(!) in the fact that for the

sake of the aXriOeia

he endured eerious Ill-treatment or suffering,"
is clearly affected, apart from other defects,
by arbitrary importatious.

THE EPISTLE OF JUDE.

INTRODUCTION.
SEC.

The

1.

— AUTHOR
and

no evidence against
Phil.

name Jude

author to his

Xpiarov 6ov?.oc

'Itjaoii

1

i.

;

AND READERS OF THE

subjoins the particular designations:

his apostleship,

Philem. 1)

The

ddcA^df 6e 'Ia«w/3ou.

;

make

of these designations

first

Arnaud

as

but the second

that an apostle, in order to

EPISTLE.

correctly observes

inasmuch as

is,

is

(see

not credible

it is

named

himself known, should have

himself according to his relationship to another, whether that other be an
It is true, in order to prove the identity of the author of

apostle or not.

whom Matthew

this Epistle

with the Apostle Jude,

(Rec. adds:

6 emKTiTjdelg Qafidaiog), a,nd

been appealed to that Luke (Acts
'\aKui3ov;

but

it

is

usual supplement
against

Winer

Mark
i.

passage

;

iii.

18,

Lebbseus
is

is

be observed,
ude?.(pdg,

by

directly united

kcU

properly only the case in the
exists,

this is expressly

and Bartholomew, Thomas and Matthew, Simon and

Iscariot, are united together

by

Kai,

without any assertion that these

The very mode and manner,

James the son of Alphaeus, and Jude,

proves that they were not brothers.

mode

then, in which

are placed together in the apostolic

— Further,

an apostle could refer to the apostles generally, as
(vv. 17, 18), yet that

'lovda^

instead of the

It is to

vi. 16.

him

16) calls

adeJupdgf

and Andrew, and with John and James,

pairs so united are brothers.

lists,

A£j3/3aiof

but in that very passage, where a brotherly relationship

stated; whilst Philip

Judas

names

under the word Judas), who will supply

with James as an apostolic pair, that this

as with Peter

vi.

'la/ceO/^ou,

Meyer on Luke

vlog; see

(Bibl. Realio.,

(x. 3)

18) QudSaio^, the fact has

Luke

13;

arbitrary to supply to

because in Matt. x. 3 and jNIark

first

(iii.

of expression

is

is

if it

be possible that

done in

one who was not an apostle than in the mouth of an apostle.
not more definitely state

who

this

this Epistle

moi'e natural in the

James was,

whom

he

calls

mouth

— Jude

of

does

his brother.
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But doubtless he was
head of

James who, from an

that

Jerusalem.

the church in

proofs (see Introduction, section
to be

it is

is

assumed that

this

1,

to

— Since,

early period, stood at the

from preponderating

then,

commentary on the Epistle of James),

James, who was called the brother of the Lord,

not identical with the Apostle James the son of Alpheus,^

Jude

to be doubted that

is

also not

it is

not a brother of the latter, but of the former,

and, consequently, likewise a brother of Jesus.

That, nevertheless, he does

not call himself the brother of Jesus, cannot appear strange, since the
bodily relationship to the Lord must retire before the spiritual relationship,

which he expresses by the appellation

Xpiarov SovTioc]

'Irjaov

the same

is

it

reason which induced James in his Epistle not to designate himself as a
brother of the Lord.

— We

possess only veiy uncertain notices of

the

personal history and labors of Jude (for an account of them, see Arnaud),

which are the

less to

be considered as

historical, since they are

not only

frequently contradictory, but also in them the author of the Epistle and the

Apostle Jude are confounded together.

The

whom

readers, for

this Epistle

was primarily intended, are described

only in the most general terms, and neither their locality nor their condition

There

definitely stated.

is

expounds his proofs

no indication that the Epistle was written

is

Arnaud, indeed, with truth remarks: "Jude

only to Jewish Christians.

manner peculiar

in a

mode

to the Jews.

and

From

manner

the beginning

of expressing

an

to the

end he uses

idea

he employs images and comparisons, makes allusions, and uses myths,

>

;

Thiersch

their

view concerning
ficial

Standp.,

{Ilerst. des. Ilist.

p. 430 f .) rightly observes

of speech

" If ever a

:

historical

persons was

Lord

arti-

nient against
striking, that

this
it

is

view

is

actual brother of the

Herder's argu-

so

obvious and

how

almost unintelligible

times be maintained by critics."

down

— If,

to

our

on the

("Review of Arnaud's Re-

sianic family, in order to reckon

among

the

besides the cousins, also the uncle,

thereby subordinated

The same

is

the case

when

Jesus

necessity that the actual brothers of

proofs by

which Schott,

so-called "brothers of

who

The other

considers the

Jesus" as his actual

brothers, will attempt to prove that the

and Jude here mentioned belong not

James

to

them

but to the apostles, are not here, but in the

cussed

to hypothesis.

attain to

a historical

it is

should retire into the background."

commentary

is

the

;

August, 1851) maintains the idea of the Mes-

of Jesus, history

Lord should

and when he declares that "

searches," 6\x..,mih(f Allg.Repert. von Renter,

etc.,

to

obtained as chief of the church of Jerusalem "

aeries of passages, should even

a&€\i^o'i<;,

opposed

salvation, that an

as the cousins

such an hypothesis, which does violence to a

contrary, Dietlein

is

N. T. history of

such a high position in the church, as James

is

of Jesus, the sons of Clopas and a Mary, a
sisterof the mother of Christ.

Schott maintains that "it
spirit of the

which

and unnatural, assuredly that

regards the brothers of the

etc.,

critical

their

;

to

the

Epistle

of

James,

dis-

so also with regard to the view of

Hofraann,

who

likewise regards the author

of this Epistle and his brother

Apostles Jude and James,

James

as the

;
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which were familiar to them."

traditions, anrl examples,

have

its

to

resided in Asia

might

all this

Most expositors assume that the readers

the readers.

Minor on the contrary, Schmidt, Credner, Augusti, Arnaud,
;

and Wiesinger are of opinion that they are

The question cannot with

2.

But

reason in the individuality of the writer, without being conditioned

by a regard
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to

be sought for in Palestine.

certainty be decided.

- OBJECTS AND CONTENTS OF THE
AND PLACE OF

The Object of the Epistle

is

TIME

EPISTLE.
ITS COMPOSITION.

the confirmation of the readers in the gospel

published to them by the apostles, in opposition to certain intruders, who,

abusing the liberty of the gospel, gave themselves up to immoral excesses,

and even to blaspheming the

divine

majesty.

De Wette,

Schwegler,

Arnaud, Reuss, Bleek, Briickner, and Ilofmann consider them to be only
vicious men.

On

the contrary, Dorner (Enttoicklungsgesch. der Lehre von

der Person Christi, Thl.

i.,

104) observes:

p.

"The opponents

not only corrupt in practice, but also heretical teachers."

indeed described as actual false teachers

but yet from vv.

;

of

Jude are

They

are not

4, 8, 18, 19,

we

can hardly think otherwise than that their libertinism was conjoined with

dogmatic (perhaps Gnostic) errors
that "they

;

on which account also Bruckner states

had points which bordered on the dogmatic;" and Hofmann

says that "they screened their immoral conduct by blasphemous assumptions."

Weiss

Frage

(Petrin.

"Libertines on principle."

definite Gnostic system, for

ii.,

in Stud. u. Krit., 1866,

H. 2)

That they attached themselves

^

calls

them

to a particular

example, that of the Carpocratians (Clemens

Alexandrinus), cannot be proved.

Their tendency appears to have been

related to the error of the Nicolaitanes

and the Balaamites (Rev.

ii.)

Jude opposes to them simply the apostolic

(Thiersch, Wiesinger, Schott).

gospel, without particularly characterizing the points of their contradiction
to

it.

It is peculiar to this Epistle, that

passages occur in

be taken from the apocryphal Book of Enoch,
case, at least to

or, if this

it

which appear to

should not be the

have arisen from an apocryphal tradition of Enoch

;

as

the quotation contained in vv. 14, 15; the statement about the sin of the

im Br.

retained only abstractly their principle that

des Judas Charakteriairten Antinomisten in

grace establishes freedom to practise imraor-

»

See also Rjtachl, Abkandl.

d- Stud. u. Krit., 1861, part

I.

ilb.

die

p. 103

ff.

opinion of Ritscbl, that these heretics

The
had

allty,

has been justly rejected by Wiesinger

as unwarrantable.
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angels and their punishment, ver. 6
ver. 8

;

the description of the false teachers,

also the reference (ver. 9) to the apocryphal tradition of the contest

;

of Michael with the Devil

This admixture of apocryphal

peculiar.^

is

on an unprejudiced consideration, only serve to strengthen the

traits can,

conviction that the Epistle does not proceed from an apostle.

The Train of Thought

is

After the address, in which the

as follows:

readers are only generally characterized as Christians, the author states
that he esteemed
delivered to

them

it

necessary to exhort them to continue in the faith

(ver. 3),

and that because

men and

designates as lascivious

nation was certain (ver. 4).

That

he confirms by three examples

whom

of certain intruders,

he

deniers of Jesus Christ, whose condemthis

condemnation will come upon them,

that of the people delivered from Egypt,

:

that of the fallen angels, and that of the cities of

Sodom and Gomorrha

These intruders are then described by two

characteristics, namely,

(vv. 5-7).

as defilers of the flesh

and

as

despisers

dignities; the greatness of their sin

and blasphemers of heavenly

brought prominently forward by

is

comparison with the conduct of Michael in his contest with the Devil, and
a woe

is

denounced upon them as those who walk in the way of Cain,

Balaam, and Korah (w. 8-11).

In the following verses (vv. 12, 13) the

author proceeds with his description, adducing their debauchery at the

Agapae, and representing in various figurative expressions their vain and

impudent conduct, by which he

is

reminded of the judgment which awaits

them, quoting for this purpose a saying of Enoch as a prophecy which

good of them

holds

(vv.

14,

To

15).

readers

is

added

to

succeed some additional

this

characteristics of those erroneous teachers, to

which an exhortation

to the

be mindful of the words of the apostles who have

prophesied of the appearance of such mockers (vv. 16-18).

After Jude,

with another glance at his opponents, has exhorted his readers to keep
themselves by faith and prayer in the love of God, and to wait for the

mercy of Christ

(vv. 19-21), he gives

a short direction

toward those who have been already perverted (vv.
forms the conclusion of the Epistle

The
its

1

to

A

behave

doxology

(vv. 24, 25).

Epistle contains no other data for the determination of the time of

composition than the description of the heretics and the exhortation to

attend to the preaching of the apostles

in

how

22, 23).

Hofmann

disputes this, maintaining tbat

;

but from these

Acts

vii.

22

Tim.

f.,

Jude there occurs only an interpretation or

37

;

Scripture, and

is

signified in

expansion of what

which

is

is stated in

as justified as that which occurs in

2

iii.

8

xiii.
;

it

may

21; Gal.

be inferred

iv.

28;

Heb.

xi.

although he grants that more

Jude than in these passages.

;
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belongs not to the earlier, but, as most expositors assume,^ to the later

apostolic age

;

although

'•

there

no necessity, with Reuss, to assign

is

the Pastoral Epistles the immoral

life

it

to

Although in

the extreme limits of the apostolic literature" (Bruckner).

of the heretics there attacked is

same

censured, yet libertinism does not appear to have attained to the
stage of development as with the opponents of Jude;

and Jude would

hardly have appealed to the preaching of the apostles as a thing of the

were yet at the height of their apostolic

past, if the apostles

activity.

Bertholdt, Guericke, Stier, Arnaud, and others think, from the fact that
there

is

no mention of the judgment of God on Jerusalem, that

inferred that the Epistle
since

was written before the destruction

Jude would certainly not have omitted

significant judgment,

mentions almost

all

if

it

this

had already taken

founded

Jude takes

and indeed such

— at least this

the angels, and with that on

kind of

sin,

which

is

is

at

random only

soine of

But

on which

many

evidently the case with the

Sodom and Gomorrha

be

particularly as he

the most noted examples of divine judgments.

incorrect.

is

to

is

most fearful and most

place,

this conclusion is very uncertain, especially as the hypothesis
is

it

of that city,

— as

it

examples,

judgment on

refer to

a definite

He
From

not applicable to the judgment on Jerusalem.

mentions neither the deluge nor the

first

destruction of Jerusalem.

the relation which exists between this Epistle and the apocryphal

Book

of

Enoch, nothing certain regarding the period of composition can be inferred,
particularly as the opinion conQerning that relation is

by no means

settled

for whilst early critics assert the origin of this book, at least in its original

condition, to pre-Christian times,

(Einleitung in die Offb.
die

evangel.

Geschichte),

later interpolations, as

Lucke

Ewald, Weizsacker {Untermchungen

Kostliu

Dillmann (Das Buck Henoch

mann and

and assume

JoJi., etc.),

{Tubing,

iibersetzt

und

theol.

Jahrbb., 1856),

erkldrt, 1853),

and others; Hof-

Ferd. Philippi (in his book. Das Buck Henoch, sein Zeitalter,

1868) attempt to prove that

etc.,

belongs to the Christian age, and was

it

composed by a Jewish Christian

iiber

especially

;

the reasons, however, adduced by them

are not sufficient to cause us to regard the result of their examination as

well founded.

MayerhofE {Einl. in die Petrin. Schri/ten,
composition to

'

The

be Egypt, because

reasons by which Scholt endeavoi-s

to prove that the Epistle

end of the year

70,

was written

p. 195)

supposes the place of

Clemens Alexandrinus

at the

or the beginning oi the

year

80, aie too

this conclusion

first

quotes

it,

uncertain to enable us to draw

with certainty,
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because the images employed in ver. 12 refer to a country -which bordered

on the

and was frequently exposed

sea,

winds, and because the

Book

draught by the east and south

to

Enoch was

of

SEC.

— AUTHENTICITY

3.

John and

who mention

First Peter,

drinus (Strom.,

iii.

it.

its

p. 431, Paedag.,

Matt., xiii. 55

genuineness

rejected

phal Book of Enoch

;

it

it

by

also

special

eTna-ol^v, u2.iy6(jTi\ov nlv,

itcttAj?-

mentions these doubts,

also

he himself, however, considered

ford; see Guericke, Einl., p. 42)

acknowledged

who has

on account of the quotation from the apocry-

wanting in the Peshito (but not in the MS.

the Muratorian Canon.

earliest Fathers

He, however, indicates that

Jerome

doubted by many.

is

many

The

and Clemens Alexan-

3)

and distinguishes

Tuv T^f ovpaviov x^piToc i/i^xjuivuv ?MyDV.

saying that

c.

p. 239, ed. Sylb.),

it,

'loiidof eypaxpev

:

the Catholic Epistles except

MuL,

iii. 8,

Origen often quotes

Comm. on

;

pufiivijv 6e

all

the Antilegomena.

are Tertullian (Be Habit.

it

commented on
praise

among

But

insufficient.

OF THE EPISTLE.

Eusebius reckons this Epistle, as indeed
First

used in Egypt.

first

Schwegler has correctly rejected these reasons as

;

but,

as genuine.

it

It is

in the Bodleian Library at

on the other hand,

Since the fourth century

as a genuine canonical writing.

As

it

it is

Ox-

mentioned in

has been generally

the author does not call

himself an apostle, criticism in more recent times was more inclined to consider

authentic than some other writings of the N. T.

it

observes, that there

Epistle

;

neither

its

is

Book

use of the

judges otherwise.

Greek

He

its

language,

infers

from w.

is

harsh style though betraying a

opposed

to

this.

— Schwegler

17, 18, that the Epistle belongs to

the post-apostolic times, although in point of doctrine

simple and undeveloped.

He

Jude the brother of James,

in order to indicate the

with this latter person.

this

of Enoch, nor its probable acquaintance

with the Epistle to the Romans, nor
familiarity with the

Even De Wette

no reason why Jude should not be the author of

its

character

thinks that the forger chose the

In opposition to this

it is

community

is

veiy

name

of

of principle

to be observed, that,

had

the Epistle been written in the interests of Jewish Christianity against
Pauline,

we should

surely have found indications of this; and a forger

would hardly have attributed
entirely

unknown.

his writing to Jude, a person otherwise so

The above-mentioned

post-SiY>ostohc age, since

verses

by no means point

to

a

they rather suppose that the readers have heard the

preaching of the apostles.

The

fact that

we

find

no

definite references to

INTRODUCTION.
this Epistle

among

the early Fathers, and that

period was not wholly undoubted,
special tendency (particularly

is

665
its

genuineness at a later

easily accounted for, partly

from doctrine being so

partly from the apocryphal traits with which

it is

little

from

its

referred to),

pervaded, and partly from

the fact that the author did not belong to the apostles.
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'lovSa cTTto-ToXi;.

Instead of this superscription

(in

A, C, K), there

is

found in

B

only

'lovSa.

Ver. 1. Instead of 'Irja. Xp. (Rec, after A, B, L, X, etc., several vss., etc.,
Lachni., Tisch. 8), Tisch. 7 had adopted XpiuTov 'Irjcov, after K, P, etc., without
Tjyiaaiuevocc].
Rec, after K, L, P, etc. instead of this,
sufficient justification.

—

;

A, B, X, 5, al., Syr., utr., Erp., Copt., etc., Orig., Eph., is
adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. It is true that there are exegetical difficulties
connected with the latter reading, but it is too strongly defended by authorities
Reiche, Schott, Hofmann, have
to be on that account considered spurious.
Ver. 3. rfjg Koivf/g
declared for it, Wiesinger against it; Briickner is undecided.
ouTTjpia^'].
Rec, after K, L, P, al. Tisch. 7 has retained this reading; Lachm.
and Tisch. 8, on the contrary, read Koivrjg v/iuv ODTrjpui^, for which A, B, C, N, 5,
The weight of authorities is
al., Syr., Erp., Sahid., Theoph,, Lucif., testify.
^yan7]u£votg,

in

—

;

in favor of this latter reading;

it

is

possible that rjnuv -was omitted in order to

give to the idea a universal character.

Lachm. and
only
VS\.

among

— Tdv

— Ver.

Tisch., after A, B, read x^^P^^a,

4.

Instead of the usual form

which occurs

the poets (see Buttmann, Ausf. gr. SprarJiL, § 44. Anm. 1) [E. T.,
'I. Xp., with Griesbach, Scholz, Tittmann,

(xdvov 6tan6Ti]v koI Kvpiov fjiiuv

Lachm., Tisch., after the testimonies of A, B, C,
Sahid., etc., Eph., Didym., Chrys.
(in

K, L, P, etc, Syr.,

more

W'",

in classical writers

utr.,

X, 10, Lect.

1, 3,

— The Rec. has after dEonoTTiv

Thph.), which, however,

definitely to distinguish SeaizoTtjv

from

Kvpiov

is

Erp., Copt.,

the word Qeov

a later addition, the

ijiiuv.

In later MSS.

other variations are found, namely, Qthv koI dtanorijv tov avp. rjij..
T7]v Kol Qedv rdv Kup. tj/i. 'I. Xp., or Oebu deanorriv kcu Kvp. ri/i. 'I. Xp.

'I.

many

Xp., or decTro-

— Ver.

5.

After

wanting in
A, B, C**, several min., etc, but is found in K, L, N, etc It may have been
tovto (Rec, after K, L, etc.)
omitted on account of the preceding i,«af.
appears to be an explanatory correction instead of the original ndvTa, for which
A, B, C**, X, etc, Vulg., etc., testify; also Reiche considers iruvra as the
original reading.
X has una^ after Kvpio^, so also several versions, yet after on
fldorai,

the Rec. has vndg;

Lachm. and Tisch. have omitted

it;

it

is

—

Two reasons co-operated for this displacement: (1) because aira^ did not
appear to suit udoraq, and (2) because the following rb devrepov appeared to
require a word corresponding with auaag. Tisch. on this observes: quae quidem
lectio ovmino praefereiida esset alteri, 7iisi incredibile esset arra^ locum post
Reiche remarks: loco, quern vulgo
eidoTac a quopiam correctors nactitm esse.
The Rec 6 Kvpiog is found in K, L,
occupat, testium auctoritate servari debet.
most min., some vss., and Fathers; Tisch. 7 has retained it; Tisch. 8 reads,
A, B, several min., etc., have 'Irjaoix
after C*, N, Kvpiag without the article.
instead of «vptof (on this Tisch. 8 remarks: articxdum om. et A, B, et reliqui qui
'Ijjaovg 2^raebent); Lachm. and Buttm. have adopted 6 'Irjaovg; C** and Lucif.
Kvpioc.

—

—

—
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indeed very strange, but
The reading 'I)?(toi'c (instead of
Ver. 6. Instead of
might for this reason be changed into the other readings.
T£ after ayyiXovc (Tisch.), A, some min., etc., have <5e.
Lachm. has <5e in the
text-edition but, on the otlaer hand, in the larger edition he has rightly again
Ver. 7. tovtoi^ rponov]. Eec, after K, L, etc. a correction instead
adopted re.
Ver. 9. Inof npoTTov Toi'Toig (Lachm., Tisch.) in A, B, C, N, many min., etc.
stead of 6 di Mix. o upxuyye?iO(, 6re, Lachm., against the testimony of A, C, K,
Ver. 12. A, B, 13, al.,
L, K, etc., has adopted, after B, ore Mix. 6 apx- tote.

read 6 0f6f.

icvpioq) is

—

;

—

;

—

—

m., edd., Syr., utr. (Copt.?), etc., read after ovtol eiaiv the relative oi, which
Griesbach considers as probably genuine, and Lachm. and Tisch. have rightly
adopted into the text;^ the omission must be considered as an explanatory
correction.

ayunmg; instead of which A, C, and some min., read inxuTatc; a
Lachm. has in the small edition avruv,
ii. 13.
viiCjv].

—

correction after 2 Pet.

the Eec.

after A, etc., but in the larger edition

attested

by B, C, K, L,

K, etc.

;

the reading

considers as original, is explained

reads

1

irepKpepouevai.

all

vfiCtv,

which

avrC/v,

Pet.

an evident correction.

ttovtI uvcjucj;

Scholz, etc., after almost

the Rec.

from

ii.

13.

which

sufficiently

is

Stier without reason

— Instead

irapacpepo/ievat is

of vnb uvifiuv,

x

already by Griesb.,

authorities, rightly adopted into the text instead of

— Ver.

13.

uypia Kvixara is in

X instead of Kv/mra

uypui,

— Buttmann has, after B, adopted nAavf/TEC
instead of
and Co^of instead of
as the other authorities, so also
aluva; after A, B, C, X,
for the reading of the Rec. —
instead
X
tov aiuva. — Ver.
attested by
of the Rec.
Instead of the form
— uyiaig fivptumv,
almost
authorities, Tisch. has, after B*, adopted
which

is

attested by all authorities.

6

itlavJiTai,

l^6(poi:\

elg

testifies

etc.,

Trpoecpr'/Tevae,

14.

elg

e7Tpo(*>7fTEvaE.

all

after

A, B, K, L,

is fivpiuaiv &yc(jv

etc.,

instead of the Rec. fivpiumv ayiaig in C; in X the reading

ayyeAuv.

of the Rec. k^Eley^ai.

— Ver.

— After

15.

after A, B, C, K, L, X, etc., instead
the Rec. has avruv, found in K, L, some

iTiiy^ai,

uo£,3f£f,

min., vss., and Fathers; retained by Tischendorf,^ and defended by Reiche; on
the other hand, it is wanting in A, B, C (Lachm.); its spuriousness is scarcely
aae^elag avruv is wanting in X; aaEiSsiag in C; the omission is
to be doiibted.

—

—

Tisch. 8 inserts after ribv oKXripibv the word Aoywv, after C, X,
and many min.; it is Avanting in most authorities (Tisch. 7); it appears to have
been added from a regard to the preceding tuv ipyuv.
Ver. IS. After eAeyov
i/uiv, Tisch. 7, after A, C, K, L, etc., has on (Rec); Tisch. 8 has omitted it after
B, L*, X; so also Lachm. in his larger edition, but hardly correctly.
Instead
of the Rec. ei^ kaxuT(,i xpovu) (K, L, P, some min., and Oecumenius), which is an
explanatory correction, Lachm. and Tisch. have rightly adopted en' eaxumv tov
Xpovov; the article tov is found in A, X, al., etc.; its omission is easily explained,
Eaovrai].
because iaxurov was taken for an adjective.
Whilst Lachm. in his
easily explained.

—

—

—

small edition instead of

it

reads iT^vaovrai, he has in the large edition rightly

adopted the reading of the Rec. The reading iltvaovTai (in A, C**, etc.) is a
correction after 2 Pet. iii.
X has primo manu EoovTac; on the other hand, corrected EAEvaovToj..
Ver. 19. After uTroduopiC/ovTEg, the Rec. has iavTolg (C, Vulg.,
Aug.); an evident correction.
Ver. 20. Instead of the Rec. ry uyuor. v/xuv nia-

—

TEi inoiKo6ofiovvT£g

—

iavTovc (K, L, P, al., pi., Syr., etc.),

1 Reiche incorrectly observes that Buttmann
has not adopted oi, and has adduced B as a
-witness for the reading of the Rec. On account of the difficulty which the article preeents, Reiche considers the reading of the Rec.

Lachm. and Tisch. read

as the original,
' Tisch. 8 has it likewise in the text, al.
though he says in the notes: "omisimus cum
A, B, C, Xi" etc.

'
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kiToiKoSofiovvTEg tavr. ry ay.

i/x.

n.

(A, B, C, X,

al.,

several vss., etc.).

— Vv.

22, 23.

readings are here very various. The Rec. has /cat ovg fitv ileelTe diaKpivo/xrvor
This reading is found in K, L, P
ov^ 6e SK (p6ti(j) au^ne, kv tov nvpoc apnu^ovrtc.

The

(only TOV before nvpog
de

acj^ere

sk

irvpug

is

omitted);

adopted this reading, only

B

A

reads aal ovg

apnu^ovTeg, ovg 6e eXEeire kv

deviates in this, that in ver. 22

it

reads not

fjiv

(p6i3o>;

that instead of e/Uetre

kAeyxeTE duiKpivofxivovg, ovg

Lachm, and Tisch. have

—

they read, with B, ITleute.
but sTiEuTE (so also a) in

i?i£yx^T^,

;

ver. 23 it omits the first ovg 6e, and instead of eXeeIte has the form ETisuTE C agrees
on the whole with A, yet C** has in ver. 22 e?^eute, as B, and in ver. 23 the
words ovg dk eIeeIte are wanting in C. The reading of A is held as the original
;

by Bruckner, Wiesiuger, Schott, Reiche, because the other readings can be most
easily explained from it; Hofmann, on the contrary, prefers the reading in N,
which is found also in B, only with the inadvertent omission of the words ovg 6e
after dtaKpivoiiivovg; whilst De Wette thinks that the original reading is preserved
in C. The reading in B probably lies at the foundation of the reading in K, L,
P; the twofold t/leare was naturally objectionable, and therefore the words ovg ds
tlEUTE were left out, diaKpivo/xivovg changed into the nominative, and ev (pujiip
Yer. 24.
placed before cuC,ete. For further observations, see the exposition.
Instead of viidg (ed. Elz. A, C, L, X, al., perm., several vss., Theoph., etc.,
Lachm., Tisch. 8), Tisch. 7 had, after K, P, al., etc., hardly correctly adopted
avTovg\ A has riiiug.
Ver. 25. /aovu GecJ is correctly adopted by Griesbach, after
A, B, C, K, 6, al., Syr., etc., instead of the Rec. /^wy aocpu Qeu; ao<pC) is evidently
Siii
borrowed from Rom. xvi. 27, and is without reason defended by Reiche.
'iT/aoi) Xpiarov Kvpiov ij/xCJv is likewise adopted by Griesbach (after A, B, etc.),
The Rec. between 66^a and fisyuTiuwhilst the words are wanting in the Rec.
OVV7] has Kai after K, L, P, etc., which is correctly omitted by recent critics; on
the other hand, the words npd navTog tov aluvog, wanting in the Rec, are attested
The subscription of the Epistle is in B; 'lovda; in
by almost all authorities.
C: 'lovda kTrioTo?^ Kado7uKTj and in A: 'lovda Enia-oTiTi.

—

;

—

—

—

—
;

Vv. 1, 2. The superscription is in form similar to that of the Epistles of
Paul and Peter: ^lovdag 'It/cov XpioToii dovloc, k.tX]. dovlog, as its position and
Rom. i. 1, Phil. i. 1, Jas. i. 1 (see also Tit. i. 1), show, denotes not the general service of believers to Christ (Schott), but the special service of those
appointed to the gospel ministry. The more definite statement of office is
is not the Apostle Jude (see Introd., sec. 1),
so that his position in the Christian Church is to be regarded as similar to
here wanting, as the author

that which a Barnabas, an Apollos, and others occupied, who, without being
apostles in the narrower sense of the term, yet exercised a ministry similar
to the apostolic.

— With the

first

appellation the second

u6E}.(pdg 'laKuiiov

is

which, although not precisely a contrast
This appellation serves not only to indi(Schott), yet marks a distinction.
cate who this Jude is (Arnaud), but likewise to justify his writing. Jude
does not call himself " the brother of the Lord," because his bodily relation

connected by

6e

(see Tit.

i.

1),

to Christ stepped behind his spiritual, perhaps also because that

already specially belonged to James.

—

Toig

surname

h Qeu) naTpl ^yamj/iEvotg [TjytacfiEvoig]

According to the reading t^yiaaiiEvoig, ev expresses not the mere
K.tX}.
instrument of holiness, but holiness as consisting in fellowship with God.
Kal,

The

participle is either substantive, co-ordinate to the following

'iTjaov

XpicTcp

:

VERSES
reTTjpTinivoig kTitjtoIc,

or adjective, which

similar participial form,
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2.

1,

more probable on

is

— According

TF.Tj)pr]nivoiq.

accoiant of the

to the reading ^yamjfiivoi.g,

h 0ew narpi may

denote the sphere within which the readers are riyaTTTHJ-Evoi,
Against the opinion of De Wette, "that in this
namely, by the writer.
objective designation the subjectivity of the author cannot be mixed,"
Col. i. 2 might be appealed to, where Paul names the readers of his
Epistle

2 John
fiEDoig,

ad£l<foi,

that

is,

and

John

1)

1

this

3

view

the brethren of himself and Timotheus (see also
;

but in relation to what follows

is correct.

— In

the Vulgate,

Deo

koi

:

and then

Xp.

'\ria.

toIq iv QeC) narpl is

tettiptj-

taken as an

two
Apart from its
harshness, not only is it opposed to this construction, that by it the parallelism (incorrectly denied by Schott) of the two members of the clause
which is strongly indicated both by the form of the sentence and also by
idea by itself: his qui sunt in

added

attributes are

:

Patre, etc.;

and

riyamjixivoic

Xp.

'I;?j.

to this idea the

rETrjp. kItitoI^.

—

following

kv Tu irarpi in reference to the

'Iricov

—

Xpiaru

destroyed, but also

is

would then be without any proximate statement. The same is
also the case when it is assumed, with Rampf and Schott, that the participles f/yanTjuevoig and '1. X. TeTrjprj/iivoic are equally subordinate to h Bfu narpi,
and explained as expressing " the living ground on which the called possess
The supplying of
that which is expressed in the two participles " (Schott).
^yamjuevoig

vnb

Qeoi)

or

-rrapu

Gfw, necessary for this view,

over, the juxtaposition of toIc iv OeC) narpi

harsh.

—

h

It is incorrect to take

is

'Ir^a.

at all events arbitrary

XpiOTu

TSTtjprjfievoic is

as equivalent to vno (Hensler)

;

more-

;

extremely

h is

rather

which it is entirely suitable to
the idea uyanuadai, as the love which proceeds from any person dwells in
him, the k/.tjtoI as they are loved by God so are they loved in God. Hofmann
incorrectly explains it " who have been accepted in love by God " for
uyaTTdtf never has this meaning, not even in the passages cited by Hofmann
to be retained in its proper signification, in

;

:

1 Thess.

i.

4; 2 Thess.

tion to Christ, not to

—

latter passage.
is

Kal 'Irjaov

not dependent on an

in Jesus Christ).
Gr., II. p.

477

intervening.

;

ii.

13; Col.

men:

Xpcaru

h to

iii.

see Phil.

— God

is

11; Gal.

called narpi in His rela1; and Meyer on the
The dative ^Irja. Xpior^

i.

reTrjprjfievoig /c>l??Toic].

be supplied from

Hofmann indeed

h- Oeu) narpi

(Luther

preserved

:

appeals for this supplement to Kiihner,

but incorrectly, as this

What

12.
ii.

is

rendered impossible by

Kiihner says, could only be the case were

^yanrj^dvoi^

written kv

it

Qeu narpl Kal 'lijaov Xpcaru ^yanrjuipoii. Also 'It/oov Xpiaru is not the causative
dative with the passive, instead of vno with the genitive, but the dative commodi: for Christ (Bengel, De Wette, Wiesinger, Schott, and others). The
rerrjpTifxEvoig is used neither instead of the present participle, as
Grotius thinks, nor is it here to be understood of the act completed before

participle

God (De Wette, Wiesinger) but it simply denotes that which has taken
when the Epistle was written thus, " to the called,
who have been kept for Christ " namely, in order to belong to Him in time
and in eternity (so also Schott).^ The idea Terz/p. is completely explained
;

place up to the time

:

;

'

Arnault!

incorrectly explains

it:

appeleu gardes par J. Chr., c'cBl-a-dire

:

"aux
a ceux

qui onl 6te appel^s a

de I'fevaugile

et

.

I.

Chr. par

la

que J. Chr. garde

predication

fidelea."
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from the

falling

away from Christ which had taken

among

place

—

so

many;

Although ev Gew narpi
comp. also John xvii. 11 1 Pet. i. 5.
cannot be grammatically connected with TETTjprjuEvoig, and although it primarily belongs to TiyanTi/ievoig, yet it indicates by whom the preservation has
donavit et asservavit
Chrisio
taken place; Hornejus: quos Deus Pater
see ver. 4

;

;

.

hue usque, ne ab hnpostorihus seducereniur

who have

in the Pauline sense of those

.

.

.

perirent.

—

et

.

.

kXtitoIc,

a designation

not only heard the gospel, but have

Meyer on 1 Cor. i. 24. Ver. 2. iltog, k.t.1.']. The
formula of salutation only here and in the Pastoral
Epistles.
The addition koI uyuirr) is peculiar to Jude. The relation of the
three terms is thus to be understood lAeof is the demeanor of God toward
the kXtitoI; dpr]vri their condition founded upon it; and uyumj their demeanor
Accordingly uyuirr] is used
proceeding from it as the effect of God's grace.
embraced

word

it

cAcof is

by

faith

used

;

see

in the

:

here as in Eph.

vi.

23 (see Meyer

in loco);

only here the love

neither specially to the brethren (Grotius), nor to
Still aydnri

may

God

also be the love of

to the

God

K/.TiToig

is

to be limited

(Calov, Wiesinger).
;

comp.

ver. 21

and

13 (14) (so Hornejus, Grotius, Bengel, De Wette-Briickner,
No ground of decision can be derived from TrXTjOwdsiTj.
Schott, and others).

2 Cor.

xiii.

With the reading

the second explanation merits the preference,

riyaTrr^fiivoig

although the position of this expression after elp^vr/ is somewhat strange.
On nTiTjdvvdtlr}, see 1 Pet. i. 2 this form is apparently derived from Dan.
;

iii.

31.

Vv.

3, 4.

Statement of the reason which determined Jude to write this
i. 12 f
iii. 1 f.
dyaizTjToi, found at the begin-

Epistle: comp. on this 2 Pet.

—
—

,

ning of an Epistle only here and in 3 John 2.
numv anovSiiv notovixsvog, «.t.A.].
Giving all diligence to write unto you of the common salvation, I felt constrained
to write to you, exhorting you to contend for the faith once delivered to the saints.
Pricaeus, Lachmann, Buttmann, put a comma after the first and after the
auTijpiag is connected with uvayKf/v iaxov, and
second viniv, so that mp}
Most expositors, on the contraiy,
napaKa'AiJV, etc., is separated from ypuipai.
as Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, De Wette, Wiesinger, etc., connect nepl aurripiag
with the preceding ypcupav, and unite napaKuTiuv with yparpai. Not only the
.

.

.

position of the words, but also the train of thought, decides for this latter

arrangement; for

since,

according to ver.

4,

the

inducing the author

uvuyKT},

wicked men, so it is
with -napaKakuu enayuvl^eaOac, having

to write this Epistle, consisted in the appearance of

evidently more suitable to connect ypatpai
special reference to

it,

than with the general idea

ticularly as the contents of the Epistle are

common

nepl

rf/c kocvtjc

any thing but a

auTripiaq,

par-

treatise concern-

The preceding participial clause states in what
when the uvuyKriv exeiv came upon him the ffnovdij to
write already existed when the entrance of certain ungodly men constrained
him not to write generally nepl rrjg Kocvf/g auTr/piac, but to compose such a
ing the

salvation. ^

condition Jude was

;

t
'

The

translation of the Vulg.

:

"omnem

N. T., punctuated it
Greek text; in other

his larger edition of the

solicitudinem faciens scribendi vobis de com-

as he has done in the

muni vestra salute

editions of the Vulgate, ou the contrary, the

iiecesse habui scribere vobis

depraecans supercertari," etc., may also be
punctuated in both ways. Lachmann has, in

other punctuation

is

found,

VERSE
Some

hortative epistle as the present.
uvuyKj]

had

its

reason in the

potuerim non scribere vobis)
as a

new

De Wette

whom

(with

summum

ilia

mihi essel studium scrihendi ad vos

salute, etiam necessitas

statim addit (so also

sit,

insuper scrihendi

Calvin and others).

Briickner agrees) considers that Jude by the

clause expresses that " he

had been engaged on the composition
and more comprehensive Epistle (the loss of which we have
when he was for the time called away from that work in order
;

present Epistle " but the expression -nuaav onovdriv

— oKovd^v

sarily involve actual writing. ^

N. T. (2 Pet.

i.

Tivd anovd^v')

the meaning

;

is, to

noiov/xevog

noidadai is only

5: anov6r,v irdnav KapeiadepEiv

;

Luther's translation, "after I purposed,"

better:

"since

it

my

upon

pressingly

lies

to lament),
to write the

does not neces-

found here in the
:

npoaipipeiv

be eagerly solicitous about something; it

here the former

;

is

heart."

quently, for the strengthening of the idea.

— The

connection with the aorists iaxov

to

first

of a longer

prologue to Ecclus.

and to external action

refer both to mental activity
case.

non

ui

others, that to the anovdfi the uvuyKr) supervened

;

communi nostrum omnium

imposita fuit, quae autem

expositors incorrectly think that the

(Erasmus: tantum mihi sludium fuit,

anovdf/

point; so Hornejus: cutn

aliquid de
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3.

too

the

Meyer's

flat;

— miaav

may

is

is

serves, as fre-

participle

Troiovfievor,

in

be taken as the imperfect
" when engaged in it I would take
participle.
Stier incorrectly translates
diligence."
It expresses the activity which took place, when the action
expressed by the finite verb occurred, and therefore must not be resolved,
with Haenlein, into the perfect or pluperfect.
ntpl ttiq Koivfjg rifiC>v aurripiag
states on what Jude intended to write.
On Koiv^g, comp. Tit. i. 4 2 Pet. i. 1.
There is no reason to refer the idea, with Semler, to the Jews and Gentiles,
ypuxpai, is
:

—

;

—

common to both.
aurripia, not the doctrine of salvation (Jachmann), but the salvation itself, acquired by Christ for the world, and applied
The explanation of Beza: de iis quae ad nostram omnium
to believers.
salutem pertinent, deviates from strict precision, as aun/pia itself is indicated by Jude as the object of writing.
Schott incorrectly explains auTjjpia,
state of salvation, possession of salvation.
uvdyKTjv taxw']. Comp. Luke xiv. 10,
as the object

—

xxiii. 17

;

1

potius habui,
flat:

The explanation of Grotius is inaccurate
quod scriberem, quam id, etc. The translation of Luther
Cor.

vii.

"I considered

37.

necessary;" ior in

it

uvdyKrjv txeiv is

The meaning here

is:

nihil

is

too

contained the idea

of an objective necessity founded on duty, circumstances, etc.

Wiesinger, Schott).

:

The entrance

(De Wette,

of false teachers

made me to recognize it as necessary. On the one hand,
Semler inserts a strange reference, paraphrasing it, accidit interea inopiesset
and, on the other hand, Schott, who,
NATO, ut statuendum mihi
in order to emphasize the contrast between the two members of the sentence.
constrained me,

.

1

De Wette

.

incorrectly appeals

supposition to Siierlock (in Wolf),
explains

it:

"dilecti,

bere ad vos de

animus mihi

communibus

;

.

for

this

cavendum praesens periculum, vos exhorter,

who

thus

ut eerio teneatis earn quae vobis tradita est,

erat, scri-

doclrinara, contra faleos doctores, quos clan-

doctrinis et spe

culum audio

irrepsisse."

What De Wette

evangelii ad fidem vestram et Jesu Chrlsti cog-

regards as accomplished, or in the act of being

nitionem amplificandam; jam vero coactura
me video, ut hoc institutum descram et ad

accomplished,
intended.

Sherlock

considers

only

as

^
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finds

ill

avuyK. eaxov the

thought expressed that Jude wrote this Epistle

unwillingly, contrary to his inclination.

closely united

author
after

felt

ypaipac ifilv napaKaXuv],

constrained by circumstances

— enayuvl^iaOai

vn'iv.

—

r^

napaKa?Mv

is

indicating the kind of writing to which the

to ypmpai, as

,

.

,

maTSi].

therefore no

;

eirayuvi^eadai,

a

comma

is

utt. Xey.,

to be put

as avvad?Ju,

27, connected with the dative of the object which is contended for;
"to fight for the faith;" comp. Ecclus. iv. 28: uyuvt^eiv nepL
mane
is not = doctrina, system of doctrine ; nor yet does it here denote the subjective quality of the believing disposition
but that which is believed by

Phil.

i.

—

Stier:

;

Christians (rolg
in explaining

ayioiq),

it,

the objective contents of faith.

" the conduct arising

from

;

faith

Schott

incorrect

is

" for the notion of con-

The explanation, the loay of salvation (Hofnapadodeiar).
wanting in correctness; it is not proved by Gal. iii. 23.
As
the subject to napadodeiay, by whom the communication or transmission was
effected, God (Bengel) is not here to be thought of, but the apostles, as ver. 17
shows; 2 Pet. ii. 21 Luke i. 2 (comp. also 1 Cor. xi. 2, 23, xv. 3) yet the
author does not name them, because " he is not concerned here with the personal instruments, but with the mode and manner of transmission contained
in una^" (Schott).
role ayioiq are not the apostles (Nic. de Lyra), but Christians.
dn-al brings prominently forward the fact that as it once took place,
so there is now an end to the napadoatg Bengel nulla alia dabitur fides.
Jachmaim incorrectly explains it by fi6j), olim,jam, appealing to ver. 5 and
Heb. vi. 4. According to Hofmann's view, una^ is used "with reference to
the preceding intention of Jude to present to the readers a writing having
the common salvation as its object; " but this reference is not indicated.
duct does not suit

mann),

is

—

also

;

;

—

:

;

Ver.
secret

—

Compare 2 Pet. ii. 1-3.
napeiaedvaav yap, the reason of dvuyKTjv
marks the entrance of false teachers into the church as a

4.

napeiasdvaav

eaxov.

and unauthorized creeping-in of such

but are internally foreign to

it

the scholiasts by uTiMrpioi)

it

2 Tim.

iii. 6.

— nveg

;

this is possible

;

is

do not properly belong to

ii.

4

napeiauKToi,

:

synonymous with

it,

explained by

napeiaepxeadai

comp.

;

In the same indefiniteness the false teachers

uvdpunoi'].

are also mentioned in 1 Tim.
chose de meprisant,

as

(comp. Gal.

i.

comme dans

6.

Gal.

Arnaud observes: "le mot nveg a quelque
ii. IS;" so also Wiesinger and Schott;

but the appeal to Gal.

12

ii.

is

unjustified.

That the ex-

used in order to bring forward the fact that they "with
their entrance into the church remained in their natural state " (Schott), is
highly improbable.
Hofmann unnecessarily separates nveg from avdpunoi,
taking uvdpuTroi, ol, k.t.X., as in apposition to nveg.
ol nu'Aai. npoyeypafifievot eig
pression uvdpuTtnt

is

—

TovTo rb Kpifia].

By

the participle with the article, a peculiar circumstance

worthy of remark, concerning these men,

is

[E. T., 139 f.]); but not as Schott, after

brought forward (Winer,

Rampf,

p.

arbitrarily maintains,

127

"a

perfectly clear to the readers is given for the recognition of those who
are meant " the article being equivalent to isti, those notorious men.
irpoye-

mark

;

1 "When Hofmann maintains that ver. 4
could only have been written by an apostle,
he evidently proceeds too far; for, why could

—

not also another besides an apostle have cherIshed the design to address a writing to Chriatians respecting the common faith?

;

VERSE

673

4.

The

preposition npo in this verb indicates either antea, earlier,
always in the N. T. see Gal. iii. 1 (comp. Meyer in he);
or palam.
If it has this last meaning, then npoRom. XV. 4; Eph. iii. 3,
ypu.<pEiv signifies " to announce something publicly by writing " thus in an
ypaufiivoi].

before,

— thus

;

—

;

entirely special sense proscribere
sunt accusati

el in

hoc judicium

not retained;

is

it

Yet

(a'f tovto to Kpifxa) vocati.

idea of proscribere

rate, as the peculiar

Wolf explains

accordingly

;

:

dudum

qui

this is inaccu-

for, if retained, it

would not suit elc t. t. Kplfia. Yet more arbitrarily Wahl explains npoypcKpetv
by designare. Oecumenius, Hornejus, and others have correctly taken npo
According to Isa. iv. 3, LXX. ol ypa^evreg
here as a preposition of time.
ek ^u)7}v, the sense might be those who are written before (as in God's book
of fate, and consequently destined) eig tovto Tb Kpif/a (Calvin haec metaphora
inde sumpta est, quod aeternum Dei consilium, quo ordinati sunt fideles ad saluiem, Liber vacatur)
but the term ndXai is unsuitable, as it is never in the
:

:

:

;

T. used of God's eternal counsels.

!N.

here rather to be under-

npoypu<{ieiv is

stood entirely as in the adduced passages of the X. T.
a pregnancy of expression
by writing destined

ing to John

i.

whom

is

of

it

judgment

this

to this

is

assumed

to be

v.

46

"

to the latter, that

eic

by

it

is

different

and with De Wette
who are already before

;

explains npoyeypa/ifihoi accord-

tovto

but with regard to the former

the form of expression here

tJiose

(ypucfieiv Tiva

written before;" and then
;

thus,

Hofmann

judgment.

46 compared with

;

= yp.
t. Kp.

i.

Oecumenius

its

direct connec-

refers this to the proph-

ecies concerning future false teachers contained in the Epistles of

Peter.

But

Grotius, Schott,

combined with

Hofmann, and

"those

46; and with regard

a weakening of the preposition in

tion with npoyeypafifiivoi takes place. ^

:

reference to

to be remarked, that

is

it

from John

nepl nvog)

= "in

Paul and

others point particularly to 2 Pet.

ii.

back to an earlier period,^
so that only older prophecies can be meant, namely, the prophecies and types
of the O. T., and perhaps particularly the prophecies contained in the Book
of Enoch
Against Calvin and Beza, who
see ver. 14 (so also Wiesinger).
find the idea of the decretum aeternum here expressed, Bengel remarks: non
innuitur praedestinatio, sed scripturae praedictio.
Although
eic tovto Tb Kpi/ia].
Kpi/M in itself is not equivalent to KaTUKpi/xa, yet here a condemnatory judgment is meant; tovto, namely, that which Jude has in view, and which is
indicated in the following verse Stier: "for this judgment, which I now
announce to them " Arnaud il y a tovto, parceqtie cette punition est I'objet
qui Voccupe.
It is incorrect, with Wiesinger and Hofmann, to refer tovto Tb
Kpifia to napeiocdvaav, as something including judgment in itself; or, with
Schott, to the " damnable error of those men," specified in the words tt/v tov
for neither the entering-in nor the error can in themselves be
Qtoi), k.tX
m'Aai

npoyEyp. evidently points

:

—

;

;

:

;

>

men

Luther's translation:
crept In, of

whom

"there are certain

it is

written before, to

present" (Pape),
that past

is

may

certainly be used

not distant (corap.

Mark

when

xv. 44)

punishment," by which trpoyiyp. is separated from eis t. t. Kp., la contradicted by the

but, on the one hand, this use of the term is

natural verbal connection.

applicable, as the reference to the past gener-

this

2

Schott and

Hofmann

contest the fact that

roAai points to an earlier period. n-aAai, which
" generally Indicates the past in contrast to the

rare; and, on the other hand,
ally Is already contained

in

it

the

is

not here

irpo

of the

compound verb; rroAai here can only be put
mark this past as lying in the distance.

to
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called a

Kpifia.

— uatBdc to be taken by itself;
who has

(against Tischendorf,

ypafifiivoL

The ungodliness

of these

men

is

not to be united with

comma

placed no

further indicated, according to

the participial clauses which follow (corap. 2 Pet.

of our God

Xupiu, k.tX, toho pervert the grace

ii.

—

6).

npoys-

nl

before aceSek).
its

nature,

by

tov eeov rinC)v

tjjv

into lasciciousnexs.

not

liipig,

=

doctrina gratiae (Vorstius), nor ecangelium (Grotius), uov fides catholica nobis
gratis data (Nicolas

de Lyra)

;

but grace

the proffered gift of

itself as

God

in

the forgiveness of sin and redemption from the law; so also Wiesinger,
It is incorrect to explain the idea by "the life of
Fronmiiller, Hofmann.
grace" (De Wette-Briickner), or by "the ordinances of grace" (Schott).
r)fjiC)v, belonging to tov Qiov, is to be understood as an expression of the feelIn ueTuneivrec eic uailyeiav,
ing of sonship; Bengel: tiostri, nan impiorum.
aai'/.y. is either the purpose of the change of the grace of God, or that into
which grace is changed. In the former case /^eTaudij/^i here would in itself
have a bad subsidiary meaning (De Wette " who pervert the grace of our
God for the purpose of licentiousness''); but it never elsewhere so occurs
Accordingly, the second explanation is better (Briickner),
in the X. T.
according to which the meaning is they have converted the xupi^, which
God gave to them, into something different, namely dafP.) cm; inasmuch as
liberty was converted by them into lasciviousness comp. Gal. v. 13; 1 Pet.

—

;

:

;

16; 2 Pet.

ii.

In 2 Pet.

ii.

19.

ii.

—

kuI tov fj.6vov 6tamiTT)v

the epithet ^EanuTTjc

1

nation of TOV

iiovov

deanoTTiv

is

km

Kvpiov

r/ucJv

Xp. iipvouuevoij.

'I.

used of Christ; this favors the combi-

as an attribute with

De

(so

Xp.

'[rja.

Schmidt, Rainpf, Wiesinger, Schott, Fronmiiller, Hofmann).

Wette,

But, on the

one hand, in every other place this word denotes God and, on the other
hand, deairOrnc would hardly be distinguished from the word Kvpto^, if both
,

were to be referred to Christ,

add to

^

this that fxdvo^ elsewhere expresses

the unity of the divine nature; comp. Jude 25; John v. 44, xvii. 3;
xvi. 27; 1

Tim.

i.

17, vi.

incorrectly urges 1 Cor.

more probable that

15,

viii.

6 and Eph.

tov fiovov ^Ecnorriv is

God

Rom.

16; Rev. xv. 4; against which view Schott
iv. 5.

For these reasons,

it

is

not an appellation of Christ, but a

(Briickner) comp. 1 John ii. 22 6 upvov/^Evoc Tbv TvaTEoa
Enoch xlviii. 10 is to be compared: "they have denied the
Lord of tlije spirits and His Anointed*'). No argument against this explanation can be drawn from the want of the article before Kvptov see author's
commentary on Tit. ii. 3 (Winer, p. 121 ff. [E. T., 130]),^ which is in an
unjustifiable manner denied by Hofmann.
The denial may be considered

designation of

:

;

Kol TOV vidv (also

;

1

Hofmann

gives the distinction of these

two ideas as follows
as

we

He

is

:

" Christ

are His property

our

/cupios,

bound

as His will

is

is

to

our Sean-oTr;?,
His service,

the standard of

But if this be correct, it is not in favor
of Hofmann, but against hira, because Jude
would then in an incomprehensible manner
make the weaker idea to follow upon the
ours."

Btronger.
2

When

Wiesinger and Schott appeal for

their explanation to the fact that the relation
to

God

is

already expressed in the preceding

clause, and that therefore
ble to express

it

it

here again,

would be unsuita-

it is

to

be observed

that in that clause the relation to Christ

Is

also

God

is

communi-

cated through Christ; also, there

is

no reason

indicated, since the grace of

why Jude

should not have indicated ixeraTiOeboth of Jesus Christ and of
Whilst Schott grants that the expreseion " the only master " may only refer to
God, he so interprets the article Tor befoie
/uoi/oi' Seo-w., that he explains it as equivalent
to " he who is."
vai as a denial

God.

—
VERSE
as either practical (comp. Tit.
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5.

men

Kpistle the canial and godless disposition of these
it is

Since throughout this

16) or theoretical.

i.

most probable that Jude at

had the

least

first

is brought forward,
kind of denial specially

in view.
At all events, such explanations as those of Grotius " ahnecjabant
Jeswn, quia eum dicebant liominem natxim ex homine," are to be rejected, as
:

Jude never reproaches

From

A'er. 5.

sentations of the

Compare with

his adversaries with such a definite erroneous doctrine.

this verse to ver.

7 we have three examples, as repre-

judgment which threatens those mentioned

this 2 Pet.

ii.

4-6.

vnofivfiam

metabatically (as a mere particle of

rfc

rwdf

in ver. 4.

used

6( is

i3ov?.onai].

not in order to put

transition);

in contrast to napaKaXCw (ver. 3), which is only to be justified by
the explanation of Schott, that " Jude intends not properly to exhort the

ino/ivr/aai

readers, but
is

by napmaMv he means only that he will remind them." vfu'ig
comp. 2 Pet. i. 12 (Rom. xv.
vnonvi/oai

not the subject, but the object to

—

;

an adversative sense =
on account of un-cf
the statement of the reason of v-o/ivr/aai.^
u-ra^ is not to be united per
hyperhaton with auaag also not = first, so that 6evTepov corresponding to it
would be = secondly, and both referred to dddraq (Jachmann) but uTtai
belongs to tidoTag, and -b devrepov to dnLj^eaev. Hornejus incorrectly explains
a-aS hy jampridem et ab initio (Arnaud: vous qui I'avez su une fois); it has
here rather the same meaning as in ver. 3, rendering prominent that a new
teaching is not necessary (De Wette, Stier, Wiesinger, Fronmiiller, Schott,
Hofniann).
according to Nicolas de Lyra = omnia ad sahitem
Triivra;
necessaria : better, every thing which is an object of evangelical teaching,
15).

Kalnep fiddrac

etSuTag is either in

[ludf] «7ra| ttuvto}.

f/(56-af

(De Wette)

;

or,

which

to be preferred

is

—

;

;

—

here naturally with particular reference to what directly follows, to which
alone the tovto of the Rec. points.-

belongs not to
(Stier calls

eidorag Trc'wra,

it,

but tO

— on

6 Kvpiog

vTroiivf/aai.

('Irjaov^)

— With

^adv

.

.

.

auaac].

the reading

(6)

" without example, and incomprehensibly strange ")

on

'iTjaovq

Jude

here would speak from the same point of view as Paul does in 1 Cor. x. 4
1 Pet. i. 11), according to which all the acts of divine revelation
by the instrumentality of Christ, as the eternal Son and revealer
of God.
The name '[riaovr, by which Christ is designated in His earthly
and human personality, is, however, surprising; but Jude might have so
used it from the consciousness that the eternal Son of God and He who
was born of ^Nlary is the same Person (comp. 1 Cor. viii..9; Phil. ii. 5).
With the reading Kvpiog
certainly the more natural
whicli De WetteBrlickner and Hofmann prefer, whilst Wiesinger and Schott consider '\riaovg

(comp. also
are done

—

—

as the original

by

— a designation

of

God

is

meant,

this the people of Israel is

to

is

be understood.

evident

;

— Aaov].

the article

is

That

wanting,

because Jude would indicate that Israel was saved as an entire people, with

»

Xicolas de Lyra

:

" commonere autem vos

volo et Don docere de novo; et subditur ratio;"
Bengal: " causa, cur admoneat duntaxat quia
:

jam
also
»

sciant, senaelque cognitum habeant;" so
Wiesinger and Schott.
Schott, indeed, explains navra correctly;

but he erroneounly thinks that oiiraf with d&oto; indicates " this knowledge is meant as a

knowledge effected by a definite individual
and that ana^ is to he understood of the

act,"

instruction given in Second Peter.

;
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—

reference to the following tovc h^ maTevaavrag.'^
to devrepov is to be retained
in its proper meaning, and to be explained neither, with Nicolas de Lyra,

and others, as = post (Aniaud: cle nouveatt, ensuite, apres), nor, with Grotius
and Wolf, as = ex contrario. It indicates that what was said in the preceding
participial sentence, namely, the divine deliverance of the people from Egypt,
The definite
is considered as a first deed, to which a second followed.
statement of what this second is, is usually derived from the preceding
but there
ouaag, and by it is accordingly understood a second deliverance
are different views as to what deliverance is meant. In this commentary
the deliverance of the people from the wilderness was designated as this
second deliverance, which certainly occurred to the people, yet only so that
those who believed not did not attain to it, but were destroyed by God in
;

the wilderness

(so, in essentials, Stier,

hand, Schmidt

{Bihl. Theologie, ii.),

Bruckner, Wiesinger).

On

the other

Luthardt, Schott, Hofmann, understand

by it the deliverance effected by Christ whilst they regard as the punishment falling on unbelievers, the destruction of Jerusalem, or the overthrow
But both explanations are arbitrary for, first, it is
of the Jewish state.
unauthorized to refer to devrtpov only to nuaag and not to ek yf/g Kiyvmov auaag]
;

:

and, secondly, in the principal sentence a deliverance

is

not at

all indicated.^

Whilst, then, Jude thinks on the deliverance from Egj^pt as a

first

deed, he

does not mention a deliverance, but the destruction of those

who

believed

not, as the second deed following the

as a single deed,

and therefore by

But

first.

it

this

second

is

this was, is expressed in the

words

what
from Egypt

to be understood generally

is

befell the unbelieving in the wilderness after the deliverance

what

not indicated

marcvoavTag unuleaev.

It is

arbitrary to refer this, with Ritschl, only to the history recorded in

Num.

XXV. 1-9

;

and

still

more arbitrary

to refer

lonish captivity (2 Chron. xxxvi. 16

—

Heb. iii. 16-19.
rovg
Winer, p. 449 f (E. T., 482)

verse,.

n?)

rovg

it,

ff.).

uri

with Fronmiiller, to the BabyCompare, moreover, with this

TTtaTEvaavrar'].

On

iutj,

with participles, see

comp. ver. 6 Toig (iri rrjp^aavrag. It is to be
observed, that in the corresponding passage, 2 Pet. ii., instead of this example, the deluge is named.
Ver. 6. A second example taken from the angelic world. As God
.

:

;

spared not the people rescued fi*om bondage, so neither did

who

He

spare the

This also was an admonitory representation for Christians, who, in the face of the high dignity which they
ityyiAovc re
possessed by redemption, yielded themselves to a life of vice.
TOVC (iTj rnpj]aav7ac, k.tX, is, according to the construction, as the re indicates,
ayyi?Mvg without the article conclosely connected with the preceding.
angels

left their habitation.

—

—

>

fice

Calvin observes " nomen populi honoricapitur pro gente sancta et electa, ac si

diceret,

:

nihil

illis

profuisse,

quod singulari
"

but
were this correct, auroO would at least have
been added.
- Against
Winer's explanation, p. 576
" the verb connected with to
(E. T., 620)

privilegio in foedus assumpti

:

assent

;

Sevrepov should properly have been ovk eauxre

(oAAo, k.t.K.)

;

the second time

the Lord, after havlag saved,
(when they needed His help-

Ing grace) refused them this saving grace, and
But there is nothLeft them to destruction."
ing indicated in the context of a state of being
in

want of grace.

:

VERSE
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6.

sidered generally; the participle connected with the article indicates the
For the understanding of
definite class of angels who are here meant.
this verse the

following points are to be observed:

(1)

By

the twofold

something
on account of
reTi/priKe was inflicted upon
which the punishment expressed by f/f Kpiaiv
«^^« ... so correspond, that the second
them (2) The two clauses t^V
positive clause explains the first negative clause and (3) what Jude says of
participial clause

sinful

uv

-rove

•

•

and

«Pl^^

•

aTro?ii7TuvTa^

attributed to the angels (2 Pet.

is

ii.

4

.

olKTjTf/piov,

ufiaprTjaavTuv),

:

.

.

.

.

-

•

;

.

;

the angels corresponds with the doctrine of the angels contained in the
iioxfj must here
Book of Enoch.
roiif iitj TTjp^aavTac ttjv eavruv upxvv, k.t.?..].

—

denote something which the angels by forsaking
preserve, but gave

the Book of Enoch

up or

But by

slighted.

meant

xii. 4,^ is

rd Idiov olKTjTripiov

unoX. rd

«5.

olnrjT.,

did not

according to

their forsaking of heaven,

and

their

descent to earth in order to go after the daughters of men (so also
Hofmaun); but not, as Hornejus and others think, the loss of the heavenly

drew upou themselves by conspiring against God;
By npxij expositors
which would militate against the first observation.
understand either (he original condition (origo: Calvin, Grotius, Hornejus,'^
dwelling, which they

—

others), or the dominion which originally belonged to them (Bengel, De
Wette, Wiesinger, Schott, Hofmann; Bruckner thinks that the meaning
dominion passes over into that of origin). According to the first explanation,
the term is too indefinite, both in itself and in reference to the second

and

parallel clause.

It is in favor of the

second explanation, that in the X. T.

name

angels are often designated by the

upxai

apxi],

;

as also the prevailing

among

the Jews was, that to the angels a lordship belongs over the
earthly creation.
By this explanation, also, the two clauses correspond;
idea

instead of administering their

office

as rulers, they forsook their heavenly

The explanation, according to
and thus became culpable.
which upxfi iav-uv denotes not the dominion of the angels, but the dominion
of God, to which they were subjected, is both against linguistic usage and
Statement of the punishagainst the context.
TtTripr)K£v].
f/f Kpiaiv
ment. This also corresponds with the expression in the Book of Enoch,
where in chap. x. 12 it is said " Bind them fast under the mountains of
until the last judgment
the earth
even to the day of judgment
habitation,

—

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

will be held for all eternity. ^

>

"Announce

who

to the

—

TiTriprinev is

watchers of heaven,

forsook the high heaven and their holy

and have corrupted themselves
women;" xv. 3: "Wherefore have ye
forsaken the high and holy and eternal heaven,
and have slept with women?"
Ixiv.
" These are the angels who have gone down
eternal abodes,
•with

.

fioni heaven to earth;"

Gen.

\1. 2 lies at

.

.

and other passages.

the foundation of this tradi-

which is to this day
Whilst Hofmann explains the ex

tion, the explanation of

contested.

pression

D'Tl^Xn

'J3 as a designation of

the angels, Ferd.' Phllippi decidedly rejecU
this explanation.

.

.

in sharp contrast to

//r/

Tijprfaav-

* Hornejus, after John viii. 44, designates
as the original condition here meant, veritus,
Stier thinks
i.e., inuocentia
et sanclitaH.

"that the original condition was at the same
time the ground of their nature and condition
in God, or, as it is now perhaps called, the
principle of their true life. They preserved
not themselves in God, whilst they surreu-

dered and lost the proper pure ground of their
glorious being."
s

him

Corap. also x. 4: "Bind Azazel, and put
in darkness," xiv. 5, xxi. 10, etc. In the

Midrasch Ruth in the Book of Zohar it is said
" Postquam lilii Dei tilios geuuerunt, sumsit
:

—
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rac

the perfect expresses an action begun in the past and continued in the

:

The mode

present.

By

^u(i>ou2.

eternal,

and

13,

aiSioic

of retention

is

more

precisely stated

by

6ea/joi^ uidioic vrrd

the chains by which they are bound are designated as

and incapable of being

vnd

rent,

in the parallel passages, 2 Pet.

(;6<pov].

Co<pof

only here and ver.

4 and 17 comp. also Wisd. xvii.
vn6 is explained by conceiving the

ii.

;

2 1 usually aKorog, the darkness of hell
angels in the lowest depths of hell, covered with darkness. ^
;

;

doom which

not contained the final

judgment

therefore

;

elg

:

Kpimv

iieyukrji;

further designation, used of the last

In

rt-j/priKsv is

will only take place at the
rj/iepac].

fit},

judgment only here

;

general

any

without

rjfispa,

the

same

adjec-

an attribute of that day, in Acts ii. 20 Rev. vi. 17, xvi. 14.
7. Third example
the judgment on Sodom and Gomorrha and
the cities about them, which, however, is not co-ordinate with the preceding
two, but is closely connected with the last mentioned, " whilst here both
times a permanent condition is meant, which a similar sin has had as its
consequence, whereas unuAzaev (ver. 5) states a judgment of God already
past" (Hofmanu's Schriftb., I. p. 428).
wf is not to be connected with the
following oixoiug, ver. 8 nor is on, ver. 5, to be connected with vnofivf/aai
ffovXofiai (De Wette) = how instead of " that " it refers rather to what
directly precedes = like as (Semler, Arnaud, Hofinann, Briickner, Wiesinger,
Schott, and others; Luther: as also), whilst ver. 7 confirms uyyi7Mvc
God
T£TTipTjK£v by the comparison with what befell Sodom and Gomorrha
retains the angels kept unto the day of judgment, even as Sodom and
tive, as

;

Ver.

:

—

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

:

Gomorrha

npoKeivrai

dtiy/m,

(ver. 5) a preceding Kai
TovToig

k.t.T^.

With

the connection with

would hardly be necessary,

indicate the close connection with ver.

6.

vttoiiv.

iiovX.

also the w'ords -bv

bjioiov

—

lodofia kqI rd/jof)^ fre-

quently adduced in the O. and N. T. as examples of the divine judgment;
Kat at Kspi airug noleig, according to Deut.
see, for example, Rom. ix. 29.
xxix. 23; Hos. xi.

S,

Admah and

eosDeusetad montem tenebrarum

Zeboini.

perdusit,

—

tov uuolov TfjuKov tovtoic ekttop-

dus non

est

simpliciter

medium
1 Comp.

misera

abyssi

it is

maguae

peitingunt."

also Hesiod, 7%eoflr., v. 729,

where

Oioi TiT^i'es vitb

io<t><o

eir

lu a local

(i/pMevTi.

There is an apparent difference between
what is here said, and the representations of
the N. T. elsewhere, according to which Satan
and his ayytAoi have even now their residence
in the air (Eph. ii. 2, or in the upper regions,
€1- Toi? enovpavLOK:, Eph. \i. 12), and although
already judged by Christ (John xvi. 11), yet
as KO(TfioKpaTop€(; exercise power over unbelievers, and also lay snares for believers, in
order to bring them again into subjection.
Expositors, in general, have attempted to reconcile this by referring this continued activity

the Devil

God;

to

the special

Calvin, otherwise

:

permission

luclusi sint diaboli;

.

.

.

the chains of darkness, are to be understood

2

of

quo

ou 2 Pet.

rjpoevTa

Keicpuc^oTat, /SovAtjcti Atos vfi}>c\r]y(piTao
Xiupco

sii

tenebris obvoluii manent." Diet lein remarks
ii. 4; " Not ouly Tartarus, but also

said-.—

•'Ei-fla

locus,

euim docere voluit Ap., quam
uam quocunque
eorum couditio
pergaut, eecum trahunt sua viucula et suis

ligavitque in caiems ferreis, quae usque ad

of

" porro nobis fiugen-

and corporeal sense, but not of such

a locality, or of such an impiisoument in that
locality, as would require an exclusion from
our locality, or an incapability of movement
through our locality." But all these artificial
explanations are to be rejected, inasmuch as
Jude does not speak of Satan and his angels,

but of a definite class of angels, to

whom,

in

agreement with the Book of Enoch, he refers
Gen.vi.2. This is correctly observed by Hofmann, Wiesinger, and Schott, with whom
Briickner appears to agree on the other hand,
" Jude speaks
F. Philippi (p. 140) observes
here of the original fall of the angels from
pride, not of their union with earthly women."
;

:

—

—
VERSE

tovtoc^

vevaaaai],

to

may grammatically
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7.

be referred to

'Sod. «. T6/i. (or,

by

synesis,

inhabitants of these cities; so Krebs, Calvin, Ilornejus, Vorstius,

tlic

and others) but by this construction the sin of Sodom and Goniorrha
would only be indirectly indicated. Since, also, rovroig cannot refer to the
false teachers, ver. 4, because, as De Wette correctly remarks, the thought
of ver. 8 would be anticipated, it must refer to the arif/els who, according
to the Book of Enoch, sinned in a similar way as the inhabitants of those
cities (thus Herder, Schneckenburger, Jachmann, De Wette, Arnaud, HofeKnnpvevaacai, the sin of the inhabitants, is designated
mann, and others).
;

as the action of the cities themselves.

preposition

that

kn

"he

—

is found
meaning; comp. 2

bniau Ttvdg

In uTo

to true

Mark

in

Pet.
ici

20 in

i.

its literal

10, noptveadai

ii.

ott.

;

sense; here
Jer.

ii.

it

Hofmann, proceed

accordingly explaining

it

:

further,

and

inripx.

has a figurative

5; Ecclus. xlvi. 10.
prostitution.

Oecumenius

di eripav, rf/v a^^ffva (pvaiv Myet, i)Q

SO also Briickner

;

the

The
"one by

ley.

The expression

un euphemisme, pour exprimer Vacle de la

npof avvovaiav yevfaeur avvrelovaav

Schott,

LXX.,

Hit.

contained the turning aside from the right way.

thus explains the import of adp^ irepa: adpKa
uTj

N. T. a

moral conduct" (Hofmann), but not

um^dovaai dnlau capKOf erepnf].

koi

ces viots sont

:

is

(often in the

in the

goes beyond the boundaries of nature" (Stier, Wiesinger,

similarly Schott).

Arnaud

is

serves for strengthening the idea, indicating that

becomes unfaithful

nofjvivEiv

The verb

Apocrypha)

translation of nj|; also in the

referring to

and Wiesinger.

Lev.

xviii.

23,

" not only have they practised shame,

Stier,

24,

and

man with

man, but even man with beast" (Stier). Only this explanation corresponds
to aapKot; irspag, and only by it do the connection of ver. 7 with ver. 6, expressed by <j{, and the explanation tov buoiov rpdnov rovroi^, receive their true
meaning. The ot/p^ of men was iripa cupS. to the angels, as that of beasts is
to men. In the parallel passage, 2 Pet. ii. 6, the sin of the cities is not
:

stated

—

npuKeivTai deiyua

Trvpu^

aiuviov 6ikt)V

"inasmuch

vnixovaai\.

they

npoKEiVTai:

lie

example of punishment in
but, inasmuch as the Dead
its historical attestation is ever present" (Schott)
Sea continually attests that punishment, which Jude considers as enduring.
There is a certain boldness in the expression, as properly it is not the cities
and their inhabitants who are npoKeivTai. The genitive itvpbg aluviov may
grammatically depend both on tSeiyua and on diKvv. Most expositors (particularly Wiesinger, Schott, Bruckner) consider the second construction as
before the eyes as a ddym'-, not,

as the

;

the correct one, but hardly rightly:
definition

demned

;

'(2)

irvp

aiuviov

as, (1) deiy/xa

always designates

w'ould then lose

hell-fire, to

its

exact

which the con-

judgment (see Matt. xxv. 41); (3) the
0, where the present punitive condition
distinguished from that which will occur after the judgment,

are delivered

up

at the last

juxtaposition of this verse with ver.
of the angels

is

favors the idea that the cities (or rather their inhabitants) are here not

designated as those

'

who even now

'Wiesinger incorrectly observes that " by

this connection

we must

also

assume

that those

angels also suffer the punishment of eternal

suffer the

punishment of

fire," since precisely

eternal Jire.^

the contrary

is

the case,

Wiesinger arrives at this erroneous assumption
by laliing Seiy/xa aa equivalent to example. It
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But Jude could designate the cities as a
the fire by which they were destroyed as a
correctly connects

with

aluviov

-Kvpog

of eternal

fire,

considering

figure of eternal

fire.

Hofmanu

6el/fia

deiyna,

as a preceding apposition to

but he incorrectly designates
"

may be

seen in them
inasmuch as the fire
that has consumed them is enduring in its after-operations " by this
explanation nvp aluviov is deprived of its proper meaning. "With SIktiv
vmxovaai the fact is indicated that they have continually to suffer punishment, since the period that punishment was inflicted upon them in the time
of Lot ^ corresponding to what is said of the angels in ver. 6.
Myfia in
N. T.fUTT.Xty. (Jas. V. 11, and frequently: imday/ia), not = example, but
proof, testimony, sign,
virix^iv likewise in N. T., Cnr. Xey.
2 Mace. iv. 48,
delyfia rrvp. aiuv.

=

ifidyfia

exhibition) what

dcKT/v

:

the nature of eternal

is

it

fire,

;

—

;

;

^T/fziav vTtexetv

—

Ver.

Thess.

(2

9, diKtiv rieiv).

i.

Description of the sins of the false teachers

8.

similarly as

6/zo/w?, i.e.,

no contrast (so earlier in
which has come on those

Hofmann

Sodom and Gomorrha,
this

etc.

—

comp. 2

;

hevtoi

Pet.

ii.

10.

expresses here

commentary: "notwithstanding the judgment
on account of such sins "), but it serves, as
to Kiihner's Gramm., II. p. 694,

cities

correctly observes, appealing

"simply for the strengthening of the expression, putting the emphasis on
men, says Jude, actually do the same thing as the Sodomites."
Kai ovToi refers back to nvec uidpunoi, ver. 4.
ewnviaQJ/xevoi only here and
in Acts ii. 17, where it is used of prophetical dreams, according to Joel
iii. 1.
This meaning does not here suit, for Bretschneider's explanation,
ofwiuc, those

—

—

"falsis oraculis decepti vel falsa oracula edentes," is wholly arbitrary.

expositors unite
it

closely with the following aupKa fuaivovm,

it

either de somniis, in quibus corpus polluitur (Vorstius), or of voluptuous

dreams, appealing to

(LXX.,

Isa. Ivi. 10

Hebrew D'33t£'
Jachmann (with whom

translation of the

menius).

=

"sunk

in sleep,

iwnvia^ofievoi

ko'ittiv,

Briickner agrees) understands

{ev imdv/xici).

tarn esse habeles, ut sine ulla

ii. 10
qua signifcat, ipsos

omnem

turpitudinem se prostituant.

sion

only referred to the

first

But

Similarly Calvin

—

—

of a clear consciousness

when

also entirely erroneous

that jTvpos ai(i)viov SUri is an
hell-fire,

since nvp aiioviov

To he compared with
.

.

.

2o5oniTas

6et7/xa

Tots

.

.

.

this is 3

nvpi

.

.

cTriYii/o/xeVois

.

it is

asserted

eWdent type of

is

There

is

no necessity

2

eentation from WistJ.
phenomena which lead

subterranean

Mace.

ii.

5:

£ihl. Realw.

<n>

KaTe(^Ac|as, napd(caTao-TJJtra?
iceiTai

;

but this

is

would have
in viliich and

tl\e

the positive point

hell-fire.

and
wapd.

fieiy^a 5ir<rToxias Trwpbs aiKavLov.
*

;

itself

Lihanius in reference to Troy:

;

it

following

keep in view only the negative point of

It is unsatisfactory to

want

mela-

in all these explanations the expres-

:

ivvKvid^eadai, the

est

:

verecundia ad

clause of the following sentence

opposed to the construction it refers to both clauses,
else
been put directly with /Maivovm,
and denotes the condition
out of which they do those things which are expressed in
clauses.

generally

it

hurried along in the tumult of the senses," appealing

i.e.,

pJiorica loqmitio,

is

an inaccurate

D'Th), or of unnatural cohabiting (Oecu-

to the parallel passage, 2 Pet.

18

^lost

and understand

to derive this rep re-

'

fire at

x.

7,

chiefly

and the various
a
Winer's

to the supposition of

Dead Sea

(see

todtos Meer).

:

Hornejus

the

is

:

" tam iusipientes sunt, ut quasi

lethargo sopiti non tantura impure vivant,"
etc.;

Arnaud: "qui agissent sans

qu'ils font."

savoir ce

—
VERSE
to be observed,

which consists
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8.

in living in the arbitrary fancies of their

own

perverted sense, which renders them deaf to the truths and warnings of the
divine

word

(so in essentials, Stier, Fronmliller,

The

Hofmann).^
vvieu(:, is

Wiesinger, Schott, Briickner,

LXX.

reference to Isa. xxix. 10,

:

Tre^nunKev vfiac Kvpiog nara-

unsuitable (against Beza, Carpzov, and others), as here the discourse

—

aupKa ^Iv fuaivovai, not their flesh,
not above a punitive decree of God.
but generally the flesh, both their own and that of others: the thought refers
is

KvpiorrjTa f5e udEToiiai, 66^ac ii j3Xan(p7]ixovaiv,
back to ver. 7: EKnopvEvaaaai, etc.
announces a new side of their sinful nature. As this verse is in evident
connection of thought with ver. 10, where the words oaa 6e (pvamiog
(pOeipovrai refer back to aupKa fiev fiiaiv., so Kvpidrrjg and do^ai can only be here such
things as suit the words oaa ovk oidaaiv.
It is thus incorrect to understand
them of political powers (Erasnms, Calvin, Grotius, Wolf, Semler, Stier, and
others), or of ecclesiastical rulers (Oecumenius),^ or of human authorities
generally, the two words being either taken as designations of concrete perAruaad par KvpiuTtjTa il faut
sons, or one of them as a pure abstraction
entendre Vautorite en general et par do^aq les dignites quelconques, les hommes
vieritant, par leur position, le respect et la consideration.
Both expressions are
to be understood as a designation of supermundane powers.
Almost all
recent expositors agree in this, although they differ widely in the more
definite statement.
These different explanations are as follows (1) KvpooTTji is taken as a designation of God or Christ, and do^ai as a designation of
the good angels (Ritschl) (2) the good angels are understood in both expressions (Briickner)
(3) KvpiuTrjq is understood in the first explanation, but
.

;

.

.

:

—

:

;

;

explained of the evil angels (Wiesinger) (4) both expressions are
understood as a designation of the evil angels (Schott). In order first correctly to determine the idea Kvpid-rjc, the relation of ver. 8 to what goes before
do^ai is

is to

;

be observed.

The judgments which have

befallen the people (ver. 5),

the angels (ver. 6), and the cities (ver. 7), are by Jude adduced as a testimony against the Antinomians (ovtoi, ver. 8) mentioned in ver. 4, evidently

because these persons are guilty of the same sins on account of which those
judgments occurred. Since aicpKa /uaivuvai evidently points back to cKnopveiaaaai, ver. 7, and further to uaiXyeiav, ver. 4, it is most natural to refer Kvpioto

TTjTu uderovaiv

fi^

niarevovTaq, ver. 5, and, further, to tov (wvov deairoTTjv

Consequently, by

—

.

.

.

one takes tov fiovov dtanorrtv
as a designation of God
is to be understood the Godhead; or, if one understands r. (I. 6. as a predicate to 'Irjn. Xp., Christ. If, now, it is assumed that
du^uL is an idea corresponding to Kvpiorrjr, and to be taken along with it, then
by it the good angels are to be understood. But it must not be overlooked
that the clause (5(j|af 6i j3/Ma(;>rifj-ov(nv is separated from the preceding clause by
upvov/ievoi, ver. 4.

KvpioTTjg

—

6i

;

and that

ver. 9 leads to a different

1 "Those here spoken of are wakeful dreamwhen they should perceive
with their wakeful senses, have only dreams,
and what they dream they esteem as the perception of the wakeful spirit."
- Uecumenius, however,
wavers, thinking

ers, 80 that they,

if

understanding of

that

by

(cvpidTr)^

Kara \pia-Tov
also

i]

may

do^nc.

also be understood

iivarr^piov reAeuTj),

iraXaia ScaOriKT) xai

10 he observes

:

When

ri

r)

in

toO

and by £o|at

via; on 2 Pet.

6o|a?, ^toi to?

flei'at <j>r]<ri

f"i5» V <"*' tos «(C(cAjj<ria<TTi<cov apx^^'

ii.

Svvd-
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Michael that he dared not Kpiaiv eweveyKelv
evidently refers back to /3Zaa^»7fwiiaiv, ver. 8, consequently the two ideas dd^ac and diujiuXog are brought
together, so that from this the preference must be given to the explanation
which understands by do^ag tlie diabolical powers, or the evil angels. That
not only 66iai, but also Kvptdrrig, is a designation of evil powers, Schott incorver. 9 it is said of the archangel

(i7Ma(j)7jfilag

against the Devil, this

i3Aaa(j>ri/xcac

rectly appeals to the fact that in 2 Pet.

of

Kvpio-Tjg

;

for although

it is

ii.

10,

and

also here, the unchaste,

connected with their despising or rejection
presupposed that the recognition of the rever-

carnal life of the false teachers

is

might restrain these men from the abuse of their fleshly
nature, yet it does not follow from this that only evil spirits can be meant,
since also the recognition of the reverence for the divine power restrains
from the abuse of the corporeal senses which were created by God. To the
identification of Kvpcurijg and 66^ai
whether good or evil angels are to be
understood
not only is the form of the expression opposed, Jude not uniting the two clauses by xai, but, as already remarked, separating them by 6i,^
ence for

KvpioTTjc

—

—

but also the difference of the conduct of the Antinomians, whilst they de2 Pet. KaTa(ppovovmv) the KvpioTjjg, but blaspheme the 66^ai.

spise {adeToiiccv

The

:

;

clearer this separation

and

distinction are kept in view, the less reason

meaning of do^ai from ver. 9 (2 Pet. ii. 10
and consequently against understanding by it evil angels
(comp. Hofniann) only it must not be affirmed that Jude has used the
expression do^ai as a name for the evil angels as such, but only that, whilst
so naming angels generally, he here means the evil angels, as is evident
from ver. 9. That these may be understood by this designation, cannot be
denied, especially, as Wiesinger points out, as Paul in Eph. vi. 12 names
them ai upxai, ai e^ovaiai, ol Koa/xoKpuropec, and says of them that they are iv rolg
there against deriving the exact

is

from

ver.

11),

;

enovpavloig.

— udiToiaiv

.

.

.

ii7\.aa<pi}p.ovaLv'].

The

first

expression

is

negative, the

second positive; the Antinomians manifested the despising of Kvpunrjg by
the carnal licentiousness of their lives, whilst they fancied themselves
exempt by x^i-pi-? (ver. 4) from the duty of obedience to the will of God (or
Christ) as the Kvpiog requiring a holy life

;

but their blasphemy of the

66^ai

consisted in this, that, on the reproach of having in their immorality fallen

under diabolical powers, they mocked at them as entirely impotent beings.

Remark.
asserts of the

— According to

Ritschl's opinion, the actions

Antinomians represent

which Jude here

directly only the guilt of their forerunneis

(namely, the Israelites, ver. 5; the angels, ver. 6; and the Sodomites, ver. 7),
his expressions can therefore only be. understood in an indirect and meta-

and

phorical sense.

To

this conclusion Ritschl arrives (1)

by explaining the second

clause of ver. 10, that the Antinomians understood relations to be understood
spiritually <l)vniKug ug tu akoya fcio, i.e., that they considered the blessings promised in the kingdom of heaven as the blessings of sensual enjoyment; (2) by so
understanding the relation of ver. 8 to the preceding, that 6b^ag i3?Ma(p. is to be
referred back to ver. 7, Kvpior. ader. to ver. 6, and aapKu, fiiaiv to ver. 5. According

*

Also in 2 Pet.

p\acr4>r)iJiovvTei

is

ii.

10, Sofa?

ov Tpeiiovaiv

separated from KvpioT-qros

Kara^povovvTa';

avdaSen,

by the interveuing

roA/iTjTal

VERSE
to his view,

Jude
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9.

Sodomites

finds the guilt of the

(ver. 7) to consist in tliis,

that by the design of practising their lust on the angels, they blasphemed them;

the guilt of the angels (ver. 6) in this, that they undervalued their own dominion; and the guilt of the Israelites (ver. 5) in this, that they had criminal

Over agaiust

intercourse with the impure daughters of Moab.

the Antinomians consisted in this:
privilege of the
(2)

this,

the guilt of

that they regarded immorality as a

(1)

kingdom of God, which they have

that by referring their immoral practice to the

in

common

kingdom

with the angels;

of God, they

showed

a depreciation of the dominion which belongs to Christ, or to which they themselves are called; and (3) that by their uaeXyna they were guilty of the defilement of those connected with them in the Christian Church. But both the
explanation of the second clause of ver. 10, where there is no mention of the
blessings of the kingdom of heaven, and the statement of the relation of ver. 8
to what goes before, is incorrect, since in ver. 7 the Sodomites and the other
cities are reproached, not with an evil intention, but with an actual doing; in
ver. 6 the not preserving their upxr/, and the forsaking of their oIktjttipiov, are
indeed reckoned as a crime to the angels, but specially on this account, because
they did it
as Tdv bfioiov rponov tovtoic, ver. 7, shows
for the sake of EKiropvevnv- and, lastly, in ver. 5 the criminal intercourse with the daughters of
Moab is not indicated as the reason of their dTrcjAfw, but their unbelief {jifi
TnarevovTai).
For these reasons Wiesinger has correctly rejected the explanation
of Ritschl as mistaken.
The view of Steinfass, expressed on 2 Pet. ii. 10, that
the blasphemy of the du^ai by the Antinomians consisted in their wishing to
constrain the angels by charms to love-intrigues, is, apart from all other considerations, contradicted by the fact that neither in 2 Peter nor in Jude is there
any reference to charms and love-intrigues with the angels.

—

—

—

Ver. 9 places in a strong light the wickedness of this blasphemy (comp.
2 Pet.

ii.

11).

They do something against the

So^ui,

the archangel did not venture to do against the

which even Michael

Devil.

Michael, in the doctrine of the angels, as

apxuyyeyo^}.

—

it

6

Mixa^l

dh

6

was developed

during and after the captivity by the Jews, belonged to the seven highest
angels, and was regarded as the guardian of the nation of Israel; Dan.
noi'n

Snjn

only mentioned in Rev.

xii. 7.

xii. 1, '1^>!

is

'J3-S;i

-ityri;

comp.

x. 13, 21; in the

Book

In the

N. T. he

of Enoch, chap. xx.

described as "one of the holy angels set over the best part of the

race, over the people."
xii. 1, Ixx., 6

upxuv

—

(ipxayyeXog

6 ixiyag).^

— ore

only here and in
rw

1

6cai367i(j, k.t.2..'}.

Thess.

is

he

human

16 (Dan.

iv.

This legend

neither in the O. T., nor in the rabbinical writings, nor in the

Enoch

5,

is

found

Book

of

Jude, however, supposes i^well known. Oecumenius thus explains
the circumstance TJyerai tov Mixaf/X
ry tov Muaiug Taipfj SedLTjKOVTjKevar rov
;

.

:

yup diUiioXov tovto
<p6vov,

ur

fii)

.

.

Kara6exofievov, uaA' enifepovTog eyaXrifia Siu rdv tov

avToi) ovrof tov Mufffwr, koI 6iu tovto

fzff

avyxuprladui avTU rvxdv

Aiyvnnov

tt/c hirifiov

According to Jonathan on Deut. xxxiv. 6, the grave of Moses was
This legend, with reference to
the manslaughter conmiitted by Moses, might easily have been formed, as
Ta(pr/c.

given to the special custody of Michael.

*

See Winer's Bibl. Reallex.

:

Angel, Michael.
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Oecumenius

"out of Jewish tradition, extant in writing alongside
According to Origen (nepl upxiJv, iii. 2), Jude
account from a writing known in his age, uvd^aaig tov Mwcrewf.^
states

it,

of the Scriptures" (Stier).^

derived his
Calvin,

and

and

others, regard oral tradition as the source;

Nicolas de Lyra,

the Holy Ghost; and F. Philippi, a
direct instruction of the disciples by Christ, occasioned by the appearance
others, a special revelation of

Moses on the mount of transfiguration.

of

that the explanation

nor

is

is

the contest to be interpreted allegorically

of Israel, or the Mosaic law).

these

De Wette has

—

ventured not.

—

is

(aii/za

SiaKpcvo/ievog 6u/.eyero'].

synonymous words serves

duMyETo the conflict

correctly observed

neither to be derived from the Zendavesta (Herder),

for the

Muwuf = the people
The juxtaposition of

Kpiaiv ETTEveyKeiv j3Xna<p7}fxiag'].

by

strengthening of the idea;

indicated as a verbal altercation.

— ouk

i-uTifnjae,

he

Calovius incorrectly explains

it

by: uUionem de blasphemla sumere the words refer not to a blasphemy
uttered by the Devil, but to a blasphemy against the Devil, from which
Michael restrained himself.
Kpiaiv iniipEpELv denotes a judgment pronounced
against any one (comp. Acts xxv. 18: ainav EnKpEpetv). — Kpioiv jUaaip-rjiiiaQ is
,

—

—

a judgment containing in itself a blasphemy. By (Slaatp., that saying
namely, an invective
is to be understood by which the dignity belonging
to another is injured.
Michael restrained himself from such an invective

—

against the Devil, because he feared to injure his original dignity; instead

judgment himself, he left this to God. Herder: "And
dared not to pronounce an abusive sentence."
alX' eIitev Emrifzi/aai
Kvpiog, the Lord rebuke thee ; comp. Matt. xvii. IS, xix. 13, etc.
According

of pronouncing a

—

INlichael
cot

to Zech.

who

iii.

1-3, the angel of the

Lord spoke the same words to the Devil,
hand as an adversary of

in the vision of Zechariah stood at his right

the high priest Joshua

Ver. 10.

(LXX.

:

imrifxfiaai Kvpiog kv col SiuISoIe).

Description of the false teachers with reference to ver. 8 in

—

comp. 2 Pet. ii. 12.
They blaspheme, oca fisv
what they know not: the supermundane, to which the 66^ai, ver. 8,
meant. Hofmann: "they know about it, otherwise they could
pheme it but they have no acquaintance with it, and yet in their
contrast to ver. 9

;

;

ovk oldaci,

belong,

is

not blas-

ignorance

and that in a blasphemous manner" (comp. Col. ii. 18, according
to the usual reading).
Those expositors who understand KvpiorriTa and 66^ag
of human authorities, are at a loss for an explanation of the thoughts here
judge of

it,

expressed
1

;

thus Arnaud

:

il

est assez difficile

Schraid (^BiU. Theol., II. p. 149), Luth-

Hofmann {Schriftbeioeis, I. p. 340),
Schott, Wiesinger (less definitely), think that

ardt,

the conflict consisted in Michael not permitting

power over the dead
body of Moses, but withdrawing it from corruption; for which an appeal is made to the
fact that *'God had honored Moses to see in
the body a vision of His entire nature" (Hofmann), and also that " Moses was to be a type
the Devil to exercise his

of the Mediator conquering death " (Schott),

and that Moses appeared with Christ on the

mount

of transfiguration.

In his explanation

de preciser, quelles

of this Epistle,

Hofmann

e'taient

ces

expresses himself

to this effect, that Satan wished to prevent
" Moses, who shared in the impurity of death,
aud who had been a siuful man, from being
miraculously buried by the holy hand of God

(through Michael)."
2 See on this apocryphal writing, F. Philippi

(^Das

Bach Henoch,

ascribes the composition of

p.
it

166-191)

who

to a Christian in

the second century, and assumes that he

was

induced to it by this 9th verse in the Epistle of
Jude; this at all events is highly improbable,

—
VERSE
cJioses

quignoraient ces impies.

goes before

;

— Haa

6e (pvaiKijg entoTavTai,

corresponding to aupKu

carried farther.

Jachmann
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11.

explains

/xialvovac,

it:

a contrast to what

ver. 8, only here the idea is

"the passions inherent in every

but this does not suit iniaTavrm. De Wette, correctly the
sensual enjoyment: to which the aup^ (ver. 8) especially belongs.

one

;

"

objects

.

{un. Xey.

=

of nature)

tjg

tu dAoya

that their understanding

^Cia is

By

of

(pvaiKug

prominently brought forward the fact

not raised above that of the irrational animals,

is

is something known.
There is no distinction
between eidivai and kniaTaadai, as Schott thinks, that the former denotes a
comprehensive knowledge, and the latter a mere external knowing (" they
understand, namely, in respect of the external and sensual side of things,
practically applied")
but these two verbs obtain this distinctive meaning
here only through the context in which they are employed by Jude (comp.
Hofmann).
h Tovrocg (pddpovTai]. ^r, more significant than 6iu, designates

that to thenv only the sensual

;

their

entire surrender to

themselves;

better,

these things.

destroy

they

—

themselves,

Luther, they corrupt

(^ddpovrai.

namely, by their immoderate

In Luther's translation the words ug tu uloya ^ua are incor-

indulgences.

rectly attached to this verb.

Ver.

IL The author

interrupts his description of these ungodly

men by

a denunciation on them, which he grounds by characterizing them after the

—

oval avrolg'}.
example of the ungodly in the O. T. (comp. 2 Pet. ii. 15 ff.).
The same denunciation frequently occurs in the discourses of Jesus " at
once a threatening and a strong disapproval " (De Wette). With this ovat
Jude indicates the judgment into which the Antinomians have fallen; it
refers back to vv. 5-7.
Wiesinger incorrectly understands it only as a mere
"exclamation of pain and abhorrence."^ This denunciation of woe does
not occur with an apostle frequently in the O. T.
6n rj} oto tov Kuiv knopOn the phrase n} 66^ rtvog noptveodai, comp. Acts xiv. 16. (Acts
evdrjaavl.
:

—

;

:

31 nop. Tip <p6(3(f} t. Kvpiov.) t^ ddcb is to be understood locally (see Meyer
on the above passages), not " instrumentally " (Schott), which does not suit
preterite (Luther and others translate it as the
knopEvtiTjaav
tnopevdriaav.
ix.

:

—

;

Jude represents the judgment threatened in mal avTolg as
(De Wette-Briickner). Schott incorrectly explains it: " they have

present), because
fulfilled

Many expositors find tlie similarity with Cain to consist
whereas he murdered his brother, these by seduction of the
brethren are guilty of spiritual murder; so Oecumenius, Estius, Grotius
(Cain fratri vitam caducam ademit ; illi fratribus adimunt aeternam), Calovius,
Hornejus, Schott, and others. But this conversion into the spiritual is

set out, set forth."
this, that,

in

arbitrary, especially as the desire of seduction in these

men

is

not specially

brought forward by Jude. Other expositors, adhering to the murder committed by Cain, think on the persecuting zeal of these false teachers against
believers, so Nicolas de Lyra, sequuntur mores

et

studia latronis ex invidia

aoaritia persequentes sincerioris theologiae studiosos.
1

Hofmann

e\il in

correctly 61)BerveB

view, whether

it

passion which bewails

:

"oval has

be in the tone of comit

(Matt, xxiii.

of indignation which imprecates

it

1.5),

or

(Matt. xi.

21)."

As

case here,

As

not the

the later

first

Jews

but the second

Hofmann should not have
De Wette.

the explanation of

is

et

re-

the

rejected

;
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garded Cain as a symbol of moral scepticism, so Schneckenburger supposes
but
that Jude would here reproach his opponents with this scepticism
;

no indication of this in the context. De Wette stops at the
idea that Cain is named as " the archetype of all wicked men " so also
Arnaud ^ and Hofmann but this is too general. Briickner finds the point
of resemblance in this, that as Cain out of envy, on account of the favor
shown to Abel, resisting the commandment and roaming of God, slew his
brother, so these false teachers resisted God, and that from envy of the
favor shown to believers. But in the context there is no indication of
there

is

also

;

;

the definite statement "from envy."

It is

context to find the tertium compar. in

this,

of God, followed his

parison

own wicked

more

in correspondence with the

that Cain, in spite of the warning

Fronmiiller

lusts.

:

"

The point

of

com-

acting on the selfish impulses of nature, in contempt of the

is

—

ttIuvj}, as a
warnings of God."
Kal r^ nMvTj tov 'QaXadfi fuadov k^txvdrioav].
sinful moral error, denotes generally a vicious life averted from the truth
comp. Jas. V. 20; 2 Pet. ii. 18 (Ezek. xxxiii. 16, LXX., translation of
^^'^i;i).

the middle, literally, to issue forth out of something,

kKxeladai in

n; figuratively, to rush into something, to give one's self up
with all his might to something (Clemens Alexandrinus, p. 491, 3 elc ijdovrjD
it is less
several proof passages in Wahl, Eisner, Wetstein)
eKxvdevTtg
suitable to explain the verb according to Ps. Ixxiii. 2, where the LXX. have
construed with

eZf

;

;

;

k^exvdv as
nluvri is
talis,

a translation of 03t^

=

elg ttjv

nXuvrjv

;

=

to slip

(Grotius

:

The

errare).

Schott incorrectly explains

it

dative

t?)

as dativus instrumen-

since i^exidTjaav requires a statement for the completion of the idea.

genitive /xtadov is, with Winer, p. 194 (E. T., 206), to be translated:
" they gave
so that the meaning is
for reicard (see Grotius in loco)
themselves up for a reward (i.e., for the sake of earthly advantage, thus
from covetousness Luther: 'for the sake of enjoyment') to the sin of
Balaam " thus most interpreters, also Bruckner, Wiesinger, Hofmann.

The

;

:

;

;

Wette, on the contrary, after the example of Erasmus, Vatablus, and
dependent on tov fiiadov the dative ry
nMvr, as = by means of the error and e^ex^dV'ya-v as an intransitive v«rb =

De

others, explains Ba7^au(i as a genitive

;

;

"to commit excesses, to give vent to." Accordingly, he translates the
"By (by means of) the error (seduction) of the reward
of Balaam, they have poured themselves out (in vice)." So also Hornejus:
deceptione mercedis, qua deceptus fuit Balaam, effusi sunt.^ But this conpassage as follows:

ttAuvt? and k^exvOnoav are arbitrarily
and the whole sentence, so interpreted, would be withdrawn
from the analogy of the other two with which it is co-ordinate. 8 Schott
construes the genitive with nluvij, whilst he designates it " as an additional,

struction

is

extremely harsh, the ideas

interpreted,

1

Arnaud

:

" J. compare seulement, d'une

manifere Ires gen^rale, ses adversalres a Cain,

effuaos esse, quia scilicet Instar
entia projecta sit

requires that

turpis lucri gratia adulterant; sed raetaphora,

equivalent to

qua

utitur, aliquanto plus exprimit; dixit

eoim

rfi

aquae

difflu-

eorum Intemperies.

" The parallelism of the

le rapport de la m6chancet6."
2 Calvin: "dixit (Ap.), instar Blleam mercede fuisse deceptos, quia pletatis doctrinara

sous

»

three

irKavxt e^exve-ncrav

clauses

should re-

main together, accordingly the genitive
ai'Ti /iio-floO

" (Stier).

is

;

VERSE
and, as
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11.

were, a parenthetically added genitive for the sake of precision,"

it

" the error of Balaam, which was an error
determined by gain." This construction, it is true, affords a suitable sense,
but it is not linguistically justified it is entirely erroneous to take fnadov

and

for this he supplies a nMvi)

:

:

as in apposition to
Steinfass).

Balu'i/j.

= dc

(iicdbv

— De Wette, chiefly from
"Balaam

Tiyumjaev,

Rev.

2 Pet.

ii.

15 (Fronmiiller,

resem-

14, finds the point of

ii.

and a seducer to unchastity
and idolatry, and contrary to the will of God, went to Balak, and that he is
also particularly considered as covetous and mercenary."
But there is no
indication that the men of whom Jude speaks enticed others to idolatry.
Hofniann observes that this clause calls the sin of those described as "a
devilish conduct against the people of God, the prospect of a rich reward
being too alluring to Balaam to prevent him entering into the desires of
Balak to destroy the people of God " but in this explanation also a reference is introduced not indicated by the context. That Jude had primarily
in view the covetousness of Balaam, fnadov shows blinded by covetousness,
Balaam resisted the will of God his resistance was his n?Mvr), in which, and
blance in

this, that

as a false prophet

;

;

;

him (Briickner, Wiesinger)
view the seduction to unchastity (comp. Num.
xxxi. 16; Fronmiiller), is at least doubtful; and it is still more doubtful to
find the point of resemblance in this, that the Antinomians "had in view a
material gain to be obtained by the ruin of the Church of God " (Schott).
in the motive to

it,

the Antinoniians resembled

whether Jude had also

in

—

Kal

Ty

(ivTc?Loyia

resistance.

Kope unuTiOVTo],

tov

uttuIovto

does not

mean

contradiction

uvrcJioyia,

;

here, seditious

that " they lost themselves in the uvnl.

Korah," but " that they perished " accordingly, r^ uvrikoyig. is the
instrumental dative. The point of resemblance is not, with Nicolas de
Lyra, to be sought in this, that the opponents of Jude formed propter
;

of

ambitionem honoris

gloriae scctas erroneas

et

or,

;

with Hornejus, that they

assumed the munus Apostolorum ecclesiae doctorum; or, with Hofmann, that
the}', as Korah (" whose resistance consisted in his unwillingness to recognize
as valid the law of the priesthood of Aaron, on which the whole religious
constitution of Israel rested "), "desired to assert a liberty not restricted

but

it

consists in the

proud resistance

By

Antinomians despise.

to

God and His

Schott's explanation

the true holiness a holiness of their

own

:

" that they

opposed to

invention, namely, the holiness

alleged to be obtained by disorderly excess," a foreign reference

duced. ^

The gradation

definiteness, is not to be denied

for although the point about

I

Ritechl finds the point

ideas

of the

of

;

kMvti, uvuXoyia,

666g,

but there

is

religious

conduct" of Cain; and

between the Antiuomiaus and the three named

that the utterance

Balaam

worship God

action.

in a manner rejected by Him."
erroneous that " the Korahites exhibassumption of the priesthood by the
"
presentation of an offering rejected by God
it is

ited their

;

it is

incorrect that by 6£6s

is

is

intro-

respect of

also a gradation of thought,

in this, " that they, as these, uud^^'took to

But

in

which Cain, Balaam, and Korah are named

resemblance

Indicated "the

"
:

ordinances, which the

is to

it is

is

Incorrect

of the curse willed by
be considered as a religious trans-

Moreover, in the description of the
Antinomians there is no trace indicating that
their view was directed to a particular kind of
worship,

—

:
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one and the same, namely, resistance to God, yet this appears in the most
distinct manner in the case of Korah.

A

Ver. 12.
13, 17.

further description of these false teachers

ovToi elaiv [ol] tv Talg uyunaig

De Wette)

either (with

is

to be supplied

(TmM6eg in your aydnais;" or

ol

comp. 2 Pet.

;

^^ the reading

am?iu6eg2-

v/j.u>v

;

oi,

ii.

ovTtc

who

thus, " these are they

are

to be joined to avvevuxov/ievot (comp. vv.

is

Hofmann).

That by uyunaig the love-feasts are to be understood,
Erasmus incorrectly takes it as = charitas, and Luther
The word anikiidE^ is usually explained = cliffs (so
as a designation of alms.
If this is correct, the opponents of Jude
also formerly in this commentary).
are so called, inasmuch as the love-feasts were wrecked on them (De WetteBriickner, AViesinger), i.e., by their conduct these feasts ceased to be what
they ought to be; or, inasmuch as they prepared destruction for others, who
partook of the love-feasts (Schott, and this commentary).
It is, however,
16, 19; so

is

not to be doubted.

—

against this interpretation, that ontkag does not specially indicate

has the more general meaning rocks

(Hofmann

the plain"), and the reference to being wrecked
indicated.^
is

— Stier and Fronmiiller take

not unwarranted, as aniXug, which

<j)U}'uf,

may be

?Loyd(),

cliffa,

but

" projecting interruptions of

:

not in the slightest degree

is

=

oTiiXudeg as

aniXoc,

2 Pet.

13; this

ii.

properly an adjective (comp. a-opuc,

is

=

derived as well from anlloc

filth

(comp.

anuuc

yrj

=

clayey soil; so Sophocles, Track., 672, without y^), as from awiloc = a rock
(comp. TToXvamMi). In this case amXudeg may either be taken as a substantive

=

what

is filthy, spots (these are spots in

miiller), or as

denotes the

your agape; so Stier and Fron-

an adjective, which, used adverbially (see Winer,

mode and manner

of avvEvux^ladai (so

—

construction merits the preference as the simpler.
erations, amXoi Kai

p. 433, 464),

Hofmann). The former
Apart from other consid-

in 2 Peter are in favor of taking amXuAeg here in the

/lufioi

—

irmAot.
avvevuxovfievoi]. The verb Evuxdadai ^ has not indeed by itself
a bad meaning, signifying to eat well, to feast well ; but it obtains such a meaning here by the reference to the agape. The aw placed before it may either

sense of

refer to those addressed, with you, see 2 Pet.

scribed by Jude, feasting together,

explanation

is

but against the second

connection of

1

ii.

a<p6(3uc

The explanation

o-jTiAas), is

also guilty (so formerly in this

son

of

doubtful

is

Arnaud
les

6cume "

unsuitable; since,

first

commentary);

in favor of the first explanation.

:

"

les

Acts de
(after

when

;

rochers
la raer

Steph.
the Lib-

are called cliffs, this happens not
because they are bespattered and defiled by
Others, but because others are wrecked on
them.
2 An explanation of this word is found

ertlnes

Against the

the evuxuadai in their agape

the fact that the Libertines held no special love-

is

13, is decisive

continuellement battus par
BOuilles par

it

added to

viuv is

to those here de-

The

one another, but participated in those of the church.

passage, 2 Pet.

Ct

where

with one another.

the objection, that according to

would render those addressed
feasts with

i.e.,

13,

ii.

Hofmann); or

the verb (Wiesinger, Schott, Fronmiiller,

De

— The

Wette-Briickner, Arnaud, Schott,

In

Xenophon, Memorabilia,

(namely, Socrates)
rrj

lib.

111.

:

«A«ve

Se Kai <us to eu<uxeio-dai iv

To Se ei>
TaOra iaOUiv ariva

'AOrivaiiav vAcottjj eo-dieii/ koAoito.

irpoiTKeladai, t^r;, e^l rep
/u-^re

rijv

KocriJiiiai

etjj;

uxrTt

(cai

Siairioiievoii;

eircoxeio-Sat

Greek

to

^vx'riv, ix-qTt

ivcreupera

in a

Bometiraes

bad sense.

vtaiia.

rb

Xvnoit), /xi^re

roU
However,

evuxetcrflai

ofCTiflei.

occurs

in

classical

—
VERSE
Fronmiiller, unite

niann, with

with

it

iav-oijc

awevuxoi'/^evoi

notfiaivovreg.
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12.

Erasmus, Beza, Wiesinger, Hof-

;

In this commentary the

first

connection

was preferred, "because the idea awevux. would otherwise be too bare."
This, however, is not the case, because if the verse is construed as it is by
Hofmann, it has its statement in what goes before but if aT:ihl6ec is taken
as a substantive, as it is by Stier and Fronmiiller, then avvevux. is more prenoi/xaivovreg, whilst it is said
cisely determined by the following u<}>6i3ug
that they so participate in the agape that their feasting was an a<^6^uQ noifiaiErasmus takes the latter words in a too general sense: suo
veiv eavTovc.
ductu et arh'Urio viventes ; Grotius, Bengal, and others give a false reference
;

.

.

.

them after Ezek. xxxiv. 2, understanding "that these feed themselves
and not the church" (comp. 1 Pet v. 2), and accordingly Schneckenburger
thinks specially on the instructions which they engage to give but this

to

:

reference

contrast to "whilst they suffer the poor to
is

According to De AVette,

entirely foreign to the context.

is

no indication of

also here

want"

this reference.

—

it

is

a

(1 Cor. xi. 21); yet there

ve(p£?Mi

dwdpoL

is

to

be under-

stood no more of the agape (De Wette, Schott), but generally, vc^. uiw^k
are light clouds without water, which therefore, as the addition vnd uvifiuv

makes prominent, are driven past by the wind without giving
comp. Prov. xxv. 14. This figure describes the internal emptiness
of these men, who for this reason can effect nothing that is good but it
seems also to intimate their deceptive ostentation ^ the addition serves for
the coloring of the figure, not for adducing a special characteristic of false
!Tapa<p£p6fiEvai

out rain

;

;

;

Nicolas de Lyra, incorrectly: quae a vends circumferunlur,

teachers;

superbiae modbus

et

vanitadbus.

— In

the parallel passage, 2 Pet.

ii.

17,

i.e.,

two

—

Accordimages are united, nrjynl u.vv6poi kcI 6fiix?i.ai vTzd XaiTianog eTiawofievai.
ing to the reading Tzepiq>ep6fievai, the translation would be, "driven hither and
A second
thither " napa^eponevai denotes, on the other hand, driven 2)ast.
figure is added to this first, by which the unfruitfulness (in good works)
;

and the complete deadness
gradation

is

obvious.

of these

men

are described; in the adjectives the

divSpa <pdivomjpivu are not a particular

kind of

trees,

such as only bear fruit in autumn, but trees as they are in autumn, namely,
It is arbidestitute of fruit (De Wette-Briickner, Wiesinger, Schott, etc.).
trary to desert the proper

and to explain (pdivonupivu
by arbores quarum fructus perit illico =
Erasmus, Beza, Carpzov, Stier: "which have

meaning

according to the etymology of
frugiperdae (Grotius; so also

of the word,

(pdlveiv

cast off their fruit in an unripe state").

— uKapna;

not "whose fruit has

been taken off" (De Wette), but "which are without fruit" (Briickner).
Whether they have had fruit at an earlier period, and are now destitute of
" The impassioned discourse proceeds from marks of unfruitit, is not said.
fulness to that of absolute nothingness " (De Wette).

Rosenmiiller, and others arbitrarily explain

expositors retain the usual
«

Cah-in

:

"

quia nebulones
iiitus

tamen

meaning

Vanam OBtentationem taxat,
quum multa prorailtunt,

ieti,

aridi sunt."

enim speciem doctorum

Bulliiiger: "

Unbent

veritatis, pollicentur

:

dig

61^ u-KodavovTo].

by plane,

prorsus.

Beza,

Most

yet they explain the idea twice in difdaturos se doctrinara salvificam, Bed veiitato
destituuntur
triuae vento."

et

quovis

circumaguntur doc-

—

;
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ferent

ways

;

either that those trees are not only destitute of fruit, but also

of leaves (so Oecumeuius, Horuejus,

and are accordingly rooted out

and others)

or that they bear no fruit,

;

or, still better, dig is to

;

be referred to the

That

fact that they are not only fruitless, hut actually dead and dried up.^

Jude has

this in his view, the following kKpi^udivra shows.

Several exposi-

and explained

tors have incorrectly deserted the figure here,

word

this

either

of twofold spiritual death (Beza, Estius, Bengel, Schneckenburger, Jachniann,

Wiesinger, Schott), or of death here and hereafter (so Grotius

bonum habebunt exitum, neque in
itual life and the destruction of
without justification.

seculo altera), or of one's
life

neqiie hie

of spir-

All these explanations are

in others.

connection with

kKpi^udivTa is in close

:

own want

6lg airuduvovTa

dug up and rooted out,"'^ thus
producing new fruit (Erasmus quibus jam

thus, trees which, because they are dead, are

incapable of recovery and of
nulla spes

est

:

This

revirescendi).

figure,

taken from

trees,

denotes that those

described are not only at present destitute of good works, but are incapable
of producing
soil of

them

in the future,

grace" (Hofmann).

tion refers

6ic uTzodavovra

and are

"

on

It is incorrect

this account rooted out of the

when Hofmann^

men were

to the fact that those

in the applica-

not only in their

early heathenism, but also in their Christianity, without spiritual

life.

There is no indication in the context of the distinction between heathenism
and Christianity. Arnaud observes not incorrectly, but too generally tons
ces mots sont des me'taphores energiques pour montrer le neant de ces impies, la
:

le'gerete' de

leur conduite, la sterilitdde leurfoi

Vabsence de leurs bonnes muores.

et

Ver. 13. Continuation of the figurative description of those false teachers.

The two images here employed
ordered nature.

characterize

them

rectly referred for the explanation of these

words correspond to the Hebrew

t!'"^JJ

in their erring

and

dis-

Already Carpzov has cor-

KVfxara uypia daldanrjq, k.tX']-

words

to Isa. Ivii. 20; the first

D'3; the following words: tna0pi^ovTa

Hebrew O'O] VD"}, VO'O ^^"^y, only Jude uses the
word where Isaiah has the figurative expression. ETvacppl^eiv, properly,
to foam over.
Luther well translates it: lohich foam out their own shame.
the plural does not necessitate this
alaxvvag, not properly vices (De Wette)
rig iavT€)v alaxvvag, to the

—

literal

—

;

explanation, but their disgraceful nature, namely, the shameful imdvfilai

which they manifest in

dom"

(Schott).

their wild lawless life

— From

the fact that the

not " their self-devised wis-

;

Hebrews sometimes compared

their teachers to the sea (see Moses, Theol. Samar., ed. Gesenius, p. 26),

not to be inferred, with Schneckenburger and Jachmann, that there

is

here a reference to the

office of

teachers; this

the

is

1

Fronmiiller,

have

:

" trees which

at different times suffered fatal injury

frosts or
2

incorrectly

by

from insects."

Fronmiiller,

more unsuitable

— uaTipeg

opponents of Jude hardly possessed that office.
two words are to be taken together, wandering

linguistically

" trees which still remain in the earth, but
which are shaken loose by their roots."
8 " If, when they became Christians, a fresh

;

as the

-rhiv^rai]-

that

is,

stars

These
which

sap from the roots, by which they were rooted
in the soil of divine grace,
lish

incorrect:

stars

it

is

them

death in

in a

sin,

new

yet this

life

new

appeared

a transition iuto a second and

death."

to estab-

out of their heathen
life was to them only

now

hopeless

—
:

VERSES

14,

691

15.

have no fixed position, but roam about. The analogy with the preceding
metaphors requires us to think on actual stars, with which Jude compares
his opponents; thus on comets (Bretschneider, Aruaud, Stier, De Wette,
Hofmann) or on planets (so most of the early commentators, also Wiesinger).
The latter opinion is less probable, because the nlavuadai of the planets is
It is incorrect "in the
less striking to the eye than that of the comets.
explanation entirely to disregard the fact whether there are such uarepeg
TrXavr/rat in heaven or not" (so earlier in this commentarj', after the example
of Schott), and to assume that Jude, on account of their ostentation (Wiesinger, Schott), designates these

De Wette

unsteady nature.

alent with n?.aviJvTic Kal

men

as stars,

and by

irlavTjTai

indicates their

incorrectly assumes this in essentials as equiv-

iT?.av6fievot,

2 Tim.

13.

iii.

Bengel thinks that we
but such

are in this figure chiefly to think on the opaqueness of the planets

an astronomical reference

= (p(jGTrjpEc,

u^rtpsi-

Phil.

ii.

is

Jachmann

far-fetched.

15, as

;

arbitrarily explains

a designation of Christians.

Several ex-

men, appealing to
Phil. ii. 15 and Dan. xii. 3;^ but the context gives no warrant for this.
This addition may grammatically be
oi'f 6 Qj(pog Tov aKOTovg etc alui>a TETrjprjTac']referred either to what immediately precedes, thus to the uaripec nXavT/Tai,
It is
or to the men who have been described by the figures used by Jude.
positors also refer this figure to the teaching of those

in favor of the first reference

(Hofmann: "Jude names them

into eternal darkness, comets destined only to vanish "), that a

statement

is

irapa<p€p6fievai

also

added

to the preceding figure

But

to vt(peXaL uvv6poi, k.t.X,

chosen by Jude

is

it is

;

stars passing

more

precise

thus the addition vnd

against

it,

uvi/iuv

that the expression

evidently too strong to designate only the disappearance

of comets, therefore the second reference is to be prefei-red (Wiesinger;

comp.

ver. 6),

which also the parallel passage in 2 Pet.

addition of the genitive tov

Vv.

14, 15.

okotovc,-

Toi'Toig

:

Co?>of

The threatening contained

firmed by a saying of Enoch.

who

to 6

—

" of these as well as of others

perished in the deluge; or

it

" according to

is

con-

Kal refers either to

Hofmann,

of those

designed to render prominent

is

The

17 favors.

in the preceding verses

tnpo(^riTtvae 6i Kal roiVotf].
;

ii.

serves to strengthen this idea.

tnpoip.

what has been before said: "yea, Enoch also has
prophesied of them."
Hofmann, in an entirely unwarrantable manner,
maintains that there can be no question that Kal puts its emphasis on the
word before which it stands.
npo(priTEV€tv generally with ncpi here construed
with the dative, as in Luke xviii. 31, in reference to these.
i^dofiog uvb 'A(5u//
'}t.vux\£36o/xnc has hardly here the mystical meaning which Stier gives it
"The seventh from Adam is personally a type of the sanctified of the seventh
rovTotc

in reference to

—

—

age of the world, of the seventh millennium, of the great earth sabbath."
Also in the Book of Enoch, he is several times expressly designated as " the
seventh from Adam " (Ix. 8, xciii. 3) not in order to characterize him as
;

De Wette, and others), but to mark his imporof the sacred number seven (Wiesinger, Schott).

the oldest prophet (Calvin,

tance by the coincidence

* So
already Oecuraenius: SoKOvvrti ei?
ayyt\ov ^wrbt fi<Ta(rx))M'O'''c^e<T0ai . . . anevdv-

ria^ ixovov tov Kvpiov <t>epovTai. ioy/iarioi' (Hor-

neJU8 and others).

—
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The saying of Enoch here quoted is found, partly verbally, at the beginning
Book of Enoch (i. 9) " And behold He comes with myriads of saints

of the

:

judgment on them, and He will destroy the ungodly and judge
all flesh concerning all things which the sinners and ungodly have committed
and done against Him."^ These words are taken from a speech in which
an angel interprets a vision which Enoch has seen, and in which he announces to him the future judgment of God.

to execute

what source Jude has drawn these words, is very differIt is most natural to conceive that he has taken
them from the Book of Enoch; but then this pre-supposes that this book,

The

question, from

ently answered by expositors.

although only according to its groimdwork, is of pre-Christian Jewish, and not
of Jewish-Christian origin, which is also the prevailing opinion of recent critics.
Hofmann, who denies the pre-Christian composition of tlie book, says, " Jude
has derived it, in a similar manner as the incident between Micliael and Satan,
from a circle of myths, which has attached itself to Scripture, amplifying its
words." Yet, on the other hand, it is to be observed that it is difficult to
conceive that oral tradition should preserve such an entire prophetic saying.
F. Philippi thinks that Enoch in Gen. v. 22 is characterized as a prophet of
God, and, as such, prophesied of the impending deluge; and that Jude, by
reason of a deeper understanding of Gen. v., could add the exposition already

become traditionary, and speak of a prophecy of Enoch, the reality of which
was confirmed to him b]/ the testimony of the Holy Ghost ; or that this prophecy
of Enoch was imparted to the disciples by Christ Himself, when the already
extant tradition concerning Enoch might have afforded them occasion to ask
the Lord about Enoch, perhaps when he was engaged in delivering His eschatoBut both opinions of Philippi evidently rest on suppositions
logical discourses.
which are by no means probable. As an example of the method by which the
older expositors sought to rescue the authenticity of the prophecy, let the exposition of Hornejus suffice: haec quae Judas citat, ab Enocho ita divinitus

prophetiam illam ipse alicubi scripsit et
pronepotem in area, vel in columna aliqua
tempore diluvii conservata fuit sive memoria ejus traditione ad posteros propagata, quam j)ostea apocrypho et fabidosa illi libro autor ejus inseruerit, ut
totum Enochus scripsisse videretur.

prophetata
scriptura

dubium nan

esse,

ilia vel

per

iv ayiau: fivpiaaiv,
{fivpiuaiv

Noam

est

sive

;

ejus

comp. Zech. xiv. 5^ Deut. xxxiii. 2; Heb. xii. 22;
Ver. 1.5. not^aai Kpiaiv, see Gen. xviii. 25;

ayyeluv) Rev. V. 11.

—

The pronoun ahruv, according to the Rec,
TovQ d<Tej3«f].
John v. 27.
would refer to the people of Israel. —wv ^OT/J^yaav; the same verb in Zeph.
iii.

11; 2 Pet.

222).

ii.

6; here used as transitive; comp. Winer, p. 209 (E. T.,

The frequent

uae(3eiac, i]ai^n<^av^

godliness.

— Tuv

repetition of the

and

finally again

nKlrjpuv].

iiaeffeig,
is to be observed
a strong intensification of undry, hard, rough; here in an

same idea

uaeiielq',

cK^poc, literally,

ethical sense, ungodly, not equivalent to surly

1

The passage thus

stands in

De

Sacy's

" et venit cum rayriadibus sanctorum,
:
ut facial judicium super eos et perdat impios

version

et litigat

:

(Hofmann)
cum omnibus

quae fecerunt

in a

somewhat

carnalibus pro omnibus
sunt contra eum pec-

et operati

catores et impii."

;

VERSE
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IG.

—

word is used in John vi. 60.
by Hofmann in an unnecessary manner attached not only to
eXu.?.7}(}av, but also to ^aijinaav, in spite of Zeph. iii. 11, where it is directly
connected with r}aii3tjaav, which is not here the case. The sentence emphatically closes with d/napruAol uaeiSeig, which is not, with Hofmann, to be
different sense, but likewise of sayings, the
Kar' avToi) is

attracted to

what

A

Yer. 16.

follows.

further description of the false teachers attached to the

concluding words of the prophetic saying: tuv aK?i,Tjpu'v uv i?iu?.T)aav kgt' ahrob',
ovrol dm, as in vv. 10 and 19 with special emphasis.
comp. 2 Pet. ii. 18, 19.

—

—

N. T.

an. ley. in

yoyyvoTai].

the verb

;

is

whom

Jude does not say against

murmur

they

Oecume-

of frequent occurrence;

niiis interprets it: ol bn' aduvra kui una^pr/auiaTuc rw dwyapearov/iivcf)

therefore arbitrary

it is

;

eni/n£/i(j)6(j.evoi.

(De Wette),
Jachmann). Bruckner
Every
correctly observes that "the idea is not to be precisely limited."
thing which was not according to their mind excited them to murmuring.
The epithet fie/ixpiiLtoipoi {uk. Xey.), dissalisjied ivilh their lot, gives a more precise

to think on

more

or, still

as united to a definite special object as rulers

it

definitely, ecclesiastical rulers (Estius,

statement; denoting that they in their pretensions considered themselves
which was accorded to them. The parti-

entitled to a better lot than that

cipial clause, Kara tu^ emdv/iiac airuv nopevofisvoi, is

which, whilst
at the

it

same time expresses a kind of contrast: they were
Calvin

every thing but themselves.
simul

difficiles

sunt ac morosi, ut

entirely mistaken, that

is

Jews

added to the substantive,

unfolds the reason of their dissatisfaction and murmuring,

:

nunquam

illis

Jude has

hei-e in

and

vnepoyKa only here

in

—

airuv

Kat to aTu/ia

the parallel passage, 2 Pet.

koI

:

AuTii/aei

which

in

(2

Pet.

also

18)

ii.

18.

24);

exalts himself, in contrast to

To

the humility of the Christians submitting themselves to God.
the parallel passage

i.

words are meant

vnipoyKu; such

man

XaM

ii.

Luther: "proud words" (oerba tumentia, in Jerom., contra Jovian.,

comp. Dan. xi. 36, LXX.
which proceed from pride,

with

The view of Grotius
satisjiat.
view the dissatisfaction of the

of that period with their political condition.

vnipoyKa].

dissatisfied

qui sibi in pravis cupidilatibus indulgent,

points,

where the

this

expression

A participial clause is again added
former clause, likewise expressing a kind of

vntpoyKa refers to boasting of E?uveepia.
to this assertion, as in the

contrast

:

davfid^vreg irpoauna

the N. T.,

is in

GOV rd irpoaunov

;

utt.

Xey.

;

Hebrew,

theO.

'J3 t<E/J

In Lev. xix. 15, the

rd np.

Cxpa'Aein^ ;t"P"'*

in

the friendly attitude of

passage
here

:

it

it

is

1

vii.

Comp-

expression

translate 'J3 XK?J

rd npoatjnov.

by

Whilst

God toward Abraham

has the bad meaning of partiality.

is

LXX.
LXX. have

29.^

idav/iaaa

:

Mfifi. rb

in

npoiuna

Oavfiul^Eiv

21,

the

np.

first

^af/j3uvnv
;

on the
passage

expressed, in the second

It

has also this meaning

to be translated to render admiration to persons

esteem; Arnaud: "adtnirer, konorer").
Ecclus.

The

comp. Gen. xix.

in other passages the

;

LXX.

other hand, 'J3 inn by eavfxd^uv

T.,

In this sense

(Herder

davfid^eiv

:

to

occurs in

This partial treatment of persons consisted in the flattering

Lysiae, Oral. 31,

where

it is

said

of death: out« ydp touj vovtipoi/i i/Trepop^, oirt

tou? ayaOoin Oav/idiei, oAA"

vaciv.

lo-oi'

iavTov 7rop«jt«

—

—

—
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who hoped for some advantage from them, as oxpeXeiag ;t'W
unwarranted, with Ilofmann, to interpret Oavfiu^eiv npuauna:
"to gratify and to please a person." Proud boasting and cringing flattery
form indeed a contrast, but yet are united together. Calvin viagnilohomage

of those

shows.

It is

:

quentiam taxat, quod

se ipsos fastunse jaclent

ingenio, quia serviliter se dimittant.

—

scd interea ostendit Uherali esse

:

Oavnul^ovTeg is

not parallel with

iropevo/xevoi,

but refers in a loose construction to av-uv by this construction the thought
op«A«af x^pi-v
gains more independence than if Qavnai,uvTuv were written.
belongs not to the finite verb, but to the participle.
Vv. 17, 18. Jude now turns to his readers, comforting^ and exhorting
;

—

ungodly above described; see 2 Pet. iii. 2, 3.
/xvr/advTe presupan emphatic contrast to those above mentioned.
poses the words meant by Jude known to the readers, as learned from the
apostles.
Tuv firjfxuTuv Tuv npuetpTj/iEvuv]. ^i./xa; the word as an expression of
thought. The npo in npoeipTj/iivuv designates these words not as those which
predict something future, but which were already spoken before (so also
Hofmann).
vnd tuv unoaroXuv, k.t.Tl.}- Jude would hardly have so expressed
himself were he himself an apostle, which several expositors certainly do
not grant, explaining this mode of expression partly from Jude's modesty
and partly from the circumstance that, except himself and John, the other

them

in reference to the

vfielr 6e,

—

—

Ver. 18. otl IXejov v/ilv], vfilv here renders it
apostles were already dead.
probable that Jude means such sayings as the readers had heard from the
mouth of the apostles themselves; yet the words which follow are not
necessarily to be considered as a literally exact quotation, but may be a

—

subject.2

in'

eaxdTov[Tov] xpovov^-

preceding the advent of Christ.
genitive neuter, as in Heb.
3,

iii.

i.

1.

A

In the reading

—

by

ijin.,

tov

eaovrai tfinalKTai.,

as they render S-?>ir^n

concerning this

designation of the time

a word occurring only in later Greek

D'^P'^iLJ?

apostles

the

compression of the various predictions of

by

only here and in 2 Pet.

LXX.

the

;

directly

xpofov, kaxinov is the

Efxnai^Hv.

have translated

Mockers, that

is,

men

the holy (not merely the resurrectio7i, Grotius) serves for mockery.
hiAeiv vmpoyKu is a efxnai^eiv of the holy (which Ilofmann without reason
denies); this is naturally united with a surrender to their own lusts;

whom

to

therefore

/card

rug eavruv inidvfjiac nopcvofievoi

tuv

uaEfiriuv'].

tgjv

uoeHeiuv,

an

echo of the saying of Enoch, is placed emphatically at the close, in order to
That the apostles
render prominent the character and aim of Emdvfj.iaL.
in their writings' frequently prophesied of the entrance of heretical and
ungodly men into the church, is well known conip. Acts xx. 29 1 Tim.

—

;

iv. 1

1

;

2 Tim.

Why

Jude

comfort his

iii.

2

fE.

f5hould not

readers

not elsewhere stated as a characteristic

have intended to

prove that Jude will here give a verbal quotation, and that this must be a writing earlier
directed to the readers, on eA. 0^. simply

by reminding them of

what the apostles had,

at

;

tjnvail^ELv is

yet

;

an earlier period,
men, as he here

said of the appearance of these

introduces the statement of the contents of

describes them, cannot be perceived (against

the p^/aara

Hofmann)

apostles.

«

Entirely without reason, Schott maintains

that the inters'ening words,

on

eAcYOK

vfilv,

which were

The

earlier

spoken by the

plural is not to be referred to

one apostle, and the verb does not in the least
degree indicate that this word was icritten.

—

—
VERSE

mark

men;

of these

the mockery

this is only the case in 2 Pet.

iii.

where, however,

3,

referred only to the denial of the advent of Christ.

is

Final description of the false teachers, not specially, but

Ver. 19.

according to their general nature.

The

anodiopl^ovreg.

etc.
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19.

uTToSiopiCeii',

article

ovroi

marks the idea

eiaiv,

parallel with ver. 16.

—

ol

as definite, "these are they who,"

a word which occurs only in Aristotle's Polk.,

here very differently explained; with the reading iavrovc

iv. 8, 9, is

would most
naturally be taken as equivalent to separate; thus, "who separate them"
selves from the church, whether internally or externally
(Wahl) without
it

;

explained either as

=

=

(Fronmiiller), or

to cause
namely, in the church (Luther: "who make
factions;" De Wette-Briickner, Wiesinger; so also in this commentary).
Neither explanation is, however, justified from the use of the word diopil^nv.
iavrovc

it

is

separations and

to

secede

divisions,

more arbitrary, with Schott, to explain it " who make a disbetween the pneumatical (Pneumatikern), as what they
consider themselves, and the psychical {Psychikern), as what true Christians
regard them;" for there is no indication of such a distinction made by
them. If we base the explanation on the significance of diopi^eiv, the word
may be understood as = to make definitions. But in this case what follows
must be closely connected with it, by which the mode and manner of their
doing so is stated, namely, that they do so as psychical men, who are without
the nverua.
Hofraann gives to the verb the meaning " to determine (define)
something exactly in detail," and then assumes that the preceding genitive
Tijv aaeSeiuv depends on oi unodcopi^o/xevoi, which may well be the case, because
a participle standing for a substantive may as well as a substantive govern
the genitive.
According to this explanation, Jude intends to describe those
men as persons " who make impieties the object of an exercise of thought
exactly defining every thing, and so are the philosophers of impieties."
This explanation is condemned by the harsh and artificial construction
which it requires. 1
tjjvxi-Koi, nvev/ia firj exovreg].
-nvtvixa is not man's natural
spirit,^ for Jude could not deny this to his opponents
and to explain nf)
EXovTEq in the sense, " I might say that they have no spirit at all " (Fronmiiller), is con)pletely arbitrary.
It is rather to be understood of the Holy
Spirit (De Wette-Briickner, Wiesinger, Hofmann)
the want of the article
and of an epithet, such as uyiov or Beov, is no objection against this interpretation, since the simple word Trvei/ia is often used in the N. T. as a desigIt is still

:

tinction, namely,

:

—

;

;

1

Certainly

the

dependent genitive

may

precede the governing substantive; but this
union is here rendered impossible by the interveuing outoi.
participle also, taken as a

A

may sometimes govern a genitive;
but this is only found with the neuter, and then
only rarely. Add to this that olroi eiaiv here
substantive,

corresponds to the ovroi eiaiv in vv. 16 and 12,
and accordingly must stand at the beginning
of the sentenee.

Schott explains nvevna as " spiritual life
Id tfie distinctive character of its being, that it
'

is

self-controlled in pe^^onal

self-consclous-

ness and self-determination," and so equivalent to

"free personality of the spirit" (!);

but this free personality, Schott further observes, is not denied to

them

in the sense aa

"if they were actually deprived of
only that
reality

it

in

"does not
actual

fact that

is

it,"

but

permanence and

performance."

torted interpretation

excii'.

attain

This

dis-

contradicted by the

Jude simply denies

to

them

Tri'eO/ia

—

;
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nation for the objective Holy Spirit.

It is

erroneous to affirm

interpretation the conclusion of the description

can be said of a

wants the Holy

man who
Spirit.

is

too

flat,

by

tliat

this

for nothing -worse

desires to be esteemed a Christian than that he

IMoreover, only so understood does nvEv/ia

correspond to the preceding

xpvxiKoi,

to

which

it is

fz?)

txovrec

added as an explanation

they are, inasmuch as their natural spiritual life
under the unbroken power of the aup^; see 1 Cor. ii. 14, 15
ijwxtKoi

left to
;

Jas.

itself

iii.

is

15.

—

Remark. Schott attempts to prove that the three verses, 12, 16, and 19,
beginning with ovrm, refer to the threefold expression contained in ver. 11,
namely, in this manner: that the Antinomians, in showing themselves to be
antXudeg in their arjap€ (v&v. 12) resembled Cain; that in being yoyyvaTol iienipifioipoi, and out of greed for material gain indulging in mercenary flattery (ver.
16), they resembled Balaam; and that in establishing a self-invented, ungodly
sanctity in opposition to the divinely appointed and divinely effective Christian
sanctity (ver. 19), they resembled Korah.
This juxtaposition, however, is any
thing but appropriate, resting, on the one band, on incorrect explanations; and,
on the other hand, on the arbitrary selection of separate points. It is incorrect
to affirm that the similarity of the Antinomians with Cain consisted in this,
that what he did corporally they did spiritually ; there is contamed in this
rather a distinction than a similarity. It is arbitrary to bring forward only the
last clause of ver. 16, which reproaches the Antinomians with flattery, and
which may also be found in Balaam; whereas the other expressions in the
verse do not suit in the least degree. And, lastly, it is erroneous so to interpret
ver. 19 that the Antinomians were accused of the setting-up of a false sanctity;
even were this correct, yet the sanctity claimed by them is of a totally-different
nature from that to which Korah and his company laid claim.

—

Vv. 20, 21. Exhortation to the readers respecting themselves.
jV«f Sk,
as in ver. 17, in contrast to the persons and conduct of those men-

uyaiTTiToi,

tioned in the last verse.

knoiKo6onovvT£^, /c.r.A.J.

The

chief thought

is

con-

which the preceding
enoiKodofiovvTE^
Trpocevxo/jEvoc is subordinate, specifying by what the fulfilment of that exhortation is conditioned. Yet it is asked, whether npoaevXOfievoi is connected with inoModo/iovvTeg, or is annexed as an independent
sentence to the following imperative and whether h nv. uyiu is to be united
with EKoiKod. or with -rrpoaevxo/iEvoi. These questions are difficult to decide
with perfect certainty. "VViesinger and Schott, apparently correctly, unite
iv nv. hy. with npoGEvxofzEvoc, and these taken toge^ther with what follows.
Hofmann, on the other hand, unites h nvsv/ian dyiij with what goes before,
and npooEvxofiEvoL with what follows.
In this construction, however, the
structure of the participial clause becomes too clumsy also iv nv &y. becomes superfluous, as inoiKo6o/iEiv iavrovg cannot take place otherwise than
tained in the exhortation invrovg
.

.

iv uyairri Qtov TrjpTjaaTe, to

.

;

;

iv irvEVfian ay.

with

It

is

true,

Hofmann

observes that

kv nv. ay. is

superfluous

and that Jude could not intend to say how they should
they should pray. But this is erroneous, for ttipeIv iavroic here

npooEvxoiiEvoi,

pray, but that

mentioned depends not only on this, that one should pray, but that one
should pray rightly, that is, iv nv. hy.
Wiesinger correctly observes, that

—

—

—

VERSES
the

first

20,

how

Ty ayLuTurri vfiuv

Both

niaTEi.'].

;

697

21.

clause gives the general presupposition

hand, the more precise statement

—

r-qpijcaTE

the second, on the other

;

has to be brought about.

show that

adjective and the vei'b

tlie

TriaTig

—
is

here meant not in a subjective (the demeanor of faith, Schott), but in an
objective sense (Wiesinger

:

" appropriated

by them indeed as their personal
" so similarly Hof-

possession, yet according to its contents as napadodelaa

— HoiKodo^iovvTeg

mann).

When

iuvTovgJ.

joined with the dative, as here, this for the most part
rarely for kni
case,

then

rtvi

(see

Winer,

inoiKo6o/ielv ry

mcrei

ing on niang, so that marig
personal

life,

p.

400

used for

more

inl n,

If the first is here the

to be interpreted, with

is
is

is

[E. T., 430]).

f.

;

verbs compounded with }m are

Wiesinger: "build-

the foundation which supports their whole

and doing " (so
em tov

the soul of all their thinking, willing,

hitherto in this commentary);^ comp. 1 Cor.

iii.

12:

enoiKodo/xElv

also
dE/xi-

If, on the other hand, the second is here the case, then it is to
h.ov Tovrav.
be explained, with Hofmann, "their faith is the foundation which supports
their life and accordingly, in the further development of their life it should
ever be their care that their life rests upon this foundation " comp. Eph.
;

;

20

The

however, to
be preferred, because, as already remarked, with these verbs the dative
mostly stands for eni tc. Both explanations come essentially to the same
ii.

:

cnoiKO(io/xr}dEVTeg ent

ru

dEfiiTiiif)

rwv unocTu^uv.

—

first is,

thing.
iavTovg is not here = u?^?J/?Lovg the discourse is indeed of a genei-al,
but not precisely of a mutual, activity savrovg with the second person creates
no difficulty; comp. Phil. ii. 12.
h TtvevfiaTi ayio) irpoaEvxofxEvot]. The expression npooEvx. ^ "r. ay., it is true, does not elsewhere occur, but similar
;

;

combinations are not rare
it

means

Meyer in loc.)
moving and guiding power
consciousness of the Holy Ghost");

(AaAfiv ev nv. uy., 1 Cor, xii. 3; see

so to pray that the

Holy

;

Spirit is the

(Jachmann, unsatisfactorily: "praying in
comp. Rom. viii. 26.
kavTovq kv uyuny Qeov TT)pr/aaT£].
Qeov may either be the
objective genitive (Vorstius: charitas Dei passiva, i.e., qua nos Deum dilicjimus ; so also Jachmann, Arnaud, Hofmann, and others), or the subjective
genitive, " the love of God to us " (so De Wette, Schott, Wiesinger, Fronmiiller)
in the latter case the thought is the same as in John xv. 9, 10
this agreement is in favor of that interpretation, nor is the want of the
article opposed to it (against Hofmann).
This keeping themselves in the
love of God is combined with the hope of the future mercy of Christ, which
has its ground, not in our love to God, but in God's love to us (comp. Rom.

—

;

V. 8 if.).

coming.
but of

On

npoadexo/J-Evot. rd eXeoc tov Kvp'iuv, /c.r.A.].

rd i?i£og rov Kvplov

ijtiCjv

is

the mercy which Christ will

Usually the idea

God

;

llsog is

npoadex-, Tit.

show

it

is

referred to

15.

ii.

own

at

His

predicated not of the dealings of Christ,

in the superscriptions of the Pastoral Epistles

Epistle of John,

to His

God and

Christ.

and

elg l^ufjv

of the

aiuvtov

Second

maybe

kTitoq (De Wette), or with npociExo/iEvoi (Schott), or with
Hofmann); since the imperative clause forms the main point,

joined either with
TTipfiaare (Stier,

1 n-iffTi? is the foundation, the 9eiJ.4\i^ on
which Christians should build themselves
(more and more) by which the representation
,

at the bottonn is that they are not yet

sides of their

life

on

this foundation,

ou

all

;
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the last-mentioned combination deserves the preference, especially as both in
npoadix^adai

and

in

eT^eo^ 'It/t.

Xp. the reference to

The prominence here given

tained.

XpwTog, as frequently in the N. T.,

^u?)

already con-

aluviog is

to the Trinity, nvEVf^a uycov, Qeog,

be observed.

to

is

With

'Irjcoic

the exhortation

contained in vv. 20, 21, Jude has accomplished what he in ver. 3 stated to be
the object of his writing.

Vv.

The exhortations contained

22, 23,

duct of believers toward those
(ver. 4)

(De Wette)

;

who

in these verses refer to the con-

by the

are exposed to seduction

uaejielg

not toward the false teachers themselves (Reiche),

for these are of such a kind (ver. 12) that the church should have nothing
to

do with them.

ovg /xev

eTiiyxE's

The

best-attested text is that

6iaKpivo[iEvovr

•

(Lachmann and Tischendorf,

ovc

<5£

lAeure)

h

ipojBu;

which codex

A

nvpbg dpTrd^ovref,

owferf £K

affords

:

kuI

oiig

de

eTieelre

see critical remarks.

—

ovg jilv

Winer,

According to
this reading, three classes of the seduced are distinguished, and toward each
a special conduct is prescribed. It is, however, asked whether, as Bruckner,
Wiesinger, Schott, Reiche, and others assume, there is a gradation from, the
insanacurable to the incurable (a dubilantibus minusque depravatis ad
Reiche);
biles, quihus oj)em ferre pro tempore ah ipsorum contumacia jwohlhemur
.

.

.

ovQ de

instead of rovg

fiev

i

.

.

rnvg 6e, see

p. 100.

.

.

.

or conversely from the incurable to the curable.
class

it is

said: ovg

The

rebuke some oneh sins by punishing Jam.
is

The verb

iXiyxeTs SiaKpcvo/xivovgl.

ixiv

not indicated in the word itself

;

it

may

In reference to the
eXiyx^i-v

first

denotes to

object for which this

is

done

be to lead the sinner to the

acknowledgment of his sins, and thus to repentance, corap. 1 Cor. xiv. 24
2 Tim. iv. 2 Tit. i. 13 or it may also be condemnation, comp. particularly
Jude, ver. 15 (John xvi. 8; Tit. i. 9). The explanation of Oecumenius is
Those who are to be punincorrect: (pavepovre rolg naaiv t^v uaiSeiuv avruv.
Both the translation of the Vulgate, yuc?iished are denoted diaKptvo/iivovg.
catos, and the interpretation of Oecumenius, KaKsivovg el fj,Ev uno6uctTavTai vuCv
diaKplveadai signifies in the N. T. either to contend^
i?iiyX£Tt; are incorrect.
which is here unsuitable, or to doubt, and is opposed to mareveiv comp. Matt.
;

;

;

23 Rom. iv. 20 especially Jas. i. 6. This last passage
shows that, although not equivalent to dmcrreev, it denotes the condition in
which uTTtana has the preponderance over mang, the latter being a vanishing
xxi. 21

point.i

;

Mark

It

is

xi.

;

;

evident that Jude does not consider the

believers (Schott),

SiaKpivofievoi

as tceak

because, with reference to them, he will employ no other

method than eliyxuv (not napaKaMv, or something

similar)

;

those seduced

are in his view such as (punishment apart) are to be left to themselves.^

In reference to the second class it is said ovg de auCere U Trvpbg dpnu^ovreg'].
Their condition is not stated, but it is to be inferred from the conduct to be
observed towards them. Toward those belonging to this class a au^etv is to
:

1 When Hofmann saye, "that SiaxpiVeaflai
cannot have this meaning, requires no proof,"
he malses an entirely groundless assumption.
2 In the reading of the Rec.
oOs nkv iKeelre
StaKpivofjitvoi, we are obliged to explain fiia(cpiVetrflai as = distinguished.
Luther " and
:

:

make

this distinction, that j-e

some; "

or,

more

compassionate

exactly, " compassionate the

namely from othmust be passive, since

one, maliing a distinction,"
ers.

But

BiaKpivoiievoi.

not SiaxpiVeo-Oai, but only
meaning to distinguish.

Sio/cpiVeii/

has the

;

VERSES
be employed, but of such a nature as
(ipnui^ovTeg].

not from the

Ik irvpoc is

Fronmuller), but nvp

is

more

is

fire

;

ufjKuCeiv

by ek nvpdg
judgment (Oecumenius,
in which they already are

precisely stated

of future

the present destruction,

(Briickner, Wiesinger, Schott)
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23.

22,

denotes hasty, almost violent, snatch-

ing out, and indicates that those are already in extreme danger of perdition

comp. Amos iv. 11 Zech. iii. 2. Distinguished from the SiaKpivofzivotg, the
second class are to be considered as those who have not yet lost the faith,
but have, through fellowship with the Antinomians, been enticed to their
licentious life; these are to be rescued,
cu^ere is evidently in contrast to
i?.iyXET€, and denotes them to be such as one may certainly hope to rescue,
provided one snatches them with violence, and tears them out of this fellow;

In reference

ship.

tfi

the third class, Jude prescribes

eXeelv

(on the form

This verb in the N. T. 7iever means
only "to have compassion" (Schott), but always to compassionate one with
helpful love, as also eXfof is always used only of active compassion so that
with e;i«£T£ the exact contrary is said to what Luther finds expressed, when
he explains it: "let them go, avoid them, and have nothing to do with
them." By this is denoted rather the helpful and saving benevolence by
which the erring are again to be brought back to the right way. As this
eXeelv makes a fellowship necessary with those upon whom it is exercised,
iTiEuTB,

see Winer, p. 82 [E. T., 85]).

;

Jude defines the same more precisely by tv
accordingly, they must not
be wanting in foresight, lest they suffer injury themselves,^ and he adds the
participial sentence as an explanation of this ev (p6l3(f): uiaovvreg nal, /c.r./l.^
This exhortation shows that Jude considers the third class as those who are
indeed already involved, but who, by active compassion, may again be reestablished; it is not so bad with them as with those toward whom only
but also it is not yet so bad as with those who
IXeyxeiv is to be employed
can only be rescued by hastily snatching them.
(j)6i3(f);

;

Hofmann

considers the reading of X: kqI oOc nev iXEuTE Scanpivo/xivovg ovg

au^ETE EK nvpbc apnu^ovT£(, ovg di eXeute

h

(pojSu,

as the correct one.

6e

In his expla-

nation of this reading he distinguishes not three, but only two classes, assuming
first, but not the second oiic 6i stands opposed to oiig /xiv, and that

that only the

resumption of the object menThis opinion is, however, erroneous, since, according to it,
the third ovg is understood differently from the first and second ovg, namely, as
a pure relative pronoun; and since, in a highly arbitrary manner, " ^v ip63u is
explained as a consequence, united with an imperative e/leaT£ to be taken from
ovg ^vletire:" "whom ye compassionate, them compassionate with fear."
Also
this latter ovg di is to be considered rather as a

tioned in ovg

fikv.

1 Schott is entirely mistaken when he says
that eKilv denotes here " a compassion which

has,

and may have,

its definite

peculiarity no

longer in an impulse to help, but only in a fear
of acting wrongly, and In consequence of re
ceiving injury

;

" in other words, a compassion

which is no compassion.
* According to the reading of the Rec,
^d/3({i

belongs to aiu^ert.

Some

(Grotius, Stier, and others)
plain

it

cued; correctly Arnaud
nant garde que, tout en cherchant k les con
ne vous s^duisent pas vous-memes.'
Reiche incorrectly, with the reading A, sepa
rates iv <^<5(3a) from eAeart and joins it with
filo-ouvTe?, whilst It would attract to it a very
:

" c'est k dire, pre.

vertir, lis

,

iv

expositors

Incorrectly ex

of the fear of the persons to be res

superfluous addition.

—

:
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the explanation of the

first

member

of the sentence:

passionate the one with distinction,"

N. T. usage, according to which
diaKpiveiv in

The

"the readers are to com-

it has against it
never used as the passive of

to be rejected, since

is

6iaKpiveadai is

the sense of "to distinguish."

addition

/ii^nug

npoaArjrpi.g

tj

unb

fiKJOvvrec koX rbv

explained by Oecumenius
fievoi

2

;

:

rfjq

tovtuv

.

.

.

greater emphasis to the thought.

^

aapKbg eamXufievov xtruva

npoaTia/i^uveaee
TiVfiTj^

.

.

.

avrovg

.

.

vfuv yevrjrai

The expression

.

/leru

alria.

—

correctly

is

<f>6(3ov,

nepiaKeiTTo-

even, gives

Kai,

be under-

tov xi-ruva is to

stood in a literal, and not in a figurative sense (Bullinger: exuvian

veteris

Adami, concupisceniias et opera carnis). ;t;iTwi' is the undergarment worn next
the skin, and which, by means of its direct contact with the flesh unclean by
unchastity, etc., is itself soiled {amlou only here and in Jas. iii. 6) comp.
Rev. iii. 4.
This garment is to the author the sjnnbol of whatever, by
means of external contact, shares in the moral destruction of those men.
Vv. 24, 25. Conclusion of the Epistle by a doxology.
ru <5e Jwa/zevu].
Were
The same commencement of the doxology in Rom. xvi. 28.
i-|uaf].
avTovg the correct reading, we could hardly do otherwise than refer it to the
last-mentioned ovg 6e, to which it is unsuitable, as they are not aiTTaiaroi, who,
as such, require only ^vlaaiyeai. That Jude actually wrote ahrovg, but that " in
the flight of devotion he has turned from his readers, and speaks of them
;

—

—
—

in the third person "
literally,

who

not offend

;

sine peccato.

(De Wette),

is

strikes not against

;

highly improbable.

then figuratively,

here in the moral sense as nraiu, Jas.

—

koX arrjaai

Karevumov

TTjg

avrov

66^r}g

—

uirTaiaTovq].

who stumbles
ii.

10,

d|Ud)|UJVf].

iii.

2

utt.

ley.,

not, does

Vulgate

;

Schott correctly

remarks on Kai The second effect is the ultimate result of the first, so that
d6§a is here the glory of
Kai might be rendered by and so, and accordingly.
God, as it will be manifested at the day of judgment. On arf/aai ufiufiovc,
comp. 1 Cor. i. 8; Col. i. 22; 1 Thess. iii. 13. The meaning is: "who can
h dyaAA.«effect it that ye may appear as afiuf^oi before His judgment-seat."
comp.
daei mentions the condition in which Christians will then be found
Ver. 25. novu Qeib, see ver. 4; John v. 44; Rom. xvi. 27;
1 Pet. iv. 13.
:

—

;

1

Tim.

tial

i.

—
—

17.

aurf/pi r/fiuv

marks, in connection with

Christian element in the idea of

God on
;

6iu 'lijaov Xp.,

aurfip as

the essen-

a designation of God,

comp. 1 Tim. i. 1. Schott incorrectly joins fxovu OeCi with aur^pi rifiHiv, as if
it meant, " to Him who alone is God, in such a manner that He is our
Saviour " and the reason which he assigns, " because fiovog Qtoq is never
used by itself, but always occurs as a designation of God relative to other
attributes," is contradicted by John v. 44 also by 1 Tim. i. 17 and Jude
;

;

ver. 4.

6id

(Wiesinger)

1

Both

'Itjo.
;

XpioTov belongs to cuttjpl

in this latter case

In the reading of the

it

rifiuv

would be put

Rec. and in the

reading of C, this addition is surprising; one
raay regard it, with Jachmann, as the adverBative reason of crw^ere (though ye hate)
or, with De Wette, as the real reason (since
ye hate, for •which De Wette appeals to

(Schott), not to 66ia, k.tX
after k^ovaia.

— 66^a, /xtyaAu-

Cor. v. 6!).
" Calvin: " vult fideles non tantum cavere a
vitiorum contaetu, sed ne qua ad eos contagio
pertingat, quicquid affine est ac vicinum,
1

fugieudutn esse admonet."

VERSES
avvt},

ogies

do^a

k.tX],

(see

1

and

Pet.

corresponds to the
avvqv

Tu)

Oeu

Tjfiijv.

/cp«rof

iv.

—

11);

Hebrew

24,
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25.

occur frequently in the Xew-Testament doxolfieyaTiuavvT)
v"JJ;

and

e^ovaia

comp. Deut. xxxii.

Trpd Trairof rob aiC)vo{\.

By

only here;
3,

LXX.

:

luyaluaivri
66:£ fieyalu-

these words, wanting in the

Rec, the idea of eternity is expressed in the most comprehensive manner.
Not £(7ru, but kari (De Wette, Schott), is to be supplied comp. 1 Pet. iv. 11.
;

—

afiTjv,

etc.

;

it

the usual conclusion of doxologies, as in

Rom.

i. 15; 1 Pet. iv. 11,
stands in the Epistles to the Galatians and Hebrews, probably also

in 2 Peter, as here, at the

end of the Epistle.

a

ADDITIONAL NOTES BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

THE EPISTLE OF JAMES.

I.

CHAPTER
Ver.

I.

1.

1, The salutation of this Epistle differs in the form of expression from those
which are found in the letters of Paul: (a) in that Paul in all his epistles,
except 1 and 2 Thessalonians, describes himself as an apostle (so generally), or
as a servant of Jesus Christ, while James calls himself a servant of God and the
Lord Jesus Christ, but does not designate himself as an apostle; (b) in that
James addresses a wide-extended body of Christians, not those limited within a
particular city or district; (c) in that James uses the word x<^'P^(^, which Paul
never employs. In the Pauline salutations this verb is only suggested by the
words which bear in them the contents of it: "Grace and peace to you."
2. The absence of the word inrnaro/iog does not prove that the author was
not an apostle, for Paul does not always use this title in speaking of himself
(comp. Phil. i. 1, where only the word doiiTiog is found, and 1 and 2 ThessaBut if James who was the head
lonians, where there is no descriptive word).
of the church in Jerusalem, was not the same person as James the son of
AlphiBus, it is probable that he, and not the apostle, was the writer of the
Epistle Jirst, because the character of the letter answers to the character which

—

:

is

given of

him

in the early writings; and, secondly, because his position as

was such as to make it more probable that he
That he was not the same person with James the son
Huther in his Introduction.
The reason, therefore, why he omits the word apostle, is tjiat he did not belong
But it may be regarded as somewhat remarkable,
to the apostolic company.
if he was, in the strict sense, the brother of the Lord, that he should not have
given himself this title, which, as it would seem, would have added authority
to his words.
The only satisfactory explanation which can be given of the
omission of the title is, that, after the death and ascension of Jesus, the earthly
relationship sank into a kind of insignificance, as the Divine glory of .Jesus
impressed itself more deeply on the minds of all His disciples alike. We see
Jesus Himself thus rising in His thought above the earthly and family relation,
as He committed His mother at the crucifixion, not to her own sons, but to
John the son of Zebedee (comp. John xix. 25-27). ISIay we not find in the very
phrase which James uses (a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ)
related to Jewish Christians

would address them.
of Alphteus,

is

—

3.

indicated by the reasons presented by

—
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phrase which so completely separates Jesus from himself, and so closely unites
Him with God an indication that he appreciated the change, as we might
say, from the earthly to the heavenly relationship ?
The time had come, long
before this letter was written, when the words of Jesus were realized in their
full meaning: "Whosoever shall do the will of God, the same is my brother,
and sister, and mother." —4. The expression, " to the twelve tribes which are of
the dispersion, " is to be understood, with Huther, as showing that the readers
for whom the letter was designed were Jewish Christians living outside of

—

Palestine.

11.

Vv. 2-18.

The

1.

no introductory passage corresponding with those which
It begins with exhortations and statements
which prepare the way for all that follows. The emphasis on

Epistle has

are found in the Pauline letters.

respecting

trials,

the word Joy in the opening exhortation may be accounted for by the contrast
betM'een this idea and the idea naturally connected with netpaafxoi. The writer

would urge the readers

to consider that which seems to be only an evil and dismatter altogether of joy. It is possible, however, that 'he position of
Xapuv in the sentence may be owing to some intended connection in the writer's
mind between this substantive and the verb ;ta«p«v. As he sends the readers a
tressing, a

greeting which involves the thought of joy, he exhorts
trials as

grounds of rejoicing.

—

2.

The

neipaafioi

them

to count even their

here referred

to,

being described

by the adjective ttoikI^oi, are doubtless the various kinds of trials or tests of
character which were likely to befall the readers. To a considerable extent,
they were connected with persecutions or evils which came upon the Christians
of that time from without, and thus they answer to the dMipeig of Kom. v. 3.
But there is nothing in the words here used which limits the reference to
these.
The correspondence of vv. 2, 3, with the passage in Rom. v. 3, 4, howcannot fail to be noticed. —The verb nepiniojjTe, to fall into so as to be
encompassed by, suggests the idea of a complete involvement in the testing
trials of which the writer speaks.
It was this involvement in the trials which
made these trials, in an especial sense and degree, a testing of the readers' faith
{to doKt/uov TT/g mi7TEug).
3. The participle yivuaKovTeg is causal, and is to be
rendered since you know, rather than loldlst you may know, as Huther gives it.
It gives the ground on which they may well count the falling into trials a matter
ever,

—

of joy.

regarded by Grimm as equivalent in this place to rb doKifzu^eiv,
This explanation of the word is given by many commentators, as intimated by Huther in his note, and is favored by A. R. V. and
A. V. It is also favored by Beyschlag in his edition of Huther. It is clear,
4.

Td

doKifiiov is

the proving or testing.

however, that in

word occurs,

—

1

Pet.

it is

i.

7,

— the only other passage in the

to be understood as approvedness.

N. T. in which the

It is thus equivalent to

The double \ise of
is probably to be explained in Rom. v. 4.
by the N. T. writers, and the double possibility of its meaning, make the decision as to the meaning of the noun here quite difficult.
Whichever explanation is adopted, the main idea of the passage will not be
greatly changed.
If 6ok. means proving, the readers are reminded that the
proving or testing of their faith, which comes through the neipaa/ioi, works out
the result of steadfastness. If, on the other hand, it means approvedness, their
doKi/xT},

as that

the verb

word

SoKina^eiv

THE EPISTLE OF JAMES.
tested or approved faith,

which

—

is

the effect of the
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neipaafioi,

is

declared to

In Rom. v. 4, steadfast endurance is repreaccomplish the same result.
sented as working out tested character; here, tested character, approved faith,
works out steadfast endurance. The two statements are alike true. Steadfastness in trials naturally leads to the result of a character which is approved as
the consequence of tests which it has successfully met, and then the latter
enables the man more easily and victoriously to persevere in his endurance.

—

The thought

5.
is

of ver.

4,

which

is

set forth in the

form of a new exhortation,

closely related to that of ver. 3 as subordinate to ver. 2.

test

and establish

The

trials serve to

faith; faith as thus tested serves to further steadfast endur-

ance; the perfect development of endurance is essential to the perfect development of the man in the Christian life. The Christian readers may, therefore,
well count it all joy when they fall into manifold testing trials, because these

way, in the line of the growth of complete character. The epyov of
it works out its legitimate and natural result.
6. The end in view of the reXeiov epyov of vnoiiovi] is that the man may be
rileioq Koi 6?.dK2.?ipog; the former of these words referring rather to the development
towards the limit of completeness, the latter to the filling out to the fulness of
character in all its parts, while the following phrase presents the latter idea on

lie,

in this

V170H0VTI is

—

its

that in and by which

negative side.

probably connected in thought with those which preThis is indicated by the verb Mttetoi
following leLTxofiEvoi. The supposed case of lacking wisdom is made prominent
among the possible wants or deficiencies, because wisdom lies near the founda7.

cede,

The

fifth

verse

is

and immediately with the fourth.

all development towards completeness, and so is necessary in that line of
development in which the tests and trials particularly referred to in this passage
Wisdom, as the word is here used, seems to
work to their best result.
mean that fundamental element of the Christian life which, in itself, sets the
possessor of it apart from the evil world; the true apprehension of things, which
works out into right living. If one is fully endowed with this, there is a guiding principle in the soul which will lead to the right use of all things, and will
be the means of developing the man toward perfection. With this wisdom, the
man will make even the neipaanoi work out the end of vnofiov7J\ that is, will turn
the things which seem to be only evil, into good and a cause of joy. —8. In
case of felt deficiency, the Christian reader is directed to ask God for the supply
of the want, and the assurance of receiving such supply is given him. It is
worthy of notice, that the words of the writer are all in the line of the joyous
greeting which the writer offers to his Christian brethren. They may count
the apparent evils of their experience a matter of joy, for they bring, when met
and used with the true wisdom, the steadfast endurance which tends towards
perfection of character; and if there is any want of this wisdom, nothing needs
The
to be done but to ask it from God, who will certainly and liberally give it.
freeness and fulness of God's giving are represented here by veiy striking
the adverb ctn-/lwf, slmplij, conveying the idea, as Grimm happily
expressions,
expresses it, of being "led solely by his desire to bless" (the idea of liberal
giving, suggested in the translation of A. V. and R. V., is rather implied, in a
secondary way, than distinctly set forth, in the Greek word); and the participle
ovEidi^ovToc, reproachino tipbraidinf/, presenting the thought of such reproaches
as connected with unworthiness on the part of the petitioners to ask for gifts,
or possibly with their failure to profit by past gifts, or their want of thankfulness in receiving them, or even with the number of such gifts already bestowed,

tion of

—

—

,
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would indicate a want of readiness to

give,

and as were often uttered by men

when asked for help or favor. No such reproaches are experienced as we ask
of God. The confidence in God's willingness to answer prayer, which Jesus
awakened in the minds of his disciples, continued with them ever afterwards.
The legal James, as well as the loving John, was prepared to say to every
Christian, as the Lord Himself had done, "Ask, and ye shall receive." The
soul in want had but to ask of God for the filling-up of its imperfection, and
the promise was, "it shall be given."
9. The asking, however, must be in
faith.
This is put in the form of a new exhortation (ver. 6); but evidently

—

its connection with what precedes, to indicate
manner in which the gift just mentioned should be sought. The faith, also,
should be with no doubting. The explanation of /ir/Sev duiKpivofiefog given by
HUther is the true one. This is shown by the woi'ds which describe the doubter
in the following clause.
The mind is not to be drawn this way and that, by
questionings or uncertainties, with a prevailing tendency to believe that the
answering gift will not be given in response to the prayer.
The petitioner's
faith must correspond to the Divine impulse towards giving.
10. The second sentence of ver. 6 gives a reason for the exhortation to ask
with no doubting. The meaning of this sentence seems, however, to go beyond

the exhortation

is

intended, in

the

/ur/dev dimp.* The latter clause is connected
immediately with the matter of faith in the act of prayer, but this second sentence apparently covers the sphere of the inward life. The Christian should
ask in faith with no wavering in his mind, for the man whose whole mind is in
this wavering and doubting state does not possess the calm and peaceful inner
The Christian life is
life which is the true condition of the child of God.
a life of trust; it is the calmness and confidence of the untroubled sea. The

the limits of the participial clause

doubter, or the
this condition

man who

is

in a wavering state,

is

necessarily

thrown out of

— like the waves which are driven and tossed by the winds — and

one of the prime characteristics of the Christian life.
is without an element which is made
prominent and essential in the conditions of the promise of answers to prayer.
The man who prays in this doubting way has, therefore, no right to expect the
11. Ver. 8, which is an appositional and
fulfilment of his request (ver. 7).
explanatory supplement to the expression that man of ver. 7, and thus to the
is,

therefore, without

Particularly as connected with prayer, he

—

expression he that doubteth of ver. 0, sets forth still more emphatically the same
idea as the ground of the exhortation of ver. Qa. Such a man has, as it were,
two souls, and accordingly will be likely to move in opposite directions in his
life

and conduct,

— now

but, by reason of the

—

with impulses towards God,

now towards

the world,

want of firm and established faith, prevailingly and finally
12. Vv. 9-11 seem necessarily to be connected with the

towards the world.
passage which precedes, because the subject of nsipaa/x6c is continued in ver. 12.
In themselves, however, they apparently turn to a new subject. The explanation which appears to meet the demands of the case most satisfactorily is that

which makes 6 udeTicpd^ 6 Taneivog refer to the Christian in his depressed condition
poverty, slavery,
as viewed from the standpoint of the world's judgment,
and 6 nlovaioc to the rich as a prominent class among the
ignoble birth, etc.,
exalted men of the unbelieving world; and that which supplies with 6 nTiOvoLoc
the indicative of Kavx'^oOaL from the previous imperative, making ver. 10a an
In that age the outward, earthly condition of the
affirmative sentence.
majority of believers must, in itself and by reason of the oppressions experienced from the rich and powerful of the world, have constituted, in a peculiar

—

—
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ireipa^jfidg,

minds of Christian

believers.

rejoice in that exaltation which Christianity brings to him in this condition,
through his new and higher life, and the hope of the future glory; whereas the
rich man of the world, on the other hand, rejoices in what is really his humilia13. With this understanding of vv.
tion, for his glory is a perishing one.
The stead9-11, the connection of ver. 12 with those verses becomes apparent.
rretpaa/^of
the
alluded
to, works out the result of the
endurance,
under
fast
that which belongs to the heavenly
consummated and completed exaltation
world. And so of all similar steadfast endurance: blessed is the man who has
it and manifests it; for when the result in character is fully accomplished, and
the man has become approved, he will receive the crown of life, i.e., eternal life
as his crown and reward.
14. At ver. 13 the thought turns to the other side of the matter of neipaafxoc,
the drawing towards sin. God may bring us, or suffer us to be brought, into
circumstances which may bear with them a solicitation to evil, and He may
allow this in order to strengthen character through steadfast endurance. But the
The thought here, as also in
solicitation to evil itself does not come from Him.
the former case, is presented in the form of an exhortation. This is doubtless
to be explained in connection with the prevailing hortatory character of the
Epist;le.
In vv. 14, 15, however, the construction changes to aflfirmative and
declaratory sentences, a fact which shows the underlying purpose of the writer,
15. The connection of dneipaarog In
and the movement of his main .thought.
this passage with neipaauoc and neipui;<j seems to show that, in the writer's use of
the word, the idea of temptation is to be discovered. It thus means cannot be
tempted icith (R. V. text), rather than untried in (R. V. niarg.). With either
sense of the word, however, this clause is introduced as a proof that we cannot
properly say that we are tempted of God. As God cannot be tempted by evil.
He cannot tempt any one to evil; or, if the other meaning be adopted, as God
is untried, unversed in evil things, as His inner life is wholly outside of the
sphere of evil, He cannot be a solicitor to evil: evil must have a source like
itself.
16. The good side of Treipaafiog, its impelling power towards vnojiovij,
its working force in the development of right character towards perfection,
comes from God. He puts the testing trials in the way of His followers as they
move along their course; and He does this in order that they may be strengthened. But the bad side of mtpaa/jog has no connection with Him. On the conThe bad side must be
trary, He is the source of good only, and of all good.
in the desire or lust which
allied with evil, and this lies in the heart of man,
moves the man to sin.
17. The writer does not carry sin back in these
words to its final and earliest source. As Alford remarks, he takes up the
matter at a point lower down the stream than Paul does in the Epistle to
the Romans, or, we may add, than Christ does as represented in the Gospel of
John, and in contrast to the originating of sin, in any given case or man, by a
solicitation to evil from God, he declares that the cause of the sin is the lust of
the man, which, in the neipaafiuc, lays hold of the bad side, and leads the whole
man after itself.
18. By ddvaroc in ver. 15, there can be little doubt that
eternal death is meant.
Beyschlag in his edition of Huther denies this, and

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

word mean

makes the
spiritual death.
The reason of the introduction of this
word is probably twofold: first, in order to complete the develojmient of the
idea of the bad side of

T:eipaafiog\

and, secondly, in order to present the contrast
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between the result on the good side (Cw^, ver. 12), and that on the bad side
{duvarog, ver. 15).
10. Vv. 16, 17, are closely connected with what precedes;
ver. IS forms a transition to what follows.
Ver. 16 calls special attention to
the statement of ver. 17 as showing the impossibility of an originating of tempBe not deceived or led astray in your thoughts on the matter,
tation by God.
says the writer; so far is it from being true, that God ever solicits man to evil,
that, on the other hand, every good comes from Him, and in Him there is no
variableness.
He moves unchangeably towards good.

—

20.

With

respect to the peculiar expressions in the closing part of ver. 17,

the following suggestions seem to be well founded: («) There is a reference to
the heavenly bodies (the stars, etc.) in the words used, and yet the language is

not strictly astronomical throughout the entire sentence. This is evident from
the fact that napa?2ayri is not employed as an astronomical term [irapu^'ka^L^ is
the technical term).
(6) The word aitoaKiuaua must be understood as meaning

a dark shadow cast by a body which has its dark side towards the observer, or
which intervenes between him and the light. The rendering of the Authorized
Version, shadow of turning, cannot therefore be correct, (r) The word rpon^^
does not appear to be used in a special technical sense except of the points or
times at which there is an apparent turning of the course, as in the case of the
sun at the solstices. It must therefore, as it would seem, refer to such a turn
or revolution of the body as would cause a shadow to be cast,
(d) In calling
God the Father of lights, the writer apparently intends to compare Him with
the heavenly bodies, and represent Him as not only the author and maker of
them, but also as a greater light belonging, in the figurative representation, in
the same class.
We may believe, therefore, that he means to say that God
is a light or illuminating body which never, by reason of revolution or turning,
casts a dark shadow, but which sheds forth unchanging brightness.
All good
in the spiritual sphere is in the region of light.
Evil is darkness. The great,
unchanging, ever-undimmed light can have no dark shadow. God can never
solicit to evil.
21. Ver. 18 is related to what precedes, as showing how God
of His own will bestows the greatest of all good gifts, and the fundamental one
for the human soul.
As related to what follows, it prepares the Avay for the
exhortations which are introduced in the succeeding verses. Of the words in
this verse, Sov^.tjOeiq has a certain special emphasis.
It carries back the whole
matter to the self-moved will of God, and thus serves to show that, as the greatest and most all-comprehensive good is pui-posed and determined by Him, it is
certainly true that no temptation can proceed from Him.
This is made still
further evident by the fact that the spiritual begetting of Christians is with a
view to the consummation of His great plan for the whole world. They are to
be the first-fruits, as it were, of the new creation for which all things are waiting.
It is doubtful whether we are to regard mCii, as some, including Beyschlag in his edition of Iluther, do, as meaning the Christians of that day who
were the beginnings of the Church. More probably it may refer to Christians
Probain general, or to the readers as representatives of Christians generally.
bly KnafiuTuv includes all the creatures of God, and the thought is of the final
and universal blessedness, after the subjugation of all enemies, even including
The bringing of Christians, or of the Christians of that
death, the last of all.
time, into the life of faith and holiness, is the beginning of the result which
will be realized in its fulness at the end.

—

—

—
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III.

Vv. 19-27.
1.

The exhortation

of ver. IS.

of ver. 19 follows as a consequence from the statement

is expressed in the most simple way, if the reading
adopted; and this fact, as well as the peculiar variations

This relation

ware of the T. E.

is

in the different authorities {core, earu, tare), may he regarded as in some degree
favoring that reading. The external evidence, however, is so strongly in favor
The
of lare, that it seems almost necessary to accept it as the original text.

connection of the verses, with this reading, is through this verb as forming an
independent and intermediate clause, which probably refers to ver. 18, and
This verb, if thus understood, is an indicative,
jirepares the way for ver. 196.

and means you knoio, or ai-e well aware of this ; that is, that God, of His own
Beyschlag rejects Huther's view of the connection, and joins the
etc.
2. As God gives us the ne^ life by
words in thought with what precedes.
means of the word of truth, it becomes every one to be swift to hear (ver. 19621), and to hear obediently, turning what one hears into action (ver. 22ff.).
This is the substance of the main thought as developed in what follows. Along
with this, however, it would seem that the writer must have had in mind some
special tendency on the part of the readers whom he was addressing to assume
the position of teachers and to contend against others. In this way only is it
easy to account for the added words, slow to speak, sloio to wrath. This Epistle
seems to be characterized, in some measure, by the insertion or addition of such
more special points, while, at the same time, the main thought moves on in a
.3.
Ver. 20 gives the reason for the last words
continuous line of development.
will,

—

—

of ver. 19: slow to lorath.
of God.

Righteousness

is

Wrath does not work or produce the righteousness
to be understood here, not in the peculiar sense

—

which

conformity to what
belongs to the Pauline Epistles, but in the ordinary sense,
ought to be, or to be done. The genitive Qeov sets forth the righteousness as

demanded or approved by God, and

perhaps to be most simply
This righteousness
is that which appertains to the new life to which God brings us, and hence
whatever does not work to the end of producing it is to be avoided.
4. 6i6
(ver. 21) points back to ver. 20, but the exhortation which is introduced by it
goes out beyond the matter of avoiding opyii, to the laying aside of all KUKia.
Not improbably, we should, with Huther, Alford, and some others, connect
(>vKapiav with the genitive naKta^; so R. V., all Jilthiness and overflowing of
wickedness, as opposed to A. V., all filthiness, and superfluity of, etc. If so, the
word /)vn. is used as indicating the polluting character of sin, its defilement,
while nepiaaetav designates its abundance. We should lay aside that evil or
wickedness which is so abundant within us and so defiling in its influence.
Alford says, "It is very possible that the agricultural similitude in in^vTo^ may
have influenced the choice of botli tliese words, pv-t. and neptaa. The ground
nmst be ridded of all that pollutes and chokes it, before the seed can sink in
and come to maturity; it must be cleaned and cleared."
5. The connection
of ver. 21 with tlie immediately preceding verses may indicate that npuvTrjn is
here used in the sense of gentleness, rather than meekness, in contrast to opyiiv
(ver. 19).
This is the view of most of the recent commentators. It is not
necessary, indeed, to take the word in this sense; but if, as is not improbably
the case, the expression bridleth not his tongue, in ver. 26, is to be explained in
that which

is

explained as a possessive genitive carrying witli

it

is

this idea.

—

—
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connection with

—6. The

one.
the

word

opyf/, tlie

in the soul

This implanted word
7.

argument

adjective lucpvTou

that by which the

is
is

in favor of tliis interpretation is a strong

used, probably, because the establisliing of

is

new

life is

made

to begin

and grow.

able to save the soul.

Ver. 22 presses the necessity of so receiving the word as to carry

into conduct and

life.

The doiny

of the

word here spoken

partly at least or prominently, to that doing of Christian duty

man

it

out

of has reference,

which belongs

to

npavTjjQ,

This seems to be indicated by the opyri and
by the expressions bridleth not his tongue and visit the fatherless, and

by what

is

the relation of the

to others.

set forth in the following parts of the Epistle.

hearty reception of
doing to hearing. The
rior,

word (denoted by

tlie

man who

satisfies

The

subjective, inte-

de^aade) involves the addition of

himself with the latter only deludes

himself, as by a false reckoning or reasoning {napa?.oyiCccdai); see this verb as

—

used in Col. ii. 4, where the word Tndavo?.oyia is added.
8. The contrast in
w. 23-25 seems not to be between two mirrors, or two men looking into two
different mirrors, but between the chance or careless looking to see one's face
in a mirror, and the close examination of a law or a moral system to know its
teachings and to compare one's character and actions with what it describes or
demands. The man who does the former has no earnestness in his action.
The impression is a passing one, and what he sees takes no hold upon the inner
life.
But he who does the latter must be affected by what he sees, and must
put in practice what is discovered by his careful and continuous study. The
word napuKvipag of ver. 2.5 is a strong one, denoting a beuding-down to look into,
an intent, earnest looking; and to this is added the strong word Trapafieivac,
which denotes a continuous, persistent action in this looking. Such looking

must

affect conduct,

laio, refers to

and must lead

to blessing.

—

The

9.

expression, the perfect

the gospel as giving the rule and description of the true

life.

The

seems to be used as connected with the fact that this rule is
complete for the life which reaches perfection. The law is called the law of
freedom, probably because the perfect life, in its relation to law and duty, must
a service of love. Paul and James draw
be a life of freely-given obedience,
near to each other at this point, though they may seem, in some views of their
10. Vv. 26, 27,
thinking, to approach the central truth from opposite sides.
religion as related to the
carry on the general thought of the preceding verses,
and suggest promidoing of the work set forth in the perfect law of liberty,
nently (in ver. 26) the idea first brought forward in the words slow to speak,
Of the words in these two verses, 6okeI has the sense of thinks or
ver. 19.
fancies (see 1 Cor. iii. IS, Gal. vi. 3, etc., in which passages the idea of deceiving one's self is also expressed, as it is here); dpyoKog and dprjOKda are words
designating religion as connected originally with the fear of God, if the commonly assumed derivation from rpiu is accepted the latter word seems to be
possibly the
connected with external manifestations of religion, worship, etc.,
words are selected here because the writer has in mind the religious life as an
active and outgoing life: visiting the fatherless, etc. vrapu Gfcj, in the judgment
of God, as God looks upon it the reference to visiting the fatherless and widows
is by way of illustration,
the calamities which befall them
in their affliction
giving one of the many acts which manifest and are the forth-putting of the
religious life; the keeping one's self unspotted from the world, on the other
hand, goes out beyond the sphere of these external acts, and covers the whole
adjective

Te?,eiov

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

Inward and outward

living.
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IV.

CHAPTER
Vv.
1.

writer passes at this point to a more particular exhortation in the
the first in a series of exhortations which occupy

The

line of

II.

1-13.

Christian duty,

—

The exhortations bear upon failings or sins by
which the readers were especially characterized, and are to the end of avoiding
them and practising the opposite virtues. The writer opens this new passage
with the words u6e'X(poi uov. The frequency with which these words of address
are used in this letter is very noticeable, and shows the hortatory character of
There is no prominence given to the discussion of truths for their own sake.
it.
Such discussion, if occurring at all, is only incidental to the pressing of some
duty or to the appeal to the reader to conform in one point or another to the perThis
2. The word TTpoaunoAriuiptuK; is placed in an emphatic position.
fect law.
may possibly be accounted for by a connection in thought with the ministering
or refusal to minister to the afflicted and weak, i. 27. But not improbably there
is a marked turn in the thought here to a new point of duty, and the emphasis
larger part of the Epistle.

tlie

—

—

is only for the sake of calling special attention to this point,
mariv
Probably the writer has in mind the thought of the latter
part of the chapter, where he sets forth the deadness of faith without works.
To his mind, the Christian faith moved, in a pecidiar sense and measure, in the

on the word
3.

—

exe-i -f/p

sphere of works, and the
duties, held the faith in

—

man who

— that
The

is,

indulged in sin or violated obligations and
if involved in or with

in the midst of, or as

—

probably objective: faith in ;
but possibly it is a possessive genitive, the faith being regarded as belonging to
the Lord, in that He taught it as the essential thing in His teaching. The genitive Tf/g doir/c, on the other hand, is, on the whole, satisfactorily and most simply
the sin in question.

4.

genitive rov Kvpiov

is

explained as a characteristic genitive following rov Kvptov. Though a peculiar
and unusual construction, involving difficulties, this is the least difficult of all
the constructions proposed. The phrase as thus explained is not a formal doxology, and perhaps it does not necessarily involve as much as such doxologies

them in force, and may be regarded as suggesthought of the immediate disciples and brethren of
the Lord respecting the fitness of the ascription of praise and worship to Him.
5. Tlie double supposition of vv. 2, 3, is evidently intended to be understood
It is put in the form of a mere supposition, and is
as realized in both its parts.
doubtless only one instance illustrative of the matter of respecting persons, which
The passage itself, however, and other allusions to the
is under consideration.
relations to the rich in later verses or chapters, make it probable that the illustrative example is brought forward because it was well known in the experience
6. As to the question whether the rich man of ver. 2 is to be
of the readers.
regarded as a Christian or not, the suggestions of Huther appear to be decisive,
The probability indicated in connection
as showing that he is not a Christian.
with i. 10, 11, is so greatly strengthened by this verse and by what follows, that the
7. The past tenses in ver. 4 are
correctness of this view must be admitted.
used, we may believe, because the writer thinks of such cases as actually having
occurred, and therefore likely to occur. For this reason he puts the supposition
The verb 6iaKpid7)Te
did you not, etc.
in the form. If there shall have come

do.

But

it

certainly approaches

tive with reference to the

—

—

.

is

rendered in A. V.,

Are ye

.

.

not partial (in yourselves, iv iavroig); in R. V. text,
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Are ye not divided ; in R. V. marg., Do ye not make distinctions (text, in your
own mind ; marg., among yourselves). The question as to tlie meaning of this
verb is somewhat difficult of determination. The use of the verb in
6, and
i.

the more

common

usage of the N. T. in cases wliere the middle and aorist
passive occur, favor the meaning doubt ; and if this is the meaning, the explanation given by Huther in his note is probably the correct one. It must be admitted,
however, as we think, that this idea of doubting, as equivalent to " a contradiction of their faith, according to which external glory and riches are nothing," is
not quite parallel with the doubting of i. 6, and that a more distinct and direct
expression of such contradiction, had this been the writer's idea, would have
been more natui-al and simple. On the other hand, if it is allowable to adopt
the signification given to the verb in R. V. marg., make dislinctions, the expression becomes very simple, and the sentence falls naturally into harmony with
itself and with the general thought of the passage.
The interpretation of ev
eavToic will follow that of dtmiJidrjTE if the verb has the former of the two meanings alluded to, the preposition is to be taken in the sense of in ; if the verb has
the latter signification, the preposition means among. Grimm and the recent
commentators generally agree substantially with Huther respecting the verb.
8. There can be little doubt that the genitive SiaAoyia/xuv -novijpuv is a descriptive
or characteristic genitive, and that the substance of meaning is, as given in
:

—

R. Y., judges with evil thoughts, or, as
verse opinions, reprehensible principles.

Grimm
The

gives

it,

Christian

judges who follow perwho made such distinc-

and discriminations, favoring the rich as against the poor, was,* in his
judgments and principles which were the result of his reflection (dia?[oyia/ioi),
in opposition to the true Christian idea.
This is proved by the following verse
(ver. 5).
The argument here is similar to that which Paul urges in 1 Coi*. i. 26 ff.
Their own experience as to the Divine calling would plainly show the impropriety
of their conduct in this matter. The similarity of this passage to the one in
1 Cor., as well as the general underlying thought of the passage itself, favors the
view that in faith denotes the sphere in which the persons spoken of were rich,
poor in the view of the world and according to the world's standard of judgment, but rich in the Christian sphere and according to the standard of the
kingdom of God.
9. The writer now sets forth the behavior of the rich towards the Christians as a second reason why the latter should not honor them
in the way indicated.
The rich oppress and persecute them, and blaspheme the
name of Christ which is called upon them at the beginning of their Christian
life.
The conduct here spoken of is such as could hardly be descriptive of rich
persons connected with the Church; and these verses (5-7) seem, therefore,
clearly to show, by the contrasts and statements which they contain, that the
unchristian rich are the persons referred to throughout the entire passage. The
evidence for this view thus becomes stronger as the passage moves forward, and
the reference to the same class of persons in the later part of the Epistle accords
with and confirms what is here said.
10. The view of Huther, that in vv. 8, 9,
the writer "meets the attempt which his readers might perhaps make to justify
their conduct toward the rich by the law of love" seems improbable.
The
readers would hardly attempt to justify conduct which made such a distinction
between men, by appealing to the law of love, which required them to love every
one as themselves,
a love which evidently must apply to the poor equally with
the rich. It seems more probable that the writer is, as Alford says, guarding
his own argument from misconstrviction.
The rich should be treated, indeed,
according to the principles of the law of love; but this is a widely different thing
tions

—

—

—

—
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from such respecting of persons as that which is referred to. The latter is a
a violation of the law of love.
11. The word nivwi, to which Huther assigns the meaning assuredb/ or cer-

sin,

—

tainli/, has, not improbably, a mild adversative sense.
It should probably be
rendered however, rather than as in R. V. hoioheit. It suggests the contrast
connected with the possible misconstruction alluded to.
12. Behvj convicted
hy the law as tmnsyrefisoni
The law here spoken of is the whole Mosaic law

—

—
towards our fellow-men, — that

on the side of duties
Mosaic law which, as Paul says in Rom.
as viewed

xiii.

portion of the

10, Gal. v. 14, is fulfilled

and

summed up in the command, "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." This
command gathers up into itself every thing in the treatment of others which is
demanded by its spirit, and consequently it is transgressed by any act,
of acting, which is contrary to the love required.
The proof which

or

manner

follows in

is illustrative, showing that such a single violation is a transgression
whole law.
13. The view of Huther with respect to oi'rwf of ver. 12
refers backward, rather than simply to the following wc
is to be regarded
as correct.
The case seems to be parallel to 1 Cor. ix. 24. In closing the paragraph, the writer gives a general exhortation which covers and includes the

vv. 10, 11,

that

—

—

of the

—

it

in the preceding verses, and, at the same time,
reaches out to the entire circle of action and speech in the Christian life. The
law of liberty here spoken of is undoubtedly the same with that mentioned in

particular matter discussed

i.

25,

and

law

this

is

characterized by the

reason as in the former case.

The

same

descriptive

word

one which

for the

same

by a
This law, which can be truly fulfilled only in this way,
the law of love obeyed in the free and hearty spirit of love,
is the one by
which the Christian is to be judged and hence he should be careful that in every
thing he yields obedience to it. And he should do this because (ver. V^,) the
merciful judgment, which is the ground of hope as connected with the Christian
system, gives way to the opposite in the case of one who contradicts the Chi-istian spirit by violating the law of love.
In the case of one who, on the other
hand, is governed by that law, mercy which forgives and justifies prevails over
judgment, and secures the man the offered blessing.
gospel rule

is

is

fulfilled

freely-given obedience.

—

—

;

Vv. 14-26.

The turn

in the thought at this point

seems to be connected with the
is that only which
shows itself in acts and life, and, more immediately and particularly, with the
suggestion of the preceding verses which refer to judgment. The justifying
judgment, which comes through mercy, is not to be expected on the ground of a
mere dead faith. The faith which is the animating principle of the Christian
life, and which saves the soul, is one which works in the line of obedience to
the law of love.
It would seem evident, that in connection with the conduct
alluded to in the preceding verses, and at the close of chap, i., there must have
been a doctrine or claim on the part of many of the readers whom the writer
addresses, that faith apart from works was all-sufficient.
The writer combats
this doctrine, first, by presenting an illustrative example from the ordinary
course of life
a case of need which might present itself for relief; and
secondly, by pointing to the history of Abraham
the great historic case of
Abraham.
2. That the faith which is here spokeu of is a mere belief, a faith
1.

general miderlying idea of the Epistle, that true religion

—

—

—

—
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which has in it no love element, no working power, and thus a faith which is
different from that which Paul has in mind in his Epistles (e.g., Gal. v. 6),
seems evident from all the indications of the passage. The difference between
Paul and James is not that the latter affirms the faith of the former to be dead,
while the former affirms it to be the living and life-giving principle of the true
Paul holds that faith has a working, as well as a believing, element. In
other words, the Pauline faith is trust; it is a uniting force as between the
soul of man and God.
The Pauline faith proved its existence by works; it
life.

was not a mere belief of a proposition, such as the proposition or truth, that
God is one. The two writers thus regard the living faith and the dead faith
in the same way the question of life and death here, as everywhere, being
the question of the presence or absence of the working element. But James,
by reasoli of the exigencies of his discussion, is speaking of a dead faith, while
:

Paul has always occasion to refer to living
3.

The

question as to justification

agree that

it is

necessary.

faith.

more

difficult.
So far as the necessity
concerned, the two writers would seem to
But does James teach a doctrine inconsistent with

of a living faith to justification

is

is

is through faith alone?
Is the statement
passage inconsistent with what is implied or
declared in Romans, chap. iv. ? On this point the following suggestions may be
offered: (a) Paul, in his Epistles to the Romans and Galatians, was contending
against Judaizing partisans, who insisted that all, even the Gentile converts,

Paul's position, that justification
respecting

Abraham

in

this

should conform to the whole Mosaic system, and that they could not be justified
without this. He maintained the sufficiency of faith for justification, and
declared that there was no justification by works, because there was no such
thing in

human

experience as a perfect and complete fulfilment of the law.

The

Christian system, according to him, Avas a system of free forgiveness on
the ground of faith. Faith was the first movement of the soul, in turning from

enmity to God, towards a friendly relation to Him. This first movement of the
soul involved an element of love, which, as the life and activity of the soul
went forward, would result in good works, i.e., in conformity of the whole life
The act of forgiveness and justification on God's part,
to the will of God.
however, was, to his view, coincident with the act of faith; and the man, being
justified when he believed, had only to go forward thereafter under the impulse
of the love-element connected with his faith.
(b) James, on the other hand,
was contending in this Epistle against persons who held that faith without the
love-element was all tliat was necessary. These persons held that a mere belief
which had no effect upon conduct, a faith which could give no evidence of its
existence as a transforming and elevating power in the life, was sufficient to
secure justification.
(c) With reference to the case of Abraham as mentioned
by James, and the use which he makes of it, it will be noticed that the sacrifice
of Isaac (Gen. xxii. 2) was later in point of time than the statements that faith
was accounted to him for righteousness (Gen. xv. 6), and that he was called the
friend of God (probably founded upon Gen. xviii. 17) also, that the act of sacrifice
is spoken of as completing or perfecting the faith, and the words of Gen. xv. 6
are said to have been thereby fulfilled; also, that the conclusion drawn in the
twenty-fourth verse must be interpreted in consistency with the declaration of
the O. T., which places the justification before the act of sacrifice, and may
naturally be interpreted (not to say, must be interpreted) in such a way as to
understand and not by faith only, as meaning not by such faith as the writer
of the Epistle has in mind in his discussion. In view of these considerations,

—

—

;

—
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would seem that James must have recognized the fact of the justification of
Abraliam, at a time which preceded not only the sacrifice of Isaac, but even the
birth of this heir of the promises; and that when he speaks of his justification
by works in connection with the sacrifice, he cannot mean to deny that he was
it

—

when he first exercised faith.
{d) The true position of James, thereseems to be this: that, when the test time for the man's faith comes,
the test which determines whether the faith is a living or a dead one,
justification depends on whether the faith displays its living force by an act of
obedience and love. In other words, justification is on the ground of a faith
which is a living, loving, active principle.
It is indeed true, as Huther says,
quoting from Wieseler, that it is one thing to say, to be justified by faith
v:hich is proved by works, and another thing, to be justified by works in which
faith is proved. But it must be borne in mind, that we are not dealing here
with abstract theological propositions. The writer of this Epistle is guided
in his use of language by the circumstances of the case, the character and
position of the persons against whom he is contending, etc. What he saj's is
to be judged accordingly; and, when viewed from this standpoint, the difference
between the two statements is not of that marked and distinct character which
may be observed when they are considered as theological propositions, (e) The
correctness of the view which is In the line of these suggestions is confirmed
by all the indications of the passage. The fact that faith without works is
illustrated by the empty saying to a destitute brother. Go in peace, without
doing any thing for his relief; the impossibility, which is clearly hinted at, of
showing or proving the existence of real faith, except by such works as would
be naturally prompted by it; the description of faith apart from works, as
similar to that which the demons have; the statement that faith apart from
works is barren; the points already set forth in connection with the case of
Abraham; the comparison between faith apart from works, and the body
without the animating and vivifying power of the spirit, —all these things
exhibit the writer's idea of the faith which he regards as'so insufficient and
worthless, and show what he means when he says that a man is justified by
works, and not only by faith.
4. With respect to individual words and phrases, the following suggestions
may be offered: (a) The abrupt turn in the question, n to ixpeTioc (ver. 14), is
calculated to arrest the attention of the reader, and bring him at once to the
very centre of the subject.
(/j) R. V. renders tj nianq of ver. 146, that faith.
Iluther denies this force of the demonstrative pronoun to the article in this
place.
It would seem doubtful, to say the least, whether the demonstrative
force can be insisted upon.
(c) The word auaai refers, no doubt, to future
salvation, and this word, accordingly, suggests that the writer is referring
throughout the passage to that justification which is connected with the
securing of salvation for a man who has the opportunity to put his faith in
exercise; that is, that he is not limiting his thought to the first moment of
forgiveness, when the man is set right before the judgment of God with
reference to his past sins.
[d] Huther is hardly justified in insisting on our
regarding ;t"pT"Cfo(Jf and Oepiiaivtade as in the middle voice, on the ground that
only thus does the contrast appear pointed and definite. The point seems to be
simply, that there is an empty expression of good wishes, but no corresponding
action, and not that the destitute brother might warm or satisfy himself.
(e) The remark of Huther in his note on ver, 17 is worthy of special notice:
"From the fact that James calls faith dead if it has not works, it is evident
justified
fore,

—

—

—

—

—

—
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that by these works is not meant something which mnst be added to faith, but
something which grows out of faith; the epya here treated of are works of
faith, in which are the germs of faith."
Paul and James alike have in mind a
working faith, a faith which works through love, which is alive with a living
energy.
!/) The objections which Huther urges against making the person
referred to in the expression, d?.A' epd tiq, " a vir sapiens et intelligens, to whom

—

James assigns the part of carrying on the argument in his stead against his
opponent," are wortliy of consideration, but they do not appear to be decisive.
His own explanation must be regarded as artificial and improbable. Beyschlag,
in his edition of Huther, rejects Huther's explanation. The use of uaXu. even in
Paul's writings is such that a somewhat wide range must be given to its meaning and force in some cases. It seems sometimes to be nearly equivalent to our
word nay, as used in sentences of this sort; and to express a contrast, not,
indeed, to the form of words immediately preceding, but to an underlying idea
or a suggested thought. If it can be understood in this way here, the thought
of the sentences moves forward simply and easily.
So far from faith, apart
from works, having any living force, a man may say, "Show me," etc. The
remark of Huther, that it cannot be perceived why James should express his
own opinion in the person of another, who is entirely indefinite, can hardly be
regarded as of serious importance; for the statement that some one, or any one,
may urge what is thus said has a certain force which the same thing presented
as from the writer himself might not have.
The objections to the view which
makes the n^ a person who opposes the position taken by James, seem to be
insuperable.
(g) Ver. 19 is apparently connected with what precedes, and ver.
20 opens the new stage in the argument, founded upon the case of Abraham,
etc.
The article of faith which is fundamental is taken as an example,
the
belief that God is one,
and it is shown, that, without any thing growing out
of it in works and life, it amounts to nothing more than even the demons have.
The verb which is added with regard to the demons (i^piaaovaiv) expresses
apparently the opposite idea to auaai of ver. 14, and the thought moves, in
connection with auaat and its opposite, to the ediKcuudr] of ver. 21.
{h) The
justification of Abraham here spoken of is, as we may say, connected with that
of which Paul speaks in Romans, chap, iv., and Galatians, chap, iii., through
the passage in the Epistle to the Hebrews (xi. 17 f.), where the writer of that

—

—

—

—

—

"By

Abraham, being tried, offered up Isaac," etc. The
work growing out of it; and as viewed
from the side of faith with, or without, works, Abraham was justified by works.
The justification would not have been realized, had there been no working
energy in the faith. This working energy manifested itself in action, when
the demand came for the sacrifice.
(/) The statement of ver. 22 accords with and confirms this view of the matter.
Faith co-operated with Abraham's works, in the sense that it was the
inspiring principle which caused them to be done; and, on the other hand, it
was itself completed by them in the sense that, if there had been no outworking
force showing itself when the opportunity and summons came, the faith would
have been, and would have proved itself to be, an imperfect and even a dead
thing.
It was in this way, and in this sense, that the Scripture passage in Gen.
XV. 6 found its real and perfect fulfilment.
In this light of the passage, and
Epistle says,

offering of Isaac

faith

was a

fruit of faith, a

with this explanation, there is no real conti-adiction between Paul and James.
This very passage of Genesis on which Paul founds his doctrine of justification
by faith was actually fulfilled in the sense that the faith was made complete,
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and the

justification

forth

hving energy iu
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•

tlie verb en?,T}pud7] refers, in a similar
way, to the fulfilment of the Scriptural words in the realization and sealing, as it
were, of the justification.
(J) The twenty-sixth verse repeats in substance the
statement of ver. 20, or verbatim if we read vf/cpd instead of upyv in that verse;
but it adds the comparison of the body and spirit. The character of the faith
of which the writer is speaking is most clearly indicated by these two verses.
The faith which is entirely apart from works is like the body without the spirit;
it is apyij, without working energy, because it is ftKpu, having in it no animating
and inspiring force.
(k) All things in the passage thus combine to show the
truth of what Huther says in his closing remarks upon the chapter,
namely,
that James did not design to make an attack upon Paul's doctrine. It does not,
however, seem quite as clear that he may not have referred to some misapprehending or misappropriation of it, or that the Epistle belongs to the earlier
apostolic times.
This latter view is, nevertheless, not improbable.

in the realization of its force in action

;

—

—

—

VI.

CHAPTER
Vv.

III.

1-12.

Huther

says, the writer passes at the beginning of
Apparently the empty faith which characterized
those whom the preceding chapter had referred to, had the influence which it
often has
as it had no living force and energy leading to the appropriate
works of the Christian life, it exerted its force, if such it might be called, in the
way of assuming to teach others. Talking and teaching took the place of working.
The exhortation which he gives, therefore, follows appropriately after the
passage relating to living and dead faith.
2. The verb ytveade seems to be used
here because the writer would dissuade them from entering upon the course indicated.
The word Tro/Aoi is explained correctly by Beyschlag in his edition of
Huther, Be not in great numbers teachers; that is, do not be seeking the office
and work of teachers, as if this were the thing to be aimed at by the great mass
of Christians.
The connection of thought in the following verses seems to be
this: that as we all offend in many points, and the higher the position voluntarily assumed the greater the condemnation, it is unbecoming to thrust one's
self forward in the way mentioned.
Ver. 3 then adds the peculiar danger of
offence as connected with the tongue,
an idea evidently suggested by the desire
of the I'eaders to become teachers, but yet it goes beyond this particular subject
general
to the
matter of the sins of the tongue.
3. The suggestion that the
man who controls his tongue is able also to control his whole body, is hardly to
be understood in its most direct and full meaning; but as conveying the idea
that the control of the tongue is so difficult, that one who succeeds in gaining
this will show power enough to make him equal to the emergency of meeting
the temptations to sin which come in connection with any other part of the
man. The M'ord body seems to be used because toncjue, one of the members of
the body, has been used. This is a sufficient account of its introduction, but it
is possible that the thought of the members of the body as the avenues through
which temptations come into the soul, and appetites and desires go out, may have
been in the author's mind.
4. The comparison of ver. 5 has, indeed, a certain
relation to the illustration of ver. 3, as well as that of ver. 4, but its immediate
1.

It is evident that, as

this chapter to a

new

subject.

:

—

—

—

—

;
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reference

is

The words

eviflently to the latter.

language which

up

nsyuka avxd (or,

Grimm

true reading, tiEyaXavxd) are regarded by

if

that be the

as denoting a kind of

haughty

This would seem to be indicated by the passage
which follo\vs, and may be regarded as the correct view, rather than tlie view
whicli would hold that avxd is simply substituted for noiel because the tongue is
the member spoken of.
5. Ver. 56 f unfolds what is suggested by fisyu?.a avxd.
The sense of the first tjXikov is how small; for, even if this is not the direct
signification of the word as here used, the thought of the whole passage would
lead us to interpret the phrase, how great a fire kindles how great a wood, by
measuring the greatness in the former case by contrast with that in the latter.
If it is understood otherwise, the sentence is out of harmony with: the tongue
is a little member, etc.
The word v^v probably means forest here, as in R. V.
marg., rather than loood, as in R. V. text.
6. As between the construction of ver. 6 given in R. V. text. And the tongue
is afire; the ivorld of iniquity among our members is the tongue, lohich, etc.,
and that given in R. V. marg., And the tongue is afire, that world of iniquity
the tongue is among our members that lohich, etc., the decision is probably to be
made in favor of the former, because in this way the thought of the clauses
best divides itself.
That the tongue is a fire, is a statement which naturally
follows upon ver. 56
and as thus following, it has in itself a marked emphasis
and solemnity which arrest attention. Then the thought moves on with a corresponding solemnity in a sentence which is explanatory of this brief affirmation,
and gives a justification for it: The world of iniquity, the tongue is, etc. Iluther
takes the other view on grounds Avhich seem hardly sufficient. He objects to the
stirs

strife.

—

.

,•

much the first thought, and also
because there is no correct meaning imless the words v yl. nvp are closely connected with what follows. There is no difficulty, if the close union with 5b is
noticed, and this close union accounts for what Huther regards as the isolating
of the first thought. The last point made by Huther falls away with the other
two.
Beyschlag objects to Huther's explanation, and favors the other.
7. The word Koa/xo^, whichever view of the sentence is taken, is undoubtedly used
in the sense of the sum or totality of unrighteousness.
The tongue is thus conceived of because, in the line of the writer's present thought, it appears as if
the source of all evils. The idea of sum is designedly expressed with greatest
emphasis by the use of this particular word koo/xoc, the icorld. This sum of evil
is in the tongue, making it a consuming fire on every side for the man himself
and for others.
8. KadiaTamt
On this verb see Additional Xotes in the
Amer. edition of Meyer's Commentary on Romans, v. 19. The tongue is set
The
(or sets itself) in the midst of (among) the members as that which, etc.
sense of KuOiararat as here used is most clearly seen in connection with iv. 4 and
construction as difficult, and as isolating too

—

—

2 Pet.

i.

8.

It is substantially

—

equivalent to eari (see

iv. 4,

where the two verbs
caused
however,

are used in parallel sentences); but possibly has the additional idea of
to appear as— shown to be — what

it

really

is.

The "

is'"

notion,

is,

:

the most prominent one, so far as the truth or fact declared 3 concerned.
9. The tongue is spoken of as set on fire by Gehenna, apparently because of

and the impulse given thereby to
in mind, as he is speaking especially of the tongue.
In another connection, and with a more full survey of
sin in all its lines and sources, he might, no doubt, have limited his expressions
more exactly.
The words (pTioyii^ovaa Tfjv rpoxbv rf/g yeveatuq have a certain parallelism with the preceding participial clause, and so far there is a measure of
the violence of expression given forth by
various sorts of sin which the writer

—

it,

now has
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probability that rpox. ysvia. refers to the course of the individual

wheel of birth or

human

life,

— the

This probability, however, can hardly be considered as sufficient in itself to determine the question. Nevertheless, it appears
to the writer of this note, that, if this view of the matter is adopted, the harmony
of the clauses with each other, and the unity of the thought as presented in
the figures, is most successfully realized. The only other view worthy of serious
consideration is that of R. V. text: the wheel of nature, the orb of creation (Alf.,
etc.), or that mentioned in Grimm's N. T. Lex.
the wheel of life or existence
(like the English word "machinery").
10. The yap of ver. 7 introduces that
verse and the following as a justification of the statements which precede, and
especially as a ground for the strong expression in the last participial clause of
The untamable character of the tongue, its restless evil character, full
ver. 6.
of deadly poison, is the evidence that it is set on fire by Gehenna, that it is
moved and impelled in its evil by the author of evil. The words a restless evil,
full, etc., are to be explained with Winer and Huther as independent, and a
sort of exclamation, rather than as a sentence introduced by it is.
11. The
true explanation of ver. 9ff. is connected with the fact that these evils and sins
which arise from the tongue are those Avhich the writer has observed among the
Christian readers whom he is addressing. They have fallen into sins in this
regard which are illustrative of the power of evil connected with the tongue;
and he warns them of the deadly character of such evil in its possible development, in order that he may arrest the progress of what may become unconquerable, if not restrained. Possibly this whole passage may be related to the closing
part of the preceding chapter in the way which seems to be suggested by Neander,
who says, " The show of piety James opposes in all its forms. Such is that
pious cant, in which, along with praise to God in woi'ds, are mingled a hateful
censoriousness and bitter denunciation of men, in whom God's image is to be
honored. James exposes the inherent inconsistency of such conduct, which to
his view is mere hypocrisy."
And he adds, "Thus does James express the
ground-thought of this whole Epistle (in these verses, 9-12), namely, that all
turns on the inward temper from which the whole life takes its direction."
The view of some writers, that ver. 9 is an exemplification of the restlessness or
unsteadfastness of the tongue, is much less probable than that which is thus
given, and which takes hold upon the underlying thought of the whole context.
12. The word xp^ here seems to refer to that necessity which is connected
with the fitness of things, and so to be equivalent to our word oufjht in such
This contrariety to fitness is set forth by the illustrations which
sentences.
follow and which are taken from things familiar to all in nature.
origin.

:

—

—

—

VII.

Yv.

13-18.

apparently a certain connection between this passage and the
exhortation of ver. 1, as related to the verses which follow. The claim of
1.

There

is

wisdom and knowledge was naturally united with the

disposition to

become

teachers; and that contentiousness, etc., which accompanied this claim, mani-

no doubt, in the outspeaking of boasting, and of bitter opposition,
by which the destructive power of the tongue was displayed. There is also, as
we may not improbably be justified in holding, a certain connection with the
closing part of chap, ii., such as is indicated in the words of Neander, "As
James has contended against a false faith, unaccompanied by works, so does
fested itself,
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he, in like manner, against that knowledge

and wisdom

in divine things,

which

does not make itself known by a living activity in a corresponding course of
In this latter view of the passage, it becomes a third presentation of the
life."
necessity of such correspondence to the true Christian life, faith, speech, wisdom, all being manifested by the appropriate outworking of the inner principle.
2. The two adjectives ao06f and emarTiiiuv are here used, apparently, as in

—

substance equivalent to each other, the latter being added only as emphasizing
the idea of the former. This is indicated by the fact that, in the development
3. The substitution
of the thought in the following verses, ao(;>ia alone appears.
of the word icorks instead of wisdom, in the second part of ver. 13, is not

—

improbably to be accounted for in connection with the reference in the passage
and peace as the results of the false and true wisdom. The
that is, bij,
readers who were disposed to claim wisdom should show out of
a good manner of life, the corresponding results, in
because springing out of
the particular line here suggested, the opposite of bitter envying and strife;
and they should do this in the sphere of the working of that meekness which
appertains to wisdom in its truest and genuine sense. The word npairTic, as
here used, means meekness; but there may be, perhaps, in connection with the
context, a suggestion, in a subordinate way, of the other idea of the word,
namely, gentleness. —4. The arrangement of the thought in ver. 14 is the
If you claim wisdom, show it in its appropriate
reverse of that in ver. 13.
fruits (ver. 13); if, on the other hand, you manifest what is opposite in your
feelings and spirit and acts, do not glory in your wisdom, and lie against the
truth (ver. 14). The opposite results, in the attitude towards one another, to
that to which the meekness of wisdom would lead, are jealousy and faction,
or selfish partisanship. The compound verb KaTOKavxaode suggests the idea of
glorying in wisdom over against, or to the disparaging or injury of others.
The expression, lie not against the truth, is not in the proper sense tautological;
at least, the addition of the last words is not without a certain solenmity and
emphasis. The claim of wisdom on the part of such persons was a gloiying
against others, and was a lie against the inward truth of the soul, or perhaps,
to oppositions

—

—

taking the word objectively, against the truth in the objective Christian sense,
as

Wiesnger
5.

T

holds.

le relation

is shown by its
The wisdom whose fruit

of KarepxauivT} (ver. 15) to the sentence

contrast with t~iyeioq.

It

is

a descriptive adjective.

not one that comes down from above, but earthly.
avrt] evidently points to the sort of wisdom suggested by the words of ver. 14, and the proof which is given in ver. 16 goes
back directly to the language of the fourteenth verse. The adjective kni-^Eioq is
the direct contrast to uvudev KaTepxonivrj, while the two following adjectives are
is

jealousy and bitterness

is

The demonstrative pronoun

added as giving further characteristics which belong to the earthly wisdom.
This adjective emyetor, according to its strict and original meaning, describes
the wisdom as having its whole existence, its origin and life as it were, on the
earth.
It is not connected with, and does not belong in the sphere of, that
part of the man which has communication with heaven and the Divine Spirit.
It is

of the voi^ only,

contrasted with

as distinguished

ni'ev/xuriKi^,

from the

Trvtv/ia.

It

is

t^vxikt),

as

belonging to that part of the man, in his intelligent

open only to the visible and sensible and earthly. It is what
wisdom of this age, and to which he alludes in its contrast with
the higher wisdom which he presents to the full-grown Christians in the
passage dealing with this subject iu the First Epistle to the Corinthians.
life,

Paul

which

is

calls the
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James, however, adds another descriptive word, 6atuovcu6rfc, demon-like, devilish,
because he has prominently in mind, as Paul has not in the passage referred
to, the evil spirit which is connected with this wisdom, and which manifests
itself in

jealousy and selfish factiousness.

mean

much

Beyschlag thinks the word does not

—

as devilish, which would be 6ia3okiKfi.
6. The making prominent of aKarnaraaia in ver. 16 is evidently connected with the manifestation of
so

this among those to whom he was writing.
This word denotes an unstable
and unsettled condition, and may mean more or less in this line of thought,
according to the circumstances or demands of the individual case. Thus in
1 Cor. xiv. 33, its use is suggested by a disorderly condition which might arise
in the church meetings, from the too-abundant exercise of the gift of tongues,

without accompanying interpretation; while in Luke xxi. 9, it refers to the
commotions connected with tumults and wars. Here the reference is to that
which underlies the thought of the whole chapter.
7. The wisdom from
above is described by a succession of words, the main pointing of which is in

—

the direction opposite to aKaTatyTaaia,

!^f]\or

niKpoc, ipidna.

It is first described as

This word, at least in its N. T. use, seems, as Trench remarks, to move
along a somewhat different line from ayioc, which is a kindred word, and to
have in it the idea of purity, rather than of separation and thus consecration
to God. The heavenly wisdom is pure in the large and full sense, it is free from
all that is impure, it is the source of every good thing, not every evil.
This is
its first and fundamental characteristic.
Then it is elfyrjviKtf, as Grimm renders
the word, peaceable, pacific, loving peace; imeiKri^, gentle, having a sweet
dyvrj.

reasonableness; tinudric, pliant or compliant, easy to be persuaded, not disposed
to contend persistently;

kXeov^ Kal Kap-rruv ayuduv, full of

mercy or comThe suggestion of compassionate feeling
seems to be by way of contrast to the jealousy, etc., which is the fruit of the
other kind of wisdom. adiiiKfjiTor, this word is rendered by R. V. text, loithout
variance, and by E. V. marg., in two ways, either without doubtfxdness, or
f/earrj

passionate feeling and good fruits.

The decision as to the meaning is difficult, but the choice
seems to lie between the first and second meaning mentioned. The preceding
words are favorable to the first view, the following word to the second. The
first view seems on the whole to be preferable, because of the general 'thought
which apparently occupies the writer's mind. uvvnoicpiTo^, without hjpocrisy;
this final word marks the wisdom as free from all that pretence and falseness
which characterize those who have an empty, dead faith, etc., and who have
been already referred to.
8. (hKaioavvng is here used in its ordinary, not in its
peculiar Pauline sense, and the genitive is appositional. This view of the
word, which is favored by Huther and others, accords best with the whole
course of thought in the passage. The fruit which springs from the sowing
in character and life is a fruit of right living, when it is sown in the sphere of
peace, in the way and spirit of peace, and such fruit results for those who make
without partiality.

—

peace.

VIII.

CHAPTER
Vv.
1.

There

is

IV.

1-12.

a certain abniptness in the opening of this chapter, and yet

evidently a connection between

and that which immediately precedes. The
wisdom from above, in conspringing from the earthly wisdom, suggests

it

idea of peace, as related to and the result of the
trast

with the bitterness,

etc.,

—
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the abrupt and even indignant expressions which now follow.
fightings refer, no doubt, to violent and unseemly contendings
selves; but the passage has

may

believe

its

such a vehemence of

The wars and
among themdenunciatory rebuke, that we

expressions to have a rhetorical strength which the writer did

not measure by the

literal facts.

So when he uses the word

(jtovsvere,

outwardly displays

itself,

set forth as in chap.

1.

—

with the desire
2.

The word

desires for pleasure (see ver. 3),

and

and speaks

The connection of
and inward movement of the

of the readers as [adulterers and] adulteresses.
v66v(jv

sin, as

it

heart, are

seems to be used in the sense of

substituted for imdvuiuv, because the

is

These desires for pleasures
campaign, have their camp, and, as it were, forage about; and
this is not improbably the sense of the word as here employed) in your
members. The following three sentences present the condition into which
these desires for pleasures bring men; the going-out of desire without gaining
possession of what is desired; then, the whole series of evil desires and acts,
from envy or jealousy up to murder; and then, the fighting and warring which
characterize and make up the life of a community full of bitter jealousy and
the factious spirit. Having thus set forth the condition, the writer gives the
reason why they do not have the things which may give them satisLaction,
namely, because they do not ask of God except for the purpose of expending
upon their pleasures what they would wish to receive.
3. The
reading
IJLOixakideg
as against ixoixo'i koi /xotxalidec, is so strongly supported that it is
probably to be accepted. If so, the feminine form is used, as we may believe,
because of the relation of the church to God, as presented many times in the
O. T, The members of the church are conceived of as, in a sense, sustaining
Beyschlag also holds that the word refers to the individual
this same relation.
members of the church. The explanatory marginal note added in A. R. V.
gives, accordingly, the true sense, and is helpful to the common reader: "That
4. Know ye not, etc. (ver. 4).
is, loJio break your marriar/e voio to God."
This confident inquiry which is equivalent, as in similar cases in the Pauline
Epistles, to an emphatic affirmation of the fact, presses upon the thought of
the readers, that, if they desire and act after this manner, they cannot expect to
receive any thing from God.
The genitives Koa/uov and deov express an objective
relation.
The verb eiBovTifiOr} is the word minded of the English version, and
denotes the inclination and disposition as turned in a certain direction.
KadiaraTai is evidently parallel with enriv in this verse, and certainly approximates most closely to it in meaning. The centering of the life in the will, the
disposition and inclination of the whole inner man, is indicated in this place,
This is the N. T. doctrine. The friendship
as it is in many parts of the X. T.
of the world is enmity to God; whoever therefore has his mind set in the
direction of the world is placed by that very fact in the condition of an
enemy of God; he is constituted such by the action of his own will and
purpose; he becomes such ipso facto, and thus is such. Beyschlag holds that
here and in Rom. v. 19, Kadiararai = ean, as not unfrequently in classic Greek.
writer has the idea of ver. 3 especially in mind.

war

(Alf. says,

—

,

—

—

—

this ^ is like that which we find often in Paul's writings, and intro5. Or:
duces the following sentence, which is put in the form of a question, as the
only supposition possible, unless the preceding one is admitted; the question
implying that they cannot hold this supposition. The force of these verses,
maketh himself an enemy of God.
therefore, is as follows: Whoever
This you must admit, or you must suppose that the Scripture speaks in vain
when it says what is in ver. 56. But this you cannot suppose.
,

.

.
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6. The words of ver. 56 are regarded as a question,
ing of R. V. text. The exact meaning and translation
uncertain, but the second marginal rendering of R. V.
not improbably, to present the true sense That Spirit

according to the renderof this part of ver. 5 are

gives that which seems,
which He made to dwell
yearneth
for
us
even
unto
in us
jealous envy.
If this is correct, the idea of the
sentence is in harmoiiy with the context, and with the peculiar construction
with T]. Since the Spirit which God makes to dwell in us longs for us even unto
jealous envy, it must be that the man wlio is minded to be a friend of the world
:

—

an enemy of God.
The first marginal rendering of R. V. is that which
Huther prefers, and no serious objection can be urged against it: The spirit
which He made to dwell in us. He yearneth for even unto jealous envy. In this
case, the subject of the two sentences, 56 and 6rt, is the same; and in this fact
an argument may perhaps be found for this view of 56.
7. The view which
holds that 7dyEi of ver. 5 means says, not speaks, and that the Trpdc (pdovov, k.tX,
depends on it, is the simplest and best, —the explanation being that the writer
gives first the substance of the idea of what the O. T. says, and then makes a
particular citation in ver. 66 as supporting the statement of ver. 6a.
8. But
he (Jives greater grace, i.e., greater because of, and in proportion to, this jealous
envj'.
Wherefore, i.e., it is on account of the fact stated, that the O. T. uses
the language quoted. God gives grace, because of His desire and longing unto
jealous envy, to those whom he loves; but, for the same reason. He resists the
proud, His enemies, those who are minded to be friends of the world. These
verses thus support and strengthen that which underlies the suggestions of
will be

—

—

ver.

1 ff.

draws the conclusion from the preceding context in the form
In the first two of these exhortations there is, in a certain
sense, a corresponding positive and negative, which are in the immediate line
of the preceding thought and expressions.
They should submit themselves to
God, and thus, in the exercise of the humility just alluded to in the O. T. quotation, place themselves in accord with God's yearning desire, and should resist
the Devil, the prince of the world, under whose dominion they would come by
turning towards friendship with the world. Such resistance will be successful,
for the very reason that to those who submit to God He gives a grace proportioned to His desire for them. To the exhortation to resist the Devil, is added
the assurance that they M'ill be successful in their effort,
he will flee from
them; while on the other hand, to the exhortation to submit themselves to God,
which is now put in another form, though in substance it is the same thing, is
joined the promise that the corresponding blessing will come: draw near to Him,
and He will draw near to you. The positive and negative sides of the first and
fundamental exhortation are presented in vv. 7, 8a. In ver. 86 we find an exhortation to that which is an essential accompaniment or antecedent of drawing
near to God. This is addressed to sinners and to those who have a double soul
or mind, as it were, divided between God and the world.
Apparently, the
writer addresses the Christian readers thus because of their non-conformity to
the duties and requirements of their Christian profession, as indicated in the
preceding part of the Epistle.
10. The exhortations in ver. 9 set forth what is
necessary with reference to past conduct, as connected with the cleansing, etc.,
mentioned in ver. 86. These, again, are expressed in the same vigorous, strong
language which characterizes the Epistle throughout: Be wretched, and mourn
and weep; let your laughter be turned, etc.
The word Ka-ij^Eia, not found elsewhere in the N. T., is compounded of kutu with the sense of downward, and rd
9.

Yer. 7

(ovv)

of exhortations.

—

—

—
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— imth downcast eyes; and carries with the idea of humiliation,
— The final exhortation returns to the one at the

(pdij,

the

i.e.,

the feeling of humiliation.

erjes,

it

beginning, and expresses distinctly what

is

— humble

there put in the form of submission,

yourselves in the siyht of the Lord; and then the promise is, in subKvpiov is to be regarded, with Huther,
stance, renewed: and He shall exalt you.
as referring to God, not Christ, because of the reference to

God throughout

the

immediate context.
11.

To

which move along the line of the main thought
and bring it to its end, the writer now appends a new
The connection here is some-

these exhortations,

of the chapter thus far,

exhortation, not to speak against one another.

what uncertain.

a return to the general thought of contenand beginning of chap. iv. possibly, he
reminds them that, even in reference to the desires for worldly things, they
should not be too ready to condemn one another. The speakbui against involves a censorious judgment.
The reason given for the exhortation is akin to
that suggested by Paul in Rom. xiv. 4, where the words correspond substantially
with those in ver. \2b of this chapter.
James, however, first introduces the
statements of ver. 116c.
The one who speaks against a brother speaks against
and judges the law. The law here referred to is the law of love,
that is, either
the Christian law itself, or the O. T. law which is fulfilled and filled out in its
complete meaning, so far as duties to one another are concerned, by the loving
one's neighbor as one's self.
12. The view of Huther respecting ver. lie is to
be regarded as correct. The man who judges the law puts himself in a position
above the law, and instead of doing what it requires, which is his duty as a man,
he becomes a judge in and of himself, usurping thus a function which does not
belong to him. This function of judge appertains to Him alone who is the lawPossibly, there

tions, etc., at the

end of chap.

is

iii.

;

—

—

giver,

and who

K.T.?..,

in the construction of the sentence, belong to the subject, being apposi-

tional to

is

able to assign the destiny of men.

and explanatory of

The words

6

dvvunEvoq,

The last words of ver. 12, as following these,
judgment of one another very emphatically.

f/c.

press the impropriety of such

IX,

CHAPTER

IV, 13

Vv.

— CHAPTER

V,

6.

1.3-17,

These verses seem to form one section of the Epistle, which is divided by
These two sub-sections have referiv. into two sub-sections.
ence, the first to the presumptuous confidence in the certainty of future opportunities for work and success which those devoted to worldly gain seem often to
have; and the second, to the oppressions, etc., of selfish rich men, upon whom a
woe is denounced. The connection of this passage with what precedes seems
less evident than in the case of former passages; but the thought maybe re1.

the close of chap.

garded as following along the general line of the exhortation not to love the
world, or the things of the world. Whether the rich here alluded to are those
Huther takes
in the church, or outside of it, is a question of some difficulty.
the latter view. This harmonizes with the probable reference of 7:?.ovmoc, iu
chap. 11., and is favored by the fact that the language which the writer uses
At the
appears almost too strong for any proper application to Christians.
same time, the Epistle is addressed to Christians, and it would seem that some
application to them must be intended. Perhaps the true view is that the writer
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addressing professedly Christian rich men, but with the vigorous and denunwhich characterizes him, and which is due to his abhorrence
of all worldliness, and his deep sense of its inconsistency with the righteousness
of true Christian living. If this be not the correct view, we may believe that he
is

ciatory language

intends, while warning the worldly rich, to apply the

same admonition to the
away to the same actions
and wrong-doing.
2. The phrase uyc vvv arrests attention, and demands the
thought of the persons addressed upon the subject presented. The repetition
of this phrase in v. 1, inasmuch as it is used nowhere else, seems, as Huther
also suggests, to indicate a close union between the two sub-sections; and perhaps, also, it indicates that the movement of the writer's thought, even from the
Christian readers, so far as any of

—

beginning of

them may be

led

towards the KlavaaTe of v. 1, and the declarations which
3. The view of Huther with respect to r^wk,
with which R. V. and some other commentators, as well as Buttmann (N. T.
Gram.), agree, is in all probability correct.
The sentence in which this word
occurs may be supposed to contain the very words which the men referred to
would use: having a particular city in mind, they would naturally speak of it
iv. 13, is

follow in the subsequent verses.

—

as this city.

Westcott and Hort adopt the reading which omits rd before r^f aipiov and
The meaning thus becomes, You know not of what sort the
of the morrow will be ; i.e., what will be youi* condition and circumstances.

4.

yap following noia.
life

The
more

other reading, which separates
of that nervous force

iroia from r^f avpiov, gives to the sentence
which belongs to this author, and brings out more

life.
The yiip following noia is probably to be
In the following clause, iare is supported by the best authorities.
What sort of thing is your life? A thing full of uncertainty, for you are a
vapor, appearing for a little time and then vanishing away. That this is the
true sense of the passage, is also indicated by ver. 15, which is founded upon
what is implied in Tvoia ij l^ufj v/xuv.
5. The particle vvv, in ver. 16, seems to be

distinctly the uncertainty of

omitted.

—

now

as the fact of the case is.
The word «/ladenotes the confident boasting and assurance which belong to such presumptuous planning and action as that which has been referred to. All glorying
in such presumptuousness is wicked. Thus far, he has only called attention to

equivalent to as the case
:

stands

;

^oveiaiQ

and rebuked this disregard of God, with reference to the question of the continuance of life.
6. Ver. 17 evidently contains in its words a general statement;
but by reason of its position at the end of one part of a section of the Epistle, it
must have a particular application to the matter referred to in the verses imme-

—

The meaning of the verse, therefore, as here introduced,
inasmuch as they knew what was right in this matter of the
uncertainty of the future, and yet, notwithstanding this knowledge, acted as
they did, they were guilty of actual sin. This verse is introduced by ovv as a
conclusion from what goes before.
This conclusion-element in the sentence
seems to belong to the special application, rather than the general truth. The
general truth can hardly be supposed to result as an inference from what has
been here said about their thoughtlessness and presumptuousness as to the uncertainty of life.
The special application, on the other hand, results naturally,
and the sentence, as such an inference, becomes an impressive rebuke of their
sin.
In this way, also, the verse becomes a kind of transition passage, carrying
the thought over to the severer rebuke and denunciation which fill the opening
diately preceding.

nmst

be, that,

verses of the following chapter.
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X.

CHAPTER
Vv.

The address now turns

V.

1-6.

These are either the same persons
only speaking of them in another Hght, or a
portion of the class there mentioned who had acquired wealth. It would seem
from the severity of the language here used, as well as from certain individual
7.

with those addressed in

iv.

to the rich.

13,

mind persons who were not merely
presumptuous disregard of the possibility of the ending of
or of the power of God over their lives, but were also guilty of oppression,

expressions in vv. 4-6, that the writer has in
trading, etc., with
life,

injustice, towards the poor.
The passage is denunciatory of
judgment. Precisely what the judgment here referred to is, may be questioned,
expressions
give
a
figurative
presentation
whether the
of the final condenmation which will come upon them from God, or whether, on the other hand, they
refer to the calamities which were expected immediately to precede the second
coming of the Lord, or, if the Epistle was written before that event, those which
8. The simiwere realized in connection with the destruction of Jerusalem.
larity of this passage in its general style to some of the denunciatory passages
Tlie writer of this
in the O. T. prophetic writings will not fail to be noticed.
His words here rise into
Epistle evidently resembled the prophets in character.
the poetic region of the prophetic books, and our interpretation of them is
doubtless to be affected by this fact. The language used, however, plainly indicates great calamities impending in the way of Divine judgment, in view of
which they might well do what he calls upon them to do, namely, weep and
howl for the miseries that were just before them. The present participle

and other acts of

—

—

iTTtpxofiivai^,

as well as the expressions, in the last days, ver. 3, and.

Be

until the comincj of the Lord, implies the nearness of the things to

patient

which he

refers, and the two last-mentioned expressions show that they were those
which preceded the Lord's coming.
9.

The

things mentioned in vv.

2, 3,

are the calamities or the results of the

Their riches waste away and are destroyed, and this destruction
The connecwill be a testimony of the destruction which awaits themselves.
tion of (if TTvp with the following words, which is favored by Westcott and Hort,
seems much less simple and natural than the connection with what precedes.
The latter view of the sentences is adopted by E. V., A. Y., and most of the
calamities.

recent interpreters.

The

references to O. T. passages,

which Huther makes

his note, are sufficient to establish the probability of this view.

pression,

You are laying np

treasures in the last days,

is

—

10.

The

in

ex-

apparently to be under-

stood as meaning that they were doing that which was unsuitable and wrong:
it was the time for repentance, and taking heed to the commands of God.

—

11.

From

this reference to the destruction

and worthlessness of

their riches in

the times of judgment, the writer turns to the setting-forth of some of the
wrongs or sins of which they were guilty, and which would bring the judgment
Mention is made of three of these, as Huther remarks in his
as their result.
notes; namely, injustice and oppression as related to the laborers employed by
them, their wanton luxury and self-indulgence, and their condemnation of the
righteous.

The

first

two of these points stand

in contrast to each other.

The

third has reference apparently to another subject, their treatment of the right-

eous servants of God; and by reason of the words of the seventh verse, we

may
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some of the Christian readers may have been sufferers from this
12. The view of Huther, wliicli malies a certain kind of parallelism
the last dayft (ver. 3), and in the day of slaughter (ver. 5), and thus

believe that

—

treatment.

between

in

judgment, appears, on the whole, to
is undoubtedly the singular,
This use of the singular is in
individualizing, as we may say, the plural.
the denunciatory and propheticoaccordance with the style of the passage,
poetic style. An especial emphasis is gained by this individualization. The
language here used might fitly be employed as describing the experience of
Christ; but the definiteness of the application of all the other phrases in these
verses to the particular rich men whom the writer has in mind, and the exhorrefers the latter to the time of the Divine

be the correct view.

—

13.

The

expression top dlKatov

—

tation of the following verse,

readers to

whom

the letter

is

which

written,

addressed to the particular Christian

is

show that

does not refer to Him.

it

XI.

Vv. 7-12.
1. This passage contains (yv. 7-11) an exhortation to patience, which is
drawn as an inference or conclusion {ovv) from the verses which precede.
These verses present the idea of the condemnatory judgment of God against the

rich oppressors as speedily approaching.

In the

the idea of the non-resistance of the righteous

and persecutions

is

presented.

The

limits of these particular evils, to

last clause of the sixth verse,

who

suffer

from the oppressions

exhortation, however, passes beyond the

all

the trials and sufferings to which, as

and urges the readers to endure
and also, bravely to persevere until the coming of the Lord.
This is urged upon them by the example of the tiller of the soil, who watches
for the growth of the seed which he has planted, and waits patiently for the
two seasons of rain. In the same way as he exercises patience, the readers
should have it, steadfastly enduring until the end and they should strengthen
and establish their hearts in confidence, because the coming of the Lord (has
drawn near) is near at hand. This repeated reference to the nearness of the
coming of the Lord, and the striking distinctness of the language used, make
this passage one of the prominent ones in the N. T., as bearing upon the
question of the view of the apostolic writers as to the time of that event. It
must be admitted that it would seem strange to exhort the members of a
Christian church, in our day, to have patient endurance, with respect to the
trials befalling them, until the parousia, the coming of the Lord.
The
ordinary preacher does not regard that event as near enough to make it
natural for him to employ such language. The question, which is one of
much interest, must be determined by a careful and candid examination of
each passage in which reference is made to the subject, and by a comparison
of what are in this way discovered to be the views and expectations of the
several N. T. writers.
It is clear, from the declaration made by Christ in Acts
How
i. 7, that the exact time of the coming was not revealed to the disciples.
early they placed it, can only be decided by what they say, and the general tenor
of their teaching on the subject.
Christians, they were at that time exposed,

them

patiently,

;

2.

The verb

aTTjpi^are expresses, in

substance, the opposite or affirmative,

which corresponds with the fiaKpodvfiijaaTe, as setting forth the more negative
They should endure with patience until the coming of
side of the same idea.
the Lord, and should establish their hearts in strength and confidence because
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—3. The

by reason of its position between
thought of all these verses. The
murmuring against one another, referred to, is apparently an unfavorable judgment or accusation of which the Christian readers were guilty in their relation
Huther thinks that this murmuring was the result of an irritato each other.
it

was

w.

at hand.

7, 8,

bility

and

vv. 10, 11,

exhortation of ver.

must be

9,

in the line of

towards one another incident to the experience of

the rich.

Whether

this limitation

is

to be accepted,

is

all

in the oppressions of

doubtful, though

it

may

be suggested by the early verses of the chapter. It would not, however, be out
of accordance with the custom of the N. T. writers, in such passages, to pass
from the particular case first mentioned to other cases of a more general character.
The correspondence of the thought here with that in Matt. vii. 1 is
4. The expression, "Behold, the judge
noticed by many, and is quite manifest.
stands before the doors," must be understood, in the connection of the verses, as
involving the idea which is suggested by the last words of ver. 8. The judge is
Christ.
5. Ver. 10 passes in its thought over ver. 9 to vv. 7, 8, and belongs

—

—

in connection with the idea of the verb fiaKpoOvfieiv of those verses.

The em-

phatic position of vnodEtyf^a is thus accounted for. The example of the prophets
should influence the readers to endure with patience, as, in another way, the
waiting of the husbandmen should influence them to the same end. In preit also as an example of
was the enduring patience under similar circumstances or experiences which he would press as the ground of his
exhortation. The prophets, who are here, no doubt, the prophets of the 0. T.,
are spoken of as those oi iXulijaav iv tC> uvo/iuti tov Kvpiuv, By these words, the
writer apparently intends not merely, as Huther holds, to mark them as standing opposed to the world, as the readers do, but as persons who were especially
honored of God by the commission to speak in His name, and yet were subjected

senting this vnodeiytza of

fiaKpotivnia,

the writer speaks of

KaKonadlac, the sufiforing of evil, because

it

—

6. The text of the best authorities, in ver. 11,
reads im/xeivavrag; and this seems the more natural reading hi this place, where
the preceding reference is to the prophets, and the following one is to Job. It
The fact
is of the O. T. examples of patient endurance that the writer speaks.
that we count these heroic men of the past happy, is a reason why we should

to the experience of suffering.

—

7. The case of Job is added as
them in their jua^po^uuio and inonovT].
the most prominent one in the O. T., in that the story of it fills the entire book
bearing his name, and every hearer (riKovaare) of the O. T., as it was read in the
synagogues, must have been impressed by it. In a peculiar manner also,
the record of it gave the resultant blessing from God, in connection with which

imitate

The word vnofiovij here, as in all
fiaKupia/iog which we utter is pronounced.
other places, means more than patience: it carries in it the idea of steadfast
8. The end of
endurance under, and notwithstanding, all trials or sufferings.
the Lord is to be understood, with Huther, as the end which God gave him
The question as to whether
after, and as the result of, his patient endurance.
e16e-£ or i6ETe is the true reading, is one of some difficulty, owing to the nearly
the

—

equal weight of external authorities on both sides. The most simple way of
understanding the sentence, however, would seem to be that which makes the
whole a reference to the knowledge or conviction connected with the case of
Job and, if this be the case, tUeTE (corresponding with T^KOvaare) and the union
of this verb with the preceding words, would appear to be the most probable
text and construction of the sentence. The particle on is to be understood as
;

meaning

that or

sentence which
is

how

is

that.

given in

This explanation accords with the rendering of the
V. The verb ianv of the last clause of the verse

R

the propositional present.
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The tenth verse properly forms a paragraph in itself, and introduces a
The phrase npd m'lVTuv presents the exhortation with respect to
s^wearing as one wliich the writer would especially impress upon his -readers.
Whether these words, however, can be pressed so far as to involve the idea that
the writer would insist upon this as the first and most urgent exhortation of
10. The similarity of this verse to
the whole Epistle, may be questioned.
9.

new

subject.

—

Matt.

V.

ofivvere

34-36

(James),

is
jU^

very striking, and

is

noticeable in several points:

(a)

fifi

onoaac oAwf (Matthew); (b) neither by heaven, nor by the

earth (James and Matthew); nor by any other oath (James); nor by Jerusalem,
nor by thy head, giving examples of other oaths (Matthew); f/ru 6i vfiCov to vol,
There
vac, aal to ov, ov (James); £Otu de 6 ?i6yo( v/xuv val val, ov ov (Matthew).
can scarcely be a doubt that James bases his language here on that of Jesus.
The same question arises here as in Matthew, whether the intention is to
prohibit all oaths, or only the oaths which were frequent in daily conversation.
It will be observed that in both cases (Matthew and James), the swearing
it is included by
which seems improbable
by God is not mentioned, unless
James under the phrase by any other oath. It will also be observed that the
passage in Matthew indicates a feeling of the solemnity of an oath by God on
the part of the Jews, which might naturally exclude this from the oaths
referred to and prohibited. The fact that solemn asseverations are added to
simple assertions by the N. T. writers themselves, at times, may also indicate
that an absolute prohibition of every thing beyond the mere yea and nay was
not intended. At the same time, in the perfected state of the Divine kingdom,
it can hardly be supposed that oaths will be known; and laws such as those in
Matt, v., which are expressive of the inmost principles of the Divine government, set forth what is according to the standard of that perfected state. The
question is certainly one of no inconsiderable difficulty. The view of Meyer,
Bleek, etc., is that Christ's prohibition is absolute and universal; and with them
Beyschlag seems to agree substantially, so far as the universality of the prohibition is concerned. These writers (Meyer, Bleek, etc.) hold that it has reference
to the ideal state of His kingdom, "while in the present incomplete temporal
condition of Christianity, as well as in the relation to the world in which it is
placed, and to the existing relations to public law to which it conforms itself,
the oath has its necessary indeed, but conditional and temporary, existence."
It would seem that. James must be speaking with a more particular reference to
practical evils surrounding him, and not so much from the standpoint of the
ideal state of the kingdom, and that he therefore has in mind the oaths used
in ordinary life and conversation.
11. As for the construction of to vai, val,
K.T.X., in this verse in James, it is certainly possible to take the sentence either
as R. V. text or as R. V. margin has it: either, let your yea be yea, and your
nay, nay; or, let yours he the yea, yea, and the nay, nay. Westcott and Hort
apparently understand the words in the latter way. If the latter view be
adopted, the correspondence with Matthew is closer than it is on the other
explanation; but, taken in the former way, the difference between James's
sentence and Christ's, as given by Matthew, belongs rather to the accidents,
than to the essentials of the prohibition. Perhaps the best explanation is that
given by R. V. marg., and the article may refer to the well-known expression,
12. The clause im
yea, yea, nay, nay, in the Sermon on the Mount.
irearjre is not found in Christ's words, but it expresses wliat may be easily
The judgment here referred to is the condemnatory
inferred from them.

—

—

—

—

judgment

of God.

.

.

.
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XII.

Vv. 13-20.

These closing verses of the Epistle call the attention of the readers to
which have no immediate connection with ver. 12, or with the
verses which precede that verse. Their connection with one another, it may
The first exhortations have
be added, is not very close and immediate.
reference to the opposite experiences of suffering or sickness, and of joy or
Both in suffering and joy the expression of the heart is to be
gladness.
Then the
directed towards God, either in prayer or the singing of psalms.
words turn to the case of sickness. Here the elders are to be called in,
the
church
with
that
of
the sick
the
earnest
desire
of
apparently as connecting
person.
The prayers of the elders are regarded as the efficacious element in
the case (ver. 15); how far the anointing with oil is looked upon as having
healing power, is not made clear. The assurance of healing is given in an
absolute way; but all such sentences with regard to the removal of physical
evils, etc., need to be interpreted with a constant remembrance of the supremacy of the will and wisdom of God. The word save is almost certainly to be
taken, with Huther, in the sense of: will lead to his recovery from the sickness.
This is indicated by the following clause: the Lord loill raise him up, as well
as by the fact that the forgiveness is spoken of, in the closing sentence of the
1,

several points

verse, as

a distinct thing.

if

inference,

—

2.

makes this verse a conclusion, or
Neander says that as James "regards

ovv of ver. 16

drawn from the preceding.

the presbyters in the light of organs of the church, so he holds all other
Christians in such a relation, as members of one body, that they should
mutually pray for one another in bodily and spiritual need, should confess
their sins to one another, and pray for the forgiveness of each other's sins."

seems to make it probable that
commentary, in making ladf/re
refer to the liealing of physical maladies, but it is possible that the author of
3. R. V. agrees
the Epistle means to give this word a wider range of meaning.
with Iluther in translating evtpyoviiivr) (ver. 17), in its working. The example
of Elijah is introduced, as is that of Job a few verses earlier, and also that of
the prophets, because it was an instance of the remarkable power of prayer
which occurred in the history of one of the great characters of the O. T.
times, and was well known to all from the reading of the O. T. in the
synagogues. The explanation of the difference in the counting of time between
James and the O. T., referred to by Iluther as favored by Benson, would seem,
on the whole, to be a satisfactory one. It is evident, at all events, that Luke
(iv. 25) and James have the same statement as to the time, and we may believe
that, in some way, the three years and a half were recognized, at this period, as
the interval in question. The error, if it be such, is not at all vital to the point

The

close connection of this verse with ver. 15

Huther was

right in his earlier editions of his

—

here in hand. What Huther has to say, in his note, respecting the twofold
prayer of Elijah, is sufficient to meet any difficulty that may be suggested.
4. The final exhortation of the Epistle has reference, apparently, to the Christian
brother w^ho has been led astray from the truth. This is indicated by kv vuiv,
and its position in the sentence. The connection with the general exhortation

—

to pray for

one anotheris thus natural, and the words are in the same line of
The multitude of sins covered in the case supposed are those

brotherly love.
of the one

—

who

is

restored

from

his wanderings.

— The closing of

the Epistle
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with these words seems abrupt, but is perhaps such as we might have looked for,
from the character of the writer, as we see it manifested in tlie whole course
It is an abruptness which leaves the reader with an urgent
of the letter.
bidding to help and to save.
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XIII.

CHAPTER
Vv.
1.

The

I.

1, 2.

general characteristics of the salutation correspond with those of

Paul's Epistles; yet there are certain peculiarities, as, indeed, there are in the

The correspondence in phraseology with what
found in the Pauline Epistles is in many places in this Epistle noticeable
there
is
considerable
and striking; and
evidence in connection with this fact to
show that Peter may have been a reader of some of those Epistles, and have
been affected in his own writing by them.
2. The persons addressed are
evidently Christians {iKAeKToig), and Christians living in Gentile regions where
the Jews were scattered. That the readers were not wholly of the JewishChristian body, is indicated by several passages in the Epistle (e.g., i. 14, ii. 10);
but it would seem probable that they were partly or mainly such, and that they
may be described as they are, because they were in places whither Jews had
gone forth from their own land, and where they had found a dwelling-place.
They are described also as napeKidrj/iot, that is, persons who come from anotlier
country to a particular region to dwell there beside the natives of the region.
They are looked upon thus as strangers in the districts alluded to, belonging to
the class who had gone thither from Palestine, and were Christian converts.
3. The word tKltnTolg is defined and further developed in its idea by three
phrases: («) aaiu npuyvuaiv dtov narpoi;, the election was in accordance with the
foreknowledge of God the Father; the word -rrpoyvuaiv denoting foreknoioledge,
and carrying back the choice of these persons to be recipients of the great
Divine blessing to that foreknowledge of God, which, in the order of thought,
preceded His pre-determining purpose and decree.
(b) iv uyiaafiQ nvevfiaroc,
the election moved, so to speak, to its result in the sphere of sanctifi'cation
which comes from the Holy Spirit.
(c)£k vnaKo^v koi paananbv aifxaToc 'I. X.,
the end in view of the election was obedience and sprinkling, etc. The obedience here spoken of seems to indicate the moral side of the Christian life, the
result of faith as it works through love, and the sprinkling, etc., to the side of
Divine forgiveness and the cleansing power of the blood of Christ. The two
things together make up the full idea of the Christian life as viewed on the
subjective and objective side.
4. The last sentence of ver. 2 introduces the
word n'krjdvvdEiri, which we do not find in the Pauline salutations. As Huther
remarks, however, this word occurs in 2 Pet. i. 2, and Jude 2, and it may
perhaps be suggestive as to the relations of the three Epistles to one another.
different letters of that apostle.
is

—

—

—

—

—
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XIV.
Vv. 3-12.
1.

The opening words

of ver. 3 are found in Eph.

i.

3,

with a similar con-

struction of o with a past participle following immediately afterwards.

Paul,

however, turns the thought of the reader, in connection with the ascription of
praise, especially towards the choice and fore-ordination of God, which Peter has
alluded to in his words of salutation.
Peter directs his attention rather to hope
and the future inheritance, as connected particularly with the resurrection of
Christ from the dead. God is spoken of as huciny ber/otten its again to a living
hope, etc., by which the apostle seems to mean that the new life into which we
are brought by the Divine influence, so far as it moves out into the sphere of
hope of the future blessedness in heaven, is made a real experience to us by
means of the resurrection of Christ. The hope is called licing, because it " has
vital power in itself, and exerts the same upon the soul" (Thayer's Grimm's
Lex.).
2. The preposition eic, at the beginning of ver. 4, is, in a certain sense,
parallel with the same preposition in ver. 3, and in a certain sense it is not.
Grammatically, and in the construction of the long sentence, it is so; but in the
thought, the hope looks forward to the inheritance, and we are begotten of God
to a hope which is realized finally in the actual possession of the inheritance.
8. The verb TTjpiu seems to be used here in the sense of umKUfiai in Col. i. 5,
2 Tim. iv. 8. The inheritance is kept in reserve in heaven during the period of

—

—

hope.

Huther holds that the perfect

participle here suggests the idea of the

may be
pressing the force of the tense too far.
4. The word qipovpovncvovg is used in
Gal. lii. 23 of those who were kept in ward, in a kind of guardianship, until the
nearness of the time

when

the inheritance will be received, but this

—

faith-system should be fully revealed. The condition under the law was preparatoiy and educational with reference to the gospel. Here the idea seems
rather to be that of preservation by being guarded, and thus protected from

dangers and disaster, with a view to, and until the attainment of, the blessing
designed for us in the future. The word is the same as that which is used by
Paul of the guarding of the city of Damascus to prevent his escape. The foundation meaning is the same in all cases, but the peculiar shade of meaning or

determined by the context. The guarding takes place
it is accomplished by the exercise of that power.
It is accomplished also by means of faith, in that faith in the person guarded is
that by means of which God is able, in accordance with His plan of salvation,
to keep him safe until the end.
o. The preposition elc before cDrripluv carries
with it, perhaps, both the idea of for and until ; or it may mean xoith reference
to, leaving the idea of until to be suggested by the sentence as a whole.
A
salvation (R. V.), rather than salvation (A. V.), is to be understood as the
meaning of auTVipiav. The phrase ready to be revealed answers to the idea of

the special application

is

in the sphere of God's power:

—

the participle rei<erved (ver.
G.

The phrase

iv KmpC)

tion of salvation; that

is,

4).

eaxuru evidently refers to the time of the

final realiza-

the time of the ending of the world, and of the second

Christ.
The ending of the uldv ovtoc was to be followed by the
entrance of the saints upon the consummated blessedness of the kingdom.
7.
The question as to the reference of the relative J of ver. 6, as it seems to the
writer of this note, is to be determined in connection with that respecting the
present or future sense of uynA2.iuade. If the verb is to be regarded as a present,
the relative more naturally I'efers to the thought of the preceding sentence; but

coming of

—

—
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the verb has a future sense,

verb

<j

refers

most probably to

783
That the

eaxuro) KutpcJ.

a future in sense, or, rather, the present carried forward to the future
is not certain; but this seems, on the whole, to be the most probable

is

standpoint,

It is certainly

supposition.
divreg,
if

the use of

aprt,

more

difficult to

the participles

explain the aorist participle

KOfiil^dfievoi

(ver. 9)

and

the verb has the full present sense in this verse and ver.

present as of a future time.

If

cj

Tivnri-

dedo^aa/ievri (ver. 8),
8,

than

if

refers to Kaipu eaxuru), this carrying

it

is

the

forward
must be

of the present in ver. 6 is somewhat easily accounted for: and yet it
admitted, that in both verses a future tense would be more natural

if

the

intended meaning were future; and in ver. 8, the immediate connection between uyairdTE, which is an undoubted present in signification, and uyallidadt:,
furnishes an argument of considerable force for the present sense in the case of

the latter verb.

The confidence with which some

writers affirm the future sense

passes beyond the state of the arguments on the two sides.
is

At

the most, there

but a certain greater measure of probability in favor of this view.

— If uyakli-

taken as the ordinary present, the aorist IvirrjOEvreg is best
explained as referring to an actual experience of trial and temptation which had
readers
befallen the
in the past, and out of which they had now come.
In this
case, kv (J is best translated ivJierein, referring to the words, a salvation, etc., of
8. On the word SoKifiiov, see Note II. 4, on Jas. i. 3.
the preceding verse.
uoOe of ver. 6

is

to be

—

9.

The

construction of the adjective

noTiVTi/ioTepov is

somewhat

doubtful.

Huther

with evped^, and the points which he urges against its appositional connection with TO 6oK.iiJ.Lov v/iuv r;}f iriareug are worthy of serious consideration. By
reason, however, of the position of this adjective and its accompanying words in
the sentence, and the fact that e/c snaivov, k.tX, forms a sufficient defining phrase
for the verb, it seems, on the whole, better to give the adjective the appositional
relation referred to, as is done by R. V. and A. V.
This apposition is with
doai/iiov grammatically, but in thought it is with the compound idea apTprovedness of faith, if this meaning be given to the phrase, or with moTEug, if doKlfiiov
More probably the former meaning is
is regarded as meaning proof or proving.
to be given to 6ok. t. nicT. and thus approved faith, or tested faith, is declared to
be a more precious thing than gold that perishes. The force of 6e 6oKt/xa(^o/iEvov
is probably not thour/h it is tried by fire, but and, or and yet, etc.
The fact that
gold, a thing which perishes, is tested by fire, is put in comparison with fajth;
and thus is suggested the idea of the naturalness of such testing by trials, and
even fiery trials, as has been alluded to in the case of the Christian believer.
The verb EvpEdfi is equivalent here to he proved or shown to be. [Kiihl holds that
the meaning of doKifiiov is means of testing or proving. He regards the thought
of the apostle as in substance this
If fire has value as a means of testing,
because by it gold, which is perishable, is proved to be a precious thing; much
more value must the Tivnai or sufferings have as a means of testing, inasmuch
as by them faith, an imperishable thing, is proved to be real faith.]
10. The apparent parallelism of uyaKuTe and uyaTilLuadE, when we consider
these verbs in themselves, and in connection with the participles inserted between them, constitutes a strong argument for regarding the latter verb as fully
takes

it

;

:

present in
^aafxEvri

and

its

signification, like the former.

Koiu(^6p.Evoi.,

The following participles, 6e6oThe adjective avEKlalriTij

point toward the future sense.

claimed by Keil to have, as distinguished from upp7)Tu) or u?taA^r(j, a meaning
suited to describe- the future heavenly joy, inexpressible, unspeakable, too
great to be expressed in human language.
In view of these last points, if
indeed the last of all be admitted, and of the considerations connected with
is

more
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if

ver. 6, there is a

somewhat greater probabiHty that the future sense

in both cases to uya'hlLdade, than that

it

is

explanation of reXoc and auTTjpLav given by Huther
that to which

ends; the

latter,

faitli is directed, tliat

to

is

correct.

which

the completed salvation, salvation in

eternity, that salvation

which

is

revealed in

tlie last

it

[Kiihl
11.

looks and in which

its fully

time.

vv. 10-12 seems to be to set forth with emphasis before the

what a

—

The
The former word

regards the verb uyaTiTnuade, in both verses, as present in signification.]

means

to be given

refers to a present experience.

—

it

realized state in

12.

The

object of

minds of the readers,

glorious and precious thing the assurance of this salvation, as before

is, by calling to their remembrance the earnest searching
and inquiry of the O. T. prophets with reference to it. The prophets are
described as having prophesied respecting the grace which ''was destined for,
or loas to come to, you: " that is, the believers of the Christian period, to which

tliem in the future,

number the readers of the Epistle belonged. They were thus enlightened
what was to come (the ;t«P<f ^ov Oiov), though they did not understand it

as to
in all

—

But they were not enlightened as to the time and circumstances,
they were searching into the depths of an unsolved and unrevealed problem,
when they inquired tohat and what manner of time the Spirit of Christ lohich
its fulness.

them did point unto, when it testified, etc. The rule of prophecy, as we
it, both in the O. T. and the N. T., was to reveal to the prophet, more
or less clearly, the matter to which the prophecy had reference, but to conceal
the time,
both rlva, what it should be, and noiov of what sort, with what
attendant circumstances, surroundings, etc., etc. This fact may have an important bearing on the question as to whether the apostles may, or may not, in consistency with the fact of their inspiration, have been under a misapprehension
with respect to tlie time of the second coming. We may remember that Jesus
Himself said to them (Acts i. 6), "It is not for you to know the times or the
seasons, which the Father has set within His own authority."
13. The expression, the Spirit of Christ, as used in this passage, is, like the expression in 1 Cor.
X. 4, the rock urns Christ, an indication that the apostles believed in the pre-

was

in

may

call

—

—

existence of Christ.

— 14.

The expression

as referring to the sufferings
self,

and the

tu

eic

Xpiardv nudT/fiara

which were destined or appointed

glories (plural) correspond with the sufferings.

is to

be regarded

for Christ

The

Him-

Spirit testified

within these prophets, and through them, of these experiences awaiting Christ,

and

He

also revealed to

— that

is,

known

to their minds,

them the

fact that in their ministration of these things,

their fulfilment of the prophetic office in

announcing what was made

— they were doing this work for those who should follow

The things which they prophesied are those which
had been now announced to the readers by the same Holy Spirit, through the
in the Christian period.

preachers of the gospel.

XV.
Vv.

13-25.

with which this passage opens, refers backward to the general thought
This thought is that of the certainty and assurance of
of the preceding verses.
the salvation which was ready to be revealed in the last time. In view of this
thought, the exhortations of the Epistle, which begin at the thirteenth verse,
are urged. The passage from ver. 3 to ver. 12 is introductory in its character,
like the introductions of the Pauline Epistles; and, like them, it is opened by
1.

(5w,

an ascription of praise to God for His goodness in bestowing the blessing
which is especially referred to.
2. The exhortations begin with one which

—
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urges hope upon the readers {elmuare). This Is the fundamental exhortation
of the Epistle, as the idea of hope is its fundamental idea. With this verb,

according to Huther and most commentators, the adverb reXeiuc is to be connected. This is probably the correct view of the matter, and the exhortation
is to have a hope which has no intermingling of doubt or fear.
Westcott and
Ilort join the adverb with vrjcpovTeg but there seems to be no special reason for
;

adding the word to this participle, for being sober, in such a case, necessarily
carries with itself the idea of being j^erj'ectly sober.
This participle in the
present tense indicates that sober-mindedness is to be the permanent abiding
state in which the fulfilment of the more special exhortation should (aorist
The aorist cATiaarf, followed by tm
participle and imperative) take place.
with the accusative, is well translated in R. V. by set your hope perfectly on
3. That the view of Huther, with respect to the phrase the
the grace, etc.
grace, etc., is correct, is shown by the principal indications of the verse itself,
and of the preceding context: thus the verb hope, and the expression set
your hope on, which point to the future; the revelation of Jesus Christ, which
is the revelation at His second coming; the connection through 6i6 with the
preceding verses, which point forward to the future; and the third verse, which
gives the keynote to the thought of the entire passage which it opens.
The
words x^P^v and (pepo/ievriv, which are urged against this view, are reconcilable
with it in the way suggested by Huther.
4. Ver. 14 introduces a second
exhortation, subordinate to this first and leading one; an exhortation, the
development of which is carried forward as far as the end of the twenty-first
verse. This exhortation is to holiness. They should live, not after their former
manner before their conversion, but in accordance with that holiness which God
Himself set before them, and called them to. The passage opens with a call
upon them to act in this way, because it was befitting that Christians should
do so. As Christians, they were, and should be, children of obedience, that is,

—

—

is obedience, whose distinctive characteristic
and as such persons, they should live after the manner which is indicated, because this is the command of God. The word avaxnunri^ofievoi is parallel
uytov, In the way of contrast, and gives the idea of manner;
with Kara rbv kqX.
but it seems necessary to connect it with yevfiOrjre, or a word suggested by tbat
verb, instead of taking it as Huther does.
5. The simplest and most natural
Iiyiov (ver. 15), is that of R. V. marg., by which
construction of naTu rdv
(lyiov is regarded as a noun, and KaT^iaavra as a descriptive adjective.
This

persons whose source of character
this is;

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

construction seems, also, to give the simplest character to the sentence: Like, or
after the pattern of, the
etc.,

because

it is

written.

Holy One who

Ye

shall

called you,

be holy, for

I

am

do you also become holy,
holy.

[Kiihl regards 6i6 of

whole thought of the preceding
passage.
He agrees with Huther in connecting Telnuq with klniaaTE. With
respect to qiepofxivrjv he holds a different view from Huther, regarding it as a
present participle in sense, as well as in form, and taking ev uTroKaTii^ei in close
connection with X'''pi-v. He thus would not carry forward the thought wholly
into the future, but would centre it upon the present and permanent manifesver. 13 as referring either to vv. 10-13, or to the

tation of grace.]

connects with the exhortation of w. 14-16 another, which seems
it, and, strictly speaking, a part of it.
The holy manner
of living involves, in our relation to God, that we should live, during this
sojourn on earth, in tbat fear which bears in remembrance the thought of Him
6.

Ver.

17

to be subordinate to

as

an impartial judge.

This fear has reference to

sin,

and thus the exhortation
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is a part of the general one, to live the holy life.
The time of the sojourning Is
mentioned, apparently, with a view to the critical character of it, as related to
the final result; and perhaps, also, with reference to the brevity of it, as preceding the time of judgment.
7. Ver. 18 gives a reason for the preceding
exhortation, by reminding the readers of their knowledge that they were
redeemed from their vain manner of life by the precious blood of Christ. It
cost the blood of Christ to buy them out of their former way of living surely
they should with holy fear follow the opposite way of living, now that they had
been called of God.
8. The former manner of life is spoken of as handed
down from the fathers. This word TtaTponapadorov, and also the word nara'cag,
seem more adapted to describe Gentiles (heathen) than Jews (persons educated
imder the O. T. ); but they do not prove that the readers must have been
Gentiles.
9. The reference in the word lamb (ver. 19) to Isa. liii. 7, supposed
by Huther, is not improbably the correct reference. This seems to be the
The placing of the words ug ufivov, k.t.1.,
reference intended in John i. 29.
before the word Xpiarov, seems to give an emphasis both to them and to it.
10. The participle Trpoeyvoa/iivov corresponds with the substantive wpoyvuaiv of
ver. 1.
In both cases, the word is chosen which carries back the fore-ordination
to the foreknowledge, and the meaning, accordingly, is not fore-ordained, in the
strictest sense of that word.
In the formation of the Divine plan, the mission
and sacrifice of Christ were foreseen and foreknown, as involved in the plan,
and were predetermined in its adoption. This was before the foundation of the
world, in eternity past; the manifestation of Christ was in the closing period
11. The manifestation of Christ is
of the altjv ovTog, the end of the times.
declared to have been made on account of the readers as believers, and to the
end that their faith and hope might be in God. At the end of the passage,
the thought is thus brought back to the point from which the beginning was
made in ver. 18. Huther agrees with Weiss and others, against the majority
of commentators, in translating uare t^v nlanv vfiuv koI kT^mda etc Qeov. so that

—

;

—

—

—

—

(may be) at the same time hope in God. If this rendering is
the return to
it would seem not improbable that it should be,
the idea of hope, which is that of ver. 13, and the governing one of the Epistle,
becomes more emphatically marked. [Kiihl remarks that the words redeemed
from ifour vain manner of life, etc., do not present the idea of the ransoming
from guilt by the payment of a price, as elsewhere in the N. T. but of ransoming from the slavery to sin. The sinful life held the readers as slaves before
their conversion.
Of the word Trpoeyvuo/jivov, he says that the meaning is,
foreknown as the one who alone would be qualified to be the Messiah and
Eedeemer. He agrees with Huther in his construction of the clause uatre,
your faith
adopted,

is

— and

—

;

of ver. 21.]

K.T.2.,,

12.

The

third exhortation given in vv. 22-25

sense, subordinate to that of ver. 14,
fully so as

is

may

which exhorts

the second one, that of vv. 17-21.

also be regarded as, in a

to holiness; but

it is

The connection with

not as

the idea

These words
of ver. 14 ff. seems to be indicated by the first words of ver. 22.
point to purification through obedience as preparatory to the fulfilment of the
duty of loving one another. The preposition elg denotes the end in view of
the purification, this particular end being mentioned because of the exhortation

which

is

to follow.

energies on the stretch.

the chief emphasis
since

lies.

The adverb

On

means, as Alford has it, icith the
and on iK Kapdlac, as Huther remarks,

sKTevuc

this word,

—13. The

participle avayeyewTifiivoi

you are (have been) born again of incorruptible

seed.

is

equivalent to:

This incorruptible
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best taken as referring to the spiritual force,

tlie Divine Spirit, which is
new life. This power works through the word of
mentioned
by Huther, as opposing this view, do not seem
God. The grounds
to be decisive against the general indications of the N. T., that the Holy Spirit
The word of God, which here means the
is the origin of the spiritual life.
gospel, is spoken of as living and abiding, as, in the O. T. citation, it is said
The force of these words is indicated by the contrast set
to abide forever.
forth in the cited passage. They suggest the permanent and ever-continuing
energy of that power by means of which the Spirit brings about the new life in
[Kiihl regards ver. 22 as beginning a new section which extends as far
the soul.
as ii. 10, the thought of ver. 22 being resumed in ii. 1, after the long quotation
from the O. T. He assents to Huther's view, that the seed refers to the word of
God, and not to the Spirit. He holds, with Huther, that ektevuc uyam/aaTe is to
be imderstood as conveying the twofold idea of perseverance and intensity;
and he regards the latter as the fruit of the living word, and the former, of

seed

is

the originating power of the

the abiding word.]

XVI.

CHAPTER
Vv.

II.

1-10.

The beginning of this chapter is immediately connected with the close of
the preceding one, ovv, therefore, referring backward to the idea expressed in
As they were begotten again to a new and spiritual life,
they should lay aside every thing that was opposite to and inconsistent with
it, and should give themselves to that which would develop its power within
themselves. With respect to the words and phrases of these first ten verses of
uvayeyevvTjfiivoi, k.t.X.

the second chapter, the following points

may be

especially noticed:

1.

The

laying aside of the evil was, strictly, to precede the sending forth the desires

coming
two things were
contemporaneous.
2. The word Kaida is to be understood here in the more
limited sense of malice, according to Huther, Alford, Keil, etc.; but R. V. text
renders it, in the more general sense, wickedness, and there seems to be no
after the good; the soul being cleared, as

action and the changed

life.

—

it

were,, in preparation for the

Substantially, however, the

understanding it in this way. If it is thus understood,
a general word, to which the following words, as designating particular
subordinate.
3. The expression upTiyewrira 3pe(j)ti is rightly under-

sufficient reason against
it

is

—

evils, are

stood by Huther as indicating that the readers were, in view of the goal of
manhood yet afar off, but recently born again. The connection between
(IpuyEvvTjTa

and

The whole thought is moving in the
The adjective loyiKov is most naturally
is used in Rom. xli. 1, the only other

avayeyEvvrjiiEvoL is evident.

sphere of the idea of the new birth.
taken in the same sense in which

—

it

4.

passage in which the word occurs in the

N".

T.

It

is

nearly equivalent to

seems to designate the thing spoken of, as not
to be understood in the physical or material sense, but as pertaining to the
region of the mind or reason, or the higher and spiritual part of the man.
Of course the precise shade of idea will almost necessarily vary in different
connections, but the same notion lies at the basis of the word in all cases of
this character.
In Dr. Thayer's Lexicon, the phrase loyiKt] Xarpeia, in Romans,
is explained as the worship which is rendered by the reason or soul; the phrase
spiritual.

Strictly speaking,

it

AoyLKov yula in this passage, the milk ivhich nourishes the soul.

The

adjective
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The connection of
word of the Lord ; and

conveys the idea of rinadulterated, and thus pure.

show

the passage seems to

clearly that yula refers to the

is by the two defining adjectives described
unmingled with any thing which takes away from or
obscures its truth, such as wrong teachings, etc., and as spiritual, i.e., pertaining
to the life and growth of the soul in the spiritual sphere. For this they were to
send forth the ardent desires of their souls.
5. The end in view which they
should have in the outgoing of these desires was, that in the sphere of this
word they might grow, as in the development of the natural life, from birth
towards maturity, unto the full experience and realization of salvation (elg
curr/piav).
6. d-ep, if this, and not el, be adopted as the true reading (ver. 3),
carries with it, according to its general use, the idea of a supposition assumed
to be a fact, and apparently also, according to what seems to be the usage in
the N". T., the idea of a supposition which the writer holds to be rightly thus

this

word of

Lord, the gospel,

tlie

as unadulterated,

i.e.,

—

—

assumed.

More probably, however, d

is

the true text here.

By

this con-

ditional clause the apostle supports his exhortation imnodTjaaTe, as a suitable

and natural one.
regards wf of ver.

The

[Kiihl agrees with Iluther as to the
2,

meaning

of Konia.

He

as equivalent to since, and not the particle of comparison.

wf clause thus involves a declaration of a fact with respect to the readers,

— since

you are new-born babes. The addition of upTiyivvr/Tu must be due, he
on the writer's part to emphasize the idea of recent
entrance upon the Christian life; upri being the prominent element in the
word, distinguishing it from the kindred i3pe<>7. He finds an indication here,
accordingly, that the letter could not have been written to Pauline churches
which had been already established for a generation. He supposes ?.o}ik6v to
be connected here with ?^6yog, icord, and the meaning to be, milk which proceeds
from the word of God. The reference, he thinks, is to Christ as the nourishing
thinks, to the desire

force of the

new

life.

He

is

presented to us in the word.]

and connects this new exhortation
In fact, we may say that the second exhortawith the one which precedes.
The figure
tion is an outgrowth of the first, and, in a sense, is a part of it.
passes from that of the growth of a man towards maturity to that of a building
in process of erection; and, as the figure changes, the thought moves outward
from the development of the individual believer to the development of the whole
body of believers united together in the church. 'Ov refers to Christ evidently,
as is shown by the following words; in the O. T. passage on which the words
si kyeviaade, k.t.X., are founded (Ps. xxxiv. 9), 6 Kvpio^ refers to God.
The suggestion arising from this fact, with respect to the view which the apostle had of
Christ, is worthy of consideration.
8. The participle npocepximevoi does not
have the meaning which it has in Heb. vii. 25, and other passages where it refers
to approaching God in worship or in seeking for His favor but it has the sense
rather, of drawing near to Christ in the way of communion in heart and life with
Him. 9. Christ is called a stone, because the figure is that of a building of which
He is a part, and, in a peculiar sense, the foundation. He is afterwards spoken
of as the comer-stone. The epithet living is used, apparently, because the writer
desires to keep the mind of the reader fixed upon the fact that the building is
one of living men, and because Christ is possessed of and imparts that life
which is needed for all who are to be built as stones into the building. They
come to Him, a living stone, and become themselves, in their connection with
10. As to the question whether oUodouelade is an indicative
Him, living stones.
or an imperative, the latter supposition seems on the whole to be preferred,
7.

The

relative ov (ver. 4) refers to Kvpiog,

—

;

—

—

—

;
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because of the general hortatory character of the passage, and because in this
way the change of the figure is most easily explained the same exhortation
in substance is given, only under the forms of expression involved in the two
figures.
R. V. takes the other view, and regards the verb as indicative.
11. There can be no doubt that the true text in ver. 5 reads elg before iepuTevfia,
and thus, that this phrase is not appositional to oUog nvevfiauKog. The elg is
;

oik. nv.: be ye built up a
house to the end of being a holy priesthood; or, with ok. nv., a spiritual
house for a holy ijriesthood. The infinitive uvspeyKai sets forth the end in view
of the whole combined expression which precedes.
12. The quotation from
the O. T. is evidently introduced as giving an additional ground of, and an additional impressiveness to, the exhortation; and it is the passage from which the
idea of the stone, and of its character and relation to the building, is borrowed.
In the verses which include this quotation, 6-10, the verb neptixei is used intransitively, and, according to Buttmann, is equivalent to it runs or stands written
Tini] is probably to be explained in the sense of honor, and the meaning is, to
you appertains tlie honor which is connected with this honored position given
by God to the chief corner-stone. The words rolg marevovaiv are added evidently
as uniting this clause with 6 maTevuv of the cited passage; n'i of ver. 8 refers to
the persons designated by umaTovmv, and is substantially equivalent to for they,
as it is rendered in R. V. r(j Aoyw is, on the whole, to be joined with uneWovvTeg
eig d
rather than the verb,
they stumble through disobedience to the word;

either to be connected with the preceding oUo6ofieicde
spiritual

—

—

;

—

—

refers not to the

compound

idea of the verb and the participial clause whicli

—

the stumbling
immediately precede, but to the verb only, as Huther takes it,
hEdrjoav were set or appointed, —this
is the principal idea of the O. T. words;
verb seems to indicate that for which they were appointed in the providential
13. The words of ver. 9,
arrangement of God, as set forth in the prophecy.

—

—

M^iich describe the persons referred to in
Epistle, are

vfj-elg, i.e.,

the Christian readers of the

borrowed from different passages in the O. T.

passage of ver. 6
the words in ver.

is

9,

;

and thus the quoted

continued, in the explanation given, as far as ver. 10. Of
the three which present the idea of a people or nation are

to be understood in the

same

sense, the object being rather to emphasize

idea than to present minor distinctions.

The

one

idea of the royal priesthood

is

nearly akin to the other, as the conception which the apostolic writers had of
the Christian believers in the Messianic kingdom was that' of a peculiar people
made up of kings and priests. The expression Aaoc elg Trepnroirjaip is equivalent,
in substance of meaning, to a people especially belonging to God, or God's
in a peculiar sense.

The

particle onug introduces the following

ing the design of the preceding,

become by
out, show

i.e.,

words

own

as express-

of the fact that the believers are,

their believing, a chosen race, etc.

This design

is,

that they

may

and
tell

These moral
perfections are seen in the fact that He called them out of darkness into His
marvellous light. In the use of the words darkness and light, Peter draws near
to the idea which John has in his first Epistle; but the words have here somewhat less of their purely internal or subjective meaning, if it may be so expressed,
and more of the objective sense
the darkness of their heathen condition, and
forth, the excellences or

moral perfections of God.

—

the light of the gospel.

[Kiihl calls attention to the force of the present parti-

drawing near
should draw near to Him as the
He regards oUodoliving stone, in the conviction that He is the living stone.
ixdade as a present indicative.
He joins the words elg iepuTevfca llyiov Immediciple npoaepxo/xEvoc (ver. 4) as indicating a continuous, constant

to Christ,

on the part of the Christian.

We

—
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ately with ohor

In the words of vv. 9, 10, he finds a reference to believing
from unbelieving Jews, not to Gentile believers as conHe thus finds this verse according with his
trasted with Jewish unbelievers.
view as to the persons to whom the Epistle was addressed.]

Jews

in>.

as distinguished

XVII.
Vv. 11-25.
1. In the first two of these verses a more general exhortation is given, which
followed by more special ones having reference to various relations in life.
The general exhortation may perliaps be regarded as forming a transitional

is

passage which, in a certain sense, closes the preceding paragraph, and, in a
certain sense, opens the following one. Ver. 11, in its bidding to abstain from
fleshly lusts,

is

other hand, in

in the line of ver.
its

1,

laying aside

all evil, etc.

Ver.

12,

on the

reference to seemly behavior in their Christian living, sug-

which lies at the foundation of ail the exhortations which follow, and
which bear upon right and fitting conduct in several spheres or relationships of
human life. There is, however, an independent element in these verses, as is
shown by the special mention of the relation of the believers to the heatlien
among whom they lived, and the influence which their conduct might have upon
these heathen.
2. The exhortation of these two verses is based, in a certain
measure, upon the fact that the readers are niipoinoi and naptniA^fxoi. These two
words seem to be used here, instead of the one or the other alone, for the sake of
expressing the itlea common to botii with greater emphasis. Tlie readers were
strangers and sojourners in the world. They were living as such among the
Gentiles who surrounded them, and who were the citizens of the world, at
home in it and having its spirit. They should for this reason lay aside all evil,
and abstain from fleshly desires (those desires which arise from the sinful and
evil element in man), and should act in the way which befitted the new life
alnvfi may be a causal word, .since thnj ; or it
upon which they had entered.
gests that

—

—

may

be used here as designating these desires as belonging to the class of things

which war against the

soul.

—

3.

The

participle exovtc^, in its grammatical con-

struction, belongs to the subject of uTrixcadai,
case.

It is

and should be

in the accusative

placed in the nominative to give the tliought greater prominence and

The

word
seems to mean good, in the
as would become Christian
sense of fair, beautiful, honorable,
The end in view of this
believers who realized that their home was in heaven.
around
them,
was to be, that, in the
seemly behavior, as related to the heathen
(fvo>)
wont
to
speak
in which these heathen were
against tlie readers
very matter
as evil-doers, they might, by observing their good works, be led to glorify God.
As Canon Cook says, " Christians were specially attacked by Gentiles, generally
at the instigation of Jews, on political grounds, as enemies of the state (comp.
Acts xvii. 6, 7); on religious grounds, as atheists, i.e., rejecting the objects of
heathen worship; on ethical grounds, as introducing unlawful customs, and,
The thought of the
as it was believed, abominable impurity" (Acts xvi. 10).
apostle seems to be, that in the very things which characterized the Christians
as turning aside from the heathen around them, and which led to charges against
living
them as evil-doers or malefactors, they should so conduct themselves,
in the true Christian, seemly manner, and abstaining from all fleshly desires,
that the heathen themselves, being eye-witnesses, spectators, of their good
emphasis.

adjective KuXriv

avanrpoorjv refers to the

is

predicative, as Iluther also says; and the

whole manner of

life.

KnXfjv

seemly, — such

—
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works, would be influenced to give glory to God. By tlie power of their life
they would thus turn the hearts of the heathen. The day of visitation is to be
exi^lained of the time when God's mercy should be brought to them.
4.

With

ver. 13 begins

ous relations in

the series of exhortations having reference to vari-

— those

of subjects of civil government to their rulers,
servants to their masters, wives to their husbands, etc.
It can scarcely be
doubted, that these exhortations are suggested here as a part of the seemly
life,

behavior of the Christian believers in the presence and midst of their heathen
surroundings and enemies. The same liability or tendency on the part of Christians, by reason of the doctrine of their equality in Christ and before God, to
disregard the obligations of civil or family law, which we observe as we read the
may not improbably be seen here. The similarity of the exhor-

letters of Paul,

tations given in these verses to those

which Paul gives

in the Epistles to the

—
—

Eomans, Ephesians, and Colossians,

is quite noticeable,
the language even
corresponding in considerable measure with that of Paul,
and by reason of
this fact the reader may be referred to the annotations on the passages in those
Epistles, a few points only being specially mentioned here. —5. The word Kriaet
is

peculiar to Peter, and

it

or establishing something,

seems to be used

Paul speaks of the civil
Peter here speaks of them as in the
Huther explains this word human as meaning,

powers as ordained of God (Rom.
light of a

in the classical sense of instituting

— ordinance or institution.
xiii. 1).

human institution.
human relations ; and in this way there is no difference between Paul
Keil and Hofmann have the same view. Alford, Grimm, and others

applying to

and Peter.

regard the word as equivalent to instituted by men. According to this view, the
expression of Peter is supposed to refer to government, etc., from the human

an institution organized and maintained by men; while Paul's expression
it from the side of its divine origin and authority.
Either
explanation of the word seems to be allowable.
The argument presented by
Huther and Keil, as connected with KnC«vand its derivatives, as ap:,lied to God,
not to man, is worthy of consideration, but is hardly decisive.
6. The explanation of f5i« KviHov given by Huther, "because such is Christ's will," is doubtless
correct.
7. Paul evidently refers to the higher magistrates, those possessing
the power of condemning to death, but without special designations: Peter
makes such designations,
of the king or Roman emperor, the governors of
provinces. But it will be noticed that both Peter and Paul represent the magistrates as appointed of God for the same purpose,
the punishment of evil-doers
and the praise of those that do well. Peter adds, as connected with the thought
of his Epistle and the circumstances of his readers, a sentence giving the ground
of the exhortation, which borders closely upon the words of ver. 12.
This fact
shows what has been said above, that the verses beginning with ver. 13 grow
out of vv. 11, 12.
8. Ver. 16 reminds us of the Pauline thought.
The Christian readers were free, but they were bondservants of God.
They were to yield
their obedience to the earthly powers as those who were in this condition.
It
was to be a free service rendered in submission to God's will. They were to be
conscious of their freedom as Christians, but were to limit the exercise of their
freedom by their sense of obligation to obey God. They were thus not to use
their freedom as a covering for wickedness,
as Huther says, seek to conceal
their wickedness by boasting of their Christian freedom,
but through due subjection to the civil magistrates were, in this line as in others, to behave in a
seemly way among the Gentiles.
9. Ver. 17 does not correspond precisely with
Rom. xiii. 7, but we can scarcely fail to be reminded of that verse as we read the
side,

evidently describes

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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words of this one. Both verses suggest the idea of the obligation to render to
each and all the respect and honor, etc., which are justly due to them. [Kiihl
seems to favor the view of Alford, Grimm, and others, with respect to uvdpunlvij
(ver. 13).
He regards Kvpiov (ver. 13) as referring not to Christ, but to God,
because of ver. 15«, and the connection of this verse with that verse, and the
one which follows it. The words wf eXevdepoi, k.t.X. (ver. 16), he would not
connect immediately with vTTOTciyTjTe, as Huther does, but would join them
with ver. 15, and would hold that there is a change of construction from the
accusative case to the nominative, as in ver. 12 (comp. ver. 11).]
10. Following upon the exhortation relative to the duty to civil magistrates,

exhortations are given bearing upon social or family relations; and
regard to servants.

Probably

olketui,

distinguished from 6oi7ML, slaves,

The word

is

first, with
though meaning domestic servants, as

here used as equivalent to the latter word.

—

found in the Pauline exhortations addressed to slaves,
in
Here
Ephesians, loith fear and trembling ; in Colossians, fearing the Lord.
the word evidently does not have the peculiar sense of the compound phrase in
Ephesians. 'Whether it means the fear of the Lord, is more open to question.
On the whole, it seems more probable that it refers to that reverence for authorThe
ity which belonged to the position of the slave as related to the master.
reference to the two kinds of masters is peculiar to Peter.
The following
verses show that the apostle felt that the special need of the exhortation existed
in the case of those who had perverse or froward masters; but they may also be
regarded, in connection with other allusions in the Epistle to sufferings and
trials, as indicating that, among the evils which befell the readers fur whom the
Epistle was designed, a prominent one in the case of slaves was that which
came from such masters. At this point, the thought turns aside from what we
discover in similar passages in the Pauline writings, and the writer is apparently
dealing with persons who were in a somewhat different condition of things.
[Kiihl thinks that the word oiKirai is used instead of (5oivlof, probably, because
the apostle desired to turn the readers' minds, from the beginning, to the
liousehold and family relationships. He regards cv nuvn <pd(3(f) as referring to
the same thing as did Kvpiov (ver. 13), and <5wx ttjv avvsidjiaiv tov Geov; thus the fear
^jio^

is

of God.]
11. The most simple explanation of ;t"P^ (ver. 19) is that of Grimm, this
wins for us God's favor ; which is also the explanation of Huther, except that
he takes favor in the general sense, this causes favor. The word ?ivnag in the
conditional clause seems to be used of the things which cause Xvrn), and thus
cause the persons experiencing them to be in the condition indicated by TivntjeevTec: of chap. i. ver. (3.
vncxpipF.i, bears patiently ; niiaxi'iv, when in the experience
12. Yer. 21. elg tovto refers to the patient
of suffering vnjustly or undeservedly.
endurance of suffering inflicted wrongfully. The call to the Christian life was

—

peculiarly, in those days, a call

the experience of

trials,

which brought the person

persecutions, etc., and which

to

whom

it

came

summoned him

into

to this

experience as a test of faith, which, being met successfully, resulted in praise

—

and honor and glory at the revelation of .Jesus Christ (i. 7).
13. 'On gives the
ground of «V tovto iK^dTire. The Christian is called to undergo, according to his
measure, what Christ underwent. The suffering of Christ on behalf of His
people is presented here, also, in the special light of an example which He left
behind Him peculiarly for them (the vfdv is in the position of emphasis), to
the end that they should follow close upon His footsteps. By going through
the experiences of suffering which they should be called to meet, the disciples

;
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would be brought into inward likeness to Himself; and, knowing this,
behind Him the example of His own endurance for the purpose of
accomplishing the desired result.
14. In vv. 22, 23, two points with respect
to Christ are set forth, which correspond with what has been urged upon the
servants: He did no wrong, and yet, when He suffered. He endured patiently.
The first of these points is brought forward in the language of Isaiah, chap. liii.
and the second one is so expressed, as Huther also says, as to show that the
of Christ

He

left

—

apostle's

The

mind was

—

and dwelling upon that chapter of the prophecy.
probably His cause, or the decision in the case ; more
15. Ver. 24. This verse can hardly be regarded as alto-

recalling

object of napedidov

—

is

probably the former.
gether in the line of the two which precede it. The writer seems, rather, in his
dwelling upon Isa. liii., to think of what Christ did and suffered for His followers,
and to be so impressed by his thought of this as to lead him to present it before
his readers as the source of all their Christian life.
The thing which He did

expressed in the words, bore our sins in His own body upon the tree
V. text reads); or, carried up our sins
to the tree (as R. V. marg.
reads).
This was the way in which He suffered on our behalf. The vicarious
suffering and death of Christ are here plainly set forth; but precisely how His
death provided the way for our forgiveness, and deliverance from the penalty
of sin, can hardly be determined from this expression alone, without taking
into account the many other passages of the N. T. which have a more or less
immediate bearing iipon the subject.
16. The end in view of Christ's suffering
for us in the manner indicated was, that we, having died to sins, might live to
righteousness. The participle unoyevofievot is here used in the same sense as
unoevTjaneLv, which Paul uses in a similar construction with the dative ufiapria,
Rom. vi. 2,
dying to sin, in the sense of completely terminating our relations
to it.
17. Ver. 25 gives the ground of the preceding clause immediately; but,
more remotely, that of the main thought of ver. 24 in its bearing upon the
Christian readers.
[Kiihl holds that uvrjveyKEv of ver. 24 is to be understood as
meaning carried up. Jesus carried up our sins upon the cross, and thus took
them away from us. He regards this as made clear by the use of em to ^v?\,ov,
for us

is

(as R.

.

.

.

—

—

—

instead of

em rw

^v?m.]

XVIII.
•

CHAPTER
Vv.

'

III.

1-12.

1. The exhortations addressed to wives and husbands are in the same line
with those addressed to servants, and, like them, are connected with ver. 12 of
the preceding chapter. The exhortation to wives is the same which we find in
the Pauline Epistles; and in the Epistle to Titus, ii. 5, the same reason, substantially, is given which is urged here, though on the negative side, and with a more

God be not blasphemed. Here the duty
on the part of the wives is presented with reference to its
effect upon the husbands, to the end that any of them who may be unbelievers
may be won over to the Christian faith, and thus to reverence and obedience to
the word of God. The exhortation to submission was especially needed by
reason of the state of society at that period, and because of the possible influence
of the doctrine of equality in the Christian life upon conduct in social and
family relationships.
2. /cat ei, even if, implies that such cases were not common,
and it is evident that the apostolic writers regarded marriage between believers
general reference: that the word of
of subjection

—

744
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and the heathen around them with disfavor. The ground of the exhortation
here given is the same, only having the necessary hmitations of the case, with
3. The words uvev Uyov are somethat presented for all good conduct in ii. 12.
what doubtful as to their meaning. R. V. and A. V. render them, ivithout the
word, and thus, apparently, make the sense of the clause to be that they may
be gained or won for the Christian life without the intervention or use of that
word to which they refuse obedience. There is evidently a certain improbability
in this explanation, arising from the fact that there is no article witli ?.6yov.
Though not decisive as an argument against this view, this fact is worthy of
serious consideration; for the parallelism with tu Aoyw, if this were the intended
meaning, would seem to make the insertion of the article natural, if not necesHuther, Alford, De Wette, and others hold that the phrase
sary, in this case.
means loithortt loord, and is equivalent to without preaching to them and exhorting them. Some have carried this so far as to make it mean absolute silence in
the matter, on the part of the wives but this appears to be unnecessary. The
view of Huther escapes the difficulty of the first-mentioned view, and yet, at
the same time, it keeps the word X6yov in near relation to Aoyu. On the whole,
Canon Cook says that the
it seems to offer the best and simplest explanation.
preposition here used implies that the husbands had rejected the word. That
they had rejected it, is evident from tlie sentence as a whole but as uvev Xoyov
qualifies the verb KepdrjOfinovTai, it seems necessary to view this phrase as referring to the manner in which the husbands are to be won over
in a similar way
to that in which 6iu r^g dvaarpocpfiq is to be understood.
4. The participle
inoTTTtvaavrec, corresponding with tlie participle of the same verb in ii. 12, is to
be explained in the same way. In the fountlatlon meaning of the word, they
are conceived of as being eye-witnesses of the pure and modest and becoming

—

:

;

;

—
—

In describing this behavior the writer uses the expresThis word represents that
<p6i3oc.
reverential fear which, in the higher and more complete sense, is its signification
oftentimes when it is applied to the Christian's fear of God, and not the fear
which involves terror or being afraid.
Coupled with fear, R. V. and A. V.
(Kiihl agrees with Huther respecting the expression uvev Tioyov (ver. 1).
He
affirms that it cannot refer to tlie word, as meaning the gospel, because there is
no definite article, and says that it is added to give further emphasis to <5«t r^f
uvnarpoip^g.
He holds that (poSij (ver. 2) means fear of God, and not, as Huther
says, a shrinking from every violation of duty towards the husband.]
5. The words with regard to the adornment of the women correspond in
some measure with those in 1 Tim. ii. 9 ff. The words used, however, are
mainly different. The construction adopted by R. V., which supplies the word
/coCT/zof before earw, and also supplies a second iaru before 6 kpvtttoc, k.t.X., of
ver. 4, is the simplest and best.
The explanation of iv tu u(pdupru, which is
given by Huther, on the other hand, seems better than that of R. V., which
supplies the word apparel after it. The meaning appears to be this: Let it
(the adorning) be the hidden man of the heart in (which it abides and lives in,
The
as it were) the imperishable region or element of a meek and quiet spirit.
adorning is the heart abiding in this condition of spirit.
G. Vv. '>, 0, give a
reason for urging this exhortation, which is drawn from the example of the
holy women of the O. T. history, of whom Sarah is especially mentioned, as
being the wife of Abraham with whom the covenant was made and who was
thus the father of all believers.
7. The word uyadonocoiaai is, in all probability,
to be connected with iyevTj0'>]Te,.a.s Huther and R. V. text take it, and not with
behavior of their wives.
sion iv

(p63(;>:

it

was

to be in the sphere of

—

—
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— the latter word

sidering the peculiar character of the sentence.

being too remote, conThis word uyadonoiovoai is better

if you do good, than as indicating the evidence that
they have become children of Sarah, The thought of the passage suggests as
the meaning here: you are her children, if you do good, etc. nroTjaiv is to be
taken objectively; and it refers, no doubt, to the treatment which Christian

regarded as equivalent to

women might have

reason to fear, at times, on the part of their heathen husto husbands is founded on the same general idea
which we find in other passages on the same subject. The language used here,
however, is mainly different from what we find elsewhere. The word awoiKui/vTe^
icaru yvCjatv in
refers to the whole domestic life of husbands with their wives

bands.

—

8.

The exhortation

;

accordance with knowledge, intelligence, understanding; this phrase seems to
be more definitely explained by the w©rds which follow: wf uaeEvearipu, /c.r.A.; tu
yvvaiKEiG) depends on ovvoikovvtec, as Huther also says; this seems to be the
simplest construction, not only for the reason suggested by Huther, that awom.
requires a nearer definition, which is more readily found in a word expressed
in the sentence than in one to be supplied, but also because the two clauses
beginning with ug are most readily explained if the first one is coiniected with

and the second with unovEfxavTeg, If ovyKlrtpovofjLOLc; is the true reading,*
two participles, each with its wf clause, is even more
probable than with avyK/iijpovuuoi; ;t"P'''of fw'/f, the grace of life, i.e., the gift of
the Divine grace which consists in eternal life; elg to /i?j EyKunrEadai rug npoaEvxug
By the opposite
vfiuv: this denotes the end in view of the whole sentence.
coui'se to that here urged upon them, the husbands Avould hinder the union
with their wives in prayer, and thus the growth and development of religious
9. In the verses which follow the exhortalife in themselves and their wives.
tion to husbands, the thought passes to what is more general and comprehensive,
the new passage forming a kind of conclusion to the hortatory verses from ii. 11
to this point. Thus we have the expression to Tilog. As Huther remarks, these
verses (8 ff. "deal with the relations of Christians towards each other, and
towards those who are inimically disposed to them." In tliis way the connection
The several words
of the passage with the thought of ii. 12 is made manifest.
of ver. 8 express the ideas of harmony, sympathy, love, humility, etc., Avhich
are the normal results of the Christian spirit, as believers live together and
have relations to each other; those of ver. 9 suggest the thought of the ill-treatment which believers were likely to receive from those outside of their own
number. These latter they should bless, in the way of kind words and actions,
or more probably in the way of invoking blessings from God upon them, and
this because, in their call to the Christian life, they were themselves called to
10. The quotation from Ps. xxxiv.
the inheritance of blessing from God.
serves the purpose of emphasizing the exhortation which immediately precedes,
and seems to be selected because of two things: first, the turning away from
and, secondly, the suggestion
evil action and evil speaking, to which it refers
contained in it of the Divine favor as resting upon those who thus turn away
from evil and do good, and of the Divine wrath as falling upon those who do not
thus turn. The thought in the passage from the Psalms is evidently more
general in its meaning and reference than the single application which is here
cvvoiK.,

this parallelism of the

—

)

—

;

made

of

it.

thought here

The passage
mind upon

in

serves, however, the purpose of impressing the

also carries the thought easily forward to that

and what

follows.

This quoted passage

the attention of the readers.

which

[Kiihl rejects the construction of

is

introiluced in ver. 13

civ

egtu (ver. 3)

which
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and supplies Koano^ as suggested in tliis note. He would also
with tv iupddpTu. He would connect uyadonoioiaai (ver. 6) with
eyevTjdriTe, but would not regard it, as Huther does, as showing the mark by
which the women proved themselves children of Sarah; nor again as meaning,
He would take kyevrjdriTE as futurum exactum: whose children
if you do good.
you will have become through the fact that you do good.]

Huther
supply

favors,

Koaiiui

XIX.
Vv. 13-22.
This passage is evidently connected in thought with that which precedes,
a more full drawing-out of the matter of right conduct in the midst of
The
sufferings and persecutions at the hands of enemies and unbelievers.
1.

and

is

attitude

and behavior which should characterize the readers

is

presented more

impressively, together with the encouragements for such behavior;

the example of Christ
real

forth as the greatest of

is set

harm, the apostle says

harm

or

—

2.

The negative which

einl.

and then

encouragements.

No

any of them in their
The word KOKuauv probably means, do

to his readers, could befall

suffering for righteousness' sake.

real

all

is

implied in this qviestion

is

supported

and confirmed by the words of the following verse, although these, according to
the form of the sentence, are placed in contrast to the idea of KUKuauv. uAkii is
equivalent to on the contrary
to be the fact that,
etc.,

but

is

used, as

from that which

is

you

;

ei

kuI, if even, if it

goes so far as,

if it

prove even

suffer; nuaxone refers to the suffering of persecution,

we may believe, as purposely conveying a different idea
intended to be set forth in kukuouv. The Christian may

—

and yet be fiaKuptoc.
3. The expression fear not
probably to be interpreted according to the view which takes (pojSov
objectively: do not be agitated by the fear which they excite.
The words
sanctify, etc., stand in contrast with this expression.
The word .sanctify
suffer in the nuaxciv sense,
their fear,

is

conveys the idea of so holding Christ as Lord, in and before the mind, as to
bring the

man

into the attitude of reverential

awe before Him.

With

this

sanctifying of Christ in their hearts, the believers should be ready, instead of

being troubled, or in dread, because of their adversaries, to give an answer to
every one who demanded a reason for the hope which was in them. This
giving of an answer was, however, to be with meekness and fear, i.e., with that

meekness which was becoming to Christians, and that reverential fear which
we may fitly feel in making any claim in our relations of God. 4. The words
having a good conscience (ver. 16), are best explained as connected with the
leading thought, which is that of giving an answer, or making an apologetic
defence; this answer was to be given while the person had a good conscience,

—

a conscience void of offence, a consciousness of that right state of the

life

which would disarm the adversaries in their attacks. The good conscience
thus corresponds, on the inward side, to the good manner of life, on the outward side.
5. The seventeenth verse (yap) gives the ground for the sixteenth.
In this verse, and the sixteenth also, the thoughts suggested in ii. 12 are
evidently in the writer's mind, the emphasis on suffering evil being, however,
somewhat greater here. The underlying thought of maintaining the good life
in the midst of, and in spite of, evils which are experienced at the hands of
unbelievers, is manifest throughout this entire passage, which had its beginning
at ii. 12.
The correspondence between the verses now immediately before

—
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and those commencing with

tained in

ii.

11, 12, is

made

ii.

19,

where the application of what
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is

con-

to the special case of servants, will be noticed

by

—

every careful reader.
6. The case of Christ is again brought forward, as
furnishing the great example, and as the encouraging and strengthening fact

on the foundation of which their own action and attitude should find support.
The special point made prominent with respect to Christ is, that He suffered as
a righteous person in tiie way of, and because of, doing good. lie suffered for
the sins of men. Himself a righteous person taking the place of unrighteous
persons, and to the end that He might bring those who had been unrighteous near to God. [Kiilil is disposed to take (pi)(3ov (ver. U) in the subjective
sense: do not fear with the fear of them, do not be afraid of them. He allows
the possibility, however, of the other explanation.
He agrees with Huther in
regarding txovrec (ver. 16) as not co-ordinate with hoi/xoi, but subordinate to
it.
He regards Kpdrrov (ver. 17) as meaning, not better, but, more powerful,
strou'jer, in the sense of more inofitable, or useful to an end in view.
He
thinks the reference is not to what the Christian gains for himself from the
suffering, but to what is effected for "those who revile the Christian's good
manner of life" (ver. 16). This he thinks is indicated as the true meaning of
the verse by the yup, which connects it with ver. 16. There is, accordingly, a
certain parallelism in thought here with ii. 12.]
Up to this point the comparison with the case of Christ seems to be carried
forward, but with ver. 186 the thought turns more exclusively to Christ's own
experience and work in connection with, and following upon His death. The
immediate connection of the words of ver. 186 with the death of Christ, which
is brought before the reader's mind, in ver. ISo, in the expression: suffered for
sins, would seem to prove, beyond reasonable doubt, that these words refer to
His experience as related to that event. He was put to death in the flesh, but

made

The

two clauses
must be interpreted according to the same principles. They refer thus to two divisions, as we might say,
Quoad aup$. He was put to death;
or rather aspects, of Christ's life and being.
quoad nvevfxa, He was made alive. In respect to the earthly and perishable
side of His nature, according to which He was subject to the law of death,
davarudeig is true of Him.
In respect to the higher and imperishable side, on
alive in the spirit.

shows that the phrases

parallelism of contrast in these

in the flesh

and

in the sjyirit

the other hand, the spiritual side. His experience as connected with His dying
It is plain, therefore, that, in ver. 186, the
is described by the word l^uoTrotT^dtlg.

two statements which it contains is the time of Christ's
evident also, that the limit of the thought in vv. 21, 22, which
close this half paragraph, is the resurrection of Christ, His ascension, and His
A strong probability arises from these
life at the right hand of God in heaven.
starting-point for the

death.

It is

Him

words which intervene between
after, and not before, His
If this be so, we find in this fact the first point which may bear upon
death.
[Kiihl agrees mainly with Huther
the determination of the meaning of ver. 19.
in respect to the words eavarudeii aapKi and ((jonoirjOetc nvev/iarc. He holds that in

what
and vv.

facts, that

ver. 186

is

predicated of

21, 22, refers to

in the

what took place

the latter expression the i^unn. involves the idea of the receiving of the spiritual
body. Christ did not continue a mere spirit, but He received at His resurrection the aufia nvevnuriKov, by means of which, as the organ of the nvivfia. He

was thereafter
Christ had a
(uo~u:rideic.J

in a condition to carry
nvevixa

which had

forward His activity with relation to men.
and power to be thus

in itself the capacity
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7.

The words

kv

u,

of ver. 19

must

of necessity, as

it

would seem,

refer to

was, then, in the sphere of the nvev/m part of Christ's nature, and
not in that of the aup^ part, that what is mentioned in vv. 19, 20, was done by
Him. This expression in itself, as thus explained, may not indeed be inconKVEvjxan.

It

with a spiritual proclamation before the time of the incarnation, that
Noah. But if what has been said above of the time of vv.
19-22 is correct, the connection of ti with nvevnan here must exclude such an
8. The participle iToptvdeig may be determined
explanation of the meaning.
in its meaning, so far as the probabilities of the case are concerned, by two
sistent
is,

in the days of

—

by the indication which the word itself gives of an actual
who is mentioned if a preaching
through or in the person of another were intended, the verb iKTjpviev would
have been all that was either necessary or natural in the case and secondly, by
the evident meaning of the same participle in ver. 23, where a personal going
It would scarcely seem possible that, in a
of Christ Himself is alluded to.
connected passage no longer than the one now under consideration, the same
participial form of such a verb as this would be used in two different senses,
without any explanation or suggestion of such difference in the form of
expression, or the surrounding words. This participle in ver. 19, accordingly,
such, at least, are the linguistic and grammatical probais to be understood
as referring to a personal going on the part of Christ, for
bilities of the case
the purpose of a personal proclamation. No such personal going, in the sense
corresponding to His going into heaven, spoken of in ver. 22, took place before
considerations:

movement

first,

—

or going of the person himself

;

—
—

the incarnation.
abilities as to its

which

—

The prob9. The word e«^pDfev indicates what Christ did.
meaning may be seen from the following facts: (a) This word,

in itself has

an indefinite meaning,

to

specifying the sort of proclamation, occurs in

proclaim as a herald, without
the N. T. about sixty times.

Among

all the instances of its occurrence, there is none in which the idea of a
proclamation of judgment or condenmation is expressed. The word is used
almost exclusively of preaching the gospel, and this is the case in every

instance in which Christ stands either in the subjective or objective relation
to the proclamation.

The kindred words

/c^pu|

and

nripvyfia (at least,

exception of two cases, where the preaching of Jonah
in

a single instance, 2 Pet.

ii.

5,

of

is

spoken

making known
righteousness.
The

see below) are used with reference to the

of,

with the

on which

of the gospel, or,

probability as to

the meaning of the verb in this case, as connected with usage, must therefore
be regarded as overwhelmingly strong against any other signification than

preaching the gospel.
verb evTjyycXiadTi in iv.

any

—

(6)

6,

provided that

This probability

—

we

is

strengthened by the use of the

are to consider that verse as having

close relation to this.
(c) It is also strengthened, in some measure, by
the fact that the thought of Christ throughout all the remainder of the passage,
vv. 18-22, is that of saving, and not of condemning men.
10. The expression roic ev (pvlaK^ nveiifxaatv is to be explained, as it would

seem, by observing two points: first, the word irvEvfiuaiv is most naturally
interpreted through its connection with npeviian of ver. 18, and that word
suggests a contrast to aapKt- it would seem, therefore, most reasonable to
understand these spirits to be disembodied spirits, or spirits of those who had
already met physical death; secondly, as there
indicate that the meaning is, spirits who are

is

no

now

particle,

in prison,

such as

and

vvv, to

especially

nothing to indicate that the writer means persons who were alive in this world
at the time of the preaching, but whose spirits are now (at the time of his
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most reasonable, not to say necessary,

to believe that

the condition of the persons as disembodied spirits, and the time of their
imprisonment, are to be determined in accordance with the time of the verb;

they were already disembodied spirits at the time when Christ preached
As disembodied spirits in prison, they must have been in prison in
the spirit-world, not in this world; and as having the gospel preached to them,
that

is,

to them.

—

11. The word uiiEidvaaoiv is
they cannot as yet have been finally condemned.
antecedent in point of time to EKTjpv^ev. It is claimed by some that it can only
be immediately antecedent; and, therefore, that the time of the preaching must
have been nearly coincident with the time of the disobedience. This claim
may, however, be questioned or denied, with reference to the aorist participle

when employed

as descriptive of particular persons, and especially in a case

like this, considering the defining of the

time of the participle by

jrore

ore,

But even if it be allowed, in case the participle is merely descriptive,
this fact will by no means decide the question, because the participle may mean
althou(ih they were disobedient, and in this sense may undoubtedly be carried
Wiesinger, as mentioned by Huther, and
ba.ck far beyond the time of tKJipv^ev.
some others, take the participle in this sense: although, etc. Moreover, the
K.T.I.

absence of the article with uneidijaamv
construction which makes

it

is

not to be regarded as excluding the

substantially equivalent to roho were once disobe-

A. v., and many commentators explain the word. See Huther's
answer to Hofmann, in his note on ver. 19 (4). Affirmations with

dient, as R. v.,

remark

in

respect to the impossibility of the use of a participial construction by a X. T.
writer, with a particular meaning, should be

and

especially in cases

made only with

the greatest caution,

where the great majority of scholars have not found the

As regards the omission of the article, even greater caution
should be exhibited. As Winer remarks, " Whether the article is to be used or
omitted before the participle, depends sometimes on the subjective view of the
writer."'
And Buttmann most fitly adds, "In the endeavor to lay down fixed
laws respecting the use of the article, many a learned and laborious inquiry has
alleged difficulty.

already come to naught. A writer's sovereign pleasure does not allow itself to
be curtailed, whenever it seems good to him to depart even from a well-founded
grammatical law." A living writer has a living force within him, and at times
he answers the grammarian, who would fetter him with never-yielding rules,
as Paul answered the Jews: I am not under bondage to the letter, but in the
freedom of the spirit.
12. The close connection of nore ore, shows that these
two words together define the time, and the position of nore shows that the
fact or thing whose time is thus defined is that which is indicated by inzeiOrjaaaiv,
13. The ore clause involves the statement
and not that indicated by EKfjfwiev.
that the men who are alluded to lived, and also were disobedient, in the time of
Noah, and before the flood came. They sinned during the period when God
was, in that age, waiting with long-suffering.
The examination of this passage which is thus set forth is purely exegetical,
and is connected wholly with the natural meaning of the words, and their
relation to the sentences and the paragraph.
The purpose of these notes is
exegetical, not doctiinal.
If the suggestions offered are well-founded, they
show that, with respect to every word and phrase, the probability of the case
favors the interpretation of the passage, which makes it declare, that, after His
death and before His resurrection, Christ went to the place where the persons
mentioned were in their disembodied spiritual state, and there preached the
gospel to these persons, i.e., the persons who were disobedient in the time of

—

—
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Noah, when, etc. It is to be observed, that the passage does not extend the
statement beyond the case of these particular persons. That it suggests the possibiUtij of sucli an extension of the Divine grace, is the most that can be affirmed.
The view of this passage, other than that above given, which meets the least
difficulties as connected with the several probabilities mentioned, is that which
holds to the above explanation in all particulars, except with reference to
(KT/ov^v; but makes this verb contain the idea of a praedicatio damnatorin, a

proclamation by Christ to these spirits in prison of their coming final condemnation. It is claimed, on behalf of this view, that the verb Kijpvaaeiv is, in itself,
a verb of indefinite meaning in regard to such a point as this, that it conveys
simply the idea of proclaiming as by a herald, and that the character of the
proclamation must be determined by the context. It is also claimed, that in

some passages

in the

N".

T. there are indications of the designed application

of this idea of proclamation (expressed by this verb, or the kindred nouns) to

Thus Jonah's Kripvyua is spoken of in Matt. xii. 41,
threatened punishment.
Luke xi. 32; and in 2 Tim. iv. 2, the words i'hey^ov and iTnTinrjaov are added to
It is
KJjpviov, sliowing that a part of the proclamation was of this character.
to be observed, however, that the passages in Matthew and Luke do not refer to
Christ's preaching;

and that Jonah's proclamation was, as the sequel showed,
view to repentance; and in the

also these verses themselves indicate, with a

and

is only a part of the gospel preaching,
subordinate to the end of securing the salvation of those to whom it is addressed.
As stated above, wherever Christ is either the subject or the object of the verb
This
Kvpvaaeti^, in the N. T., the verb is substantially equivalent to eiayyEXi^eiv.

case of 2 Timothy, the rebuking, etc.,

seems to the writer of this note to determine the probability of its meaning
and to exclude the idea of a. praedicatio damnatoria.
of the passage which makes it refer to a preaching of Christ, in
and through the person of Noah, before the flood, or to " a gracious activity
on the part of the pre-incarnate Christ, a preaching in the form of the Divine
warnings of. the time, the spectacle of the building of the ark, etc.," encounters
al! the improbabilities and difficulties mentioned.
The only grammatical or
linguistic point which has been held to be decisive in favor of this view, is that
connected with the aorist participle uneidriaaaiv, which has been already alluded
to in the earlier part of this note. The decisiveness of this point is not admitted
by the great majority of interpreters. The position taken by the advocates of

fact

in the present instance,

The view

this view, in general,

is,

makes the reference

to a preaching in the time of

so far as the sentence in itself

is

concerned, that which
possible, rather than

Noah

necessary, the point mentioned with respect to the aorist participle not being
insisted upon.

The

discussion of the passage thus far has dealt with the words and phrases

itself.
There are considerations derived from the context, or the
Testament elsewhere, which have a bearing on the question which is presented by ver. 19, and which ought to be candidly weighed before coming to a
decision.
The first of these is the fact, that an allusion to a preaching of Christ
to these persons, long after their death, seems quite remote from the direct line
of thought in the context.
"With regard to this point, the following remarks
maybe made: {a) that such remoteness, it must be admitted, impresses the
mind of the reader at the first view of the passage; (5) that on any other explanation of the passage, however, somewhat of the same remoteness is evident.

of the passage

New

The real difficulty in the case is to explain how the writer is led to introduce
here any allusion to Noah, the flood, the men of that age, and the subject of
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baptism as antitypical of the flood. It seems strange to find the words of vv.
19-21 connected with the thought of ver. 18a, and what precedes ver. 18. If
we can account for the alhision to Noah's time, etc., we may perhaps as easily
account for the reference to a preaching to the persons of that age after Christ's
death, as for a similar reference to a preaching before Noah's death. The
attempts to explain the allusion to this matter by those who hold that the
preaching followed Christ's death, have been as successful, to say the least, as
those of the interpreters
is

who

hold the other view.

said as to this point by Alford,

Salmond)

in Schaff's Pop.

on the one

Comm. on

side,

the other.

Compare, for example, what
and by the writer (Professor

— The second

of the considera-

drawn from outside of the passage is connected with the general indications
of the N. T. as to the question whether the offer of salvation or the proclamations

With respect to this point, the
tion of the gospel is made to men after death.
writer of this note would say: (a) that, in his judgment, the general Impression
produced upon the mind of the candid reader of the N. T. is, that the apostolic
writers and Christ Himself do not continue the offer of salvation beyond the
present life; (b) that they lay an emphasis, at times, on the present life as
the period for securing salvation, or on death as the limit, which is most easily
explained if we hold that such was their teaching; (c) that the few passages
(leaving the present one, as being here under discussion, out of view) in which
the opportunity for recovery after death may be suggested as a possibility, can
be satisfactorily explained without making them convey this idea, and that, not
improbably, they should be thus explained; the candid scholar, however, will, in

and justly estimate the force of all passages,
on whichever side of the question they may seem to give their evidence; {d) that
the absence of any definite and full unfolding of the condition of things in the
this case as in all others, carefully

period following death, which, at least so far as details are concerned,
able throughout the

New

the flood, which are

unknown

Testament,

may have

is

notice-

proper weight in determining
our view of doubtful passages; and that the absence of allusions to the intermediate state between death and the last judgment may also be justly taken into
consideration; (e) that there may have been reasons in the Divine mind, for the
presentation of the gospel after death to those persons who lived in the time of
to us,

its

and which did not, and do not,

case of other persons; and that an exception to the general law,

exist in the

made

in their

such a general law for all
other men, which places the limit of the opportunity for salvation at death;
(/) that the possible hint of a future opportunity for some other men beyond
the particular class mentioned, which this verse may be supposed to suggest,
and which can hardly be denied as a possibility, if the preaching was to the
spirits in prison after Christ's death, must be most carefully compared with and
adjusted by other passages, which seem more or less distinctly to declare the
opposite, before any doctrine as to such opportunity is accepted or believed by
the New-Testament interpreter because of the statement of this passage. These
points must all be fairly and fully considered in estimating the force of the general teaching of the N. T. as bearing against that interpretation of ver. 19 which
makes it mean, that Christ preached to the departed spirits of the men of Noah's
time after His own death.
A third point, connected with what is outside of the
present context, is the fact that in 2 Pet. ii. 5, Noah is spoken of as a preacher
(KTjpvKa
diKaioaivr/c),
of righteousness
in connection with a statement as to the
bringing of the flood upon the ungodly; and a somewhat kindred idea, though
without the word K^pv^, is presented in Heb. xi. 7. If the authorship of 2 Peter
case, does not necessarily prevent the existence of

—
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by the apostle is to be admitted, the allusion in that Epistle to Noah as a
preacher, and that, too, in a passage having some similarity to the present one,
may possibly serve to indicate what he intended to say here; and even if the
Petrine authorship of the second Epistle is rejected, the two passages in
Hebrews and 2 Peter may show something of the habit of thought, in this
This argument must not be pressed
regard, of the earliest Christian writers.

beyond the limits of its proper force. The same writer does not always follow
the same line of thinking in such allusions. What his sentence legitimately
means is far more indicative of his present thought, than what he says else-

And especially is it true that one writer may
from the forms of expression of other writers.
The passage, it must be confessed, is one beset with difficulties, and involved
It becomes those who deal with it in the matter
to some extent in obscurity.
of doctrinal statements, or doctrinal controversies and questionings, to approach
it and study it with the calm, unprejudiced, teachable, and peaceable spirit of
the most candid and reverential exegetical scholar.
[Kiihl holds that the connection of the words shows the reference of iv tL (ver.
The apostle accordingly says that Christ went tv
19), to be only to nvsv/ian.
nvevfiari, and not i^uonotijdelg nvEv/uan, to the doing of what is indicated by sK^pv^ev,
K.T.I.
As Christ, when He was in the condition described by fwon-. ttv., was no
longer h Ttvev/iaTi, but iv aijfiari nvev/j.aTiK(l), and as He was, while yet on earth,
not h TTv., but iv aapKt, the time referred to in this expression must be the time
between His death and His resurrection. If this position is correct, the reference to a preaching through Noah, or in Noah's time, is excluded by the words
where and

at another time.

deviate, in such a matter,

themselves,

— With respect to the spirits in prison,

Kiihl holds that the phrase

describes the present condition of the spirits at the time of the preaching,

He

from Huther, in that he regards
it as impossible to decide whether the reference is to the whole kingdom of the
dead, or to that part of it which serves as the abode for the souls of the ungodly
imtil the day of judgment.
If iv. 6 is connected with this passage, he thinks
q>vhiKy referring to

the reference

is

Hades.

differs slightly

— He regards nopevQeiq as indicating a reM, as
— The verb KrjpmaEiv here, he says, as everywhere in the

to the former.

were, spatial, going.

it

is

N. T., the technical expression for that proclamation of the gospel which offers
salvation and thus he regards the end in view of the proclamation as being the
same with that of the preaching of the gospel on earth,
namely, to present
;

—

the offer of salvation to those

spirits.

The view which holds that the preaching was a praedicatio damnatoria,
he declares to be wholly arbitrary, and apparently connected with an idea of
the passage, which is contrary to the true one,
namely, that the prominent
thought of the verses is that of judgment, whereas it is, in fact, that of the
blessed results of Christ's death, and of the Messianic salvation.
In connection
with the past tense of the verb iKrjpv^Ev, and the past participle iropevddg, he
holds that the participle uTTEidTjaaaiv with nori must be pluperfect in sense, and
that the meaning must be, he preached to the spirits which had been formerly
disobedient, etc., and not, he preached to them when they were, etc.; with the
latter idea, the writer would have joined noTE with hKtjpv^Ev.
As the result of

—

—

his exegesis of the passage, Kiihl holds:

(a)

that Christ, as nvEvfia,

went

to

Hades, and preached there to the spirits; (b) that the time of His thus going
and preaching was between His death and His resurrection; (c) that the
purpose of His preaching was to offer salvation to all the spirits, without
exception. That all the spirits are meant by the apostle's words, he regards as
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by the absence of the article before uneidf/aamv. The article, he
would have been necessary if the writer had meant only the disobedient ones of Noah's time. The true meaning is, as he holds: He preached to
the spirits in prison, to such He preached as had been disobedient, etc. The
indicated
thinks,

all, with a certain special designation of the men
This special designation he explains in connection with the
fact that the contemporaries of Noah are viewed in the N. T. (comp. Matt,
xxiv. 37 f., Luke xvii. 26 f.) as typical of mankind, as fallen deeply under the
power of sin. The participle uneWriaaacv has, he thinks, a certain special
emphasis: to the spirits, etc., yea, even to such as, etc.]
14. The remark of Huther with respect to ver. 20 is worthy of special notice,
and is in accordance with what is undoubtedly the fact in the case, namely, that
"the stress is laid, not so much on the judgment which overtook unbelievers in
the flood, as on the deliverance of the few." The whole passage is illustrative
of the statement that Christ suffered for sins, that He might bring men to God;
in other words, of His work to the end of salvation.
15. The view which
Huther takes of the preposition 6iu as being instrumental, rather than local, is
probably correct. The few who entered into the ark were borne safely on by
the water, and thus, in a certain sense, were saved by means of water. This is
indicated by the statement of the next verse, which presents the idea of water
(in connection with baptism) as saving us.
The presentation of the water of
baptism as the antitype of the water of the flood, must be regarded as a comparison or antitypical correspondence which reaches, as it were, the limits of the
figurative; and a part of the special difficulty and obscurity of this whole pasis to be found here.
The point of the
sage
not to say, the very centre of it
comparison would seem to be connected with the fact that the water bearing up
the ark was the means of saving Noah and his family. In a similar way, water,
as the means by which baptism takes place, is also the the means by which the
Christian is, as it were, borne safely into his Christian life and salvation. That
the water, in the second case, is not the primary means or the direct cause of the
salvation, as also it was not in the first case, is proved by the words which
follow, which words show that the actual saving element of Christian baptism
It was the
is not found in the water, but in the state of the mind towards God.
entrance into the ark which was the salvation of Noah's family, and it is union
of heart with God which is the salvation of the believer. The expression, not
the putting away of the filth of the flesh, indicates that what the writer has in
mind is not what water, in itself, can accomplish.
16. The question as to the meaning of inepuTTj/ia is one which cannot be
answered with confidence. On the whole, it seems to the writer of this note,
that the word question most probably represents the meaning of the Greek
word. This is confessedly the meaning in classical Greek, and appears to be
not inconsistent with the general thought of the sentences. The preposition f/f,
being added to the noun, naturally carries the meaning to the point either of
making it equivalent to question directed towards, or inquiry after. With
either of these meanings, the genitive avvei6rjaetj( uyadm is to be regarded as a
subjective genitive.
The idea of the whole sentence would seem, accordingly,
to be this: that baptism, with its application of water, does not find its true significance in a cleansing of the outward man, but in the movement of the pure
inner man towards God. Whether this movement is represented as a questioning of the soul directed towards God, or an inquiry and seeking of the soul after

reference

is,

accordingly, to

of Noah's time.

—

—

Him — in

—

either case, the

same general condition

of the soul

is

indicated.

Per-
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haps inquiry after
iiTEpuTuv

The

elg.

inasmuch

is

the most simple and best rendering, as corresponding with
tlie idea is tlius incomplete,

objection urged by Hutlier, that

as the contents of the question or request are not stated, is not

serious importance, because the reader, with eitlier of these

two

one of

nearly-allied

i-nepurrjua, will readily understand what movement of the soul is in
17. The phrase (5/' uvaoTuneug is best connected with mliCet.
the writer's thought.
Baptism, in the sense indicated, saves the believer by means of the resurrection
The resurrection of Christ is referred to here, apparently, for
of Jesus Christ.
two reasons: first, because this great fact is the ground on which the results of
His death are secured, and the life of the Christian in union with God is carried

meanings of

—

development; and, secondly, because the author has the desire to
with regard to Christ's own experience, from His suffering
[Kiihl agrees with
of death for sin to His exaltation at the right hand of God.
He holds that by the
Huther in regarding 6iu of ver. 20, as instrumental.
words enepuTTjfia, k.t.X: (ver. 21), baptism is described as a request addressed to
God, for power and strengthening to the end of uyadonoieip, on the ground of
which uyad. we can have a good conscience. The connection of the thought
of the good conscience with good action, which is suggested in ver. 16, appears
in another form here, even though there may be no immediate connection
He agrees with Huther in connecting 6i' uvaamaeug
between the two verses.
forward in

its

set forth the facts

—

—

with

au^eL.]

XX.

CHAPTER
Vv.

IV.

1-6.

1. These verses contain a new exhortation in the line of what precedes, and
one which takes up the thought of Christ's suffering, as set forth in iii. 18. In
this passage, ovv evidently connects the new exhortation with the reference to

Christ's death, according to the flesh; oapKi

the dative of reference: so far
used because the thought is of
defence against the assaults of persecution, etc.; ivvoiav is perhaps best translated by i/ioM£//ii, with the sense as given by Huther: "they should not refuse
forth as the aup^

the thought

is

of, like

concerned; bnliaanOe

Him,

is

is

suffering according to the flesh," but there

reason to believe that the word

may mean mind,

is

some

in the sense of disposition of

Alford holds that it means intent or resolution, and appeals to Eur. Hel.
and Isocr. p. 112d; 6 iraduv, k.tX, seems to have a certain reference to
the first words of ver. 1, but not to be limited, in its application, to Christ; these
words appear, rather, to be an encouragement to the readers to be ready to suffer,
by reason of the thought that the result of such suffering in the course of true
Christian living is a ceasing of subjection to the power of sin. The believer
ceases from his connection with sin, after a kindred manner to that in which
Christ ceased from His (widely different) relation to it.
2. The phrase f/f Tb
firjKen, k.t.a., of ver. 2, is, no doubt, rightly explained by Huther as connected
with dn'Aiaacde. It expresses the end in view of the exhortation. If the readers
armed themselves with the same thought, as related to sufferings in the righteous Christian life, which was in Christ, they would cease to live in accordance
with, as governed by the rule of, the lusts of men, and would be governed by
the will of God. The imdvuiat here referred to are evidently the unholy desires
of men apart from God, and especially those which characterized the lives of
the heathen, by whom the readers were surrounded, and which are indicated in

mind.
1012,

—
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The

contrast of the time past to the remaining time shows clearly
the correctness of Huther's remark, that aapKi denotes here, as in ver. 1, the

ver. 3.

earthly

3.

human

nature, to which the mortal body belongs.

The

third verse

is

introduced as a ground or reason for the /iVKin j3itjaai, k.t.X. It would seem to
indicate that a considerable proportion, at least, of the readers had been
heathen before their conversion. [Kiihl agrees with Iluther that ewoiav (ver. 1)
means thought. He regards nenavrai as in the middle voice: he has ceased

from

The idea of Peter, as here expressed, does not correspond with that
Rom. vi. the thought of Paul being that of a dying in the spii-itual
while that of Peter is of suffering according to the flesh. The word

sin.

of Paul in
sense,

;

is used with reference to outward sufferings.
have wrought the will of the Gentiles (ver. 3)
is an indication that before their conversion, the readers were not Gentiles, but
Jews. It was the Jews only who were prepared by special Divine revelations,
and boimd thereby to live, not according to liuman desires, but to the Divine
will.
The word udefiiTog, he regards, also, as appropriate only for Jews.]
4. The words ev (S of ver. 4 are translated by A. V. and R. V. by wherein,
and if this may be regarded as meaning: their astonishment that you do not go
on in the same course, and with a similar excess of riot with themselves, arises
and moves in the sphere of this fact,
this explanation may be the best one.
The sense would thus approach closely towards Huther's explanation, who
makes kv li mean: because, or on account of the fact that, you have thus
walked, they are surprised that, etc. If the English versions refer by wherein
to the former heathen life of revellings, etc., and make it limit the words, run
not to the same excess of riot, the meaning given by them is less in accordance
with the sentence than that given by making ev iL equivalent to because. The
genitive absolute nv avvrpexovTuv, k.t.Ti., is causal.
5. Ver. 5 points to the
judgment awaiting these heathen revilers, as a thing which, when under persecution, under the injury coming from being defamed, etc., the Christian
readers should bear in mind. The enemy was not always to triumph, or to
have power against them: God was their avenger, their support, and the
mighty power on their side; and the day of judgment was to come.
The
phrase ru iTol/nug exovri indicates the nearness of the judgment, according to its
most natural interpretation, and may thus have a bearing upon the question as
to Peter's view with regard to the parousia.
[Kiihl agrees with Huther that
iv ut {ver. 4) is to be imderstood as meaning because.
He holds that vtKpoi of
ver. 5 refers to all the dead, and that the apostle has in mind, and makes prominent, the universality of the judgment.]
6. The living and dead mentioned in ver. 5 are thus described, apparently,
with reference to the matter and time of the judgment; and thus the meaning
is, that the Lord will judge all, whether they be living at the time of judgment,
or whether they have died before that time. There is no necessary limitation
of the expression to the revilers, etc., here spoken of; but from the general
character of the words, the thought suggested is, that, as the judgment is to be
passed upon all, whether living or dead, it will come upon these men,
7. Ver.
6 is introduced by yup, as a ground of what is said in ver. 5.
It is evident that
in ver. 6 the case of the veKpot is made the subject of thought, the ^uvreg being
no longer in mind. The statement of the verse is, that something was done
or occurred to the dead to the end of their being judged, and thus they are
brought under the Kplvai of the preceding verse. The thing which was thus
done is set forth in the word cvTjyyeTiladT], and the purpose of this verb is

Traduv, in

both parts of the verse,

— Kiihl thinks the expression

to

—

—

—

—

—
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presented in the Iva clause. The determination of the writer's meaning must
depend, or partly depend, on the true explanation of this verb, as affected by
what follows the final particle. It will be noticed that the verb is in the aorist
It must therefore, as it would seem, refer to a time past, either as
tense.
related to the time of writhig the sentence, or as related to the time of judgment. The fact that vsKpovg of ver. 5 is used of those who shall be dead at the

time of the judgment may favor the latter reference; but the natural understanding of a past tense, which sets forth a fact, as indicating a fact which
is already past when the word is written, points most strongly to the former
reference. When we add to the fact of this natural understanding of the
tense, the striking presentation of a certain class of persons, belonging to the
O. T. history, in the earlier part of the passage which closes with the present
verse,

— namely,

the

men who

lived just before the flood,

iii.

19,

— the

case

There seem,
becomes much stronger for this first view of the meaning.
therefore, to be weighty reasons to believe that, in this verse, the apostle is
speaking again of those whom he has mentioned already, and that he alludes
If
to the same thing in evriyyeXiadrj to which he alluded in iKTjpv^ev in iii. 19.
this is correct, the verb evrjyy. determines the meaning of the verb eKTfpv^ev, and
8. The word
the time of the act indicated by both is one and the same.

—

6

vEKoolg of ver.

seem

to follow

is,

in its form, as unlimited as veKpovg of- ver. 5; but

from

this necessarily, that

thought, as unlimited in

its

it is

The

application.

it

does not

actually, according to the writer's

expression, in both cases,

is

not

and thus the persons referred to are described according to
the peculiarity of their condition, rather than as the whole of a class. In such
a form of expression, the whole class may be designated, or it may not be:
the decision will depend on the suggestions of the sentence or the context. In
ver. 5 all the indications of the sentence point to the word as denoting the
whole company of the dead, but in ver. 6 the suggestions already made may
show that a more special reference is intended.
It ought to be remarked,
however, that, while this word in ver. 6 may refer to a special section of the
dead, it is contrary to all the indications of the passage to make it mean, in
the one verse, persons who are dead in a different sense from that in which the
persons mentioned in the other verse are dead,
ver. 6 meaning the spiritually
dead, and ver. 5 the physically dead.
9. The reader should observe that, in the
iva clause, the first verb is in the aorist tense, and the second in the present.
This fact is significant, and seems to show that the words iva Kpiduaiv do not
prove the preaching to have taken place before the death of the persons referred
Rather does the form of the sentence in this regard indicate the correctto.
ness of Huther's view of it: that while Kptduaiv and ^Ciaiv are grammatically
co-ordinated, the former verb holds, in the thought, a subordinate position,
and that the meaning of the clause is: in order that they, after the flesh,
indeed, judged by death, may live according to the spirit. As Canon Cook
says, the term KpWiJaiv " is evidently used with reference to their previous state,
not to the time of the announcement." He also says, "The Greek makes a
distinction between the two propositions: the former does not apply to the
effect of the tidings, but to the condition of those who were addressed; the
next proposition, but live, tells us what was the ultimate and perfect eifect
upon those who were prepared to receive it." — 10. The datives aapKi and

01 venpoi,

but

vEKpoi,

—

—

—

KVEviian are to be explained as datives of reference

the spirit,

is

concerned; as regards the

Kara uvdpuTTovc, Kara deov,

mean

after the

flesh,

:

so far forth as the flesh, or

or the

spirit.

manner of men, God,

The expressions
such a manner

in
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the law of his being,

as

He

imparts His

own

— in

such a
men.

life to

This is clear, as
[Kiihl holds that the special emphasis in ver. 6 is on veKpoli.
he thinks, both from the repetition of this word, and from the kuI. This Kai
points to the contrast to the ^uvre^, to whom also the gospel is preached and as
these ^(JvTec are the same as those in ver. 5, the vsKpoi in this verse must be the
same with the veKpoi in ver. 5. All the dead are referred to here, as in the previous verse, and thus the gospel, he thinks, is declared to be preached to all the
The explanation of Kpidum and CiJai, and of the iva clause, in which
dead.
The
these verbs are found, which is favored by Huther, is adopted by Kiihl.
idea lying at the foundation of the thought of ver. 6, in its connection with
ver. 5, is, as he thinks, that a judgment of the dead is to be thought of only in
case the possibility of salvation is given them through the proclamation of the
;

—

—

gospel.]

In the consideration of this whole passage from

iii.

13 to

iv. 6, it is

impor-

mind not only an
exhortation for his readers in the midst of persecutions and revilings, and an
encouragement for them as connected with Christ's experience and His work,
tant to keep in

remembrance the

fact, that

the apostle has in

but that he has also the desire to set forth the experience of Christ for its own
sake, as connected with His glorification, and His work, in itself, as leading
to the end of life and salvation. These two things are interwoven together
throughout the passage, and the interpreter who does not bear this in mind is
The work of Christ
liable to misapprehension of the apostle's thought.
is represented here, as it is everywhere in the N". T., as tending towards the
forgiven,
and delivered
suffered,
that
they
might
be
salvation of men. He
from sin. He rose again, that the new life might be secured within them. He
ascended to the right hand of God, exalted above the highest powers, that His
people and His kingdom might be forever triumphant. The bearing of this
upon the two difficult verses iii. 19 and iv. 6, whatever our final decision as
to their meaning may be, will be carefully estimated by all who properly

—

examine them as parts of

this passage.

XXL
Vv. 7-11.
1.

The seventh

ness of the end of

verse sets forth, in a brief and distinct statement, the nearThis statement seems to be suggested by the
all things.

thought of the approaching judgment; and in this way the discourse passes on
from what precedes to this new paragraph. The exhortations of this paragraph
are directed, in the first place, towards that sober-mindedness, love to one another, etc., which are befitting in view of the nearness of the end, and secondly,
to that devotion to the use of the peculiar gifts and duties belonging to each
a thing which
believer, as an individual, which may promote the glory of God,
2. The
also becomes the believer, especially as the time of the end draws near.
two verbs, au^povrjaare and vrjTpare, are kindred in meaning: the former is rendered by R. v., be of sound mind ; the latter, he sober. Both verbs convey the
idea of that sober and temperate condition of mind, which restrains and governs
all undue passion, and abides in a serious thought of life, its duties and its meaning. The words £(f npnaevxug, which designate the end in view of the verb vnipars,
bring before us the thought of that communion with God in prayer, which is so

—

—
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—

often presented in the N". T. as the very atmosphere of the Christian's life.
The expression npd ttuvtuv is not to be regarded as setting love above prayer;

3.

not with prayer, but with sober-mindedness. Expressions
believe, are not to be pressed to the absolute literalness and fulness of their meaning. They are used many times, no doubt, as
indicating what the writer regards as most important to be urged in connection
with some special point which he has in mind at the time, and occasionally even
with a mere rhetorical earnestness. The love which he would urge them to
have is intense, on the stretch, fervent; and he would press this upon them
with special emphasis, because love covers a multitude of sins. The remark of
Leighton on this verse probably gives the true idea of the meaning: "Hatred
stirs strife [the first words of the O. T. passage (Pro v. x. 12) from which not
improbably this verse is borrowed], aggravates, and makes the worst of all; but
for the comparison

of this character,

is

we may

it delights not in undue disclosing of brethren's failings, doth
not eye them rigidly, nor expose them willingly to the eyes of others."
4. The exhortation to hospitality follows naturally upon that which urges to
love, as this was one of the prominent forth-puttings of love at that period of
the history of the Church. The expression uvtv yoyyvo/iov is really involved
loving hospitality is without murmuring or complainin the idea of (piAo^evoi,

love covers, etc.;

—

ing,

an ungrudging

5.

Christian brotherly love.

gift of

The exhortations with

much of

the language used

These verses

—

(10, 11)

may

is

respect to the xopioiiara correspond closely, though
different,

with what

is

said

by Paul

in

Rom.

xii.

6

ff.

indicate the true view respecting Peter's language in

such cases,
that it was possibly affected in some measure by his knowledge of
what Paul had written, but that it was not borrowed from Paul, and that the
thought was suggested by the needs of the readers for whom he wrote, by which
he was himself impressed.
What Paul expresses in Romans and 1 Corinthians

—
— the distribution of the gifts according to the measure of the
— here hinted at by Peter, apparently, in
grace of God bestowed in each
the word noMil-nq. —
Peter specializes only two
one in the line of the
by the verb

fiepiiio,

gift,

is

6.

gifts,

teacher's or prophet's office; the other, in that of the diaconate. With regard
to the individual words of the eleventh verse, it may be observed, that "kalel is a

general word which

may

cover the utterances both of the diduoKaloq and the

means words or utterances communicated by
God, thus teachings and revelations; laxvog means strength or ability ("to the

npoipTjTTji;

that hjyia evidently here

extent of one's ability," Grimm), which is regarded as supplied in every case
by God according to His own will; iv ndaiv means in all things, rather than in
all persons, the reference being to the varied things suggested by the preceding
words respecting the gifts; u), in the doxology, is to be understood as referring
to God, as Huther and most recent commentators take it.
The doxological
passages in the X. T. almost universally refer to God, and here God is manifestly the prominent subject of thought.
Though it is evidently possible to
refer the relative to 'Ivooii Xpiarov, and this is the nearest name in the sentence,
Christ is so entirely secondary in the sentence, the instrumental agent through

whom

the glory comes to God, that the ascription of glory to Him at the close
is altogether improbable.
[Kiihl, like Huther, connects
the exhortation to sobriety and sound-mindedness, through the particle ovv
(ver. 7), with the thought of the nearness of the end.
The participles and
adjectives of the following clauses, he would regard as grammatically dependent on auippov^aare km vT/TpuTe. The turn of thought from ver. 8 to ver. 9 is
of the whole paragraph

from forgiving love

to ministering

and serving

love.

The word

x^piafia (ver. 10)
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*

does not refer, he thinks, to extraordinary gifts, but to the capacity to use
one's ordinary gifts for the service of others, and the good of the church.
Inasmuch as the words 6ia '\r)(7ov Xpiarov (ver. 11) hold a subordinate i^osition
as related to the verb 6oi<lCi]Tai, which contains the principal idea, Kiihl regards

—

it

as impossible to refer the doxology to Christ.]

XXII.
Vv. 12-19.
1.

The

apostle

now

passes to a further line of exhortation with respect to

suffering under persecution, sliowing by this repeated reference,

and the careful
and solemn drawing-out of the matter, how largely this subject was occupying
his mind.
The introduction of the word uyanrjToi again at this place may be
intended to give emphasis to the new presentation of this urgent request and
demand.
2. The subject is opened by bidding the readers not to think it
strange that they should meet with severe trials. The dative ry nvpuaei is a
dative used with this verb, and seems to mean at or with reference to. The
participle ytvontvr) is present, and indicates that the fiery trial is now happening,
or coming upon them. The nvpuaig is evidently here used of the persecutions,
etc., which, as a refiner's fire, were designed of God to be for a proving or test-

—

ing of their Christian character.
trials as strange,

—

3. In contrast to such a thought of these
they should, so far forth as (Kado) they participated in Christ's

sufferings by undergoing experiences of a similar character, rejoice in order

— that

is, they should be in that state of joy in their sharing of
is the legitimate preparation for the joy hereafter, at
the time of the revelation of His glory, in the participation in that glory. The
participle ayakAiCyfievoi, with exultant joy, gives not only a characteristic of

that, etc.

,

Christ's sufferings wliich

the heavenly rejoicing, but also therewith an incitement to the preparation
for it.
4. Yer. 14 adds an encouragement to obey the exhortation, which is

—

founded on the proof, which their suffering in the name of Christ gives, that
they have the Divine Spirit resting upon them. The Divine Spirit is also called
the Spirit of glory, as we may believe, because the apostle's thought is of the
glory of the future as the ground of the exultant joy of the future. The Spirit
whose characteristic is glory, and who thus can give it, rests permanently upon
suffering followers of Christ,

the glorifying process

—

is

and thus the joy of the future is assured, because
its consummation at the

ever going forward towards

end.
5. yap of ver. 15 is best taken with Alford, as giving the ground for
the supplied thought: " I say, In the name of Christ,''^ for it is not of the suffering indicated in ver. 15, but of that indicated in ver. 16, that the macarism can

—

6. The peculiar
be uttered and the glory now and hereafter can be predicated.
word ukTiOTpioETTicH.o'Koq occurs nowhere else in the N. T., and seems somewhat
strange as connected with such words as "thief" and "nmrderer." The connection apparently indicates such an interfering in the way of attempted oversight,
etc., as would be likely to provoke hostility, and thus bring violent treatment
from the other (heathen) party upon themselves.
The word nepiepyai^o/ievoL,
which Paul uses in 2 Thess. iii. 11, is a kindred word, and is nearly, though
perhaps not precisely, equivalent in meaning. [Kiihl regards the passage from
ver. 12 to ver. 19 as a new section with which chap. v. is closely connected,
and the suggestions in which refer to sufferings, etc., within the church, and
occasioned by persons who were in the membership of the church.
He regards

—
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the use of the words ^evi^Eade and ^evov as indicating the early date of the
a time when such experiences might be looked upon as strange or
Epistle,
He agrees with Huther in taking yap of ver. 15 as equivalent to
surprising.
that is to say, or namely, and not as a causal particle.]
T. only in Acts xi. 26,
7. The term XP'^'^^'-avog occurs elsewhere in the N.

—

—

here used as a mere designation of the believers as
on the other hand, the idea of scorn or contempt lies in the name as used by those outside of the chiu-ch, may be quesThe verb which follows, let him not be ashamed, may indicate the
tioned.

xxvi. 28.

Whether

it

is

followers of Christ, or whether,

The second of the two imperatives, let him glorify God, indicates that
he should praise God that he is thus permitted to suffer for the sake of Christ.
The phrase iv tw ovofiari tovtu may mean, in the sphere of this name of Chrislatter.

tian, or of the

name

of) in the sense of

of Christ.

on account

of.

The iv, in either case, means in (in the sphere
—8. The particle on of ver. 17 introduces the

reference to the judgment as the ground for not being ashamed, but for glorifying God. The word Kaip6<: suggests the idea of the appointed time as already
at hand; and the writer apparently conceives of the persecutions, etc., which

serve the end of severely trying and testing the Christians, as the beginning of
that judgment of God which is to be consummated at the parousia, and to
result in the final condemnation of the ungodly. He thus takes into his thought
the whole epoch of the parousia, if it may be so designated, including the calam-

preceding it, as well as the parousia itself, and its attendant events.
This passage furnishes strong evidence, therefore, that the writer regarded himself and his readers as being already in the last times. —9. The preposition una
conveys the idea of the moving of the judgment from its beginning-point, the
house of God, towards the unchristian world. The same thought is presented
The word tf Aof means the final result, that which will be
in npioTov uip' Tifcuv.

ities, etc.,

—

—

MoAtf, scarcely,
the issue of the judgment for the disobedient and unrighteous.
apparently refers to the difficulty of passing the judgment. As Keil says, the
believer is not free from sin before God, who tries the reins and hearts, but
comes short of the glory of God, and cannot, therefore, base his salvation on

own good works and
which forgives his sins.
his

his

own

— nov

merits; but owes

cpavdrai

;

it

lohere will he

only to the Divine grace,
appear? i.e., he will not

be able to appear at all as standing before God in the judgment. This question
is equivalent to an emphatic negative, as frequently in the Pauline Epistles.
10. The omission of wf in ver. 19 before maru KTiarfj, is in accordance with the
The
best authorities, and the expression gains by means of it its best form.
readers are exhorted in the midst of their sufferings to commit their souls in
well-doing to a faithful Creator. These sufferings are in accordance with the
will of their Creator; and, as they trust in Ilim, He will be faithful to them in
the fulfilment of His plan for their salvation. The phrase ev uyadonoda indicates
the sphere within which their life and action should be, as they commit themselves to the j)rotection of God; and, being placed where it is at the end of the
sentence, and of the whole section on the matter of suffering, it emphatically
turns the thought again to the main idea of doing good, and not evil, and thus
leaves the impression of this idea as the final impression on the reader's mind.
[Kiihl thinks the words in this name may refer either to the name Christian or
He regards the
Christ, but is apparently inclined to favor the latter reference.
words where will he appear as indicating that the imgodly will, as Keil says, go
away from the Divine judgment etc anu^einv.
He connects koI, of ver. 19, with
niiaxovTEc, and not, as Huther does, with uars.
The latter construction is not

—

—

—
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says.
He thinks the thouglit here presented is in the
sphere of the earliest Christian teaching, wherein that which is specifically
Christian sometimes, in a remarlcable way, retires into the background.]

found in the N.T., he

XXIII.

CHAPTER
Vv.
There can be but

1.

elders.

This

is

little

V.

1-7.

doubt that in

ver. 1 the apostle addresses official

indicated both by the fact that

lie

speaks of liimself as

avfinpeafiv-

word whicli can hardly apply to age only, and by what he calls upon the
persons addressed to do, and not to do,
to tend the flock of God as sheplierds,
oversiglit; and, on tlie other hand, not to lord it over the cliarge
exercise
and to
committed to them. On the contrary, when he addresses the vedrnpoi in ver. 5,
since tliere were no officials bearing this designation, he nmst mean the younger
in years; and by npEoiSvTEpoig, in the same verse, he must mean the elder in years.
The change in the sense of ixpealivTEpoig from that of tlie same word in ver. 1 is
Tcpoi,

a

—

far less improbable tlian the use of the adjective veuTtpoi to designate the

younger ministry, or the church as contrasted with the elders. The word TrpeajivTEpoi, as employed in the N. T., has two meanings; tlie word veiirepoc but one.
We should determine the signification of the word wliich has a double possibility of meaning, in a case like this, by the one which has only a single meaning.
2. The exhortation to the elders to do their work is founded, by tlie
particle ovv, on what goes before; possibly on tlie idea suggested hy uyationoua
of iv. 19, possibly on this idea as being, in a sense, the basis of the whole
thought from iii. 14 onward.
3. Peter calls himself a fellow-elder, as John, in
the second and third Epistles, speaks of himself as the elder, because in the
essential idea of oversight, and of the tending of the flock, he was in the same
position with the elders. In one sense, as an apostle lie Avas above them, and in
the exercise of a higher function; but in another, tliey and he were substantially
alike.
We can hardly fail to be reminded, by tlie apostle's exhortation here, of
the bidding wliicli Jesus gave to liim after His resurrection, John xxi. 16.
4. That he was also a witness of the sufferings of Christ, is mentioned as a part
This word fiaprvc^ according to the common
of his likeness to the otlier elders.
use in the N. T., means rather a bearer of testimony than an eye-witness. As
used by Peter respecting himself, however, we may believe that it carried within
it to his own mind, and also to the minds of his first readers, the latter idea in
connection with the former. He was one of those apostles to whom Jesus said,
"And ye also bear witness, because ye have been with me from the beginning."
5. The allusion to the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that shall be revealed,
connects this passage with the closing part of cliap. iv. and tliis fact may indicate, that, in his exhortation to the elders to shepherd or tend the flock of God,
he had in mind, as a thing of some prominence, the bringing them under the
influence of thouglits sucli as those with the presentation of which the preceding cliapter closes.
jKiilil regards the first words of ver. 1 as substantially
equivalent to: presbyters among you, i.e., if there are such among you who are
eldest in years.
He finds liere an indication that Peter thought it possible that
in many of the churches there might be no presbyters, and thus an indication
of the early date of the Epistle.
He regards the word fiaprvg as not referring
to the fact, that, as an apostle, he had been an eye-witness of the sufferings of

—

—

—

—

;

—
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meaning a witness, in the sense that he bore testimony of
The emphasis in respect to the witnessing is found in tlie fact that he is

Christ, but only as

them.

—

He thinlis tlie veurepoL here spoken of were a
a participator in the sufferings.
particular body, or class of yoimg men, who were assigned to duties in subordination to the elders (presbyters)].

The

6.

but

participle eniaKoirovvTeg

is

omitted by the Sinaitic and Vatican MSS.,

accepted by Tischendorf, R. V., and most of the best recent

is

commen-

becomes one among the several passages tending to
iniaKOKog and npeclivTEpoq belonged to the same office,

If read, this verse

tators.

prove that the two

titles

—

each other.
7. The proper discharge of
by means of three contrasts: the first,
that it should be with willingness, and not by constraint; i.e., the elder should
be moved by an inward impulse, and not by a compelling influence from outside
of himself; the second, that it should be with the readiness and zeal of a warmhearted soul (out of love to the thing itself, as Huther says), and not under the

and were, in

this sense, equivalent to

the duty of the office of elder

is

set forth

influence of base avariciousness (aiaxpoKEpdibi:

is

strictly equivalent to alaxpov

which passage Huther refers to); the third, that it should
be with the desire of inspiring and helping the members of the churches by the
example of their own Christian living, and not in the way of exercising authority
and being oppressive governors. The apostle thus carefully guards against the
idea of an authoritative priesthood, lording it over the church. The elder is to
be a shepherd, tending the flock with a loving oversight. He is to be moved by
no desire of authority, but to be an example to those under his pastoral charge,
and to be moved by the noblest and most unselfish impulses only to earnest
effort and care,
The word kItjpuv is explained as a plural correctly by Huther.
It refers to the several congregations under the charge of the several elders.
8. Following the exhortation, we find the assurance of reward given to the
elders.
The reward is the 66ia, which is referred to in ver. 1. It is called here
an amarantine crown. The adjective is explained by Huther and others as
derived from the substantive ufiupavTog, and thus as meaning strictly amaranthine.
This flower was the unfading flower, and so the idea is that the crown
or garland is to be unfading,
the glory, which is the crown, is to be endless.
[Kiihl agrees with Huther as to the derivation and meaning of u/iapuvuvog, and
also as to the relation of the genitive doiyc to aretpavov.
The chief shepherd is
Christ; under Him are the presbyters, as shepherds; the owner and lord of the
Kspdov x^piv, Tit.

i.

11,

—

—

—

—

flock

God.]

is

The exhortation now

is to the end
and thus, that they should exhibit the spirit of
humility in their relation to those who were advanced in life beyond themselves.
This idea of humility seems to pervade the whole passage. It manifests itself
prominently in the /j7]6£ KaTUKvpievovTcg of ver. 3, in the vnoTu-ynTe of ver. 5, and

9.

passes to the younger Christians, and

of a submissive demeanor;

in the raneivofpodvvTjv of the second exhortation in ver. 5.

humility

may

account, as Huther holds that

it

This uniting idea of

does, for the use of the adverb

But this adverb may simply suggest, that, as
the exhortation to fulfil appropriate duties has been given to one class, so now a
similar exhortation to fulfil a certain other appropriate duty is given to another
oiioiug,

at the beginning of ver. 5.

—

10. The thought moves outward from individual classes to all, and
the particle 6e becomes thus nearly equivalent to the yea of R. V.
The dative
iiKkiikoir seems, on the whole, to be explained satisfactorily as a dative of reference after the expression r^i- rairsivocppoovvTiv EyKOfiBuaaade; but the explanation
favored by Huther, which connects the words iruvrec de dAA^Aotf with the preced-

class.
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ing sentence, and makes nuvreg, like veurepot, the subject of the verb vTTOTuyqre,
certainly a possible one, against which no serious objection can be urged.
The suggestions made by Huther with reference to iynofxiSijaaadK, are probably
to be accepted, and the word is to be rendered as in R. V. gird yourselves with
11. In vv. 6, 7, the idea
hind, it closely about you as a garment.
humility,
of the sufferings which the Christian readers were called upon to endure is again
take,
should
as already set forth in
which
they
clearly suggested, and the course
The issue of all
iv. 19, is once more impressively urged upon their thought.
their sufferings would be their exaltation to glory when the appointed time should
come; and the anxiety with which their hearts were likely to be filled, in connection with their trials and persecutions, might be laid upon God they might
is

:

—

—

;

and peacefully commit their souls to Him, their faithful Creator,
because their welfare and salvation were a care to Him. The distinction in the
words used here may be noticed: in the human mind, it is anxiety; in the Divine
The aorist ett ippixiiavreq, perhaps, conveys
mind, it is care. He careth for you.
the idea of an act once for all. The whole anxiety of life was to be cast upon
God by one great act of confidence and trust in His perpetual care of the trusting
trustfully

—

soul.

[Kiihl regards onolu^ (ver. 5) as indicating only that the exhortation of
with the one which precedes, without finding, in the

this verse corresponds

—

The connection of ver. 8 with
adverb, the suggestion which Huther presents.
ver. 7 he thinks to be this: This confidence (ver. 7) should not be like a carnal
security, but the Christian should be, after casting his care, etc., as well as
before, always sober

and watchful

(ver. 8).]

XXIV.
Vv.
1.

9-11.

The thought now turns from the

sufferings to the one

who

originates

inspiring his followers to contend against the kingdom of God. The
adversary, the Devil, is to be resisted. To this end, especially, must the

them by

Christian readers be sober and watchful. The Devil is represented as roaming
about, like a wild beast, with the intent to destroy all those whom he can seize
upon, and by the power of persecution, etc., can draw away from the Christian

The way to withstand his assauhs and resist his power is, to be firm,
faith.
established immovably, in the faith which the believer has in his soul. Faith
R. V. text renders r^ nicTei, in your
is here, as elsewhere, subjective faith.

—

2. The participle ddoTsi is causal; it presents a ground on which they
thus resist the Devil, and an encouragement to do so. This ground of
encouragement is the knowledge that the same sufferings are being accomplished, —that is, are in process of being brought to their end, and to the issue
with reference to, for,
which is designed in the plan of God for His people,
in the case of, their Christian brotherhood in the world. The consciousness of
the fact that the heavenly kingdom at the end is to be entered only after a
course of testing and trial, is a strength to the Christian in every age, when he

faith.

may

—

is

called

upon

to endure.

—

3.

The expression

ru avru tuv naejifiuruv

used, instead of tu avru nadiifiaTa, in order, as

—

De Wette

seems to be
emphasize

says, to

4. The assurance and promise of the result
and issue of the sufferings are still again set forth. The God who called you unto
His glory will not abandon His purpose. Whom He called, these He will glorify.
The suffering will continue oAiyov, which seems here to refer to time, a little

peculiarly the idea of sameness.
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lohile

;

the result will be permanent. This result is set forth in three words,
; or if defieXcuaai, which is doubtful, be admitted

perfect, establish, strengthen

into the text, a fourth

word

is

added,

settle,

as on a Jinn foundation.

these words seem to express a single idea, and the reference of them all
apparently, to the establishment of character in holiness, and against
assaults of enemies

heavenly

—

5.

life

:

and of

God Himself

The word

Kpurog

is

evil,

All
is,

all

rather than to the reward in glory of the

viiW secure this result (avrog);

He

car eth for you.

peculiarly appropriate in the doxology following this

is more impressive without the doubtful word io^a, which is
omitted by Tisch. and Westcott and Hort, than with it. [Kiihl takes iKkAcpoTijn
as a dative of reference (dativ. incommodi). The doxology of ver. 11 he compares
with that in iv. 11; but he thinks that the thought is concentrated here upon

tenth verse, and

the idea of Kpurog, by

means

of wliich

God

is

able to accomplish

what He wishes

to bring to pass.]

XXV.
Vv. 12-14.
1. In these concluding verses, the writer refers to his letter briefly, as Paul
does sometimes at the end of his epistles, and then offers salutations from
those with whom he was now living. Then follows the apostolic benediction.
2. On the words and phrases of this passage, the following suggestions may be
offered: (a) Silvanus is, in all probability, the person of this name mentioned

—

by Paul.
niarov

—

(b)

nde?i<pov,

The words

ug loyll^o^ai are

more naturally connected with

than, as Huther prefers, with

6i'

bliyuv.

tov

These words do not

mean as I suppose, as A. Y. renders, but as I account hiiu (R. V.), or, as I
judge or think, by reason of my knowledge of him. It is an expression of
assurance, not of doubt.
(c) This is the true grace of God.
If we read aTTjre,
as the external evidence shows that we should, it seems probable that it is an

—

Imperative, as E. V. takes

it.
If this be the true view, the word this refers
most naturally to what precedes, and the simplest and best explanation of the
meaning, as it appears to the writer of this note, is this: At the close of
the epistle, the apostle looks back, as it were, over its whole thought, and he
finds everywhere, at the foundation of it, this idea of the Divine grace.
His
epistle has been called the epistle of hope.
The hope is founded on the grace.
He says to his readers: This grace which I have set before you throughout my
letter, the grace on which all Christian hope rests, and on which it may securely
rest, is the true grace of God.
This I testify to you, as I exhort you. Stand
fast and firmly in this grace.
(cZ) With respect to ver. 11, the writer of these
notes would only say, that v cwtK'XeKTri appears to him to designate a church, and
not an individual, Peter's wife, or some other Christian woman; that Babylon
is to be understood literally, and not figuratively as if referring to Rome; and
that Mark is the one spoken of in the Acts, and in the Second Epistle to
Timothy, and is the author of the Gospel which bears this name,
the word son
being used here in a figurative, spiritual sense. The remarks of Huther in his
note on this verse, and in his Introduction to the Epistle, with respect to Babylon and Rome, may be commended to the attention of the reader. But the
question of Peter's relation to Rome is one which requires, for its full discussion, much more space than is given to it in this commentary.
Whether he
was ever in that city, or not, the question of the present verse is simply the
question as to the place where this Epistle was written.
[Kiihl connects ug

—

—
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— He

regards elg rjv cTfjTe as an impossible
must be only a further description of the
particular a:«P'C to which ravTrjv refei-s, and cannot be of a hortatory character.
He thinks the word avvEKleKTri is to be understood as referring to a church, and
this church is, as he holds, the one in Babylon, which word is to be taken in its
literal sense, and not as a figurative or symbolic designation of Kome.]
TMylCpiiai

with tov niaTov

a6e?.(j>ov.

reading, because the relative sentence

—

THE SECOND EPISTLE OF PETER.

XXVI.

CHAPTER
Vv.

The

I.

1-11.

some points like that of 1 Peter, but
do not seem to be such as
The
necessarily to suggest any difference in the authorship of the two letters.
addition of the name Simon, or Simeon, was not unnatural in the case of an
old man who was drawing near his end, and, in view of it, was in a paternal
and affectionate way addressing his readers. The addition of 6ovXo^ to unoaroAof, if any explanation of this is needed, may readily be accounted for in a
similar way.
That the readers should be spoken of in the more general
manner which we observe here, instead of being described according to their
1.

in

some

salutation of this epistle

it is

different.

places of abode as in
especially

when we

1

The

is

in

differences, however,

Peter, can hardly be regarded as occasioning difficulty,

consider the indication in chap.

ili.

ver.

1.

—

2.

The

parti-

an obtaining by a divine allotment, and regards the
Faith is subjective faith
Christian condition of the readers as a gift of God.
It is simply placed in an objective relation to
here, as generally in the N. T.
the participle. The pronoun r]iiiv refers to the writer and his fellow-apostles; at
least, this is a natural reference, and all that is necessary to meet the demands
of the case.
This pronoun, as a dative, depends on the laoq idea in the adjective iaoTLfiov, and the use of this adjective seems to be occasioned by the sense
of the value of faith to every believer, which the writer had, and the sense of
ciple laxovoLv denotes

fairness in the equal allotment to all believers as they

come

into possession

This sense of equal allotment is carried into a more full
expression of it by the addition of the words ko duatoavvy, k.tX That dMaioavvri
has here its ordinary, rather than its peculiar Pauline sense, is indicated both
by the immediately preceding words with which it is connected, and by the fact
that we do not obtain faith through justification, but justification through faith.
The word here draws near to the idea of justice, that is, it suggests the thought
of righteousness in its dealing equally and fairly with all.
of the

same

faith.

3. With reference to the words tov deov ijfiuv Kal auTfjpoq 'Irjnov Xpiarov, and
the question whether they involve a declaration that Jesus Christ is deoc, the
reader may be referred to the Additional Note of the American editor of
Meyer's Commentary, Epistle to Titus, chap. ii. 13, the passage most nearly

parallel with this, iu

which the arguments on both

sides of the question are
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The points which are peculiar to the present passage are: (a) that
here placed after deov, and not after auT^pog; this pronoun cannot, therefore, have a limiting and defining force for the latter noun, and thus supply the
place of an independent article distinguishing aur^p from 0e6f as a different
presented.
ijliuv is

person;
this,

(h)

that in this epistle there are four cases seemingly parallel with
6 Kvpioc «at aurrip, 6 Kvpioq koI aurfip 'I. Xp., or 6 Kvpioq rjuuv

where the phrases

'I. Xp. are used, namely, i. 11, ii. 20, iii. 2, 18, and in all these the two
words joined by koX under a single article, are evidently appellatives relating to
(c) that, on the other hand, in the verse which
one and the same person
follows the present one (ver. 2), ©eoc and Xpiarog are evidently separated, though
with a different arrangement of words, as two distinct persons. The different
arrangement of the words in ver. 2 is pressed by those who claim that ver. 1
applies the name Oiog to Christ; but the change from Qsog to Kvpiog in the passages referred to under {b) is urged, after a similar manner, against the force of
those passages in the argument, by those who deny this application in ver. 1.
In the R. V., the English revisers, both here and in Tit. ii. 13, read our God
and Saviour (in Titus, our great God); the American revisers, on the other
hand, adopt the other view, and read our God and the Saviour here, the great
God and our Saviour in Tit. ii. 13.
4. The same form of salutation, ;t:«ptr i^al dpijvn n?.jjdvvdeiT}, is found here
which is used in 1 Peter; but the remaining words of ver. 2 are peculiar to this
passage. 'Ev iTnyvuaet indicates that this gr^ce and peace should be in and
through the knowledge of God and of Jesus Christ. The word iiriyvuatc seems to
denote a more full knowledge than is meant by the simple yvuair; but sometimes
the two words appear to be used in substantially the same sense, and this may
not improbably be the case here. Possibly, however, it has its full significance
here, and the apostle may ask for his readers that grace and peace which are
connected with the fulness of knowledge, towards which fulness, at the close
of the Epistle, iii. 18, he exhorts them to grow.
5. Huther regards wf (ver. 3) as beginning a new sentence and paragraph;
so do Alford, Tischendorf, Keil, and others. Westcott and Hort, Lachmann,
and others, place a comma after muv of ver. 2 (R. V., a semicolon), and continue the sentence begun in ver. 2 to the end of ver. 4. The fact that all the
apostolic greetings in all the other epistles are complete in themselves, and form
a paragraph or sentence by themselves, to which Huther alludes, is a point
worthy of consideration. It must be admitted, however, that the Kai of ver. 5
seems to be the beginning of an independent sentence, and not to be a conclusion from the preparatory and incomplete sentence contained in vv. 3, 4. With
some doubts, the writer of this note favors Huther's view, believing that the
Kal 6i of ver. 5 may be accounted for as an irregular construction, occasioned by
the length and involved character of the protasis portion of the long sentence,
and by the thought of ver. 5, as something added on the readers' own part to
what had been done and made possible for them by God or Christ.
6. Whichever view we take of the connection of vv. 3, 4, the particle wf is best translated
by seeing that (as R. V.). The objective reason for the exhortation in ver. 4, as
Huther remarks, is characterized by (if as a subjective motive. It is the not
unfrequent construction of uc with the genitive absolute. The word nuvra in
the passage introduced by wf is placed first for the purpose of marked emphasis.
As the divine power has given us all things which pertain to life and godliness, we
may well, on our part, give all diligence' to develop all the virtues of the godly
life, adding one to another and building up one upon another.
7. The refer-

Kul auTTip

;

—

—

—
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ence of ahrov seems to the writer of this note, provided we hold God and Christ
from one another in ver. 1, to be rather to God than to
Christ, to whom Hiither refers it, because God is, in that case, clearly the most
in
the preceding verses. If, however, Jesus Christ is spoken
prominent subject
of as God in ver. 1, He takes the first place in the thought, and the pronoun
to be distinguished

Him. The objection which Huther urges from the improbaauthor would use the adjective divine, if he were speaking of God,
8. The
is worthy of consideration, but can hardly be considered decisive.
arrangement in the sentence of tu npbg ^uf/v kqi evaejiEiav as related to Travra is
noticeable.
It is almost as if the writer had his thoughts so filled with a sense
of the blessedness of piety, that he thought it to be everything, and so he said
all thinrjs, but afterwards, bethinking himself, he added, "I mean those which
pertain to piety." Of the two words Cw^v and evaijieiav, the former denotes the
spiritual life of the soul, and the latter that life viewed in the light of its outgoing towards God: piety or godliness; or perhaps, with Huther, the former is
to be taken as conveying the idea of blessedness, and the latter, that of conduct
as pertaining to the spiritual life.
The preposition vrpof is used here in the
sense of tending or leading to. These things which tend to life and piety have
been given us by God, and we are to use and appropriate them.
The
9. 6e6upri/xEvric is a deponent- middle form, with the sense of the active.
this word seems to refer to that
gift is bestowed upon us (5«t Trjg eniyvuaeug,
as
contrasted
with
of
God
which
belongs
to
the
believer,
the
more full knowledge
naturally refers to
bility that the

—

—

by means of

knowledge alone, that the gift, in the actual
human soul.
The one who called us is
^lu dii^rjg koI uperfjg
God, of whom this phrase is everywhere used in the N. T.
By means of these the call comes to us in an
refers to God's 56^a and upsTTj.
effectual way.
The word apErij is taken by Grimm and some commentators
as meaning power. It thus becomes a kindred word to 6o£,a, or perhaps an
explanation of the particular sense in which 6o^a is here used. As we find the
idea of power, however, expressed in the verse by another word [divafiLg), and as
unbeliever.

It is

realization of

it, is

made

this

—

possible to the

—

it may perhaps
God's moral perfection, and 66^a to
perfection.
This accords with the view of Bengel. The glorious
attributes of God in both lines unite in the accomplishing of His plan, which
finds its realization in the call which brings us into the new life and the divine
kingdom.
10. (5t' uv (ver. 4) is more naturally referred to (ioirj^ lal upen/g, than

66^a in itself, in such a sentence, naturally suggests this idea,

seem better
His natural

to regard uper^ as referring to

—

to TU npdg (u^v Kal eva., as

Huther takes

it;

and

if,

as

is

probable, the subject

here is God, and not Christ, the objection made by Huther to this reference is
removed. The very great and precious promises, which are connected with the
full attainment of the perfected spiritual life, are given through the same glory
and virtue' through which the call bringing us into that life comes to us. The
promises here referred to are perhaps best taken as including all the promises
both those which were fulfilled at
connected with Christ and His kingdom,
and after His first coming, and those which are to be fulfilled at and after the
This is probably the cor11. Ata tovtuv refers to EnayyiX/uaTa.
second coming.
rect view, both because of the fact that this word is the nearest and natural
antecedent, and because of the prominence which the promises have in the

—

—

thought of the writer. The promises have been given to us, the writer says, in
order that, by means of them, you (the readers) may become partakers in the
divine nature. The view of Huther, that tva yivrjode means that you might
become, and thus carries the participation into the present as well as the future,

—
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is

possibly correct, but not necessarily so.

The

aorist subjunctive

—

may be used

The expression
no marked distinction from the present.
divine nature refers to the spiritual nature or character of God, with its perfect
holiness, of which through the faith and love of the Christian life we become
partakers, in the sense tliat the Christian life is a communication of God to
man. The words are to be understood of the divine nature, rather than of a
in such cases with

divine nature, the definite article being unnecessary because the divine nature

—

12. The words u-KwpvydvTeg, k.t.I., denote that which is attendant
but one.
upon the becoming, etc., and involved in it. The man who becomes a partaker
of the divine nature, in the sense in which the promises are intended to make
him so, has escaped already from the corruption which is in the world in lust.
Is

— The preposition iv before

eindv/iia

corruption in the world has

its

denotes the sphere or element in which the
its origin, and its continuance.
R. V.
The corruption here referred to may be both physical and
translates, by lust.
moral; but the connection would seem to show that the latter, rather than the
former, Is what the writer has especially in mind.
13. The explanation of aird tovto (ver. 5) given by Iluthcr is the one more
generally adopted by interpreters at present,
the meaning being the same as
existence,

—

were inserted before the words. The reference in these
words is to the main thought of vv. .3, 4; that is, that God has given all things
that pertain to life and godliness, including the idea of the gift of the promises,
with their purpose and design. The Christian is, in view of all this, to make
ail effort on his own part.
14. UapeioeviyKavTci, bringinfj in alonyside of what
is thus done for you, i.e., adding on your part, as R. V. rendei-s it, all diligence.
'E-::LXopriyTjoaTc, fiirni»h or supply.
The Christian readers are exliorted to supply
or provide, on their part, whai, corresponds to, and naturally grows out of, that
which God bestows. The preposition iv, in each of Ihe cases in vv. 5-7, is to be
translated in ; and it marks that which is designated by the following word, in
each case, as the condition in which the soul is supposed to be when the call is
for a new supply, or the virtue which is already possessed, and in the possession
of which the further development is to be carried on.
The first of the points
mentioned is faith. This is place<l first, because faith is the foundation of all
Christian life. It is assumed as existing when the Christian begins his work of
providing the other tilings mentioned. The word intxoprjyf/auTe is not prefixed
to it, becausv: it is obtained as a gift from God; see ver. 1, roif iaorifiov rjtdv Xaxohif

the preposition

dtii

—

aiv nianv.

— (a)

In faith, in the possession of faith, and that condition of the

which

—

indicated by it, furnish or provide virtue.
(h) The word
seems to be nearly equivalent to Christian manliness, moral
energy, the strength and courage of the soul: it is that which gives workingpower to the soul, and thus gives life to faith, and perfects it on the out-going
side,
the love side, where it develops its energy in good works.
(c) In virtue,
knowledge is to be provided. Knowledge here means, by reason of its position
in the order of the words, knowledge which guides and directs the working of

soul's life

is

virtue, as here used,

—

—

faith as possessed of
upeTT),

It is
all

the character

uperri.

is

moved along the

built

By

the supply of this,

up and

right course,

built out

when

towards

its

the soul

is

already iv

perfect development.

and away from the wrong couise, so

the forth-putting of the energies of

faitli

is

concerned.

far as

(d) ?fext in order

comes self-control. The putting in exercise, if we may so speak, of this guiding
and directing knowledge, must be in accordance with the regulating power of
self-government, or the movement of the life under the influence of the upirri
of TTtartf, as affected by yvCiaii, may not be restrained and well-ordered as it

—
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—

(e) In the possession of self-control, the Christian is also to furnish
should be.
or supply steadfast endurance. The thought seems here to comprehend all that
goes before faith, as putting forth all the outgrowths which have been mentioned, is also to develop into this new excellence; this being the characteristic
of faith which secures its permanence and. its final reward. Steadfast endurance
:

etc., is the legitimate fruit and result growing out of
or godliness is placed next to steadfast endurance. If
that piety which trusts and reverently regards and fears God is not the development of the soul's life, when in the sphere of endurance, the truly patient and

under

trials,

self-control.

temptations,

—(/) Piety

loving element

—

that which makes it a Christian virtue,
out of the latter,
from the mere courageous endurance of a man of the world.

is lost

as distinguished

—

according to the writer's progress of thought, to develop into, or in
the line of, love of the Christian brethren. This is a turning of the thought into
a particular line, indeed; but such a turning is very natural and very characterThe movement of love to God and Christ in a
istic of the apostolic writers.
ig)

Piety

is,

towards that brotherhood of men, of which God is the
is the head, was brought to the minds of
all the apostles by the last command of Jesus, given to them on the evening
of the Lord's Supper, and was, no doubt, made to appear always of peculiar
importance to them by reason of the circumstances and condition in which tha
(li) Brotherly love is now widened into
company of believers was then placed.

development of

itself

Father, in a peculiar sense, and Christ

—

which here, as it would seem, must mean love to all men. The virtues
named grow, each one of them, out of the one already attained, and the development in the line of holy character and life is first God- ward, and then man-ward.
15. Vv. 8, 9, are introduced as giving a reason, set forth on the positive and
love,

negative side, for the exhortation to supply these virtues with all diligence. It
is an added reason, beyond the one indicated by aiird tovto of ver. 5 and contained in vv. 3, 4; but it does not stand in precisely the same relation to the

thought of vv. 5-7. As connected with vv. 3, 4, the writer exhorts (vv. 5-7) his
readers to do their part in the cultivation of character, because God has, on
His part, done so much to make it possible for them to become like Himself.
As connected with vv. 8, 9, he exhorts them (vv. 5-7) to cultivate the character
in the line of these virtues, because these virtues help them onward in and
towards that knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ, which is the means of realizing the participation in the Divine nature to which they are called of God.
16. With reference to the words in vv. 8, 9, the following points may be noticed:
{a) TT^eovuCovra, if taken in the sense given by Briickner, Wiesinger, Alford, and
others, multiplyinrj, increasing, becoming more, may perhaps follow somewhat
more naturally the suggestion of development and growth which is contained in
But the simple idea of abounding, which Huther favors, is all that the
vv. 5-7.
verb necessarily implies, and the other meaning cannot be insisted upon.
(b) upyoi'i and uKupnovc seem to be substantially equivalent to each other, only

—

—

(c) KaOi^TTjaiv
presenting the common idea imder different figures or relations.
passage shows clearly the use of this verb in the sense of rendering or
making, or, at least, of that setting of a person or thing in a position and condition in which he, or it, actually is by reason of that which belongs to the nature

— This
or

life,

and which comes out of

it.

The bearing

of this instance of the use of

the verb in the important passage, Rom. v. 19, is worthy of consideration.
The knowledge of Christ
(d) elg is the preposition looking towards an end.
the end towards which the activity and fruitfulness of the Christian life tend.
(e)

ydp of ver. 9

is

used where we might have expected

de;

by the use of

—
—
is

this
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some other similar instances in
made a proof of the positive side.

particle here, as in

of the matter

is

the

N".

T., the negative side

— (/) The correspondence of

Kadi(7TT}aiu, as indicating the meaning of the latter word, should not
be overlooked.
(g) fivunu^uv seems to be added as a sort of limitation and
explanation of m^Aof he is blind in the sense that, and because, he is shortseeing only what is near, and not the distant realities of the heavenlysighted,
life, etc.
(h) The cleansing of his old or former sins is that which was given
17. Ato points back to
him personally at the beginning of the Christian life.
vv. 8, 9, and on the ground of what has been presented in those verses the exhorThis exhortation, though not precisely the same as
tation of ver. 10 is given.
that in vv. 5-7, is evidently in the same line, and, substantially, to the same end.
For this reason, perhaps, the writer uses the word anovduaare, corresponding
with aTTovdrjv of ver. 5. The word fiuAXov connects itself with the two opposite
facts or results stated in the immediately preceding verses; according to the
quotation given by Alford, quae, cum ila sint, impendus.
18. The explanation
of the word election here, which is given by Huther, seems to the writer of this
note to be very probably the correct one, and for the reasons which he suggests.
The enAoyi) " is the election effected by the KXf/aig [not that which precedes it],

ianv with

—

:

—
—

—

—

i.e.,

of

the separation of those

them

into the

kingdom

who

of

are called from the world, and the translation

God."

—

19.

The thought

the paragraph, reminds us of the latter part of vv.
final design,

of ver. 11,

which

closes

the promises and their

and brings before us the fulfilment of the purpose of those promises

in the entrance into the eternal
is

3, 4,

also manifest.

of the Christian

As
life,

kingdom

of Christ.

The connection with

vv. 5-7

the Christian "supplies" the virtues in the development

Christ "supplies" the consummation at the end.

XXVII.
Vv. 12-21.
1.

Aw

of ver. 12 points back to ver. 11,

to arnvdaaare 3e,3aiav

.

.

.

nouiadai.

As

i.e.,

to ravra notovvre^,

which points

the taking of this course on their part

was the means of securing the entrance into the kingdom which is spoken of,
the writer is impelled, on account of this fact, to remind and exhort the readers.
The form of expression which he uses, if the reading adopted by the best textual
critics is correct (fieX^ou), is quite peculiar, being found elsewhere in the N. T.
but once in a similar construction. The reading of the T. R. (ufit^au) would
seem, at first sight, more simple and natural. The external evidence, however,
is strongly opposed to this reading.
Perhaps the rendering given by R. V. for
HEllriau, I shall be ready, fully meets the idea of the word, but there may be
somewhat more of purpose and intention in it, I shall have it in minil. Huther
apparently regards the compound expression ixOJXfjau vKo/iifivijaKetv as a mere
circumlocution for the simple future. The things respecting which the writer
affirms that he shall have the intention or the readiness, on all occasions, to
remind them, are those presented in vv. 4-11. The reason for this intention or
readiness, so far as he is personally concerned, is set forth in the later verses
of the chapter.
This action on his part is not, indeed, necessary, as if the
readers were unacquainted with the gospel or weak in their convictions but he
feels it to be fitting, and he has the impulse towards it, notwithstanding the
;

were altogetlier in the opposite condition. The apostolic exhortations are sometimes given because of the failures and the very imperfect
development of Christian life and character which were seen in the churches.

fact that they
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Sometimes, on the other hand, as is the case here, they were not given for this
They were given, rather, for the purpose of impelling forward by a
reason.
stronger incentive, or by a renewed and earnest suggestion of the truth, those
who had already a firm standing in the truth. The words used here, and the
manner in which this putting them in remembrance of what they knew is set
forth, are such as might be expected in the case of a man in advanced life, who
2. The particle (5e at the
was looking forward to his death as near at hand.
beginning of ver. 13 is the and of continuous discourse, rather than the adversaThe contrast with the clause immediately preceding, eidorag, k.tJ.,
tive but.
which is supposed by some to be indicated by the particle, is not to be regarded
This contrast is, as shown by the Kainep, with the beginas occasioning its use.
ning of ver. 12; and ver. 18 unites itself with this earlier clause of the twelfth
The adjective dUaLov means right : in accordance with what ought to be.
verse.
I shall have the intention or readiness always to remind you, and I think it
right that I should remind you. —dieyeipEiv, to thoroughly waken up, stir up; h
vi^ofivijaei, in the sphere of, in the way of, reminding.
3. Ver. 14 gives the subjective reason for the ijynvuai dUaiov, because I know.

—

It

was

his

knowledge of the approach of his death,

— his

consciousness of the

—which made

the apostle feel that it was
right for him to be ready always to press the truths and duties upon his Christian brethren, no matter how well they might be acquainted with them. As
for the meaning of raxtvri, there is a difference of opinion on the question
whether the word here means soon or sudden. Perhaps the rendering of E. V.,
which cometh swiftly, which takes hold upon both ideas, may best satisfy the

fact of its nearness or its suddenness,

demands
all

of the case.

probability, to

there

is

The

reference in the clause beginning with KaQu^ is, in
In that passage
said to Peter in John xxi. 18.

what Jesus

an allusion to a death by violence, and nothing further. The prophecy
might suggest the idea of suddenness; but it would not, in itself,

of such a death

suggest that of nearness. Nevertheless, when we consider the form of expreswe may readily see
sion which Jesus used, "when thou shalt be old," etc.,
how Peter, after he had become old, might, on the ground of this expression,
refer to his death as impending in the near future. —4. Ae nai of ver. 15, more-

—

The connection is evidently with the thought of vv. 12, 13; not only
he endeavor to waken up their remembrance of these things by repeating
them as occasion may offer, but he will give diligence {aTrovSuau, comp. vv. .5, 10)
that they may, on every occasion, be able to call them to remembrance after his
decease. 'Ekuotote, on each occasion as it arises. This word, as Huther and
other commentators hold, is to be united with ex^iv.—^. The particle yup of
ver. 16 introduces the reason for anovdunu, and through this, as we may say,
more remotely for all that he has said of his desire and purpose to put them in
over also.
will

remembrance, from ver. 12 onward. The consciousness of the truth of the facts
and teachings which they proclaimed, was the underlying reason of the earnest
proclamation of them which the apostles made.
6. The word /xvdoi.? probably finds its main force in the contrast which it
presents to the idea set forth by the words eye-witnesses of His majesty. It may
that, as Dr.
and this view would seem to be not unreasonable,
be, however,
Lumby remarks, the apostle refers, in these fables, "to the heathen stories of

—

—

the appearance of the gods among men, or to some of the Gnostic figments concerning emanations from the Divinity." Of course, if the Epistle is by Peter,
and hi« death is to be placed before the year 70, tJie "Gnostic figments" must
be developments in that line which were not beyond those which are, perhaps,

;
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—

7. The
discoverable in the Epistle to the Colossians or the Pastoral Epistles.
words dvvajMC and napovaia, since the latter is regularly used of the second com-

them probably to be explained of the exalted and triumphant
and not of His earthly life. These words do not refer to the
Transfiguration scene; but the fact that Peter and his two fellow-apostles were
eye-witnesses of His majesty, as then exhibited, gives the apostle the assurance
8. The fact that the
that His power and coming are facts of the future.
scene here spoken of is referred to as being on the holy mountain, and that
the words. This is my beloved Son, etc., are given, Mhich were heard at that time,
The word
is decisive evidence that the writer refers to the Transfiguration.
ing, are both of

state of Christ,

—

fityaTiSioTTic,

therefore,

is

used to designate that visible manifestation of the glory

which was witnessed by Peter, James, and John, at that time. The
writer speaks of himself and his fellow-apostles as having been Inonrai, a word
which possibly refers, as Huther also allows, to the scene as involving a witnessing of what was hidden from others, a vision of the mysterious grandeur and
glory of Christ. As the verb enoTrrevetv is found twice in the First Epistle of
Peter without any special meaning of this sort, it may be that the substantive
is used here with the simple idea expressed by the verb in those instances, and
9. Ver. 17
has no significance as connected with its use as a terminus technicus.
of Christ

—

introduced by ydp as giving, in connection with ver. 18, the justification of
the words of ver. 16, >«/) being causal (for), as in ordinary cases, rather than

is

explanatory [that
as

Winer takes

is),

it

as Iluther takes

it.

substantially, than as

The

construction, also,

Huther takes

it.

The

is

better taken

simplest explana-

tion seems to be this, that the writer gives, in ver. 18, the conclusion of the
participial sentence of ver. 17, the fact

on which he wished

to lay stress,

the construction being changed either purposely or accidentally.

which he wishes

to present

is,

The

—

fact

that he himself and his fellow-apostles heard the

voice from heaven which followed the manifestation of the glory; and thus

the evidence of the hearing of the words was added to that of the vision.

The

—

explanatory of the honor and glory,
but is perhaps best taken as indicating time: ichen there cnnie, or was borne, n
voice of such a sort (as that mentioned in the following words) to him from or
by the majestic glory.
11. And this voice loe heard borne out of heaven : This
is the point on which the writer would lay emphasis, as connected with the
evidence, that in making known the power and coming of Jesus he was not
following cunningh^-devised fables. The and at the beginning of ver. 18 connects the hearing of the voice with the fact of its utterance.
On the expression
the holy mount, Alford justly says: "De Wette is partly right when he says that
this epithet 'holy' shows a later view of the fact than that given us in the
10.

genitive absolute, owi^^c rvtxdeiarjr,

is

—

—

when he designates that later view as
(more ready to believe in miracles).
The epithet would

evangelistic narrative; but not right
xoundercjlduhicjere

when the gospel history was known, as marking a place where
a manifestation of this Divine presence and glory had taken place. The place
whereon Moses stood, is said, in Exodus, to be holy ground. So that really all
we can infer from it is, that the history was assumed to be already well known
which is one entirely consistent with the probable date of the Epistle."
naturally arise

Yv. 19-21 add to what precedes a setting-forth of the prophetic evidence,
In this passage there are several points which may be particularly noticed as bearing upon the interpretation: («) The question as to what
Kai
the
at the beginning of ver. 19 connects the passage with, must depend, in
some measm-e, on the explanation of the several words in the passage. The
12.

or declaration.
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connection, however, when we consider this question by itself, would seem
ahnost necessarily to be either between exo/j-^v (ver. 19) and iyvupiaajMsv of ver. 16,
or r/Kovaa/xfv of ver. 18. The latter would appear to be the more correct view,
because the writer seems to be moving in his thought along the line of the proof
of the fact, that what is proclaimed by the apostolic preachers is the truth.
(6) iieiiaioTepov, by reason of its position, is evidently predicative: v;e have the
The question as to what, in the thought of the
prophetic loord more sure.
writer, follows these words, more sure, is left by him in uncertainty, and consequently cannot be answered with absolute confidence. It would seem, however,
from the emphasis placed upon the word by its position, and from the close
connection of the sentences, that the writer's meaning is a more sure proof than
the one already mentioned.
If this is the right view, the prophetic declarations
of the O. T., which are fulfilled in Christ, are regarded and set forth by the
writer as an evidence of even greater strength and certainty than that of
the vision on the mountain. This may be readily believed, because the long
course of prophecies fulfilled, which could be understood and appreciated by
every Christian for himself, would carry the greatest weight. The hearing of
the voice came to a few, and was the evidence of one event to which they bore
testimony. The fulfilment of prophecy was the realization in fact of God's
revelations respecting His plan. This interpretation accords well with all that
follows, and is free from the objections which may be urged against other explanations of the meaning. If it be not adopted, the one to be preferred is that of
De Wette and others, " the prophetic word is more stable to us from the fact

—

that

we saw and heard."

—

(c)

The words

of ver. 19, which speak of the

lamp

shining, etc., are to be explained in view of the fact that the readers are called

upon

heed to this light in the present, and until a clearer light shall come
in the future; and that this clearer light is spoken of under the figure of the
dawn and the day-star. The meaning of the words would thus seem to be: that
the light of prophecy, as pointing to Christ and fulfilled in Him, should be the
illumination and guide of their souls, until the beginning of that time when
every thing should be made clear. The fulness of this time is the parousia ; the
beginning of it is the near approach of that period, when the signs of the final
and complete redemption are made manifest beyond doubt.
13. Ver. 20
presents that which would strengthen the readers in their giving heed to the
prophetic word, and which, at the same time, constituted a reason for it. The
explanation of this verse given by Huther is the best and most satisfactory one:
No prophecy of Scripture arises out of, or depends on, private (of him who
utters the prophecy) interpretation of the future.
This explanation satisfies
the demands of the sentence itself, and brings it into most natural and easy
connection with what follows. The yap of ver. 21 gives the ground justifying
the statement of ver. 20; and this ground is, that the prophecies were given not
by the will of man, but by the inspiring power of God. This proves that the
prophecy, in any and every case, does not arise out of the interpretation of
the future which the prophet makes for himself; and so, as being not humanly,
but divinely, originated, it demands for itself the most careful and constant
consideration and regard.
The explanatioh given by Grimm and others: " No
one can explain prophecy by his own mental power (it is not a matter of subjective interpretation); but to explain it one needs the same illumination of the
Holy Spirit in which it originated," suits the words of the sentence itself, and
is consistent with what follows; but the connection with ver. 21 is not so simple
to give

—

—

and natural as

in the case of the other explanation.
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XXVIII.

CHAPTER
Vv.
1,

The opening

II.

1-11.

verses of this chapter

seem

to

form a

sort of contrast to the

Besides, and in contrast with, the true
closing ones of the preceding chapter.
prophets of the O, T. times, there arose also among the people of Israel false

prophets.

This connection of the chapters accounts for the placing the state-

ment respecting the O. T. false prophets in the principal part of the sentence.
If the main thought and purpose of the passage are considered, it is evident that
the statement concerning the false teachers is the one of most importance, and
the one for which the verse is introduced. In this view of the verse, the first
clause should have been opened by the particle as, or according as, and the ug
of the second clause should

have been replaced hy ovrug.— 2. With respect

to

the view of Huther, with whom Keil also agrees, is
probably to be preferred, "persons who falsely give themselves out as teachers."
The fact that they are also teachers of what is false, is plainly declared in the
It is said of these teachers, that
clause which immediately follows this word.

the word

ii£v6o6i6u(7KaXoi,

not that they are, and that they shall primly bring in, etc., -napuait is said that they have already crept in unawares or
privily, napeiaidvaav. This difference is one which can be most readily accounted
That which it is said
for, if Jude be regarded as the later writer of the two.
that they will introduce, is called aipintiq. This passage seems to be the one
which favors, more than any other in the N. T., the view that this word was
they shall

be,

aiovaiv\ while, in Jude,

used in the sense of heresy within the period of the apostolic writers. It is,
however, at the most, only somewhat probable that this meaning should be
given here. As these persons enter into the church life by a side gateway, as
it were, and in a secret manner, so they may be properly said to introduce
into the church, in the same side and secret manner, those divisions which
result from their entrance and influence.
The genitive u~t)'keiag, on either sui>
position as to the meaning of aipiaeig, is a descriptive genitive which sets forth
the objective relation: which tend or lead to destruction.
.3.
It may be fairly
questioned whether the view, that upvovfitvoi is equivalent to this participle with

—

not as free from difficulties as that which takes ««i as equivalent to
to a double participial construction.
By regarding upvovfi. as a
verb, the sentence is made a simple one, the Kai being the connecting particle
and. If neither of the participles can be taken as equivalent to a verb, the view
of Huther is doubtless to be adopted.
With Huther's view of Kat upvov/i., there
is a certain additional probability derived from these words, which seem thus to
become explanatory, that aipiaeig is used in the sense of heretical opinions
iaovTai, is

even,

and holds

But no

—

decisive argument could be drawn from this source.
an intentional emphasis in the use of unMetav at the end
of ver. 1, as related to the uKulelag which precedes.
They bring upon themselves the destruction to which the aipiaetg introduced by them into the church
naturally lead. This destruction will be, in their case, sudden.
5. Ver. 2 adds the result of what these teachers do, in the action of others.
If we regard Jude as the later writer, we may explain the introduction of the
word daeTiyeiaic by the commentary, as it were, which Jude gives. Jude says
(ver. 4), Turning the grace of God into lasciviousness, and denying, etc.
These
followers are led by that teaching which makes grace an incitement to iudul-

or doctrines.
4.

There seems

to be
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imitate their teachers in such indulgence.

refers to the noXkoi.

The

writer's purpose

At' ovg

probably

and their
following on the part of many, on

is

to describe the teachers

and the setting forth of this
account of whom (i.e., of whose following thus) the way of the truth will be
evil spoken of, serves to show what this evil influence is.
6. Ver. 3 describes
the false teachers as moved by covetousness, and trying to "make merchandise"
of the Christians by feigned words, i.e., as Hutlier well explains TrXaofroif, deceitfully-invented words. This verse seems to show that ver. 2 is intended rather
to form a part of the description of the teachers and their work, than to speak
of the followers in and for themselves alone.
7. The difference between ver. 3b
and Jude ver. 4 will be noticed. It may perhaps be said with propriety, that, of
the two writers, the later one would more naturally speak of the false teachers,
after they had appeared, as Ttpoyeypafxfievoi dg rd Kpi^a tovto.
This cannot, however, be insisted upon.
8. Ver. 4 introduces the examples from the O. T., etc., byway of direct
proof of what has just been said (yup). In Jude, the examples are evidently
intended to serve the same purpose, but they are introduced more formally,
and, as it were, independently. The passage is also carried forward in the way
of condition {el) and conclusion, instead of being presented, in this respect also,
As to the examples themin a more complete independence, as Jude gives it.
selves in the two Epistles, see Note on Jude, ver. 5 ff.
(«) The first example
In the presenin this Epistle corresponds with the second one given in Jude.
tation of it, the writer simply speaks of the angels referred to as having sinned,
without alluding to the special fact mentioned in the other Epistle. The statethat they are reserved in
ment of what befell them is substantially the same,
darkness for judgment. The chief peculiarity of Peter's expression is found
The word Tartarus is held by some to be equivalent to
in the word Taprapijnag.
Gehenna, by others (as Huther) to mean an intermediate place of punishment.
The latter view is perhaps the more correct one. —(h) The second example does
not correspond with the first in Jude, but seems to occupy its place. If 1 Pet.
iii. 19 is explained of the preaching of Christ through Noah, there may be some
evil influence;

—

—

—

connection between this passage and that one; but evidently there is a reference
(c) The third example
in 1 Peter to something more than is here presented.
answers to the third in Jude. The presentation of this example is, however,
quite different in its details from that which Jude gives; especially, in that the

—

characterization of the sins of

Sodom and Gomorrah

and, also, in that the case of Lot

is

is less

set forth here, as it is

particular in Peter,

not in Jude.

Peter

takes pains to bring out the deliverance of the righteous, as well as the punishment of the wicked, while Jude limits himself to the latter; see ver. 9 of this
chapter.

— The word

TE(ppuan(,

seems to indicate the way in which the condemna-

a fact attendant upon the condemnation. Huther
appears to be correct in regarding KaraoTpopj as the dative of reference. The
statement with respect to the condemnation may be indicative of Jude's mean-

tion

was

inflicted, or possibly

ing in the corresponding passage (ver. 7), namely, that the eternal fire there
referred to is the fire which destroyed Sodom, and not the fire of Gehenna.
9. The words of ver. 9 form the apodosis of the conditional passage covering
vv. 4-8; and in the development of the main thought, the ydp of ver. 4 belongs
with the idea expressed in oldev, k.t.I., of ver. 9. The whole matter of these

—

examples, therefore, which results in the establishment of the proposition of
is connected, through this resulting conclusion, with ver. oh, as a proof
()dp, ver. 4) of the statement that the judgment of these false teachers does

ver. 9,
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not linger or slumber. The manner in which the thought of ver. 10 is introduced, as compared with Jude, ver. 8, is somewhat strikingly indicative of the
differences between the two Epistles, which are found in connection with
the marked correspondences. On the general idea of the passage, see note on
The expression
10. On ver. 11, see note on Jude, ver. 9.
Jude, ver. 8 ff.
greater in might and power means, probably, greater than men; that is, than
these persons of whom the writer is speaking. This is the natural suggestion
of the sentence, rather than greater than other angels, which is Huther's

—

explanation.

XXIX.
Yv. 12-22.
1.

At

ver. 12,

the thought turns to the more detailed presentation of these

The

false teachers in their immorality, etc.

difference between this Epistle and

that of Jude, in these verses, consists largely in the greater detail here, and the

This latter element in Jude possibly
when what was looked forward to
in Peter's words was actually realized in Jude's surroundings.
The severity of
Jude's language in vv. 10-13 is almost unequalled in any writing. — 2. Of the
words in the passage, the following are found in exactly or nearly the same form
in both Epistles: u/Mya ^wa
(fivaiKu (twf, Jude); tv olg u)^>oovaiv jiXacprjixovvTeq (iaa
ovK oldaaiv iSXaaOTJiJOvvTrg, Jude); iv rr/ (pOopg. aiiTuv Kai (^OaptjaovTai (kv Tovroig <pdtipovTai, Jude); oniXoi (amAucJff, Jude); unurcug or uyui:ai( [iiyuTraig, Jude); avvevuXov/ievoi] the reference to Balaam, with the idea of hire; Jiriyai uw^pot (vetiiiAai
uwdpot, Jude); onixT^ai vnd hiiXanog iXavvufzevac (veipiXui vnb uve/iuv napa(pep6ficvai,
Jude); ot'f 6 ^Stpog rov okotovc (dg aiuva, Jude) reTrjprjTai^ vnipoyHa.
The parts
greater emphasis of denunciation in Jude.

points to a later date for the Epistle; a time

;

I)eculiar to

Peter are as follows: (o) the word

and connected with

cpvaiKu:

ycyevrri/iiva following uXoya ^ua
born mere animals, or connected with elg, k.tX: born

to ukuaLq according to their nature,

—

eiq

uXuaiv

is

to be regarded as passive in

and destroyed ; (b) the peculiar variation in the representation
be destroyed: Jude saying that they rail at what they Jaiow not,

sense, to be taken

that they will

and what they understand naturally,

like the irrational creatures, in these things
they are destroyed; while Peter has: as irrational creatures, railing in matters
whereof they are ignorant (they) shall in their destroying surely be destroyed.
The form in Peter has here possibly the appearance of a later working-over of

the sentence, but no positive affirmation can be made the explanation of (pdopg.
as destruction, rather than the active destroying, is probably to be preferred;
(c) the phrase KOfxioOfxevoi. (udiKov/xevot) fiiadov udiKiac.
The reading here is doubt;

ful,

but the word

.suffering of

uSiKov/ievot

wrong or

gives

injustice, as the

no very

satisfactory meaning, since the
reward for doing the same, seems scarcely

to be an idea which the author

would express with regard to these persons: and
that the words are not suited to express the general idea of experiencing evil as
the reward for doing it to others, is shown by Huther in his foot-note, in which

—

he comments on Hofmann's view.
(d) r)6ovrjv fiyov/xtvoi tt/v kv ijjiepa TpvcpTjv.
The
explanation given by Huther to ev ijuipa, referring it to the present life as contrasted with the f utm-e, seems to the writer of this note improbable, because
some other and less doubtful expression would have been at the author's command, had he wished to set forth this idea. It seems more simple to make the
words mean, as in A. V. and R. V., in the daijtime, extending their indulgences and pleasures into the working time (the day), as well as the quiet and
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-(e)

On

cmloi, cm7Me^, und-ai^, uydTzaig, see notes

on

in
Jude, ver. 12. The word evrpr^tivref is added
phrases of this verse, which are not found in .Jude,
(/) Ver. 14. The several
and evil and enticing influence
serve to set' forth the sensuality, covetousness,
of these men is referred to, however,
of the false teachers. The sensual character
of
(y) The compressing
Jude, though not in this immediate connection.

Peter.

-

by

as

by way of compen-

addition,
the statement with respect to Balaam, and the
suggest that Jude worked over, and
sation, of the cases of Cain and Korah, may
the
alleged discrepancy
worked on the foundation of, what Peter says. On the
which is the chief difficulty connected
last words respecting the case of Balaam,
has been discovered between
with the passage, Alford remarks: "A discrepancy
from
it was the angel, and not the ass,
this and the Mosaic account, seeing that
deprecated ill-treatment at
merely
having
ass
the
came,
rebuke
the
whom
words
But the apostle evidently regards not so much the
Balaam's hands.
It was
as being the hinderance.
of the rebuke uttered, as the miraculous fact,
dumb animal on which he rode
enough to prevent his going onward, when the
Ver. 17 corresponds
was gifted with speech to show him his madness." -(/*)
the description more
withvv 12b 13, of Jude; but, evidently, Jude draws out
stronger denunciatory emphasis
extendedly, and sets it forth with a much
empty and restless character of
Peter presents in two figurative expressions the
expressions, adding to what Peter says
the false teachers. Jude has four such
character; see note on Jude, ver. 1..
a picturing of their useless and destructive
different
swellimj words of vanity, are placed in a
(i) The words, utleriiuj cjreat
corresponding words of his
connection from that in which Jude puts the nearly
words, the quotation
Jude inserts before the passage containing these
ver 16
new beginning, as it were, of his
from Enoch's prophecy, and seems to make a
words constitute a part. In his sixdescription with the verse of which these
as walking after their own lusts;
teenth verse, Jude represents the teachers
lusts of the flesh, by lasciviousness,
Peter represents them as enti'cincj in the
who live in error, and adds the words,
those xoho are just escapincj from those
are bond-servants of corruption.
promisinrj them liberty, while they themselves
influence as regards others, while Jude
Peter thus sets forth their action and evil
behavior. The indication of this passpeaks only of their own personal life and
in Peter of what is found in Jude, than
sage is rather towards the working-over
two writers cease to move together, and Peter
the opposite.
(j) At ver. 20 the
naturally to what has just been declared
joins what he says in this verse very
that Huther is correct, as against
ver 19. There can be but little doubt
anocpvyovTeg, k.tX, of ver. 20 to the
Hofmann, with regard to the reference of
idea of destrucThe writer adds these verses as setting forth the
false teachers.
he had alluded in other terms before this
tion in the case of these men. to which
far as the matter ot tailThis passage corresponds in some measure, so
noint
more
vi. 4-6, x. 26 ff., and is perhaps
ing away is concerned, with those in Heb.
(t) The
than either of those passages.
difficult of explanation, in this respect,
peculiar
in its ordinary.not its
word riahteousness, in ver.21, is to be understood
righteousness belonging to the
Pauline or forensic, sense. It means the actual
here the commandment appertaining to that
true Christian life, as hroln means
Readers
As the writer in Ellicott's Commentary for English
life, its moral law.
" That which in a doctrinal point of view is the way of truth (ver. Z ot
saysview the way of righteousness.' "
^
this chapter), is in a moral point of
respecting the Epistle
The questisn as to the priority in time which arises
one of
chapter,
this
with
connected
it is
of Jude and this Epistle is, so far as
if

m

-

-

m

-

'

'

—
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much

difficulty;

but to the writer of this note, the probability, on the whole,
seems to be on the side of the

as the several verses are carefully compared,

—

priority of 2 Peter.

XXX.

CHAPTER
Vv.
1.

third chapter constitutes, as Huther says, a third section of the
which is directed against the deniers of Christ. At the same time,
an evident and close connection with what immediately precedes; and

The

Epistle,

there

III.

1-7.

is

what the writer has now to say, belongs in that general line of description of the
2. It is
false teachers and doubters to which the Epistle is so largely devoted.
evident that the writer refers in ver. 1 to the fact that he had already addressed

—

This reference does not, of course, necessarily
when taken in connection with the
allusions to himself as the apostle, there can be no question that, in the use of
the expression employed here, the writer means to indicate that Epistle as the
earlier one. —3. The object or design which the writer has in view in the two
Epistles, he declares to be that to which he has already given expression by the
use of the same phrase, dieytipeiv iv vnofxvijaec, in chap. i. ver. 13, together with
the words dependent on this phrase. It is to be observed that the clauses beginning with TovTo npuTov yivijaKovTe( contain what is subordinate to the remembrance,
etc., and thus, what is not the contents of the design, if this expression may be
There is,
allowed, but, at the most, a secondary element connected with it.
therefore, nothing in the setting forth of the design of the Epistle here which is
inconsistent with the design for which the First Epistle of Peter was written.
4. The more particular statement of this design is contained
the words of
ver. 2, that you sJiovld remember, etc.
these words, however, are not to be
limited to the matter of the rising-up of doubters and mockers, but they refer to
another letter to the readers.
point to 1 Peter as the other

letter; but,

m

;

the more general idea of the teachings of Christ and the apostles.

The

things

which they should remember are described as the words of the prophets (of the
O. T., as we must believe) and the commandment of the Lord. The meaning
of this compound phrase must be determined, as it would seem, by the principal
word contained in it. This word, evidently, is evTo?if/g, which cannot justly be
regarded as exhausted by the idea of the following verse, but must, at the least,
include what Huther speaks of, "the command to lead a Christian life in expectation of the second coming of Christ."
Perhaps it may have an even more
extended meaning than this, and may cover the whole sphere of Christian duty,
though this is less probable. The prophetic word also, as may be seen in i. 19,
relates to the glory and majesty of Christ, which are to be fully realized, indeed,
at and after His second coming, but which are manifested, before that time, in
the course of the development of the kingdom which He is carrying forward.
While there is more, therefore, of the thought of the second coming in this
Epistle than in the first, the great thought of both bears upon that which is
only consummated and perfected at that time.
5. With respect to the words of ver. 2, the reader may be referred to the
note on the corresponding passage in Jude (ver. 17). The similarity and dissimilarity in the expressions here used, as compared with what we find in that
verse, are equally striking.
Here only, we have the allusion to the prophets,
the word npoeipTjfxepuv, which in Jude is applied to the apostles' words, being
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here used of those spoken by them. The position of the phrase respecting the
prophets, before that which relates to Christ and the apostles, makes it subThis is confirmed, also,
stantially certain that the O. T. prophets are meant.

connection with the reference
is here used of the apostles
According to all the
is also peculiar, as compared with what is found in Jude.
But whether we read vfiuv, or with
best authorities, vij.uv should be read here.
T. E. ijnuv, the position of the word in the sentence is different from that in

by the allusion to the O. T. prophets in
to the apostles in

i.

16-18.

i.

19, in

— The expression which

Jude, and this difference is one of much importance. In Jude, the pronoun is
placed after avplov, and by reason of this fact the apostles are spoken of in the
third person, in such a way as apparently to set them altogether apart from

In this Epistle, on the other hand, the pronoun is connected with anomoAuv. If the true reading is vfiuv, as it doubtless is, your
apostles, it may indeed point to the apostles as distinct from himself, but the
the writer himself.

not inconsistent with a reference to himself as one of the number.
and the meaning is as given in the A. V., he
places himself among the apostolic company. It is only when we read f/fiiov,
and make it dependent on uttootoTmv, that he certainly excludes himself: our
apostles.
While, therefore, it is possible, with either reading, that there is an
indication here that the author was not an apostle, it is only possible, while in
Jude the most natural understanding of the words points to such a conclusion.
The peculiar expression, "the-of-your-apostles-commandment of the Lord
and Saviour," is to be accounted for, probably, by the desire which the writer
had to represent the commandment, with a certain emphasis, as being both from
the Lord and from the apostles, in contrast with the words of the O. T. prophexpression

is

If r/uuv is the correct reading,

—

ecies

which had been spoken by the prophets.

are a kind of adjective plirase belonging to

The words

evToXfi^,

ru'v unoaroTiuv vfiuv

and in respect to prominence

meaning being the commandment of
Lord and Saviour communicated to you by or through your apostles.
with
Jude, ver. IS, will be noticed, and it
6. The correspondence of ver. 3

are secondary to tov avpiov nut ouTf/pog- the
the

is such as may naturally describe a
beyond the time of the writing of the epistle, while in Jude
most naturally understood as a reference to a past foretelling

will be observed that the language in Peter

future which

lies

the expression

is

—

now partly or wholly realized. 7. Ver. 4 presents
a special matter which is not alluded to in Jude. The doubt respecting the
coming of the Lord, because of the fact that the fathers had died, and no
change or sign of the end had been seen, could only belong to a time, as it
would seem, near the close of the apostolic period, or later than that epoch. It
will be noticed, indeed, that the time of the appearance of these doubters is
placed in the future, by the verb which is used. Yer. 5, however, seems to refer
to them as already, in some sense and measure at least, present in or around the
church. If we are to infer from ver. 5 that the future time mentioned had
already come, this passage suggests a difficulty in placing the epistle within the
lifetime of Peter, in case his death occurred at a date very near the time of
PauFs death. But perhaps we are not obliged to interpret the passage in this
way. That doubters as to the second coming may have lived as early as the
year OS, is by no means impossible, but the placing of the gromid of their doubts
of events then future, but

in the particular fact alluded to in ver. 4,
If

we

is

that wliich suggests the difficulty.

can, with any propriety, carry the time of the present verb Xavduvei forward

to the standpoint of the future kT^evaovrai, the difficulty

—

8.

The

may

perhaps be avoided.

fathers here referred to are those of the generation or generations
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immediately preceding.

There

evidently a combined construction in the

is

latter part of ver. 4, the thouglit being, that the

permanent continuance of

things, observable since the beginning of the creation,

is still

observable since

—

we see, these men said, what has always been seen;
the death of the fathers,
no change, no sign of the end, and of His coming.

XXXI.
Vv.

5-10.

In these verses the writer answers and refutes the assertion of the scoffers: First, in vv. 5-7, by a reference to the history of the creation, and the flood,
As at that early time the world, which had been created
as given in the O. T.
and preserved by the word of God, was destroyed by the flood, so the world
2. The explanation of et'Aoira?
that now is, is reserved for destruction by fire.
and ToiiTo, given by Huther, is not generally favored. He refers tovto to the
contents of the preceding statement, and makes it dependent on de/.ovruc, to
which he assigns the meaning assert (desiring it to be so, holding as an opinion),
This explanation
for, whilst they assert this, it is hidden from them that, etc.
involves a meaning which, though possible for OeAoirof, is not found in the use
of that word elsewhere in the X. T. and it seems less simple than the more
1.

—

;

common

which gives delovrac the adverbial force, which so often
belongs to such participial words in connection with lavtjuvtiv. Were it not for
these objections, Huther's view would be a satisfactory and successful explanainterpi'etation,

tion of the words.

—

3.

On

ver. 5^,

Alford says, "f$

viaroq,

because the waters

that were under the firmament were gathered together into one place, and the

dry land appeared, and thus water was the material out of which the earth was
made: dt' i/Jarof because the waters above the firmament, being divided from
the waters below the firmament, furnishing moisture and rain, and keeping
moist the earth, are the means by ivhich the earth avvloTaTai.'" On the whole,
,

this

is,

perhaps, as satisfactory an explanation of this somewhat difficult clause
4. 'k' uv.
The reference of uv is probably to the two things

as can be given.

—

—
— the word

of God, which was the creating force that
brought the heavens and earth into being, and the water, which was the material
agency, so to speak, through which the result was accomplished. The two
things which brought the then world into existence effected its destruction,
and so in the case of the present heavens and earth. They are kept in store
by the same powerful word of God. The idea of the passage is, that there is a
reserving of them for destruction by fire, as of old by the flood. Tlie dative
nvpi seems to be most naturally connected with redavpiofiivoc, for fire, TTjpovfxevoi
being limited by the following words only.
5. Vv. S-10 contain the second
point which the writer urges: The time-element in God's plans and dealings is
far different from what it is in those of men.
But let this one thing not escape
you : The verb here corresponds with that in ver. 5. Though they forget, and
if di'hovTag be rendered adverbially, wilfully forget, the lesson which might be
learned from the world in the time of the flood, they should by no means lose
sight of the fact here mentioned.
Possibly there may be in the contrast here
an argument of slight force in favor of Huther's view of OiTvovraQ (ver. 5); the
contrast being, more naturally, between forgetting and not forgetting, than
between wilfully forgetting and not forgetting.
0. The genitive r?/? enayyeAcac
of ver. 9 is probably to be explained, with Huther, as depending immediately

previously mentioned,

—

—
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and A. V, give the most successful English

translation.

perhaps, best rendered: count, or account it, i.e., the
the promise of the coming, slackness, vfiug refers to

is,

fulfil

the readers, but as representative of

—

all

men, as

indicated by nuvrag, which

is

Ver. 10 contains a renewed affirmation, closing
and doubters, that the day of the Lord will
certainly come, and come suddenly and unexpectedly.
The statement of this
follows in the next clause.

7.

this refutation of the scoffers

verse,

and the repetition of

it,

substantially, in the verses

which follow, present

more

distinctly before the

mind than almost any other passage

seem

to suggest, also, the idea that the righteous will live hereafter, in the

in the N. T.,
perhaps than any other passage, the idea of a physical destruction or transformation of the present visible heavens and earth, and their renewal in the future
If taken literally, the whole passage would
as the abode of righteousness.

The language, however, is of a poetic
be intended only as a figurative setting-forth of the change to
the future blessedness.
8. Huther's explanation of arotxda is probably correct,
the 6vvu/i€ig ribv ovpavCov of Matt. xxiv. 29. The idea is that the heavens and their
future period referred to, on the earth.
order,

and

it

may

—

constituent parts, the earth and what

fills it,

burned up and dissolved.

will be

XXXII.
Vv. 11-18.
1.

On

what
upon his

the foundation of

is

asserted in ver. 10, the writer

now

presses

The genitive absolute which opens
and the present tense of the participle seems to be expressive of the certainty of that which has just been declared
respecting the future.
2. The word noranovg is undoubtedly, as Huther also
takes it, exclamatory, and the sentence goes forward to the end of ver. 12. The
word ciid'fhvrag is best understood in the sense of hastening : they should not
only look for, but should (by their piety, etc.) hasten, the coming of the day of
God. Grimm, R. V. text, and others, regard the participle as meaning desiring
6i' rjv, on account of which day, or which coming of the day.
earnestly.
The
Lord's day, when it comes, will be attended by, and will occasion the results
indicated.
3. Ac6 of ver. 14 refers to what immediately precedes, that is, the
coming of tlie day of God, with what it involves. The verb d)pedf;vat refers to
the time of the coming; and the words in peace are probably to be explained
of that state of peace between the soul and God which may be reached in its
perfection when the Lord comes.
4. The words, and account the long-suffering of our Lord salvation, are a recalling of the thought of ver. 9, the desire
his closing exhortations

readers.

ver. 11 is evidently causal in its character;

—

—
—

—

of the writer being to impress his readers, as he closes, with a deep sense of

—

the meaning of God's mercy in any delay of the end.
5.
writings in vv. 15, 16, is quite difficult of determination.

The allusion to Paul's
To the writer of this

seem probable: (a) That a particular letter or class of
vfilv, which was addressed by Paul to readers
of the same general region with those here addressed thus, of the letters which
have been preserved to us, those to the Ephesians and Colossians are most probably the ones indicated.
(h) That the reference is not simply to the one thought
of the day of the Lord, etc., as here set forth, but to Paul's exhortations to
note, the following points

letters is referred to in eypa\pEv

:

—

blameless living in view of the shortness of

life,

to the expression, the other scriptures, all that

the end,
it

etc.

—6. With

respect

seems necessary to find in

it
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a comparison of Paul's writings with the other writings which were read by
the Christian readers of this Epistle, and by the persons alluded to as wresting
them, etc. It does not prove that the author places Paul's letters on the same
is

with the O. T. Scriptures, or even that an established collecwe now have in the N. T., had already been
It does, however, seem to recogfully completed when this letter was written.
nize some such writings as already having a certain acknowledged authority.
The bearing of this matter upon the date of the Epistle can hardly be considered
7. The word npoyivuas decisive, but is deserving of serious consideration.
oKovreg seems to refer to a foreknowledge on the part of the Christian readers,
which was gained through the declarations of this Epistle, or which was thereby
8. The doxology at the end of this
renewedly established in their minds.
level of authority

tion of Christian writings, such as

—

—

one of the two or three in the N. T. which are applied to Christ, all
others being doxologies to God. The reference to Christ here is beyond question.
Epistle

is

THE FIRST EPISTLE OF JOHN.

xxxin.

CHAPTER
Vv.

I.

1-4.

1. The similarity between the opening passage of this Epistle and that of
John will be noticed by every attentive reader. At the very
beginning the two books meet each other; and these first sentences carry in
themselves evidence that the writer of the Gospel was also the author of this
letter.
The relation of the two books, in the order of time, may be open to
discussion
but, whatever may be the decision of this question, there can be
little doubt, it would seem, that, in the order of thought and development, the
Epistle comes later than the Gospel.
The Epistle is, as it were, the development of thoughts, the historical foundation of which is presented by the Gospel,
in its biographical record of Jesus' life.
This relation of the later work to the
earlier makes it antecedently probable that the writer, in his use of the word
Lor/OS, in ver. 1, has reference to the personal Logos, of whom he speaks in the

the Gospel of

;

first
^uT).

verses of the Gospel.

This

^ur)

is

—2. The central thought of the Epistle is that of
God has,
the light-life, in which there is no

that which

—

This C"^ was manifested in a person, so that it could be observed
and studied, like an ordinary life. The revelation of it through this person was
the means by which the realization of it in all other persons couid be most
easily and fully accomplished. It was through the fellowship with Jesus Christ,
that the fellowship with the Father was to be attained.
3. Such being the
author's thought, it was natural that he should make very prominent, at
the beginning, the fact of the manifestation of the life in Jesus, as he and his
fellow-disciplea had seen it.
The peculiar repetition and emphasis of his

darkness.

—
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expressions are characteristic of his style, as seen both in the Gospel and
elsewhere in the Epistle. By this means, he would impress upon the minds of
his readers that the life had been actually lived in his own presence.
4. With reference to the individual words and expressions used in these first

four verses, the following suggestions may be offered: (a) By the words 6 vv un'
verse of the Gospel.
apxfl':, "n^e are carried in thought to the kv upx^ in the first
That the reference is to the eternal existence of the Logos, is indicated also by
the fact, that, in ver. 2, the life predicated of the Logos is said to have been with
the Father in the same sense, apparently, as that indicated in the Gospel i. 1.
The form of expression, nv irpog tov naripa, is so precisely like the r/v '^pof ™>^ ^^^'^

can hardly be interpreted in a different way. We have,
two thoughts of the prologue of the Gospel, —the
existence in the indefinite, eternal past, and the manifestation in personal form

of

John

i.

1,

that

it

therefore, in these verses, the

in the present.

—

(h)

The form

of

words used,

o

rjv

an' upx)/c, o duriKda/xev

.

.

.

nepl

Myov, as distinguished from the direct predications respecting the Logos
which we find in the Gospel, is to be explained in connection with the difference between the two books. The writer is not here making statements with
reference to the Logos, as to what He was, etc., but is preparing to set forth
Toi)

the

which dwelt

life

in

Him, and which was manifested

in

and through Him.

The Logos was and became, he says in the Gospel but here what was, etc.,
As conconcerning the Logos, we declare and announce to you who read.
nected with the same fact, we may easily account for the use of an' apxm instead
The existence of the Logos was in the beginning but that which
of iv apxv:

;

;

the apostles announce respecting the manifestation of the light-life, in and
through the Logos, is that which was from the beginning, and which has now
(c) The addition of C"')f as a
been revealed in His personal life on earth.

—

descriptive genitive to Uyov,

and the fact that in other writings of the N. T. we
word of truth, the loord of the kinrjdom, etc., refer-

such expressions as the
ring to the Gospel, can hardly be considered as decisive grounds for denying to
Nor can the use of ?Myog without such a defining
Tioyog here the personal sense.
genitive, in the three or four places in John's Gospel where the personal Logos is
find

spoken

of,

be urged as conclusive.

The prominence which

the writer here evi-

dently desires to give to the idea of ^utj, as connected with Jesus Christ, accounts
sufficiently for the addition of this word; and the evident suggestion of personality in the verbs of vv. 1, 2, turns the reader's mind most naturally and directly

The

to the personal Logos.

writer's thought

moves

after a

somewhat

similar

noticeable in his Gospel (yet of course with differences
belonging to the character of the two books), from a reference to the Logos,
who appeared in the world in the presence of the disciples, to Jesus Christ, the

manner

to that

which

is

manifested Logos in a

human

personality.

—

(d)

The word handled,

of ver.

1,

what occurred after the
resurrection of Jesus. It seems doubtful, however, whether there is any such
definite and particular reference, and whether, on the other hand, there is any
thing more in this repetition of substantially the same idea than a special
emphasis which the writer would give to his statement, and perhaps a certain
distinct recalling, in the two aorist tenses, of the personal experience of the

may

possibly refer, as

some indeed hold that

it

does, to

during the lifetime of the Lord. Ver. 2 seems to present the strict
The life was manifested; we have seen it; we bear
(e) The correspondence in the idea of ^un and
witness, and announce to you.
Cw7 aluvLog, which is noticeable in John's Gospel, is evident here. The life of the
is in itself, and as soon as it is
the light-life, which is like God's life
soul

disciples

order of time and tenses:

—

—

—
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possessed, eternal

in

tlie

Logos;

it

life,

according to this writer's view of

was manifested

in Jesus;

it

it.

Tlais eternal life

was imparted by Him

was

to tlie apostle

with whom Jesus lived in His earthly life; through the
into a real and vital participation in
they came into fellowship
with Jesus, and with God Himself. The apostle
the eternal life, the light-life
now announces it to the readers that they also may, in union with himself, have

and

his fellow-disciples,

possession of

—

it

—

—

same life.
(/) If in ver. 4 vfiijv is the true text, it would
seem probable that the apostle's thought is connected with the idea that the
fellowship in life with God and Christ is the completeness of the joy of the soul.
The idea suggested in John xv. 10, 11, may be compared with that of this verse.
On the other hand, if fii^iJv is the true text, the meaning would seem to be this:
that the apostle's joy would be made complete, if his readers should enter into
the same fellowship into which he had himself entered, and that, so far as he is
himself concerned, he writes to the end of making his joy in this way complete.
The Kai of this verse, in either case, adds the expression of this purpose {Iva) to
participation in the

that previously mentioned.

XXXIV.
Vv.

5-10.

After the introductory passage, vv. 1-4, the apostle begins the development of his thought in the Epistle by stating the great fundamental truth which
lay at the basis of his message to the readers; the truth that the Divine life is
1.

a perfect and complete light, in which no darkness at all is intermingled.
This message was the great revelation given by Jesus, and heard from Him.
The manifestation of the Logos in Jesus Christ was to the end of bringing
life to men, or of bringing men to life.
The true life is God's life, and this life
is light.
Man is to gain this life by coming into fellowship with God in His
life.
The end is to be attained as the apostle himself had attained it, by
putting one's self under the influence and teaching of Jesus Christ, and thus
growing into His likuness. The gateway by which one truly enters within the
sphere of this influence and teaching is faith.
2. The same contrast between
light and darkness is found here as in the prologue of John's Gospel.
Darkness
is the sphere of the sinful world's life.
The man who walks in the darkness
has no fellowship with God, no participation in God's life.
3. This writer,
like the other writers of the N. T., has the idea of sin as possessing and having
control over men. Like them, he writes for the purpose of showing the way
out of the sinful life, and into the opposite. But his mode of conception, and
his phraseology, are affected by the peculiar character of his mind and soul.
He is of the introvertive, contemplative, inward class. Life thus seems to him
a growth into the hkeness of God
a movement of the soul out of darkness
and sin into light
a coming into and progress in commmiion with God
a
receiving into one's self the light-life, until at length all the darkness is
expelled.
To say, therefore, that we have fellowship with God, and yet to live
and walk in the darkness, is a contradiction in terms. The man who does this
light,

—

—

—

—

outside of the sphere of truth; he

—

is a liar.
There is no true living except as
above the darkness into the light, that is, except as the soul's life
life, and transfers the latter into itself. —4. The
addition of the peculiar expression, and we do not the truth, to the word we lie,
is in accordance with the style of John.
The Epistle keeps very prominently
before the mind of the reader, even from the beginning, the idea that the true

is

the

life rises

moves upward towards God's
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one which manifests itself in action that the true faith and love are the
and love which have a working force in them. The truth is something to
he done, as well as to be believed. But the doing is, to his thought, the natural
forth-putting of the inward vitality. The inward life, as he dwelt in it for
himself, and concentrated his thinking upon it, was an inward life ; and, therefore, it was necessarily also an energizing power for the doing of all that to
which the belief naturally led in action.
5. If, however, we walk in the light (ver. 7) as He is in the light, the lightThe word as, in this verse, can hardly be regarded as
life has begun within us.
indicating measure or degree. It conveys rather the idea of correspondence in
the facts of the case. The light-life is perfect and complete in God; it may be
partial and incomplete in Christian men; nevertheless it is the same life, and
the latter walk in the light as, i.e., as really as, (and with the same fact lying
life is

;

faith

at the basis of the statement),

God Himself

lives in the light.

—

6.

Instead of

we have fellowship with Him, which expression we might
naturally expect as answering to ver. 6, the writer uses the words, we have
saying in ver.

7,

This change of expression is to be accounted for,
by the fact that the two ideas of union with God and union
with one another, which are first suggested in ver. 3, seem to be in the writer's
7. The addition of the words,
mind in the development of his whole thought.
and the blood of Jesus, etc., is in the line of the thought hinted at above in

fellowship loith one another.
as

we may

believe,

—

connection with the expression, as lie is in the llyht. The Christian believer
enters, when he comes into union with God by faith, into the sphere of the
light.
But the influence and power of the light upon his soixl become gradually
greater.
There is still somewhat of remaining sin,
the lingering of the
element of darkness, in which he had previously had his life. The indication
of this verse seems evidently to determine the reference of the word sin to be
to this sin which still abides with the Christian after the beginning of his new
life.
As the Christian enters within the light-sphere, and comes into fellowship

—

with God, the blood of Jesus, which was made effective for him in his passing
out of his old condition, is also continually made effective in removing the
sinful element which remains. —8. The reference of the word sin, thus determined in ver. 7, is, by the connection of thought, determined also in ver. 8; and
the view of Huther and others here is correct, that the writer is alluding to sin
as belonging to the Christian after he has entered upon the Christian life. As
Huther remarks: "Even though as Christians, who are born of God, we have
no longer sin [see iii. 9] in the sense that mpiK. h rCi okotsi is true of us, nevertheless we do not yet cease to have sin; if we deny this, if we maintain that
we have no sin at all, then what John says in the following words is true of
us."
9. The denial that we have sin
that sin still has remaining influence
over us, and an abiding force as a principle
is a denial of the true fact of the
case.
It is such a contradiction of the reaUty as proves that the truth has not
found entrance into the soul and its life. With such a denial, therefore, the
soul places itself outside of the true path along which it must pass from
TrAavu/iev: it puts itself on the wrong road, and
the darkness into the light
goes astray from the truth.
10. Tlie true course, on the other hand, is confession, which acknowledges
the fact and power of sin, and seeks to be delivered completely. When the
soul moves along this course, the promises are fulfilled; as the soul is forgiven,
so also it is cleansed. It is cleansed from all unrighteousness, until the lightlife becomes perfect and complete.
11. This cleansing, as well as the forgive-

—

—

—

—

—
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is so vitally connected with the whole plan and offer of salvation, that
God's faithfulness and righteousness are pledged to its accomplishment. The

ness,

idea of righteousness here, like that of faithfulness,

is

related,

no doubt,

to the

thought of God's promise of salvation to the one •who confesses, etc. After
such a promise, His righteousness requires Him to fulfil it, the conditions
having been fulfilled. But not improbably, in all such expressions as this, the
and especially one who penetrated so deeply into the central
N. T. writers
thoughts of the Christian system, and reflected so constantly upon the life of
the human soul in its relation to God, as did the writer of this Epistle and the
had a conception of the righteousness of God as connected
Fourth Gospel
with the very life and being of God. It is, as we may say, of the essence of
God's life, that when the finite, dependent, created life draws near to itself,
with the desire and effort to pass out of the darkness into the light, it should
open itself helpfully and forgivinglJ^ The conformity of God's nature to what
that is. His righteousit ought to be, and what it must be if it is true to itself,
requires that He should forgive and
ness, in the strictest sense of the term,
purify the one who confesses his sins. He can be no more faithful to Himself,
than He can be to His promise, if He fails to do all this for the soul which
12. It is because of this deeper thought of God's
truly turns towards Him.

—

—

—

—

—

we may

upon the
and it is in the line of this thought that he develops the idea
of the fundamental necessity of the union of the loving and believing soul with
13. Ver. 10, as Alford remarks,
God, in various ways, throughout the Epistle.
The
is not a mere repetition, but a confirmation and intensification, of ver. 8.
denial of sin puts us in an absolute contradiction of God, and outside of the
whole sphere of His word. The whole plan of God revealed in the Gospel is
founded upon the fact of sin, and of sin which needs to be forgiven, and from
By these strong
the power of which the soul needs to be perfectly cleansed.
contrasts, among which this last one is especially emphatic, the apostle lays the
foundation of what he has to say in the following chapters. The light-life is to
be secured, if the soul is to be saved. In order to the entrance upon the lightlife, there must be a passing out of the darkness.
To this end, the fact of sin
must be acknowledged, and the cleansing through the blood of Christ must be
righteousness, as

believe, that the writer presses the subject

reader's attention,

—

—

realized.

XXXY.
CHAPTER
Vv.

The word

II.

1-6.

what

i. 5-10; in a
message of the
Epistle.
The apostle announces to his readers the great fundamental truth
which he has to proclaim, the truth that the Divine life is the light-life in which
no darkness at all is intermingled; and he sets forth the way by which this
Divine life is opened to and secured by the human soul, namely, by passing out
of the sphere of darkness and walking in the light, in order that the end to be
attained may be realized in the case of these Christian readers. The man who
walks in the darkness is wholly outside of the sphere of the light; he knows
nothing of the true life. But the man who turns from the darkness towards
the light, will still have some element of sin remaining with him, which, as
he comes more and more into the fulness of the light-life, will pass away, yet

1.

secondary sense,

ravra, of ver. 1, refers primarily to
it

may

is

said in

refer also to the entire contents or
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it
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remains, to be forgiven and cleansed.

This

is

accom-

—

The truth, therefore,
plished through Christ and the efficacy of His blood.
is, that the way to life for the human soul is the conforming of its life to the
Divine, the living and walking in the light; and the way out of the darkness
This the writer announces to his
through forgiveness and purification.
now says, to the end that they may not sin that is, that they may
become free from the sin which remains, and thus may come into the perfect
The verb sin here is in the aorist tense, and, as Canon Westcott remarks,
light.

is

readers, he

;

"the thought is of the single act, not of the state;" "the apostle is" not
" simply warning his disciples not to draw encouragement for license from the
doctrine of forgiveness. His aim is to produce the completeness of the ChristBut with the setting-forth of this aim, which carries with it an
like life."
urgent exhortation, the apostle connects the encouraging assurance that, in
case the Christian who is ready to yield to the exhortation falls into any act
of sin (the aorist tense again), there is an advocate with the Father, and a pro2. The word napdK'kr)-o^, as here used, undoubtedly has the
pitiation for sin.
sense of advocate. Jesus is the one "called to the side or aid" of men,

—

On
(the original significance of the word), in this particular way of aiding.
the general use and meaning of this adjective-noun, some suggestions are offered
in the Additional Notes to the American edition of Godet's Commentary on
the Gospel of John, chap. xiv. The meaning in John's Gospel is there held
to be heli^er,

as

including the ideas of teaching, revealing the truth, etc.
of in the Gospel is the Holy Spirit; here, it is Christ.
are somewhat different, but they both stand in the rela-

The Paraclete spoken
The offices of the two
tion of helpers,
in

John

— the former being teacher, guide, comforter, as He

is

referred to

an advocate before the
Some prominent writers, however, hold that the word means

xiv.-xvi.; the latter, as here referred to, being

tribunal of God.

advocate in the Gospel, as certainly as in the Epistle. —.3. The adjective diKaiov
seems to have a certain predicative character: as being righteous, and not to be
a simple descriptive word, the righteous. This word evidently refers to Jesus as
having exhibited perfect righteousness in Hfs earthly life and in His character
As having such righteousness. He is fitted to present His offering
as a man.
The four points which
for sin, and to become the advocate for those who sin.

Huther

presents, in his

"Eemark"

at the

end of his note on

of notice as setting forth, according to his

which are the

own

ver. 1, are

worthy

expression, the chief elements

result of the apostle's statement.

is the propitiation, etc., is added by
This verse, therefore, is not expressed in
the form of a ground or reason for the preceding verse; it is, on the other hand,
an additional declaration, which brings out the thought that the same one who
This co-ordination of the senis the advocate is also Himself the propitiation.
tences serves to show that the deliverance from sin, even from its beginning to
The advocate presents His
its end, is due to Christ, and is secured by Him.

4.

Kai as

The statement

of ver.

co-ordinate to

what precedes.

2,

that Christ

By that offerpropitiatory offering of Himself in His plea before the tribunal.
By His
ing He opens the way of forgiveness for all men, if they will accept it.
gains for His followers the result for which He undertook His work
5. Ver. 3 seems to indicate the relation in which vv. 1, 2, stand
to each other, according to the writer's thought, so far forth as ver. 2 is universal
and ver. 1 applies to the believer. Ver. 2 presents, in the clearest language, the

advocacy

He

as a Saviour.

—

declaration that the atonement

is

cacy to the case of the believer.

Ver. 1 limits the advoall men.
Ver. 3 declares that that true knowledge of

universal for
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Christ, which is connected with the realized result of the application of the
propitiatory offering to the individual soul, is gained and possessed only by those
This third verse, however,
who come into union with Him by obedience.

—

brings before the

mind

of the reader the importance

and

necessity, also, of not

sinning (ver. 1), that is, of passing completely out of the dominion of sin and
darkness, in order to the full possession of the true life. The knowledge here
spoken of is that knowledge which John has in mind in his writings, and which

mode of thought and conception. To know God is to be
and communion of the soul's life with Him, which gives to one
It is not love or friendship, but
soul a true and full apprehension of another.
it is the knowledge which belongs within the sphere of love and friendship.
Paul, in passages like 1 Cor. viii. 2, 3, 1 Cor. xiii. 12, seems to hesitate to affirm
such knowledge on man's part, while in this life. To know God, or rather to
be known by Him, he would say. I shall hereafter fully know, as I was while
But John, with his tendency to abide in the
in this life myself fully known.
soul's inmost living, and in his joyful experience of the growth of the soul
in the society and under the influence of Jesus, feels that this knowledge is
in its beginnings and its early stages indeed, but yet truly.
The
realized now
eternal life is begun already.
The reality is already in possession of the soul;
6. The
the growth towards the fulness is to be ever onward in the future.
necessity of obedience to the existence of this knowledge belongs to the relation
of man to God as a creature under moral obligation, and is also connected with
the fact that the light-life, in which is no darkness at all, is God's life. Man
must, therefore, come into complete conformity of will with God, if he would
enter into the completeness of the light-life. To pretend to know God, without
obedience, is a contradiction in terms. The man who makes this pretence and
claim is a liar, a person in whom the truth has no place.
7. The intimate and vital connection between love and knowledge, which is
manifest everywhere as appertaining to this apostle's thought, is evident in this
passage.
The love of God (ver. 5) is, as Huther also affirms, love to God, the
is

connected witli his

in that union

—

—

genitive being objective.

when he keeps and

fulfils

When
the

the Christian believer keeps the word, that

commandments

is,

of God, his love to God, in the

union of friendship as between two souls, is perfected and by means of this
perfect obedience, manifesting, and growing out of, perfected love, we know
that we are in Him in the inmost life of the soul. —8. Ver. 6 turns the thought
to Christ, and suggests that which lies at the foundation of the entire Epistle;
namely, that, as Christ is the revelation to the world of the light-life in God,
men must imitate Christ, and live after His way of living, and be in fellowship
with Him, if they are to come into the possession of the life which God has.
9. The verses from i. 5 to ii. 6 serve to show the relation in thought, if not
indeed, also, in the date of the two books, between the Epistle and the Gospel.
We have here most evidently, as it would seem, the truth which the apostle
formulated as the result of his meditations on what Christianity had laid open
to him.
In the Gospel, on the other hand, we find what is set forth as the
words of Christ in His conversations with His disciples and the people. If
;

—

the latter is regarded as the record of what grew, in the progress of the writer's
thinking, into the formulated thought, the most natural and simple account of
the two books is given.
But if we change the supposition, and make the

Gospel grow out of, or find its foundation in, the Epistle,
improbable, not to say inexplicable, as the result.

we have what

is

most
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XXXVI.
Vv.

7-11.

1. The view of Huther respecting the connection of these verses with those
which precede seems to be correct: that in these verses we have a more particular statement of the nature and import of nipelv Tuq hrohlg avrov or of nepinaTslv
KadiJc tKelvog TTspuiruTTjae.
The close union between the love of God and the love
of one's brother is central to the Johannea'n thought; and, by reason of this
fact, a special prominence is given to the latter kind of love, as the fulfilment
of the commands of God.
This apostle had no idea of an inward life which
had no outward forth-putting of itself in action. The true inward life was,
in a certain sense, every thing to him.
He meditated upon it, and watched its
growth in himself, with intense interest. The light-life of the soul was, to his
thought, the in-breathing, as it were, of the light-life of God, and was to be
developed by communion with God and Christ. But this light-life was, in his
conception, as truly as it could have been in that of any other of the apostles, a
living, outgoing life.
Love which loved no one, and was not ready to do good
to any one, had nothing of the essence of love in it.
The love of the soul to
God proves itself by love to the brethren.
2. This being the case, we may
easily account for what seems, at the first sight, to be a somewhat abrupt turn
at the beginning of ver. 7.
But when it is borne in mind, that, in a sense, the
central command of all is that of love, it cannot be considered strange, that, at
this point, the apostle should pass from what he has said of the light-life, and of
the way into it and in it, to this command. Moreover, it is to be remembered that
he has called the thought of the reader to Christ in His relation to the opening
of the new life and to the growth of the soul in it.
It would seem not unnatural, therefore, that he should bring to their minds the command which
Christ, at the time of His separating from His disciples, gave to them as the
guide and ruling jiower of their future life. Love to one another because of
and inspired by love to Him love to one another, therefore, which would bring
them into closest union with Him, and thus bring them into the life which He

—

;

revealed to the world: this was the
old,

and was the sum and centre of

commandment which was
all

at once

new and

commands.

The commandment here referred to is evidently that of love to one's
It is called a new coinmandment in ver. 8, and not a new one in
The explanation of the latter expression is indicated by the closing
words of the seventh verse. The command was not new, because, and in the
3.

brother.
ver. 7.

sense that, the readers had heard

the Christian

life.

It

Christ, the revealer of
neto in another sense.

form the latter part of
rience, and is realized

it from the beginning of their knowledge of
was a part of the message which came to them from
the light-life, through the apostolic preachers. It was
This seems, again, to be indicated by the words which

new, in that, as it enters into human expeeach individual reader through the
passing-away of the darkness, and the shining of the light for and in him, it
becomes that new commandment for each one, which it was for the twelve
when it was first given by Jesus.
4. The antecedent of the neuter relative 6 is
the evToXrjv.
This commandment as true, that is, as realized in its fulfilment
in Him and in you,
in Christ and His followers in their individual and successive experience, and thus in and through the union between Him and them,
is a new commandment.
5. The relation of the on clause, in which ou, no
ver. 8.

It is

in its fulfilment in

—

—

—

—

—
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means because,

doubt,

darkness

is

mandment

—

is

to the o icnv clause

passing away, and the true light
is

fulfilled

We

which precedes.
is

It is because the
already shining, that this com-

in the experience of Christ's followers as united with

now, in vv. 9-11, another instance of the peculiar repeand negative sentences, or sentences which present the same
which
has been already noticed, and is so characteristic
idea on
This repetition is evidently for the purpose of
of this Epistle and this writer.
emphasis, centering, still more impressively than before, upon love to the Christian brother, what had been previously said of keeping the word and the commands of God. Comp. 6 leyuv of this verse with the same expression in ver. 4,
7. The
and also the other correspondences in the parallel verses 4-6 and 9-11.
phrase iuc upn seems to be added to the other words as emphatically calling
attention to the fact, that up to the very moment (and at that moment) when
the person says this, he is still completely outside of the light-life, and in the
Himself.

6.

find

tition of positive

opposite sides,

—

opposite sphere.

On

manent dwelling

of the soul in the light.

the other hand, the

man who

loves his brother has a per-

The apparently designed

contrast

seems to show that the last clauses of the two
verses are intended to have a relation to each other.
The figure in the closing
part of ver. 12 is evidently like that in the words used by Jesus in .John xii. 35,
the traveller who attempts to make his journey in the darkness, and who cannot
see his pathway before him, and, therefore, does not know whither he is going.
"When the figure is transferred in its application to the spiritual condition of the
man, of course the darkness belongs to the interior life; and so, in the opposite
case (ver. 10), it is natural to say that the occasion of stumbling which would
exist in the other condition does not exist in him.
The occasion of stumbling
is, strictly speaking, as Huther says, that which entices to sin.

between

ver. 10

and

ver. 11

XXXVII.
Vv. 12-14.
1.

This passage

is

apparently of a transitional character in the

movement

from what precedes towards what follows, or of an introductory character as
related to what follows.
The former is perhaps the better light in which to
view it. The message which is heard from Christ, and is announced to the
readers, is that which relates to the light-life (i. 5ff.).
The way to the lightlife is through the forgiveness of sins, and the cleansing by means of the blood
of Jesus (i. 7, 9, ii. If.). In order to the living this. life in the light, we must
keep the commandments of God (il. 3ff.). These commandments are, in a
certain peculiar sense, centered and gathered up in the new command given by
Jesus Himself, the command to love one another (ii. 7ff.). To the carryingout of this movement out of the darkness into the light, whi?h is thus set
forth, it is necessary that the love of the world should be put aside (ii. 15 if.).
The thought thus passes on continuously from i. 5, to ii. 17. In this continuous
passage

is

call

to the readers,

it,

inserted, just before the last section of

it,

the address, as

we may

which covers these verses now under consideration

(12-14).
2.

In this address to the

The

readers,,

the following points are especially worthy

same in the two parts of
the passage, except so far as the change of the word reKvin (ver. 12) to naidia
(ver. 13 c) may possibly indicate a change of persons.
The probability, howof notice: (a)

classes of persons addressed are the
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that no such change is indicated. The correspondence in the other
show that the same persons are intended here. The same thing
is implied by the use of Trn^rfta in ver. 18, which apparently has the same sense,
substantially, and is used of the same persons, as reKvia, in other parts of
ever,

is

cases tends to

—

(b) The persons intended by these two words are probably the
whole body of Christian readers, whom the writer addresses. This is indicated,
first, by the fact that both words, as elsewhere used by this apostle, both in his
Epistle and his Gospel, have reference to believers, without regard to the
question of age. It is indicated, secondly, by the fact to which Alford calls
attention, that the three terms in each case are arranged in an order which is
children, fathers, young men.
neither that of ascending nor descending age
(c) The distinction in meaning between tekvIu and nmdia may lie in tlie fact,
that the former is a word bearing in itself more of the element of tenderness
or affection. Westcott thinks that the former word carries in it the idea of
kinsmanship, the latter that of subordination. John speaks in the use of the
former, he says, as sharing the nature of those to whom he writes; in the use
This is possible,
of the latter, as placed in a position of authority over them.
but doubtful. Such a distinction can hardly be insisted upon in John xxi. 5,
Moreover, there would seem to be no special
as compared with John xiii. 33.
reason for such a change of words in these sentences, which convey substantially
the same idea in all other respects. Perhaps the change is a mere rhetorical
one.
{d) The two forms of the verb ypu(j>eiv (aorist and present) are, not improbably, best explained by Huther. They are substantially repetitions of the
same thought, as we may believe, in view of the general character of the verses.
But they are possibly to be accounted for in connection with the epistolary use
of the aorist, as related to the present, after the manner suggested by Diisterdieck; the present referring to the immediate act of writing, the aorist to the
reader's act of reading when complete, and both referring to the whole Epistle.
(e) There can be no doubt that in the words fathers and young men, the
apostle intends to address the older and younger members of the Christian
body. The two classes are included in the term TEKvia or -naiSia; these words
being words of affection, as from an apostle and chief leader of the church.
(/) The reasons given for writing, in the several cases, do not pass beyond

the Epistle.

—

—

—

—

—

With respect to the
a" particular circle of thought and expression.
and naidia, we find two expressions because your sins have been forgiven
you, and because you know the Father. These two things, the forgiveness of
sins, and the knowledge of the Father, are connected together, in that the
former is the entrance-way into the Christian life, and the latter is the essence
of it (as viewed from the standpoint of John, with reference to the truth that
God is light) and also in that they both come to the soul through Christ. The
apostle addresses his letter, which contains that central truth which he had
himself learned from Christ, to all his Christian readers, because they have
gained entrance into the new life, and are living in its atmosphere and its light.
They have already come to the knowledge of God, and are abiding in it.
narepeg and veavl(!j) The division into older and younger, which is indicated by
OKoi, is a not unnatural one, and is suggested in the writings of other X. T. writers.
If this Epistle was written as late as the year 80 or 90, there must of course
have been many believers among the Christian company, to whom its author
was writing, who were advanced in years, as well as many who were young.
The fathers are spoken of, both in ver. 13 and ver. 14, as knowing rbv an' apxric.
There can be no doubt that by this phrase the apostle means Christ. There

the limits of
TEKviu

:

—
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can be no reasonable doubt, as it would seem, that the words from the beyinning
have the same sense here as in i. 1, and thus that the eternal existence of the
Son is referred to. That this knowledge is predicated of the fathers, while
the young men are spoken of as having overcome or conquered the evil one, is
in itself an indication that the apostle means by it a full knowledge, such as
belongs to the fully developed state of the Christian life. It is not merely true,
in their case, that they have overcome the evil one, alid given the word of God
an abiding-place in their hearts but the conflict is long since over, and they are
now living in the more complete development of the life wliich consists in the
knowledge of God, and of Jesus Christ His Son.
(h) In the second allusion
to the young men, two clauses are added: because you are strony, and the xoorcl
abides
in
you.
The
word
strong
God
here
spiritual strength, but is
denotes
of
" The
doubtless connected with the idea of strength as characteristic of youth.
;

—

soldier," says Westcott, "

young

is

strong as having the personal qualifications

work; and the word of God abideth,

for his

with the source of

etc.,

so that he

is

in living contact

life."

XXXVIII.
Vv. 15-17.

These verses are closely connected with those which precede; and, if the
explanation suggested above is correct, they form the closing part of the passage,
To the
in the midst of which vv. 12-14 are inserted by way of transition.
fulfilment of the commands of God, and the great duty of love,
to the carrying
forward and perfecting of that life which opens with forgiveness, and moves on
it is essential that the love of the
in the sphei'e of the knowledge of God,
1.

—

—

—

world should cease.
2. The world, as the expression is here used, evidently
means the world conceived of as apart from God, and as drawing away thought
and love from Him, when it draws thought and love towards itself. This is
evident from ver. 156, which declares that the love of the world, when dwelling
in the soul, excludes from the soul the love of God.
It is also evident from
ver. 16.
This latter verse indicates, that by the expression: tlie world, the
apostle

means those

which especially excite
and love of God. It will
15 by on; and thus the fact

things, like the vainglory of

the desires of men, and turn

be noticed that ver. IG

them from the

life,

service

connected with ver.
etc., is not of the Father, is made a proof
This relation of the sentences is decisive of the writer's
is

that every thing like the vainglory,
of

what goes

before.

meaning.
3.

The

things which the apostle selects as representative of nuv rd iv tu Koafiu

are evidently indicative of what

that he

he

is

means

is

in his

mind; but

to cover the whole of worldly

particularly careful to

human

it is

scarcely to be supposed

desire

by the words, or that

make accurate divisions into kinds
to make clear to the reader what is

or classes of

His object is rather
the character
of those things which he refers to under the head of the world.
This is not a
place for critical distinctions, but for combined and total impression.
The
genitives aapKoc and 6(j>daXfiu)v are both of them subjective genitives, as Iluther
says, and present the flesh and the eyes as the source of the desires.
The flesh
is the fleshly or carnal nature opposed to God, and is the most general word here
used. It would seem almost impossible to take the flesh, in this place, in any
other sense than that in which John uses it, elsewhere, in its contrast to the
spiritual and divine life. The eyes must be connected with the matter of seeing,
desire.
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those which come from seeing,
t1,m the desires here alluded to are
word bemg
vainglory of life apparently (the
"e d s^e for thethings seen. The
eem to
the idea of boasting or braggmg)
contains
which
ad(„«,
derivedTrom
the earthly and
of an, sort, belonging to
distinction
power,
pomp
refer to thaT
pnde
.rriction with which a man becomes mied "Ith
d
hfe, and the
abont him. This van,glory of
others
above
exaltation
; nse of
,„,1

tL

-^a

m

Ins question as to the true
regions, as we may say; and
goes out towards God or on
man is animated by that love which
than the
goes out towards the higher (rather
hrother hanTby that love which
The desire for these
ittTth^gs w Jch belong to the world.
^^-f
love of
life is

in its

hiir

.^lether the

^^^

opposed to the
that for the lowest) is, as
of the world (and not only
the
not from (having its source m)
Goctl7e desire of the flesh; and it is
few sentences is presented
these
in
said
is
What
world.
Falle butTo n the
meaiung
writer of this note, is the true
forth what, in the view of the
The
passage in which they occur.
the
of
and
phrases
these
and t o^dit of
The statement of ver. 17,
-4.
reading.
careful
of
worthy
note of Suther is
by «a.

!ssSn^

an added thought, simply joined
he
an additional reason or not loving
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suggestion of Huther, ^^^^^
The
it.
in
things
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^^^^^^^^^^^J
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but

it

Lems

is

to give

-
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second co-mg, all
idea of the nearness of Christ's
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had
writers
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the present condition of tl-gs
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believe,
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impressive. This
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rise are passin- by and passing
the matter, between the inner

NT

great distlnctio^n, in his view of
friendship into which he had himsel
fife, between that Divine
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world,
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form:
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have
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pari.
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^
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for ever.
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to the idea of doing the
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of
end
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XXXIX.
Vv. 18-25.
1.

At

this point, the apostle turns to a

and

warning against the many antichrists

The connection

who have already appeared.
before may be noticed, with

of this passage with

what goes

reference to the general progi'ess of the thought,

also with respect to the immediate relation of the sentences.

In the latter

The thought of the world
hour as present. In the former

respect, the connection is evidently with ver. 17.

as passing

away

leads to the thought of the last

point of view, the exhortation to avoid the love of the world, as essential to
the fulfilling of the commands of God, easily brings to mind the suggestion of the
antichrists

who impersonate

setting forth

what the

the worldly spirit in

its

opposition to God.

After

antichrists are, in contrast to the true believers, he urges

the readers, in the last verses of the chapter, to abide in Christ, and thus to be
prepared, in their inner

life,

to

dence, and not with shame.

meet Him, at His coming, with joy and
The thought thus moves forward, in a

confi-

direct

—

The
2.
from the preceding chapter towards the following one.
is kindred to the last days, the end of these days, etc.,
found elsewhere. It has, perhaps, some connection, in John's use of it, with
the word upa, which is frequently used in his Gospel, where it refers to the time
of Christ's death. This usage of .John, as well as the definiteness in the word
itself, would seem to give the word a more limited and particular reference than
the other expressions alluded to have, and thus to indicate that the apostle
looked upon the period or time to which he refers as the final critical season
before the end. The precise reference will be determined according to the view
which may be held with respect to the idea of the apostles concerning the time
of the second coming.
If John looked for the coming at an early day, the
expression the last hour will, of course, have a peculiar force and emphasis.
Huther takes this view, as also do many other commentators.
3. The term antichrist occurs only in this Epistle, and the Second Epistle of
John, but the person or power indicated by it appears elsewhere. As Huther
remarks, the same person is undoubtedly referred to here, who is spoken of in
progress,

expression the last hour

2 Thess.

ii,

Meyer on

3 as the
2 Thess.

man

of sin.

3

and

ii.

ff.,

The

reader

may

be referred to the notes Of

also to the Additional

Notes in the Amer.

ed.

of Meyer, for suggestions on this subject. It is evident from John's statement,
as it is from Paul's, that the N. T. writers either looked upon the antichrist as

a particular person, or that they personified the enmity and opposition, which,
arising in and going out from the Church, in the way of apostasy, was, in their
view, to appear not long before the Lord's second coming,
the great consummation of evil in its assault upon the kingdom of God. This great personage,
or development of evil, was to be immediately preceded, it would seem, by other
and minor developments in the same line, and preparing the way for it; and
many of these, the apostle here says, had already appeared. The characteristic
feature of these many antichrists must be regarded as that which also belongs
to the one great antichrist himself, namely, the denial that Jesus is the Christ.
They take the position which is fundamentally opposed to the Christian system
and doctrine.
4. The appearance of these many innnediate precursors of the
antichrist proves that the last hour has come.
The language here used can
hardly be explained, except by supposing that John believed some great crisis to
be already at hand, and some great movement or event in the triumph of the
Divine kingdom to lie in the immediate future, which should, at least in some

—

—
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coming of the Lord. This Epistle being written in his advanced
perhaps in his extreme old age, the nearness of the great event was
impressed deeply upon his mind. The correspondence between this passage and
Matt. xxiv. 24, etc., seems to indicate what the idea of the apostle was with
regard to the coming, and that which should precede it. —5. These persons, to
whom the writer alludes as having already appeared, are declared to have gone
This statement would seem to imply, that, in some
out from the church.
marked degree and manner, they had separated themselves from the body of
The same is indicated, also, by the /lefiev^Ksiaav of the following
true believers.
sentence.
6. The simplest construction of uAX' Iva is that which is first given
by Huther in his note, the iva being made dependent on Ui/Mav to be supplied
after Iva.
This Iva carries with it the idea of the Divine purpose.
7. Ver. 20 is probably to be taken, with Huther, as preparatory to what
follows, rather than as in contrast with what precedes, although a certain
element of contrast may be indicated by v^d^. The apostle calls the attention
of the readers to the fact that, as true Christian believers, they have the anointing which consists in the gift of the Holy Spirit; and that, being led into all the
truth by Him, they know all things within its limits. He reminds them, also,
that of course, as fundamental to the idea of knowing the truth, they know that
no lie is of the truth. The fact of their possession of this knowledge, not their
sense, be the
life,

—

of it, is the ground of his writing to them respecting the antichrists, etc.
The hobj one mentioned in ver. 20 is probably Christ (John xvi. 7). —8. Ver. 22.
By the question, Who is the liar ? the apostle presents the central point of oppo-

want

sition to the Divine truth,

and introduces the attitude of these

false teachers

towards Christ as directly hostile to, and contradictory of, the essential Christian teaching.
To deny that Jesus is the Christ, is to deny the whole truth of
Christianity, and to set one's self outside of the revelation of the eternal life.
"
Westcott says,
The phrase by which St. John describes the master-falsehood
as the denial that Jesus is the Christ,' itself marks the progress of Christian
thought. In the earliest stage of the Church, the words would have expressed
a denial of the Messiahship of Jesus fi'om the Jewish point of view. They now
answer to a later form of opinion. A common Gnostic theory was that the
jeon Christ descended upon the man Jesus at his baptism, and left Him before
the passion.
Those who held such a doctrine denied that Jesus was the
Christ;' and in so denying, denied the union of the Divine and human in one
person. This heresy St. John signalizes here." Undoubtedly, at the time of
John's writing, the foreshadowings, or early beginnings, of Gnosticism, were
manifest, and against such ideas John directed his words.
But the words
which he here uses contain in themselves, and independent of all changes of
ideas on the part of adversaries, the fundamental thought of the Christian doctrine: Jesus is the Christ. The man who denies this, is outside of the Christian
system. He who, in the full aiul wide meaning of the word, confesses it, is a
Christian.
9. The apostle connects this denial that Jesus is the Christ, immediately with the denial of the Son and tlie Father. The central and vital relation
of the belief that Jesus is the Christ, to the luaion of the soul with God, which
is the idea of life in the Johannean thought, is brought out in the closing sentence of ver. 22; and the essential and intimate connection between the confession
or denial of the Son, and the inward possession of the Father as the life-power
In the innnediate relation of ver. 23 to
of the soul, is set forth in ver. 28.
ver. 226, the former (ver. 23) is a ground justifying the statement of the latter
'

'

'

'

'

'

—

(ver. 22b).
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10. These verses, in respect to denial and confession, are followed by an
exhortation addressed to the readers. The word vfielg (ver. 24) has the same
emphasis in the way of contrast as in ver. 20. That ichlch you heard from the
beginning : This refers evidently, in the connection in which the words stand,

to that fundamental truth, here alluded to, which had been made known to
them by the apostle in his preaching; that is, the truth of Jesus as the Christ,

the Son of God, and of the light-life (the union of the soul with God) as secured
through believing in Him. He exhorts the readers to let this truth abide within
them; and assures them that, if it does abide thus, they will themselves abide in
the Son and in the Father. The relation of the Epistle to the Gospel of John
find, in the Epistle, the doctrine and truth
seen in such passages as this.
as it had dwelt and worked in the writer's mind; in the Gospel, the sayings of

We

is

Jesus during His lifetime, on which the doctrine rested, and in which it was
11. The reference in avrri of ver. 25, seems to be to the assurforth.

—

first set

ance just given in the verb /lEvelre: You shall abide in the Son and in the
Father, if that which you heard from the beginning abides in you. Of this I
give you a solemn assurance, and I am authorized so to do, for: This permanent
abiding in the Father and the Son is the very thing which Jesus Himself promInterpreted in this
ised- us, and the very thing which he meant by eternal life.
way, the verse forms a most fitting close to the succession of verses at the end
paragraph,
or half-paragraph,
of which it stands; and the explanation of the
opened by ravra eypatpa of ver. 26, is most simple and natural. The break in
connection, and the necessary supply of something as an intermediate thought,

which Huther admits as involved in his interpretation (making aiJTTi refer to
" eternal life is the promise which He has given
CuTjv aiuviov, and the sense to be
us"), are strong and, as it seems to the writer of this note, decisive arguments
:

against Huther' s view.

XL.
Vv. 26-28.
1. These verses form a conclusion to the preceding section, which began
with ver. 18 and they take up anew, and press upon the mind of the readers,
that of the antichrists, that of the
the thoughts which have been suggested,
anointing from the Holy One, that of abiding in Christ, and that of the coming
Christ,
which
after
of
follows
"the last hour."
2. The antichrists are here
spoken of as oi irXavuvTEQ, that is, they are viewed from the side of their influence on the Church, rather than that of their denial that Jesus is the Christ.
In contrast to them, their attempted work and position, the readers are once
more spoken of with reference to the anointing with the Holy Spirit which they
had received. As this impartation of the Spirit, and the guidance into the
knowledge of the truth, which results from it, remain with them as their permanent possession, they do not need to be taught by another teacher; they only
need to be reminded of the fact of the appearance and working of the anti;

—

—

christs, that they

may

see

them

to their misleading influence.

by the

gift of Christ, i.e., the

in their true character,

On
Holy

and may refuse

to yield

the contrary, as this anointing which comes
Spirit, teaches

them with

that complete and

which there is no intermingling at all of what is false,
they will surely abide in Christ, not being led astray from Him. The entire
part of the sentence following uXkd of ver. 27, from wf to kdldaicv, Is to be regarded
perfect truthfulness in

as the protasis, uEvdre being the apodosis,

and the simplest explanation of the
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it is added to indicate that what is continually taught by
same thing which was taught from the beginning, from the
time when the gift of the Spirit was first made.
3. As to the question of
the reading at the end of ver. 27,
whether fievelre or fiivere,
the oldest
authorities are unanimous in favor of the latter, and it is now generally adopted.

Kaduc

kS'tSa^Ev is,

the anointing

is

that

the

—

—

—

If this is the true text, the verb is to

be regarded, with Huther, as an indicative.
He affirms here
(making his statement in a general present), as true of the readers, that which
must necessarily, and will certainly, be true of them when they are viewed as
fully possessed of the Spirit, and under His teaching and guiding influence.
-i.
The ixEvere of ver. 28 is clearly an imperative for the apostle now turns to
an exhortation, with a view to the result which he hopes for in the future,
Iva, k.tX
5. The weight of authorities is such that we must adopt euv, rather
than oTav, as the true reading; and this reading may perhaps indicate that the
apostle thought of the coming as possibly, or not improbably, near at hand,
in case it takes place while we are still in the earthly life, to which the exhortation nivcTE applies. It may, however, be only the euv which merely puts the
supposition in a less positive form than el.

The

apostle affirms in this verse,

and exhorts in the next.

—

;

—

—

XLI.

VER.

29

— CHAPTER

III. 10 a.

Huther and many commentators think that a new leading section
Epistle begins with ver. 29, and this seems to be the fact.
The new
1.

of the
life

is

This thought has been suggested before, in conneccommandments of God. The special development
of righteousness in the matter of love to one's brother has also been hinted at.
But the apostle now proceeds to a more direct and full unfolding of the idea,
and connects it with the thought of the sonship to God, in which the Christian
grows continually more and more into the Divine likeness.
2. If ye know that
lie is rifjldeous: This conditional sentence takes up the idea of knovnng the
truth, which has been predicated of the Christian, and puts forth a fundamental element of this knowledge. In case you know this fundamental truth,
says the apostle,
and this you should and must know, if you are truly
taught by the Holy Spirit,
you also know (or, taking the verb as an imperative, knoio ye, be assured) that every one that doeth righteousness is begotten
of Uim. The light-life in man springs from, and is in the likeness of, the lightThis sentence contains, thus, a statement and declaration which
life in God.
the writer makes the foundation of what he has to urge upon the readers in the

the

life

of righteousness.

tion with the keeping of the

—

—

—

following verses.

CHAPTER

III.

Following upon the declaration of the truth, that the one who does righteousness is begotten of God (ii. 29), we find an expression of wonder and
thankfulness in view of the love of God, which gives to man this relation to
Himself. This is the substance of ver. 1, when it is viewed with reference
to its words and the form of the sentence; and to give expression to these
feelings, was undoubtedly the primary object in writing the words.
But in the
development of the main thought, in its progress from ver. 29 onward, this
3.
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verse calls attention to the fact that we are children of God, as preparatory to
the setting-forth of the idea of our growth, as children, into the complete

And

likeness of God.

this idea

is

presented with especial reference to the end,

the consummation shall be realized, in order that the legitimate influence
of the hope of this consummation on the growth of the soul in righteousness,
4. The
and its movement away from sin, may be pressed upon the reader.

when

—

character of the expression, as one of wonder and thankfulness, is distinctly
seen in its form and words. The desire to give forth such an expression deter-

mines the abruptness of the sentence, and the use of ISere. The use of tekvc,
instead of vlog, which occurs also elsewhere in John, is natural here, because the
idea

is

related immediately to the yeyevvTjTaL of

the child-relationship, which

ii.

29.

Comp. John

i,

12.

It is

connected with birth, that is at the foundation of
5. The word called here does not signify, to have the name
this whole passage.
but it means simply that we
of, without being in reality what we are called
have this name bestowed upon us. The emphasis on the iautv, for the purpose
of which it is added to the sentence, is not, therefore, that of beinr/, as opposed
is

—

;

to heinrj called without beinr/, but that of confident affirmation of the fact,

name

—

on

given to us.
6. The last sentence of ver. 1
corresponds with thoughts and statements contained in Christ's language, as
given in the Gospel of John. This sentence, though not expressed in the form
directly adapted to this end, really sets forth a confirmation of the truth of the
the foundation of which the

Kai iofiEv.

is

That we are the children of God,

is

proved by the fact that the sinful

world, which lives in the sphere of the darkness, does not recognize and appre-

Him. This incapacity
shows that we have a life outside of its
light-life, which is beyond the limits of the darkness.
7. The word avrbv must, almost necessarily, refer to God, because of the
connection with the preceding sentence. This word seems likewise to govern,
by its meaning and reference, the words avrw, uvtov, and IkeIvo^ in vv. 2, 3, and

hend us

in

our

life,

as

it

did not recognize and apprehend

of the world to apprehend our

life,

sphere, — the

also to determine the question as to the subject of <pavepudy of ver. 2,

— at least,

that verb should be understood as having a personal subject, which is
probably the correct view. All these words must point to God, not Christ.
if

The

true explanation of this matter

is,

as

we may

believe, after the following

manner: The underlying thought of the Epistle, as we have seen, is that of the
life of the human soul as coming into the likeness of, and participation in,
the life of God,
the life in which there is no darkness at all. The turning
of the soul towards the growth of its life into and in this likeness is, therefore,
what is constantly before the writer's mind. The eternal life is this life in
likeness to, and union with God.
is thus the one who occupies the central
and first place in the whole development of the thought. Christ is the one who
brings the message respecting this life of God, and reveals it. It is through
Christ that we attain to the life, by believing in Him, and imitating Him, and
growing into His likeness. But the consummation at the end, like the first
beginning, is the possession of the life of God, the light-life. This life is to be
perfected, we know not precisely in what manner, through the clearer and more
perfect manifestation of God, which will take place hereafter, and through the
fact that, by seeing Him as He is, we shall become in the more perfect sense
like Him.
God is thus naturally the one who is made most prominent everywhere; and He is, for the reason indicated, presented as the subject of thought
here.
The word (pavepudrj, which, under ordinary circumstances, would more

—

GM

naturally be used of the manifestation of Christ, as in

ii.

28, is thus here

used
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with reference to God. The revelation of the future is, according to the
underlying thought of the Epistle, the revelation and manifestation of God.
8. The use of the verb (pavepud^ is to be observed in its connection with
Its connection
e^avepudT] of the preceding sentence, and (pavepudy of ii. 28.
with the former may be regarded as showing that the idea of clear revelation
is contained in it, and its connection with the latter apparently suggests the
thought that this clear revelation will be made, or at least begin, at the parouThe employment of the word to denote the more complete manifestation
sla.
of God, as the fulness of the light-life, is readily accounted for in the light of
9. Huther, Haupt, Alford, and other commentathis relation to the context.
This would correspond
tors, regard n taofieda (it) as the subject of (pavepudy.
with the subject of the preceding e(pavepudr/, but the sense of the passage would
thus seem not to be in accordance with the suggestion of the context. This
suggestion is, that hereafter we shall be like Him this we know, although we
do not know precisely what we shall be. To make this knowledge, or this

—

:

dependent on the fact of the making manifest to us precisely what we
outside of the line of thought, and such an idea would seem to carry
an improbability in itself. The whole progress of the Christian life, in John's
idea of it, is one thing, the development in the likeness of God. The future is

likeness,

shall be,

is

not to be different from the present, except in the circumstances of the living,
and the measure of the development. We know, therefore, that oiu- life is to
be this development, independently of any future manifestation as to precisely
what we shall be. —The thought, then, which fills the apostle's mind and heart,
that we are children of God, and are to be so forever. We do not know,
is this
:

indeed, what may be our condition in every respect, or what precisely we shall
he in the future time, which is beyond the limits of the present life but we do
(now) know that, if He shall be manifested, we shall be like Him in the more
completely as He
full and complete sense, for we shall see Him more fully and
being
10. The particle vvv of ver. 2 is the temporal particle, the now
is.
;

—

contrasted with the future indicated by the not yet. The fact that we are now
children of God is the great fact which carries with it the essential life of the
our new
future, leaving only the question as to precisely what we shall be, in
11. The likeness to
condition and circumstances hereafter,' in uncertainty.
God, of which the apostle speaks, must be realized in the soul of the one who,

—

Him

He

is, for he has within
being already a child of God, shall hereafter see
him that principle of life which only needs the seeing in order to the likeness.
In this way John himself, as we see in his Gospel, grew into the likeness of
Jesus by seeing Him, and so into the likeness of God. The seeing is repre-

as

sented as the condition, not the consequence, of the likeness, and this represen12. The question raised
Johannean idea throughout.
by some writers as to the possibility of seeing God the Father, as connected
is one which does not
with the words: No man hath seen or can see God,

—
—

tation accords with the

properly arise here. The expressions have reference to that spiritual comprehension of the light-life of God, which is, according to all indications in the
N. T., revealed in heaven to the saints. As Alford says, "The incapacity to
behold the Creator," in the sense in which this incapacity is declared in some

passages kindred to the one referred to, " does not prevent the vision, as far as
being, to the utmost extent of which
it can reach, being clear and unclouded
our glorified nature is capable, uc efrriv, a true and not a false vision of God."
and thus brings the
13. Ver. .3 forms a transition from vv. 1, 2, to ver. 5 ff.,
thought back to the opening of this section, ii. 29. The hope of such a sight of
;
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God, and such a likeness to Him, naturally works in every one who has it, to the
end of making him purify himself, that is to say, cleanse himself from every
polluting power and influence, and bring himself more and more into the likeness
The word cKdvog here is
14. Kaduc iKcivog dyvof eanv.
of the Divine purity.
This corresponds with
referred by Hutlier and most interpreters to Christ.
There would
ii. 6, where there is a similar change of pronouns, airog and wetvof.
seem to be no serious difficulty in supposing that the writer turns in his thought
here from God to Christ (indicating the change of subject by the change of
pronouns), and particularly when it is considered that the revelation of God's
purity is in and through Christ, iu so far as it is made to the man who is
purifying himself during the period of the hope spokon of. The close relation
of Christ to God, and the fact that Christ reveals the C<j7 aiuvtor, must be borne
No doubt, the author
in mind in all our interpretation of passages like this.
passed without difficulty from the one thought to the other, and had in his mind,
as a combined idea, God in Christ, so that he could easily make one prominent at
one time, and, not long afterwards, give a similar prominence to the other. It
is in this way, if the explanation advocated above is correct, that the author's
tliought passes, in connection with the verb ipaveiv'xj, from Christ, as the subject
in ii. 28, to God, as the subject in iii. 2, and again to Christ in iii. 5.
Such
changes are incidental to the development of the thoughts which form the basis

—

of the Epistle,

and are

specially characteristic of this author.

—

15.

The

object

prominence
to the idea of the necessity of purifying one's self, as set forth in ver, ;5, by
presenting the incompatil)ility of the opposite course with that seeing and
kTiowing the Divine life, as manifested in Christ, which is the essence of the
light-life.
As related to ii. 2S), these verses, 4 if., add emphasis to the thought
which underlies that verse,
namely, that righteousness is necessary to the idea
of sonship to God,
by showing what the opposite of righteousness is, and the
irreconcilability of this opposite with the character of Christ, and the life in
Him. The verses have thus a twofold relation; but, in each of the two
connections, they express substantially the same idea, and point to the same
end.
1(). The word uvouia, as here employed, means violation of law, and the
law which the apostle has in mind is, apparently, that law of God which is
universal in its application, and is designed to govern the whole man and the
whole life. It is not the Mosaic law, but, so far as related to that law, it is
the Mosaic law spiritualized, i.e., carried into the inmost feelings and thoughts
of the soul, and extended over every movement of the inner man.
It is the law
which sets forth the idea of righteousness given by Christ in Matt. v. 17 ff., and
elsewhere in His teachings. Sin is violation of this law, and every one who
'•does sin," instead of "doing righteousness," does what is a violation of it.
of ver. 4

flf.,

as related to the verses innnediately preceding,

is

to give

—

—

—

—

A man

—

who does sin, therefore, who violates the divinely given law of life,
cannot be begotten of God in the spiritual sense; he caimot be a child of God.
17. Ver. 5 is introduced as confirming what is said in the preceding verse,
by calling the readers' attention to the fundamental and well-known truth of
Christ's mission in this regard, and also of His personal life.
And you know,
the apostle says. The and connects this well-known fact with the proposition
of the preceding verse, which rests upon the contrariety of sin and righteousness.

Ue was

— the very object

of His appearance In the flesh, and
Him, was that He might take away sins; and
His character was in complete consistency with His work, —in Him was no sin.
— 18. The relation of ver. 6 to ver. 5, though it is not expressed iu this way by

manifested, etc.,

of the manifestation of

God

in
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inferential particle,

the Divine law, and

such as
Christ

if

ovv, is that of

came

to take

a conclusion.

away

sins,

and in

.
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If sin is violation of

Him

personally sin

had no dwelling-place, it follows that the one who abides in Him does not sin,
and, on the other hand, that the one who sins does not abide in Him,
has not
even seen Him, or known Him. This is true of every one, in each of the two
The relation of the verbs see and know is probably to be
opposite cases.
explained in accordance with what has been already indicated as the thought of
John. As he himself lived in the society and friendship of .Jesus and came to
know Him, in the true sense, by seeing Him (and thus the seeing and knowing
have reference to the inward life of Jesus); so his idea of the knowledge of
Christ, and of God, is the idea of a knowledge which comes from the contemplation of the Divine life.
The man who sins so far is he from abiding in
'Christ
has not even seen Him in this inward and true sense, and has not
attained, as yet, to that knowledge of Him which comes by seeing, and is
essential to abiding.
19. After the development of the thought thus far, the
apostle returns to the thought of ii. 29, pressing it still more solemnly upon
their attention: Little children, let no man lead you astray in this matter;
the man who doeth righteousness, and he only, is righteous. The inward life
must put forth its vital energy and force in the doing of righteousness; if it does
not, it is not, in John's view, the true inward life at all. Much as he dwelt upon
the inner life, and much as he dwelt within his own inner life, he contemplated
it only as a life having in itself this vital energy.
And so he again sets forth the
negative statement corresponding with this positive one, that he may give the
latter yet more emphasis,
he that doeth sin is of the Devil.
20. Even as He
is righteous.
The comparison here is probably with reference to the reality of
righteous character and living, and not to the measure and degree of righteous-

—

—

—

—

—

—

ness.

—

The man who does righteousness has the life-principle of righteousness
God has. The man who " does sin," on the other hand, is

within him, even as

his inner life-principle has its origin in the Devil,

who, in
even from the beginning.
21. The last clause of ver. 8 is added as impressing the thought still further:
The very purpose for which the Son of God was manifested was, that He might
destroy the works of the Devil.
The Christian idea of righteousness must,
therefore, be in accordance with what has been said in this passage. —22. The
statement of ver. 9a is substantially what has been previously indicated, but it
is put in the reverse order.
This new order of arrangement is due, no doubt, to
the statement of ver. 8a. As the one who commits sin is of the Devil, so he
who is begotten of God does not commit sin. The fundamental cause of this
not sinning is presented in the on clause; it is because the life-giving principle
received from God, which is exclusive of sin and which is the principle of righteousness, abides in such a man.
If it does not dwell in him, the divinely given
life is not there.
And, as showing this more emphatically, the words are added:
And he cannot sin, because he is begotten of God. The cannot here is that
which appertains to the new life within the man; so far as that life and lifeprinciple are concerned, the continuance of sin is impossible.
This is the very
fact and ground on which the question, who are the children of God, and who are
the children of the Devil, is determined. The sin-destroying life element in the
former, and its outworking into action, make manifest the child-relationship to
God. The absence of all this, and the presence of the opposite, show forth the
of the Devil; that

his

whole

life,

is,

moves and

acts in the sphere of sin

similar relationship to the Devil.

—
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XLir.
Yv. 106-24,
i,

'The aticlitionai idea found

m this passage

is

brotherly love.

to speak of this particularly, the apostle unites

it

repeating, in the negative form, the proposition just

made

God

As he

desires

with what precedes by
respecting righteous-

—

and then adds
concenand he icho
trating thereby, lipon this point, the main thought of the reader
love,
the
Brotherly
therefore, is given
same prominence
loveth not his brother.
ness, whosoever doeth not righteousness is not of

;

—

2. Ver.
matter of righteousness here as in chap. ii. (comp. ii. 7-11).
Because, etc. It is because this is the message
the Divine message which
sent from God to men in and through Jesus Christ,
the readers had heard from the beginning. The readers had heard this message or
announcement as a continuous tradition, and as a fact of the Christian preaching
ever since the evening of the Last Supper, when Jesus uttered these words in
the presence of the eleven faithful disciples. The message which the writer and
his fellow-apostles had heard from Jesus, as the incarnate Logos revealing the
The central
Cw^ aiuvioc, was that God is light, and in Him is no darkness at all.
In the sphere of righteousness, therefore,
element of the light-life is love.
which is thp outworking and result of the light-life, love is the primary thing;
the command to love one another is (ii. 7-11) the sum of all commandments.
The man who does not have brotherly love, therefore, is truly declared to be no
child of God, because he has not taken into himself the foundation-message
from heaven, in this its central element. He is animated by an opposite spirit,
and inspired by an opposite life-principle, after the manner of Cain. The
Divine message is not of such a feeling, or action, as this: not as Cain was
of the evil one, and slew his brother. To this statement is added the reason of
the slaying; or, if we express it in other words, the life-principle out of which
the act sprang is set forth as showing the complete contrast to the life-principle
of which the message speaks.
Cain's works were evil, Abel's righteous; by
reason of this fact, recognized by the former, the hatred which ended in murder

in the great

11 gives the proof of ver. 10&:

—

entered his soul.

The

ff., in which the matter
wider relations and contrasts. The hatred
of the world is a thing to be expected, and not to be wondered at; for the lifeprinciple in the world is the same with that which was in this first murderer of
the O. T. history. This life-principle will inevitably work out into feeling and
action; it will lead to hatred of the brother, and thus to that which lies at the
basis of the act of murder; and it will lead to such hatred, because the works of
those who have this life-principle are evil, while those of the men who have
the divine life-principle are righteous, and because this fact is recognized by the
world. So true is this, and so little reason is there for wonder at the world's
hatred, that, on the other hand, the very ground of our knowledge that we have
passed out of death, darkness, the sphere of the world, into the light, is the
fact that love of the brethren has found its dwelling-place in our hearts.
So
soon as this, love thus finds its dwelling-place within us, we have passed out of
death into life; the result is already accomplished; the eternal life is begun.
The apostle emphasizes his thought here, as in other places, by repeating it in
different forms: He that loveth not abideth in death.
Whosoever hateth his
brother is a murderer; and ye know that no murderer hath eternal life abiding

3.

verses lOa-12 inclusive are introductory to 13

of brotherly love

is

presented in

its
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the story in Genesis, the reason for the murder
not distinctly set forth, need occasion no difficulty liere.
The mere facts are given in the O. T, record. The historian had this as his
object.
But the apostle, with his tendency to penetrate the inward life, goes
in him.

4.

fact, that, in

indicated in ver. 12

is

beneath the facts and the act to discover the cause, and this becomes plain to
him as he looks for it in and through the facts. What he thus does with respect
to the case of Cain is in accordance with that penetration into the heart which is
manifested in ver. 15. It is also akin to that which Jesus does as He carries the
several provisions of the Mosaic system, in the Sermon on the Mount, into their
application to the earliest and inmost feeling of the soul, which finally develops
into the outward act.
5. In ver. 16, the passage passes to a new half-paragraph, and the writer
declares that we reach our knowledge, our true apprehension of love, in the,
sphere of the fact that Christ laid down His life for us.
This greatest manifestation of love

when we

shows what love

love thus exhibited, and, in this

—

The

is; and the movement of the Christian life,
and learn the lesson of it, is to imitate the
way, to make it truly and effectively our own.

see this manifestation,

oiif/Jit to lay down our lives for the
found in connection with the seventeenth verse, which spealis
of having compassion upon and helping tliose who are in need.
The highest
possible exhibition of love is placed in close connection with one of the common
cases of ordinary life; and we must believe that this is in order to cover, as it
were, the whole sweep of love; not to make laying doion one''s life for another
a frequent duty, or a test of love, but to point, with emphasis, from this possible
duty of extreme self-sacrifice to the urgent and constant duty of self-sacrifice
and loving service in the minor things.
7. We may believe tliat there is a close connection of thought between the
end of ver. 17 and the first part of ver. 16. If Christ, who came into the world
to reveal the Divine life and life-principle, gave the great and final manifestation
of them by laying down His life for us, it must be impossible tliat in the heart of
him who has not even the compassion referred to in ver. 17, the Ioa e of God
can have found its dwelling-place.
The love of God is understood here by
Huther to mean love to God; so Haupt, Alford, and others. This view is
supported by iv. 20. Westcott regards it as "the love of which God is at once
tlie object, and the author, and the pattern."
If we are to consider the present
context only, it would seem to tlie writer of this note that the genitive Oeov is
rather subjective, than objective. God's love, which was manifested in Jesus,
in the act of laying down His life for men, cannot be in the heart which is

0.

brethren,

true explanation of the words, loe

is

to be

compassionless.

The

apostle

is

here entering into the principles of things.

penetrating the centre of the Christian

He

life in its o^iposition to the world's life.
appear to be natural under these circumstances tliat he should consider
whether God's love
the Divine love-principle
has its abode in the heart.
But it may be that iv. 20 is decisive.
8. The exhortation of ver. IS, which evidently has a certain degree of independence, is naturally enough connected with the words of ver. 17. The next step
beyond the closing of the heart there indicated, is the giving expression in words,
yet in words only, to the feeling of compassion or of love in its other outgoings.
But this, again, is not the love which springs from the Divine life-principle.
There must be a manifestation of love in act, when such action is called for.
The addition of yT^uaari to Aoycj is partly due to the desire for greater emphasis,
as we may believe; but the suggestion of Huther may be regarded as also giving
is

It Avould

—

—
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a part of the true reason for it; namely, that it is " epexegetically added, in
mark the externality of the love, inasmuch as it points out that by Uyog

order to

here only the outward word is meant." The word truth is added to deed, no
doubt, because the writer wished to emphasize the fact, and to place it, as we
may say, distinctly before the reader's eye, that love is love in truth only when

has within itself the active force; just as faith works on its love side, or, If not,
a dead faith. 9. The weight of manuscript authority favors the future yvuaofieda in ver. 19, and this accords with neiao/iev, which is probably to be explained
The future is that of conas a co-ordinate verb, the two clauses being parallel.
the condition being that which is suggested by sv
clusion, as Huther remarks,
The verb
TovTif), which phrase refers to the thought of the preceding verse.
it

is

—

may be used here as equivalent to olfiafxev of ver. 14, or it may carry
the idea of reaching the knowledge by a process of thought. Westcott says
"the knowledge which comes through outward experience," and is "in

yvuaoneda
in

it

it is

contrast with the knowledge which belongs to the idea of faith," ver. 14
(oida^Ev).
10.

The

relation of ver. 20 to ver. 19 has been a matter of

much

discussion.

seems to the writer of this note, is that which
is adopted by R. V. for the text: namely, that which places a comma after
neiao/iEv, and joins the following on with iuv, making these two words equivalent
This explanation of on kiiv accords with
to as to lohatecer or whereinsoever.
Col. iii. 17, as Huther holds, in accordance with most of the best authorities.
The explanation of on as because, involves a double because in the two clauses,
the second being a mere repetition of the first, which is highly improbable. The

The

simplest construction, as

same

difficulty occurs

if

it

we explain on

as that.

appears altogether probable that the sentence

— With the explanation given,
is

the thought of God's mercy and forgiveness.

By
knowledge that we

seems, accordingly, to be this:

we come

it

to be interpreted as suggesting

The meaning

of the apostle

the fact of our having love in deed and truth,

to the
are of the truth, and we are enabled to assure
or convince our hearts before God, whereinsoever our heart may condemn us,
because (we know that) God is greater than our hearts, and knows all things.

Love is the fulfilment of the law, the fulfilment of the command which gathers
up into itself all others. If we have love, therefore, we are assured that God,
who knows all things, knows the existence of this all-fulfilling and satisfying
principle within us, and thus knows that we are of the truth, even though our

—

own

hearts may accuse us of occasional sins or failures.
11. Regarding the
above as the true explanation of vv. 19, 20, the explanation of ver. 21 will be
affected or determined by it.
This verse must be viewed rather as the converse
of the preceding, while the main thought yet moves on in the same line, than as
the direct reverse or opposite of that main thought. Two suppositions are made
one of the case where the heart accuses or condemns; the other, of the case
where it does not. In the former case, we may assure our hearts, because God
sees farther and more deeply than they do; He knows all things, and knows the

—

In the latter case, on the other hand, we
needing to assure ourselves only by the
thought, that God penetrates into the depths of the life to discover the vital
principle,
and, boldly asking, we receive what we ask. The conception of
the apostle thus seems to be that of the existence of love in both classes or
conditions of which he speaks; but, in the one case, there is a consciousness
of shortcomings, while, in the other, a fulfilment of all obligations, and a consciousness of this fact, are supposed.
existence of the love-force within us.

have the boldness of confidence,

—

— not
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12. In ver. 23, the writer makes a new turn in the thought.
He moves
backward, as we may say, to the foundation principle of the Christian life,
namely, faith. Faith works through love. The entrance or doorway into the
light-life is faith.
That this is John's idea, as truly as it is Paul's, is made
manifest both in his Gospel and in this Epistle. As he began his own Christian course by believing Jesus to be the Christ, so he places believing at the
beginning for every disciple of Jesus and every child of God. " The right to

—

become children of God" is given "to those who believe"
such is his doeHere faith is spoken of as God's commandment, because the thought
has been upon the fulfilling of the commandments, in the preceding context.
It is, in the deep sense in which this author uses -his language, and in relation
trine.

to the essential life of tlie soul, a

commandment;

that

is,

the expression of

God's will that the liglit-life should be entered by means of that outgoing of the
soul towards God which is the necessary condition of all experience of the lightlife.
Faith is the commandment of God, the summing-up of the commandments
of God; as in the Gospel of John (vi. 28, 29), when the multitude asked Jesus
what they must do to work the works of God, the answer was Tliis is the work
of God, that ye believe on Him whom He hath sent.
13. The expression,
believe the name, etc., is found only in this place, and is to be explained in
accordance with the fact that the name is regarded, in the scriptural usage, as the
representative before others of the person
that by which the person is made
known.
14. The words love one another are introduced in ver. 23 because
they contain the thought which has pervaded the preceding context. The true
view of the verse is, not that these words are added to the expression respecting
faith, but that the writer, still keeping his mind upon love, goes back to that
foundation principle which displays its energy through love, and thus adds the
In ver. 24,
thought of this, which had not been previously set forth.
15.
the writer returns once more to the idea of abiding in him, which has been made
so prominent, and declares that he who keeps the commandments, which are
summed up in faith and love, thus abides. This abiding is also a dwelling of
God in the believer, and the assurance of this is given in the gift of the Spirit,
which had been made to all believers.
:

—

—

—

—

XLIII.

CHAPTER
Vv.
1,

The thought turns

IV.

1-6.

again, at the beginning of the fourth chapter, to the

This seems to be suggested or occasioned by
iii. 24, as the evidence within the believer
of his abiding life in God.
The verse mentioned is the first one in which the
Holy Spirit is alluded to in the Epistle; and as He is placed in such a relation
to the knowledge of the believer respecting his union with God, it is natural
that the reader's mind should be directed, at this point, to the importance of
testing and determining whether the Holy Spirit is the one which indeed dwells
within him. We find an exhortation given, accordingly, which is kindred to
false prophets or antichrists.

the reference to the Holy Spirit, in

the one hinted at by Paul in 1 Cor.
v. 19-21.

xii. 1-3,

and possibly

It is noticeable, also, that the confession of

also in 1 Thess.

Jesus Christ

decisive test here, as in 1 Corinthians, though the confession
definitely to the point of

His having come in the

flesh.

This

is

is,

is

made the

carried

more
due

doubtless,
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which John was contending; perhaps,
2. The central truth, the
Huther thinks, it was the Cerinthian Docetism.
denial of which is the evidence of the spirit of Antichrist, is declared by
the apostle to be the truth that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh. When we
pass into the depths of the Johannean thought, and beyond and beneath the
oppositions to, or of, the particular adversaries whom he may have had in mind,
we may believe that this trutli was central to his apprehension, because Jesus as
come in the flesh, the Divine Logos as manifested in the person of this Divine
man, was the revelation of the light-life of God in our human life. The way of
access to that light-life was only by seeing this revelation as thus made, and
by imitating and growing into the likeness of the life thus exhibited. To deny
this central truth, was therefore, in his view, to place one's self in antagonism
to Christianity and to Christ Himself. Whoever did so, as a prophet or teacher,
became thereby, as it were, an antichrist. The antichrist would be but the full
development of such denial and antagonism, the complete manifestation of the
spirit which each one of such prophets and teachers showed forth in himself. It
is a most striking fact, and one most suggestive to the candid reader of John's
writings (the Gospel and Epistle alike), that whenever we reach the innermost
recess of his thinking, and of his own soul's life as displayed in his thought, we
find that the reality of Jesus' earthly life (His life as a man and a friend, who has
in Himself the life of God to reveal to the world) is the central and fundamental
and this is the
thing.
It was thus central and fundamental to his thought,
because
only explanation which can be given when we view all the phenomena,
he had himself lived with Jesus, had seen in Him the revelation of the Divine
light-life, had grown into the light-life by contemplating Him and imitating
Him, had sat at His feet, and had learned of Him by drawing into his own soul
3. Vv. 1-3 set forth the
the influence Mhich came from the soul of Jesus.
means of testing the spirits, so far as the confession of Christ is concerned.
Vv. 4-6, on the other hand, give the means of testing them by the character of
their teachings, and of those who accept their teachings.
We find in these
latter verses the same thought which is clearly presented in John's Gospel.
The one who knows God, and is susceptible to the influence of the Divine truth,
to the particular false doctrine against
as

—

—

—

—

accepts

it

when

it

is

presented.

He

hears those

who

proclaim this truth.

Those who belong to the world, on the contrary, hear the teachers who are
of the world.
By the character of those who listen joyfully and receptively to
the teaching which is given, the character of the teaching itself may be determined, whether it is of God or of the world. By this means we are enabled to
know the spirit of truth and the spirit of error. 4. The spirit of error or of
trath, therefore, is tested and proved by the answer to two questions: first,
whether the confession made by it is, or is not, the confession that Jesus Christ
is come in the flesh; and secondly, whether those who are animated by the
principles of the world, or by Divine principles, receive its teachings with

—

readiness into their lives.
5. These last three verses (4-6) are introduced by the words, Ye are of God.
These words seem to have a connection of thought with the words of ver. 1,
and are thus placed with emphasis at the beginning of the new verses, partly as
giving a strong ground why the Christian readers should not believe every spirit,
but test them as to whether they are of God. You should thus test before you
believe, because you are of God.
Partly, however, we are to account for these
words as connected with the contrasts of the three verses themselves, and they
are placed emphatically at the beginning, as making prominent at the outset
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-6. The connection of vv. 4-0 with
the position of the Christian believers.
overcome them, etc. These
what precedes is confirmed by the words, and have
the last part of rer. 1. The
words carry back the reader's mind necessarily to
Jesus (John xvi. 33) addressed to
verb veviKiiKare reminds us of the last words of

correct in his view of this verb,
His disciples at the supper. Huther seems to be
Christian readers had the strength of Christ
it signifies not merely that the
they were sure of final success; but that
as a mi-hty force within them, or that
prophets by their Christian fidelity, their
they had already overpowered the false
rather
Huther is also correct in making 6 kv vfilv refer to God,
faith and love.
refers to the apostolic teachers,
7. It is probable that welgoi ver.6
than Christ.
(i/xrff) in ver. 4 to the first person
because of the change from the second person
which follows. If this be
This view is confirmed by the word ukovh
here
heard and accepted in their teachings
correct, welc are the teachers, who, being
themselves en tov Oeofv.
by the vi^eig who are £« roi, dwv, are shown to be

that

—

XLIV.
Vv. 7-16 a.
develops more fully than before,
1 Be'^inning with ver. 7, the apostle
part of the next, the
throucrhout the remainder of this chapter, and the earlier
This is presented in lu. 23, as
relation of love and faith to the light-life.
and now it is unfolded at length.
the idea and essence of the commands of God,
is brought forward in
While in one sense, therefore, no new leading thought
progress and development which
the section which is now opened, there is a
with ver. 7, and endmg
add to the impressiveness of the Epistle. Beginning
iv. 7-21 and
section which is divided into two parts,

with V

l-''

we have one

of faith. -2. Ver. 7 opens
the former treating of love, and the latter
exhortation, that is, to fulfil that
with the exhortation to love one another; the
the commandment of God, to
one of the two things presented as making up
the last evening of His life,
which Jesus called the thought of the apostles on
words of in. 23.
and the allusion to which is found in the closing
is urged is, that love is of IrOd.
3 The ground on which the exhortation
has its origin in God,
The preposition e/c denotes the source; the love-principle
in a man's heart is the proof that
and, as a consequence, the presence of love
true spiritual knowledge of God.
he is spiritually begotten of God, and has the
of God is absent.
On the other hand, where love is absent, this true knowledge
ground on which it is affirmed is
In connection with this latter statement, the
and yet put in a stronger
criven,-a repetition of that mentioned in ver. 7,
Him, but the
and fountain
form: God is love. Not only has love its source
chap. i. 5, it is said that God is
very essence of His own life is love. As in
a
this is a fitting expression as
Wjht, so here it is said that He is love ; and
the light-life is animated by the
sense equivalent to the former one, because
thought that love is of God and
principle of love. -4. Having presented the
which
setting-forth of the way
that God is love, the writer now turns to the
given that the source of
God has manifested His love, and of the evidence thus
with
connected
r„uv are most naturally
love is in God Himself. The words
was not only a display of God s
e<pavepuen; and they convey the idea that there
so that it became a manifestation
love to us, or before our minds, but within us,
The fact that God has sent H,s only
to and in the inmost life of the soul.
through Him, is the great fact
begotten Son into the world, that we might live

V. 1-12,

_

m

m

m

h

—
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which John tries to prove in his Gospel, by a record of the words and works of
Jesus, and also the great fact on which his own inner life rested. It was
natural, therefore, that, in addressing his Christian readers, he should say,
" was manifested in us.^'
5. The thought of the tenth verse seems to be this:

—

that love proves its divine origin by this manifestation. The sending of the
Son to be the propitiation for our sins, is an indubitable proof that love, as it

appertains to Christian thought, does not begin in us as loving God, but in God
6. But if God manifests such love to us, if such love comes
as loving us.

—

Divine source of love, the exhortation certainly presents itself
we ought to love one another. The passage conwith most impressive force,
taining the exhortation thus rounds itself into completeness at the end.
7. The twelfth verse evidently makes an abrupt turn, and yet the general thought
We may believe
of tlie section seems to move on to the close of the chapter.
the idea of the apostle to be this that while the sight of God is and has ever
such an intibeen denied to men, tliere is an inward apprehension of Him,
provided
mate union with Him that we abide in Him and He abides in us,
forth from

tlae

—

:

—

sum

—

His commandments. The foundation and growth of this love-principle, whereby we
come into this close union with Him, is, first, the sight which the writer and
fellow-apostles had of the fact that God sent His Son into the world, and their
testimony to it; secondly, the confession that Jesus is the Son of God; and
thirdly, the consequent belief and knowledge of the love whicli God has in
us.
Thus love is perfected, and the Christian comes into the likeness of Christ:
as He is, so are we in this world. Confidence in the day of judgment is secured,
and througli perfected love all fear is removed.
8. The correspondence of ver. 12a and John i. 18, cannot fail to be noticed.
It is evident, however, that the connection and thought in this passage are
different from what is noticeable in that verse of the Gospel.
The contrast in
the Gohpel is between the inability of man to see God, and tlie revelation of
Him by the incarnate Logos, Here it is, as we may say, between the outward
and inward vision. If we love one another, we have the inward vision. We
have, and know that we have, the indwelling of God within us. The words of
ver. 126 and ver. 13 answer closely to what has been said before, but in connection with ver. 12a they are brought out in a new light.
9. The words v
aydiTT] avToii are to be interpreted as meaning: the love which has its source in
God, and is infused into and implanted in the believer as tlie life-principle
within him. This love is in the completed and perfected state in us, as we love
one another according to the measure of Christ's command. Love, by reason of

we have

that love to one another wliich

is,

as

it

were, the

of

—

very nature, goes out towards others so with the Divine love-principle, as it
and abides in the souls which open themselves to receive it.
10. Ver. 13 gives the statement of iii. 24, but it gives this statement as a part of
the contrast to the words: "No one hath beheld God at any time." We do
not see God, but we have in the possession of the Spirit tlie proof that we have
Him dwelling in us. 11, With ver. 14 begins the presentation of the developits

;

enters into

—

—

we are brouglit into union with God. Men
have not seen God at any time; the disciples of Christ have not seen Him, any
more than other men. But the latter have what supplies for them the place of
sight, in that which is brought to them through Christ,
The earliest disciples
have beheld in their seeing of Him, and communion with Him, the great truth
that God has sent His Son to be the Saviour of the world. This truth is the
.fundamental one with relation to the inward sight. The apostle and his fellowment

of the love-principle by wliich
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Word of life, and thus had known the
This revelation was to the end of the salvation of man (aurt/pa tov kooiiov), and thus was the revelation of the Divine
The testimony continually borne
life for tlie realizing of eternal life in men.
(fxapTvpov/xev) by these apostles, who had thus seen, heard, handled, etc., sets the
great truth before men for their acceptance; and those who willingly receive it
give expression to their faith by confessing that Jesus is the Son of God. This
confession is the beginning of the true Divine life in their souls, because it
answers in their case to the seeing, hearing, and handling, which was permitted
to those who were associated with Jesus in His daily living when on earth.
The striking correspondence in the thought here, with that which is set forth
The whole record
in John xx. 30, 31, will be observed by the careful reader.
of John's Gospel was given in order that those who should read it might, in
view of the testimony of the writer to what he had heard and seen, believe
that Jesus is the Son of God, and believing might have life, Confession
resting upon a belief founded upon testimony, which testimony was based upon
apostles

had

revelation of

sight

seen, heard, handled, the

God and

and experience:

of God's

this

is

life.

the order of the Johannean thought, as to the

beginning and growth of the Christian life, the life of light and love, in which
God abides in the soul, and the soul in God. With the confession the life begins,
and it moves onward from that beginning. The confession, however, is only
the outward voice answering to the inward faith, and so the true beginning is
faith.

And

the

life is

the basis of the belief
12.

With

thus begun for every one

who makes

the confession on

(o? edv).

respect to individual words or phrases in ver. llff., the following
be made: («) deov of ver. 12 has its prominent position as

may

suggestions

connected with the impossibility of actually seeing God Himself, in contrast
with the inward union with and vision of Him, which come through love, faith,
confession, etc.
(b) tv tovtc.) (ver. 13) seems to refer forward to the second on
clause.
The sure evidence of the existence of the Divine love in us, and thus
of our abiding in God and His abiding in us, is the gift of the Spirit to every

—

believer.

—

(c) Vf^dc (ver. 14)

evidently refers to the apostolic preachers.

—

(d)

Testimony founded upon sight is, so far as the apostolic preaching is concerned,
the keynote both of the Epistle and of the Gospel of John (comp. Ep. i. 1;
Gosp. i. 14).
(e) The word cun/pa, which is here a predicative appositional
word, does not occur elsewhere in John's writings, except in the Gosp. iv. 42.
The idea that Jesus is the Saviour of the world is an idea vitally related to the
whole thought of John; but it is, as it were, incidental to the peculiar character
of his inward life, and the peculiar line of thinking in his two great works,
that Jesus is presented by him more prominently in His relation to God and to
(/) The words
the Cw^ a«wwof, than in the light of a Saviour and Redeemer.
kyvuKafiev koX tmaTevaafiev (ver. 16) correspond with those found in John vi. 69, in
the reverse order. The order in the Gospel is the order of growth and develop-

—

—

ment, belief moving forward to knowledge. But when the Christian believer
is looking from the standpoint of an already developed life, and is stating a
truth of the soul's experience, as the apostle is doing here, the order is not
essential,
the two things are united in one, as it were, and the emphasis of

—

the soul's experience

is

given forth in the expression, I knoio and believe.

—

The love which God has in us : This is the love which is exhibited and proved
in the*great fact of the sending of the Son as a Saviour, and it is spoken of as in
us, because it takes up its abode in our hearts, as the life-principle within us.
{(j)
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XLV.
Vv. 16&-21.
forms a connecting link between ver. 16a, the
and ver. 17, the opening of the following one.
however,
form
rather half-paragraphs than paragraphs, since
The two passages,
the thought of love as the life-principle of the Divine life in the soul moves on
2. The reference of ev tovtio, of ver. 17, to what
to the end of the chapter.
precedes is, on the whole, to be preferred. It is in that love-union between God
and man which makes the life of man to be an abiding of his soul in God, and
an abiding of God in his soul, that the perfecting of love is realized. The words
fied' 7}iJ.C)v, with us, instead of ev miv, in us (ver. 12), are almost pecessarily to be
explained, as it would seem, as involving somewhat of that idea of union which
has been previously presented. The phrase hints at the notion of God's dealing
with us, and his co-operation with us in the matter of the perfecting. The iva
clause sets forth the end towards which this perfecting of love works. This end
The sentence is differently
is confidence, or boldness, in the day of judgment.
explained by Huther and some other interpreters, and iv tovtu is regarded as
referring to, and explained by the iva clause.
Love is perfected in the fact that
The idea of boldness, and casting
v/e have boldness in the day of judgment.
out fear, is thus made the one idea to which every thing else is subordinate.
3. The sentence beginning with on (ver. 17) gives the ground of the boldness or
confidence; it is founded on the fact, that, as He is, so are loe in this world.
The words ev t. koo/i. roin. belong with kaiiiv only, not also with ianv. Huther
regards the phrase, as He is, as meaning as He is in this matter of love ; that is,
we have love as our life-principle, even as He has it as His eternal life-principle.
This would seem to be the natural suggestion of the context, and there is apparently no reason for going beyond this suggestion simply because the phrase
happens to be in tlie general and unlimited form. Some interpreters refer the
likeness here indicated to the whole character of Christ.
This whole character,
however, has its centre in the love-principle; and, according to the writer's
present line of thought, he is speaking of the life as viewed in relation to its
central and vital principle.
4. Ver. 18 is added by way of carrying out and
emphasizing the idea of boldness in the day of judgment as connected with
perfected love. Fear and love are inconsistent with each other. When love is
perfected, therefore, fear must be excluded.
The incompatibility of fear with
love is grounded on the fact that fear has Ku'Aaaic. This word, as connected with
its use in Matt. xxv. 46, and in the Septuagint, means punishment.
As following
upon the mention of the day of judgment in ver. 17, it must be understood, it
would seem, in the sense of that punishment which follows the day of judgment.
Fear has within itself, carries with it, and brings forward into the present, this
punishment, in and through the painful apprehension of it.
5. There can be but little doubt that the true text in ver. 19 is ayanufiev,
without the added avrov of the T. R. We love, the apostle says, because He
first loved us.
This statement is evidently made as preparatory to the two
following verses. The fact that love in us is the offspring of God's love
that
love, as an active and out-working principle in us, is due to His love as manifested
in act towards us
makes it essential to the real life of our love, that it should
go out towards our brethren. The man who claims to have love as his lifepiinciple, and to have this life-principle in action towards God, while it is not
1.

The

last part of ver. 16

close of the preceding passage,

—

—

—

—

—

—
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in action, but is even replaced by its opposite, in relation to the brethren, knows
nothing of true love. Such exercise of love to the brethren is, moreover, the
command, and even the sum of the commands, of God.

XLVI.

CHAPTER
Vv.
1.

V.

1-5.

There seems to be a manifest and close connection between

chapter, and ver. 21 of the chapter which precedes.

This

is

ver. 1 of this

indicated by the

correspondence in the fundamental thought of ver. lb and ver. 21b, and also by
the bringing-forward of the idea of the children of God, and the fulHlment
of God's commandments, in the following context.
Alford holds that this
connection is so close as to indicate, that, in the words every one that believes,
This view of Alford, however, must
etc., the apostle refers to the dcJe/lpof.
probably be rejected, and we must regard the apostle as setting forth anew,
and with renewed emphasis, the two great and united principles which lie at
the basis of tlie true life: faith and love. By believing, the man enters into the
relationship of a child to God; he is begotten of God, according to the language
here used. The natural and necessary result of this relationship of a child to
love to the father, and love to the other children who are
a father is love,
begotten of him.
The phrase nag 6
God's child must love God's children.
mareiuv accordingly refers, as does wuf 6 uyandv, to the Christian believer, whose
rdv
yeyewTjuevov
duty to love his brethren is under discussion, and
alone refers to
the brother.
2. We have, in ver. 2, a reversing of what is indicated in chap. iv.
There the thought is: If we love the brethren, we may be sure that we love God;
The
here it is: If we love God, we may know that we love the brethren.
explanation of this change seems to be twofold: First, it is a case similar to
that of kyvumnev Koi nt-KiaTEVKafiev in iv. 16: in the Christian life, the proof
moves in both directions; and, secondly, the writer is desiring here to bring out
the inseparable connection between love to the brethren and love to God: if we
love God, we love the brethren; and so truly is this the fact, that, whenever
we have love to God which is real and genuine, so that we keep His commandments, we have therein the knowledge that we love the brethren also. —3. The
idea of love to the brethren as the fulfilment of the commands of God, is
evidently still in the writer's mind. For this reason it is, that he adds, ver. 8:
The love of God is the keeping of His conuuandments. If, therefore, we
love God, we must keep the great command, and, with the presence of this love
in our hearts, we shall keep it, and fulfil its call to love.
4. The mark of
punctuation, which should be placed after TTjpuixev (ver. 3), cannot be determined
with certainty.
It seems to the writer of this note most natural to place a
comma here, as Westcott does, and thus to join this clause closely to the
preceding.
Love to God is that keeping of His commandments which finds
them not burdensome. R. V. places a colon here; Tischendorf, a colon; Alford,
a period. In any case, it is probable that a comma should be placed at the end
of ver. 3.
The first clause of ver. 4 is thus immediately connected with the last
words of ver. 3, and presents the reason why the commands are not grievous or
burdensome,
namely, because the one who is begotten of God overcomes the

—

—

—

—

The overcoming of the power which stands in opposition to God places
man in a new condition. The enmity which belongs to the world has passed

world.

the
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away from him, and love has entered into its place. The loving spirit conquering
opposition, the commands are fulfilled in love, and are no longer a burden.

all

5.
is

Ver. 46 sets forth faith as the victory Mhich overcomes the world. Faith
it involves in itself the overcoming of the world.

said to be the victory, because

When

the

man

he turns in his whole life from the world to God. At
comes back to the idea of faith, which opens the chapter,
presented as the foundation of the new life, in iii. 23, and in

believes,

this point, the apostle

and which

is

also

the idea of confession, in chap.

The

iv.

by the significant question, WJio

ver. 5,

necessity of faith

is he, etc.,

which

is

— If we examine carefully the latter part of chap,

is

emphasized, in

No

equivalent to

and these early
verses of chap, v., we can scarcely fail to see that the apostle brings out the two
great essential j)rinciples of the Divine life in the soul, love and faith, and that,
while in accordance with the natural development of his thought, he makes love
especially prominent, ^nd also gives it the first iDlace in the preceding chapter,
he is at pains to show th^t faith is the primary element of the life in chap, v.,
and that it is through faith that the life begins. The man who believes is
begotten as a child of God; when he is thus begotten, he loves. Faith works
In this
through love; it puts forth into action the love-force which is in itself.
one but

he.

iv.,

—

paragraph of chap, v., the belief is again represented
as belief that Jesus is the Son of God.
The thought in which the Gospel of
John ends is tlie great and all-powerful conviction of the apostle's life.
The
word faith, as a substantive, occurs in the Gospel and Epistle only in ver. 4;
the writer turns again to the verbal form in ver. 5.
closing sentence of the

first

—

XL VII.
Vv. 6-12.
1. At this point the apostle turns to a new and distinct presentation of Jesus,
and the testimony respecting Him, to the reader's mind. This more special
presentation naturally follows after the words of w. 4, 5; and it becomes by
reason of its position, and the preparation made for it through the development

of all the thoughts of the Epistle, a
belief,

—ovng.

This one who

is

most impressive statement of the author's

the object of the Christian confession, and the

whom involves the belief that He is the Son of God, is the one who
came, in the fulfilment of the Messianic promises (6 iXdiov
6 fjpxo/ievog) by
means of water and blood, Jesus Christ. The historical person Jesus, who is the
faith in

—

,

is also the Son of God.
To believe that this person is the Son of God,
the door of entrance into union of soul with God, i.e., into the Divine life, for

Christ,
is

men, even as such belief had been the entrance-way into the experience of
the blessedness of that life for the apostle himself. The correspondence of this
sixth verse, in its relation to ver. 5, with the first part of the closing verse of
the Gospel of John, xx. 31, is most clearly manifest. —2. The reference in the
all

and blood is almost certainly to the baptism and death of Jesus. By
of these two things, which began and ended His life. He came
in the full
sense of His divine mission. Whether there is any allusion or meaning in the
words beyond this, is questionable. As to the two suggestions which are most
frequently made: that there is an allusion to John xix. 34, or an allusion to the
sacraments of baptism and the Lord's Supper, it may be remarked that no such
use is made of the fact mentioned in John xix., in the context surrounding that
verse, as is made here of the water and blood.
In John xix., indeed, the fact

lonter

means

—
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came from the side of Jesus may be, not improbably,
included as an element in the evidence presented by the story of which it is a
part, (though it seems to be only a minor element); but there is no such marked
that blood and water

made between

the water and the blood, as related to the evidence, as
and there was apparently no such separation in the two
things in the event itself; and, again, it may be remarked, that, as John makes
no reference to the Lord's Supper in his Gospel (unless it be in chap, vi., which
is altogether improbable), it seems unlikely that in this Epistle, which is so
closely connected in its thought with the Gospel, he would make so much of it.
3. The second part of ver. 6: not by water only, but by water and blood, is
evidently designed to bring out with emphasis the fact, that the two together
are the essential elements in the case, and that the latter is included with the
former, and is prominent. It is probable that this statement has reference to
some particular error of the time and region in which John was writing, and
not improbable that this error, as Huther and several other interpreters hold,
was that of the Docetans, as explained by Huther in his note. The thought
of the apostle is, that in the mission of Christ to the world, and His office and
work in the world, His death is the consummation and the great event. Without the atoning death, the work was not accomplished.
4. The Kui which opens the third part of ver. 6 joins the following statement
immediately to the preceding one. This close connection is due to the fact that
the testimony of the Spirit is a testimony to the truth just mentioned, and also,
as we may believe, to the fact that the writer is intending, in the next verse, to
unite the water and blood with the Spirit as witnesses. The Spirit is, beyond
any reasonable doubt, the Holy Spirit. He is spoken of here as the witness;
that is, the one whose great office it is to bear testimony, and in whom the
highest testimony abides.
The Spirit is the truth. He takes the place of
Christ, after the death of Christ, and He is the revelation of tlie truth, as Christ
was during His earthly life. As having in Himself the truth. He guides the
human soul to the knowledge of the truth, and thus becomes an ever-continuing witness. That to which the Spirit bears testimony, so far as this passage is
concerned, is the fact that Jesus is the Son of God, and consequently that eternal
life is in Him.
The second point, however, is only made prominent in the following verses, and that which is here especially referred to is the first point.
This reference to ver. 5 (Jesus is the Son of God) seems better than that of
Huther, who makes the Spirit testify to the first part of ver. 6. Huther, however, regards the main truth which the apostle desires to bring out in the whole
context as being the triith expressed in the words: Jesus the Son of God is the
Christ.
5. The emphasis of ver. 7, in its relation to the thought of the passage,
The unity in the testimony
lies in the last words: and the three agree in one.
of the three witnesses is the point which is urged with special force, as proving
the truth which is set forth. This agreement in the testimony confirms the
truth of the thing to which the testimony is given. This thing is the statement
of the last words of ver. 5, or the doctrine that Jesus is the Son of God. The
prominent position given to Tpeic, in the first part of ver. 7, may be accounted
for by the fact that the water and blood, which had not been alluded to in ver. 6
as witnesses, are now brought forward under that aspect. This would seem to be
a sufficient reason for the emphasis; but it may be, as some writers think, that
there is a reference here to the provision of ;;he Mosaic law, that two or three
witnesses establish the truth of an alleged fact.
In the latter case, the idea
distinction
is

here set forth (ver.

8),

—

—

of the apostle

is,

we may

believe, that the testimony

fills

out

tlie

demands

of
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law, with respect to testimony, to the full measure. This reference,
however, must be regarded, as Huther also says, as quite doubtful.
6. The discussion as to the genuineness of the disputed words in vv. 7, 8,
has reached a point, at present, where substantially all competent and candid
The facts of the
scholars are agreed that they are to be rejected from the text.
case, so far as the external evidence is concerned, are presented briefly in
Huther's textual note at the beginning of the chapter. The internal evidence,
if not equally strong with the external, is very strong as bearing against the
words. The introduction of the statement that tliere are three who bear witness in heaven, and that the three are one, is unconnected with the development
This thought, so far as the
of the thought of the context and the chapter.
matter of fact or truth is concerned, is: Jesus is the Son of God; so far as
the matter of evidence is concerned, the design of the passage is clearly to set
forth the evidence which is brought before the minds of men by the water and
(i.e., by the great facts at the beginning and end of the ministry of
and by the Holy Spirit as working in the soul and bearing testimony to
The passage speaks thus of a truth which is to be apprehended by men
it.
in their earthly life, and of evidence which is presented to them here on earth.

the blood
Jesus),

The

fact that the Father, the

Word, and the Holy

Spirit are three bearing wit-

ness in heaven, and that they are one, does not suggest evidence of the same
it indicates evidence at all, it suggests what is of quite a
This fact comes to the mind in a different way, and is, as we
may say, apprehended in its force only after the truth, that Jesus is the Son of
God, has been accepted and believed. The difficulties presented by Huther in
his Remark at the end of ver. 7 are also very serious and weighty.
The fact
that the first three are spoken of as bearing witness in heaven, takes the words
out of the connection of the passage, which necessarily, as we may say, turns
upon testimony as given on earth. Moreover, the ninth verse bears strongly
against the genuineness, either because, as is urged by Huther, these disputed
words, if admitted, make it unintelligible what witness is meant by the fiaprvpia
rov deoi' of this verse; or, because, if we regard the loitness of God here alluded
to as the witness of the Father, Word, and Holy Spirit, the contrast must be
with the testimony of the Spirit, the water, and the blood, as the witness of
men, whereas this latter is evidently not a human, but rather a divine testi-

sort; but, so far as

different kind.

mony.
Word,

The un-Johannean

character of the expression, the Father and the
worthy of consideration. In connection with the external evidence,
attention may be called to the extreme improbability that such a formal stateis

ment involving the doctrine of the Trinity, if originally belonging to the Epistle,
could by any means have disappeared from all the Greek MSS. from the fourth
to the fifteenth century.
7. The purpose of ver. 9 is to set forth the value of the Divine testimony,
and, consequently, to insist upon the credit which should be given to it. The
conditional clause refers to the fact that human testimony is received as satisfactory and sufficient evidence, according to the common custom of mankind.

be so, urges the apostle, we ought to receive with a deeper conviction,
and a more immovable belief, the testimony of God; for it is greater, i.e.,
greater in its authority and value. There can be no doubt that this verse has
a certain connection with what immediately precedes; and that thus the force
of the evidence mentioned as a divinely-given evidence is pressed upon the
attention of the readers. This is to be affirmed, whatever may be the direct
and special reference of
iiaprvpla tov deov.
With reference to this question,
If this

tj
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offered as best satisfying the conditions of the pas-

sage: namely, that the writer passes, in the progress of the verses here, from the
objective side of the evidence for the Divine Sonship of Jesus to the subjective

The objective side is that presented in ver. 0, the Spirit and the water
The subjective side is brought forward in ver. 11, the eternal
within the soul, given to the soul and possessed by it. But these are, really,
not two different things, but two different sides or aspects of the same thing.
side.

and the blood.
life

Jesus Christ, who was seen, heard, handled, is the eternal life. The experience of what He is within the soul is the other side
the corresponding internal
manifestation of what is borne witness to by the great facts of His earthly career,
and by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost and afterward.
8. The force and connection of ver. 96 are uncertain.
The simplest and most
natural construction of the sentence, however, would seem to be that which

—

—

makes on explanatory of avrr], and gives to the words this meaning: The witness
of God (of which the apostle is speaking in the argument) is this, that, etc. that
is, when I speak in this passage of the testimony of God, I mean the fact
;

He

has borne testimony concerning His Son. This fact, that He has thus
His Son through the Spirit, the water, and the blood, is a ground of
conviction for us which is of more force and value than any human testimony
could be. If this is the true view of the meaning, the connection through on,
with what immediately precedes, may be believed to be this I call your attention to the greater value of the Divine testimony, because, in this matter which
I have just mentioned, there exists that Divine testimony which God gives to
that

testified to

:

men.
9.
is

At

fully

word

towards the internal side of the matter, which
The transition is made through the
believes on the Son of God, as made known by

ver. 10, the writer turns

and

distinctly set forth in ver. 11.

believeth.

The man who

and evidence, thereby transfers the evidence, as it were, from
The testimony becomes an internal possesxoithout himself to loitJiin himself.
This idea is presented more emphatically by means
sion, an inward experience.
this testimony

of the contrasted negative statement of the latter part of the verse, according to

—

10. Ver, 11. This verse is to be immediately
connected in thought with ver. 12. The full idea on the internal side is brought
out in the two verses as taken together. The witness or testimony, says ver. 11,
The testiis this: that God gave to us eternal life, and this life is in His Son.
mony that Jesus is the Son of God (ver. 5) becomes, as it passes towards and
into the internal sphere, the testimony that God has bestowed upon us, in and
through Him, eternal life. Whether the clause and this life is in His Son is to
be regarded as independent and co-ordinate with the first clause: The witness is,
etc., or is dependent on on, and is thus referred to as a part of the testimony, is
uncertain. Huther, and most recent commentators who express an opinion on
the subject, take the former view. There is, however, at least one strong reason
in favor of the latter view, namely, that the real testimony which is given in
John's Gospel, and which, we may believe, was brought to his own mind by
the water and the blood and the Spirit, was not simply that God gave us eternal
This was the truth which John
life, but also, that this life is in His Son.
learned from the Divine testimony, and we may believe that it was also the
truth which he intended to proclaim to his readers as the Divine testimony.
This view of the sentence seems also to the writer of this note to make the
progress of the thought in vv. 10-12 most simple and natural: he that believes
that Jesus is the Son of God, and so believes on Him, has the external testi-

the peculiar style of this writer.

;
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mony

it were, to the internal sphere within himself (ver. 10)
passing to the mind and becoming internal is, that God
and that this life is in His Son (ver. 11); he that possesses

transferred, as

this testimony

now

gave us eternal

life,

the Son as indwelling in himself has, accordingly, as his
actual experience of his own soul, the eternal life.

own

possession, as the

XLVIIl.
Vv. 13-21.
1. The correspondence of ver. 13 with John xx, 31 is very noticeable, and
can scarcely doubt that in this verse the apostle turns to the closing of his
The reference in raCra eyparpa is probably to the entire Epistle, though
Epistle.
there are certain parts of it, and particularly the last section, which present the

we

idea of eternal

life

more

distinctly

than others.

The purpose

of the Gospel

is

That the readers may believe
that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that, believing, they may have
life in His name; that of the Epistle is here given in the words: That you may
know that you have eternal life, you that believe on the name of the Son
of God. To produce faith, was the object of the apostle's record of the life of
Jesus. To give the knowledge of their actual and present possession of eternal
life, to those who already had faith, was his desire and design in writing this
stated, in the verse just mentioned, to be this:

—

In the order of progress with relation to

letter to his Christian brethren.

Christian living, therefore, as well as in the order of the development of thought,

the Epistle follows the Gospel. We may believe that it followed the Gospel also
The possession of the knowledge that we have eternal life is the
in time.
fulfilling of our joy (chap. i. ver. 4).
The end of the Epistle, in this sense,

—

corresponds with the beginning.

—

2.

Ver. 14 adds, through

Kai,

which opens

the verse, a result or out-working of the knowledge mentioned in ver. 13 in a
special line,
that line of communion with God in which our petitions for

—

Him, and thus in that
which the support and joy and peace of our life are to be
The knowledge produces or becomes, in this line or sphere, confidence

ourselves and our Christian brethren go forth towards
line or sphere in

found.

towards God. This confidence is explained or defined in the following words,
if we ask anything according to His will, he hears us; and if we know
that He hears us, whatsoever we ask, we know that we have the petitions which
we have asked of Him. The Christian beltevfer has confidence, founded upon
his possession of the Divine life
the light-life
in the soul, that his future
prayers will be answered, and that his past prayers have been answered. He
knows, that, as his desire and will are conformed to God's will, the real and
fundamental petition in every prayer, that God's will may be done, is answered
in his own experience and life. All things work together for his good as he
loves God; his joy is made full as his fellowship is with the Father and with the
Son.
3. Ver. 16 changes the thought from prayer in general to ^prayer for
the sinning brother. This change, and the introduction of this reference to tha
fellow-Christian, may be connected with the thought of brotherly love which is
so prominent in the Epistle. We may believe, however, that the new verses
(16, 17) are suggested partly in connection with some special dangers which
belonged to the time and surroundings of those to whom the apostle was
writing.
The fact that the prayer here spoken of is limited to the case of
sinning, and that the sin unto death is made prominent, is confirmatory of this
that,

—

—

—
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which
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it is

of the sin unto death

is
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by reason
by the special exception of

indicated, not only

distinctly mentioned, but also

in the other parts of the verses.

Tlie sin unto death is left by the writer without further definition. This
would seem to indicate that the i^hrase was understood, or likely to be
understood, by the readers to whom the Epistle was addressed. With regard to
the question what sin is referred to, it may be said: (a) That it is evidently
a sin whicli might be committed by Christians; it is the brother, not the
unbeliever, who is conceived of as possibly sinning thus; (b) That it would
seem to be probable, rather than otherwise, not to say certain, that it must be a
sin which is indicated, or alluded to, in the Epistle itself; the writer would
scarcely introduce with such abruptness, and so near the close of his letter,
a reference to such a sin without any explanation of its meaning, or any
development of thought respecting it, unless there had been something in the
earlier part of the Epistle which could throw light upon it; (c) That the words
4.

fact

TTpdf

Oavarov are to be understood as conveying the idea that the sin certainly

this is shown by the fact, that, in the sense of mere tendency
towards death, the expression irpdf duvarov is applicable to all sin, whereas what
is here spoken of is evidently a particular kind of sin; {d) That the death here
mentioned is the death which is contrasted with (urj, and must accordingly be
understood in the sense of eternal death; (e) That the sin unto death has a
certain individuality in it, if, indeed, it is not a special and particular sin.
The
general form of the sentence setting forth this sin, and the sinning which is
opposite to this, makes it improbable that the division here made is between
two equal or great classes of sins, but rather indicates that there is a single
exception. If, in view of these several points, we examine the Epistle for the
suggestions which it may give, we find that it makes peculiarly prominent one
sin, which, if committed, shows that the person guilty of it, though in the
company of Christian believers, is not of them, and is not of God. This sin is
that denial of the Son which involves in itself the denial of the Father (ii. 22),
and that denial that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh, which shows the spirit
Huther claims, that, if the apostle had meant this sin
of antichrist (iv. 3).
But this depends on the special
only, he would have designated it plainly.
thought and purpose which the writer had in mind. He may have intended to
present the sin here in this particular light, after having already designated it
by the use of clear and definite descriptive words; and his desire may have been
to use the words here employed, because he wished to limit the matter of
petitions for others at the point whicli is determined by ov npd^ ddvarov and npdc
OuvaTov.
It seems most probable, therefore, that the sin which involves the
spirit of antichrist is the one which is referred to in this expression.
Tho

leads to death

Christian

who

;

is

guilty of this sin falls

away

utterly,

and

is

in the condition of

This passage would seem to border, therefore, on Heb. vi. 4 ff.,
rather than on Mark iii. 22, where the scribes said, He hath Beelzebub,
X. 26 ff.
and
etc.,
Jesus declared the sin against the Holy Spirit (ver. 29) to be unparapostasy.
;

donable.
is peculiar in some respects: (a) With reference
word ahiiaec is used, while, in connection with the sin
unto death, the word employed is eputTjcri. The former is the stronger word in
itself; the two corresponding nearly to our ask, in the sense of demand, and of
requcftf.
But as both are here used with respect to prayer, and as we find in
John xvi. 26 the same two words used of praying or petitioning, it may be
5.

The language

of ver. 16

to sin not unto death, the
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regarded as doubtful whether the change from the one verb to the other is
(ft) The subject of duau is, by the
anything more than a rhetorical change.

—

Huther regards it as the same
with the subject of ahrjaei; so Haupt, Alford, Moulton, and others. Westcott
and others, on the other hand, make God the subject of duoFi. Tliere seems to
be no serious objection to the view of Huther; and, if it is adopted, the sentence
moves forward in a more simple and direct way. In this case, the word amib
refers to the sinning brother; and the verb dunei means, shall give through his
intercession with God. In this case, also, the dative toIq unapruvovjiv is in an
appositional relation to ainu, only extending the thought from the individual to
ftll who are in a similar condition.
(c) The expression ov m/u eKeivrjg "kkyu Iva
ipuTr]ar) deserves special notice.
The author does not prohibit prayer in case of
the sin unto death; he simply excludes this from what he is speaking of in the
earlier part of the verse.
This failure to prohibit such prayer may, perhaps, be
regarded as hinting at the possibility of repentance even in case of this sin, as
the language in Heb. vi. 4-6 and x. 26 ff. may be explained; see Additional
Notes to Meyer's Comm. on Heb., Amer. ed., pp. 550 f., 662 f. If this is so,
this sin here referred to cannot be the unpardonable sin spoken of, Mark iii. 29;
and the irpdf ddvarov cannot involve an absolute certainty of death for every
individual who commits it, i.e., the absolute impossibility of repentance and
pardon. But all that the expression distinctly declares is, that the writer is not
speaking of prayer for this sin, when he gives the assurance that the Christian
who asks on behalf of his brother d/iapr. d^. n^ np. r. dav. shall secure the
blessing for which he asks.
6. The connection of ver. 17 is evidently with what goes before; but precisely
what the connection of thought is intended to be, is a point of some difficulty,
and one on which interpreters have differed. It would seem that two things
must be observed, in order to a decision of the question first, that the subject
before the writer's mind is intercessory prayer for other Christians, who are
peculiarity of the sentence, left in uncertainty.

—

:

sinning; and, secondly, that the form of the sentences of this verse indicates
the including of the class of sins here mentioned, as a part of that which

meant by the general word

sin.

If

we

is

take these two things into consideration,

is added with reference to what precedes, as
showing the wideness of the sphere within which intercessory prayer may be
offered, without including the case of sin unto death.
We may believe, however, that this verse has also a forward look; and, in this view of it, it suggests
the idea of sin as covering all unrighteousness, and being mainly not unto
death. It may thus cling to the Christian believer in some degree; but when
the Christian is viewed in the light of the ideal of his life, "he who has been
begotten of God does not sin." The Epistle thus returns at the end to a
thought kindred to that of its beginning; see chap. i. vv. 6-8. —In this view
of the matter, ver. 18, with what follows, may be regarded as gathering up the
thought which the writer would impress upon his readers as the beginning and
ending of his Epistle. The Son of God, in the person of Jesus Christ, is come
into the world to give eternal life through the knowledge of God,
the life
which is originated by a Divine force, and which has its being in the sphere of
the Divine light-life. —7. The three verses 18-20 begin, each of them, with the
word oldafiev. The statements which they contain are thus presented with a
special formality, and even solemnity, as setting forth fundamental known

the result will follow, that the verse

—

—

truths.
believe,

The

three points are arranged here in a peculiar order, and, as

with a view to the

final

we may

impression which the apostle desires to make.
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—

We know

that the one who is begotten of God does not sin,
the Hght-life is
not intermingled with darkness; we know that we, who are Christian believers,
we thus are those who possess the light-life which is free from
are of God
sin; we know that the Son of God is come, and has given lis an understanding

—

—

we may know God and thus we are in God, through being in His Son.
As to individual words and phrases in these three verses, the following
points may be noticed: (a) The first clause of ver. IS is a repetition of what
that

8.

is
•

said in

iii.

9,

presents what
{h)

The

except in the substitution of

aixapTdvei for u/iapriaf noLel,

and

—

evidently an essential element in the Johannean thought.
second and third clauses have not appeared in the earlier part of the
is

They

set forth that by means of which, or the process by which,
accomplished, but in the form of a contrast to the idea of sinning,
presented in the first clause. The text is doubtful in the second clause, some

Epistle.

the result

is

and some eavrov. If iavrov is read, 6 yewridEic refers
same person as 6 yEyEvvr//ievog of the first clause, and the thought is: he
that was begr)tten of God (the aorist referring to the definite time and event of
the new birth) keeps himself, and (the result is,
so that this end is reached,
namely, that) the evil one touches him not. If, on the other hand, avrov Is
read, 6 yevvr/dElc may. most naturally be referred to Christ, and the meaning is,
that Christ is a guardian power, keeping him, and (so that) the evil one is not
able to get any hold upon him.
(c) The words 6 ttovtjpoc; ovx uTiierai avrov may
.remind us of John xiv. 30: "he has nothing in me." They indicate that the
evil one doe? not touch the man who is thus guarded or kept, so far that any
defilement of the soul, or any power of sin in the soul, is the result.
(d) The
authorities reading avTuv,

to the

—

—

—

part of ver. 19 sets forth the fact that

"we,"

the Christian readers, are
of the class of persons of whom the words begotten of God can be predicated.
The second part of the verse presents the fact, in contrast with this, that the
unconverted world lies within the sphere and under the power of the evil one.
first

That

rtj

novrjpC)

means the

the preceding 6 -Kovnpoi.

perhaps

it is

fact that the

—

evil one,
(e)

(5c

and not

(ver. 20) is

i.e.,

evil, is rendered almost certain by
perhaps equivalent to moreover, but

adversative, expressing a contrast to the last part of ver. 19.

Son

of

God

is

come and has

given, etc.,

is

The
we

the means by which

pass out of the sphere and dominion of the evil one into the

new

life,

in

which

he has no power over us, and is thus the means by which, as born of God, we
do not sin.
(/) ^/cfi presents the incarnation as a permanent fact on which
Christian faith and life depend. The word diuvoia means understanding; "the
divinely empowered inner sense by which we judge of things divine,"' as Alford
says.
This inner sense has been given to believers, that they may know Him
who answers to the true idea of God. As the result of this knowledge, we are
in Him that is true, instead of being in the power of the evil one.
The expression tv tQ viu avToii can hardly be an appositional explanatory phrase, defining
the One loho is true to be the Son. This is clear from the fact that the Son is
declared, in the beginning of the verse, to have been the means of our coming
to know Him that is true, and also from the avrov, which must, as it would
seem, point back to rdv u?iT]0iv6v, rij ulrjOivu, as its antecedent. The expression
must, therefore, be equivalent to even In His Son, or inasmuch as (Huther) toe
are in His Son; by virtue of (Alford) being in His Son. In either case, the idea
in the writer's mind seems to be this: that we come into the realization of an
indwelling in God, so soon as, and through the fact that, we are in the realization of such an indwelling in His Son.
(jy) The reference of nvrog, in the last
sentence of ver. 20, to Christ, is to be rejected, because of the distinction made

—

—
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A vlog, and also the distinction
between God the Father and
Christ. It is also to be rejected, because of the similarity in the general thought
of these verses and that of John xvii. 3, where the only true God and Jesus
Christ are spoken of in their distinction from each other. The difficulty in the
way of referring ovTog to God the Father, which arises from the fact that God
has already been declared to be 6 uli^divoq, and that thus there would be a
tautological sentence here, is removed when we consider that these words are
a setting-forth,
a kind of formal closing of the whole thought of the Epistle,
God as the possessor and
as it were, of the truth which the Epistle rests upon.
this is the thought upon
revealer of the light-life, which is the eternal life,
which all the other thoughts are founded. It is not strange that the author
should say at the end of these last verses, and as preparatory to his final exhortation: This One who is true, who is brought to our knowledge through Jesus
the one only God who answers to the true
Christ His Son, is the true God,
and complete idea of God; and He is eternal life, in the sense that He has it in
Himself, and we attain to the possession of it by coming into the knowledge of
Him.
(h) The last verse of the Epistle contains an exhortation which might

in the preceding clauses

between

6 ukrjdivog

and

carefully maintained throughout the Epistle

—

—

—

—

readily follow after the last sentence of ver. 20.

would seem, as representative of heathenism.

The
They

idols are referred to,

it

are the false deities, as

opposed to the true.

THE SECOND EPISTLE OF JOHN.

XLIX.
Vv.
1.

The designation

Epistles of John,

is

1-13.

which is found in the second and third
as compared with the absence of any designation

6 Kpec^vrepo^,

peculiar,

whatever in the Gospel and the first Epistle. It can hardly be insisted upon,
however, that a writer
and even one who has such striking individuality of
style and expression as the author of the Gospel and First Epistle has
shall
always completely hide his personality. If these two letters were addressed to

—

—

individuals, as the third Epistle evidently was, it might be very natural for the
writer to give himself the title here employed, with which, as knowing him,

they would be familiar.
av/j.ni)eai3vTepog,

Peter in his first Epistle (v. 1), speaks of himself as
with an exhortation to the elders in general. In

in connection

the region where

John

lived,

and

especially in the period of his old age,

he may

readily have been reverentially known as the elder, and may, by reason of his
position as the last survivor of the apostles, have spoken of himself, with a
certain distinction from all others around him, as 6 npeiylUmpog.
If the general
characteristics of the books can be regarded as in hannony with the authorship

by the Apostle John, the

fact that

name John

of Revelation, can hardly be regarded as inconsistent

in the

Book

with such authorship.

—

2.

As

we

find this title in these Epistles,

to the question to

whom

and the

the second Epistle

is
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addressed, the writer of this note is disposed to give the answer: It is a Christian woman bj' the name of Kyria, who was in relations of friendship with the
The arguments urged by Huther against this view do not seem to be
apostle.

the other hand, the fact that Kyria is a known proper name; the
iii forms of expression between this Epistle and the third,
which was evidently addressed to an individual the allusion to the elect sister,
and to the children of the two; and the applicability of the expression, / have

On

decisive.

great similarity

;

found of (some of) thy children walkvuj in truth, to members of a family, part
of which only'might be Christian, rather than to a body of Christian believers,
seem strongly to favor the idea that the letter was written to an individual, and
character,

In

ver. 4,

—

3. The phrase iv ulriOda of ver. 1 seems to be adverbial in its
and to mean in truth, i.e., with a love which truly deserves the name.
on the other hand, it draws nearer to the phrase ev r^ u?.7)0na (3 John

not to a church.

comp. 3 John 3). —4. The phrase, all those who know the truth, is probably
The love
to be referred to those in the writer's neighborhood when he wrote.
which is spoken of as going out from the Christians to these Christians is
declared to be on account of the truth which abides in all Christians {i/fuv);
and, the writer adds, it (the truth) shall be with us forever. The character of
this sentence and thought is Johannean.
" appear to refer to an experi5. The words of ver. 4, as Westcott remarks,
ence of the writer in some other place than that to which the 'lady' belonged."
The explanation of tv ukrideia and of the nadug clause, in its relation to this
phrase, which is given by Huther, is better than that which Westcott gives,
who makes hv ukr)d. adverbial, and connects KadCyg with nepmuTovvTag, and not
6. The correspondence of the thought in vv. 5, 6, with what
with nep. ev u7i.
we find in the First Epistle, is very striking, and is of such a character as to,show
7. At ver. 7, the thought turns, as in the First Epistle
sameness of authorship.

4,

—

—

—

from the keeping of the commandments, as summed up in love to
one another, to the deceivers and antichrists who do not confess that Jesus
Christ is come in the flesh. The participle ipxo/ievov is present and descriptive,
coming ; E?.n^ve6Ta (] John iv. 2) is perfect and temporal, hating come, that he
iii.

is

24-iv. 3,

come.

—

S.

The exhortation

of ver. 8 evidently refers to the danger arising

from the possible evil influence of these deceivers. This exhortation looks to a
on the negative side, not to lose the results in
negative and a positive end
Christian development, etc., which had been wrought for them by the apostle
and his helpers in the preaching of the gospel; on the positive side, the reception of the full reward which such Christian development, if it should go on to

—

perfection,

would secure

in the future.

—9. The

participle npouyui> (ver. 9) is

taken by Alford as meaning going before as a teacher or leader; R. V. marg.,
taketh the lead. It seems better, however, to regard it as meaning going forward beyond, and not abiding in (/iepuv), the teaching which comes from Christ.
suffering
10. Vv. 10, 11, add to the exhortation to be on their guard against
the evil influences of the false teachei-s to affect their Christian life and growth
injuriously, a bidding that they should not give a hospitable reception to any
person who should come to them not bringing the teaching of Christ. The
class of persons here referred to are those who come with another doctrine, and
with the design and purpose of subverting the gospel. The energy of the lan-

—

guage

is

to be explained in connection with the denial,

on the part of these

persons, of that which the apostle regarded as the fundamental Christian truth;
The
12.
11. On ver. 12, see notes on 3 John vv. 13, 14.
see the First Epistle.
fact that the children only, and not the elect sister herself, are spoken of in

—

—
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ver. 13 as giving the salutation, is

regarded by some as favoring

tlie

idea that

addressed to a church. But this fact seems to be easily explained
if the elect sister was no longer living, or if her children only were in the place
where the apostle was; and, if thus explicable, it affords no evidence that the
the letter

letter

is

was not written to an individual.

THE THIRD EPISTLE OF JOHN.

L.

Vv.
1.

The words

1-15.

nepl navruv are to be explained as

respect to all things, in all thiwjs

;

Huther explains them, in
means to be prosto bodily health, but more

evodomdai, in the passive,

perous, as in Rom. i. 10; vyiaiveiv may possibly refer
probably it is used in a figurative sense, as further carrying out the idea of
evodoixjdat; Kadug, the measure and standard of the prosperity which the apostle,
desires for his friend, is that of the prospering of his soul in the Divine life.

The verb evxofiaL near the beginning of this sentence may mean wish, and it may
mean pray. Not improbably, R. V. is correct in giving it the meaning I pray.
The joy which the
2. Ver. 3 is introduced as a ground or reason for ver. 2.

—

walk and life of Gains is a fact which
statement of his wish or prayer for the prosperity of the latter as
his soul prospers.
The participle epxa/iivuv may perhaps be explained, with
Westcott, as meaning when they came from time to time ; but it may also be
regarded, with Alford, as timeless, and merely conveying the reason of ix^RVv.
3. The phrase ev uTiijdda, in ver. 3, seems to be equivalent to the same expression in 2 John, ver. 4, and not to the same words used adverbially in ver. 1
and 2 John, ver. 1.
Truth is liere equivalent to the truth, only that it is
expressed in a more general and less definite way.
4. The true text in \ev. 4
probably reads ;i:a/j(iv.
Westcott and Hort, with B, read x<^P'-v.
If the latter
reading is adopted, the meaning of the word is probably favor, or gift of the
Divine grace.
5. The first matter for the setting-forth of which the letter seems to have
been written, is that of hospitality to Christian brethren. The apostle begins
this by expressing his approval of Gains for what he has done or is doing in this
way, and then he commends to him the duty as one befitting the Christian life.
The words of approval begin with thou doest a faithful work : the word faithful
here seems to mean in accordance icith Christian faith.
6. Ver. 6b intimates
that these stranger-brethren are about to go back in their missionary journeying
to Gaius. The account of the aorist participle with the future verb seems to be
this: that the apostle conceives of his friend as immediately fulfilling the duty
apostle had in learning of the Christian
justifies his

—

—

—

by the participle, so soon as there is a call for it, and
with this thought he says, thou wilt do well in having discharged this duty.
of hospitality indicated

—
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Yer. 7 gives the reason for ver. 66. It is the common reason for Christian
hecause tliose towards whom the love is exhibited are united with Christ,

love

:

Him, and loving Him. 'The name here is, doubtless,
But in addition to the going forth on behalf of His
name, the writer adds, as a ground of the hospitable reception and kindly
service, the fact that these men took nothing from the Gentiles; they were
working for Christ, and would receive nothing from those who did not believe
in Him.
8. The second main point in the letter is the case of Diotrephes, and the
are living and worlving for

name

the

of Christ.

suggestions connected with

it.
In this part of the Epistle, vv. 9-12, the followbe noticed: (a) lyparpa, ver. 9, refers to a letter already written
to the church of which Gaius was a member.
(b) On (piTionpuTeixjv Westcoit
remarks: "It is of interest to compare the two sources of failure noticed in the

ing points

may

—

two
John 9) and
undue claims to intellectual progress and to personal authority.
There is nothing to indicate that
Diotrephes held false opinions; his ambition only is blamed." Whether Diotrephes was a presbyter or not, is uncertain; but it seems evident that he was a
prominent man in the church to which Gaius belonged, and that he was disposed
(pilonpoTevuv, the

Epistles, TTpouyecv (2

to

assume prominence and authority.

—

(c)

The word

tnidexcTai in verse 9

receives, apparently in the sense of recognizing the apostle's authority.

same word

way

means
The

more ordinary sense of receiving, as in the
The verb tK^alleL Is indicative of special authority,

in ver. 10 is used in the

of hospitality, etc.

—

(d)

or at least of special influence, as belonging to Diotrephes.

—

(e)

In

ver. 11,

on

the foundation of the case of Diotrephes, the apostle urges Gaius in general to
imitate, not what is evil, but what is good; and then apparently brings forward

—

the example of Demetrius as illustrative of the latter.
(/) The closing parts
of vv. 11, 12, are characteristic of John; and they are so artlessly so, that the
candid reader will not fail to see in them an evidence of the Johannean

authorship of the

letter.

The end of this Epistle corresponds very closely with that of the Second
Epistle.
The verb dxov here, as distinguished from ex'^^ in 2 John, seems to
call attention to the fact, somewhat more definitely, that he had the things
to write before he began.
The expression of the things omitted, he leaves for
a personal connnunication. yiyveadai of 2 John 12 involves the idea of coining
The friends are, apparto; IMv of this Epistle, that of being with and seeing.
9.

ently, personal Christian friends.

this Epistle, as there

unto thee.

is

There

in the second.

is

It is

no salutation

at the beginning of
given here at the end: Peace be
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THE EPISTLE OF JUDE.

LI.

Vv.

1, 2.

That the Judas who wrote this Epistle was one of the four brothers
mentioned in Matt. xiii. 55, Mark vi. 3, is beyond any considerable doubt. That
these four brothers were brothers, and not cousins of Jesus, is probable, by
reason of the fact that they are called udi/upoi, and are found in the narrative
of the Gospels in connection with Mary, the mother of Jesus, as if they were
members of her family. The probabilities of the case, in every respect, seem to
favor this view. They were, thus, sons of Joseph and Mary, or of Joseph by a
previous marriage. The James, accordingly, whose brother this Judas was,
is the James mentioned in the Acts as the head of the church in Jerusalem, and
the James who wrote the Epistle which is assigned to a person of this name.
Judas was apparently, from the order in which the names of the brothers
The reason why, although being
are given in the lists, younger than James.
a brother of the Lord, he does not speak of himself as such, is the same with
that which is mentioned in the notes on Jas. i. 1. The fact that he speaks of
himself as brother of James, seems to indicate that he stood on an inferior position, or was less known and recognized, than James, who took rank with the
1.

—

2. It can hardly be doubted that kIt^toIq is here the substanword to which the participles belong as descriptive adjectives. The called
They are beloved in God the Father; the prepoare beloved and preserved.
sition in denotes, strictly, the sphere within which the love takes place or has its
being, but the usage of the N. T. writers shows that the one by whom they are
loved is God. The suggestion of this peculiar phrase seems to be, that as they
are by their Christian life in that sphere in which God inspires, and, by His
Spirit, dwells in the man, they are also the objects of that love which abides in
God, and moves outward from Him to holy souls. They are kept for Jesus
Christ; the dative here denotes, apparently, the one in whose behalf, and for
whom, as a permanent possession and glory, they are preserved by God. The

leading apostles.

tive

—

love of God will secure for those who are called the blessing of the future,
the called will be glorified, as Paul intimates; but they will be thus glorified,
because of the relation of God the Father to His Son,
they are kept for Jesus
Christ.

—

—

3.

The

salutation

is

peculiar in that

it

omits the word yrace, and adds

the word love.

There can be but little doubt that mercy refers to that which
God to man, and that peace indicates the state of the human
which follows upon the expej-ience of the Divine mercy, and which belongs
to the relation of the soul to God.
Love, as following after these words which
speak of God's movement towards man and man's position towards God, may,
not improbably, be intended to suggest the idea of the relation between man
and man, the abounding of love being essential to the perfected Christian state.
It is possible, however, that love may be added as taking up the thought of the
participle beloved in the preceding verse, and may refer to the love of God to
men, one special manifestation of which is mercy. Huther prefers the latter
goes forth from
soul

view,

if TiyaTTTjiiivoig is

to be adopted as the true reading in ver.

1.
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LIL
Yv.

3, 4.

These two verses, following the salutation, form a kind of introduction
to the Epistle, and they give the special reason wliich led the author to write it.
This reason was the appearance, on the stage, of certain false teachers who
The great similarity between the
were endangering the faith of Christians.
characteristics of these false teachers and those of the heretics described in the
Second Epistle of Peter is manifest to every careful reader. Tbey have evidently
In the case of
already appeared at the time of the writing of this Epistle.
2 Peter (see Notes on that Epistle), there seems to be a sort of double statement,
now, as if they had already appeared (ii. 17 ff.); and again, in the Avay of
prophecy, that they were to be expected and would appear in the future
If the statement of 2 Peter can be properly regarded as altogether
(ii. 1 ff.).
relating to the future, a strong argument may be found, in connection with this
fact, in favor of the view that the date of the Epistle of Jude was later than
2. The correspondence thus indicated between the two
that of 2 Peter.
Epistles would seem to show that they were addressed to substantially the same
In neither of the two is there any special designation of the
circle of readers.
1.

—

—

readers as to their residence, the only indication in 2 Peter being that wliich is
found in iii. 1, which points towards the same persons as those addressed in
1 Peter,

who were

residents of the region of Asia Minor.

In this Epistle, the

which word marks them as Christians,
3. In order to the understanding
but gives no further hint respecting them.
inasmuch
as the phrase eaxov uvuyKTjv, k.t.7i.,
of ver. 3, we may notice, that,
evidently contains the main thought of the verse, the participle mioOfievoc must
It was while or when he was
be determined, in its time, by the verb eaxov.

readers are simply addressed as

uyaTTjjToi,

—

giving diligence to write to the readers of the Epistle respecting the common
The pres. part, goes back, as a continuous
salvation, that he felt constrained.
present, to the time of the verb, and covers that time, but does not pass forward

beyond the limits of that time. The writer seems to imply, therefore, that he
had had, for some time, a desire, and was at the point of putting that desire
into action, to write to them a letter with regard to the common salvation.
This term is a general one, and, as such, is possibly inclusive of all which might
with propriety be covered by it, whether in the matter of fact, or doctrine, or
method, or explanation of any sort. While in this state of mind, the presence
and working of the false teachers made him feel it to be necessary to turn his
It became the
exhortation into the line of thought which he now follows.
readers, in view of the existing dangers, to contend earnestly for the faith.
This passage is
4. The faith which was once for all delivered to the saints.
the strongest one in the N. T. favoring the view that f/ Tiiong has sometimes the
strictly objective sense, the

system of

faith, or Christian doctrine.

If this is

meaning intended by the writer, this fact would tend to show tliat the
Epistle was written in the later, rather than the earlier part of the apostolic
period. The word faith, in almost every case of its occurrence in the N. T.,
The movement towards the objective sense was,
means subjective faith.
naturally and necessarily, a gradual one. It is, indeed, doubtful, whether the
More probably the word, as
full objective meaning is intended in this verse.
here used, appears in what may be considered a transitional state; and the view
of Huther is substantially correct, that it means not system of doctrine, but the
the
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which Christians believe. The reference is
fundamental essential truth of salvation by Christ, than to the

objective contents of faith, that

rather to

tlie

collection of doctrines

—
of

5.

its

making up what

is

commonly

ukq^ apparently carries with

called a theological system.

the idea of once for all, because
connection with napadodelaiy, and the contrast implied in the context.

The word

it

by reason of what is said in ver. 17, is probably to be completed
6. The evil or danger indicated
by the words by the apostles.
The men alluded to were
in ver. 4 is clearly one lying in the moral region.
themselves ungodly; and they were turning the grace of God, not into some
wrong belief, but into wrong conduct and life. These persons are spoken of as
coming in among the Christian body in a secret and stealthy way, by a side-door,
as it were (comp. Gal. ii. 4); and this idea is, by the position of the words, set
forth with especial emphasis. The insidious character of the evil influence, as
well as its existence, is that, which constrains the writer to address the Christian
brethren on this subject.
7. The words describing what the false teachers do and teach are those of
the two participial clauses which form the last part of the verse. But before
stating this, the writer inserts a phrase which marks their character and destiny.
It is not quite certain whether a comma is to be placed before uae(3eig, as Huther
and several commentators hold, making this word an independent designation;
or whether, on the other hand, no comma is to be inserted, and dae/3. is to be
immediately connected with oi npoyeyp. The emphasis is greater if we take the
former arrangement of the sentence. In view of what follows in later verses,
and also of the strict and proper meaning of npoyeyp., it can hardly be questioned

The

participle,

—

in its thought

that this participial phrase refers to these persons, not as predestined to
in the eternal counsels and purpose of God, but as corresponding
with cases mentioned' in the O. T., and thus being of the number of those with
regard to whom the O. T. utters its predictions; comp. 2 Pet. ii. 1. The words
this judyment, which evidently here suggest the idea of condemnatory judgment,
refer to what is indicated or set forth in the following verses.
Vv. 5-16 suggest
the condemnation, while they, at the same time, describe the characteristics
of the persons, and they do so by calling attention to the O. T. times.
8. Turnincj the grace of God into lascivioiisness, and denying our only Master
There are evidently two points presented here, but
and Lord, Jesus Christ.
the two things mentioned have a close relation to each other. The grace of
God must, as it would seem, by reason of its contrast with aailyEia, mean here,
not the doctrine of grace, or of the way of salvation through faith, but the actual
Divine grace or favor itself. They turned this grace itself, which came to them
in the offer of forgiveness, into a means of indulgence in gross immorality. The
progress of error had passed from doctrine into life.
These persons also denied
Eejecting the right idea and influence of the grace which Jesus
the Lord.
revealed, it was a natural sequence that they should move onward to the denial
of Jesus Himself.
As the word deov, following 6eai:6Tj]v, is to be omitted from
the text by reason of the preponderance of external evidence against it, we may
connect dEanoTrjv with Jesus Christ.
The arguments on both sides of the
question are suggested by Huther in his note. The very close correspondence
between this Epistle and 2 Peter, and the fact that in that Epistle (ii. 1) the
word is undoubtedly used of Jesus, seem, on the whole, to overbalance the
suggestions of Huther on the other side.
Both possibilities of explaining
the words which follow upvovfievot should, however, be recognized, as they are
in R. V. text and marg.
This word upvovfc. seems to denote a denial both in

condemnation

—
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;

but, so far as

as regards the truth wliich

He

it is

the former,

it is
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rather a denial of

taught, and the revelation of

made, in their bearing upon life, than a denial of His Messianic
Divine nature, or peculiar relation to God.

Him

God which He
office,

or of His

LIII.

Vv. 5-16.
1. The writer begins this passage, as Huther remarks, by referring to three
examples of judgment which may serve to set forth the character of the Kpifia
mentioned in ver. 4. These three examples are drawn from the history of the
Egyptians, from the case of Sodom and Gomorrah, and from that of the fallen
angels.
In 2 Peter, where similar examples are cited for the same purpose, the
case of the Egyptians is omitted, and that of the* people at the time of the flood
This change would, in itself, be a slight indication that the one
is inserted.
writer did not copy from the other, or at least did not depend on the other,
but only a slight one; for, in case of such dependence, it is evident that the later
of the two might feel that the substitution of one historical occurrence for
2. The
another would be more adapted to his purpose, or more impressive.
word una^ is probably best translated once for all ; and the participial clause in
which it occurs intimates that all this past record was fully known to them, so
that they needed only to be reminded of it, in any of its parts, in order to

—

appreciate the force of

application.

its

ver. 5, as possibly correct,

— Huther regards the reading

though he admits

its

strangeness.

It

'hjaov^, in

would seem to

the writer of this note, that, while its presence in some very ancient authorities
may be easily accounted for by reason of the allusion to Jesus in ver. 4, this
reading is quite improbable for two reasons; namely: First, because this O. T.
is much more naturally connected with God than with Christ; this is
the connection generally found in the X. T., and it seems to be found in the
remainder of this Epistle taken as a whole; and secondly, because there is
manifestly no such occasion here, as we find in 1 Cor. x., for bringing forward

record

One who was with the Israelites or the O. T. saints. If we read
without the addition of Tj^ctoi-c, the reference is, no doubt, to God.
3. The adverbial word dtvTepov is well explained "by Dr. Angus, in Schaff's
Pop. Comm., as the next thing he did. Huther is probably correct in giving a
somewhat extended reference to the dealing with those who did not believe, but
the passage in Num. xxv. 1-9 may, nevertheless, be prominent in the writer's
Christ as the

—

6 Kvptog

thought.
4. The words respecting the angels are slightly different from those of the
corresponding passage in 2 Peter, where the passage (ii. 4) reads: // God
spared not angels when they sinned, but cast them doion to Tartarus, and
committed them to pits [or chains] of darkness, to be reserved unto judgment.
For the word sinned, Jude uses the expression, kept not tt/v iavrdv upxnv; this
expression may probably set forth what their sin consisted in, or that by which

has here the meaning dominion, principality,
is now admitted by many, or most,
This meaning is, as Huther remarks, the ordinary
of the best commentators.
meaning of the word in the N. T., when it is used of angels; and it is, to say
tlie least, as fully consistent as the other interpretation with the clause which
follows.
The reference in this following clause may probably be to what is

it

was accompanied.

That

cip^fV

rather than first estate, original condition,
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mentioned in Gen. vi. 1 ff. but the language used in the remainder of the verse
is so connected with that of the Book of Enoch, and of other writings outside
of the O. T., and it is of such a poetic or figurative character, that the interpreter
is called upon, by this fact, to exercise much care in his explanation and
;

application of the words.

elsewhere in the

N".

—

5.

The word ui6luiq, in this sense, does not occur
Rom. i. 20, where it is applied to God. It is

T., except in

(1«; but, so far as the statement of the verse is concerned, the
always idea may be limited to covering the period until the day of judgment.
The keeping or guarding of these angels fast-bound, so that there may be no
escape, until the time when condemnation is passed upon them, is the thought
Whether they are to be kept bound in chains afier that
in the author's mind.
time, or whether some other result of the condemnatory judgment is to befall
them, is not stated; and it is natural that it should not be, for the purpose of the
passage is to show, by these examples, the certainty that condemnation will
come, and not what the particular final consequences of it are to be. In
2 Peter, according to what may be the best text, they are said to be committed
The word Tartarus is used only in
to pits of darkness in reserve for judgment.
Professor Salmond, in Schaff's Pop. Comm. on that Epistle, says,
2 Peter.
and apparently with reason, " Peter has in view [in the use of this word in the
passage in question] neither Hades, the world of the departed generally, nor
Gehenna, hell, in the sense of the place of final judgment, but the intermediate

derived from

scene or state of penalty."
6. The fact that Sodom and Gomorrah are spoken of as having in like
manner with these given themselves over to fornication, and gone after strange

favorable to the view that the reference to the angels

is connected with
but also especially with the Book of Enoch. In 2 Peter we do not
find this special designation of the sin of Sodom.
This is to be accounted for,
no doubt, in connection with the different purpose of the two writers, and the
fact that in 2 Peter the allusion to Sodom does not follow immediately after

flesh, is

Gen.

vi.,

made

that which

is

reference to

Sodom,

The word

used by Jude with
which we speak
of- the everlasting hills.
The endless fire of the future, as that expression has
been sometimes used with reference to final Divine punishment, is manifestly
not intended here; for the reference is to the destruction of earthly cities, not
to the angels.

is

employed

The expression

aluucoc, as

in a sense kindred to that in

no doubt, to
condemned them with an overthrow.
Through this overthrow, and the suggestions which it was calculated to give,
God made (2 Peter) them, set them forth as (Jude), an example.
That the
words of eternal fire depend on the word punishment in Jude (R. V. text), and
not on the word example (R. V. marg.), is held, as Huther remarks, by most
expositors. The reasons which Huther urges in favor of the other view are
worthy of serious consideration; but they do not seem to be sufficient, in view
of the fact that these cities were destroyed by an actual fire, which, so far as
their longer existence was concerned, was perpetual in its destructive power;
and the word endless, as used of the angels, is descriptive only of ^hat precedes
of souls.

of

Jude

is

substantially equivalent,

that in 2 Peter: turning them into ashes,

—

the judgment; eternal

fire

after that

is

only hinted

The corresponding passage in 2 Peter, which
ashes, condemned them with an overthrow,"
that the

not declared in terms.

"turning the

cities

into

bears also in favor of the view

Jude is the actual (earthly) fire which destroyed, and thus conpunishment of, Sodom and Gomorrah, and not the fire of Gehenna.

fire in

stituted the

The

at,

reads,

suggestion of Huther, that nvp aluviov always designates

hell-fire,

can hardly
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be insisted upon, when it is remembered that this expression occurs but three
times in the N. T. (the other two instances being. Matt, xviii. 8 and xxv. 41, in
both which cases the phrase is elg to nip rd aidviov).
7. The word nivroi. in ver. 8 is translated yet by R. V., as if this verse were
in contrast to what precedes, and as if the thought were: notwithstanding these

But more probably the view

warning examples.

of

serves for a strengthening of the expression: "these

Huther

men

is

correct, that

actually do the

it

same

thing as the Sodomites." —8. The word ewnviaCofievoi seems to refer to the
thoughts and imaginings of these men in their sin and opposition to God,
which are connected with and result in the pollution of the flesh, and the
as referring to

God

to be correct;

The argument

Huther with respect to KvpwTTjTa,
and this view of the word seems
but the suggestions which he makes with regard to cJofaf, as

despising of dominion, etc.

or Jesus Christ,

of

is forcible,

referring to evil angels because of ver. 9, are not to be considered as a sufficient
support for that view. The repetition of the (5e may be accounted as following

the line of the

fiev

.

.

.

8e,

and not as indicating a marked ditference

sentences: set at nducjht dominion, and rail at dignities.

in the

More probably,

two

66^aQ

powers (good angels), as connected with the Divine lordship
reference to the action of Michael, here spoken of, is
apparently for the purpose of showing the impropriety of the conduct of these
men by calling to mind the fact that the great archangel did not act in this way
even towards Satan. The story here alluded to was probably a Jewish tradition,
refers to the angelic

{KvpwTTiTa).—9.

The

familiar to the writer and the readers.

Whether

true in fact, or not,

it

fully

answered the writer's purpose as an illustration; that it was a tradition having
no foundation in fact, may not be affirmed, but it was legitimate for Jude to
use it as a well-known story. The corresponding passage in 2 Peter seems
to refer to the bringing of a railing judgment either against these daring
persons or against the 66^ai, and in either case it has a more general character
than this in Jude, but may be, in some way, connected with the same story.
The explanation of Kpimv ^Xaa<?riuiuQ given by Huther is doubtless correct.
10. Ver. 10 presents the attitude and action of these false teachers in relation to
two points, which answer to what is said of them in ver. 4. These men really
rejected, in their general discourse and action, the authority of God, and gave
themselves up to lust and sensual indulgence. They combined the self-conceit
of scepticism with it's tendency to immorality, when it works towards its worst
What belonged to the region above their intellectual sphere, they
results.
reviled and despised; but not only this: what lay within the region of their
earthly apprehension, they used only for the lowest ends, as if they were mere

—

animals.

Yer. 11 comes in at a later point in the description of these persons given
and apparently more in the natural order. Here, in the vehemence
of the writer's denunciation of them, he breaks in with these words as the
ground of pronouncing a " woe upon them." The allusion in 2 Peter is only
11.

in 2 Peter,

and Korah being omitted. Dr. Lumby regards this
it a sort of climax, and possibly his view is correct.
He says: "These teachers were [so the writer of the Epistle would affirm]
envious of men and perverse towards God, like Cain; they were teachers of
error, and willing to work evil and lead others to it, for gain's sake, as was
Balaam; and their ambitious self-seeking led them to resist all authority, after
the manner of Korah." It may be, however that the general resemblance to
these persons is intended, without the idea of a climax. The word perished, in

to Balaam, that to Cain

verse in Jude as having in
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the last clause of the verse, seems to be used as anticipatory of their final fate;
they had given themselves up to the course indicated so wilfully and completely,
that the final result for

them was,

as

it

were, already secured and become a

reality.
12.

The

correspondence, in the description

which immediately follows

this

denunciatory passage, with 2 Pet. ii. 13, will be noticed; and yet there seems to
be a kind of compression in the language here and elsewhere in Jude's description, and an indignant intensity, which surpasses what we find in the other
Epistle, and which suggests the thought that the writer of this letter had seen
the life and workings of these false teachers, towards whom the author of the
other Epistle had only looked forward as likely to arise in the future, or, at
the most, as in the beginning of their development in the matter of the evils
indicated.

—

13.

The word

Jude of anlTuoi. in
and the word uyunaig in .Jude has
omMdeg is generally
it in 2 Peter.
seems probably to be the correct meaning of

anLldde^ (ver. 12) takes the place in

2 Peter, according to the best authorities,
in some manuscripts unuruig substituted for

understood to mean rocks, and this
the word. That the word may, however, be substantially equivalent to (yniloi,
can hardly be doubted (see Huther's note), and the R. V. is justified in inserting
the alternative meaning sjwts in the margin. If the former signification of the
word is adopted, the suggestion of the idea of hidden rocks is not improbably
contained in it; and thus the idea of danger from these men, and from the
character of their influence, is set before the reader's mind. The other mean-

mind the thought of defilement and disThe love-feasts are alluded to, apparently, aj the times of a sacred
among the Christian believers, when they were observed with the

ing, being adopted, only brings to

figurement.

fellowship

and spirit. What is here referred to
what was manifested in Corinth: see 1 Cor.

a far greater development
20 ff. In 2 Peter these

right feeling

is

of

xi.

persons are spoken of as revelling in the love-feasts, if uyuTraig is the true
reading there; or in their deceivings, if unaraig is to be regarded as the correct

some other authorities). The reference in
both Epistles, whatever be the true text, is clearly to what occurred at these
which the members of the churches united, and which, in their right
use and purpose, were holy meetings. Only with the reading uwuTaig they are
represented as gaining their ends, etc., by deceit. The word avvevuxovfievoi is
common to both Epistles; v/uv, however, is added in 2 Peter. R. V. translates
text (so Sin., A*, C, K, L, P, and
feasts, in

same way in both cases, and this is very probably correct; but evidently,
Huther intimates, the mv in Jude may mean together, or with each other.
Without fear indicates the bold manner in which they took this course, having
no fear of God's righteous displeasure or punishment. Whether u<p6t3tjg is to be
connected with the participle which precedes it, or that which follows it, is
uncertain.
R. V. gives the latter connection, and perhaps this is the preferable
way of understanding the words. It would seem that the word noifiaivovTEg must
point to the position of these men as in some sense professed teachers or leaders,
who act solely, and possibly in the way of deceit, for their own advantage.
14. In the following words, by a fourfold figure, the writer represents these
in the

as

men

as empty, restless, useless, destructive teachers of the worst sort.
Clouds
without loater, carried along by winds : these words indicate their emptiness,
and the fact that, being thus empty, they are borne along' anywhither, and
consequently are unsafe to follow. Nothing comes from them, and they move
in no one direction. Autumn trees without fruit, twice dead, plucked up by the
roots : the idea of no good coming from them is presented again here, and it is
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added that the life-power which gives the possibility of fruit is gone. They are
they have lost the life-principle out of themselves, and they have
become as trees which, because they are fruitless and also lifeless, are plucked
up by the roots. The utter impossibility of any good spiritual result proceeding
from them is thus most emphatically set forth. Wild waves of the sea, foaming
out their own shame : this strong figure seems to represent the restless movement of these men in the course of immorality, wherein they show forth, by the
excess of lust and evil, their shameful character, as the tossing waves break
forth into foam.
Wandering stars, for lohom the blackness of darJcness has
been reserved for ever : whether the writer refers here to comets which appear
for a time and then pass away from sight, is not certain but not improbably
this is the case.
Perhaps the reference is to meteors. The strong and intense
poetic rhetoric of these expressions, and the fact that in all the preceding cases
the figure is carried throughout all the words, may lead us to doubt whether the
last phrase, /or tvhom [lohich], etc., is to be referred to the false teachers, except
so far as an application of them is thus made as part of the figure.
More
probably, it would seem that the writer represents these stars which break their
way across the heavens, as going down to endless night, and being utterly
fruitless:

;

extinguished.

But, in the

way

of application of the figure, there

must be some

force in these words, as indicating the final result for these men.

Angus

four figures, as Dr.

says, "all that

is

— By these

mischievous, useless, disastrous, in

sea or land or sky, becomes in turn the symbol of the character

—

and destiny of

these men."
15. R. V. translates rovTocg, of ver. 14, to these; but it is quite
commonly understood in the sense of with reference to these, as Huther also
takes it, comparing Luke xviii. 31. This construction in such a sentence is
undoubtedly peculiar and uncommon.
The writer closes these denunciatory

by applying to the false teachers the prophetic words of Enoch, which,
through their position as following the last clause of ver. 13, make the most
solemn application of that clause. The question as to the origin of these words
whether they are derived from the Book of Enoch, which we now possess, but
with the language of which they do not perfectly correspond, though they are
very strikingly similar, or whether they belonged to an oral tradition which
came down to the apostolic times, and brought words spoken, or supposed to be
spoken, by Enoch
is one of considerable difficulty.
To the writer of this
note, the derivation from the Book of Enoch seems more probable.
16. Ver. 16 seems to be an additional description of the false teachers suggested to the writer, in the excitement of his feeling against them, by the closing
words of the quotation from Enoch's prophecy. They are murmiirers, he says,
figures

—

—

complainers, loalking after their

own

lusts.

The word "complainers"

strictly

conveys the idea of dissatisfaction or fault-finding with their lot, and, in connection with yoyyvarai, can scarcely have any other reference than to murmuring and
complaining against God (comp. the preceding verse: "hard things spoken against
him"),
The remaining words of this verse present again the idea of their lust
and immorality, their self-conceit and vanity, exalting themselves, as Huther
says, " in contrast to the humility of the Christians submitting themselves to
God," and their readiness to give honor to persons of high position, etc., from
whom they might hope for some good for themselves. They utter complaints
against God, and refuse to have that humility and submission before Him which
they are ready to have, in outward show and form at least, in the presence of

—

those

who

are exalted in the world.

distinctly expressed

:

The

selfishness of this respect for

for the sake of advantage.

men

is

'
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That there is a nervous energy, and a vehemence of denunciation also, in
whole passage, as compared with the passage in 2 Peter, the words of which
are so largely similar, the attentive reader who looks carefully at the two will,
Whether this
as the writer of this note cannot doubt, be ready to admit.
characteristic of Jude's style is due to the character of his mind, or whether it
is to be explained, on the other hand, by the fact that he was in the presence
"of these men, while the other writer was only speaking prophetically of the
future, is a noint more difficult of determination.
this

LIV.
V. 17-23.
1.

The

writer opens this passage with a call

upon the readers

to

remember

the prophetic words of the apostles, respecting persons of the character of these

This prophetic declaration, being born© in mind, would tend to
strengthen them against the evil influence of these men. The words vnd ruv
aTTocToAcjv seem, as Huther suggests, hardly consistent with the supposition that
Jude was himself an apostle. Certainly the expression is less easily reconciled
false teachers.

with such a supposition, than are the words in the Book of Revelation (xxi. 14)
and in 2 Peter (iii. 2), which are sometimes compared with them. In the passage in Revelation, the writer is looking forward to the future and final blessedness of the Church, and is writing in the prophetico-poetic style. That in such
a passage he should speak of the twelve foundations of the new Jerusalem as
having upon them the names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb, can scarcely
be regarded as strange, when we consider the well-understood and universally
acknowledged prominence of the apostles as the leaders of the whole Christian
company,
a leadership which, of course, they were conscious of themselves,
and which they did not hesitate to claim. In 2 Peter, on the other hand, where
the language is very nearly what it is here, the difference in the expression is
such as to make the use of it by an apostle less improbable, if we read v/j-uv in
the text, as we should, according to the great majority of the authorities which
have most weight. "The commandment of the Lord and Saviour given by
your apostles," is an expression which Peter or John might have used, it would
seem, as one of a body of bishops might speak of " your bishops." But Jude's
language: "The words spoken formerly by the apostles of our Lord Jesus
Christ, how that they said to you," is of a different sort.
This langiiage, however, if it be admitted that it proves Jude not to have been an apostle, does not
prove that the writer of the Epistle was not Judas the brother of James, who
was the Lord's brother. The bearing of the verse, in this respect, would be
only on the apostolic position of the two brothers, and so on the exact relationship which they sustained to the Lord.
2. The probability with respect to the

—

—

text in ver. 18 favors iaxurov tov xpovov, and, if this be correct, the meaning is:
at the end of the time.
The expression sets forth in another form the same
idea which is found in 2 Pet. iii. .3, ^tt' eaxuruv xpovuv. The closing days of the

ante-Messianic age were a time when these developments of evil were anticipated
by the X. T. writers, as connected with the words of Christ in the eschatological
discourses, etc.
The presentation of the matter in 2 Peter is slightly different,
the words respecting the mockers toeing made dependent on a participle yivuOKovrec, so that the readers are

prophets, etc.,

exhorted to remember the words spoken by the
This
will appear in the last days.

knowing that the mockers
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manner of representation is, perhaps, indicative in some slight
Jude writing after
degree of the relation in time between the two Epistles
The words tcjv uaeiSeiuv form a descripthey had appeared, and Peter before.
difference in the

—

;

more emphatic than an adjective.
In vv. 19-23, the writer adds a brief conclusion, in which he sums up
what the readers should do with regard to their own life, and in respect to those
who were, or might be, misled by the false teachers. This passage he opens by
tive genitive, lusts of impieties, as
3.

a repetition, in a summary statement, of the characteristics of these teachers
themselves. The word unodiopi^ovTeg is placed first, and probaljly means causing
This occasioning of divisions, or making of factions, was the natural
divisions.
result of their doctrines and action; and it was the point which might properly
be made most prominent, as, in bringing his Epistle to its close, the author
desired to tell his readers what to do in maintaining the real life of the Church.
The word ipvxtKoi is explained by its connection with nvev/ia ufj ixovreg- and both
of these expressions, one on the negative and the other on the positive side, set

and comprehensive way, their imchristian character. They
belong in the sphere which is outside of the teaching, influence, and power of
the Divine Spirit, and in the sphere of the animal or sensual, or the natural as
This adjective fvxiKi} occurs in Jas. iii. 15,
distinguished from the spiritual.
where it is placed between iniyuoq and daifioviudr/g ; in the present case, by reason

forth, in a general

of the language used, in earlier verses, in describing these persons, it possibly
borders more nearly on the idea of the latter of these two words than the

former, but more probably
the earthly natural life.

—

it

4.

has its more general meaniiag. They lived only in
Ver. 20 stands in a kind of contrast to ver. 19,

ovtoc.
The two participial clauses which are found in
one in ver. 21, are subordinate to the verb TTjprjaare, though
not in precisely the same way. The one beginning with enoiKodofiovvTeg expresses
the antecedent condition, on the basis of which they were to keep themselves in
the love of God; that which follows, praying in the Holy Sjnrit, sets forth the
means, or a means, by which the end was to be secured; and the one in ver. 21,
looking for the mercy, etc., presents an attendant circumstance or accompanying
they should keep themselves, etc., with an attendant waiting for and
state,
expectation of the mercy of the Lord. —5. The word marei, in ver. 20, is
regarded by Huther as used in an objective sense, but apparently as denoting

v/xelc

being opposed to

ver. 20, as well as the

—

the objective contents of faith rather than the system of doctrine. If this is the
But it does not seem
correct view in ver. 3, it is so, not improbably, here also.
necessarj^

if

we consider

this verse in itself alone, to give the

word

this sense,

can certainly be built upon subjective faith, and
subjective faith may properly be described by the adjective holy, or most holy;
faith is a holy thing. —The emphatic position of h m>. uyiu) may be accounted
for the character

and

life

for as connected with the nvevfia (ifi exovteq predicated of the false teachers.
Perhaps, however, the writer reverses the order of the two participial clauses on
The love of God here spoken of is probably, but not
mere rhetorical grounds.

—

God's love towards them, rather than theirs towards Him. It is, as
Huther remarks, in God's love to us, that the hope of the future mercy of Christ
has its ground. —The connection of £«V C"^" aluviov with rnpn'^aTe, which Huther
favors, is, perhaps, the most natural one, but possibly Alford is right in joining
the phrase with the combined idea of Tripf/aare and Kpoadexonevot.
6. Vv. 22, 23, add to the exhortation addressed to the readers with reference
to the growth of their own life in the present exposure to the dangerous
certainly,

influence of these false teachers, a series of exhortations respecting the

manner
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which they should deal with persons who might be affected by that influence.

three classes of persons alluded to, are apparently arranged according to
the measure in which they are supposed to be influenced, beginning with those
This must, at least, be held to be the true
in whose case the measure is least.
view, if €7.euTE is the correct reading in ver. 22, as opposed to tvify,teT£. With the
other reading, the question of the order is more doubtful. According as the

The

former or the latter text
will,

is

adopted, the meaning of the participle SiaKpivn/ievovc

or may, vary; in the former case, this participle

meaning being

in doubt (R.

V.

while they dispute with you
certainly the true one.

;

text), but possibly

it

must probably have the

may mean,

in the latter case, the latter

The verb

eliyxtTE, if read, is to

as R. V. marg.,

meaning

is

almost

be translated refxde

(A. R. Y. marg.) or convict, including the idea of overcoming in argument, and
a consequent rebuke and condemnation. This latter seems to be the sense of

the verb in ver.

15.

The most natural

what may be regarded

progress of the sentences here, as well as

on the whole, the preponderating external testimony,
The verb fAeurt being adopted as the text, and
favors the other text-reading.
as,

the participle being understood to

mean

being in doubt,

we may understand the

writer's exhortation to be as follows: that the Christian readers should

have

compassionate feeling and corresponding action towards those of the first class;
as they were in a state of doubt and wavering only, such an attitude towards them
might bring them to the right course: secondly, that they should save those of
the second class by snatching them out of the fire; these persons had gone much
farther astray than those of the preceding class, and more vigorous measures
were needed for them, yet still measures prompted by compassion thirdly, that
they should have a compassionate feeling toward those making up the third
class; but this feeling should move or be exercised in the sphere of fear, with a
hatred of that which was defiling them, and which would defile all who have any
share in it. These last-mentioned persons are, by reason of these added words,
presented as those with whom even compassionate intercourse was attended by a
certain danger.
7. With respect to the individual words or phrases in vv. 22,
23, it may be said, (a) that the use of diaKiuvouevo^ in ver. 0, where it undoubtedly
means disputing, favors the view that it is used in the same sense here; but the
well-known use of this word, elsewhere, in the other sense (doubting) justifies
sufficiently its use by Jude with this meaning, and the progress of the sentences,
as explained above, is favorable to this use of the word, with the reading eAmre
:

—

i?.E£iTE.
(b) The phrase snatching them out of the fire seems to indicate, on
the one hand, the great difficulty, and, on the other, the possibility, of rescuing
the persons referred to. The word fire is only indicative of danger and deadly
evil, and of the difficulty of rescue, and has apparently no direct reference here

or

punishment of the future world, (c) The last clause of
by Huther. The ;t''"wv, the undergarment, "is to
the author the symbol of whatever, by means of external contact, shares in the
moral destruction of those men." In this connection, the reference is, as we
may believe, to the greater, rather than the minor evil of this sort. Iluther,

to eternal fire or the

ver. 23 is correctly explained

hoM-ever, disagrees with the view expressed in this note respecting the three

and would rather regard them as arranged in a reverse order to that
which has been suggested here.
Wordsworth supposes that there may be some
connection between the last clause of ver. 23 (so far as the suggestion of the
thought and the expression are concerned) and Zech. iii. 2-4. This, however,

classes,

—

is

doubtful.
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LV.
Yv.
1.

The

24, 25.

Epistle closes with a doxology which, in

that at the end of the Epistle to the

opening thought,

Romans (Rom.

its

general form, resembles

xvi. 2o«, 27),

and which,

in

nearly related to the thought of this whole Epistle, and
particularly of the last preceding verses (20-23). In its resemblance to Rom. xvi.,

its

is

the words, to Him who is able to guard you {stablish you, Rom.), to the
only [wise] God our Saviour through Jesus Christ be glory (to the only ivise God
through Jesus Christ, to whom be the glory, Rom.). TTie word cto^o in Jude is

we have

omitted by the best authorities, and the words <5iu 'I. Xp. t. /cup. ijiiuv, which are
not found in T. R., are supported by the weightiest evidence.
2. The word
uT^TaiaTovq, which is not found elsewhere in the N. T., is particularly adapted to

—

this place;

and the consummation at the end, for which this (pvXd^ai vfiiig a-Taiaand preserves the Christian readers, is presented in the following

Tovg prepares

words.

The

preposition fy before

uya2.2.i.uaEi

denotes the sphere or condition

which the arfjcai u/iu/xovg will have its action or result; and so the condition in
which the persons who are thus set before God blameless, will be in connection
with, and as the issue of, the ar^cai.
3. Huther takes 6iu T. X. as belonging to
cuTf/pi rjixCiv, our Saviour through Jesus Christ, and this is not improbably the
correct view.
4. The fulness of the form of the doxology is noticeable, as
compared with other doxologies in the N. T., and particularly the fulness of the
form of expression npd iravrdg tov aluvog km vvv Kat eig nuvrag Tovg aliJvag. The
past, the present, and the future are united,
from everlasting and to everlasting.
With respect to the verb to be supplied in the doxology,
whether euri
the prayer or wish-element, which belongs to the very idea of a doxoor e(7T(j,
logical sentence, and the probabilities appertaining to most such sentences, favor
the supply of carw; while the argument urged by De Wette in favor of earl, that
a prayer that glory may be before all time is out of place and fitness, is worthy
of consideration. It is doubtful, however, whether the sentence is to be looked
at in this way.
Not improbably, in giving his thought and desire an extension
in

—

—

—

—

—

time or eternity, he simply offers his prayer that, throughout all, glory
given, without thinking of the accurate fitting of his words in the
manner supposed.
over

all

may be
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